The world.' s most competitive Single
Sideband Radiotelephone - the SSB
125 is suitable for fixed or mobile
operation and is the most economic
equipment for long distance communication available today.

Features
•

125 w atts p .e.p. output

•

4 switched channels

•

Transistor DC or AC power pack

•

Cry sta l filter selection of sideband s

PYE TELECOMMUNICATIONS -LTD.
CAMBRIDGE · ENGLAND
Telephone : Teversham 3131
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but
the
latest
communication
techniques
are

u.~ed

Soltliers' Witlows' Funt/
(See A.C.I. 86 of 1964)

We wrote in June of this year of this excellent scheme. We write again
as its merits have been brought vividly to our notice. Two soldiers of our
Corps who tragically met their deaths during recent months were wise enough
to have joined this Fund. Their widows both received some £350 almost
within hours of their deaths. One of the great merits of this scheme is the
speed and ease with which a widow or dependent receives payment. Below
is an actual example of the speed at which this scheme can operate.

·i n .....

The BCC 30,
HF Military Pack-Set.

**
*
**
*

THE

Fully Transistorised .
Lightweight Set
More than 20 Watts . RF output.
Amplitude Modulated or Phase Modulated, and C/W
18 Crystal Controlled Channels.
600 Speech Channels on Free Tune.
BCC 30 Multi-role versatility provides man-pack,
fixed stati on and mobile roles
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A soldier in an Infantry unit signed the necessary form to join the Fund
at 9.30 in the morning. This was merely authority for the paymaster to
commence deductions of 2/- a week from his pay. Before any actual money
had passed he was tragically killed in an accident on the same afternoon. His
widow was in possession of £350 the next morning!
In the light of the above it would seem very foolish for any married
soldier not to participate in this excellent scheme. All that is required is to
complete the necessary form authorising the Regimental Paymaster to deduct
2/- a month from the individual's pay at source. Thus a mere 24/- a year
secures cover and this operat.es from the moment the . application form is
completed authorising the first 2/- to be paid. If you are a married soldier
you really must do something about this NOW.

Clothing for Welfare
We have been asked if we can give a bit more information about gifts
in kind to the Association to help our welfare work-particularly clothing.
All gifts, such as clothing, toys, books and footwear, are always very
welcome. Clothing, as long as it is clean and has a reasonable amount of
wear left, can be particularly useful, but please do not send us anything with
moth in it; nor are discarded uniforms much help. In particular demand
is men's and children's clothing-especially children's shoes. Ladies' jerseys
are also much needed, as are men's overcoats and warm clothing.
We are much indebted to the very kind friends and Units who sent u
gifts for Christmas; also to the ladies of the 10th Regiment who so kindly
helped our welfare staff in making up parcels for despatch. This support
from the Corps not only helps those in need but i also a great encouragement
to our welfare staff.
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<l&bituarp
MA.JOB-GENERAL SIR W. RON ALB CA~IPDELL PENNEY,
K.D.E., c..u., D.s.o., M.C.

His very many friends will have heard · with deep regret of
the sudden death of General Sir Ronald Penney on 3rd
December, 1964- A service and cremation took place in Edinburgh on 5th December, at which many friends and members
of the Corps were present.
.
General 'Ronnie' Penney was a great Corps personality.
He had a most distinguished military career, some of .the high-

W.O.II W. G. McLEOD
W.0.II W. G. McLeod (22265389) who served in Royal
Signals from 1949 until his death in Aberdeen on 19th
December, 1964, had already started work with the Royal
Signals Insti:tuc.ion which he intended as bis career in retirement.
He was taken ill suddenly and was in Millbank
Hospital when he heard he had passed the Civil Service Examination co enter as a clerical officer. He had already become our
friend in R.H.Q., and our deep sympathy is offered to Mrs.
McLeod and her two young children. He was a life member
of the Association.
NEW YEAR'S HONOUllS LIST
Congratulations to the following who received the awards
shown against their names :
Brigadier C. C. Fairweather, C.B.E., (T.A and A.F.A.).
Lieutenant-Colonel T. I. Ronald, o.B.E.
Major A. Begg, M.B.E.
W.0.I (Bandmaster) B. J. Tamplin, M.B.E. (T.A.)
:Sergeant F. G. Holmonroyd, B.E.M.
Sergeant R. G. Rotherham, B.E.M.
Sergeant D. S. T. Spar.row, B.E.M.
Sergeant P. W. Todd, B.E.M.
Sergeant Partirnan Pun, B.E.M. (Gurkha Signals).

lights of which were the award of the. M.C., and both ~e
Belgian and French Croix de Guerre m World War I; his
appointment as Brigade Major to ~ .Q., ~hanghai area, in .1931;
command of the 3rd Infantry Brigade m 1940-41; S.0.-m-C.,
Middle East Forces, 1942; C.S.O., 18th Army Group, and
later C.S.O., 15th Army Group, 1943; G.0.C., Ist Div.isi~n
(in which appointment he was severely wounded at Anz10 m
1944)· D .M.I. at Supreme HQ., S.E.A.C., and finally Assistant
Controller of Supplies (Ammunition) 1946-49. He was a Colonel
Commandant of the Corps from 1947 .co 1957. He was awarded
the D.S.O. jn the 1936/37 Waziristan Operations, and in World
War II he was awarded the C.B.E. (1943), the C.B. (1944),
the Legion of Merit (U.S.) and the Order of the White Lion
(Czechoslovakia). He served with the Foreign Office from 1955
to 1957, and was knighted in 1958. These are but some of
his appo intments and honours, which are indicative of the great
personality that he was.
Apart from his soldierly achievements, he was a sportsman
of note, and a well-known rugby player, being capped for the
Army and awarded his "Jimmy" for representing the Corps.
I t was as a very human and likeable person that he will be
particularly missed, and he will .~ remember«;d with mu,0
affection by those who had the pnvilege of servmg under him
when he commanded the 1st Indian Divisional Signals, 1935-38.
He was a staunch supporter of the Association, and records
show that he was taking an active paI!t in its affairs as far
back as 192r. His wise advice-and sometimes well-meri~ed
criticism-invariably proved extremely S?U?d, and were 1~
spired by his deep regard for the Association and all .that 1t
stood for. He also performed great services for S.S.A.F.A.,
in which be held h igh office.
Honours and promotion never made any difference to Ronnie
Penney; although he had a strong will and a forthright viewpoint , he remained as cha~ing ~d approachable as ever1 and
numbered a:nongst his legion of fnends all ranks, from Signalmen upwards.
.
Th.is short tribute can pay but bnef homage ·tO such a man.
He will be long remembered by -the Corps, and in many circles
outside it.
.
He lost his firS>t wife, so well-known and liked, m 196o,
and it is .co his second wife, Stella, whom we were just beginning
to know ithat our deep sympathy goes, as well as to the twe
daughtds of \tis first marri~ge.
.
.
A full memoir will appear m the Spring issue of the Journal
of the Royal Signals Institution.

Ditl the Corps beat the B.B.C. to it?
E:draet from the April etlition of •• The Wire,''
1921
WIRELESS TELEPHONE CONCERTS
Great .success has been achieved by Lieutenant Walker in
transmission of Wireless Telephony.
Several concerts have
been given, and the other week he entertained London, EaS>tbourne and Maresfield.
'" Hello, London 1 Hello, London!
Crowborough speaking I "

Crow borough speaking I

Sergeant Speller ga~e a so~g;. Signruma7:1 Kirk a pianoforte
solo; Signalman Starlmg a violm s<?lo; Signalman Glessop a
pianoforte solo; Signalman Jones a v1olm solo; Lance-Corporal
Gibbs a song; Mr. Smart a pianoforte solo; Signalman Young
a song; Mr. Waldie a pianoforte solo.
Splendid signals were received in London. Twency people
were entertained at one station alone. Records were taken at
Eastbourne for a gramophone, and Maresfield had quite a
treat. I1 is hoped that these concerts will be given weekly.

Well-what do you know ?
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VISIT OF THE MASTER OF SIGNALS
MAJOR-GENERAL SIR WILLIAM SCOTT, K.C.M.G., c.B.,
TO THE BRITISH ARMY OF THE RHINE
rnHE Master, accompanied by Lady Scott, arrived at MonJ
chengladbach railway station on the morning of Monday,
12th October. The party were met by Brigadier and Mrs. J.
E. Anderson and Lieutenant K. Ryding of the 7th Regiment
who acted as ADC to the General throughout his tour.
After lunching with the C.S.O. the General visited H .Q.
R A.O.R. and met all Royal Signals Staff and E.R.E. officers
and soldiers who were serving in the Headquarters.
On Tuesday morning the General again visited the Headquarters, this time to meet Signals Division Northag before
driving to Bergelin to see the 13th Regiment.
In the afternoon a small parade was held at which the
Master presented L.S. and G.C. Medals to W.O.I (F. of S) A.
Whittington and W.O.II .{A.Q.M.S.) T. J. Fermor, R.E.M.E.
The General then visited the training block and bad tea with
the Warrant Officers and Sergeants while Lady Scoct, who had
watched the parade, had tea with the Wives' Club before
returning to Rheindahlen to attend a dirmer party with
C.A.F.S.O., Colonel B. R. M. Hayles.
On Wednesday l(he visit took the General to Laarbruch to
meet the 21st Regiment, where, during a very full day, the
Master was shown some of ithe varied facets of the Regiment's
tasks with the R.A.F. The Master who was accompanied by
C.A.F.S.0. and the C.O., Lieutenant-Colonel G . A. Horner,
saw a demonstration of No. 1 Squadron and R.A.F. (Germany)
Communications Centre equipments, and appeared impressed
with the co-operation bet.ween all ranks of <this complex, which
is so vital l(O its success. He spoke at length to Warrant Officers,
senior N.C.O.s and men and after luncheon with the Station
Commander and officers, he visited the Operations Bunker and
finally watched an animated Lieutenant R. J. C . Middleton
instructing his basic German Language Course.
Thursday the 15th was taken up with a visit to the 16th
Regiment in the morning where the General inspected a Quarter
Guard and 2 Squadron drawn up in battle order with all their
transport. He then visited <the Tape Relay Centre and the
Training School where he was shown 1he " School Bulge"
trainees carrying out pare of •t heir Comcen Op training and
talked ro Major Sinclair, the Regimental Training Officer. In
the afternoon t he General moved to Francisca Barracks at St.
Tonis to visit the 28th Regiment.
On Friday morning the Master had a meeting with the
C.-in-C. B.A.0.R., General Sir William Stirling, K.C.B., C.B.E.,
D.s.o., followed by a meeting with Air Marshal Sir Ronald Lees,
K.C.B., C.B.E., D.F.C., before departing for Hubbelrath where he
was met by Major E. G. Watkeys, of 217 Squadron.
The General met the Commander of 7 Artillery Brigade and
watched a demonstration of Brigade Headquarters in .the field
before visiting the gunner signal troops. After lunch in the
Brigade Headquarters' Mess the General and Lady Scott left
for Bielefeld where a dinner patty had been arranged by C.C.
Royal Signals, Brigadier M. ~· Hancock, M.B.E., to introduce
the General to the Corps Commander, Lieutenant-General Sir
Richard Goodwin, K.C.B., C.B.E., D.S.O.
Af.ter a quiet weekend the Master began his visit to 1 (B.R.)
Corps uni<ts by visiting 204 Squadron at Iserlohn where he
in spected a Guard of Honour composed of Royal Signals,
A.A.C., R.A.S .C. and R.E.M.E. personnel. Integration at its
best.
He then visited various aspects of Brigade training and
watched wireless and line detachments taking part in a competition of fast deployment and line laying.
Ac II.IS the party left for Lippstadt where ·the 22nd Regiment
produced a Quarter Guard commanded by Sergeant Stewart
of 244 Squadron. After inspecting the guard, General Scott
was conducted to the Officers' Mess by Lieutenant-Colonel A.
R. Wythe. Following lunch the General inspected five representative radio derachmenl(s in baNle order and then visited
the rest of the Regiment a.t work.
In the meantime Lady Scott and Mrs. Lafferty, wife of the
R.S.M., visited <the quarters of Mrs. Ferguson whose husband
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2 1st Regiment -

c.B.E.

Inspecting the Regimental Quarter Guard

is in Cyprus and Mrs. Costigan whose husband, Corporal
Costigan., is in Borneo. After tea in the Warrant Officers'
and Sergeants' Mess, where the General and Lady Scott met
the majority of members and their wives, me party left for
Bielefeld.
On Tuesday, 20th October, the Master visited the 4th
Regiment at Herford where he was shown a layout of Divisional
Headquarters. Having been introduced to the Divisional Commander, the Master then cook the salute at a drive past of the
Regjment. The narrowness of ~he road and the clo5elless of
tlle vehicles were an impressive feature.
In the afternoon ithe Master drove to Detrnold where he met
the Brigade Commander of 20 Armoured Brigade Group, and
inspected the Quarter Guard of 200 Squadron. After meeting
all <the Squadron officers in the O.C.'s office, the Master inspected the living accommodation and offices and met the
Warrant Officers and senior N.C.O.s of the Squadron. He
ended his •t our with a visit to the Squadron Social Club which
had recently been redecorated with suitable murals and
christened ••The Blue Lagoon . Club.''
In the evening General and Lady Scott returned to
Herford to meet the Divisional Staff officers and their wives at
a cocktail party given by the Regiment in the recently jntegrated
Officers' Mess.
On the 21st the Master should have visited 2nd Regiment,
and ithe squadrons of 6 and 12 Brigade in the field but owing
to •h is indisposition the visit had to be cancelled much ro everyone's disappointment.
On the 22nd ·the 7th Regiment were all prepared for the
Master's arrival when the lights ~n R.H.Q. failed. This, together with .t he dull weatller outside, really set up a cloud of
gloom. However, everyone breathed s.ighs of relief when a
galloper reported that the TV screens, a.t the mist enshrouded
demonstration on the square, were still flickering happily.
At 10 45 precisely t he Master stepped from his car to watch
the Quarter Guard turning out under Sergeant Purdy. The
regimental trumpeter sounded the General Salute. After a
short talk with the Commanding Officer, in me new illuminated
5

offices, the General was caken to see a layout representing the
work of each Squadron in the R egiment. The eyecatching
feature of this demonstration was me television control vehicle
and the two specimen monitor vehicles where the General
spent some time studying the facilities provided by this new
departure in signalling.
In the more che.ring atmosphere of the Sergeants' Mess,
the Master was introduced •to Lieutenant Kelly and the Unit
Motor Cycling T eam who had just returned from their bid to
win the U.K. championships. After lunch in the C.O.'s house
and a short visit to 2rr Squadron at Minden where, in addition
to meeting Squadron officers and enior N .C.O.s, the Master
also met the Brigade Commander of I I Infantry Brigade before
he left for Soltau.
Having spent the night with Brigadier I. G. Gill, O.B.E., M.C.,
Commander of 7 Armoured Brigade, the Master met officers
and warrant officers of 207 Squadron and inspected -the " G "
complex vehicles, and Q .M.'s department to see integrated
stores. After visiting <the Warrant Office.rs' and Sergeants' Mess,
the General left for Verden.
Before arriving at the 1st Regiment, the Master called on the
G .O.C. xst Division, Major-General The Honorable F itzalanHoward, o.B.E., M .C. At Caithness Barracks the Master was
received by a General Salute played by tihe Alarnein Staff Band
of the Royal Tank Regiment after which he inspected the Regiment drawn up on parade and commanded by Major C. 0.
Bound. After the advance i11 revi~v order the Regiment formed
up in a hollow square and the Master presented it:he L.S. and
G.C. medal to Staff Sergeant D. Ross. At the conclusion of
the parade the Master visited the gymnasium ito see the ski
team under training and was introduced to S.S .l. Barnes, the
P .T.I. Then to the Sergeants' Mess, where R.S.M. C. W .
Johnston introduced many of ·the members, in particular Staff
Sergeant A. Baker (34 years' service), witih whom the Master
found a lot to talk about.
From the Sergeants' Mess the Master went to the Officers'
Mess where he was joined by Lady Scott for luncheon with
the G .O.C. an d Mrs. F itzalan-Howard, Brigadier and Mrs.
Hancock, .the Command ing Officer, Lieutenant-Colonel C. E.
Page M .B.E., and Mrs. Page and the officers and ,their ladies.
After lunch the M aster returned to Bielefeld where he stayed
the night before motoring down to Rheindahlen.
On Saturday evening the Master gave a dinner party at the

Help Safeguard Independence
in the

Zambia Defence Force
ZAMBIA (formerly Northern Rhodesia) has recently celebrated Independence.
Because of this and the greatly increased demand on the Defence Force, a planned
expan~ion program~e. is envisaged calling for men of initiative and abi lity.
The
following ranks are invited to apply for the exceptional and interesting posts now
existing in the Defence Force.

I st Regiment -

Presenting the Long Service and Good Conduct
Medal to Staff Sergeant D. Ross

United Services Officers' Club which Brigadier and Mrs. Anderson attended together with a number of young Royal Signal
officers and !'heir wives.
The next day, the C.S.O. escorted General and Lady Scott
to Aachen 1to start their journey to Bruges where after a short
private visit they returned home to Devonshire.
We all thoroughly enjoyed the visit of General Sir William
and Lady Scott and we hope that the Master was not overstrained by his very heavy programme. He has already kindly
told us that he was very satisfied with the morale and stMe of
readiness he found throughout Royal Signals in Gerl'nany.

SERGEANTS
STAFF SERGEANTS
WARRANT O FFICERS 11
with experience in one of the following fie lds
Q, M.T., Signals, Clerical and Pay
COMPANY or EQUIVALENT COMMANDERS

SIGNAL OFFICERS

Applicants, married or single, should not beTmore than 50 years of age . Period of
agreement 3-4-5 years renewable for pe riods of t hree years by mutual agreement.
Agreement terminable by six mo nths notice o n e it her side. Service no r mally in
Zambia only-probably in Lusaka or Ndo la.

RATES OF PAY
Example:
Major £1,985-£2,285 p.a.
Sergeant £751-£887 p.a.

Captain £ 1,550-£ 1,850 p.a.
W.0 .11 £1 ,074-£1 ,290 p.a.

TRADE PAY comparable to Britis h Army
A KENYA OCCASION
We are indebted to the P. R. O. H . Q. British Land Forces,
Kenya, for the photograph below of a small ceremony in
Nairobi on the eve of the departure of British Troops from
Kenya

W.O .lls Alan Sp urgin -(left) and James Paterso n admire the sword
received by Maj o r M. K. Birgen on behalf of t he officers of I Signal
Squadron from the Corps
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CHILDREN'S ALLOWANCE
£50 mini mum for first ch ild, £24 fo r each additional child (payable up
to a maxim um salary of £ 1,290).

Corps C'1ristmas Cards
Major R. F. Little of the 42nd Regiment T .A., writes:

"All glory be to God on high,
And to the earth be peace;
Good will henceforth from H eav'n to men
Begin and never cease.''
So runs the last verse of the hymn " While shepherds
watched . . . " which will be a familiar word to everyone, and
which epitomise t o no small extent the purpose of Christ on
earth.
It so happens that our Christmas festival is celebrated in
many ways and one very common feature is the send ing of
cards. These cards capture many aspects of the Christmas
activity from the remembrance of Mary and Child, the Wise
Men, down to scenic views, and those depicting the gastronomical orgy, but all in their individual way symbolising an
attitude to Christmas.
However, certain 'Other cards have been received r.:his
year, and I thank the senders for their seasonal greetings but
the frontispiece mystifies me. I shall mention but two.
A card with .the Royal Signals crest showing the first use of
telegraph in the Crimean War and one from the King's Own
R oyal R egiment showing the storming of San Sebastian in the
Peninsular Campaign.
My puzzlement concerns the purpose of demonstrating our
" bloody" past; here surely the words of Christ have fallen op
stoney ground.
If the spirit of Christmas is to look forward with hope for
the goodwill of all mankind, and for peace on earth, what
purpose then these pictures.
Where are the lines crossed?
Regimental Headquarters will welcome views on t his subject.
TH E WIRE , JANUARY
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TERMINAL GRATUITY
25% of t otal gross pay rece ived over t he period of the contract, subject
to 30 months se rvice complet ed . Married Quarters and hard fu r nit ure
supplied. Passage to Zambia and back to U. K. on complet ion of t our
for wife and ch ildren under age of of 19.
GENERAL INFORMA T/ON
Zam bia is a fast growing e nergetic Country with a cost of living on a par
t o t he U.K. (Income tax lower). Some items, e .g. cigarettes and petrol
cheape r. It has a warm , d ry climate most of the year, allowing for a wide
range of outdoor and sport ing activities-swimming, boating, fishing and
It's National Parks, Victoria Fails, lakes and wild life offer
hu nti ng.
exci ting sight seeing and photography opportunities.

Applications, quoting age, rank and brief history
sent to :

of previous

military service, should be

The Defence Liaison Officer,

THE OFFICE OF THE HIGH COMMISSIONER FOR THE REPUBLIC OF ZAMBIA
7 -11 Cavendish Place, London, W.1.
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SCENES FROM SUNNY CATTERICK
· ·
B · de who have aused momentarily from their labours to pose for the camera,
E salute below the staff of H.Q. Training rrgOaff'
h ~
'ust completed S6 "Q'~ Course and are now about to join
and we welcome into the Corps the young
rcers w o ave I
.
.
.
their first Regular units (less two veterans in the front row who have already put in a httle service).

W

K
M. w ·ir
C
ral Burgin Sergeant Brooks Mr. Curtis, Mr. Redfern , Mr. Gegg
Bock Row: Mr. Wallis, Mr. Bettley, Signalman Goddard , Sergeant Mc ayW ~~ E ~tams, B :~~ W .0.1 {F ~r S) N . F. Webb,' Mrs. King, Mrs. Miners, Miss Jackman,
Second Row: Mrs. Moffatt. Mrs. 81lbrough, Mrs. Woodall. Mrs. Critchley,
· · · .yrne, ·
•
Mrs. Cunningham
.
Front Row: Major K. C. Coutts, Major R. H. Bl izard, Major FT. C. Williams, Major C. Mitchell, Brigadier A. C. Cox, O .B.E., Colonel D. G. Jones, Ma1or L. W . Prescot ,
Captain J. Telfer, Major (Retd.) G. H. R. Flynn, M.B.E.

Back Row (left to rirht): Second Lieutenants R. M. G. Orde, C. W. Collier, R. B. H. Cox, D. G. D. Gray, M. A. Thorne, C. R. Urquhart, J. H. Gallon
Centre Row (left to rftht) : Second Lieutenants R. W . Hanbury, R. N. Haysom , M. J. Macklin, A. J. R. Jack man, D. G. Mc H. Overton, W. H. Backhouse, A. B~ ~ tt,
C. G. A. Whitehead.
Front Row (left to ritht): Second Lieutenants J. H. Roberts, H. Grenvi lle-Jones, H. A. Culley, Lieutenants T. B. Scarff, R. A. C. Siderfin, Second Lieutenants J. D. Daglish
M. H. King, R. F. Daly
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Expedition

•• Norp"d "

D11 Lier.tenant W. J. P. Robins, Ro11al Slgnab

Test of Skills anti Endurance on Europes largest Icecap
"Norped" is an annual
expedition to Norway,
s p o n s o r e d by the
Britannia Royal Naval
College at Dartmouth
and is for the benefit of
officer cadets and young
officers of the three fighting Services.
This year, the expedition lasted from 8th
August to 5th September,
and explored the Jostedal Ice Cap in Southern
Norway, which is the
largest ice cap in Europe,
covering an area of 480
square miles. The main
ice cap lies at about 6,500
feet and is believed to be
over l,ooo feet thick.
Glaciers flow from the
ice cap down deep, steep
An Icecap Camp
sided valleys, and it was
at the junction of two of
these valleys, the Austerdal and the Langedal, that the expedition made its base camp.
The leader of the expedition was Captain R. J. Harris, R.A.,
who, at the time was an instructor at the Army Outward Bound
School. Royal Signals people involved were Lieutenant K. P .
Burke, who went along for the fun, and Lieutenant W. J. P.
Robins, who handled the field administration and was an
assistant leader. The other assistant leaders were a Sapper
Lieutenant, and a Pilot Officer from <the R.A.F. Technical
College at Henlow. The rest of the expedition consisted of
three Dartmouth Cadets, a Midshipman, a aval Sub-Lieutenant, four Sandhurst Cadets, one Henlow Cadet, a Royal Marine
Lieutenant and a Surgeon Lieutenant, R.N., who is now a
doctor with the Combined Services South Georgia Expedition.
Lieutenant A. Swan, Cameronians, another A.0.B.S. instructor,
also went along for the fun.
•
The trip out was a very quick but impressive affair. We left
London by air at 03 oo on the Saturday morning and were
actually unpacking stores in the base camp by 19.30 hours that
night, after a breathtaking day, travelling by coach, boat and
ferry through the magnificent fjordland country.

Ice and Snow Avalanches Roar Down
The base camp established, <the expedition sorted itself
into four groups, each under an assistant leader, and spent
the Sunday, in perfect weather, learning safety rules and simple
techniques on the local glacier tongue. TJiis was our introduction
to the two magnificent icefalls, Odin and Thor, which feed the
glacier, each 4,000 feet of jumbled, creaking, broken, bright
blue ice. Every so often, Thor (the Thunderer in Norsk
mythology) would let out a roar as vast amounts of ice and
snow would avalanche down.
The next few days were spent in finding routes up on to the
ice cap, and, as a result of this, two main routes were chosen,
one on the east, up to a small lake, and the other on the west,
called the left-hand route. Roy D~arman (the R.A.F. officer)
took his group a good way up the icefall Odin as weli, but was
stopped by a sheer ice wall about 200 feet from the top.
Robins' group then spent three days moving round on
crampons and skis from Dhe top of one access route to the
other, going very delicately through some crevassed areas beyond the crests of the icefalls already mentioned. Carrying
heavy loads (70 or Solb.) on the icecap was an arduous business,
especially in soft snow until some ski sleges were made, a bit
later on in the expedition. Ice cap travel was also very hazardous in bad weather or if the visibility was reduced at all, but
on tthis first trip, the weather was extremely kind.
THE WIRE, JANUARY 1965

Burke, who was working with Harris, took part in a mammoth
carry to the top of the very steep left-band route and established
a stores camp there, meeting Robins' group returning from their
icecap trek, on his way up.
After any amount of time on the ice cap, the return to base
camp was a happy one. The food seemed unlimited, the
temperature was more human and even the bleakness of the
Austerdal provided .a welcome change from limitless snow and
ice. The local Norwegians were very friendly (being largely a
female population) and our special favourite was the old lady
who kept a tourist hut open for us a few hundred yards up
the hill, where we could taste the unimaginable luxuries of
bread, eggs, cheese, fresh milk and lager, whenever we were
in base camp. The existence of this tourist hut made base a
difficult place to go away from for long. Valley living was the
height of bliss, compared with the cramped and smelly proximity
of three to a <ent on the ice cap.
The second week was a flurry of activity in very bad weather,
which effectively changed Richard Harris's plans. The original
plan was to get everybody up Lodelskaupen, a very worthwhile
mountain on the other side of the ice cap, which would have
been impossible to keep to in bad weather. The plan was
therefore changed to get everyone to the ice cap's highest point,
safely. This was done, in the midst of blizzards, mists, wind
and snow, the only two failing to get there being Burke and
Robins, both living it up in base camp, injured.

All talk land to be in whispers
The third and part of the fourDh weeks were spent in
various minor expeditions. Some (Richard Harris and Alan
Cowie leading) crossed the ice cap and climbed a peak with an
unpronounceable name. Burke joined a nearly disastrous attempt
to climb a caving icefall (all talk had to be in whispers in
case they set the thing in motion), and Robins took an augmented tteam to the nex·t valley west and climbed Suphellnipa
and two other pleasant peaks, in quick succession and changeable weather, taking five days and hitting a fierce blizzard over
the pass on the way back and bringing a stray goat back with
it on the way. A final few days provided perfect weather
again, and all final packing was done in shorts, basking in the
hot sun.
What had we to show for all this? Well, firstly, a certain
amount of climbing experience had been gained by everyone,
and everyone's fitness had improved.
As well as that, a
knowledge of what made the other Services tick had been
acquired in the long days spent lying in tents with the wind
and snow howling outside, and nothing to do but talk or play
bridge.

Pause for refreshment-lcefall Thor in background
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Direct to You
Something of Interest to Technicians
again, this month
foterest
technician
O NCE

we offer an item of particular

ttad smen.

t.o

CITY AND GUILDS OF L ONDON EXAMINATIONS

Corps Memorandum No. 21, paragraph 22, specifies the
exemptions granted to technician tt:radesmen who qualify in the
City and G uilds of London N o. 49 Telecommunication Techn icians Course. As a result of recent negotiations, the Institute
have agreed ro e xrtend clteir recognition of Royal Signals qualifications as shown in the -schedule below. These exemptions are
identical with those granted to R.E.M.E. Electronic Group
tradesmen.

..

Serial No .
(a)

I.

2.

(b)

All Royal Signals
T echnicians

'Irade
Standard
(d)

\Vhere tram mg
conducred
(c)

Trade

Provides exemption
from
(e)

Provides direct entry
to
(f)

8th Signal Regiment
Army Apprentice
School, H arroga{e.
School of Signals
(For Radio Tech. H eavy,
Class I)

Class II

First year C. & G. 49
Telecommunication

Class I

Third year C. & G. 49
Telecommunication

Final examination
4th year C . & G. 49
T elecommunication

School of Signals

F . of S ignals

Fourth year C. & G . 49,
but see below

C. & G. 300
Supplementary Studies

Candid ates exercismg the right of direct entry to Second
and Fouth year examination will be awarded the appropriate
I ntermediate or F inal T elecommunication Technicians Cer.tificate if successful in the examination.
Success in >the subject 300 examination at serial 2 (f) above,
will result m award of the respective single subject certificate
only. The full Technological Certificate in Telecommunications will only be awarded t o candidares who have passed the
Institl.\te's own examination at T 4 level for the TelecommunicaTechnician Certificate and who have the requisite passes in
Subject 300.
The I nstitute very m uch r egret that they are unable to award
a Full T echnological Certificate to qualified Fo remen of Signals.
.,

Have you got wh~t it takes to join this famous team?
You Must Have . ..
Guts and
Determination
to perform:
The Fire J ump ( I)
The Brick Wall (4)
The Kart Jump (6)

You Must Have . ..

Intermediate examination
2nd year C. & . G. 49
Telecommunication

Foreman of
Signals

Royal Signals Display Team

In explanation of this they tate their insistance upon a pass
in their own examination berore the Full Teclmological Certificate can be granted: a rule applied rigorously, with no
exceptions wha.tsoever.
It should be particularly noted that these exemptions only
apply to <technicians who qualify at a trade test conducted by
8th Signal Regiment, A.A.S., Harrogate, and School of Signals.
Soldiers gaining ~heir Class II qualifications on a unit trade
board are not eligible for .these privileges.
Technicians wishing to take advantage of the recognition of
Royal Signals trades standards must produce a statement
signed by llheir Commanding Officer certifying !that clley have
successfully completed an approved course at 8rh Signal Regiment, A.A.S., Harrogate, or School of Signals, as appropriate.
This certificate must be forwarded to the City and Guilds of
London In titute by the local examination secretary when the
candidate applies for entry to an examination.

Balance
to perform:
The Tableau (2)
The Six-Bike Fan (3)
The Penny
Farthing (S)

Upgrading Courses in Catterick
Starting d ates of courses scheduled to be held in the T raining
Brigade ·i n June, r965, axe as fo llows :
E lectronic T echnician
Radio Operator
. ..
Driver, Royal Signals .. .
Rad io T echnician (L ight)
S{alf Operator
. ..
...
. ..
Communication Cen. Opera tor ...
Radio Operator
.. .
. ..
. ..
* Two courses

Class
Class
Class
Class
Class
Class
Class

II - I
II - I
II - I
III - II
III - II
III - II
III - II

20th
r3th
20th
6th
r3th
*6th
13th

July
July
July
July
July
July
July

Your Sons Education?
Essex. Mortimer House School, Nr. Maldon. Independent School. Boys I I years to G .C .E. Small classes.
Special terms for Royal Signals families. Prospectus from
L ieutenant-Colonel R. A. Conner, Headmaster.

CHARD SCHOOL, SOMERSET
11

This fully recognised and independent
School, due to expansion and re-building can offer immediate vacancies to
boys between the ages of 8 and 18.
Special deductions are made to sons of
Serving Officers.
F or prospectus and other details please
write to the Headmaster.
c
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A leisure picture of the Royal Signa ls D isplay Team
at Bon d i. Beac h, Sydney, Australia. Anothe r aspect of
life with t he Display Tea m as shown on t he adjo ining page
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If you would like to travel the length and breadth of the U.K. (also possibly abroad) and you have the above qualities, then Join
now! Apply through your unit today to the 24th Signal Regi m ent, Ca tterick Camp

II Personal

Colu~I

New Signal Officer-in-Chief
As we go to press it has been officially announced that
Brigadier P. E. M. Bra~ey, C.B.E., n.s.o.? is to succ~ed
Major-General F. J. Swamson, O.B.E., as Signal Officer-mChief with effect from 1st February, 1965.

IA•ndon. Ga;ette
REGULAR AR~Y
Capt A. Coates to be Maj., 5th Nov., 1964.
Lt. CQ.M.) L. J. Taylor, M.B.B., to be Capt. (Q.M.), 5th Nov., 1964.
Lt. A. C. M. Prince to be Capt., 14th Nov., 1964.
Maj. I. McAnsh retires i9th Oct., 1964-Capt. D . F. B. Anthonin to be Maj., 15th Nov., 1964.
Maj . (Q.M.) L . J . Bo her is placed on retired pay, 15th Nov., 1964.
Capt (Q.M.) D. A. L. Murray to be Maj. (Q.M.). 15th J::lov., 1964.
Lt.-Col. T. G . Chambers, M.C., is appointed to the Special LlSl, 1st Sept.,
1964.
•
Maj. (Tk. Ofir.) A. B. Roderick is placed on retired pay, 19th Nov.,
1964.
Lt. W. A. C. Grifhhs to be Capt. , 23rd Nov., 1964.
Maj. P. P. H. Morton retires, 30th Nov. 1964.
2 / Lt. J. A. F. Juniper resigns !tis comm., isc Dec., 1_964.
2/Lt. D. G. D. Gray, B.A. (Univ. Cand.) from Gen . L ist T .A., to b<'
2/Lt., 20th July, 1964·
SHORT SERVICE COMMISSION
W.O.I T. W . Jackson to be Lt. (Q.M.). 15th Oct., 1964.
TERRITORIAL ARMY
Maj. R. K. W. Glover, D.P.C., T.D., to be Lt.-Col., 8th Aug., 1964.
Maj. P. B. H Stobart to be Lt.-Col., 10th Oct., 1964.

Dea th s
GRIFf'ITHS.-Corporal A. S . Griffith (on Y1 List U.K.) .on 26th
November, at Kingham, ~)xon , while proceeding home on sick leave
from Royal Herbert Hospital.
SLATER-Corporal G. Slater, or 254 Squadron, killed in bomb accident
in Aden, on 28th November.
BASTOW.-Sergcant K. W. Bastow, ol 261 Squadron, died in Cyprus, on
25th November, from natural causes.
COPELAND.-Lieutenant-Colonel Alick JoSCDh Copeland ,on 8th November, i964, at Rondebosch, Cape Province, aged 77.
Commanded
Signal Training Battalion, Jubbulpore, 1930-1934, and Commandant
S.T.C. (I) 1934-35.
A fuller notice will appear in the Journal.
LLOYD OWEN.--On 16th November, 1964, suddenly, at Langstone
House, Sinah Lane, Hayling I sland, Lieutenant-Colonel Alfred Lloyd
Owen, o.e.l!., M.c., Royal Signals (Retd.), aged 8o years.
Greatly
mourned.
O'NEILL.-Corporal W. M. O'Neill, of 19th Regiment, on the
15th D ecember, 1964, at the General Hospital, Singapore, as a result
ol a ~ffic accident on 26th November.
NICHOLSON.-Ex-Signalrnan E. Nicholson, on the 19th November,
aged 5 i. Signalman Nicholson enlisted in Royal Signals (T.A.) in 1939
and was released in February, 1946. He was an annual member of
the Association.
He leaves a widow whose home addre.. is: 89,
Dinting Vale, G lossop.
A YLOR.-Ex-D river Sidney James Naylor, of 284, Gypsy Road, Bexley,
Kent, suddenly, on 16th December, at the age or 59.
He formerly
served, from 1941 to 1942, with R.A.S.C., but joined Royal Signals
He was an
immcdia:cly afterwards, and served until February, i946.
annual member of the Royal Signals Association.

Marriag es
PORCHER-PATON.-On 26th September, at Blackpool, Corporal K.
Porcher, or 222 Squadron, to Miss Doreen Paton.
HARLOW--CHAPPELS.-At Christ Church, Aden, on 14th November,
Lance-Corporal J. Harlow to Miss Audrey Chappels.

THE

FOLl~OWIN G

GOODS

Corps Ties--Heavy Weave ...
...
. ..
.. .
. ..
Woollen, plus 6d. postage (New Type)
Terylene
Corps Scarvcs--Woollen
. ..
Rayon Squares
Cravats--Terylene
Corps Cuff Links ...
Asaociarion Buttonhole Badges or Brooches
Blazer Badges
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ARE

1a1111ary 1965
W .O .I
W .O .I
W .0.11
W.O.ll
W.0 .ll
W.0.11
W .0 .ll
W.O.II
W .O.II

(Y. of S.) P. F. Byers
D. W. Stanley ...
. ..
(F. or S.) R. Lund
(F. of S.) P. Devanney
A. J. Pe1rrce ...
J. R. Woodvinc
R. W. Simmons ...
W. E. Higgs
R . F. Pearsall
w.o.n F. P. Simpson
W .0 .II A. G. Maxwell
W .O .II R. Cockcroft
W .O.Il A. E. Pugh
W .0 .II A. C. Lloyd ...
W .O .Il V. F. M. Thom
S taff Sergeant R. J. Judge
Staff Sergeanl J. B. Scott .. .
Staff Sergeant W. K. Jones .. .
Slaff ergeant V. J. Gambell
Staff Sergeant C. H . Will.Jams .. .
Staff Sergeant R. V. Purk11 .. .
A / Staff Sergeant B. T.
hears
Staff Sergeant R. P. Edgar ...
Stll'lf Sergeant D. Shuespcar
Staff Sergeant A. B. Milhnglon
Staff Sergeant N. H. R. Leach
Staff Sergeant G. E. Curtis ...
Staff Sergeant C. Morton
Staff Sergeant J . V. Bridgeman
Staff Sergeant A. N. Brookes
Staff Sergeant E. M. Short . . .
Staff Sergeant R. Wagstaff
Staff Sergeant J. N. Howie .. .
Staff Sergeant T. A. M. Downie
Sergeant W. L. Benson .. .
Sergeant A. D . F. Falconer
Sergeant J. Gardner
Sergeant C . W. Kitchen
Sergeant J. P. S. Mcinally
Sergeant D. J. Finighan
Sergeant J. N. Clark
.. .
Se.-geant M. W. Slater .. .
Sergeant M. A. H. Taylor
Sergeant E. J. Adams
Sergeant M. J. Bayliss
Sergeant P. H. J.
Hillier
Sergeant C. M. Smith .. .
Sergeant T . K. Armitage
Sergeant R. J. Pegg
Sergeant K . A. Brooks ...
Sergeaot B. J. H ayward
Sergeant A. G. L. Kennard
Sergeant G. Thompson
Sergeant W. Eastham
Sergeant J . A. Moore
Sergeant A. Roberu
Sergeant R. Mawson
Sergeant J. H. Storey
Sergeant A. F. Christie
Sergeanc D . H. Owen
Sergeant P. J. Harris
Sergeant A. R-. Cole ...
Sergeant T. J. Hendron
Sergeant J. W. Birkwood
Sergeant K. J . Driscoll
Sergeant J. D . Anderson
Sergeant W. E. Currums
Sergeant L. J. Kelly
Sergeant G. H. Young .. .
Sergeant E. J. Brooks .. .
Sergeant G . Coatsworth .. .
Sergeant D. E. Brooking
Sergeant P. G. Blakelock
Seregant J. E . C. Barton
Sergeant G. V. Brooke . ..
Sergeant J. J . McElvogue
Sergeant A . W. Kyles . . .
Sergeant R. Ridley
.. .
Serge:mt P . J . Smith . . .
Sergeant R. G. Sizeland
Sergeant R. Clothier
.. .
Sergeant C. F. Smith . . .
A/Sergeant M. F. Denniss
A/Sergeant R. S. G roves
A/Sergeant D. H. Elliott
A / Sergeant K. C. Stewart
A / Sergeant P. O. McGloin
A / Sergeant M. L. Roberts

AVAILABLE

7/6
8/6
11/21/21/21/-

9/3/- Members only
35/-

==Promotions==

.ltlorements-11' arrnnt omeers and Senior N.C.O.a

F llO~I

ASSO CIATIO N

15th Regiment
Life Guards Signal Troop
249 Squadron
24th Regiment
207 Squadron
52nd Reg.ment (T.A.)
,, 1st Reg1ment
,. '16th Regiment
,, 253 Squadron
205 Squadron
,, 9rh Regime n t
,, t7th (Gurkha) Signal Regiment
48th Regiment (T.A.)
,. 249 Squadron
18th Regiment
,, 15th Regiment
,. 14th Regiment
,, School or Signll'ls
15th Regiment
,. 234 Squadron
,. School of Signltls
.. 240 Squadron
.. 7th Rcg.ment
.. t6th Regiment
,, 207 Squadron
.. rSth Regiment
.. School of Signtrls
.. School or S.gnll'ls
,. 213 Squadron
,, H .Q ., 6 In[. Brigade Group &
Signal Squadron
,. i3th Reg iment
,. 8th Regiment
,, 246 Squadron
,, t R.H.A . Signll'I Troop
,, A.A.S. , Harrogate
.. 30th R egiment
,, 257 Squadron
,, 30th R egiment
,, 14th Regiment
,, Royal Scots Greys Signal Troop
., 39th Missile Re(\t., R.A., Sig. Tp.
,. R.H.G Signal froop
,. School of S .gmrls
,, School of Signals
,, School of S.gnais
,, School or S.gnll'ls
,, School of S1gnll'ls
,. A.A.S. , Harrogate
,, 2nd Regiment
,, H.Q., UNFICYP
,, H.Q., NORTHAG
13th Regiment
,, 233 Troop
,, 30th Regiment
,, 45tb Regiment (T.A.)
,, 245 Squadron
,, 227 Squadron
,. 71h Regiment
toth Regiment
,, Oxford University O .T .C .
,, 204 Squadron
, . Army Air Corps Centre
,. 6o7 Troop
,, 5th R.T.R. Signal Troop
,, 266 Squadron
,. 4th Regiment
,, 16th Regiment
,, 227 Squadron
,, 42nd Regt ., R .A. Signal Troop
,, School or Signals
,, Jun. Tradesmen's Regt., Rhyl
,. 28th Regiment
,, 640 Troop
,, 13th/ lgth Hussars Signal Troop
58th Regiment (T.A.)
,, 266 Squadron
,, 211 Squadron
.. 249 Squadron
,, 9th Regiment
,. 28th Regiment
,, 21st Reg:mcnl
.. 7th Regiment
,, A.A.S., Harrogate
,, A.A.S., Harrogate
,. 8th Regiment
,, 208 Squadron
,, 249 Squadron
,, 249 Squadron

REGIMENTAL D UTY ROSTl!R

To W.O.I
To W.0.1

To S Sgl.
To 'IX'

o.n

ro

'IX" O.Il
fo Sgt.

'I

J

Sgl.

To 'igt.

2/3
1

/8

(available each year between November and February.
Apply to Headquarters for Order Form).

A / W.0.II

3070

290

14759394

REGIMENTAL D UTY ROSTBR
A / W .O.I
Bees, D.

270

140

22563519

CHIEF CLHRKS ROSTER
Sgt.
Copland, R.

1040

Laing, J . D.

SIGNAL CENTJ,B SUPERVISORS ROSTBR
22296166 S Sgt.
Palmer, K.
22800665 S Sgt.
Ankers, J. W.
22563782 S Sgt.
Kreckelcr, K . R.
2549532
23055013
23674273
236o5863
23697268

23697843
223o6620
22547431
23390691
22522005
22549157
22569329
22569259

TBCHNICAL ROSTl!R
, Sgt.
Hunt, A. A.
Cpl.
Crosby, K.
Cpl.
Hague, G. R.
Cpl.
Kay, T .
Cpl.
Jepson, B.

E.

ADMINISTRATIVE ROST!!R
Cpl.
Smith. B.
OPERATING ROSTER
Cpl.
Powell, G.
A Sgt.
Boxall, D .
A/Sgt.
Windle, J.
Cpl.
Manning, E. B.
Cpl.
Cockerill, T.
A/Sgt.
W)'att, F. J. P.
A/Sgt.
Brindle, E.
A/Sgl.
McGonagle, J.

OPERATING ROSTBR
Cpl.
Jury , s. J.
Cpl.
Hemstock, A . A. F .
22771312 Cpl.
Anderson, N. N.
22569506 A / Sgt.
Brandon, 0 . A.
Roche, B. J.
23244373 Cpl.
22805544 Cpl.
Barrow, D. E.
22845373 A/Sgt.
Coupcrthwaite,
W.R. D.
22958522 A/Sgt.
Bennett, J . B.
22569373 Cpl.
Reid, A . S.
22967489 A / Sgt.
Cudlip, A. W.
22885585 A / Sgt.
Patterson, A.
22776o97 A/Sgt.
French, G. E. W .
Llewellyn, D. T.
22983581 Cpl.
23329322 Cpl.
Brown, L. A.
Docherty, H. A .
22550239 A / Sgt.

To Sgt.

22296785
22212291

To Sgt.

22515815

Cpl.

1740 (Ac!)

1470
1480
1490

780
940
980

700
4635
4770
4810
4840

590
1790
8210
836o
8407

2780

245

11640 19480
10870 1030
11400 17270
ll 590 15230
11690
904
11700 lI50
I1720 3150
11730 3640
11740
11750
u76o
11770
11780
11790

5170
5410
5500
576o
586o
6136

n8oo 6870
I t8JO
7040
11820 706o
11830 7524
u840 8944
11850 9020
1186o 10890
11870 12170
11880 13030

FIELD ROSTER
Wisher. G. W .

386o

1540

TECHNICAL ROSTER

Moss
Bros

OPERATING ROSTER

THE COMPLETE MAN'S STORE

DELETIONS
REGIMENTAL DUTY ROSTBR
W.O.I
W .O.II
S Sgt.

140
8o
300

30
110
66o

590
670

1320

2540

YEOMAN OF SIGNALS ROSTBR
W .O.I
Sgt.
Sgt.

100
3530

COVENT GARDEN, W.C.2

9790

FOR TELEVISION - RENT OR BUY
LATEST MODELS

D. & G. MANSELL

HEA DQUA R TER S
35/20/ 32/6

New
Old
Sen. No. Sen. No.

21128237

2278179

}J

Blaur Buttons--Large (each)
Small (each) . . .
Motor Car Badges (enamelled in Corps Colours)
Motor Cycle Badges (enamelled in Corps Colours)
Corps Plaq1<es
(plus t f 6 postage)
Corps Diaries

Novembe r, 1964

To
..
..
,.
,,

(

Open T hursdays till 7 p.m.
Nearest statio n Leicester Square

41, MARKET PLACE,
RICHMOND, YORKS. Tel. 2024.

BRANCHES THROUGHOUT THE COUNTRY

Also all Domestic Electrical Appliances

We dre o{ficlal tailors to the Royal Signals

Our Record Dept. contains the largest selection
of records in the district, also sheet mus.ic and
musical instruments.

PLEASE SEND CASH WITH ORDER.
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Free Lih to Freemantle

.\RMY APPRENTH ;E S S CHOOL, DAllROGATE

By Sergeant M. J. Millichip

The writer of this article is Sergeant M. J. Millichip, serving
with the 18th Regiment, Singapore. Recently, as part of his
leave, he travelled to Freemantle in South Western Australia
in H.M.S. " Victorious." His experiences aboard and the
friendship and comradeship he enjoyed from the Navy certainly
helped to make this, as he says, " The time of my tile."
Sergeant Millichip's initiative is to be commended.-Editor.
I have recently had the good fortune of travelling to Freemantle in South Western Australia in H.M.S. Victorious . An
experience I consider as the "Time of my life ' and should any
"Pongo" be at a loss as how to spend his leave then I
recommend a sea voyage aboard one of Her Majesty's ships.
The whole idea started over a pint when a friend of mine
in the Fleet · Air Arm suggested that if I had the leave why
didn't I accompany them to Australia? Well, strange as it may
eem, in the cold light of day this suggestion looked pretty good
to me. So, after numerous telephone calls round HM.S. Terror,
the aval Dockyard and ceaseless enquiries, friends I had in
the Fleet Air Arm located and introduced me to Major Tyack,
0.C. Carrier Borne Liaison Group. It was by his kindly efforts
that I received permission from the Commanding Officer,
Captain P. M. Compston, R.N., to join the ship and accompany
them to Australia. I was, however, given -to understand that
the Royal Navy would in no way guarantee a return ticket.
Having previously made a number of friends I did not myself
feel quite a stranger when I joined 15 Mess.

A Rum Old Naval Custom:
I boarded the ship at o8.oo hours on 26th August· she sailed
around 12.00 hours. This part is rather vague as I was introduced to the "Tot"! I later discovered that a tot is one-eighth
of a pint of rum of which the alcoholic content is rather high
to say the least. Among the Junior Ratings on the lower deck,
a tot of rum is diluted with two parts of water. It has to be
consumed immediately by persons drawing a rum issue. Senior
Ratings may drink theirs neat or save ·t heir issue to be consumed
when they so wished. 15 Mess compromised; as there were
thirty-six members, thirty-s.ix t ots were diluted with two tots of
water! A tot can also be used by the individuals for bribes
to procure benefits for ithe Mess or to pass round " visitors ,,
who for services rendered in the past or future qualify them for
"Sippers." I was on board a total of twenty-seven days and
found I had acquired a taste for it. I think the bugle call
sounding "Up Spirits" was the first recognised.
I Direct a Rating to the Captain's Cabin
Apart from seven days in Freemantle I spen·t all my time
gettmg round as many departments as I could which covered
a wide range including the galley, bakery, engine and boiler
rooms, radar plotting and operations room, hangar, wi<eless
rooms and "Goofers" gallery where one could watch aircraft
land and take off. I was given ito understand that highly successful S.S.B. radio communication trials took place with 249
Squadron all the way to Australia. I did not travel far around
the s~ip ~or the first few days as the geographical layout of a
warship 1s somewhat confusing. Compasses don'rt work and
balls of. s~g are virtually unobtainable. I shall never forget
the exhilaration I felt when I directed a rating to the Captain's
?ffice. I wonder if he. is still searching? It was not long before
it was generally constdered that I had seen more of the ship
than most of the ship's company who had commissioned her
in 1963.
~ was very much impressed by the calm efficiency that prevailed throughout every department I visited. This is understandable though, seeing that should a fault develop there is
nobody to repair it but "Jack" himself. Then ther~ was the
spirit of comradeship and humour not forgetting the patience
and tolerance that was extended to me and my questions such
as "W~ere is that golden rivet you keep mentioning?" No
explanation was too much trouble and no person I approached
was too busy 10 show me around.

1'4

A Bacher T e mm I•assage Through the
J,ombok Straits
.Muc:h has been said and written about the voyage of H .M .S.
Vi.cton ous, the ~uel ship Tidespring and the escort destroyers
H.M.S. Cavendish and H .M .S. Caesar. The ou tward journey
through the Sunda Strait wa"S not really as eventful as the
return through ·the Lombok Stra it. This was treated very
seriously indeed. During the r eturn voyage we d etoured to
rendezvous off •t?e Cocos I sland s. with the escort destroyers
H .M.S: Hampshire, H .M .S. Berwick and H.M.S. Dido. Not
for~etung the su~ply and armament ships Resurgent and
Reliant. All the ships were then replenished at sea with armaments, fuel and supplies. T he Tidespring, Reliant and
Resurgent then d epar ted !rom our compan y and we proceeded
towards the Lombok Strait . I fully expected a practical demonstration of naval devastation which would no doubt have been
for President Soekarno's benefit rather than mine but nevertheless I wa not really looking forward to being possibly a
soldier on leave in action .with the Royal Navy. Our passage
through •th:: Lombok Str~1t must have looked very impressive.
H:M·~· Dido and .Berwick led, followed by Hampshire then
V1ctonous. Followmg astern were Cavendish and Caesar all
ships in line as.tern, all at action stations. A large clean standard
~ew from each ship., .we were paid attention by the Indonesians
m the form of Bnt1sh m ad e Gannet ai rcraft Russian made
Badger tx;>mber aircraft that stayed outside visual range and
two Russian second world war submarines from which one
hastily -surfaced. and signalled " Indonesian Navy- Bon Voyage."
The Gannet aircraft are radar equipped aircraft and the two
Indonesian ones caused a certain amount of consternation
because what could have happened had one developed engine
trouble and crashed, :they flew very low and close t he whole
length of the convoy. At one time tlle Captain commented that
had we not had our own aircraft on deck ready to go and our
ground crews not playing deck hockey, one looked as 1f he
might land as it was equipped with an arrester hook!
Deer-the Dest and Strongest in the World
A brief word about South Western Australia. Freemantle is
the port and Perth a city about eleven miles inland both are
modern ci~~s an~ yery clean in~eed. Most of the population
are of Brmsh ongm, very hospitable and interested to hear
about ~i~e back in Blighty. As I am in the Far East I appreciated
the ability to order fish and chips without having to simplify
my English! I was told (by an Au"Stralian) that the beer was
the strongest and t~e finest . in the wo~ld. I didn"t agree as I
could not buy a pint but mstead thell' measures are midies
glasses, schooners and pots. Lt is served ice cold and even th~
glasses are stored in a refrigerator. South Western Australia
breeds mainly cattle and produces wine from huge vineyards.
Our welcome was typically British, it rained for the first one
and a half days !

Botchers : Grocers : Game Dealers
our aim in all Depts.:-

S up er b Quality

CHAS. JACKSON & SONS
63, 64 and 66 SKINNERGATE
Bst.1bli1hcd
Telephone
DARI.INGTON
1894
;:955
Sixty

Years

Satisfactory

" WB BUY 'nlB BEST "

DAILY

T?e annual Adm inistrative Inspeotion was
out by the G.O.C., Yorkshire D istrict,
Ma1or-General G: F . U:pjohn, C. B. E., on 19th
November. He lS a fairly frequent visitor to
t~~ School and always ap pears to enjoy fiis
VISl~s •• :1"fe spent a great deal of time talling
to J?d1v1dual apprentices on a great variety of
subjects and made a great impression on them.
We h?pe tha~ the apprentices made an equ ally
HARROGATE
good unpress1on on him.
We also had a visit from the Chief of Staff,
Northern Command, on 24th November. This visit followed
!11uch th~ same lines as that of the G.O.C., Yorkshire D istrict.
[he Chief of Staff showed a lively interest in all the boys'
·t!v~t~es a~d ~pe~t. a good deal of time d iscussing these
act1vmes with md1V1dual apprentices.
car~1ed

DELIVERIES

Service

" WE SBLL 'nlB BEST "

IN

YOUR

DISTRICT
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f 01n1tc•tition with Arborfleld and {;he1•stow

On 24th ovember, we were a.t home to the Army A pprentices
chool, Arborfield, for our Wanter Games and on 28th
'ovembcr our School teams visited Chepstow' for our Winter
G~mes against .their apprentic.:s. Each contest was fought out
1th great spmt and d e~erm ination, and in a few cases, with
ore enthusiasm ~a~ skill. We managed to split the honours
v1,.1t.h Arborfield, wmrung the cross-country, shooting and boxing,
mg the rugger, hockey and basketball, and drawing at
soccer.
At Chepstow our hosts were extremely hospitable and looked
after our t~ams very well indeed. However, they gave no
qu rter during the games, and although each contest was hard
ought, they proved t<>, have the edge on us in every department. The week-end m Chepstow was <thoroughly enjoyed by

AIRBORNE APPRENTICES
A/T Waddell doing pre-flight checks with the instructor. Sergeant
Bobbin. R.A.F.

Kong. The best wishes of all of us remaining at this School
go with them.
Major (T.O.T.) F. R. Pedley and his family have left for
Aden ~nd ~.0.11 (Y. of S.) W. G. Gwynne has left for Borneo.
We will rruss them, and we wish them all the best for the
future.

all.

Gliding-a

11.t}., 1st DIVISION & SIGNAL REGllUENT,
D.F.P.O. 32

n e w activity

. Gliding is now unde~ way as a new ~otivity for the apprenThe ~~bers takmg part are restncted, due to the limited
tra~n.mg facih ues.
The apprentices train with the Cleveland
Ghdmg Club at R.A.F ., Leeming. The club is open to R.A.F.
and Army personnel of the Yorkshire D istrict Club. This
means, unfortunately, that ·the small facilities which exist
are stretched to the limit. We had hoped that a"SSistance 10
purchase one of the less expensive gliders could have been
provi d~ from Corps Funds for the use of the Royal Signals'
enthusiasts and Apprentices in the Catterick area but unfo rtunately, . the limited funds available for gliding h~d already
b.een committed elsewhere. Nevertheless, we have six apprentices at present under training, and as soon as one becomes
a solo pilot, another will fill his place. Two are very near
the solo standard now. It will not be possible to train all
those who wish to take up this sport, but we are very grateful . .to R.~ . F . , ~g, for their generosity and invaluable
assistance m allowmg us to share their limited facilities.
nc~.,

Study Provides its Rewards
A lot of our apprentices are now involved in examinations
for G .C.E. "0 " level subjects, and City and Guilds Intermed iate .Certificate. More and more apprentices are reaching
the required standard for ·these examinations and we are oJad
to report the number leaving the School with good additi~nal
qualifica.tions is on the increase.
. The Prize List for n.ext Graduation Day has just been published, and the followmg apprentices of 9th .term are to be
awarded the prizes shown :
A rmy Commander's Prize
Commandant' s Prize
Signal Officer-in-Chief's Award
Colonel Commandant's Award
Best Radio T echnician .. .
Best Radio Relay Technician .••
Best Line Technician ...
Best Telegraph Technician ..•
Best Telegraph Operator

A/ T
A/ T
A/ T
A/ T
A/ T
A/T
A/ T
A/T
A/ T

R .S.M . D . W. Bradley
S. .M. R. N. Howes
Sgt. F . J. Garrod
Sgt. E. J. Woodthorpc
W . A. Moggach
Sgt. F. J. G3'rrod
Sgt. K. F. Sexton
W. G. Butler
J. Price

There are, of course many other prizes but the list is too
long to include here.
'
Posting orders. for the 9th term have recently been received,
and the appren,tices concerned are looking forward to postings
which will take them .to all parts-from B.A.0.R. to Hong
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Integration of Senior Regiment
Many view die month of November as the lull before the
storf!l .of C'.hrls~s a~rivitie"S. . Others use it to get the yearly
adITllrustrauve mspectJon behind them. Nothing so mundane
has been the fate ~f the s.enior Regiment of the regular Corps.
After many weeks, mdeed months, of paper plaD.?ing, November
saw the a~l m~vement of personnel and vehicles consequent
upon ·the mtegratlon of the ~tat! of H.Q., rsc Division, H.Q.
C.o mpany and 1st Signal ReglIDent into H.Q. JSt Division and
Signal Regiment. ·
. To 0ose that have experienced the upheaval, to dismiss it
lightly m a couple of sentences may seem an under emphasis.
However, the target date. for completion, rst January, 1965,
has already been met w1th the notable exception of a few
key E.R.E. personnel and our arch enemy, "Works Services."
One could wax long and strong on this "Subject, but it is certain
that \~e s~ffer no mo/e than o~ers in this respect. Integration
has highlighted the madequac1es of the system if indeed they
needed highlighting.
'
As a result of integration, we now have twenty-eight cap
badges within t:he Regiment.
The largest nurn_ber of cap
badges outside " Jimmy " are Royal Army Service Corps, and
all comments heard, to date, have been very favourable concerning •these valuable additions to the Regiment.
'
Whilst j.t would . be misleading to imply that integration had
b<;en completed without a good deal of very hard work, it is
fair _to s.ay <that 1the problems so far experienced have been of
a .mmor nature and have been overcome by a deal of goodwill by all concerned. Our very title was arrived at after a large
number of meetings and many thousands of words but no
blows were expended on the subject.
'
Rc-cruit Trnlning-Probl•~ms
In keeping with all other Royal Signals units at this cime
of the ye_ar, a very comprehensive ttaining and upgrading programme 1s under way, not Lhe least of which is the training of
a la.rge nu~ber of recruits gs a result of me recruiting bulge.
Whilst delighted ,t hat recruits are coming forward at the rat
they are, ·the training .of them in a fie!~ unit does impo e
proi:>lems. Yeoman of Signals Hayes and Signalman Cartwright
his right-hand man, have dealt with a large volume of work
in this connection and kept the cogs oiled.

IS.

The morning of the t hird day was devoted to a presentation
by the School of Sign als Planning W ing of th e Bruin plan to
Commanders and Staff of I (B.R.) Corps. This was attended by
the G.O C., G eneral Sir Richard G oodwin , K.C.B., c.B.E., n.s.o.,
and all the D ivisional and m any of rhe Brigade Commanders
of the Corps. This was follow:d by lunch in the Officers' Mess
for well over a h und red and twen ty. An exceptionally high
srnndard of catering o ver th e three days was achieved by our
ACC staff, assisted by W.O.I Pierce, ACC, an old friend and
former chief cook of the Regimen t, who to our regret is to
leave the Army shortly.
4'a ll i n~

Lieutenant Colonel C. E. Page M.B.E., explains the wiring of the
Operation's Complex to Brigadier J. E. Anderson C.B.E.

,

Visit of C:.S.O., D.q., B.A.O.R.
We were very pleased to welcome Brigadier and Mrs. J. C.
Anderson on 17th November. From our point of view, the
visit was all too short, but we were able -to show the Brigadier
something of our activities. Captain D. Burton explained the
progress achieved to date in our re-equipment of radio relay.
Then followed a static communication layout, which included
a skeleton layout of regimentaJ communications and the command and control of those communications. The photograph
shows the Commanding Officer explaining the wiring of the
operations complex to the Brigadier, watched by Captain B. F.
Kavanagh, O.C. "D " Troop.
In addition to seeing much regimentaJ routine, including the
very extensive training organisation, the Brigadier visited the
regimental potential skiers under training supervised by S.S.I.
Barnes, A.P.T.C.

Vacancies
at Govemment Communications
Heat/quarters
A number of vacancies, offering
good career prospeds, exist for:·

CYPHER and -TELEPRINTER
OPERATORS (male and female)
Training given
Write, giving details of Education,
Qualifications and Experience to:

Recruitment Officer (CY.0 14) A Block,
Government Communications Headquarters,
Priors Road, Cheltenham, Glos.

Lieutenant Colonel C. E. Page, M.B.E. presented the silver tray

Silver Wedding Anniversary Presentation
On 18th November, our Quartermaster, Major Bill Howard,
and his wife, Jessie, celebrated their Silver Wedding Anniversary.
At a party Bill and Jessie gave in "Jimmies," to
mark the occasion, the Commanding Officer, LieutenantColonel C . E. Page, presented a silver tray to die happy couple
on behalf of officers of tile Integrated Regiment.

:Jrd DEADqU ARTERS &
R U LFOltD
•• A
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Fireworks and Closed Circuit T.V.
November brought the start of the individual training season,
and all Squadrons were soon fully employed in running
courses. The month opened with die traditional bang on Guy
Fawkes nigb·t. Luckily, the local " Polizei" turned a blind eye
on the firework regulations, altihough we were asked to ensure
that fireworks should be made to fall within the field from
which they started-difficult! The firework display was very
good, with a most impressive display and huge bonfire. All
the family found something to enjoy, even the children who
did not like t;he fireworks, as there was a forward detachment
of the cookhouse, with chips, kebabs and hot dogs. The only
casualty was O.C. 3 Squadron's Br.itish Warm, which received
tihe " fall-out" from a firework and has over 30 holes. He
is now finding out whether " all risks " insurance means what
it . says.
The Regimen t sponoored a meeting of <the Royal Signals Institution on IJith Noven.iber when Major J. R. T. Paterson,
Royal Signals, gave a talk on the .r.riaJ of Closed Circuit Television in I (BR) Corps. This was a most interesting meeting
and provoked some lively discussion. It le£t moot of us wi:th
questions and reservations in our heads such as ' are we going
w have GS02 (TV Productions) in Corps H .Q.? In 5pite of all
our efforts over the years the "Ha1ries" seem to have more
and more to do.
. S1mrkling Discussio11s and Good Ideas . . .
The culminanion of tlle month was the C.C. Royal SignaJs
Study Period from 251th-27nll November. The Regiment was
host again this year and was faced wit!h providing a lecture
hall, syndicate rooms and meals for some 100 officers daily.
The job was delegated to I Squadron with assistance from the
rest, and was an obvious success. 11he Period began with a
presentation by Planning Wing, School of Signals. The first
itwo days were a.trended by RoyaJ SignaJs Officers, Warrant
Officers and S.N.C.O.s only and was devoted to a study of the
Bruin plan. The main 1dea was to make .the more junior officers
think ruid talk of tihe problems rather 1!han the usual band of
Majors who attend all the meetings. The object was achieved
with rome sparkling discussions and good ideas. Be~ides the
exercise <the great vaJue of <the Study Per>iod was the opportunity
it gave for extra-muraJ discussiions between officers from all
units and H.Q. both in U.K. and B.A.0.R. These discussions
went on at every pause in the official programme--at the
excellent Cocktail Party at 4th H.Q. and Signal Regiment-and
far into 1lhe night at die " Green Bottle " and similar loca1tions.

(Continued on page z7)
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All J•istol Clubs
A n-w sport has started in the Regiment, that of .22 Pistol
Shooting. W.O.I (F. of S.) Sharpe at a dinner some time ago
made the tacticaJ error of saying that he was very interested in
guns; in a short time he was founding a new club. Two
Walther Match Pistols have been bought and now 25 members
ar~ trying to become proficient enough so that a team can be
formed. The club would be glad to hear of any other P istol
C(ubs in the area . At present t hey are entering for postal
compt,•itions only.
The Wives' Club had a m ost successful " Bring and Buy"
Sak on 30th November. The wives of 4 H .Q. and Signal
Regiment were guests and helped to contribute to raising just
over £100. This will be d istributed between var ious charities.
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1964 has drawn to a close and, as usual at this time, one
tend s to reminisce over the triumphs (and sometimes the
disaster ) th at have gone before. Clearly, our most vaJuable
experience came th is year in our hurried move to Cyprus at
th e start of the emergency in February. Apart from t!he vaJue
of mov ing quickly by air, varied types of communications, and
the somewhat active service conditions that prevailed, we were
able to make good friends with the Corps' permanent representatives on the island, and to upgrade several soldiers, both
in trade, education, and military proficiency, and enjoy some
sport and leisure.
The move of the Regiment to Carter Barracks has surely
been one of the major events of rhe year, and aJthough a
collection of wooden huts, it is by far a better home than that
previously occupied.
After very muoh research and painstaking care, the history
of the Regiment since 1903 has finally been printed and
published, in it's first edition. Inevitably, there are bound to
follow several observations as to errors and omissions, and after
such, it is intended w reprint a second edition in 1966.
Our major exercise rhis year was spent in North Africa with
th e Royal Air Force and the Royal Navy. Communications
were most successful, and living conditions were made most
comfortable by the Royal Air Force Stanion concerned. Even
Guy Fawkes night was celebrated in due form, in the desert,
with the additional help of a variety of flares.
Odling C:olllmittee investigates future role
of C:or1•s Teeltnicia11s
The future of the Corps' technicians came into the limelight in the middle of November, when the structure was
examined by .the Odling Commivtee. The combined efforts
of 30th Regiment, the School of Signals and our own Regiment,
produced a fine demonstration for the committee at Crookham
Camp on 7th December, and Major-General Odling left feeling
(we hope) contented with the Corps as it now stands. The comm ittee's recommendations are expected shortly, but if such
bears resemblance to the success of the demonstration, the
future of the Corps seems well cared for for many years to
<:<>me.
Sport in RetrOSJtect
Sport has played a prominent part in our activities, reaching
the finals of t!he Divisional BasketbaJl and Cricket Championships-only to be defeated, but nonetheless runners-up. The
present season holds good promise for the rugby, soccer and
hockey iteams, and the ~uccess of four or five individual
champions in tlle boxing next month seems assured from the
THE WIRE, JAN UARY
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"Lance-Corporal J. H. Clayforth, B.E.M., during a recent operation"
It will be recalled that this young N.C.O. was awarded the B.E.M.
for keeping a vital wireless link through against considerable odds
by his personal efforts in the middle of a hurricane in the Caribbean

training that is taking place. Captain Carr, our newly-arrived
Adjutant, is already planning the shooting team's accommodation at Eisley for next year, so it seems that the Corps Shoot
is very justified in Bulford next year, because the winners will
not have far to travel! But somehow we are looking forwardand not as we were, 'reminiscing.'
And so Ohristmas is almost upon us. The Wives' Club
have already started the busy programme ahead with their
annual dinner and party on 10th December. After a traditional turkey and plum pudding dinner, the party continued
with a most entertaining set of answers given by a highlyqualified panel for a version of the B.B.C. show, "What the
Team Thinks.'' After a comedy ver ion of a series of current
television shows, tlie wives dispersed to the start of a busy
period ahead.
To all our readers, ex-members of the Regiment, Editor and
staff of " The Wire," and the printers themselves, we would
wish a happy and prosperous 1965.

:::::::====:::: 9th

llEGDIENT,

B.F.P.O.
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General. Highlights of the month were the luncheon party,
given by all Royal Signals officers on the island to mark the
imminent departure of the G.O.C., GeneraJ Young, the G.O.C.'s
fleeting visit of farewell; numerous sporting victories (and some
defeats); and a highly-successful car rally, sponsored and run by
the Regiment.
nugby. I.A. . writes.-The team has lived up to it early
promise of success, and aJthough the first match, against the
R.A.F. Eagles, ended in rather an embarrassing defeat for us,
·the same mi takes have not been repeated. There have been
many closely-fought matches. Against Epi kopi. a try in the
la t minute wrested victory from our grasp, while against the
1st Gloucesters, ten minutes cf extra fitness just turned the
tide in their favour.
The enthusiasm has continued from the start, and we have
found many first-rate player -Selin Bain, at 2nd row, who is
partnered by ergeant Ken Dav. ha\"e added skill and weight
to our pack.
Corporal Paddy Carson and Lance-Corporal
Trev Holland have proved a brilliant combination in the front
row, while SignaJrnen Garrett and Burton have proved regular
stalwarts of the team. Our three-quarters have b en quite
outstanding ~so far. Lance-Corporal Barry Houldin has once
again proved to be a quick ilver out half, while hi. two
centres, Taff Evans and Jim
quires have suprorted him
strongly. Scrum-half Corporal Pete Mountford has provided
a good service from the base of the scrum. Perhap the mo. t
heartening feature of the pack, and indeed the team, has been
ithe way Corporal Dave Scott has led the pack. Hi unfbg ing
enthusiasm has persuaded many a forward to exert that extra
ounce of " rugby energy " !
17

With the introduction of the new rules, the .team has gained
the reputation of playing open and exciting rugby, which is
perhaps why we have so much suppor:t on the touchline, both
male and female! Injuries have plagued us throughout, and
we have missed the services of a large number of players. Our
captain, Second-Lieutenant icol, is cerrain that t he spirit which
now prevail in the team will continue throughout the season.
We are playing good rugby and open rugby-what more can
one wish from me game?
Our record, so far, is as follows: Played 8, won 4, lost 4,
points for 138, against 7r.
Soccer.
G.G.C. writes.-The Regimental soccer team
is doing very well at the moment, having won five out of
six marches in the island major unit league, usually by
wide margins. In the minor units league, all three Squadrons
compete; 2 Squadron lying second, having won 4 drawn I
and lost nil.
Signalman Newham (I Squadron), Corporal Cooke and
Signalman Burr (2 Squadron) went to Malta in October, where
they played for Cyprus Combined Services against R.A.F.
Malta and Combined Services, Malta.
On 22nd October, Brigadier Wilson, from UNFICYP H.Q.,
came to Ayios Nikolaos Cantonment to train potential Army
footballers . 2nd Royal Anglians played 9th Regiment, under
his direction, and some very good football resulted. (Note to
Regimental football officers: if you want to see your team
really run round on the field, get a Brigadier to shout at them!).
Hockey. G.M.B. wrires.-This year, for the first time,
the Regiment is competing in both the major and minor units
league. The reams are playing extremely well and the standard
of hockey is high.
Earlier in the season, Sergeant Hamilton was selected to
play for the Combined Services <team visiting Malta, and he,
Captain Bowder and Corporal Cooper have been asked to
play for the Army Wanderers, a Dhekelia Garrison side.
The C.S.O.'s Cup competition is under way, and there
are great hopes for keeping the cup in the Regiment.
The Major and .Minor Uni·ts Army Cup matches are due
to commence early in the New Year, and we look forward
to doing well in both competitions. League results, to date,
for the Regiment's two teams are as follows: " A " Team,
played 9, won 7, lost 2; "B" Team, played 7, won 5, drawn
1, lost 1.
~fotoring.
E.G. writes.-A most successful car rally/
treasure hunt was held on Sunday, 6th D ecember. The event
was limited to 40 entries, and a large number of would-be
competitors had iO be turned away. The first car lef•t the unit
lines at 11.00, and thereafter, cars set off on the rally part
of the course at one minute intervals.
Though the total
distance to b.e covered was only 44 miles, and the checkpoints easily indentifiable, a number of crews failed to find
them or to arrive on time. No car collected less than 90
penalty points on this section.
On return to Mercury Barracks, drivers -.md their crews had
half-an-hour or so to rest before taking part in the driving
tests on the square. During .this time, and, in fact, during rhe
whole of the afternoon, <the buffet, under Staff Sergeant Frank
Morgan and his wife, and the bar, under Sergeant Phil Winton,
did good business.
While competitors were taking part in the six driving tests,
spectat.ors had an opportunity of looking around the new
models of various makes of motor cars provided by the local
agents (I understand that 14 firm orders were placed during
the afternoon). Many of the agents also donated prizes for
the rally.
The overall results were: Saloon car class: rst, S.A.C. and
Mrs. Maskell, R.A.F. (Lancia Appia); 2nd, A. Tricom ites
(Triumph H erald). Land Rover class : rst, Private Brocklebank/ Corporal Fisher, 2nd Royal Anglian Regiment; 2nd, Driver
Roddy /Lieutenant Durry, Air Supply Platoon. Ladies' prize:
Mrs. P. Chandler and Mrs. C. Boyd, 9th Signal Regiment,
B.M.W.
The event, in aid of the Wireless for the Blind Fund, raised
the sum of £100, and reflected great credit on the organisers and
all those who assisted as marshals.
Footnote. And that is it for another year. 1965 will
bring you another Regimental sub-editor (or dogsbodv), charged
to ensure that The Ninth remains in the news. Meanwhile,
we wish all readers of these notes a happy and prosperous
New Year.
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10th REGIMENT (EASTERN COMMAND)
CIVILIAN SUPERVISORS MEETING

Back row: G. Richardson (Guildford), C. Bloomfield (Shoeburyness), F. Mansley
(Canterbury), H. Osborne (Dover) , P. Hallam (Ashford), J. Fenton (Kings Build·
ings), A. W alker (West Toles), D. Thompson (Chatham). Centr• row: A. Und e rwood (Brighton), P. Egan (Shorncliffe), S. Raper (Shorncliffe), D. Ha ll (Pirbright),
L Finnemore (Colchester), P. Alexander (Hounslow), J. Harriso n (Colchester),
A. Clarke (Bury St. Edmonds). Front row : E. Turn er (Woolwich), Captain W .
Farmery (O.C. London District Sig nal Troop), J. Dunlop (Chelsea), E. Dillon
(C.A.O. 10 Signal Regiment), Li eutenant Colonel J. R. Ellis (C.O. 10 Signal Regiment), Maior A. Sawyer (O.C. 2 Squadron 10 Signal Regiment), L. Nicholson
(London District), Lie utenant Colonel J. Scott (O.C. Eastern Command Sienal
Troop), B. Homes (Mill Hill)

10th Regiment, Hounslow

llil
~

n.n.q. For the Royal Signals officers' annual buffeit:
supper, held on 27,th November, at nhe Duke of York, our
officers achieved a 100 per cent turnout and ·thoroughly enjoyed meet:ng their old friend s, whether serving or retired.
Colonel Ellis insisted on competing with London Transport,
and some eight officers were bundled into his vast American
car and driven home safely.
Signal Centre Supervisors' Meeting. For the first
time ever in Eastern Command, a Signal Centre Supervisors'
meeting was held a.t Hounslow. The meeting was under •t he
chairmanship of O.C. 2 Squadron, Major A. Sawyer, and was
attended by the Chief Signal Officer, Eastern Command,
Brigadier M. D . Price. The meeting was extremely valuable
and a wide range of subjects were discussed. The captions
under the photograph indicate .rhe extent of .the supervising
area which comes under the responsibility of ·the Regimen.t.
I Squadron. The few, but experienced, linemen of the
Squadron, have been employed on a very worthwhile and
interesting project at Crowborough-the complete re-routing
of underground cables and aerial routes in the camp so that
all training rooms, offices, etc., as well a.s the civil outlets,
will come up on the main N Type 300-Jine CB switchboard.
Thi s switchboard was previously only used for <training. The
G .P.O. board can now be removed, and in future we will
be able to move ins.tallations as and when required without
obtai ning G.P.O. assistance.
The assistance of ~he Regiment was called upon for providing
t he not-so-exciting-but nevertheless the V.I.P.-telephone line
from •t he Officers' Mess, the Women's Royal Army Corps
Depot, Guildford, to the car park during Her Majesty The
Queen's visit t o the barracks. This was ably carried out by
CorPoral Johnson .
The Comcen Operators' Course, being run by Major Norman
Robinson to assist the " bulge " from r rth R egiment, is providing a number of good hockey and soccer players for nhe
R egiment, and we are delighted to have a few more Royal
Signals cap badges in Eastern Command.
Obituary Notice. It is with regret that we report the
death of the following two civilian employees of roth Regiment
(Eastern Command): Mr. Thomas Henry Johnston, ME
(Tele.), Signal Troop (Works) Shoeburyness, and Mr. Frederick
Charles Thomas Mortimer, telephonist, H.Q., 44th Division'/
District (H.C.) S.horncliffe.
Both have served <the Corps loyally for over ten years, and
our deepest sympathy goes .to their widows.
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"Law and Order"-The Regimental Provost ::.tan
(Back row) Left to right: Corporal Doidge, Lance Corporal Stannard,
La ce Corporal Guyatt, Lance Corporal Heron, Lance Corporal
Murfin, Corporal Brackston. (Front row) Left to right: Lance Corporal Dingley, The R.S.M., Sergeant Hassett, Lance Corporal Silcock

11th REGIMENT, CA.TTERICK CAMP
The oft-maligned Catterick winter is steadily establishing its
remorseless grip on the denizens of Relles and Bourlon Barracks. This is the ·time of the year, of course, when members
of the animal kingdom either fly towards the sunshine or crawl .
into their holes in the ground and hibernate. Unfortunately,
no such escape, with impunity, is available to we mere mortals,
with the exception of those lucky transitees flying off to such
places as Borneo, Aden and Bahrein. One crusts that they
will spare a ·thought for their less fortunate brethren they
leave behind to enjoy the "white" Christmas forecast by the
long-range weather boys. Adventure training now takes on
a different aspect when the greater part of one's efforts and
energies are directed towards keeping warm-no easy task on
the frozen, wind-harried wastes of Feldom Moor. Despite prevailing weather conditions, normal Regimental activities continue. The square still echoes with the raucous word of command and the albeit mufiled reply from the rubber-sole booted
squad . Recruits, clad for P.T., can be seen, if one is quick,
moving, just under ·the speed of light, towards the comparative
warmth qf the gym.
Officers' ~fess Notes
The Cellar Club in the Mess continues to flourish. l·t is
due shortly to come under the managership of Captain Giller,
who has recently returned from a successful attempt at the
selection examination for the Arm Air Corps. He claims that
his election was in no way influenced by the fact that he
just happened to be the only candidate wearing uniform which
display d his "wing" for aircrew service with the R.A.F.
He must have been reasonably confident, however, because he
didn't even bother to grow a moustache. His selection has confirmed in the mind of many Mess members that they will, in
future travel by land and sea only, there being enough hazards
to air travel already.
On 27th November, the Mess dined out Captain Bill Brooks,
who many members of the Corps will know, both for his
efforts in the Secretaryship of Corps -Soccer, and his guidance
of many thousands of recruits in their trades over the last
ten years as Personal Selection Officer. He is going to the
School shortly, so we will be seeing both he and his wife as
honorary members of the Mess at future functions from time
to time.
'Varrant Officers• and Sergeants• ~less Nott's
November in the Mess has been the month of the lull
before the Christmas storm. The usual monthly social events
have taken place with ever-increasing popularity, building up,
we hope, to a crescendo for the Christmas functions.
It may be of interest to potential transit members, or even to
aspiring cadre, that a washing machine has been installed, fully
automatic, of course, even to the extent of flooding the Mess.
One more amenity to ease the burden of being in transit.
We close, wishing all members of messes throughout the
Corps a happy New Year.
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THE CAKE MAKERS
Left to right: Mr. James, Mr. Kighary, Mr. Donovan, Sergeant Bedson,
Corporal Walton, Mr. Brown, Lance Corporal Marshall

Christmas (;ake
Each year since 1962, we have presented a Christmas cake
as part of a display organised by AIO Finchley. The presentation took place at II a.m. on 14th December, when our cake,
together with those from other units, was received on behalf
of the old folks' homes and local hospitals by the Mayor of
Finchley.
Best Recruits
The best recruit of the
intake passing off on 27th
November was Signalman William An,thony
Peter Weale, whose home
is in Cardiganshire. He
enlisted on IIth September, 1964, at Shrewsbury,
with the intention of
learning a trade and for
the adventure which the
Army offers. He bas had
previous technical experience as a radio and
television engineer in
civilian life. He enjoys
rugger, in which he
played for his school, and
he also, on occasions,
represented the Regiment
Signalman William. Anthony Peter Weale
at
wing-forward.
His
ambition is to work his way up through the ranks as far as
possible in the 22 years he intends to stay in the Army. He
has been allotted <to the trade of Special Operator.

o. 8 Troop produced
the best recruit for the
pass-off parade, held on
Bourlon Square on 13th
ovember.
Signalman
Brian Anthony Robjohn,
from Eden Cardiff has
had connection
with
Service life before he
joined the Army.
His
father served in the Royal
avy and he himself
served with Royal Signals
in the Army Cadet Force.
He always intended ro
join the Army for a
career. and shows particular interest in shooting,
which he has experienced
Signalman Brion Anthony Rob1ohn
both in the Cadets and,
of course during his
training here: His ambition is to be a Yeoman of Signals.
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NOTES from MID-EAST
C •• 0.

(M.E.L.F.)

18th REGIMENT, c/o G.P.O. SINGAPORE

BIL-\.NC:R

With the cool (energetic) season restricted to a few winter
months, all the normal annual events tend to be compressed in
Middl East.
The annual Royal Engineers/Royal Signals guest night took
place on 1st December. We were guests of the Sappers this
y~ar, and some 90 officers had a splendid evening. The Engineerin-Chid wa visiting Aden and strengthened the Sapper representation.
C.R. S!gnals (M.E.L.F.) has disappeared and the. H.Q.
staff and reoimental functions separated. In H.Q., Mideast.
we welcome Lieutenant-Colonel J. . Hallett, from Shrivenham.
as the first C.S.O. (M.E.L.F.). 15th Regiment is being formed
from 254 and 255 quadrons and 603 Troop by Lieutenant
Colonel J. W. Rayner.

Royal Engineers v. Royal Signals (Mideast)
Rugby
Royal Signals 14 points; Royal Engineers I I points
Rugby football, in spite of the cc cool season " heat and the
gravel type pitches, is a thriving sport in Aden, and the annual
Sappers/Signals fixture is played with all the ke:nness and
determination .that rugger fans expect from such an mter-Corps
game.
One of the major headaches for both •t eam secretaries is
getting the players they need in ~den on th~ day, .because
both Roval Engineers and Royal Signals are widely dispersed
in the Fi!deration. However, two fifteens joined battle at 16.15
hours at R.A.F., Steamer Point, on 30th November, and from
the start of play Signals were on the attack throughout t•h e first
half, scoring two tries, one of which was converted, and two
penalty goals; the Sappers' score was one penalty goal.
After half-time, and probably inspired by the arriv'.11 of the
Engineer-in-Chief {visiting Aden) the Sappers ralli;.:d and,
using their heavier and taller forwards, scored t\vo tries, converting one of them. At ten minutes from time the score was
14-rr and during this time the Signals' defence was under
pressur'e, but stood firm. Outstanding for Signals were Captain
Tony Willcox, Signalman O'Laughlin, who hooked extremely
well against a heavier pack, Signalman Hall at scrum-half,
and Corporal Shields, who was a tower of strength at fullback.

15th Regiment, B.F.P.O. 69
The Corps roelcomes back into the lamil"
a well kn.own Regiment disbanded an.d n.ow
re-forming
On 22nd January, the formation parade of the
15th Signal Regiment will take place in Aden.
The Regiment is based on Aden and has 3
Squadron permanently detached in Bahra!n.
At this time a brief hisrory seems in order.
The Regiment was raised in Cairo in 1940 as
the D ivisional Signals of 8th Division, personnel
being drawn from many units then in Egypt. Whilst the unit
was being formed the Division was disbanded and the unit,
then titled 3 G.H.Q. Signal Regiment, became responsible for
the communications of G.H.Q., Middle East.
It continued to provide communications for G.H.Q., Middle
East Land Forces after the end of the war, moving from Cairo
w Fayid in 1947, and to Cyprus in 1955.
On rst September, 1959, the unit was redesignated 15th
Signal Regiment (Cyprus).
On 30th September, 196o, tl.le
Regiment amalgamated with 29th Signal Regiment and became responsible for all military communicarions in Cyprus.
On the run-down of Cyprus, the Regiment disbanded and is
now re-forming in Aden.

(Continued at foot of next column)
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WINNERS OF THE PARKER CUP

Farewell to the CommnndinJC Officer. After
.ommanding the 18th Regiment for two and a half years,
Lieutenant-Colonel W. W. Cock handed over the Regiment to
his successor, Lieutenant-Colonel R. W. Millo, on the 12th
November and left with his family, by air, for U.K. The handover was preceded by a very brisk week of tours of inspection
with the new Commanding Officer, visits to Headquarters,
introductions and nhe like. During this time several "goodbye"
functions were arranged.
Previously the Warrant Officers and Sergeants had entertained both Lieutenant-Colonels Cock and Millo to dinner in
their Mess.

Gurkha Signals
17th REGIMENT, SEREMBAN, MALAYSIA
Demonstration Trials with the Sil Al3
A more than usually interesting job came the way of the
Regiment recently when it was selected to provide the team
leader and operators for the Far East proving and familiarisation
trials of the new infantry manpack radio-the A13. The Regiment provided five Gurkha operators for the team and to these
were added an Infantry Signal Officer, a Foreman of Signals
and a Radio Technician from U.K., a Royal Marine Sergeant
and a Corporal from nhe Royal Australian Signals. In charge of
maintenance was Major W. Meadows, M.B.E., R.E.M.E., from
S.R.D.E., and Sergeant Jones, R.E.M.E., completed the team.
A short period to learn about the equipment was spent in
Seremban and the team then set off to sell itheir wares to The
r/roth Gurkha Rifles in Malaya. The salesmen were soon given
an opportunity to demonstrate that their sales talk was not just
so much hot air because within four days of their arrival die
Battalion was on operations in the Labis area of Malaya complete with A13s and operators. It took Major Andrews, the
team leader, several days to extract his scattered sets and team
from the clutches of the Battalion. The set had, however,
proved its worth and continued to do so throughout the rest
of the trials wh.ich lasted some eight weeks.
Strenuous Testing in Borneo
A move was made to Borneo and •t hree other Battalions were
given the 'full treatment ' during a month's spell in Sabah,
Brunei and Sarawak. The sets were taken into ·the jungle on
patrols, into an ambush and were worked from the ground,
underground and from the air.
D espite a slight language difficulty the team managed •to work
as a team and thoroughly enjoyed the circus-like existence of
packing, unpacking, giving shows and moving on.
The Gurkhas found it hard to understand the accents of the
Royal Ulster Rifles and found it harder still to understand why
the rest of the team were a bit halting in translation!
In all, the team ·l tavelled some 2,000 miles, gave nine
presenta1ions of the equipment and convinced rtihe audiences
that the A13 is an outstandingly good equipment.
Because of lack of space an excellent first-hand account of
the journeys and experiences of the Demonstration Team by
Staff Sergeant (F. of S.) S. H. Lawrence has been withheld
for the February Wire.
We welcome Lieutenant-Colonel J. W. Rayner and Major E.
C. Collins, the C.O. and Second-in-Command respectively; the
C.O. knows us well, having been the last C.R. Signals at H.Q.
Mideast for the past year.
(It is hoped :to publish, in the near future, a full account
of the ceremonies in connection with the re-forming of the
15th Regirnent.-Editor).
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~ ·p ..ech by Corporal Butterworth. The next day
the staff of Regimental Headquarters held a lunchtime drinks
party. During this party Corporal E. Butterworth made an
excellent speech and, on ~half of all the Headquarters staff,
presented the Colonel with a framed photograph of them.
(The Colonel was most intrigued as to how this had been
taken outside his office without his knowing. As well he might
be!--a lot of planning went into that operation!)
Later, a Dinner Night was held in Princess Mary Officers'
Mess which was extremely well attended. Royal Signals officers
from Malaya, Hong Kong, Borneo and the United Kingdom
who were in Singapore for rthe Chief Signal Officer's Study
Period were able to say goodbye to Colonel Cock.
The next day the officers of the r8th Regiment and the
attached Squadrons, and their ladies, assembled in Princess
Mary Officers' Mess and finally said goodbye to him and
Mrs. Cock.

Annie Get Your Gun! We must certainly not forget
Mrs. Hilda Cock in this farewell article and we pay tribute
to her for all her regimental activities. She was a most energetic President of the Wives' Club and spent much time in
organising meetings, outings and entertainments. She organised
the Wives' Club .22 Shooting Team and was a crack shot, and
encourage<! many others to try to become one. She was also
concerned with welfare work, including the Malayan Kampong
Tulloch Clinic, and met the demands of Flag Days, Fun Fairs
and like occasions with cheerfulness and fortitude.
The esteem in which Lieutenant-Colonel and Mrs. Cock are
held was amply shown by the number of people who turne<l
up at Paya Lebar Airport to see them off and wish them Godspeed. Among them were Lieutenant-Colonel and Mrs. Hencher
(of the 19th Regiment), all the officers of the 18th Regiment
who could get away from duty, the R.S.M. and the Malay
R.S.M. There were also some wives, including a most attractive
trio in colourful national dress. These ladies were Mrs. Yahya,
Mrs. Low Loh Bah and Mrs. Frederick who wore Malay,
Chinese and Indian costume respectively.
A-s on all 1these occasions, this one was tinged with sadness
on -the departure of good friends. In bidding them farewell,
we all hope they will have had a comfortable and enjoyable
journey home and wish thorn well in •t heir next posting in Paris.
And now we extend a hearty welcome to •the Regiment to
Lieutenant-Colonel and Mrs. R. W. Millo, who come •to us from
64th Regiment (T.A.) and we are sure ·t hat their stay with the
Regiment will be a truly happy one.
'Vnrrant Officers' and Sergeants' 1'fess (by R.S.M.
J. L. Irving). Exactly what it is that distinguishes one Regimental Dinner from another is not always apparent, but many
in such a gathering will, because of good food, wine or robust
entertainment, try to ma~ distinct comparisons with the last
" do."
Where, some may ask, is the difference, as most Regimental
Dinners tend to follow the same pattern? This may be so,
but the D inner Night held by the Warrant Officers and Sergeants
on Tuesday, roth November, was distinctly different from any
other I have attended through sheer weight of numbers from
the Regiment and its attached Squadrons. Let me spell the
figure out-one hundred and forty, no less!
There had been many who had voiced the opinion that
such a large attendance was impossible, if only by reason of
space, furniture and table necessities, and not taking into consideration the question of getting members off duty and ensuring
no previous engagements could lure them away. All, however,
was arranged, and this has gone down in the regimental history
as 1the R.S.M.'s Mammoth Achievement.
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(Standing) Left to right: Staff Sergeant Hehir (19th Regiment}, >er,<.nt •"••tman
{HQ Squadron). Corporal Robertson (19th Regiment), Lieutenant (Q.M.).
M. Ham (0.1.C. Corps Soccor). Lance Corporal Butler (237 Squadron), Lance
Corporal McGibbon (I Squodron). Lonee Corporal Youns (2-49 Squodron).
Staff Ser&eant Peake, B. E. M. (Cooch)
(Kneeling) Le(t to right: Corporal Othman (I Squodron). Signolmon Hoshim (19th
Regiment), Lance Corporol Elcox (237 Squadron). Lance Corporal Bou•coise
(19th Regiment). (Captain), Lonee Corporol Lowrie (19th Re&•ment), Lonee
Corporal Hassan (19th Reg iment), Lance Corporal Noor Yahya (I Squadron)

On this occasion, an invitation was extended to the Commanding Officer, Lieutenant-Colonel W. W. Cock, to whom we
were bidding farewell, and to Lieutenant-Colonel R. W. Millo,
his successor, to whom we wished to give the assurance of our
undivided support and loyalty which had always been the lot
of the departing Commanding Officer.
After dinner and the toasts had been drunk there came the
speeches. The R.S.M. expressed the Mess's good wishes to
both Colonels, whilst saying goodbye 1:0 the one and welcoming
the other. Lieutenant-Colonel Cock in his speech of farewell
gave a itypically clear, concise and complete account of the
happenings within, and <the facts and figures of the Regiment
during tihe period of his command. To condense all that history
into a ten minutes speech could have been no easy task, but he
made characteristic easy going of such a problem.
The evening concluded with a series of games which inspired
die more physically capable members, but compelled the weaker
and disinclined ones to assume the inactive role of mere
spectators.
Now-a special word to those who may be joining this Mess
in the future. Our Regiment and its attached Squadrons
probably make up an establishment twice as big or more than
any normal Regiment, but it would be a singularly grave error
to think that it must be a giant " slippery " type of organisation.
Indee<l its most remarkable characteristic is its unity and
cohesion, and as the function which has just been describedno matter how big the job is-we get on with it . • . . and
get it done!

The Parker C:Up Final-:\ Great -n·in. The most
covete<l soccer cup in Singapore is back again with the Corps.
The Parker Cup is a " Cap Badge " competition and was last
won by Royal Signals in 1958.
Our opponents in the final were the Royal Engineers, who,
with six cl!'frent Army players, were favourites for the trophy.
The only people who thought we would win were~ our three
loyal officials.
On Friday, 25th September, at the R.A S.C. Padang the
teams were presented to J3rigadier R. F. B. Hensman, O.B.E.,
Commander Singapore Base Area.
Within a minute nhe Corps were a goal up. This inspired
the Engineers and they stormed back with attack upon attack.
Only superb goalkeeping by Butler and steady play by Hassan
kept them at bay. In the twenty--seventh minute their effort
were rewarded by a good goal. No\I{ it was our turn to fight
back and again, minutes later, Bourgoise slammed in an unstoppable shot.
After the interval-the squash mu t have been good !-it was
all Royal Signals. We dominated the play.
With only twenty seconds of the game left (le s stoppages)
·the Engineers were awarded a penalty. Sudess, the R.E. star,
took the kick and amid great tension cored.
Exrra Time and Replay, Page
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Extra time saw no addition to the score.
T he replay did not come up to the standard of the first
match, con idered by <the experts to have been the best Cup
Final in the F ar East fur years.
After fifteen minutes ithe Corps ere awarded a penalty ~nd
H ashim was chosen to <take it. Amid silence, he shot tra1ght
at the 'keeper, who, fortunately for us, could only palm out the
ball to H afillim who made no mistake with th is second chance.
With a goal up we hung on grimly and went on to win.
Everyone agreed that it was one of the hardest battles ever for
a trophy, but over the two games we de erved our unexpect.d
victory.
263

S(~U ADH.ON

As happens in all Service establishmen<ts, the time of change
in command has come around to lhis Squadron. This month
we say farewell { O our 0 .C., M ajor John ~ton, and although
one e..xpects to read nice things about an O.C. when he hands
over, it is wi th genuine regret tha t both British and Malayan
ranks say fa rewell to M ajor D enton who has completed his tour
in FARELF and is departing for the Ministry of D efence.
o
doubt in months to come we will be able t o r ead in T HE WIRE
all about the "' Ministry of Defence Yachting Club," for sailing
is t he M ajor's number one hobby.

F nre w e ll P nrt i es to n Popular O.C. The senior
ranks of 263 have already said farewell officially with a dinner
followed by that wonderful custom of paying our respect to
the Parron Saint of Denmark by drinking our fair share (or
more) of Carlsberg. After the Dinner, Major Denton was
presented with a silver anchor mounted on a plinth and
inscrib-,"<i " To Major J2enton from the C.P.0 .s and P .0 .s
of 263 Signal Squadron."
On Saturday, 28th
ovember, the Malayan ranks held a
party for Major D enton and his wife. Both of them were
presented with Malay dress and a silver condiment set by the
Malayan soldiers of the Squadron. A very fitt ing indication
of the high reward which our Malays have for both of them.
Our new O .C. to be, Major M . Allen, was suddenly _iidrnitted
to hospital whilst in the process of taking over. We understand
it is nothing really serious and that he will be able to take over
the Squadron in three or four weeks' time. In the rn-'"alltime
Major (T .0 .T.) J. H arwood is assuming command and to him
we e.xtend a big welcome to the Squadron and although his
tenure of office is not likely to be a long one we hope that it
will be a pleasant one.
We train Comee11 Operntors f !:_om U .K . Work in
the Squadron is going a·t full tempo particularly on the operating
side where all the Instructors are fu lly extended in keeping
pace with our intake of potential Comcen Operators from U .K.
It will be of interest to other Regiments who are car-rying out
the same cype of training to know ·tha1: our basic trainees receive
eight weeks training and then go down to the Comcentre at
H .Q. F ARELF on shift work (under supervision) for four
weeks and then come back and do fo ur more weeks in the
lecture room before taking their Class II I. Although we have
not had enough experience yet to say that <lihis is an excellent
system, firs.t impressions are that it is going to pay dividends
because they see things on the ground and work live traffic
which helps them absorb their theoretical knowledge.

====

l 9th llEGIMENT, C:UAN GI
e/o G.P.O., SINGAPOHE

====

To all members of •t he Regiment, pas<t, present and future,
to all their families and {O all our friends everywherea very happy and successful New Year.
The old year left our remarkably thin red line a little
battered and breathless, but holding on like grim d eath to a
well-earned reputation with all .three Services both for good
communicating and good sportsmanship.
Indonesians and communist agitators have kept everyone
operationally busy since September, and therefore there is little
material to interest our discerning readers. Should there be
a breathing space and half-a-chance, the new 2 Squadron has
plans for some exciting adventure training, which must Jegd
to a thrilling article for the Editor. Until nhen we must make
do with a diary of the highlights during the last four months
of 1964.
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September
Curfews and cri e in rapid succession, causing a spate of
operational emergency work, seven-day working and slit trench
digging every evening. Two more airfields added to ·the Regiment's total of eight, and detachments of Operations Troop
rushed off to iootall 10+ sos and the usual semi-permanent
circuitry at each. Overnight decision to reorganise the Regiment to meet new commitments. Two men lost for 24 hours
but finally found beneath a chiohak's droppings on the Secondin-Command's talc staff table.
O t'tobt•r
Three changes of operational posture which left us in a more
comfor able position and therefore able to catch up on some
of the administrative events.
Three important and most welcome visitors: the Army
Commander, Lieutenant-G-neral Sir Alan Jolly, K.C.B., C.B.E.,
o.s.o.; the Area Commander, Brigadier R. F. B. Hensman,
o.B.E.; and the Deputy Paymaster-in-Chief, Brigadier H. R.
Beauchamp, o.B.E.
The highly-successful outing, organised by R.Q.M.S. Garland,
gave the 19 Club membesr and rheir wives a day M Jason's
Bay and at the Kota Tinggi Falls.
T he annual "Cracked Cup" cricket match was played off
out of season and won by rhe officers for !the second time.
T here was a little talk of rules and regulations, but in the
end the Warrant Officers and Sergeants were able -to fiel d 13
men .tool
Captain Wall's hockey team won the Base Area six-a-side
championship for the seventh successive year. T he " B " tea m
was knocked out in the semi-finals, but next year .there is
d etermin ation to make it an • all-19' final.
T he soccer team, under Captain McCarthy, had a convincing win in the Base Area Junior League, which gave them
the double for 1964.

The

WIRE
looks in on

The
Cheerful
19th

Nov0 mber
D eepavali celebration was a great success, due to a very
generous invitation from th e 18th t o join them for their
annual party. A good time was had by all.
To show proper appreciation, the hockey team knocked out
18th in the second round of the Army Cup. Bad luck, 18,
and see you aga in in January for the Base Area knockou t
match.
Capt ain and Mrs. H igham said farewell en route for 22nd
Regiment, and Captain and Mrs. Seekings are warmly welcomed.
D ecember
An ausp icious beginning was given t o the month by the
M.G.A., Major-General G. R. Turner Cain, C.B.E., D.s .o ., who
paid us a visit on rbe first day.
The 7.th to 11th was devo<ted <to essential work only and
range classification, under the well-planned control of 0 .C I
Squadron. P erhaps it's the thought of invasion .that has given
rise to a much-improved standard this year.
The Chief Signal Officer, Brigadier E. C. R. Blaker, O.B.E.,
honoured t he Regiment and four recipien ts by presenting
medals at a parade held on the station parade ground. It is
not certain that the C.O. deliberately chose the morning after
the T emple Hill Ball, but it is certain mat some of rbe officers
found the parad e ground unstable, and muttered unprintable
words about the Royal Naval Buccaneers landing and •ta king
off that morning.
Congratulations to Captain (Q .M .) E . R. C. Wall, W .O.II
(0 .R.Q.M.S .) E . A. B~ sley and Sergeant W. J. Hills on ·the
award of the Long Service and Good Conduct Medal, and to
Staff Sergeant M. Foy on the award of the Territorial Efficiency
Medal.
The children's Christmas party at T elok Paku was a great
success, thanks to s.terling efforts by Captain Lindley, Mr.
Moun,rford and the W ives' Club.
This year's all ranks' dance was voted the best for m any
year s and there's a talk of holding them once a quarter, when
T elok Paku is reopened after the " face-lift."
Corporal D avidson and his ever-busy detachment at Tawau
(Borneo) showed ingenuity and once again proved the very
close liaison between the R.A. F . and the Regiment by having
a 15-pair plastic cable laid across a 30-foot deep snake and
ant-filled ravine---by h elicopter!
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I. Left to right : The C. O ., the Chief Signal Officer, the Army Commander and the R.S.M . 2. Major.General G. R. T urne r Cal n,
C. B.E., D.S. O ., inspect s the Qua rte r Gu a rd. 3. Left to Right: O.C. H . Q. Squadron, the Chief Signal Officer, t he Army Comma nder,
the C. O ., Sergeant Mohd Z a in (A.C.C.). 4. Discussing t he plans for Telok Paku. Left to right : The Manager (Mr. Mountford),
The M.G.A., O .C. H. Q. Squadron , Colonel Potter, M. B.E., T .D., and the C.O. S. Arrival of the M.G.A. Bock to camera: C lone!
W. R. Pot te r, M.B.E., T .D., The St ation Commander (Group Captain B. C. Bennett, A.F.C., R.A. F.), the C. O ., a nd Ma jor Ge nera l
G. R. T urne r Cain, C.B.E., D.S.O. 6. The Regimental Football Team. Sitting Left to right : C raftsman Casey, Lance Corporal Hassan,
Signalman Freeman, the C.O., Lance Corporals Brourgoise and Lowes, Staff Sergeant H e hir (Coach an d t ra ine r). Standing Left
to right : Signalmen Ismail, Hashim, Abdull a h, Captain J. McCarthy (0 .1.C. Football), Corporals Lowry a nd Lee, La nce Corpora l
McClean
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28th UEGllUENT, B.F.P.O. 35
.Ul ut
In preparation for an active 1965 sailing sea-son, two parties
wem to me British K iel Yacht Club for a week of deep-sea
ailing Captain (Ulysses?) Cloughley has written an in.teresting
ac aunt of his experiences on the second of these expeditions:
" It was my own fault for 'Saying that I had enjoyed crewing
on a F irefly on a couple of occasions off Singapore. So without paying sufficient attention to what I was offering my
services for (1 fondly believed I was going off for the day), I
found myself on the way to K iel with a crew, for a 50 square
metre boat Petasus, owned by Royal Signals. On arrival, we
sorted our elves out, and made preparations for the first day's
trip to Sonderborg, in Denmark. This took about seven hours,
and our crew, consisting of myself, Sergeants Mellor and
Donnithome, Lance-Corporal Heard and Lance-Corporal
Homby, had a very pleasant first day.
I had ro return to the Regiment when satisfied that all was
well, and rather than bring PetClSltS all the way back to Kiel, I
accepted the offer of a "lif·t" from the R A.F. crew of a 30
metre boat w.hich was returning next day. The weather by
now was becoming rather lively, and I was looking forward to
a fast run home. We left Sonderborg shortly after 10 a.m.
and ran into a stiff breeze outside the harbour. Very soon after
leaving, the wind increased to such an extent that a stocm
sail bad to replace the jib.
Throughout the day the weather got steadily worse, with
a force 9 gale whipping up what seemed w me, on my first
uip, huge waves. In fact it was almost a case of "up periscope"
to see where we were, and the crew by now began to show
their anxiety.
The day seemed interminably long, with the weather so
appalling; we couldn't have anything to eat or drink, except
an occasional tot of brandy. The boat was now taking an awful
beating, and by I I p.m., we were just about all-in, with only
two-thirds of our journey complete. The only choice left to
us was to find shelter, as the storm was very bad, and visibility
practically nil.
A Tot of Port ou Starboard
We turned into Eckenfjord and made for the small .town of
Eckeford at its head. When we reached the end of the fjord
extreme difficulty was experienced in loca-ting the harbour,
due to me tremendous downpour which had started. Eventually
we found the red and green lights, steered between them
and missed a pile of wreckage by a couple of feet.
The harbour afforded us very little shelter, until at last we
got under the lee of the huge concrete harbour wall. We were
too tired to notice its newness, and af.ter drying everything as
best we could, collapsed into our sleeping bags. Next morning
sounds of activity woke us up, and after putting some water
on the stove for coffee, I looked out inw a brand new harbour
which held a collection of Germaa naval craf<t; the crews were
very surprised «> see us, just as we were rather taken aback to
find where we were.
As I hadn't time to sail on .to Kiel, I was collected by car
and after calling in at the Yacht Club to tell the story wenf
off on £!ie 350-mile r~d journey home, vowing never to' go to
sea agam. I hope Lieutenant Perry Bruce and Major John
Denton read this. Sailing in Singapore? POOH ! ! ! "
The Autumn Handicap
The Regiment was ably represented m the B.A.0.R. and
Royal Signals Autumn Golf Meetings. These were played on
t!1~ R.A.F., Br~ggen, course, with, as Major Andrews writes,
its narrow farrways and numerous hazards tha.t the novice
so. dislikes.
There were no James Bond and 'Goldfinger'
episodes, even though the handicap of one member was 007.
But the words "frustration" and "pathetic" were occasionally heard on the lips of even the low handicap chaps who
foun? themselves. taking four strokes in a 6ft. put. Unlike
prev10us years, pnzes were not silver tankards; I hear that the
players who seem to win every time prefer something different!
In~tead, there were useful gif~s, such as silver s<iucers, plates,
a gay assortment of table h~hters, etc., which none of us
real!y wante?, an way! . Vfie now look forward to next year's
Sprm~ .Meetmg, wh~n it is hoped that a few more golfers will
~ave iomed t~e Regiment to give us a better chance of retainmg the Regimental Foursomes Cup, having just lost the
Autumn Cup by a hair's breadth. Good winter swinging."
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Among the "glittering prizes" to be had, Major Andrews and
C.S.M.I. Issitt won the B A.0.R. 18-hole Foursome Stableford, and C.S.M.I. Issitt was runner-up in the B.A.0.R. 36..Jlole
Medal. In the Royal Signals meeting, Lance-Corporal Keys
won ·the 36-hole Stableford, and C.S.M.I. Issitt was third
to Major Clifton-Moore (attached 3 J.S.C.) in the r8-hole
Bogey. Although just failing to win the r8-hole Regimental
Foursomes, we put in some very creditable performances:
Major Everard and Clifton-Moore (2nd); Major Andrews and
C .S.M .I. Issitt (3rd); Major Parker and Lance-Corporal Keys
(4th). Congratulations to all our golfers.

21st
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Visit of D.R.D. The Duke of Edinburgh
The event of the month at Laarbruch has been the visit to
the station of H.R.H. The Duke of Ed:nburgh. The programme
for the visit did not permit H.R.H. to see the Regiment at work
but officers, senior N.C.O.s and their wives had the opportunity to meet H.R.H. informally in the Mess. LieutenantColonel and Mrs. G. A. Horner and R.S.M. and Mrs. P.
Chilvers were formally introduced to H.R.H., who asked some
searching questions about the role of the Regiment and our day
to day work on the airfields.
R.S .M. and Mrs. Chilvers made a quick dash for the boat
immediately after the Royal visit to start a life of leisure with
the T .A. We count ourselves fortunate to have had them witih
us, and we hope nheir nex·t tour will be a pleasant one. For
his last fling before leaving, R.S.M. Chilvers saw .to i•t rbart
everyone !thoroughly enjoyed themselves at a unit dance.
Colonel and Mrs. Hayles and a good number of men and
families from clie out Squadrons made the Jong trip to Laarl>ruch, and with the local residents, made a very successful
night of it.
"L" Troop again second! They were beaten in the final
of the Inter-Troop Hockey by " D " Troop, w.ho scored t'11.e
only goal during :the closing minutes of the game. They were
again "' pipped " by " H " Troop in the Inter-Troop .22 Shooting. With their previous near misses, t hey are nearly home
as " champion runners-up."

2 Squadron-a revised version of " Ole King
Cole " sums up the situation.
The Squadron said farewell to Major E. C. Collins, who
is wished every success as Second-in-Command of I 5nh
Regiment.
It is difficult w tell you what the Squadron ha·s done
recently.
Everyth!ing has been attempted, but it isn't clear yet what
has and hasn't been done!
Breaking into doggerel, based on " Ole King Cole ":
Ole Oh See was a merry ole soul, and a merry ole soul
was he. He called for his subalterns, his subalterns four,
but none could he see. " I'm on skis,'' said the first
subaltern. " So am I," said the second subaltern. " I'm
on leave," said me .!!bird subaltern. "Die-rect entree,"
claimed the fourth subaltern. " Oh, merry, merry officers
are we," sang the subalterns, etc.
Ole Oh See was a not so merry soul, a not so merry
soul was he. He called for 1h is sergeants, his sergeants six,
but not one could he see. " I'm in Borneo," said the first ·
sergeant. " So am I," said the second sergeant. " Im on
a drill course,'' said the third sergeant. " I'm in Norway,"
said the fourth sergean'1:.
" I'm in another Regiment,''
said the fifth sergeant. " Full time educated," said the
siXllih sergeant. " Oh merry, merry sergeants are we,'' sang
rhe sergeants, etc.
(Ole Oh See's trembling hand wavers between the
nominal roll and the paper knife).

Squadron sub-editor's note.-Lt is regretted .that "Ole Oh
See " had >to be taken away, still slashing ait the nominal roll
and himself.
I consider that his doggerel, bad as it -is, should be pub!ished, for t~ere is a real _lesson rn be learned. All those posted
mto the Regiment who wish to lead a full and varied life should
answer " I want to go to 2 Squadron " ~o all questions they are
asked (prior to being posted into 2 Squadron).
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Squadron sub-sub-editor's note. -What a rotten way to fool
Jolly good
the chaps into doing nothing else but digging!
luck to all those of ~he Squadron who have escaped tq other
parts of tthe world . . . hope you aren't still digging holes for
cables!

30th Regiment
DLANDFOllD C::illP
D('lnaonstration for Odling Committee
On Sunday the 8rh November a Service of Remembrance
was held in nhe Swan Social Centre. The service was attended
by ·the U.S. Consul, Mr. William A. Mucoi, the Mayor and
Mayoress of Blandford, representatives from ithe 7505 U.S.
Hospital and contingents from Weymouth and the Royal Naval
Old Comrades' Association. Following the service there was
a march past by 30th Regiment at which the salute was taken
by Admiral Sir Desmond McCanhy, K.C.B., o.s.o.
This was tihe conventional start to the month of November
and with the season of inspections fast a pproaching there were
~he first signs of preparation foc our arms and vehicle inspections. Alas all wa · not to be quite so easy !
The Regiment wirh 3 Headquarters and Signal Regiment were
given the task of producing a Royal Signals Demonstraition for
the Odling CommiHee. As a result the Regiment, mainly Headquarters and r Squadrons, dissolved in to feverish activity •to
reach the deadline. It is hoped that a full report with photographs will be produced in next month's WIRE issue.
Now tliat vhe Demonstration is behind us die Regiment is
quickly gett:ing back ~o normal and tackling .the all-important
job of preparing for the Christmas functions. To this end the
old AKS Cinema has been resurrected, a new home found for
•tlhe boats, and a face lift to make the Cinema .inJto the new
Swan Social Centre.
The Demonstration Team are still away in Manchester for
1!he 'Teens and Twen1.ies ' Eiclllbil!ion, and 3 Squadron are still
away on exercise. We do, 1however, have some news of 640
Troop . . .
640 TROOP
A Sad Loss
It is with regret that we report this month ~he tragic deam
of 23470994 Corporal A. S. GTiffirhs at ~he Royal Herbert
Hospital, Woolwich, on 27rh November, 1964.
Corporal Griffiths, who joined the troop in April, r963, has
for tthe past year been our man rn British Guiana. On 6th
September, 1964, he was involved in a car accident and was
flown ihome for an operation by the Queen's Surgeon. He was
progressing well, and hoped to be home for Christmas, when a
sudden relapse .took his life.
Tbe Troop provided a Guard of Honour, and Corporal
GTiffirhs was buried with full military honours at his home
town of Worcester on 2nd December. Always bright and cheerful, he wa·S a popular member of tlhe Troop, and to show our
appreciation of his unfailing loyalty and support we rntend in
he near future to place a marker on 1his grave.
Two New Batt.allou SlgJml Troops Fornted
At Blandford we have been l>usy in ithe past month on the
administrative chores which always present a problem when
men are constantly away on operations. Now thait we are
almost all back in England we are holding a series of Military
Proficiency courses, Range Classification courses, Physical
Education rtests, Educations courses, whilst a number of the
Troop are at Catterick taking their trade upgrading courses.
Amidst all this our function in life 1has not been forgotten,
and ·two Battalion Signal Troops are being formed, one each for
F ARELF and British Guiana. Sergeant MacMillan is -taking
536 Troop to Borneo in January and Sergeanit Dick takes his
T1'oop ·to British Guiana immediately after Christmas.
Our men in Cyprus, Borneo, Aden, Kenya and British Guiana
have been greaitly reduced in numbers with the recent return
of 39 Infantry Brigade Group from Aden. and the run down of
Troops in Kenya, but we are still flying the Troop flag in moot
of nhe world's trouble spots.
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Squadron Jl.Q. and Tc-ehuienl Troop
People who are acquainted with the location of quadron
H.Q., usually refer to us as the Signal Squadron by the power
house. The reason for this is •that when the power house is
working at full pressure you have to shout to hold a normal
conversation. I t is now rumoured that next year jet blowers
are being installed in the power house. Ob for those auconditioners we have been promised-we shall certainly need
them now.
Our T.O.T., Captain Vic lmp::y, has now settled in the
chair vacated by Captain Peter Foakes. May we wish them
both success in their new appointments.
We are delighted to hear that our new establishment ha~
been approved. Our difficulty at the moment is trying to sell
the idea to everyone else that we are entitled to the vehicles
and stores that we are requesting. It can get awkward when
no one has a copy of it.
The turn-over of personnel of the Squadron has been so
great that by Christmas it will be virtually a new Squadron.
It is therefore impossible to list our new arrivals, with the
possible exception of Staff Sergeant "Pip" Piper, who is rakin~
over the duties of S.Q.M.S.

Airfield Troop, Bahrain
Once again win ter spreads its " icy grip" over Mubarraq. The
temperature is down to 65°F. in the early hours, when the
road are covered in condensation-three times worse than frost.
However, this is known as the busy season, when we are
deluged with visitors. Starting at the top, there was an official
visit of the Ruler of Bahrain. The Troop did not take part
in the proceedings, except for the 0.C., Lieutenant Ian Kerr,
who opened one of ithe official car doors to find it contained
most of the Ruler's bodyguard, armed with hawks!
There have also been visits by the A.O.C., G.O.C., and C.-inC.-all in one week. We are now taking a rest, preparatory ro
Lhe Christmas festivities and the annual inspection season.
A year ago, I believe an Air Formation unit in ithe Far East
used a mouse to thread cord through a right-angled duct in
order that a cable could be pulled through. We have one
problem-or maybe a sequel. How to get rid of the mice.
They use our cable entry and ducts, refuse to be evicted, and
seem ro thrive on lead, although one has passed over, I suppose
due to over-indulgence.
" H "

" K "

Airfield

Troop,

Khormaksar
In the last month there
have been quite a few
changes in Troop personnel.
With
regrets,
goodbyes were said to,
amongst others, Corporal
John Garmoury, Signalman " Scouse " Lees, and
welcomes have been extended to Sergeant Tony
McMullen, Corpora 1
" Chil" Cbillery, and
Lance - Corporal J o h n
Baldwin.
Three more members
of the Troop have become addicted to the
" Marriage Game," for
Congratulations from the O .C. (Major
which the members of
Beaumont) to Signalman P~ddy Fitzsimmons
the Troop seem to have
and wife
a particular leaning.
Orherwise the Troop proceeds on its peaceful and faultcorrecting way, except when persons unknown decide that we
have an excess of I 50 yards or so of cable in a particular route
and proceo..d to remove it.
Work on •the new exchange proceeds, and the day does not
seem so far off when instead of the familiar "number please,"
we shall have nhe automatic monster churning out its tones.
Sporting Aetlvltles
BaskeChall. At the time of writing, it has been a long time
since the trumpet of this Squadron has been blown in THE
WIRE, and certain past members will certainly believe that
since they left, an air of apathy has settled over us. This is
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Join 601 Troop, and Integrate with the Royal
Rf'organlscd so as to be more Rt>xiblcr

A well earned refresher in the "Gentlemans Rest" (note-le mo nade)
certainly not so, as our overworked T .O.T . and team of
technicians would soon tell you.
However, I have been
assured by one of our technical sergeants, Bill Port, <that I
have neither the technical know-how nor ability .co boast about
our techn ical achievements and that I should wri te abou t my
own department. But what can one say about the " Q " stores?
11 is a working concern that is trying desperately hard to operate as a " Q " Stores.
The only other subject to be able to brag about would be
sport, and in this field I think I am fully justified to a bit of
trumpet-blowing. With a successful swimming season behind
us, in which our swimmers did exceptionally well in both
the Army and R.A.F. League, all eyes are turned to the cool
season sports. In particular, football and basketball, with (I
think I can safetly say this without upsetting F. of S. Ken
Duffey) the onus on basketball. The basketball tea m, under
the captaincy of Lance-Corporal Sid Evans and general m anagement of Staff Sergeant Ken Taylor, have started the season
v~ well.
The record, to date, being played six, won six,
pomts for 359, against 143. The victims so far are Army
Camp Comdt. 44-20; 254 Signal Squadron 48-27; R.A.F.
Hospital 68-16; 52 Command Workshops 67-27; 16/ 5 Lancers
55-32, and once again Army Camp Comdt. 77-21. We
have our eyes firmly fixed on ·the Army League Cup, and if
:e man~~e i~, we ~ill set th e precedent of being the first
R.A.F. urut to wm an Army Cup.
Looking forward to bigger things, three of our players are
almost certainly to be on the short list for the Army team.
These being Lance-Corporal Jim Harlow, Lance-Corporal S id
Evans and Corporal "Chill" Chillery. The latter two should
~en make the grade for the Combined Services. Furthermore,
if our ~ E.C. Corps Basketball Representative cared to get a
R<:>yal Signals team together (and there is a lot of potential in
£!lls field)! !10 doubt that the basketball team could join the
list of pnvileged sports to do a tour of East Africa. How
about it? Whatever our hockey and cricket teams can do we
'
can do just as well-if not beMer.

Football. An unusual set-up in Aden this season is the
forming of two second divisions, one for Little Aden and the
other for Aden proper. We are in the Aden second division,
and our record reads, at the moment, played four, won two,
lost two, goal~ for thirteen, goals against eight. People going
R..H.E., we~dmgs, basketball, and players required for Combmed Services, etc., all take their toll. The team stalwarts
(in case they are posted to you) are Corporal " Ghil " Chillery
Corporal " Brum " Comish, Signalman George Hill, S ignalma~
"Blackie" Bla~more, Corporal Andy Neilson, Lance-Corporals
Taff Butler, Mick .Thorne, .John Harvey (team captain), Corporal Taff Evans (v1ce-captam) and Lance-Corporal Jim Harlow.
A recent league match against the Aden Civil Police provided
one of the most exciting games (even though we lost 3- 2) to
be seen in Aden. As the match took place near the Squadron
Football Representative's Hiring (Staff Sergeant F. of S. Ken
Duffey), the whole team, supporters, including ithe O.C., Major
Beaumont, and the referee reported in for light (ale) refreshments. A very wet ending to a first class game.
Though we were knocked out of the Willis Cup by the 10th
Royal Hussars we look forward to a good fight for the top of
the table honours. More news later in the season.
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A line o ut in the trial rugby match held at Labua n on !:>aturday 21st
Nove mbe r, 1964. This is one of the fi rst games recorded on the
island in recent times and caused muc h local interest.

266 S Q UA DRON ( DOllNEO )
The monsoon is still with us in Borneo, Hying its best
to dampen the spirits-and the communications-but, to d ate,
we are winnin g handsomely, an d the progress reported in
previous notes to THE WIRE is still very much in eviden ce.
We have moved on .to a four-watch m annin g system in the
Communications Centre and the Tape Relay Cen tre, and
shortly we w ill be moving into our new T ransmitter Hall.
This will greatly help all the transmitter operators who h ave
been hopping from vehicle to vehicle for the past six months.
W e <have recen tly said farewell ro ithe emergency reinforcem en ts who flew to Borneo in June. We thank them for th eir
very hard work and hope the experience they have gained in
having to provid e dependable communications will be of benefit
n<?t only to themselves, but to their parent unit as well . FlightL 1eutenant W. ]. Bryan, our Chief D uty Signal Officer, is
also returning t o cooler climes. H e, more than anyone, h as
been r esponsible for the efficient organisation of the Communications Centre. W e wish him well in his n ew appointmen-t.

On the 7th September we welomed Captain J. M. Gr~y
as ow: new O.C., and said farewell to Lieutenant R. Dorrell,
who departed bound for Aden. Farewells also, since then,
to Lance-Corporal Dear1 and to .the oldest soldiers of them
all Corporal Wooley ana Signalman Langley. We would like
to wish them all the very best in their n ew units, and a happy
New Year from us all on the sunny beaches of Bahrein.
The Troop has recently undergone a slight change in organisation and deployment; we are now able to call ourselves a
flexible mobile fighting unit. We have actually acquired three
more Land Rovers, and so can fulfil our role (as indeed
any self-respecting radio troop, Royal Signals, should be able
· to) with FFR mobile radio stations.
The organisation of the Troop now looks like this:
H.M . . Meon-0.C., plus three operators; on land, Yeoman
ot Signals, plus Technician, plus Driver; four times three man
1 1ohile radio detachments.
This new look helps us a great deal with regard to training;
whilst Meon is alongside, the Rovers can disperse almost
nywhere on the island (except the Ruler's beach) and undergo
ome rather more realistic type of training.
M"l at

we

do-tor

the

u ninitia ted

For those not very familiar with 6or Troop (Ship), heri:
is a very brief outline of what we do. We are a small Royal
Signals Unit (0.C, plus eighteen) attached to, and providing
communications for, the Amphibious Warfare Squadron of
the Royal Navy. We provide a ship-to-shore radio net from
H.M.S. Meon (a converted river class frigate) which is the
headquarters ship of the Squadron, to various Army units on
the beach. Aboard Meon we use an HF Royal Navy set
TCS/B40, which works to our Cu/R2 10 stations ashore. We
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are usually on exercise for about ten days in every month,
and for the remaind.:r of the time we are training or playing
games where we live, ashore, in Bahrein.
During the past few months we have had a small crew
aboard Meon, rather more ofl[en than usual. Apart from
exercises, one of the highlights has been a liaison visit to
Sharjah and Dubai, followed by a dho w patrol. The liaison
visit went well, we saw a little more of the Persian Gulf, and
had a few interesting "sessions" with the Trucial Oman
Scouts and R.A.F., Sharjah (jointery is the cry). The dhow
patrol was very good value. A dhow, in case you don't know,
is the Arab type of boat which may vary in size from about 2oft.
to about r5oft. long. Periodically, one of H .M. ships is sent
on a patrol to stop, board, and search the dhows for weapons
and ammunition, narcotics, suspect rebel passenger , etc. On
this patrol 6or were allowed to join in, and tbr~ or four
of the Troop made up the boarding party on several occasions.
What we really hoped to find, of course, was beautiful white
slave-girls in need of rescue, but no such luck, unfortunately.
Mean has recen tly sailed to K arachi for a short visit, she
has a small detachment from 6o1 on board, and we have
been in rad io contact with Corporal T racey who will be writing
a short account of the trip for a future issue of T HE WIRE.
(T hank you, Carporal T racey.-Editor).
Meanwhile . . . come signalmen gallant! If you are fit, and
young at heart, and adventurous, and don't mind very, very
warm weather, and are a very good operator, and can swim,
and enjoy a spot of sea fishing, and would like to work with
the Royal Navy, and don't mind painting a few ships (all
these wonderful things and many more besides) and don't get
seasick too easily, then" COME ALONG AND JOIN THE FUN, VOLUNTEER
FOR SIX-0-0NE."

The Corps Revives Hugby i11 Borneo
In true Corps tradition, the Squadron has been instrumental
in starting rugby foo tball on L abuan . On 21 st November, we
felled four 4oft. bamboo trees and lashed them to the football posts on the Victoria Padang. Then, after a short introductory talk for J:lCWComers by Lieutenan t R. D . K . Thompson,
and a quick summary of the new laws (wha t were the old
ones?) by W .0.11 Lloyd, 30 m embers of 1the Squadron
thoroughly enjoyed the firs-t game of rugby played on Labuan.
Considering .the state of fitness, the lack of ma·tch practise
and a shade temperature of 85 °, the game was an unqualified
success. E ven the local population were impressed, for many
have since indica ted <their wish -to learn the game with us.
In the future we hope to ha ve two training sessions a week
~ i th a game. eaoh Sa turday. A seven-a-side competition is pro1ected for mid-December and we are trying to get a tea m from
J esselton , <the capital of Sabah, to play us.
266 also make their mark on the dartboard
The hif?hlight of the darts competition this month was rihe
Tiger Brewer ies' roo,oor Postal Competition. The Squadron
entered a team of eight which comple ted this mammoth total
a~ an ~verage of 15.83 poin ts per d art. During the competition, Signalman Croyne, who was our most consisteillt player
scored the m aximum of 180 with three darts. A word of thank;
is given to Major C . F . Lewis, Captain B. A. R. Driskell and
W.O.II .<S.S.M.) Lloyd who, unerringly, performed the 6,320
su btracuons.
llemmnbrance Day Observed
On 8th November the Squadron alltended the Remembrance
Day service at the Labuan War Cemetery.
A short, but
moving ceremony was concluded with ·the laying of wreaths by
the Commanders of the Naval, Army and Air Forces in
Borneo. Th is simple act of remembrance amonf?St the ttwo
thousand graves of British, Australian and Commonwealth
Servicemen of the Second World War will be an experience
never to be forgoHen by the many who attended.
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I. Lance Corporal Muir mans a 20 mm. Oerli~an during ~n exercise. 2•. A gun crew which includes R'?yal Signals personnel.
3. A gun detachment. Signalman Home handling ammunition. 4. Captain J. M. Gray (O.C. 601 Troop) in charge of a boarding
party checks a dhow
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"To Make New Friends anti Enjoy the Local K9ne ••• You must go Harvesting"
Says Corporal A. G. Parker of the 4th. Regiment
Recently Corporal A. G. Parker of the 4th Regiment with a
party of men from the Regiment set off to spend two hardworking weeks- working too with German families-to help
with the gathering of the grape hanest.. That, of course, in
simple terms was the intention but they found that there wer e
things other than grapes to distract the mind. For instance
. . . but the following article written by Corporal Parker
explains everything.
Recently, a party of thirteen men set off from the 4th Regiment to spend two weeks working with G erman families, helping
with the grape harvest. We were taken down ro Herfo rd Station
ro start the first leg of a six hour train journey. M uch co our
amazement everyone was present when we reached Bernkastel,
the place where we parted company with the railway. On the
way down we had to make t hree or four changes but luckily
enough there wasn't much waiting between trains.
Guaranteed o Good Fortnight
We were all in good
spmts as we walked out
of the sta tion. After all,
from what we had heard
from a couple of the lads
who had been two years
previous, we were guaranteed a good fortn ight.
Then of all the sights to
meet our eyes as we
walked out into tlie fre sh
air-two three-ton Army
lorries packed with blokes
in uniform. Well, that
put a damper on things
straight away! We i mmediately visualised about
soldiers
two hundred
walking about the streets
of Bemkastel at n ight
time. Our fears were
soon put to rest though,
as we were shepherded
on to a mini-bus and told
that we were going to a
village a few kilometres
away
called
Leiwen.
That was the last we
saw of the two lorries and their loads.
It took us a good three-quarters of an hour to reach the
village and more than one of <the party were surprised that we
got there at all I The driver was one of those people who seem
to bear a charmed life. For nhe whole of the journey he was
talking with the three A.A.C. lads and as the journey progressed
he became more and more excited, laughing and waving his
hands about. Every three or four minutes be would turn
around and talk to them, only to return his eyes to the road
as we were about to hit the wall bordering the road. Then
he would give a quick pull on the wheel and off he would
go again.
A Speech of Welcome and We're Part
of the Family
The village of Leiwen is set on <the banks of ·the Mosel and
"'.'e found out later was a lovely picturesque spot. The firsr
tune we drove through the place we didn't feel very enthusiastic
about it at all. The rain was pouring down and the streets
were deserted. We didn't even spot a cafe. Eventually we
stopped, alighted and trooped in to a place that looked more
or less like a small barn. We later learned that this was where
the grapes were pressed and the juice was drawn off for the
wine. When we were all inside one of the villagers made a
speech of welcome and said that he hoped we would enjoy
O!!r stay. Then he began to sort out who we would be staying
with. Each one of us was to stay with a German family and
work for them for the duration of our visit. When I arrived
at my 'new home' I was introduced to the family. This
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consisted of Herr and Frau Rosch, th e son Walter, and another
chap who was related to the family and was spending a working
holiday with them. Luckily, he spoke good English and
although he was leaving a few days la_ter, he was a great help
until I had settled in. I had just sat down when there was a
clatter of feet on th e stairs and a girl appeared in the doorway.
This, I was told was Liesel, their seventeen-year-old daughter.
Things were certainly looking up. Out came a bottle of wine
and we sat talking over a few glasses.
When we had finished eating I was taken to a house about
two minutes' walk away where another of the lads was staying.
It is a custom that whenever anyone pays a visit, out comes the
bottle of wine and everyone has a glass or ·t wo. So after,
dutifully downing our quota, rihe three of us set out for the
nearest cafe where we had a couple of beers each. That night
we turned in early so as to be ready to start work next morning.
Sunday lles t in the Bac k o f n Traile r
I was wakened at 7.30 the next morning by a knock on m y
bedroom door and after a wash and shave presen ted myself
for breakfast. I then found out that apart from the son who
stayed behind to operate the win e press, the whole family
worked <m t in rihe vineyards picking t he grapes. Every family
in t he village had their own vineyards, wine press, wine cellar,
and tractor. In fact I've never seen so many tractors in one
place in m y life. It was a common sight to see girls driving
them about the streets. One thing I'll never forge t was on the
first Sunday I was there. Two of the women must have been
going to the nearest town for the day as they were dressed in
their Sunday best. New coats, hats and so on. W1hat struck
me as being funny was the fact that they were sitting in the
back of a trailer being pulled along by a tractor. Chatting away
just as if they were sitting on a bus together.
The work itself was not strenuous. All you had to do was
snip the bunches of grapes off the vines and drop them into a
bucket. When your bucket was full it was emptied into a sort
of bin rihat was carried on your back, supported by two shoulder
straps; when this was full it was taken down to the trailer
and emptied into one of the big vats. Most of us did th e carrying
of these as sometimes it was a bit too much for the older men.
Lunch consisted of sandwiches and wine, eaten out in the
v.ineyards. In fact just about every meal we had included wine.
When the vats on the trailer were full we set off for the house
where the men shovelled the grapes into the wine press while
the women started work on the tea and got on with the housework. Starting and finishing times depended on the individual
families and we usually finished work about five.
Down in the Wine Cellars
Each night when the work was completed Herr Rosch would
take me down to the cellar for a few glasses and also to taste
the different barrels. In his cellar he had forty thousand litres
of wine. On the second night, we three got togeriher again and
set off to find another cafe at the other side of the village which
we had been told about. It seems that t he rest of the lads had
been informed about it as well as all of them turned up. ot
course we got togetlier to exchange news and to say how we
were getting on. The first, and to us, one of ·the most important
things we discovered was that t he boys in the village were outnumbered by the girls. When we looked round, this seemed
to be true enough judging from the number of girls present in
the cafe. From that night onwards we made that cafe our
nightly meeting place.
We worked for six days a week and then had the Sunday off.
On the second Saturday t here was a visit arranged for us at
the biggest wine firm in the village. Before we went there we
all went into the winehouse across the road and were told all
about the history of the village and of the wine making. Then
over to nhe wine cellar where we had a very interesting tour
round the place. Through an interpreter we were told all about
the processing and bottling. The wine itself was stored in
several huge tanks totalling two million litres. When the visit
came <t? an end we all had champagne and as a parting gift
were given a bottle of champagne and a bottle of wine each.
(continued on page 29)
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the Sunday there was a dance arranged to celebrate the
h arvest and nhat's when the local talent turned out in
I r was quire a good night except for the fact that most
are not familiar with the German dances. Anyway we
the best of it and the night went off quite well.

F a r ew.-11 and we h ope to retu ..11
A week later anq the end of our stay. One of the families
wan ted us to stay and there were a good few tears from the girls
as their boys left. We all came back with bottles of wine and
we have been invited down to Leiwcn for Christmas. We are
looking forward to a few days with the folks again so if all
goes well we should be b ack again in a few weeks.
We eventually arrived back to camp where we were given
a big treat. A haircut and a place on the Admin. Parade!
61-t

TllOOP

(PARK)

11.F.P.O.

40

Due to the size of our unit, and in order to keep the name
of 614 Troop "on the map," the O.C., Major R. H . A. Salisbury,
produced p~ n and paper to the duly nominated "Scribe of
th Quarter " and off we go with the current epistle.
lo11ri Hhh1g Club
In~ club room has now returned to its indoor location,
wher~ we continue to show the M .P.C. courses from 13th
Regiment " the way home " at the games evenings, and they
seem to be quite convinced tha t we would have won a gold at
Tokyo m th:: boat race. Social evenings continue to be both
profitable and enjoyable and our recent Tramps' and Witches'
01gh ts were a great success. Club funds produced the dinin gout n ight a·t Park-Haus Hotel, which coincided with the 0 .C.'s
30th wedd ing anniversary; moths flew for the occasion, and
we bought Major and Mrs. Salisbury a carving set, which was
intended to be used in January to "carve the path in to 'Civvy
Street.'"
A

Personal Notes
Sergeant Sammut trekked home to M alta rihe hard wayacross land- and is now convinced that to board a train in
Italy is as difficult as the tubes of London at rush hour.
Matrimony seems to be popular with the Troop: LanceCorporal Wormald is now " hooked," while Lance-Corporal
Streetly and Signalman D ean still have time t o change their
minds at the time of going to print.
Corporal Pete Roberts' wife produced his much-wanted
daughter, L ynn, in July; unfortuntely we ihad to say goodbye
to mother and d aughter in November.
Lance-Corporal Teasdale is cursing all sportsmen who break
legs, as he is at present relieving one in Belgium, on temporary
detachment. Just to confuse the issue here, Corporal Roberts
(brother of Corporal Pete Roberts) has arr ived, as bas Corporal
Ulett- we hope their stay will be enjoyable,.

The rece nt ly formed Sand of the 44th (H .C.) Signal Regiment
(Ci nque Ports) T.A. pose for the camera du r ing a concert

44 (U.C:.) REGIMENT ((;I_ -qUE POUTS), T.A.
A Successful Hall"

On the weekend 18th/19th October, a team of three Austm
Champs entered by 44 (H.C.) Regiment (Cinque Ports) T.A.
took par t in the Civilian Britvic Car Rally 1964. The team left
the Hospital Hill T .A. Centre, Shomcliffe, Folkestone, on the
Saturday afternoon and travelled approximately 180 miles to
the starting point at Mundford in Norfolk. Many professional
rally enthusiasts from all over the country were competing.
The Rally, an all-night event to which the B.A.M.A. had
been invited, was split into three sections, each involving
approximately 30 grid references and covering in all 240 miles,
most of which was cross-country and forest lanes. The dense
fog which persisted throughout the night made the course more
gruelling than expected and it was almost impossible to adhere
to the strict time schedule given.
The three vehicles entered by the Regiment were specially
equipped for the Rally with interior lighting facilities, map
boards, pencils, etc., making the job of the navigator easier.
The majority of vehicles were crewed by three people, e.g.
driver, co-driver and navigator, whereas the vehicles entered
by tlie Regiment were manned by just a driver and navigator
as follows: Sergeant Hambrook and Corporal Johnson, Sergeant
Peel and Corporal O'Callaghan, Private Hibbs and Private
Pooley (W.R.A.C.), the latter being the only W.R.A.C. crew
taking part in a military vehicle in this Rally.
The actual circuit finished at Mundford (the starting point)
where stop watches issued at the beginning of the course and
check point cards collected on route were returned. From there,
tired but cheerful competitors made their way to the Britvic
F actory at Chelmsford in Essex, where a well deserved breakfast
awaited them.
All military vehicles entered by the Regiment completed tl1e
circuit without any damage and although the t::am did not
secure a position, a vast amount of experience was gained and
every member agreed that, should the opportuniry arise, they
would like to enter other Rallies of this .kind.
(Picture page 30)

Royal Signal Band Records
are still available from H. Q.
Price 30/- by post, 27/- counter sale.
Some of the tramps and w itches of 614 Troop
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VARIETY-THE SPICE OF UNIT LIFE -

AT 45th REGIMENT (T.A.)

in the past, the Brigadier had the assembled officers in hysterics
listening to his ' unclassified ' jokes and monologues. Unfortunately he was obliged to leave before the serious Mess
games were under way in order to be back in his parish in
time to toll the church bell for reveille.
Altogether, they are pleasant memories of Annual Camp in
the Midlands . . . It seems likely xhat Proteus will see the
Signal Regiment from Essex again next year. Why not call in
to see us if you are near Ollerton during August? Of course
you will be equally welcome should you be in the area of any
of our T.A. Centres at other times.

Rally Competitors 44th. Regiment T.A.
(See page 29)

45th REGIMENT (T.A.)
LOOK BACK AT A MEMORABLE YEAR
As fog closes in and me cold damp air of winter blankets
the land, do your remember those lazy, bazy days last summer?
Memories of summer 1964 with this Regiment are associated
with lush forest glades and <the few stout oaks remaining 4n that
part of Sherwood Forest surrounding Proteus Camp, Nottinghamshire. The 1,zoo-year-old Major Oak still stands majestically, but with concreted base and lead-protected branches, only
three miles away. Proteus has been modernised and-provided
the weather is on your side-it is an attractive area for outdoor
training, as Robin Hood noted only t5>0 well. The fact that an
excellent assault course was only two arrow flights away was
taken into account-usually before breakfast! The squad of six
enthusiastic Officer Cadets moved about on their many and
varied activities most of the time at the double and always
under the keen eye of ithe Training Major. Having since been
commissioned, Second-Lieutenants M. A. Lamb, R. L. R.
Mallard and N . P. O'Farrell now recall those days with little
regret. The exrensive sports fields were the scene of many
tests of skill and trials of gamesmanship. A form of nuclear
warfare training was cunningly incorporated during a serious
soccer match. The Sergeants' Mess team was determined to
beat the experts of the Officers' Mess and in desperation
resorted to a smoke screen worthy of a flotilla of destroyers.

Visit of G.O.C.-ln- C. Eastern Command
The G.O.C.-in-C., Eastern Command, flew into three locations to check on communications during the regimental
exercise. While the Scout chopper was waiting ro take General
McLeod aboard it seems that Staff Sergeant M. A. Cull used
the period to good purpose. He recently passed all t he tests
for helicopter pilot train ing and is to attend a course at Middle
Wallop in February, 1965.
The Colonel of the Regiment, now Brigadier H. B. Jolly,
O.B.E., T.D., D.L., J.P., made several presentations during a parade
in his honour. Major (Q.M.) T. W. Grigg received the clasp
to his Long Service and Good Conduct Medal, W.O.II W. A.
J. Gostling, A/ A.Q.M.S. R A. Hardy, R.E.M.E., T.A., and Staff
Sergeant D. Fox received the T.A. Efficiency Medal and Staff
Sergeant H . W . Doze the first clasp to the T.A. Efficiency
Medal and a Meritorious Service Certificate. The last named
N.C.0. met his Troop Commander of 26 years ago while at
Proteus. It is with much pleasure that the Regim~t is able
to report to WIRE readers everywhere that Brigadier (the
Reverend ) Charles Nettleship, O.B.E. , is fit and well. He was
able to leave his parish near Rugby to attend (he Officers'
Mess Gut'St Night. After dinner, as on many similiar occasions
30

Quarter of n lUillion Pound T .A. Centre
No. l Squadron of this Regiment is based at Reed Hall
Camp. In 1965 the Squadron will move into a new T.A. Centre,
now under construction, costing a quarter of a million pounds.
Fourteen T.A. units will share the building and cap badges
representing each unit were lodged in cement when the
foundation stone was laid.
The Mayor and Mayoress of Colchester are special friends
of the Regiment and recently mentioned the pleasure they
derive from having the large military population in their town.
During September our sailing enthusiasts with tihe Troop
based at Clacton-on-Sea provided radio communications,
afloat and ashore, for the 1964 East Coast Area Enterprise
Championships regatta, which was sponsored by .the Clactonon-Sea Sailing Club. The programme had to be curtailed owing
to a force 8 gale which also caused Radio Caroline, anchored
three miles off shore, to screetch more than usual.
Tough Training Comp tltlon
A recruiting drive for the T.A., in Essex, took place one
week-end in October, near Colchester. Seventeen teams from
different un its competed in a Tough Training Competition.
Each team consisted of an officer and eleven men, and all
wore full battle order. There were separate phases for range
firing, a forced march (seven miles against a bogey time) a
night compass march, overnight bivouac and river crossing by
assault boat. Captain R. G . S. Green and Lieutenant K. R.
J. Harvey and their respective teams did extremely well, and
the high standard of general military efficiency in the Corps was
well upheld.
There are several open ranges in the county, including Purtle&, Rain.ham and Vange. By steady practise, a good standard
of marksmanship and range administration has been achieved.
This was helpful at the time of the annual Eastern Command
Royal Signals T.A. R ifle and S.M.G . Meeting at Pirbright,
which ·this Regiment was proud to organise this year. Sergeant
R. W. Dennis won the Individual Rifle Ma.tch and Sergeant G.
Bryne was sixth. This N.C.O. was also second in the S.M .G .
Match. W.O.II D. Greenbrook and Corporal R. S. Campbell
were runners-up in the Rifle and S.M.G. events respectively.
I.t was an excellent day and the presence of several distinguished
senior officers was welcome. The C.S.O., Eastern Command,
kindly presented the prizes after the meeting, before a large
ga·thering.
Keen motor cyclists may be interested to learn that the
Army's ever-faithful B.S.A.s helped Staff Sergeant D. Fox,
Sergeant N. C. O'Neill and Lance-Corporal N. S. Jackson to
finish second, out of eight, in tihe <team event at the London
D istrict Motor Cycle Trials in the summer.
Training of all kinds goes on steadily, in parallel with
certain reorganisation within the unit, but, as the year draws
to a close, social functions appropriate at this time of year
begin to crowd in on the diary of events. It is very evident
at the ti me of these functions, what a happy, lasting comradeship is to be found among all ranks of a T.A. unit.
Perhaps some of the following names of T.A. officers, serving
in the Regiment, may help you to recall friendships from the
past:
Lieutenant-Colonel R. A. Chell , T.D., Commanding Officer; Majors W.
Hill, T .D., K. Draper. E. A. Richardson , P . J. Hart. C. H. Ferrans,
T.D., Captains D. E. M. Bennett, T.D., J. A. Clarkson , G. W. Oyer, T.D.,
(Rev.) J. M . F . Ducker, K . C. E3'Stman, T.D., C. M . G. Francis, M. T .
Proud, R. G. S. Green , F. D. H. Jones, W. G. Melrose, T . C. Charleswo:·th , J. E. Mackay , D . S. B. Naylor, J. R. Wilkins, A. P. Woodhou se,
Lieutenants C. E. J. Cox, J. Y. Oyer, E. Phillips, D. J. Thorpe, G. H .
Walker, D. Morri$S, Second-Lieutenants A. V. Eearnshaw,. K . R . J.
Harvey, M. J. Lamb, R. L . R. Mallard, N. P. O'Farrell. ·

They, and all other members of 45th (Essex) Signal Regiment
(T.A.), wish to send you the very best greetings for 1965.
T H E W I R E·, J A N U A R Y I 9 6 5

I.

Part of the contin1ent outside St. Mary's Church,
Wanstead, for the Anniversary Parade of the
Grantinr of the Freedom of the Boroue:h.

2.

Officer Cadet R. Mallard, Serae,.nt G. Byrne,
W.0.1 (R.S.M.) N. Crossley, Seraeant R. G. Brown,
with sports tophles presented at Camp .

3.

Bri1adier H. B. Jolly, O . B.E., T . D., D.L., J . P.,
presentlna W . 0.11 W . A . J. Gostllna with the T.A·
Efficiency Medal.

4.

Tho Commandln1 Officer "'Ith his team before the
famous soccer match .

s.

The Sergeant' s Mess team complete w ith IOO~{t

reserves.
6.

Brlaadier (The Reverend ) Charles Nettleshlp,
O.B.E., examlnlna a photograph taken In 1938 of
his troop. Maior E. R. Hardy W . 0 .1 (R.S.M .)
N. Crossley and Staff Seraeant H. Doze are lookln1 on.

4 7th llEGIMENT
lUIDDLESEX YEOMANRY
(The Duke of Cambridge's llussnrs)

From the Commanding Officer, Lieutenant-Colonel S. J.
Williams, M.B.E., T .D., and the Regiment to our readers and
thanks to all those friends of clie Regiment, in and outside the
Corps, who have conuibuted to the success of our 1964 development programme-and what a success it was too, in all three
aspects of operational efficiency-technical, admin i trative and
manpower.
But there are bigger things planned for 1965. Watch this
column for news, vie".vs and regular repor-ts of progress.

The second excitement happened during an inadvertent fire
alarm on a Sunday. The subsequent roll call provided 0 .C.
H.Q. Squadron with the thrill of his life-for once he saw his
entire Squadron on parade including one Lance-Corporal complete with beard.
Recreation Abounds
Instituted within the Regiment recently has been a recreational evening, and organised are such things as car maintenance, table tennis, badminton, darts, bingo, judo, rifle range
and ballroom dancing.
Sergeant Selwyn's wife has kindly given her services as me
instructor of the dancing classes. However, after her first
session, she felt tha·t, judging by the efforts of her pupils, the
only difference between her class and the judo was the mus.ic.

66th REGDIE~T (T.A.)
Cups of Ten, Exercises and a Fire Alarm

We omitted in our last notes to mention a little incident
which occurred during camp. T.hree of our girls endeavoured
to obtain three cups of tea in Sandes Home; they ordered " two
with and one without," and were handed two cups of tea and an
empty cup.-This we feel is quite " Irish."
Since camp we have indulged in a Regimental exercise, aptly
named "Mouseplay," as our C 0. was away attending a
nuclear course.. We established perfect teleprinter and speech
circuits over our rather antiquated 1 +4's fed into a B10 radio
relay chain. Traffic moved swiftly and efficiently a.t each signal
c:!Iltre and the Cn and Du boys were kept on their toes
at all times. The C.S.0., Lieutenant-Colonel J.
. Congdon,
was hard to convince that we had no hidden wires and that
he r~ally was speaking and printing over a radio relay link.
Two exciting experiences at our T.A. Centre. Firstly, the
erection, by Captain Dougla-s, with the assistance of 146 Engineer
Regiment (T .A.) of a robus.t 4oft. antenna mast. This formerly
served a local farmer as a wind charger mast, and now, with
its CUBICAL QUAD antenna, looks remarkably like a windmill.

Corps Sports Results
Rugby
Royal Signals 9 poinJts; Royal Art.i!lery 37 points.
cote on lQth November.

At Bram-

Royal Signals 14 points; Royal Engineers 14 points.
Chatham on 12th November.
Royal Signals 18 points; R.E.M.E. 9 points.
on 14th November.

At

At Aborfield

Royal Signals 15 points; Cambridge LX Club 36 points. At
Cambridge on 31st November.
Hockey
Royal Signals o; Royal Engineers 3.
November.

Royal Signals l; Royal A.r.tillery
November.

I.

GIFTS FOR YOU AND YOUR FAMILY
on NAAFI's easy credit terms
Anything costing £5 or more,
chosen for yourself or your family
from the whole range of goods
in the Naafi catalogue, can be
obtained on instalment credit terms.
And you receive your usual Naafi
discount or dividend.
Payment can be made weekly,
fortnightly or monthly over 12
month or less 1f preferred. The
maximum charge for credit is only
one penny in the pound each month.

scheme-w•;~ic~h~~~ie;~:~i~~~~!~~~
·~'""""'=~~;;;:

All
the details
this
is available
to ot
individuals,
units and messes-may be
obtained from
your Naafi manager.

-:::::r;J~·~

At home on 12th

At Woolwick on 14tll

NAAFI: H.M . FORCES' OFFICIAL TRADING ORGANISATION

Association

Corps Soccer

Ministry of Defence

Royal Signals in fine form

(Army Dept.)

SHEFFIELD UNIVERSITY 3; ROYAL SIGNALS 4.

A vacancy exists with 628 Signal Troop (Works),
Bulford, Wilts, for
Technical Officer (Grade III).

a

(i)

PERCIVAL COACHES
for PRIVATE HIRE
Lu x ury Saloon Coaches
Availablejor Military
units at short notice
TELEPKONI! : RICHMOND

2.348

Percival Brothers (Coaches) Ltd
53, MARKET PLACE, RICHMOND, YORKS.

32

Applications must have obtained the City
and Guilds Institute Intermediate Certificate
in Telecommunications engineering plus a
Grade II Cettificate in Telegraphy or Tele-phone Exchange systems or Line Plant
Practice or a Grade I Certificate in Line
TransmissioI)..

or (ii) have obtained ·rhe City and Guilds Institute
Intermediate Telecommunications Certificate
(new syllabus) plus a City and Guilds Institute Certificate in Telegraphy B, or Telephony B, in Line Plant Practice B, or Line
Transmission C.
or (iii) have completed
Signals cours.e.

a

Military

Foreman

of

Commencing salary at age 26 £913, age 27 £947
and age 28 and over £975·
Applications stating age, qualifications and experJence
ro:C.E.P.O. H.Q. Salisbury Plain Sub-District, Ordnance
Road, Tidworth, Hants.
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This aame was played at Sheffield on Saturday, 14th November,_ and
resulted in a win for the Corps XI by 4 goals to 3. Gordon, with 3
goals, and Tyler, both of 24th Regiment, scored for Royal Signals.
This was an interesting and well-balanced game, marred only by
blustery weather which often spoiled the development of good moves
by both teams. ' At half-time Signals were one up, through a penalty
goal scored by Gordon.
The University were quickly on the attack in the second half and
notched two goals within ~e first ten minut~s.
Signals d~ew level
through Gordon; the Universuy went ahead again. The equaliSUlg goal
came from Tyler afer n very good solo effor~ Rlld .a superb shot fr!'m ou.tside the penalty box.
Gordon, always a live WU"e, settled the issue m
favour of Royal Signals about three minutes from time.
Two newcomers to Corps Soccer, Signalman Bonnett an ex-Junior
Leader, acd Signalman Hannah, a recruit, were . played in this game,
both giving a creditable performance.
Bonnett, m goal , showed good
positioaal play and a safe pair of hands; Hannah was played on the
right wing-bis natural position is eith~ left wina or ccntre~forwar?
and showed an 1>bility in ball control with a good sense of d1smbuuon.

Catterick and District Brauch. It is with deep
regret that we announce the sudden death of Mr. Syd Snaith
in rhe Catter.ick Military Hospital on 28th November. Mr.
Snaith-ex-S.Q.M.S. Royal Signals-was a keen and energetic
member of the Corps for 22 years, seeing service in many
lands, Singapore, Africa, Middle East, Dunkirk, Germany, ere.,
until 1960, when he was Regimental Branch Secretary of the
24th Regiment. He was a Life Member of the Association and
of Catterick Branch.

Royal Signals Association anJ Benevolent lunJ
The following
NOfJember, 1964:

subscriptions

were

most

gratefully

received

£

Played at Cauerick on Wednesday, 25th November, 1964, and resulted
in n win for the Corps XI by 9 goals to I.
An idenl d ay for the game, Signals were quickly in the lead through
a well-wken goal by Clark, and from that moment the Corps team were
the masters of the game.
R.E.M.E.'s only goal came from a penmty
early in the first half.
Clarke, the regular centre-forward last season, celebrated his return
to the Corps XI by notching four goals; other goals came from Gordon
(2), Tyler (2) lllld Forrester.
Under the captaincy of Lance-Corporal Forrester, the Corps XI have
settled down to playing o high standard of soccer. Both be and Gordon
are now regularly selected for the Army XI.

H.Q. Training Brigade, Royal S ignals ...
11th Regiment
. ..
. ..
24th Regiment (Officers' Mess)
. ..
.. .
24th Regiment (Warrant Officers' and Sergeants' Mess)
3rd Regiment (27 Unit Branch-proceeds of Tombola) ...
Royal Sig:ials attached 46 Squadron R.A.S.C. (L.C.T.)
SignRI Training Wing R.M.
205 Squadron
...
. ..
H.Q. A.E.R. Royal Signals ...
209 Sq uedron (Fete) .. .
.. .
.. .
.. .
. .
58tb Regiment T.A. (Regimental ' At Home ')
59th Regiment T.A.
...
. ..
wd Regiment (Officers' Mess)
7th Regiment
. ..
. ..
14th Regiment R.A. Signal Troop
21st Regiment (Proceeds of collection box)
2rst Regiment (R.A.F. Laru-bruch Fete)
225 Squadron (COMCAN),-Wives' Club
254 Squadron
...
...
. ..
H.Q. Allied Forces Northern Europe
Loughborough Branch
.. .
...
.. .
. ..
..
. .
Colchester Community Fund (Carnival and Military Tattoo) .•
R .A. R:rnge, Hebrides (Wives' Club)
12 Lt AD Regiment R.A., Malaya
Various individual donations

OTHER RESULTS:
Royal Signals 6; Hull University o. At Cauerick on December 5th.
Royal Signals 1; Newcastle University x. At Caneric.k on December 12th.

Expenditure during NOfJember, 1964
(Includes: -Rent and Rates,
Furniture; Cots and Prams;

ROY AL SIGNALS 9; R.E.M.E. x.

Receipts
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during

I.
1 0
20 12
1
0
2 12
17 10

d.

10

0

5
7

0

2 11
13 11

0
0

7

0
2
0
0
0

0

10

0

0

I
1

1
I

0

71 18
2 10
12 0

0
0
0

50

0

0

I

10

0
0
0

2.5 11

3

I

8

25
5

0

0

0

n
6

36 17
2 10
10 9

4

4

£324

I

6

..
. . £485
Beds and Bedding;
General As<istnnce).

11

4
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TELEMETRY
SYSTEMS
TEST ENGINEERS
PYE T ELECOMMUNICATIONS LTD.

REQUIRE

TELEMETRY SYSTEMS
TEST ENGINEERS
for varied and interestipg work on electronic
telemetry systems for industrial applications.
Experience in switching techniques as applied to
computers, data transmission equipment and
automatic telephone exchanges is desirable. A
knowledge of radio and line communication
methods would be useful.

Apply to:

The Personnel Manager,
Pye Telecommunications Ltd.,
Cambridge.
Telephone: Teversham 3131 .

~

~~COMMUNICATIONS
SERVICE ENGINEERS

Radio Technician
A number of suitably qualified candidates will be
required for training, leading to permanent and pensionable employment. (Normally at Cheltenham, but
with oppor.tunities for service abroad or appointment to other U .K. establishments).
Applicants must be 19 or over and be familiar with
the use of Test Gear and have had Radio/Electronic
workshop experience. They m ust offer at least " 0 "
level G.C.E. passes in English Language, Maths
and/or Physics, or hold the City and Guilds Telecommunications Technician Intermediate Cer tificate
or equivalent technical qualifications.
Pay according to age, e.g., at 19, £722; at 25, £929
(highest pay on entry) rising by four increments to
(,1,067.
Prospects of promotion to grades in salary range
£997 - £1,634.
Annual leave allowance of three weeks, three days,
rising to fo ur weeks two days.
Normal Civil Service sick leave regulations.
Apply :
R ecruitment Officer (RTI 4),
Government Communications Headquarters,
Oakley,
Priors Road,
CH EL TENHAM.

HAVE VACANCIES THROUGHOUT
THE COUNTRY FOR

SERVICE ENGINEERS
Men who have had Service or Commercial trai ning in VHF, UHF, or Microwaves
comm unications are inv ited to write to
t he Personnel Manager, Pye Telecommunications Ltd ., Newmarket Road ,
Cambridge.

• F our oper a ting channels- three pre-set, one
continuously t unable• Remote-control channel
select ion • F ully automatic Send / Receive
switching • Front panel control for switch ing
am plifier out of circuit • Comprehensive
met er ing for quick setting of differ ent
f requencies • Optional v.s.w .r . indica tor
• Silicon diode power unit • Standard r ackmounting unit (14 x 19 x 18t in.) or housed in
cabinet as required.

NEW Motor Insurance Rates
at REDUCED Cost!!
NO (LA IM BONU S

40%
I YEAR

PYE TELECOMMUNICATIONS LTD.

Increased operating range for h .f., AM and
SSE transmitter/receivers, is provided most
economically by the Redifon Linear Amplifier,
Type GA.406 which boosts r .f. output to 750W
p.e.p . from 50W p .e.p . over 2-18Mc/s.

60%
4 YEARS

55%

3 YEARS

Reduced Rates for General Insura nces t o Policyholde rs

Far a quotation please complete and return
R.S.
ame
·································· ········· ·························· ···
Address . ............... ... ......... ...... ..... ............... ................. .

········· ····· ···················· ···· ····· ········ ········· ········ ····

Occupation . . . . . . . . . . . . .. .. . .. . . . . .. . . . . .. . . . . . . .. .. . .. . Age ....... .. .. .
Make of vehicle .................. h .p. or c.c . ......... value ....... ..
Year of Manufacture .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . .. . T ype of body .............. .
I s drivi ng to be limited to the Insured only? ...................... ..
D o you wish to bear the first £10 or £ 15 of any claim? ..... .. .. .. .
How man y years "No Claims Bonus" to your credit? .. .. .. .... ..
T ype of cover required ...... . ........................... ............... ..
(i.e. Fully Comprehensive: Third Party: Third P arty, Fire a nd Theft)

Renewal date . ................ ...... ...... .. ... .................... .. ...... .
Previous Insurers

Full technical information
will be sent on request.

Retli/On

MARSHALL PAXMAN &WATSON LTD.

LIMIT ED coMMUNrcATrnNs sALEs nIVIsioN
Broomhill R oad, London, S.W 18
Tel: VANdy k e 7281
A Member Company of the R ediffusion Group

Insurance and Mortgage Brokers, Industrial Finance

Dominion House, Henley-on-Thames
Tel. : 1920 (3 lines)
3'4
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MORSE AND SU.C.O
TELEGRAPH
INSTRUMENTS
M o.rs.einker, _one of a range of
tnuning equipment

lllustrat eCI are just t wo in o ur
range of teleg raph eq uipm ent.
We w ill be pleased to forward t o
you further deta ils descri bing
these and all other models.

5 unit tape
transmi tter

GREAT NORTHERN

TELEGRAPH WORKS

4, Sydhavns Plads, Copenhagen SY. De nmark.
London O ffice : 5, St. Helen's Place, E.C.3. Tele phone : Londo n Wall 4567.

Cortina De Luxe
Operotion Grapple T'te
(Christmas Island)

Make the most of your privileges

Royal Slpats Tie

DRIVE ATAX·FREE BRITISH FORD
ROYAL SIGNALS TIES
WOOL 10/6
TERYLENE 12 / 6
SILK 19 /6

BLAZER BADGES
SI LK 9 / 6

GOLD WIRE 32 / 6 45 / WALL SHlELDS 32 / 6-50 / CAR BADGES 35/ - - 39/ WOO L SCAR VES 21 /- - 29 / 6
CUFF LI KS 22/ 6 - 52/6
CRESTED PEWTER
T ANKARDS 50 / - - 65/0PERAT ION G RAPPLE TIES
8/ 8 9/6 11 / 6 14/ 6 16 / 6
Apart from Royal Signals' Ties,
other ties, to your own striped or
figured design can be ordered,
such as the Operation Grapple
Tie shown opposite. Send for
prices and Information.

British For ds are top cars- everywhere. Fast Flat
A utobahns or dirt tracks, British Fords can take
it in th ei r stri de- with COMFORT, economy and
re liabil ity.
You can have priority of any car in the superb
Ford range if you are posted abroad ...

for up to twelve months between overseas postings. Alternatively, Ford will arrange shipment
direct to you. Hire purchase facilities are available. Remember, wherever you are posted you 'll
ftnd worl d-wi de Ford service.

YET YOU PAY NO BRITISH TAX!

A comp lete range of Saloons, Estate Cars and
G.T. high performance cars. For full details of
any model(s) fill in the coupon below:

You can use your new Ford in Britain for up to
six months prior to leav ing, or you may qualify

THE FORD RANGE INCLUDES:

INT. f . tJ

Please send me wllhout obligation , full details of the British Ford model I have licked below and your personal export scheme.

NAME

FULL ADDRESS
I AM BEING POSTED TO

0 AN GLIA
-

6, GABRIEL'S HILL, MAIDSTONE,

0

CORTINA

0

CORSAIR

0 ZEPHYR 4

Cut out this coupon and post to: F~ RD MOTO R COMPANY LIMITED, !!8 REGENT STREET, LONDON Wl
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[' ZEPHYR 6

r

ZODIAC

KENT.
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It will b e noted that the outer cover of this " Wire" shows
the month as ' February / March 1965.'
This is in order t o make an easy transition into designatin.g
next month,s " ir e '' as the • April ' " Wire." The reason for this

w·

change is as follows: At present " Wires " published and dispatched as unfortunately they have to be, in the middle of the month, bear the n:un~
of that month on the outer cover. This, it is felt, cause~ '' The.Wire
to suffer fr om a built-in illusion of staleness, by b~mg designated
'th the name of a month of which several weeks will have elapsed
;~fore it even leaves the printers. This effect is accentuated by
·
" T h W ire " takes to reach its very many overseas readers.
the tune
e
d
" Th
e " will be
Therefore, from M arch 1965 onwar s,
e
ir •
hi h ' t
designated with the name of the month after the one m w c 1
is p rinted and distributed.

w·

THE
TOE

\VI RE

RO YAL SIGNAL S
MAGAZINE

The Official Organ of the Signals
Association

E di to r:
BRIGADIER P. IU. P. HOBSON,

o.s.o.
A ssist an t E di t or:
BRIGADIER O. ll. FIRTH
All c-0rresporn:ience and matter for
publiccuion in THE WIRE, should be
addressed to THE WIRE, Royal Signals
Association, Cheltenham Terrace, Chelsea,
London, S.W.3. T el. Nos. SLOane 4J:29
and SLOane 3477, Ext. 143.
MATTER FOR PUBLICATION
MUST BE RECEIVED BY THE
12th OF THE MONTH PRECEDING PUBLICATION.

Remittances should be made payable
to : Royal Signals Associcuion. Sub·
scrption razes (post free, except air
mail): T welve months, 18/ -; single
month, 1/ 6.
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·ll have heard with r egret that M ajor-Gener al ~· J. Swainhims?n
All wi
.
.
-in-C O ur best wishes go to
has retired fro~ his app~mtme~~;: tha; we ~hall frequently see both of
and Mrs. S~amsoCn, an funw: tions A tribute t o M ajor-General Swainson
them at vanous
orps
·
appears on page 40 of this WIRE.
.
. -C
M · G
al p E M Bradley now takes up the dunes of S .0.-m ·

so

a~~- s~~e~f

-~~Ii-~~w~ :~d !~U:,~ P:~<li~wnr~i~~ ~:a;~:
01

H e is
that
Colonel E. de Wth H . Br~ fJ~i~g.,in. hls.,fath~~·s. f~otsteps. General ~radley
to many to s~e . e _son Arm career Although very much a regunent al
ha~adh a :a:~~:~:iess hdd a n~ber of impor~ant staff appointments,
sod er, he f his service in recent years h as been outs1d~ the C orps. B~cause

~ ~s~ca;ongst
ab~lity

tfo ~ee
pomt o view.

~ ~ ~~~~~b;~f~r~~~:0atf~~u~~e;~

other asrts,
Co
Wrp
eswp1· srhobh~s every
p s! cess in his important new duties.

*

*

*

New Year's Honours List, extracts from which were published .in
e ary W IRE gave much pleasure, because of the number of semor
Ou f the C~rps who had been award ed the B.E.M.
. ·I t ·:o:ld b e that this is indicative that the W arrant ~ffiflcer and ~er;eant
·
·
· ·
that position of importance and m u ence w c :was
~~ ~~~ha~area~~~~e pre-war regular Corps. In recen~ye~s, a c~n ~~~;
Th

th
N

J

c

effdr~ h as ~~nth~a~~~eo~~~~sthr~~o~s f~~e~~~~t!~

0

:~~:re,

Tus
for a
an . erge
had tended to diminish in the post-war years. One
vfneo/ ofnJe~=~~orthwhile feature of this effort is the now well-establi:s~ed
~Mg' a C onven tion, held annually under the auspices of the Trammg
B~igad: at C atterick, and taking place, this year, on the 1st/2n~ March.
Should anyone doubt the import'.l°ce of .the pre-w.a r semor alNjf·°p'
him read on page 41 the fin e tribute paid by M aior-Gen er
. ·
let N ay or to Mr. G . T ibble. H e w as an outstanding example of a first-class
B.
1
Warrant Officer.
.
It is with pleasure also, that we would direct our readers' attenUOJ? .to
21 st Re iment notes. Here, we can read of the excellent quahues
pagSe 57,
F Gg Holmonroyd which won him such a w ell-deserved B.E.M.
of ergeant . .
'
in the New Year's Honours.

k
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'The steady disappearttce of large areas formally marked
in red on the maps of the world, as more and more Comrnon11ealth nations obtain independence, would suggest that the
choi~ of overseas postings is being steadily restricted. Happily,
at the present time, this would appear to be far from the case
and long may it so continue. If anything, the Corps is more
widely deployed now than ever before. Who would have
thought some years ago, that in the 196os we should find our,•lves active.ly soldiering in rhe mountains of Southern Arabia,
the 1ungles of Borneo or in the steamy heat of British Guiana,
to mention but a few .overseas postings.
Indicative of our widely spread Corps are the letters we
r ce1ve from many parts of the world. For instance, it was
interesting to hear from Major Keith Watts that he was
ommanding a Malaysian Signal Squadron at the " sharp end "
of he confrontation in North Borneo. He speaks highly of
the GR 410 which is used on his Brigade net and gives very
good ervice under local conditions, as also does the A 41
h1ch is most useful in the local river complex and from ship
to shore. But perhaps one of the best letters we received was
frnm Corporal P. J. Cadman of 633 Signal Troop in British
Honduras. We a.re not quite sure whether Corporal Cadman
is the senior ..orps representative there but be ordered a
number of c pi of THE WIRE on behalf of his detachment,
and r.qu.:. ted that they be dispatched by airmail. When told
that this would cost each recipient an extra 3s. 6d. per WIRE
he was qu·
reply that the Corps in British Honduras
·autcd heir WIRES as fast as possible, and there would be no
trouble over any extra airmail charge. Obviously, there is no
lack of Corp
irit in British Honduras!

Sir Winston Churchill
K.G., O.M., C.H.
For all that he was and did, the Corps is truly grateful.
He has an especial memory for us.
GEORGE R.I.

*

*

*

WHEREAS WE deem it expedient to authori e the
formation of a Corps to be entitled " Corps of S'gnals ";
OUR WILL AND PLEASURE I S that the Corps of
Signals sh.all be deemed to be a Corps for the purpose of the
Army Act, and that the words " Corps of Signals " sh.all be
inserted in Our Warrant of 7th July, 1916, defining the expression " Corps."
OUR FURTHER WILL AND PLEASURE IS that
tbe rates of pay for officers, warrant officers, non commissioned
officers and men of the Corps of Signals shall be as provided
in the Schedule attached to this our Warrant.
Given at Our Court at St. James's, this 28th day
of June, 1920, in the nth year of Our Reign.
By His Majesty's Command,
WINSTON S. CHURCHILL

Lieutenant-Colonel B. J. Walker
Joe Walker's sudden death, on 19th December, at the age
of 52, will come as a tragic shock to many, bonh in and outside the Corps.
Joe was commissioned from "the Shop" in 1932, and began
hlS service in the Western Deser.t with Tank Brigade Signals,
the forerunners of the famous Desert Rats. He continued his
a. sociation with Armoured Signals on his return to U .K. in
1940, when he joined 2nd Armoured Divisional Signals, eventually returning to the Western Desert with 23 Army Tank
Brigade, in 1942.
After a spell in the Alamein Line, Joe left the desert for a
spell of duty in Syria, where he eventually commanded 31st
Indian Armoured D ivisional Signals. Later, his three years
in command of a T.A. unit brought him many fr iends in the
Reserve Army and undoubtedly gave him the great understanding which he showed in dealing with T .A. problems during his
final appointment as a retired officer wit-h H.Q., London
District.
He will be missed by many, most of all, perhaps, by those
in the metropolis, where be spent the last seven years of his
life. His indomitable spirit and persistent cheerfulness has
left an ind ellible memory with his innumerable friends.
The sympathy of the whole Corps goes out to his widow
at his sudden and tragic pas ing.

Captain (T.M.O.) S. A. Bygrave
Many will be sad to h ear of the death, after a short illness,
of Captain Stanley Bygrave, on 7th January, 1964, aged 62
years. He joined the Royal Engineers in 1919, and transfered
to the Corps on its fqrmation. H e served in India for 12
years prior to the Second World War, and during the war
he was p resent at Dunkirk and the fall of Singapore. He
spent nearly four years in Japanese hands. He retired in 1947·
Stan Bygrave was a much loved member of the Corps and
was pan icularly well-known by the many who served in
India. He was a stalwart character and a great supporter of
the Corps, to which he wa utterly devoted. As well as being
a L ife Member of the Association, he was a regular attender
at the Catterick reunion. H is son, Captain Mike Bygrave, is
currently serving as a regular officer in the Corps, and to
him and to his mother, the sincere condolences of the very
many friends of the Bygrave family will go.
TH E WIRE. FEBRUARY - MARCH 1965
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Major-General A. M . W. Whistler, C.B., C.B.E.,
Representative Colonel Commandent, 1965, writes:
" Our Royal Corps was privileged to have its representatives
stand watch at the Lying-in-State in Westminster Hall, and
I went to pay homage to that Great Man on behalf of those
of you who were unable to do so. Normally one like's to
keep one's thoughts very much to oneself on such occasions,
but this was one in which we should rightly all share.
Most impressive to my wife and myself was the beautiful
simplicity of such a magnificent scene. The vast, well-proportioned, but cold Hall of Westminster seemed almost empty,
with the simple, colourful, catafalque in the centre, guarded
by four motionless officers of Royal Signals resting on their
swords reversed, one at each corner of the dais, heads bowed.
Our thoughts of Sir Winston, in all his roles, of all that he
had done and achieved, and of all that we owed him, filled
our minds and eyes. There was no sound to be heard.
We walked slowly down the steps from the private entrance
in the Great Hall, filed past the flag-draped coffin and out
into the snow. It was only later that we realised that two
long, never-ending lines of people were paying their respects
in the same way; that we were among a multitude of people
being carefully, silently, controlled and guided by smart policemen and policewomen, who yet never seemed to move or speak;
that the Signals Officers on guard were impeccable in their
scarlet sashes on blue uniforms, silver sword scabbards hanging from gold and black slings, dowopointed swords catching
the light.
We felt privileged and impressed, but very humble.
Although tears came to my eyes, I did not feel sad, but a
strong emotion which made we thank God."
Editor's Note.- The officers who represented Royal Signals
were: Major P. F . W. Gahan, Major W. G. A. Cathcart,
Captain J. H . T. Nealon, Major F . P. Stewart, M.B.E., Major
D. A. Polley, Major P. A. Wing.

Important
The Corps " At Home " and Old Comrades'
Reunion will take place at Catterick Camp on
26th/ 27th June.
The A.G.M. of the Royal Signals Association will
be held at 12.oo hours on 27th June.
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~t ~uttn's

Qtbapel of tbe

~abop

acltieved and how it could be achieved, and clearly he intended
to see it carried through to a successful conclusion.
During his tenure as Signal Officer-in -Chief, he has seen the
image of the Corps improve in •the eyes of the Army and, 3n
fact, the thrt.>e Services. This is due to his insistence on high
.tandards of communicating, good planning to make it possible
for Signals needs to be met world-Wide, despite shortages of
m ·n. His understanding of rhe human element has led to high
morale, which has been refieoted by the high esteem irt which
the C.orps is now held, with the resultant attraction of good
young officers, and sufficient recruits to bring us up to strength.
The adjusunent of the manpower by trades is progressing well.
fht• plan he has laid will take some years to come to fruition,
but his contribution will benefit the Corps for a long time to
come.
His stand rds are high, and he is sometimes hard to please.
Despite thes • forthright characteristics, he has been well loved
by his subordinates who, as always react 11:0 fairness, complete
,
honesty and sincerity.
In 1938, ue married Agnes, d aughter of T. F. R. K. Hendrie,
bole, Ayrshire. " Pip," as she is called is a grand
Esq., of
p:u ner for Eric, and their retirement from active service is
~incerdy r retted by the hundreds who regard them as great
f iend
One good thing-their son, Richard, afu:er doirtg well
H
andhur • ha5 now joined the Corps.
All ranks ill wish General and Mrs. Swainson a long and
happy retire m.nt.

~femorial

Servlf'e to :\lnjor-Genernl S ir \ V.
llonald 1•einn"Y• K.D.E.. c.u .. D.s.o.. :\l .C ••
Frida~· . l 5C
Januur~·· 196:0.

CENE of previou memorial sexvice to our Colonels
Conunandant, the Savoy Chapel was filled, and &?me
S
fifty heard the service indirectly in the annexe. For
o~v1ous

reason , those grown old in service to the Corp~ ~ere 1.n 'llhe
majority- there was, however, a leaven of those still in u niform.
As so well said, previou ly, hi ~riends. were of all ranks from
Signalmen upwards. I t is not smtable ~ TuE WIRE to attempt
to li t all those wJ10 came to pay their last duty to a .very
great Signal Officer. A fuller list will appear in the next issue
of the Journal.
.
.
Her Royal Highness, our Colonel-in-Chief, was represented
by the Master of Signals, who was accompamed by L ady Scott.
Admiral of the Fleet, Earl Mountbatten .ef Burma, was rcpre· ented by Major-General A. M. W . Whistler, C.B., C.B.E.
(Representative Colonel Commandant).
F ield-Marshal The Earl Alexander of Tunis was represented
.
by Mr. R. C. Wolverson, Irish Guards.
Lieutenant - General Lord Norrie (S.S.A.F.A., Berkshire);
Major-General Sir Mauriee Dowse (Officers' Families Fund);
Sir Clive Loehnis (G.C.H.Q.); Captain R F. T .. Stannard
(L.C.S.A.); Major-General H. J. Mogg (R.M.A.S.); Lieutenant- .
Colonel J. H. Dalrymple (Anny Rugby Union); Mrs. SearyMercer (S.S.A.F.A. Council), and Major F. T . Huskisson. (~e
of Wellington's Regiment) were among those representing bis
many interests outside the . Cor~s.
. .
His heart was always wit·h his Corps and vhe Ass001at1on.
Brigadier P. M. P. Hobson headed a number of Headquarters'
staff. Colonel F. E. B. Jones represented the Birmingham
Branch· Captain D. T. Hunneyball and Brigadier H. R. Firth
the Cr~ydon Branch; Colonel T. W. Vigers, the London Branch,
as did Colonel G. H. Shrimpton.
The service, conducted by the Rev. R. L. Rober<ts, M.A., was
uaditional. TuE WIRE is privileged to reprint therefrom:
" Let us thank God for the life and work of his servant,
WILLIAM RONALD CAMPBELL PENNEY, Knight
Commander of the Most Excellent Order of the British
Empire Companion of the Most Honourable Order of the
Bath, Companion of the D istinguished Service Order, Holder
of the Military Cross.
For his devotion to the service of his Sovereign and his
Country.
For his work for the Royal Corps of Signals and for
Service Charities.
For the many blessings which his life has brought to
all who have come into contact with him.
Fer his constant example in inspiring the best in his
fellow men.
F or this we thank God."

A Fine Family Recortl
J. McC. MAY, who is serving in the
S ERGEANT
Corps, has three sons also serving in the Corps.
A fourth son hopes to transfer from the Infantry into
the Corps. The fifth is still too young to sign on but
he plans to join his father and brothers at the end of
1965.

Can any family beat this?

YEOMAN

J. ATKINS

Yeoman Joe Atkins, of H.M. The Queen's Bodyguard of the
Yeomen of the Guard has been appointed Divisional SergeantMajor, with effect from 1st January, 1965. He has been in the
Queen's Bodyguard for 18 years.

No. 372 Mr. George Tibble, B.E.M., D. C.M.
Major-General R. F. B. Naylor, C.B., C.B.E., D .S.O., M.C.,
writes:-

VALE
Major-General F. J. Swainson, O.B.E.
Signal Officer-in-Chief, 1962-65
REDERICK Joseph Swainson (Eric) born irt 1910, the
son of A. Swainson, Esq., of Wallasey, Cheshire, was
F
educated at Older haw Grammar Sohool. H e enlisted in Royal
Signals in 1932 and was a Sergeant wh en war broke out in 1939·
Commissioned in 1941, his ability was quickly put to .t he test
by his appointmem , the same year, as Adjutant, 5 Command
Signals. His promotion to Major, in 1943, came with his posting to 16 Air Formation Signals, with which unit he served in
France and Germany. On conclusion of hosnilities in Europe
he joined 6th Indian Air Formation Signals in Burma, and Jate
in 1945 h e became an acting Lieutenant-Colonel, first in command of 19 Air Formation Signals and latterly as GSOr to
CAFSO Air Command South East Asia.
After attending tihe Staff College at Camberley, he joined
the Staff and was, in turn, GSO 2 Signals, Hanover District,
and DAAG, Hamburg District.
He returned to regimental duty as second-in-command of 2nd
Divisional Signal Regiment in Germany in 1950. By dtls t!ime
his outstanding personality began to tell, and in 1951 he was
selected to command 5 Corps Signals as a t emporary Lieute:nantColonel. In 1954 h e was accelerated to subsitantive rank and
assumed command of 3rd Divisional Signal R egiment in Egypt,
commanding this regiment through the Suez operations.
He returned to England in 1957 to become Commandant of
the Signal w .i ng, School of Infantry. He was promoted out of
this appointment after a year and joined the M.I. directorate
as a Colonel.
In 1960 he was appointed C.S .O., FARELF, with the rank
of Brigadier, and m 1962 he became Signal Officer-in~Ohief, tihus
reaching Major-General in 21 years' commissioned service.
As a commanding officer, Eric gave the impression of a foursquare, honest, fonhright and energetic leader. From his subordinates he accepted only .tihe highest standards and the ma~i
mum of effort. In return ihe gave leadership, support, understanding and unstinted self devotion. Off duty he relaxed, and
his cheerful personality produced vhe happiest relationships, both
within the regiment and wir-h the staff who came to know and
value their C.R. Signals. Plain:ly, he knew what had to be
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" H aving had the privilege of serving with the late George
Ti bble from 1913 to 1915, when I was a junior subaltern and
he the C.S.M. of 5 Div. Signal Compan y R.E., I feel I must
enlarge on the tribute paid to him in the December issue of
THE WIRE.
George T ibble enlisted as a boy irtfo the Royal Engineers irt
1896. From 1899 to 1902 he served with the Telegraph Division
R.E. in the Boer War, receiving the Queen's Medal with five
Bars and the King's Medal.
From 1902 to 1~12 he served with various Telegraph
Companies, and irt 1912 was posted, on its formation, to the
5th DMsional Signal Company R.E. which was shortly to be
established at Carlow, in Ireland. This unit was composed of a
mixture of Royal Engineers and Infantry men, and its welding
into a homogeneous and happy unit depended much on the
quality of its C.O. and C.S.M.
When I joined it as a L ieutenant of the South Staffordshire
Regiment in 19i2, I was at first detached from its H.Q. as
O.C. 15th Infantry Brigade Signal Section at Belfast, but after
a few months moved to Carlow to join the H.Q. of the unit.
Tibble was the ideal man to be, .C.S.M. at the birth of such
a mixed unit. Although he was a strict disoiplinarian, he had
just the touch required to achieve his ends by tact and leadership. He expected the high standard which he himself displayed; and when the unit mobilized and proceeded to France
in August 1914, it was in splendid shape. During the testing
days of Mons, Le Cateau, the retreat and subsequent advance,
Tibble proved himself to be as good in war as he had been
in peace.
By then I was commanding t he Cable Section at Divisfonal
H .Q ., and I weill r emember his calmness under all circumstances, and the splendid example he gave at all times by his
bearing and imperturbability. For ibis services during this
period he was Mentioned in Despatches, and awarded the
French Medaille Militaire.
When fighting stabilized on the Aisne, and during the battles
of Le Bassee and First Ypres, the strain and stresses arising
from warfare and the mud of Flanders called for much improvisation and placed a heavy demand on the discipline and
efficiency of the unit. Again, Tibble never faltered in his
handling of the many problems that confronted him, and
continued to be an absolute outstanding and much beloved
C.S.M.
In August 1915, I left the unit to take over command of the
newly raised 24 Divisional Signal Company, about to take part
in tits first engagement at the Batt.le of Loos; and I took with
me a very good idea of what I wanted of my new C.S.M.
Tibble was the fu:st to be asked if he wished his name
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sending in for a Collllll'ls$ion, but he decided he would sooner
carry on as a W.0 .
"After I le£t the un it, he was posted to 4 Corps ignal Company
as R.S.M. Subsequently I fancy he served as R.S.M. with one
of the Army H .Q. In 1916 he was awarded the D .C.M., and in
1917 the Long Service and Good Conduct Medal
In 1923 he was discharged with the rank of .S.M., and in
July joined Southern Command Signal Company as a civilian.
In 1939 he re-enlisted at the age of 59 with the Corps, and
served throughout rhe war in the S.E. C.ommand and in Aldershot till 1949, when he finally retired.
For his services during the war he was awarded the S.E.
Command Certificate for services rendered, and irt 1946 the
Brit:sh Empire M edal. He served either as a soldier or civilian
with R.E. Signals and the Corps for a total of 53 years. A
splendid record, which can surely not have been surpassed in
the annals of the Corps. Our sympathy must go to his devo:ed widow, to whom he had been married for nearly 6o
years.

Royal Signals List
It is of interest to note that, as well as officers, the names
of all serving W.O.s I will be included in the Royal Corps of
Signals' List with effect from February, 1965.
This list is published in February, June and October
annually, and ean be ordered from the Royal Signals Association, price 7 /- a copy, or 18/- per annum.

Upgrading Courses in Catterick
Radio Relay Technician
Class II to I
17·th Aug., 1965
Class II to I
31st Aug., 1965
Radio Relay Man
Lineman
Glass II 10 I
10th Aug., 1965
Cipher Operator
Class II to I
24th Aug., 1965
Telegraph Technician
Class III •to II
r7th Aug., 1965
Radio Relay Technician
Class III to II
24th Aug., 1965
r7th Aug., 1965
Electrician Driver
Class Ill to II
The Radio Technicians (Light) Upgrading Course, Class II
to I, scheduled for the IIth May has been cancelled.

Vacancies
at Govemment Communications
Heat/quarters
A number of vacancies, offering
good career prospects, exist for :-

CYPHER and TELEPRINTER
OPERATORS (male and female)
Training given
Write, giving details of Education,
Qualifications and Experience to :

Recruitment Officer (CY.0'4) A Block,
Govemment Communications Headquarters,
Prfon Road, Cheltenham, Glos.
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DEMONSTRATION FOR ODDLING COMMITTEE
HELD AT BLANDFORD
Latest Equipment on Display
I. The technician's end of the Bruin V.F. vehicle.
T .T.V. 4rll on view.
2. The shape of things to come for operators
The interior T.R.V.
3. The innards of a 20 +s Auto Exchange.
all goes Into a one ton vehicle.

It

4. The 40/ 160 Manual Switchboard in a one ton
ehlcle.

3rd and 30th Signal Regiments
Communication Centres Built!

Easy Tenns!

The Job
T was Thursday, 19th November, when the Officers Commanding 3rd and 30th Regiments were summoned to that
famous Whitehall building. The one burnt by .the African
sun, the other, paler, fiercely remembering the leave in Italy
he had just missed. It Wi!S an amicable meeting. Directed
forcefully by D Tels, the jobs fell like ripe plums into the
laps of those around the table.
O.C. 30th Regiment, assisted by 3rd Regiment, the School
of Signals and anyone else he cared to name was:
(a) To build a Bruin-type Divisional Comcen.
(b) To train teahnicians to run it.
(c) To build four outstations with enough equipment to
represent a Corps Comcen, a Divisional H.Q. and two Brigade
H.Q.s.
.
This in itself seemed not too difficult a job, after all, everyone
knows that 30th Regiment, or at least I Squadron, is geared
to do this sort of thing. But when told that .the whole boiling
had to be presented as a going concetn and demonstrated, on
f01'eign ground, to the Oddling O>mmit.tee in··~recisely SEVENTEEN days' t.ime, O.C. 3oth Regiment went a little paler.
This period of seventeen days included three week-ends.

I

OrganJsation and Method
The radio relay troop of 3rd Regiment (until a few weeks
before the radio relay troop 640 Troop, 30th Regiment) and
the much discussed Creed Tape Relay Vehicle, with crew, from
the School of Signals, assembled at Blandford some 48 hours
after the alarm had been sounded. Thereafter it was simply a
matter of getting the prototype Bruin V.F. vehicle, complete
with its TTVF 4/x2s, from Park Royal, acquiring one of those
much disccused but never seen 40/16o manual switchboards
from G.E.C. at O>venrry, a 20 + 5 Bruin Brigade-type auto
exchange from A.T. & E. at Liverpool, and high-jacking on the
h.igh seas half-a-dozen Lorenz converters en route from 7th
Regiment. A certain officer, who shall be nameless, was heard
to remark that he had not expected to see .these d-n things quite
so soon again.
Wh.ile all this was going on the first vehicle had been completed. System control, equipped with TJFs, 4 by I + 4 No. 3
(I have forgotten for nhe moment where these came from), Test
sets Line No. I and all internal cabling, not to mention miles
of angle iron welded as only L.A.D. can do -it-all from an unfi11ted 3 ton signals to a tailor made job in five days· flat!
Now you do not, of course, WOt'k at this speed without improvisation and tremendous outside help. Donningtan came
into its fair share of " can you let us have two of this and
three of ithat " and how well they ~esponded. As I said before,
m this seventeen days there were three weekends, and as evecy.of2

5. The system controller-hard at it.

Demonstrations A1TOngetl !

body knows official telephones are not answered at weekends m
Depots. But if there is a Squadron Commander at your end who
is a ' ham • and an obliging Q.M. at the other who also listens
out, it's amazing, in an emergency, whlllt you can organise on
Sunday for collection at 09.00 hours on Monday.
Fortunately, in some ways, as most of the equipment could
not be collected un~il the sec:ond week the M .T.0. was able
with his most efficient spray gun team ito turn old vehicles into
new ovemigiht, and that is a literal statement.

The Bombshell
While life was hectic at Blandford, things were going at a
quieter pace in Bulford. That is until •t he bombshell dropped
some seven days before the demonstration, when O.C. 3rd
Regiment was told to produce as an adjunct to a working
communication system, a full Divisional M tp, first 1965
pattern, second 1967 palltern, complete with equipment and
the correct trades. If you .think this simple, you try finding
E Techs in a hurry. Equipment is not too difficult, if you know
what it is supposed to be, because onc.e it has been located you
can collect it-" E Techs is more difficult."
Minor Problems
There was some minor .technical problems, naturally. I think
the experts talk of compatibility of equipment. I can assure
you the emphasis is on Incompatibility. The School of Signals
TRV uses Creed equipment, double currerut signalling in other
words. The TTVF 4/ 12 uses no current at all, it simply
requires dry contacts to open and close. It .has its own signalling
voltage generator locked deep inside. This as you can see is a
simple equipment, since you cannot make a mistake over A
and B legs-all wires are A legs !
There was no real problem in making these two equipments
work <togetiher. Modified Lorenz converters, mounted alongside the TTVFs, were used as an interface.
Greater problems arise when you wish ito use a TDMS No. 2,
to test in each direction. T.0.T.s, F . of S.s, and 'aspiring'
technicians are inv.i ted to send >their solutions to 30th Regiment.
No pl'izes, but it's an interesting exercise. By .t his time you will
realise that the telegraph side was ' arranged ' .to work. This
however was mere child's play. The real problem was not
revealed until we tried making a four-wire TTVF operate into
a three-wire I + 4 No. 3. This is incompatibility of the rughest
Ol'der and our solution is not for publication. We did make
th~ w01'k, in the end.
The Demonstration
On Monday the 7th December on an Aldershot heath, miles
from home, the presentation and demonstration was made to
the Oddling O>mmittee. It was successful. Need I say more.
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j~onal Column i
London Gazette
REGULAR
Lt. D . J. Walden from hort Serv. Cooun. to be 2/ L t., 24th Sept., 1964.
2/ Lt. S. Cowan from Short Se.rv. Comm. to be 2/Lt., 24th Sept., 1964.
Lt. (T.O.T.) H. Stevenson to be Capt. (T.O.T.) 10th Dec., 1964.
Maj. L . J. Brunnen retires 15th Dec., 1964.
Maj. B. E. Sykes retires 8th Dec., 1964.
Capt. J. W. Walmsley re igns his comm., 30th Nov., 1964.
Maj. (Q .M.) E. W. G. Cole retires 5th Dec., 1964.
Maj. A . W. Fisk is placed on retired pay, 1st Jan., 1965.
Capt. (Tfc. Offr.) A. F. Hounson to be Maj. (Tfc. Offr.) 19th Dec., 1964.
Lt. A. S. Chcal to be Capt., 26th Dec., 1964.
Capt. C. S. Tyson to be Maj., 6th Jan., 1965.
HORT SERVICE COM?-.ilS IONS
2/Lt. G . D. Rates to be Lt., 7th Dec., 1964.
W.0 .I W. R. S. Kennedy to be Lt. (Tfc. Offr.), 16th Nov., 1964.
Cape. E. P. Bullard relinquishes his comm. on completion of service,
16th Dec., 1964.
0 / Cdt. W . J. Hod on to be 2/ Lt., 17th Oct., 1964.
0 / ~t. B. H. Rowe to be 2/Lt., 17th Oct. , 1964.
Mai. (Q.M.) Hodgson relinquishes his comm., 1st Jan. 1965.
W.0.I A. V. K. Ward to be Lt. (Q .M.) 1st Dec. 1964.
Cape. F. E. G. Barlow relinquishe his comm., 6th Jan., 1965.

Sergeant T. J. Everett . . .
Sergeant D. G. Goodwin
Sergeant R. C. Kelly .. .
Sergeant D. Sugden
.. .
Sergeant O. G. Layton .. .
Sergeant R. H. Foster .. .
A / Sergeant G. M. Rose
Sergea-.1t R. K. Miller . . .
Sergeant J. E. Short .. .
Sergeant R. McGrath
.. .
Sergeant J . Steele
.. .
A / Sergeant A. K. Boothroyd
A / Sergeant R. Newton .. .
Sergeant G. F. Hutton ..
Sergeant K. Hornblower
Sergeant H. D. Needs . . .
ergeant J. C. Bree
. .
Sergeant I. R. Holmes ...
Sergeant A. J;>. Bermingham
Sergeant P. J. Freeston .. .
Sergeant C. A.. Coultish .. .
Sergeant S. Sl1'Ullders
.. .
ergeant P . M. Sneddon
A / Sergeant R. Watson ...
Sergeant C. V. Forth
Sergeant H. Jennin11a
Sergeant K. Sloane
Sergeant
Sergeant
Sergeant
Sergeant

A.
M.
T.
B.

J. Carroll
A. White
Collins
R. Barnes

====Promotions====

ARMY EMERGE CY RESERVE OF OFFICERS
Lt.-Col. S. Reta, E.R.D.. to be Bt. Col., 6th Dec., 1964.
TERRITORIAL ARMY
~..Cj. K. D. Adcocl<, T.D., to be Le.-Col., 1st Oct., 1964.
t. ol. & Bt. Col. E. W. Milner, o.e.E., T.D., is granted the acting
rank of Col., ISt May, 1964.

(December, 1964)
REGrMl!NTAL DUTY ROSTBR

N ew
Old
S en. No. Sen. No .
To W .O .I

14444658
2454o676

A / W .O .I
A / W .O.I

T o W .0.I
To W.O.II

2547752
22242661
23666171

YEOMAN OP SIGNALS ROSTER
A/W.O.I
Reid , R.
S Sgt.
Souter, A. R .
S Sgt.
Smith, C. A.

T o S Sgt.

23123254 Sgt.
23227699 Sgt.

To Sgt .

23241373 Cpl.
23533084 Cpl.
23661589 Cpl.
22983645 Cpl.
23507u4 Cpl.
23473167 Cpl.
23472057 Cpl.
23533424 Cpl.
22290598 Cpl.
23698338 Cpl.
23701239 Cpl.
22713999 Cpl .

Births
ASJ:!WOR~ .-To

Lance-Corporal Ashworth, of 2nd Divisional H.Q. and
Signal Regiment and Mrs. Ashworth, on 21st December, 1964, a son.
GRATTON.-To Corporal Gratton, of znd Divisional H.Q. and Signal
Regunent, and Mrs. Gratton, on 27th November, 1964, a son.

,, 9th Regiment
235 Squadron
266 quadron
,, Det., i9th Regiment
,, 3 R. Tank Rcgt., Sig. Tp
7th Regiment
,, 249 Squadron
,. 244 Squadron
RHG Sig. Troop
,, 249 Squadron
., 6o7 Troop
44th Regiment (T.A.)
,, 210 Squadron
,. 224 Squadron
School of Signals
,, 2nd Regiment
School of Signal s
,, AAS Harrognte
,. Mons OCS
,, Jun. Tradesmen's R egt., Troon
259 Squadron
,, 7th Regimenr
.. 205 Squadron
.. 244 Squadron
266 Squadron
., 39 Missile Rcgt. R.A., Sig. Tp
H.Q. n Infaniry Brigade Group
and Sig. Squadron
17th (Gurkha) Regiment
.. 235 Squadron
.. 2nd Re!!iment
9th R egiment

CHIEF

!tlarriages
PATMORE-KUHNERT.-Lance-Corporal Patmore, of 2nd Divisional
H.Q. and Signal Regiment, on 3rd November, to Ursula Dorothea
Kuhnert.
Ct,JLLY-F!-INN.-Signalman Scully, of znd Divisional H .Q. and
Signal Regunent, on 19th December, to Caroline Ann Flinn.

Deaths
W. J. Kingdon, on 31st December. He served
with the Corps from 1932- 1949 and was a Life Member of the Associa!i=· He leaves a widow and one daughter, to whom great sympathy
1s expressed.
CRAIG.-Ex-Lt. (Q.M.) Craig, on 2nd October, one of Her Ma;esty's
Yeomen of the Guard 1 a Yeoman of the Queen's Bodyguard
He was
a Life Member of tne Association. No. 134·
BUTJ'LE.-On 7th January, 1965, Major W. H. Buttle M.M., Royal
Signals, 1910 to 1954. Sincere condolences to Mrs Buttle, 3, Heathfield
Oose, West Worthing.
·
~GDON.-Ex-W. O.U

HOUSE.-On 23rd January, Major H. J House,
S .O.s-in-C., India.
.

gt.

r921-1946. P.A. to

Movements-Warrant Officers and
Senior N .C.0.R
February, 1965
W.O.I D. G. Newton ...
W.O.I W. J. M. Gahan
W.0.II R. G. Wood ...
W.O.II L. A. Devine-Jones
W.O.II J. Packwood
...
W.O.II A. Burna
W.O.II J. E. Snell
W.O.II D. A. Jones .. .
W.O.II A. J. Simpson .. .
W.O.II I. P. Windebank
W.O.II L. F. C. Curtis
W.O.II D. J. Lane
:::
W.O.II R. Staniford
...
. ••
Staff Sergeant K. C. Howard ...
Staff Sergeant R. M. Sanderson
Staff Sergeant P. Dunne
.. .
taff Sergeant D. Hehir
.. .
Staff Sergeant A. A. Murray .. .
Staff Sergeant W. K. L. Bell
Staff Sergeant D. Duffy
...
Staff Sergeant T. Moran
Staff Sergeant P. Gill
...
Staff Sergeant M. A. Cull
Sergeant M. J. Milllchip
ergeant K. Maidment
Sergeant D. T. Meeson ...

To

•.. To 63rd Regiment (T.A.)
•.. ,, 18th Regiment
15th Regiment
r4th Regiment
,, 24rh Regiment
Junior Leaders Regiment
., 208 Squatlron
48th Regiment (T.A.)
,, 229 Squadron
206 Squadron
,, H.Q. Nonhag
Fed. Armed Force of Malaysia
Fed. Armed Force of Malaysia
,, 4th Regiment
,, znd Regiment
2ISt Regiment
,, 6o4 Troop
AU Arms Jun. Leaders Regt
,, 19th Regiment
·
r9th Regiment
,, 18th Regiment
I9th Regiment
,, Army Air Corps' Centre
237 Squadron
,, 28th Regiment
Brit. Gurkhaa L. of C . India
and Nepal

23471326
23257756
23142077
23473o61

Young, C .
Bulloch , R. R.

CLERKS ROSTER
Manson, R. H .
Stroud, J. E.

T ECHNICAL ROSTER
Muir, D . H .
Shrives, D .
Keohane, A .
Cawte, M.
Maiden. P. . B.
Ling, R. W .
Walker, H . D .
Muir, G . s.
Wills, J.
Payne, D. W .
Carr, W . D.
Limb, R. M.

f"

ADMINISTRATIV& ROSTER
Messc'ifer, I . M.
Salt,
. D.
Barnes, B. R .
Donovan , F . T .

630
640

520
570

280
1010
1020

290
480
1010

1050
1o6o

1620 ~Ad)
r36o Ad)

4515 2330
4850 lII41
4855 8208
486o 7310
4870 10418
4875 8318
4880 7240
4890 11868
4900 8418
4920 8490
4935 9335
4940 9185
2740
2790
2800
2810

3350
1464
3344
16o4

U, ERTIONS
To S Sgt.
To S Sgt.

22309517

REGIMENTAL DUTY ROSTBR
S Sgt.
Clark, F . J.

384

51 0

22539162

ADMTNTSTRATIVE ROSTBR
S Sgt.
Berry, J.

26o

670 (CC)

(Tee)

DELETIONS
RBGIMllNTAT. DUTY ROSTER
W.O .II
w.0.1 ·
W .O.II

1680
SIGNAL CBNTRI! SUPERVISOR ROSTP.R
390
1200
CmEP CLERKS ROSTER

S Sgt.

670
FrEt.D ROSTER

Sgt.

u8o

Al\ffi 'DME TS
TO PROMOTION DETAILS IN JANUARY WDUI
F'or "To W.O.I" in respect of 2u28237 A/WO II Lain
JD
read "To W .O.II."
. .
g, . . ,
For " Regimental Duty Roster " in resocct of 14759394 A/W.O.I Bcce
read "Yeoman of Signals Roster."-
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Demonstrating the AIJ
By Staff Sergeant (F of S) J. H. Lawrence
TAFF Sergeant Lawrence describes an unusual job that ·
came his way-demonstrating a new wireless set to troops
S
on the ground. The team of which he was a member, visited
the Far East operational areas, as well as Aden on the way
home. Of particular interest is the very mixed composition
of this team, which demonstrates how much everybody is
concet'ned with signalling these days.

The Team forms up
1 he object of this tour was to demonstrate and prove the
A.I 3 o units in the Far East under operational conditions. It
was an afterthought that two members of the iteam returned
via Aden. Royal Signals contributed two members of the
ream, Staff Sergeant (F. of S.) J. H . Lawrence being "borr, wed " from 243 Squadron, and Sergeant H. C. Stickley, who
• e from the sponsor unit, 30th Regiment. Together with
S cant A. Jones, R.E.M.E., we were trained at S.R.D.E. and
had two days at the manufacturers in llford. (Their lunches
e recommended). The signals element was primarily trained
to teach the operation of the set, whilst Bob Jon-s was to
do any repairs necessary. It can truthfully be said that Bob
h a good rest. Two days before our departure for FARELF
tw important things happened. At two days' notice, Captain
A P. Wright, ist Foresters, joined the team, straight from his
hon ymoon, and somebody asked " Do we need passports?"
And so, on 12th August, we depiirted from London Airport for
Singapore.
Major K. E. P. Andrews, M.B.E., who is Second-in...COmmand
of 17th (Gurkha) Signal Regiment, took charge of die team
for the two months it was in FARELF. Major (then Captain)
W. R. Meadows, M.B.E., R.E.M.E., from S.R.D.E., joined the
team for a month.
Sergeant Stripp, Royal Marines, and
Corporal Donnison, Royal Australian Signals, together with four
from Gurkha Signals, Corporal Dilbahadur Ale, Lance-Corporal
Purnaman Rai, Signalman Padambadadur Ra-i and Signalman
Panohabahadur Rai, joined the team in Singapore as operators.
Odd happenings
The team gave demonstration'S to headquarters staff wbereever <they went, and carried out a few trials, but the main task
was to train regimental operators on the equipment and then
let them use and report on it. This entailed travelling around
Malaya, Borneo and Brunei by various means. To give a
diary of events and moves would bore, but odd happenings
may interest or amuse the reader. In Brunei Town, Major
Meadows' promotion was celebrated in the accustomed manner;
communications being poor the following morning. It was in
Brunei that Captain Wright did a drop test of the equipment.
lit beat him down some longhouse steps; the set was all right I
It was marvellous that wherever we travelled Corporal Donn.ison
always had some friends. We thought that be was beaten when
we visited the Royal Ulster Rifles, until it was discovered that
~hey had recently been training in Australia and wished to return hospitality. They were, in fact, the only British Battalion
visited. It was one of R.U.R. senior N.C.O.s who was just
entering a cubicle when a neighbour called out "Watch out,
there's a snake in the roof." Prompt reply: "'Don't come the
old soldier with me, I know there's not a . . . help ! " There
was!
Generally, the wea·t her was kind, but Kuohing welcomed us
with a storm. The co-pilot landed the Argosy while the pilot
complete w~th fitted parncbute, stood by the door muttering
' I'm going to get ,t he . . . out of it!" Corporal Dilbahadur
looker greener than usual. Incidentally, he paid more visits
than the foreman (243 please note). Needless to say, we had
our "ups" and "downs." It was on mis trip «!hat Major
Andrews lost bis suitcase; his orderly, Signalman Khakabahadur
Thapa, bad a long face for days. With borrowed kit, Major
Andrews carried on, one shoulder title reading " ROY AL
SIGRALS."

Shot at in the Hmllan
By mid-October ·the team had dispersed, except the Royal
Signals seniors, who wen't on to Aden with -t he equipment.
The monotony of <the flight was broken by election results being passed around by rlte crew. Major Meadows flew our from
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U.K. to take command of the team in Aden.
Corporal
Baldock and Signalman Selkirk, from 254 Squadron, Corporal
Bailey and Signalman Helliwell, from 6o3 Troop, and Corporal
Allen and Marine Churchill, from 45 Commando, were the
operators loaned to us for the fortnigb.t in Aden. The work
aspect was similar to that in FARELF. One member of the
team was shot at by dissidents in the Radfan area, but otherwise our stay had no great incident. There is no truth in
the story that the Colonial Secretary went over to apologise.

A llectic Experience and rowed ia at
London Airport
The whole tour was a hectic experience, c.onsisting of packing
and unpacking, it seemed. Lt appeared that Bob Jones had more
test equipment than we had wireless sets. Three facts were
brought to light. Do you know that the issue suitcase consumes ten pounds of the sixty-pound baggage allowance?
Did you know That " passengers are requested not to interfere
with the women on the aircraft, as this could affect the
pressurisation." (A red-faced stewardess hastily corrected this
to " window "). Did you know that it's very embarrassing to
mis~tune your set with a Brigadier and his staff watching.
(The culprit wishes to remain anonymous, and in Malaya).
We appreciate that a lot of work is required to organise this
sort of job, and our thanks go to all those units who accommodated or helped us in any way. We were made most welcome
in all the messes.
The return flight provided the last incident worth mentioning. On landing at Gatwick, the nosewheel wouldn't steer and
we stopped on the main runway for fifteen minutes waiting for
a tow. And so back to our units. Harry Stickley says be
would volunteer for another job like this. Could it be because
he's a bachelor or that he wants that lens for his camera? All
Jim Lawrence got was a c.old and tels inspection!

Radio Technician
A number of suitably qualified candidates will be
required for training, leading to permanent and pensionable employment. (Normally at Cheltenham, but
with opportunities for service abroad or appointment to other U.K. establishments).
Applicants must be 19 or over and be familiar with
the use of Test Gear and have had Radio/Electronic
workshop experience. They must offer at least " 0 "
level G.C.E. passes in English Language, Maths
and/or Physics, or hold the City and Guilds Telecommunications Technician Intermediate Certificate
or equivalent technical qualifications .
Pay according to age, e.g., at 19, £122; at 25, £929
(highest pay on entry) rising by four increments to
(,1,067.
Prospects of promotion to grades in salary range
(,997 - £1,634.
Annual leave allowance of three weeks, three days,
rising to four weeks two days.
Normal Civil Service ick leave regulations.
Apply:
Recruitment Officer (RT/ 4),
Government Communications Headquarten,
Oakley,
Priors Road,
CHELTENHAM.

I'
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CLOSE TO NATURE IN NORWAY
By W.0.1 (R.S.;\1.) C. W. Palmer

E were grateful to R.S.M. C. W. Palmer for his amusing and interesting descript:on of a 10-day canoe trip down the Rhine

we featured in the September 1964 "Wire."
W which
We are glad to be able to print below, written in his ow:i inimitable style, an account of the adventures and ordeals he
underwent during an outward bound course at the

I

(Br) Corps Outward Bound Centre in Norway.

"In sports and journeys men are known."
(Old English proverb)

•

A common failing of the .human male is an inflated idea of
his own phy ical prowess. Sooner or later the day arrives when
the body and mind differ in their opinions, and my day arrived
on 1the 12th September,
1963; the plac.e -1 (BR)
Corps Outward Bound
Centre in orway.
In the spring of 1963
details of courses to be
at
me
Centre
held
appeared in B.A O.R.
syJlabus
Ordersthe
would cover climbing,
c a n o e i n g ~!ld other
aspects
of Adventure
training. I had made the
occasional trip by canoe
in the U.K. on fine sunny
Sunday afternoons and I
had also viewed mountains from a distance .
With these experiences
behind me I considered
myself highly suited for
The au t hor. W. 0 .1 (R.S.M.) C . W. Palmer,
this <type of training, and
at the time of his Course
thought that in any case
three weeks lazing in the
sun would make a pleasant change from the eternal round of
R.Q.M.S., a world of " We haven 't got any," and " Sign the
attached 1680," remarks that, in spite of my own feelings,
I was forced to uner daily. I asked for a vacancy, and got one
in September-late summer in Germany, early winter in
orway.
• • An imJ•ression of a c him1mnzee phaJfued
with nlcoholism •
On arrival at the port of Kristiansand we were m~t by a
squad of tough looking individuals dressed in coloured sweaters.
They ordered us .into a bright blue Bedford truck which took
us on <the twen ty-mile drive co the camp. On arrival we saw
a collection of huts (not for our use it transpired), built on the
shore of a chilly looking fjord; we debussed and wCTe qu1ckly
split up into three patrols; th1s done, we were addressed by the
Commandant. We wer e told that our working day would
sta.t>t at o6.oo hours and end at 20.00 hours, we would not be
allowed to smoke. The address ended with the word s that our
training would start in ten minutes with tests to see if we wete
fit enough to carry out the course and that any soldier who
failed to complete t hese tests would be immediately return ed
to his unit. The address ovet we were shown our accommodation, 16o-lb. tents erected on a hillside at the cop of 30 steps.
After staggering to the top with our kit, we were soon chased
down, clutching our towels and P.T . kit. We doubled to a
launch and were taken fifty yards off-shore, where we were
invited to ju mp into the fjord and swim. We all completed this
test, and on shore we changed into our assorted collection of
civilian garments and fe ll-in for our introduction to the rope
assault course. We climbed, crawled and sweated for half an
hour, each student givin g his own impression of a chimpan:ree
plagued with alcoholism. Full of aches and pain s, we were
allowed to relax and con template our future in tihis Nordic
paradise. We were then introduced to th e m essing arran gements, that is to say each patrol was given three days' supply
of Compo and shown where to cook it. We detailed our own
cooks_ and were able to sp: nd the rest of the day getting
orgarused.
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•• · '·"r."' nenr io ruininj! n lonlf and "lose
fr5Pndslait• • • •
At 06.00 hours the fol.owing day our training staNed m
earnes{. \Ve were awakened and given twenty-five minutes ro
wash and have in the stream, and then dressed in our civilian
wardrobes plus "cobbley-wobbley" boots. We fell-in at the
bottom of the 39 steps, a brisk " Left turn, by the centre
double march " saw us off at a vigorous gallop over the brow
of a small mountain. Twenty minutes later we were halted
and quickly introduced to the P.T. instructor's idea of a rest" five press-ups, five squats, and five sit-ups "-these completed,
we carried out an unguardsman-like right-turn and stumbled
back to camp, a quick change into swimming ttunks and 36
perspiring soldiery dived into the cooling waters of the fjord.
Ten minutes later the same number of sullen brass monkeys
crawled out, conversation impossible, due to chartering teeth
and the noise of knees knocking together. Taking a firm grip
on my wrist I looked at my watch and saw with a shock that
it was only seven-thirty-my normal time for getting out of
bed! This was to be our morning :routine for the next seven
days, with the length of time in the water and the leng~h of
the runs being increased daily. Breakfast followed, until eightrhirty when our elevated chalets were inspected by the SergeantMajor; who awarded points for neatness, and such like, which
were recorded and made part of the inter-patrol competition;
my patrol came last every day, and C.S.M. Quinn of the
Cameronians came very near to ruining a long and close
friendship by allowing a little dirt to influence his judgment.
Each day at 08.45 hours we fell-in for training until 13.00
hours, had a break for lunch until 14.00 hours, and then more
train ing until 16.30 hours. Half-an~hour for tea was followed
by up to two hours on various competitions between patrols, or
working on the patrol construction projects. By the end of the
week I was able to classify as a Wheelbarrow Op B III and a
Shovel Technician with a special aptiitude for work in the dark.
Pa tr ol o f H uman C:::a sf.a nets
Training during the day consisted of lots of P.T. and more
and more swimming; .the P .T. classes were spent looking
forward to the -swimming, and the swimming periods saw us
longing for the warmth of P.T. We did much canoeing. This
was very similar to swimm:ng except that we were given life-
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The scenery was splendid but there was little time to admire it
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The idyllic scene belies what is in fact a very chilly Norwegian fjord
J
ets and were expected to push the canoe with one hand
and arry the paddle in the other. We soon became skilled in
the nrt of g ~ tting in and out of our canoe in deep water, and
e perts at capsizing on the sudden impulse of our instructors.
C ·mbing progressed from a couple of lectures to scaling a one
ru•1dred and fifty foot rock face and back down again, everyont' except the instructors being confident that t_hey were
budding "Joe Browns." The most popular itraining periods
were First Aid and Map Reading. The former, b~ing taken by
·• Geordie," the Medical Sergeant, were most amusing and did
not requir~ any physical effort. We also sat down for map
r~ading, although we did have to double half a mile to the
lecture hall. By far the most popular event in the daily training
programme did not really have a mentionable name. \Ve were
required to lie in a freezing mountain stream for periods of
up to fifteen minutes; these sessions made the swimming periods
seem like hot baths and the result of the treatment was always
the same-a p;itrol of human castanets crawling to the bank
whi pering " Golly" and "Jolly Hockey ticks " (swearing, you
see, like smoking, was banned at the Centre).

Our time of dis~rnee (•1n11 p on flat• frf'k :ra ce
Throughout the course we carried out patrol competitions.
These were varied, exhausting and at times entertaining. Early
in the course we had the log race, very imilar to the one
carried out at Aldershor for the Parachute Course, except that
the Norwegian version has one or two extra refinements. After
racing with our log for an Outward Bound Centre mile (between
two and five British miles) we arrived at the edge of a cliff,
the log was thrown over, and immediately followed by the
breavhless patrol mustering its last few puffs to inflate life
jackets. Back iin our familiar watery environment we were faced
with a half mile (British) swim, with the log, to an i land,
where we hunted for a boat, loaded our log and raced for the
camp. My patrol came second in this race and were fairly
popular with the Patrol Commander. Our time of disgrace
came on the Trek Race, when we marched five miles out fu:om
camp and t(hen raced back across tlhe mountains without
compass or map. On reaching the fjord we had to abseil down
a cliff and swim across a small bay fully dressed. This was a
simple exercise planned to take a couple of hours at the most.
My patrol, being made of sturdier stuff rhan the others,
managed to walk for four hours and cover about twelve miles.
We arrived back after dark to find our devoted commander
waiting for us at the top of the ab ~ii; his remarks were most
unkind. He rudely ordered us down the rope and into the
water. Eleven of the gallant twelve did exactly this and swam
to <the other side of the bay. The twelfth man a Liverpudlian,
did Ibis abseil, let go the rope and with cries of help followed his
" cobbley-wobblies" down to the bottom of the fjord. Our
angry Commander took a dive to his rescue; when he finally
got our waterlogged ' Scouse ' ashore, our Troop Commander's
language was such that I c::msidered it n ecessary to remove
my adolescent comrades from the immediate vicinity.
T.he first of the initiative tests saw us moving a bucket of
nitroglycerine (similar to fjord water) around the rope assault
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course. This resulted in the whole p-.mol being blown up and
our ghosts getting on with the next test. We bob-sleighed
down a very fast mill race on an old stretcher, points being
awarded for most men down in half an hour. We got all the
patrol th.tough and then, just to show how good we were, all
twelve members of the band went down togeth ·r to gain bonu
points. The resulting cuts and bruises were well worth it whc.-n
we saw the renewed adoration in our Pat.""<>! Commander's eye.
In the final test we wrapped ourselves in tyres of the threetonner type, and play!d Dunlop and Goodyear up and down
the rope assault course. This was most hectic, although we
won without much difficulty. The competition ended with my
patrol in overall second place.
At the end of the first week we moved out to a mountain
camp for three days; here we climbed, trekked and carried out
mountain rescue exercises. The only discomfort we suffered
was at the hands of mosquitoes. The camp staff denied
importing these insects, but they couldn't fool us; every time we
killed one we found it was wearing the familiar permanent
staff sweater.
(T he writer here goes on to describe in some detail a survival
exercise which lasted for a number of days. Unfortunately
space does not permit us to record the adventures of our hero
during this arduous period of 1he course, suffice to say he
returned to camp tired and wet with the lower end of his
trousers burned off and co'l:ered with mbber solution ~prayed
on him from a two-pint tin which lrad accidently blown up.Editor.)
\\.'e lle~· eive our (;erti6t•nt1>s
Before we left the Commandant presented the successful
students with course certificates; ASA certificates for survival,
swimming and canoeing. Five of us received gradings as canoe
instructors. We then said our goodbyes to the staff and left,
happy in the thought that we had completed a course which
had required a considerable amount of sweat and at times a
fair share of ' mind-over-matter.'
The course is designed to produce unit instructors and
leaders ·i n the various aspects of Outward Bound training. The
pace of instruction and physcal effort demanded is such that
ideal students are men in their early and mid-twenties. T o
produce the best from students, cons:derable effort has been
made in selecting the staff. The Corps was particularly well
represented by Lieutenant M. A. Orwin; he had the dual role
of Patrol Leader and Climbing Instructor, and was one of the
leading lights in almost all the activities undertaken.

FOOTNOTE.-It is of interest to record that in 1964, the
Commandant of the Outward Bound School commenced
awarding the " Commandant's Award " to the most outstanding officer and other rank students of the year. Both
the awards for 1964 went to 13th Signal Regiment; the
most outstanding officer being Lt. A. K. Wright, and the
most outstanding other rank, Lance-Corporal Busby.
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The Task of the f ;o n ege
VERY year the College intends to publish a resume of
the activities of Corps members who are eit!her studying
or teaching here in Shrivenham. Before we disclose the misdeeds of our brother officers, however, it might be appropriate
to attempt to dispel a misconception ·that appeani to exist in
the minds of many officers, concerning die type of education
that is given at the R.M C.S. This is not the breeding ground
of egg-heads, of bald-headed boffins, and the like-any baldness amongst the officers can be traced to much simpler origins I
Instead, the College has .two main tasks, the first of which is
to give selected Army officers the opportunity to read for a
There is nothing
mechanical or electrical science degree.
particularly egg-headed about <this, and it has long been Corps
policy that quite a large proportion of our officers should be
graduates. The second task is .to train selected officers to assist
in the development of military equipment. Here again, this
is not a rerribly technical job, and, in the main, consists of
interpreting the soldiers' requirements into scientific language
and translating the iscientists' problems into words that the
soldier can understand. One might almost call it a language
course of sorts.
This second requirement is met by the
Technical Staff and Guided Weapons Course5. Needless to
ay, this is an over-simplification of the College charter, but
it may help to put the work of the R.M.C.S. in true perspective.
When the new system of staff trairung is •introduced at the end
of 1965, all potential staff officers will come to Shrivenham for
varying periods of time; either three, twelve or fifteen mon!!hs,
depending on their backgrolind, before going on to Camberley.
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Visit b y H .M . The ttuee n ".tlother
This has been rather a special year for us in Shrivenham,
for on 29th J une, H er M ajesty T he Queen Mother visited the
College to presen t degrees to members of 15 Degree Course.
Among those receiving this honour were Captain J. E. Stevens
and Captain M . J. P . Vann, Royal Signals. Unfortunately,
Lieutenant R. D. K. Thompson, of .the same course, could not
be present. Her Majesty also presented the Davey Prize to
Lieutenant K. P. Burke, Royal Signals, of 16 Degree Course, for
his academic achievements.
There are now only t wo Royal Signals office:r:s on the staff
of the College, Brigadier J. B. Birkett, O.B.E., our Deputy Commandant and Lieutenant-Colonel R C. Walker, who is the
DS (Tels.). We were very sorry to say goodbye to UeutenantColonel J . N . H allett, the DS (Nuclear), who has left us to
assume the appoin·tment of C.S.O., H .Q ., Middle East. Let
us hope !!hat this posting does not herald the first atomic
explosion in that part of the world.
IGth Guided Weapons Course
lt is not often that we have the pleasure of seeing a Corps
officer on the G.W. Course, although Corps T.S.0.s frequently
find themselves working in this field The presence of Captain
M . Thorman on 15 G.W. Course is therefore most welcome.
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17th Technleal Stuff f',0 11rse
The number of Signal officers on 17!!h Technical Staff
Course has now risen to six, Captain H. K . Hawkins, Captain
J. T. Heenan and Captain C. L. Kuspira, all Royal Canadian
Signals, having joined Major S. P. Morrison, Captain W. L.
Wood and Captain C. A. H. Sindoo (Pakistan Signals) for
Part II of the Course. They will complete their tour at
Shrivenham at Easter, 1965, and are at present preparing for
their final examination.
Summer thls year has been particularly good, and golf ~s
probably been the most popular sport. Captain Kuspira bas
played for the College, and most of the others have spent
many hours on the course, helping to keep the grass down.
Captain Wood is now Secretary of the Gun Club, but has disappointed us by not producing large supplies of game birds for
general distribucion.
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He r Majesty the Queen Mother and the Commandant, Major
General E. J. H. Bates, talking to Major S.S. Islam, Pakistan Signals,
w ith Mrs. Sindhoo, wife of Captain C. A. H. Sindhoo, Pakistan Signals,
on Her Majesty's right

18th Technical Staff Course
Cap tain M. V. Keeling, who, until now, has been the only
Corps officer on 18th Technical Staff Course, was joined in
November by Captain T. A. Byrne and three Royal Canadian
Signals officers. When these newcomers have finished learning
how to operate the large variety of machines in the College
Workshop, the Course will begin .the second and more interesting academic year.
17th Degree Course
The four Signals stalwarts of 17th Degree Course, with
their noses firmly to the grindstone for the last leg, now look
back on .the halcyon days of their summer vacation.
However, not all of it, by any means, was play. Lieutenant
P. Jones joined the B.B.C. in London for several weeks. Much
of his period, we understand, was occupied in reaching the
summit of the new G.P.0. tower, whose lift was out of action
at the time.
Lieutenarit A. J. Hervey assisted Edinburgh G.P.O. with
such familiar tasks as cable jointing and erecting telegraph
poles. It seems that the G.P.O. have not yet heard of the
advantages of radio relay for short hauls!
Lieutenant M. A. Cornforth spent two-and-a-half months in
Middlesbrough with the N.E. Electricity Board, practising,
amongst other things, the art of tact in negotiating with
farmers for permission .to plant a pylon in the middle of their
farmyards.
Captain R. Castle-Smith, apparently undefeated
by two years of technical matters, stayed on at Shrivenham to
learn about the works inside a computer, and how to programme it without driving it insane. (Scope here for some
WIRE articles.-Editor).
18th Degree Course
The five Corps members of 18th Degree Course have performed very well during the year, in both the academic and
sporting fields.
All five have successfully completed their
first year and are now preparing for part II of the course with
renewed vigour after the relaxations of the summer break.
During .the vacations, Lieutenants Webster and Stark continued
to follow their interests in the field of electronics by attending
a computer course and being attached to the Marconi Company
respectively, whilst Lieutenant Cook did a short attachment
to a regiment in Germany. Lieutenants Robins and Almonds
both decided on adventure training. Lieutenant Robins went
as an assistant leader to this year's NORPED Expedition to
orway, and Lieutenant Almonds worked on a foreign tramp
steamer.
Throughout the year all five have been busy .Ill the sporting
and social life of the College.
Lieutenant Almonds and
Lieutenant Webster played rugby for the College last season,
the latter playing as a regular member of the 1st XV. Lieutenant
Cook has been made Secretary of the Fencing Club. Lieutenant
Robins and Lieutenant Almonds ran as first and second runners

in the College cross-country team during most of the season,
and for their numerou sins have been made this year's
Captain and Secretary. Lieutenant St~rk has played .golf and
busied him elf with hi recently-acquired TR3. Lieutenant
Webster played a magnificent role :is the ." fast breakin~ wing
forward ' in the College Dramanc SOCJety s production of
" The Geese are Getting Fat," last Christmas. With such a
record who know what might happen next year.
Hl fh Dc>gree Cour'°e
On Monday, 14rb October, 1964 five slightly apprehensive
o. 19 D egree Course. They had
ubalterns reported for
all been with their units until nearly the last moment so talk
was of soldiering rather than mountaineering. They consoled
themselves with the thought that they really must have been
key men for their units to keep xhem for so long.
They were rapidly documenred, photographed, is ued wirh
slide rules and text books and despa tched-even more apprehensive-to various H alls of Residen ce.
Since then th ey h ave been grappling with the language of
the engineer and trying 10 subdue gay memories of evenings
spent in wet tents in Germany in favour of Amps and Newtons
and Dynes and slugs and-and things . . .
SCDOOL OF SIGNALS
56 .. Q " Cour s e i n Retrospet.•t.
COMPII.ED BY S ECOND-LIEUTE ANT

J. H .

R OBERTS

On 30th August 1964 twen ty-six subalterns arrived at
Catterick, some of them from a 1ong summer leave, one
African subaltern from a course in Canada, and two from r rth
Regiment (Depot).
The first weeks were spent in finding one's way ar ound
Catterick and locating as quickly as possible any places of
The elysian interlude was soon
extra-mural entertainmenr.
to end, however, for rumours of ph ysical exercise were rife.
The course was not d isappointed. At 4 a.m. one Saturday
morning, it was whisked off to climb t he three Pennine
Peaks of Whernside, Ingleborough and Pen-y-ghent.
The
course was split into small parties and dropped off at
different locations from whence they stumbled off into the
darkness to climb the then invisi ble Whernside. D awn soon
came, bringing weather which ranged from bad to foul·
occasional glimpses of the summit afforded by gaps in the
mist. The higher one got, the mistier it became, wraiths of
mist curled around one's feet d isguising potholes and tussocks
wh ich tripped the unsuspecting. Af-ter not too much effort,
the first summit was r eached and parties began to run down,
the mist having cleared . Unfortunately, Second-Lieutenant
Shaw cracked h is head on a dry-stone wall and was taken
down with severe concussion, from which he has now fully
recovered. The second peak was attained by all without m ishap, but the third was not attempted, for a mere six hours
were allotted for the task. T he course was taken back to
Catrerick where, after a quick lunch of a cream cracker or
two, it set off once more to engage in an obstacle and endu rance
exercise with 8th Regiment. We thanked our Course Officer
(Major D . A. Polley) for organising such an in teresting and
exhilarating day and retired w the Rainbow Room little the
worse.
Soon after this- in some cases, before-people began to find
their niches in the various sports and activities in and around
Catterick. A darts team was despatched to give a local team
a practise and returned intox icated with victory-or was it
Vaux? Remaining for nhe present in t!he sporting field, m_mbers of the course have represented the School in most of the
major sports. Second-L ieutenants Backhouse, Baly, Cox and
Whitehead have played rugger regularly wi th Urquhart and
Roberts as occasionals. During November, Backhouse represented the Corps on their tour 10 play the R. A., RE. and
R.E.M.E. At hockey, too, the course has been well repr:sented, notably Second-Lieutenants D aglish, Collier and H aysom, who have played regularly for the School " A " side and
Lieutenant Sid erfin oscillating between the " A" and '.. B "
sides. Second-L ieutenant K ing has shown his mettle as goalk.eeper for the " B " team The first three hockey players mentioned have represented the Corps, and Collier and Haysom
have played for a Scottish touring t eam (The Th istles) against
the Corps. Not con t·ent with this, Collier has played several
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times for Richmond. At soccer, the course has been represented in the figures of Second-Lieutenant Makunda and
Young, who play n:gularly for the School, the former having
cored at least one hat-trick and injured not a few by his
bri k play.
I t came as a great surprise to many of us that we were
to have the benefit of free riding lessons. Doubtless, the joys
of getting up on a cold and dark morning .to drive .to the dark
tables, there to force an ice-cold bit between .t he tombstonclike teeth of a recalcitrant horse will long be remembered . As
indeed will .the pleasures of riding across the moors and using
one's nose as a d isc-harrow, one foot in the stirrup, <the horse
at a gallop. All good things must come to an end, however,
and t he climax of our riding experiences was the Silver Horse
Competition. This entailed Dressage and Jumping, and was
very ably won by Second-Lieutenant Grenville-Jones. Lieutenant
Scarff won the prize for the most improved rider.
Beagling has been popular with Lieutenant Scarff and SecondLieutenant Turner, these two "rustics" indulging in many
a pastoral mushroom hunt. In similar vein Second-Lieutenan ts
• Gray, Culley and Thorne have all been grouse shooting at least
once. Second-Lieu tenan ts Gray and Burtt have also shot small
bore, the latter having represented the School at .22.
The course is now ended, and there is little doubt we all
enjoyed it.
f'A.'.UDRI D GE Ul'Hl-.Ell S I T "l' OF FICEH S'
T R AllU XG c o111•s
Hoy al S ignals W inJ.:
The Wing, increased to 3 r by the arrival of 12 new members,
has had an interesting and busy term. As well as teaching the
recruits the elements of driving and operating, second and third
year officer cadets have been encouraged to take a fuller par.t
in the organisation of activities. In fact t!he 0.C. has only been
in charge of one of the term's four exercises.
Keven Diggens and Martin Milling commanded two sides in
Exercise "'Harvest Chase," a one-day ground-wave exercise in
October. The exercise was hastily rewritten when the entire
defence was rounded up in 20 minutes! We had with us n ine
N.C.O.s and cadets from the Signal Platoon of the Cambs
and Isle of Ely ACF from Chatteris. We have been respon sible
for their signal training during term, and although many of
them are only r4, they are keen and seem to enjoy the training.
With an eye on the competition aga inst Oxford Signals Wing '
in February, George Houston took half a dozen people -to lay
a lin e for the R.A. Wing who were firing at Stanford . This
was one of our few opportunities to lay line to any purpose and
was an enjoyable weekend.
With in ·the OTC we were the customary three poin•ts from
the R.E . W ing in the Revolver Competition, wirh vhe difference
that this time we won! However, gifted amateurism was no
substitute for fi tness in the Assault Course Competition, where
our potential was sapped by a run of sporting inj uries.
Our style was also cramped in the Eastern Command Radly
Exercise " Monte Carlo," this time by a speed limit of 20 m.p.h .
Chris G ale led rbe officers' team to 6th place, the best OTC
entry, and D ick P ad en's predominantly Signals team came 7th.
Ohris Gale also took a party of four to Oundle School as part
of an OTC demonstration to the School CCF. About 120 cadets
poured over and through two of our vehicle stations and one
gentleman cla ims to have given ro lectures on the Cu in two
hours.
Socially the Win g has been its usual lively self. We combin ed
with the Regular Young Officers in residence .ro entertain sever al
senior officers to d inner in St. John's College, including Briga dier
C. H. Howarth, O.B.E., T.D., and Colonel Vaigncourt-Strallen,
Un iversity Liaison Officer, Royal Signals, and 9n this occasion
and at nhe OTC d inner in Chu rchill College we were glad to
see old members now serving with the Regular Army : Peter
D ale, back from Aden, and M artin King and D avid Grey who
are now with their regim ents in G erm any. A memorable
Christmas party was held on the last Wednesday of term wh=
th e officers of the Wlng showed other W ings how to stage a
celebration .
On the basis of this past term, we look for ward to a stimulating if not n erve-racking yea r, with the competition again st
Oxford our first obstacle. We will not be going to Camp this
year, but m any of us will be a.ttachcd to un its at home, in
Germany and t h e Middle East, so we look forward to seeing you .
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Junior leaders' Regiment
The mai n event during D ecember and before the RegimenL
broke up for the Christmas leave period was th e end-of-term
Graduation Day, which took place on Tuesday, 15th D ecember.
There were two parades-one during the morning and the other
in the afternoon-and these were reviewed by Brigadier J. B.
Ashworth, c.B.E., o.s.o., A.D.C., who, for the last three years
has been the Inspector of Boys' Training and who, a few days
after the parade, retired from the Army.
The morning parade was for the 93 Junior Leaders who
were graduating to Colour Service, ar.d their details are listed
at the end of these notes. The parade after lunch was for the
new Junior Leaders of the Regiment who had, by tht:n, completed 14 weeks' trai1.1ing since tho/ ar~ived in D~bury. Th..:
Brigadier expressed his extreme sausfacuon at the high standard
of both parades.
Various other act1Vlt1es helped to make up the day-the
Commanding Officer addressed the parents an:i there was a
display of hobbies and training equipment for all to see. Before darkness fell the Pipe Band, the H ighland Dancers, the
G mnasts and the Corps of Drums provided entertainment on
the main square and later that evening the Regimental Drama
Club presented "Babes on the Moor," a pantomime with local
flavour.
The Bishop of Maidstone officiated at the Confi~mation Service m our Church on the Sunday before Graduation Day and
most of the perman::nt staff were privileged to be addressed by
him two days prior to that.
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Radio Operator

Iron

24th
24th
224 Sqn
224 Sqn
224 Sqn

Staff Operator
Staff Operator
Special Operator
Special O perator
Special Operator
Special Operator
Radio Operator

Francisca

22~~3n

in

Beaufighter

I

"
"
"

"

0

all D epts.:-

S up er b Qualit y

CHAS. JACKSON & SONS
63, 64 and 66 SKINNERGATE
T elephone
DARI.INGTON
29SS
1894

l!stabli1hed

GraJuation List - December, 1964
Pre-selected
Training I
Troop
Trade
Regiment
Name
8th
8th
8th
8th
8th
8th
8tb
8th
24th
24th
24th
24th
24th
!st
7th
28th

Technician
Technician
Technician
Lineman
Lineman
Lineman
Lineman
Lineman
Staff Operator
Staff Operator
Staff Operator
Electrician Driver
Electrician Driver
Comcen Operator
Comcen Operator
Comcen Operator

Kohima

8th
8th
24th
24th
!st

Technician
Lineman
Staff Operator
Staff Operator
Comce.n Operator

Lion

R. W. Roberts
A. R. Sygrove
B. J. Stevenson
M . Waterworth
F. King

8th
24th
24th
!st
3rd

Technician
Staff Operator
Comcen Operator
Radio Operator
Comcen Operator

Quadrant

N . Rookes
D . Barton
R . Dixon
R . Livesey
L. C . Peter.1
G. V. Abraham

8th
8th
8th
8th
224 Sqn
2nd

Technician
Technician
Li.n_eman
Lineman
Special Operator
Radio Operator

Kukri

8th
8th
24th
24th
224 Sqn
224 Sqn
224 Sqn
224 Sqn
224 qn
28th

Lineman
Lineman
Staff O perator
Staff O peratar
Special O perato r
Special O perator
Special Operator
Special O perator
Special 06'erator
Comccn perator

Javelin

A. L. Bale
M. j. Bor.; tow
P. \VI. Caswell
D. A. C lnpson
D. K. Hartrey

24th
24th
!st
2nd
28th

Staff Operator
Stoff O perator
Comcen Operator
Comcen Operator
Comccn Operator

White Swan

A . D ucie
A . J . P rice
M. I. P. H enry
M . S. Ayers
R . P arkin
P. L. G reen

24th
24th
224 Sq n
4th
4th
7th

Staff O perator
Staff Operator
Special Operator
R adio O perator
R adio Operator
Comcen O perator

Romulus

M . Dockerty
J. Guy
J.M. Gooseman
F. Cunningham
M. J. Daly
C. W. Peach
M.
Read
D . . Young
T. D. Doyle
J. Knox
D. Pryor
P. D . Nicholls
P. A. Budden
J. S. Johnstone
C. A. S. Wickham
R . S . Young

/i

A. J. Fentum
C. Gray
M. H. Close
V. A. Hoyle
R . R . Burrell

R . Attwood
C. T. Blackmore
F. \'ii. Dawson
P. S. Lewis
J. E. Bayley
J. R . Chesterman
D . K. Gallagher
A. G. Stewart
T. G . Roberts
R . L. Howard

.1
I

I
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Ye ars

Satisfactory

DAILY

DELIVER IES

Butchers : Grocers

"
,,"
"
"
"
"
"
"
"
"
"
"
"
"

SertJice

" W B SBLL THE BBST "

·• WB BUY THE BEST "

IN

Y OUR

DISTRICT

Game Dealers

'

~

~~COMMUNICATIONS
SERVICE ENGINEERS

"
"
"
"

PYE TELECOMMUNICATIONS LTD.

"

HAVE VACANCIES THROUGHOUT

"

THE COUNTRY FOR

"
"

"
"
"

SERVICE ENGINEERS

""
"
"

Me n w ho have had Service or Commer-

"
"
"
"

ci al t raini ng in VHF, U HF, or Microwaves
communicatio ns are invited to write to

"
"
"

"

"
"
"

"

the Person ne l Manager, Pye Telecommun icat i ns Ltd. , Newmarket

"
"

"

R.oad,

Cambri dge.

"

"
"

""
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H.q.

AND SIGNAL REGIMENT
DULFORD CAMP

The Nurses \l'ere Pretty •

Lance-Corporal L. 0. D. Hibbert slips a lead in classic style in his
winning bout in the Divisional Finals

u.q.

AND SIGNAL REGIMENT
B.F.P.O. 22
BOXING. High hopes for the B.A.O.R. nnd
Army Cups. We believe that our strong and well-balanced
boxing team is not being over-optimistic .in its hopes of winning
the B.A.O.R. Championships. W ith at least seven boxers of
first-class regimental standard, including two already named to
represent the Army this season, our tails are well up.
In the Divisional finals at Munster on 18th December, we
fought the erstwhile B.A.O.R. champions, 15nb/19th The King's
Royal Hussars, a formidable <team with many successful seasons
behind it.
We approached this match with some caution,
especially as our first string welterweight, Lance-Corporal R. K.
Jacobs was unable to box because of a hand injury. However,
after an evening of tough and high-class boxing, our team
won the Divisional Boxing Championship by seven bouts to
four.
The next step was to have been the B.A.0 R. semi-final
against Rhine Area's winning team, but this team has now unfortunately withdrawn. We therefore go straight on to the
B.A.O.R. finals on 17th February, against either the 1st Bn.
The Royal Irish FusiHers or the Ist Royal Horse Anillery,
both of them excellent and really tough teams.
Serious training began early this season and the team was
beginning to develop its " cutting edge " when we had our
first match against a renowned German amateur club, the
Bunde - Melle - Ennigloh Box - Verein. This exciting evening
ended in a draw, an excellent result in what we hope will be
the first of many such matches. The contests, billed as "Internatfonal," were held in the Bunde Stadtgarten before a very
large crowd of civilian and military spectators. Highlights of
the evening were the brilliant win of ex-Scottish International,
Corporal H. Hutchison, in two rounds, and a well-judged
points win by Lance-Corporal R. K. Jacobs over a Ghanaian
Olympic prospect named Papaola. After the boxing trophies
were presented to the boxers (Signalman F. Waters getting the
presentation for the " most accomplished performance ") the
Commanding Officer exchanged greering.s and silver trophies
with the President of the German dub, Herr W. A. Haltern.
The first cup match of the season was against 25 Corps
Engineer Regiment and proved an easy win-ten wins and
a walk-over to nil. It must be said, to the great credit of the
Sappers, that their very plucky team fought with real fire
to the very last bell
This match and that against the Gennan club were the only
fights over exercise commitments would allow before the D ivisional Cup fight against 15th/19th Hussars. And so, to provide
more competition training, we took on " the rest of the Division "
on 2oth [anuary, a substitute match for the cancelled B.0.A.R. .
semi-fina.
(All in the Co!'Ps will wish the 2nd Regiment good luck in
their boxing.-Editor).

2nd DIVISION
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Christmas comes but
once a year . . . • and if
it continues in the same
way as <it did last year
. . . all future occasions
are full of good cheer.
Such a rime is always
busy, and we in The
Third have been no exception to this rule. The
programme started in the
Sergeants' Mess on the
12th with a grand dance,
after which all members
left for home, if worse off
in the pocket, but well
off in heart and stomach.
The records would not
be complete if mention
and gratitude were not
made to the Matron of
the Croydon General
Staff Sergeant (F. of S.) John W ilkins.
Hospital for allowing six
Happier with the nurses than with this
f th J li
piece of equipment
o
e ove est nurses to
quit the hostel, to attend
the dance. Of course they were under the watchful eye (and
arm) of Foreman Wilkins and several living-in members (not
to mention a few of the married's) who seemed to be diawn
away from their usual places at the bar, to be seen sitting,
dancing and generally " looking after " the nurses.
• • Aud the Children No Doubt of them - Vociferous

400

Relaxation on Sunday proved very worthwhile before 11he
children's party on the 14th. The final .total just failed to reach
four hundred, and as anyone will realise, <the organisation for
a party of such magnitude presents many complications. None
the Jess, as is always rhe case, .the cooks and the Wives' Club
filled their stomachs, eaoh Squadron entertained a particular
age group, and the old man with a beard found a present in
his sacks for everyone, and by 6.30 the noise died away and
left, and the barracks resumed its normal serenity. On Tuesday
the Regiment filled to capacity the G arrison Qmrch of St.
George, for the traditional Carol Service. With the lessons
being read by Private Forbes-Ritte, the R.S.M., the Adjutant
and the G .O.C. 3rd Division, and some fine carols sung by all,
the service went well. Mention must be made of tihe wonderful
decorations effected by the ladies of the Regiment and Major
Williams, our Paymaster.
To produce a lengithy report on the " serious " football
match of the year would only cause embarrassment .to the first
team, and the results will surely speak for t hemselves :
Officers', Warrant Officers' and Sergeants' XI 2, Regimental
XI 2.
The average ages of each team do not bear :recording, but
there were some prenty old and tired men led away off the
field for some well-earned refreshments.
• • • And the All Hn11ks' Dance without
precedent • • •
The decision to accept .the offer of Messrs. Moss,' Davies,
Peat and Co. to organise the all ranks' dance on .the 16th
proved more than worthwhile. The transformation of the
Garrison Gymnasium into a ballroom and restaurant was
effected admirably by superb decoration, the skjllful pen of
Corporal Careless, the R itz-like service from the bars of
Corporals McCulloch and Conway, and the efficient attention
of Corporal Rossall, Signalman Massam and their band of
waiters, with the Beaton approach to the buffet of Corporal
Chari.ton; the dance was without precedent. Three bands kept
everyone on the move. The first a local group, the second a
fabulous group from Cardiff, " The Wild Ones," who lifted
the roof, and third the first debut of our own Regimental group
"The Proud Men "-and proud they well may feel for their
performance was second to none, and the hard rehearsing over
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the past two months was worth the ovation they received.
In all, the dance was an unqualified success, and the work of
2 Squadron will be remembered for a Jong time hence· in
..
making it so.
The junior ranks' club draw, thanks to the never fa1lmg
sales talk of S.S.M. Clark, Corporals Lee-Cann, Barry and
Signalman Blackmore, must h~ve b~en a success becau~ nearly
all the prizes were self contamed m the dub and enjoyed by
the members themselves.
The year ended with the Commanding Officer, his Officers
and Sergeants, showing their gratitude to the m..:n in traditional
form at Christmas dinner on Friday 18th. Our cooks serve us
;veil all the year, but on this day they excelled the finest traditions of their Corps, with a itruly first-rate meal--and the
service compared favourably with the standard of a five star
hotel!
After the Commanding Officer's Christmas message, the larger
part of the Regiment moved out hurriedly on their well-earned
lock kavc for Christmas and New Year. Only (the Warrant
fficers and Sergeants stayed back for their Christmas draw
hi h as always was a great success.
And ~o, except for those unlucky ones whose duty called
em to the guard room, the barracks closed for 1964. Apart
rom one or two expected freeze-ups, the leave passed without
mddent and unlike the last two Christmasses, we returned in
~rly J;nuary and are still at the same strength as we were
efnre leave started.

•• Xortblnnd " and •• Southliuad •• artt
it ngnin!
Our moS<t recent exercise, appropriately named "Christmas
Party," was held on Feldom Training Area O?. 4th December.
We divided into two sides and conducted a sptnted battle from
20.00 hours until 06.00 hours the following morning. We provided our own umpires, but not even they could. prevent
occasional clashes between troops of the same side, unplanned encounters with directing staff and so on I Fortunately,
although cold, the night was dry, and the greatest discomfort
was caused more by the desire for sleep rather than the clements. The ba•.tle ended in a draw, and honour was thUJ
satisfied, although " Northland " still maintained " Southland "
were never where they should have been, which was wilful
deceit and therefore unfair!

. • • And thf> futurt•? :\' t•ll it"s your guess too
To crystal gaze into the future 1 th~ d~a~y of ev~t.s for 1.965
heralds a busy time for all. With md1V1dual. ~ammg, nunor
exercises two major exercises, annual camp, visits and so on.
In the w'orld of sport, after two repla~s wiW. 2 RTR our hoc~ey
team have reached the quarter-finals in the Command Secuon
for the Army Cup, the Soccer. XI unde!eated in the. l~~gue,
and some certain individual bo'{Jng champions at the Div1S1onal
Tournament at the end of this month-something tells me we're
on to something good.
.
Realities come before the crystal ball though, ~nd n~ht no ~
our thoughts are all concentrated on the ann~al inspection this
month, and the impending visit of the S.0.-m-C.

And now, before we meet the Welsh Guards in the semi·
final, Christmas and all that are upon us. Perhaps we shal
have more .to talk about next time we write. (Let us hope i

8th RE.-.DIENT. CATTElllCK CAMP
First-Ever Class I Tcehnicinns' f!unlifying
Course
Although recently infrequent contributors to THE WIRE,
8th Regiment has not been idle by any means. In the past
three months the work of imparting technical and other fo~
of knowledg~ to a wide variety of tradesmen and potenual
ttadesmen has been pursued relentlessly. In addition, the
first-ever Class I Technicians' Qualifying Test !has been run on
a world wide basis, and results should now be known by all
In particular, we would like to congratulate
candidates
Corporal j. E. D . Evans, of 261 Squadron, on gainin~ ou~
standing marks in all parts of th~ tes~. Because a pass ID this
test will be a compulsory qualificauon for attendance at a
Class I Upgrading Course for Technicians after 1st February,
1965, we hope more and more candidates wi~ aspire (or
should it be " perspire "?) to produce results like Corporal
Evans.
An A}tttenl to all Tech11icia11!!!
While on the subject of courses, can we take space to make
a very necessary appeal to all technicians who ar~ coming
back to us for upgrading? In 8th Regrment we believe very
strongly in the motto "Mens Sana in Corpore Sano "-:-(a
healthy mind in a healthy bodyr-and even. .upgra~g
tudents join in our military exeroses and ttammg while
they are here, in order to provide an antidote for ~he pale
faces and rounded shoulders produced by long hours in classrooms as well as helping ro promote soldierly skills, whlch
the advancing technician has to acquire just like everyone
else. Students, therefore, need to bring :their combat ~it and
all the other paraphernalia of battle, which we have d1!fi~lty
in providing if they ar~ deficient, so plea~ do read the JOIDmg
instructions; every umt has ~e.m, and 1.f you can . solve the
complex equation relating quant:J.ues of eqwpment to aIT baggage
allowance, perhaps you .will save yourselves trouble-and us
extra work we can do without!
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.\rmy Rugby Cup this Y (•ar?
We also play other kinds of games here, and as this i3
"Army Cup season," we are proud to say that we are still
in two of them. At Association Football we beat the Army
Apprentices School, Harrogate, 5-1, but later succumbed to
38 Corps Engineer Regiment, Ripon, 10-x. At hockey, we
beat uth Regiment 5-0 in the only game played so far. At
rugby football, the semi-finals have been reached as follows:
ISt
2nd
3rd
4th

Round
R ound
R ound
Round

v.
v.
v.
v.

School of Signals, 27-0.
uth Signal Regiment, 31-0.
38 Corps Engineer Regiment, 22-<>.
Queen's D ragoon Guards, 26--0.

is good news.-Editor).

Regretably, the news has just come through that the 8th
went down fighting, to the tune of 14 points to 3. Better
luck next year.-Editor.
Ofh

llEt;l~IENT,

!1.fi~.P.O.

:;a

Jl:ain llain, go to S1t:ai11
With the passing of the New Year, a pale grey peace has
settled over Mercury Barracks, as the various members of the
Regiment pick up the pieces of their . shattered lives and get
back into the swing of nheir jobs.
Those members .of the Regiment who have been here longest
began to feel in their bones, sometime around 10th December,
that Christmas, 1964, was going to be something special. After
all, Christmas, 1963, had been a " frost," with everyone confined to barracks, or to their homes, and there was a lot <f
celebrating to make up. Also, with the relaxing of tension it
Cyprus, there was a lot to be thankful for.
These feelings were reinforced when the heaviest rains for eigh
years (or 10 or 12, according to which local one asked) deluge<
the island. One particularly heavy rainstorm, which trap,PC(
the occupants of the Teohnical Building, just as they wen
finishing work, produced a brilliant improvisation of t~e sort
for which the British Army is famed. Sergeants Topliss and
Whelpton immediately invented the "Cloak, Extreme Wet
Weather, Instant, Dis~sable," by cutting ~ol~ in paper sa~,
slipping them over their heads and steppmg Jauntily out mto
the storm. Try it, it works!

Hair is lt•t down at th.- year·s t'Ud
The Christmas festivities proper started with the children's
parties. Yes, parties. As in most Signal units, we work shifts,
and this goes for children's parties too! With the number of
youngsters we have on the establishment, this arrangement is
necessary. We even had two Santa Clauses (Santa Cli?) in
W.O.II Handley and W.0.1 Gibson .
On the 20th, the annual variety show, "Heels T<?!tether,"
was presented in the Mercury Theatre and reached its u ual
high professional standard, with music (suitably cool) from ~e
Red Manning Combo; singing, swinging, by Corporal Mem~k,
of 3 Squadron, and his wife, and sketches. In the two ma1or
items Tribune (Sgt.) Kane and his Adjutant (Staff Teesdale,
took C.O.'s Orders for IX Legion in a very professional manner,
and Captain Crookes, wi~ his assistant sorcerers of" M "Troop
provided a tot of magic.
In order to get the maximum number possi~le at table to
gether Christmas dinner was served on the everung of the 23ro
It wa; proceded by the solemn judging of Squadron bars, WO&
(Continued on page 54)
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The 9th Regiment know how to enjoy themselves
against the Headquarters, Eastern Command, which should be
both entertaining and a first-clas.s game. Corporal G . Hardman
(captain), Corp<>?-"al Hutchin s~ and Signalm_an Goodall deserve
mention for their excellent display of techmquc and good play
in Lhc last match.
Those who may have known Sergeant W. C. Yates in the
past may like to know that during the match against the Postal
Depot, in a m oment of great excitement, he wagered his magnificent moustache against a quick goal being scored from a
corner; five seconds later the Regiment were a goal up-the
bet was honoured that night. In the Sergeants' Mess at Christmas, Brigadier David Price presented Sergeant Yates with a
fine scroll detailing his great devotion and sacrifice, and also
save him a bottle of the strongest fertiliser, in order to ensure
a further luxurious growth for the final !

Our camera looks in on the annual Officers v. W.O.s and Sergeants football match; also at
the 'goings-on' in the Mercury Theatre.

Bo.·ln g. On 14th December, the Regiment entered nine
boxcrs for the London D istrict Individual Novices' Boxing
Champ· onship.
'I cv WC're all true novices and had trained in their spare
time und r the enthu$iastic eyes of Sergeant Spiers and Corporal
Hardman, later ass1sted by W.0.I Metcalfe. All the boxers,
without xception , showed great determination and guts. Signalman Patterson (middleweight) and Signalman Rolston (light
welterweight) lost very closely fought bouts. Signalman Probert
(light hc!-avyweight) though clearly leading in a semi-final, on
points, had his fight stopped by the referee, due to an injured
eye. Sign Iman Goodall (light welterweight) Signalman Stuart
(middleweigh t) Signalman Knight (middleweight), Signalman
Dixon (light welterweight) all reached the semi-finals; the latter
had to shed 22lb. in training to reach the weight!
Lance-Corporal Mangan (lightweight) won a runners-up
med al in his weight on poin ts. Signalman Booth (heavyweight)
exceeded all our hopes by winning his weight. He packs a
tremendous natural punch and combines this with a surprising
speed for a heavyweight. Unfortunately, he has just been taken
to hospital with appendicitis, but the Corps have a great
possibility in Booth for the future.

I.

Captain Crooks, Mr. Mowry and Sergeant Keating produce Miss Marpret Chase out of a hat.

3. Second-Lieutenant Nicol, Captain Vincent and Captain Hodges perform an Egyptian rope trick.

this year by 3 Squadron, with a decor suggesting a cross between a torture chamber and Dante's Inferno. Some people,
especially 3 Squadron, it seems, will drink in the weirdest
places.
The dinner-as we have come to expect from Staff Sergeant
Morgan and his assistants--was magnificent, and was accompanied by carols from the St. Michael's Church Choir.
On Boxing Day, the Commanding Officer's team played
the Warrant Officers' and Sergeants' team at soccer. This game
was notable in that ooth teams played proper football A

10th Regiment, Hounslow
Signal Troop Works {Chatham) formerly known
as the Kent and Sussex, and Thames Estuary Works Service
Troops. Their roll was provision and maintenance of Fixed
Fortress Communications along the Kent coast and Thames/
Med\ JY Estuaries, in addition to the general SWS commitments in 44th (Home Counties) and London District areas.
The post-war years saw a gradual breakdown of the SWS
commitment and disbandment of both Ack-Ack and Coastal
Defences. It was decided in 1959 to combine the two Troops
under the rommand of one T.O.T., with the H .Q. at Chatham.
Geographically, the area of responsibility remained unchanged.
In order to facilitate the even distribution of work control
and supervision, the two civilian Foremen 1Jf Signals were retain~ at Chatham and Dover respectively, and the civilian
establishment of the Troop was equally divided. The term
civilian is an anomally, for the total years of service, both in
pcaoe and war, served by members of the Troop in the three

2. P layers, the Commanding Officer's team.
4. Spectato rs enjoying 'the game.

little light-heartedly, perhaps, and only 15 minutes each way,
but nevertiheless, football. The officers won 3-1, whlch they
attribute to superior fitness and beuer ball control. They
needed the fitness, considering the quantity of hot brandy punch
that was consumed and the violent pick-me-up that was issued
by their trainer at half-time.
All-in-all, it was a merry, happy Christmas, even for the
harassed P.M.C., who went round for a week muttering
that Scrooge was right. We hope you enjoyed yourselves as
much as we did.
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Signalman Loates. Signalman Loates, of 3, Burley Bank
Avenue, Harrogate, Y.orkshire, gives as his reason for enlistin.g
the urge to travel and see the world. He has, however, previous knowledge of Army life, as his father is a Staff Sergeant
in the Corps. Prior to joining the Army he was a laboratory
assistant working on dry cleaning research. He is interested
in most sports, but rugby and cricket take the places of
honour. He goes forward for training as an OR-1.
Signalman Mack.
As joint best recruit at the pass-off
parade on 23rd December, Signalman Nigel John Mack, who
enlisted in Plymouth on 29th October, 1964, completed the
first step in his Army career. Before enlistment his employment was that of a salesman in a gentlemen's clothing store,
and his hobbies were hiking, camping and shooting with his
local A.T.C. unit.
As his ambition is to become a commissioned officer in
. the Corps, he is now on the first step of the ladder, in that he
has been posted to the OR I Troop of this Regiment.

Il.11.q. The traditional Regimental children's Christmas
party, and men's Christmas dinner were enjoyed by all, the
highlight being a young up-and-<:0ming beat group, run by
Lance-Corporal Christie, A.C.C.-watch out the Dave Clark
Five.
The Regiment welcomes Major W. G. Neilson from the
Royal Military Academy, Sandhurst, and Major A. W. Thomas,
from 262 Squadron, Cyprus.
1 Ith

llEGIMENT

(DEPOT)

Best Beerults
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Signalman Gordon E. M.
Tildesley was the best
recruit on the pass - off
parade on IIth December.
H e joined the Regiment on
12th October, 1964, having
enlisted at Stockport,
Cheshire.
He had served in the
Army Cadets with the Combined Force, Lesley King's
School, Macclesfield, for 3!
years.
He is keen on rugby and
has represented the Regiment. His ambition is to
serve in the Far East.

Services (Royal Navy /Royal Marines, Army and the Royal Air
Force) would be creditable in a unit several times the size of
this Troop.
Like the Troops at Bury St. Edmunds and Shoeburyness,
the Chatham Troop has always been a very active member
of the Signals organisation in Eastern Command, sometimes
indep~ndent and sometimes part of 3 major unit.
The main functions of ·t he Troop are to plan, install and
maintain SWS projects and fixed signal ' installations; provide
assistance to units operating signalling equipment; provide, install and operate the Command P .A. equipment; maintain all
small arms ranges and maintain a comprehensive record of all
G.P.0. circuits and equipment rented by the Ministry of
Defence (Army).

Soccer. In this, our first season, we have been fortunate
in being able to assemble a team imbued with enthusiasm and
tempered with a little skill, and, to date, have reached the final
of the London District section of the Eastern Command Minor
Units Cup. In the semi-final, we beat the Home Postal Depot,
R.E., 6---4, after a very thrilling and hard-fought game, which
ended the Postal Unit's run of being unbeaten for the last two
years. The final, a local Derby, is to be played at Hounslow

Signalmen H. H. Loates of I Troop (left) an d N. M. Mack of 3 Troop

S11nalman T1ldesley

111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111:

The competition for the best recruit on the pass-off parade
held on 23rd December, 1964, between I Troop and 3 Troop
was so close that the adjudicators decided to share the honour
between Signalman Howard Hartley Loates, of I Troop, and
Signalman Nigel Mack, of 3 Troop.
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The old and the new
It is doubtful whether the young recruits marching past
the ruined buildings in the photograph above realise that they
have, during their heyday housed ~a ny th~msan_ds of Roy~
Signallers, for this was Baghdad :f.-mes 'Yhich, rnd~ed, until
recently provided shelter for transitees pnor to posting overseas. Former tenants can probably recognise the very billet
which provided a roof over their heads during the earlier days,
and recall, perhaps with nostalgia, old comrades . who were
billeted with them and whom they have not met smce.
There has been a slightly higher ebb and flow of soldiery,
particularly during the earlier part of the month. 3 Squadron,
in Bourlon Barracks, has gradually run do~ so tl_iat a~ ~e
time of writing they have lost not only their recrwt tramrng
rroo~s to 1 Squadron, but also their O.C., Major T . I. ~~L.
Robmson to 8th Regiment, to prepar~ for. the task of _tram:ng
drivers. We wish him every luck m his new app~mtme~t.
With the exodus of 3 Squadron, room became available m
the comparative luxury of the S~dhurst Block for the Depot
rransitees. This move, however, 1s _only of a te!71porary I_tature,
because 2 Squadron will be movmg yet agam early m the
New Year to Hooge Lines when the W.R.A.C. move out.
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omeers· ::tit-SS Not 8
The Christmas activities tarted earlier this year.
The
Ladies Night was held as early as uth December.
It
i not clear whether thi was by design, in that the officers
and their ladies could gain a slight b eathing space before
the more energetic entertainments pro ded later qn in the
month, or a training run for the more hectic evenings to
follow.
It probahly served both purposes, because by the
time the New Year's Eve Dance arrived, most members
were in top form, helped, no doubt, by the Warrant Officers'
and Sergeants' Mess Draw, the Corporals' Club Dance, and
the lunchtime session on the 23rd, when the Warrant Officers
and Sergeants were well and truly wined before breaking up
for the Christmas Grant. Lt is felt that this party helped
to dispel the rumour that the offiCCI'5 h ad ••chickened-out " of
the annual rugger match, which, if memory serves right,
was cancelled (or rather "postponed" was the terminology
used at time) last year because of similar frosty weather
conditions.
On his brief inspection of the Mess, and the word i used
loosely, early in the morning on New Year's D ay, the Orderly
Officer concluded that " 1965 had been well and truly welcomed
in."

17th llEGIMENT, SEREMDAN, MAl,A.YSIA

Signalman Alan Pearse on the slopes of Silberhuette

Sergeants· ~less Xotes
Contrary to popular belief, the above photograph is not the
result of an over-enthusiastic bingo session nor a conspiracy
on the part of a recruit to get even with his Troop Sergeant,
but a genuine demolition job carried out by a local contractor.
Christmas festivities in the Sergeants' Mess commenced on
the 16th December when the annual draw was held. Great
credit must go to W.0.II R. Pearce, APTC, and his band of
willing helpers for a first class show, but we are still trying to
find out if there is any truth in the rumour that 'the committee
had laid on a 3-1tonner to take away their prizes (approx. 40).
The evening was graced by the presence of the Commander
Training Brigade, the Commanding Officer and officers of the
Regiment and their ladies. Everyone waited with bated breath
fo.r: th~ Christmas duties forecast ro appear as neither the
Brigadier or the R.S.M. were successful in the draw.
The New Year was heralded into the Mess in the usual
cracking style, and as the last stragglers disappeared down the
road at four in the morning, die Orderly Sergeant was heard
to mutter, "They'll never make it in the morning?" But as
always, !'hey did, much to >the chagrin of the !recruits who seemed
to derive much pleasure in driving .the- feet down a little harder
(Oh! my head).
_Finally, congratulations to R.Q.M.S. G. Meroer, W.0.II P.
Gill, Staff Sergeants B. Hardy and L. Harding arld to Sergeants
Pope and Brown on their recent promotions.
Farewell to happy memories- parting is such sweet sorrow
or • •• It's certainly got that mor ni ng after t he nigh t before
look now

Queens Gurkha Officers from the Guard of Honour at the marriage
of Lieutenant John Edgar ,to Miss Deirdre McCluskie of the Foreign
Office Cipher Staff in Singapore

The month of December saw the usual round of social
activities which are common to all regiments at this time of
year. The month also saw 'the return to Seremban for rest
and retraining of our old friends of 540 l:roop who have been
serving oin Eastern Malaysia with the 1st Green Jackets. Most
of the members of this troop bad spent Christmas 1963 willh
us. At that time They had just arrived in .t he Far East fresh
from their recruit and trade &aining in Catterkk. What a
differ~ce a year has made. In place of the young, untested,
pale-skmned youths of a year ago, we had sitting down to
Christmas dinner 1964 a well-knit team of soldiers full of
confidence in themselves and pride in their troop after some
months of operational service on the eastern frontiers of
Malaysia. This time ·the talk was of ambushes and patrols, of
operation A5IO radios from jungle bases and the effectiveness
of different types of booby traps.
Another noteworthy event for the regiment was the marriage
of Lieutenant John Edgar to Miss Deirdre McCluskie of the
Foreign Office Cipher Staff in Singapore. The marriage serviice
was performed rln Serernban Garrison Church before a large
congregation from the regiment and Singapore. After 'llhe
service, Lieutenant and Mrs. Edgar, led by a regimental piper
entered their new life together >through a Guard of Honour of
Queen's Gurkha Officers. After a very happy receptfon in the
British Officers' Mess, Lieutenant and Mrs. Edgar left for their
honeymoon in a car fiendishly decorated by the Brirish junior
ranks.

18th REGUIEN'T, <: /o G.P.O., SINGAPORE
Looking back over !'he past year, we find many changes
have taken place; new buildings have been ereoted and new
equipm~t installed (who would have believed a year ago,
when shift workers were used to working in a sticky and
heavy atmosphere, that with the advent of a new, air-conditioned
Signal Centre, night workers would not only wear pullovers on
occasions, but actually go outside .to get warm?).
There is a sense of achievement also. As a result of the
Borneo operations, there has been a great increase in the
handling of traffic-figures unheard of a year ago. It has
been difficult to keep pace at .times, but with .t he help of communica·t ors " on loan" from Regiments in Germany, we have
coped. Without them, life would have been impossiible, and
our very grateful thanks go to those units which could ill
afford the men.

S h ifts- N o t an a ll-male 1•re1.·••gative
Readers may be. forgiven for thinking that shifts are an allmale affair. This is not so, for we have almost as many
Demolition in progress o n t he o ld Se rgeants Mess in Bagdad Lines
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21st REGIMENT, B.F.P.O. 43
Sergeant F. G. llolmonroyd, D.E.M.
In the New Year's Honours List H.M. The Queen graciously
approved the award of the British Empire Medal to Sergeant
F. G . Holmonroyd.
Sergeant Holmonroyd was selected to command a party of ten
other Royal Signals tradesmen which left Germany on 3rst
July, 1963, to carry out a major underground cable project for
the new military automatic telephone system b~ing installed
in Aden.
qn arrival he was placed completely in charge of this major
proiea;, and became responsible for laying all the cables,
arrangmg <!!he road crossings and trenching through built up
are~s with the civil authorities, organising his transport, preparm,g all records, terminating and joining all cables, and
handing ~em over as a working system. Such a project would
be a formidable task even for a well qualified and experienced
officer.
During the ix months that he was jn Aden he devoted himself unsparingly and wholeheartedly to the project. His initiative
in discovering disused water mains to use as cable ducts in
difficult laying areas made savings on the cost of trenching and
reinstatement. His resourcefulness and ability to improvise
and make the best use of his limited resources of equipment,
stores and transport enabled him to overcome many difficulties
that would otherwise have delayed llhe project. His own zeal
and enthusiasm were an inspiration to his detachment who
worked long hours in the heat of Aden to complete the project

18th Regiment (continued from page 56)
W.R.A.C. on duty as well, and without them we should be
lost. We are fortunate that beneath the easy camaraderie in
each sex there is a highly competent communicator dealing
only with Ii ve traffic.
To those readers who have s~rved in 18th Regiment during
the past few years, a few words on the changes in the
ignal Centre complex. The previous teleprinter room was
stripped and converted into a radio receiver room in a few
hours by Captain J. A. Tonnison and a few able-bodied men.
After trial and error, positions for the AR 88s was decided
upon, and very fine consoles built round them to rude the
wiring. Looks fine and works well. The new Signal Centre
itself backs on to the TRC, with a very well laid-out Counter
Room, separated from the Teleprinter Room by a glass wall;
at the other end is a Rest Room/Stats Office-also separated
by a glass wall. The DSO, on his dais in the Counter Room,
can see .E VERYTHING.
The SDO (which has also had a very busy year-including
the hazards to D.R.s when driving through riot-tom Singapore
last July) is the only department without a "new look."
There is talk, of course, of air-<:0nditioning and a br.ighter
environment-but D .R. Troop will believe that when they
move.
THE
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Sergeant F. G. Ho lmon royd who was award ed a well deserved
B.E.M. in the New Year's Honours

on time. Furthermore ibis personal relations with the Public
Works Department created a most favourable impression which
(Continued on page 58)
brought credit to the Army.
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The season of good cheer comes to this Squadron as a
completion of training for 1964 and a pleasant period of 'block
leave.' One cannot write about relaxation because the number
of funotions that are held do not allow one to relax too much.
However, it is a well earned break for the Instructors, particularly on the operating side, for we have really had a hard time
of ~t, on this side of the school. Perhaps we may be allowed
through the medium of THE WIRE to say a big thank you to
r Squadron of r8th Regiment without whom we could not have
possibly met our comm·itments with the COMCEN trainees.
They helped us with Instructors at a time when things were
looking really black. The first cour e of ba>ic COMCEN
Operators has now been trade boarded and posted. Their
postings were all within Far Ea t and only one out of the
('ourse failed his trade te t.
During December we said farewell to R.Q.M.S. Evis who
left us on promotion to W.0.1 (R.S M.}. He will be very much
missed in the Squadron and w wish him complete success in
his new rank and appointment. In his place we extend a hearty
welcome to R.Q.M.S. Greenbrook. We hope his tour will
be a happy one and that he has been given some of the
contacts of his predecessor.
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The ucce sful completion of this project according to the
h1ghe t tandard ' a duz entir.ly to Sergeant Holmonroyd
who de\'oted hims.If far bevond the normal course of duty.
Throughout he di played r;;sourc.fulness initiative and a sense
of re pon ibility and leader hip that was quit. out tanding for
an
.C.O. and this wa the culm:nation of many loyal and
valuabl. years ervice to the Army and his Corps.
"
are sure that nil hi friend in the Corp will wish to
join us in saying " \'fell done.
~o.

I Squnllron

A sod loss, Stella the well known
morch ing dog

The
Squadron
Marching
Team (from "C" Cable Troop)
took part in the last march of
the season at D ordrecht-W.
t.
Holland-and added a
1 ioholas
Toch medal to it
collection.
1964 ha been a good marohing eason and th:: team has
been awarded evenreen trophies
to swell the Squadron collection. In addition all marcher
obtaine<l individual medals in
all the m arches.
It is with r egret that we have
to record the death of the
Squadron mascot.
Stella, a
black mongrel bitch, has been
with the Squadron for two
y ars and bas taken part in all
the marches with " C " Troop
and ha earned seven individual
medals for herself. One of her
pups will now take over.

~o.

2 Squallron
1965 continues in t he same vein as 1964 although certain
airfield work has been held up due to frost and snow, much to
the relief of the 'diggers. Our second Lineman Course is well
into the middle of training under Sergeant Rioh ardson who
can be seen most morn ings (06.30 hours) being pursued across
country by 18 hungry, cold, miserable trainees. Oh, che joys
of keeping fit!
Second-Lieutenant Bob Homewood (0.C. " D " Troop) has
taken eight stalwart young men up to the slopes Qf Silberhuette
for a fortnight's Ski-ing Course. In the party is lhe Regiment's
Gold Me<lalist hope, Signalman Alan Pearse, ably backed by
Private Larry Fritsche of the ACC.
Manpower is still at a premium and the Squadron Commander, Major J. L. Botterill, can be seen working his Squadron
" Plot " with an instant soldier kit, and bas been beard to say,
" I would accept ' Daleks ' provided .they bad their MPC III.
The Christmas festivit ies went off wirb the usual bang with
the officers, Warrant Officers and senior N.C.O.s serving nhe
Christmas dinner, the beer flowing fast and furious. It was
during the celebrations that the W.ing Commander (Admin.)
was heard to refute the evil rumour spreading around that
R.A F. Bruggen is attached to 2 Squadron, 2 rst Regimentit just seems that way.
~o.

3 Squadron
One of the many bonuses we get serving with the R.A.F.
is an annual invitation to enter the Station Ohristmas Bar
Competition. Basically, this entails a metamorphosis in the
interior design of a barrack-room; to convert an otherwise
nondescript dwelling place into a pub. The more unusual the
theme, the better chance of winning one has.
The competition is judged on the day Christmas Granr starts,
by the Station Commander and a team of well meaning,
completely unbiased gentlemen, so desperately keen to project
an aesthetic and artistic image t!hait they are able to overcome
the cumulative effects of drinks offered at every bar they visit.
For three Christmases, O.C. 3 Squadron has cherished the
thought of winning the competition for the Unit; somehow or
other he has never qui:e made it. A Western saloon in 1962
was adi1;1dged ?iird, a th eme on the '19th hole' in 1963 won a
consolauon pnze, so on the 28th October this year (11he day
following the Annual Inspection) the order went out, 'Right,
start the bar now-no last minute rushes, we'll win this year!
o being what they are, Corporal Dore (producer), Lance-

Corporal Goggin (artist, painter and decorator), Signalmen
Jardine and Napier (Jacks-of-all-trades) converted 'L' Troop
quiet room into an awe inspiring replica of an Eastern Harem.
Tinkling tinsel screen , heavily carpeted floors and piped
oriental music (courtesy Signalman Gayden) gave the place a
most realistic joss-stick scented air. A few touches were missing:
Sergeant Davies couldn't persuade the local zoo to let him have
a camel for 'the day and the O.C.'s wife showed a rnarke<l
reluctance to appear as a dancing girl. However, Signalman
Fry acte<l the lancer part very well and Signalman Gumbs
was a truly superb mameluke.
Well, we didn't win, but at least we came second and won
two crates of beer. Squatting on a cushion the O.C., the only
person we know who smokes cigars all itihe yeM: round and
treats himself to cigarettes at Christmas, was heard to be
muttering something about 1965 ! It was at about this time
too rtlbat our one and only Staff Sergeant M arrin, when asked
in all seriousness what his ambition was replied, ' To be asked
to resign my commission, sir.' Our guess is that acting as
S. .M. has gone to hi head!
JllE.\D(~I

.\llTEHS, HOYAi, SIGNALS.
UONG KONG. 11.F.P.0. I.

Out with T;'!'· phoous, i11 wiCh S1tort
The typhoon season is now over and gone for a few months,
as is the oppressive heat and humidity. We are now enjoying
weather reminiscent of the hotter summer days at home, except
that one can predict with accuracy that it will be dry and that
the sun will shine almost all and every day. Officially, it is
winter, and on 7th D ecember, the change to No. 2 Dress
was made.
This is also the season when all types of games are played,
including football, rugby, hockey and cricket, and the gladiators
have a very exhausting time. The organisers of the various
games also have their problems-and sometimes battles-trying
to agree which expert plays what and when. That all usually
ends amicably and good teams are fielded, says much for their
patience and negotiating ability. To ease our problems, the
normal win.ter ga mes are played by Squadron teams, whilst
cricket is arrange<! on a Co11ps basis.
This has proved a
happy solution and the cricket team is enjoying reasonable
success.
Sapper • SiJ!nnlis Guest NiJ(ht
For the officers one of the more enjoyable occasions has been
the annual Royal Engineers - Royal Signals guest night. By
kind permission of the officers of H .Q., Land Forces, this
was held in the Victoria Officers' Mess. The C.R.E., LieutenantColonel P. H . Thompson, M.C., and eleven Sapper Officers, together• with Brigadier D . A. Pringle, O.B.E., the Commander,
Hong Kong, Kowloon Garrison, were our guests. Also the
opportunity was taken to dine-out Captain Bernard Strange,
shortly to renew close association with the R.A.F., this time
at Odiham. It was a most successful and enjoyable evening.
Inter-Service Integration Works well in
Hong Kong
We had hoped t hat the guest night would coincide with the
visit of Brigadier E. C. R. Blaker, o.B.E., Chief Signal Officer,
Far East Land Forces, but unfortunately, this was not to be
the case . The C.S.O., accompanied by Mrs. Blaker, paid us a
very welcome visit from 30th November to 7th December.
After his initial briefing by Lieutenant-Colonel E. J. Winn,
C.R. Signals, t he C.S.O. visited all me Royal Signals units
in the Colony, and our fellow communicators at the Royal
Navy, Royal Air Force, and the Composite Signals Organ isation. We h?pe that the C.S.O. was please<l that in this place
at least of his far-flung command, inter-Service commurucations
are being made to work in a practical manner. We have our
problems and difficulties, but there are very few of them that
cannot be worked out to the mutual benefit of all concerned.
A new departure, from the training angle, was the Signals
day of the Staff College Candidates' Military Science Course.
In spite of a certain amount of difficulty in judging just the
right level of technical instruction required-the experience also
of all the technical arms involved~the day was reasonably
successful. Our thanks are due to the various instructors for
all ;the hard work and time they put into the preparation Of
their papers.
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Help Safeguard Independence
in the

Zambia Defence Force
ZAMBIA (formerly Northern Rhodesia) has recently celebrated Independence.
Because of this and the greatly increased demand on the Defence Force, a planned
expansion programme is envisaged calling for men of in itiative and abil ity.
The
following ranks are invited to apply for the exceptional and interesting posts now
existing in the Defence Force.

SERGEANTS
STAFF SERGEANTS
WARRANT OFFICERS II
with experience in one of the fol lowing fields
Q, M.T., Signals, Clerical and Pay
COMPANY or EQUIVALENT COMMANDERS

SIGNAL OFFICERS

Applicants, married or single, shou!d not be more than 50 years of age. Period of
agreement 3-4-5 years renewable for periods of three years by mutual agreement.
Agreement terminable by six months notice on either side. Service normally in
Zambia only-probably in Lusaka or Ndola.

RATES OF PAY
Example :

Major £1,985-£2,285 p.a.
Sergeant £751-£887 p.a.

Captain £1,550-£1,850 p.a .
W.0.11 £1,074-£1,290 p.a.

TRADE PAY comparable to British Army
CHILDREN'S ALLOWANCE

£50 minimum for first child, £24 for each additional child (payable up
to a maximum salary of £1,290).

TERMINAL GRATUITY

·

25% of total gross pay received over the period of the contract, subject
to 30 months service completed. Married Quarters and hard furniture
supplied. Passage to Zambia and back to U.K. on completion of tour
for wife and children under age of of 19.

GENERAL INFORMATION

Zambia is a fast growing energetic Country with a cost of living on a par
to the U.K . (Income tax lower). Some items, e.g. cigarettes and petrol
cheaper. It has a warm, dry climate most of the year, allowing for a wide
range of outdoor and sporting activities-swimming, boating, fishing and
hunting.
It's National Parks , Victoria Falls, lakes and wild life offer
exciting sightseeing and photography opportunities.

Applications, quoting age, rank and brief history of previous military service, should be
sent to :

The Defence Liaison Officer,

THE OFFICE OF THE HIGH COMMISSIONER FOR THE REPUBLIC OF ZAMBIA
7 -11 Cavendish Place, London, W.1.
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(THE THRUSTERS)

.Farf'lwell to J,ieute11011t-Colonel A. n. Wythe
We have had a very full month ID the Regiment, as we h~ve
bc:en preparing for a change in command, with the usual round
of inspections, boards of officers, and the many pleasant, but
sad social occasions associated with say.i ng goodbye to our
departing C.Ommanding Officer, Lieutenant-C.Olonel A. R.
Wythe. Among .the most notable were two dining-out nights,
one by the Warrant Officers' and Sergeants' Mess, and the
other ID the Officers' Mess. After the latter, the C.Olonel was
driven from the Mess on top of a Saracen, and we are sure
he will remember this most hair-raising experience, because he
incurred a tailor's bill for the restoration of a leg of his mess
overalls!
The Wives' Club gave a farewell party to Mrs. Wythe and
pr::sented her with a silver rose bowl.
Lieutenant-Colonel Wythe actually leaves the Regiment on
short tour as C.S.O., United Nations, Cyprus, and then he
goes to Larkhill to teach the Gunners to signal, later in 1965.
AU ranks extend their very best wishes for the future to
.ieurenant-Colonel and Mrs. Wythe and thank them sincerely
for all the hard work unseliishly devoted ·to our welfare during
h ir tour wi,th the Regiment.
Lieutenant-Colonel E. J. Beale is our new C.Omrnanding
Officer, and he paid a brief visit early in October to see the
form. At the time of going to press, C.Olonel and Mrs. Beale
have just arrived in Lippstadt, and we welcome our new "No.
1 'Thruster " and his wife and hope that they will enjoy
their time with us.

The world.' s most competitive Single
Sideband Radiotelephone-the SSB
125 is suitable for fixed or mobile
operation and is the most economic
equipment for long distance communication available today.

Features
•
•
•
•

125 watts p .e. p. o utput
4 switch ed chann els
Transistor DC or AC power pack
Crys tal filt er selection of s id eband s

PYE TELECOMMUNICATIONS , LTD.
CAMBRIDGE · ENGLAND
Telephone : Teversham 3131
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:\lajor Finch Bleeds " the Poor "
Our bonfire, for Guy Fawkes night, was unusually large,
as we had our annual administrative inspection a few days later.
We combined with 42nd Regiment, R.A., in a fine fireworks
display and many stalls and sideshows. Part of the proceeds
went to "Operation Shakedown." This 1s the name for a
series of devilish devices organised by that arch rogue, Major
tephen Finch to bleed " the poor " of the Regiment (the
officers) for the benefit of that noble cause, the Royal Signals
Benevolent Fund. Actually, it has been a process of entertaining and painless extraction. For instance, the Warrant Officers'
and Sergeants' Mess organised a social evening to which all
the officers and their ladies were invited. Having tried our
luck against a battery of (we suspect rigged) one-arm bandits
and pitted our skill against impossible odds at various sideshows, we settled down to an entertaining dance with our
Regimen.taJ beat group, "The Spartans," providing the "music."
The evening realised 1,100 DM for the fund. (About £400.Editor).
Our annual administrative inspection, by the C.C., Royal
Signals, Brigadie:- M. S. Hancock, M.B.E., was on roth November.
All went well, although we were a little disappointed at not
having .to crash-out detachments and fight saboteurs, as we
did last year I
Sport to the Fore
Our Regimental soccer team has been going from strength
to strength under the tutelage of R.S.M. Lafferty.
We have reached the 4th Division final of the Army Cup,
which is shortly to be played off against the Royal Highland Fusiliers.
Our triumphs on the stormy road to the
final were:-v. Royal Horse Guards, won 4-0; v. 7th Signal
Regiment, won 3-1; v. 42nd Regiment, R.A., won 8-2; v.
4th Division Column, R.A.S.C., won 2-1.
We have also beaten 16th Regiment in the Royal Signals
B.A.O.R. Cup and are looking forward to our match with 28th
Regiment in die nem round.
Other notable events during the month were the visits of
C.Olonels Hoerder and Brindley. The latter was persuaded to
see a Dx r in an Auscin K9, ready for battle, and had the overloading problem fully rammed home I
New c;.o. Slip s u pr
I Squadron has been carrying out a series of VHF /HF
trials during the monnh and our daily routine has been interrupted on three occasions by crash .rum-outs. On one of these,
in heavy snow, the C.O.'s Land Rover skidded completely
round in front of a 'bus, and Corporal Martlli now drives at
5 m.p.h. I For tuna tely, L ance-C.Orporal Devine arrived wif.h
his detachment to help put matters right, and our new C .O.
claimed 'devine' providence in this pllllticular instance.
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The O.R.s Dance was a success: (I. to r.) Lance-Corporal Herd,
Lance-Corporal Crisp, Signalman Niels, Major and Mrs. N R. F.
McKinnon, Lance-Corporal Cussons, Lieutenant Hutley and Signalman La rki n

30th Regiment
BLANDFORD CAMP

Christmas Festivities
The Odling C.Ommittee demonstration (see separate article)
successfully disposed of, the Regiment quickly changed gear
and began feverish preparations for a week of socials before
the Christmas break.
Top priority was given to the conversion of the AKC Cinema
into the New Swan Social Centre and its decoration for the
Christmas socials. The llghts burned long into the night as
willing ihands in the form of C.Orporal Roberts, C.Orporal Esplin
and Corporal Trent, :to name but a few, gave up their own
time to meet the deadline. Strange, though, how small the
Corporals' Mess is when there is work to be done.
The Corporals' Mess had the honour of staging the opening
funotion {much to the relief of the Warrant Officers' and
Sergeants' Mess) and they did this with great success with
their Christmas dance and draw on Wednesday, 16th December.
Great credit for this success goes to the Corporals' Mess
committee consisting of Corporal Tuffin, Corporal Trent,
Corporal Meyrick, Corporal Robercs and Corporal Esplin.
This was followed during the next week by equally successful functions, namely the Warrant Officers' and Sergeants' Mess
dance and draw, the other ranks' dance and no less than THREE
children's parties at which over four hundred presents were
distributed by a very popular Santa to the ohildren of the
Regiment under the age of twelve years.
Finally the traditional men's Christmas dinner was served
by the Officers and senior ranks in the men's dining hall on
23rd December, and again on the 25th the C.O. carved the
turkey.
Many thanks are due from us all to Serge~ C.Otterill, A.C.C.,
and bis staff for the superb buffets they laid on for all Nie
functions.

Enjoying the W .O .s and Sergeants Mess Dance: (I. to r.) Staff
Sergeant and Mrs. Montgomery, Sergeant Marchant and Mrs.
Marchant, and Sergeant and Mrs. Coatsworth
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Brigad ier I. G. Gill, O .B.E., M.C., Commander 7th Arm oured
Brigade with members of the Warrant Officers' and Sergea nts'
Mess. As a mark of integration there are nine different cap badges
in the front rank alone
Brigadier I. G. Gill, o.B.E. M.C. the Commander of 7th
Armoured Brigade cook our administrative inspection on the
l rrh D ecember. During the parade he presenred a clasp to the
Gen:ra1 Service Medal which W.0.II (F. of S.) Frank Smith
was awarded for his pan in the Borneo campaign. Foreman
Smith was Mentionetl in Despatches for the conscientious way
in wh:ch he ensure:i that ccmmunications were maintained.
Our efforts in previous months were well rewarded: everyone
appeared mos t impressed. The next twelve months will be one
of consolidating and if possible improving our standards.
In the last few months we have welcomed Lieutenant Tony
Fry, R.A.S.C., as our new MTO and Staff Sergeant Ray Copland as Chief Clerk. W.O.II (S.S M.) Ben Thlrkill, Q.D.G.,
and Sergeant Tony Carroll who have filled these vacancies
respectively in recent months have now left us for further
postings and we wi h them good fortune. The majority of
Royal Armoured Corps drivers have now returned to their
regiments and have been replaced by Signalmen. We should
like to thank all chose Troop~rs who have served with us in past
years, especially for the way in which they have helped us with
our vehicles and driven them so well on exercises.
Congratulations to Staff Sergeant Ernie Storie and Sergeant
Phil Tuppenney on tlleir promo~on.
Christmas celebrations began immediately after the administrative inspection when the Sergeants invited the Officers to a
games night. This was a very pleasant evening and the officers
were extremely well entertained. Thls was followed the day
after by a parry which was given by the Corporals' Mess to the
local German orphans. The children were brou~ht to the camp
by bus where they first saw some cartoon films, before eating
a cake and mincepie tea. Father Chris:rnas arrived by helicopter
and gave all the children presents. It was a wonderful party
and the orphans had a rea lly good start to the Christmas season.
Over Christmas and the New Year all ranks enjoyed themselves
at the many troop parties and various Mess occasions which are
traditional at this time of the year.
Now we look towards the first exercises and training courses
of 1965.

Royal Signal Band Records
are still available from H.Q.
Price 30/- by post, 27/- counter sale.
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We have made a New Year resolution-to do better than last
year with our WIRE note . We are now about to keep it, since,
ad to say, we contributed nothing to our magazine last year.
(Nice ro hear from you ac last-Editor).
We are situated in D tmold, a delightful part of Germany,
and, as our title impEe , are fortunate to be the 20 Armoured
Brigade Group Squadron. We are just completing our integration and look forward to an interesting year in 1965.
For all rho :: people who have lost contact with old friends,
our enior Royal Signals personalities are: Major R. L.
Sronham, Commanding; Captain R K. Ward, Second-in-Command Captain J. R. S. Ovenden, Communications Officer;
Second-Lieutenants C. G. Cruickshank and R. M . Goymour,
Communications Troop Officers; W.O.I (R.S .M.) M. J. L.
Molony · W.O.II (R.Q.M.S.) C. Pinkney· W.0.11 (F. of S.)
G. Moore; Staff Sergeant A. Constantinou Chief Clerk; Staff
Sergeant G. E. Tomkins, Troop Staff Sergeant; Staff Sergeant
D . N. M . Eldridge, Troop Staff Sergeant (arrived 1st January)
and Sergeants Bresloff Cush, Pape, Rogers and Whittingham.
1964 was, as usual, a very busy year, with much of the year
spent in the field.
Autumn training saw us in the initial stages of integration.
As with all new organisations, it rook a little time to sort ourselves out, but everyone set to with a will and, in spite of being
short of officers and senior N.C.O.s, the new system was soon
working. Our shortages have since been made up and we can
now really get down to our new integrated organisation.
Our annual inspection was carried out by the Brigade Commander, Brigadier R. E. Ward, D.s .o., M .C., on 9th December,
1964. Thls seemed to go well, but more than that must not
be said, since the report is yet to come. It did mean that we
were all able to celebrate Christmas with that behind us.
Christmas was as happy as always-most of us remember
all of it, but just a few . . . . let us be kind and say for them
it was difficult to believe that we had four days' holiday. Father
Christmas, at the Children's pany, a very benign figure who
travelled by helicopter (much more comfortable transport these
days), was Staff Sergeant J. L. Bearne. Sad to say, we shall
have to find another one for n.xt year, as he has now left
us for 4th Regiment. We can only wish him and his family
well in Herford and hope that we shall still see plenty of them.
Our loss is 4th R egiment's gain.
The diary for 1965 is already full and we hope to have
some interesting stories during the year. We are at present
in the midst of individual training. Some of our exp erienced
drivers are going grey, or bald, trying to teach the operators
to drive rheir own vehicles, and other operators are on upgrading
courses, trying to improve their trade rating and pay. Almost
everyone in the Squadron is do:.Og something in the trade ttaining sphere and it is amusing, providing you stay far enough
away, watching the R.S.M . trying to find enough men to ca:rry
out the normal day-to-day duties.
In the sporting world, we have had a fairly successful winter,
so far. We have a go at everything and sometimes bring off
surprises. Our soccer team has been the most successful, and
th is month play 5 Infantry Workshops, R.E.M.E., in the D ivisional Minor Unit final at Herford. Lance-Corporal Armstrong
ski ppers the team, and Signalmen Ryan, Brittle and Perkins
have been prominent in the attack, with Signalman Stewart
bobbing up and down all over the place from left-half. We
are hoping for big things in the final, but we hear that we
star t as under-dogs. Reports of the R.E.M.E. team vary between very good and outstanding, for a minor unit.
The hockey team entered the Major Unit Championshi p and very nearly beat the Fifth Fusiliers. Two games
and two periods of extra time were necessary to decide
it, and we were lead ing 1-0 with half-a-minute of full
time to go in the second match.
The Fifth were finally
beaten 1-0 by I RH.A. in the Divisional semi-finals. We
played them just before this semi-final game and won, so
we are fairly pleased with our.elves. We are now hoping for
some success in the Rhine Army .22 Shooting Competition
and are starting to practice hard.
We close this edition with a promise to try and keep to
our resolut1on and keep you informed of our progress Jn 1965.
May we wish all Royal Signals units a happy and prosperou

ew Year.
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Let us commence by wishing Signalmen, the world over,
best wishes and successful communicating in 1965.
To11~h ( ;limb 111• ·~fount Kilhmmjm:o
The last four months of 1964 were certainly hectic in " twoten." During September we had our final fling in Kenya.
Mou t Kilimanjaro was climbed by a parry from the Squadron,
who made a gallant attempt to car~y a CI 1 to the top (_19,34oft.)
and operate it from there to Bahrem. The full stol)'. will appear
in a later edition of THE WIRE (thank you! Eduor), but to
save readers from suspense, the outcome was that the set was
su<.:ccssfully carried to, and operated from 16,ooofL but was
found to be frozen and inop~rable the next mornmg. Pre~umably, the set had not b~en properly sealed on it~ last visit
to Workshops-at any rate, 1t worked perfectly when 1t got back
to camp again.
The radio was temporarily abandoned while the climbers
ontinucd to the peak. The feat attracted considerable publicity especially around the mountain, where the professional
Mric~n porters had pronounced chat it was impossible to carry
1ch weights at these altitudes. However, perhaps the best
published part of the expedi~ion was Corporal " Dusty " Miller's
quadron base camp, which provided curry and tea for allcom.:rs, regardless of race, colour and creed.
The returning mountaineers passed yet another Squadron
, fari-Major Harmett's Serengetti game-spotters-as ..r~ey
'-rossed the border. This safari was a great success, VlS!tJng
the Maro Game Reserve, the enormous Serengetti Reserve,
the Ngorongoro Crater and Lake Manyara Game Park.
Animals of East Africa-you name them-we saw them. A
separate account of this safari will also (J?.diro.r willing) _appear
in a later issue of THE WIRE. (The Editor is very v.nllmg.Eduor). However, it was a great eight days, where the "big
five" were eventually treated with contempt.

.\

TIU' Sq11adro11 ~fo,·c-, Fa1nilies and all,
to Aden
The tail end of September was packing, packing and more
packing, in readiness for our October moye ~o Aden. Hard
work by all with particularly careful or2an1sauon by R.Q.M .S.
Crow and Staff Sergeant Jones, ensured that we left in good
order. Stores departed in the correct priorities and vehicles
loaded on flats haviing previously been serviced. It w~s a most
complicated move. Operational stores had_ to fly. Vehicles went
by sea in two different boats. Other urut freight an~ M.F.O.
travelled by sea-some in vehicles, some as loose freight.
The first party to depar t K enya was our advance party,
who flew on 2nd October, together with one Cu (private
wire Ade~ - Kenya) and families. Yes,_ an accomp~nied operational move! The advance party consisted of Ma1or H artnett,
the R.Q .M.S., the Foreman of Signals the Chief Clerk, and
some hard workers! All on one Argonaut of Air Links Charter.
~No! we hadn't heard of them either!).
The ship, with most of our vehicles, and a small parry
under Lieutenant Higron, sailed from Momb~sa on 3rd _October.
This in fact was also the next party to disembark m Aden.
They looked 'tanned and well on arrival, and had an extremely
hectic day unloading <the L S.T. Empire Skuar. On the whole,
our lads had enjoyed their naur.ical experiences, and a Squadron plaque will soon be h anging on the Ward Room wall of
the ship-we hope.
Then from 10th to 16th October, the same A.ir Links ArgoMe~b.er
naut fl~gged from N airobi - Aden - Nairo~i dail¥.
of 1he Squadron and families arrived da ily m varymg qu.a ~tltles.
The arrival organisation went fairly smoothly, with families being conveyed to their quarters or hirings, where they found a
standard NAAFI parcel, 'fridges loaded with ca?Ded beer ~nd
switched on
Countless electrical and plumbmg faults immediately appeared, and the wives were wonderful in. th~
patience and good humour in face of the most domestic disorder, and all in sweltering heat. .
.
.
.
.
The single soldiers also had their d.ifficulues m makeshift
accom modation and overcrowded cookhouses. _T hey, ·too, are
to be congratulated on the excellent \yay in wh1oh rl?ey ral_h ed
round and got on with the job. We, m fact, moved mto Li~tle
Aden where our camp was not ready, our accommodation
occupied by another unit-so on and so forth.
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• • • Extl'eJUc•ly \: al11.nblc- Expf'l'lf'n(•f' and
Trninini.t •••
The Squadron was complete in Little Aden by 16th October,
except a small rear party, who were arrached to The tafford,,
under Corporal R. J. Bailey. This party was to fo llow by L .S.T
early in ovember. On 20th October, after a very early br~ak·
fast (02.30 hours local time) a large advance party moved mto
the Radfan to take over the Force communications from 213
The hand-over went smoothly, and many old
Squadron.
friendships were renewed m our few days O\'crlap. We won't
embarrass 213 by publishing the result of our soccer match
against them, but they will be relieved to learn that we have
won every match played since, includin~ the Infante~.
Communications have gone very well m the operation, and
we are finding the job extremely valuab~e in experience and
training, especially for our younger sol~ers. As . far as we
are concerned, it is mainly a static signallmg commi~menc, but
a live one. Our radio stations are all ground stations. apart
from one rover. The line layout is vast for a Brigade Squadron,
but our linemen have enjoyed mamtaining it. Activity has
been increased recently, due to a move of ~.Q. an? consequent
move of exchange signal centre and radio termmals. After
initial chaos, all was well by lunchtime on the day of the
move.
.
.
We are undisputed (and unbeaten) champions m Radfan
soccer and volley ball. The latter game has been taken up
very seriously and is now enjoyed by most of u~. .
.
During our time in the Radfan, our new barracks m Little
Aden were "walked into." They were i:iot ready for occuparion and so a "maroh-in " wa not possible. \Ve recommend
" w;lk-ins," as all we did was to move in and list deficiences or
damages, which are to be rectified at a later date-soon, we
hope.
It would be remiss not to congratulate all ranks of the
Squadron on the way they have borne all the shortcomings and
discomforts of our recent moves, and their signalling perfonnances between moves.
.
.
In conclusion, we say a fond farewell to Bngad1er David
Lloyd Owen and wish him well at the I.D.C.
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and retired Office rs).
Personal Accidents. Personal Liability.
Motor Competi t ive rates for New and Old Cars.
Home and Foreign Policies.
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We fea r it is a long time since we appeared on these pages.
We wondered where you had been.-Editor). The reasons are
everal, but too much work is the main one. Also, of late, we
have been biding our time unt'il we had something to boast
about. . N?w we . are feeling boast-wor.thy, at ast, and o are
v nturmg mto prmt.
about " Thl!j •·
It was nOliceable that even after our autumn exercises had
firushed, sundry people took to button-holing the Squadron
Commander, preferably with an encouraging mug of tea, and
beginning: ' You know, sir we really must writ e to THE WIRE
after THIS."
" rHIS " was two exercises which promised to be a real
" stinker" for an Infantry Brigade, including its Signals, but
in which both Infantry and Signals showed themselves a good
match for a certai.n Armoured Brigade we all know. O ur d espis~ " gravel-crunchers" moved just as fast as tanks, and
our signals kept through. In faot, .the only dull t hing about
it was that Brigade Headquarters hardly bad to move at all
because the communications proved so elastic. Of course w~
all know we can do better; just \\;atch next year!
'
" THIS " was also our first real test of ' Integration ' in the
field. This. means that Roy~ Signals moved the headquarters,
defended it, camouflaged u and-most important of allbrewed the staffs' tea. We were complimented at .the time
and afte.rwards, on 8:ll. ~bese t hings. Our most valued pat-on~
back came from a ".1s1tmg ~nfantry Commanding Officer, after
the RS.M. had renui:ided him about his camouflage; .the visitor
remarked how good lt was to see such a grip upon the place.
.\II

Ferrets Everywhere
Incidentally, we all had the importance of defence brought
home to us on .the exercise: Once, the advance par.ty stood-to
for four hours m J;iarbour ID a wood, while a troop of enemy
armoured cars crwsed round them looking for victims. You
should have b~d .~~at,, the R.S.M. said, having got his head
down for a 01ce kip, when Mr. Pritchard woke him up
and told him.the enemy were four hundred yards away. Then,
on th~ last 01ght, two troops of Ferrets drove round us for an
hour ID the dark, firing in all directions and apparently hoping
~at we w.o~d reveal. ourselves by replying. We had an awful
1ob restrammg certam people from forming fighting patrols
and the S9uadron Commander nearly ruined himself trying t~
cross. a pile of logs twenty yards from the Signal Centre.
Lu~kily, the enemy gave up before our pat'ience, and we re~med undetected. But now nobody ttie.s to argue that Royal
Signals don't need to know their we.apons and fieldcraf.t.
Life is now as near normal as it is ever likely to be A
f?rtnight after the exercises we had the C.I.V., Telecommu~ca
uons and Arms Inspeai~ns, for 'Yhich we gained good reports.
We are pleased about diis, because preparation rune was short
an~ most people had to work from 07.00 until 19.00 hour;
dailY'., .and .som.e at ~eek-ends. In a few days we have our
a<;imini.strative 10spect10n, and in the same week nhe Brigade
~ght . marches, when pretty well everyone in the Brigade,
mcl~ding ourselves, competes in a 20-mile cross-country march
at rughL
The rugger team is doing well, and has entered for the
Army Cup. We have two hockey teams and of course a
football .team, all playing hard. We entered ~ team in die
Royal Signals Regatta at the Mohnesee in the summer and
hope t~ do muc~ mo.re sa;Iing next year, as we have ple~ty of
talent m tha.t direcuon. <;:urrently, !!le are looking forward
to th~ operung of the Brigade Ski Centre at Mumau, in
Bavaria, to send parries there for courses.
Personalities, Ordinary and Extra-ordinary
.~pac.:: does not allow us to mention all the remarkable personaliues 10 the Squa~, ?ut the R.S.M. is W.O.I A. F. N.
Crabtree; then there is Signalman Percy Drummond who is
the fastest 880 Y.ards man in these parts and gets to the cookho~se I>retty quickly too, even though he's apt to forget his
eatmg irons. And Corporal Turaga, our Fijian rugger star;
~d Lan~-~poral Tuson, >yho runs, skis, sails, leads .the
. ~c~holics dance. band, b~mgs the house down with his
u~utatlo!l of the Brigade Ma1or, and occasionally commands
his radio crew.

Tnii t>iect•

644 Signal Troop (UNFICYP) Report on

Capt<?n Alan YeonUZ;n of Brigade H.Q. Staff has informed
the. Edztor that the article in the October issue of THE WIRE
w.Jnch ~rated that rile Corps wa~ still short of Yeo men, was
highly maccuraie. He states, with vehem ence that his own
domestic circles indicate no lack of young Y;o m en and he
w_ould be obliged. if Officer-in-Charge R ecords wouid amend
hrs rosters accordmgly I
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These notes are being written in D ecember and one cannot
help but look back at the past year. I t has certainly for 606
Troop/26.6 Squadron been a year of m ovement, action, drama
and at times humour. D ecember itself is continuing as a
month of s.trong winds and heavy rain, and a month of many
changes of personalities in the Squadron . In fact, during these
~urn ?f the year months we have a major change round,
mcluding a complete change of officers. There are certain
adv:-intages in ~s perhaps, as the new Squadron Commander,
~ ai or J. H. Hild, when he takes over in F ebruary can start
wlth a new team.
A Year of llenua..i~ ablP l ·arie t y anti Progress
Highlights of 1964 are difficult to isolate because the whole
year has been one of remarkable variety and progress. We
have chllflged .f~m 6o6 . Trool>'. shor t of m en and good equipment, with crisis followmg crisis uninterrupted to the pre.sent
266 Squadron. We still say we ar e short of 'men who does
not;, we are still short of some of the things we w~nt, but we
receive. great s~pport for o.ur out rageous requests. The year
began m. B~une1. and ends m L abuan Island. This is easy to
say, but it implies to us so much. Many people drove themselves very hard to make it possible and they deserve our
thanks.
What about happenings in December itself? We have lost
on posting 20 men. These include emergency reinforcements
and some of our stalwarts of the Brunei days. Good luck to
them in their new postings.
Losses and Gains
A big loss is Staff Sergeant N ick Leach. He has worked as
ft;w hav~ worked and always with dry good humour. How
difficult it was some mornings ·t o start up that Main Ledger. It
~ven . once had to be towed. His family have now joined him
m Smgapore and they have our sincere good w ishes.
So, too, our thanks to Sergeant-Major Chuff Lloyd. As the
first S.S:M. of the Squadron he has done a fine job. The
whole Jomt H .Q. now marks time on Saturday mornings checking their tombola tickets.
We welcome .to the Squadron Second-Lieutenant J. W.
Easson, Sergeant-Major F. A. G ibbs, Yeoman G. Gwynne and
Staff Serge.ant K. Bunston.
Rugg.er is now under way and the Squadron led by
Lieutenan,t Roger Thompson figuring large on the fi~ld began
with a fine win over the rest of Labuan. We all ~w him
e~gineer 'that black eye to impress his fiance with.
A fine
Sight was the Officer Commanding, Major Charles Lewis going
bald-headed for the opposition.
'
~~er has slo.wed f~r the time being. The inter-Troop competition was ramed nght off the island, so will have to be
replayed.
.At Christmas we had two Squadron parties in .the Membedai
Lmes. an~, of .course, the traditional Christmas dinner. Plum
pudding m 90. F . and 95 per cent humidity. Whatever next?
.Blueberry Hill, our remote relay station, has had its problemB
this month. The approach track has become muddier and
muddier. u~tiil, to Corporal. Sigrist's delight, he was able .to
declare it impassable. So m went the water and rations by
courtesy of ~e Royal ~ Force and a helicopter. There is
rum~~ now m M.T. circles that Corporal Sigrist is checking
serv1cmg schedules for Whirlwind helicopters as he is sure we
n~ed one in .tlhe M.T. Section. This would be on charge to
Signalman Taylor 6o6 (606?-he is out-of-date we shall have
to amend him).
'
. Apart from all this, but really the reason for it, work cont1Dues. As the months progress so we learn and improve.
There is a lot to do; you ask our chaps, they know. They
have now become eligible for the 1962 G.S. Medal with the
Borneo Clasp. Does anyone want to volunteer for 266
Squadron?
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SIX MOMENTOUS MONTHS IN CYPRUS
NTIL the end of 1964 almost the whole of the Royal Signals representation in the United Nations Force
in Cyprus (UNFICYP for short) was provided by the 3rd H.Q. and Signal Regiment, under the leadership of
Colonel J. W. Eagle, M.B.E., the C.S.O.
When the time came for the withdrawal of 3 Division, a motley selection of officers and soldiers was collected
to fill the gap. Royal Signals was well represented and, building on the solid foundation left by their predecessor ,
they have forged a high reputation throughout the force. As C.S.O., we have had Lieutenant-Colonel J. E. P.
Sampon, supported by Sergeant N. Wallace. On the Ops. (' G ') stall we have bad no fewer than three officers:
Majors C. S. Galbraith, C. G. A. Ridley and H. A. Johnstone. Serving with British units in the Force are Sergeant
Daniel, Lance-Corporal Jaques, Lance-Corporal Paterson and Signalman Dewa, with the Cheshires, and Corporal
Alcock, L ance-Corporal Smith and Signalman Frigolt, with 2 RTR, all of whom are proving worthy successors to
their predecessors with the Life Guards and the Inniskillings.

U

6-& t Troo1• Clnhn U nique Honour
What now follows concerns primarily 644 Troop (UNFICYP)
which claims the unique honour of being the first unit of Royal
Signals specifically formed for duty with a United Nations
peacekeeping force, but they are the first to acknowledge their
debt not only to the other members of our Corps serving with
UNFICYP, but also to all ranks Royal Signals Cyprus District
who, inspired by their C.S.O., Colonel T . H . C. Grigg, have
been unstin ting in their assistance and support. In particular,
peoial tributes must go to Sergeant Fr ances of 262 Squadron
and his detachment perched on the top of Mt. Olympus, who
have acted as relay station for the UNFICYP Command Net,
and to Sergean t Sparrow of 261 Squadron, and his Airfield
Troop at Nicosia.
The Troop was fi nally in location by 7th August, 1964, having
first formed at Bulford under 3rd H.Q. and Signal Regiment.
We were split into four drafts and duly despatched to Nicosia
Cyprus, where we were joyfully greeted by members of the
3rd Regi.ment who had been here since the United Nations
Force first arrived .
Sun-tanned faces and faded Blue Berets were evidence of
their ou tdoor life here! Within a week of our arrival we had
taken over equipment and duties and were on our own.
The Troop is commanded by Captain P. J. R. Brown with
Lieutenant J. E . Gill as traffic officer. Initially Lieutenants
P. L. Bye and R. A. Knox Johnson were also on our strength,
commanding the Radio and Line Sections. They have now
left us and departed for other parts. Much work was done
dur ing their time here, supervising improving and organising
their respective Sections.

.\ Dlffic-ult Task-Kee1•lng the Peace
The U nited N ations F orce in Cyprus (UNFICYP) has the
difficult task of keeping the peace on the island. For this
pur pose Cyprus has been d ivided into five zones which were
initally-N icosia Zone, Paphos Zone, Famagusta District,
L imassol District and Larnaca D istrict. Troops are provided by
the United Kingdom, Canada, Ireland, Sweden, Finland and
Denmark. In addition, Austria, New Zealand, Australia, Denmark and Sweden provide Civilian Police Elements. Each
Contingent has t he task of policing a zone or district, and
peace keeping in its own area. The deployment of U .N. troops
has since changed and will be explained later.
Headquartel"S UNFICYP is situated. in a Cyprus .Afrways
hangar at the Western end of N icosia Air Field. For the purpose
of Control and Command of UNFICYP, it is divided into
Ops (A), Ops (B) and Logistics branches. Also, each contingent
has its awn Nallional Representative Element at the Headquarters. These are small staffs, responsible for the command
of their own national contingent. The British Contingent for
example is controlled by OOMBRITCON, the Canadian
Contingent by COMCANCON.
644 Troop (UNFICYP) is responsible for providing communicacions for the United Nations Force in Cyprus. One can
imagine, that w:ith so many different contingents in the Force,
difficulties immediately arise, ·working common circuits and
radio nets. However, a reliable communications network has
been established and proved, and continues to function
effectively.
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Royal Signals Aid Asked
No sooner had we taken over, when the Cyprus Crisis rose
to danger point with the Tulyria Battle. The Turkish Cypriots
were .holding Kokkina against determined Greek Cypriot attacks,
with troops of the Swedish Omtingent caught in between.
The Swedish Battalion decided to move its Headquarters and
reque.sted our C.S.0. for Royal Signals a1d in moving and
reinstalling their technical equipment. As an immediate
temporary measure, a one-to-one HF radio link was opened,
wi-nh the assistance of Staff Sergeant Rowland our F. of S.
using SR C11-R210, until telephone and teleprinter lines could
be establisbed.
Normally, all .telephone installations and lines are provided
and repaired by the Cyprus Telecommunications Authority
(CYTA). In this instance, however, CYTA were most reluctant
to repair :tltls line which runs partly through the Turkish
Cypriot town of Lefka. After a reconnaissance by the C.S.O.,
Lance-Corporal Arbuckle, who commanded our only line
detachment, was briefed, and departed with instructions to lay
a lightweight quad across No Man's Land with all possible
speed. Work-ing in 3'1most unbearable heat with the sound
of small arms fire to encourage. them the line party completed
its task and communications were once more through.
The DR Wns ltllstaken
The DR Section too, has its exciting moments. Signalman

Corporal Edwards at work In the Frame Room
(ContimlBd on page 66)
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lilli1llli11J
Due to continu ed Company expansion vacancies exist for :-

ELECTRONIC T ESTERS
Signalmen Seabrook (rear) and Hopper in the radio room

Signalmen Elgood and Harrington burying 7-pair cable

Dunphy had returned from the nightly " Milk Run " in N icosia,
complaining that bis Land Rover was back firing badly. It was
later discovered that it was nearby small arms fire which caused
the "Snap, Crackle and Pop . . ."
For normal communications and meeting Staff demands, the
Troop split into three sections, eaoh commanded separately
under Troop Headquart~. Our initial establishment was overgenerous, and consequently re--0rganised and re-written. We
have been working under the new organisation for some months,
an d it has been found to work well.
The Comcen is supenrised by the Traffic Officer and
Yeoman of Signals, W.0.II A. M P. Howie, B.E.M., who has
put in a great deal of work reorganising and writing relevant
OPs.
Due to its location near the main runway, switchboard
operators ar e hard put to understand subscribers when a Comet
or Boeing jet takes off at full boost a hundred yards away!
Judicious use of hardboard and other materials has converted
the large space into various offices, and the Comcen bears
superficial r esemblance to the layout suggested by Signal
Training Vol VIII.
I t is responsible for all UNFICYP traffic, with the exception
of messages addressed to U .N . H.Q. New York, for which a
United Nations Radio Link is maintained, and in addition
passes all domestic traffic for the British, D anish, Canadian,
Australian and New Zealand contingents utilising COMCAN/
ACE networks.

the terrain too difficult. The F orce Commander, General K .
S. Thimayya, D.s.o., issued orders for re-deployment. Paphos
Zone was to be divided in two and re-named P aphos District
and Morphou District, and taken over by 41st Irish Batitalion
and 3rd Irish Infan try Group respectively. 28 Swedish Battalion
were to take over a new Famugusta Zone, which was a combination of F amagusta District and Larnaca District.
Our problem was basically simple, with a cequirement to
instal a working C43 station at Ktima, the Headquarters of
3rd Irish Infantry Group, and to arrange through CYTA for
the insrallation of telephone and teleprinter. The terrain, with
the massive Troodos range blocking VHF paths, did not
allow for reliable communications, even t hrough the Mount
Olympus <rebroadcast station.
Although a SR C42 gave a
reasonable working link, it was not possible to clear the obstacle
with the higher frequency of a (43. The problem was partially
solved by the erection of a 90ft. "Jontz" mast, imported
from Jerusalem.
This, together with juggling and swinging aerials at Mount
Olympus, gave us a good working net once more.
A simple job like banging in an anchoring peg is impossible
(due to a solid rock layer just under the dirt surface) and it
fa necessary to use a drill and compressor unit, available from
R.A.F., Nicosia .
Again, ithe difficulty is to establish a working net with four
nationalities working as sub-stations. With the Swedish cont·ingent, it was a question of findin g an operator who could
speak English. Finally one came to light, and we now have
an Australian accent gracing the air. The voice procedure
would be unacceptable on an all-British net, but a compromise
has. been reached, and a simplified United Nations procedure,
designed by the C.S .O. on the basis of Signal Training (All
Arms) Pamphlet No. 7, has been adopted as standard.
Obviously, when there is a change of personalities or circumstan~s, there are bound to be chapges in the modus
operandi. Our predecessors preferred to have radio sets
s~ered arou?d the headquarters, but these are no longer required or desired . We have therefore moved all the se:ts into
one r adio contTOl room and have run remotes out to the
operators. We can now maintain and repair our sets without
interfering with the staff.

T h ank You to 259 quadron
All traffic routed over COMCAN is passed to the tape relay
centre Episkopi, and we ar~ much indebted .to 259 Squadron
for he!p, cooperation and understanding.
For UNFICYP purposes, the island is divided in to five zones,
each with a direct teleprinter circuit to H.Q. UNFICYP. All
the equipment and the circuits are installed and maintained by
the Cyprus T elecommunications Authority. O perators at Zone
H eadquarters are found by the various national con tingents in
these zones, and form al procedures are impossible. H owever,
we manage to communicate on a common understanding,
although it has been known for the H .Q. UNFICYP operator
to tell . bis .distant colleague "you are sending all gash" when
the. said dis?'nt colleague is quite happily transmitting in his
nauve, Darush Swedish or Finn ish for his Liaison Officer at
H .Q. !
Corporal Baker supervises the exchange, and usually manages,
in his air-conditioned comfort, to saliisfy the demands of about
one hundred subscribers.
Since Lieutenant Bye's departure, the Radio Section has been
commanded by Corporal Cathcart. M ain radio communications
are on a C43 net, with a complex rebroadcast site on Mount
Olym~us. This net is backed up with a standby SR Cµ net
operatmg through the same rebroadcast. This in tum has ~
SR Cu -R210 HF standby.
All radio equipment is centralised in the radio room ad joining
the Comcen. An extensive aerial field is situated nearby and
much work was put into its er ection.
t n us u a l Technical Problems
I t was recently decided that the U .N . Force should be redeployed in order to ease the burden of some contingents.
Paphos Zone containing the T roodos Range was d ifficult to
police \\<'ith 28 Swedish Battalion. The area was too large and
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Progressive positions for electronic testers engaged on wide
range of communications equipment, including transmitters and
receivers. Applicants should have technical knowledge equivalent to C. and G. with previous experience of testing communications equipment.

CONTRIBUTORY
SUPERANNUATION
SCHEME

PE RSONNEL MA N AGER

Applications enclosing brief details of qualifications and
present salary to:-

RACAL ELECTRONICS LIM ITED
WE ST ERN ROAD · BRACKNEL L· BERKSH I RE · EN G LAND

MORSE AND SU.C.O
TELEGRAPH
INSTRUMENTS
Morseinke r , o ne of a ra n&e of
t r ai ning equ ipme nt

St•ort I s N o t F o rgotten
In sp· of fully manning the communication cent:re, we still
manage to take par.t in active sport. Naturally, during the
summer months, with the temperature reaching 100°F ., the
emphasis is on swimming. Besides recreational visits to
beaches at Famagusta, Dhekelia and Kyrenia we have taken
part. in swimming matches against the Camp' Staff and other
con tmgents.
With Corporal Boase's help, we were normally well placed
Besides representing the Troop,
and won most matches.
Cor~ral Boase has also represented tlhe Army ,in an interSCfV'lces match, and is to be congratulated on winning his
Army swimming colours.
Cricket, too, was one of our major sports, although the lush
green turf of a county cricket club ground was noted by
its absence. W e found a solu tion, however, and a m at wicket
laid on the helicopter landing strip adequately served our
purpose, although we had occasion s of " Chopper stopped
play."

Illustrated are just two in our
range of t elegraph equipment.

We will be pleased to forward to
you further details describing
these and all other models.
5 unit tape
t ransmitter

GREAT NORTHERN TELEGRAPH WORKS
4, Sydhavns Plads, Copenhage n SY. Denmark.
Lo ndon Office: 5, St. Helen's Place, E.C.3. Telephone: London Wall 4567.

(Continued on page 69)
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A local ocicket league was formed, and one match played
on " The Oval," Nicosia, once a day. We wete placed second
ro 3 Infantry Workshops at the end of the season, with some
outstanding performances. In a match versus the Ordnance
Detachment, Sergeant D avis made 102 and Signalman Hopper
32.
With winter upon us, the soccer season has started . A
evt-n-a-side socce.r league has been formed, which the Troop
heads. The Troop also takes part in rugby, hockey and basketball, providing players for H .Q., UNFICYP teams.
Last month we completed the building and decoration of
our Troop Club, aptly called the Mercury Club. It was built
entirely by self help and is well supported, showing a good
profit from bar takings. The opening night was attended by
1he Chief of Staff, Brigadier A. J. Wilson, M.B.E., M.C., and
we believe he spent an enjoyable evening with us. He showed
rreat interest in the club and in Troop member .

T.A. anti A.£R. =
.J7th JlEGllUENT
:+:UDDl,ESEX YEO:HANllY
( "l"lm Duke of ("nmbridi,:e·s Hussars •

-

..

¥\~~~{_~

~

. -

-

.\r4• the Troop I.enders Leadin"?
"Activity and
Leadership are what the T.A. soldier wants and the only leadership he understands fa. the visible kind, so let me see the Troop
Troop Leaders leading-and don't let 'em forget. 'You can't
do business sitting at a desk !-now get 'em galvanised."
The speaker-<>ur Commanding Officer, Lieutenant-Colonel
S. J. Williams, M.B.E., T.D.
The -subject---1lhe role of the Junior Officer group within the
Manpower aspect of our 1965 Regimental Development
Programme.
With a Manpower Target of an Enlisted Strength of 400,
by mid-July 1965, we have no time for complacency, and
with out present strength at 350, the Commanding Officer sees
there is none, his views on this are quite clear: "In the sphere
of Manpower Planning for .the Reserve Army, the problems
of The Attraction Factor {Recruiting) are relatively simple, the
real difficulty Js with The Retention Factor (Wastage), the
fundimental answer to which lies in the nature of the Activity
and Leadership, planned and main-tained by a Unit."
Because of rhe outside iinterest already shown in .the methods
used by the Middlesex Yeomanry to handle its manpower
problems, this column wiff be regularly reporting methods and
progress.

- WI

~~

CARRIES
PERFECTLY
BGG 40

~ews

in Brief. The Regimental Ball was the highlight
of our Ohri tmas festivities, directed by Major E. A. Scarlett,
B.E.M., T.D., most ably assisted by R.S.M. Giles and S.S.M.
.Mexander.
The Children's Party followed in January, for 200 kiddies,
which was run by the Warrant Officers and Sergeants' Mess
under the able direction of the R.S.M. and S.S.M. Alexander,
with S.S.M. Wylie as Father Christmas, arriving in a Space
Car produced by .the LAD, and Corporal Shorter of " C"
Squadron causing much excitement amongst the children in
his lion's costume.
A Tombola night was held for the first time in January, a
great uccess, run by the R.S.M. ably assisted by LanceCorporal Gavin-Duffy.

Extremely portable, with an exceptionally strong lightweight
case, the BCC 40 fully transistorised radio telephone gives
the best possible two-way communication over distances
of up to six miles. Its outstandingly robust construction
makes it specially suitable for Armed Services.
Power is supplied by a sealed rechargeable nickel cadmium
13.2 volt battery, which allows a continuous 10-12 hours
operation. The set provides up to six channels in any of
the VHF bands, with a choice of either PM or AM operation.
Components are arranged on a s in gle chassis, carefully
placed for easy access.

BRITISH COMMUNICATIONS CORPORATION LTD.

Personal C:oluuua. Our congratulation to W.O.I (Bandmaster) E. Tamplin on his award of the M.B.E. in the New
Year's Honours List.
We welcome S.S.M. Judd, from our associated Parachute
Squadron, who rejoins the main Regiment to take up an
appointment as a Troop Leader, with "D " Squadron, our
Primary Training Unit.

EXHIBITION GROUNDS, WEMBLEY, MIDDLESEX
Telep hone : Wembley 1212. Telegrams : BEECEECEE WEMBLEY

" The Wire " is written by the Corps
. . • to be read by the Corps.
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Recognise the faces?
W.O.'s and Sergeants of 64th Regiment (T.A.) at their Annual Dinner

a SQlJADJlOX, 64.th HEGDIEN"l' ('1'.A.,
\V .0.s' and Sergeants' ~fess has a very
successful eve11ing
The 20 members of the Warrant Officers' and Sergeants'
Mess turned out to a man to welcome their guests to their
annual dinner, held in the T.A. Centre, Butterbiggins Road,
Gla~gow, on Saturday, 21st
ovember, 1964. The guest ,
ten in number, included, among others, the Squadron Commander, Major A. G. McHoul and clle R.S.M., W.0.I T. E.
Knight, who had crossed the border along with three other
representatives from l and 2 Squadrons, W.O.II R. Dobbs,
W.0.II Pykett and W.O.II K Headleand.
After sherry, an excellent dinner was served in the Junior
Ranks' Mess, which had been specially decorated for the
occasion. When the loyal toast and the toast to our Colonelin-Chief, proposed by Mr. Vice-Sergeant Jimmy Jamiesonhad been drunk, the Mess President, S.S.M. Jimmy Harris,
took the opportunity of making a presentation to W,O.II
(R.Q.M.S.) Charlie Sooman, who was being dined--0ut. R.Q.M.S.
Sooman, who was taken prisoner with G.H.Q. Signals during
the war has served with the Squadron since its im;eption as
500 (Jndep.) Signal Squadron (T.A.) in 1951.
We hope the Editor will accept this article and will publish
our mess photograph, as we are sure that a number of T.A.
readers of THE WIRE will recognise some of the faces who have
served with this Squadron for many years under its different
roles as 500 (lndep.) Signal Squadron (T.A.), 3 (lndep.)
U.K.L.F. Signal Squadron (T .A.), 313 Signal Squadron (G.H.Q.,
U.K.L F.) (TA.), and presently as 3 Squadron, 64th Signal
Regiment (T.A.).
40t•

St~UADHOl\'

(11 .\RK) A.E.11.

Lieutenant (Q.M.) R. N. Stilwell wt-ites of the Squadron's
activities towards the faller part of last year.
The end of October saw 409 commanded by Major E. J.
Kelly together once again at Donnington, this time for a 4-day
training weekend. We also acted as hosts to members of 8oth
and 81st Regiment , 404 and 405 quadrons who live in the
vicinity. We hope they enjoyed their stay with us.
The inclement weather unfortunately curtailed our training
programme, as we were the victims of a " Reet proper Midland
Fog.' However a Paper Exercise organised by Major Carter
and Major (R·td) mith was attempted by the tore Troops.
Technicians under the command of Major R. E. Playle, ERD,
were active on short familiarisation courses once again liaising
with local T.A. and Regular Signal Unit _
Later a social was held in the NAAFI. I t was at this function
we met some past members of the Unit; let us hope we shall
see more of them, preferably back ·n uniform as active members
of the Unit. Once again the R.A.O.C. looked after us with
their impeccable hospitality. Our thanks to them.
One la t word about our attachments; thank you for the
way in which you adopted u ; we sincerely hope you enjoyed
yourselves. Do not hesitate to look us up any time in the
future, we shall be pleased to see you .
In closing may we extend (even if a little belated) sincere
good wishes to all other Signal Units, and our friends at the
C.O.D. for a peaceful and enjoyable New Year.
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WeHare Wo.1* hy Branches al the Association

Shooting
A.R.A. NON-CENTRAL MATCH RESULTS FOR 1964

l\Iatch 66.-Thc lndit,;d.,aJ R1ffo March
ist Lieutenant D. H. Insall, 21St Regiment
2nd Lieutenant-Coloncl C. V. Walsh, H.Q., Southern Command .
3rd Colonel M. J. R. Fletcher. M .B.B., H.Q., ALFCE.
4th
ergcant G. F. Smith, 14th Regiment.
5th
ergcant E. R. R.
mith, 141h Regiment.
7th Mujor G. A. S. Exel!, R.R.E., Melvern.
Winner o( the Royal ignals Bu!Iord Cup, Lieutenant D. H. Insall .

Mat ch 62.-Pistol and S.M.G. Match (Minor U11i1s)
Winners:

243

quadron (Southern Command).

DATE FOR MAL EVE TS , 1965
Royal Signals outhern Comd. Meeting, Buliord .
15th - 17th June
Royal Signals Corps Meeting. Bu lford.
21 t - 24th June
A.R.A. Meeting, Bislcy.
26th June - 3rd July
2nd July
Methuen Match.
N.R.A. (SR(a)) Meeting, Bisley.
sth - 9th July
N..R.A. (SR(b)) Meeting, Bisley.
10th- 17th July
A.R.A. Meeting, Bisley, 1965. The meeting has been reduced from the
usual fortnight 10 eight day . The matches to be fired will, however, be
the same as in p::ocvious years. The conditioos of the main matches will
remll':n unchanged, except that in the Roupell and Whitehead, Snap will
be fired immediately after Rapid and without sighters, and the S.M.G.
J\<\atch will be sbo1 under .R.A. Conditions on Cheylesmore R ange.

Royal Signals Sailing in Singapore
Fierce

Tussle

with

Sappe rs

The FARELF Triangular Regatta was held at the Royal Singapore
Yacht Qub on 2nd, 3rd and 4th December, 1964. Three teams, from the
Royal Artillery, Royal Engineers, and R oyal Signals competed for the
St. Barbara's Buoy, and after three days of very exciting sailing, the
Sappers emerged as the winners, with Roya1 Signals a very close second.
Races were sailed in Fireflles and Ospreys with the following results:

T eams

fj.0 ff!

ivfn1'

Firefly
Points

{'.f0p of
w;;;'i

Osprey
Points

Total
Win•

To tal
Points

Posiriou

R. E.
2
86
l
83 l
3
169i
I
Royal Signal
8ol
2
79!
3
159f
2
o
68t
o
57
o
n5t
3
R.A.
The match was virtually decided when
ignals, sailing against the
Engineers in Fireflie decided to come inshore and allowed the Sap pers
to sail where the tide turned out to be more favourable. By failing to
cover them, Signals finished third and fourth instead of first and second .
D espite this, Signal put up a terrific fight in Ospreys, Colonel D avid
G ibson getting three first positions out of four races, and the match
again t the Engineers produced some really first class sailing, with Signals
winning by a na-rrow margin of two points.
Tbe Signals team, rather
un fortunately, became' involved in two protests against the Gunners, one
of which was decided in their favour and one against, but for this, the
margin of victory for the E:lgineers wo uld have been very narrow indeed.
The:-c was only half-a-point between the poin ts Signals and Sappers scored
agai n st each other. All factors considered, 1he trophy wenl 10 the besl
team, and we wish co congratulare the Royal Engineers on their fi ne win,

TRIUMPHPOWER IN HAND •••
ON DUTY AND OFF
If you can han dle it, real power adds zest to t he pleasure
of motorcycling .
T hat' s wh y the skilful ri ders of the Royal Signals
Display Team, tog ether with hundreds of ot her official
bodies all ove r th e worl d, always choose Triumph.
Doesn't that make a T riu mph the ideal off-duty motorc,;ycle for you?

THE BEST MOTORCYCLE IN THE WORLD
Triumph
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En g lMe~ng

Co. Ltd., Meriden Wor!<a, All esley, Coventry

Seldom publicised and, indeed, often unknown to the Staff
at Headquarters, th e Branches of the Association are concerned
in a considerable amount of most worthy service to our less
fortunate Comrades.
As an instance of the work carried out by branches of the
Association, a typical case has come to notice from the Croydon
and District Branch. Association Headquat\ters Weffare Section
notified the branch of an ex-signalman, aged about 35, who
was living in .their area with his wife and young family, and
who was suffering from an illness which prevented him from
working.
The branch has taken this family under its wing and, apart
from clothing, was able to take along a large Christmas hamper,
which was gratefully received. A watch is being kept over this
family's welfare.
Note.-Tbe Croydon and District Branch now meets on
the second Wednesday of every month at 8 p.m. at the Army
Cadet Force Hut, Sydenham Road T.A. Centre, Croydon.

Clothing
Since early October, gifts of clothing, toys, books, etc., have been
11<a1efully received from the following:
Mrs. H. A. C. Wilson
Major J . F . Stokes, T.D.
W.0.I F. Stockdale
Major and Mrs. F. R. Pedley
Lieutenant-Colonel J. C. Clinch
R.S .M. and Mrs. K. H. Attwell
W.O.s' and Sergeants' Mess, 11th F. Veness, Esq.
Regiment
Junior Leaders Regiment, Royal
Brlaadier and Mrs. C. VincentSignals
Smith
Major-General G. G. Rawson, c.s.,
Mrs. B. M. Cochrane
0.B.B., M.C.
Brigadier H. R. Firth
Major T. Jenkinson
Mrs. T. S. Foster
G. A. J. Feakcs, Esq.
Mrs. B. Fla'Clgate
D. A. Watts, Esq.
R.S.M. and Mrs. D. G. Newton
Mrs. D. St. J. H oysted
Major D. S. A . Hutley, G.M.
Miss Rosemary H oysted
A. B. Stead.:. Esq.
Major S. P. Irwin
/\. Walsh, J:lsq.
W.O.I E. Summers, M .B.B.
Major N. A. C. Clubb
W.O .I P. M c 8'11ghton
H .Q., Training Brigade, Royal J . F. Benson, E sq.
Signals
Mrs. W. R . Smiith-Windham
Mrs. Pentreath
2 Squadron, 13th R egiment

Crews

Captain J. L. E. Hardy
W .O.II Hall
Major P. G arratt
Corporal Malcolm
At the conclusion of the regatta, R oyal Signals organised a drinks p rize
party a1 the Army Sailing C lub, and as keen but friendly pos t mortems
were held oo varioUlS aspects of the regatta1 all of t he weather-tanned
sailors attend ing agreed on one poin1-t11ere is no finer sport in the Far
East.
Colonel D . Gibsun
Major J. D enton
Lieutenant-Colonel E. Erskine

J.'ootb1dl

Ma;or R. Lawrence
Lieutenant-Colonel D. B. Emley
Captain G. Corden
Colonel W. U. McGregor, O.B.l..
A. C. J. Chalmer . Esq.
Colonel D. R. Paterson, 0.8.1!.
His Honour Judge !ogre• Bell
T.t>., Q.C., J.P.

Mrs. E. C. Barker
Mrs. M. Boyland
Sergeant L. Treharne
Major J. W. Saul
O.B.B.
Mr. and Mrs. H. B. Swaby
Lieutenant-Colonel J. H. Mansfield, 209 Signal Squadron
O. B.E., T.t>.
Lieutenant-Colonel W. H . La mb
Mr. and Mrs. Foote
Captain (T.0.T .) J. L. Bayfield
R . L. Cartwright, Esq,
Capta i'1 C. E. N. P ilkington
Mrs. G . S. Power
Lieutenant-Colonel W . M cCullO<:h

Royal Signals Association anti Benevolent Fund
The following
December, 1964:

subscriptions

were

most

vatcfully

rece111ed

8th Regiment
...
...
..
241h Regiment (Officers' Mess)
10th Regiment
...
. ..
227 Squadron (ALFCE)
. ..
.
4JSt Regiment (2 Squadron) (T.A.)
3rd Regiment
.. .
.. .
..
..
s8th R egiment (T.A.)
319 Squadron (T.A.)
1st R egiment
28th Regiment
.. .
...
..
28th Regiment (Wives' Oub)
229 Squadron
257 Squadron
234 Squadron
210 Sq uadron
245 Sq uadron (C yrenaica) Wives' Club
Sig-al Squadron, Trucial Oman Scouts
Croyd on and District Branch
...
.. .
.. .
...
...
. ..
Army Ben. F und (donation on behalf of H.Q., 50 (N) Division)
Various individual donations
...
...
. .
.. .
. ..
...
T otal R eceipts

Expenditure du ring Decem ber, r964:

...

...

...

...

d uri1111

£ s.
30 0
1 0
18 t 5
21 5
3 0
4
s 0
0
3
55 9
50 0
7 10
7 4
2 15
5 9
IO 0
IO 0
15 0
3 3
2 0
9 14

"

£27 1

d.
0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0
5

0
0
6

0
0
0
0
0
0
8

ll

3

. .. £ 704 19

JJ

(Includes : R ent and Rates; Beds and Bedding;
Furniture: Cot and Prams; General Assistance).

Hiorns &_ Miller
Renowned throughout the world
for Q UAL/TY

ROYAL SIG.NA LS
STABLE BELTS
Llaht Blue/ Navy/ Gr••n, ratio J: I: J two leather atrapa, two
bucklea.

Home - 10/6 each plus I /· post
Abroad-9/6 each plus I/- post

REG I MENTAL CH R ISTMAS C ARDS

T he R oyal Signals were represented by:

Corps

Carole, Joan and tan Morgan

J. N. Dunlop, Esq.

REGULATION PATTERN

and we look forward ea11erly 10 next year.
H elmsmen

~35 Signal Squadron
W. Mycroft, Esq.
North
London
Branch,
Royal
Signals Association
Major R. K. Nice
Lieutenant-Colonel J . J. H. Swallow
Colonel and Mrs. D. E. Harrison
David and Simoo Gallyer
A. Stokes, Esq.
Brigadier H. L. Lewis, C.B.E.
B. A. Rhodes, Esq.
Mrs. E. J. Waddon
P. J. Hordle, Esq .
Major-General R. J. Moberly, c.s.,

lle sult

IN V ITATI ON
C R E S TE D

CA RDS

S T A T IONERY

A CCOUNT

BOOKS

PRINTING
ANY

OF

DESCRIPTION

OFFICE

EQUIPMENT

Royal Signals 10; Manchester University 1. Played on 13.tb
January.

Brochures and Catalogue on application
Required.- House, bungalow, or plot of land, at reasonable
price; Berkshire, M iddlesex Area; others considered.- M ajor
D . Banbam, H.Q ., A.E.R., Blandford Camp, Dorset. Blandford 370, ext. 218.
Hertfordshire County Council, Civil Defence Department,
have a vacancy for a Signal officer to be based on H ertford .
Salary within the range £1,055 - £1,340 per annum.
The
person appointed will be expected to provide a car, for which
travelling allowance will be paid. -Apply, stating age and details of experience and qualifications, and giving the names of
two referees to Civil D efence Officer, County H all, Hertford.
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Estimates and samples sent on request

HIORNS & MILLER LTD
MA R L BORO U G H

STREET

DE VONPOR T

T e I e p h on e:

PI y mo u t Ii

51373

Wall Shields 7' x 6' Royal Signals
Blazer Badges "Superior "
" Quality " Car Badges
Ties Royal Signals
Pace Sticks
Sergeants full size Regimental Walking
Canes, Malacca, Ball, Pear or Thimble Cap,
Crested
Export

JO/44/-

'38/·
117/54/44/·

Flash'e s embroidered to special designs.
Ties made specially to any design.
Miniature Medals

ERNEST

GOODRICH

Specialist in the supply of Military Requisites
EVESHAM HOUSE, COMMON ROAD,
CLAYGATE, SURREY
Telephone : ESHER 63705
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APPOOlTME~

TO

Tradition in the modern manner
H.J. a.re well known to all regiments as
makers of fine ervice caps, but not everyone may know that we also offer a range of
quality soft felt hats. In fact, we are very
proud of our "softs' . and for many years
they have been the choice of discerning
gentlemen who like to feel as correctly-yet
comfortably-dressed off parade as . on. We
supply hats to suit every occasion and
taste. Why not call and see the full range?
Or write for an illustrated brochure.

~~/!fl

~
II~~

Civil and Military Hatt"''
40a LONDON RD. , CAMBERLEY (Wednesday afternoons only)

38 NEW BOND ST., LONDON, W.I. TEL: MAYfair 0784

Operadon Grapple Tie
(Christmas Island)

Royal SienaJs Tie

The world.' s most competitive Single
Sideband Radiotelephone - the SSB
ROYAL SIGNALS TIES
WOOL 10 /6
TERYLE E 12 / 6
SILK 19 / 6

125 is suitable for fixed or mobile
operation and is the most economic
equipment for long distance com-

BLAZER BADGES
SILK 9/6
GOLD WIRE 32 /6 45 / WALL SHIELDS 32/6-50/CAR BADGES 35 /- -39/WOOL SCARVES 21/- - 29 /6
CUFF LINKS 22/6 - 52/6

munication available today.

Features

CRESTED PEWTER
TANKARDS 50/- -65/0PERATIO GRAPPLE TIES
8/8 9/6

11 /6

14 /6

16/ 6

Apart from Royal Signals' Ties,
other ties, to your own striped or
figured design can be ordered,
such as the Operation Grapple
Tie shown opposite. Send for
prices and information.

•

125 watts p.e.p. output

•

4 switched channel s

•

Transistor DC or AC power pack

•

Cry stal filter selection of sideba nds

PYE TELECOMMUNICATIONS ·LTD.
-

6,

GABRIEL'S

HILL,

MAIDSTONE,

CAMBRIDGE · ENGLAND

KENT.

Telephon e: Teversham 3131
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Several years ago Corps recruiting was far from satisfactory. Competition
between the Corps and Regiments of the Army was very keen. For various
reasons we were late starters in this field, and others had got going before
us. It became a matter of urgency for the Corps to take energetic and rapid
action to avert an impending cri is. The then S.0.-in-C., General Michael
Whistler, appointed a Corps Recruiting Co-ordinator in the person of
Lieutenant-Colonel Jack Knowles. In addition, although there were heartrending protestations from some quarters, he posted out from various units
som e 40 Sergeants to perform the duties of Special Recruiters in Army
I nformation Offices. The· officers of the Corps also contributed generously
from their funds to help in the advertising effort so necessary to a successful
re r ui ung campaign. Finally, the late S.0.-in-C., General Eric Swainson,
persuaded those in authority that Corps recrui ting should be given priority.
Now, in 1965, we see the pay-off. The Corps is at the top of Army
recruiting figures and except for the technician group of trades we are
practically u p to establishment strength. But there is more to it than that.
T he hard work of L ieutenan t-Colonel Knowles and our Corps recruiters has
attracted in to the ranks a very high standard of young man whom we
can justly b e proud . Already these young regular soldiers are bringing
considerable credit to the name of the Corps, wh erever they may b e serving.
T o achieve all this has been an up-hill struggle. For the sp ecial
recruiter working on his own it has been a duty that has called for dogged
perseverance and an enthusiastic loyalty to the Corps. Con stan tly assisting
and advising in all this has been that shrewd and experienced personality,
Major Frank Petrie, who for so long has been dealing with man-power
..
selection problems.
The grateful thanks of the whole Corps m ust go to this well-knit team
for all that they have done to build up from scratch our present day regular
Corps. They have translated the doubtfu l outook of the past into the assured
future which now confronts us.

of
Tlte Association
and
Tiie Institution

HE Representative Colonel Commandant, Major-General
T
Michael Whistler, made his farewell call, as Assistant
Chief of Defence Staff (Signals) on his Chief, Admiral of the
F leet Lord Mountbatten, Chief of the Defence Staff, on the
5th February. This was over a month before General Whistler
gives up his post, but C.D.S.'s world tour made it necessary.
I t was an interesting, and a unique occasion for two reasons:General Whistler, on behalf of the Corps, invited Lord
Mountbatten, as C.D.S. and the world's most senior serving
Communicator, to accept Honorary Life Membership of the
Royal Signals Association and Institution. The Admiral was
delighted to accept and was particularly pleased with the Corps
tie given at the same time.
Lord Mountbatten congratulated General Whistler on his
arduou.s two years' work as the first incumbent of the new post
of A.CD.S.(S), the first appointment ever made for one officer
to oversee the communicators and signallers of all three Services.
He pointed out that Signals were well in the van of the new
unified organisation so essential to run our joint Forces, and
were indeed the major controlling factor in so doing.
Thus the Corps has, in a sense, achieved a double firstan Admiral of the Fleet as an Honorary Life Member of its
Association and Institution and a General of the Corps as the
first chief joint communicator of all three Services.
The Corps will undoubtedly wish the Editor to express their
appreciation to Lord Mountbatten for his help and advice
as C.D.S. and for honouring us by accepting membership of
our Association and Institution. Perhaps we may have the
pleasure of. seeing him at some of our Corps functions.
More will be written of General Michael Whistler when the
Corps finally 'dines him out ' in April. Suffice now to say
that we are conscious of all that he has done in the important
and exacting appointment of Assistant Chief of Defence Staff
(Signals).
We were also glad to hear that at the conclusion of the
ceremony Lord Mountbatten presented General Whistler with
a signed photograph of himself.

From our "In Tray"
A senior N.C.O. of the I ndian Corps of Signals concludes a pleasant
letter to us with the following: " G reat Britain occupies a very special place
in our daily family prayers. ""With kind permission, I am closing this letter
with a big God bless you all, always."
There is undoubtedly a tremendous residue of goodwill between this
country on the one hand and India and Pakistan on the other, due entirely to
our happy Service relationships in days gone past. Our greetings and good
wishes go to Signals in both countries.

*

*

*

A young lady writes from Oldham that her boy friend is in the Corps
and that he sends her a copy of THE WIRE every month. She goes on to say
that her two younger brothers read it as well as her mother, and when the
family have finished with it she takes it to work~ where all her workmates
read and enjoy it. She concludes by saying: " to me it seems there is no
finer Regiment in the British Army; may the Royal Signals always keep up
the good work." A very nice compliment. We wi!.l do our best to live up to
it l
THE WIRE, MARCH-APRIL 1965

DO YOU

KNOW?
About the Regular Forces Employment Association ?
URING 1964 the number of men and women from
D
the Regular Armed Forces of the Crown placed in
employment by the ational Association for Employment
of Regular Sailors, Soldiers and Airmen was u,922,
which was Sr per cent of tho c who registered at one or
other of the Association's 49 branches covering the whole
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of the United K ingdom. I t is of intere t that o' this
number, 5 192 were from the Army and 425 were from
Royal Signal .
If wh~n you get home you have mislaid the addre s of
your Area Jobfinder, apply at any big Post Office or to
Association H .Q.
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1'/ie Corps plays its part •..

The Lying-in-State and the State Funeral of the
RI GHT HONOURABLE SIR WINSTON CHURCHILL,
K.G., O.M., C.H.
By Lieutenant-Colonel D. L. Pounds, Chief Signal Officer, London District

Pre pa r a t i o n

' WTHAT

is my priority, sir, is it 90 rounds or a gun per
W minute?"
This question, which was asked by the Commander, Minute
Guns, on a very early rehearsal, received lihe following retort:
" Fire as you like, but I assure you if it is noticed that you
let off any more or any less than 90 rounds, you will Jive with
it for the rest of your life!"
This exchange sums up the general approach by those in
Headquarters, London District:, responsible for the organisation of such great occasions as the State Fun~ral of Sir Winston
Churchill. Everything is planned with almost irksome precision
in a simple, unfiurried manner; anything complicated l;>eing
ruled out because of the indelible effect of a mistake on the
unfortunate individual concerned.
Planning for Operation " Hope Not " (the code-name for the
funeral) started as soon as Sir Winston's wishes concerning his
burial place were known. It was not until 1960, however,
that details of communication support were agreed. These
were finally included as part of the operation in 1961. The
existence of the plan had, for reasons of secrecy, to be restricted to very few officers outside Headquarters, London
District.
As is nearly always the case, militating against
this was the urgency, particularly if death took place suddenly.
It was also a tragic fact that, unlike many other emergency
plans sitting in one's safe at the time, Operation "Hope Not"
would for a certainty take place.
The communications plan called for about 60 Royal Signals
officers and men from twelve different regiments co report to
Headquarters, London District, by D+2 (D-Day being death).
It was for this reason that special authority was obtained for
a signal instruction to be written and released on a very restricted basis in August, 1964. At the same time, the extremely
detailed overall plan was reduced to one volume instead of
five previously produced. This document containing, as it
did, the most intricate detail, even tually consisted of 185 pages
of foolscap-size sheets, maps and diagrams. Each weighed
3~lb., and had to be distributed between D -D ay and D +1 (not
before) to 140 addresses in the Greater London Area . .In the
event this gigantic task was completed on time by despatch
riders from 10th Signal Regiment (Eastern Command).
It was a remarkable fact that, apart from minor amendments,
this overall plan, produced by " A" Branch, London D istrict
(involving as it did over a hundred units of all three Services)
was the one adhered to on the day. The only major change
being that, instead of eight days between death and the funeral,
in the event only six days transpired.
f'rgonisation.

The basis of lihe organisation centred around eight commanders, all from the Household Brigade : Procession :
Chief Marshal
Commander: Street L iners, first half of the route
Commander: Street Liners, second half of lihe route
Commander: Westminster ceremon ial
Commander: St. Paul's ceremonial
Commander: T ower H ill ceremonial
Commander: Tower Wharf/Pier ceremonial.
Commander: Minute Guns.
Each commander was allocated a signal officer with the specific
task of providing radio communications within the main framework of the signal plan, which was as follo ws :
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Pmcession Control Net. To control the progress of the
This consisted of 17 Metropolitan Police cars
procession.
placed along the route with a crew of two police officers and
a Royal Signals Officer and Warrant Officer/N.C.O.
Artillery Net. To control the firing of the minute guns.
Tower Pier Ceremonial Net. To control the ceremonial at
Tower Pier including the R.A.F. flypast.
Conillfunications-lrodio

The Procession Control Net. This worked magnificen tly.
I t is of interest to note that it is not police practice to permit
one car to talk to another. Special authority was obtained
from Scotland Yard for all 17 cars to use .the same transmit/
receive £requency and operate as a net. The main use of the
net was for the Chief Marshal, marching with the Earl Marshal's group to check on the progress of the mile-long procession by means of messages passed to and from marshals
marching in the groups to the front and rear of the coffin.
During rehearsals several systems were tried, the one finally
settled on was tihe " pit-stop" idea, whereby a millboard was
displayed from selected control posts giving the necessary
details as heard over the net to the mar hals as they marched
byThe success of this net was due, not only to the reliability
of the Metropolitan Police radio, but also to the wonderful
co-operation shown by Chief Superintendent F. H. Banfield
and his staff in the Communications D ivision of Scotland Yard.
The Artillery Net. This was deployed at the gun positions
of King's Troop, RH.A., in St. James's Park, and the H.A.C.
at Tower Wharf. Since minute guns were -to be fired only
whilst the procession was actually moving, furr.her radio stations
were sited at New Palace Yard (to start the guns), at St.
Paul's (to stop the King's Troop . and start the H .A.C.) and
at Tower P1er (to stop the salute). The net was also used for
King's Troop to pass over to H .A.C. the number of unfired
rounds to make up the 90 (one for each year of Sir Winston's
life). A further station was sited at Tower Pier to warn the H.A.C.
when the launch Havengore was clear of the pier to enable the
19-gun salute to be fired .
The net consisted of SR B44 working through a rebroadcast stauon with substations sited as high as -possible. The
sets worked very well, in spite of the crowded frequency conditions, and full marks must be given to the operators, all from
10th Regiment, many of whom endured hours of blizzard conditions in their lofty perohes.
The Tower Pier Ceremonial Net. This net enabled the
commander of the ceremonial on Tower Pier <to control the
progress during the procession down to the pier, the
salute of the Naval Guard of Honour and piping party, the
playing of the lament by 6o massed pipers and the R.A.F.
flypast, all of which had to be timed to precision. An eX'l'ract
from the main order shows the split-second timing required:
L hour
Launch starts to move. Piping party start.
Piping party stop.
L + 30 secs.
Guard of Honour present arms.
Salute music starts.
Salute music stops.
L + 75 secs.
19-gun salute starts.
Massed pipers start lamen t.
L + 120 secs. Fly past.
L + 155 secs. Gun salute stops.
Guard of Honour Shoulder Arms.
Massed pipers fade out.
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L + 3 mins.
Launch passes under London Bridge.
Manpack equipment was used on the net, and the operators,
all from 3ot~ Regiment, de erve particular praise _for carrying
out the task m an atmosphere of almost overwhelnung emotion.

('orn 1nnnic11tions-l,ine
Line communication consisted of an omnibus circuit used
to duplicate the Artillery net and a circuit to the R.A.F. controller on top of the Byward Tower, H.M. Tower of London
who, in his tum, had circuits ro the Air Defence Operation;
Centre and London Airport. In addition, there were a number
of direct circuits required between the Earl Marshal's office
in the Ministry of Defence and those concerned with preliminary
planning in Headquarters, London District.
The co-~peration of Mr. C. W. Davies, the Telephone Manager and. his sta!'f at G.P.0. Centre Area was, as always, readily
and efficiently given.
No circuit took more than four hours to engineer from the
11me of placing the order. This commendable feat was quite
unbelievable when one considers that many telephones were
required in the most unlikely places. For example, the arrangement for the Artillery net included one at the " third bush on
the right of pathway running from the lake to road in St.
James's Park, opposite the Guards' Chapel " and another "on
the eighth layer of scaffolding on partially-built building opposite north sid e of St. Paul's west entrance."
Slgntils fl(>spatch Service

No communication support would be complete ·without S.D.S.
As mentioned earlier, roth Regiment despatch riders bore the
early brunt of the operation. They were joined on D+2 by
nine. members of the Royal Signals Display Team from 24th
Regiment. Lack of knowledge of the Metropolis was a handicap soon overcome, and considerably helped by such clear
directions as under:
24th Regiment D.R.: "New Palace Yard? Where's that?"
10th Regiment D .R.: "Try and drive under Big Ben,
Wlhen you can't get any further-you're there!"
As always, the despatch riders had many long and tiring
days, in particular those on duty in the Earl Marshal's office,
whose runs invariably included almost every Embassy and
Consulate in London.
The L"ing-in-State

Any account of this great event would be incomplete without a
mention of .the Corps contribution to the Vigil at Westminster
Hall. Never before has the Corps been called upon to share
the great honour of providing officers to guard the coffin at
a Lying-in-State.
On this occasion each Service provided 54 officers. The
Army Wa<tch was made up of 18 officers each from the Household Brigade and the Queen's Royal Irish Hussars, and six
officers each from Royal Artillery, Royal Engineers and Royal
Signals.
The R.A./R E./Royal Signals watch was on duty from
06.00 - 12.00 hours on the second day of the Lying-in-State.
E~ch relief was at the catafalque for 20 minutes, with 40
minutes off; the Corps relief standing vigil for the last 20
minutes in each of the six hours.
The atmosphere inside Westminster Hall was unforgettable:,
mainly because of the incredible silence, in spite of the many
thousands filing past to pay homage.
One experienced a great feeling of pride at the sight of our
officers, standing absolutely motionless in ceremonial dress, head
bowed, sword reversed, and also at the dignified precision of the
changeover drill, carried out as inconspicuously as possible; each
movement controlled by the barely audible tap of the watch
commander's sword. The officers who performed this duty
were:
Major F. P. Stewart, M.B.E.
Major D. A. Polley
Major P. F. W. Gahan
Major W. G. A. Cathcart
Major P. A. Wing
Captain J. H . T. Nealon

School of Signals
School of Signals
8th Signal Regiment
1 Ith Signal Regiment
School of Signals
nth Signal Regiment
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Conclu1Jion
Th~ funeral of this great man took place over six weeks ago.
In spae of what the papers said at the time, an honour of
such dimension had not been paid to a commoner since the
d~th _of the Duke .of Wellington, on 14th September, 1852.
S1r Wmston Churchill s funeral was truly a magnificent tribute,
and those of us m the Corps who were concerned wilih it feel
very proud, not only to have played our part in such a meticulously staged event, but also to have shared in the wonderful
sight of history in the making.

* article *wi_ll _also be* appearing in the
(Thfr _very excellent
Royal Signals Journal, thereby giving the maximum coverage
of .the part the Corps played on this memorable occasion.Editor).

Is this of interest to YOU?
The Editor has received the following letter from the
Office of the Receiver for the Metropolitan Police
D istrict (Engineering D epartment)
I would be most grateful if you could bring to the notice of
any Radio T echnicians who may be completing their engagement and contemplate leaving the Army in the near future that
vacancies exist for Radio Technicians in the Telecommunications Branch of the Metropolitan Police Engineering Dept.
The Radio Technician grade carries a salary of approximately
£1,000 on starting, rising to £r,142 by annual increments plus
generous overtime and shift allowances per 42 hour week.
Ann.ual leave is 18 days increasing to 30 days according to
service.
D uties of Radio Technicians consists mainly of the maintenance of VHF R/T and ancillary equipment installed in
Mobile Police vehicles and fixed Stations.

Technical ~u alific a tion s
(a) A sound knowledge of the principles of electricity and
radio combined with practical workshop experience of
radio equipment maintenance and the use of electronic
test gear.
(b) The City and Guilds T elecommunications Technicians
Intermediate Certificate, or equivalent Technical
qualifications.
Favourable consideration will be given to applicants who are
currently undergoing the City and Guilds Telecommunications
Technicians Course and who have every prospect of obtaining
the Intermediate Certificate in the near future. Time off with
pay may be granted to attend Technical Training Colleges
where applicable.
Application Forms from: The Telecommunications Engineer,
u3, Grove Park,
Camberwell,
London, S.E.5.
S ale . Modem semi-detached house, r56, Wombridge Road,
Trench, Wellington, Shropshire.-Apply, W. Oxhey, at this
address.

OW'

aim in all D epts.:-

S up er b Q u ali ty

CHAS. JACKSON & SONS
63, 64 and 66 SKINNERGATE
DARI.INGTQN
Telr oae
1894
29SS

Bstabliahed

Si xty Ye ar s Satis f actory St1rt1ice
" WB BUY THB BBST "

" WB SBLL THB BBST "

DAILY DELIVERIES IN YOUR

DISTRICT

Butchen : Grocen : Game Dealen

n

THE CORPS' NEW HOME TAKES SHAPE

Max is a first class regimental officer; liis understanding of
men and natural charm made him immediately liked wherever
he went by all ranks British or Indian. Few have done more
for the Corps in terms of loyal uncomplaining leadership during
the bad days in Burma and the trying period of ~rcity of
trained soldiers and lack of respectable equipment in Germany.
We are sorry to lose him and his wife Phillipa and we wish
them the happiest of retirements and good sailing.

A Progress Report from Blandford Camp

A

S reported in September 64 i sue of "The Wire," the rebuild of Blandford Camp commenced on June 19, 1964. These photographs give an idea of the work that is going on.

Substantial progress has been made although the Contractors are believed to be somewhat behind schedule due to a short~ge
of bricks, which one might add, is nation-wide. We understand that the problem has now been largely overcome by the choice
of different coloured facing bricks for the W.0.'s and Sergeants' Mess, the transmitter and the Receiver sites.

Major W. H. Suttle, M.M.

The N.A.A.F.I. Families Self Service Shop Is now roofed and should be open for service about May 1965.

VALE
Brigadier M. A. Charlton, 0.8.E.
Ma~

[Photos Crown Copyrig/11

I.

Office r s' Mess, Card Room.

Dining Room a nd

2. The new wa t e r t o wer.
3.

Officers' Mess Pool and Junior Office rs'
Sleeping Blocks Nos. I + 2.

4. An aerial view of a portion of the camp.
5.
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N .A.A.F.I. and new diversion t o Nelson
Road.
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Anderson Charlton, son of R. C. Charlton, Esq., was
born JO 1911. He was educated at King's School, Canterbury,
~nd the ' Shop '. and was commissioned into the Royal Corps
JO. ~~32, att7ndmg 25Q course. His first field unit was 3rd
D1v1s1onal Signals at Bulford, which he left in 1934 en route
for 1st Indian Divisional Signals. His first taste of active
service was tJhe last occasion of the award of the I.G.S. medal
1908, namely the Mohmand operations of 1935.
In 1936-47 he was again on operations, this time in Waziristan
where he was Mentioned in Despatches and received the 1936
I G.S. medal. He was by now a Brigade Signals specialist.
In his spare time he was never still. He was a keen hoxseman
and assisted in raising the Rawalpindi Hunt. He was a keen
game shot. He had represented .the Corps at rugger, cricket,
~ock~". and golf. Later in life he not only represented tJhe Corps
JO sailing but became Commodore of the Royal Signals Yacht
Club.
He became Adjutant in 1938 and in 1939-41 he moved around
the Frontier serving in Peshawar, Kohat and Thal, finding time
in 1940 to marry Phillipa Patricia, daughter of .the late
Lieutenant-Colonel G. A. Beazeley, D.s.o., R.E., in Murree.
He assumed command of 17th Indian Divisional Signals in
Burma in 1942 and led this Regiment untiringly and with
distinction throughout the extremely difficult and hazardous
times of 1942-44 and then through the victorious years 1944-45
up to VJ-Day. He was awarded the 0.B.E. and was again
Mentioned in Despatches.
. On his return to Europe, after a short spell as C.R. Signals
m Germany he was appointed G S.0.1 Signals 30 Corps District
until he went to the Staff College in 1947. Th.is was followed
by a second grade post in the War Office (C 8).
For two years from 1950 he commanded the Officers' Training
Wing, a most important post Wlhere the influence of the
Commander was bound to have an effect on ,t he officers passing
through. In 1952 he returned to the Far East as G.S.0 .1
Signals which he held until 1955 when once again his skill
as a Regimental Commander was put to use in 2nd Divisional
Signals in Germany.
His promotion to Colonel came in 1956 when he became
D.C.S.O. at H.Q. B.A.0 .R. and this was followed by his
appointment to .t he Directorate as G.S.0 .1 (Signals 5).
In 1960 he was promoted Brigadier as C.C.R. Signals 1
British Corps and his final post was C.S.0. Northern Command
from 1963 until 1965, when he retired.
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. His. death, reported in the February/ March WIRE reminded
his fnends of a remarkable member of the Corps. Two periods
come to mind. What he did before, and between, will be known
to others. First met in 1934 he was Officers' Mess Sergeant of
56 (1st London) Divisional Signals T.A. and " Caretaker" of
Signal House in Clapham Park. In both capacities he made his
presence felt. The prototyp: of all modem T.A. Centre was
kept in scrupulous order, but his fame was made in the Officers'
Mess. Under the late Colonel G. D. Ozanne and then Brigadier
A. C. C. Willway, Buttle served two great Commanding Officers.
In those days City of London Signals was justly famous for
the monthly dinners to which were invited many famous in
the Citv of London and/or in the Army. Members of the
Royal Family, the Lord Mayor of London, the Minister of
pefence, all were entertained to a full guest night dinner
impeccably served. A company of thirty-five was normal.
He served an excellent three-course supper to his officers
every " Drill Night " and on occasions catered as well for the
needs of four or five hundred other ranks.
Came the War, he continued to serve, as did his son, both
being commissioned.
1945 found Major Buttle, aged, but still active, translated
to Chief Duty Signal Officer, in the Communications Centre
serving the War Office.
In 1947 and 1948 the writer had the privilege of writing a
justification for his retention, although well over nhe age for
compulsory <retirement. This was simply expressed, and was
successful.
"The retention of Major W. H. Burtle, M.M., is very
~trongly recommended.
His experience and personality are
mvaluable in teaching large numbers of junior and inexperienced officers the art of controlling a large signal office."
Incidentally, he was awarded the Military Medal in the
1914-18 War, and from then until 1940, or later, had no
technical experience whatever.
These two excerpts from his story are additional proof
that to nhe Warrant Officers and Sergeants of the Corps
nothing is impossible.

Motor Cycle Display Team
E n gage1n e 11t.s F o r
29
21-23
29
7
9-10
12
19
26
27

3
IO

4
5
30-31

DATE
Apr. , 1965
May, 1965
May, 1965
June, 1965
June, 1965
June, r965
June, 1965
June, 1965
June, 196
July, 1965
July, 1965
Aug., 1965
Aug., 1965
Aug.-t Sept.

PLACE
Catterick Cnmp
Dumfrie
Redcar
Bury St. Edmunds
Chelmsford
Woodley (Reading)
Rom ford
Darlaston
Catterick Camp
Motspur Park
Basingstoke
antv.~ch

Sheringham
Belfnst

CO , VIN

1965

OCCASION
Press Show
Kape
Youth Club Di play
Town F~te
Essex Ag. Show
Carni\'al
l.arnival
Work Fete
Royal S\gnals " At Home "
B.B.C. FCte
Carnival
Agricultural how
Carnival
Kape

lUE I K

Their many friend will be interested to hear that
Colvin Meik (late of the Corps) and his wife, Mary, hav.moved from Ghideock to Brighton. With them, we are
glad to report, has gone the Safari Room-that popular
rendezvous for those v. ho appreciate and understand good
food and wine. They are now to be found at the Safari
Room, 15, Western Street, Brighton (ju t off Norfolk
Square), ~phone 772005. Serving or past members of
the Corps can alway be certain of a warm welcome
chez 'Meik.'
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WANTED

DIRECT TO YOU!

Telegraph Operators, Ratlio Technicians (Light) particularly hut other tratles will tlo

From the Inspector of Trade Training

To Student Membership
Class II or Class III or any technician trade. Membership
fees are as follows : -

More of interest to Technicians

Entrance Fee

('II~·

A Signalman writes :
" • • • and within two hours of arriving here we were
operating in the jungle. It's not like my last unit where I
didn't seem to use my trade qualifications as much as I
should have liked. This trip, and the one to the desert
and the one to Europe makes three trips abroad in 10
months! Not bad! Im certain there's more to come1 can't say exactly what I've been doing but it's a great life
if you can keep up with it
"

*

*

*

If you are a little bit fitter, a little brighter, a little
more enthusiastic than the next man, and want to do something very different while still using your trade to the full

then you must have a look at ACI 227 /63 and fill in the
application form. Note: It cannot be withheld by the unit.
If you are not clear write direct to the Signal Officer,
22nd Special Air Service Regiment, Bradbury Lines, Hereford. He'll sort out your application for you.

*

*

*

You can judge for yourseH from the photographs below
what this open air, adventurous life offers.
(1)

(2)
(3)
(4)
(5)

Unarmed Combat Training.
A Signalman of the S.A.S. doing a 'drop.'
On active service in foreign parts.
Water activities.
Demolition Training.

a11d (,juilds of London lnsHtute Exem1•tio11s
AST montlh we announced the revised exemptions which
...4 the City and Guilds of London Institute has granted to
Royal Signals technicians. Some technicians have read this in
conjunction with the MOD letter of 31st March, 1964, which
listed the trade test exemptions offered to soldiers who hold
certain City and Guilds Certificates. Taking the two together
th. question has been asked whether a technician holding a
( la s I trade rating will now be exempt from sitting the
l• rcman of Signals qualifiying examination. The answer of
co 1rse is NO.
'
ith closer study it will be noticed that the new exemptions
gr ntt:d by City and Guilds do not allow for the award of any
1f th ir certificates solely on account of a military trade qualilic tion. The military trade qualification merely allows direct
entry to a higher City and Guilds examination than was previously po sible; thus a Class I technician cannot claim a third
\ ·ar certificate outright, but he can claim exemption from rst,
2nd and 3rd year in order to sit the fourth year Final examination. Under these circumstances it will be seen that the holder
of a Class I trade rating, by virtue of being unable to claim
a third year certificate, is ineligible to claim exemption from
the Foreman of Signals qualifiying examination.
We are sorry if hopes were raised only to be dashed so soon.

I

Sot•iety of Electronic mad Radio Technicians
We would also like to draw the attention of technicians to a
new Society which is being formed under the auspices of JERE.
T.his is the Society of Electronic and Radio Technicians. Membership is open to qualified and experienced technicians in the
field of electronics and radio. The object of the Society is the
advancement of the techniques and practice of electronic and
radio technology. For this purpose the Society will organise
meetings, publish proceedings, bold examinations, encourage
the establishment of appropriate courses of study and increase
the status of electronics and radio technicians.
There are three grades of member&hip: Member (MSERT). Open to senior technicians of at least
30 years of age who have passed the Radio Trades Examination

Board Final Certificate in Radio, Television or Electronic
Servicing, or such other examinations as are considered
equivalent, and have been engaged for a period of not less than
ten years as an eleotronics or radio technician, and have held a
position of responsibility for a period of not less than five years.
For Service personnel, a position of responsibility is interpreted
by the SERT Council as holding the rank of Sergeant or above.
Associate (ASERT). Open to technicians over 21 years of
age, who have passed the Radio Trades Examination Board
Final Certificate in Radio, Television or Electronic Servicing,
or such other examinations as are considered equivalent, and
have had a minimum of three years experience as an electronics
or radio technician.
Student. Open to technicians over 17 years of age, who have
passed the Intermediate Examination of the Radio Trades
Examination Board in Radio, T elevision or Electronic Servicing,
or such other examinations as are considered equivalent, and
are receiving regular training in radio and electronic technology.
The main qualification on which membership of the Society
is based is the examination of the Radio Trades Examination
Board in Radio, Television or Electronic Servicing. However,
for the purpose of election, exemption can be claimed on account
of the following: 'l'o 1'1ember or Assoeiafo
Higher National Certificate in Electrical Engineering with
Electronics.
City and Guilds of London Institute Telecommunications
Technicians Certificate or Eleotrical Technicians Certificate
(provided Electronics was the specialist subject chosen).
Foreman of Signals Royal Signals.
Class I of any technician tirade.
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Member
Associate
Student

Annual Subscriptiom
£ s. d.
5 0 0

£

s. d .

2
I

0

0

0

0

4

0

0

IO

0

I IO

0

Further details about the Society can be obtained from
Inspector of Trade Training, Catterick.

Upgratling Courses in Catterick
Line Technician
Telegraph Technician
Radio T echnician (Light)
Cable Jointer
Comcen Operator

II-I
II-I
II-I
II-I
II-I

7th
28th
14th
21st
14th

Telegraph Operator

II-I

28th Sept., 1965

Sept.,
Sept.,
Sept.,
Sept.,
Sept.,

1965
1965
1965
1965
1965

(two coursca)
(two courses)

Line Technician
Telegraph Technician
Radio Technician (Light)
Lineman
Telegraph Operator

III-II
III-II
III-II
III-II
III-II

14th
28th
7th
14th
14th

Sept.,
Sept.,
Sept.,
Sept.,
Sept.,

1965
1965
1965
1965
1965

(two courses)

The Royal Signals List • ••
Some Observations
Officers will have noticed that in the ' White List ' the
letter 'm' or 's ' is shown after their names to denote whether
they are married or single.
At Association H.Q. we are accused of much, but the letter
we reproduce below is the most serious complaint we have had
yet 1 We have cloaked it, for obvious reasons, in suitable
anonymity.
In this case we were able, with our hands on our hearts, to
pass it on to A.G. I I whose 'baby' it really is-in more senses
than one perhaps.

"Dear Sir,
Though through a ' laissez faire ' attitude to my career
prospects I have not studied your estimable publication as
carefully, heretofore, as I should, I did, the other day note
my entry in the October 1964 copy. Now, frequently in the
past, imputations against my morals have been made and
now, as then, they flow like water off a duck's back. My two
elder children, also, have so frequently been referred to by
their father as ' little bastards ' that they tend to grow
accustomed to the idea.
However, on two counts I really must draw your attention
to the solitary, damming 's' behind my name. My wife,
having taken my name and given me a full five good years of
Jife feels the imputation of living in sin at this stage most
hurtfully and my third son, still at his mewling stage, insists
firmly that his recent arrival was quite definitely on the
correct side of the blanket.
I, -therefore, respectfully request that in your next publicatfon steps be taken to expunge the offending ' s ' and legitimise
an otherwise happy family.
Though slightly hurt, I remain, Sir,
Yours obediently,
? ? ? ? ? ? ?
Major, Royal Signals.
(Married)."

" The Wire " is written by the Corps • • • •
• . • to be read by the Corps.
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Ii Personal Column JI
l.un1lon Ga:(•tt
REGULAR AR."1Y
21Lt. D. Hw>t 10 be Lt., 7th January, 1965.
Major (Q.M.) E. Glover 10 be Lt.-Col. (Q.M.), 27th December, 1964.
The u:::dermentioneJ
econd-Lleutcnaats to be Lieutenants wd
February, 1965 : C. E. Byrom
'· A. Horler
. ~. A. Payne
T. J. Starkey
P. J . Pritchard
R. P . Gra•c>tock
R. M . Yolland
M . R. Stephenson
R. F. Brook
M. K. Car on
R. A. Wright
M. H. L. Pickford
D. G. D . Gray
A. L. W. G . Steanc
G. A. Allen
M. J.M. Alden
B. M. Cooke
J. W. Easson
R. Boden
D. C. Pode,•in
L. G. Frfi'SCr
M . H . King, B.A.

Sergeld\t
crgennt
Sergeant
ergeant
ergeant
Sergeant

J. Sinnett
A. W. Kyles
.M. Srnnaer
F . .M. Young ...
W. E. Metters
Ser~ant C. D. l'>'int7en ...
Sergeant R. A. Jones ...
ergcant W. N. Dunn ...
Sergeant R. Geddes
...
ergeant R. II. Marchant
Sergeant J. W. Horne ..
Sergeant J. H. Bhmk
Sergeant B. W. Cutler
Sergeant J. B. Morris
ergcant B. L. Brewer
Sergeant D. E. Holder ...
ergeant C. J. Goodridge
Sergeant A.
nmmut
...
Staff Sergeant G. R. Harri on
Sergeant R. Perry ...
. ..
Sergeant D. E. P. Rock ...

To W .O.I
To W.O.II

To S Sgt.

Squadron ( orthem
Rebecca , at Fulford
Regiment. and Mrs.
on 26th January, a

•llm:epien ts-n·arrt1nt Ofiicc1·s and Senior :.V.C.O.s
MARCH, 1965
.•. To 22nd Regiment
W.O.I D. F. Langston
W.0.I G . Oakley ...
249 Squadron
W.O.ll G. D. Willis
,, 246 (Gurkha) Squadron
W .O.II D. D. Clarke
H.Q. COMCAN
W.0.II D. Prime ...
,, 8th Regiment
W.O.II J. R . Gilbert
., t.fth Regimen t
W.0.II J. Hehir .. .
., 261 Squadron
W.0.Il A. Coyne ...
., School of Signals
W.0.II R. J. Wombell ...
., 1st Regiment
W.O.ll A. S. R. Alfred
,, School of Signals
W.0.11 R. S. Dobbs
., 257 Squadron
W.O.II J. D. Laing ...
,, 151h Regiment
W.O.II J. Templeton ...
A.A.S., Harroga1e
W.O.II K. Hadfield
...
,, 18th Regiment
W.0.11 G. A. Stephenson
,, H.Q. I I InfanLI)' Bde and S. Sqn
W.O.II R. C. Meyer
7th Regiment
W.O.ll B. Cleaver
...
,, 18th Regiment
W.0.11 P. G. Litchfield
" H.Q. Mid East
W.0.11 R. Jones ...
., CAFSO, FEAF
Staff Sergeant J. W. Clarke ...
. .. ,, 7t h Regiment
Staff Sergeant B. M . Huxley-Duggan ,, H .Q. 6 Inf. Bde Sig. Squadron
Staff Sergeant M. Harrison ...
... ,, School of Signals
,, School of Signals
Staff Sergeant D. J. Mortlock
,, 1st Regiment
Staff Sergeant J. L . S. Grinnell
Staff Sergeant L. Lawton
,, 24th Regiment
Staff Sergeant D. G. Cox
..•
School of Signals
taff Sergeant R. G. Osborne .. .
16th Regiment
Staff Sergeant J. Halliday
,, School of Signals
18th Regiment
Staff Sergeant J. Maher
taff Sergeant A. Warren
...
., 18th Regiment
Staff Sergeant D. W. Marshall
H.Q., A.B.R.
crgeant T. Tanner
...
,, 44th (H.C.) Regiment, T.A.
Scrgeam W. C. Wheeler
241 Squadron
Sergeant A. C. T. Tasker
,, 50 Missile Regiment R.A .
Sergeant B. F. Gooding
65th Regiment T.A.
Sergeant A. L. C. Coleman
,, School of Signals
Sergeant J, W. L. Jones
521 Troop
Sergeant J. M . Craig .. .
., 41st Regiment (T.A.)
Sergeant H. E. Williams
Queen's Own Hussars Sig. Tp
Sergeant R. Simmons ...
., 2znd Regiment
Sergeant T . A. B. Mirk
.• wd Regiment
Sergeant D . T. Llewellyn
,, H.Q. 20 Armoured Bde Gp
Sergeant M. J. Scott ...
., 24th RejPment
Sergeant R. B. Hambleton
,, 7th Regiment
Sergeant W. Helme
.. .
.. 228 Souadron
Sergeant R . L. Danella ...
,, 22nd Regimen t
262 Squadron
ergeant F. J. P. Wyatt
Sergeant D. H. Gorman
,, 262 Squadron
Sergeant L. Pollard
,, 227 Squadron
Sergeant T. Gracie
,, 2nd Regiment
ergcant A. McHugh
IIth Hussars Signal Troop
Sergeant J. J. Smith
,, School of Signllls
Seracant B. J. Srylea
266 Squadron
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14457340 A/W.O.I
14474618 A/W.0.I
22265571 A/W.O.Il
22212669 s ~t.
22296o51 A/ .0.11
22242662 A/W.O.JI
22242575 Sgt.
227726oo Sgt.
2549471 Sgt.
gt.
22838001
gt.
228o4789
22233078 Sgt.
22515738 Sgt.
gt.
19041 501
gt.
22537ot3

'.Or

New
Sen. No.
Hughes, C . T. A.
650
Barnes, \Y/. A.
66o
Jones, R. M.
3080
Leonard, H . W .
3090
Arms:rong, D . C.
3100
Hammond, P . \VI. V. 3IIO
Jones, D.
33 10
Gilder, G.
3320
C urtis, D . N.
3330
Johnson, R. C.
3340
Scott, W . W.
3350
C hampion, A.
336o
O'Connor, P. E. C. 3380
Ratcliffe, N .
3390
Crisp, D. W . L.
3400

670
550
JJ80
830
430
630
1140 g:d)
d)
700
136o(Tee)
5710 (Op)
1240 (Fdl
5870 ~Op
4800 Opl
730 rd
1220 Fd)

To W .0 .I
To W.O.II

FOIWMAN OF SIGNALS ROSTER
22111588 W.0.11
Jupe, J . B.
2549493 S SSL
Thomas, B. W.
2549659 S gt.
Hughes, G . F.

880
1640
1650

96o
1730
2090

To S Sgt.

22548559

1070

156o (Ad)

To W.0.I
T o W.O .II

SIGNAL CENTRE SUPERVI OR ROSTER
22248984 W.O.Il
Cooper, F.
2204998 S Sgt .
lfalliday, J.

To

gt.

23516485

Cpl.

To

gt.

22289361
23220397
22550285
22246o52
23482571
22845337
23658511
23545348
23659412

To Sgt.

470
1500

970
570

TECHNICAL ROSTER
Waw, B. G .

4856

7452

OPERATING ROSTER
Cpl.
Charles, G . J.
A/Sgt.
Stark, R. L.
Cpl.
Greaves, R. W .
A/Sgt.
Porter, T.
A/Sgt.
Eastmond, D. R.
Cpl.
Mulcahy, D. N .
A/Sgt.
Kendall, F. W.
Cpl.
Gardiner, S.
A/Sgt.
Jupe, W. R.

11890
JJ900
11910
I1920
n940
11950
1196o
n970
n980

13620
13850
14122
14154
14750
r4840
15340
15370
15930

4050
4o6o
4070
4080
4100
4110
4130
4140
4r50
4170
4180
4200
4210

1960
70
270
440
870
1092
1700
1730
6440
176o
2050
2490
2580

2256o563 Cpl.
2232r445 Cpl.
22050655 Cpl.
22248619 Cpl.
22o63413 Cpl.
22771316 Cpl.
22823026 Cpl.
22265775 Cpl.
02548994 Cpl.
23467254 Cpl.
22837459 Cpl.
22264509 Cpl.
23350275 Cpl.

FIELD ROST!!R
Tibby, ll. C.
Lee, V. F.
Williams, G. J.
Ramm , D. H. A.
Gregory, K. R .
Feltham, W. G.
Peters, B. J.
Smart, J. R.
Daniels, D . R.
J uckes, B. W .
Harris, K.
Johnson, R.
Lewis, C. T.

86o (Tee~
952 (Tee
96o (Tee)
1220 ~Tee)
1330 Tee)
1560 ~Tee~
n6o 1710 Tee
2270 3070 ~Tee)
2280 3495 Tee)
2290 3524 (Tee)
2300 3540 (Tee)
23ro 3580 (Tee)
2320 3859 (Tee)
2330 4320 (Tee)
2200
2210

2220
2230
2240
2250

REGIMENTAL DUTY ROSTER
180
20

500

Old

Sen. No .

300
390
394
36o
1040
?020
1030

CHIEF CLERKS ROSTER
Sgt.
Henry, D.

590 (Tee)
690 (Tee)
594 (Tee)

FOREMAN OP SIGNALS ROSTER

WO.!

290
300
310
320
1030
1040
1050

T o W .O.II

l n S Sgt.

166o
1670
1680

DEJ,E1'JO:S

YEOMAN OF SIGNALS ROSTER
14453145 W.O.II
Davies, A. J. D.
2548654 U I A / W.O.I Heard, J. D.
22523422 A / W.0.1
Metcalfe, P. F.
2549513 A/W.O.I
Cotton, J. H .
22823877 S Sgt.
Brown, P.
22515692 S Sgt.
French, K.
22956230 S Sgt.
Hawkes, C . D.

To W .0 .1

To W.O.ll

L ' ERTI0:-1
FORbMAN OP SIGNALS ROSTF.R
Stanirord, R .
2549586 W.O.JI
L&.1e, D. J.
254966o W.O.II
Wag<taff, R.
22296348 S Sgt.
Shari, E. M.
2~49567 S Sgt.
Sgt.
Gill, P.
22242357
Broo'.<c•, A. N.
22562512 s gt.
s
gt.,
RridJ,:man, J. V.
n289313
Gar ner, J.
Sgt.
2254002.~
Sgt.
Kitchen. C. W.
zzs2~r66
Kelly. R. C.
2549688 Sgt.
Benson, W. L.
23242296 Sgt.
Falconer, A. D. F.
228.210II Sgt.
Allen, s. w.
22967461 Sgt.
Mclnally, J. P. S.
gt.
22515591
fl,erett, T. J.
22967471 Sgt.
Goodwin, D. G.
23225020 Sgt.
Sugden, D.
21466235 Sgt.

ut Regimenl

\JOJtuary, 2965)
REGIMENTAL DUTY ROSTER

n irths
SA:\U'SON.-To Corporal R. G. Sampson, of 240
Command) and M.rs. Sampson, a daughter, Joan
Maternity Ho pital, York, on 31st January, 1965.
PEDLEY.-To Mrtjor (T.O.T.) F. R. Pedley, of 15th
Pedley, at R.A.F. Hospital, teamer Point, Aden ,
son Chri topher John.

,,

Promotions

SHORT SERVICE COM.Ml IO
Lt. (Q.M.) M. A. Barnes-Murphy to be CapL (Q.M.), 28th Januar)'.
W.0.11 A. W. Bird 10 be Lt., 28th December, 1964 .
W.0.1 J. I. Jenkins to be Lt. (Q.M.), 17th December, 1964.
TERRITORIAL ARMY
Lt. K D . Brown 10 be Capt., 1st January, 1965.
Lt. D. J. Young to be Capt., 1st Januari•, 196~.
Lt. R. M. Smith to be Capt., 1 .. t December, i964 .
Signalman I. Thomson to be 2/ Lt., 9th December, 1964.
Cpl. R. D. Gilp;n to be 2/Lt., 16th De ember.
Lt. T. W. Hender.on to be CapL, 17th December.

1 QDG 'frooJ)
,, 227 Squadron
.. R. Scot Greys Sig. Troop
.. 1 Med. Regt. Sig. Troop
244 Squadron
,, qth Regiment R.H.Q.
1st Regiment
205 Squadron
,. r3th Regiment
208 Squadron
.. 19th Regiment
259 Squadron
,, 226 Squadron
H.Q. 3 Div.
,, 222 Squadron
,, 253 Squadron
,, 19th Regiment
15th Regiment
,. 640 Sig. Troop
,, 245 Squadron
,, 8th Regiment

R. T. Thompron
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Sgt.

2?00

TECHNICAL ROSTER
3110

Black Wetlnestlay at Droitwich
Ron• d One -The Dntth• of the Roads

WTEDNESDAY, 20th January, 1965, was a bad day for the
W Squadron Commander at Droitwich transmitter station.
It started quietly enough. He set off early from Oxford to
return to Droitwich, having stayed, overnight after dropping his
son at his new school, and it was nearly 09.00 hours before the
snow began in earnest, with gusting winds up to 70 miles per
hour causing drifts across exposed roads. Speed was reduced
to 30 miles per hour but the first serious check was on the
long climb through the Cotswold village of Bourton-on-theHill, where a large rural district council lorry sprea<ling grit and
sand was slowly overtaking a long line of cars whlch bad failed
to climb the hill. Our hero wisely stayed behind the sand
wagon until, halfway up the bill, it too began to slide backwards
-and sideways, to the consternation of the occupants of all
the snow-bound cars already stuck on the inside line. It
only took about 15 minute of backing and filling, to the
accompaniment of much verbal advice, to sort that lot out.
Having climbed the hill, the run along the top of the Cotswolds was relatively uneventful-a few stranded cars, the odd
vehicle head-on into the ditch, but on the descent into Broadway there was drama. A snow plough, attempting to overtake a
snow-bound lorry, had itself become stuck, successfully and
completely blocking the whole road until, after about 20
minutes it gave up the ghost and somehow slithered back down
the hill. The rest was easy, only two vehicles in the ditch
alongside the motorway between Worcester and Droitwich,
though the AA. patrolman advised that there was a four-mile
queue between Droitwich and Birmingham, and he arrived
feeling like Scott of the Antarctic at about 09.30 hours.

Round Two - The Dnttfo of the i\Prinls
A quick check and the operational ituation was revealed as
follows:
a. Delhi-Rawalpindi aerial icing-up and arcing over the
n ine-inch separators on the feeder; circuit passed to the
standby station, Pirbright, at 09.00 hours.
b. Similar flashing seen on the down feeder of the Ottawa
aerial; circuit to Pirbright 09 35 hours; the linemen set to
work, muffled in protective clothing, to lower the 2,oooft.
long curtains--each of three separate copper wires, from
the 15oft. high towers, ' clean off the ice and snow,
reposition the separating insulators and re-erect the aerial.
Anxious eyes were kept on all other aerials as the snowstorm continued. The snow and ice builds up on each wire to
nearly two inches in diameter, doubles the weight of the aerial,
multiples the area affected by the wind and causes the 4oolb.
counterweight at the end of the halyard to ride up the concrete
post at the foot of the aerial tower until it comes up against the
drum on which the halyard is wound against a ratchet. After
thi·s the aerial can only break ff the wind continues.
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At 10.20 hours the O>mmanding Officer rang for a itrep and
was surprised to hear of the violence of the storm, which was
apparently by-passing Gloucester. (Gusts of up to 101 miles
per hour were reported in the National Press, and the Midlands
Electricity Board had four power cuts that morning. We had
long sin ce gone over to standby generators). At 10.50 hours
the cage dipole to B.A.O.R. came crashing down in a tangle of
wires-the " cage" is a series of octagonal metal spacers about
3oin. across, each having eight wires connected and all slung
between ro5ft. towers. Not too serious because we have land
li nes to B.A.O.R. and little traffic is passed by radio. At u.15
hours the feeders parted on both the upper and lower rhombics
of the Malta aerial; in the resulting crash the abSOTber route was
broken. This was serious and could take up to four days to
rebuild.
The Royal Navy accepted our traffic for Malta, Pirbright
handed back the Ottawa circuit to the restored Droitwich
aerial, and took over the Malta circuit at 13.07 hours. The
Delhi-Rawalpindi aerial at Droitwich was also ready to take
over the circuit from Pirbright, but there was no need to, as
the traffic schedule had closed till next day.
As a final grand finale the standby aerial to Kenya came
crashing down, leaving only the two aerials working to Cyprus
undamaged by the blizzard. The only bright spot was that
by noon the snow and wind were easing off and the temperature
was rising.
That afternoon the business of disentangling the debris and
assessing the damage began. It was out of the question to send
anyone-even a qualified aerial rigger up the 15oft. towers in
these weather conditions, so work was confined to noting where
breaks bad occurred, making up replacement components and
repairing the feeder roures and absorber routes carried on 16ft.
poles, which are within reach.
Houtul Three - The UattlP of the Dull
It was at this stage, after a frazzling day of anxiety, physical
discomfort, vague reports and strained tempers, that our hero,
the Squadron Commander, was dealt the unkindest cut of all.
Dressed for battle, in combat kit, gumboots and caps SD
(none of your navy blue and gold braid in the aerial field) he
was busily and, it must be admitted, rather noisily, engaged in
encouraging and supervising his small army of linemen, field
signalmen and any unfortunate technicians, cooks and bottle
washers who could not take cover in time, when he noticed a
strange thing. First of all, there was a silence, as when an
audience settles for the opening curtain--as indeed it had.
Then, from the herd of young cows vainly searching for the
pasture in the snow-covered fields one had detached itself and
was making, rather purposefully, towards him.. It was only 50
yards away when be made two important discoveries:
First of all, the silent audience-of brutal and licentious
soldiers had all quietly taken up positions some ten feet off
the ground and were indeed awaiting, with interest, the opening moves of a drama which they bad witnessed before.
Secondly, as the curious cow came closer, the ring on its
nose revealed that it was in fact a boisterous young bull. Now
the stage was set. There was not actually any fanfare and
certainly no band played the passo-doble, but the audience
called " Ho, Torro " and " Ole " very realistically and the bull
responded by charging.
The matador, poor thing, must have felt be was quite
improperly dressed, with no " suit of lights," no sword and
very definitely no torreros. (They were all up the aerial
towers). He fixed the bull with a steely glance and willed it
to stop, but the unintelligent animal did not know its Hemingway and came on. He did have bis canes, rattan, two feet,
however, and he executed a fairish veronica, first off, which
brought him nicely round to the only escape route; Signalman
Brown, who also comes from Glasgow and understands the
patois, made a diversion using a jerkins, leather No. 2, as a
torrero's cape. Displaying some very fancy footwork and
throwing dignity to the winds, our hero, ignoring the cheers of
the crowd, sought cover behind an absorber route pole. That
~t tled it. There was to be no lood on the snow, no death in
the afternoon.
Honour was satisfied and Torro, after pawing and snorting
a bit, rejoined his harem and moved off, lowing, "cross the lea
and into the settirtg sun." The banderilleros collected their
blow lamps and solder, the picador mounted his tractor and
the whole escadrilla moved slowly back to tea (fish and chips
and second for the line party) discussing details of the corrida
en route. 0 LB ! . . . .
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"Tlie Young Corps"
(See also pages

100-101)

AIOIY .,PPRENTIC:Es· SCHOOi.• HARROGATE
Rebuilding. Unaided y the weather the
rebuilding programme has appeared to reach a
most depressing stage. A large number of
buildings in Unia ke Barracks have been
demolished so far and Phillips Squadron have
taken the wise precaution of vacating their
accommodarion. thus avoiding being bulldozed
into the sea of mud that is all that now remains
of their late ' home from home.'
HARROGATE
Everyone seems to be moving and it is not
unusual now to meet roving bands of hobby
enthusiasts searching for a new home to replace one destroyed
about their ears. Those clubs which have, so far, retained their
premises are now particularly careful to keep. them permanently
locked to discourage would-be squatters It 1s, perhaps, purely
coincidental that the new temporary Guard Room has been
sited beside a large hole labelled " Deep Excavations.''
New roads appear with surprising regularity, power and
telephone lines are cut, and the array of mechanical ~uipments
demolish buildings with remarkable sped and efficiency. Be
that as it may, one member of the permanent staff was heard
to remark that the demolitions would have been done far more
quickly and effectively if the apprentices had been allowed to
' have a go ' for a day.
Arrivals. We have 45 new arrivals this term and we wish
them all success in the Corps. One of the new recruits is
worth a mention, he is A/T Smith, whose grandfather had
service with S'gnals as an Engineer from 1899 when he enlisted.
Since that date there has always been a member of this family
serving with s:gnals.
There was mention of this family in the February, 1964 issue
of THE WIRE in notes from 234 Squadron (Malta).
Vis· i s. We have had the following visitors so far this term:
C.0.C.-in-C., orthern Command, Lieutenant-General G. R.
D. Musson, c.s., C.B.E., o.s.o.; Inspector of Boys' Training
(Army), Brigadier K. R. S. Trevor, o.B.E., n.s.o.; the Matronin-Chief, Brigadier E. M. Turner, M.B.E.

Hockey. Since the middle of last term our hockey officer,
Major A. R. Rawson, has been trying to arrange a six-a-side
competition for the apprentices. Its purpose was twofold;
firstly, to try and find hidden talent, and secondly, to provide
a good afternoon's sport. There are many conflicting demands
on an apprentice's time, but the date was finally settled for
the 20th January, and despite snow and slush the competition
was held on that day; two teams being provided by each
Squadron. The final was between Rawson "A" team and
Penney " A," the forrner winning by one goal and one short
corner to nil. The standard of hockey was high . considering
the appalling weather conditions. The players appeared to
enjoy themselves much better than the spectators !
Rol;(hy .Football. There have been two matches so far
this term; we beat 24th Regiment in the first round of the
Northern Command Cup competition by 14-0 in a replay. On
the first date conditions were so bad that the game was abandoned after a player was taken off the pitch suffering from
exposure!
The team includes members of the permanent staff and
appn- .. rices, and particularly good performances have been put
up by Corporal Pottinger (P.S.) and A/Ts Higgins, Nason and
Walpole.
The future of School Rugby looks fairly bright at the
moment, with plenty of young talent coming up.
Squash. Having no squash court in the School (as yet),
all our matches are played "abroad," mainly at Catterick, on
the " home and away " basis. The record is as follows:
Winter Term
.. . Played 8 Won 5 Lost 3
Spring Term
... Played 5 Won 4 Lost I
Two teams have been entered in the Northern Command
competition, and the "A" team have now reached the semifinal
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windN, A1•ril sltuwerl!I. Generally speaking,
March is one of the quieter months here at Denbury, prior to
the usual build-up of activity before Graduation Day, and the
end of term. This year Graduation Day is Tuesday, 13th
April.
The swimming pool is now an accepted and much-needed
am enity in the R egiment. It seems strange to think tha t
swimming pools, until quite recently, were regarded as a
luxury which could only be seen in the larger country residences. Now they are recognised as vital items of training
equipment, not only in the Services, but in all educational
establishments. Our aim is for every Junior Leader to be a
competent swimmer before he graduates to man's service.
llnsketbnll. An excellent recovery from last season .
Having won four out of seven matches, the team has risen
from bottom of the local civilian league, the Exeter and District
League, to fourth. In this largely men's league, the team has
done well. The first two matches, one against St. Luke's
Teachers' Training College and the other against Northbrook
School, the scores were impressive, as the team "made rings
around" our opponents-21 points to 8 and 30 points to 6.
Tribute should be paid here to the good shooting of J /Sergeant
Bowers and JI Signalman Endean, Endean having scored nearly
half the points. With the recent addition of tlh.ree six-footers,
the Jones twins and Palmer, training has started on producing
two Squadron teams. ' " Slim " Squadron has a most impressive team, with four six-footers l The teams practice five
nights a week for an hour, an effort well worth while, for with
the Army Boys' Basketball Championship only a few weeks
away, it is hoped to fitld two teams strong enough to beat tihe
Junior Leaders Regiments of both the R.A.C. and the R A.S.C.,
not forgetting our friends at Harrogate. Perhaps when this is
won, the fact that the team got lost going to a match, due
to someone's bad map-reading, will be overlooked, and all the
effort put in by Sergeants Lightfoot, Block and Dart and
Signalman Anderson will be made all the more worthwhile.
Fencing at Denltury? It is hoped to produce some
fencing equipment in the n ear future and start a small fencing
club at Denbury. Membership will include boys, staff, and
possibly families as well.
Fencing is a sport dogged by technical terms, mostly still
in their original French forms, and because of this does not
enjoy the popularity it deserves as a sport. Only a small
percentage who begin to learn the noble art of fencing are
still at it a year or so later. This is a pity, because those who
persevere through the tedious initial stages find what a grand
sport it really is.
With all tihis in mind, it is proposed to get rid of the
tediousness here at D enbury, so that we may send a few
novice fencers into the Corps who are ready to graduate into
more advanced classes. We are fortunate in having several
staff members qualified to teach the sport, so fencing Regimen ts can, we hope, look forward to receiving a few enthusiastic fencers from Denbury.
Army Cup Competitions. It has been somewhat disappointing this year that we have lost the football, boxing and
rugger competitions, but we were particularly unfortunate in
that all the matches were played away from Denbury; in the
boxing, it was a particularly narrow defeat by Oswestry, which
depended on the final bout.
The rugger match versus R.A.C. Junior Leaders was again
a very closely-fought match in which Signals clearly had territorial advantage almost throughout, but we were unable to
actually cross our opponents' line. Dropped passes at the
crucial moments were largely to blame and the lack of a good
kicker resulted in our failing to gain any penalty points. The
R.A.C. Junior Leaders finally won 8-o.
We hope that our hockey team can again reach the Army
finals; we have a large nucleus remaining from last year, whose
experience should enable us to do very well.
Outside Army Cup Competitions, however, we have enjoyed
a large degree of success. At the recent Army Gymnastic
Championships, this Regiment won the Army Junior Team
Championship and also the Army Junior Team Trampoline
Championsh1p. Individual placings in these two championships
were:

(Continued on page 85)
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Army 1unior Championship (Gymnastic)
1st JI Signalman Norgrove
2nd J/Signalman Riddell
4th JI Signalman Kendall
5th JI Signalman Rookes

Army 1unior Trampoline Championship
Ist ]/Corporal Robertson
3rd J/Signalman Norgrove
6th J /Signalman Riddell
Having been knocked out of the Army Cup boxing in the
first round by the Infantry Junior Leaders, six members of our
t~am entered for the Southern Command Junior Individual
Boxing Champions with the following results:
Winner, Class B
J /Lance-Corporal Carr (8st. 7lb.)
}/Signalman Unwin (Iost. 7lb.)
Winner, Class B
J/Signalman Foster (1ost.)
Winner, Class B
JI ignalman Connachen (9st. 7lb.) Runner-up, Class B.
J/Signalman James (8st. 7lb.)
Run~~r~up~ Class B.
J /Signalman Parker (8st. 7lb.)
Semi-Fmahst, Class C.
Eduentlon and Traule TrnininJ:. The results of tihe
new training programme are beginning to bear fruit and .the
number of passes in all exam:nations has risen to an all-tune
high Likewi e, on the trade side, the new training and greater
con~~ntration of effort and time in the programme is producing
a more capable and qualified end-product. It is to be hoped
that training of Linemen and Electrician Drivers ~ill soon be
under way, thus broadening the facilities of our Jumor Leaders.

The Regiments
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1st Dl°\''ISION llEAD(!UARTEllS AND
SIGNAL llEGUIENT, D.F.P.O. 32
1st Divisio11i Ski l'Ueeting
The 1st Division Ski Meeting was held in the Oberharz at
the end of January. In preparation for this event, a num~r
of ~ecognised or potential skiers had been selected early . m
November to start training. They spent the first month domg
some very tough and gruelling training in and around the
gymnasium under the experienced and demanding hand of our
tame musclernan, S.S.!. Barnes of the A.P.T.C. His programme
of exercises and runs was designed to develop physique and
stamina assets so viral to langlauf ski-ing. After four weeks of
this to~ghen.Jig-up process, the ski tea~ depar·ted for the
picturesque village of Bad Harzburg, which 1s close to St.
Andreasberg where the 1st Division Ski Meeting was to take
place. At Bad Harzburg, the team were initiated into . the
complexities of langlauf ski-ing, many of them for the first t~e.
Their instructor was Herr Werner Trummshausen, who 1s a
local Bad Harzburg Bundespost official, The snow conditions
varied con iderably during the six weeks. they spent at Bad
Harzburg, and this enabled them to e~penen~e the many conditions they might encounter at the Ski ~eetm~ and to perfect
their technique. As the start of the Ski Meetmg approached,
confidence in their ability increased and everyon.e hoP:ed .that
no last-minute setback would occur to affect theu aspiraaons.

Success at last In tile Pntrul Jlnce
The Ski Meeting opened with tihe Individual 15 km. CrossCountry Race, and the Regiment scored an in~tant success.
Corporal Gardiner and Lance-Corporal Baynes, ne1th~r of :-vhom
had ever skied before, came first and s~cond respec~1vely .m the
Novices' Race and were sixth and mnth respecavely m the
Open category' out of over 70 en.tries. This augured very well
for the remaining events, and so it proved. In the 4 X 10 km.
Relay Race, the "A" team were lying second until th_e last leg,
when unfortunately, our last skier took a wrong turning only
2 km '. from home, and came in fourth. The "B " team followed
.them in in fifth place. And so to the last event, the Patrol
Race, probably the most demanding task of. all, in".olvin~ a
long and difficult course over thickly wooded hills and mcluding
an exacting firing competition. There were a number of wellfancied teams .to contend with, but our two teams set off undaunted and looking very determined. Those spectator.s who
braved the inclement conditions to watch them on .the!I way
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CCR Signals HQ I (BR) Corps congratulating the regimental 'A'
Team upon winning the Patrol Race watched by SSI Barnes who
had trai ned the team in the early stages

round the course paid tribute to the way in which they kept
well together and to their display of high morale in difficult
conditions. As they went through the various control points on
the course, it soon became apparent that both teams were
gaining time on other teams. And so it proved. The " A "
team (Lieutenant Brock, Corporal Gardiner, Lance-Corporal
Wilson, Lance-Corporal Baynes) came in easy winne~s by .fi".e
minutes over the very experienced team of 94 Locatmg Regiment R.A., and the "B "' team (Second-Lieutenant Podevin,
Corporal Bailey, Lance-Corporal Dransfield, Gunner ~)
finished third, only 48 seconds behind the runners-up. This
triumphant finish was watched by a iubilant Brigadier M. S.
H ancock, C.C. Royal Signals, I (B.R.) Corps, who had travelled
down from Bielefeld for the day. He was subsequently seen
w,th the Commanding Officer on the ski slopes of St. Andreasberg where both were executing parallel turns of delight with
varying degrees of success.
Much of the credit for our success must go to Herr
Trumrnshausen, .to whom we are indebted for his assistance
and advice, not only during the period of trainin.g b~t also
during the Meeting itself. He was always there to mspire and
encourage our teruns, and gave invaluable. advice on techni9,_ue,
tactics and what sort of wax was best sUJted to the prevailing
conditions.
The Linemen, As Usual, Do a .Fb1e Job
Before leaving the subject of .the 1st Division Ski Meeting,
mention should be made of the sterling work done by "C"
Troop in laying the lines for the Meeting. This is an annual
event for " C " Troop, and this year Captain Grant, our
Canadian exchange officer, was appointed to be responsible for
the provision of line communications, ably assisted by Sergeant
Barnden and a party of linemen. Our linemen, as usual,
thoroughly enjoyed it all, .in spite of having to be up early to
check the lines and gettmg home very late someames after
r eeling in. 0 £ten the lines were laid in deep snow in ar~c
cond.tions but all difficulties were surmounted and communications wer~ maintained without a hitch. All concerned with the
Meeting were most impressed ~i~ the way ll_i which .all tasks
were tackled cheerfully and willingly and with the unmense
amount of hard work performed by the men of " C " Troop.
Nonetheless, Sergeant Barnden still managed to find time ~o
sample the wares of various refreshment houses and Captam
Grant who had announced at ·the outset that he was a skier,
was l~ter seen to be taking unofficial lessons from a Norwegian
girl-friend. Most of these lessons seemed to be conducted
away from the public gaze, so we have no idea of how he got on
(at ski-ing, of course).
D.A.O.R. Ski Meeting
Fresh from its success in the Divisional Meeting our "A"
team travelled to Oberjoch with two reserves. Lieutenant Mike
Bro k Corporal Gardiner, Lance-Corporal Baynes, Gunner Lee
the t~am and reserves Lance-Corpo{lll Wilson and LanceCorporal 'oransfield. It was immediately apparent from others
gathered for training in Oberjoch that .the. competition ':"as
going to be fierce and a number of Olympic standard skiers
were seen to be training hard.
In the four by ten kilometre relay race we were placed ninth,
we were a little unlucky here, in that Gunner Lee finished the
last kilometre with only one ski. Competing in the fifteen
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kilometre British and Army Cross C.Ountry event LanceCorporal Baynes put up a very good performance finishing
thirty-second of one hundred and seventy-four starters. All the
more creditable considering that the first ten home were all
up ro British Olympic standard.
The climax of the meeting was the twenty kilometre T eam
Patrol Race. Twenty-four teams from the United Kingdom
and B.A.0.R. comp-ted. The Regiment's team came ninth. A
little disappointing to them after all dteir hard training but
nevertheless a jolly good performance. Bad luck again " dogged "
the team in that we had two snapped skis in the first two kilometres and lost five minutes as a result. This cost the team two
places in the final reckoning. Interesting to note that the team's
shooting was well up to standard and better than most Infantry
Regiments.
So ended a very enjoyable but hard period of training and
competition crowned with fair success but more important
than that many lessons learnt and much valuable experience
gained.
Well done the 1st Regiment. It was high time the Corps did
something about ski-ing. Now the foundation for future success
has been laid-Editor.)

Taking a drink before his farewell dinner, RSM Johnston with the
new RSM, W.O. I Adams

Farewell to ll.S.l'tl. C. W ••Johnston
On the 10th February, 1965, the Regiment bid farewell to its
R.S.M., W.0.1 Johnston. On the same day he joined 16th
Regiment as Lieutenant (Q.M.) Johnny Johnston. After two and
a .half years we were indeed sorry to lose one who together
with Mrs. Johnston had done so very much for the Regiment.
We shall miss them both.
The Sergeants' Mess wined and dined Mr. Johnston on the
6th February, 1965. A sign of the times was that a total of
ninety-five members .sat down to an excellent dinner prepared
under the supervision of Staff-Sergeant Rodrigues, A.C.C.
Suitable music was provided by the Band of the nth Hussars
who also provided music for the dance which followed. During
the evening our new R.S.M., W.O.I R. Adams, presented a
very fine canteen of cutlery to Mr. and Mrs. Johnston on behalf
of the Sergeants' Mess.
At a curry luncheon in the Officers' Mess on 9th February
1965, at which Mr. Johnston was the guest of honour'
Lieutenant-Colonel Charles Page presented a sword to Mr'.
Johnston from the Officers of the Regiment.
feature of the Cipher Department no doubt reflects our Confuci~n environment-all the locks go the wrong way!
Smee the new centre opened, we have had a number of
distinguished visitors, including the Commander, British Forces
Lieutenant-General Sir Denis O'Connor, whose visit to th~
cenrre, on 21st December, is depicted in the two lower photo~raphs. Other high ranking visitors have been the Comrnodorem-Charge, Hong Kong, and the Chief of Staff, Headquarter
La.nd .Forces; but it was left to our Chief Signal Officer'.
Bngadi7r E. C. R. Blaker, to sound the keynote of the whole
enterpnse when he said after his visit on 1st December·
" It's nice to see some real progress at last."
·
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"""' Progress at L ast :

It's Str e a111llne d and it' s tlie •••

Pict11res 1vliicli sliow tlie 'Nerv Look in Comcentres'

New look in Comcentres
E are indebted to 252 Squadron for this account of the
new Message Centre in the Joint Services Communications Centre in Hong Kong. It took two years in the planning.
It is air-conditioned, sound-proofed, and incorporates many
of the modern refinements which give it a streamlined appearance, and it's a centre situated on Hong Kong Island, of which
252 Squadron are justifiably proud.

W

Appearances can be deceptive. The glossy counter which
you see in the top left-hand photograph on the facing page
is not the bar of the Hotel .Metropole; nor, for that mauer,
is the clock intended to be a perpetual reminder of " Time,
gentlemen, please !" A more discerning scrutmy reveals that
the " bar price list " on the wall behmd the counter is, in
fact, a schedule of Courier Ser vices for Headquarters, Land
Forces, Hong Kong. So much for decep tion!
What you see, in fact, is a courier's-eye view of the Message
Centre in the new Jomt Services Communication Centre in
Hong Kong, which went into operation on 20th October, 1964.
The photographs on the facing page represent, pictorially, the
culminauon or two years of planning. ·1·hose of you with any
experience of " planning " in this day and age will readily
appreciate the many fr ustrations, delays-even fundamental
changes of plan-which have to be met and overcome before
a project of this nature can be brought to completion.
The Hong Kong Communications Centre was no exception.
It began as a single-Service project, to replace an anuqua·ted
Signal Centre, in equally antiquated buildmgs; then the plans
had to be expanded to cater for Joint-Service operation, in
line with the policy of integration for Service strategic networks; and finally, it was a question of modifying certam constructional aspects to conform with individual last-minute requirements of the other two Services.
However, Royal Signals are the sole users of the facilities
offered; the Royal Navy are joining forces with us in the near
future, followed, in due course, by the Royal Air Force.
Air-conditioned and sound-proofed throughout, the . new
comcentre incorporates many refinements which help to give
it a streamlined, ultra-modern appearance (including fitted
carpets). Much of the credit for this must go to the C.D.S.O.,
Captain E. G. Barrett, who nursed the project through, with
one uncompromising axiom in mind-" only the best will do I"
Add to that a meticulous attention to detail, and you get the
results depicted in the accompanying photographs.
In essence, the centre consists of three main entities-the
Message Centre, the Tape Relay Centre, and the Cipher Department. The Message Centre handles all messages and S.D.S.
packages to and from overseas, for all units in the Colony.
I ts associated 'teleprinter tributary (located behind the " bar
price list" in the top left-hand photograph), serves the Joint
Headquarters and unirs located on the island. This tributary
feeds into the Tape Relay Centre (top right photograph),
which houses the terminals for the " long-haul " circuits, and
also the terminals of local circuits to various formations and
agencies in the Colony. It is worth mentioning here that both
the transmit and receive consoles depicted in the photograph
were designed by the C.D.S.O., and were manufactured locally
(as indeed were the majority of fittings incorporated into the new
centre). The design of these consoles has attracted the active
interest of civilian firms, notably Cable and Wireless and PanAmerican Airways, who have placed firm orders with the local
manufacturer for the production of similar units for commercial
use.
The Tape Relay Centre also includes a tape factory, and
we make no apologies for mentioning this feature, because it
gives us an excellent opportunity for introducing one of our
star attractions-Lance-Corporal Betty Devine, who is seen
operating the copy-selection switch in the No. 3 photograph!
For obvious reasons, we cannot go into details of the Cipher
Department, except, perhaps, to mention that the design and
constructional specifications for this particular enclave have
caused us more frustration than the rest of the building put
together, due to the necessity for meeting individual Service
requirements, which appear to alter each month! Another

I.

General view of the Message Centre,
HQ Land Forces, Hong Kong

2.

View of the Tape Relay Centre, showing
transmit and receive consoles

3.

Lance Corporal Betty Devine, WRAC,
seated at the tape factory in the TRC,
Hong Kong

4.

Lieutenant General Sir Denis O'Connor,
visits the new Comcentre. Left to
right : Captain E. G. Barrett (CDSO)
Commander British Forces, Lieutenant
Colonel E. J. Winn (C. R. Signals),
Lance Corporal Annice Williams
(WRAC), and Major D. G. H. Armold,
RA (M.A. to C.B.F.)

5.

C.B.F. in the Tape Relay Centre, Left
to right: Private Olga Tinkler (WRAC),
Lieutenant Gen~ral Sir Denis O'Connor,
and Captain E. G. Barrett

(Continued at foot of previous column)
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After returning from block leave on 4th January, there has been
much to do to prepare for ~he usual visits of Senior Staff Officers
who come once per year to check that we eat well; our stores are
correctly maintained and accounted for ; we wouldn't all go
up in smoke if we had a fire; that the rats just manage a meagre
existence and are not bloated; we are all worthy of admission
ro University; vehicles go; watches tell the time; radios are
more beneficial than just for the racing re~ults; and that the
arms are good enough for drill on the Square. Such 1s the
typical schedule of visits before that great event in any Unit's
year-.the Annual Administrative Inspection. Ours this month
was c.onducted by the G.O.C. 3rd Division, Major-General C.
H . Blacker, O.B.E., M.C.

CHOOSE

WISELY

Whert corosidering hire purchase schemes you will want to know the answers to these questions:

*

Can I buy my car through a local dealer with the
advantages of preliminary tests, best after-sales
service, lowest delivery costs and best price for
my present ca r 7

* If posted to another country can I take the car

~;.;~NERSHIP

UK: Naafiwill finance the purchase of a new car
or a used car (u p to five years old) from a dealer
or from another member of H.M. Forces.
Belg i um , G i bral t ar, Ge rma ny, Aden ,
Malaya, Si ngapo r e and Hon g Kon g : Naafi
will finance purchase of new cars' from a dealer.

with me without formality or fuss and the
necessity to fi nd a guarantor 7

* W ill the HP company fi nance freight charges and
import duty in the event of my being posted?

*

Can I obtain cover against most of my liability
to purchase tax and import duty in the event
of premature repatriation?

* Will the HP company arrange first- class insur-

ance cover at reasonable cost and obtain prompt
cover if I am posted abroad ?

* Do I get free personal insurance?
* Are the HP charges low and without extras, such
as subscriptions?

You will be able to answer "yes" to each question if you •••

CHOOSE NAAFI HP
For further details ask y:ur Naafi manage~
or write or telephone Controller of Credit Services, NAAFI, London SE11. RELiance 1200

House Buying Made Easy-Wherever You Are!
.. In re~nt months we .have arranged House Purchase Plans for military personnel serving in Aden, Australia, BAOR,
British Gmana, Cyprus, Gibraltar, Hong Kong, Johore, Kenya, Kuala Lumpur, Kuwa it, Malta, Singapore, Tripolitania and
U.K. They numbered 129 in all, of all ranks.
Some plans allowed for immediate advances of 90 per ceJt, others up to )OO per cent after a waiting period of three
years. Every Plan was tailor-made to each individual's requ :rements- no single Plan can possibly be suitable to everyone.
Each Plan produced a goodly cash sum for the individual in addition to a house free of mortgage, as the end products.
The cash sum usually ranged from £2,000 to £4,000. Full mortgage protection was provided at no extra cost and each
thousands of £s-:-a:cord in~ tC? .the price of the property-when compared with
Plan a~hiev~d a saving of h1;1n?reds
borrowing d.1rectly .from a Bu1ld10g Society .o r local council. Many 10d1viduals were agreeably surprised to find that the
cost of buymg their own house would be little more, or evea less, than the recently increased rents for married quarters.
If you are servi?g overseas, now is t.he time to start a Deferred House Purchase Plan to enable you to buy a house
~fter you RHE. . lf rn UK, you c~n obtam a Plan for house purchase now or later, as you please. The essential factor
ts to do somethmg now, as delay mcreases the cost of any Pla n and reduces the savings achieved by it.
Let us prepare a House Purchase Plan to meet your needs. We charge you no fee at any stage and all our advice is
freely given, without obligation.

or

H. R. MARTIN & CO. LTD.
Selective Insurance Advisors to Serving and Retired Members of H.M. Forces

38A GREYFRIARS ROAD, READING, BERKS
Services Advisory Bureau M anager: MAJOR L. J. LOWEN (Retd.)
Managed by: MAIO~ H. R. MARTIN (Retd.)
(24-Hour R ecordacall Service)
Tel.: Reading 56226 and 56227
When writing for a House Purchase P lan, please give the following details: • Rank, nam~ and address
• Date of birth
• Price of house (an approximation will do)
• Loan required
• When required
• Full details of Life or Endowment policies held which you wish to use in the purchase
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II• art Set Fluttering!
After inspecting the Quarter Guard the G .O C. set a few
hearcs fluttering with a practice fire alarm-not just to the
surprise of those in ·the vicinity of the Guard Room but also
to those drawn up on the parade ground awaiting his arrival!
N ·ver before had so many men been so readily available to
the Fire Master to fight an imaginary fire I After inspecting
men, vehicles and detachments ' ready for war,' keeping them
active by doubling around the square-and lots of the un~xpected-the G.0.C. inspected all parts of the Regiment. If
the holiday he granted at the end of the day is any indication
of the satisfaction he got from his inspection-then we did
all right.
But life is not all work with no play, and on the lighter side
we have had some exciting moments. Captain Davies, LanceCorporal Aston, Signalman Stephens and Signalman Radley
played Rugby for the Divisional Team, the latter being the
main tactician of the recent defeat of the potential Division 3
Staff Offic~rs from Camberley. The team is planning a tour of
the Divisions in B.A.0 .R shortly.
The Hockey XI suffered a narrow defeat in the semi-finals
of the Army Cup against the S.E.M.E., Bordon, when they lost
1- nil, and again to the Royal Dragoons in the D ivisional Hockey
Championships when they lost 2-1. Nonetheless the team
has had a good season and have maintained the best traditions
of the Regiment in getting as far as they have.
The:v Won Every

"'ei~ht

The R!!giment's Boxing
Team made its debut on
the 13th January in a
friendly comest with the
National Smelting Company from Bristol. The
experience gained was
when
two
noticeable
weeks later the team went
on to win every weight
in the Divisional Individual Championship.
Particular credit must go
to Sergeant Blay, LanceCorporal
0 1 i p h a n t,
R.E.M.E., Signalman Bennett, Corporal Cobrand
and Signalman Barber
for their victories, and a
Serceanc M. J. Blay of I Squadron Featherspecial word for Signalweiiht Ind ividual Champion 3rd Division
man Comer who un1964/65
fortunately fell out of the
ring and sustained slight
injuries to hls head. For the majority of the team who had little
previous experience, their reward for many weeks of arduous
training came in the ring, and afterwards at the presentation
of prizes by the G.O.C.

The Dest Tentacle
Air Support Troop presented themselves for .the C.O. in a
simple competition for the best tentacle. The winning team
composed of Lance-Corporal Hardiman, Signalmen Gregory,
Andrews and Hussey richly deserved the prize they were
awarded, but the proof of it all will c.ome M Easter and Whitsuntide when they provide communications for the Service and
National Gliding Championships.
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A SUCCESSFUL BOXING TEAM
Back row: Sergeant Bradley, APTC, Lance Corporal Oliphant, REME, Sicnalman
Bennett, Corporal Cobrand, Signalman Barbe r , Sergeant Riley, RASC. Front
row: Signalman Corn er, Private McE laney, RASC, RSM, CO, Private Bell, RASC,
Sergeant Blay

Sec.end-Lieutenant Ingham and Sergeant Bradley spurred the
Unit Cross Country Team on in the Divisional Team Championships-and although they didn't secure a win, they certainly
were not at the bottom of the scale.
Entertainment continues in the Junior Ranks "Triangle"
Club-with our weekly dances. With our own Regimental
Group has been featured this month .. The Griefs "-a local
group. Suffice to say simply-' Good Grief.'

4th DIVISION 11. Q. AND SIGNAL REGIMENT,
11.F.P.O. 15
Fourth by name, but not by nature. Sometimes we slip
from the top three, but the efforts of " The Quadrants " in
corning fourth out of a field of twelve in the local beat group
contest in Herford are not to be decried. Fonned just before
Christmas, by kind permission of the P .R.!., managed by the
Foreman of Signals, publicity manager R.S.M. Stephens, they
are already making a name for themselves. Some .. squares "
query certain aspects of the electronic output, but the real
proof of their ability was when they "sent" 150 officers
and their wives at the Divisional Headquarters New Year's
dance.
Exercise "Woodcock" is our name for a series of exercises
designed to test and exercise junior ranks' initiative and endurance. The first consisted of a 20-mile march, range c.ourse
and obstacle course. The blisters were legion. There is no
rank without privilege, so the C.O. headed the queue at the
M.I. Room. The winning team was "M" Troop, and H .Q.
Squadron continue to keep up the1r form by winning the second
exercise, which was devoted solely to weapon handling.
Thanks to our new establishment, we have now raised a fourth
Squadron. 0 C. 3 Squadron still gets furious any time he is
referred to as 0.C. 2 Squadron, bur we shall get it right soon.
The snow has c.ome and gone, in patches, but so as not to
be outdone by the variations of the weather, our ski-ing experts have been building a dry run in the gymnasium. It will
probably be completed by the time the spring c.omes, but at
least it should enable the experts and beginners alike to practise
throughout the year.

T a ct!
Tact is always an asset, especially, perhaps, in Signals personnel of all ranks who have to deal with the staff. This
appears to be appreciated by the Corporals' Mess, when, at
their recent and first guest night, to which they invited tl.e
Warrant Officers and Sergeants' Mess, they allowed themselves
to be beaten by their visitors. The new Corporals' Mess Committee is full of ideas and hopes for the future.
We hoped to be able to end these notes by recording a victory
over 7th Regiment in the finals of the 4th Division Area
Hockey. They were, however, well-deserved victors, so we
can only say that at least it was two Corps teams who fought
the final battle.
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'7th REGDIENT, D.F.P.O. 15
Well informed? Compassionate? Sentimental? If you are
one of the above you'll enjoy our articl:e this month. .
With a large percentage of the Regiment engaged m Trade
Training and Education, interesting news items for January
are few and far between. This month, however, you can r.ead
about our hockey team, our dog Digger, and our own weddmg.

Dock y
This season has produc~ as good a ~ockey te:im as the
Regiment has ever seen. Fresh from th~~ _3-0 v1~tory over
4th Regiment in the final of the 4th D1vmon section of the
Army Cup, they are determined to get to England for the
Army Final.
·
A record of the season's games laid out in a table looks more
like the point tally for a Rugby. team than the goals scored in
hockey matches (Played 25, won 21, lost 2, drawn 2, goals for
l 33, goals against 32).
We have some prolific scorers, Captain Moss and Staff
Sergeant Angell heading the list, who bet\'l'een t~em in one
game shot 13 goals without reply. Unfortunately tl:ie next Cup
games won't be so easy, but with so much at stake we can't
afford to lose now I
D IJfJfer
In a large Regiment
like ours, many have
passed th r o u g h the
Sergeants' Mess, and few
of those surely can forget
Dog W.O.II (D.Q.M.S.)
D igger. He has risen
from the ranks, though
what his original rank
was we're not quite sure;
some say sheepdog, some
say spaniel most just say
shaggy mongrel dog, but
all say Champion.
Way back, we think in
1953, a certain Sergeant
Andy Barnes, R.E.M.E.
(now Mr. Barnes) got
Digger
him as a puppy from a
Captain in the Regiment.
Sergeant Barnes was married and lived out, but he brought
Digger in daily, and everyone got to know him. He liked camp
life and, although remaining loyal to Bergeant Barnes, he
eventually decided to "live in "; his master gave up the uneven
battle, and Digger was put on the living-in strength.
In 1961 Sergeant Barnes left the Regiment and the Army
and " Paddy " Malone established nominal ownership, but
Digger wasn't changing his way of life, and everyone now
accepts him as belonging to the Regiment in general and the
Sergeants' Mess in particular.
D igger's reveille is at 05.30 hours, when he goes to sit at the
main door of the Mess to say good morning to the Regimental
Orderly Sergeant on his way to dismount the guard at 06.20
hours. Many a guard during the last thirteen years can be
grateful to him: he has often brightened the day for the R.O.S.
with his friendly bark.
His morning rounds start at 08.00 or 08.30 ·h ours: a hopeful
request at the ration store for a spot of breakfast, a greeting for
the civilian staff, and often a bone from the Chief Cook. Next
a quick 'Good Morning' to Vicky, the Q.M.'s (Technician)
dog, before going up to the main gate to meet the real love of
his life, a pedigree setter who owns the G erman market gardener
living just opposite; this is a friendshi p of many years, and the
lady knows her place : she will wag her tail at the sentry, but
will not enter the camp unless Digger is there to escort her.
Sometimes Digger feels like an outin g, so he will hop a ride
(it's fatal to open a car door when he's in the mood) or wait
at the Bus Stop for a trip to the Bahnhof and back-" Der
Hund von der Kaserne " is well known to the bus d rivers, an d
greetings are mutual and friendly. (In his youth he used to go
out on exercise in the L.A D . Commander's Champ-front seat
of course; the 0 .C. sat in the back.)
'
Back to the Mess for lunch. He has almost too many friends
-Sergeant Archie Cunningha m, W.0.11 Eddie Holness, Sergeant
" Paddy " Maskell, etc., a d especially the M ess Steward,
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Sergeant Alex McCabe. Most of the members-and their wives
to give him Kit Kats, and it is oaly a severe warning
from the Vet which has tended to reduce his consumption from
over ten a day.
After lunch he will usually listen to the radio; he prefers
light music, but often keeps himself up to date ~ith the Arche~s.
If the radio is turned off, he lets you know m no uncertam
howls what he thinks of you.
Colonel P. F. Pentreath, M.B.E., when being dined out at the
Sergeants' Mess a few years ago, was tried by Court Martial
for "permitting his dog to desecrate the gardens of the Sergeants'
Mess.'' Chief witness for the prosecution: Digger. "As
guardian of the lawns of the Sergeants' Mess, have you seen
the Colonel's dog misuse that hallowed piece of ground?"
«Woof, woof "-very firmly, taking a Kit Kat from Sergeant
McCabe. "Did the Colonel make any attempt to prevent this
happening?" "Woooof" sorrowfully, with a noticeable shake
of the head. Case proved. We hope Colonel Pentreath still bas
the bound volume of snapshots depicting the trial-including
Digger in the witness box sealing his fate. For his coolness in
the face of danger on that occasion Digger was promoted Acting
D.Q.M.S.
A few weeks ago Lieutenant-Colonel E. H. Davies and the
Squadron Commanders were guests at another D inner Night;
all the members of the Sergeants' Mess except Digger wore the
new Mess Kit. After dinner Staff Sergeant Knight, Official
Herald, blew his own trumpet and read a citation to the C.O : " Sir . . . I am to request you to give ear to the following
request-s which we hope will benefit our much loved and
trusted Mascot, Acting Warrant Officer Class Two Dog
Quarter Master Sergeant D igger.
ONE: That you consider him for promotion to substantive
D.Q.M.S.
TWO: That . .. you will have him transferred to the
E.R.E. List, and remove him from the Regimental Duty
Roster.
THREE: That . . . he is NOT made an Officers' Mess
Steward, as . . . he could not stand all that rich food.
FOUR: That you excuse him hence forward from
fighting, frolicking and finding his own food.
FIVE: That you present him with this stable coat.
These benefits . . . will be a fitting reward to the loyalty
and affection he has always given those of us assembled here
ronight to do him honour."
As the picture shows, Colonel Davies granted the requests.
Who could do otherwise for the doyen of dogs?
~try

Wedding
The first marriage service to be conducted in the 7th Regiment
Roman Catholic Church took place on Saturday, 23rd January.
L ance-Corporal D idon and his bride, Private Michelle Ally,
QARANC, met while she was nursing at BMH Rinteln.
They held their reception in the Regiment's Wives' Club,
and later left for a short honeymoon before moving into their
new home in Herford.
We wish them every happiness for the future.
MARRIAGES.-Corporal Knowles and Lance-Corporal Didon,
both to members of the QARANC. Signalman Higham (893).
BmTHS.-102 Lance-Corporal Taylor, son, 16th Jan uary,
1965; 850 Signalman Brians, son, 8th January, 1965.
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Arthur Barker receives his clock. He served the Corps loyally
from 1921 to 1965

10th Regiment, Hounslow
The G.O.C. talks to one of the members of the O.R.I. Troop

R u.q. All Ranks congratulate Major Norman Robinson
on hi~ recent award of the Meritorious Servi~e Medal. Major
Robinson who commands the U.K.L.F. Signal Troop (mcorporated with 10th Regiment), is at present ~g the
overflow comcen operator course, from ~10 Re~1ment, fro.m
which fifteen operators will be due to JOlll their new umts
shortly.
Pr.,.8t'ntation by 82nd ReJflnaent. When thi~ Ri;giment re-formed in June 1964, a certain number of histoncal
notes and past records were delved into from general interest
and it was discovered from General Nalder'.s ~~ that 10th
Reg:ment and 82nd Regiment bo~h trace their ~ngm from rl?-e
original General Headquarters Signals formed ID Glasgow m
1932. It was felt that some contact should be made ~nd
brotherly greetings were exchanged, ~ese led to ~ meetmg
between the two Regimental Commandmg Offices, L1e1;1tenantColonel J. R. Ellis and Lieutenant-Colonel W. !'>-· D~1el, T.D.,
on the 23rd January, 1965, at Hounslow. At 01s meetmg 82n~
Regiment presented their Regimental Insignia ~laque t? this
Regiment and we are very proud to have this maipillice~t
emblem of the 82nd Regiment suitably backed by therr Regimental Tartan on display in R.H.Q.
SIJfnnl Troo1• (Works) Shoeburyne~s. <?n 8th
January, 1965, Art.bur Barker retired from service with the
Troop on reaching the age of 6.5· The Troop presented Arthur
with a clock as a token of their esteem.
Arthur was the first civilian lineman signed on by the Royal
Engineers in December 1921 when they took over the responsibility of fixed Signal Services at Shoeburyness fr?~ the
G.P.O. In 1939 Royal Signals assumed the responsibility for
fixed Signals Services and almost immediately after tran~ferrmg
to Signals he put on uniform as a supplementary reservist. He
spent the war at Shoeburyness and in 1946 car~ied. on after
'demob' as a civilian. Now after 43 years of cl1mbm~ pol~s
and laying cable Arthur finally retires. We shall ~iss ~s
personal knowledge of every cable in the ar7a and wish this
loyal servant of the Corps good health, happiness and fortune
for the future.
11th

REGl1UENT,

CATTERI CK

CA1UP

Vhiiit of Lleut011nnt- Gmmrnl G. R. D. l\f11sso n,
"'D
CB E ., D S 0 , G.0.C.-in- C. Northern
....,.
Comnannd
·
Having recently arrived in the Command, th ~ .G.0.C.-in-C.
visited this Regim~nt on nth Ja~uary, as par.t of his programme
for getting acquainted with umts under. ~s ~ommand.
He generously gave a complete day of ~1s tune to find .out
all about us, suffice it to say that even this was not sufficient
for all he wanted to see and say.
.
The main pre-occupation here in January 1s how to look
afaer cold and wet inspecting officers but the wea~her held
and, at the appointed hour (or almost~) he duly a.roved with
the Brigade Commander.

.,

..

.. .
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He was very interested in our new Barrack~ , and esp~cially
in the din ing hall, which he visited at lunch ~1~e, speakrng to
many of the new r ecru its; :111any of them real!srng for the first
·time that the rank of Lieutenant-General is real, and not
something one talks about on the Rank Structure lecture ..
After lunch the G.O.C.-in-C. met 0 C. I Squadron, Maior
W. B. Foote, ~nd was conducted on a tour of trainin!! of recruits
on the square, meeting first the 0.R. r Troop, talkmg to each
of the Troops in tum.
His keen eye turned to the recrnits of No. 5 and No. 8 Troops
in their final week of train:ng; his gaze and the wind proved
a little too much for one or two of them, but all soon were
back to top form and gave a good impression.
.
After a visit to Instructional Wing and the gymnasium, where
No. 7 Troop were being instructed in physical training, th ~
G.O.C.-in-C. visited the "other half" of the Reg1mcnr m
Bourlon Barracks, being met by O.C. 3 Squadron, Capt. R.
C. Roberts.
.
He showed ·great interest in the Military Proficiency Co~se
and Weapon Training being carried out, and spent some time
discussing each with the Squadron Commander.
..
On to 2 Squadron, and with Major J. Telfer explarnmg the
complexity of postings to all parts of the world. Here the
G .O.C. showed keen interest and knowledge of the sy~tem,
and it would appear that the future of a proposed card rndex
machine is very much in doubt!
After talking and walking the barracks for the dav, th~
G.0.C. and party were welcome guests of the Warrant Officers
and Sergeants' Mess for tea, meeting many of the members
.
in the warm, relaxing atmosphere of the new Mess.
All too sor>n the visit ended. with farewells and the. promise
of another visit in the future. We all hope the G.O.C.-rn-C. enjoyed his visit to nth Regiment and wish him a pleasant stay
in Northern Command.

B est Recruit
Signalman Edward Wroe
was the best recruit at the
pass-off on 15th January.
His home is at Littleborough, near Rochdale,
Lanes. He enlisted at Manchester and joined the Regiment on 24th November,
1964. He was educated at
Hayward Grammar School
plays all sport, particularly
interested in baskctbal' His
reason for enlisting was to
learn a trade and to gain
new friends. He now leaves
the Regiment for training as
a Technician.
(Comim4ed on page 92)
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Sergeants• ltfess
The aftermath of Christmas is about all that can
usually be said about the
month of January, but not
o in the Depot Mess.
The visit to the Regiment
of
the
G.O.C. - in - C.,
or the r n
Command,
Lieutenant-General T. R. D.
Musson, C.B., C.B.E., o.s.o.,
concluded with tea in the
Sergeants' Mess, where the
G.0.C. had an opportunity
of talking to members of
the Mess.
Shortly after, the Garrison was honoured by a farewell visit of the Signal
MajorOfficer - in - Chief,
General F. J. Swainson,
The lace S.0 .-in-C. digs in the tree he
O.B.E.,
and the Warrant
presented to the Re1iment
Officers of the Garrison were
invited to meet him in the
Depot Mess.
Talking of farewells, we have had more than our quota this
month.
To R.Q M.S. Gohn) King and Sergeant Thurlow, good luck
in civilian life.
To W.O.II (Terry) Cushen, Staff Sergeant Leiper, Sergeants
Ddargey, Biggs, Wingate, who have gone to help out 8th
Regim!nt Sergean s' Mess.
To Sergeant Parks, who has now joined the Motor Cycle
Display Team.
To Sergeant (Paddy) Magowan to Germany.
Welcome to Staff Sergeants Kimber and
ightingale and
Sergeant Logan-we hope your stay will be a happy one.
13th

REGDIENT

B.F.P.O.
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Those Res olution s . Suddenly it is 1965, and already
almost a month of the New Year has gone by! This has
made us realise that our last conventional (is that the right
word?) WIRE notes were included in the July, 1964, edition.
Granted, we have had one or two special feature articles since
then. but these do not cover our activities wim the " broad
bru~h " and, however " special " we might consider ourselves,
modesty demands that we cut ourselves down to size occasionallv-especially after the arrival of a new year. Having thus
suitablv reduced ourselves from the " gigantic" to the
" terrific," let us examine the goings-<>n during the last six
months!

In and Ont.

The puffs of dust have now settled, but

we still remember manv who have left the Regiment since
June. 1964, amonirst whom are Major B. R. Jacob, to H.Q.,
Royal Signals, 1 (BR) Corp~; Captain G. W. Young to School

of Signals: Captain F. Saffrey, W.R.A.C. (to d esert sands);
Caotains Wield and Trotman and Lieutenant Hillman, also
W.O.sI O'Toole and Harrington, and many other good friends
and comrades. We wish them all the best in their new jobs.
Amongst the " inrushing hoards " during the same period
(Officer-in-Charge Records please disregard!) we welcome
Captains I. N. (hockev) Lee-mit TE-A. J. Dobson and
P. T. Johmon; W.0 .sI Whittington and Gay, Sergeant
(hockey) A. Cooper, Signalman (cross-country) Gue and many
oth.-rs. We must not forget either, our pleasure in welcoming
Captain G . D. Richardson, Royal Canadian Signals (who is still
shaking maple leaves from his kit), and Caotain Steve Hart,
Roval Australian Signals (a jolly swa.innan if ever there was
one!) and, of course, our new W .R A.C. officer, SecondLieutenant G . P. Furney.
This multifarious shot in the arm has done us all a lot
of good. Meanwhile, we veterans, with a few more months
in the Regiment are still here saying " All this and heaven too!"
" Th Twis t ers " -Not only in the dance idiom! We
have just emerged from a turmoil generated by the Waaant
Officers' and Sergeants' Mess (W.O.I Palmer was undoubtedly
at the back of it I) This was a succession of raffles, the prizes
for which were tickets for more raffies-ruld more rafHes--and
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Lieutenant A. K. Wright receiving the Commandant's award for
the best officer student at I (BR) corps outward Bound Centre,
Norway for 1964 from Commander Rhine Area

more! The end of this long road was the prize (if you were
lucky) of some tickets for the Warrrant Officers' and Sergeants'
Mess Christmas draw. We are all "punch drunk " after this
marathon, but results speak louder than words, and the prizes
at the draw were worth more than £600. It was a very enjoyable and memorable evening in every way, and we were
honoured to have as principal guests our C.S.O., Brigadier J.
E. Anderson, c.B.E., and Mrs. Anderson.
The Older the Fiddle • • • We have adopted two
Pensioners from the Royal Hospital at Chelsea. They visited
us for two weeks in the summer and again for Christmas.
Our Warrant Officers' and Sergeants' M ess have been the
prime movers in organising this, and R.S.M. Palmer reports:
" George Pledger and Bob Wooley (our two veterans from
Chelsea) are able to make our octogenarian, Staff Sergeant Ted
Marsden, M.S.M., gaze in awe with tales of the past. Marsden
didn't get .to 'Pindi until 1935 and our pensioners were there
in ' Ob six.' In spite of the gap in time, there appear to have
been some soldiers who mev mutually admire--<lld 'Dusty '
Miller, 'Dodger' Green and -' Blanco' White must have been
on very long overseas tours! We all find it difficult to believe
that our Adjutant, Captain Dickie Bird, was at Razmak in
1926, but who are we to disagree !"
I.aurels. We are proud to report the award of the Queen's
Meritorious Service Medal to Staff Sergeant J. E. Marsden,
and give him our most sincere congratulations.
Recently we "cleared t.he board " at the Rh ine Area Gross
Country Meeting, with our Signalman "Lanky" Gue coming
in first in the field as undisputed individual winner and the
team making off with the Championship Award in fine style.
Hard train ing and guts by t·hese madmen certainly paid off and,
although the Regiment were hosts and organiised the event, we
deny that we put arsenic in the tea of the other competitors
before the start! Well done the Cross Country Team!
We are also proud to report that two members of the Regiment won ·the Commandant's Awards for the Best Officer and
Other Rank students attending courses at the 1 (BR) Corps
Outward Bound Centre, Norway, during the whole of 1964.
These tough characters were Lieutenant A. K. Wright, Royal
Signals, and Lance-Corporal J. P. W. ·Busby, R.E.M.E., who
won the Other Ranks' Award. Both awards were won in
competition with students drawn from all Army Units in
B A.O.R., and Brigadier J. D. King-Martin, o.s.o., M.C., r.he
Brigad ier Rhine Area, presented the Officers' Award to
Lieutenant Wright, together with a Certificate of Achievement,
at a ceremony held after the presentation of prizes for ·the Rhine
Ar~a Cross Country Championships. Unfortunately the Other
Ranks' Award could not be presented personally to LanceCOrporal Busby as he has since left the Army and errrig-rated
to New Zealand with h~s family (where no doubt he is fast
becoming a notable " Outward Bounder " in a new environment I)
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PERCIVAL COACHES
jo·r PRIVATE HIRE
Signalman M. "Lanky" Gue receiving the individual winners award
from the Commander Rhine Area

Our soccer team is well placed in the second division of the
Rhine Area League and we have an excellent chance of
promotion into the ?rst division ne'.'t season. ,,Signalman Oxley
and Irvine both shme as the " twinkle toes, and are stoutly
supported by the other members of our ·team, under the capable
driving force of our team manager Staff Sergeant Banyard.
1'flxlng It. We have some keen box~ry, but are havi~g
difficulty in finding competitors who are willing to fight us J?
Unit competition. We will not cry "~hicken," ~~~ause there J,~
one fixture which is firm. Our old friends th~ 1mll?acu!ates
of 225 Squadron are visiting us to " mix it " m the rmg m t?e
near future, so followers of the noble art will have an opportunity
to watch some scrapping after all.
.
.
We are mixing it however, in another way. Maior Wilbur
("Anglo-German R;lations ") Wright, our O.C. H.Q. Squadron,
has been doing great things fostering .an Anglo-German. qub.
Activities vary from taking old and disabled German c_1vili~s
on trips to places of interest, through Anglo-German Children s
Parties, to internationally supported dances. All for the good
of the cause !
TaU Piece. Idle pens do not necessarilr mean idle people.
We have ambitious plans for 1965, and will do our best to
record any results that may be of iinterest to all our co~nrades
in .the Corps, by producing some more WIRE notes m due
course.
In the meantime it may caus~ the odd chuckle to ,;ecord th~t
our Second-in-Command, Maior R.
D. •
~ad~es )
Painter was crazy enough to try to shoot a weir m his
canoe ~ne freezing day in early January. Needless to sa;: he
capsized as he emerged from .t he " boil," an~ the C?mbmed
efforts of R.S.M. Palmer, Signalmen Mad_d1son, Bird and
Wooler fortuna.tely (and very effic~ently) recufi~d what looked
like becoming a tricky and unpens1onable occasmn. Gallons of
brandy and a vigorous rub down by the rescue party, and _the
victim was transformed in appearance from a (should we. say it?)
frozen drowned rat to his normal (yes, we should!) .sem1 - h~~an
state I We are now corr.paring ·the relative ~erJts of hn_e
shooting" and "weir shooting," and me~while, although It
may be "unlucky for some," we think 13 is a good number.

f.·

r· (

Royal Signal Band Records
are still available from H.Q.
Price 30/- by post, 27/- counter sale.
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Luxury Saloon Coaches
A vailablefor Military
units at short notice
TEU!PHONE :

RICHMOND 2348

Percival Brothers (Coaches) Ltd
53, MARKET PLACE, RICHMOND, YORKS.

Phone

Phone

DAY

NIGHT

3369
2070
Car and Light Commercial Sales

WEST END GARAGE
21-23 VICTORIA ROAD
RICHMOND
YORKSHIRE
24 Hour Break-tlown Servite
All Types of Cars Servitetl anti
Overbauletl
(oath Wolk anti Respraying
Five minute Car Wash
Estimates given Free

B.M.C. AUSTIN

R.A.C.
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REBIRTH OF THE 15th SIGNAL REGIMENT

X'

All members of the Corps will be delighted to
hear that the 15th Regiment was recently reformed in Aden. This Regiment, which had a
distinguished record in World War II, and later
at the time of Suez, now takes over the important duLes performed by 254 and 255
Squadrons and 6o3 Troop.
All wish the Regiment every success in its important role in
the Middle East.
We are indebted to the British Army News Service for
the following account of the ceremonies marking the day the
Regiment re-formed.
T a parade in Aden on 22nd January M ajor-General J. H.
Cubbon, General-Officer-Command ing Middle East L and
Forces, welcomed the Unit mustered under its Commanding
Officer, L ieutenant-Colonel J. W. Ra yner. Also on parade was
orfolk and Suffolk) Battalion of the Royal
the Band of the 1st
Anglian Regiment, while the square was "kept" by personnel
of the Federal Regular Army Signal Squadron.

A

Operatiorml Tasks in 1964
When the Regimental Flag was broken, symbolising the
formation of the Unit, despatch riders set out widl messages
to the Princess Royal, Colonel-in-Chief of the Royal Corps of
Signals, and t o the S ignal Officer-in-Chlef. Addressing the
troops, General Cubbon said that 1964 was a busy year for the
Middle East Command and this bad affectoo the Regiment to
a very large degree. He said : " Statistics and figures are really
only a pan of what th is means, but I recall one or t wo which
are very interesting. As soon as the operations on the Dbala
Road started last April, from the 21st of that month you formed
an improvised Headquarters Signal Squadron and until 15th
May you handled under operational pressure 1,680 operational
signals, no fewer than 1,000 of whlch were hlghly secret. In
that shore time t.bere was a very igh degree of pressure and
while you were not organised for thls job you did it at a
moment's notice-and did it extremely well.
"The 6o3fd Troop went off to the East and sustained a
very important link with the Federal National Guard and t.lie
Federal Regular Army. That went on until December, and I
record now my appreciation of that operational task. The
254tb Squadron during the year handled over 100,000 signals.
That gives some indication of tlle operational pressures and
how much we depend on you." General Cubbon also mentioned
the many hundreds of extensions which the Corps had had to
install and maintain and the hundreds of miles of cable the
installations entailed. He said: "It is reckon~ that in 1964 a
little short of 4,000 faults were rectified by the Signal Troop.
These demands were met with tremendous cheerfulness and
ability."

llaised in Cairo in 1940
The 15th Regiment was raised in Cairo in 1940 as 8th
D ivisional Signal Regiment and during formation was diverted
to General Headquarters Middle East as 3rd G.H.Q. Signal
Regiment. It served the theatre from Cairo and Fayid until
t955 when it moved to Episkopi, Cyprus. Throughout the Suez
crisis it had very heavy comrni.tmen.ts and expanded to over
1,000 rank and file, including personnel of all three Services
of Britain and of France. It became 15th Regiment in 1959
when all signal units were renumbered, and was disbanded
when the rundown of Cyprus was complete in 1963.
254 and 255 Squadrons were formed in September 1959 from
the Land Forces Persian Gulf Signal Troop which served Aden
and Bahrein. 6o3 Troop was established in March 1961 as a
reserve Signal Troop in Kenya and in 1963 was split to serve
Kenya and Aden. The Troop reunited in Aden three months
ago.
The role of the 15th Regiment is to provide line and radio
communications in the Middle East. For this puroose Regimental Headquarters and Nos. I and 2 Squadrons are located
in Aden, while No. 3 Squadron is permanently detached in
Bahrein.

Exch ange of letters betwec-11 t h e G.O.C:. and the
llcip resent ntive Colon el Con1111n11dn11t:
THE WIRE is happy to publish the followi ng extracts from
an exchange of letters between Major-G eneral J. H. Cubbon
(G.O.C.) and Major-General A. M . W. Whistler (Representative
Colonel Commandant).
From Gen eral C:ubbon
" A note to say that 15th Regiment joined M.E.L.F. on
formation on 22nd January, 1965, as you have already heard,
with due ceremony. The parade was well staged and, after
tremendous preparations, was well carried out.
I took the opportunity of thanking the Royal Corps of
Signals in M.E.L .F. for all their splendid work in 1964. In
many ways the work of the independent squadrons was outstanding under rugged conditions last year and I quoted
some staggering message and line statistics. I will not worry
you with them now.
I am delighted that the Regiment has been formed both
from my own point of view as representative of the users
and also for the much better man-management of the ever
increasing numbers of Signals soldiers who seem to come
out here!"
From General Whistler
" How very nice to get your letter and to hear, not
only that the 15th Regiment got off to such a good start,
but that Royal Signals are playing such a valuable part
in your Command. I fully appreciate how much your own
personal interest and help has influenced this, and would like
to say 'thank you' on behalf of the Royal Corps."

0Ye BARR:\CKS
10 BD£. GP MtD cm"

Vacancies

ORD DEPOT
52 COMO \\KSP
COMD Pi\Y OFFICE

at Govemment Communications
Heat/quarters

52

A number of vacancies, offering
good career prospects, exist for:-

CYPHER and TELEPRINTER
OPERATORS (male and female)

.E.C

I.

Accompanied by the C.O., Lieutenant Colonel J. W. Rayner
(centre) and the OC. No. 2 Parade
Squadron, Major L. C. Clayton
(left), Major General J. H . Cubbon
makes his tour o( inspection

2.

The Reoiment"s Commanding Officer, Li~utenant Colonel J . W.
Rayner pictured here conaratulat·
ing some of the men who work
under his command.

Training given
3.

~

On his dais beneath the newlybroken flag of 15th Slgnal Regiment'

Write, giving details of Education,
Qualifications and Experience to:

the G.O.C., M.E.L.F., Major General
J. H. Cubbon, acknowledres the
salute by the Reelment led on
parade by the Commandine Officer

Recruitment Officer (CY.0'4) A Block,
Government Communications Head·
quarters,
Priors Road, Cheltenham, Glos.

4.

Corporal B. Bloomfield replaces the
old 254 Siena! Squadron slen with
the new Regimental Board

5.

Lieutenant Colonel J . W. Rayner
presents Major General J. H .
Cubbon, accompanied
by
Mr9
Cubbon with a Regimental Plaque

.

~

--~~~~-.-.-.~-.~~-.-.
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Save money when you buy the Triumph Heraldand go on saving it

Second Lieutenant Homewood and supporters at Silberhutte

21st

REGllUENT,

D.F.P.O.

n.u.q.,

Brigadier J. D. King~Martin, O.S.O.,
M.C. presents the Shield to Corporal
R. P. Harrison

43

3 Squadron

The Rhine Area Minor
Units Cross-Country Shield
has come back to Laarbruch for the fifth year
running. Our team, Staff
Ser,g:ant Martin, Corporals
Harrison,
S t e v e n s on ,
Goggin,
Howard, Smith
Signalmen Fry, Richardson,
Dickinson and Mawhinney
would have been second in
the Major Units Competition on the points scored.
Well done!

.UI Contributions Gratefully Received
~~ene r: An airport lounge. Characters : I st man, carrying
Bntish Warm seated next to 2nd man with regulation suitcase.
rst man: "Going back from leave?"
2n? man: "Yes--I'm a couple of weeks adrift. I'm not
worned _though, I've fixed a ample of doctor's certificates
which will see me alright at the other end."
Scene 2 : C.0.'s office. Characters : Ist man in uniform, seated.
2nd man stands in front of table.
rst man: "I hope you recognise me ~ow.''
2nd man: " Sir!"
rst man: "'I think a £2 donation to the Benevolent Fund
would meet the needs of justice and ease your conscience.
Take a good look and make sure you know me next time."

2 Squad ron
"Caught not in our beds by the mightiest of woes
Our labours reveal stations of the R.A.F. tom as~der,
Putting them back together, a source of wonder.
Though rightly proud of boring under road and rail
Damage ro illustrious gardens is another,
'
And more dreadful,
Tale."
The Station. Co~der rose to the occasion and the Squadron
Command:r is hasuly attempting to disguise himself as the
n:arest bushy-topped tree.
. The Squadron party returned from the Silbethutte " Circus "
m go°!1 heart. N? bones ~or hearts were broken, although it is
reP?rr-d that Pnvate Fritsche was using his knowledge of
basic German on one of the colourful local girls only to find out
that she came from Birmingham.
'
Well, it makes a change from digging up the ~ation.
Congratulatlo~s to 21s.t Regiment who on 10th February

won the B.A.O.R. Minor Uruts Cross Country Championship.
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ARM Y/ BAOR CHALLENGE CUP t.Or1~tofl nu.~
FINAL ~th DIVISION HERFORD
Team of 22nd Signal Regiment. Left to Right (Standing): W .O. I (RSM) P. Lafferty,
Lance Corporal Peacock, Signalman Rooney, Corporal Green, Signalman McBarr~n. Lance Corporal Leigh, Lance Corporal Balfour. Kneeling: Signalman Smith,
Signalman Day, Lance Corporal Spry (Captain), Sicnalman Owen, SSI, Ions,
APTC

22nd

REGllUENT,

D.F.P.O.

As soon as you buy a Triumph Herald,
generous tax concessions help you save
money. But that's just the start. When
you finally get round to parting with it
you'll find the Herald keeps its price
better than most cars in its class.
In between times the Triumph Herald
still considers your pocket. It travels
6,000 miles between servicing. For many
people that's the best part of a year's
motoring. And the costof routine main-

tenance for the Herald is one of the
lowest in the country.

So much for so little. However,
here's more than economy to commend
the Herald. It is still the cleverest light
car on the market. A 25-ft turning circle
lets you park in spaces other cars have
to pass by. Independent suspension on
all four wheels gives smooth riding and
sure cornering. Inside look: Full-dress
luxury with deep chunky seats, real pile

carpets, walnut facia. Outside look: 93 %
all-round visibility means a clear view
of the road-all the time.
Any Standard-Triumph dealer will
give you a free trial drive in a Herald.
Take him up on it. And find out more
about the tax concessions. If you prefer
to shop by post write for a glossy catalogue to Standard-Triumph Sales Limited, Export Sales (European Division),
Coventry, England.

16

~he H.S.ltl.'s
word. W.O.I P. W. H. Lafferty is
leavmg us shortly on commissioning.
One of LieutenantC;olonel A. R. Wythe's last official functions was to present
him, on behalf of tihe officers of the Regiment, with a sword.
The R.S.M. was heard to remark that Mrs. Lafferty was going
~o _have. a busy time keeping it "'bulled-up," so we are sure
it 1s go1Dg to ?e well IO?ked after. We wish the Laffertys the
best of. luck ID 245 Signal Sauadron, Benghazi.
He will not be the only ex-" Thruster" in the Mediterranean
area; we didn't think Colonel Wythe could manage without us
for long, so Captain Malcolm Bradbury and Staff Sergeant
Avery have gone to help sort out U.N. communications in
Cyprus.

Dack to "Thrusting." Tihe Regiment has stood en
garde for quite a while now; the usual spate of Christmas and
New Year festivities has run its course and we are about
to get down to the serious business of " Thrusting " again
"Thrusting?" you may ask. Yes! We in 22nd Regiment g~
"-thrusting.'' Others may, and sometimes do go exercising
-while others still-well, we don't really k~ow what the
other.''. others " do. A~yway, off we go again into the rather
unmvmng and cold plams to st~rt a new season. Our chief
planner, and. Second-in-Command, Major A. J. Jackson, is,
howev_er, leavu~g. us at very short notice to .take up an appointment m. the Mm1stry of Defence. He is handing over to Major
R. H. Gilbertson, whose spell as Officer Commanding 244 Squadron (AS~ must be one of the shortest on record, even for that
fa~t-mov1Dg Squadron. However, his snap recce by helicopter
will be remembered. He rang up for a helicopter (more in
hope than anger) at ten o'clock; it was due to land at noon
but at rr.35 it appeared overhead. The sight of the new Squad~
ron Comma~der an? Captain J?ck Liddell running down the
road, b~tton1Dg their i;>arkas . with one hand, while trying to
stow theu haversack rations with the other, was worth watching.

Sapper /Signnl_s Guest Nittht. On r5th January, the
officers <?f uhe Regiment were hosts to Brigadier M . L.
Cro~thwa1te, M.B.E., the officers from 32 Armoured Engineer
Reg11nen~, R.E., and 35 Corps Engineer Regiment, R.E., at the
annual dmner (postponed from the traditional date in November
because of a Study Period).
Sports News.
Although the Regimental soccer team
were beaten 2-3 by the Royal Highland Fusiliers in
the. 4th J:?ivision final <?f the Army Cup, they have held
the~ own ID the Ro}'.al Signals Cup by beating r6th and 28th
Regiments. 7th Reg1ment thrashed our hockey players in the
second. round of the Army C1;1p, while our rugger team went
do~ m the first round of their Army Cup to ·the 4th Division
Engmeers.
The Winter Training Courses at Silberhutte have been
popular with _01;1r skiers, Signalmen Sixsmith, Martin, Cooney,
~erry and '1C'.'ill1amson have learned a lot about ski-ing, marching and survival, on recent courses.
(Continued on page 98, column 2)
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Letter to the Etlitor
From Major A. A. Dacre, M.B.E., of the Royal Military
Academy:
D ear Sir,
.
On page 14 of the January is ue of THE W:ffiE, ~ou pu~l!sh
an excellent article, but I ha\·e the followmg ( prosaic l)
comment :

FR USTRATED TAKE OVER B I D
HQ UNFICYP OPERATIONS BRANCH STAFF
Front row: Major C. E. Beatt ie (Canada), Majo r H. A. Johnstone, Royal Signals,
Lieutenant Colonel H. Berg (Denmark), Major P. Hvalkof (Denmark) , Major
C. G. A. Ridley, Royal Signals. Bock row: Captain D. O ' Shea (Irelan d), Major
C. S. Galbraith, Royal Signals, Captain I. H. S. Homersham, Green Howards ,
Captain R. Hurley (Canada)
·

~ rUTTERI GS of "Royal Signals take over bid" were

ll

beard in H.Q. U FICYP when no less than three of the
four British posts on the ope.rations staff were filled by officers
of the Royal Corps. However, one hundred per cent success
n::.ver was achieved and, with the departure of the three
incumbants the "bid" appears to have been abandoned.
Having thoroughly enjoyed their interesting six months tour
on an international staff Majors Johnstone and Galbraith have
handed over their GSO II appointments to take over command
of 261 Squadron (Air Formation) and return to the All Arms
Junior Leaders' Regiment respectively. GSO III, Major
Ridley, has returned to the staff of Headquarters, Northern
Ireland District, prior to joining Gurkhas Signals in Malaya.

MORSE AND SU.C.O
TELEGRAPH
INSTRU MENTS

In "Free Lift to Freemantle," by Millichip,
Concerning his Antipodean trip,
You let pass and condone, a mispelling
ot on~, but four times, in the telling
Of _how he had enjoyed
The welcome, but could not avoid
An extra 'E'
To make in 'FREE.'
Methinks we could hardly blame
If, following a simple rule,
An Aussie lad to Blighty came
and knocked 'L' out of Liverpool.
Yours, ABLE DACRE

Illustrated are just two in our
range of telegraphic equipment
which includes,

e

e

[In misspelling " Fremantle " an error we see,
"Let pass" may be, but "condoned "-no sirree!
But misspelling's infectious- we're sure you'll agree,
Like m isspelling "misspelling "-in your note to me.

e

Our apologies to our friends down under for the error
brought to light in the above poetic (?) exchange.-Editor].

e

e

22nd Regiment (continued)
Our miniature range is now going strong. 2 Squadron won
the recent Squadron League, which involved a team of eight
firing a standing, kneeling and prone, three-position match,
based on the Army Rifle Association Match 87. We selected
a Regimental team which is in strict training for the A.R.A.
Smallbore Matches to be fired before the end of March, and
are giving them some preliminary match experience in the
B.A.O.R. Unit Championships.

5 unit to Morse Code
Converter.
Morse Code to 5 unit
Converter'.
Automatic Morse transmission equipment.
Mo rse l'ecordlng
Und ulators.
5 unit Telegl'aph Rece ive r
call selector'.

S unit tape
transmitter

GREAT NORTHERN TELEGRAPH WORKS
"' 4, Sydhavns Plads, Copenhage n SY. Denmark.

Lond on Office: S, St . Helen's Place, E.C.3. Tel : LONdon Wall 4567

REGULATION PATTERN

ROYAL SIGNALS
STABLE BELTS

Radio Technician

Ll1ht Blue/ N a vy/ Green, ratio 3: I : 3 two leath er s traps, t wo
buckles.

Home - 10/6 each plus I/· post
Abl'oad-9/6 each plus I/- post
Wall Shields 7' x 6' Royal Signals
Blazer' Badges "Supel'iol' "
" Quality" Car Badges .. .
Ties Royal Signals
Pace Sticks
Sel'geants full size Regimental Walking
Canes, Malacca, Ball, Pear OI' Thimble Cap,
Cl'ested
~~rt

30/·
44/·
38/·
117/54/·
44~

Flashes embl'oidered to special designs.
Ties made specially to any design.
Miniature Medals

ERNEST

GOODRICH

Specialist In the supply of Mi//tary Requisites
EVESHAM HOUSE, COMMON ROAD,
CLAYGATE, SURREY

Telephone : ESHER 63705

A number of suitably qualified candidates will be
required for training, leading to permanen t and pensionable employment. (Normally at Cheltenham, but
with opportunities for service abroad or appointment to other U.K. establishments).
Applicants must be 19 or over and be fa m iliar with
the use of Test G ear and have had Radio/Electron ic
workshop experience. They must offer at least " 0 "
level G .C.E. passes in English Language, Maths
and/or Physics, or hold the City and Guilds Telecommunications T echnician In termed iate Certificate
or equivalent technical qualifications.
Pay according to age, e.g., at 19, £ 122; at 25, £929
(high est pay on entry) rising by four increments to
£1,067.
Prospects of promotion to grades in salary range
£997 - £ 1,634Annual leave allowance of three weeks, three days,
rising to fo ur weeks two days.
Normal Civil Service sick leave regulations.
Apply :
Recruitment Officer (RTI 4),
Government Communications H eadquarters,
Oakley,
Priors Road,
CHELTENHAM.

IJJtillitillJ
Due to continued Company expansion vacancies exist for:-

ELECTRONIC TESTERS
Progressive positions for electronic testers engaged .on wide
range of communications equipment, including transnutters ~d
receivers. Applicants should have technical kno"'.'ledge equivalent to C. and G. with previous experience of testing communications equipment.

Applications enclosing brief details of quali~cations and
present salary to:-

SUPERANNUATION
SCHEME

PERSONNEL MANAGER

RACAL ELECTRONICS LIMITED
WESTERN ROAD· BRACKNELL· BERKSl:-llRE ·ENGLAND
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The Six Prou1l Walkers of 28th Regiment
:lBth R.-glmeat B.F.P.O. 34

======six

PROliD

WALKEns=====

(HERE, indeed, i · a novel and refreshing approach to Unit
notes. The unknown author by using his imagination
sets before us a really interesting human story found within
one Unit-a welcome change from ccounts of administrative
inspections and visits by inspecting officers-Editor.)
Sign al u ec s
To all those of us who have chosen the Corps as a careerand that includes most of the readers young and old-we have
probably wondered at tmes where we were are going. Certainly, youthful readers-those ex-Boys from Harrogate and
Denbury in their first man's service regiment-might be
wondering and looking for the carrots, however dim and
distant they may be. Perhaps too, if those readers hear that
their R.S.M. is an ex-Boy they would be inclined to think
that such success was an outside chance. "He was lucky"
they might say.
In this first " Look at Life " by 28th Regiment we have
discovered " Signal Success " on our doorstep. Amongst the
many Franciscans serving NATO, we find positive proof in
abundance that such success is not so much of an outside
chance as it may appear. In fact, tracing their histories, the
chance is far from outside and nearer to being a sure bet.
Boys ll·in D e • • •
In 1942, the Boys' Company in its l:nes on the top of Vimy
Ridge, at Catterick, was a forbidding place. The war was on;
the barracks were black'>...d out at night and austere during the
day; down the road drafts from the Holding Battalion marched
off to the battle fields of rhe world; and the sounds of training
military men were almost continuous.
For six particular boys, as they got off the bus at Kemme!
and trundled, suitcases in hand, gas masks over their shoulders,
up the hill, oit was the start of their Army career. "What,"

TELEMETRY
SYSTEMS
TEST ENGINEERS
PYE TELECOMMUNICATIONS LTD.
REQUIRE

TELEMETRY SYSTEMS
TEST ENGINEERS
for varied and interest4ig work on electronic
telemetry systems for industrial applications.
Experience in switching techniques as applied to
computers, data transmission equipment and
automatic telephone exchanges is desirable. A
knowledge of radio and line communication
methods would be useful.

Apply

10:

The Personnel Manager,
Pye Telecommunications Ltd.,
Cambridge.
Telephone: Teversham 3131.
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thought new boys Trelawny, Marsh, Ilett, Walls, Clark and
Brown, "is to be my future?" Diffident then, as all new boys,
overawed perhaps and certainly hungry, they tucked into the
good, rough but wholesome food in the Boys' Company Cookhouse. Thus fortified, they began to relax. Soon they settled
down, made friends and were enjoying to the full the active
training provided. They were young and keen to get on. And,
at that time, keen also to get out and join ·t·heir brothers or
fathers or uncles already fighting the war.
Frnncisean Old Boys
Twenty-three years later these same six boys are all together
again as Key Franciscans with 28th Regiment. All have done
well and taken full advantage of their early training. Now no
longer diffident or overawed since they have made, and are
making, their mark on the Corps in their own right. And if
they are still hungry, it is their own fault. They have " arrived "
and we in Royal Signals are glad to have them.
Squadron C:Ornrnand
Boy Trelawny was commissioned in 1947 and now commands
a Signal Squadron in the Regiment. With this command he
has a close responsibility for watching over the careers of other
and younger " ex-Boys." A responsibility to guide them towards .the goals he has worked for over the years; his chosen
career, a choice he never regrets.
A Tot of tho Right Stoa
Boy Marsh became a technician, then a foreman and is now
a Major T.0.T. He too has a particular concern for the many
Apprentices amongst his first class technicians. In some he can
see already the Foremen and T.O.T.s of th 'seventies . And
his attitude with them all is, "I got ·there, why shouldn't they?"

One Way Traffic Officer
Choosing the operating side on leaving Boy Service, Boy
Ilett worked his way through Signal Centres to ~come a
Captain Traffic Officer. Now when he supervises Comcen
Operators with their pounding teleprinters, he remembers that
once he was like that Signalman over there in the corner,
having difficulties with a rather long t-ape.

On Parade
Also starting Man's Service as an Operator was Boy Walls
but upon reaching Sergeant branched out on to the Regimental
Duty .Koster. Now his stentorian voice roars across the barracks
and all know that the Regimental Sergeant Major of 28th Regiment is "on parade." And as the new arrivals from Harrogate
or Denbury lme up outside the C.0.'s office for interview, do
they detect the R.S.M. thinking back to his first entry into
Man's Service?
Y e o 1nan of Irel and
Boy Clark set off from Ireland to join the Corps and now
has boys of his own. Today, his task as W.O.I Yeoman of
Signals in 28th Regiment is to watch over the upgrading and
trade progress of the new generation ex-Boys serving in the
Regiment. But not only in the classroom does he direct their
activities. From his stolid position of left-back, he urges the
young 28th Regiment hockey play rs as they sweep through
to the 1965 Rhine Area Hockey Final and to the top of the
Rhine Area Inter-Services Hockey League.

The Gaffer
Another Franciscan who went " technical " was Boy Brown.
Now he jg a W.0 I Foreman of Signals, ·the "Gaffer.'' In his
workshops, he passes on advice on that " sticky " circuit problem
facing a young Harrogate Old Boy. " I think you'll find C2
condenser is open circuit," he says. I t probably is too, because
there have been many condensers C2 in this career.

Ex Boy Brown points out Condenser Cl

2.

Ex Boy Walls gives forth

3. Ex Boy Clark supervises his operators
4. Ex Boy Trelawny plans his Programme

" ' alk Tall-Walk Straight
These six boys twenty-three years ago, dragging .their feet
up from Kemmel bus stop, were probably told on arrival to
do just 'this. Walk tall and walk straight they have done-they
are still walking proudly-six " Proud Walkers" in Royal
Signals and six Proud Franciscans of 28th R egiment. They
too, like the pop record of this title, are all at the " top of the
charts.''
(Pictures on page 10 1)
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I.

5. Ex Boy Marsh explains the finer points
6.
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Ex Boy llett checks his records

IOI

to indicate e~ch prog!art'lme change. Corporal fiutlin, LanceC.O~ral Davis and Pnvate Apsey acted as guides for each parry,
esoortmg .them from .s:tand t~ stand. They thoroughly enjoyed
the experience of helpmg Ma1or Ainsworth, who now has some
keen volunteers for the Corps Display, Quicksilver.
The demonstration was a complete success. So much so in
fact that the Regiment has received letters of congratulation
from both the Signal Officer-in-Chief and the Commandant of
the Staff C.Ollege. We hope that our efforts will not go unheeded
by the Staff Officers of the future.
4iiolf

Stand 2 of the Staff College Demonstration. Left to Right : Captain
R. Bell , Lance Corporal W. Duncan, Signalman J. Balmer, Sergeant
C. J. Walton
Signalman I. C. Brown, now in
Aden. (See Aden paragraph)

Corporal G. S. Spearpoint,
now
in
Catterick.
(See

Swaziland paragraph)

30th Regiment
BLANDFORD CALUP

6 IO T ROO I• (THE Gl,O BE T R OTTERS)
. Briti ~h Gui~a. We welcome back to the Troop our men
:n Br.r.sh. Gwana Sergeant D . Moat and Lance-Corporal A.
M. Brew:n. Attached to 607 Troop, they arrived back with
brow1_1 knees and tales of trips up-country. Lance-Corporal
Brew~ as~ures us that he has a crocodile for our trophy
room m h~s M.F.O. (Quarrermaster, please note).
A!so b:ic!' from a detachment to the rst Devon and Dorset
Reg.!11ent is Lance-Corporal W. Duncan and Signalman M .
Bayliss.
However, Briti h q~:ana w:ll not be without members of
6~o Troop as, m addmon to Corporal Pike who remains out
there, Sergeant W. B. Dick, Corporal T. Howarth Signalmen
K. H. Brown, W. M. Wilk!e and R Dryden a;e now detached to the Lancash:re Fu iliers, and flew out early this
m:mth. Al! cotsi;n_en, much to their chagr:n, they joined
rst Lancashire Fus:hers on Hogmanay.
Aden. Lance-Corporal R. C. Marshal Signalmen p T
Randall, W. D.
eil,. G . Denton, I. C. 'Brown (see photo~
gr~ph) and G .. F. Linnell are all the Linemen and Cable
Jo:.nters respecuvely arrached to 254 Squadron in Aden. Signalman G. Denton has now recovered from his flesh wound and
we are strongly recomm~nd:ng him for the purple hearr.
We are . s~ortly. expec;mg back Signalman P. AlEson, our
lone techn:c1an wtth rst Royal Scots.
Cyprus Again. Sergeant R. G. Lee, Corporal R . A. James,
Lance~Corp~ral J. Mills, Signalmen J. Balmer and F. Harrison
have iust iomed 1st Loyals in Cyprus . We were just about
to proffer a welcome to Signalman Harrison who has recently
re:u~ned ~rom a detachmenr with the Yo'rk and Lancester
~ egimenr m Swaziland. However, "hello and goodbye." Also
m Cyprus, attached to 262 Squadron are Lance-Corporal V
Horsefield and Signalman K. E. Salt.
·
Swaziland (B.!".P.O. 640). ~eturning, perhaps for a little
longer than S1gnalma_n Harrison, are Sergeant Stogdale,
Corporal D. A. L. Griffiths, Corporal G . S. Spearpoint (see
phot~raph) and Lance-Corporal W. Whiteman. We did catch
a glimpse of Lance-Corporal S: Mortimer, but he has now
been detached to 43 Royal Manne Commando at Portsmouth.
Lu~a . .Back from a year in L usaka is Sergeant E. Brookes.
We wish _him the best of luck on h!s Yeoma n of Signals course
at Cattenc:k. Lance-Corporal W. Jennings has returned also,
but has disappeared on an upgrading cour se at Bovington.
St~ll appear:ng, reluctantly, from disembarkation
Kenya.
1eave, after bemg detached to 618 T roop, in Kenya, we have
Corp?ral J. V. Lupton, Lance-Corporals F . C. R ayner, F
andiford and B. W. Shaw, Signalmen F. G. Heath and
A. Sharman. Parr of a party which earned the Presentatio~
Trophy from 618 Troop ~nd all. Royal Signals at H .Q ., British
Land Forces, t~ the Regunent m thanks for assistance during
the emergency m East Africa in 1964.
Br_unei. After successfully running a radio operator u gradmg C01:1fSC, Sergeant M. Sr.C. Inglefield is now detach~d
to 4th Regiment, Royal Artillery, on their way to Brunei W e
hope-and he doesn't-that he will return to run the next one.

. 1965 started "no~mally " with the Staff College Demonstration; a full report is given below. Preparing and recovering
College'. Camberley, on 18th-19th January, 1965.
from this, our largest demonstration of the year, took almost
the. whole of the month of January. Still, it proved well worthwhile, as . the demo?stration was highly successful and went
almost WltJ:iout, a hitch. . It did get somewhat hectic during
tl'?e last mght s preparation, when at one stage it became
highly dangerous, especially for the stand officers, to stand in
on:: place more than a few seconds.
Demonstratio11
A demonscration of sigilal equipment was given to the Staff
College, Camberley, on 18th-19th January, 1965.
The demonstration consisted of three stands two in the
Sandhurst Hall. and the t~d on the Anzio 'square.
S?tnd r consJSted of a display of channelling and terminal
equipments, and was split in two halves, one working to the
oth~r over an SR (41 RR link.. This stand was manned by
MaJOr Armstrong, the Second-m-Command, and Lieutenant
(T.O.T.) Davis with members of 1 Squadron.
Stand 2_ showed a <l;isplay of field radio sets, including the
conc:roversial A13, which created more than usual interest
am<?ng the Infantry visitors to the stand. We were lucky in
havmg Sergeant Stickley to demonstrate ~he set. He was one.
of the N.-C.O.s who carried out tihe original trials in the
Malay~n iungle. and was able to answer a lot of the more
searchmg questions.
Stand 3 C?nsi~ted of ~ static vehicle display, including an
Armoured F1ghtmg :Vehicle 432, Command Vehicle, an Air
Contact Te~m (pT?v1ded by 3rd H.Q. and Signal Regiment)
and a most impressive array of EW equipment from 3 Squadron.
Four members of 251_ ~omen's Royal ~y Corps Signal
Squadron, . Aldershot D1str1cr Troop, assisted us with the
demonstration. Second-Lieutenant Young, Duty Signal Officer
Aldershot, manned the BFO which was providing the chimes

2 t:S S4~UADHO~. 1n; U?OHD CAMP
S. E. JluH, U.E."'I., Honoured
During the past two months, the Squadron has survived
the rigours of the annual Administrative Inspection and the
Christmas festivities. During the inspection, the former supervisor of the Bulford military telephone exchange, Mr. S. E.
Butt, B.E.M., was presented with the Imperial Service Medal
by Brigadier A. McGill, D.D.E.M.E., H.Q., Southern C.Ommand. Mr. Butt was supervisor of the Bulford Camp exchange
for 30 years, and was awarded the British Empire Medal in
1963. The photograph shows Brigadier McGill with Mr. Butt
and Major (Retd.) Jack Carr (the Squadron Administrative
Officer). On the left of Brigadier McGill is the present Supervisor of Bulford Military Exchange, Mr. A. Hampson.

~Ir.

The Squadron continues to be involved in the winter recruiting campaign, mainly in the form of window displays, cadet
force training, and providing public address equipment for
numerous sporting events in the Command.
The Officer Commanding, Major J. L. McKellar, has accepted
the Secretaryship of the Corps Golfing Society.
bas it• drh·•·r trainin ~
Two new roles have been assigned to the Squadron, the
first being basic driver training, and the unit is at present involved in running its first course for Drivers, Royal Signals,
Biii. Secondly, the Foreman of Signals, Staff Sergeant J.
Lawrence and Staff Sergeant P. Donnelly are now permanently
detached to Blandford, where they have formed the nucleus
of the S.W.S. Project Troop for the School of Signals.
To return to the Christmas festivities. Twenty-one families,
34 children, equals about r.619 children per fanlily, equals about
as cheerful a group as has ever gathered at 243 Squadron H.Q.
for a Christmas party. But will someone explain the circumstances, always noticeabe at a unit Christmas party for children,
namely, the amount of food LEFT after the festivities. H ow
does one persuade the little perishers to eat? Could it be
that the interest, for once, is in something other than food?

N' ew roles includ "

BATES
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Hatter & .M ilitary Cap JJfanufaclurer
By Appointme nt t o the Late Kin& Geor ce V
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One minute from Piccadilly Circus
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(MILITARY OUTFITTERS)

Mufti and Sporting Tailors
Breeches Makers
Regimental Outfitters to the Royal Signals
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To the golfers of the Corps, a few words on facilities
to be found at Blandford may well be of interest. One mile to
the south of ~e ne"". Schoo~ of Signals building is Ashley Wood
Golf Club with an mterestmg 9-hole course, and having a new
Standard Scratch Score of 65 for 18 holes.
The longest hole is only 378 yards but this apparent asset
to good scoring is amply off-set by the five par 3 holes. The
hortest par 3 is 180 yards being guarded by a long ditch
immediately before the green; the longest is 235 yards and the
gn:en is not visible from ·the tee.
The present Blandford Camp golfing fraternity feel that it
is a good test of golfing ability and decidedly well worth the
annua l nine guineas subscription.

33 BRUTON STREET, MAYFAIR, W.I
Late of 57 Jermyn Street, London, S.W.I
Telephone :
Mayfair 7303
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Telegraphic Address 1
"Rogers, Mayfair 7303 London
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and to many other Corps and Regimen ts
"Bates " lightweight khaki S.D . Cap is made to one
finest quality only, and at a most reasonable price.
We have no second quality cap.
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rJl?
hould you happen to see a shattering heaclline in the newspaper 10 the effe.::c thac che TSR.z has been " shot down "
our Wive ' Club .22 shooting team, which met for the first
time ever on Monday, 1 t Feb1uary, r965, disclaim all reponsibility.

•\

2:;2
Qt: .\DUOX. n.F.1•.o.
\ ·isa to one of our Affiliated Submarines

In the four months which have elapsed since our notes

la.~t appeared in print, two notable personalities of the Squadron
ha\'C left the Hong Kong scene ro face the rigours of an
Engli
winter. They are Major A. A. G. Anderson (who
departed in lace eptember for the higher realms of die Joint
ervice
taff College), and Captain B. F. Strange (who left us
ju c before Chriscmas co join an Air Formation Signal unit
in U.K.). We wi h them boch every success in their ne\V
appointments, and at the same time excend a welcome ro their
. u ce ors, Major J. W. Ingledow, as Squadron Commander,
and Lieutenant G. M. Finney as 0.C. Radio Troop.
In early October, dodging between typhoons, the Squadron
wa happy to entertain che er w of H.M. Submarine Alliance,
one of our two affiliated submarines. A week of friendly sporting rivalry culminated in a conducted tour of the vessel for
all members o the Squadron and cheir families, followed by a
cocktail party on board. Tho e of you who have not enjoyed
a party aboard a submarine will have to believe us when we
say that the atmosphere is intimate if not ecluded; keeping
one's drink balanced on a periscope-handle is, in itself, an
absorbing occupation!
• ext in chronological order came the opening of the new
ignal Centre, on 20ch October. A description of the new
centre forms th subject of a separate article in chis issue, and
we would merely like to record here, our congratulations
10 Captain E. G. Barrett and Operating Troop on a fine
achievement.
0

Honours and Awards

High in the " Honours
and Awards" stakes during
the last quarter came the
Island SWS Troop (Works)
-and may we add, rightly
o. On 31st December they
said gQOdbye to Mr. Li
Chung, a civilian cablejointer who had served with
the Corps in Hong Kong for
thirty-six years. The occa~ion
was honoured by a ceremonial presentation to Mr.
C.R. Signals Hong Kong, Lieutenant·
Li Chung of an inscribed
Colonel E. J. Winn, pr.,enting the silver
silver tray with an embossed
tr~y to Mr. Li Chung on his retirement
«Jimmy."
Hard on the heels of this ceremony came news of the awards
of G.O.C.'s Testimonials to two further members of the Troop,
Mr. Chan Chuen and Mr. Li Ki. And last (but not least) we
are glad to record that the Troop Commander, W.O.I (F. of S.)
. A. V. Ribchester, was appointed to a Short Service
Commission on 12th January. He leaves us shortly for a year's
tour in Borneo, relieving Lieutenant (T.0.T.) V. de Witt who
will rejoin us again for the conclusion of his Far East tour.
We must also mention a record spell of "All Signals"
weddings. Our congratulations and best wishes on their recent
marriages go to Corporal Peter Stanger and Private Davena
Stephens; Lance-Corporal Vic Shuttleworth and Private Doris
Knowles; and finally to Lance-Corporal Clive Hinton and
Lance-Corpoial Pat Hamilton. In every case the brides and
'grooms were members of the Squadron. W.R.A.C. Records
are finding it difficult to keep the W.R.A.C. Troop up to
strength!
1965 looms ahead. In Chinese custom, it is known as the
"Year of the Snake "-traditionally a lazy year, but unlikely
10 be so for the sixty-odd Hong Kong other ranks of this
Squadron! Already we are gearing-up for a full programme
of Joint Service I.S. and other exercises; these, together with
porting activities and the inevitable typhoons, are likely to
keep us well on our toes throughout the summer. However,
there's no harm in hoping: "Kung Hei Fat Choy," or, for
Engli h readers, a happy New Year!

321 SQtJADllON, POllTSMOlJTd
It is now fifteen months since we adopted our new role
and underwent yet another reorganisation. 321 Troop W.R.A.C.,
commanded by Captain J. Wood, W.R.A.C., -is now part of the
Squadron and loses its identity.
·
During this time priority has been given ·tO the training of
comcen operators, and we are extremely fortunate to have as
our Training Adviser, Major N. Robinson, of roth Regiment .
Last June saw us encamped at St. Martin's Plain, Folkestone, accompanied by our " twin," 325 Squadron (Plymouth).
The most memorable feature of llhe whole camp was Exercise
" Cornplaster," which really lived up to its name I The winners
of this cross-country endurance walk was the team led by
Sergeant Prowse (325 Squadron). This year (May) we return
to Crowborough, which we last visited in r962.
Social events feature prominently in Squadron activities and
a dance is held each month. Their popularity among the locals
is demonstra1ed by the number who attend.
The annual
dinner was held jn September and the children's party in
January.
Our thanks go ·to the Social Committee, under
Corporal Laing, for their untiring effort to make these occasions so successful.
It is with reluctance that we bid "farewell" to Captain G.
A. "Tiny" Low, M.B.E., our P.S.O. since 1960, who retires
after eleven years' service with the T.A., making a total of
43 years with the Corps. Everyone who has come into contact
with him has benefited in some way, and his understanding
of Army matters have saved us many a headache. He was
dined-out by the officers of the Squadron on 23rd January,
and presented with a silver cigarette case to mark the occasion .
All members of the unit wish him a long · and happy retirement. We welcome in his place Captain K. Jordan, on his
first appointment ·to the T.A.

618 Troop say Gootlbye to East Africa: Pictures ol an Eventful Past

633 TllOOP, ll.1''.l".O. 12
Read below of one of the Co.rps' more remote Troops.
Only eight strong, they would appear to more than pull their
weight in the local life of British Honduras.
Although the strength of our Troop is only eight all told,
we are a very proud lot and have decided to let the Corps know
of our existence. (We thought they were pretty keen Corps
types when they offered to pay for their WIRES to be sent
by air mail.-Editor).
First and foremost, a few names. The Troop has on strength
at the moment Yeoman French, Corporals Cadman and McNeil,
Lance-Corporal Bruce and Signalmen Forbes, Dryland, Wood
and ~ott, and.our task is to provide communications for H .Q.,
British Honduras Garrison .co the outside world. We work
a great deal with the Royal Navy, and chis tends to make our
operators just a little faster than their counterparts in other
units (we ·think!). We are also responsible for internal military
communications, and chis gives us our excuse for our monthly
exercises. It was during one of chese exercises that Signalman
Dryland nearly shot the farmer's donkey, mistaking .it for a
tiger. (He, of course, denies it). It sounds even funnier when
told of the weapon he was about to do it with-a .177 air rifle.
As far as sport is concerned, we have ample opportunity in
most sports, and are very lucky to have in this camp the only
fresh-water swimming pool in the country. Signalman Wood
is our football enthusiast and is a keen listener of the G.O.S.,
especially on Saturday, when the football results are broadcast.

I.

'

Talking of broadcasts, one of the spare-time jobs of the
Yeoman is to present a 30-minute programme of Forces' requests over the local radio station. Inevitably, the Troop is
not short of requests on the programme and have been named
" The Crazy Gang," after the ni9;Qames they use when sending
in requests.
Another parHime job that the Troop is heavily involved in
is the production of ·the Garrison weekly newspaper Sailfish.
All news and sports items are faillhfully recorded by Corporal
McNeil (Sports Editor) who can be found most days twiddling
the dial of our faithful 88 receivers for information from the
outside world. Signalman Dryland is the cartoonist and we
would very much appreciate it if Royal Signals Records could
find us another cartoonist TG Operator to replace him when
he goes. The Sailfish must have its cartoons.

2.

210 Squadron Line Detachment with a background of
"Rondavels" in a typical East African setting.

3.

More "Monkey Business"-Members of 210 Squadron on
Safari to a Game Park "collected" an interested body

4.

236 Squadron {COMCAN). Quarter-guard at East.leigh,
Nairobi, Commanded by Major J. F. Blake, Royal Signals

s.

I Signal Squadron, Kenya Army, Captain Mike Chandler
at M.T. Stables

•
Ea 5 Af ·ca having begun as part of 1 Signal Squadron, K.A.R., and passing
In February, 1965, the last Troop of Royal Signals lef~
~. tn6 SS'gnal Troop then British Land Forces Kenya (B.L.F.K..) and
through the following phases since 12th De~embeTr, 19 4.B-.ti~~ ~y ~ear Eleme:it Kenya (B.A.R.E.K.).
.
ending as 618 Signal roop, n s
•

10..
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"Monkey Business" by personnel of 618 Troop up a Mast
105! Apart from providing Radio facilities this also
afforded an uninterrupted view of Nairobi
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invitation to H .M .S. Bastian and a short sea cruise unfortunatclly h aving to be rejected at the last moment.
The problem facing us was how to learn d esert navigation,
driving and general living in ten days, in order to be able
to drive right across the Trucial Oman States to the exercise
area. The country in between varied from soft, shifting sand
to barren, rocky mountain passes; no direct route existed, and
we could only carry limit ed water and petrol. So one can
imagine that the offer of an escort from " C" Squadron,
roth Royal Hussars (P.W .O.) was most gratefully received,
but with a little trepidation when we discovered the route
they proposed to ·take involved five hours of loose sand and
dunes and a narrow dried-up river valley, which was very
&tcep and rocky. The first stage was comparatively easy and
was accomplished within 24 hours, including an overnight stop
and two hours in pumping ty·res, let down to 8lb. in order
10 get through the sa~d. But t?.e second stage include~ another
river wad i, down which no Brmsh troops had ever driven, and
was only used occasionally by Land Rovers.

I. Lance Corporal Fisher and Signalman Watson replenishing a generator. 2. Major P. H. Ridlington briefs NCO's on the last
stages of the exercise. Left to right: Lance Corporal Kitchener, Corporal Farmer, Corporal Hatton, Lance Corporal Williams,
Major P. H. Ridlington. 3. Corporal Taylor beginning one of the many herculean labours involved when motoring across the
desert. 4. Local Arabs giving a helping hand blowing up tyres while Lance Corporal Fisher gives expert advice in fluent Arabic

PUTTING 650 TROOP ON THE MAP
. W~ hav~ all r~d recen~y some very good articles spotlighting Signals m the Middle East, SEATO exercises in
Bangkok, operators in the Radfan, etc. Now we think it is
time we " got in on the act " and put 650 Troop on the map.

which provide excellent sailing throughout the year.
650,
although a small Troop, fields football, hockey and basketball
teams, and on one occasion fielded rwo rugby teams. We also
work "in our spare time."

A few months ago, an apt title for this article would have
been "Our ~en in Ba~rain," but today this is hardly true,
and ~>Ur exe~1se areas mclude most places you can ·think of
associated wah the Land Forces, Persian Gulf. This does
not include those gentlemen whom, by courtesy of "Movements," manage to spread 28 days' LUKFREE leave into 57
(the record to date). Not forgetting those put down simply as
"at sea."

I 20 Degrees in tlae shnde-U any%
In June, Major D . W. W. Cooper lead a sortie into the
Trucial States with our brand new Dn vehicles and our
recently-acquired Mark 7 Land Rovers. We left Bahrain in
" penny packets," by courtesy of " L ight Blue Airlines " and
the Senior Service, and eventually all collected together in
J ebel Ali, the 3rd Parachute Regiment training Camp, about
30 miles south of Sharjah, the Headquarters of the TruciaJ
Oman Scouts. Here we got our first taste of life in the desert
and a temperature of 120° in the shade, if you can find any
shade! Major Cooper decided that this "base wallah's" life
was not for him, and departed for the mountains with Corporals
Rendle and Griffiths, visiting the T.0.S. Squadron bases
of Manama and Musafi. This was the last we heard of him
until he returned into 62 set range. This period was aJso the
most noteworthy, as we " acquired " our first subaltern,
Second-Lieutenant J. F. Budd, who arrived on temporary
attachment and whom, by various means, skuJlduggery, etc.,
we managed to keep until December, when he departed, with
all our best wishes, to England and a " Q " Course.
Major P. H. R idlington arrived in August to take over the
Troop, and, in keeping with the new spirit of 650, routed
hif!1self from Germany via the U.K. and Cyprus, and after a
quick look around departed on a 'recce' to Sharjah. He was
next seen one week and 1,500 miles later.
. The stage was now set for the Troop's first real expedition
mto the desert, and on 26th October, the majo,rity of the
Troop flew to Sharjah in three Beverleys; the Royal Navy's

When we are all "at home," we live on one of those sun-

drenc~ed islands which one sees featured in all the travel

ad.veni ements, covered with waving palm trees and miJes and
miles of sand. But do not be too envious remember the heart
cry of .the lonely airmen in "South P~cific "-we ain't got
them either.

So that•s Bahrain
. For ~ose whose geography is not too hot, Bahrain is a small
island m t~e Persi~n <;iuJ~. Li.kc most of the area, its only real
ource of mcome 1s 011; m this case the refineries being more
important than the actual production of the crude oil out of
the gro~nd. Ba.brain is a strictly Moslem country, ruled over
by Sheik Isa Bm Sulman AJkhaJifa.
AJthough B.a hrain has many limitations, its biggest compensatory factor .1s the amount of sport that can be played. It is
no unusual sight to see football, rugby, cricket basketball and
even athletics all going on at the same time ~hilst sounds of
revelry from the swimming pool come e~hoing across the
sand. The Army also own a small fleet of sailing dinghies
106
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• '1 lu• Point of N o Rt•h1r11 '
'This proved to be a hair-raising drive, and morale was not
improved when we reached ·the ' point of no return ' to be
told on the radio that the Escort Squadron Leader considered
the going too difficuJt for his " A " Echelon, which included the
recovery vehicles, and that he had sent them back to go round
via the coast. AJso we were to watch the next half of the
journey as his Ferret scout cars and unladen Mark 9 Land
Rovers were having considerable difficulty as the " track" had
disappeared. Having no option, we ploughed on, often having
to stop to remove large boulders or build a decent track for
Land Rovers to get over some particularly awkward stretch.
But at last, to everyone's surprise, we reached the mo!1th of the
wadi with no springs broken, punctures, or any senous damage, and were soon motoring across the gravel plain to the coast.
Four days later the rest of the force arrived, consisting of
the Amphibious Warfare Squadron, with 601 Troop, Royal
Signals, and 3rd Parachute Battalion Group, and the exerci.se
proper began. Rather ungratefully we turned on our erstwhile
friends, the Hussars, who had now adopted the •• Red Shamag "
,md were fighting as the enemy. At the end of the exercise
the operators returned by air, a long and tiring joui;ney by
Beverley whilst the drivers, under Lance-Corporal Kitchener
returned in comfort by sea.
Now it was our "stay-at-homes" chance to wander, and
Signalmen Manners and Theobald departed on a patrol on
H.M.S. Chilcompton, our "chummy ship." The Troop now
has two Painters and Scrapers, Class I, to add to the SergeantMajor's pool.

• Bribery, Corruption and Kidna1•1•ing of Girls'
The wanderlust slightly quenched, our thoughts turned to
home and Christmas. This was to be celebrated by the real
opening of ithe " 650 Club " and a grand dance to be held in
Mercury House, where we live. But how do you bold a dance
without girls? As I have said .earlier, they a~e a1_1 a.lmost ~
obtainable commodity in Bahram. But nothing 1s 1mposs1ble
when one sets one's mind to it, and the determination of
the Yeoman (in the person of ~taff Sergean,~ ~eitch) 1 bi;i;bery
corruption, threats, s:heer cunrung and a
k:idnappmg
by
The
Signalman Theobald, ensured that girls were there.
Troop's own group, "The Vikings," were inveigled into playing for free-but who wouldn't with the prospe~t of four days'
fatigues over the Christmas break as an. al~mat1ve ! . Corpo~als
Hatton and Williams, the two lead gu1tar1sts are still nursmg
sore fingers, whilst Corporl Barron and . Signalman . McEwan,
the rhythm guitarist and drummer respecuvely, are still muttering dark curses about slave labour. Nevertheless, they managed
to keep the dancing going until 2 a.m.
The 18th is also to be remembered as the day we were
joined by our first R.E.M.E. Craftsman, who promptly
"flogged " over a hundred rupees worth of !affie tickets in. ai~
of the Troop fund. This was no mean achievement on Pikes
behalf, as we had already achieved our target before he had
arrived.
Despite all efforts to the contrary, ·this had developed into
somewhat " Old Style Notes," but we hope it will encourage
the articles we have been promised on a "Naval Patrol" and
" The Night Life of Aden," not to mention " The Oman
Desert." These should help 650 Troop to earn a respected
place in
WIRE. (The Editor awaits them with interest!).

The Australian Regular Army
has a limited number of

VACANCIES
for

REGULAR COMMISSIONS
m

THE ROYAL AUSTRALIAN
SIGNALS
For those who :
Are under 32 years of age.
Are Medically fit Class 1.
Have had 12 months regular
commissioned service.
Vacancies also exist in R.A.A.C., RA.E., R.Aust. Inf.,
R.Aust. Arty., RA.A.S.C.
If selected, the A.RA. offers :
Free first class sea passage for officer
and family. Your substantive Rank,
and Senior·i ty to put you on a co:111petitive basis with currently servmg
officers for qualifications to the highest
ranks.
Pension after 20 years service or
graru.mes for lesser periods.
Pay and allowance comparable with
the British Army.
Automatic promotion to Major on
passing promotion examinations.

The A.RA. requires that :
Applicants face a selection board
in LO ND 0 N . Those appointed
tmdertake to serve five years as e
minimum.
Enquiries should be made by letter to:

Australian Army Staff (Dept. W}
Australia House, Strand,
London W.C.2.
In answer you will receive a brochure on conditions ol
service and instructions for making applications.
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\\' hnt ltot"N ~· D •• Squadron lto?-Primary Training.
The short answer to the perennial question we get asked by
o many visitor to the Middlesex Yeomanry.
ow, led by Captain F . Ruthven, "D " Squadron is reponsible for th e induction and primary military training of
all recrnits to the Middlesex Yeomanry. The training course
lasts seventeen weeks and consists principally of general military
training, but includes basic signal knowledge, as an introduction to trade training, which is subsequently undertaken in
our newly-formed Training Wing, which the recruit joins on
pas ing out from "D " Squadron.
Within rhe primary training programme, great stress is
placed on activity, leadership and environment, and in this
connect:on, the Squadron is fortunate in being able to undertake mo t of its week-end training at the Guards' Depot, Pirbright, where we understand " the environment is most conducive to activity." But in all seriousness, we would mention
that in spite of the toughness of this recruits' course, "D"
Squadron has the highest training attendance rate 1n the Regiment.
" D " Squadron's work is concerned wirh both the key
aspects of manpower planning-tl)e at·traction factor and the
retention factor-which loom so large when considering manpower problems of the Reserve Army.
As a result of considerable research work undertaken by the
Middlesex Yeomanry into manpower problems of the Reserve
Army, we now have the necessary knowledge to tackle the
problems concerned, which is being done with marked success
through the medium of " D " Squadron and our newly-formed
Training Wing.
We recognise three distinct channels of recruitment: "Campagin " recruitment, " Chance " recruitment, and " Colleague "
recruitment.
Of these, the most profitable is " Colleague " recruitment, for
although the second slowest channel for recruitment, it is
associated with the lowest wasteage rate.
Promoting this channel is stimulated by publicising the fact
that every member of the Regiment is expected to bring in
one recruit per year, and that no one can be considered for
promotion unless he has done so. Recruiting achievement is
recognised by the award of a merit symbol, in the form of a
miniature Regimental badge for wearing in a lapel.

tkHh REGIHENT (T.A . ) , SHEFFI ELD
S o cef"r tean1 goes f r o111 suf'eess to success
Looking back through past numbers of THE WIRE I see that
we must not forget the untiring efforts of Lieutenant (T.O.T.)
Cottage in pushing our soccer team from success to success!
We can now reiterate this with even stronger emphasis. He
has succeeded in inspiring our team to such heights that they
recently won the 49th (W:R. & N.M.) Div./District Football
Association Cup Competition by defeating the 3rd Prince of
Wales Own Regiment of Yorkshire (T.A.) by 5-x. We are
not members of 49 Division in fact and were automatically
entered for the cup on a territorial basis by entering for the
U KTA Cup. This being so, we >Suspect that the 3 PWO were
more than a little upset at having lost the cup after hold ing
it for the last three years.
Our goalscorers were Lance~Corporal Peter James (2), team
captain Corporal Bill Gambles (2) and S·i gnalman Michael
Smith (r). The latter two 1have been nominated for the National
T. A. XI, and Bill Gambles having been in the n ational team
last year is fairly sure of a place once more, having played a
good game and been watched at it by the Chairman of the
T ASA.
Much of the credit for our success must also go to Officer/
Cadet D enn is Fiinnegan, Sheffield United Reserves' lead ing
goalscorer, who stands looking placidly on while the team
perspire profusely during training sessions under his eye.
We now go forward to t he quarter fin als of tllc T .A. Cup
for which we are at home to the Suffolk and Cambridge
Regiment on the 21st February.
0
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Standing, Left to Right: Signalman P. Smith , Corporal I. Thompson ,
(.orporal E. Colley, Craftsman R. Ludlam, Signalman M. Smith,
Lance Corporal J. Christopher. Front, Left to Right : Signalman
G. A. Baggaley, Signalman J. Dziewior, Corporal W. Gambles,
Lance Corporal P. James, Corporal F. Swift
llt•gards fro111 C:olonel 1'1illo!
Our previous Adjutant, Major R. W. Millo, left us in October
to command a regiment m the sunnier climes of Singapore. He
will no doubt be glad to know that he has now definitely made
his mark in the very highest circles of the political field if not
yet in military circles. At a recent dinner night with the Hallamshire Battalion our Commanding Officer was introduced to the
Deputy Secretary of State for Defence (Army), Mr. Fred
Mulley, who, incidentally is the M.P. for the constituency in
which R.H.Q. and 1 Squadron have their being. He immediately
'aid "Oh! yes-1."egards from Colonel Millo." Colonel Millo's
methods of communication may not necessarily be fast but they
are certainly ' through '; at the highest level!

l .ord 1'-layor attends Dinner
We haven't managed to see many of the members from
2 Squadron in Nottingham, 3 Squadron in Glasgow or our
detachment in Glossop. However we were glad that the
majority of officers managed to visit us for the Annual. Mess
Dinner in October, when we were also pleased to have with us
the Lord Mayor of Sheffield, our Honorary Colonel, Colonel
J. W. Batchelor, C.B.E., J.P., the C.S.0. Northern Command,
and several other senior officers from military and civil spheres.
The Warrant Officers' and Sergeants' Mess has not been idle
and under the enthusiastic leadership of R.S.M. Knight they
have transformed a very dismal an<l unused billiard room !into
a bright and pleasant lounge bar, aided with many .thanks, by
help from the West Riding T. & A.F.A. To the members who
have put 1n all the hard work it must be gratifying to find the
place now full after the evening training periods instead of the
prevtlous four or five members only who used to appear. They
also held a successful annual dinner for which the 3 Squadron
members made the long trek.
Perhaps the bug is catchi_ng on. ,Our very a~le Pres.ident of
the Entertainments Cornnuttee, Lieutenant Kmg-Srruth, has
been drawing up p lans to modernise the Canteen, and has been
well aided by :the gift of an excellent billiard table from the
R A.F. Norton w.Jlo are closing down. The Officers' Mess has
also been recen tly redecorated so we feel that our welfare is
well under control.
Looking ahead we now have a. highly organi~ed trai?filg
course going for all our trades which we hope will culminate
in the upgrading of most members of the R egiment when we
go to camp in June, this year to. Chickerell near Weymou~ .
We cannot close without offenng our smcere congratulations
to Sergean t Wright of Sheffield for his award of the Lord
Lieutenan t's Cer tificate.

e

HA VE YOU placed an order for regular monthly copies of
THE CORPS MAGAZINE
WHY NOT DO SO NOW
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66th llEGllUENT, (T.A.) IJELFAST
Itlixed Begin1euts-n11d all thnt
We often wonder who invented these Army definitions
such as "mixed regiments," " married families " and " other
ranks." Last year the Director of Public Relations of the
Army said it was time we stopped talking about "other rank ."
We agree, and would like to see some of the other catchphrases pass into oblivion, but how does one explain "other
ranks " in a "mixed regiment"? It is not as simple as it
first appears, without becoming pendantic. Any suggestions?
We are glad to have W.R.A.C. in our Regiment. They
lend tone to it and keep the men on their mettle as far as
turnout and discipline are concerned. They also make excellent comcentre and switchboard operators. We would be hard
put to it to recruit enough men who could compete with the
girls in these trades. We often wonder why there are no
cipher operators in the W.R.A.C., either regular or T.A. The
Navy used "WRE S " in World War II; perhaps it is
because of the rapid " wastage "--another endearing word.
We believe in principle on integration-if that is the right
word-{)f W.R.A.C. in the Regiment, rather than forming them
into a separate squadron.
However, having recently reorganised on a functional basis to ease training problems
(squadrons by trades) we now find we have pres<:nted O.C.
1 Squadron with a complement of 90 per cent W. R.A.C., much
to his alarm. He has even given up having his handful of men
on parade for fear of embarrassing them. What does one do?

i"'. . . . . . . . . . . S. .P"'O"'R"T. . . . . . . . . . . . . .l
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Royal Signals Golfing Society
F ixture J,is t for 196:0
APRIL

28

York Golf Club

at S trensall

MAY

317

Army Meeting
116 RMCS' Shrivenham
19 RMAS

JUNE
2

23

at Sandwich
at Frilford H eath
at Camberley

Royal Engineers
RASC

at Hankley C-0mmon
at North H ants Golf Club

R APC
Royal Artillery

at Burhill, Walcon -on-Thames
at Sunningdale

JULY

2r
22

AUGUST

19 REME

at East Berks

SEPTEMBER
RAOC (being arranged by RAOC)
OCTOBER
6 Ironsides
8 RAMC
27 Staff College , ..

at Hankley Common
at New Zealand Golf Club
at Ca mberley Heath

Will any officer who has not r eceived a letter from th e
Secretary and who is interested in playing in any of the above
matches, please forward his ~ame, address and official ~andi 
cap as soon as possible to: Maior J. L. McKellar, Royal Signals,
243 Signal Squadron (Southern Command), Ward Barracks,
Bulford Camp, Wilts.

GOLF MEETINGS
The following are the dates of the Golf Meetings for 1965: 29/30 April
Spring Meeting
at Pannal
14/15 September
Autumn Meeting
at Woking

Corps Football
Res ults:
Played on 18th February.
R.A.P.C. 2, Royal Signals II.
Played on 20th F ebruary.
R.A.S.C . 3, Royal Signals 5.
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Corps Hockey
Royal jgnals 2, R.M.C.S. r .
Ro ·al Signals 4, R.A.S.C. o.
Royal ignals 3, R.A.M.C. r.

Association Notes
CUE TEil

BRANCH HOLD
Dll\"'NER

UCt;ESS.t'UL

Friday night, 29th January saw the annual dinner of the
Che ter Branch Royal Signal A ociation. Nearly 140 members
and their gue ts sat down to a beautiful meal at the Crosville
Qub. At the conclu ion of the Joyal {oast, the President,
Mr. E. C. Lavis-Jones, asked the company a semblcd to rise
and ob.erve a minute's silence as a mark of e teem and honour
to the late Sir Winston Churchill, K.G., O.M., C.H.
The toast to H.R.H. The Princess Royal, Colonel-in-Chief,
Royal Corps of Signals, was proposed by Mr. J. Charlton, the
Welfare Officer.
Captain R. D. Hardy, a Vice-President, who also acted as
Toastmaster, propo ed the toa t of the Royal Signals Association, and in his remarks pointed out that the- Branch had been
functioning since the war, and for the last 18 years had
maintained a steady membership, with an average of 16 members attending each monthly meeting.
He then thanked the
Chairman, Mr. P. Haigh; Secretary, Mr. R. Hinge; Welfare
Officer, Mr. Charlton; Chairman of the Social Committee, Mr.
Thirling, and his committee for the work they had done during
the past year.
In passing, Captain Hardy drew the attention of members
to the fact that a tree had been planted, on behalf of the
Chester Branch, in front of Relles Barracks, Catterick, the new
home of nth Regiment, who will be well remembered at
Saighton Camp for some years.
Colonel J. D. T. Brett, o.B.E., Chief Signal Officer, H.Q.,
Western Command, and a Vice-President of the Branch, will
be leaving Chester towards the end of the year. The proposer
of the toast wished him good luck in his new appointment
and said that Colonel Brett's company had given the Branch
great pleasure.
Replying, Colonel Brett said that he had been ordered by
Bob Hardy to make this speech, but as another speaker was
in a better position to reply to that particular toast, he would
tell a story. The story was applauded by the company.
The next toast was that of "Our Guests,'' proposed by Mr.
"Pip " Haigh, Chairman, who said that we were delighted to
welcome such a large gathering and always looked forward
to their company, mentioning in particular, Brigadier P. N . P.
Hobson, n.s.o., General Secretary of the Royal Signals Association, who had come from London for the dinner; also W.O.I
. Francis, R.E., the Hon. Secretary of the Royal Engineers
Association, which is, of course the "Mother Corps."
Brigadier Hobson, in his reply, gave a resume of the activities
of the Association in general, all over the world, which was
appreciated by the members.
Turning to the second part of his reply to " the Guests,''
the Brigadier said it always gave him pleasure to come to
Chester and that the Branch was very high on the list of
For the remainder of the
successful provincial branches.
guest , he thanked the Branch and was -sure that they got
the same pleasure in coming.
The decks were then cleared for dancing, wh ich continued
until r a.m. Mr. Faircloth, as usual, carried out the duties
of M.C. in a very competent manner. Before the company
departed, Mr. Thirling thanked the Manager, Mr. Oates and
his helpers for the catering and other services, and to the
train of " Auld Lang Syne " followed by the Grand March
(to the tune of the Co;ps March, "Begone Dull Care"), the
revellers departed, lookmg forward to the 19th annual dinner
on 28th January, 1966. D.V.

ALDERSDOT

BllA~Cll

The annual dinner of the Aldersbot Branch will be held
on rs1 May at the Masonic H all, Farnborough Rants.
Tickets can be obtained from Mr. A. V. len t,
Gloucester
Road, Aldershot.

;I,
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BllANCll

The 19th Annual Dinner of the Southampton Branch of the
Royal Signals Association will be held at Blighmont (Ea~'t)
T.A. Centre, Millbrook Road, Southampton, on Saturday the
8th May, 1965, at 7.30 p.m.
Tickets at ros. are available from Mr. W. F. Worsdale, c/o
2 Squadron, 63rd Signal Regiment T.A., Blighmont T .A.
Centre, M.illbrook Road, Southampton.
Members from neighbouring Associations are welcome and
al o any 1939-45 members of 43 Divisional Signals who will feel
very much " At Home " at this gathedng.

CllOYDON

AND

DISTIUCT

. but
the
latest
communication
techniques

\

JlllANCH

The Croydon and D istrict Branch held their annual dinner
at the Norbury Hotel on 6th February. Fifty-four members
and guests attended. The Branch Chairman, Mr. L. J.
Rebbeck, briefly reviewed the branch's activities during the
past year. The President of the branch, Captain D. Hunneyball,
proposed a toast to the guests, to which the guest of honour,
Major R. Nebel, C.O., rst Cadet Bn. Queen's Surrey Regiment,
replied. The members were also pleased to welcome three
m~mbers of the Alder-shot Branch among the guests.

Jl.\llTLEPOOI, .\ND DISTHICT BRANCH

<11·e

u.~etl

;,. .....

Mr. B. Howells writes:
Readers should note the correction of the title of the Branch
hitherto referred to as the "West Hartlepool and District
RS .A." Members of the Branch met on Friday, 15th January,
in West Hartlepool on the occasion of the 5th Annual General
Meeting. Officers re-elected: -Chairman: Mr. 'Ted' Waite,
M.B.E.; Secretary: Mr. 'Stan' Irvin; Treasurer: Mr. 'Bob'
Paxton. Mr. Nicholson was unanimously elected as President
with Mr. Gendinning and Mr. Hopwood as Vice-Presidents.
Mr. 'B' Paxton was able to report that the Branch was, by
some miracle, still solvent after a very active year and it had
been decided to follow up on nhe successful ladies' social night
held on Friday, 8th January, with a dance at the Staincliffe
Hotel, Seaton Carew, in March or early April. Members agreed
that it was much more preferable to hold the event at di.is class
of hotel rather than in hotels less attractive just for the sake
of limiting expenses.
Amusing comment was made too on •t he apparent incorrect
dress of a Royal Signals Major depicted in a television programme, and this led to a light-hearted letter being despatched
by the newly elected P.R.O. for the Branch (Mr. Howells) to
the television company concerned-primarily with an eye on
any subsequent publicity for the Branch!

Royal Signals Association anti Benevolent Fanti
The following subscriptions were mos1 gratefully received during
January, 1965:
24th Regiment Officers' Mess)
24tb Regiment (Warrant Officers' ··.;,,d
14th Regiment (2 Squadron)
14th Regunent (3 Squadron)
205 Squadron
216 Squad1on
243 Squad1on
...
...
...
Signals Wing, School of Artillery
Signals Wtng, Royal Military Academy,
6o7 Troop
.. .
57th R egiment T.A.
63rd Regiment T.A.
325 Squadron T.A.
.. .
...
. ..
H.Q. A.E.R. Royal Signals .. .
.. .
54th Regiment T.A. (3 Squll'droo)
53rd Regiment T .A. (Warrant Officers'
52nd Re~ent T .A.
...
2nd Regiment (Officers' Mess)
7th Regiment (Wives' Club)
21st Regiment
...
22nd Regiment
235 Squadron (COMCAN)
Various individual donations

£

. ..
.. .
. ..
··sergeants' Mess)

J

4
4
4
6
2
2

.. .
.. .
.. .
Sandhurst ...

...
...
. ..
. ..
. ..
...
...
.. .
. ..
. ..
...
...
and Sergeants' Mess)

Total Receipts

I

The BCC 30,
HF Military Pack-Set.

d.
0

0 6
7 0
2 0
0 0
s 6
6 6
13 6
IO

0

4

8 6

I

s

0

I

. ..
. ..
. ..
...

..

9 0
3 0
2 14 0
3 0 0
IO 0 0
3 I 4
2 II 7
30 0 0
rs 0 0
204 16 5
4 2 9
16 4

***
***
~~

~

.. . £308 14 5
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BRITISH COMMUNICATIONS CORPORATION LTD.,
SOUTH WAY, EXHIBITION GROUNDS, WEMBLEY, MIDDLESEX
Telephone: W embley 1212.

Expenditure drtring 'Janllary, i965
..•
.. .
...
...
.. . £614 7 6
(Includes: - Rent and Rates; Beds and Bedding;
Furniture; Cots and Prams; General Assistance).
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Fully Trans istorised.
Lightweight
Mo re than 20 Wa tts. RF output.
Ampl itude Modul ated or Phase Mod ulated, and C/ W
18 Crystal Con trolled Channels .
600 Speech Chann els on Free Tune .
BCC 30 Mul ti-role versatility provides man-pack,
fixe d station and mobile roles
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Telegrams: BEECEECEE WEMBLEY
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MAIDSTONE

Sk" .,,~

Operation Grapple Tie
(Ouistmas Wand)

Ro7al Slpala Tie

BROADST.AIRS

R OYAL SIGN ALS TIES
WOOL 10 / 6
TERYLENE 12 / 6
SILK 19 / 6
BLAZER BADGFS
SILK 9/ 6
GOLD WIRE 32 / 6 45 /WALL SHIELDS 32 / 6 - 50/ CAR BADGES 35/--39/WOOL SCAR VES 21 / - - 29 / 6
CUFF LIN KS 22 / 6 - 52/6
CRESTED PEWTER
TANKARDS 50 / - - 65 / 0 PERATIO GRAPPLE TIES
8/8 9/ 6 11 / 6 14/ 6 16 / 6
Apart from Royal Signals' Ties,
other ties, to your own striped or
figured design can be ordered,
such as the Operation Grapple
Tie shown opposite. Send for
prices and information.

-

SPECIAL TERMS TO ALL REGULAR AND
EX-REGULAR SERVICE PERSONNEL AND
UNITS AND MESSES, AT HOME AND OVERSEAS, on purchases of all kinds of electrical
appliances and equipment, carpets, furniture,
bedding, cutlery, silverware, glass and chinaware,
radio secs, record players, tape recorders and tape,
typewriters, sewing machines, car s, car accessories,
bicycles, caravans, boats, outboard motors, boats
and yachting supplies, athletic clothing, golf equipment, camping gear and equipment, lawn mowers
and garden furniture, photographic supplies, etc.,
etc. If you are buying or furnishing a house,
wr;te to our House Purchase Advisory Bureau.

6,

GABRIEL'S

HILL,

'1AJDSfONE,

KENT.

Take

c~vt;~~~.
.

'""""'

The world.' s most competitive Single
Sideband Radiotelephone -the SSB
125 is suitable for fixed or mobile
operation and is the most economic
equipment for long distance communication available today.

Extended credit available for most of the abc-ve
items. H.P. also arranged for cars and caravans
(home only).

PREFERENTIAL CONCESSIONS on all forms
of insurance, at home and overseas, including car,
kit, household, whole of life or endowment policies,
and Officers' Terminal Grant Trust policies, etc.,
etc.

Features
•
•
•
•

AGENCY SUPPLIES
& SERVICES CO. LTD.

PYE TELECOMMUNJCATIONS LTD.

62 Addington Road, Reading
Telephone: 57151 (4 lines) (Day)

CAMBRIDGE · ENGLAND

62627 and 84302 (Night)

112

125 watts p.e.p. output
4 sw itched channels
Transisto r DC or AC power pack
Crystal filter selection of side·
bands

Telephone: Teversham 3131
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his Jubilee, the appointmer.t of his daughter, The
Princess Royal, to be our Colonel-in-Chief. The news
that we had been so honoured was received with great
pleasure by all ranks. That she was, amongst her many
other accomplishments, an expert horsewoman, gave
us, a mounted Corps, an added satisfaction.

Her Royal Highness
THE PRINCESS ROY AL

Her first major visit to the Corps was in 1937 when,
on mid-summer's day, she visited Mons Barracks, Aldershot, the home then of three of our major Signal Units,
A Corps Signals and the lst and 2nd Divisional Signals.
She inspected the three units on parade, watched
demonstrations of signal equipment in operation, visited
the Officers', Warrant Officers' and Sergeants' messes
and the Regimental Institute. She completed her
memorable day by visiting the families of other ranks
in their married quarters, and showed a genuine interest
in their problems, an interest that was to lead directly
tQ many improvements in married quarters in Aldershot
and elsewhere. Being a naturally shy and reserved person, that day must have been a daunting occasion for
her, but from it sprang an association that ripened and
flowered into a full and lasting affection.

C.I., G.C.V.O., G.B.E., R.R.C., T.D., C.D., D.C.L., LL.D.

Colonel-in-Chief
The Royal Corps of Signals
1935 to 1965

THE
TUE

WIRE

The v1s1t was followed by others throughout the
length and breadth of the country, to barracks and
billets, to hutted camps and tented areas, as she saw
how her Corps was preparing itself for the war that
was soon to come. During the war years, as far as
her other official duties permitted, she continued her
visits to units and camps in wartime Britain. She
interested herself particularly in the welfare of families
of prisoners-of-war, and as she herself was the mother
of one, she could well appreciate the tensions and trials
of those who were faced with a similar anxiety. She
became the Patron of the Royal Signals Comforts Fund
and later of the Royal Signals Association.
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After the war when the Corps began to settle down
to the routine of a peacetime way of life The Princess
Royal took up the task where it had been left off six
years before, of renewing and enlarging her contacts.

Our Colonel-in-Chief as Her Corps will best remember her - on
one of her many visits to Units of Her Corps.

SENIOR
A tribute:

officer of the Corps, who knew her well, writes in

It was with a sense of profound shock and deep sorrow that we
learnt of the death of Her Royal Highness The Princess Royal, our
Colonel-in-Chief and Patron of the Royal Signals Association. She had
been part of' the corporate life of the Corps for more years than many
of us can remember; it is indeed difficult to realise that she is no longer
with us.
In 1935, during the last year of his reign, King George V announced,
on the occasion of his birthday, on 3rd June, and in commemoration of
THE WIRE, APRIL-MAY
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Over the years she visited a large number of regiments and squadrons, both of the Regular and Reserve
Army, at home and abroad. She undertook a long tour
of Germany in 1958, and visited units overseas in
Austria, Cyprus, North Africa, the West Indies, till
gradually there were few left in the Corps who had not
at one time or other been present on the occasion of
one of her visits. And these were no formal, superficial inspections. Although the Corps has to deal with
what must have seemed to her complicated drills and
complicated bits of equipment, she acquired a very
shrewd idea of what we were trying to do, and, in consequence, asked the type of questions that kept everyone
on their toes.
But it seemed that above all she enjoyed her visits to
Catterick. Perhaps it was that Harewood House was
THE WIRE. APRIL-MAY
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her home and Catterick was our home, and that both
were in Yorkshire and only 40 miles apart, but it was
there that we always saw her relaxed, happy and smiling
(whatever the weather), enjoying her day out, as it were,
amongst so many of her friends that she had come to
know so well. And it was from Harewood House that
every year she sent out all over the world her personal
Christmas cards, and often, too, small Christmas presents,
much to the delight and surprise of the recipients.
As Patron of the Royal Signals Association, she always
maintained a lively interest in its object of keeping
serving and retired men in touch with each other; in
its benevolent work and in helping to find employment
for those who had been discharged. She twice visited
the old offices of the Association in Eccleston Square
to bring herself up-to-dare with its activities, and paid
an early visit to the new Regimental Headquarters in
Cheltenham Terrace. She also presided at two Annual
General Meetings of the Association at Catterick.
She will always be remembered as our first Colonelin-Chief. As the years pass, she will live on in the
memory of many thousands of officers and men of her
Corps for her abiding interest in its affairs, her willingness to share in its world-wide activities, and for the
keen pleasure she gave to all on her many visits.
Perhaps I may be allowed to quote from the Memorial
Service, held in Westminster Abbey, at which the Corps
was represented by the Master of Signals, the Signal
Officer-in-Chief, the Chairman of the Royal Signals
Association and many others :
" We thank thee for all that thou hast given to this
nation by this thy faithful servant, by her works and
by her example; for her Nursing, her Guiding and
her Special Service in both World Wars; for her love
of the countryside and its pursuits, her knowledge of
the arts and her artistic skills, her love of music; for
her devotion to Yorkshire and the mutual affection
between her and its people; for her steady devotion
to duty, her quiet and unobtrusive fidelity."
Just as we in the Corps are mourning her passing,
so also are our sister Corps of Canada, Australia, New
Zealand, India and Rhodesia of all of which she was
Colonel-in-Chief. The deep sympathy of all ranks of the
Corps has been expressed by the Master of Signals to Her
Majesty The Queen and to Lord Harewood.
It was my custom, when taking leave of her, to say
" Au Revoir, Ma'am," as I always looked forward so
much to seeing her again. When I took my leave of her
less than two months ago, I expressed that same wish
once more. Little did I know; indeed little did any of
us know, that it was to be " Goodbye, Ma'am " so soon
after that.
L. de M.T.
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Back Row: (left to righl) Lieutenant J. McD. Edga r, Lieutenant P. R. Brewis, Lieutenant R. C. Hood, Lieutenant K. B. S. Kent,
Lieutenant J. G. M. Mcluckie, Lieutenant M. A. O rwin, Lieutenant R. C. Etheridge
Front Row: (left to right) Captain D. C. N. Genders, Captain J. C, M. Baril, Captain D. T. Burton, Captain J. P. Goldney, Captain
G. J, H. Grise, Lieutenant P. C, Burns

No. 3 Royal Signals Officers' Communications
Course reports :
Another long Officers' Course has started at the School. This
is No. 3 Royal Signals Officers' Communications Course, which
assembled on 8th February, 1965, and lasts until 6th November,
1965.
As yet the course has not really had time to completely make
its mark. However, we hope this will soon be rectified.
Most of us know each other well, having passed through
the School on 50 and 51 " Q" Courses. By and large the School
has not changed since those days except possibly in the
organisation and titles of the departments. The plastic nametags are also a great improvement-especially on the H.Q.
Mess waitresses!

Commendation for Royal Signals Corporal
For his courageous action in saving a fellow noncommissioned officer from injury and possibly from being killed, 33-year-old Corporal Colin McMillan, serving
with the Royal Corps of Signals in Aden, has been
awarded the Commendation of the Commander-in-Chief,
Middle East Command, Lieutenant-General Sir Charles
Harington. Corporal McMillan is a cable jointer with
15th Regiment.
On 28th November last, Corporal McMillan was in
Ma'alla, one of Aden's principal shopping areas, when
a grenade exploded, killing one and wounding a number
of British Servicemen. He was standing only a few
paces from another N.C.O. when the grenade landed
nearby; pushing his friend into an alcove, Corporal
McMillan only managed partly to shield his own body
and was wounded in the leg and back when the bomb
disintegrated. Despite his injury, he helped those more
seriously hurt, and remained calm throughout.

ailllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllUlllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllU:

CLOTHING 1s still URGENTLY required
by the WELFARE SECTION
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In addition ro providing two members of the School Rugby
team the course has been represented in other sports. Two of
our number-Captain John Goldney and Lieutenant Kelvin
Kent-as members of the School team, represented Northern
Command in the Army Inter-Command Squash Champiopships
against Southern Command at Larkhill. Unfortunately they
lost by three games to two. Another member of the course
Lieutenant Jim McLuckie, has represented the Corps at hockey
whilst Captain Douglas Genders is likely to be a member of
the Corps Rifle Team at Bisley this year.
At the time of writing, the course has just entered Basics
Group and is undergoing an intensive indoctrination course in
ohms, ergs, cosecs and e's. Things which we and, we think,
the instructors hope we shall know more about by the end of
the course. We will let you know how we fare.

The Diplomatic Wireless Service of the Foreign
Office have vacancies for experienced

Radio Operator Technicians
between the ages of 20-45 years
Qualifications
Hand morse sending and receiving at 25 w.p.m.
Candidates must be capable of maintaining basic
W /T equipment, and the ability to touch-type will
be an advantage. Conditions of service include unreserved acceptance of overseas service and shift
duties. Families normally accompany husbands to
overseas posts, where accommodation is provided.
Adequate allowances are paid whilst overseas.
Starting pay at age 25 and over £921 rising to
£1,246 (National rate) per annum.
All first appointments are on a temporary basis
and candidates must be prepared to undergo a
medical examination.
Candidates and both their parents must have been
British subjects at all times since birth.
Write, giving age, qualifications and experience,
and quoting O.T.65 to the Personnel Officer,
Diplomatic Wireless Service, Hanslope Park, Wolverton, Bucks.
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TO

lUA.JOR

et

PADDY"

CUFFE

We held another of our
memorable Hail and Farewell lunches in the
Officers' Club, Episkopi,
on Friday, 12th February,
to celebrate (or commiserate) on the comings
and goings of our officers
and their families. This
little write-up is not an
ennumeration of those
still serving, whose movements will be promulgated in the usual manner, and to whom we
said a sincere Hullo and
Goodbye. It is to place
on record the appreciation we feel for a family,
known, loved, and respected by a great number of us. "Paddy " and
Moira Cuffe.
" Paddy" Cuffe joined
the Corps in 1941 in
Chungking, after being
Major "Paddy" Cuffe
ten years on the General
Service List, and served
us well and truly for twenty years until retiring with the rank
of Major in 196x. But he hadn't had enough, and since then he
has continued to lend the value of his wide experience in a
civilian appointment.
Starting in China and ending in Cyprus, his journey has
taken him through France, Germany, Belgium, India, South
Africa and Malta and he and Moira have left a little bit of
themselves in each place, but particularly Malta, where they
hope eventually to enjoy their well earned retirement. .
In a brief appreciation, Colonel Grigg, the C.S.O., renunded
us that "Paddy" has always shown a keen interest in producing
amateur plays, and whilst serving with COMCAN in Cyprus
had kept up the good work and given a great deaJ of pleasure
to the entertainment starved families in E'Piskopi.
"Paddy" gratefully accepted a small Cyprus Silver Bowl,
embossed with local " memories,'' which he said they would
both treasure as representing a period in their lives which has
.
been full of happiness and dear friends.
We shall miss them both, and we h ope that they will have
a long and happy retirement, and a continued close association ·
with all of us.

JOHN DOBSON
Many who served in Catterick, particularly officers, will have
met John Dobson, Manager of the Catterick Camp Branch of
Lloyds Bank. They will certainly recollect his cheerful personality when dealing with them as clients and his warm
friendship for those whom he numbers amongst his closer
acquaintances.
John has always identified himself very much with Camp
activities and because of his occupation, has frequently found
himself elected to be honorary Treasurer of a number of extraThis cross he has borne in his usual
mural committees.
willing and cheerful manner. Now, a~er 10 years' service to
the Armv in Catterick, he moves on to Bristol with effect from
the 8th June, 1965. He will then be delighted to hear from his
many friends at: c/o Lloyd Bank, Redland Branch, Bristol.

Upgrading Courses in Catterick
Radio Technician (Heavy)
R adio Relay Man
Clerk Technician
Staff Operator
Radio Operator
Driver, Royal Signals
Radio Operator
Electrician Driver ...

Class
Class
Class
Class
Class
Class
Class
Class
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19th
II - I 19th
5th
II- I
II- I 19th
5th
II - I
II - I 19th
5th
III-II
III-II 12th

II - I

1965
October
October
October
October
October
October
October
October

<!&bituarit~
LIEUTENANT-COLONEL R. S. WIGHT, T.D.
Lieutenant-Colonel Robert Stevenson Wight, T.D, of Lynnburn, Stocksfield, Northumberland, died in Hexham Hospital on
the 30th January, 1965, after a short illness. He was 73.
A native of Glasgow, Bob Wight joined the London Scottish
at the age of 16. He served with that Regiment in the first
world war until receiving a commission in the Sherwood
Foresters. Later, after being wounded, he served in the
Northumberland Fusiliers.
In 1930 he rejoined the Territorial Army as Company Commander of No. 3 Company, 5oth (Northumbrian) Divisional
Signals, Gateshead.
In 1939, when he was then Second in Cornman? of 5oth ~
Divisional Signals, he was given the task of fomung the Regiment's second line unit-23rd Divisional Signals, and continued
to command this unit when it became the N.C.0.'s Training
Battalion, Harrogate.
He later exchanged appointments with Lieutenant-Colonel
(now Brigadier) T. T. J. Sheffield, T.D., as Commandi?g Officer
of 5oth Divisional Signals, and ~ 1~41 took the Regiment O}lt
to the Middle East and after service m Cyprus, Iraq and Syna,
he wa~ posted in 1942 to Command G.H.Q. Troops Signals.
This unit was based near Cairo and it was in this appointment
that Bob Wight became well-known to many members of the
Corps who enjoyed the hospitality of his unit whilst in transit
from the W estem Desert.
A keen gardener and golfer, he was President of the Stocksfield
Branch of the British Legion, and Chairman of the Stocksfield
Branch of the Durham Divisional Conservative Association .
He leaves a widow and two sons--both of whom served in
Royal Signals, throughout the war.
MR. W. B. WOOLLEY,
CHAIRMAN J,IVERPOOL BRANCH
During its early years Royal Signals attracted to its ranks,
and lost, a large number of men who made a considerable
success in a subsequent career.
. . .
" This Signalling,'' the easy but most excellent discipline ?f
the Corps, its renutation in sport, toge.ther with the way m
which Junior N.C.O.'s often held command of a ~etachment,
in isolation, for months or years, these advantages eXJst today.
During the 192o's the iniquitous ' extra year ' transformed a
seven and five engagement into eight years with the Colours
of which seven were spent in India or Egypt. Here existence
was monastic, marriage was impossible below t_he rank of
Sergeant. Promotion was slow. The outstanding became
Corporal. A majority at age of 25 or 26 sought a less ard:ious
career and as aforesaid they often made a great success of 1t.
Such a man was Corporal W. H. Woolley who transferred
to the reserve in 1929 and joined the Wallesey Police Force.
Such was his quality that he was promoted Inspector ~er
fourteen years; he served twenty years in that r~. Throu~
out this career he was a " tremendous figure m the police
swimming and life saving world."
He was a staunch member of the Association in its Liverpool Branch of which he had been Chairman s~nce 1954. He
ruled his Branch with wisdom and understandmg; was early
to realise the ineffectiveness of the monthly meeting. Liverpool
was always most strongly represented at successive 'Catterick
Reunions ' and the annual Hot Pot Supper attracted about
100 members.
He was the second representative of a Branch to serve on
the Central Committee of the Association 1957 to 196<>-where
his wise counsel was valued. On receiving the Agenda for each
meeting he gave it considerable thought, selected three or fo~
items of which he had especial knowledge, set out on paper his
considered argument and spoke succinctly and cogently. At
the Branch Representatives Meetings he spoke seldom but
when he did it was decisive.
The best of companions he was respected by all who kn.ew
him and it was to the reizret of manv when the onset of hu~h
blood pressure caused a slowing up of his Ass~ation a~viti~
as well as premature retirement from the Police. He died m
mid-March at the comparative young age of 60.
Famous as a Policeman and a swimmer he gained the silver
medal of Liverpool Shipwreck and Humane Society for .saving
a bov from drowning in 1934. He was twice honoured nationally
for his life saving work. A ~ypical 'Si~alman' of his d~v .he
made a considerable mark m the affairs of the AssoC1at1on
wherein he will long be remembered.
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boxing competition between 4 and_ 5 Tr~ps, 11th Regiment,
and wi.tnessed some very good novice boxm.g. Sevc:ral ~.S.M.s
'd how splendid it was to see that recrwts com~g mto the
~rps showed so ~uch spirit an? physical cour.age m ~e early
art of their trainmg. The evenmg ended( l) with a social held
the School of Signals Warrant Officers' and Se~geants' Mess
where once again, many friends met for th~ first ume for years,
with ~uch reminiscing and talk of old tunes.

fn

A vc•ry hJtc1rc!lti11g )tlanned cliseuHsiou
T he second day started with a presentation by LieutenantColonel J. E. P . Sampson, R~yal Signa~~' and Ca~tai~ E. St.
y Troubridge Royal MaIJnes, on
Commun1cauoD: a~d
L~gistic proble~s affecting a Reg~ental Sergeant:Maior . m
Limited War." Many thought that this was the most 1~terestmg
" planned discussion " they had. had so f~. The solutions produced by syndicates to the vaIJous questions pos~, proved, by
the widely differing answers, ho"". complex and difficult are the
problems affecting the R.S.M. m the modern era and how
necessary it is for him .to keep abreast of developments.

Discussions until the small hours
The Convention Dinner was held during the evening with
Brigadier A. C. Cox, o.B.E., Colonel D. G. Jones, Colonel P. E.
S. Mansergh, o.B.E., Lieutenant-Colonel T. G. H. J~ckson,
M.B.E., and Major C. Mitchell as guests. of .the Regunental
Sergeants-Majors of the Thrps. The settmg m the Warrant
Officers' and Sergeants' Mess of nrh Regiment was completed
by the silver, kindly loaned by the Offic7rs o! the Corps,
and by the Corps fanfare trumpeters. Ad1om:nmg afte~ the
dinner, the party settled. down to ~o~e memones and dis~s
sions and continued until the realisation that the Convention
was not yet over came to those assembled, and a halt was
called in the wee hours.
.
.
Like all good soldiers, those attending the Convenuo~ amved
five minutes before the start on ~ednesday mommg, and
immediately went into an open session on the _problems of
individual R.S.M.s. Much was discussed and s<?luuons to many
of these problems were found, thou~ dealing wit~ those current
in the Territorial Army proved difficult and, m some cases,
almost insurmountable.

Colonel D. G. Jones, Inspector of Trade Tr~ining, follo:ved
with a talk on Corps Trade Structur7, showmg . the vanous
trends and ways in which trades are bemg streamlined to meet
communications development, ~nd of .modern methods of trade
training. D iscu sion followed, ~ pa~1cular, on wJ;iat the ~ps
needs in operating trades. Trme: did. not perrmt reaching a
conclusion on such a complex sub1ect; It sufficed to show, however, that the general view was that the Corps needed to _return
to the " old type ' operator who was capab~e o~ a vanety of
operating skills. How exactly to produce this wizard was not
decided!
It was good to see Brigadier (Retd) P. M. P. Hobson, o.s.o.
He gave a talk on Corps domestic organisation an:d an ac~ount
of rhe activities of Regimental Headquarters, with p~ttcular
reference to the Welfare side We all thank the two lad1esd jh~
contribute so much to the Welfare work at ~.H.Q: ~ oo
forward to more accounts in THE WIRE of their acuv1ues.
Back Row: R.S. M. C. D. Evis, R.S.M . R. A. Mar gerrlson, R.S.M. R. Marriot, R.S.M. J. R. Woodvine, R.S.M. J. A. Peck, R.S.M . K. G. Wright, R.S.M. R.
R. Bu ll ock, R.S. M. W . A. Bar nes, R.S.M. P. J. W alls, R.S.M. C. Young, R.S. M. R. Adams, R.S.M. P. Harrison
Third Row . R.S.M. E. Su m me rs, M.B. E., R.S.M. T . E. Knight, R. S.M . K. S. West, R.S.M. A. A. J. Reed, R.S. M. J . E. Cox, R.S.M. C. W. Palmer, R.S. M. R. E.
O li ver, B.E. M., R.S.M. E. W . Re d ma n, R.S. M. J. J . Bingham, R.S.M. M. Crossley, R.S.M. J. D. Hutchinson, R.S.M. 0. Langston, R.S.M. R. W. Kay
S•cond Row: R.S. M. W . E. Lea, B.E. M., R.S.M. W . J . Harris o n, R.S.M. E. W. Firth, R.S.M . P. McNaughton, R.S.M . M. J. Giles, R.S.M. K. H . Attwell ,
R.S.M. C. H all, R.S. M. W. T as ke r, R.S. M. T. C rampto n, R.S. M. A. F. N. C ra b t r ee, R.S.M. C . A. Baalham, R.S. M. G. E. Parfitt, R.S.M . 0. W. Rees ,
R.S. M. F. A. May

~lueh

good huD1our, eommonsense and excellent
company
The Convention was over for another year: Summing up,
the Brigade Commander reinforced bow vital 1t w!'-s for all_ to
be alive to modern thought and ideas, also expressmg ~e WI.Sh
that perhaps next year, the R.S.M.s from Aden and SU?-gapore
might be able to attend. Wi.sh.ing all "'.Bon Voyage," the iourney
back to Units began, leavmg Cattenck a much poorer place
after so much good humour, commonsense and above all,
excellent company.
d
One last thought-with wide scale coverage from Press an
television, Great Britain really had a good look at the 52 R.S.M.s
at the Convention, but one wonders what happened to ~e
hundred or so negatives that "'.ere .no~ used. Perhaps ~angmg
on a newspaper office wall, as msprratlon and example.
(One newspaper headline read "R.S.M.s o.f the space age,
equally at home with a computer or on their parade ground
assemble at Catterick!-Editor.)

aY APPOINTM ENT TO HEil MAJESTY THE QUEEN
G01D5MITHS & CROWN JEWELLERS,
GARRARD & CO. LTD.

Front Row: R.S.M . G. Schofield, R.S.M. V. H . S t e phens, R.S.M. W . T. Leeso n, R.S. M. P. Chilvers, R.S.M , J. J. Gerrard, B.E.M., R.S.M. C. Nutton, R.S.M.
S. J . R. Du nlop, Major-G e neral P. E. M. Bradl ey, C.B .E., D.S. O ., Brigad ier A. C. Cox, O.B.E., R.S.M. E. C. Jones, R.S.M. W. J , Warren, R.S.M. I. 0 . C.
Currie, R.S.M . T . J. Licen ce, R.S.M . D. C. Newto n, R.S.M . J. Crich

years this Convention, the fourth; was held
A sinintheprevious
North Hall and officially started on Monday morning,
rst March. By then, however, there had been many private talks
and discussions, some between friends who had not met for
twelve months and others who last saw each other as Junior
Sergeants.
The "B.A.O.R. Contingent," who had held their own Convention in Germany during the previous week, arrived in
Catterick on Friday, 26th February. They spent the· weekend
getting acclimatised to some unusually mild and sunny Catterick
weather, and making good use of the few hours in finding
their way round the new Warrant Officers' and Sergeants' Mess
of nth Regiment.

General Bradley, whose first Convention this was, set a brisk
pace and pattern with his "State of the Union" address, leaving
no doubt that the Corps is in really good heart and giving some
idea of his practical plans for future improvements. Afterwards
the S.0.-in--C. personally met every R.S.M. and had a series of
discussions with them in small groups.
The photograph with these notes was taken without mishap
to those in the back row, balanced rather precariously several
feet above the snow! This was followed by a talk by the Officer
LC. Records. As ever he was in great form with the facts and
figures of the various promotion rosters, making more than one
R.S.M. wonder however such a large job was carried out by
one man.

Greeted b y snow
By late Sunday evening all fifry-two R.S.M.s had arrived
from as far East as Cyprus. Last year forry-seven R.S.M.s
attended; of these only twenry-two came again this year, which
indicates some turbulence 1n this exalted rank! The mere sight
of such a body of men proved too much for our Catterick
winter sunshine, and just to make sure everyone knew that
there was such a commodiry, snow fell for nearly twelve hours,
making movement extremely difficult. Two, at least, of the
assembled company arriving by car, ended up the wrong way
round, beside a fence, luckily missing it-but only just.
However, all gathered safely in North Hall where a welcome
was given by Brigadier A. C. Cox, O.B.E., Commander Training
Brigade, who then introduced the Signal-Officer-in-Chief.

G u ests of the O fffoers o f the Corps
As guests of the Officers of the Corps, the Convention was
then entertained to lunch in the Headquarters' Mess, complete
with the orchestra and Corps silver. As on previous occasions,
this was one of the major highlights of .t he visit and one much
appreciated by every R.S .M .
The ·temper of the meeting thereafter was one of rosy satisfaction and well being, but alertness and mental reaction were
in no way impaired. The afternoon presentation on "Future
Communications Problems and Equipment," given by
Lieutenant-Colonel R. S. D. Maunsell and Major D. J.
Macintyre, was extremely interesting and of great value, and
discussion flowed freely afterwards .
D uring that evening many R.S.M.s attended the inter-Troop
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9 ct. iotd and enamel

THE BADGE OF YOUR CORP

In gold and enamel or set with
RO YAL SIGNALS

9 ct. rold and enamel

precious stones , a badge brooch is
a gift of lasting charm. Here
is a piece of jewellery which is
always appropriate and always
in perfect taste. Write now for
details to our militnry department.

GARRARD & CO. LTD. Crown Jewellers
112 R EGENT ST R EET · L O N DON· W.1
Telephone : REGENT 7020 (II linea)
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nal Column i
22 Special Air Service Regiment
Many will have read, with SO.t'row, of the loss of two me.robe.rs
of the Signal Troop of 22 S.A.S. Regiment during a canoeing
exercise off the coast of Wales on the 19th March. The two
soldiers concerned were Corporal R. Richardson and Signalman
P. O'Toole. A corre pondent from the Regiment writes:
Ralph Richardson first came to 22 S.A.S. in February, 196o,
as a member of the Signal Troop. He soon made his mark,
qualified for S.A.S. service and joined 'A' Squadron in January,
1961. During the past four years, Ralph proved himself to be
a sound operator in any theatre. His well-<leveloped sense of
humour quickly brought situations into their correct perspective.
His tragic death will leave a gap in the !fanks of those who are
always there, ready to go.
Signalman " Paddy" O'Toole bad been with the Regiment for
two years and during that time showed himself of generous
character and unfailing good humour to all with whom he came
into contact. In his troop he had become through hard work an
invaluable and highly trained member and his loyalty and
endurance were proved on many tough and dangerous tasks.
It is sad that he should lose his life while training. However
it is a measure of the man that the training he was employed in
was hard and demanding yet " Paddy " as always remained bis
calm and cheerful self and his courage was an inspiration to
the men involved in the unfortunate accident.
The deep sympathy of all will go to the relatives of these
two soldiers in their sad loss.
D eaths
BASHFORD.--Sergeant G. W. Bashford, of 235 Squadron, at Malta, on
4th March. Sergeant Bashford had served in the Corps sine.: 1947, and
was a Life Member of the Association.
WOOD.-E:r-Corporal W. Wood, on 16th February. He served with the
Corps from 1941 to 1945; he was an annual member of the Association.
BRITI"ON.-A. G. Briuon, suddenly at Lougbborougb Hospital, on March
6th., at the age of 52. He served whh the Corps from May, 1928 to
December, 1934. He was a Life Member of the Association and a past
Chairmz:i of the Loughborough and District Branch.
MELHUISH.-Major J. B. Mclhuish on the 22nd March. He was commissioned in Royl!! Signals in 1940 but had to relinquish his commission
on meclical g:ounds in 1945. He previously served with the Leicester
Regiment and was seconded to Signal Service in 1918.

A/Sergeant D. E. Hicks
Sergeant P. W. Todd
Sergeant J. Q . HllZl!rd
Sergeant D. T. Wearm
Sergeant J. S. Mancols
Sergeant P . Kinsley
Scrgcnnt K. Sb<smith ...
Sergeant F. A. Mabbott
Sergeant J. K . Hurn
.. .
Sergean t B. D. Mallett .. .
Sergeant G. W. E. H ope
Sergeant A. M cHugh .. .
Sergeant D . E. Crum p .. .
Ser gel?:lt \VJ'. H. L eslie .. .
Sergeant W . Bell . . .
. ..
Sergeant G . E , W . Fren ch
Sergeant P . D . Spratt . ..
Sergeant J . R. C . Wheatley
Sergeant J. T. Cross .. .
Sergeant T . S. Adam s . . .
Sergeant J. M . Huggins .. .
Sergeant P. J. W aring .. .
Sergeant A . C. Smith Taylor
Sergeant G . V. Ka)'
Sergeant F . C. Kavanagh
Sergeant M . A. H . T aylor

lst Regiment
,, 224 Squadr on
,, 28th R egiment
30th Regiment
., 17 th (Gurkha) Si g. R cgt.
" 249 Squadron
,, 208 Sq uadron
,, 7th Regiment
,, 227 Squadron
,, 249 Squadron
,, 2 D iv. H .Q . and Sig. Regt.
,, nth Hu sars, Sig. Tp.
,, 9th Regiment
,, 266 Squirdron
,, 9th Regiment
,, 235 Squndron
,, 228 Squadron
,, 2nd R.T.R. Signal Troop
,, 530 Troop
,, 266 Squadron
,, 247 (Gurkha) Signal Squadron
,, 3rd Cdo. Bde. R.M .
,, 5 19 Troop
,, 502 Troop
,, 8th Regiment
,, School of Signals.

Promotions
Fcb m ary, 1965
R BGIMBNTAL D UTY ROSTER

New
Old
Sen. No. Se n. No.
To S Sgt.

19168524

A/S Sgt.

fo S S11t.

22524310

Sgt.

To Sgt.

23684405
23502272
227t3664
23684541
23515 135
23515140
23251399

Cpl.
Cpl.
C pl.
Cpl.
Cpl.
Cpl.
Cpl.

To Siit.

23234550
22973159
22821074
23220413
22569706
23481380
23599530
22569357
229831!o7
22296998
19054079
22161502
2549285
23707698
23735983
23254881
22776120
22845326
23597337
23534550
22537878
235 15175

A / Sgt.
Cpl.
Cpl.
A / Sgt.
A / Sgt.
A / Sgt.
Cpl.
A / Sgt.
Cpl.
Cpl.
Cpl.
Cpl.
A / Sgt.
A / Sgt.
A / Sgt.
Cpl.
A / Sgt.
Cpl.
A / Sgt.
A / Sgt.
Cpl.
A / Sgt.

C HIEF

The Band plays in the Pine Walk G ardens at 10.45 a.m . and 2.45 p.m .
each day, except 19th, 22nd, 26th and 29th , when the afternoon
performance will be given at Fisherman's Walk, Southbournc, and
will begin at 3.15 p.m.

May 301h to 'June 121h inclusive-EASTBOURNE
The Band plll')'s on the Grand Parade Bandstand, Royal Parade, which
is adjacent to the seafront, and the Bandstand is situated opposite the
Cavendish Hotel.
Times of performances are as follows--Sundays 10.45 a.m.- 2.45 p.m.
7.45 p.m. Weekdays incl.: Saurdays 2-45 p.m.-?.45 p.m.

'June 13th-REGENTS PARK

108o

166o Adm

To Sgt.

22983720
22813966
22522391
22977897

ADMINISTRATIVE

'June 2oth-BATTERSEA PARK PAVILION, 3 p.m.
CLAPHAM COMMON, 7 p.m.

11630
12010
12020
12030
12040
12050
12o6o
12070
12080
12110
12120
12130
12140
12150
1216o
12170
12180
12190
12200
12210
12230
12240

18840
66oo
6868
I1880
146oo
15840
16504
16800
17700
19040
19344
19490
19494
19870
20730
20950
21440
21850
2176o
21840
22780
23040

4090
416o

6oo
1754

ROSTER

Wallace, W.
Rose, G. M.

Cpl.
Cpl.
Cpl.
Cpl.

4830 8846
4950 6330
4955 6970
496o 9II4
4980 8405
4990 87o6
5020 678o

ROSTI!R

Simpson , A .
K ingdon, D . A.
Horton, N . M.
Nicoll, J. R.
Markwell, G. S. L.
Porter, R. G.
Moore, C.
Plumbridge, A . L.
Atkins, F .
Hamilton, P. J.
Travers, P. E.
Canner, W . H.
North, D .
Scrutton, J. A.
Albon, J . G.
Langley, G. C.
Wilcox, D . I.
Bland, R. C.
Harbord, B. V.
Brownlie, H. B.
Omer, P.
McGloin, P. 0.

I'IBLD

22515331 Cpl.
22776oo2 Cpl.

ROSTER

Homewood, C. E.
Kennedy, D. W.
Connery, D.
Esplin, A. C.

2820 36o6
2830 3644
2850
530
286o
6o4

DELETIONS
REGIMENTAL DUTY ROSTER

7uly 4th to 10th inclusive- EASTBOURNE
W.O.II

580

Marriage

1500
FOREMAN OP SIGNALS ROSTER

HAINES-LEUNG.-Sergeant L. T. W. Haines, 253 Squadron, to Miss
Yip Mei Leung, at Kowloon, Hong Kong, on 27th February, 1965.

7uly nth-GOLDERS GREEN, 3 p.m.
FINSBURY PARK, 7 P.m.

W.O.I

66o

Mo v ements-1Varrant Officers and S e nior N . C.O.s

7uly 15th-HORSHAM
Details of this engagement will be fotwarded when they are received

S Sgt.

800

Sgt .

440

Sgt.

2240

Sgt.

124

CHil!P

120

J.

Gallagher, B. J.
Willis, L. T . B.
Stewart, J. D .
M cKnight, R. L.
Emslie, G . W.
Hunt, J. C.
D avison, W.

To Sgt.

7une 141h to 19th inclusive-ST. 7AMES' PARK

Times of performances are as follows: -Sundays 10.45 a.m .-2.45 p.m.
- 7.45 p.m. Weekdays incl. : Saturdays 2.45 p.m.-7.45 p.m.

Atm1 1965
W.O.I (F. of S.) J. A. Parkin . ..
To 16th Regiment
W.O.I (R.S.M.) W. J. Warren
,, 8th Regiment
w.o.rr L. J. Madley ...
,, 42nd Regiment (T.A.)
W.O.II P. Harrison
,, 66th Regiment (T.A.)
W.O.II R. Young ...
H.Q., 20 Armd Bde Sig. Sqn.
W.O.II (F. of S.) R. J. Hoe
,, 20d Regiment
W.O.II (F. of S.) G. Moore
,, 210 Squadron
W.O.II T. G. Richardson
,, uth Hussars Signal Troop
W.O.II K. R. Kreckeler
,, 46 Squadron R.A.S.C. (L.C.T.)
W.O.II R. G. Wood
,, 217 Squadron
W.O.II f'. G. Wilson
,, 13th R eg'mcn t
W.O.II W. Murphy
,, 8th Regiment
W.O.II A. E. Kingbam
...
,, 8th Regiment
Staff Sergeant A. E. Paternoster
,, 30th Regiment
Staff Sergeant J. H. Nelson ...
R.M.A., Sandhurst
Staff Sergeant J. Harvey
. ..
... ,, 17th Gurkh:r Signal Regiment
Staff Sergeant (F. of S.) E. D. Nixon ,, Federal Regular Army Sig. Sqn.
Staff Sergeant E. R. T. Pearce
,, H.Q. F.A.R.B.L.f'.
Staff Se:geant G. A. Christie
,, Junior L<:aders Rcgt. R. Sigs.
Staff S<rgeant J. Bell .. .
...
,, 63 Regiment (T.A.)
Staff Sergeant K. Cowburn ...
53 Regiment (T.A.)
Staff Sergeant P.
. Paine ...
,, 249 Squadron
Staff Sergeant F. T. Rawlings
,, 13th Regiment
Staff Sergeant S. Hughes
, ..
16th Regiment
S<:r11rant S. Braithwaite . ..
,, 16th Regiment
Sergeant P. C. Perrin ...
,, 261 Squadron
S<:rgcant D. W. R. Monteith
,, 21st Rcj!imcnt
Sergeant R. Morrie
7th Regunent
Sergeant A. Bone . . .
,, School of Signals
Sergeant P. Donohue .. .
,, 2ISt Regiment
A/Sergeant R. T. Robercs
,, 263 Squadron

1050 Adm

ROSTER

Hughes,

OPERATING

May 16th 10 291h inclusive-BOURNEMOUTH

Performances are given in the North E ast area of the park, the exact
location bcir g quite close to the Guards Memorial .
Times of concerts are :-1 2. 30 p.m. and 5. 30 p.m.

C LBRKS

3214

TBCHNICAL ROSTER

Corps Bantl Engagements 1965

The times of performances are 3 p .m. and 6.30 p.m. Exact location
of where the Band is to play cannot be given, as there is no bandstand in the park, and Bands play in different places each Sunday.

Bowman, D .

from the engaging body.

7uly 18th 10 24th inclusive- EASTBOURNE
Times of performances are as follows: -Sundays 10.45 a.m.- 2.45 p.m.
7.45 p.m. Weekdays incl. : Saturdays 2.45 p.m.-7.45 p.m.

CLERKS

ROSTER

TECHNICAL ROSTBR

2380
ADMINISTRATIVE

7uly 26th to 3w inclusive- DUNFERMLINE

ROSTBR

*

*

*

Wanted for Wales. The Chief Signal Officer (T.A.)
for Wales is anxious to get in touch with former members of
.the Corps-Regular or T.A.-who are resident in Wales or
close to the border of the principality, who would like to. be
considered for positions on the C.S.0.'s Staff in ~ spare-un:ie
T.A. capacity. Vacancies exist in the ranks of _Ma1or, _Captam
and senior N.C.0.s and attendance per year is requtred for
approximately one week-end eve!')'. two months plus aO?ual
camp of either 8 or 15 days. Applicants should have relatively
easy access to Cardiff, Brecon, Wrexham or Q;>lwyn Bay.
Appointments will be for a period of two years ID the first
instance. Former members of the W.R.A.C. may also apply.
Applicants should write in the first instance to: Colonel E. W.
Milner, o.B.E., T.D., H.Q. 53 C\Q) Div./District, The Barracks,
Brecon.

Why not call in?
¥0V'LL GET A DIG 1VELCOIJ1E HER E!
King's Arms, Rednlire, near Leyburn, Y o rkshir e .
This very pleasant v~age 'pub' is in_ the. capable b3;11ds of
Lieutenant-C.Olonel 'Bill Edwards and his wife Joan. Bill. ~a~,
of course, an ex-boy of pre-war vintage and the a;>rps spu:it is
very manifest in this cheerful hostelry so weµ situated ID . a
delightful Yorkshire dale not far from Cattenck Camp. Bill
and Joan have accommo~atioD: ~or guests and this is we~ worth
bearing in mind by married v1S1tors to the ann1;1al Cattepck Reunion held at the end of June each year. Smee taklDg over
the King's Arms, Bill and Joan have carried out many improvements.
F o x H o tel, Brot h e r t o n, Y o rkshire.
Many members and ex-members of the Corps will no doubt
have seen advertisements in the neighbourhood of Brotherton
concerning the Fox Hotel, but not many may know that ' Mine
Host' of this excellent hostelry is an ex-member of the Corps
and, in fact, an ex-Boy of 1913 vintage-George Sto?e.
Brigadier A. C. Cox, Colonel D . G. Jones and L1eutenantColonel D. L. Swallow happened to call there on their way to
an Army Rugby Cup match at Ranby Camp, Retford, and. were
given a very warm welcome by George Stone who was obviously
delighted to see them.
The hotel stands on an old part of the Great ~orth Road
at its junction with the Tadcaster Road, half a mile north of
the powex station at Ferrybridge and a matter of yards from
the present AI dual carriageway.
.
It is very easy of access, affords ample parkin~ space and
provides good food and a hearty welcome especially to any
' old ' or ' present day ' Signals who care to <;all.
Why not ' drop in ' next time you are passmg.

OPERATING ROSTER

Perforrrumces are given in the Music Pavilion, situated inside Pittencrieff Glen. Times of playing arc: 3 p.m. and 7 p.m .

7390

9450

996o

Butchers : Grocers : Game Dealers

August rst to 15th-KIRKCALDY
Times of playing are: 3 p.m. and 6.30 p.m. Location of the concerts
are Beveridge Park and Ravensclaig Park. The exact location for each
concert is given in the local Press nearer the date.

August 16th until 22nd inclusive-EDINBURGH
Band plays on the Ross Bandstnnd in Princes St. Gardens.
performances are not yet known.

Signals T .A. are invited to assist with the. staffing of th~ _Stand.
Young men and women, with good " selling " .personalities are
particularly required as well as Officers, Senior N.C.O.s and
P.S.I.s. The foremost requir ement is enthusiasm coupled with
a go~ knowledge of the ]:.A. and ~ s.mart appearance.
Re.giments and Squadrons are. mvaed to ask for ~urther
details from: C.Olonel E. W. Milner, o.B.E., T.D., Inniscrone
House, Queen's Road, Datchet, Bucks.

Times of

August 29th-September 121h inclusive-FOLKESTONE
!he Band plays on the Leas Cliff Bandstand if the weather is fine,
ti not the concern ..,.c given in the Leas Cliff Hall. Times of
performances are as follows :-Sundays, 2.45 p.m.; Weekdays, 10.45 a.m.
- 2.45 p.m.; Saturdays, 2.45 p.m. Sunday, 12th September, l0.45
a.m.- 2.45 p.m.; Leas Cliff Hall, 8 p.m.

September 19th-October 3rd inclusive-EASTBOURNE
Times of performances are as follows :-Sundays, September 19th,
10.45 a.m.-2.45 p .m.- 7.45 p.m.; Remainder of the Engagement:
10.45 a.m.-2.45 p.m.
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Radio Show, 1965 - Territorial Army Stant/
Colonel E. W. Milner (Chief Signal Officer, 53 ('y)_ Div./
District) writes: " I am. in the early st::ig~s. of orgarusmg for
the fifth successive Radio Show, a Recrwtmg Stand for the
Territorial Army-with a particular emphasis on Royal _S ign~s.
In the past many Regiments have gained vexy apprec1abl_y ID
the recruitment of young men and women at the Show itself
and as a direct result of the T.A. being at Earls Court. We
have also developed a close liaison with. Comp~es in the Radio
Industry who in iturn are ready to give therr support to the
Territorial Army whenever they are asked to do so."
The Radio Show this year is d ue to open at Earls Court on
Wednesday, 25th August, and will close on Saturday, 4th
September. Regiments wd Independent Squadrons of Royal
THE WI R E, APR I L-MAY 1 965
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only other means of entry to the valley and town is by foot,
and from Kathmandu this takes about nine days.
Five miles to the north of the airstrip and the town lies
the site of .the Pension Paying Post. It is located on a grassy
island around which a fast-fl.owing river has cut a deep gorge
into the rock. It is here, during pension paying time, that
about 15 tents and a couple of antenna masts are erected and
business gets under way.

Prnsion Problems in Distant Nt>pal
11111111111111111111111111111111111111

Co11ti1iued from previous page

~O says ~e Corps d~esn't get to the.far ends of '!1e .earth. Read below of two examples.

Would you expect to
be responsible for setting up a 62 set m a remote d1str1ct of Nepal in the shadow of 2o,ooo foot Himalayan peaks?

Would you expect to be a member of a three-man radio relay station on an island off North Borneo with the comfort
of a refrigerator and daily fishing trips with your local neighbour, Ali ?
You probably wouldn't-but such things are all in the day's work of our far-flung Corps.

Life on the Hill
By Corporal M.

J.

Milburn, of 266 Squadron

Pension Problems in Distnot
Nepnl

HE hill is called "Blueberry,'' and is on the island of
T
Labuan,
Borneo.
the opinion of the present
crew, Corpora!' 'Cairns (head cook and shipwright) Signalman
~r~

In

Barnes (Dr. Kilct:ire?) and my~elf ~~st and v'et), (ex-7th,
2nd. and 4~ Regunents respecuvely) it is the best radio relay
posung gomg.
Our detachment consists of a r-.ton K9, {41 vehicle 4oft.
marquee, and, of all things, an English-Electric 'fridge. '

Carrying equipment in to the pension paying post.
weighed 150 lbs.

The last box

flight;, to the South Nepal town of Nautanwa and to the
capital, Kathmandu. For those who prefer not to fly, the

A Fllitliful 62 Set does its stult
To establish a single No. 62 set station may appear to be a
simple enough task, but it does involve a few problems not
normally encountered by signal officers. It was fortunate,
therefore, that this year Lieutenant Keith Turner, who only
a week or so before had arrived in Nepal from 246 Gurkha
Signal Squadron in Hong Kong, was able to benefit from
the valuable experience of Lieutenant Kelvin Kent, whom he
was relieving as the Gurkha Signals Officer in Nepal. Preparations for establishing the radio station included the air despatch
of equipment to Pokhara airstrip, whence it was taken by
porters along rough tracks and up steep gradients to the post.
Fuel for the 300-watt charging plant had to be brought up
from the Gurkha Recruiting Depot at Paklihawa by porters
who marched for seven days. Finally, all was assembled and
with a shrug of the shoulders for what had been forgotten
communication was established with other sfllltions on the
British Gurkha L. of C. net.
For six weeks Corporal Namu Pun, the operator, and Corporal
Hukumbahadur Sing, the radio technician, maintained contact
beneath the shadow of the high Himalayas in this unusual
Corps commitment before packing up and returning to base.

Fishing with our neighbour, Ali
A normal day at Bl!-le~e~ry beg~s with breakfast-egg, bacon,
tO;lll3toes or ~pefruit 1wce-whichever one prefers. That is
with the . excep~on of th~ budding detachment fisherman, who
leaves w~th Af!, our neighbour, at 05.00 the same morning.
The fishing trips_ are pre-arranged the day before and are
one of our favounte pastimes. Ali calls the fisherma~ at 05.00
and together they_ go down to the karnpong (village). The trek
to the Kam~ng ~ a.bout .a milC: through the Ulu (jungle) and
for the _first ume lt is qwte eerie, for at 05.00 it is still dark.
qn arrival at . the kampong, which during daylight is very
p1~turesque, Ali gets his boat ready ani:i sets off on a five-mile
trip out to. a 5;1Dall island where his fish-traps are situated.
He th~n dives mto the fish-traps and proceeds to spear the
fish with a 2ft. needle-sharp spike. Having completed the
~tch, he sets off to the fish market and eventually back to the
hill, all the time a~mpanied ~y our 1:Jl?ke: The kampong
people are all very friendly, and if one visits it during the day
~>ne _gets greeted by lots of kids shouting " hello." The kampong
lS situate~ on the sea's e~ge and consequently all the houses
are on stilts, a.bout 8ft. high. When the t ide is in the water
can come as high as 6ft.

Cra,,s, Squids, Lobsters,
bat ao snakes

• Chitchats,'

Ano~her good pastime is crab fishing-a tasty one as well
~ne ru~t the "head cook " came back after one of these littl~
Jaunts with about 20 crabs. Immediately the No. 3 was lit
large pot produced, crabs boiled until pink and then a tascy
snack was had. To. vary our diet. of' Compo,' fresh fruit, crab,
turtle -~gs. (very n_ice), we occasionally have a meal prepared
by A11. s wife. This can consist of either crab squid lobster
or plam fish, depending on Ali's catch, also rice.
'
'
y;e also haye a ~maµ menagerie comprising seven dogs, two
chickens, var10us chitchats' (house lizards), occasionally a
rat. or two, !:>Ut, fortunately, no snakes. If ever life does get
a little d~, 1t always gets liv,,ned up with an 'Ulu' fire Gr t
·
ea
sport this!
_The. roa~s pere are badly affected by rain-and when it
~ms, It rams? If the roads are impassable--and most of the
tune .they haye _been-then an R A.F. "chopper" brings our
sup~hes.. D 1ggmg ?ut bogged 3-tonners is another of our
pastimes, not a particularly favourite one.
" ~?,se are but a few of things which occur on or around the
hill. , So you see one never gets bored at "Blueberry."
(O.C. s note: They also communicate.I)

OUR JUNIOR LEADERS ARE AN ASSET TO DARTMOOR
~~tters

~ress

T is all too common to see
in the
concerning
the so-called evil of the Military Occupation of the DartImoor
National Park. In fact, of course, there is considerable
Corporal Namu Pun w ith his 62 set at Pokhara 1965

The ques~on ~f how O!Je collects one's pension is presumably a fairly simple choice between going to the local post
office once a week or waiting with expectancy once a month for
a cheque to drop through the letterbox-if ever one thinks
a_b?ut :t at all . . Yet for thousands of Gurkha soldier pensioners
hvmg m the hills_ of Nepal, the problem of collection is a very
real O!Je. ~ere 1s rarely any alternative to a long hike through
the hills on Journeys which, for some men, may take fourteen
days.
There are the two ~ritish <;iurkha recruiting depots at which
men ~ay collect their pensions, but in addition, in recent
years, ~t has ~ecome th_e practice to establish for a few weeks
a pension-paying ~st m <the little town of Pokhara in West
Nepal. As Po~ara is the cen~e of one of the largest recruiting
~reas, the establi~hmen~ o~ this post means that for pensioners
~n the sur~oundin~ districts the time involved in journeymg for one s pension can be reduced in many cases to two
~ree or four days. It can be imagined what a boon thi~
1s for elderly gentlemen.

Tlie Most Isolated Post Qf tlie British Arin"?
It is at Pokhara, therefore, in the months of December and
January every year that what must be one of the most isolated
posts of <the British Army is set up, and from there one of
the r~motest radio stations in the Army Signals network is
established.
Pokhara lies in a beautiful, fertile valley, renowned for
the succulence of ~e orar;iges grown there, 2,500 feet above sea
level. The vall~y is encircled by hills and dominated by the
A?apurna z:,1assif ~nd ~e peak of Machhar Puchar-the fish
tail m?untam-which nses to well over 20,000 feet. Pokhara
town 1s served by a sm~ll. air strip froJ? which DC-3 aircraft
of the Royal Nepal Airline Co!'porat1on provide scheduled
Continued on page 123
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co-operation between the Services and: the National Park
Committee, and those who write to the Press seldom ~der
stand that Service units in the Dartmoor Area render assistance
in many ways. Not least amongst such Units is t!ie Junior
Leaders' Regiment Royal Signals, who now have qwte a long
list of good deeds done.
.
On Friday, 12th February, the Commandm~ Office:,
Lieutenant-Colonel D. E. Higgins, M.B.E., accomparued by his
Adjutant, Captain C. Rayner, and the O.C. Montgomery
Squadron, Major J. W.
Joyner, Royal Signals,
paid a visit to Cranmere
Pool to leave a new
Visitors' Book in the box
established there.
By
tradition there has been
a box at Cranmere Pool
since the end of the 19th
century where visitor
leave and collect letters
franking them with a
special stamp, The new
Visitors' Book replaces a
tattered and tom book
which has now been sent
to the Plymouth City
Library to join earlier
books.
Cranmere Pool is a
desolate spot, not afways
easy to find, and the new
book will establish a
Lieutenant-Colonel D. E. Higgins. M.B.E.,
Regimental link with the
Royal Signals, 5igns the new Visitors Book
oldest of all Dartmoor
at Cranmerc Pool, Dartmoor
boxes. This book is now
the third to be presented by a Commanding Officer at Denbury,
the other two being at Fur Tor.
Another Dartmoor D eed completed by the Regiment was the
THE WIRE, APRIL-MAY 1965

demolition of an old engine house left derelict beside the track
from Bittaford Bridge to a long since disused clay works at
Redlake in the centre of the South Moor. This building was
considered to be an eyesore by the Dartmoor National Park
Committee and the task of demolishing it was willingly undertaken by the Officer Commanding Junior Leaders' Regiment.
An account of the demolition by the 0.C. Montgomery Squadron
to whom the task was given as follows: -

Exercise •• Knock Down "
" Surely it wasn't .t rue I Volunteers were required to go out
and destroy a building! To really smash it up and. ~o barrack
damages! But it was true and the demand to JOlll S.S.M.
Wilson's destruction party was high.
The expedition left Denbury on Friday evening, 29th January,
1965. It was dark, very cold, it was snowing and blowing a
gale but there were still more volunteers than vacancies. The
building was an exceptionally strong granite engine shed _a short
distance along the disused china clay-work track from Bma~ord
Bridge. The tools were picks, shovels, sledge hammers, a p1~ce
of rope and a ten-ton jack. The destroyers were forty Juruor
Leaders from Montgomery Squadron led by S.S.M. Wilson
and Sergeant Bumby. On arrival, the first problem was to get
set up; no easy task with a gale force w~d, frozen ground ll!ld
very little light. But with the combined efforts of Juruor
Sergeants Rock and By.roe and after using the picks and sledge
hammers, tent pegs were driven in and the flapping canvas
made secure.
The next morning nobody complained that the 07.30 reveille
was too late after all you can't work in the dark; but there was
a smashing' time ahead and whilst Junior Corporal Darling
commenced to cook breakfast, the rest descended on the tools
determined to knock down the building in the first few minutes.
They were soon to discover that Dartmoor granite has a
resistance of its own.
Junior Sergeant Rock grabbed a sledge hammer and commenced to attack a cross wall he had had his eye on from the
start. Disintegration was painfully slow.
Junior Signalman Gordon claimed the jack and after some
Contitmed on page 124
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basic instruction from S.S.M. Wilson, he soon got the idea
and commenced to crack the main walls by exerting full
pres ure near the base.

k4"y Triumph
ednesday, 17th February was a great day for the boys'
ockey team, when they played the Junior Leaders Regiment,
A.C. in the second round of the Army Junior Hockey Cup at
n' Park, Paignton.
It was an exciting game, which
t rted badly for Royal Signals when JI.Signalman Day of
h ma Troop was badly cut above .the eye and had to retire
b . titched up. At half-time the score was o-o and the
.A.C. boys were pressing hard.
The econd half was even harder, but just at the critical
mom nt, with about 10 minutes to go, Havlin scored a
be uiful goal and after a good forward run through from
b half-way line. This, by some miracle, was to be the only
I, and extra time, which would have almost certainly been
oo much for the tired ten was avoided. Thus, the defeat
mfi1cted earlier in the term on the Rugby XV by the R.A.C.
llovington was avenged.
I

It. was hard work and few could make any impr ession with
a pick, and when it came to swinging a sledge hammer it
w~~ all a question of choice .. Swing and miss and find you/self
sailing after the hammer· sw~g and hit and risk breaking your
wrist for the pleasure of seemg a mall piece of granite chip
off the stonework.
One by one, sections of the ourer wall were demolished .
It wasn't until mid-afternoon when, with ooe section of Vl'llll
left, that Gordon had his greatest triumph. This particular
piece of wall had resisted all efforts, even the sledge hammer
JUSt bounced off. He used his jack at one end of the wall
and after very patient work he succeeded, and we were all
!lfilazed to see the wall totter and fall with a great crash. The
iob was over and the tired party broke up to shelter in the
tents from the biting wind.
Departure was found more difficult than expected as the

IC . IY

3-to~ truck got stuck in a snowdrift on the way up to

the site. A rescue party led by Junior Lance-Corporal Campbell
even~y freed it.
It wasn't until about 19.30 hours that
they arnved back at Denbury after a very hard 24 hours out.
At least they were back in time for Church Parade even
though the girl-friend had missed her Saturday out." '

JUNIOR LEADERS HEGIHF..NT,
DEl\'llUHY CA."\IP
The Regim_e nt returned to Denbury on 8th January after a
v.:elcome qitistmas and ew Year break. The weather was
kind, and 10Stea~ of the . usu.al snowy landscape, Haytor lay
basking 10 sunshine. This did not please 18 Junior Leaders
who had saved up, persuaded Dad to save up, or even managed
to borrow from the Bursar, to finance a ski-ing expedition to
Scotland, led by Lieutenant Bruce.
In fact, as the skis did not arrive until the morning of departure, there would have been n? chance to practice anyway.
The party left on 26th January, displaying brand new skis and
boot~ (~~itched by 6oo or so envious pairs of eyes).
. Within a day or so of their departure, however, to tlie delight of all, except R.S.M. Leeson, who had ideas of a drill
parade, down came the snow. Denbury lay under a thick
carpet,. and though the playing fields were unusable for the
regulation b~~ ganies, there was plenty of ammunition for the
equally t~~tional exercises in ballistics, always popular under
such conditions.

• • • taking their boots to hefl
This change in weather happened to coincide with Mont-

-

Junior-Signalmen Burgus and Chaplin, both of Javelin Troop on
Term 3 Adventure Training, show how to use two tents to form a
windbreak for cooking in comfort

Montgomery Squadron Demolition Squad prepare to drop the first
section of wall

g~mery Squadron Term 3 Adventure Training fortnight and

w~th another . out-of-doors exercise, Exercise "Knock ~wn,"
18ld _on to assis~ the Dartmoor ational Park Committee. Both
conttnue~, despite the weather Montgomery Term 3 boys now
feel q~ified to und~e an ~ctic expedition; at least they
appreCJ!!'te the neces~ty of taking their boots to bed as the
alte~ative to the pam of putting on frozen boots the next
mornmg.
One member of the party was faced with frozen socks as
well-his first problem being to get the socks out of the boots.
500 rwmers bore down on Denbury Cross
The termly Inter-Troop Cross-County Race took place on
Wednesday, 10th l'.ebruary, just after the snow had gone.
The ground wa_s still soft, however, and to avoid damage to
the lawn borden~g th~ square,. the start and finish were moved
t<;> the Top Playmg Fields and .t he Recorders were put in the
cmema.
At tlie start, the 500 runners, having failed to ram the C O
who st~ to the side, bore down on Denbury Cross and. it~
surroundm_g flower bed, nobly defended by S.S.M. Wilson.
He held hl:s gro111!-d and the bed survived as the rbnners swept
past on either side to continue out of the south gate and
on round the course.
. Beauf?~hter Troop won ithe race with a record average finishmg pos1uon of 147. Iron Troop were second with 175 and
White Swan third with I.78.
'
. J/Si¥11~ Drew. won the race 1p. 23min. 40.5sec., for the
sixth ttme m succes~ion. This must surely be an unbeatable
record: _to be 16th m your first term, and then to win every
race until your seventh and last terms takes some beating.
Local goats get in 011 the act!
The finish was enlivened by a herd of goats which joined in
for the last mile. They entered the camp through the Officers'
~ess. gate, completed the final circuit and crossed the finishing
line ~ great style amongst the leading runners. Once over
the line they trotted smartly through the extra long finishing
pen and aft~ entering the cinema, reported to Sergeant Bumby
at the Francisca Troop table .. Lie~te~ant J:iallchurch hurriedly
drove them out to collect therr finishing discs but despLte his
protests, the P.T. Staff refused to issue them' on the grounds
~at they, at _leasr,. could tell goats from sheep, and Q.M.S.I.
Pieter duly disqualified them. ~der A.A.A. rules for being inadequately clad.
After waittng hopefully outside watching
more ~avour~ runners ~aiJ;iing discs, they trotted 'off to the
Education Wmg, where it is rumoured that they all received
a change of hobby from .t he S.E.O. The Orderly Officer
eventually managed to get them locked up in No. 1 Drill
Shed, where thef spent the night doing what comes naturally.
The next. mo~g when the O.C. AleX'ander Squadron insi;>ected his Drill Shed he was heard to mutter in horrified
dismay: "G;oats ! Goats I Give me a little bull any day it's
far less baflling.
'

APPRENTICES

SCHOOL, IIARilOGATF..

Whilst it must be admitted that at present
Uniacke Barracks looks rather like something
out of the Great War Series, it is heartening to
see the rebuilding under way at last.

Drivers do their bit
Despite the winter, Trade exercises fill the
term and it seems that there is always someone out. This, of course, throws a considerable
HARROGATE
strain on the drivers who, in the best tradition
of Signals drivers the world over, do much
more than drive. Among other skills, cooking
is perhaps the most appreciated. Outward Bound exercises
have now been centralised and confined to the summer months,
a sensible plan even if unwelcomed by the more hardy
apprentices.
Salute to the Loates family
Leaving the School and Corps this month is Staff Sergeant
Loates who has given a long and distingushed service to the
Corps and to this Unit in particular. He has given unfailing
support to both the hockey and cricket teams, and has taken
a great interest in all the activities of the apprentices. He is
to become a Yeoman Warder at the Tower of London. As the
Corps loses him, it gains another Loates, his son, who, as
reported in the last issue has, just passed out so successfully
at the Depot. Whilst at Harrogate witli his father, Signalman
Loates was a keen member of the School Angling Club.
1'1uclt in the sportinlo! line
The School Rugby team, composed <>f a mixture of aged
Permanent Staff and energetic api,;rentices, is still in the Northern
Command Cup. The team has had a successful season, losing
only one match, that against 20th Medium Regiment R.A.
At soccer the School 1st XI has represented tlie School in
Division II 'of the Catterick Military League, the District Cup
and the Northern Command Cup.
The team, a mixture of permanent staff and apprentices, at
present heads the League table. It was narrowly beaten in both
the semi-final of the Northern Command Cup and the quarterfinals of the District Cup.
The cross country team have been having an excellent season.
The Under 18 team finished fourth out of sixteen teams in the
Army Junior Championship. This is the best we have ever done
and shows a steady improvement. In 1963 we were thirteenth
and 1964 seventh. Our individual runners were placed between
sixteenth and fortieth in a field of 128 entries. In the Northern
Counties Championships the team was fifteenth out of 45 entries.
In the National Championships the team came in the first thirty
out of 123 entries, and when it is remembered that all but a
few of the teams are from the major athletic clubs in the
country, it will be appreciated that this is a very creditable
performance. In this meeting A/T Ross was placed 90th out
of the 800 runners and A/Ts Stanley and Lee were in the first
200.
Our hockey team, a mixture of permanent staff and boys
grimly battled its way •t hrough a bye and <two walk-overs to
reach the final of the Army Cup (Northern Command, Division)
inter-unit knockout competition. Both 19 Company (Transporter) R.A.S.C. and 3 R.T.R. (who are off to B.O.A.R.)

provided the walk-overs. In the final at Catterick we had a
good game against 8th Regiment who had the edge on us and
deserved their win.

Mountaineers to the (ore
Not a team game, but nevertheless a well-supported and good
character-building activity, is climbing. Our enthusiasts find
·their way into either the Mountaineering Club, or the Mountain
Rescue section of the field club. Both are extremely active
clubs even in the winter, when they seem to find some perverse
pleasure in seeking the most inhospitable places to spend their
week-ends. The Mountaineering Club has been to the Lake
District-rock-climbing on Great Gable, to North Wales-ridge-walking on Tryfan, Brisley Ridge, Glyders, and rockclimbing on Milestone Buttress, and has, of course, made regular week-end and Wednesday trips to the local Milestone outcrops. They have also done the Three Peaks walk and had a
pleasant week-end snow-climbing on Pen-y-ghent. Several
visits from experienced members of local clubs have provided
the opportunity to improve techniques.
The Mountain Rescue Team have to cover a wider field and
must qualify in such things as first a1d and semaphore, as well
as climbing and casualty handling. They have conducted
several searches and casualty withdrawal exercises on the
Yorkshire Moors. They have also been rock-climbing locally,
and snow-climbing on Pen-y-ghent.
JUNIOR TilADES1"1E~"S llEGDIE~T, IlllYL
Due to a generous hand-over period, opportunity has at last
arrived to compile a report from this Regiment! Although not
a Royal Signals unit in entirety, if is felt the Junior Tradesmen's Regiment, Rhyl, plays an important role in the life of the
Corps.
Formed in January, 1962, the Regiment was given the charter
to produce Drivers, Clerks, Driver/Radio Operators and Radio
Operators for all arms and Services. Subsequently the trade
of Medical Assistant was added to the training requirement.
The establishment of the Regiment was set at 800 Junior
Tradesmen, and this ceiling was reached in April, 1964. From
the Corps aspect, the Regiment was initially training Radio
Operators and potential Staff Operators, the latter requiring
teleprinter training at Catterick before going to Man's Service.
However, due to the interest shown by the Inspectorate of
Trade Training at Catterick, and by the Chief. Signal Officer,
Western Command, the Regiment obtained teleprinters last
year, and also gained the services of a Sergeant Staff Operator.
It is now, therefore, possible to post all Junior Tradesmen
direct to a unit on completion of training.

Twelve per cent i11tnke are for Hoyal Signals
The Royal Signals strength of the Regiment at the present
itime is three officers; this strength will shortly revert to the
establishment of two, with the completion of hand-over between Lieutenant J. E. Barnes and Lieutenant R. A. KnoxJohnston.
Both officers on strength act as Platoon Commanders, manage a hobby, and also have instructional responsibilities-Lieutenant Knox-Johnston in the Signals Wing and
Lieutenant G. D. Birch in the Expedition Training Wing.
Tu·e re are three sergeant instructors. Seregants P. A. Noble
and G. Coatsworth in the Signals Wing and Sergeant D B.
Smith in the Clerical Wing. All have the dual role of being
instructors and platoon sergeants, as well as assisting one of
the Regiment's manv hobbies. Lance-Corporal R. L. Clements
and Signalman D. C. Elliott repair and store the Signal Wing
equipment and Signalman F. C. Morris acts as a company
storeman. Intakes of Junior Tradesmen vary, but normally
12 per cent of any intake are Roval Signals. At present there
are 106 Royal Signals Junior Tradesmen under training. 30
Staff Operators and 76 Radio Ooerators. In April, 1965, three
Staff Operators and 21 Radio Operators will pass into Man's
Service.
There are three intakes each year and consequently three
outputs. Junior tradesmen arrive in the Regiment already
allotted to their Regiment or Corps, and within their first month
are selected for a trade. The normal course of training is
spread over four terms, the terms being equal in length to the
normal school term. Boys should be 16t years on entry and
11t years at pass out. However, younger boys are accepted,
and spend their surplus terms to the normal course in a special
wing known as Rhyl Wing.
Continued ori page 126
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The R gim nt is organised into three trammg companies
and an intake/continuation company iknown as Cambrian
Company. On arri\lal in the Regiment a boy joins Cambrian
Company, where he spends his first eight weeks doing basic
training and education. At the ei!!hth week h passes off
the square and moves from Cambrian Company into one of
ch~ training companies
At the enrl of hi third phase of
training, that is the eighth week of his final term, n Junior
Trade man takes his trade test and then moves back to
Cambrian Company for the final six weeks of his course, for
continuation training. It is hoped that this final training will
equip him more fully for Man's Ser\lice.
Efforts well worth while

During the three basic phases of training, a Junior Tradesman concentrates on education and military training in his
first phase, starts trade training in his second phase, the total
periods being divided approximately in thirds between trade,
education and military training, and finally his last phase of
training is loaded with a trade bias, two-thirds of his time
being spent on trade and one-third split between education
and military training. Throughout the course, a boy attends the
hobby of his choice three evenings each week, and, of course,
plays sport regularly, one afternoon during the week and one
afternoon at the week-end. Religious instruction is given in
the education periods and attendance at church is compulsory on
unday and one other morning during the week. On passing
out it is expected that a Junior Tradesman will have gained
his Biil trade, bis intermed iate certificate of education (equivalent to A.C.E. 2nd class) and passed at trained soldier standard
bis weapon training. In addition it is hoped that the expedition training, tactical training, first aid training driver training
and fitn ess achieved, will set the boy favourably amongst his
fellow men in man's ser\lice. Opportunities for advancement
abound, and the boy with the right attitude and ability can take
advantage of the facil ities available ito obtain senior certificate
of education (A.GE. rst class), or even G .C.E., and gain in
character by making full use of all extra mural activities.
Except during trade training, Junior T radesmen are integrated
to the fullest extent. In this way it is hoped that a boy will
appreciate the tasks of other Regiments and Corps and other
trades. Raval Signals boys can be recommended for A Class
training as Special Operators or T elegraph Operators. Approximately five per cent pass on to this t raining.
To date, all Royal Signals boys have been posted to units
Some favourable comments on their progress
in B.A.O.R.
have fil tered back, which makes the effort here appear to be
very worthwhile. F rom the Permanent Staff angle, sCr\lice with
bovs' units means long hours of work and a good deal of
patience, but there is reward in seeing the end-product and
the knowled ge that some futu re stalwarts of the Corps may
pass through your hands. There is, of course, the added
advantage of working with all arms and gaining a better understanding of " the other side of the fence."

The next few w eks will see the end of the recruit basic trade
training. W.O.II (Y. of S.) Hayes will breath a sigh of relief
when the last student leaves the sacred halls of learning and
will immediately r move the sign on the training school door,
" 1 Div. HQ. and Sig. Regr. and Trg Regt." That so many
people have either received Class III basic training or been
upgraded to Class II is a credit ito W.0.II Hayes, Staff Sergeant
Winfield, Lan~e-Corporal Cartwright and the many guest
instructors. The next ' term ' 'vill be upon us all too quickly
and the staff are already full of new ideas about taking over
from Catterick completely.
• Ham Club ' Rt-op"1H'd
The Regiment bas reopened 1the 'Ham Club ' after a few
years of silence. The Unit call of DL 2 VR should soon be on
the air. Meanwhile listen out for Staff Sergeant Derek L eese
DL 2BJ and Captain Peter Reader DL 2AB. The Club is
growing daily and contacts are many on 80, 40 and 20 metres.
A new SSB transceiver
CX5) is on order -.md should provide
good DX QSOs. The Club is at present 2 metre mad and our
6 over 6 slot antenna really does FB on the local Bremen
net. Listen out for us and we wish all Unit Ham Clubs gud
DX and 73s.
3 rtl R EGIIUEN"T, DUI,FORD {;AlUP
On the whole a quiet month for all in the Regiment with the
emphasis on Individual Training. With two courses for Telegraph Operators from A.III to A.II (and one to confirm those
already Class III Stantlard) under an instructional team Jed by
Captain E. Mulley, Yeomen Glendinning and Cassling and
Sergeant Blay.
A good syst e 1n fo r r1u111i11~ c onnnen taries

This year I Squadron were asked to provide the communications for the 3rd Division Cross Country Championships, the
Southern Command T.A. Championships, Southern Command
Championships and to make a contribution towards the Army
Cross Country Championships. The communication system
for the commentary was based on a (42 set working to a set
in the PA truck, the output of which was fed into the PA
equipment. The PA equipment was kindly lent by 243
Squadron. This system is most effective and reliable. It is
strongly rrecommended to anyone who has the task of providing
communications for horse shows, cross countries and similar
events. Line takes far too Jong to lay and is too inflexible.
For these series of events Air Support Troop provided the
mobile stations : Corporal Norton, Lance-Corporals Macaleenan,
Pope, H ardiman were the crew commanders.
Although communications went well, our worthy team of
r:unners in the D ivisional event managed to come fourth only,

1st REGD:IE..~T, B.F.P.O. 32

At the beginning of the month everybody had just two even ts
in mind: the forthcoming " Interior Economy Inspection "
and the D ivisional Study Period at the beginning of March.
The former event is now over and done with and at the ti me
of writing we have just fin ished the larter. In passing it is
worth mentioning that Ma:or-General the Hon. FitzalanHoward in his address after our Administrative Inspection
said that it was the best adm:nistrative insoection that he had
ever known and the Quarter Guard (under Sergeant Gaze) was
certainly the best be had seen. (High praise indeed from one
who has been Brigade M aior, Household Brigade.-Editor.)
Our greatest field of success at the moment would appear to
be at football. The Regiment is currently at the top of t he
1st Divisional Major Units League. We are now in the fin al
of the Morrison Cup agai nst 22nd Regimen t, due to be held
at Herford on 21st March. Watch out 22nd!
During February we have said goodbye to Major Charles
Robertson who is off <to Babrein, Mr. Brock to Canterick and
W.0 .II Laing to Aden. We wish them all the best in their
new posts. In the same breath we extend a hearty welcome to
Major Ian Simpson, Second-Lieutenants Thorne and Urquhart
and W.O.II Womwell.
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but it was a good effort and particular mention must be ma~e
to Second-Lieutenant Ingham and Sergeant Bradley who did
much to organise and train the team.
2 Squadron win it
The camp circuit was disrupted, queer shapes and obstacles
a eared on the parade ground, and rhe barracks. ~ook on a
<lf~inct Monte Carlo at mosphere for the Safe Dnvmg '?'metition cum Rally organised by 3 Squadron. After meetmg a
eries of difficult inspectors, checkers, marshalls and s<;> oi;i, several
teams managed to cross the .start line! And the wmnmg team
emcrg~d from 2 Squadron with the R.M.P. detachment run~ers,~
up. The individual winner was Corporal Phyall of
C

f

fr~~e Squadron having recovered from the ~ckwash of Un!t
Equipment Inspections, have now got .rbe bit between. their
t;eth and are repairing vehicles and radios at a spe~ hitherto
unknown. Major Adams in his new and extra appomtment of
" c s o Airhead " went to Northern Ireland to recce a forthco~i~g ·exercise. He rep<?rts ~at the "little people" are most
hospitable in spite of their devious ways.
111 te1Crntlo11 lu,IJtNI by 11111hml 1111derstandin(t,
For the past two years D ivisional H.Q ..Squadr<;>n has remained very quiet and set about the task of mtegratmg ~e old
Divisional H.Q. Company into a Squadron of the Regiment.
It is no use pretending that this has been an easy task b.ut thanks
10 good co-operation between tbt; Staff and t~e Re1pment .we
have at last arrived at a very satisfact?rY solution with a high
randard of understanding on both sides. Howeve~, a wrong
word or move by either side can still ~w ~ f.ew causuc remarks!
Perhaps we have been helped m arnvm~ at our prese~t
solution by a very big exercise in ~orth A~nca. and a. spell .m
Cyprus as H.Q UNFICYP. There 1s nothing like a little discomfort to bring heads together to sort out problems.
We have come to the end of an era as both the Squadron
Commander/P.R.I., Major J. Evans,. S.W.B., and the Secondin-Command/Messing Officer, Captam I. W . D~nkel~, Royal
Sussex, are about to leave us. We wish. them. well 1_n their. future
appointments and thank them for theJI pauence m purtmg u p
with all this Signals 'Mumbo-Jumbo.'
ConOdence !
This month finds us in the finals of the D ivisional Rugby
Cup and Basket Ball Cup-both of which have been measured
up for their respective shelves in the C.0.'s office-the confidence
we have justifying such moves.
. "d al
Sergeant Blay who reached the Southern ComI?and Ind1vi. ~
Boxing Finals unfortunately lost his bout and is now awaitf:t'0
admission to 'the Military Hospital at Alders-hot to have s
broken nose put straight.
. .
d
By normal messing standards it is not surpnsmg t~ _reco~
that our cooks won the Divisional Cookery Competition m
February. Congratulations and well ~~me to all concei:ned.(f
Hockey this month has been excitmg and exhausrmg or
the more aged) We played a splendid series of three matches
against RTR in the Army Cup. We had two replays on fl~~U?t
of draws and only won the third match by a penalty 1 m
the last few minutes. In the next round of the Army Cup wd
met SME Bordon and were beaten r--o on the coldestf aJ1i
wettest day in memory. The team reached the fii;ial o
e
Divisional Cup but were beaten 3- 2. bY: 5 D.G. ID ~nother
splendid game watched by an enthusiastic crowd. W ~h. !he
departure of 5D G for B.A.O.R. we now represent 3 1\lision
in the Southern Command Cup.

0

(',0 111 i11 gs and Goings
This month we have said farewell to L ieutenant Dudley who
left u for 30th Regiment and to AMF (L) Troop] ftcomp.le~e
under the command of Sergeant Lomax who have e to JOlll
their Battalion at Gravesend. Sergea? t Dunn ceased to fencer
the gates of the M .T. and is now m the land of com ort-

B.t"~·~e

MOTOR RALLY
Sergeant Brudenall with the winning team from 2 Squadron
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credit side we welcome M ajor (Q.M.) W . E . Parks
who comes to rake over fro m M ajor ~Q.M .) E. A.SC~ on
retirement, and Second-Lieutenant Sp ~llane to I
qua ron.
Sergeant Cutler joins us from 1st Regiment to hell? keep ud
'on the road .' Congratulations to Sergeants H alhwell an
.
d
R ickard on their recent promotions.. .
And so to the crystal ball- the V!Slts of M a1or-General di
Mrs. Swainson followed by Major-General P. E. M. Bra ey,
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c.B.E., D.s.o., both draw near, and we wai~ to receive such
distinguished visitors with the pleasure they ngh.tly .afford .. The
once " little speck in the ball " showing the 3rd Divmo!1al S1~als
Reunion Club once again marching from Church, is gr?wmg
more each day as we get nearer to i5th May ai;id agam £ r
such distinguished veterans-the best carpets are bemg prepared.
Serious 11ote
We would close this month on a serious note. Reports reaching the Regiment confirm that several people took us too
seriously about the cos~ of the Re~ental H istory recently
published-which you will reca~ we ~st1mated a~, 5 gns. a cop~.
That estimate was based on readmg matter only-and if
anyone would like a copy we shall be pleased to despatch to
any part of the world at the cost of the postage only!
7th R E GDIENT, D.F.P.O. 15

We sigh with envy at the news of those regiments who have
had subsidiary titles bestowed upon them. We, who can trace
our origins back only fifty-one years to "A" Corps S}~nal
Company, R.E., have as yet no title hallowed by tradition.
In Our un-thrusting professional way we are content to be
' •
. t ors."
known by our reputation
as "Th e C ommuruca

*

*

*

The exercise season is again .uP?D us almost unnoticed.
Starting earlier (February) and finishmg ~ater (December) than
ever before individual training bids farr to be confined to
Easter, whltsun and Christmas with Trade Tests on Sunday
afternoons.
« 36 Hours of Slle4"r Hell "-Exercise "Conde

Ope ra "
We always said we were capable of existing indefinite!)'. at
sub-zero temperatures, and Exercise " Comic Opera " cert~inly
put us to the rest. Thir ty-six. h?urs of ~~eer hell! G?sb · It
was rugged. However, our ind1m1table spmts, new sleeprng ba~s
and parkas saw us through and allowed us to chalk up a wd
aoainst the Staff who got warm feet at the last moment an
f~hed to appear.
f
al
Even the Officers' pistol shoot, that most hardy o ~nnu
events, took place to the surprise of all \".ho took part, Ill the
most inclement weather. The Commandmg Officer. took the
honours of the day with a bare pass (icing ~p of his Walther
PPK Special-he said) and Majo.r Al_<;ass 9ualified by reason of
an unidentifiable twen tie th hole m bis third-not to be used-

tari1:~

Winter Warfare courses at Silberbutte . a~e well ~ub
scribed and the habits of the ski slopes are spillmg over mto
daily ~urine. The drivers' slalom course be~een 2 Sq,uadro~
and the Officers' Mess is coming along rucely; the gates
could do with being just that fraction wider, but on the whole
a very creditable performance by one and all.
.
With R.S.M. J. T. Gerrard back at the helm, the actmg
R s M can return to his Squadron and take over from the
O>~al who has been managing, in the absence of. all Officers,
Warrant Officers and Sergeants to prepare for Adll?m . . Rumour
bas it that Mr. Gerrard, in anticipation of the legislauon afoot
regarding haircuts, is cultivating a Beetle-moustache.
Hoe key
We are still waiting to play 28th Re~ent in the semi-final
of the B A.O.R. Hockey Cup. Two regiments of th7 Corps
through to the semi-finals. Good show. A report on this match
. .
will appear later.
Arrivals and Departures. Welcome to all who have JO!Iled
us during February, including Staff Sergeant Edgar, SergsJ
Storey and Sergeant Magowan, and welcome back
f ta
Ser cants Champion and Rowlands who have. return
rom
der:cbments in FARELF and Cyprus respecnvely. Goodbye
and good luck to Sergeant Gooding and all other departures
during the month.
Congratulations and best wishes to Lance-Corporal Hartley
who was married to Miss Maureen Walker on 29th Ja?uary,
19 65, in Edinburgh, and to Signalman Hodgson on the bJith of
his daughter Debbie on rst February, r965.

:cl
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30th Regiment
BLANDFORD CAMP
The Regiment hit two high spots during the month of
February: a visit from the new Signal Officer-in-Chief, MajorGeneral P. E. M. Bradley, C.B.E., n.s.o., and a Oivil Defence
exercise lasting four days.
The Signal Officer-in-Chief visited Blandford on Thursday,
23rd February and spent the morning with the Regiment. He
intended to see as much as possible in a short time, and
covered a great deal of ground.

THE WAY OF

LIFE AT

30th

REGIMENT

Exercise " Fill Dyke "
R.M.A. writes.-Exercise "Fill Dyke " was our annual Civil
Defence exercise. It was held during the week-end 13th/14th
February as the culmination of a short, but concentrated,
period of Civil Defence training for the entire Regiment. On
this occasion we were fortunate in having rthe assistance and
co-operation of a number of the local Civil Defence workers.
Our pictures show both volunteers and members of the Regiment taking part in rescue operations.
3 Squadron

L.W.M. writes.-The Squadron said farewell to Major N.
R. F. Mackinnon at a ' smoker' held in one of the local hotels.
We wish him well in his sunshine posting.
Lieutenant (T.O.T.) R. W. V. Hutley and many other old
hands have also left and are sadly missed. One new Squadron
O>m.mander, Major M. C. Barrett, has settled down to the
tasks ahead. Other new arrivals are Captain L. W. Moran,
WO.II B. Fisher, Staff Sergeant Matthews and Sergeant French.
We hope they have a pleasant stay with us.
O>rporal Hodge and his wife have started the difficult task
of running a Garrison Youth Club. Signalman Blackwood
assists in running the Garrison Boy Scout Group.
Our con~atulations and best wishes for the future go to
Corporal Wood and his wife on their recent marriage.
640 Signal Troop (U.K. Garrison)

B.C.H. writes.-February has passed quickly for those in
Blandford and will be missed by few. News has been received
firom our more fortunate members abroad and a few individuals
have slipped quietly away via London Airport to join them.
The main effort of the Troop, though the painters and
decorators probably won'<t agree, is on training. May be one
day someone will return from abroad having_ taken a Military
Proficiency Course !

TRIUMPH
POWER AND STAMINA
ON DUTY AND OFF
If you can handle it, real power adds zest to the pl easure of
motorcycling. That's why the ski lful riders of the Royal
Signals Disp lay Team, together with hundredsof other offic ial
bodies all over the world, always choose Triumph. Doesn't
that make a Triumph the ideal off-duty motorcyc le for you ?

THE BEST MOTORCYCLE IN THE WORLD
TRIUMPH ENGINEERING CO. LTD .. MERIDEN WORKS, ALLESLEY, COVENTRY

Cyprus
Sergeant R. G. Lee, commanding the Signal Troop attached
to the 1st Battalion the Loyals, has written in to give us his
news.
The Troop have wasted no time settling in with -the Battalion
which fa on airfield protection duties as part of the United
Nal'ions in Cyprus.
Lance-Corporal Mills found a vacant place in the Roval
Air Force Nicosia Rugby side, and played full-back when they
won the Is.land Cup.
Corporal R. A. James, our technician, has been kept ex.tremely
busy. Due to the shortage of sets and the long waiting period
in workshops, he has been doing second line repairs.
Signalmen Balmer and H arrison are helping out on the 24hour-per-day Battalion Control Net.
Uuficyp
We hope soon to receive a report from Sergeant P . G.
Blakelock who has left for 644 T roop in Cyprus aliter only two
months in 640 T roop. We wish hi m well on his fi rst emergency
tour.
Recemly returned from Cyprus is Signalman K. E. Salt who
has spent two six-month tours with 262 Squadron.

S.O. IN C's VI SIT
•
t.
I. General Bra d ley inspec t inc the G uard a nd•• •
Offi
d Serceants Mess, after a very busy morn inc with the Re11men
l. Later enjoyin1 a w ell ea r ned d rin k in the Warrant
ocers an

Britis h

co n d itions bu t• • •
lctured with hls father, seems to think he can do better from the beach.
<l. The younc oon of S taff-S e rcea n t Hook, P

Guiana

Sergent Moat (see page 137) and L ance-Corporal A.
Brewin have recently returned f:rom British Guiana. LanceCorporal Brewin m anaged <to catch the eye of ·t he Public
Relations man and get his picture in a focal L eiceste-r news-

FISHI N G
J. Did yo u oee that one jump?

Members of the Recim e ntal An1lin1 Club takinc part in a 6 hou r

"

Sea

M tch .. They did well in overcomlns advert•
a
•
-

EXERCISE " FI LL DYKE"
ad Its own reward
5, Realis m ol mulateci by this La nce·Corporal h
I ii Defence Worker ; then quickly away to hospital (7)
6. A nd he was soon In the hands of thi s attractive c v
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ss·e GR·. ·345 ··s 'THE
t:

THE RE01FoN

10,000 channels between 2 and 12 Mc/ sand an output of
15 watts p.e .p. have given this 221b packset (including
battery) a range of punch and purpose far beyond that of any
existing equipment, whether it's used in jungle, fjord orwad1.
Frequency synthesis, HF SS B operation with AM
Telephony (full DSB) and CW telegraphy services are all
concentrated in this slim, lightweight equipment which
employs semi- conductors throughout, common circuitry
for transmit and receive facilities and modular construction
- all combining to make the GR.345 the greatest advance
for years in its field.
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There's a lot more to know about the G R.345. Contact us
and we will be pleased to tell you.

Retlifon
Communications Division, Wandsworth, London, S.W.18
Telephone: VANdyke 7281

A Member Company of the Rediffusion Group
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pa r. T.hi wa due to a casual meeting w.it .a Lance-Corporal
Yearby n he Headquarter . Whilst discussing their common
inte:re t, soccer, they discovered that they were born only 10
minutes' v1alk from each other; brought up in the same town,
and they pent their leisur time in the same Working Men's
Club.
A mall world, as 640 Troop have been finding out during
the last two and a half year .
Fish in~
T.B. writes.-The Regimen tal Angling Club held a 6-hour
<Sea Match" at Shell Bay, opposite Sandbanks, Poole, on
unday, 31st January, 1965. Some sixteen club members participat d on a rather cold and bleak day. Prizes were won by
Corporal Thomas (first), W.O.I (Yeoman of Signals) Finister
(se~"<>nd) an~ Staff Sergeant Hook, Royal Army Pay Corps
(third). Whilst the catches were not heavy the prizewinners
did well in overcoming adverse conditions. We ex.tend our
thanks to W.0.I (Foreman of Signals) Jenkins who, against bis
better judgment, gave us photographic cover.
Stop Pres~
The marriage of Lance-Corporal C. M. Gorton to Miss D.
A. Murnane took place at Our Lady of Lourdes and Saint
Cecilia Church, Blandford, on Saturday, 27th February, 1965.

The Ever Reatlies get busy
with 15th Regiment
A follow-up to the successful Exercise "Ever Ready
Ill," carried out in Aden last year, Exercise " IV" in
the series got under way this month when men of the
Territorial Army Reserve were flown out from the United
Kingdom by Royal Air Force Transport Command to join
various Army units in the Middle East.

Going Places with tbe
Ever Readies

Cigarettes and whiskey and • • •
We were given the rest of the day off ~o g~ our kit up to
scratch and have it altered by the Arab trulor m the can:ip.
Work finishes every day at 13.00 hours and we were given a
12-seater Mini Bus with driver from 14.00 hours to go to the
beach or to do some shopping; this we found extremely us~ul
as the driver knew the best beaches and also the best shoppmg
centres. (Cigarettes were 9d. for 20 and whiskey 13s. a bottle,
so no grouses).
Although it was the cool season the temperature when '?e
went to Little Aden was no degree_s o~ the beach. We did
no sun bathing out we went rock climb~ng and after an hour
we were like lobsters and more than a little sore.
The two of us from Coventry were . p_ut. on a job fir~t week
in camp with four regulars who were iomtmg a 244 pair U .G.
cable and although we h ave never done ~i~ type of w~rk we
found it very interesting; the actual digging and filling of
trenches was done by Arab labour.
The food in camp was tlie best we have known in variety
and presentation. We both gained a few extra pounds in weight
even in that climate.
.
The Bandas were air conditioned, with six to eight beds m
each, and a supply of iced water and lime juice were always on

THE following is an account by Corporal C. Taylor and
Lance-Corporal B. Peakman, two TAER Volunteers from
the: 48th Regiment who, with a party of 100 others from various
uruts and arms, spent two weeks in Aden on Exercise " Ever
Ready IV " with the 15th Regiment.
" The exer~se started, as far as we were concerned, from
Covei;itry Station ~m Saturda.y, 13th February, at 9 o'clock in the
morrung. <?n arnval at Ch1ppenham Station we were met by
coaches which took us to Lynham where we had a meal and
at 20.00 hours, lOO of us boarded a Brittania of R.A.F. Transport
Command.
Almost loo nauch fOO'd and drink
Our first stop was Cyprus, six flying hours away from England
and during the 8,500 odd miles the R.A.F. flew us the food
and drinks came up to us almost too often. At Cypru's we were
gi~en a hot meal while the plane refuelled and r hour and 20
=utes ~ater were were off again on the next leg of our journey
to Bab.rem where we landed seven .hours later. Once again a
meal was waiting for us and two hours later we took off for
~den wher~ _we touched down at 6 o'clock Sunday night (Aden
ume). Wamng at the airport were the vehicles from the
different Units from all over Aden.

~A washerman and two Arabs came in every day to make th e

beds, clean up and polish our boots and .kit and of course our
khaki drill was washed, starched and rroned every day for
which we paid xos a week.
.
.
.
A large Automatic-Telephone Exchange is bemg mstalled at
Waterloo Barracks by the 15th Regiment and some civilian
technicians and we had an interesting hour being show~ around.
We played the Line T roop l_legulars football on. their bullethard ground and with the aid of three of their own men
managed to beat them 4-3; there were many bruises and grazes
next day.

There. were_ 12 of us to join the newly formed 15th Regiment;
a Captam Griffiths met us and took us out to Singapore lines
where we were given our bedding and shown to the Banda we
were to occupy during our two weeks stay.
Monday morning v:e were up at 5.30 a.m. and on parade at
7 a.m. We were all linemen and we wexe welcomed and given
a ~h?rt talk by .the <?.C. Line Troop; he told us he was
splittmg us up m pa!Is and sending us out with different
detacluJ;ients al~ over A~en and that he would arrange a tour
of the mstallations at Little Aden later in the week.

So <"nded an enjoyable two weeks
The two weeks flew by and after a 6-hour delay on Friday,
26th Februarv because of a cracked window, we took off at
2r.oo hours f~r our return trip taking the. same route back
with everyone looking brown and fit. Landmg at Lynham at
15.00 hours on the 27th we had to pass through the ~ustoms.
Cameras and watches were very cheap in Aden so qmte a few
notes changed bands before the roo of us were cleared and
three coaches took us to our nearest station. So ended a very
eniovable two weeks in which we learnt a lot and saw a lot
and hope to do something similar next year."
Otl.t REGDIENT, C:ATTEBICK CAMP

.

Above: Lance-Corporal J. Shorney (richi) of :MS Squadron and
Lance-Corporal "Hardie loadlnc a lorry. These ever-readies
have been puttlnc In 14 clays tralnlnc with 15th Reciment
Below: In the photocraph Lance-Corporal Bell of '4th Reclment
(extreme lqt) is chec.,inc an Installation equipment with men of
the 15th Reclment

Corporal Taylor (left) : and Lance-Corporal Peakman on the job in
Aden

Drivc-r Traininl( Ori.!anisation
Off to Goocl Start
Manv readers will not know perhaps that on 1st February
responsibilitv for all Driver Training passed t? . this Regim~nt
from 24th Regiment. This has meant the raising of. ~ third
Training Squadron, which now embraces the tram11;g of
Drivers Electrician Drivers, Linemen and Cable Jomters,
under the able command of Major W. J. (H. and C) Perry.
(H . and C. is not hot and cold, but Hockey and Cncket-or
H ighland Countrv D ancing if you prefer!).
.
Major T. I . McL. Robinson has joined us from nth Re~m~t
to take over No. 1 Squadron. The Driver Train ing orgarusat10n
has got off to a good sta.l!t and have shown alreadv what a well
conducted asset they are to the Unit. We bid them welcome
and hope thev will be hapov with us. Perhaps one source of
contentment for them with thl"ir being excmed from our normal
monthly exercise-" Geordie J immv Ir''-about which we now
produce a report by one of us who "was there."

EXERCISE " GEORDIE JDDIY D "
For those past members of the Regiment who hav7 exercised
with us before. for those future members of the Regiment who
have heard dubious tales of nights spent on the moors under a
combination of snow wind and rain. and for others whose
memory of Catterick 'is of n ever ~ding. tra~e training interspersed with drill parades, we bung this slightly more tha_n
factual account of part of Civil D efence Exercise " Geord ie
Jimmy II." Firstly, a little background
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For exexcise purposes the Regiment was divided into three
groups each of two Companies each comprising six Platoons.
Every 'tit member of the Regiment was included, and a lack of
Officers and Warrant Officers within the Regiment to provide
sufficient Platoon Officers more than adequa tely filled by No. 57
" Q " Course from the School of Signals., . The first f~ur
Companies were to travel to Morpeth for trammg :i~d pracnce
in rthe Rescue, First Aid and Welfare roles of the CIV!I Defence,
and "E" and "F" Companies to Newcastle and B~yth for
training and practice with the Fire Service. The remamder of
this account deals almost exclusively with the fortunes of "F"
Company.
Alarm Clocks set for hali-1mst three
H aving prepared ourselves with the necessary parades and
briefings on Friday evening we settled down prepared for :in
unaccustomed very early start to the Saturday; most of us with
three alarm clocks!
The alarm clocks which gave us a certain measure of confidence the evening' before, hurled us violently out of bed at
half past three on Saturday morning. However, by half past
four most of us bad collected our shattered wits for a Mu~ter
Parade on Baghdad Square. It speaks we~ fo~ the. orgarusation that at half past four in the mornmg m pitch darkness all was found to be correct and the Company as a whole
repaired-a word I use advisedly-to the cookhouse for breakth
· 1
fast.
.
Out again with our kit at half past five, we awa1ted e arriva
of three coaches. On their arrival we loaded kit, embussed :rnd
were on the road by six, and asleep by five past! Here possibly
it should be admitted that "F" Company were lucky; all other
Companies travelled in three-tonners.
" E " and " F" Companies arrived in Fenham Barracks,
Newcastle at half past eight, "F" Company still asleep. There
we debuss'ed moved our kit into overnight accommodation and
presented ou'rselves in front of a very ~pressive array of fire
fighting equipment lined up on both sides of the s9uare.
After a brief introductory speech from the Chief of the
NoITthumberland Fire Service the Companies moved to opposite
sides of the square, one Platoon to eacl~ of six ty~ of equipment laid out for our benefit. The equipment vaned from .the
high speed layers of six inch hose from the. back of a v;~1c;le
and inflatable rafts fitted with pumping engmes called Bikmis,
to Auxiliary Fire Service fire engines.
The Water Spectacle was rt>ally something • • •
Throughout the remainder of the day we move? in rotation
until all of us bad experience of each of the eqwpments, and
time came for the equipment to be packed ~nd mad.e :eadv to
move off to Blyth Harbour on Sunday mornmg. This mvolved
employing the collapsible water tanks called Dams. (I don't k!'low
why unless people keep falling into them), and it was decided
to do this by means of a •water Spectacle' wh~reby hoses were
shortened and placed, with the m~n controlling the: nozzles,
pointed inwards, around the outside of . a large circle, . the
idea bein<> that the water jets should be dlrected together mto
,
the air ~ that the water would fall within ~e circle. .
May I pause here so that everyone has got the picture.
A .large ciccle with twelve manned hoses spaced arou?d the
edge and facing eac.h other across it, backed up by roarmg fire
pumps and eager hands readv to tum the pressure .on.
Nozzles were alreadv beginning to droop and sights to be
aligned when the order to start was given; we were. tre~ted
to a watex spectacle that moved swiftly out of ~he ve:rical mto
the horizontal-never had the water repellant propertles of the
combat suit been better tested!
,
..
Mopping up ooeration~ completed the d.ay s trammg, and we
were joined by the re~amder of the. Regiment from Morpeth,
who dispersed to their accommodation and tea. After 18.oo
hours exercise conditions were relaxed and we we~e all f~e to
chan<>e into civilian clothes and go 'on the t0'"'.ll' 1f we Wls~ed
For those Officers and Sergeants ~ho rema11:1ed a ~mbmed
Mess had been set up, and the everung was quietly enioy~d _by
all including the inevitable card school~ and a very. high
powered' bridge four which included sem~r reprcs.entatives of
the Administration. Ooerating and Technical secuons of the
Regiment· a very keenly contested game.
.
The se~nd phase of the exercise on Sunday was the puttmg
into practice of the lessons learnt on Saturday. and after a sho:t
Church Service the Companies left Fenham Barracks for their
respective exercise areas.
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• F •· Company reached Blyth H arlx>ur and set to work
ording 10 a pre-arrang d plan by the Company Commander,
Captain (T.O.T.) D. A. Martin, and soon all equipment was
corre tly in u e with a minimum of supervision from the
attendant firemen, including trip around the harbour by
po\1.-ered raft. The projec· successfully completed equipm nt
was shut down, dismantled md packed away. Strangely enough,
no one sugge ted a Water Spectacle!
There was a small moment of panic when an incoming coaster
was sighted, but a quick look and short discussion confirmed
that the lowered water le\'el was due to the tide and not our
efforts!

As T c-e bnieians tbc•;v mnkr Ver~· Good Firemen!
Finally lunch was served at Blyth and in a few final words
the Deputy Chief Fireman said how pleased they all were with
the weekend and expressed his admiration at the way the
equipment had been mastered after so little training. The
Force Commander, Major A. W. McL. McKinnon, then thanked
the firemen for their assistance and patience throughout the
weekend, which they had given up voluntarily for our bendit.
Then back in the coaches to sleep and Catterick Camp.
As an aftermath of the exercise the current Regimental ' 0.K.
phrase ' is • appliance,' and we are still not quite sure what to
make of the remark-' As technicians they make very good
firemen!"

10th Regiment, Hounslow

n.n.q.
Our efforts in assisting the Training Brigade are over. Major
orman Robinson and Sta.ff Sergeant Mortlock have completed
the 18-week Comoen Operators' Course. They obtained all the
necessary equipment, organi ed the lecture rooms, prepared the
training programme and supervised the in structors from within
the Regimen t. T o show that our standards were right we
requested a T rade T esting Team representative from Catterick.
Our students were well up to standard and we congratulate
Signalman Pritchard on achieving the best all-round performance
and results on the course; good luck in his posting to 7th
Regiment.

Triumph in Dis trict Football K 11oc k-ont
C:om1tetition
The Unit Notes for January forecast the final of the London
District (Minor Un its) Knockout Competition . T he day arrived
and our opponents were H .Q. Eastern Command. As both U nits
share Messing, N AAFI, etc., and knew each other well, the
pairing promised an interesting and exciting final.
From the kick-off the Regiment attacked and were soon one
goal in the lead.
Pressure continued but H .Q. defence held out well, and their
efforts to clear, always directed towards attack, enabled them,
after abour twenty minutes, to draw level. Another break
through gave them a 2-1 lead, and stimulated excitement as
the efforts of both teams to play good constructive football
could well produce goals for either side. The see-saw continued
with the Regiment equalising and H .Q going into the lead at
3-2 at half-time. The second half opened with the same
promise, and eventually the Regiment's defence conceded
another goal, 4-2 down, and not much ti.me left. I t seemed
that the Regiment had tried and failed bu t both sides refused
to permit the ga me to deteriorate into •kick-out' negative football anr lx>th still fought for goals. A rally gave the Regiment
a goal and the stimulus for an all-out effort to level at the
whistle to 4-4. After such a tremendous game it would seem
that extra-time must be ~n anri-d imax especially when H.Q.
established a formidable lead at 6-4 with twenty minu tes of
extra time to go, but tenacity paid d ividends and a penalty for
hands broughr 6-5, then to 6-6. T he crucial goal could have
well gone to either side but the Regiment made it 7-6 and
finally 8-6, bringing to an end one of the most exciting and
well-played finals that one could \vish to see.
Both sides under cup fi nal pressure played clean, constructive
football and produced a game of very high sportsman ship and
effort.

Except for the usual intake and pass off of recruiti· an~ U:,~
d fl
of transitees to and from the warmer c una s
ow .
this monLh for the Regimen t, has been
ebb an
overse~s P[ stJng~, I <th.i s r~spect even the normally bitter
cxc~ptional y f,u~~t annd one was lulled into the feelin.g of f~lse
weat~er iliaast aS;ring was just around the corner. This feehhng,
secunty
dashed on the last day of the .month w en
h~wever, was l
d the h ardy souls in occupatlon of R elles
blizzards envBope k For the second time in rthe space of a
and Bourlon arra~ -:~d by th e 81st Regiment (A.E.R .) for a
mon th we Vfe~e v1s1 1.
d .
which Major I. B. C. Jones,
weekend . tra'.~~~gBft~ :d -01~~~ct Branch of the Royal s.~gn·~
repres.en?Dg
olidated the planting of the t ree (a
p1
A~oc1au°J! c'!~sto the gardening connoisseur) which they v~ry
shidara
s ura d to us last summer to improve the landscaplDg
kindly presente
of the n ew Barracks.
A SUCCESSFUL FOOTBALL TEAM
Back row : Signalman Stuart (reserve), Signalman Gibney (trainer), Signalman
Goodall, Lance- Corporal Helsby, Sergeant Haydon (managor), Corporal Hutchinson, Lance-Corporal Patterson , Signalman Lawrence, Signalman Heslop, Signal·
man Probe rt. Front Row· Signalman Knight, lance-Corporal Angles ea, Captain
Farmery (footbo/ Officer), Corporal Hardman (captain), lieutenant-Colonel Ell is
(C.0.), Corporal Whawoll

llegintentul Soeiul Evening
It is with some trepidation in England that one attempts to
arrange an evening's entertainment for the Regiment. Competing
with the fireside TV, the inevitable baby sitting problems for
families, Bingo halls and local pubs is difficult enough and with
hirings spread between Wembley and Surbiton it only aggravates
the attendance problem.
However, the enthusiasm with which the Regiment set about
preparing for the evening and the pleasant surprise of the
amount of support given by the families and all ranks was very
encouraging.
The evening opened with a series of tombola games with
lucrative payouts, followed by an excellent buffet, during which
a first class cabaret was performed, the star tum being LanceCorporal Coltman with bis breath~taking broken glass facewasbing and bare-footed glass crushing act; this he followed
with fire eating and finally a yogi-like turn of sticking hat pins
through rus cheeks. Lance-Corporal Coltman's sister, known
as Simba, appears on the TV show " Stars and Garters," and
it is hoped that we will be able to persuade her to com~ to our
next all-star show. Mrs. Joan Cheetham very kindly sang
to us, having first taped her own accompaniment as she had no
pianist, and Corporal Cheetham mimed to "Jerry Colona."
We hope to find more talent at our next get together.
The evening ended with dancing to taped music, but we
hope that at the next Regimental evening our own "Beat
Group" will perform.
I It h H EGliUENT, C.~TTEUICK CAMI•

lh•Ht Jle('ruits

Passing off as nhe Best
Recruit on 12~ .February
was Signalman William Bowden.
h
His home is at So?t port,
and he enlisted at L1verpQ?l
on the 3rd December ID
order to make a career of
the Army.
He attended Meaols Cop
Secondary School in Southport and played most sports.
His ambition is to see as
much of the world as he
possibly can.
We wish him well as he
goes for training as Com.
Cen. Operator.
.
Passing off as Best Recruit
Signalman W. Bowden
on Friday, 26th February,
was Signalman Ralp~ Rayment Brown. He enlisted ID
his home town of Derby on
the 21 st December, 1964,
because be likes to travel
he wants security and to
obtain a good trade.
He attended the Hurbert
Strutt
Grammar School,
Belper. He was a member
of the School R.A.F. Cadet
Force for almost four years
reaching the rank of Sergeant. He likes all sport b?t
is particularly. int~rested ID
throwing the JBVelin.
.
His most admirable ambition is to be a Warrant
Officer Class O ne.
Si&nalman R. R. Brown
He now leaves us . to
learn a trade of Signals Technician in which capacity we wish
him well.
.
I T o •S11llh•an, O.R.E ••
''isit l1y Gro1111 C a1i ia m • • •
D
t C atteric•k
Co11n 1uuulan t H . A .F . H c ,.:hnc ut e 1•~ .
G u

On Friday, 26th February, the Reg~me?t C~~~~eta~r ot°th~
Captain J . T . O 'S ullivan, O.B.E., V: :' 1
t k the Pass Off
R.A.F. R egiment D cpo.t ~t qatt nck.
~ h 00the standard of
Parade and appea~ed qwte .11npress~~rtw~t time. D uri ng the
training our recruits reach m Dso ~ D an iels with the Long
· ·
parade he presented Sergean t
Service and Good Conduct Medal.

H

Group Ca ptai n J. T. O 'Su llivan, O.B.E., Commandant R.A.F.
Regiment De pot, Catte rick taking the pass off pa rade at C atterick

R 11gby
ful eriod this
The Regim ent has enjoyed its most success
P
season d uring February.
.
Edinburgh to play T he
We started off by t.ravelling d to W ales match. The match
Cameron ians and see 0e Scotian h~~d cfean ga me an d for t he
agains~ The .Cameronians fas
a goal kicker in the form of
<t Y and penalty award. The
first rime this season we 0
Corporal Harris who conver te a r

dJ

.
then r eceived
Regiment won 8 po1Dts
to Ill-1· w
. e
h · h ·a severe
l ded beating
R AF
b y a very strong .R.A.F . Topcbffe teOam w ga1c n ~ruporal Har.ri~
la
The Regiment lost 35- 3. nee a .1
.
p yers.
al kicker Our next match was aga1Ds.t 24th Reg1m~t
was our go
· .
t three Scorers. Corporal Hams
hich we won I I po1Dts o
·
·
A k'
(goal)
(penalty) Captain Lawrence (2 tries), Sergeants tht ~~ e thi~
The t~am is now playing better than at any o er .im
d
season with .the three-q uadrtders run~\1~f=~a~lla~rr;;fc1~~~e
the pack which has sett 1c
own w
of the ball.

Scr"eants' ~fess Notes
, The month of February has been rather quiet inththFe bMess.
h Id on the 25
e ruary
1·
galmS~ e~}~ sfaff'ser:eants Course, the results
A v_ery enjoyabit
6

~fa~~fc~~~e stilri~ d~7;bt. fWh~pe~~ ~~~ ~:,,hf:td'itth..!~t~~

course !°Jad been pra~tismgf
~~e Mess team, driven on (w~o
n~ avail: The stamlDa 0 S J R. Dunlop was once ag~m
said wb1p~d) by R l·~~ot .bci~g beaten in this event remains
proved, an our rC~rs~ lease note). In the winter games
bf led by Sergeant Ron Clarence, are
mtact. (Future
a
for
In the final match of the ~eason' ta l bi~r!:o~s , against the
0
made a <soJii:i t~f sf~;fs)~!Tu: re~ufr, be ~ost by two lW to
enemy d his I 771 bounced. Such is the pnce of fame.
owone an
'
h d- b f
matches to three.
1.
ev~n~~~aet~~n~ i::~;geaJts o~kins, Horton and Brackston

~~i~~' ~~e t~!rt~r~F~f wi~ning th~ t~p~y

tth~~sk~~m

on ~eir recentelpromouoRnsS. M s of the Corps who are attendi~g
FIDally we w come 55 · · ·
h t tay ID
the annua1 R .S .M .S Convention. We hope your s or s
the Mess is a happy one.

" The Wire " is written by the Corps • · · ·
. . . to be read by the Corpt

"A thing

of beauty

is a joy +.,or ever "

WEAR A DISTINCTIVE

-- - --·------ - - ---1

BLAZER L____ __ _
-------1
BADGE
,______ __
I
I

- --- - --- -

Made entirely BY HAND in our w~ r ko the approved Regimental design,
rooms, t
d .
and
·
in finest quality gold an s1 1ver w1 re
silks to last you for years. We supply on
our "neutral" (dark navy/ black) cloth, or
on your own detached pocket (blazers
must not be sent).

We can also supply your Regimental T!E (Striped,
in pure silk) for 20 /-, post pai d.
. Lists
. coverrng
. all Badges we-p roduce sent an request.
Prrce

D.

J.

PARKINSON

GOLD AND SILVER WIRE

BADGE-MAKER

124 VALLEY DRIVE . BRIGHTON • 5
(BRIGHTON 27180)
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Now tllat Spring is here can Summer
/Je far /Jehintl?
An experience of Family (amping
(D)' lV.0.11 D. lV. Guusioue, 7th Rt'lgbneut)
ERHAPS th. · th ·
in B.0.A.~. i:pen~ t~:.to "'.rite about how many soldiers
accident rather than by desi ho:ays, and how my family, by
Early last year m holidgn,
ame campers.
discu sing my ill~Juci! with ay P.18hb fell through and while
camping. In fact he practically n£e1g dour he suggested we go
"I h
b
. orce us to go camping I
ave a rand new tent " h
·d " W
·
year so take it and enjoy yo~sefv:sa~, ·
e can't use it thi
Three weeks later the great d d ·
we loaded up the car. I reckon ~K t awned, wGm and bright so
the load that our little
cc e ~ no I-ton .S. bas ever had
space was crammed tight997and thg1le jad tili cope with. Every
as big as the car itself I took th oa on . e rnof rack looked
the children on perma~ent rear : ~recar1okn of having one of
dropped anything.
wm ow oo out to shout if we

P

.
21st REGIMENT CROSS- COUNTRY TEAM
Winners: Rhine Area >nd BOAR Mino U .
.
.
Sergeant Martin, Corporal Howard
nits Champ~onsh1ps. Back Row : StaffCorporal Smith, Signalman Richard:~gnal~an Fry, S'.gnalman Oyedepo, LanceMaior Walker, lance-Corporal Stephe~·so/on~ Row. lan_cc-Corporal Go~gin,
lance·Corporal Dickinson Signal mot Pr.Me-sentH.. Corpora l Harrison,
•
an aw inney

.r

21st llEGDIEl'\'"T. B.F.P.O. 43
.\ Goal is Reached
.Although we have missed b ·
kn
.
this year-apart from these J emg
ee deep m snow so far
out skis at Silberhutt th ucky people who have been wearing
tions is upon us oncee'moe season of stores checks and mspecTh
re.
~
fr
e cross country team has 00
After winnin<> the Rhi A
.ne o~ strength to strength.
providing mo~t of the ReA FeL~or Uruts qiampionship and
au r:uch team 1? league fixtures
the day of the B A 0 R. Mi.
holding the cup ~~ ha~e afinor .ruts qhampionship found u;
h
b
.
ways Just mtSSed in the p t W
ave ;:en runners-up m the BA 0 R Ch
.
. as.
e
successive seasons, and it is to the · ~: 0 f ~mpionships ~or two
Staff Sergeant Martin and Lancer C.:,t
e tea~, particularly
been members of the team i ll e- rporal s.lllJth. who have
last their goal has been ceach~~W~ed championships, that at
The B.A.O.R. Ch
: sh'
one:
tribulations Only .amp.on ip was not without its trials and
the gun w;nt, Si~ ruwers were Of\ .the starting block when
no~here to be seen. S~m:y ~as wor~g on Z time and was
Ma1or Mike Walker the teammmute~ ter he was spotted by
Square, dekined ~ of h · t
p~rn, who flas~ed across the
a full three minutes behin~s rhac swi ~d sent him on his way
you can pass 50 runners d ~ rest o
e fi~ld, saying, " Unless
He did, bless his heart~W~ll td':n~e J'~cf, iust keep running."

f

2 Squadron
The Silberhutte Saga continues b
Inter-Troop soccer final " D ,, ' ut enough of that. In the
Troop were trounced by "L"
Troop in revenge for th' 1.
Major Terry Canham w~ ~ ~~~k~y dekfeat, but were uplifted by
Troop congratulat'
th
een nown to command " L "
mg em on a hard cl
f
'
. After doing exceptionally well on
' ean game o soccer.
m Norway, Sergeant Richa d
an 9utward Bound Course
persuading all eighteen of hfs ston. has lamed a new accolade by
te t. These chaps never had rarnee memen to pass their trade
as "School Bulge" and late!ya co~rRs~ nhumber, but were known
a"
1c ardson's Fleet of Foot."
Football
The Regimental XI ill h
.
Signals (B.A.0.R.) Cup, s;fter ~: ~1~edl fobrtu~es. In the Royal
2-1 in the quarter finals
pr smg Y eatmg 13th Regiment
by rst Regiment on a mud~~t~ref well. anhd truly walloped 5-I
the score was I-r mid-wa
o a p1tc at Verden. Although
m~nt always looked the m%rethrough the second half, Ist Regim.mutes sealed the issue. Sign~~~~r<ts and three goals in ro
Signalman Rowlands has captained th ynch got our only goal.
up and perhaps if some of the oth el team well; he never gives
same grit and determination we er .P ~ye~s performed with the
McCready has three times b
m1g t o better. Signalman
Are~ at wing-half and is to eetn se!Htlf to r:present Rhine
WhJts~. A gifted ball player h~~houl~ f,°d with them over
name m Corps soccer.
ecome a well-known

The Jacket was Rai1giug in the Wa... d ...ohe h t
At Paderbome, some 35 miles f
h
. ' n •••
:where my jacket was. Well I kn"rom h om:, my wif~ asked me
m the wardrobe at home. LuckilyI Jre It wllas-still hanging
necessary documents in the h.
a put a of the cash and
weather looked good we
ipdpocket of my trousers, so as the
,
presse on
A t three o clock that afte
·
·
thunder, lightnin fallin moon we r~n mto a fierce storm _
all scared to deatt' and \~eJ:~ees a~~ P~h darkness. We were
the roof rack was gettin<> Lu~kr~e a.thut ho~ wet our kit on
Marborg, we found a "';e
as wi us, 1or on arriving at
discovered that the rain h:~~~:bly dry
of ground, and
It is quite an ex erience .· !enetrat .
first time with a Pdozen trym., to pu~ up a frame tent for the
watching your progress w~ so ex~enenced campers intently
pegs did ~ppear to be hlnged f:~~e it .:JXtugh, even if the tent
we occupied was clear because of e m1 e. Im sure the space
After a late meal we had dee.id d the rock under the surface.
night. The thought of taking t~ ~o
longer than just overcar n~xt day was just too much ent own and re-lo:t.ding the
explonng the wwn and fo d . · W~ spent a couple of days
built on the side of a very~te~t vhe:rt'
mt~esting f!lthough being
The next leg was throu h F P 1 ' ma e walkmg hard work
plarrned to base ourselves gat H~nkf%t to Heidelb~g where w~
Here was a beautiful camping ;i~ doi:n on the River Neckar.
and with plenty of site am . .
n m a 1ong, wooded valley
friendly, they even helpedemt1es.' The other campers were very
few tips. By now we couldus put 1:1P our tent, and gave us a
his tent would be bleached ~co~1se the experienced camper,
teresting days in the surroundiv t ; sun. We spent some in:we visited the castle when th ng eau?Flpots. ~n Heidelberg
its. best. We even found a s~cl~dnua
oral D1~pla:l'.° was at
which gave pleasant relief from th ed natulral . swurumng pool
e extreme Y high temperature.

h

::ttch

st1:l

The Rhine Valley nud n Floodl"t
Cnstle
1
1unkes it all worthwhile
Leaving Hirschhorn we dr
j<_>in~d the north bank of the 0R~i~orth ~<_>ugh Dromstadt and
tune saw something of the f ~at . amz, and for the first
covered hills, vinyards and old ~~t1 Rhme Valley, the forest
We eventually stopped a few . ' es were really worth seeing.
small vmage called St G
hmiles past the Lorelei Rock at a
most interesting site 0 ·f al~arO ausen . We fo!Jnd this to be the
~ank only fifteen yards fr.om ~ tent was pitched on the river
rnterrupted view up and d
e water, and we .had an unsitting in the tent porch ~wi: str~am. It . was very pleasant
varied river traffic and listen~~n~
even~gs, . watching the
the pleasure boats as they a;ed o . e mu~1c bemg played on
n:iakers. At night a castle Phi h w1r:1 .th~r loads of holidaynver opposite to us was flood!~ 0~ . e hills. overlooking the
was quite a sight W
an . its reflection on the water
around Kobl enz a· fewe !jjde a pomt of vi~iting and looking
away and agam found the road
alongside the river a very
After a few day th
easant route.
cooler. We finall/ dec~d:~a:er ~eganhto change and got a lot
re um ome when a high wind

\b

;i

cried to turn the Lent inside out. We a:e-packed the car, headed
for the Autobahn at Bonn and made good time back to
Herford.
Looking back we agree that experienced or not, it was worth
it, and we are going to try again. The essentials are a lot of
planning beforehand and a strong sense of humour-to be able
co laugh with other people at your own mistakes. As a holiday
it's dirt cheap, with site fees about 7s. 6d. all in per day. Those
who say that camping holidays are Regimental exercises without
shift work couldn't be further from the truth. Summer is
coming, why not see for yourself?

Boeing to British Guiana
by Sergeant D. Moat
" DID I tell you how I was deported from New York last
year? You see I was returning from British Guiana
and not having a passport . • ." My thoughts were far away
as Sergeant Drugan and others gripped me about the forthcoming trip to British Guiana with the Devon and Dorset
Regiment. An unusual posting to be sure but apparently old
stamping ground for many members of 640 Troop. No time
to worry now, just a last minute dash to get ready in time.

Dow the Modern Soldier Trnvels
Wednesday, the 29th July, 1964, found Lance-Corporal A.
Brewin and myself boarding a Boeing 7<Y7 at London Airport
with some fifteen other Royal Signals personnel. The route out
took us via New York, Antigua, Barbados and Trinidad; the
stops all being short except for Trinidad where we stopped
overnight in the luxury of the Bel Air Hotel. At last we touched
down at Atkinson's Field, the only airport in British Guiana,
and stepped out for our first look at South America.
Solid grip from the Old Mnn
At the airport reception we were met by armed members of
6o7 Troop and judging by ithe weapons carried it looked like
being an exciting stay. As it turned out we had no cause for
worry; the carrying of weapons is the usual practice, purely
as a precaution. A 28-mile trip by road found us in Georgetown moving into billets. Some in Marriners, the home of the
Garrison Battalion, but others in a private house rented by the
Army.
The first three days found us learning new jobs; this we
suffered to the accompaniment of a solid grip from the two
640 Troop old hands, Signalman Bayliss and the late Corporal
Griffiths. It was hard for the lads as they wer-e not long out of
training, but they quickly found their feet.
Our jobs included the local S.D.S. and Atkinson's S.D.S.;
a 56-mile return trip twice daily with collecting points en
route; and the collecting and delivering of the Governor's
messages. The latter involved quite some work before the
elections. We also manned the Signal Centre and Force Control.
I took charge of the M.I.C. link and Force Control.
After the third smash in his Land Rover, it was decided to
make the Padre a passenger and give him a driver. This duty
fell upon Signalman Bell but unfortunately his luck ran out as
well. He lasted two months until one day whilst he was driving
a tree jumped out in front of his path. The Padre sustained
two black eyes and the driver returned to the TlfOOp.
Eleetrienl wiring oud even gold pros11eeting
Once everyone had settled down in their jobs, ithe Officer
Commanding, Captain Templeman-Evans, gave me the task of
giving the lads something different to do to make the most of
our six months stay. Adventure training, river trips, hunting;
it was only too easy but then I · came up against a problem.
Although everyone wanted to go places they were rather
reluctant to pay and so the answer was a type of working
holiday.
A training camp at Takama needed wiring for lighting
purposes, and four soldiers set out under Sergeant Marlaborne.
They travelled on the only railway in British Guiana from
Georgetown to the River Berbese, and finished their journey to
Takama by boat. This job lasted for three weeks, and the
personnel were changed half way ,through. Needless to say it
was well done, but no generator was ever found to provide
power.
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Another interesting trip was up country in a local diamond
trader's 'plane, to a spot 150 miles upstream of the Kaietcur
Falls._ It lasted a week and only three were allowed to go, but
we did manage to make a further trip later. On their return
the tem~rary prospecto~s agreed .that it was an adventure they
were unlikely to experience agam. They had walked miles
through the jungle with the portknockers (native prospectors)
lived on native foods and, although they had not found any
diam~nds,. the three of them. had found enough gold to make a
wedding nng for one of the!f future wives.
The only blow to morale was that nothing could be laid on
for the seniors. They had to be content with the stories told
by the adventurers on their return.

:\ud so we sny goodbye
Christmas and New Year came, and with it the building of
a new bar under the house. Many an " Auld Lang Syne " was
sung in the new facility.
Three days before our return flight we handed over jobs to
our reHefs. On 22nd January we were homeward bound with
they "Tatey Ogey Boys " (Devon and Dorset's). Our route
this time? Via B=uda and Northern Ireland, on to London
Airport.

Nigeria Army Signals
lV.0.11 (F. of S.) M. H. Davies writes:

At an impressive ceremonial parade, held on
Saturday, 23rd January,
1965, at Arakan Barracks,
Apapa, and attended by
the Hon. Minister of State
for the Army, The British
H igh
Commissioner,
Heads of Services and
many d i s t i n g u i s h e d
guests; General Sir Gerald
Lathbury, G.C.B., D.s.o.,
M.B.E., the Q.M.G. presented, on behalf of all
ranks of the Corps, a
silver statuette of
"Jimmy " to mark the
close association of the
Corps and the Nigerian
General Sir Gerald Lathbury, G.c .a:, D.S.O.,
Army Signals since 1946.
M. B.E .• The Quarter Master General making
Major A. 0. Eze, the
the presentation of a silver 'Jimmy' statuette
Chief
Signal
Officer,
to Major A. 0. Eze, the Chief Signal Officer,
Nigerian Army accepted
Nigerian Army Signals
the gift on behalf of
all ranks of the Nigerian Army Signals. It is indeed
a sign of proud association that the Nigerian Army Signals have
adopted the blue lanyard and the Royal Signals "Stable" belt
as part of their dress.
The Squadron is now commanded by Captain M. R.
Muhammed. Since our last notes ro THE WIRE, we have said
goodbye ro Majors J. R. E. Cross and D. J. D . McKail, W.O.II
Charles Dossor (who has very kindly assisted many of our
students in Catterick), Staff Sergeant Jim Briggs, Staff Sergeant
Steve Bresslof and Sergeant Mac Woodcock. Sergeant Mike
Taylor left us just before Christmas and we wish him luck
on his Foreman of Signals course in July. I shall have the
honour of being the last member of the Corps to serve in
Nigeria. When I depaJ)t on 1st April, complete Nigerianisation
of the Army will be completed.
I am sure that all members of the Corps who have served
in Nigeria will join me in wishing the Nigerian Army Signals
" good Signalling " in the years to come.
Students of the Nigerian Army Signals will still be attending
courses in the U.K., so that news of Nigeria will be available
in most of the training centres for some time to come.
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Amateur Radio Teleprinter
at GJLP( Bampton
.\ Tt•lt•1•rinff"r il' Scrounged
'G contacted 104 countries during 1964, it wa
HAV~1
d c1ded rl?at [or r965 we would turn our hand to some-

th~g a bit d1ff rent. Anyone can pick up a microphone
a~.:;_ talk, and as we are generally short of wind we decided to

m. : an all-ou~ effo~t for RTTY. There wa;, however, one
m:ior snag which, smce the beginning of 1964 bad not yet
be.n overcome. A TELEPRI TER. We had promises from
sev~ral people. Eyen ?n the Royal Signals Amateur Radio
oc1ety. meetmg this pomt was brought up and a number of
ugg~. uons were made, but by late ove~ber there was still
no printer.
The writer (G3LQC W.0.1 Evans), getting just a shade
despo~dehiD:t about all this, decided to employ one of his lost
gh power scrounging. Having never been beaten
arts ?
a~ this ar_t, there .' ~e great hopes when a certain gentleman
o a cerram o/garusauon approached, bag in band, to check the
quadron pnnrers. He was approached in a jovial
and such words as " Cup of coffee old chap? ' "C~anner
' fellow thinlcin 1garette
P erhaps ," " H ow, s lifer~ ,, th at the poor
h h d
sudd~nly been promoted or something smiled'and sail "~ha
are you after) " _ "Ob
.... ,_ 'Id
.
'
at
th
h ·
·
' no\.llilJg, o
chap; iust wondered
?Ug smce you asked - you couldn't fix us up with
ld
could you? " Loud guffaws, man rolls on anfi~r
lprmght~r,
au mg.
Well, to cut a long story short eventually he did H
drunk with success, another sour'ce was tapped An A owe.ver,
gentleman with a WO call sign was tackled . b
mencan
~pply o.f teleprinter equipment available in thisa ~:.; ce~n
;!1for~tion I. had gleaned casually talking to odd y.
s
Yes, he might be able to oblige. Sure enou"h on:C:t1e.
th re was a knock at the front door and th d al '
ght
real " Plane Makers " st le I
uld
e e was settled,
0

1
~h:t~;L~c1 :O~~h:Sd
~oi~g,
o":i~
of ~~ aca~fcfa~ ~/~!j~~/~
ave the rest, to sort out a set-up for the

Station Club. The surplu would have to be returned s
we are fully operational on the teleprinter/teletype side ~i~ow
puller. However, when we let our Am rican friend taka
}tapegear
away we WJ'JI no t h ave a per f, so equ
• .pmAnt at Bode
dus
'
1
~
mgton had b tter be checked regularly from no won.
0

Our " Slaift •• was Jlough

. Now we were ready to start and a simple reactance ke
ms~alled m the VFO (variable frequen Y oscillator) th yer was
oscillator of the transmitter Th1·s seemed t f ' . e master
" a b'it of d r ift, but that does· not mavter" and o 'th
unction
OK
f
· "
the ARRL Handbook set mark low and 'shift atwS50 rcepersenscpec•etdo
b cnveen 45 and 50 b d
· American a · d· ·B .. h
au s to cope w1th
standard speeds. On 3orh November at l6.oo ho~ G~T
we put out our first call to K8YEK in T 0
· ·
tuned up .our Marconi HR r4 CFS receiver and rst~dM.ichigan,
our surprise he returned, but reported difficulty · h ld~y. To
s!gnal steady and our shift was rough Well mth o mg o:J
signal could ~ accounted for, hut the r~ugh shift .:a unstea y
problem. .Th1~ was eventually found to be RF and AC a~ther
1 ~ the keymg lines.
K8YEK's remarks we " I
pi -up
like a hole in one ball," and we did.
re
expect you feel
Jubilant with success the copy f
fir
honestly now looked like a load ~f our. st contact (which
rus?ed to all departments. "Very g~es,; yscramble~ wa,~
Thinks "Humour him and he'll go away,,' S ~s, exceh ent.
was clean.cl up but then our Am . ·
? e roug note
"You're driftin.!" "y
k .
. encan friends started in
k . ,,
""
our eymg is reversed," "'Please
mar high, so a relay and volts were installed and our k .go
reversed to .mark high-everyone now seems ha
eymg
We were still left with the drift and when finall~Pl1~a£ one.
I.taly C?~e~ted, "You are drifting so much and i all di~cca
tions It is rmpossible," we decided w
n
re<;problem righSt away. However, it did not eha:~~~d ~~:ieto thi~s
b ecause on aturday r2th D ·
b
h
s
-c~~ ef, t e master oscillator just
did not "oscil " an'
changed and a new ~A~~rfltted a~d e~d t back .capacitors were
~ rock. Now, if drift is repo~ted wea s:fe I~dA.s_ stable. as
It's that bloke's receiver" But th' h 0 nl
JUSt thmk
since the fatal Saturday. ·
is as
Y happened once

CHl)OSE

WISELY

=~:c1o:s1dermg hire purchase schemes you will want to know the answers to these questions ,
uy my ca r through a local dea ler with the
I
advantages of preliminary tests best aft
·
'
er-sa es
service, lowest delivery costs and best . f
pnce or
my present car?

~VTO
IW
~~~Ute,:E

OWNERSHIP

U K : Naafi will finance the purchase of a new car
or fa used car (up to five years old) from a dealer
or rom another member of H.M. Forces.
B e l gi um , Gi br al ta r, Germany Aden
Mal~ya, Singapore and Hong Ko~g. Naafi
will finance purchase of new cars from a dealer.

* If posted to another country can 1 tak

th
with me without formality or fuss e de car
an
the
necessity to find a guarantor?

* can 1 obtam. cover against
.
'
most of my liability

* Will the HP company arrange first-class insur-

.
* Will the Hp co mpany 1mance
.
·
*
freight charges and *
import duty in the event of my being post d?
e

to purchase tax and ·
d
import uty in the event
of premature repatriation?

ance c.over at reasonable cost and obtain prompt
cover if I am posted abroad ?
Do 1 get free personal insurance 7
A th Hp h
re e . c arges low and w ithout extras, such
as subscri ptions 7

~~~!,~~. u"'iAAFI HP
or write or telephone Controller of Credit Services, NAAFI, London SE11. RELianoe 1200
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Score Stands Digit
The Corp Signals Radio Club VE3SIG have picked us up
regularly with good print and hope to contact us soon. And
apart from that, in ju~t over a month the score stands at 14
Un1ted States, Italy, L1bya and Canada. A report via K3GrF
stated that w~ were being printed well in South Africa, but they
could not rruse us.
The 14 States so far are: Arizona, District of Columbia
Florida, Georgia, Maryland, Massachusetts, Michigan, Ne..,;
Jersey,. New .York, Ohio, Philadelphia, South Carolina, Virginia
and W1scon.sm; and up to 6th January 50 RTTY contacts, most
of good, solid s's copy.
We realise that service-wise we are about 20 years behind and
CFS has been and gone, but when we consider there are only
something like 200 RTTY "hams" in this country, and most
overseas contacts report not working England before, we feel
quite pleased with ourselves at G3LPC.
200 SQUADRON, l&.F.P.O. 41
(;bam1•io11 Cooks
Pride of place this month must go to Sergeant G. E.
Howard, A.C.C., Lance-Corporal R. L. Duff, A.C.C., and
Lance-Corporal P. J. Walker, A.C.C., the champion team in
the 4 Division Cookery Competition, a preliminary to the Army
Championship. On Tuesday, 16th February, the four leading
teams in the Division met in the 4th Divisional Engineers
Cookbouse ito decide who was best. 4 Divisional Engineers'
team were the reigning champions of the Army and two
members of last year's team were still competing. Right from
the start it was apparent that this was going to be a close fight
with a very high overall standard. Those of us watching were
pleased with the way our team was performing and it was
obvious we were not going to be disgraced. However, when
the result was announced and we were pronounced the winners
by one point from 4 Divisional Engineers, the celebration was
on. We are now eagerly awaiting the results of the other
Divisional competitions ·to see who qualifies for the B.A.0.R.
finals in April. Our photograph show the prizes being presented.

Farewell and Welcome
This month we say farewell to Captain J. Hayward, R.A.C.,
our Administrative Officer, and W.0.11 (F. of S.) G. Moore.
Captain Hayward is off to rejoin his Regiment in Tidworth and
we wish him and his family well. His problems have been
many and varied in the cause of integrat:ion and we feel sure
that the thought of life in Tidworth must have been something of a comfort to him in the midst of his struggles to
balance the Imprest Account, keep Traffic Accidents straight
and the M.T. on the road, whilst answering queries and trying
to keep us all happy. He is replaced by Captain C. H. Reynolds,
Q.R.I.H., whom we welcome and hope that his stay and that
of his family will be a happy one. Despite the difference in
initials, names and Regiments, they have one thing in common
-both are known as Jack. " We hope you're both all right!"
Foreman Moore is off to Aden with his family. He fa one of
our " old hands " who has given the Squadron excellent service
and we shall miss him and also having his daughter Christine
hand over our papers and keeping our accounts straight in the
Red Shield Oub Bookshop. Mrs. Moore's services in the
Wives' Club will also be sadly missed. We can only wish them
well in their new posting in Aden and hope we shall see them
again some day. We welcome in their place Staff Sergeant
(F. of S.) Allen and family. We hope their tour with us will
be as happy and successful. Another new arrival whom we also
welcome is our new M.T.0., Captain D . J. Blunt, R.A.S .C.,
and his family.
On the social side of affairs we have now instituted a fortnightly bowling session in the J.R.C. Bowling Alley every other
Friday. We have now had three of these evenings and all have
proved most successful with the prizes being won by different
teams each time. We were particularly pleased .that the
integrated team of Corporal Nicholson, A.C.C., Signalmen
Annable and Weston and Trooper Penrose won the first night.
The last series was won by Corporal Harwood, Corporal McCaig,
Signalman Peters and Signalman D raycott who were crowing
about the virtues of being linemen and unbeatable at anything
until shown exactly how to bowl by a team of "amateur"
officers. N o doubt tlie saga will continue in other spheres
during the coming weeks.
As tllis is written we h ave 40 all ranks in N orway learning
the r udimen ts of win ter warfare. Twenty-four of these chaps
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COOKS ELITE
Sergeant Howard, Lance-Corporal Duff and Lance-Corporal
Walker receiving the Winning Shield from the G.O .C. 4th Division

return on nth March to be replaced by an equal number who
are at present longing to get away from the cold and snow of

Germany to the even colder and more " snowy" Norway. We
hope to submit a full report of this venture next month. (We
shall be interested.-Editor.)
We regret to announce that we lost the D ivisional Minor
Units soccer final by two goals ~o one. The match was played
on an all-weather pitch at Herford on a very windy day. The
conditions were not good for soccer but both teams put on a
splendid show. We felt somewhat cheated at losing since we
scored both of 5 Infantry Workshops goals as well as our own.
The second of their goals was scored when one of our defenders
cleared a high ball from the left hand corner of the penalty area
which was caught by the wind and blown straight back in to
our goal with Signalman Draycott, the goalkeeper, helpless.
We have been training hard for basketball and hope for some
success in the Divisional Minor Units Competition which starts
this month. Our first opponents are 225 Squadron. We have
played two " friendly " matches with our parent Regiment, 4th
Regiment, and won both, so our tails are up.
207 S Q li.\DllO N', D.F.P.O. 30
In early January, a party from the Squadron attended a
winter warfare course at ..::lbernutte. Dur:.Og the first few
days the slopes echoed with the cries of "bend the knees" and
"sit down!"; and some time was spen t pulling individuals
out of snowdrifts. H owever, the instrucrors were patien t, and
soon a degree of proficiency was obtained. The hard work
was rewarded with a crate of beer fer a victory in the four
kilometre sledge race, which was won in a very good t.me.
The skiers returned full of enthusiasm. and since then
most of .the Squadron have tried on skis. · Groups have been
sent on further Silberhutte courses, and some to the 7th
Armoured Brigade Ski Centre at Bad T olz, in Bavaria. In
addition, parties have been going down every week-end to a
hotel in Bad Harzburg. We hope that the snow will last well
into April.
The cross-country team achieved a major success when they
became runners-up in the B.A.0 .R. Minor Units Cross-Country
Championships at Munster on 10th February. This was the
result of a great deal of hard training and determination since
befor Christmas. Our congratulation s go, not only to the
team, but to all those who worked so hard organising the
training and general administration .
D uring February we said goodbye tO Capt. John Stevens, our
Second-in-Command and P.R.I., who left us on promotion for
the Signal Research D epartment in England. Capt. Mike
Burridge, from Kenya, replaces him and we hope that be and
his \vife will en joy their stay in Soltau. Congratulations to Bill
Leckie our late B.O.W.0. on hi commissioning.
After several months of administrative duties, we took part
in exercise "Wrap-up," the first exercise of the new season.
Thi was the first time we had practised with the FV 432,
and many useful lessons were learnt. The communications
worked well, and the exercise provided a breath of fresh
air for the men and equipment.
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==="Tile Wire" visits 224 Squadron===

QU.\DRO::V. D.F.P.O. :'H

The " crum Bar " is a unique institution in Tripoli, being
run by Royal ignals for the Area Rugby Officer (who happens to
be .1ajor Pritchard, O.C. of the Signal Squadron). It might be
termed a ho telry to whi · tired participants of all sports retire
after the match to replay the game verbally, whilst fortifying
them elves with the beverage of their cho ce. I feel that to be
an adequate description.
This naturally leads to the report on the Squadron sporting
activities. The Rugby team started the season with high hopes,
and the gallant few who remained of last year s side. Alas rhere
were too many new and inexperienced faces and to date they
have yet to win a league game. The team has now been placed
under the direction of Sergeant Andy Jamieson and already the
Horizons are less clouded. The first match of the new year was
drawn and as the team's spirit is improving with every game it
will not be long before they hit the winning trail.
De~t

season for Socec>r Team
The Soccer team on the other hand is having its best season
ever. In an effort to improve the standard of football the Area
committee decided that Signals and R.A.M.C. should share a
team in the League Competition. Under the management of
Sergeant Bryan Firth the team now heads the League rable and
has high hopes of winning the League title, plus the Cup as
they are semi-finalists in that competition.
The Badminton teams are both doing well in their league
being urged on by Sergeant Peter Neal. Likewise the table
tennis team are not doing too badly in spite of Sergeant Firth
and Corporal Sayers having underestimated the standard of play
in the leagues.
At the moment a "take over bid " is being made by R.Q M.S.
Tom Laycock for complete Signals domination of the Tripoli
Camp Staff Hockey team, which at present is a conglomeration
of Tank Corps, Cavalry, etc.
The greatest surprise has been the revolution of the "kitchenhands." An emancipation of the Squadron wives has taken
place. "Down with the dishes, grab your hockey sticks!" has
been the cry.
\\-eu done the Ladies
_There has always been an accent on sport in this unit, usually
this has been totally a male preserve.
ot content with this
the ladies agitated for a basketball team. This evidently lacked
the necessary appeal and the attempt proved abortive. Eventually ~ hockey team was organised and .after a couple of painful
practices the women folk crossed sticks with the W.R.A.C.
team. The game was played with great zest and determination
both teams being urged on by a large and vociferous crowd
(mostly male and mostly looking after the children). The
W.R.A.C. were the eventual winners by four goals to one. Not
disheartened a return match will be played in the near future.
With the possibility of other 1;1nits forming wives' ream, Saturday
afternoons may well be a wnte-off for baby-minding. They are
even contemplating a netball team!
We have recently said ' Hello " to Signalman Fred Hooton
Corporal Tony Payne, Lance-Corporal Eddie Gill and family;

224 Squadron, situated at Garats Hay Camp, Woodhouse,
near Loughborough, Leicestei:sbire, bas been the temporary
home for numerous trainees and upgrading students for a
number of years.
Pleasantly locate~ in the Leicestershir.e
countryside, and now . accommo<f:ited m modern. barrac~s.. it
continues to uphold its reputation as an efficient trainmg
organisation and a fine sporting Squadron offering numerous
recreational facilities.
This Squadron bas long been overmodest in letting the
Corps hear about its sterling achievements. " The Wire " now
draws aside the veil for a look at the present-day 244
Squadron.

LADIES HOCKEY TEAM
Mrs. Hammond, Mrs. Laycock, Mrs. Sayers, Mrs. Harper, Mrs.
Thompson, Mrs. Pritchard, Mrs. Firth, Mrs. Gilhooly, Mrs. Neal,
Mrs. Andrews, Mrs. Jamieson

Lance-Corporal George Wiggins, Lance-Corporal Roger Hill
and Lieutenant (Q.M.) and Mrs. Joseph McGlynn. We hope
that their stay here in Tripoli will be pleasant and profitable.
All good things come to an end and we said "Farewell and
Good Luck ' to Corporal David Harvey, Corporal Ron Budd
and family, the family or Corporal Gordon Phillips, LanceCorporal Bill Lawrence and family,, and Lieutenant-Colonel
(Q.M.) and Mrs. George Lynam who are going to Catterick
where he is to be a big wheel in the Training Brigade. Many
thanks to all for what you have done for the Unit in Tripoli.

Postscript
The Rugby team have, as forecast, at last found the winning
path, and the wives gained a well deserved revenge against the
W.R.A.C. in a return match.

219 SIGNAL SQUADRON RUGBY TEAM

Corporal Tre3:1urer, Corporal Andrews, Major Pritchard, Sergeant Hammonds:
Ser,eant Sutcliffe. Front R~w (From Left to Rieht): Sergeant Firth, Lance-Corporal
Evan1, Lance-Corporal W1u1ns, Corporal Troughton, Corporal Payne, Mr.
Matthews, Corporal Beresford
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St1uudron H.Q. and Technical Troop. We are
delighted to say that our Projects Liaison Officer seems more
happy in his job these days, in fact, he will soon be able to
write off some of the many projects that have accumulated
through the installation of the new auto exchange at Khormaksar
and the reorganisation at Khormaksar airfield. The reason for
his morale booster is the attachment to this Squadron of two
line detachments, one from 638 Troop and the other from 261
Squadron for a period of two months to help the Squadron
to clear some of the backlog on project work. We certainly
appreciate this help and extend a warm welcome to both
detachments, trusting they will enjoy their " Cook's Tour "
and the change of scenery.
Apart from our normal tasks the Squadron is in the throes
of preparation for the Annual Administrative Inspections the
Preliminary A.O.C.'s inspections have been completed an'd so
far we have a good "chit." Additionally a visit by MajorGeneral A. M. W. Whistler, C.B., C.B.E., as Colonel Commandant,
at the e°:d of th~ monrh plus DD Te!s, Colonel A. J. Leahy,
O.B.E., with a high powered Craft/Ins team for a fortnight
should ensure that we do not go to seed.

'' K " Airfield Troor-Klaormnksar. "A hive of
ac;ivity '.'-that'~ .w~at it is. Thousands of yards of cable
bemi; .Jaid plus. 1omtmg and new pits appearing like magic. The
rnag1c1an, Ma1or (T.O.T.) Arthur Pritchard, stage assistant
~erge~t Pbred Askham and stage hands " K " Troop. The
impending auto plus increased teletalk is certainly giving us lots
to do.
Continued at foot of page 141

WINNERS OF THE ARMY BASKETBALL LEAGUE 1964/65, ADEN
Standing (Left to Right): Sergeant Leech, Corporal Evans. Lance·C~>rpo) ra~ Harveyj
Lance-Corporal Buller, Sergeant McMullen. Sitting _(Left to Rcsh
ori:,on
Hambridge, W.0.11 Taylor, Lance-Corporal Evans, Signalman o 1 1~s.
sent
on Duty: Corporal Chi llery, Lance-Corporal Harlow. Corpo ral Corn1Sh

j.:

Behind the scenes helping ·with the stcings are O.~. "K"
Troop Staff Sergeant (F. of S.) Kenny Duffey assisted. by
Technician Sergeant Anthony McMullen and recently arrived
Troop Sergeant Edward Kingman.
"Will we be ready on time?" everybody asks. "We've got
to be," is the reply.
.
Along with increasing comrrutments .there are the normal
everyday things to keep us going, such as, who left the hose
on and filled up the 104 pair? Who pinched 30 feet of cable
I B?
el
Work hard, play hard seems to be the bY:Word. S~arc Y a
day passes without some of the Troop are involved m sport.
Football being predominant now that the basketball season
has finished.
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SQUALJRON TRANSPORT
Lance-Corporal Bowley, Mr. Weston (Mechanic), Mr. Hassack

(Continued on page 142)

Squadron (continued from page 140)
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"D ~·Airfield Troo1-Duhrei11. The Troop continues
to flourish through the Bahrain winter and it was a somewhat
awe-inspiring sight seeing the O.C.'s knees after their winter
hibernation in slacks. The cool season included irs usual rainfall with its attendant tasks of repair to cable down in the
floods that ensued.
. The waters seem to ~ave driven all before them. The problem
is now how to get rid of mice who have taken a liking to
PVC cables in control towers.

Back Row (From Left to Right): Sergeant Jamieson, Corporal Silk, Corporal Taylor

The Past
The unit was formed in Wiltshire in 1940 as . an Operator
Training Batralion.
Between 1940 an~ 1946 It m?ved to
Douglas in the Isle of Man; Shenley, m Hertfordshire; and
finally, Garats Hay Camp, in Woodhouse, Leicest.ers~e. The
traine~ who passed through the .Squadron . wJ:rile. It was ~t
Garats Hay would not now recogruse the unit m its splendid
new barracks. TJiey were completed with the occupation of
the modernised Officers' Mess a few days ago, after a rebuilding programme which has taken ten years.
.
It is difficult to imagine, in these days of 70mparat1ve h~xury,
how trainees lived trained and were fed m the old Nissentype camp. Acco~odation was ~ lim!t~~ that there _were
two sittings for all meals. The sportmg facilities were practically
non-existent by present-day standards, and :there was no ~
nasium. However, through the energy, drive and en.thusiasm
of the late Q.M.S.I., W.0.II Oliver (A.P.T.C.), matenals were

gathered from various camps, and wit:h the help ~f National
Service trainees, a Nissen-hut gymnasmm was eqmpped. In
spite of all these handicaps, the morale of the Squadron was
high.
'Jl'lic • New-Looi~ ' Squadron tal,es shape
In 1952 the camp started to take on a mor~ per~anent loo.k.
Officers' and other ranks' quarters were built; prior to this,
married personnel lived in Leicester. Four years later, Phase I
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Sportinr,! Activities. The. ~~uadron football team art; at
present second in the League D iv1s10n II, i;oals for 59,. ag~st
22. It looks as though we may overlap mto the swllJUlllilg
and cricket season.
For those ree:ular readers of our notes, you will, no doubt,
have made a n;te of the " Trumpet Blowing " in our la~ notes.
We are delighted to say that it was not all hot air. 'J!le
basketball team won the Army League ~up witho~t concedmg
a match-no mean achievement for a Urut of our size. Two of
our players-Corporal " Chill" Chillery and Lance-Corporal
"' El Cid " Evans, have been selected to play basketball for the
M.E.L.F. Army Basketball Team, the latter has also been
appointed the team captain.
.
Our success in the Army Knockout Cup was cut short m the
second round by a team from ·the .10th Hussars, who after an
excellent game, beat us by three pomts.
Our last official game of the season was a~inst the 5th
Inniskilling Dragoon Guards w.ho were the . wmners of the
Knockout Cup so, unofficially, t:hls was the decider of the AI!nY
Championship team. Our team won this match by two pomts
after a very close game--result 42-40.
With the end of the cool season in sight, our thou~ts .are
now turning to our summer sports of cricket ai;id sw1mmmg.
Much hard work and training will be needed m both fields
of sport to attain our successes of last season.
The loss of Caprain Peter Foakes, the mainstay of our swimming ream, and Captain Jimmy Walmsley and Lance;--Corporal
Mick Burt the s£alwarts of our cricket team, are gomg to be
hard to replace, but we have no doubt 0at we ~hall overcome
these handicaps and what we have lost m experience we shall
make up by enthusiasm.
At the moment almost everyone seems to be takin~ over
hirings and talking of the happy .C?) ev~t. Congratula~1ons to
Corporal Andy eilson and his wife havmg got over their event
with Andrew Charles, and to !--ance-Corporal ~ave Bardsley and
his wife havi_ng got over their event with theu d.aughter (~ey
haven't got round to telling us her name at the trme of typmg
out these Notes).
By the time these notes reach print, let's hope we can say
don't write-dial ADEN
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THE SQUADRON HOCKEY TEAM
WINNERS OF 19 (W.R. & N.M.) DIV/ DIST CUP
B~ck Row (Left to Right) : Signalman Keegan, Sergeant Wells, Staff-Sergeant
Richardson, Serg~ant ~eere, W.0.11 Orme, Major Clapp, Sergeant Varns.
Seated (Left to Right): Signalman Hooper, Signalman Emmerson, Mr. Smith,
Corporal Doyle, Sergeont Brandon, Signalman Holmes

Sergeant Bowles and Bravo with the R.P. staff outside the New
guardroom

of qarats Hay Barracks building programme started. This
con isted of barrack blocks, dining hall/ki tchen, boiler house
parade ~und and sports field. The programme was completed m May, 1957, at?d the new camp opened by the
General Officer . Commandmg, North Midland District.
The completion of Phase I gave the men better living
ac~~modation, a first-class kitchen and dining hall and better
facilmes for sport. It did,. h9,wever, have its disadvantages, for
now~ the. barracks were split m two. The training and administra~1on 10 th_e old camp and the li_ving accommodation nearly
a mile away m th~ new camp. This arrangement existed until
Phase II_ ~tarted. ~ February, r963, which was to complete
the remammg build1!1gs. As each new building was completed
by rbe contractors Jt was handed over. Of these buildings
the new guardroom is Sergeant Bill Bowles' and his dog'
'.' Bravo's " pride and joy.
obody can tell whose bark or bit~
IS the worst.
~e then Signal Officer-in-Chief Major-General F . J.
Swa_mson, O.B.E., honoured the Squadron by very kindly consennng to open the new Sergeants' Mess on 30th May, 1964.
There remams only the landscaping to be completed and at
present the contractors are busy planting hundreds of trees and
shrubs.
Rural Surro undi ngs, but not far front t h e
B r igh t Ligh ts

!he camp is situated in a pleasantly rural part of Leicestershire_ on the edge of Chamwood Forest. It is not, however
~oo isolated, as Loughborough, a fair-sized industrial town'
is o~y a few miles away. The bright Hghts of Leicester and
• o~gham 3!e accessible, by a not-itoo-frequent 'bus service.
This is ~ome~1n;es a problem, as one company has been known
to ~ter its ~mmgs and routes at a moment's notice to suit a
parucular fnend of the driver_! On .occasions the Squadron
geU blam~d lO?Ily for excessively noisy enthusiasm, but the
good relationship between the ubiquitous P.C. Hatter, on his
new ~o.tor cy~le, and the Squadron stands the strain. This
good liaison WJth the local police should improve even further
no~ that <;:orporal Bob Aitken has been released to join the
Leicestershire and Rutland Constabulary.
Training r11n s s moo t hly in good
a cc ommodation

The Squadron . is responsible for basic trade training and
also .runs upgradmg and specialist courses each year
The
can.didates for the ~sic courses come from Catterick (adult
¥1hstments and re-enlistments), apprentices and Junior Leaders.
here are now also a few members of the W.R.A.C., and the
first of these have recently passed their trade tests with very
good results and are now serving in B.A.O.R
It :vas perhaps. inevitable that some disillusioned trainee
returnmg to Cattenck shou,J have started the story that everybody at 224 was C?mpletely "bonkers." He must have heard
a couple of a senior c~urse at a bus stop talking in morse
abo1:1t the ra~er artracuve walk of a certain girl when she
replied, also 1i;i mo!-'5e, to mind their own dots ~nd dashes
'
as she was a girl guide, too!
The older members of the trade who did their training at
Ga!a.ts Hay would be astonished at the luxury of the new
train1!1g area. .Gone are the days of leaking Nissen huts
smokmg pot-bellied stoves and vintage equipment. The patte~

of trail?ing is ~oi:istantly changing ·t o produce an operator who
cal? wit~ a mmimum of continuation practice, take his place
reliably. m. th~ field. With the attainment of an all-Regular
Ar!D?'" tt i.s likely that the Squadron primary task of basic
trammg will change towards more upgrading and specialist
courses.
A

Fine Spo1•ting llecord

The Squ~dron. is ju~tly .Pf?Ud. of its fine sporting record
and .hopes, . m spite of its drmmshmg numbers, to maintain its
previous high standards.
The Squadron entered the Lincolnshire Services' CrossCountry League last year, as the only Army team among Io
t~s from large R.A.F. stations, and won the league outnght. .At the _moment the team stands in fourth place just
two pomts be):imd Cranw~ll, and is missing last season's '1onglegged star, Signalman Mike Gue.
The soccer team plays regularly in the Leicestershire and
Rutland Thursday League, and has so far only lost two matches
all. ~e s~ason. They are well up with the leaders, and local
oprmon is that ~eY: stand a very good chance of winning the
In December,
league ci_lampomship for the third time.
Seco~d-L1eutenant Sam Cowan, who was the soccer team
captam, left t~ &o on h!s " Q " course, after being granted a
regular .commission. His enthusiasm and Irish brogue are
sadly missed.
The hoc:key teaf!l once again is having a good season. It is
fortunate m that it ~aws more players from the permanent
staff th~n from the tramees, and consequently is less disrupted
by postings. Among the regular players are Major John Clapp,
the C.O., and the S.S.M., W.0.II Orme. This team is due
to meet the Yorkshire Brigade Depot in March in the final
of ~e Command Units Competition and has high hopes of
carrymg off yet another trophy.
Gymn astics, D as l rntb all and Jrulo thrive

Under the cramped conditions of the old camp there was
not.. I?uch scope_ for recreational pursuits, but ~ow better
facil1t1e~ are. available, and these are fully used. The new
gymnasmm 1s one of the best in the country, and is constantly booked. A .sma~, keen group of basketball players,
un~er the expert direcnon of Q.M.S.I. Harrison, has been
domg very well against ~he various Loughborough Colleges,
and the ~ednesday evening fixtures are becoming a regular
loc~ sportmg occasion. The judo dub meets each week under
the instruction of a civilian Black Belt. Lance-Corporal Bonner
and a few others are to be congratulated on gaining their
Yell<;>w Bel~s. Although a member of the weaker sex, Private
Marion Kmg has shown that she can compete with the
toughest opponent.
Quite recentl~ a gymnastic club has been formed and has
a large following, who are enjoying the trampoline and
other new. apparatus. T.l!is club hopes to stage one or two
demc;mstration~ at schools and fetes to keep the Army in the
public eye this summer.
n u 1nbe r of 0 1it.1l<101· p 1ir1>11.its tr.r e 11 va iltd1l~
With the change from winter to summer activities not too
far in the future" Second-Lieutenant R ay Windmill and a
number of enthusiasts are busy getting the Squadron's s·ix
A

canoes back into condition. They will be put to good use on
the local rivers and canals once the warmer weather arrive .
The Derbyshire Peak District offers excellent facilities for
adventure training, and the week-end camps are becoming
very popular amongst the walkers and rock climbers. The
walkers, who are mainly ex-Denbury Junior Leaders, are
busy training for their 60-mike hike over Dartmoor at Whitsun on the "Ten Tors " expedition, run by the Junior Leaders
Regiment.
The Squadron owns a large pond, and the unit fishermen
da!m to be the jealous guardians of one of the best-stocked
aters in the Midlands. The queue of civilians wanting to
1mn the club seems to substantiate this claim, but nobody can
be found who will say he has seen anything bigger than a
minnow. Perhaps this is just another fishy talc.
.l

Good

PoRting

All in all, anybody who is lucky enough to come on a course
at the new camp is assured of being given the best possible
in truction to become a highly skilled tradesman in the Royal
Signals, with plenty of sport and leisure time activities, too.

2:n SQUADRON (PAUK)
f ' F.NTRAL ORDNANCE DEPOT, DONNINGTON

:.i:n

Squadron bows out aCter 14 years
WIRE notes do not appear to be the main interest in the
5quadron, so for the few who have not yet heard of us this will
almost be the last chance.
Due to the reorganisation of the " Q " Services as recommended by the McLeod Committee, this Squadron will cease
to exist as a separate Unit sometime in 1965.
This Squadron was first formed in 1951 and commanded by
Major Nash, the military personnel then numbered over a
hundred. It has dwindled many times since then and today
the military strength is now down to TWO, namely <the O.C.,
Major (Q.M.) A. E. Carter, who is also the Custodian Officer
and responsible to the Commandant for the safe custody of all
cryptographic equipment held in the C.<?.D., and W 0.1
Hawkins, who keeps a watchful eye on the Cipher Troop._ !he
remainder of the Squadron is made up very ~bly ~i'. .a C1V~an
staff of thirty. The oldest and longest servmg civilian bemg
Mr. Bill Lowe, who joined .the Squadron as Chief Clerk in
1955.
Major (Rtd) Arthur Smith, our T.O.T., has kept the S.W.~.
Stores Troop ticking over smoothly since he left the Corps m
1958; together with his existing staff they are to be transferred
to Central Ordnance Depot establishment on Ist April, 1965,
and will be then known as Provision Branch P1-(4. The
functlon of Signal Works Services will be the same as in the
past, the only change being in name only.
Nearly 700 tons or stores issuecl mmually
Approximately 250 projects are . progressed each year, of th~e
about lOO are completed, this involves the handling, accounrmg
and issue of 600-700 tons of stores and equipments.
.
The Cipher Troop (the other part of the Squadron) w1µ . ~ot
be transferred to R.A.0.C., it will remain a Corps responsibility
after the Squadron is <lisbanded. The future name or moth~r
unit of this Troop is still undecided. but no ~oubt someon:e will
adopt us in due course. The function of this Troop, as m ~e
case of the S.W.S. Troop, remains the same, the change being
in name only.
.
.
An additional task of this Troop is the escortmg of equipments
which exceeds 20,000 road miles each year.

243 S Q UAD R O N, D ULFORD CAlUP
!Umldlecl 1'fn 1• R e nding
It takes all sorts and, we suppose, all types of weather are
included in that ito make a world. Since ithe beginning of
January this yeaJ we have been assisting ~e. Training Br~gade,
with their "population explosion," by trammg ten recruits as
Drivers, Royal Signals. We now understand why there are. so
many premature grev-haired Driving Instructors at Cattenck.
On Saiturday, 27th February, a driving exercise (Motor Rally
type) was organised ·to take place from 09.00 t<;> 2I.O? from
Salisbury Plain to Exmooc and. back. ~e:ws d1d their own
cooking. If there is someone m the M.imstry of Tran sport
who reads THE WIRE may we add our plea to rthe many others
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Recruit-drivers with 243 Squadron break off for a meal

about better sign-posting of roads? The crew of the 3-ton
Bedford (no names in case I find myself on pack drill) are now
much more familiar with the back streets of a town in Wiltshire.
(No sir, I'm sure the signpost points diagonal right and not
straight on!). I did say the exercise was due to terminate at
2r.oo hours? Well, at 03.00 hours H .Q. was still awaiting the
return of the first car Still, I am sure that the recruits will all
now pass their Map Reading exams. It's the Permanent Staff
I am more worried about!
Baek Co1nes Winter
The other event worthy of note was the blizzard . Ill winds
blowing good no doubt, because our Chief Clerk had gone to
Newquay to do an Indoor Recruiting Display. ~~th he A.LO .
Cornwall at a Schoolchildren's Careers Exhibmon and then
found h imself stranded down in Cornwall when Salisbury
Plain disappeared under about three feet of snow. He came back
with a sun tan and rapturous stories of Cor~wall's beaches i:fl
March to find igloos dotting the landscape m Bulford. This
after an enforced long weekend in Cornwall whilst v.;e w~re
digging our trucks out in order to get down there to bnng him
back. March having come in like a lion. we now l?Ok. forward
out Hke a lamb but on Salisbury Plarn it always
to it "Oing
0
seems to be, "Beware the Ides of March." · The photograph
show the Drivers Royal Signals B III Course No. I at Ward
Barracks, Bulford Camp, having a " brew-up " at the h~lf ~ay
mark on rthe exercise. What was that map reference agam, sir?
Our Clerical Officer, Mr. Tom Sandell, retired from the
Civil Service on 26th February, 1965. He was 68 years old and
had worked for this Squadr_Qn since its inception 3;nd h_ad many
vears of service with the War Department. We wish him many
happy years of well-earned retirement.

2 53 S QUADllON, D .F.P.0. 1
To most of our readers Happy • ew Year woul~ fix us at
somewhere between 31st December and 1st January tn any one
year.· In a Unit such as 253 Squadron you have ~o be more
explicit. We have two New Years. One at ~he time we all
know about and the other in February-the Chmese New Y~ar.
Such an arrangement gives us all a jolly good ex:use for d~g
all sorts of things twict!-'like seeing New Years m, celebratmg
appropriately, wishing peoole a Happv N ew Yi:ar and Auld
Lang Svne in one case, Kun g He1 Fat Choy m the other.
.
Celebrating is the · thing.
The cheerful group in the photograph are celebratmg the
departure of the Year of the D ragon and the arrival of the
Year of the Snake, Hong Kong style!
(Page 144).
T b e n .. q.1'.1 .S. burns 111• tbt• I.oc nl Golf ('onrs e
We k"DOW how avidly you all follow the 253 Squadron notes.
In your close attention . to them .Y?U will have been rewarded
by all sorts of informauon descr1bmg our successes as well as
our Jack of them. One of our ·successes can. be co~nted as
'golf' with our R.Q.M.S. Young as the H igh Pnest. He
repolts, very modestly, how he acquitted himself recently.

•• Our R.Q.M.S. plays golf. His contribution to t~e smooth
running of the Squadron consists of the occssional 1s ue of a
143

Celebrating Chinese New Year

few pairs of socks and a pint or two of paint. The other
numerous days he is paid his ill-gotten wage by Her Majesty
he ~ be found suitably disguised, on one or other of the
Fanling golf courses. It has yet to be confirmed that the affix
(GOLF) after hi appointment has been accepted as official."
However, some justification was seen when R.Q.M.S. Young
won the annual Commander Br:itish Forces Trophy competed
for by Colony Army golfer during 21st and 22nd January thi'S
year. The cup now at long last bears the Corps' title.
" W~en ask~d ~~w he f. It ha.ving won the cup, he answered
A Ii.rue guilty. '\Yheth~r this meant his golf didn't deserve
?ie wm <;>r ~e felt his duties as R.Q. had been a little neglected
JD the wmrung, he won't say.
We lose him ~n posting to Germany, but we f~el 'Sure his
Scot's manner will not be so dour that his new Unit won't
come to ?ear of a wish to continue with the game.
We ~sh as we ~ways do, with arrivals, departures, births
and marnages. In this connection the recent departure of our
Kowl~n Exchange supervisor has been a sad blow. Mr'S.
Matchias left us a fe:-" days a~ She will be remembered by
many as the supervisor JD Nairobi as well. We have been
lucky enough to have her here.

259 SQUADRON (COHCAN), B.F.P.O. 53
C.S.0.'s Champion Squadron
On the occa'Sioi;i of Major Gram-Hansen's farewell from the
Squadron, he aga1:11 accepted, on behalf of us all, the C.S.0.'s
Cup . and Champion _Squadron Pennant for the second year
runnmg. It appropriately rounded off his command of the
Squadron, as there was no more eager participant spectator and
encourager.
'
To achieve this honour we had our ups-and-downs but
~y ca~e through, having wholeheartedly thrown our;elves
mto ~thlet1~, ba_sketball, badminton, football, cricket, hockey,
s~tmg, sw~mg, squash, tennis and rugby. What an exCJt~ng com~etit 1on; wh~t ne~es, as we feverishly totted up
pomts ten nrnes .over, discoverJDg we were, at time-s, a fraction
ahead of, or beh i~d, the neare-st rival Squadron.
Two Royal ~ Force trophies also stand in our cabinet,
n~ely the station football and cricket cups and, combined
With th 261 .Squadron, only one point held us back from adding
e athletics cup to our display.
Not to be outdone by the male element of the Squadron
our W.R.A.C. girls won t he All Island Open Netball Touma~
ment for the second consecutive year.
Last, but by no means least, the charity match of the year
was played. on Easter M<;mday, when our military and civilian
me~bers did battle. Enioyed by both players and spectators
dmi~~much hUf!1our and beer, the military lads were eventuall;
"ecp ,, the wmners and proudly carried off the Charity
ot.
Trat'k

RaC'ing

Club

Some att~ntion bas ~ecently been paid by the national Press
to the growmg popularity ?f model car racing, an indoor, year:und sport tha~ holds Its ow_n special fascination for its
ev~tees. Clubs m the U.K. build large racing circuits of u
t<;> s1i;c lanes, ften re-sembling in shape the wo.rld famous racin~
cirCUJts sue~ as Monza, Silverstone, Brands Hatch and Goodwood, ~ified, as necessary, by the dictates of space and
cash available. The can themselves, usual 1/32 nd or 1; 3oth
~caleh are prope~led by sma~ electric motors which are fed from
rus es contacting conducnng strips either side of the guiding
s1ot. There are many. classes of car, just as in the full size-Vintage, Grand Touring, Formulas l and 2, etc., and the
d~~ufacture4 models are close replicas of the originals, thereby
a mg cons~derably to the interest of the racing. It is of
course, possible to . motorise many of the extremely det;iled
model kits now ava1lable on the market of family saloons and
sports cars.

High Degree of skill essential. The addition of stecrin
for the f:ont wheels, the proper combination of power an~
~dd_e~ weight, are all factors affecting the performance of the
md1v1dual _car, and the keen r acer is continually seeking the
~ar that will beat all comers. A good car is capable of speeds
m excess of 200 scale m.p.h., but must usually reduce to very
~uch .lower rates in order to negotiate the bends twists a d
h1J! climbs of a good racing circuit. As the oniy controln
driver has over the the <:ar is that of the amount of power
fed to the track, a considerable degree of skill_ is essential
to kee~ _the car on the road, ai;id, .at the same time, make a
competitive speed around the circuit. Many a novice driver
has . con:imented on how easy it looks, onlv to find his car
leavmg its slot at every bend and occasionally on the straight
as well.

!he Squadron track. is a four-lane, 5oft. circuit, having four
hairpin bends, ,two tnple bend "snakes" two chicanes and
two cros~~vers m each lane, and .a . 1-~-5 hill climb section.
Recent visitors from R.A.F. Akrotm, with experience of UK
tracks, say th.at o~s is the most difficult course they have co~ ·
across, with its tight, unbanked bends and general complexity.
One o.f the F~remost Racing Clubs in the Army? The
by Installation Troop--of a lap-counter
capable of r~ster1:11g 50 laps on each of the four JanC'S, and of
a~ a1;1tomatJc .device for starting and stopping timed races
simplifies ?ie Job .of marsh.ailing races and permits the drive;
to 'keep his attention on his car without worrying about how
many laps have gone by unnoticed. Increasing or decreasing
pow~ some twentv:five times during an eleven-second lap;
br:ak1?g bard to av01d another car on a chicane or crossover;
tncklmg thro~gh the slow bends; accelerating around the fast
bends; slamm~ng down the straight, covering 20ft. in under rf
seconds;. braking for ~e hairp~ at .the end of the straight,
then easmg away up hill to b_egm all over again, requires an
enormous 2ew;ee ~! concentrat1on. By the time a 50-lap race
ends, t?e driver feels as thouRh be has been wrestling the
real thmg around a real f?ad. The only thing missing is the
roar of supercharged engines-but we are working on that
~.
'
construction-~gau;i

Now that financial support is forthcoming, in the shape
of grants of cash to purchase the track from the founder
members, and to expand the circuit to roo feet, it seems likely
1hat ours may well be one of the foremost racing clubs in
the Army, as it already is in Cyprus.

263 SQUADRON, c/o G.P.O., SINGAPORE
Work in th~ Squadron is still as hectic as ever it has been
for .~e last six months; the extra burden being the task of
•ece1"'.mg men from England for basic trade training. We like
t~ think that the standard of the intakes that we receive gets
higher every course, but the truth of- the matter is probablv that
we ourselves ~ave become more experienced in training
B.O.R.s .on basic courses. Under normal circumstances the
only basic courses undertaken by this Squadron are for locally
enlist.ed pe!-'8?nnel, and the guile used by the B O R. trainees
to miss tra1i:mg for a couple of davs is totally different. However, we believe we know most of the answers now and de-spite
the fact that one of our budding Sbake-speares' broke into
verse and wrote surreptitiously
" The Chief Instructor tried in vain
The basic course has failed again "
the failure rate has been under 5 per cent which is a reasonable record.
'
Farewell to a Po1mlar Officer
During February we said our farewell to Captain George
Sparshott, our Adminis~ative Officer, who not only left the
Squ~dron but _the Service as well, having completed enough
servic~ to obtain a pension which will be the envy of many.
Capt.am Sparsh~tt although not Signals (he was in the General
Service Corps) 1s, and I write ' is,' extremely popular with all
ra.nks of the Squadron and he did sterling work whilst serving
with the Corps. Prior to his departure he was dined out by
the officers . and s~nior ;s.o.R. ranks of the Squadron and
presented wit? a silver cigarette box duly inscribed, and then
a .couple of nights late~ the _M.O.R. seniors dined him and his
~1fe and presented him with a gas lighter to go with his
cigarette box and the customary "kris."
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May we all in this Squadron wish Captain Sparshott and his
wife, Jong life, and happiness in civvie street and repeat Major
Harwood's farewell speech, "Thank you, George."
Major Allan is now firmly in control of the Squadron, having
recovered from a bad attack of jaundice and just to m_ake sure
the settling-in process is not too easy the Squadron has its
annual administration inspection on 4th March, 1965.

266 SQUADRON (IJOilNEO) IJ.F.P.O. 60
THE WIRE correspondent, R.Q.M .S. R. W. Steadman, writes:
Since the beginning of January, a great deal of effort has
been directed to preparing the Squadron for the hand--0ver
from Major C. E. Lewis to Major J. H . Hild.
To Major Lewis and his Second-in-Command, Captain B.
A. R. Driskell, who brought 6o6 Troop over from Brunei to
Labuan, formed 266 Squadron, and fostered the excellent
spirit which now pervacle-s, we extend our best wishes for the
future. We welcome in their places Major Hild and Captain
Taylor and hope that their tour will be successful.
I t must be a unique occasion that the entire officer content of the Squadron was rotated within a fortnight, and we
hope that Captain C. N. Last, replacing Captain B. B.
Gallagher, can continue to cope with the problems of radio
existing in this earthly paradise. Lieutenant R. D. K. Thompson,
who completed valiant work in starting Corps rugby on this
island, has limped back to Singapore and is replaced by
Lieutenant T. B. Scarff, while Lieutenant (T.0.T.) N . A. V.
Ribchester has taken over the problems of Lieutenant (T.0 .T.)
V. de Witt. We are also blessed with the arrival of a Quartermaster, Lieutenant (Q.M.) E. J. Ford, whose artistry in
scrounging has already been amply demonstrated.
It is staggering to reflect that in the past year some 6oo
men have passed through the Squadron, and one can imagine
the administrative headaches confronting our hard worked
clerks.
During this time of intense activitiy the Squadron has been
well represented in the sporting field, and apart from rugby,
which is our prerogative, we always have several players JD
the Divisional hockey, cricket and soccer sides.
To vary our existence here, the S.S.M., W.O.II Gibbs, has
struck up an excellent liaison which ~ows selected perso~s . to
go on air drops all over Borneo, which prove very exc1tmg
experiences.
Latterly we tried a late night barbecue on the beach, which
was very successful; whilst we currently have three intrepid
explorers who are spending their leave circumnavigating the
island. We anxiously await their return and an account of
their exploits.

47tb REGllUENT
MIDDLESEX YEO:MANUY
(The Doke of Cambridge's Hussars)
News in Brlef.-Receipt of a photo from the Baynes
family, depicting the Ceremonial Sword presented in 1801, to
our Regiment's founder-Sir Christopher Baynes Bt. Photograph and full report next month.
Our congratulations to Major T. D. Woodgate, T.D., on the
occasion of his marriage to Fraulein Eva Fillling at St. Mary's
Church, Long Ditton. A Guard of Honour was provided by
the Officers.
Our congratulations to Signalman Robinson ~n his recent
marriage and also to Signalman Butterfield on his.
Recruiting continues apace, present strength 370, all ranks.
Any Royal Signals personnel leaving the Colours would be
assured of a big welcome at our Chelsea Headquarters.
Undaunted by the inclement w~tber, Headqua~ers Squadr<;>n,
under their Squadron Leader, Lieutenant D. Wainman, earned
out a most successful Tactical Operation during the course of
the month.
48tb (S.M.) REGIMENT (T.A. ), BDUllNGDAM
Since our last notes much water has passed under the bridge
and there has been almost a complete change over of P.S.Is.
We duly said au revoir ito W.O.I (R.S.M.) Ward who is now
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Lieutenant (Q.M.) with the 3rd Regiment., W.O.II Higgs and
Sergeant Bradley who both went to the 16th Regiment., W.0.II
McGuire now Mr. McGuire and a Civil Servant, and LanceCorporal Eaton now with A.L.F.C.E. In their places we are
very pleased to welcome W.0.I (R.S.M.) P. Chilvers, W.O.II
Pugh, W.0.II Jones and Sergeant Hawkes.
All members of ,t he Regiment were very pleased to bear the
good news that our Honorary Colonel, Colonel F. E. B. Jones,
O.B.E., T.D., D.L., J.P., has agreed to continue in office for
another year.
A Wives' Club has recently been formed and it is hoped
that it will develop into a going concern.
We have irecently run two Military Training Courses, one for
the W.O.s and Sergeants and one for the Junior N.C.O.s; both
were a huge success, and although students were worked very
hard, and .there were some blisters, everyone enjoyed themselves.
W.O.II (R.Q.M.S.) A. W. Palmer, who enlisted in Royal
Signals in 1938 and has served in the T.A. since 1948, set a
wonderful example to all the younger members by attending
this Course. Well done R.Q.M.S. !

52 (LOWLAND) REGilUENT (T.A.), GLASGOW
The Regiment commenced its 1965 training year in February
duly refreshed after a closed month in January. While the brief
respite was enjoyed by some and regretted by others, it was
found essential, as the enthusiastic attendance in the latter
months of 1964 had eaten heavily into the Unit's quota of man
training days. Training re-<:<>mmenced immediately, however,
and " rustiness " was soon dispelled during a successful exercise
held only three weeks after commencement.
Internal reorganisation of the Unit also took place around the
turn of the year. A Training Squadron has now been formed
in which all new recruits will undergo their basic military and
trade training before being posted to the operational squadrons.
This will undoul>tedly accelerate the training of new recruits
and improve the efficiency of the Unit as a whole.
The T.A.C. at Jardine Street is at present taking on a new
look witti the construction of new and the alteration of existing
premises. This will provide additional offices and lecture roo!Ds
which will be all the more necC'Ssary when the present outlymg
l Squadron moves from its existing T.A.C. at Coplaw Street to
Jardine Street.
The Unit bade farewell in Dece~ber to its Adjutant and
Training Major, Major L. J. Brunnen who has returned to
civilian life in England. We wish him every success. At the
same time we welcomed into our midst our new Adjutant,
Captain G. C. Beadle, who soon s]lowed his true mettle and
adaptability to any occasion at the various Christmas functions
which were held.
The Annual Camp this year is being held at Cultybraggan in
Perthshire, from 8th to 22nd May, and while this may not in
some eyes compare favourably with last year's Camp at Scarborough, there is little doubt that the Unit will uphold its
ttadition of hard work and enjoy life botlh on and off duty.

54th (E.A.) REGHIENT (T.A.), CilmIUDGE
The Cambridge-based Squadrons recently joined together to
enter teams in two motor rallies-one military and one civilian.
Whilst no prizes were won, the experience gained will benefit
those taking part in such events in the future.
Recruiting is going well, and the s~ of eac? Squadron
is mounting steadily.
One encouragmg aspect 1s that the
younger generation are very keen and, with the. necessary
instruction being provided by the older hands, will become
useful members of the Regiment.
Trade training takes place each Wednesday evening, and
week-ends are devoted to training and tasks which cannot be
undertaken outside during winter evenings. The W.R.A.C. members join up with their colleagues from other T .A. centres
once a month for their specialised tasks.
A large number from Cambri_dge journeyed to the W~ek-end
Training Centre at Vange durmg February for a Regimental
D. and D. week-end, when much was learnt of the organisati~n
and running of the unit which is never publicised, but still
necessary to keep the Regiment on its toes.
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Corps Shooting T.A. Results
MBRCURY CUP
For the best Royal Signals Unit in the Lord Lieutenant's Challenge
Shicld: 332 Squadron (nth). Remaining T.A. units finished in the following
order: SlSt Regiment, 52nd Regiment, 61st Regiment, 47th Regiment,
44th Rcaimcm.

UIWTENANCY OF LONDON JUBILEE COMPETITION
3rJ. 332 Squadron T.A.
'FiOMANRY CHALLENGE CUP
Winner: 47th Regiment (Middlesex Yeomanry).

Rugby Football
ROYAL SIGNALS 6 points; R.M.A. SANDHURST 8 points.
Plzryed OD 17th March.
The game was played in a very good spirit. The Signals team took
omc time to settle down and it was during this period that R.M.A.
·ored a try which was converted and a penalty goal.
In the second half Signllls scored two tries which were not convened.
Despite having most of the play in the later stages of the game, Royal
Signals did not add to their score.

Corps Football
ROYAL ARMY PAY CORPS u. ROYAL SIGNALS
Played at Worthy Down on Thursday, 18th February, 1965.
This was the first time the two Corps teams had met, and a keenly
contested game was expected. However, the Royal Signals were far superior
m llil departments and emerged victors by 11 goals to 2.
From the
tllrt, the Corps were quickly on the attack, nnd Gordon, the Army
centre-forward, had several near misses in quick succession , but opened
the scoring in the ioth minute.
Half-time saw the score standing at
4 goals to I in Signals' favour.
In the second half, Signals had the
advantage of a slight wind behind them, and the goals came rather easily.
Gordon scored five, Clark and Nelson two each, and Hannah and
Forrester the other two.
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ROYAL ARMY SERVICE CORPS v. ROYAL SIGNALS

latest
communication
techniques

'~

a1•e used in ••

T h e BCC 30,
HF Military Pac k-Set.

**
**
**
*

Fully Transistorised.
Lightweight
More than 20 Watts. RF output.
Ampl itude Modulated or Phase Modulated, and C/ W
18 Crystal Controlled Channels.
600 Speech Channels on Free Tune.
BCC 30 ~ulti-role versatility provides man-pack,
fixed station and mobile roles

Fur tMr information f rom : -

BRITISH COMMUNICATIONS CORPORATION LTD.,
SOUT H WAY, EXHIBITION GROUN DS, WEMBLEY, MI DD LESEX
Telephone: Wembley 1212.
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Telegrams: BEECEECEE WEMBLEY

Played at Aldershot on Saturday, 20th February, 1965.
t""or this game, Gordon was not a"Vailabie. havin~ bee!'! seiccteci to
travel to Rhyl with the Scottish Amateur XI for the game against Wales.
Snow had fallen in the morning, and this made the ground slippery.
The game was exciting and hard fought, R.A.S .C. being very keen to
avenge their 9-I defeat of last season.
However, Royal Signals were
<gain able to prove they were the masters by 5 goals to 3. The halftime score was 3-3, goals for Signals being scored by Beston, Grant and
Clarke. Grant and Clarke scored in the second half.

ARMY REPRESENTATION
Royal Signals now have three players in the Army Soccer XI.
All
from 24th Regiment, they are Lance-Corporals Forrester and Sutherland
and S.gnalman Gordon, the latter recently honoured in being selected as
a member of the Scottish Amateur party to visit Rhyl for the Amateur
lmernational agains Wales.

HARROGATE DUANCH
Mnny activities in this th.riving Branch
Quite a quantity of water has gone downstream since the
last notes from th.is Branch appeared, so perhaps a review of
the past year may not come amiss.
On retiring from active service, and taking up residence in
the near locality, C.Olonel J. P. North was unanimously voted to
the presidency of the Branch. During the past few weeks, however, illness has presented him getting about. We trust he will
soon be active again.
Several members of the Branch attended clie Freedom of
Richmond ceremony, and, having got soaked outside, proceeded,
through the good hospitality of nth and 24th Regiments, to get
wet inside, and everyone was happy, we hope.
Our usual contingent attended the reunion at Catterick, and
once again a good time was md by all.
During August we had a trip to Flamingo Park Zoo, taking
our wives, sweetheaits, and the children, and again a good day
was had by all.
The Children's Party was not held this year, due to the
small numbers; instead, each child received a suitable present
or book token, selected by R.Q.M.S. Russell and his committee.
During November last we lost the very able services of
Sergeant Nickson, who was posted to Catterick on a F. of S.
Course. We were able, however, to coax him back to the
A.A.S. Harrogate Warrant Officers' and Sergeants' Mess for
our Christmas Social and make a suitable presentation to him
in recognition of his services to the Branch. The local Branch
of the R.A.F. Association attended this function in force.
The Leeds Branch were invited also but were unable to attend
owing to clashing functions.
THE WI R E,
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Farewell to S.Q.M.S. L. Loates after 27 years' service

During October we held a Dinner and Dance at the Old
Town H all, Knaresborough. Although not as many attended
as had promised, a most enjoyable evening was had by all,
our guests to the evening was C.Olonel J. R. Piddington, o.B.E.,
M.C., accompanied by his wife, and supported by the Chief
Instructor, Lieutenant-Colonel P. H. Brown, both of the A.A.S.
Harrogate.
Saturday, 20th February, saw the departure of S.Q.M.S. Len
Loates after 27 years' service, to civilian life, and here we have
lost another stalwart, who did much good work for the Branch.
The Warrant Officers' and Sergeants' Mess was crowded with
friends, serving and retired, who had assembled to bid him godspeed, and at 14.00 hours his !transport arrived to " wheel him
away "-a chair, mounted on a handcart. The "manpower"
gathered up the ropes and away he went to the accompaniment
of martial music, provided by the school band and certain nonband enthusiasts. Len, from being the old soldier of the school,
is taking up a Pike at the Tower of London, as A/T Yeoman
Warder Loates. We wish him, and Freda, his good lady, every
success in their new life, and .If.ope we shall see them again in
the near future. Len has been made the second honorary vicepresident of the Branch. He and Freda took it upon themselves
to run the social evenings for the senior term boys who had
joined the Association.
We are soon to lose our Secretary, Mr. Moore, who has been
posted to Catterick by force of circumstances; his place is
being taken by Mr. Befan of Ham Radio fame, so perhaps
some of our friends will give him a call when the air is free.
Our present chairman is ML P . Sharp.
During the year 1964 we have enrolled 2II members from
among the senior boys of the Army Apprentice School, and
chis year to date have 55 new members. Each boy is presented
with a lapel badge. Quite a number of the former A/T members
visit the Branch meetings, and what is more pleasant, some of
them write to us. We have also received recently, a rather
pretty postcard from F. of S. Gwynne, who is at present doing
a stint in Borneo.

Royal Signals Association anti Benevolent Fund
The · followi11g
February, 1965:

subscriptions

were

most

gra1ef111ly

received

I I th

Regiment
24th Regiment (Officers' Mess)
Army Apprentices School
3rd Regiment (27 Unit Branch) ...
14th Regiment (1 Squadron)
Junior Leaders Regiment
Royal Signals Records
Signal Training Wing, Royal Marines .. .
.. .
.. .
. ..
. ..
47th Regiment, T.A. (Warran t Officers' and Sergeants' Mess) . ..
16th Regiment (Sergeants' Mess Christmas Draw)
7th Armoured Brigade Squadron .. .
.. .
...
...
Federal Regular Army Signal Squadron, B.F.P.O. 69
255 Squadron, 6o1 Troop (Ship) and 650 Troop ...
Newark Branch, Royal Signals Association .. .
..
North London Branch, Royal
ignals Association
49th Regiment (T.A.) ...
_
221 Squadron (SHAPE)
Vnrious Individual Donations

dun'ng

[. s. d.
35 14

3

I

0

0

7

7

6

IO

0

0

29

9

0

8 0

2

0

16
5
0

6

6
0
2

IO

16

23
3
7
5
5

II

7

I

1

0

0

IO

0

0

0
0

s

0

21 18

8

2

0

[.178 17

2

Expenditure During February, 1965 ...
. ..
.. .
.. . [.561 17
(Includes: Rent and Rates; Beds and Bedding;
Furniture; Cots and Prams; Genera! Assistance)

5

Total receipts

6
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A NETiV VAUXHALL
free of Purchase Tax I
The brood
new Vauxhall
Viva from
£-436
Vaux hall
Victor from

£560.
Six-cylinder
models from
£710.

Export home delivery-preferential financial treatmen t
If you are being posted a broad or retu rn ing to England
fo r re-postin g overseas, a new Vauxhall can be you rs
fr ee of Purchase Tax.
Free of P.T. to all eligible serving men.
Hire Purchase and Insurance facilit ies arranged.

ROYAL SIGNALS COLOURS
TIES
BLAZER BADGES
Wool 10/6
Silk 9/6
Gold Wire 32/6 & 45/Terylene 12/6
Silk 19/6
Wall Shields 32/6 to 50/Cuff Links 22/6 & 52/6 Car Badges 35/- & 39/Crested Tankards 50/- & 65/Ties made to your own design

-

WE WILL GLADLY SUPPLY FULL DETAILS

Eo J. Baker & Co (Dorking) Ltd
BIRCHETT ROAD, ALDERSHOT
Telephone Aldershot 24242

6 Gabriels Hill, Maidstone, Kent
Tel: 56666/7

Also at : Dorking, Guildford , Reigate, Chertsey, Tonbridge,
Tunbridge Wells, East Grinstead and Staines

Gieves
-

LIMITED

.. --. -·
-·-·---

What could be more fun than the Triumph Spitfire?

ESTABLISHED 1785

Appointed Tailors and Outfitters to the Royal Signals
27 OLD BOND STREET, LONDON W.I.

I HIGH STREET, CAMBERLEY.

TELEPHONE 3659

Branches at

PORTSMOUTH

CHATHAM

SOUTHAMPTON

CAMBRIDGE

GIBRALTAR

22 The Hard
Tel: 21531 / 4

13 Military Road
Tel: Medway 43332

135 High Street
Tel: 23432

110-112 Main Street
T el: 4308

EDINBURGH

WEYMOUTH

HARROW

A . G. Almond
46 Sidney Street
Tel: 50300

27 Hanover Street
Tel: Caledonian 7456

1A St. Alban Street
Tel: 58

32 High Street
Tel: Byron 1045

WINCHESTER

MALTA

71 Kingsgate Street
Tel: 2096

PLYMOUTH

LIVERPOOL
24B North John Street

55 Old Bakery Street
Valletta
Tel: Central 25817

66 Mutley Plain
Tel: 65497

Tel: Central 5549

DARTMOUTH

5-6 Fairfax Place
T el: 2450

BROCKENHURST

2 Brookley Road
Tel: 2365

CRAN WELL
BATH

20 Old Bond Street
Tel: 3154
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West Camp,
RAF Station
Tel: Sleaford 345

(The new Triumph Spitfire Mark II)

TELEPHONE: HYDE PARK 2276-9

LONDONDERRY

I Waterloo Place
Tel: 2475
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HE sleek little' Spit' has always given its pilot more fun£
for£ and lb. for lb. than anything else on wheels. Now
comes the Spitfire Mk II, which is faster, safer and more
comfortable than ever.
deeply padded, and reshaped to hug

What we've done for the power. Many
hasic improvements. We designed a
new camshaft (higher lift). We gave
the exhaust system a new four-branch
manifold, and redesigned the di tributor. Then there's a sealed cooling
sy tern and a water-heated manifold
for faster warm-up. The engine now
delivers 67 bhp at 6,000 revs and returns an 0-50 time of 10 second .
Now for the comfort. We've come up
with a new kind of seat. It' more
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you when you re hustling through the
curves. Then there's moulded carpet
from door to door and the supplest
upholstery on any car (at any price)
- two-way-stretch Ambia. Finally
we added safety padding cover for
grab handles and door-waist rail .
So now when the Spitfire Mk Tl
is purring in the upper nineties you'll
be purring too.
In addition to all this, beautiful
Michelotti coachwork on an ultra-

tough girder chassis; a titchy 24-foot
turning circle; a monsoon-proof top;
big disc brakes up front and a windcreen that detaches if you want to be
a racer.
Any Standard-Triumph dealer will
give you a free trial drive in the Spitfire Mk II. Take him up on it and find
out about the tax conce sion available. If you prefer to shop by po t,
write for a glo sy catalogue to
Standard-Triumph Sale Ltd., Export
Sale (European Divi ion), Coventry,
England.

"iitNMmW'

ti;Ull§•:=•
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A. member oftIr<' Leyland Motor Corparation
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There is clearly considerable misunderstanding as to the time taken
and the processes involved between submission of a contribution to TH
WIRE and the final publication of THE WIRE containing the article in
question.
It is thought it may be u eful, and possibly of interest, if the sequence of
events from the early ' build up ' of a WIRE until final publication
tabulated below:
lUONTH I

THE
TH E

WIRE

ROYAi. SIGNALS
IUAGAZINE

The Official Organ of the Signals
Association
Editor:
BRIGADIER P. IU. P. BOBSON,
D.S.O.
Ass i stant Editor:
BIUGADIER n. n. FIRTH
All correspondence and matter for
publication in THE WrRE., should be
addressed co THE WIRE, Royal Signals
Association, Cheltenham Terrace, Chelsea,
London, S.W.3. Tel. Nos. SLOane 4129
and SLOane 3477, Ext. 143·
MATTER FOR PUBLICATION
MUST BE RECEIVED BY THE
12th OF THE MONTH PRECEDING PUBLICATION.
l?emittances should be made payable
CJ : Royal Signals Association.
Subscription rates (post free, except air
mail): T welve months, 18/-; single
month, 1/6.

MAY/.IU~E

Vol. 19
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(New Series)

1965
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Up to the 15th : Contributions start to arrive, at first in a trickle and
1hen about the r2th (closing day for copy) in considerable quantity. Each
contribution must be carefully read through and, if accepted, prepared for
printing often involving re-phrasing, fresh paragraphing, attention to punctuation and grammar, setting out of supporting photographs to the best
advantage and general dressing up. Corrected copy is sent off in batches to
the printers each day, the deadline being the 16th after which the printers
can accept no more. This timetable is upset and extra work created by copy
coming in after the 12th, involving rush treatment and the possibility of lt
not getting into THE WIRE at all.
16th to 24th : Contributions come back in batches from the printers in
galley proof-long strips of paper of column width. Once again all this has
to be read through and corrected and alterations made. Sometimes an article
has to be virtually re-set. The Editor, at this stage, carefully measures the
length of all articles, including photographs, to the nearest tenth of an inch.
From the total of these measurements an estimate can be made of the
number of pages that will be required to publish all articles and photographs.
To this total is added the number of pages of advertisements so giving a
final total estimate of the size of THE WIRE in pages and column inches.
This is always an intriguing figure. The total number of WIRE pages must
be a multiple of four-generally 36, 40 or 44 pages and it is with mixed
feelings that the Editor finds that his length estimate works out at some
figure such as 38 pages plus eight col umn inches. This means that he must
either cut back b y over two pages or 'pad up' THE WIRE by a page plus
from his ' d ead-sack ' (material left over from previous WIRES). Let us say
he decides to aim at a 36-page WIRE. Accordingly, not without some remorse
for he has a conscience, he earmarks certain articles and/ or portions of
articles for probable elimination. However, he cannot be certain what the
proposed slaughter of innocents will really amount to until the process of
' pasting-up ' takes place (see below).

MONTH 2

F. W • .IACOD, ESQ.

About the 5th : THE WIRE, still in galley form , but
now set out as a magazine witl1 pages in sequence, is
returned for final checking. This is the last chance to
correct mistakes or make alterations. The Editor, who by
now is heartily sick of reading the contents of THE WIRE
ha willy n illy to read them yet again from cover to cover
generally in a hurry. The amended version is then sent
back to the printers for final printing and distribution.

Very many, particularly ex-Boys, will be saddened to hear of
the death of F. W. Jacob-affectionately known as "Jacques" to
his wide circle of friends. Jacques was a great Corps man. He
joined the R.E. Boys unit in 1920 transferring across as a Boy
to the Corps in the same year. From that date he served the
regular Corps continually until he was clischarged in th.e rank
of Sergeant in 1945· Jacques was not to be stopped servmg the
Corps and be then signed on with ~he T.A: until h~ was. a~in
discharged in 1957. However he still rcmamed on m a c1V1h:m
capacity and was chief clerk with the 54th (E.A.) Regim~nt, T:~·
at the time of his death. As Secretary he was the movmg spmt
behind the ex-Boys' annual dinner which he was instrumental
in getting under way in 1953· He remaine~ dedi~ated to this
work right up to the present day and the fruit of his efforts can
be seen at the very flourishing dinner that takes place every
year in London with ever increasing attendances.
He was also Branch Secretary of the Bedford Branch of the
Association.
He leaves a widow and son and the sympathy of all bis
friends will go to them in their sad loss. He will be much missed.
His devotion to his Corps was an inspiraton to all.

About the 15th : THE WIRE is published and destcbed from the printers (not Association H.Q.) to all
ub cribers bearing in mind that because of the prohibitive
ts invol~ed, it bas to go by surface mail not airmail.
Thi unfortunately,. means a considerable
delay before it
.
reache the more distant overseas stauons.
0

)

About the 16th : A senior officer rings up and points
out 1hat there is a spelling mistake on page 15 ! The
I·ditor' assistant says that three articles have just come in
1 t • for the next WIRE. Life has its moments !
The moral of all thi s ? PLEASE SEND YOUR
CONTRIBUTIONS IN AS EARLY AS POSSIBLE
AND CERTAINLY TO REACH US NOT LATER
THAN THE 12th OF THE MONTH.

®bitunries
UIUGADIEll J. H. (;. HOBL YN

As THE WIRE was going to press the sad news of the death
of Jim Hoblyn came through. Jim, who had retired in I94?,
took up farming in Wiltshire where he more than made his
mark in the farming community. He was well known locally
and much respected. In 1963 he had a serio:us hear~ operation
which set him back a lot from the health pomt of view but all
his friends were delighted with the steady progress he appeared
to be making. H is sudden relapse will therefore come all t~e
more as a shock to them. Jim, who had spent most of ?1s
service life in India carried into bis retirement bis outstanding
characteristics of a generous nature allied to .a very positive and
lively personality. The infectious enthusiasm . that was so
notable in his Army life was equally apparent m all th.at. ?e
undertook on his farm and in the many other local act1vlt!es
with which he identified himself. He will be much missed
and our deep sympathy g<>7s tc;i Mol.ly his wife, and his. two
daughters Patricia and Jennifer m thelf sad loss. A full tribute
will be paid in the summer edition of the Royal Signals Journal.
l.IEt;TENANT-COLONEL W. E. (,;11,L,
T.D., IU.I.E.E.

About the 24th or 25th : 'Paste-up ' day arrives. All contributions,
advertisements and photographs are pasted onto sheets of paper so as to
m ake up the ind ividual pages of a 36-page WIRE. This is an exasperating
form of jigsaw puzzle in which articles, accompanying photographs and
advertisements h ave to be fitted into their appropriate place in THE WIRE,
each column being accurate to within the nearest tenth of an inch of a
standard length. At the same time the whole must add up to exactly 36
pages-no blank spaces being acceptable. It is at this stage that mayhem,
hari kiri and running amok all come into the Editor's mind. It is also now
that it becomes quite clear what contributions will have to be left out of
THE WrRE and what friendships are likely to be ruined for the next few
months.

Brigadier E. C. Wickens writes: "Lieutenant-Colonel W. E.
Gill died recently. He was workin.g with me at .H.Q. A.A.
Command durjng the war. He contmued to serve m the S.R.
and A.E.R. from the end of the war until his enforced retirement from military service in 1957 .and in that period he ~om
manded an L. of C. Signal Regiment (S.R.) and a Signal
Construction Regiment (A.E.R.).
. .
.
In civil life he was a Telecommunicauons Engmeer and a
.
.
Tel phone Manager in the Post Office.
I wish to express my deep regret at his passm~ and my
appreciation of his work for. Signals. W?I"ds are madequate
to express feelings at such umes. My wife and I send our
sympathy to Mrs. Gill and trust she may be granted strength."

The crisis of paste-up over, THE WIRE in its final rough format is
conveyed in person by the Editor's assistant to our printers at Hastings. The
Editor still remembers the day when the paste-up copy went astray in the
post! At Hastings our good friend Mr. Levy (late of the Corps) spends
much time in going through THE WIRE from the printer's technical viewpoint, putting right all the things the Editor has managed to get wrong.

Not m: ntioned above are his great services to the Association
in its Chester branch. ·Colonel Gill was a driving force and wise
counsellor to that Branch. During all the years he was in
Chester he organised a series of entertainments, did all he
could to attract new m.mbers and laid the foundation on
which his surviving colleagues and others have maintained the
very successful Branch that Chester is.
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Signalman D. F. Gallop
235 Squadron reports: -A group of soldiers and W.R.~.C.
were swimming at Golden Bay in rough seas aI?-d heavy wmd.
Signalman Gallop was drowned on Good Fnday at Malt~.
Every effort by his comrades and later by a Royal Navy helicopter failed to recover his body.
A Memorial Service was held at St. Mary's Roman Catholic
Church, Intarfa, on 24th April. T!ie church was filled by his
comrades and included representatives of Headquarters Malta
and Libya.
THE WIRE expresses very deep sympathy to his parents Mr.
and Mrs. H. W. C. Gallop, of South Hessary House, Princetown, Yelverton. Mr. Gallop is a Chief Officer of H.M: Prison
Service. The body was later recovered on rst May and mterred
at Intarfa Cemetery.

Corps "At Home" anti O/tl Comratles
Reunion 1965
will be held at Catterick Camp on the 26th
T ms
and 27th June. Ex-members .of the
I?arCorp~,

ticularly members of the Royal Signals Assoc1anon,
are invited to attend, but applications should be
made as early as possible as there is a limit to the
number that can be accommodated. . Those bringing
wives must make private arrangements.
Applications to attend by those not going under
Association Branch arrangements should be addressed
to " The Secretary Reunion Committee, H.Q.,
'
.
. k c amp,"
Training Brigade, Royal
Signals,
Cattenc
and must be in his hands not later than the 1st June.
A copy of the application should be sent to Association H.Q., Cheltenham Terrace, Chelsea, London,
S.W.3.
The week-end starts with the playing of " Retreat "
at 19.30 hours on the 26th and concludes at about
17.00 hours on the 27th.
The A.G.M. of the Royal Signals Association will
be held at 12.00 hours on Sunday, 27th June.

Have you placed a standing order for
a copy of The Wire ?
Why not do so now ?
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3ht :ffitmorium
Her Royal Highness
The Princess Royal
Colonel - in - Chief
The Royal Corps
of Signals
The memo rial service in St. John's Garrison C hurch, Singapore

Royal Signals serving in Singapore paid their last tribute to
their Colonel-in-Chief, H.R.H. The Princess Royal, at St.
John's Garrison Church, at 10.00 hours on Tuesday, 6th
April, 1965.
At the Memorial Service were representa tives of all Royal
Signals units and staffs. Also present were Brigadier J. E.
Henderson, A.D.C., Director, Women's Royal Anny Corps and
W.R.A.C. officers and girls, as the Princess Royal was their
Officers of 2nd Battalion 10th
Controller Commandant.
Princess Mary's Own Gurkha Rifles also attended.
We were fortunate in having the Corps Band, conducted by
Captain C. H . Pike, L.R.A.M., A.R.C.M., P .S .M., Director of Musk,
Royal Signal , to play at the service, which was conducted by
the Rev. A. C. H. Allcock, C.F., assisted by the Rev. G. F. W.
Newell, C.F. The service itself included favourites of H.R.H.
The Princess Royal, such as the 23rd Psalm (Crimond) and
the hymn "Abide v.>ith Me," and concluded wit!h a most moving
and impressive rendering of the ational Anthem by the Fanfare Trumpeters and Corps Band. In bis address, Brigadier
E. C. R. Blaker, O.B.E., Chief Signal Officer, Far East Land
Forces, said:
"We are here to pay our last respects to the Princess
Royal, who d ied at her home at H arewood, in Yorkshire, last
Sunday week.
She had been Colonel-in-Ohief of the Royal Corps of

Signals since 1935; and was Colonel-in-Chief of the Signal
Corps of the Commonwealth Armies.
She was also Controller-Commandant of the Women's
Royal Army Corps since 1950. She had previously been
Controller-Commandant of the Auxiliary Territorial Service.
She was Colonel of -a number of Regiments, and undertook a great many other Service and Civil appointments.
Princess Mary was born at Sandringham in 1897. From
an early age she dedicated her life to the service of the
Country and Commonwealth, and this was particularly so
during the two Worfd Wars.
She was by nature shy and reserved, which made her
many public duties the more onerous; but yet she identified
herself completely with whatever task she undertook. She
showed a genuinely personal interest in the well-being of
everyone with whom she became concerned. There is at
least one Royal Signals soldier present today who received
a personal letter from her, as a result of a small service
rendered.
In the case of the Women's Royal Army Corps, she regularly
attended the D irector's conference and associated herself completely with the organisation and problems of the Corps.
We in Royal Signals and in the Women's Royal Army Corps
have lost a sympathetic and devoted friend and mentor.
Those of us who were fortunate to meet her personally
will remember her with affection and gratitude."

The Corps Fanfare Trumpeters

[For Caption ste facit11 pag1
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His Excelle ncy the Governor of Rhodesia, Sir Humphrey Gibbs, K.C. M.G.,
O .B.E., arrives and is 1reeted by left to right, Brigadier K. R. Coster, O.B.E.,
Ch ief of Staff, Co lonel D. H. Grainger, 0 .8 .E., E.D., Colonel of the Corps and
Lieutenant Colonel 0. D. Mathews, Director of Signals

Memorial Services in Rhodesia for
Her Royal Highness The Princess Royal
EMORIAL services for Her Royal Highness The Princess
Royal were held on Thursday, 1st April, 1965, in King
M
George VI Barracks Chapel, Salisbury, and the Army Chapel
in Brady Barracks, Bulawayo.
Both were arranged by the Rhodesia . Corp~ of Signals, of
which Her Royal Highness was Colonel-m-Ch.1ef.
In Salisbury the service was attended by His Excellency the
Governor, Sir Humphrey .Qibbs, K.C.M.G., O.B.E.; the Ghief of
Staff, Brigadier K. R. Coster, o.B.E.; the . Colonel of th~
Rhodesia Corps of Signals, ~lonel D. H. Gramger, O.B.E., E.D.~
the Diiector of Signals, L1eutenant-Colo~el 0 . I?· Mathews,
the Corps Band and a large representauve contmgent ~m
manded by MaJor P. J. English, consisting of all available
members of all Signal Units in Salisbury Area. ~ongst <?thers
attending were civilians employed with the vanous Signals
Units.
·
Oh apThe service was conducted by the Deputy A ss1stant
.
lain General, Major (Rev.) B. Nisbet, M.A.
" Last Post " and " Reveille " were sounded by the Director
of Music Rhodesia Corps of Signals, Captain F . Suuon, who
was seco~d trumpeter at the Coronation of Her Majesty The
Queen.
M . W D D
In Bulawayo, rhe service was atte~ded by ~ior
. . e
Haast, Commandant, School of Signals; MaJ?f A. I;I. G .
Munro, O.C. 2 Squadron, and a representattv~ contmgent
drawn from Rhodesia Corps of Signals personnel m Bulawayo.
T his excellent photograph of .the c;:orps f~nfare trumpeters was taken outside St. Johns. Garr1~on Church,
Singapore, on the occasion of the Memorial Service to H.R. H.
The Princess Royal.
The Corps Band have recently completed a very s.uccessful
tour to the Far East where they were much appreciated .•
A correspondent writes from Kuala L~~pur, Malaysia:
"This week we had the Corps Band pay a v1s1t and they gave
the Federatioh Signals a concert which was quite excellent.
We had the Chief of the Armed Forces-General Tunku
Osman-as principal guest. The conc~rt went down very
well. And our Sergeants Mess entertained the Band afterwards
I knew the Band enjoyed themselves but how well
they ~ere able to play after getting back to Seremban
remains another question!"
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"In memory of Colonel T. B. Gravely, 0 .8 .E.
(Royal Signals 1920-'IS)
Commandant School of Signals 1942--45
Presented to the Royal Signals Ch~pel by his wife and dauchter 21 March, 1965"

Presentation of an Altar Wine Cruet to the
Royal Signals Memorial Chapel
Durina Morning SC£.vice at St. Martin's Church, Catterick
Camp, ~n Sunday, 21st March, Mrs. V. Gravely and her
daughter Jean, the wife of Colonel J. D .. T . .Brett, O.B.E.,
presented ro the Royal Signals Chapel a beautiful silver-mounted
wine cruet in memory of the late.Colon~ T. B..Gravely, O.B.E.
At an appropriate point in the Morrung Service the donors,
preceded by the Chaplain and escorted by Chur~hwardens
Brigadiers Cox and Warburg, moved to the Memorial Chapel
for the presentation and dedication. !liey w~re roµowed by a
small procession of relatives and fnends, mcludmg Colonel
Brett, Mrs. Cox, Mrs. Warburg, Colonel and M,rs. Sawers and
Brigadier Good.
·
Cha 1 · th
The wine cruot was received by the Semor
P am,
e
Rev. J. E. Gurnos Davies, M.A., C."'f., ~ho then conducted a short,
sim le but very impressive Dedication Ceremony.
-&e late Colonel T. B. (Bill) Gravely will be remembered by
many present and past members of the Corps. He was commissioned into .the Hampshire Reg~ent i? September 1~15,
joined the Signal Service Royal Engmeers m 1918 and ret11ed
in December 1945·
.
· G
I fill d ·th
During his long and valuable se~v1ce Bill rave Y • e . w1.
distinction many irnportan•t posts m the Corps culmSmchtmT
his appointment in 1942 as ~anda~t of the
oo o
Signals, which post h~ held until his rettrement.

f

Upgrading Courses in Catterick
Telegraph Technician
Radio Technician (Light)
Lineman
Cipher Operator
Electronic Technician
Radio Technician (Heavy)
Radio Technician (Light)

Glass II- I
Class II - I
Class II - I

Class II - I
Class III-II
Class III-II
Class III-II

23rd
16th
23rd
2nd
2nd
30th
9th

1965
November
November
November
November
November
November
November
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Major-General
A. M. W. Whistler, C.B., C.B.E.

Uor1•nr1•ntH-Offff't>rH-M1iy

HE career of fajor-General Whi tier with the Royal Corps
T
wa summarised in THE WIRE of 1962. However, with his
retirement now from the Army two years after he handed 1wer
as Signal Officer-in-Chief we have an opportunity to assess the
value of some of the innovations for which he was responsible.
The happy position in which the Corp now finds itself with
regard to recruits is largely due to his enthusiasm and drive in
this vital field which resulted in the positioning of special
recruiters, the selection of excellent men for such positions and
the best use of such funds as rould be made available.
Within the serving Corps considerable rationalizing of trades
was carried out to facilitate training and the supervisory appointment of Yeoman of Signals was approved. The very name of
this grade, steeped in the tradition of the Royal avy, is a
spur to the man holding it.
The R.S.M.s Convention is another of Michael Whistler's
ideas. It gives an opportunity for men of exceptional leadership
and high ddeals to exchange views on problems which must be
common to every regiment, to bring to notice suggestions
affecting the good of the Corps, and to make known Corps
policy to those who are largely responsible for ensuring that
not only is a new idea carried out, but that the underlying
reasons are well understood.
Michael never forgot that he was once a "Y.O." and he
evolved a split in the " Q " rourse so that it could be more
easily digested. The officer escapes from academic surroundings
to find his feet m a field unit so much earlier in his service.
To encourage leadership among junior officers he presenced a
trophy in 1964. His interest in the careers of officers was not
restricted to the junior ranks and he pressed hard for the
appointment of senior officers of the Corps into positions of
authority on the staff and in command.
He was first holder of the integrated appointment of Assistant
Chief of Defence Staff (Signals) in which he was the senior
communicator of all three Armed Services. To have been
selected for this post is a tribute in itself since the Chief of the
Defence Staff, Earl Mountbatten, was himself an experienced
communicator and a former Supreme Commander. In 1964
General Whistler was appointed Colonel Commandant and is
Representative for 1965. In this position plus that of ACDS
(Signals) he has toured widely having already been co Australia,
New Zealand, FARELF, India, Washington and Canada and
has taken every opportunity to cement relations betweeli the
Signal ~rps of the various · countries. As ACDS (Signals)
he has raised the level of three Service co-ordinated planning
and bas been the first direct voice for Signals at the Chiefs of
Staff level.
I-Je is Honorary Colonel of 41st Regiment (Princess Louise's
Kensingt?n Regiment) T.A., a sui-table appointment for one
whose wife and son are the godchildren of Princess Louise.
All ranks will join in wishing General and Mrs. Whistler a
lo!1g and happy retirement and good fishlng, and regiments
will look forward to his lively and invigorating visits. It is
always a pleasure to receive a visitor who knows that a Corps
is made of men and not machines.

Column J

II_ Personal
l,ondon Gazetit>

REGULAR ARMY
Lt. P. T. Jones to be Capt .. 5th Mar., i965.
Capt. (Tfc. Offr.) T. A. Hipperson to be Maj. (Trc. Offr.) 71h Mar .• 196
Lt. (T.O.T .) T. R. Robertshaw to be Capt. (T.O.T.) 10th Mar., 195
Mai. (Q .M.) E. A . Carn retires, 23rd Mor .. i965 .
Lt. (Trc. Offr.) R. Davidge to be Capt. (Trc. Offr.), 25th Mar., 196
TERRITORIAL ARMY
Brig. A. L. Atkinson. O.B.E., B.SC., is
Signal Regiment (T .A .), 2nd Mar.,
Capt. (Actg. Maj.) D . P. Johnson to be
Capt. (Ac tg. Maj .) R. F. Little to be

Deaths
PAMMELL.-Captain D. V. Pammell, on 27th March. He served with
the Corps from 1920 until 1948.
He was a Life Member of the
Association since 1948 and was a member or the Scarborough Branch
from 1954.
PACKMAN.- Major W . G. Packman. on 2nd March.
Major Packman
served in the Corps from 1921 until 1947.
He was a Life Mcmb<:r
or the Association since 1947 and w:.s appointed first Chairman of
Tunbridge Wells Branch in 1950. Much of the success of the branch
was largely due to his efforts and those of the late Mr. George Palina.
its first Hon. Secretary. He leaves a widow, a son and a daughter.
BROWN.- Ex-Sergeam Frank Austin Brown, on 29th March, at the age
or 7x.
Sergeant Brown served in the Devon Regiment from 1914 to
1918 and then joined Royal Signals in 1921 and served until 1939. He
was an In-Pensioner at the Royal Hospital, Chelsea.
SCOTT.--Staff Sergeant I. H. Scott on 24th or 25th March, of I3th
Regiment, B.A.0.R.
WARD.--Sergeant James Maurice Ward. B .A.0.R., of the Queen's Roval
Irish Hussars Signal Troop, on 13th April, at British Military Hospitiil,
Hanover. He was sr Llfe Member of the Association.
KE DALL. -On 13th March suddenly at his home 107, North Lane.
Aldershot, C.Q.M.S. G. Kendall. M.S.M. He started in the Corps at
Crowborough in 1920 thereafter much or his service was in Egypt
Signals. His last appointment was as a civilian in the Transport Office
Aldershot District. His wife will receive sympathy from their many
friends.

Bir th#
(All

of 7th Regiment)

FOSKETT.-To Sergeant and
Rinteln, a daughter, Janice.

Mrs.

Foskett, ' on

The plan to designate THE WrnE with the n ame
of the month after the actual month of publication
is. in abey~ce, in order to avoid misunderstanding
with advertisers and new subscribers.

26th

February,

at

PICKERING.-To Corporal and Mrs. Pickering, on 26th February, at
Rinteln . a daughter, Deborah Tina.
HUNTER.-To Lance-Corporal and
Rinteln , a son, Kevin J obn.

Mrs.

Hunter,

on

6th M'1'rch, at

WHITMAN.- To Lance-Corporal and Mrs. Whitman, on 19th March.
at Rinteln, a daughter, Maria Catherine.
McGOOKIN.-To Corporal ll'nd Mrs.
Rinteln, a son Ian Stuart.

Designation of "The Wire "

appointed Hon . Colonel, ~7th
1965.
Maj., 8th Mar.
Maj., 23rd Mar., 1965.

McGookin, on

26th March, at

FOR TELEVI SION - RENT OR B UY
LA T ES T M ODELS

THE WIRE will be designated May-June, Jun e-July,
and so on. The first month denoting the m onth in
which it is published (generally about the 15th) and
the second month denoting the m onth in which it
reaches its very many readers outside the U .K.

D. & G. MANSELL
41, MARK ET PLACE,
R ICHMOND, YORKS. Tel. 2024.
Also all D omestic Electrical A ppliances

II

Wellare needs Clothing!

,,

Our Record Dept. contains the largest selection
of records in the d istrict, also sheet music and
musical instruments.

:'vlaior M. Allen. : .
...
. ..
Captain J. C. Billingham
Captain (T.O.T.) C. Brodlcy
11 rnin S. W. P. Cox (R.E.M.E.)
Major J. Cox
. .
...
...
..
1 ieuten•nt (Q.M.) J. J. Gerrard, B.E.M.
Capuun P. Graham-Hi.ll
r Captain I. ]. Hamilton
1.a 1or M. A. T. ~artnett
• 1ptftin D S. Hopkma .. .
ptain B. F. K1¥Vanagh
t leu1enant (Q.M.) P. W. H. Lafferty
M.ajur (T.O.T.) P. !'.'· C. R. Locke
Captain J. R . Turpin (K.O.Y.L.l.)
I eu1enant A. J Hutt . . .
. . ..
econd Lieutenant M. L. Ma~ .
sccond·I.ieutenant R . J. H. Swamson
second.Lieutenant T. A. Woodhouse
ccond-Licutenant M . J. Vest . ..
...
e ond-Lieutenant C. D. Melhuis.h
Sc<oml Lieutenant M. J. Cartwright
Second-Lieutenant W. Buxton
...
ccond-Lieutenant J. F. Budd ...
Lieutenant P. A. Lenthall
•. .
...
Second-Lieutenant H. G. S, Thomas
Second-Lieutenant T. N . Singleton
Lieutenant D . J. Walden
.
Second-Lieutenant P. J. Whitehead
Second-Lieutenant S. Cowan . ..
MJrior R . H. Borthwick ..•
••.
Captain (T.O.T.) R. A. Dolbear
\olajor F A. L. Terrey .. .
...

To 42nd (Lanes) Regiment (T.A.)
2nd Regimc1.n
,, School or Signals
259 Squadr~ .
,. H.Q . 17 _D1v1s1on
,. 1 uh Regiment
r tth Regiment
,, 262 Squ.adron
,, 8th Rcg~ent
,, 2nd Rel!!ment
., Army Air Corps Centre (Course)
,. 245 Squadron
,, 228 Squadron
., 226 Squ~dron
., 3rd Regiment
,. 205 Squadron
., 2t6 Squadron
,, 216 Sq'!adron
., 1 t Reg rnent
., 1st Regi~ent
20d Re1pment
,, 4th Reg.unent
,. 7th Reg~ent
,, 71h Reg~ment
,, 71h Regiment
., 206 Squadron
., 211 Squadron
., 244 Squadron
.
17th <qurkha) Regiment
rst Regiment
,, C.A.F.S.O. H.Q. F.E.A.F.
,, Army
Works
Study
Group
(B.A.O.R.)
rst Regiment
Maior G. A. S. Exell
,, 235 Squadron
Major C. S. Galbraith
,, 30th Regiment
Major D. J. Mcintyre
28th Regiment T.A.
Major F. W. Oakes
...
.
Second-Lieutenant D. C. Podevm ... ,, nth Regiment
1.•eu1enant (T .O .T .) T. R. Robenshaw ,, 16th Regiment
Lieutenant (T.O.T.) E . M. Frost ... ,, 19th Regiment

March, 1965
REGJMENTAL DUTY ROSTER

ea

M.11vemen.ts-Warrant Officers and Senior

New
Old
Sen. No. Sen. No.
IOgO
620
1270
980
876o
878o
1470
5120

Spcdding, A.
Green, J.
Shand, J. M.
Blackburn, T.
Styles, B. J.
Waunuley, L. T.
Dunn, w. N.
Wrixo:i, L. W.

3120
3130
3140
3150
3420
3430
3440
346o

2549785
222446o
22285079
22309232
2549332

FORJ!MAN OP SIGNALS ROSTER
Mingaud, S. R.
W.O.II
Devanney, P.
w.o.u
.1\. 1\.ilton, J . A.
W.0.Il
Davies, R. F . A.
W.0.11
Jarratt, A. R.
S Sgt.

890
900
920
930
1690

2080

Tu W.O.Il

22845375
22524520
2246o35

YEOMAN OP SIGNALS ROSTER
Mac!1herson, I. F.
S Sgt.
Wood, P . c.
S Sgt.
Wright, G. H.
S Sgt.

1070
1080
1090

1070
1050
ro6o

To W.0.1
To W .O.II

14189879
22963724
22289417
22541687
14190871

320
820
830
840
850

490
970
930
920
900

To W.0.1
To W.0.II

2549028
22797672
2549548

480
1510
1520

890
96o
540

To Sgt.

23701904
22789012
23620828
23686261
2368697 [
23677053
23566o62

Cpl.
Cpl.
Cpl.
Cpl.
Cpl.
Cpl.
Cpl.

To Sgt .

23423105

Cpl.

To Sgt.

22248169
22707793

ADMJN1STRATIVE ROSTER
Hearns, H. E.
Cpl.
Wayling, s. A.
Cpl.

2840
2870

414
56o

To Sgt.

22773848
23464755

Cpl.
Cpl.

FIELD ROSTER
Ball, J. S.
Coventry, C. T .

4120
4190

166o
2300

To W.0.II

To S Sgt.

To W.0.1

To W.O.II

A/W.0.11
A/W.0.11
A/W.0.11
S/Sgt.
Sgt.
Sgt.
Sgt .
A /S Sgt.

2549307
22265021
19048558
222963 13
22930431
22773387
22522949
22265784

(Op1
(Op)
(Pd)
(Op)

JOlO

106o
1040
1110

CHll!P CLl!RKS ROSTER

Shortman, L. P.
Brown, A.
Paterson, D. c.
Ellen, D . G.
James, G.

W.0.11
S Sgt.
S Sgt.
S Sgt.
S Sgt.

SIGNAL Cl!NTl!E SUPERVISOR ROSTER
Wood, C.
W.O.II
Loats, R. P.
S Sgt.
Purkis, R. v.
S Sgt.

N.C.0.H-Mttfl
•..
W 0 .1 F. Cooper ...
W.0 II C. W. Lacey ...
W .O.II R . A. Crompton
W.O.Il R. A. Petherick
W .0.Il K. Nichols
...
W.0.II J. S. P. Pilkington
W.O.II W. S. Stewart . . .
W.O.II A. D . Mears .. .
W.O.Il (F. or S .) R. Lund
Staff Sergeant (F. of S.) E. Holland
ta1f Sergeant D. A. W. Nichols ...
Staff Sergeant W . S. Rowland
Staff Sergeant E. J. Mann
Staff Sergeant N. Ratcliffe
Staff Sergeant K . A. Frimcis
Staff Sergeant M . Foy ...
Stoff Sergeant J. W. Long ...
Staff Sergeant J . G. G. Pickard
Staff Sergeant N . Richardson ...
Staff Sergeant P. E . C. O'Connor
A/Staff Sergeant T. MaTtin
ergcant D. ] . GCe.re ...
. ..
A/Sergeant F. C. McLoughlin
Sergeant R. J. Isaac
Sergeant J . F. Jones
Sergeant M. G. E. Hall
Sergeant V. G . Kelly
ergeimt P. A. Evans
ergea,t A. Byram
Sergeant D. H. Leggott .. .
Sergeant H. H. Dudley .. .
Sergeant E. G. Donnithorne
Sergeant B. J. Roche ...
A / Sergeant
L. A. Coole
Sergeant J. M. Bell
Sergeant T. R. Morse .. .
Sergeant T. B. Cooper .. .
ergeam R. W. Hetherington
Sergeant E. H. D. Binding
Sergeant D. Partridge
Sergeant P. A. Winton ...
Sergeant J. E. Hogg
• ergcant M. E. Davies ...
Sergeant D. D. Abercrombie
Sergeal)t G . M . Skill
ergeant J. R. Jorrll'tt
Sergeant M. R. Smith
Sergeant B. G. Garrett ...
Sergeant R. L. Clarence
Sergeant L. Burnham
...
Ser11eant J. J. McDonnell
Sergeant L. A. Phillips
Sergeant G. R. Spooner
Sergennt K. H. R. Dale
Sergeant K. R. Gregory
Sergeant A. W. A. Bagwell
Sergeant T. R. MaUabone

To 640 Troop
10th Regiment
,, 257 Squadron
., 13th Regiment
43rd Regiment (T.A.)
School of Signals
,, 640 Troop
,, 15th Regiment
,, 237 Squadron
,, 22nd Regiment
,, 222 Squadron
,, School of Signals
,, 41st Regiment (T.A.)
,, 22nd Regiment
,, 28th Regiment
,, 30th Regiment
., 22nd Regiment
14th Regiment
,, 9th Regiment
,, 28th Regiment
571h Regiment (T A.)
9th Regiment
18th Regiment
,, H.Q 4 Gds. Bde. Gp. & H.Q.
and Signal Squadron
,, 9th Regiment
,, 7th Regiment
,, 2r6 Squadron
,, 266 Squadron
,, 7th Regiment
,, 266 Squadron
210 Squadron
266 Squadron
,. 4 Div. H.Q. & Signal Regt.
,, 4 Div. H.Q. & Signal Regt.
,. 266 Squadron
,. 28th Regiment
,, 13th Regiment
,, 4 Div. H.Q. & Signal Regt.
,. 210 Squadron
,. 237 Squadron
,. 2211d Regiment
.,
l Ith Regiment
,, 8th Regiment
., A.A.S ., Harrogate
19th Regiment
.
., 18th Field Regt., R.A., Sig. Tp.
,, A.A.S., Harrogate
., 4 Div. H.Q. & Signal Regt.
,, 219 Squadron
,, l Div. H.Q. & Signal Regt.
,, 7th Regiment
227 Squadron
541h Regiment (T.A.)
,, All Arms Jun. Leaders Reat.
,, 2ro Squadron
,,

21st

Regiment

., 18th Regiment
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ROSTER
Sims, F.
Goodwin, R.
Hume, J. A.
Johnson, J. W.
Cliff, M . F.
Garner, N. D.
Coles, F. E.

TECHN'ICAL

OPERATING ROSTER
Brunt, J.

IN
To W.0.Il

2549509
19197176

To Sg1.

190221

J9

II420 17324

ERTlO~

REGIMENTAL DUTY ROSTER
Brooker, G. H.
w.o.n
Wilso:i, F. G.

W.0.11

s

4930 8525
4965 8550
5030 9830
5o6o 107o6
5080 1o623
5090 8886
5010 9165

ADMINISTRATIVE ROSTER
Gibson, T. w.
Sgt.

2404 128o
(Sig. Ceo. Spvr.)
410
1214
(Tee.)
I70
(Reg. Duty).

11

D ELE'rI ON
REGIMENTAL DUTY ROSTER
W.0.1
W .0.11
S Sgt.

220

1980
6o

210

S tGNAL CENTRE SUPERVISOR ROSTBR
W.O.II
S Sgt .

980
76o

w.o.r

220
670

CHIEF CLERKS ROSTER
W .O.II

780
TECHNICAL ROSTER

W.O.JI
Sgt.

490
880
4140

3214

3620

F ltllJ) ROSTER
Sg1.

500

2200

3:164
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THE INDIAN CORPS OF SIGNALS HOLDS ITS FIFTH REUNION

THE Wire is indebted to Brigadier T. Barreto, Editor of 'The Signalman,' quarterly journal of the Indian Corps
of Signals, for an account of their fifth reunion, extr. cts from which are published below.
Cordial invitations to attend this reunion were sent to senior officers of the Royal Corps of Signals and a ll will
be glad to hear that Major General A. M. W. Whistler, Colonel Commandant, was able to make the journey to
India as the Corps representative.
For those who had the privilege of serving in India the account will bring back many pleasant memories. For
younger members of the Corps it will give an insight into the now well established and flourishing Indian Corps of
Signals with which the Royal Corps has such close and friendly ties.

The fifth post-\var reunion of the Corps of Signals acrually
commenced on 18th February, r965, when pensioners from all
parts of the country started trickling in at the Jabalpur railway
station. These were the men to whom the Corps owed so
much. In their days they had gone through the rough and the
tough and had laid down me strong foundations on which we
stand today and the traditions which we now follow. Worn
down by age, they were s-till young in spirit. They were here
today to revive old associations and to evince their interest in
what we are doing today. The railway station appeared to have
acquired a festive look to welcome these veterans. The flawless
reception arrangements were in themselves indicative of the
well-planned, methodical and orderly manner in which the
reunion celebrations were to be conducted by the organisers.
The celebrations had a special significance this year because
a great honour was bestowed on the Corps by the President of
India in the presentation of regimental colours to the Corps.
As the reunion was scheduled to synchronise with the presentation ceremony the pensioners also had die good fortune of
witnessing this great milestone in the history of the Corps.
The reunion saw the revival of old associations. It was an
as embly of men from all parts of .the country, of diverse castes,
creeds and ages. The officers met the men they had commanded a few years back; fathers met their sons in uniform;
and the one time recruits met their instructors. Embraces and
warm hand-shakes were witnessed in abundance all over. There
were plenty of discussions abow: the good old days and the
pensioners were amply impressed by the steady progress the
Corps was making in size as well as starure.
The programme for the reunion was packed with excitement.
. There was boxing and athletics, team games and shooting,
d~ers and dances, bara-khanas and tea parties, cinemas and
variety shows, pagal gymkhanas and fire works callisthenics
and motor-cycling displays. Wreaths were laid at the war
memorial at a very solemn ceremony. The pensioners visited
the Corps Museum. An impressive attestation parade was held
before the War Memorial In addition, there were plenty of
conferences. The Corps Committee sorted out Corps domestic
problems;. Chief Signal Officers delved into policy matters,
Commandmg Officers argued about training and organisational
matters, Subed.ar-Majors discussed the welfare of the Other
Ranks and the ladies interested themselves in the well-being of
the families.
It is impossible to give a detailed and accurate account of
the reunion celebrations in a few pages. We have however
endeavoured in the succeeding paragraphs o describe some of
the events which took place.
pie first major event wa~ No. r Signal Training Centre interurut team boxmg on the night of r8th February. The Pollard
Arena was packed to caoa.city to witness the event which was
refe:eed by Colonel R. N . Sen. No. 2 Technical Training
Regrment w~n the c;h::iropionship with r6 points followed by
No. r Technical Trall11Ilg Regiment with 14 points as runnersup.

In. the early mru:iing of 19th February, a guard of honour
was mspe?ted by Lieutenant-General A. C. Iyappa. The guard
was provided by No. 4 Technical Training Regiment and
commanded by Major B. P. Mamgain. The General congratulated the guard for its h igh standard of tum out aiid drill.
I.mmedia~ely thereafter, the Colonels-Commandant presented
their . o~g addresses. The Pollard Arena was packed tp
capacity with thousands .of s~ing and retired officers and other
ranks. Gene~al lyappa ~ his ad.dress welcomed the pensioners
and emphasised . that this reuruon had a special significance
because the President was to present colours to our Corps. He
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for the honour they were to receive from the President the i.ext
day and proposed the toast to the Corps of Signals. General
Datra peaking of the growing ties between the Royal Corps
of Signals and the Indian Corps of Signals, proposed a toast
Royal Corps of Signals. General Whistler, in a moving
0 th
p ch extolled the achievements of the Indian Corps of
i nal; and presented the good wishes of the Colonel-in-Chief
and otller friends from the Royal Corps of Signals. He read out
xtr cts from several letters from well-wishers abroad.

Thereafter, the pensione~s, junior .commissioned offie<;rs and
other ranks witnessed a Signal Equipment Demons.trat1on.

An historic occasion.

The President of India presenting Colours
to the Indian Corps of Signals

In .the afternoon, the inter-command football finals between
Central and Southern Commands were played at the Copeland
Ground, followed by a very d aring motor-cycle display. The
display team was led by Major A. F. Fernandez. The events
were thrilling and left the spectators spell-bound.
Mrs. D aulet Singh, widow of our late Colonel~Cornmanda!).t,
then presented the G eneral Daulet Singh Trophy for High
Endeavour to N aik Dharam Chand Dhilan, Vr.C. This trophy
was dona ted to the Corps by the late Lieutenant-General Daulet
Singh in 1959 and was being presented for the first time.
In the evening, the Corps Dinner was held at the Officers'
Mess. General J. N. Chaudhuri, the Chief of the Atrrny Staff,
was die chief guest. Other guests who ·attended the dinner
were Major-General A. M . W. Whistler, C.B., C.B.E. (ColonelCommandant, Royal Signals), Major-General Harkirat Singh
(Engineer-in..chief), Major-General D. C. Misra, M.C. (General
Officer Commanding, Madhya Pradesh Area), Major-General
M . N. Batra (Director of Military Intelligence), Air-Commodore
K. A. Joseph (Director of Signals, Indian Air Force), Captain
E. J. Debu (Director of Naval Signals Division), Captain R. B.
Fanderlinden (Director, Joint Communications-Electronic Staff).
After the formal toasts to the Queen, to the President, and to
the Colonel-in-Chief, General Iyappa proposed a toast to the
guests. General Chaudhuri, replying, congratulated the Corps
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Mrs. Daulet Singh then presented to the Corps the sword
of our late Colonel Commandant. Major-General R. N. Batra
received the sword and thanked Mrs. Daulet Singh for the
honour done to the Corps of Signals by this presentation. He
assured her that the sword would remain a cherished possession
of the Corps and will be a source of constant inspiration.
On 22nd February, a parade was held at which recruits of
No. 5 Technical Training Regiment were attested. After the
parade had been formed up, ·the Yadgar wa.s brought on ~ade
followed by Regimental Colours and the Nauonal Flag. Religio~s
teachers then came in and administered the oath to the recruits
after which the National Flag, the Regimental Colours and the
Yadgar were marched off parade. The Commanding Officer
then addressed the attested sections after which they marched off.

also pointed out that the major share of the credit for th1
honour belongs to the pensioners. It was mainly their efforts
which were bearing fruit now. Major-General R. N. Batra spoke
next and narrated the achievements of the Corps since the
previous reunion.
After the addresses, the officers and pensioners got together
for tea. There were plenty of hand-shakes and embraces witnessed during tea. The glowing spirit of comradeship wa
evident from the way the younger generation met the old. After
tea, Captain Hardev Singh (retired), son of the late SubedarMajor and Honorary Captain Narain Singh, was presented with
a life-size portrait of his father wearing the uniform of Aidede-Camp to King George V. This presentation was in acknowledgement of the donation of the Narain Singh's full dress
uniform to the Corps Museum.

Major General Whistler visits the " Bara Khana" (special meal to
ce lebrate the reun ion)

General D. C. Misra, Major-General A. M. W. Whistler, MajorGeneral M. N. Batra, Colonel T. K. Muketji (Retl:ed), SubedarMajor Tej Singh Gurung (s~ormost J.C.0. pens~oner present),
Havildar Thakar Siugh (sen1ormost 0.~. pension~r present)
and Subedar-Major and Honorary Captam Deva Rai, I.D.S.M.
(seniormost serving Subedar-Major).

The grea.t day dawned on. the 20th ai:c1 Jabalpur was agog
with excitement as the public was to witne~ the event of a
life-time. The President, Dr. S. Radhakrishnan, presented
colours to the Corps on the morning of 20th February, at a very
colourful and impressive ceremonial parade commanded by
Colonel R N. Sen.
A Pagal Gymkhana was held at No. r Sigi:ial T~aining Centre
in the afternoon. The ground was overflowing with spectators.
The occasion was graced by the presence of our past. Colon~l
Commandant, General K. M. Cariappa, who had arrived "'?th
the President that morning and had to leave the san;e eve~ng
due to other commitments. There were pl~nty of mterestmg
events witnessed. The one that drew the highest of appla.use
was the Donkey Review, in which only the V.I.P.s (B~1gad1ers
and above) were allowed to compete. General Whistler, a
veteran horseman and one~time Master of the ~erb~dda Vale
Hunt was the winner closely followed by Brigadier S. R.
Khur~na. "How lucky arc these donkeys?" was. the general
comment heard from all quarters. The' subaltern ~ charge ~f
the event who obviously thought that he was bemg complimented ~ame out with this one: " Indeed, madam, they are
lucky! ' We have spent hundreds of rupe~s. on soap ~d
deodorants and I have personally been superv1smg the bact:IDg
parade of these donkeys for the last three days~" The prizes
were given away by !'1rs. T . Ban:eto, after which over £h:ee
hundred boys from tlie Boys' Regiment presented a. very rmpressive torchlight P.T. display followed by ~ torchlight. band
display. Thereafter, the ground boomed wnh the no!S~ of
crackers, light machine-guns and mortax:s and the whole horizon
was lit up with a display of pyrotechmcs.
Early morning, o~ the 21st February, we honoured our
departed comrades M a very solemn ceremony. Gen~! J. N .
Chaudhuri was presen ted with a g·1ard of honour provided by
No r Military Training Regimrnt. After the General had
insi>ected the guard of honour, the Y~dgar Toli (commanded
by Second-Lieutenant R. M . Ahluwalia) }'rought the Roll of
Honour and placed it at the War Memonal. The guard ~en
presented arms and the bugler sounded the last post af.ter which
there was a two minutes' silence when the guard presented
arms once again and the bugler sounded the r?use._ Wreaths
were then placed by Gene~al J. N. Chaudhuri, L1euten~t
Genera! A. C. Iyappa, Maier-General R. N. Batra, MaiorTHE WIRE, MAY-JUNE 1965

The Inter-Signal Training Centre Athletic Meet Finals were
held at the Copeland Ground in the afternoon. The Commandant and all ranks of No. r Signal Training Centre do~ated
a silver challenge cup to be competed for by the three S1~al
Training Centres at a meet to be conducte? ever)'. reunion,
this being the first. There were a number of mteresung events
witnessed and the competition was exotremely keen. No. 3
Signal Training Centre won the silver challenge cup while No. r
Signal Training Centre were runners-up. Th<: boys then gave
a very interesting display of massed P.T. which was followed
by a motor-cycle display. The athletes, the. boys and the
despatch riders then mru:ched past the salutmg base where
Major-General R. N . Batra took .t he salute. Prizes were then
disltibuted by Mrs. R. N. Batra after which the combined
bands Beat the Retreat.

Major General Whistler accompanied by Major General Batra meets
an old friend
Early morning on 23rd i:ebrua~y, the Pollard Arena was once
again seen packed to capaci.ty. Lieutenant-Colonel M. C. Rawat
read out the messages received from itho.se w~o were una~le to
attend the reunion. The Signal Officer-m-Chief then d~vered
the closing address. He thanked. the pe~sioncrs for. taking the
trouble of being with us on this occaSJo~s and said that the
major share of 1the credi.t for th.e honour which has ~ best.owed
to the Corps during this reuruon goes to the pms1oners t>e<;ause
it is their deeds that have borne fruit now. After the Signal
Officer-in-Chief had .inished his closing addres~, a number . of
pension:!!s came up to the rostrum and spoke Wlth great feeling
of their impress.ions of the Corps o~ _coday .. The standard ~f
those impromptu speeches were suri;msmgly high, but the s~tl
m;,t behind them was higher still. With these, the reuruon
ended on a high note.

Ill

The Signal Officer-in-Chief Reviews Corps Affairs
THE Signal Officer-in-Chief, Major-General P. E. M. Bradley,

C.B.E., D.S.O., talked to Branch Representative
of the Association at their annual meeting on the 3rd April on matters of general Corps interest.
The " Wire " is happy to reproduce his talk in its columns. While some will have knowledge of certain of the
subjects discussed, there is much of interest for our readers-particularly for the serving soldier who does not often
have the opportunity of hearing about what is going on ill the Corps direct from the S.0.-in-C. himself.
Of special interest are General Bradley's impressions of the Corps on returning to it after serving in outside
appointments for some nine years.

I would like to start, on behalf of. the serving Corps, by
echoing the fine and beautiful words of your Chairman regarding
our late Colonei-in-Chief. The loss is so near to us, and so
recent that it is very difficult to know or properly to feel what
it means. We, in the serving Corps have always known that
we only had to ask for Her Royal Highness's help, and it was
given to us. Now, we wonder wliere we are to turn. Some
of us were privileged to be in Westminster Abbey on Thursday.
Others of us will be in York next week, and all over the world
Royal Signals' Units will be holding Memorial Services or
having special prayers said for Her late Royal Highness. I
feel no words of mine can add to what your Chairman has said.
(The Chairman's lribwe to our late Colonel-in-Chief was
reproduced in full on pages 114 and II5 of the April/May WIRE.)
I am appearing before you in person for the first time. I
must start by saying how pleased and honoured I am to have
this talk with you. As you know, I was born in the Signal
Service, and I was brought up in Royal Signals, and therefore it is reasonable to say that I have spent ·my whole life, one
way and another, in the Corps. I am very privileged now as
.0.-in-C. to meet with the Royal Signals A~sociation for the
first time, and I would like to add how very sorry I am that
General Swainson is not addressing you this year, as we all
expected he would. As you know, he has retired. He was not
well ac the latter end of last year, but I have seen him recently,
and I know you will be very glad to hear that he is in splendid
heart again, looking well, fit and his same bouncing, fighting
self.
My aim, as is customary at this meeting, is to give you a
general account of the .state of the Corps at the present time,
and to mention some of the successes and achievements of note
during the past year. It is much more difficult to decide what
to leave out than it is to decide what to -tell you.

Ministry of Defel«!e
I would like to start at the top with the Ministry of Defence.
Last year I believe General Swainson outlined for you the
purpose and effect of the integration of the three Services, or
the three Service Headquarters in Whitehall. At that time the
new set up had only jus.t begun, and as was expected, the first
year lias been spent in settling in and in the sorting out of procedures and methods of _worki?g am?ngst the staffs. Naturally,
there have been many difficulues to iron out and differences of
opinion, outlook and priorities have occurred. However, I can
assure you that much. progress has been made, and, as you
would expect, the Signals of the three Services are very
definitely leading the field in this process. We have found that
it is very easy for communicators to speak to communicators
and understand each other. All three Signal Staffs are not only
co-located but they are part of the central Staffs of the Ministry
:ind in some cases actual functions have already been fully
integrated.
As you kno:v the Defence Signal Staff is headed by what is
call~ the Assistant Chief of the Defe.nce Staff (Signals), who
until very recently was General Whistler. It is now RearAdmiral Ashmore of the Royal Navy. Now, as far as I am
conce~.e~~ this r~lly means _that _I wear two hats. My respons1bilmes as Signal Officer-in-Chief of the Army and serving
head of the Corps .are not changed in any way, but as a member
of the Defence Signal Board I am part of a governin<> body
for overall Signals policy.
Various other reorganisat_ions have taken -place, notably the
move of the other Arms Dtrectors, such as the Director Royal
0
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Artillery, the Engineer-in-Chief, etc., from Whitehall out to
comfortable residences in the country, Woolwich, Chatham,
Bovington, all over the place; and in this respect, though I
must be honest with you, I am not a born " Whitehall warrior,"
I am very lucky because I am still at the seat of business,
with the whole of my staff alongside me. What is more, we
have the great convenience of having Regimental Headquarters
here in London with us.

Strategic Coninuinications
Now, if I may turn to some technical matters which may
interest you. Sl!rategic communications is the first, because
this principle of integration doesn't stop at ·the staff level, and
one is looking the whole time for areas in which it would be
reasonable to examine full integration between the three Services,
and I think it will interest you to know that this process is
being applied and thought is being given to the actual practice
of providing Jong-haul strategic communications. I think
ultimately it is reasonable to expect that there will be one
Defence Communica1ions network to meet all Defence requirements thus replacing the COMCAN and the equivalent in
the Navy and R.A.F.; but, gentlemen, this is not something
tha.t is going to happen next week or next year. The process
will be gradual and will take time, b ecause it is an immense
task. However, a start in thought, at least, has already been
made.
STHAD-A Hemarlmble Piece of Equipment
I would like to tell you about something that probably some
of you know about. A recent equipment that has been ins.tailed
in the COMCAN Tape Relay Station in the United Kingdom,
and that is a splendid thing called STRAD (Signal Transmit
Relay and Distribute). It is a system employing a modem
technique, Telegraph Automatic Relay Equipmen~ (TARE) as
one calls it. It is being opened officially by the V1ce-Cbief of
the General Staff on the 12th May this year. This equipment,
which was designed and developed by Standard Telep-hon~
and Cables Ltd , carries out automatically all the functions of
a tape relay centre. Gone are the days of a room as big as this
with goodness knows how many men and girls wandering around
the place with tapes hanging round their necks, because the
incoming m~ages are received and stored automatically. The
address, precedence and security classification are all noted by
this machine; and this information, having been noted, is
passed to a booking reg:ster which selects the correct outgoing
channel and when that channel becomes clear the message is
automatically tiransmitted to line. It is one of the most fascinating
things I have seen in the last few months, and as you see, this
equipment saves men, time of transmission and time in handling.
The " cross office " or handling time is of the order of 45 milliseconds per message-well, you compare that with the old semiautomatic systems with tapes.
In fact it can happen, and quite often does, that the first
portion of the message is being transmitted down the other
end, whilst the tail is still coming in on the first circuit. It was
taken into use on the line circuits within the United Kingdom
last year, and since then a number of long-distance circuits
have been added. tt will be fully operational before the official
opening by the Vice~Chief. So far during the present trial
period no major snags have been encountered, and it has already
proved its worth. I must say though that there was one day
when we thought the thing had lost all the messages, but it was
a false alarm!
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1n•nrt n d th" l1•nd into it-Bruin
You have all heard of HOBART. It has been in the papers,
n this a you all most certainly know is the planned system
nd equipment for the whole Army for the 1970s. The Mt
me I think in history that we have ever planned the complete
y t 'm from' the Infantryman's light radio right the ~y .back
the heavy stuff behind, and ~s you would ex.pect i.t 1s an
e pen ive pastime and fraught with all sorts of difficulu~ that
n encounters with a big thi~~ of _this natui;:-things like
ndardisation and inter-operabillly with our. a~ltes. However,
ady progress is being made in t~is, and 1t 1s a :e~ly ~e
d m for ten years' time. Mea?while, V!e are ~ot s1ttmg still,
nd th.re is, to some extent, an mtermed~ate _e qm~ent . system,
·hich looks towards HOBART, and wh1ch 1s comm~ mto the
1 t British Corps within the next two years. It e.stabhshes communication centres away from Headquarters which r_educes the
'z and vulnerability of those Headquarters. The chief featur~s
are the introduction of auto-exchanges and an up-dat.ed. radio
relay ystem, and as I say, this is _all ready to go w1thm the
next two years. So much for technical matters.
lnt,.grntlon in Fl1•ld J.'(Jrmatlnras
Now there is .another form of integration g.oing on .at the
moment, quite different from the one I menuon.ed going .on
with the Central Staffs at Whitehall, a~d _that 1s. ha~perung
m the field formations. The aim of this 1s. to s1.rnplify the
command and administration of all the parts rncludmg Signals
which go to make up a Headquarters in the field. Today _GR.
Signals of a Division, or a Squadron Com!11ander of a Bugade
Squadron, is responsible for all that goes on in that Headquarters,
including the local defence. He actually commands the "'.hole
thing, except, of course, the provisio~ an~ actual. operational
work of the staff itself. As you can imagine, agam th~C: are
a number of problems to be ironed out during the .prov1s1onal
trials period of this organisation, and one of them 1s what on
earth it is going to be called, because J:OU h~ve here a. Headquarters and a Signal Regiment combmed m on.; u~1t,. and
there's a slight pull. We say it should be called X Signal
Regiment, other people want to have the word " Headquarter~ "
somewhere in it. There has been a temporary compr?rruse
reached on that. However the princiP.le . is clea~ly establi~hed.
Incidentally, one bright product of. tl:i1s integ~atton at Bngade
level is that we now have a Royal Signals Regimental. SergeantMajor in each Brigade. Headquarter~, where they are integrate~
and on account of this, we have, in fact, got ten more fle~
mental Sergeant-Major in the Corps in the last year, which is
an excellent thing.
Studies on Corps Organisation
Now for Corps organisation. In the present age;, when electronics and communications of all sorts are a.ssuming a great~r
and greater importance in our day to day eX1Stance, no le.s~ .m
military spher~ than elsewhere, requirements .f?r new fac1hues
constantly arise. The limits placed on our ability to do everything which we are asked to do are set first of a~ by fina~ce
and above all by manpower. Now there are vanous studies
going on today by experts in all sorts of fields, o.n. our way of
doing things and how we operate and what our ~aming meth~s
are to make sure that every single trade~tr!an in the ~rps_ is
doing a fully productive job towar~s l?rov1dmg and mamt.am!ng
communications. Some changes within the Corps orgarusation
may result from these studies which are by no means comylete,
but whatever the outcome they are IJ<?und to result m an
increase in efficiency taking the broaq v1ev.:, and I can assure
you that the interests of the Corps are bemg cJosel)'. guarded
and closely watched. I am referring here ·to stu~1es with names
you may have heard bandied about in conversa~100, such as the
Macleod Report the Odling Committee, the Director of Works
Study's review,' the Mellor Committee and _goodness ~ows
what else but I am not going to bore you with the details of
them, but if you hear of them, that is what t~ey are .. One of
the recommmdations of the Macleod Committee which you
may have heard of was that the O?rps s~ould ~ake over the
Staff Clerks in Headquarters and their. duties, which _at present
are all done by the Royal Army Service Corps. This was not
accepted in the end, and !or very good reasons, and they are
going to stav with what will be the new Supply Corps, nai;n;ly
The Royal Army Ordnance Corps. I am sure that the dec1S1on
that they should remain with the Royal Army Ordnance Corps
is the right one. In the field, however, we may expect some _of
our more expert operators to work in much closer contact with
the staff.

DrUc npterlJ
In the not too distant future we are getting helicopters in
the Corps, three at a time-not many, but enough to get sta~ted
on, and I think, and · hope that by then we shall have sufficient
pilots, both officers and N.C.O s, to fly them, and .I can assure
anybody who wants to know, that a young man m the . Corps
has as good a chance of flying a helicopter as he does m any
other Arm of the service.

C6rps Title
One point is that the horrible word ' Sigs' has gone for
ever. It has now been agreed and published that the official
abhreviation for the Corps is R. Signals. Thank g~~ss that
' R Sigs ' has gone, it was an ugly word, and I don t thmk any
of us liked it.
\V nrld-1Dlde Commttmenu

The Corps continues to have men _serving in every part of
the world, as you know, and very actively; as far al>!'rt as the
West Indies to Aden, from Hong Kong to Swazilan~. In
Borneo there is no doubt that the Corps has done a magnificent
job a very exhausting one that never lets up. There has bee.n
ve/y close working with the Royal Na~ and the Royal Air
Force and with other Commonwealth Signal Corps. They ar_e
alway; under pressure, and there is no time for anybody to sit
back. Equally, in the Aden protectorate,_ the Radfan area, the
Corps has played its full part in operations. Throughout the
Far East and on Singapore Island the pressure on the Corps
has been tremendous. When I tell you that the tape relay
centre in Singapore has been clearing 4,500 messages a day, you
will have some idea and that's without some of these; wonderful
'TARE 's I might' say. This is with men ru.~nm~ around
with tapes hanging round their necks. You can 1m!1gine what
the pressure has been, but we have stood up to 1t, and are
on top.
. . . th R .
th
I was at Blandford the other day, v1s1timg .e egiment ere,
and in that Regiment there is a Troop. It 1s called a. Troop
but it is nearer a Squadron. It is the Troop ,t hat provides all
the little Battalion Signal Troops, whc;n they .su~denly get
shot out all over the world,_ and therr orgarusau~n has a
Battalion Signal Troop standing by, at some nonce, ev~ry
day of the week. When one reads in the papers that a Battalion
is ordered overseas, I hope you will always .remember, .tJ:iat
with that Battalion, suddenly ordered to Swaziland, or Bn1;Jsh
Guiana or wherever you like, there is t?e normal B~ttaho?
Signal Troop of an N.C.O. a.nd seven. or eight men. Thi~ Umt
keeps a map with coloured lights on 1t, and you can go m and
every chap's name is there, and you can press _the button and
you see where Lance-Corporal - - - has been 1n the last year.
It is quite fascinating. There was one Lance-Corporal, w~o., I
think had been in four different corners of the world, all within
one year. The morale of those yo~g men, _and they are all very
young men indeed, is s.imply ternfic. I inspected the Troop
next for duty, and they were all absolutely se~ to go, and the
only thing they were betting on was to w~ch area of the
world they were going. It was most encouragmg.

The Snldlers ol tlae Corps
Now all this brings me naturally, to one of the most important
. arts of my talk today, 'and that is the state of the Cory~ as
Pegards the soldie" on the ground in units and under traming;
~s after all, it is the soldiers that ~ally concern me, a_nd I
am sure yourselves most of all. Flfst of all a few simple
figures. We should have nearly 1,500 officers and 15,000 Warrant
Officers and Other Ranks. We are today some 200 officel'S short,
but for the first time for many years. we are l!P to strength
numerically in the ranks. I say numencally advisedly, because
units are short of men. There are still a large number under
training; more than there should be. We have ha~ a tremendously heavy intake in the last two year.s, and there 1~, of course,
an imbalance by trades. However, in a year's tlme I hope
I shall be able to report that this has m?rc or le~s. even~ out;
but I do foresee a continued shortage in technic!am, without
a doubt, and throughout the Corps_ a pretty sei:10~ shortage
of Non-Commissioned Officers. This, I ~m afraid, is natural,
because in recent years we have taken 1n large n~bers of
very young men-boys, junior tradesmen an? apprentices, and
adults, if one can call them such-bless thetr h~art.-bctween
17 and 18. So we are a very young Corps, and 1t will be some
time before we get sufficient of these excellent young .m~ of
the maturity and experience to become Non-ColllIDlssioned
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Officers, and eventually Warrant Officers. The material is quite
excellent, and our standards arc very ·high, but quite clearly it
i going to take time to put this deficiency right. We cannot
and will not hurry it on too fast, or we shall lower the standard
of our N.C.0.s, and that is the very last thing we can afford to
do, and the very la t thing that I intend to allow.

omcer Shortage s
Our shortage of officers is very serious indeed. This is something that has gone on over the years, and we are taking
urgent and comprehensive steps to improve the position; bur
I can assure you that the Signal Officer-in-Chief for many years
to come will probably have to appear before you and say that
we are short of officers. We are getting our fair quota from the
Royal Military Academy Sandhurst, and the quality is good.
We are offering combatant short service commissions to serving
Warrant Officers who have proved their worth and ability to
lead. We are getting an encouraging increase of applicants now
from young men for d irect short service combatant commissions. We are stepping up our machinery to attract applicants for Regular Commissions from University graduates; and
I am confident that in the end we shall succeed, but •i t is going
to take a long time. Now, in short, I must say to you that
the Corps is in good shape, and in excellent morale; there are
shortages, but, gentlemen, when were there not? I don't suppose there is one of you in this room who can mention an y
occasion when there were not. But we have always succeeded
in xising above those shortages, particularly if we feel that
something is being done about them, and we can see things
being pur right for the fu ture.

Sport
I will now tum to a completely different subject, and that
is sport. We have done well enough, and I don't intend to
enumerate every result, but I will mention one or two. First
of all, cricket. We had a very good victory over the Royal
Armoured Corps, which is a good thing, at the Oval; and the
highlights of that match were two centuries by Lance-Corporal
Mayes and Major de Clive Lowe. Also in cricket, Signalman
Crichlow got an army cap.
Tennis was very good. We won seven out of eight matches,
being only narrowly beaten by the Sappers, which I reckon
is a good record.
Shooting . . . now here we did do well. At -the A.RA. central
meeting at Bisley last year, we won the Woolwich T xophy;
and this was our first success in this match using the self-loading
rifle, the SLR. Sergeant Smith of 14th Regiment won the Sniper
Aggregate. At the N.R.A. meeting, Lieutenant-Colonel C. V.
Walsh, Lieutenant D. H. Insall and W.0.II Haw were selected
for the Army reams, and Lieutenant-Colonel Walsh shot for
Ireland in all three international matches. At the London and
Middlesex Rifle Association Annual Meeting, 14th Signal Regiment did extremely well by winning two out of the three
team events, and Sexgeant Smith won the Individual Service
Rifle Championship.
At A.RA. Non-Central matches, the Pistol and S.M.G.Minor Units, was won by 243 Signal Squadron, from Southern
Command. The Service Rifle Individual was won by Colonel
Mike Fletchex, and I reckon when you get a full Colonel winning
something like that, it is pretty good. Out of the 46 competitors, we took first, second, third, fifth, sixth, seventh and
eighth places, which is very good indeed.
Turning to football. Again the Corps said has had a wonderTo date, they have won nine out of their
ful season.
eleven matches, and their only loss was 2-r against Hull
University, but •hey got a fine revenge in the return match
by winning 6--o, so I reCkon that wrote that one off.
Three rnembexs of 24th Regiment were picked for the Army
team against the French Army.
8th Signal Regiment were beaten in the U.K. rugby semifinal by the Welsh Guards.
. Now h~key. Here we have a very good story. The 7th
~1gnal Regiment have won the BA.O.R. final, which puts them
m the Army ?nal at home. Meanwhile, 8th Regiment reached
th~ ~.K. scnu-fi.nal and were only beaten after extra time by the
Mm1stry of. Defence (Army) who, incidentally, had two Corps
officers playmg for them-Majors Kirkby and Blake. The Army
Cup final is on 27th April and our best wishes go to 7th Regiment for a successful result.
Boxing. In the B.A.O.R. final, 2nd Regiment were just de--

feared by the Royal Irish Fusiliers by 6 bouts to 5-again
a magnificent result.
A lot of sailing goes on round the world, but I don't think I
have any notable successes to report ·to you this year. S
much for sport.

Mess Klt for W.O.s and Senior N.C.O.s
Now a short word on dress. Nearly all our Warrant Officer
and Senior N.C.O.s now have Mess Kit for wear in tempexate
climates; of course, for a long time they have worn it in tiropical
climates, and it is on the same lines, and colour, scarlet and
black facings, as the Officers' Mess Kit, and I might tell you,
ladies and gentlemen, that the Warrant Officers and N.C.O.s
buy it for rhemselves. This has been a most welcome introduction, and as you can imagine, makes a tremendous difference
in the Sergeants' Mess.
The Move to B landfo r d
You will be glad to hear, and I think S 0.-in-Cs. must have
talked about ·this for nigh on fifteen years, that it is now pretty
well clear, without doubt, that the School of Signals will move
to Blandford in early 1967. The walls are going up. I was
down there the other day, and I'm sure that all of you in
rhis room will give a sigh of relief that this move cannot now
be altered-short, perhaps, of general war.
The Reser ve Army
Now the Reserve Army. As was foreshadowed last year,
both the A.E.R. and T .A. have received some new equipmentnot as much as they would have liked, of course, but some
useful items for training and showing in public places. I think
this, combined with something even more important, the clarifica tion of the roles of the Reserve Army Signal Units, has helped
to stimulate morale. As yet there has been no great movement up or down in recruiting as a result, but I do have hopes
tha t this year we may have some improvements in, at least, the
major units. There have been some xedeployments in the
Territorial Army which, of course, are inevitably unpopular
for one reason or another, but they are always done, and have
been done, for sound military reasons, and in the long run I
am sure they will help recruiting, command and administration.
Corps Domet1tic Ma t t e r s
As you know, General Whistler has taken over the d uties of
Representative Colonel Commandant from your Chairman for
this year. General Swainson and Brigadier Stoneley have both
been appointed Colonels Commandant, which I am sure will
please you all.
The Corps was represen ted by six officers at the L ying in
State of the late S ir Winston Churchill, and I think this was
well reported; you must have all read it in the March / April
issue of THE Wire and in The Journal.
Presentations
A silver " Jimmy " has been presented to the N igerian Army
Signals by the Corps to mark the close association which has
existed berween Signals in the Nigerian Army and ourselves
in the past, and to establish the bond which we hope will
continue in the future. In this connection, I might remind you,
that the Independent Nigeria Signal Squadron was formed
when the West Africa Command H eadquarters was dissolved
in 1956, and this really was the birth of Nigerian Army Signals.
Lieutenant-Colonel Eze is now me first Nigerian Chief Signal
Officer. A sword, suitably inscribed, with the H arambe coat
of arms, has been presented to No. r Signal Squadron, K enya
Army, to mark the independence of Kenya Axmy Signals. As
you may know, we of the British Army are out of Kenya
now and, from the Signals' point of view, they are running their
own communications with very small training assistance only
from our Corps.
Alliance

Her Majesty The Queen has been pleased to approve an
official alliance between our Corps and the Rhodesian Army
Signals. You will remember that we d id have a close association with the old Rhodesia and Nyasaland Signals Corps and,
in fact, very many members of that Coxps are now in Rhodesia,
which is separated, as you know, from Northern Rhodesia
(Zambia) and Nyasaland (Malawi) .
(Continued on page 125)

Frf'f'donr ol Richmond
As was fully reported in THE WIRE and the Press in the
ucumn our late Coloncl-in~Chief accepted the Freedom of
Entry t~ the Borough of Richmond, Yorks., on behalf of our
Corps on 17th August, 1964. In spite of the poor weathe~,
there ~as a very impressive parade and ceremonx ~o ma~~ this
event. The Corps presented a fine statue of Jimrn_y and
~<..-cepted a beautiful chair for use by the ~ess President at
H . dquarter Mess, from the Borough Coun~il: I understand
that some hundred members of your Association were. at the
ceremony, from all over the country, and were cntertamed to
lunch.
llont1urs and Awards

During the last 12 mo~ths in the Regular and Reserve ATmy,
Royal Signals have rece1v<;d one C.B.E.,. fo~ O.B.E.s, threem.
M.B.E.s, nine B.E.M.s, besides two Ment1ons-m-Despatches
Cyprus.
('1mrhuio

Now I don't want to go on talking .too long, and I have
tried to mention only the most outs~andmg <;vents of the past
year. There have been many other items which? although perhap not so spectacular or, on the surfa~, . so unportai;it, may
either now or in the future be just as s1g_n1~cant: It 1s more
than likely that many of these, the maionty, m fact,. h.ave
been reported in THE WIRE or in The Journal of the Inst.1tuuon.
I would particularly mention here the Newsletter whi.ch the
Institution is issuing twice yearly on behalf. of R.egrmental
Headquarters, and which I understan~ J?-OW 1s av~ilable~ O?
payment, to the branches of the Association. I thmk t?1s. 1s
a most excellent idea, because the more you ?f the Asso~iation
know of what we in the active Corps are domg, and trymg to
do the better you are able to support us. We do . ~eed your
support and it is particularly in matters of recru1tmg, both
officer i:.nd other ranks, that you can help. As you .~robably
know I have on my staff an officer called a Recrwtmg Coordin~tor· at present it is Lieutenant-Colonel Knowles, and he
is hanrui::g over later this year to Lieutenant-Colonel Pounds.
Now if any of you should know of a likely young m~ who
should be encouraged to come into the Corps, paru~arly
if that young man could make an ?fficer, please wn~e to
Lieutenant-Colonel Knowles and let him know. He will do
the rest.

The High Stand ards o f t h e Corps
Lastly, to become a little more personal, I would .like l? say
that in the short time I have been Signal Officer-m-Ch1ef, I
have been very genuinely impressed with what I h~ve seen. of
the Corps. I, myself, in fact, have not &erved d4-ectly with
the Corps for something like nine year.s, and .therefor~ I have
been able to look at things perhaps m a different light. I
haven't seen the gradual change over the last nine years; and
there is no doubt that during this period our standards
have gone up immeasurably, in every way. ~~ey are v~ry,
very high today, and what is more they are rismg. .I _think
I can tell you without betraying ~y confidenc~,. that this 1s reflected in what I hear from all sides as I vmt Commanders
and Staffs. This is &ood, and as it should be, but "'.'e have no
intention of resting on our laurels. We shall continue to go
forward making our Corps better and better:
Gentlemen, the Corps is in good shape, and ID good heart.I thank you.

New Course /or Royal Signals
Ratlio Technicians
Nine young Royal Signals technician who passed out at
Catterick towards the end of March, w~re th.e . first to con;iplete a new course of special acaderruc trammg for r~ dio
technicians. This course, which includes 47 week~ of ess~nually
classroom studies, has been introduced to meet. the rap~d progress of modern commu nications and a . necessity to give the
young soldier a comprehensive understanding of the. fund a m e~ tal
principles of communications rather than the detaile~ pracucal
application. The nine soldiers were among approxun.ately 50
taking part in a passing-out parade held by 8th Regunent.
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Moss
Bros
COVENT GAR.DEN. W .C.2

THE COMPLETE MAN'S STORE

Open Thursdays till 7 p.m.
Nearest station Leiceste r Square
BRANCHES THROU GHOUT TH E COUNTRY

We dre o{flclal tallors to the Royal Signal s
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The School currently conta ins two communiue which are each very interested in
what the other i doing. The builder s do no t
em to ach ieve mud . when a drill parade or
a hockey match is going on on the squar., and
whenever the tower crane moves ev ryone has
a look to see if this time it is going to fall over .
The shape of the new build:Ogs can already be
. e::n by the imaginative. One officoc was e':'~!Il
stan<ling in a large muddy hole muttermg
"Yes, we'll put the telephon.s over there."

Som4" Sportin~ S1we••sst•s
After a late fall of snow, pring i with us. The sun i
shining at last.
ports offi::ers breathe a s:gh of . r .lief a_s t~eir
outs:and:n g fixtures are playe? of!· already t~ere 1s a sprmk~ ng
of athl ~tes on the sports fie.ds 10 the even mg, and the little
cem:n t dump ers h urtle round corners with r!newed abandon.
Prepllation for trade te ts and o ther examinations has been
in full swing. and the chool has also sc:ired some successes
in the sport.ng field. Captain (T.0.T .) R. D . Willjngale was
Clnmpion-at-Arms in th e orth ern Command F encmg Championships, winning the Indiv:dual Foil, Epc:.: and Sa_bre Competitions. Appren tices Logan and Richardson also d id well to
win the ovices' Epee and Sabre Competitions.
The Scho:il basketball tea m won the orthern Zone of the
Junior Army Cup, but lost in the Army semi-final to the
Junior Leaders' Regiment, Royal Engineers, by 32-33. I t was
a m:m exciting ma tch in which we r elinquished the lead only
in th e final minute of play. The captain of the school team
Apprenti ce Lance-Corporal Elstob, is to be congratuJa ted on
playing in the Army junior basketball team which bea t both
the avy and the R.A F. junior teams. We also congra tuJate
Apprentice Drew and Apprentice Lance-Corporals Sherlock and
Donaldson on being selected to shoot for the Army 40 in the
Inter-Services Small Bore Match. In the match they scored
between them 597 points out of a possible 600-an impressive
performance by any standards.
P!Ilney Squadron battled their way through successive rounds
of the Army Junior Rugby Cup to beat "A" Compmy, A.A.S.,
Chep>tow, in the final by two penalty goals to a goal. It was
a hard-fought game, played in very sticky conditions and
the one point lead seemed narrow indeed in the closing minutes!
Gt>neral Rawson will t.ake Gradna Hon Parade
Preparations and practices are now well under way for the
Graduation Parade, to be held on 13th April, and to be reviewed by a late D :rector of Signals, Major-General G . G.
Rawson, C.B., O.B.E., M.C. After that the School will d isperse
for three weeks' leave, wh ich we think is well earned!
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S1•orts. The ma in impression received during the month
of March has be ~ n the tremendous enthusiasm, not to mention
noise, which has accompanied the inter-Troop and Squadron
knock-out sports matches. Each Troop has been continually
waging football, rugby or hockey warfare at an incr::d ibly early
hour in the morning. As yet the fina l results have not been
decided, but v.hoever wins the competition will go down as one
of the most successful held at D ::nbury. P ipers and buglers
have gained much add itional practice in support of their Troop
teams.
At regimental sport, the hockey team was unfortunate in
being b::aten I-<> in a very close semi-final against ·the Junior
Leaders Regiment, Royal Engineers, and this prevented us from
appear:Og in the final of {he Junior Army Cup two years running.
Boxing. In the Army Individual Boxing Championships
h-ld at Dover earlier this month, the r egimental boxers unfortunately did not have a great deal of success. The only
outright winn::r was Junior Signalman Unwin who became the
Class B ( 10 st. 7 lb.) champion for the second year running.
Junior Signalman Carr could not quite rep::at his success of last
year and was beaten in the final.
Trad" nnd Eduf•ntlon. The sixteen boys of last term's
output who were retained here to complete their trade training
have now completed that hurdle and have been posted direct
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to Units. Elsewhere Captain W atson and his trade training
staff have completed the four th weekend exercise for this term's
output. The r~sults of trad ~ training tests at D enbury arc
continually rising and this term 90 per cent. of Junior L eaders
who have sat a trade test now h ave their trade rat ing. In
academ:c wing, senior and intermediate exams are under way
and we hope for similar encouraging results.
O dd .JoUings. Regular activities at D enbury continue.
The Junior Leaders' variety show" Monday Night a·t 8 " rec:ived
a much needed shot in the arm this month and one of the best
shows for a long time was produced. The highlight of the
evening was the act prod uced by Javelin Troop, the winner
of the even ing's first prize, who persuad ed the Commanding
Officer to b_come .the subject of "This is Your L ife." He was
somewhat astonished to be re-introduced to his " Boer War
Comrad e,'' "Childhood S we~theart" and " Old Q Sergeant
w:th an extremely broad Irish accent" and a gift of "Draw
D racula"
The new in take this term was a small num ber of 52. HighEght of the term for .rhe recruits was the weekend camp at
Churston Cove enjoyed in rather amazingly brillian t weather
Canoeing, swirr.ming, introduction •to radio, map read ing, fi eld
cooking and a night exercise were enjoyed by all. The staff
m anaged to retain their record as winners of ·the six-a-side
Junior Camp football.
T he Corps of Drum s, Pipers and D ancers perfo rmed in
ewton Abbot in suppor.t of the Churchill Me morial Fund
whilst Junior L eaders went th rough rhe town with collecting
box-s. Collections have also been m ade within the Unit.
The G eneral Officer Commanding 43(Wx) D iv. /District,
Major-General M. C. K. H alford, o.s.o., o.B.E., B.A., paid a visit
to the Unit on 8th Ma rch, 1965, and the fo llowing d ay a group
of headmaster s and career masters came to see what life in the
Army is like for a jun ior soldier.
Soutli D evon is basking in m id -su mmer wea ther as we
con ::lude these notes and prepare for another Graduation Day.
3rd REGDIE~T, UUI,FORD CAl\IP
Reghnent Provides Ila)[ Dh·isional Hugby Tt•am

Lord Luck c:rtainly was not on our side on two occasions
in March. The first, when we became runn ers-up in the
D:visional Basketball Competition to the K ing's Own Yorkshire
L ight Infan try, and secondly when we suffered a narrow defeat
to 7 Company Roya l Army S ervice Corps in the D ivisional
Rugby Cup. On the credit side though, tlte hockey XI won
their semi-final of rhe Command Cup and eagerly awai t their
opponents in the final. The D ivisional Rugby XV have just
returned from a mos t successful tour of B.A.0 R.-destroying
all that cared to meet th·em, and since the R egimen t contributed
about half the team it's fair to offer th em our congratulations
through these columns.
D espite all th e pleasures-I Squadron m aintain rh ey have
been doing all the work, and thar M arch has been a busy month
for the Squadron, and marks the beginning of t he exercise
season, now tha t the weather is becoming warmer . However,
the Air H ead Troop under Captain Peter Treseder, ·secondL ieutenant Spillan e and Sergeant Phillips (lent from Alpha
Troop) had to contend with Arctic condirions at K eevil Airfield
at the beginning of the month. The temperature dropped well
b_J.ow fre ezing and all water supplies b ecame solid. Even so
apart from one nigh t, the Troop managed to be fairly cornforrable when the n ew sleep'.ng bags arrived. It then snowed and
they were cut off from the outside world.
The Telegraph Operator AIII to All course ended and
Corporal N icol is to be congratulated on becoming top operator
on the course. Seventeen operators qualified-well done.
Cor1•oral .J. II. C lay forth , D.E.~f. , nnd
Detuehmf'nt \\·in C om1•etifio11
Tre Du Trnop also wen t ro K eevil Airfield for a few days'
exercise on their own. Th is was a settling down period and
enabled crew commanders to get to know their men. In the
Command:ng Officers Communications tests Corporal Clayforrh,
B.E.M., and his Du derachment came first in th_ "best "
detachment competition and Corporal Sleightholm and his Dr I
second . No soon-r was the event over when Exercise " Skywave" started and detachments and men were once again
scattered all over the country.
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SN1J(oh1J( D.R.s
When first the Regiment was asked to pro~id e D espatch
R iders to take part in the N . ~.T .O. N aval Exercise _held m ~he
North Sea in M arch, a certam a moun~ of. speculation was mevitable. We knew that some of th e ships mvolved were pretty
big but surely th is was rid iculous. However, our worst fea rs we re
stilled when it was explained that th e Fleet was to be b~sed
~n Bergen, Norway, for a few d ays and the D .R. s were required
for work around the port area. Four members of the Regiment
were duly warned for th is duty, two of whom were !rom the
Provo ·t clement and two, Lance-Corporal Daly and Signalman
Blackmore, from 2 Squadron.
.
It was decided that motor cycles would be taken. and this
met with great approval as all were k en motor-cycl ists . . Two
motor cycles were duly P!odu~ed by the R.M .P. ~nd suaable
clothing issued . The enswng sight of two Royal Signals motor
cy 1 mounted despatch riders gave old sweats a ~reat opportunity to ' grip ' the younger members of the R egiment about
the old days.
.
' ey certainly had an enviable task, and what more _proof is
r,qu.red to portray th e versatility of our Corps to fit mto any
need-be it work or play.
0

:a

Sq11ndro11 to tht• rort•
Apart from providing the majority of the. regimen tal _fo_otball
team, it seems that 3 Squadron now proy1d~ the ma)onty of
rhe regimen tal shooting team. At the begmnmg of th e n:o.nth
we entered the Southern Command small bore compennon,
and although the results are not yet out we_ r~kon to have done
pretty well, and the tea m are now trammg for the corps
meeting at Bisley.
.
Towards the end of the month the L.A.D . tran sferr~d their
workshop temporarily to the woods, and worked JUSt as
efficiently there-but perhaps one shou ldn't say tha~ or we shall
find ourselves with a bit of woodland for them mstead of a
.
building in the n ew barracks.
3 Squadron have s uccessfully run ~ n all-arms drive: upgrading course during the month, showmg that the probLm_ of
cap-badges matters ver y little save . for our lo~g suffermg
Quartermaster who is con tin_ually havm& to alter his scales for
the odd soldier from some mfantry r egiment.
O.C. 3 Squad ron and the Adju tant have now_ s_rarted trammg
some of the W ive ' Club to shoot on the mm1ature rangetheir progress is so good th at we shall soon be ready to. ch~ll enge
other wives' clubs. Perhaps we could start a Corps Wives Club
postal shoot-world wide !
.
.
In going to press, the Advance Party is out. preparmg the
way fo r a major Joint Force H ea<;tquarters Ex er~1~e after E aster,
and certain elements of th e Regiment are awa1tmg the luxury
travel afford ed by R.A.F. Transport Command. The barracks
are taking on a fresh look with painters everywhere, and creosote
.
being applied by the 45 gallon drum!
And with a final reminder to all ex-members of the Regiment
in the 3 Divisional Signals Reunion Club-<lon't. forget the Club
meet at Bulford this year as guests of the Regiment 15th-16th
May.

SEAGOING D.H.s OF THE 3rd ltEGDIENT
Lance-Corporal Daly and Signalman Blackmore of the ~rd
Regiment recently joined the Royal Navy for D.R. duties.
Read their story below.
The Regiment was asked ro. provide four despatch rid~s
for du ty in Bergen, Norway, with a N.A.T.O. Naval Exercise
in the Nor.th Sea. After much preparation, two ::ierr;,bers of
th. D ivisional Provost Section and two D.R.s from 0 _Troop
of 2 .Squadron set out on their way, and here follows their own
account of their experiences.
.
L ance-Corporal Daly and I arrived at Portsmouth on Fn~ay,
5th M arch, and reported on board the cruiser H.M.S. Lion,
bound for Bergen.
uo,·ul l\tnrbtes ,.,ok nff•~ r u s
After drawing bedding and settling down we joined the R?yal
Marines with whom we were messed. We stayed the mght
of the 5th in Portsmouth and sailed for_ th~ Firth-of-Forth ~nd
Moray Firth along the east coast, engagmg m gunner~ exerc1~es
en-route until Tuesday forenoon. We h~d a very mteres_nng
time going over the ship's guns and magazm s. B~th th~ 3 mch
and 6 inch guns are fully automatic and the way m wh~ch they
are loaded and fired is a revelation to see. We spent quite a lot
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Lance-Corporal Daly and Signalman Blackmore on board H.M.S.
Lion in Harbou r at Bergen , meet up with a Norwegian sailor

of time during one gunnery exercise in the co~p~y of a ~~yal
M arines cor poral, being shown over tJ;ie gun d 1re<;Uonal pos1t1~n,
and watchin a the radar-operated guns1ght> followmg and lockmg
onto the dr~gues, which were being to~ed by jets.
We sailed for Bergen from the Moray Firth on Tuesday midday and arrived in B.rgen on Wednesday afternoon, where we
found most of the flee t already ar~ived. There were ~bout 30
ships and submarines of varying sizes. Twelve of wJ:Uch were
in Bergen and the rest round the coast at the orwegian aval
Base, H aarkansvorn.
.
.
After a brief rec::e we were given our first despatch run wHh
no less than 25 addre~ses , most of wh ich we could not read. 'I_'he
rest of that day was a trial and error with a tou_ch o_f frustrauon
because of the language difficulties. Once this difficulty \VQS
overcome we found things ea y, and althoug~ the d e~parch runs
came thick and fast while we were on duty 1t was nice to relax
with a tot of rum during our own time.
We left Beraen on Monday, 15th March, and after another
gunnery exerci~e and speed trials we arrived back _at Portsmouth. We had our last tot of rum with the Marmes, who
were very good hosts during our stay on board, and returned
to Bulford.

RoytI/ Signals Amateur RaJio Society
Many readers of THE WrnE will have h~d the experience,
earlier ·this year, of having a book of Raffle_Ticker waved 1;1nder
their noses. At the suggestion of the President of the Society a
Fund Raising Draw was in progres and thanks to the efforts of
our members over 6600 tickets were sold.
The winning tickets, drawn at the Society's Headquarters
la te in March were:
7034, M ajor A. D. Taylor, R. Signals, Greasby, Wirral!,
Cheshire. (£30 credit vouchers witl1 D ay trom Ltd.,
the manufa::turers of Heathkit equ ipment).
1542, F. E. Wylie, Barn taple, Devon. (Jason " Everest"
transistor porrablc receiver).
8566, J. A. Shelton, Glasgo.v. ( tentor ian IO inch peaker
unit).
As a result of the Draw a litrle over £ 100 wa added to
the Society's funds.
During the annu~ I reunion ~veekend th e oci~ty' H:Q.
station will once again be operaung under th e pecrnl call 1gn
GB3RCS. Op~ ration on June 25th, 26th and 27th from 08 ..00
to 22.00 GMT will be continuous on the q Mc / band _with
additional transmitters on oth.r bands wh enever add1uonal
operators are available. A special lookout will be kept for other
Royal ignals amateurs.
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7th
In praise of
this month to
final and final.
exercise in the
Inspection.

REGDIE~T,

B.F.P.O. H

our hockey team we devote most of our spa~e
their two recent matches- the B.A.O.R. semiOther items f interest have been a R egimental
now, a Quicktrain and the Annual Administrative

Chautplons ar lasr-The St~Vt!l•th win
1'.A.U. l. Ho •key %
In a previous article it was reported that the team had won
the 4 Divisional final and was preparing itself for the next and
harder round of the competition. With a confident attitude of
" there is so much at stake we can't afford to lose now " they
went forward to the B.A.0.R. semi-final.
At Dortmund on Monday, 15th March, they met the 28th
Regiment. l be regunental supporters were there in force despite
the drivmg rain and mecharucal failures of the PJ:U bus. From
the start we were on top and with fast moves and accurate
passing we soon took the lead. The wa,rming cheers and
encouragement from the side lines then ~purred us onto a
ow there was even more at stake!
convmc.ng 7-1 win.
We eagerly awaited to learn who our opponents would benot a day was wasted, however, scouts moved out to observe
the tacucs of likely teams and practice matches were arranged
whene>er posSJble.
When the details were fixed, we were to meet the Some~t
and .....ornwall Light Infantry on Wednesday, 31st March, at
Rbeindahlen. On that bngbt, hot afternoon almost the entire
Reg=enr was surroundmg the red-shale pitch. The atmosphere
was electric: the wmners would be the B.A.O.R. champions and
then go forward to Aldershot for the Army final.
From the word go the pace was hectic, the confident and
orgarused supporters of both teams displaying their banners
and chanting their war cries. Within the first minute of play
Corporal Wnite had made it 1---0 in our favour. A great deal of
mid-field play followed until a brilliant pass from the right
wing by Corporal Oliver was soundly converted by Captain
.Moss. Two up to us.
Our team, encouraged by their early success pressed on
attack after attack but the SCLI's defence was effective. Then
came a short corner in SCLI's favour, our well-tried short
comer tactics were successfully applied against us and it was
2-I.

The second half began with just as much vigour as the first,
and after 10 minutes Corporal White made it 3-1 to us with
a neat move in from the nght wing. SCLI were given a chance
after a desperate struggle in our goal area-a clever penalty
flick made the score 3-2 to us.
Tbe game now became tense, with SCLI putting everything
they had into the scoring of the equaliser. This they obtained
from a penalty only seconds before time from a further wild
struggle in our goal area. Now it was 3-3.
During the first half of extra time a deadlock developed in
spite of the frenzied encouragement from the supporters, whose
shouts at times even drowned the R.S.M.'s voice.
After two minutes of the second half SCLI scored from a
short corner, puHing them in front by one point.
The suspense now became almost unbearable, both teams
were feeling the effects of the heat and pace, we seemingly to
the lesser extent or was it just in sheer desperation that we
pressed and pressed for that vital equaliser. Our attacks were
repeatedly broken up by the SCLI's flexible defence and
those that got through missed their mark by inches. As <he
time ticked away the deafening chants from our supporters were
of no avail and the situation looked very black. It was only
with a minute and a half to spare that Staff Sergeant Angell
came in with a long solo-dribble and an unforgetable shot that
made the ~cores equal once more, 4-4. This was too much for
some of our supporters who rushed on to the pitch and entertained us during the pause with wild cartwheels and somersaults
of joy.
In the extra time that followed the first team to score would
decide the match. It was still anyone's game. The first half
went by in fierce desperate struggling. Our hearts missed a
beat when the SCLI took a penalty shot, but Sergeant Houghton
collected the ball squarely. We had several shots at goal but
in the frenzy around the goalmouth they all missed their marks.
Then finally after an exhausting 34 minutes of extra time
Corporal White converted a beautifully placed pass from
Sergeant Angell-it was all over and the relief could be felt.
Our next major problem is how to get the Regiment to
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10th Regiment, Hounslow

An attack develops in the semi-final against the 28th Regiment

Aldershot to give the team the support it so rightly deserves.
Any suggestions would be of great help!
Congratulations
We would like to congratulate Captain B. F. Allen and T. H.
Wheawell on rheir selection for Staff College and wi~ them
both the best of luck for the future.
Arrivals
Major J. H. S. Weston, Captain B. B. Gallagher, Lieutenant
(T.0.T.) A. Whittington, W.O.II Meyer, Staff Sergeant Clarke,
Sergeant Saunders and Sergeant Hambleton have all joined us
during March. Staff Sergeant Bell and Sergeant Johnson are
among those who have rejoined the Regiment from detachment.
Finally, to all those who left the Regiment during March,
we wish the best of luck.

As we go to press we have just heard that the final
of the Army Hockey resulted in a win for the 7th
Regiment in their match against the R.A.P.C. (Worthy
Down) by 3 goals to I.

9th

REGIMENT,

D.F.P.O.

53

The past month has been mainly d evoted (apart from work)
to completing various winter sporting competitions and getting
ready for the summer. Small boat people are re-fitting; Cito,
the Corps yacht, is also re-fitting. Aqua-lung enthusiasts are
awakening from hibernation, and water ski-ing fans have seen
a film which revived all their old keenness. More news of
these activities will appear in future notes.
The soccer teams have had a disappointing time. 2 Squadron
finished second in the local Minor Units League, but have some
consolation due in that the first position was filled by a rather
large minor unit, namely R.A.F., Ayios Nikolaos.
The Regimental soccer team fought a close semi-final in the
local Army Cup Competition, losing 3-4 to the Royal Anglians
and are precariously balanced in the top half of the league,
where two points only separate first and sixth positions, and all
depends on goal average.
• • • But there was s o me bright spots
The brightest spots in the sporting scene were provided
by the rugby players. 3 Squadron won the C.S.O.'s Championship Competition by beating 2 Squadron of our Regiment, 262
Squadron and finally I Squadron (again of th is Regiment) in
a seven-a-side tournament.
3 Squadron also provided the bulk of the Regimental team
that got into the final of the Army Rugby Cup by beating the
Glosters 5-3. This surprised everybody on the island except
ourselves. The final was played at Happy Valley, Episkopi,
where our team was beaten 30-19 by the Cheshires in one of
the most thrilling and spectacular matches ever seen there. The
worst blow struck us when Mr. John Evans, one of our civilian
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CH IEF SIGNAL OFFICER'S CUP
Corporal White tries to take t he ball from a member of the 262
Signal Squadron Team. Corporal's Carson and Scott follow up in
support

ll.11.(!.-Fir!olt Guest NIJ:ht
The Regiment held its first Regim~tal Guest Night on
Tuesday 9th March since its reformation. Regrettably the
Regimen't has no Officers' Mess and has to share with H eadquarters Eastern Command, but we are very fortunate in being
allowed to hold two Regimental functions a year in "A" Mess.
On this first occasion the Regiment dined out Major Charl7s
Allen, on h:s retirement, and wish him all the best o~ luck Ill
his new job as S.0.3 Scottish ~mmand, and . Maior ':f?m
Hipperson on his appointment. as Lia.ISOn Offic.~r with £?e Bnush
Embassy, Pretoria, South Afnca, pnor to retirement 1Il 1967some people have all the luck!
.
It is perhaps worthy of some menuon. that out of the twentyeight officers dining in, a quick calculauon produced a total of
eight hundred and forty years service, an average of thirty ycarl'
per officer l
Visit of Lieutenant-General Sir George Cole,

members, wa injured, when ~e was tackled into a Cheshire
gpalpost just as he was touching down:
.
If the emphasis on sport should surpnse anyone, it must be
pointed out that at the eastern end of Cyprus we work summer
hours all year round, which le~ves ever;: afternoon. free for
administrative-hours staff; there is something happenmg every
afternoon for any off-<luty shift workers to enjoy.
And now the warm weather is approaching, pullovers are
being proofed gainst woollybear and packed a:vay. The s~
and sea are becoming bluer and calmer, and cncket secretanes
are making out fixture lists, co~fident in the knowl<;dge. that
they will never but never be rained-off. Of course, it will be
a little rough ~ the heat ~nd dust of the wadi for the M .P.T.
courses on fieldcraft, but the compensation of cold showers and
colder " keo " will help.

•••••••••••••••••••••
•
•
• TEST EQUIPMENT •
••
•
•
•
•
CALIBRATIO·
N
•
•
•
•• Assistant Engineers and Technicians are re- •
to carry out the calibration and
•
• quired
performance checking of the wide range of
• equipment produced by our Test Gear Depart- •
• ment. Candidates should have experience of •
• checking
or maintaining electronic instruments •
•
• to performance specifications, and some ••
• academic training in this field would be an •
•
The e permanent positions offer attrac.
•
• asset.
salaries, generous staff benefits and excellent •
• tive
conditions. Ex-Service personnel are •
• working
•• invited to apply. Applications, quoting Ref. ••
8073, should be addressed to: -The Employ•• ment
Manager, Plessey-UK Limited, Ilford, •
•
•• Essex .
•
•

K.C.B., C.B.E.
Lieutenant-General Sir George Cole, K.C.B., C.B.J;!., paid the
Regiment an informal visit on the 25th March ~avmg recently
taken over from General Sir Roderick ~1.cLeod . On the _26th
March the Regiment ~-ordinated . a display. of latest Signal
equipment held by vanous Royal Signals Umts for the benefit
of the Headquarters Eastern Cornman~ Staff ~t t~c Hea?quarte:s,
and the General is seen pictured with Bngad1er Pnce, Chief
Signal Officer Eastern Command.

0

• •••• • ••
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The Corps lin ks with B .lU. Tower o f London
There is probably no other place in England where so .mu~
history has been enacted in so small a compass as Her Ma1esty s
Tower of London.
· ·
d
The Tower is for this reason well known to VISltors an
tourists. Few members of the public, how~ver, and even of O'!f
own Corps, realise that the Regiment runs '.1 small _exchange m
the Tower. The exchange is a 10 + 50 s1tu~~ed m ~e basement of iR.H.Q. building of the Royal Fusiliers, which also
houses the Regiment's Museum.
.
Subscriben served by the exchange are vaned and range from
the usual ones such as Guard Room, Ordnance Depot, R.H.Q.
Royal Fusiliers to the more colourful ones such as the Governor
HM Tower the Curator of the Crown Jewels, Gun ~ark and
Brw~d To~er Observation Post. The laner extensions arc
used when salutes arc fired. There is an ex~~nsion to the Scots
Guards store. (The Scots ~uards by traditiop always have a
store room under Tower Bndgc.)
.
The exchange is manned 24 !hours daily, seven days a week,
by Mr. N. R. Staines, who has been there 13t years, and Mrs.
H. Jerome who has been there 1o! years. Mr. T. Cross, who
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retired la t year afcer 13 years at the Tower, was the third
op rator.
Regular as i ta nc~ i provided by Mr. P. J. M. Williams, an
operator on the su ength of H .Q. London D istrict Exchange
Hor e Guard ) an frequently .ilso by military Comc.:?n Op
of rhe L ondon Di trict Troop.
A n ew exchange, PMBX o. 3, : being installed and is due
to come into scrvic at Ea.ster this year. Thi exchange will
combine the requirements of the exi ting military exchange and
the eidsting M imstry of P ublic Works and Buildings Exchange.
All internal exten ion will be aum and certain important subrib r will b gran ted dir ect access to STD . The new
exchange will be handed over to the Mini. try of Pu blic Works
and Buildings and manned by arra ngemen t with the G.P.O.
It may be of interest to note that one of the Yeoman Warders
(?\ir. G. A. E. Gavey) at t he Tower is a retired Officer of our
Corps.
H e i delighted to ~ee anyone in the T ower wearing Corps
badges and invariably makes himself known and ha a chat He
h imself must be one of the few ex- ignals still in uniform
'".e~~mg F irst Wo_rld ~ar medals. Inciden tally any soldier
n 1ting the Tower in uniform may see the Cro wn J ewel without
paying entrance fee.

The trees that were kindly presented to the Regiment on
" march-in" to Helles Barracks last year, and subsequently
by S? many Regif?ents and individuals of the Corps, are be~
gmn:ng to how sign of life after the hard frosts of th e Jase
few mon ths. Ir will not be long before the landscaping in
H elles will look quite picturesque.
l "nss - off J•nrncles
The Inspecting Officers for the two recru it pass-off parades
held on . 1.2th an_d 26th March respectively, came from outsid;
th~ ~rammg; Brigade. On 12th -'.V1arch the G.0.C., Yorkshire
District, Maior-G: neral G. F. Up1ohn, c .B.E., came to take the
pass-off parade.

n est

IC ~ ruits

w'.

The b _st recruits on
this pass-off was Signalman Chris topher Stephen
Wood, who enlisted at
B 1 a c k b u r n on 7th
J anuary.
H e attended St. Mary's
C.Ollege, Blackburn, and
played soccer for Blackburn
Schoolboys and
Youth T eam .
H is reason for enlisting
in the Army was ro secure his future and to
advance as fa r as possible.
We wi
him well in
his future trade of Signal
T echn ician.
·

~e month of March ca_n best be described as changeable,
c~rtainly from a. weather if not from a Regimen tal point of

After the parad e and
presentations, the G.O.C.
had lunch with the
officers of the Regiment.
In the afternoon he saw
Sig nalm an C. S. Wood
some aspects of training
in H elles and Bourlon
and received a brief on draftin g procedures in 2 Squadron before d eparting.

Pt'rsonal
The R e~ mt:nt wish St:iff Sergeant Mor tlock and his fam ily
good luck m h1s new posung to the School of Signals Catter ick.
The Regiment's congratulations to the followin <>' personnel
"
upon their marriages :
Signalman L. Greenhalgh on 30/ 3/ 65; Signalman A. P . J .
Peddar on 27/2/ 65; L ance-Corporal F. E. Worrall on 20/2/65.
Al o congratu lations to the fo llowing upon births w:
ergeant and Mr . P. R. H ardman a girl, 6/ 3/ 65; Signalman
and Mr . Kay, a son 6/ 3/ 65; Corporal and Mrs. Pengilley, a
daughter, 19/ 3/ 65; Corporal and Mrs. Mangan, a son 24/7/ 64·
W.0.II and . Mrs. Singer, a son, 20/ 3/ 65 ; and to Sergeant
Yates on his engagement to W.O.IY A. Lonsdale, H.Q.E.C.
W.R.A.C. Detachment.
l lfb REGDIE::\"T, f'ATTEBJC'K ('..\~IP
lloo~e J,h1Ps

Dt>pot Squadron to n101>'e to

view. Early on m the month mu tterings of " Spring is her e"
(thc_>~gh ?Ot very loud) cou~d be heard from rhose Recruit Troops
anuc1pa t1D~ _sn?w and . 1ce-free adventure training seasons.
~ore pess1rrusuc muttenngs of " we haven t seen the last of
1r yet" from those conjuring up pictures in th eir minds of
snow-covered d~ 1 ll_ squares and ranges, were also in evidence.
The latter pred1ct1on proved correct. In the last week more
snow fell than at any rime during the winter, only to be
followed a few days later by almost a heat wave.
W~th the ~a~ual. runnin g down of 3 Squadron, which, at
the nme. of w~1tmg, 1s b~IDg absorbed in to the Depot Squadron
the Regiments tenure ID Bourlon Barracks will shortly cease
and the Depot Squadron will move to Hooae L ines recentl y
vacated by ~he W.R.A.C. Any skeletons ~hey have left in
~pboa~s will no doubt shortly be un earthed on " march-in "
m April.

Butchers : Grocers : Game Dealers
our aim in all Depts.:-

S up er b Quality

CHAS. JACKSON & SONS
63, 64 and 66 SKINNERGATE
Telephone
DARLINGTON
2955

E"~~~~h~d

Six1y

Years

Satisfactory

• WB BUY THE BBST "

DAILY
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DELIVERIES

Service

" WE SBLL THE BBST "

IN

YOUR

DISTRICT

*

*

*

S ig n a l m a n
Barry
Michael Whitehouse, of
57, Round Road, Erdington, Birmingham 24,
enlisted at that Ciry's
Army Informa.tion Office
on 1st February, 1965.
He attended Moor I r.d
L ane Secondary Modern
School and was a member of the toth Cadet
Battalion of the Royal
Cade t
Warwickshire
Force, in which he was
the Drum-Major.
An exponent of what
LO many people is the unusual game of baseball,
he played for th ~ West
Bromwich team in the
inter-district league. As
baseball is not played in
I I rh Regiment he turned
Signalman B. M. Whitehouse
to rngby, at which he
.
represented his Troop.
9zi Fnday, 26th Ma!fch, he was awarded the certificate for
bemg ~he ~st all-round recrui.r after the pass-off, taken by
rhe Chief Signal Officer, Northern Command, Brigadier P. F.
Pentreath, M.B.E.
He now leaves ro train as Driver, Roya l Signals, in which
trade we hope he attains his ambition of getting as far as
possible in the Army.
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Offie ••r!i· ~lt'!i!i
The quiet after the Ch ristmas fes tivities! But not for long.
Visitors co the M ess hav.: been comparatively few, although
distinguished. On I I th January, the G O.C.-in-C., Northern
Comm1nd, Lieutenant-G eneral Sir Geoffrey Musson, K.B.E .,
c.B.E., o.s o., lunched with the offic-rs of the Regiment, and
on 21'th January, our th en Signal Officer-in-Chief d esignate,
Major-General P. E. M. Bradley, C.B.E., o .s .o., spent an informal evening with the officers of the R egiment and their
I.1di.:s in our Cellar Club.
The 31st March, appropria tely, saw our last visi tors of the
4 u:irter besporting themselves through the Dales and in the
.Vlcss. This was the Wclbeck College hockey team, whom th e
Mess entertained for an evening during their tour of Catterick
TI1c entertainm ent consi ted of a motor rally through the
DJks which naturally, fin ished at the Mess for liquid refreshment and a buffet supper.
During the qu arter we said goodbye to the following membcr5: Captain s Brian Gill ~ r and Bryn (the Inf.) Thomas,
I.ieurcnants Jock Burns, Mike Orwin and Ray Etheridge, and
stly, but as she a ss ure~ everyone, not least, our favou rite
1 .R.A.C. subaltern, Tracey Denvir.
We wish them all the
est in ,the future.
In compensation ~or our losses, and most welco.me to the
Regi ment, are Captain John Holmes (Worcester Regiment) and
Lieutenants Mike Brock and John Drake.
Sut•ef'ss. S ut'ec•ss
" Garrison Wint er Games League, Darts C hampionship,
1964-65. Winners , 111h Signal R egiment (D epoe)." T h ese
words are boldly printed on a beautiful silver rose bowl, which
now stands proudly in the ergean ts' M ess, the result of many
cold Catterick winter evenin gs, when the members of th e Mess
pitted their skills with the " short javelin " aga inst the best in
the Garrison and R.A.F ., Catterick. As fa r as is known, th is
is the first rime this excellent trophy has been won bv the
Mes , and many congratulations arc due to those who played.
Not happy with just one tro phy, members entered the fi ve
Garrison individual events and emerged victorious in two of
the~e. Sergeant Ron Clarance carried off the darts trophy and
Staff Sergeant Ted Morrill the hilliards. All in all, a good
season, and now we wait pafr::ntly fo r next yea r, when we hope
to retain our title and possibly add more.

14th BEGD'ffi~T, GLOUCESTEll
Inn11~11rnti o11
s 1 ,~1ml

o( T.A.R.E. ;nul visit of
omc•1•r-i11-(' b;1•f

All eyes are n o w
focussed towards 12th
May, when the T .A.R.E ..
which was installed at
Bodd;ngton during last
yea r, is to be inaugu rat::d
by the V.C G.S., Lieut _nan r-General Sir Geoffrey
Baker, K.G.B., c .M.G. ,
M.C.
On 12th
C.B.E.,
March, as a forerunn r,
we were delighted to
receive the ignal Officein-Chief on his fir t visit
The
to .the Regiment.
main aim of rhc visit was
to be enlightened on the
workings of T.A.R.E.,
bur the General couple I
with this a rapid look at
a::rivities going on within
Pr ese ntation of the L.S . & G.C . Medal to
Robin wood Barracks.
W .0 .11 lORQMS) c . Cooke by General
The General arrived by
Bradley
car and was invited to inspect a quarter guard, this
this he did, and questioned each ma_n clos~ly on many aspects
of his life with the Regiment. The mspecuon was followed by
a presentation of Long Service and Good Conduct Medals to
W.0.I C. A. Derham and W.0.II (O.R.Q.M.S.) C. Cooke.
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The Signal Officer-in-Chief Inspects the Guard

.\. Crash Tour anti n look at EIO
TransIDitfer Pt•oje••t

This was followed by a crash tour of the Barracks and a
look at the Em Transmitter refurbish ing project being carried
our by Installation Troop--this is a major project which involves the rebuilding and subsequ.nt installation at Droitwich
of three 30 kw. transmitters which were re::overed last year
from Nairobi. At the Training School the General then saw
our con:ribution towards reducing the Training Brigade
" bulge "-a Comcen Operator Basic Training Course ~nd
also a Regimental Comcen Operator BIII-BII Upgrading
Course. We have reason to be proud of our achievements
in rhe training field-our last Comcen Operator Basic Course
achieved a 100 per C'!nt pass, and we are certain that the final
product is a good tradesman.
A brief visit to the \Varrant Officers' and Sergeants' Mess,
where R.S.M. C. D. Evis was able to introduce some of his
members, was followed by lunch in the Officers' Mess.
On Getting • Automated '
Then ro the main business of the dav-Boddingtoo and
the TA.RE. The timing of the visit suited_ us a:imira~ly, for
a week after this, the M.P.B.W. moved m to repaint the
T.A.R.E. control room and this produced some _exrr~
orcEnary sights such as the T.A.R.E. conrrol~ers ope_ram~g ID
a large plastic igloo in an endeavour ~o av01d the. mev1tablT
showers of paint as the decorators gaily slapped 1~ around.
The G eneral was closely bri-::fed by the Commandmg Officer
on rhe functioning of the T.R.C., and in add '. rioi;i to showing
great interest in r:te rechruca~ aspects, mad~ a po1~t of talk!ng
to as many personnel as possible to get t~e1r react:ons to b~.ng
"automated." It is hoped that he wa sausfied wnh _the replies!
Particularly in view of the fact that the canteen is. now a~so
"automatic" and tea and buns are shot out of 1mpres 1ve
machines with a gurgle and a grunt!
There was a lot to crowd into one day and regrettably there
was not time for the General to visit the Transmitter and
Receiver s.ite; this, no doubt, will come later, and we look
forward to that day.
Visitors

As always, we have had a full spare of visitor
. These
included Brigadier R. Loder, Co~ander, Glouceste~ hrre ~nd
Somerset Sub-District, who earned out the annual mspecuon
(no notes-the same a anv annual inspection!) and the new
G.0.C. 43 (Wx.) Division/District Major-General . M. C. K.
Halford, n.s.o., o.B.E., paid a flying visit, by helicopter on
to the roof of rhe T .R.C., also with the object of a T.A.R.E.
famliarisation
.
.
Operations and associated problems such as shift wor!cing
have not prejud'. ced our sporting endeav~urs, and we retained
the 43 (Wx.) Divi ion/District M inor Un :ts Football Cha.Henge
Cup after a spirited battle with 95 LT Commando Regiment,
R.A. (score 6--2).
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Th('I n. .1u. ' Dlm•d Out •
On Friday, 1:z.t. February, the Warran t Officers' and
Sergeants' ies 'd' 1ed out' W.0.I (R . . M.) D . G. Newton,
who has left us for a tour of duty with 63rd Regiment (T.A.),
and officially welcomed W.O.I (R. M.) C. D. Evis, who has
joined us from 263 Squadron (Trg.).
An excellent dinner, supplied, as usual, by our '"Duff,"
taff Sergeant edgewick, A.C.C., wa fo11owed by the preentation of an inscribed silver platter to R.S.M.
ewton
from the m embers of the Mess in appreciation of his hard work
whilst President.
The presentation was made by W.O.II
(R.Q.M.S.) B. L. Wh ite.

Lusaka Posting
By Sergeant E. J. llrool~s
The Royal Corps gets everywhere!
Sergeant Brooks
describes below how he spent a year in Lusaka, capital of
Zambia, on an emergency posting.
On 12th October, 1963, I departed from London Airport
on my way to Lusaka, Northern Rhodesia, to join Headquarters
Forces,
orthern Rhodesia and Nyasaland.
I was routed via airobi, where I had a one-day and night
stop-over to collect equipment.
At IO p.m. on 14th October I landed at Lusaka. There
had been a con iderable amount of confusion about my d epar.ture
from the Un ited K ingdom, hence, my arrival in Lusaka was
quite unexpected, and I found myself wandering around tlhe
airport building looking for someone with the "look of the
British Army " about him.
Finding no likely suspects, I
telephoned the local army barracks and eventually the Orderly
Officer arrived. He had heard vague rumours of a Ikitish &my
Headquarters being formed in Lusaka, but as yet had no certain
knowledge of the H eadquarters or any of its members. However, he solved my immediate problem by providing a rO?m
with a bed in the Sergeants' Mess of the orthern Rhodesian
Army.
Next morning, I found, to my delight, that my near neighbours were also Briti h Army, and that this Mess was to be
my home for the next month, when more permanent accommodation would be provided.
Within the next week lhe remainder of the Headquarters
staff arrived and work began.
The Headquarters did not become operative until rst January,
1964, when the F ederation of Rhodesia and Nyasaland dissolved; the task of the Headquarters being to provide for
defence of Northern Rhodesia and Nyasaland during the period
between dissolution of the Federation and these two countries
attaining independence. My own particular job was Cipher
Operator
In November the Northern Rhodesian Government purchased a hotel W'lhich was duly converted into offices and
accommodation for other ranks, and this was to be our home
for the next twelve months.
Our Headquarters laid claim to being the smallest in the
British Army, being only six officers and five other ranks in
strength, under command of Major-General G. H. Lea, C.B.,
D.s.o., M.B.E.
In December we were joined by 609 Signal
Troop, which, in turn, must also have been one the smallest
Signal Troops (one officer five other ranks). 609's task was
to provide communications for the Headquarters, in the form
of a CW link to Zomba, Nyasaland, and a <eleprinter outlet
on to COMCAN at Nairobi.
Life in Northern Rhodesia proved very peaceful, with the
one exception when the members of the Lumpur Church Sect
rose in defiance of the authorities. During this period work
went on at a pretty hectic pace, but at other times there were
opportunities for most of the Headquarters to see a bit
of the country. I was a little unfortunate, personally, in being
the only Cipher Operator. I was limited in the time I could
remain away from the Headquarters. However, I was still
able (thanks to lifts by the Northern Rhode ia Air Force)
to spend a day at Victoria Falls. The falls are a spectacle that
I will never forget, the very immensity was frightening. Also,
I managed a day-trip to Kariba Dam, whioh converts part of
the Zambezi River into the largest man-made lake in the
world.
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In July, 1964, Nya aland (now Malawi)
pendence, and Northern Rhodesia (now
Octo ber, 1964. Thus our task then came
were all to say goodbye to lhe sunshine
and to what had been a very interesting

was granted IndeZambia) on 24th
to an end and we
of Central Africa.
year.

lonely Lile for Mountaintop
Signallers
Yet once again we are happy to publish an article showing
the Corps doing its iob in an unusual place--this time at the
cop of a mountain, 6,400 Jeer high and at temperatures of 18
degrees below. We are indebted to 262 Squadron and Mr. T .
R. Coombs, Military Assistant Information Officer, Cyprus, for
the following account. (Pictures are on page 134)

*

*

*

Mention the word Cyprus and most people conjure up in
their minds pictures of sun-drenched Mediterranean beaches,
but it might surprise a great many people to know that for
three or four months of the year a small Royal Signals detachment shivers out the Islands short winter amid 19ft. snowdrifts.
They are members of the Troodos Detachment of this
Squadron, who rejoice in the nickname of "the Mountain Men."
Commanded by Sergeant John Francis, they man the Army
radio relay station sited 6,400 feet up on Mount Olympus, in
the Troodos range.
Constant snow blizzards and temperatures as low as r8
degrees below freezing point make life far from easy for the
me mbers of the detachment, yet morale is amazingly high,
because the boys lead a busy life, leaving liHle time for them
to dwell on their lonely existence or ·the eX!treme conditions
around them.
Yet with another hard winter almost behind them, no member
of !this derachment appears keen to change postings with anyone
on the Sovereign Base ATeas at Dhekelia and Episkopi. "We
have learnt to live and work as a .ream," Sergeant Francis explained. "There's no need for rigid discipline, because everyone realises the difficulties of our position and they all pull their
weight."
All this, despite the fact that during the past winter, the
members have several times found it necessary to dig t hemselves out of their snow-covered 2oft. x 3oft. hut as drifting
snow blocked the two entrances. In fact for quite a long time
conditions were so bad that access through one door was by
means of a itunnel burrowed ·through bard-packed snow!
Perhaps it:he most rigorou~ ·t ime, however, was during
February, when for days on end the road to the mountaintop
site became impassable to anything other than a bulldozer
after long spells of blinding snow. It was during this period
that a combination of solid ice forming on a 6ofit:. radio tower,
carrying a dozen or so aerials, and consistently high winds,
caused the tower to collapse in a tangled mass of tubular steel.
Wearing fleece-lined Parfas to keep out the biting cold,
men were called upon to work far into the night to repair the
communications, first on the scene being Lance-Corporals
Graham Jobson and Graham R iddy, on shif.t at the time the
tower buckled.
But Troodos holds this sort of problem for a very short
time of the year. During ilie long, hot summer, the men are
extremely grateful for the alti-tude and far more equable
temperatures than those experienced "in the lowlands."
Whatever the time of year, however, limited social aotlvity
makes 1t necessary for the lads to have their own interests.
In the words of Lance-COrporal Jack Balmer: "Most of us
try to find a substitute for the lack of facilities. Mine is learning to play the guitar; Jobson and Riddy are camera enthusiasts and make use of dark ·r oom amenities at Royal Air
Force, Troodos, where we are acx::ommodated."
Lance-Corporals Tony Young and Ray Hawkins, together
with Signalman John Walker, all share the common interests
of ski-ing in winter and swimming in summer. They explained that despite being on top of a mountain, excellent
facilities for the latter were provided ait a priva·te hotel-The
Fore$! Park Hotel- in nearby Platres, which boasted a heated
pool!
All in all, this small Royal Signals detachment gets a great
deal out of their apparently lonely life, and it is a long time
since a member of the detachment has requested a move from
this tiny outstation " on the roof of Cyprus."
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CONQUEROR
SARACEN COMMAND VEHICLE
DAIMLER
SALADIN
LAND ROVER
CHAMP

The C13 is the official replacement for the
WS1 9H p set. It is in service with the British Army
and 14 overseas armies as the extra long range
set in Fighting Vehicles. Exceptional range and
performance, simplicity of controls. ru gged climatic
protection and the elimination of all netting
combine to make the C1 3 a versatile and highly
serviceable equipment. It conforms in all respects
to the Joint Services Specification K114G .
The C1 3 provides up to 25 watts
RF output on Phase Modulation. Used with its
RF Amplifier No. 7 the power is increased up to
250 watts.

BRITISH COMMUNICATIONS CORPORATION LIMITED
MEMBER OF
THE CONTROLS AND,
COMMUNICATIONS
GROUP

EXHIB ITI ON GROUNDS, WEMBLEY, MIDDLESEX. Telephone: WEMbley 1212. Telegrams: BEECEECEE WEMBLEY.
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It' s tliat 11 nit .A gain ...

Tiie
Highest
Troop
in tlle
Corps ...

The WIRE
Drops
in on the
Cheerful
19th

Say that
Catterick
Winters
are hot!

•

They write to say their
notes are pictorial for
this issue but that they
hope to produce one or
two inspiring articles
when they are less occupied with the Borneo
confrontation!

I. L/ Cpl . Ray Hawkins about to climb a 60-ft. radio
tower. 2. Sgt. Francis assists in clearing the entrance
to the radio relay building. 3. It's not only Eskimos
who live in igloos! This ls the entrance to the Army
~adio relay building on Mt. Olympus, and that tunnel
'." 4-ft. high. The whole area is covered in deep drifts ;
on fact most of the 10-ft. high security fence around
the site has disappeared beneath the snow. 4. The
tangled wreckage that had only shortly before been a
60-ft. tower. Note temporary yagi arrays attached
to mast sections to keep co~munications through.
5. This picture of the remaining tower gives some
idea of the extreme conditions. The effect of gusts,
between 80 and 100 knots on this mass of ice Is not hard
to imagine

I. The Adjutant, the C.S.O., Captain (Q.M.) E. R. C. Wall, W.0.11 E. A. Beasley, Staff-Sergeant M. Foy and, just hidden, Ser1eant W. J. Hills. 1.
Selamat Berpisah Tuan, R.S . M. Lord, the C. O . and W.0.1 Wan Jalil, M.B.E. 3. Thirty-nine men of M.T. Troop receivin1 the S.B. A. Safe Drivin1
Certificates. 4. At Telok Paku Married Quarters (left to right) : Fatiman Bte Hussain, Habsah Bte Yusoff, Staff-Ser1eant Harithuddin Zalnab Bte
Pandak Abd Rani, Sharifah Shinum Bte Syed Ali, W.0.1 Wan Jalil, M.B.E., Raaya Bte Seman, Baldah Bte Che Rom, the Brl1adler, the C . O .
the l.l.C. S. The Adminlotrative Inspection by our Base Area Commander, Bri1adier R.F.B. Hensman, O.B.E. At the end of the M.T. Inspection .
(left to right) : Major Sandys (l.l.C.), Captain Gosline (M.T.O.), the Bri1adler, C o rporal Syed Mohmood. 6. Winners of the Singapore Hocke y Auoc·
latlon Div. 2 Championship, Sin1apore Base Area 6-a-Slde, Sin1apore Services 6-a-Side, Singapore Base Area Major Units, FARELF Cup Sln1apore
Zone and the FARELF Cup. (Left to right) Bock row: Captain Wall, Sicnalman Freeman, Lance-Corporal Asharl, Ser1ea.nt Shamsuddln, Slcnalma.n
Arshad, Signalma.n Selveraja, Lance-Corpora.I Hassan. (Front row): Staff-Serceant Lee, Corporal Mohd Jaafar, Seraeant Nh:ar, the C.O., Sl1nalman

Abdullah, Sianalman How, Lance-Corporal Wona.
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10,000 channels between 2 and 12 Mc/sand an output of
15 watts p.e.p. have given this 221b packset (including
battery) a range of punch and purpose far beyond that of any
existing equipment, whether it's used in jungle, fjord orwad1.
Frequency synthesis, HF SSB operation with AM
Telephony (full DSB) and CW telegraphy services are all
concentrated in this slim, lightweight equipment which
employs semi-conductors throughout, common circuitry
for transmit and receive facilities and modular construction
- all combining to make the GR.345 the greatest advance
for years in its field.
136
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There's a lot more to know about the GR.345. Contact us
and we will be pleased to tell you.

Hetlifon
Communications Division , Wandsworth, London, S.W.18
Telephone : VANdyke 7281
A Member Company of the Rediffusion Group
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A Cheerful Inspection at the 30t'1 Regiment judging from
tlle G. 0. C's smiles

YOU CAN'T KEEP

THEM DOWN!

Lieutenant Colonel A. R. Wythe, gathers together the ex-boys of the 22nd Regiment prior to his departure. We must point
out that all are not on the photograph due to a large number being on exercise and leave. O ur greetings to all other ex-boys
of the Corps. Can any Regiment beat this total?

Seated · Corporals Hill, Daly , Sharpe, Noad , Denton , Schofield , SergeantS Milton, Uttridge, Staff Sergeant Brown , W .0 .11 Cage, Lieutenant-Colonel A. R. Wythe, W .0 .11
Agatsiotis, Staff Sergeant Avery, Sergeants lsgate, Gray, Greaves, Corporals West . Watk ins, Harvey, Lance-Corporal Gruncell

First row : Signalmen Parkinson, Mullen , Peace, Lance-Corporals Blackett, Whydell, Signalmen Baynham, Cunliffe (2S3), McGlaughlin, Heapy , Duff, McCarthy, LanceCorporals Brooke , C hristie, Signalmen Gray , Lyons, Chand ler, Crompton, Bryan, Consales, Day
Second row: Signalmen Finnegan, Wright , Jackson (316), Rogers, Reade , Brailsford, Dickson, Lance-Corporal Coultish, Signalman Gethin, Lance-Corporal Prior , Signalmen
Devlin, Young , Lance-Corporals Stanton, Mitchell (808), Corporal Crabtree, Signalman Robinson, Lance-Corporal Jackso n (487), Signalmen Smith, White (OS9), Spencer
Third row : Signalman Crone, Lance-Corporals Park t Bethan, Signalmen Read , MacGregor, Bates , Lance-Corporals Humphreys, Hedges, Harkins. Signalmen Chivers, House,
Moran, Lance-Corporals Boag, Peacock, Signalmen Rooney , Meredich, Cowley, Edwards, Lance-Corporals Smith (439), Dixon , Robin•on (972), Carlin'

Not on the photograph •¥ere: Sergeant Williams, Corporals Appleby, Boon, Cooke, Christmas, Crumbie, Fortune, Hawthorne, Jackson (063), Leigh, Lance-Corporals Donnely,
Donaldson, Flynn, McKellar, McGuiness, Nuttall , Robinson, Rouget, Round , Smith (11 8) , Signalmen Baynton , Buckman, Bennett, Camp, Cowling , Cl iffo rd , Cni& , Coate,
Campbell ('409), Duffield, Edwards (784), Gene, Home, Hine, Hodgson, Jack, Kay, Longhurst , Lally. Mawer, Mitchell (219), Mackay, McKitterick, Robin.son (377), Re id (052),
Peter , Sullivan, Sixmith , Wilson (923), Warnecte.

22ntl Regiment, B.F.P. 0. 16
I. The visit started in the Warrant Officers and Se,.geants Mess
Hook, Royal Army Pay Corps, the G.O.C. and R.S. M. C. Nutton.
.

A good move t his ! (left t<> righl} : Staff Sergea n t D . Morga n and Staff Sergeant

.
2. Next, to the men 's D in ing Room where the G . O . C . talks to Lance-Cor
IJ h
·
. .
.
in attendance Sereeant Cotterill, Army Catering Corps Major M I
U . p~a .o ns, Signal man W1gg1ns, Signalm an McGrat h, Sign a lman Denton,
3 Th G
'
a one,
ntt
e sS1 ng Officer. In the background t h e Orie ntal Food Counter
•
e eneral Officer Command ing asked Staff Sergeant (Fore
f s·
·
.
reply '"The pay, Sir." Hence the smiles, Major Symons shares the 'I'o~"e.o •1nals) Kitchen if his wife d is liked anything a bout the Army. The prompt
. ~· 640 S_i1nal Troop with Captain Hodgson and Sergeant Ha don flank i
.
Dockonson, Signalman N icholls, Signalman Woodman, Sii:nalman ~ u
Cn1 the General Officer Commandong. The troop (/•ft to right) : Signalman
P rway. orporal Pentland , Lance.Corporal Board an d Co rporal Nixon

Interior Ec•onomy Inspection
~~ year's inspection was carried out on Thursday i8th
H c ' by the G.O.C. Aldershot D istrict, Major-Gen~ral P.
ri,i~' C.B.E., D.~.o., M.C. He was accompanied by Lieutenantone C. (\ . . Simpson, T.D., The King's Regiment A AG
Aldershot D1stnct, and Lieutenant-Colonel P. L. Bod ' Q ·D .G.,
A~be~ Qb.M.G ., Dorset S?b-District. The visit isy, weil ·de·~
sen
Y the accompanymg photographs.

Golf
B.C.H. writes.-The first golf match of th
plaY_ed at. the Ashley Wood Golf Club on W~~!~n was
April, agam~t H.eadquarters, Army Emergency Reserve.
~
=~~ of ~is h 1 Y successful meeting will be published next
n ·E
eanw e, the result was a win for Headquarters
Arm Y mergency Reserve, 6--2.
'

ef

1

840 IJ(nal Troop (Globetrottc•rs)
March is over thank goodn 1 H
interior econom '
·
ess ·
owever, between all the
Y, qwte a lot of normal troop activities have
been taki ng p Iace.

Exercises
Ground Liaison Officers' Exercise No. 25, at R.A.F., Chivenor,
enabled Sergeant Stogdale and his men tto escape from Blandford f?r. two weeks' " jolly " by the sea.
. Trammg for Exercise " Easter Lightning " commenced durmg the n:ionth and the Troop provided assistance to 205
Squadron m the form of a Dn and C15 detachments.

World News
Two more countries have been added to the board during
the mon th. We wish good luck to Lance-Corporal Board who
his left for "James Bond Country," i.e., British Hondura; and
aG~ to Lance-Corporal Shaw, who is spending East~ in
1braltar.
Sport
The Troop bask_e~ball team have met with success in the
new Swan Competition.
Versuds H.Q. Squadron the Troop won 54-40 and against
3 8 qua ron they won 8o--6.
'
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22nd llEGDIENT, B.F.P.0. 16
The recent weeks have been, on the surface, a period of
calm, though we have by no means confined ourselves to barracks, which is against our nature. Much work has been done
by " M " Troop, altering vehicle fittings for future exercises,
which are beginning to appear on the drawing board. Also a
delayed C.I.V. approaches which, all told, is enough said for
seasoned warriors.
A welcome is extended to Majors Mathie and Plummer, who
have recently joined the Regiment, and we wish them a happy
stay. Also to Lieutenant Siderfin on his return from orway,
where, so he says, he has been ski-ing. Many members of the
Regiment on detachment, or courses in far-flung places, have
returned, and Troop Commanders are beginning to smile again.
Sport has featured well in Regimental life. The Regimental
soccer team has added further to their laurels by winning the
B.A.O.R. Royal Signals Cup. In the final they beat 1 Division
H.Q. and Signal Regiment.
Now that Spring is in the air the rugby XV has once again
taken the field, with mixed success.
A rerun entered the
"Concordia " Sevens at Hamm, the sole Royal Signals representatives, but were eventually knocked out by the Duke of
Wellington's Regiment.
Churohill Barracks is inhabited by ourselves and 42nd Medium
Regiment, Royal Artillery. An inter-Squadron/Battery minor
sports competition is currently running. To date, I Squadron
have emerged winners at ba ketball, and the doubtful " sport "
of " Shinty." After suitable recuperations, other sports are to
be attempted.

l.o.sses n1ul Gnins. A not<;worthy event, albeit away from
the Regiment, was the marriage of Lieutenant R. Boden ro Miss
Carole Cottee on 6th February, 1965. We wish them all the
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very best in married life. We also welcome W.O.I (R.S.M.)
D . F. Langston, who has joined us as W.0.I (R.S.M.), P. W. H .
Lafferty's successor. We welcome Sergeants Millar, Watson,
Simmons and Dannells to the Regiment.
Of late, the strength of the Regiment has fluctuated amazingly,
Lieutenant R. T . Westerman (244 Squadron) is forming his
new Independent Troop prior to their move to Hohne.
Lieutenant R. p _ Shiner has left us temporarily to settle 6o4
Troop in their new "home" in Munster. We wish them happy
thrusting. Meanwhile, the Regiment has taken on the commitment of the basic training of two courses; one of Radio Operators
and the other of Driver Royal Signals.
Extraordinary Goings-on. Social life has not been at
a standstill during the last few weeks. The Regimental Police
were surprised one night by the entrance of a number of longha.ired shabby individuals with almost equally "rough" ladies.
They were soon informed that the Sergeants' Mess was holding
a Beamiks Ball at their pad. Not to be outdone 244 Squadron
also let their hair down and held an equally " informal "
T ramps Ball.
S(lorting Not1•s. Great rejoicing in the Sports Club was
the order of the day when the Regimental football team beat
4 Division and H.Q. Regiment 3-2 to win their way to the
final of the Royal Signals Cup Competition B.A.O.R. While
at the same time even orders had been read to find out how
·troops were ucceeding in the Inter-Troop ports Competition.
The sports played being hockey, football and ba ketball with
only Rugby to be played to complete the competition. We
must conclude that all good things come to an end. We are off
Thrusting again!
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THE BRITISH ARMY'S NEW HF RADIO STATION-THE A.13

Plessey lOJIK\
The most up-to-date, fully transistorised, lightweight, military H.F. packset-the Plessey-made
A .13-is now in full production. Already adopted
by N.A.T.O. and Commonwealth armies, the
A.13 has proved its superiority in world-wide
trials and in service with the British Army.

Free Tuning without Netting
The A.13's crystal calibrator makes any one of
the 2,400 channels in the 2-8Mc/s band available
immediately, without netting.
PM, AM and CW Operation
Phase modulation gives improved range with
longer battery life. AM and CW facilities make
the A.13 compatible with existing systems.
Multi-Role Flexibility
High-grade, lightweight ancillaries can be
provided for any man-pack, ground station or
vehicle role. Transistorised amplifiers, hand
generators, voltage regulators, remote controls I
vehicle adaptors and a full range of aerials are
all available.
Ruggedness with Easy Maintenance
The A.13 fully meets the most exacting British
Army standards for rug gedness and ease of
maintenance. Highest reliability is maintained
throughout the A .13' s long life.
Rechargeable Batteries
With a 1:9 transmit/receive ratio, the battery life
exceeds 8 hours. Batteries are quickly charged
from the hand generator or any vehicle supply.

THE CORPS ON PARADE IN FAR OFF BAHRAIN
3 Squadron march past during the administrative inspection

General Whistler accompanied by W .0.1 C. T. A. Hughes inspects
the Quarter Guard

15th llEGIMENT, D.F.P.O. 69
Having been re-formed for four months the
Regiment is now settling down well. This process
is made more difficult for some due to the indifferent accommodation they occupy. However,
some sterling do-it-yourself work is vastly
improving our less desirable properties.
At the end of March the Regiment was honoured by a visi.t
from the Representative Colonel Commandant, Major-General
A. M. W. Whistler. The General spent a day with the Unit as
part of his tour of Units in Middle East Command. On arrival
in the Unit lines he inspected the Quarter Guard which was
commanded by Sergeant W. H . M. Feeley. Our R.S.M., W.O.I
C. T. A. Hughes, managed to persuade various Squadron
commanders that the men he wanted for the guard were not as
indispensable as the Squadron commanders had previously
thought. The result was a very polished performance on the
day although needless to say the R.S.M. did not altogether
agree. No R.S.M. is ever one hundred per cent. satisfied on
these occasions.
The Commanding Officer, Lieutenant-Colonel J. W. Rayner,
then briefly explained the role of the Regiment after which
the General met three representatives of the W.R.A.C. element
of the Regiment. Yes, we do have six n;iembers of the W.R.A.C.
in the Unit although, much to the annoyance of some of our
single soldiers, they live and work some five miles from the
main part of the Regiment. After this the Colonel Commandant
took coffee with some of our families. Af.ter visiting Corporal
R. Cattermole's W.O Hiring in Crater and members of the
Unit on the ranges rhe General concluded his visit in the
Sergeants' Mess where he met Royal Signals Warrant Officers
and S.N.C 0.s from all Units in Aden.
All members of the Regiment congratulate Corporal C. C.
McMillan on me award to him of the Commander-in-Chief
Middle East Command commendation for exemplary conduct.
(Reported in the Arpril/ May WIRE.)
New Auto Exchange
r Squadron, who are responsible for the majority ?f the A~en
military telephone sys.tern are at present hard a_t it prepan~g
for the introduction into service of the long awaited automauc
exchanges. These are being installed by Captain M. Hogan
and his small band of assistants from 30th Regiment aided by
representatives of Messrs. Ericssons.
I.on~

A.13 standard man-pack radio

For further details
please write for Publication No. 233

•

PLESSEY-UK LIMITED
Telecommunications Division
llford, Essex. Telephone: llford 3040
Telex: 23166. Telegrams: Plessey llford Telex

Distance Radio
2 Squadron, the Radio Squadr?n, are fu_lly col!l~tted providing operators for internal secunty duties m addition to th?se
they have up-country pro':'iding rear links fo.r ~ther Unm.
For training they are workmg schedules to Uruts m the U.K.
and Bahrain using the S.R. Du. The Squadron Commander,
Major S. G. Walker, would be delighted to hear from any other
Units wishing to train in this way.
Notes from Bahrain
Notes from 3 Squadron which is located some r,500 miles
away from R.H.Q. in Bahrain are as follows:
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The Squadron was on parade on 5th March, 1965, for the
Annual Administrative Inspection as can be seen from the
photograph. The only para?e ground availa~le was SNOPG's
(Senior Naval Officer Persian Gulf). Luckily we persuaded
the helicopters who use the gro_und as a landmg stnp to stay
aboard their frigates for the penod.
We are sendin"' off a D I I vehicle again with the next
Captain Amphibic°us Warfare S".luadro~'s exerc_ise. Las.t time
after managing to land the vehicle w1~out rrushap from the
Rhino (a powered raft that takes the vehicles frol!l the LS.Ts
to the beach) the vehicle plus trailer was stopp~ m progress~
up the beach by another 3-ton vehrcle (the Umt should remain
nameless) and then gradually changed into a sand submar~e.
This time the vehicle is going with the remark from the Manne
Staff Operations Officer as "~oily good i;>ractice for beach
landing parties "-we hope he 1s not too nght !
The Squadron won the HQLFPG ~ockey Cup and _is b~in*
presented with the cup after a f.r:iendly .match with A
Squadron 5 Innis DG. We are trymg ternbly hard to pack
the team hard enough to ensure we win this last game!
Major C. A. M. Robertson has now takei;i over the Squadro~
while Major H. D. V. Chappell, our previous 0.C., spent ~s
last few days with us acting as A.D.C. to the Representative
Colonel Commandant during his visit to our part of the world.
We welcom~ Major Robertson and wish Major Chappell all
the best in his new job at H.Q. orthern Command, York.
16th UEGDIE"T, D.F.P.O. 3.;
Two 16th llegiments in one IJarriwks
Chief Clerk, 16th Signal Regiment, Bradbl_ll'Y Barracks:
"Hello, .is that ·the Ohief Clerk, r6th R.A.? Chief Clerk, r6th
Signals, speaking."
Chief Clerk r6th Light Air Defence Regiment, R.A., Bradbury Barrack;: "Yes, can I help you, George?"
Chief Clerk, r6th Signal Regiment, Bradbury Barracks: "We
have a letter here addressed to us, all about radar sets. We
don't know anything about it. Could it be yours?"
· Chief Clerk r6th Light Air Defence Regiment, R.A. Bradbury Barracks': "Yes, it probably is. I will send somebody
across for h now."
.
This, and many other occurrences, have wasted ume ev~r
since the two Regiments, both numbered 16, . have b~en . m
the same barracks. Who ever thought up the idea of ~avmg
rhe same numbered Regiments stationed together, obviously
had no idea that people can make mistakes and only remember
a number. Neither Regiment would change its number, ~o thes_e
daily occurrences were accepted. But now, d~e to a little bit
of trouble in the Far East the Gunners have JUSt left us, and
we have the whole barracks to ourselves.
It is hoped, as a resul~ of this, ~e efficiency of our unit will
now rise although we miss the noise and e.xCJtement of 30 and
32 Battecy's tractors, gi.ms and radars rolling out from the barracks off on another exercise. We wish them luck in FARELF.
•• Comcen 01terators better than •· • • •
Dnt rend below
You might think that all we do here is to pass paper around
and watch other Regiments working. You could be wrong.
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I
quadron working three-way shifts throughout th e year
provide
tatic communications to England and the rest of
B.A.O.R 2 qu:idron, for .l long time immobile, now moves,
and will be seen this summ ~- fully op;:rational, we hope, in the
training area of Germany. 3 Squadron keeps well out of the
way, in B.lgium and provides comm. nication
in the
d\•anc~d Ba e, while Training
quadron tra ins Comcen
operators, " better than anything the Training Brigade can produce," at lea t that's what O.C. Training quadron says! H.Q.
Squadron, who do everything else in th unit now have an
ex-Infantry officer in .H.Q., so we might see a platoon of
coob dug in around the ration tores fighting off the starving
R.H.Q. clerks and L.A.D.

16 O r lfi-it"s nil lht• sam('

With only one " 16 ., in the barracks, we hould obviously
Ir- going from strength ro strength-but are we since the
folio\\ ing was heard in the Adjutant's office ye terday.
Yeoman : "You remember tha t signal, si r, we had in last
week, addressed to 2 quadron r6th Signal Regiment, about
men required for Aden."
Adjutant: Ye , I remember, we spent a morning asking everyone in 2 Squadron, and nobody knew anyth ing about it."
Yeoman : "Well we have traced the originator. It should
have gone to 2 quadron, 61st Sign al Regimenc (T.A.). They
are gerring the number back"Wards now."
Can we ever win!
Gf"RKJD..\ S I GXAL S
J 7th R E GDIEXT. SER E :i\m.\ N . :)fALn .· I .\
' "i s itors
March was notable as a month for visitors. O n the first of
the month Brigade Signal Squadron Commanders and the O.C.
of the G urkha Parachute Company Signal Troop assembled
for the half-yearly Gurkha Signals Promotion Conference. No
sooner had they departed than we had visits from our MajorGeneral, the visiting Roman Catholic Bishop to the Forces
and numerous others finally end ing the month with three
Major-Generals and two Lieutenant-Colonels. On this day, the
fourteenth on which we had visitors, our Regimental Adjutant
gave serious thought to taking up market gardening or pig
keeping-anything for a quiet life . (Sready on- Editor.)
Life Some times Ge l s L ike That ?
H ere is his report: " Scene: Regim_ntal Headquarters. A Major-General is
expe::ted at 12.40 The Adjutant the Gurkha Major and the
R.S.M. are talking on the verandah. The Commanding Officer
is changing into yet another fresh uniform. T he Quarterguard
is making final preparations in the G uard Room.
Time: 12.25 p.m.
The Action : The main gate swings open and a large staff
car is drivi:n irr and halts in front of Regimental Headquarters.
The Adjutant blanches. The G urkha Major looks around
wildly. The R.S.M. runs to the Guard Room.
The Adjutant and the Gurkha Major bravely approach the
car whose door opens co reveal a mere Lieutenant-Colonel who
quite innocently says he is looking for the Officers' Mess."
~lemorubl e

.\

Dn~·

r~eiver which were presented
Tru t. To complete -the rig the

to the R egiment by the Nuffield
members erected a three-element
rota ry beam together with a rotator and we are now doing fi ne
busin .ss. On the opening night 35 stations were worked
in::luding six "G Land " and 16 in West Europe.
The station is on the air most nights from 2r.oo hours local
ti-Tie until th e operators coilapse with jaw ach e usually about
2 o'clock in the morn ing.
IUtll

REGDIENT,

•• /o

G.P.O..

SING.\l"OllE

' "isit of llu• l ' or1•s Ba11d
The highlight of the last few weeks has been the v1su
of the Royal Signals Staff Ban::! to Singapore. Captain ('
H. Pike L.R.A.M ., A.R.C.M., P.S.M., Director of Music, Royal
S ignals, arrived on 12th March with 40 of his musicians at Pa y~
Lebar, Singapore's civil airport. They had two days to r ecover
from their flight before they started on their programme, which
includ ed:

r6th March.-Played Retreat at Princess Mary Barracks, fol
lowed by a concert in the Officers' Mess.
17th March.-All ranks' concert at St. John's School.
18th March.-Junior ranks' dance, 18th Regiment.
20th March.-Regimental parade, 18th Regiment, and Regimental ladies' guest night in the Officers' Mess.
21st March.-Corps Church Sunday at St. John's Garrison
Church, Dover Road.
22nd M arch.-Warrant Officers and Sergeants' ball, 18th Regiment.
24th March.--Corps d:nner night, Princess Mary Officers'
Mess.
The Retreat, on 16th March, was an historic occasion for
two reasons. It was the first time that the Band had visited
or p'.ayed in FARBLF, and it was the first time it had played
with the Pipes and Drums, Gurkha Signals. The combined
efforts resulted in a splendid and moving R etreat. The performance drew large crowds of guests and members of the
Corps, families and friends, who enjoyed not only the good
music and drill, but also the spectacle of the bright plaids of
the pipers, white jackets, and the gleaming silver of the bandsmen's in struments. Later the same evening the Band gave
a very enjoyable concert to an invited audience and officers
of the Corps in the Princess Mary Officers' Mess.
The all ranks' concert was given to a good and appreciative
aud!ence in the air-condition ed assembly hall of St. John's
School. Everyone was delighted to hear the latest London
musical hits (there are a few "squares " here who had never
~ard them before! ) and to witness the versatiliy of the Band.
It seems, however, that the energy which the musicians put
into their performance was too much for the air-conditioningthe stage was a warm spot! The 19th M arch gave them a
chance to cool off, as it was a rest day for them, and in the
morn ing they went on a tour of Singapore Harbour and some
of the more friendly neighbouring islands. In the afternoon
they visited T iger Bre weries and discovered how T iger Beer
is made-some members of the Band ha ve tried, unsuccessfully,
to conv:nce us that this was their first chance to taste it! They
had another rest day on 23rd M arch, when they were entertained in the even!ng by the Argyll and Sutherland H ighlanders
-they ~hould have had a rest day after the rest day ! However, they left for a hectic tour of Malaya on 26th March.

The Royal Signals Staff Band lead by Captain C. H. Pike, ~irector
of Music, playing Retreat at Princess Mary Barracks, Singapore
:i

Squadron

During the last month a small party_ under a M .O.R. s ~rgea1;1t
(Cable Join ter) has completed a project for 266 Squadron. m
Labuan. The party was changed over every two weeks to give
th e men of U .G . Troop more experience in the more arduous
aspect of field work.
The Squadron h as worked on a large number of cable faul_ts
caused by d amage during road developi:ient (nearly every ma1_n
road in Singapore seems to be receiving treatment wit~ big
holes everywhere), and cable thefts. The Squadron continues
to repair telephone faults on an aver~ge of 500 a month. 1 T~le
phone mstallations and proiects grow m number and comp._exlty.
An intellectual note- a quadron team represented ~he Regiment
in rhe Armed Forces " Quiz " Final at the studios of Radio
Singapura, and beat the 2nd Battalion of the Singapore Infantry
Regiment to win the cup.

of Royal Si~nals_ combined with our Pipes and Drum; in playing
Retreat His H1ghness the Ruler of Negri Sembilan took the
salute as ~he comb'.ned bands marched past playing our regimental quick march " Scotland the Brave."
Finally, a line about one of our off-duty activities.
.\mat('ur Hndio

W.O. I Grigsby calls you from a place he calls "The ha m
shack," a description which rather baffles this Unit sub-editor
~ho has seen ~he Regiment's amateur radio operators working
m a.. su~stanual detach<:d building equipped with an aircond1t1onmg plant and stnp lighting and decorated most charmingly. "9M2SR is now on the air with SSB having just r eceived
a new rig consisting of a Viceroy KW Mk IV and a KW77
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MET~ALFE
The Sports D epot

STOCKIST OF APPROVED ROYAL
SIGNALS SPORTS CLOTHING
CR ESTED MALACCA WALKING
CANES AND PACE STICKS

RICD~IOND,

YORKS.

Did you know t hat the new TRIUMPH 2000
pu rchased t hrough us, costs £850.0.0 deli v·
ered Ge rmany and that t he PEU GEOT 404
Family Estate, with many buil t in ext ras costs
DM 8.000-(£720.0.0. approx.)

Take

Courage
·--.-· ·

~·:·

,,

...

For fu rthe r pa rt iculars, and for details of the
used cars we sell, why not wri t e to :

Mr. George Mur r ay, W al ter Hagen &
Co., GmbH , Ostwall 103-105, Krefeld.
WHO CAN-

*
*
*
**

I Squadron
The work load in the Signal Centre is forever on the increase,
but th1s has not blinded us from .rhe achievements of three
members of the Squadron who earn ed their Safe Driving
awards. Congratulations to Corporals Zainuddi and Abdullah
and Signalman Raja Ahmad. Their awards were made on a
Regimental Parade by the Commanding Officer, LieutenantColonel R. W . Millo.
The Inter-T roop Hockey F inal played on the Meiktila ground
was a very exciting match between a B.O.R. 1eam and a M.O.R.
tea m, both of I Squad ron. The score was one-all at the end of
full ·time and extra time was played without any further
score. F inall y the resul t was settled by " tossing a coin," and
the M .<?.R. 1eam won! The Command ing Officer presented
them wJth the Inter-T roop Knock-our Hockey Shield.

Phone 2108

Est. 1749

POSTED· TO GERMANY

Friday, 2nd April, was another memorable day. At 6 p.m.

befor~ a large crowd at the State Football Stadiu m the band

The Pipes and Drums of Gurkha Signals playing Retreat in conjunction
with the Corps Band

Adv ise as t o what is best to suit your requirem e nts.
Arrange a part exchange on your present car,
whether U.K. Tax-Paid or not.
Give details of the easiest of Hire Purchase.
Put a compl e te British Staff at your disposal.
Secure the right used ca r a t the right price
for you.

Walter Hagen &Co., GmbH
the Ylord for Beer
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KREFELD
Ostwall 103-105
Tel: 28-401 /02/03

H.Q. RHEINDAHLEN
Petrol Station
Tel : M.Gladbach 5295
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t case into a shallow bank and watch the compass anxiously
as it creeps around. RolJ out of the turn 5 degrees early, we
settle on east. The engine sounds laooured. A glance at
th.: instruments shows that I am climbing. This is good,
open the throttle and climb at 80 knots to 3,500 feet. But still
no sign of the Missouri river.. I must have drifted well away
on my farmhouse perambulations. Ahead of me, a few miles
yet, the clouds start to weep rain and it gets darker still.
( . . . what happened to that river? I can't have dYied up
that fast. Maybe the compass is off and I'm heading further
into limbo. How soon before the emergency search and
rescue boys start hunting?).
A gleam of light in the distance, a lake? A loop in the
Missouri? It is the river, its snake-like bends came rapidly into
full view, shining in the late afternoon sun light. I bank
around slightly to head straight for it.
( . . what was I bothered about? There's nothing to it.
Keep a cool, clear sharp mind. Stay loose. Mind over
matter. Simple).
I scan the river confidently. Where is the airfield? Funny
I didn't recognise the loops and twists, and where is the railway that runs along the bank?
( . . . stomach prepares for another leap. But the wind was
ten knots from the south. It has probably freshened with the
approach of the cold front. That would blow me northwards. I must be well up river, nearly into Atchison City).

Strictly
for
Birds
by Major J. A. D. Francis

The 'plane, the weather, the terrain - just right

THE
writer of this article, Major J. A. D. Francis, is a
. student at the United States Command and General Staff

°?dlleWge, F. ort Leavenworth, Kansas, U.S.A., in the American
est.

Ill.I _

night mus.t have c.o me up faster than expected. Or was I
J1
rea y paymg attention when the weather sergeant was briefing
me? I. sudde~y have an urgent desire to get home, to the
comfortmg environment of Sherman Army Airfield.

A string of lights glow through the murk ahead, a bit to
the right of where I expected them to be. Home.

We hear that normally his sport is gliding, but as there is
none to be had around Fort Leavenworth he decided to have
'
a go at a private pilot's licence.
This story was written soon after his first solo flight. He is
now well on the way to ge~ting his licence.
\Yith the concentrated care of only five hours solo flying
I circle: 3:t 500 feet around a small farmhouse, tryilg to kee~
the buildmg exactly under my starboard wingtip hindered b
a 10-knot wind. Cross-wing leg 20 degree bank, hold it steadl,
st~epen up th~ bank to compensate for drift as I turn downw:nd. Up wmd leg shallow out the bank oops, too much
push the wing down again.
'
'

( ... I feel a surge of relief. But what had I been worrying
about? Sure I had been lost for just a few minutes, but
precise, controlled thought had won through. Who am I
kidding?).

~· · · where_ t~e h~ll has that farmhouse gone? Good job my

instructor

IS~

t

wit~

me. "Naw, naw, naw Jaahn, you're

eras~ controZlmg again .. K ick the ball and just try to relaaax."

He IS an Air Force pilot of many years' experience a deep
Southern accenr and unru[fl.ed manner. A fat her 'fig _
ure
he needs to be!)
th I !elax, consciously, flip the wing up, cast a quick eye over
e mstruments and then look for that farmhouse again
( d· · pity .the. farm_er. He must be fed up with that ~mall
~e plane ~irclmg his. roof like a wasp 0·1:er a jam jar. Does
It affect Jus cows' milk? But Kansas farmers don't seem t
keep cqws. Suppose I'm out of shotgun range. But the ar~
keenhrifle shots. Perhaps it would be tactful to find an~ther
farm ouse).
-~

tV1estern
flying a Cessna ~so. single-engined light
U.S.A., achieving an ambition of

aircraft over
man
ea
p1~ yo_u ~.ow that divisional regiments will soon have r6ei% 0 ~~
1g t ~ircr.. ,t_? Had you heard that Corps funds will loan and
someu mes give, money towards private flying training? (Regimenta1 Headquarters can explain the deal). A fortunate postin
to the U.S.A. gave me the op.poctunity that I had been waiting
for. H~re I ~n ,flY. for £2 an hour. Forty hours are needJ
for a £pnvate pilots licence. Instructors' fees for about 15 hours
cost 20. Total cost, about £100, spread over a ear
m_uch more than the price of that new washing mac? ' not
~

-

~~e ~~·t 1firn ahi~~~~n~oo~;~hi~~ere's

really no

cor:i~~r~i:,

I rolJWhout of my untidy circle and look around. My stomach
1caps.
at happened to the horiz.on? A thi k h ·
. 18
.
creeping in, stretching up into the sky
Th; s;;' J~e ~s~
bld visib~lity is down to one mile. What happenetl ~o i:h s~ng
uc sunlit sky of an hour ago? The cold front forecast afo~ ~~~

I cross the river and turn south. The rain gently hazes the
windshield. Never flown in rain before. Now I realise why no
windscreen wiper is fitted, the slipstream blows the raindrops
off. It gets darker still.
( . . . how stupid can you get. I'm still wearing my sunglasses! Snatch them off, it's suddenly daylight again).

I roll out of my untidy circle and look around . What happened to
the horizon !

( · · · but where am I? I am lost! My stomach leaps some
~e. Relax! ., Thi~k . . Of ~ourse, the compass will take me
me. But its spinning like a top. My buzzard tactics
around) the farmhouse roof have unsettled it. So, let it seule
down .
I steady the Cessna on a straight course any course, and
count ten slowly.
'

( · · · w~at will 1ean feel when they finally locate my charred
lll?d mutilated body in some isolated Kansan farmsted? Why
did I turn down that extra Ii/e insurance? That's right J
couldn't afford it).
'
Back to the <X>r?Pass which has settled reluctantly, and tells
me that I am flymg north, further away from home.

( · · · what was it that my instructor told me when I first
went off on ?'lY own. Jaahn, if you get lost head east and
yo~ Catf!'t mi~s the Missouri ri'L·er. Sherman Field is o~ the
Missoun. Simple).

1+4
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I bank around to the east to approach the airfield traffic
pattern at the correct angle, pull on the carburettor heat and
ease off the throttle to lose height. In the unusual quiet of an
idling engine, I glide down to 1,800 feet, level off and pull on
cruising power again, approaching the airfield at 45 degrees to
the main runway. Pick mike off the hook and call, " Sherman
tower this is Cessna seven three tango entering downwind leg
for landing." Finger on the receiver tune as the tower comes
in: " Seven three tango, enter right traffic for runway 15,
wind seven five degrees at twelve knots, altimeter three one
zero two, check on finals." I answer with my call sign, adjust
the altimeter and out the· throttle as the end of the runway
levels with my wingtip. As speed falls off I hold back on the
control wheel and adjust the elevator trim to give me a glide
at 70 knots, bank on to the base leg and clear the engine with
a burst on the throttle to
prevent icing in the carburettor. A bit too high
as I turn into my final
approach.
Pull on one
notch of flaps, push the
nose down to maintain
speed and grab the mike
again. With one eye on
the runway, I call again,
" Seven three tango on
finals " and right back at
me the tower, obviously
watching me closely they
can smell out a novice
faster than a hotel clerk
s p o t s a honeymoon
couple) replies: "Seven
three tango, clear to
land." I acknowledge,
drop the mike somewhere
under my legs and con1 hold b>ck on the control wheel to gi ve me
centrate on holding my
a elide u 10 knou
plane straight and level
THE WIRE, MAY-JUNE 1965

as the runway rushes up to meet me. ln the streaming rain t
settle down with a thump astride the broad white line, and
taxi quickly between bright strings of runway lights, gently
treading the brakes to lose speed.

As I refuel and check the plane I start to th ink, "Now what did I do
wrong today! What can I learn from today 's mistakes!

( . . . safe. No charred body. Scrub that extra insurance.
As I cut the motor, refuel and check out the plane, I start
to think: "Now what did I do wrong today? What can
I learn from today's mistakes to do better tomorrow? ")
But this is all part of the fun and the excitement of learning
to fly. In the local idiom, "it's a real challenge." And perhaps some advantage in a Corps soon to have its own aircraft,
to be able to understand better the problems, the limitations
and the tremendous advantages of flight.
HEADQUARTERS, llOYAL SIGNALS,
llO~G KO~G, B.F.P.O. I
All other units this month have been overshadowed by the
sudden death of our Colonel-in-Chief, which came as a great
shock to all members of the Corps and of the W.R.A.C. in
Hong Kong. As a mark of respect to Her Royal Highness The
Princess Royal, a Memorial Servke was held in the Garrison
Church at H.Q. Land Forces and was attended by the Chief of
Staff, Brigadier T. Haddon, C.B.E., A.D.C., the Commander
Hong Kong and Kowloon Garrison, Brigadier D. A. Pringle,
o.B.E, and representatives o_f H.Q. Land Forces and of all Royal
Signals and W.R.A.C. units in the Colony. The service was
conducted by the D.A.C.G., the Rev. D. S. Coey, assisted by the
S.C.F., the Rev. B. W. Howarth.
SEA COM
This month has seen ~he opening of Phase I of the SEACOM
cable joining Hong Kong to Jesselton and Singapore. The
· next stage linking up Phase I with Australia via Guam is
expected to be completed and opened to service in 1967. We
were honoured to receive from the Chairman, Cable and Wireless, invitations for representatives of H .Q. Royal Signals to
attend the opening ceremony, conducted by His Excellency,
the Governor of Hong Kong, Sir David !rench, K.C.M.G., M.C.,
in me City Hall on 31st March. Lieutenant-Colonel Winn,
C.R. Signals, was given the opportunity to make a call to C.S 0.
FARELF. Subsequently we had a call from L ieutenant-Colonel
P. A. M. Tighe speaking from Sabah The speed of connection,
and the quality of both calls was ex~ptional. The cable carries
80 speech circuits any one of which is capable of taking 22
telegraph channels.
S11m1ner Activitit-s
The summer programme i-s already getting very full and
aramgements are well in hand for Corps Week commencing
on 24th June. The Corps athletics meeting is being held on
Saturday, 10th April, and this will be followed by the annual
Officers v. Sergeants cricket match on Thursday, 29th April. In
(Coniinued on page 147)
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May we have ~e ~oyal . Si~als day for Staff/Promotion
Candidates and this will agam mclude a layout and demonstration of Brigade Signals Communications by 246 Gurkha
Squadron.
The Corps Swimming Competition is planned during Corps
Weck, as is the Old Comrades' Party initiated last year and
continued this year by popular request. It is hoped that this
will now become an annual event. It may be a surprise to
mJny that there are some 30/ 40 ex-members of the Corps in
Hong Kong in the General Post Office, including the Postmaster General Mr. A. G . Crook, in Messrs. Cable and Wireless, the: Hong Kong Telephone Company, and the Hong Kong
Police Force as well as many civilian organisations. The final
activity of the summer is likely to be the Corps shooting competition in September. From now until September is likely
to be a very busy and exhausting period, as we are also Ekely
to he fac~d with the ordeal of our ration of typhoons.
From 6th-10th July we have .the visit of the Signal Officerin-Chief, who comm.nces his Far East Command tour in Hong
Kong.
\ 'islfors
In late weeks we have had most welcome visits from Colonel
G. H. Hoerder (A.G. II), Colonel D . T. W. Gibson (C.A.F.S.O.
H .Q. F.E.A.F.), Group Captain P . M. S. Hedgeland (Director
of Signals, H.Q. Far East Command), Group Captain J. H.
Spencer (Chief Communications Electronic Officer, HQ.
F.E.A.F.), the Commodore-in-Charge Hong Kong, Commodore
F. D. Holford, R.N., and Lieutenant-Colonel J. C. Clinch (C.O.
17th Gurkha Regiment).

Installation Troop (Comcan)
lly \LO.II

(I•. of S.) P. J. Sicaby

ERE is an in.teresting insight into the activities of a littleknown but important Troop of the Corps. As the writer
points out, if you are a member of this Troop you may be doing
anything from lining up electronic equipment to drilling holes
in concrete. Read on and learn more about your Corps and its
infin:te variety of jobs.
How many technicians or operators, I wonder, on arriving at
a COMCAN station, have paused to consider how their equipment came to be there in the first place? Occasionally, units
may carry out small or relatively simple installations themselves,
but virtually all installation projects of any size or complexity
are carried out by INSTALLATION TROOP CoMCAN.

H

The world.'s most competitive Single
.\ Df•llnite End-Pr11d1ict
Few postings indeed 1n the Army of today can compare
closely with one to Installation Troop. One of the few jobs to
show a definite end-product, it offers a sense of satisfaction and
achievement not often found in more routine soldiering, even
m the Corps, which in itself must rank as one of the most
interesting and exacting organisations to which a soldier can
belong. During a tour of duty with the Troop, a man's trade
is more ind'.cative of the scope of his general capabilities than of
his probable employm!nt; a day's work may run from th.:: al:gnment of electronic equipment to drilling holes in concrete; from
traightening a bent meter pointer to b_nding inch steel bars;
from reading diagrams to de igning a piece of test equipment for
the job on hand. The small size of the establi hment entails very ,
detailed planning at all levels in order to meet the installation
commitments around the world speedily -and economically, and,
as a r~sult, individual become highly mobile, sometimes switching countries five or six times in a year.

Sideband Radiotelephone-the SSB
125 is suitable for fixed or mobile
operation and is the most economic
equipment for long distance communication available today.

Features
•

125 watts p .e. p. output

•

4 switch ed ch a nnel s

•

Tra n sistor DC or AC power p ack

•

Cry stal filt er se lecti on of sideband s

PYE TELECOMMUNICATIONS ~ LTD.
CAMBRIDGE

I

ENGLAND

Telephone : Teversham 3131

.t Job i n S in ga por1•
My name is Swaby. I am the Foreman of ignals with on~
of Installation Troop's teams. We are engaged on the largest
of our present overs-as commitments, namely, the installation
of a number of high-power radio transmitters in Cypru s.
For me this project begins way back in 1961, when the Troop
were nearing the end of an earlier project and were being briefed
on future commitments. We were to move to Singapore, install
a number of high-power radio transmitters (a type we had not
prevously encountered), carry out various other min or installations and then return to Cyprus to inrall several more of these
new type transmitters.
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Christmas, 1961, was spent packing MFO, and on the 9th
January, complete with fam ilies, we left en route for ingapor.:.
We were in high spirits, for even in this Troop, it was no, every
day that we had brand new equipment to work on, and the
prospect pleased us considerably. Time in Singapore flew by,
and as this project, too, n.ared its end, we cast anxious eyes
back towards Cyprus. Many lessons had been learned, and we
were keen to apply our latest ideas for improving and sp~cdi ng
the job along.
On to Cypr·us

By the time we left Singapor~, conflicting stories were filtering
back from sunny Cyprus, and rumours abounded-work was to
start with some urgency-work was postponed due to the political
situation. My family and I were routed to Cyprus via the U.K.
to enable us to get a few weeks of our native a:r into our lungs
before doing another stint in tropical climes. By then we ha:l
already been away three years, engaged on overseas installations.
However, members of the team flew direct to Cyprus and were
well settled in by the time I arrived with my wife and daughter,
in time to see dawn breaking on 26th November, i963.
By mid morning of the same day I had deposited my family
in our new married quarter and had reported for duty-tool
box in one hand and engine.ring drawings in the other-:>nly
to be told the whole project was delayed indefinitely until the
poEtical situation resolved itself. In fact the hold up wa5
with the bricks and mortar side of the pro~ect (MPBW), bur
until that work was completed we could not make a start with
the installation. However, the matter was complet~ly beyond
the control of Signals, and I know our masters in London were
just as eager as we were for the work to comm.n::e.
The weeks passed by, during which time we undertook a major
overhaul of some of the older equipments in the station, and at
th~ same time trained a number of junior technicians on the
s:ation staff in the art. We also took advantage of this period
to catch up on our military training, education and technical
training-not to mention a splendid week on the Mediterranean
aboard the Corps yacht.
Tire tf> i al c ollapse of 11 b11ildint1
higli l y

probable

At long last the first "on site" conference took place. Ministry
of Public Buildings and Works (MPBW) draughtsmen and surveyors studied drawings and blueprints and everyone argued over
the best way to do this job.
To one could agre. Briefly,
the problem was this: The equipinenr we were ro install required some fairly deep excavations in the Boor of the building.
Cyprus, being in the minor earthquake zon~, calls for subsranr'al
foundations for buildings of any appreciable size. This buildin it
had been erected on hug~ concrete piers sunk deep into the rock,
and these were joined around the outline of the building by
massive reinforced beams which supported transverse beams
carrying the reinforced floor. O ur plans indicated that the
main supporting beams would have to be cut in five places,
making the total collapse of the building highly probabl '.
Plainly, this was undesirable. Another solution must be found.
bur not for many we.ks and much correspondence to and from
London .
We had other problems, too which are not always obvious
to the uninitiated, and which usually attend the building of
. large radio tran smitters. For example, a uip to the Ordnance
D epot at Famagusta showed a moun tainous stack of 400 or
more crates and boxes weighing an ything up to 3ocwt each
and mea uring up to 1oft. cube. All shapes and sizes, and all
fragi le, they presen ted a sizeable problem of transport, and in
particular on site storage, since no covered storage space was
available. The latter problem was solved by erecting large
marq uees inside which the thou ands of compon ents could be
stored and pre-assembled into sub-units prior to installation
in the main building.
Tim f'ont1•a1•tor·s 1ncn 111.id dorrn. shot·elii
and iot1I• up riflt'N

By now we thought that at least ome of our problems had
been solved, but others came to take their place. The bullets
began to fly in N icosia, our Beet of transport was withdrawn
for other more urgent use some of the building contractor'
men laid down their shovels and trowels and picked up their
rifles and pistols before retiring to the hill . Counter Intelligence
objecr~d to those who remain ed, and in particular, it was
stated the foreman m u t go. (I seem to have heard that before
somewhere). In due course, replacements were fo und, and work
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ent on, to be ;nterwpted only by national holidays and fresh
outbr ak of fir:ng in the hills. Finally, in October, 1964.
we really got under way. Let joy be unconfined. The daily
convoy of 10-ton truck b ~gan to arrive; additional techniciam
from other compkt~d installation projects were drafted in
and th building contractor's men again took up their shovels
and trowels. In the marquees, shelves, once filled with small
parts, began to empty and the once empty sub-unit frames
rapidly be ame heavier as the components were built into them.
A each ub-unit was fini hed, it was cncast' in a huge
pla tic bag to protect it from dust and damp. Soon, surprisingly soon, there are 28 pla tic bags standing in a row.
.lluriad of Tasl~s to be l ' ndertalwn
Cable trunking was assembled and conduit piping sawn
to length and taken to Dhekelia for threading~the Engineers
there bemg the only people with two-inch d ies. The drive
equipment was al o painstakingly realigned after the long period
of standing unused. Cableform were worked out on paper from
dimensions, and reproduced in wire on the bench, ready for
insertion as soon as the sets were assembled. The rema ining
sub-units for re-assembly were put together and parked whereever there was room to stand them. Absolu tely everything that
could be prefabricated was treated in this way, so that when the
time came, the sets would appear on the floor as though by
magic, growing from end to end and upwards, naked at first,
then clothed in neat grey panels studded with meters. Massive
sections of air trunking had to be jacked into position, cable
trunking screwed to the walls. Transformers, chokes, rectifiers
required to be wheeled into position; giant capacitators mounted
into racks and cables by 'the hundred terminated as well as
aligned, filters fiued and valves winched into their seats. Safety
int::rlocks needed locating, doors hung, and a thousand details
attended to in their turn. The new transmitters would then
be ready for the first surge of power to bring them to life.
At the end of April most of the team will be required elsewhere for another project, but I shall .remain here to coax
these brutes into life, more fortunate than they, in that I
shall at least see the end of the job.
.t

200 squADno~. B.F.P.O. 41
\\"inter Warfare Training in Hjerki11,
Norway
Under the leadership of Major Spary (O.C. r A.A.C. Flight),
64 members of the Squadron went to H jerkin, in Norway, for
winter warfare training. Two courses were run b:tween rst
and 22nd March. Hjerkin, which is about 300 km. north of
Oslo proudly boasts a railway station (with stationmaster and
daughter), one hotel and a small detachment of
orwegian
gunners. The Norwegian officers and men proved not only
very hospitable, but very helpful. They provided all our skiing equipment for both courses.
With the aid of Major Spary, Lieu tenant Nash, Corporal
Fielding and Private G eorge, the course fastened -their skis
and proceeded in a variety of unorthodox ways to tackle the
slopes of Hjerkin. B-.::fore long, a tangled mass of bodies and
skis littered the countryside. Miraculously, our instructors kept
control, and before long everyone was able to achieve after a
fashion, a " snow plough" and a few simple manoeuv'res. In
particular, Lance-Corporal Smith, with unequalled determination developed his own unmistakable style of ski-ing.
Two ~i~ht.'i iu tho Snow
We were fortunate enough to have very comfortable quarters
in Hjerkin, but for two nights th~e comforts were put aside
in favour of sleeping out; me first night under canvas and the
second in snow holes. At the scene of the snow holes furious
activitiy t<'Ok place, as witnessed by the vast quantity 'of snow
tumbling down the mountainside, followed occasionally by a
carelessly-placed rucksack and, inevitably, by a few well-chosen
phrases. After several hours' work it was a very wet and dishevelled band of soldiers who surveyed their finished snow
h_oles with pride. A comfortable night was passed without incident, except for a few muffled cries heard by some at about
3 a.m.. , which it was decided were caused by a luckless soldier
suffenng from claustrophobia in his snow hole. The theory
put. f~rwa_rd ~Y one soldier that it was the mating call of the
Yeu lS bem~ mvest:gated. By Saturday, Major Spary decided a
change of air and scenery was called for, so a trip into Dombas
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ACTIVITIES AT 207 SQUADRON
Cross country prowess, welcoming officers and Sergeants
from the U.S. Army and a salute to the non-Corps officers
who help to make up the Squadron (pictured below) (Captain
Ward's in-tray tells its story)

was arranged. Everyone was left more or less to their own
devices, and the name of the British "squadie" was upheld
as they sought out the local "talent " with amazing speed, to
improve Anglo-Norwegian relations (a mong other things). The
more adventurous braved the ski-lift and made a fairly hasty
descent, interrupted by a number of falls . Signalman Duncan
with gay abandon attempted the downhill l'Ccord. When he
dug himself out of the snow and retrieved his skis, a helpful
local tried to discourage him from making further attempri.
The local tourists' hotel, with its nursery slopes, was well supported.
H aving "chatted-up" the hotel ski instructress, 8
number of soldiers started on free ski-ing lessons. Unfortunately
there was no vacancies for evening classes .
The Danco that went wrong
A dance in Lesja (So km. from Hjerkjn) was promised for
Saturday night, so the course donned their "glad rags" and
made their way, hopefully, by 3-tonner. The first disappointment occurred in Lesja itself, when it was found that there
was no d ance at all. To make matters worse, the 3-tonner, or1
the return journey, was forced off the road and became firmly
implanted in a snow drift. Our second 3-conner (with winch)
came to the rescue, whereupon Signalman Preston had an
argument with the winch, which caused him considerable pain.
The previous night's disappointment was soon forgotten as
we prepared for a visit to Snoheim, a Norwegian Army mountain hut, 15 km . north-west of Hjerkin. The first few kilometres of the journey were made in 3-tonners, followed by skiThe night was spent in
ing, and finally by "Weasel" tow.
Snoheim, and in the morning an attempt was made to conquer Snohetta (7,500 feet), but with high winds and poor visibility, a less ambitious " stroll" was made. For the journey
back, our trusty leader briefed us, as follows: Point your
skis towards Hjerkin, give one push with your slcis and you'll
glide all the way back! Four hours and many falls later, back
in Hjerkin, Lance-Corporal Smith and others were doubting the
truth of this statement!
Formation Sign Presented
The course finished with a 4 km. ski race.
Signalman
Thaggard won first prize, but unfortunately lost :bis breakfast
on the way round.
.Sunday, 14th March saw the arrival of the second course,
who were put through the same programme as the first. As
before, Saturday was devoted to Dombas, but this time a
dan-.:e was successfully arranged for the evening. Unfortunately,
the type of dancing proved something of a handicap, as it wall
mainly Norwegian folk dancing. However, Trooper Humphries
(with guitar), Signalman Hucker and Woodward came to the
rescue with their own versions of the more current "hits."
After the dance, some of the course returned via ·the Hjerkin
hotel for a final fling before their depa,rJ:ure on Sunday morning.
The Squadron Commander h'lis already been beseiged with
numerous requests for a return visit next year. Before our
final departure, we presented a mailed fist, mounted and inscribed, to our Norwegian hosts, in acknowledgement of all their
assistance. They were delighted with this, and we :trust we
shall be able to see it standing in its promised place of
honour in a year's time.
Tho 1•adre becomes a Li11en1a11 and
Cor1toral Harwood goes to Church
We have just completed our first Brigade H.Q. exercise.
This was a movement exercise and consequently vehicles and
men were all exhausted. At the last bowling night Corporal
Harwood, one of our line crew commanders, challenged our
Roman Catholic Padre to perform the duties of lineman for
24 hours.
Corporal Harwood said that he thought Father
Phelan would find it too much for him, and that he was prepared to attend Church every Sunday for six months if the
Padre managed it. On Monday, when we moved out, Father
Phelan reported for duty dressed as a lineman. He moved out
with the Harbour Party at 07.30 hours and became a very good
crew member for 28 hours, during which time we had moved
five times and Corporal Harwood's crew had cabled up three
locations. At the end of this move he donned his clerical
clothes again and took up his normal duties, unanimously declared a NFQ BUI lineman and promoted local Lance-Corporal
by his crew. Corporal Harwood starts his part of the barga.invery willingly-<>n Sunday, nth April.
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Visit of 2nd Armoured Cavalry Regiment
U.S. Forces
A party of Officers and Sergeants from the 2nd Armoured
Cavalry Regiment U.S. Forces which is affiliated to 7th
Armoured Brigade Group visited us from_ £?e 9th-nth ¥arch.
During the course of their stay they v1S1ted the Regllllents
under command, and also inspected a layout of the command
cell of the Brigade Headquarters.
Traditionally, the competent pi;rformance of. our many roles
has called for an ability to work m. harmony with all arms and
services. Now there is a slight tw1st 1to this ~ccepted concept.
In the ' new look' Regiments and Squadrons m B.A.0.R. ~ere
is a requirement for Officers of different arms to work al<~ngs1de,
and with Royal Signals in the 'rough and tumble' of regunental
life. Th~e Officers help to form the basic structure of these
new units.
Corning from different Corps and Regiments of £?e Army,
this distinguished company injects new thoughts, . 1de~s and
energies mto our eyeryday li~e .. For. oui: Corps wh1c? 1s constantly in the public eye, t)lls mfuSIO;D 1s so beneficial to the
maintenance of the dynarmsm essential to our Corps of the
'sixties.
In our Squadron we count OU;fSelves singularly fortunate in
having with us Major (Q.M.) Bill Par~er, RTR-<>ur. Q.M.Captain Bertie Ward, R1'R-<>ur Adiutant-3?~ Lieutenant
Tony Fry, R.A.S.C., as O.C. M.T. Troop. Remammg d;votedly
loyal to their Corps and Regiments they nevertheless give outstanding loyalty and service to our Squadron.
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Outstanding Accomplishment of Corporal Reee
Corporal Malcolm Rees was selected to at~e~d a course a~
the Seventh United States Army Non-comnuss1oned Officers
Academy in Bad Toelz, Southern Germany. The course started
in the latter half of February an? lasted. _four we~k~. The
Academy was established to proVlde add1uonal tr~llllDg ~or
selected soldiers who have demonstrated by previous high
standards that !they are worthy of such training. The aim of
the course is to develop the professional and ~son~ at.tributes
of leaders. This is done by teaching the basic prm~1ples of
leadership and management and the technique of applymg these
in day-to-day situations.
The course entailed a lot of hard work. As well as peri?<ls
spent in the classroom there were a n~mbe.r of tough exercises
designed to test students. both physically and mentally: A
considerable stress was laid on personal appear~n;ce, military
bearing and general ti~iness of kit.. In. these qualities Corpor~l
Rees distinguished hllllself by wmrung the Commandant s
Inspection, thereby earning the General.Bruce C. _qarke Award.
This inspection is rigorous and exactmg, reqmrmg thoroug~
preparation and great personal effc~rt. The men :vho stood this
inspection are some of the finest 1-? Europe. ~emg selected as
the best individual is an outstandmg accomplishment.
We are very pleased that Corporal Rees won the award and
very proud to have him as a member of the Squadron.
(See picture on page 150)
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men w~re given their head and the force ran on fai th and
prayer, officially called initiative, for 30 hours in the best exercise
many of us have ever been on We were ordered to act a~
guerillas and under Andrew Martin and later Ian Crutwell
of the R.E. Wing we did so wi th great gusto, aided somewhat
by an enemy who watched our H.Q. for five hours without ever
knowfog what they were watching. Among the freshmen, John
Eley did noble work as Intelligence-cum-Signal Officer, as did
Hugh Beadle as a patrol commander. Andrew Allen was
praised by the D.S. for his "Tenacity in fighting through to
an objective," but claims that he met the enemy three time
and ra n away twice. The most outstanding work was done by
David K err, a Sapper who has been accepted as an honorary
m ~mb : r of the Signals Wing in recognition of his feat of
adm ini tra tive cliffhanging as Force R.S.M.
By the time this is printed, ten of us will have completed
the O.T .C. E aster Vacation Course at Catterick, of which we
hop! to tell more later.
Incidentally, if any Oxfurd readers cannot get 1ot pint
into, or out of the cup, try drinking out of the lid!

Corporal Malcolm J. Rees, 207 Squadron, receiving the
General C. Clarke Award from Brigadier General James H.
Lynch, Assistant Division Commander, 24th Infantry Division
during graduation ceremonies at the Seventh U.S. Army
Non-commissioned Officers' Academy. "The men who
stood this inspection are some of the finest in Europe and
being selected as the best individual is an outstanding
accomplishment"

CAMHRIDGE ~'IVERSITY OFFICERS'
TRAl.XIXG CORPS, ROYAi. SIGNALS WING
The keynote of the Lent Term was co--0pera·tion :w.ith other
Wings. Working w.ith other arms within the O.T.C. is always
refreshing, and the term has been very enjoyable for all
concerned. Into the bargain ten people passed Certificate "B "
and although we lost the competition against Oxford it was
not by default.
The term began with a combined exercise with the R.A.C.
Wing with members of the R.E. Wing making up numbers.
Andrew Allen commanded the Signals Wing and despite his
better judgement was obliged by clJe D.S. to withdraw. This
was a combined R.A.C. tactics and groundwave exercise.

IOt Pint Cup Lost to Oxlord
We were sorry to lose the 1ot pint cup to the Oxford Signals
Wing after so many years. The present writer was not at
Oxford, but he understands that Cambridge were better than
ever, but Oxford were even better than that, by a margin of
four points over two days. The compet~tion was as usual divided
into separate line and radio stages and run over a weekend,
with suitable celebrations. The _few members who have already
recovered are very grateful to Oxford for their splendid hospitality, and also to Major N. B. Moss of the 3rd Regiment and
his team of umpires. Credit should be given to Chris Gale,
Andrew Allen, Kevin Diggens and George Houston, who trained
the teams. Philip Cross ran a Radio Relay Reece Exercise for
those not competing.
Rallye Militalre-Writer ditches Signals vehicle
The Rallye Militare was again a combined effort with other
Wings. With last year's cap~ Dick Paden, and only two others
left from the winning team ot 1964, we trained hard to retain
the trophy. Unfortunately Dick himself had a minor accident
early on, Martin Milling's vehicle had fuel trouble and the one
vehicle with an all Signals crew (Chria Gale, Kevin Diggens
and Andrew Martin) was leading the class five minutes before
the half-way halt, when the present writer pulled the wrong
handle and ditched it, so the Wing's stock of silver is a bit
depleted at the moment.
•• Rt- met th

enemy thrP(' thnPH a11d ran
nway twice "
High point of the term was Exercise "Yorkshire Pudding"
a full O.T.C. exercise where we combined with the R.E. wu{g
to provide an inf'antry force for the Infantry, R.A.C. and R.A.
Wings to clear out of Feldom P.T.A. The "anti-admin"

210 SQUADRON, H.F.P.O. 60
Dusty Vrtern11s from Rndfn11
Mountain climbing, safaris, accompanied operational intcrtheatre moves, wars in the Radfan, moving into a brand new
camp . .. . More of an odyssey than notes, we said about our
last lot-what else could happen? . . . Read on.
As the first dusty veterans returned from the Radfan hills,
with Christmas almost upon us, the peaceful air of Aden
was pierced with a series of bangs. " Blasting in the quarries
for stone for the new camp," said we. " Bombs," said they,
" double the guards!"
And so it goes on. We don't mind about the bombs, but
we are not very happy about the guards, patrols, I.S. nets,
search parties, etc.

The Mess is sorted out
In this confused atmosphere, we surveyed our new accommodation. Very nice, very compact--everything in one compound, shared with the L .A.D. The O.C. likes it; "no skivers
here," he said, "one quick walk round in the morning and I
have my grips on everyone." We were worried at first but,
as he is always telling us, there are no insurmountable difficulties.
Skiving continues.
What a mess it looked! Five hundred wooden boxes, 75
vehicles, 50 radio sets, an enormous pile of assorted signals
equipment and 100 signalmen stuffed into one small compound.
Fortunately, the O.C., Second-in-Command, R.Q.M.S., M.T.O.,
S.S.M., Foreman and Chief Clerk have done this sort of thing
before. "Gi> out," they said, " and bring back all the workers who
look as though they can be useful. Minimum force." We
were the first to get electricity, power hoses, armoury doors and
racking-Dexian racking-{every store; unfortunately there
doesn't seem to be any left for the rest of the camp), flag-poles,
etc. We missed the air-conditioning man, but no one else bas
that working yet, either.
Best catch of all was by the Chief Clerk, who produced quite
the best-looking secretary we have seen. He's rather good at
that sort of thing. Corl!! (Sergeant Jamieson's remark).

Sq11.adron Club gets under "'""
The first priority of course was to find a Squadron Club
and after overcoming some nonsense from the Foreman about
the importance of battery charging, the biggest and best room
was appropriated. It looks a bit different now but we know
that a clever chap like the R.Q.M.S. can explain -the odd
structural modification. " Bricks fell out, sir. So we put a door
in to hide the hole." Now the club is thriving and with the
Squadron Committee throbbing with ideas, we plan to rival
the excellent «Gentleman's Rest" of our good friends at 222
Squadron.
Somebody's nag goes spare
Rather late on Christmas Eve a figure was seen at the top of
the rorh Hussar's flag-pole. When asked what it was doing
there it replied, "fixing the line." On Christmas Day the
Forces Broadcasting Service announced that 210 Signal Squadron
would give the IOth Hussars their flag back for 50 pints of
blood and £10 to the Wireless for the Blind Fund. The O.C.
suffered from indigestion, a settlement was reached and the
(Continued on page 152)
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REGULATION PATTERN

Radio Technician

ROYAL SIGNALS
STABLE BELTS
Llsht Blue ' Navy/Green, ratio l: I: l two leather otrapo, two
buckle•·

Home -11 /- each plus 1/- post
Abroad-ID/· each plus I/- post

Wall Shields 7• x 6' Royal Slgnals
Blazer Badges "Superior "
" Quality" Car Badges
Ties Royal Signals
Pace Sticks
Sergeants full size Regimental Walking
Canes, Malacca, Ball, Pear or Thimble Cap,
Crested
Ea port

32/·

44/38/120/-

54/-

44/·

Flashes embroidered to special designs.
Ties made specially to any design.
Miniature Medals

ERNEST

GOODRICH

Specialist In the supply of Military Requisites
EVESHAM HOUSE, COMMON ROAD,
CLAYGATE, SURREY

A number of suitably qualified candidates will be
required for training, leading to permanent and pensionable employment. (Normally at Cheltenham, ~ut
with opportunities for service abroad or appomtment to other U.K. establishments).
Applicants must be 19 or over and be familiar with
the use of Test Gear and have had Radio/Electronic
workshop experience. They must offer at least " 0 "
level G.C.E. passes in English Language, Maths
and/or Physics, or hold the City and Guilds .Telecommunications Technician Intermediate Certificate
or equivalent technical qualifications.
Pay according to age, e.g., at 19, £722; at 25, £929
(highest pay on entry) rising by four increments to
[,1,067.
Prospects of promotion to grades in salary range
£997 - £1,634.
Annual leave allowance of three weeks, three days,
rising to four weeks two days.
Normal Civil Service sick leave regulations.
Apply:
Recruitment Officer (RTI 4),
Government Communications Headquarters,
Oakley,
Priors Road,
CHELTENHAM .

I!

Telephone : ESHER 63705

GUARANTEED HOUSE PURCHASE LOANS
h a e of funds for house purchase loans. The effect is that !t
Much publicity has recently. be~n gediv~n to! the acut~o~n~rlwTthin ihe next few months. There is every sign that this
1s practically impossible to obta10 u~m 1~te oans, or
situation will contin~e for a? indefinite pen~d~~~d w~a!a:~~~~ge Hou e Purchase Plans which will GUARA TEE yo u a
We theref~n~ wish to .b.nng to. your notice a Such a P:an will guarantee you a loan of 90 % after 01:1e year, 95%
loan after a mm1mum wa1tmg penod of one year.
Th 1
could be up to three times your gross annual mcome at the
after two years or 100 % after three or more years.
e oa:i
time of the loan.
.
d
f h 1 ck of funds in Building Societies or any other source of
This type of Plan will make you w~olly irdepe~ ~n~~th t c~m~lete confidence, in the certainty of getting your loan at the
. h to buy
house purchase loans. You could there ore Pan a ea
exact moment you require it, having selected. the pdoperlJ you 1 ~t: sure yo~ of a hand ome cash sum when the loan is paid
The Plan would be tailored to your precise nee s _an w~~s Tax For example. when the loan i £3,000, t~e ca h sum
off. This sum would be free of Income Tax or Capita~o~:\f the ioan is greater. The Plan would use .the highly profitso payable to you could be ~2?000-or proporlt1onattel~
to your family in the event of the worst happening to you before
able Endowment method, o g1vmg full financ1a pro ecuon
,
.
u cannot do better than to start uch a ~I a n 1w11•, wherever you
the loan is cleared.
If you intend to buy a house at any time 1_n the .f.utur~, yo k us for detail , the rush of applicants is already so great that
may be stationed! But. pleas~ do not delay to wntmg o as
•
late-comers migb~ be d1sappo!nted. bl' t. .
do not charge you any fee at any stage.
Your Plan will be sent without o 1ga 10n, we

H. R. MARTIN & CO. LTD.
Select ive Insurance Advisors to Serving and Reti red Members of H.M . Forces
Lo
General Mal'lager : MAJOR H. R.
Services Advisory Bureau Manager: MAJOR L. J·
WEN

MARTIN

38a GREYFRIARS ROAD, READING, BERKS
Tel.: Reading 5622 6 and 56227. (24-hour Recordacall Service)
When writing for House Purchase Plans, please give the following details:
.
.
• Date of birth
• Price of house (an approXImauon will do)
• Rank, name and address
• When required
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• Loan required
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flag returned, although they rejected our offer to throw in
Lane -Corporal Goddard. To the Hussars eternal credit, the
210 quadron guard commander who spent Christmas night
wich the quadron fl g round his waist, was unrnole1>ted.

Our

portsm en Excel

We are very proud of our sportsmen, though you wouldn't
think so to listen to us on the touchline. T he footballers have
done wonders, returning &om the Radfan with an unbeaten
record, they were too late to enter the league. H.Q. Company
(league record, played five lost five) suggested a combination,
and despite the millstone with thirteen wins in a row, we have
only to win one more to clinch the Little Aden L eague. In
the Allcomers Cup, we knocked out two major units before
succumbing to the all-conquering 45 Commando and breaking
a run of 28 consecutive victories. In the kmy Cup we went
one better and beat the Commando (first and only loss of the
season) 5-2 with a magnificent display of soccer. Alas, we were
knocked out in the semi-final by 4th Royal Anglians in our
only really bad display of the season.

243 SQUADRON, DULFORD CAM P
This month Royal Signals take a back seat whilst we extol
the virtues of Lance-Corporal Ratcliffe of the A.C.C. attached
to this Unit a a oook. (0.C. : " You would hardly expect him
to be attached as a Vehicle Mechanic, would you ?"-" Well sir
when I joined up one could hardly tell the difference!") Bu{
with Lance-Corporal Ratcliffe one ireally can, not only tell but
iasie the difference as ithe G .O.C.-in-C. Southern Command
said the other day when he presented Lance-Corporal Ratcliffe
with the cup for the Advan ced Individu al Cookery Championshjp of Southern Command.

future.
Major Allen handed over command o f the squad ron to Ma"JOr
Johnstone at a short but impressive parade in the presence. of
h Chief Signal Officer Cyprus District, Colonel T . H. C. Grigg.
t On the same parade the Long Service and G~ Conduct
Medal was presented to Staff Sergeant J. Fra~lm. We all
offer htm our congratulations. Well done S~aff-e1ghteen years
undetected crime is an achievement of a high order.
We also offer our congratulations to. _Sergeant. D . Sparro_w
well deserved award of the Bnush Empire Medal m
on Ju
L"
the New Year's Honours 1st.
.
Major Allen and our long serving T.0.T. Captam,_C. Bradley,
have now left the island, bound for the ~Ider climes of ~e
u K Our best wishes for the future go with them and their
f~ilies. At the same time we extend. a. w~ _welcome .to
Lieutenant Hutley, our new _T.0 .T. He 1s JUSt 10 tllne to en)Oy
the beginning of our splendid summer.

communicate

On the signals side, we continue to communicate. Our most
interesting job is controlling a guard net (Crr ), which includes, on occasions, Marines, Sailors, Sappers, Paratroopers and
Infantry, and ail sorts of interesting places like Socotra and
Perim Islands and odd oucposts in the deser t. Some interesting
Drr schedules with U .K. and Singapore; very nice to hear from
Staff Sergeant Glenville, 43rd (Wessex) T .A., again.
The technicians have got a bit swollen-headed since R.E.M.E .
started to send them work, and you can't get a mug of tea
now wi thou t being shown their record of work chart. This
complicated document says that they undertook 266 jobs in
March, but we think that this includes the screwing of each
individual screw and, of course, all the r ecord players, toasters,
etc
Sergeant Tookey and his Comcen boys must be vcry
efficient, because they say rhey pass a lot of messages, and
we never see them doing any work.
The linemen don't lay much line, l:m t are ver y useful (see
football, darts, club, self-help, beer and beer above). And full
marks to the administrators who keep th ings rolling, despite
the most appalling difficulties.

Comings and goings
Four old fai thfuls have left in the las t couple of months.
Major Mike H artnett, Second-in-Command par excellence,
pillar of the hockey team, entrepreneur of the P.R.I. and keen
game wa tcher (especially birds). Lieutenant Jim McLuckie,
good at all sports (indoor and out). Foreman of Signals Jones,
who could repair anything, standing on his head blindfolded
and with a can of beer in each hand. Not forgetting LanceCorporal Fred Freeman-who is going to tell the stories now?
New arrivals always look completely bewildered, but they
are soon as mad as the rest of us. Captains M ike Spence and
Ron Saville, Second-Lieutenant Ian Turner and a heap of
Indians have all started on the r ight foot.
Now we have almost settled in , we are looking for something
different to do. We are buying two boats and have gone fishing
crazy, with weekly one-day exercises to a local deserted island.
L ance-Corporal Bone is shortly going climbing (with a Cu)
with the mountain rescue team in Ethiopia-must get him
fit for next season somehow. And there are lots of other
ridiculous things to be done if we only think hard enoughso watch this space for the next instalment.
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Since the publication of our last contribution to T1:fE . WIRE
considerable chan ges of personnel have taken place. w1thm the
Squadron, and many more ar e due to take place m the near

The hockey team is still undefeated, but suffering from the
loss of Major H artnett and Lieutenant McLuckie. The cricket
tea m h as started with two seven-wicket victories, and the darts
team weeps all before it-especially the bar stock.

even

cc.,
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Corporal O'Donnel and Corporal Fitzgerald were both
selected fo r the Army, which beat the R. A.F., although the latter
was unable to play. Corporal Sydney, L ance-Corporal Walker
and Lance-Corporal Bone (" best winger in Aden when he is
awake ") all deserve mention for their consistent good form .

We

p ficiency Course which we run, and what with the P.A. Van
: g booked practically solid until August, five men detached
to ~rk on the Blandford Proj ect scheme (must ma~~ sure the
School of Signal~ is ~ell looked after) and the Recru1tmg Team
busy girding rthe1r loms fo r another full, and, we. hope~ su.ccessful season of touring the South, the Squadron. is begmmng to
, ssume its normal summer outlook- presen t m camp: O.C.,
S.S.M., S.Q.M.S.; d etached: all the r est except the
ci~ilians. And that is very nearly the whole tru th.

Lance Cor poral Ratcliffe receiving t he w in ners cu p for cookery from
Lieutenant G enera l Si r Ke n neth Dar ling , K.C .B., C.B.E ., D.S.O.,
General Officer Comma nd ing- in-Chief, Sou t hern Command

Lance-Corporal Ratcliffe went to school in S tockport and first
made his mark as a runner by becoming a Stockport Schools
Miler. He ;then went to Holling's College, a domestic and trades
college where he studied domestic science and sat and passed
the City and Guilds Basic Cooking Certificate No. 150 and
Cookery for Hotels and Catering E stablishments Certificate No.
15r. Whilst at the College he entered the D uke of Edinburgh's
Commonwealth Technical Training Week c.ompetitions and won
medals for high diving and the 100 yar ds free style swimming.
H e was now getting older and wiser and decided to join the
Army. Aged 17 years and 9 months he entered the A.C.C. in
August 1962. He served as a cook to M ajor-General R. W.
Ewbank, C.B., C.B.E., D.s .o., M.A ., and Major-General E. J. H.
Bates, O.B.E., M.C., M.A., whilst at the R.M.C.S., Shrivenham.
He was posted to 243 Squadron in October 1964 and this
year en tered the Salisbury Plain Sub-D istrict Cookery Competition where he came first with 103.5 points, die 43 (Wx)
D iv./ District Advanced Cookery Competition where he was
runner-up with 86 per cent. against a W.O .II (S.Q.M ..S.) Brooks
of the I K.S.L.I. with 88 p er cent. and th en was entered for
the Southern Command Advanced Cookery (Individ ual) finals
on 25th M arch. H e managed to get some time off from a course
he is attending for il'he A.C.E . 2nd Class Certificate of Education, popped down to Salisbury, slaved over a hot stove for
a couple of hours and, as our picture shows, was presented
with che Winners' Cup by Lieutenant-G eneral Sir K enneth
D arling, K.C.B., C.B.E., D.s.o., General Officer Commanding-.inChief, Southern Command. W e are rhinking of sending L anceCorporal Ratcliffe on an upgrading course lMer on this year!
(St op Press : His upgrading course ito B.I s-taI'ts on 6th September, 1965). So, for a B.2 cook he h as not done badly at all.
(The O.C. rarher wistfully rem arked t hat he would Jike to misemploy this chap but his rates probably came too high! )

Hundred Per C:ent. Success
Now to the back seat. Our first course of Trainee Drivers
has finished with loo per cent. success and 10 happy men will
soon be taking their place in the queue to get on the autobahns
in B.A.0.R. But time never stands still and 243 never rests.
It's time now for rhe bi-annual Southern Command Milit ary

High Standar d A c hie ved • • •
.
.
At long lag,t the Squadron Administration Inspecuon is over
d ail those with skeletons in cupboards . can relax. ~e
~dministration Inspection officially began '."1th a. ceremoni;aJ.
parade. The Squadron wore No. 2 Dress with white buckskin

PERCIVAL COACHES
for PRIVATE HIRE
Luxury Saloon Coaches
Availablejor Military
units at short notice
TBLBPHONB : RICHMOND 2348

Percival Brothers (Coaches) Ltd
53, MARKET PLACE, RICHMOND, YORKS.

Th e C hief Signal Office r Cyp ru s Distr ict, Colonel T. H. C. Gri~g,
acco m pani ed by Major M. Allen , chats to Signalman Panitzke during
the Adm inistrative_ Inspection Parade

belts and carried sterling machine guns at the shoulder, they
made a most impressive sight. Wives of Squadron perso~el
were invited to wa tch the parade and Colonel T. ~- C. Gngg
took the salute. The Colonel commented on the ~1gh standard
of turnout and drill, pointing out that many uruts would be
proud to achieve the same standard set by the Squadron that

~
After

visiting the Warrant Officers' and S~rgeants 'M ~ss at
lunch time, we rounded the day off by wat<;hing the serru-final
of "The C.S.O.'s Cup " hockey match agamst 259 Squa~n.
c SO 's cup matches with 259 Squadron are al.\"'.ays sometJ:Ung
of ~ l~ derby, and fought with unflagg~g spmt to t~e bitte:r
end. We were delighted to come away with a 3--:-I v1_ctory.
All things considered we had an <:xcellent A~Jlll!itrauon day.
All the sweat and toil of preparauon were 1ust1fied by the
excellent repor t die Squadron obtained. The truth of _the .ol~
adage " To get something out-you must put somethmg ID
must now be apparent to all.
Whilst we on the coast enjoy :temperatures of 70° and w~
shirt sleeve order, a few miles away in the Troodos Mountams
the temperatures are often many degre~ ~low zero. At 1':1ount
Olympus truly arctic conditions pre~ail, 10 fa?t, so deep is fth~
snow that at times it has been possible to ski over the roo o
the Guard Room.
.
This year the winter has been parucularly severe, at one stage
an appalling storm blew over 2,000 fuses and carbon~ and we
are told that for a time things were somewhat chaouc. However, our man in Troodos, Corporal M~us, UJ?held the
highest traditions of the Corps by keep10g the lme communications through.
· be
Never in the history of the Squadron has the urut
en so
widely deployed as it is at present. Not <?°=1Y do we 1dve ~
normal Airfield Troops at Nicosia, Akroun and El A em m
North Africa, plus our odd detachments at Troodos,_ Perpmos
and A ios Nicolaos, in addition, we are now servmg 10 yet
anothel country, Aden. Sergeant Water~ a_nd a detachment of
ten men from Construction Troop are ass1stJng 22md Squawrn,
with the installation of a number of un~ergr<!undd ~b
Constroction Troop is normally based at Episkop1 anbl is e
onl Troop in the Command equipped for heavy ca e ro~e
co:Struction. Although the work on which A'l_le detachment is
l ed ·s •old hat' the change of scenery 1s most welcome.
em/;~y ~e all offer our congratulations to Lieut~t Ful~on
his recent engagement to Miss Janet ~use. He 1s th~ third
~mcer commanding the Airfield Troop . 10 ~orth Afnca to
sucx:umbe to the charms of the female inhab1tants of R.A.F.
El Aden.
8 c
d
As we were going to press the Squao/o.n beat 4
om:an
Workshops R.E.M.E. by one goal to ml m the Cyprus nny
Minor Units Hockey Final.

d:·
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202 !iiqUADRO~. D.F.P.O. a3
Th.:re eems to have been
much going on in the Squadron
thi past month that we've had difficulty in deciding what
would .!!): re t old members of the quadron and other readers
of THE WIRE. In the end we've settled for what we consider
to be the three most noteworthy events which give a good idea
of the vaned life members of this quadron can enjoy.
. ' quadron ltnnee
It is a simple title for what is normally an everyday, or more
aptly an cveryrught, event.
Such was th .. .success of this particular function, however,
that a more wordy account is justified.
Had this event taken place in Scotland it would truly have
been ' a gathering of the clans," if you substitute Royal Signals
elements for clans and gather them from all points of Cyprus
in tead of Scotland. From the largest, 9th Regimenr, to the
smallest Battalion Royal Signals Troops, they came, not forge tting the United Nations (644) -in Nicosia and our own
personnel from Troodos and Episkopi. Others we were pleased
to see wer e members of the Swedish and Finnish U.N.
Contingenrs.
The date was th e 6th of March, and in the prep arations and
plannin g " Q " Best lived up to his n ame. Any aspect of the
dance you care to mention would be truthfully prefixed by the
adjective "Best." Band, buffet and cabaret acts all combined
to make the evening yet once again another " best " of its kind
experienced for a Jong, long time.
One highlight of the evening was the appearance of two
ladies giving an impressive performance of "local " folk-dancing,
being the type of d ance more commonly known as belly-dancing.
This is apparen tly appropriate since, as the onlooker will readily
appreciate, it is that portion of the anatomy which is featured.
Many an instructor at the School of Signals would welcome
the degree of anention shown to these young ladies during
their act!
.\ Day of Differe n ce
On Thursday, IIth March, 1965, three members of 262
Squadron went to sea. This was in the literal sense of the
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word and not metaphorically speaking and was necessitated
by the requirement to dump at sea, certain jtems of stores
With a week or so of recent fair weather behind them Lieutenani
Loudoun. and ergeants Coole and Gorman were looking forward
to the trip.
Arriving at the quay they were ushered aboard and were
som~wh~t surprised to find a crew which completely consisted
of khaki-clad members of the Royal Engineers. Provision of
the ve el and crew made by Captain J. Hyde, Royal Engineers
Officer ~mmandin~ 471 .Lighterage Troop, R.E., Famagust~'.
A~ t~e title of .rh1s Umt suggests, its duties are confined
prmci.pally to _POrt operating with tugs and lighters. The vessel
on this occasion was a tug of some 70 tons to whose fussy
appearance was added the military touch of Royal Engineer
colours around the funnel, surmounted by .the Corps badge
while from the mast flew the flag of the Port Section 0 /
MovemeJ?-tS, R.E: The b~ass name-plate on the wheel-house
gav~ a hmt of history saymg that the Foundation Martha was
designed by a Montreal firm and built in Sorel by Less Chanriers
Manseau Ltd., as lo~g ago as 1937· It is believed her war
y~ars were spent domg salvage work off the Canadian coast
with a team of sister-ships, or should it be sister-tugs?
. Castii;ig off at 08.00 hours we headed out to sea, passing the
impressive monument to a bygone age, namely the battlemented
walled portion of the old city of Famagusta on our port side
(the one w.ith the red light on I).
We expected to be sea-borne for some 5-6 hours which was
to en~ble the ere':" to carry out engine trials and ensure our
dumpmg \\'.BS carried out at the prescribed depth. A·t a suitable
spot _dumpmg was carried out with vigour and not without a
certam amount of macabre ·humour as sacks of material were
as one vo~ce wa-s heard to say, " Committed to the deep.':
Newly arm:ed Sergea_nt ~~ afte!wards sat hopefully in
the sun which was disappomtmgly mild on this day and the
pleasure of the journey was marred somewhat by cool breezes
and cloudly skies. This dimmed the usual bright blue of the
M~diterranean waters but only having left snow and frost very
recently doubtless it was sheer pleasure for him.
Hospitality on board was not lacking and within the limited
confines of the cabin we sat and drank tea talking a certain

One minute from Piccadilly Circus

A number of vacancies, offe ri ng
good career prospects, e xist fo r:-

amount of shop. On the Signals net we discussed radio and
voice procedure, prompted by the presence of the qecessary
radio, and from the Sappers we learnt something of their duties
and life at sea.
Time passed and both aspects of our mission were accomplished without incident and we headed back for port with
Sergeant Coole taking his first lesson as coxswain. An interesting
day was spent by the Royal Signals passengers who had learnt
a Jictle about a branch of the Royal Engineers of which they
had only previously heard in message address form.

C'l'PllUS V I SIT OF THE llEPllESENTATIVE
COL ONEi, COMMANDANT
MaJor-Gf'neral A . M . W. WhiHtlf' r. C.11 •• C.11.E.

General Whistler's visit to the island was a crowded programme and his attendance at ·the 262 Squadron limited to the
morning of Friday, 2nd April, 1965.
It is no doubt debatable by such busy visitors as the Gen-ral
whether air travel is beneficial or otherwise. Certainly the
pre ence of airstrips, ligh·t aircraft and helicopters all serve to
maintain the pace in such hectic programmes as faced the
Colonel Commandant.
Whisked into Dhekelia by an Auster of the Air Platoon 2nd
Royal Anglian Regiment, piloted by Captain J. D . Billingham,
Royal Signals, who commands the .platoon, he was met by our
O.C., Major C. B. Mercer, and taken to meet :he Deputy
Commander Cyprus District. From a start point at the Deputy
Commander's office, he was set on a unit tour which took him
through as many departments and elemen ts of :he Squadron's
conunitments as the limited time allowed.
He met our Radio Relay men who work alongside the R.A.F.
at one end of the garrison in a Joint Army/R.A.F. installation.
He met all our duty signal centre, systems _and cipher staff in
the middle of the garrison. H e met a gathering of ladies of
the Wives' Club with their husbands at the other end of the
garrison. He met all our Field Troop, our M.T. T roop and
our Exchange staff. H e m et all th e senior N .C.O.s of the
Squadron, oddly enough (and it is always the same venue)
in the Sergeants' M ess.
By this time no doubt the G eneral was glad of a slackening
of the tempo and this was arranged wh en lunch was served in
the Officers' Club, D hekelia. Also present was our Chief Signal
Officer, Colonel T . H . C. Grigg, and additioi;ial to the Squadron
officers and their ladies, C aptain M . Bradbury of 644 Troop
(UNFICYP) and Captain and Mrs. J. D . Billingham. Captain
Billingham is just ending a tour of fl ying duties with the Army
Air Corps and rejoins the Corps on posting to the 2nd Regiment.
One could boast tha t the Colonel Commandant enjoyed the
company at lunch so much that he extended his stay by more
than an hour. Maybe it was the relaxing view of the Mediterranean sea 50 yards or so away in front of the lounge windows.
Whatever the reason we were suitably flattered and in assessing
our impression of !his brief but welcome visit concl~de that our
Representative Colonel Commandant has a keen mterest not
only in the technical ability of our Corps but also of all matters
affecting the welfare and morale of the men and women who
endeavour to maintain it.
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262 Squadro n dance. left to right: La nce-Co r poral C hri st ie, Sign alman Hogan, Private Kir by, Signal ma n Cameron
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263 s q UADRON,
c/o G.P.O., SINGAPORE
To the regular reader s of our contribution to THE WIRE, it
is only fair to point out that the notes forwarded by this unit,
which appeared in the February/March edition, were given
the head ing of 237 Squadron . Perhaps the Editor believes
that " a rose is just as sweet by any other name." (Only sometim es ! Please refer to a certain major unit's cO'!Jering letter of
8th January, which read "contribution from r8th R egiment and
237 Squadron herewit1i.-Editor.)
Great events have taken place in 263, insomuch as our
officer strength has been increased by 50 per cent. Our new
arrival is Lieutenant Brown, who has come to us from No. 2
Royal Signals Officer Communications Course. To him we say
welcome to the fold and may your stay be a very enjoyable one.
During the month of February/March we had visits from
quite a lot of very influential people; the list of names i_s well
worth printing: Major-General J. B. M . Sloane, C.B.E., Director
of Manning; Brigadier E. C. R. Blaker, M.B.E., C.S.O., FARELF;
Colonel P . F . Yeatman, M.B.E., C.R. Signals, Singapore;
Colonel D . T . W. Gibson, M.B.B., C.A.F.SO., FARELF;
Colonel G. H. Hoerder, M.B.B., A.A.G. A.G.u; Colonel P. S.
Baines, M.B.E., annual Admin . Inspecting Officer.
All these senior officers showed great interest in the school
and passed very complimentary remarks. The C.S.O. _and C .R.
Signals already knew of our problems before they arnved, and
although neither of them arrived carrying a T100 teleprinter,
:hey were very helpful indeed.
Hobart Plan
Colonel Gibson very kindly gave the Staff Sergeants' Course
a lecture on the Hobart Plan, which was greatly appreciated
by the students, for some of these it was the first time they
had ever been informed of the general plan.

Training given

Specialists in Regimental Caps for

262 SQUADRON
The " fam ily" nature of General Whistler's visit was particularly
evident when he met members of the Squadron and the ir wives
ove r a cup of coffee. (Left to right : Corporal Paton , the General,
Sergean t James, Mrs. James and Mrs. Paton)
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S taff S e r geants' Course Ce l e brates
Our last Staff Se11geants' Course passed off on 5th March
with Colonel Yeatman doing the inspection. It was an extremely good course and six N.C.O.s obtained a " B " Grading.
An end-of-course dinner was held to which they invited their
instrU<:tors, a-s the evening advanced a small migration took
place from the Batik Restaurant to the Hotel SingaPU!11: Being
a very impressive body of men, the company was i01ned by
Freddie, of " Freddie and the Dreamers " fame. To show
this is not a FARELF tale, see photo on page 156.
On the sporting front, the basketball team won the league
championship cup, which is completed for by 18th Regiment
249 263 and 237 Squadrons. A worthy effort, and praise
mu~t go to Sergeant Hogg, in particular, the team captain,
JSS

The Staff Sergeant's Course celebrate with Freddie of "Freddie
and the Dreamers"
Signalmen Mongomery and Traynor on parade
(See "Three men in a boat)

if pra~se is to be singled out; although the whole team played
well ID the final play-?ff ag_ainst 249 Squadron, and richly
deserved the congratulations given by the C.0., r8th Regiment,
Lieutena~t-Colonel Millo, when he presented the cup.
In clo5!ng, cOI_igratulations to StaH Sergeant Pugh and Sergeant
Newsol?- m passmg rhe Yeoman of Signals entrance examination
and being accepted for a Yeoman of Signals Course.

We shall be very interested to hear the account of the next
project, when Lieutenant Easson and the S.S.M. are taking
a party to the mainland with the intention of climbing Mount
Kinabalu, which dominates Sabah from its lofty 13,500 feet.
"THREE SIGNAL OFFICERS"

266 SQUADRON B.F.P.O. 66
A Period of Intense Activity
March is the first complete month with the Squadron under
~ew management.
It has been a period of intense activity
ID every sphere of Squadron life.
. The move of the Headquarters of Director of Borneo Operauons has not <?nlY: meant . a great deal more work for Corporal
G<>rdon and his tireless linemen, but necessitated the move of
the Stores and M.T., which are now accommodated in a delightful rented house well ·away from the main Headquarters so
that the "Q" Staff can practice their maxim-" what the' eye
doesn't see, etc."
"M " Troop, aided,_ it is. unde~stood, by Yeoman of Signals
G"'.'Y11'1e (whose unerrmg diagnosis of faults within seconds of
arrival on .the scene is gradually shattering the morale of Foreman of Signals Kelly) has embarked on a vast maintenance
pro_gramme, as. well. as coping with. a variet.Y of running faults,
w~ch must 1Dvariab!y be asSOCJated with old equipment
which has been runnmg non-stop for long periods.
C:.mpetldon Helps Comcen Efficie11cy
Traffic figures for March reached an all-time high,
86,~ messages. were han;Ued by ~e Comcen, whose efficiency
bas IDC~ease.d SIDC~ the mtroduct1on of a Shift Competition.
The s~ift rivalry .1s always keen, but when one realises that
one shifi'.s D.S.0 ..JS a Naval Petry Officer, Petty Officer Redpath,
ano?ier is supervised by L ieutenant Scarff, the other two professu?nals, Sergeants Eastwood and McLoughlin will stop at
nothing to preserve their reputations.
'
Squadron .activities continue to grow apace and should soon
provide a diversity of facilities for off-duty' hours. We take

Left : Flight Lieutenant A. E. Andrews, R.A.F. (C.D.S.O. 266 Signal
Squadron). C~ntre: Majo~ J. H. Hild, Royal Signals (O.C. 266 Signal
Squadron). Right: Sub-Lieutenant G. Evatt, R.N. (Staff Commun ications Officer)

delivery. of a power~l .motor-boat at the end of the month, complete with water. sk1-1;0g equjpment, and also hope to obtain
some canoes, which will provide another outlet for the energies
of Squadron members.
·

Tighe Soccer Cup
The preliminary rounds of the Tighe Soccer Cup have
started and mention must be made of the game which took
place between S.H.Q. Troop and Corgcen Troop last Saturday,
a? ~our or so after the officers had enjoyed their monthly
p1lgnmage for a lunch-time drink in the Warrant Officers' and
Sergeants' Mess. S.er~eant-Major G_ibbs was in goal, and for
the first half kept it mtact by talkmg the opposition out of
goals ~those ?1any people w;ho have. passed through the Squadron will realise how he achieved this with, of course, numerous
references to the Rattle). U.nfortunately, in the second half his
patter ceased and soon the rumble-footed full-backs, the Secondm-Command and Quartermaster, could not prevent Sergeant
McLoug~ and bis team scoring four goals. If all the games
are play~ m the same spirit and keenness, it will be a good
competition.
Inter-Troop hockey has also started, and some very promising
talent has been unearthed.
Rugby is still played on a Saturday evening against the
R .~.F . The Squad~on can no longer manage to field a team
of its own, but cont1Dues to be the prime organisers in island
football. ~s! week the " Squadron Team " included- players
from the D1v1s1o?al Staff, S.A.S., Intelligence Company, A.A.S.0.
and an Australian.
Interlude
A; pleasant break from routine was provided by the G.O.C.,
Maior-Gef?eral '!-'· M. Hunt, who gave a most interesting talk
on o~erat1.ons m Borneo to the hierarchy of the Squadron.
Question-time saw some original observations on tactics from
Sergeant Thomas and our Chief Clerk, Corporal Ogley. Perhaps the General welcomed a fresh outlook!

South Sea idyll or id le? (see "Three Men in a Boat")

156

Newcomers 'Velco1ne
Visits this month included the A.A.G., Colonel Hoerder, who
we were happy to see and show over the Squadron. In a very
short visit, he managed to speak to many soldiers, as well
as talking to the officers and senior N.C.0.s.
It is noted from R.0.P.0.s received recently, that we have
not been forgotten by Records, and would like to say bow much
we are looking forward to seeing some new faces here, and
that if anyone warned for posting to 266 bas any questions
about our island paradise, we would be delighted to answer
them.

Three Men in a Boat
The achievement of the month must be attributed to Lance~rporal Borthwick, Signalmen Montgomery and Traynor who,
m a boat recently purchased from one of the local fishermen,
spe?! the~ leav~ circumnavigating the island. They had an
exc1tmg time with many adventures, including one when the
South China Sea disappeared beneath mem and they had
to pitch their shelter on a coral reef, where they spent a wet,
uncomfortable night until the navigator found the sea again.
THE WIRE,
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THE BORNEO SCENE
A partial view of transmitter site with R.A.F. transmitter vehicles
in the background

Dist REGIIUENT,

A lladieal Change in out-of-camp training
Traditionally, the highlight of an A.E.R. Regiment's year
has been the two weeks' annual training in the summer;
Regimental life between camps bas been rather loosely organised,
and contact between individual members limited to the occasional social get-together organised on a territorial basis. The
introduction of out-of-camp training for the Category I reservist of the A.E.R. has radically changed the concept of
A.E.R. training. Whilst the annual camp still remains the focal
point of the A.E.R. year, there is now a regular incidence of
out-of-camp training activity which ensures a good measure of
continuity over the •twelve months. It is appropriate, therefore, in penning some notes about our activities, that we
should look over the whole training year which we have

WISELY

CHOOSE

When considering hire purchase schemes you will want to know the answers to these questions:
Can I buy my car through a local dealer with the
Can I obtain cover against most of my liability
to purchase tax and import duty in the event
advantages of preliminary tests, best after·sa les
service, lowest delivery costs and best price for
of premature repatriation 7
my present car 7
Will the HP company anange first -class insur
If posted to another country can I take the car
ance cover at reasonable cost and obtain prompt
with me without formality or fuss and the
cover if I am posted abroad 7
necessity to find a guarantor 7
Do I gel free personal insurance 7
Will the Hp company finance freight charges and
Are the HP charges low end without extras, such
import duty in the event of my being posted 7
as subscriptions 7

*

*

~:.::NERSHIP

UK: Naafi will finance the purchase of a new car
or a used car (up to five years old) from a dealer
or from another member of H.M. Forces.
Belgium, Gibraltar, Germany, Aden,
Malaya, Singapore and Hong Kong : Naafi
will finance purchase of new cars from a dealer.
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*
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You will be able to answer "yes" to each question if you •••

CHOOSE NAAFI HP
For further detai Is ask yaur Naafl manager
or write or telephone Controller of Credit Services, NAAFI, London SE11. RELianoe 1200

recently completed; although memories of a camp ten months
ago tend to grow a little dim when separated by the amc period
o• civilian commuting.
Enrl~· or late, he liked his cup of tt>a

Our annual camp in 1964 took place in Blandford Camp,
Dorset, wh re the landscape is beginning to look vastly
cliff rent with the rapidly uprising new School of Signals. The
training was a mixture of individual training, during which all
tradesmen were given either refresher or upgrading courses and
a five-<lay field exercise on Salisbury Plain. Both facets of
training were extremely successful, despite the foul weather
which, in recent years, has invariably dogged our efforts to live
and work in the field. This was also the last camp for our
Commanding Officer. Lieu.tenant-Colonel F. S. Beckett, E.R.D.
Frank Beckett has served with the Regiment since its formation
in 1951, and has become so much a pan of it that it .is hard
to imagine going to camp without him. All C.O.s have special
idiosyncrasies, but all his were wholly friendly and sociable.
His predilection for, according to time, a late night or very
early morning cui:i of tea has provided many hours of sleepy,
yet thoroughly en1oyable, argument. We wish him all the very
be t for the future. Our congratula ions go to Major Mick
Heaton, who has taken over command of the Regiment.

J.

Ro e, the P.S.I., at our Uxbridge T.A. Centre.
" For exceptional services to the welfare of his brother
officers "-was only part of the expression of thanks made to our
Offic~rs' JYie s S~cretary, Captain J. C. Udell, M.B.E., by the
Commandn:~g Ofhcer w~en, at a recznt mess dinner, he mad(•
a presentat10.n to <::aptam U?el.l on b ehalf of Mess member
to mark their special apprec1at1on of Captain Udell's tire! s
efforts on their behalf.
Our speeiul eo11grutulutions to Signalman P. ('
O'Leary, of " D " Squadron, on winning the boxing champion'ship of the London Federation of Clubs.
65th (CITY OF LONDON) HEGUIENT (T.A.J

Lord

~fnyol"

Major C. D. Burgess and Captain A. H ..s?~erby have left
the Regiment on transfer to A.E.R. and are JOmmg 92nd Regiment Major E. G. Gilbert joins the Regiment from 44th
(H.C.) Regiment (Cinque Ports) T.A. as Senior W.R.A.C.
Officer. All are delighted to hear that a very old friend of the
Regiment, Mr. E. F. Maltby, C.B.E., has been appointed Honorary
Colonel to our sister 92nd Regiment (A.E.R.).
One of our newest arirvals has surprised us all, S .. rgeant P.
F. Scottom, the Radio Technici~n P.S.L, succeeded. in winning
the Raya! Signals Amateur Radio Society contest m February
on G3 LUN. Our telegraph operators had better beware.

Army Hockey Player

Enh•rtained

Some time ago the Officers of the Regiment entertained at
dinner the Lotd Mayor of London, Sir James Harman, G.B.E.

\ 'ery fortruaate to have been chosen
f o r t h i s exercise • • • "
We had hoped that a small de.tachment of linemen and cable
jointers would perform their annual training in Singapore, but
unfortunately his failed to materialise. However, two junior
.C.O.s of the Regiment participated in Exercise "Ever-Ready
III, in Aden in October, 1964. An excellent report by one of
them shows that they did a very useful job of work, and
thoroughly enjoyed themselves in the process. The friendship and hospitality of 254 Squadron, to whom they were
attached was greatly appreciated. Indeed, the whole exerci~e
may be summed up by the final sentence of the report which
r:!<!ds: "I consider myself very fortunate to have been chosen
for this exercise which was, to me, a wonderful experience."
lle gular and lleserve get t o gethel"
ol!I out--0f-camp training took the form of a four-<lay weekend m November, 1964, and rwo-<lay week-ends in January and
February, 1965. All were spent at Catterick Camp under
arrangements made by the Training Brigade, Royal Signals.
Our hosts on these occasions were 8th and 1 uh Regiments
who jointly organised our welfare, and some really first-class
programmes of technical and military training. We are most
grateful to all members of these Regiments who gave their
week-e~d to make the rr_aining the success it undoubtedly was.
The_re is a great value 10 such personal contacts wit'h Signal
Regurr.nts of the Regular Army, whether in Catterick or overseas. They permit the A E.R. ro be brought up to date with
the lates.t development and. thought in communication practice
and e.qmpme~t. Equally, 1f not more importan t, they present
an oppor.turury for Regular and Reserve Signals people to
get to know one another better.

•

4 7th llEGIMEN T T . A.
lUIDDl,ESEX YEO!tlANH Y
(The Duke of Cambridf.{e's Hussars)

:V.-~·s. in B r i e f. - To 14th Regiment - our thanks!
The hi~ght of last month's training programme was a visit
by ~ M1d?lesex Yeomanry team of thirty all ranks to 14th
Reg_1ment 1.n the West Country. Arranged by our Training
Ma)Ol', ~aior W. H. H. Parkes, and Major C. McDevitt, of
qth Regunent, the visit was a great success and much was
Iean:it, to say nothing of our appreciation of the hospitality
received.
· • lndefntiJ(able " - the only word to describe the efforts
of. ?Ur. remar~able R.S.M., W.O.I. Giles, whose exceptional
ability m gettmg the best out of T .A. personnel is too wellknown to i;ieed further mention here; suffice to say that on top
of everythmg else, he has just directed a most succeiIBful
N.C.O.s' drill and duties course, ably assisted by W.O.II

The Lo rd Mayor talks to members of the W.R.A.C.
Other guests included Major-General F. J. wainson, o .B.E.,
and Brigadier J. E. Henderson, D.W.R.A.C. The Lord Mayor
was ~corted from the Mansion House by motor cycle outriders
provided by H.Q. Squa~ron. <?n arrival at Worship Street,
the Lord Mayo.r was 10v1ted to mspect the " Skinners Guard "
commanded by Lieutenant J. Webster.
'
A transformation to the Other Ranks' cante~n has recently
taken place under the guidance of R.Q.M.S. Silverman. The
new club being opened in December; much hard work had
be~n done by r~-designing and painting the entire club and
the committee run flourishing social evenings.
The Disab led Enj o yed T h e111selves
The Regiment was again delighted ito welcome back many
disabled ex-Service men from the Star and Garter and Roehampton Homes . . We were supported in our endeavour by the
Mayor of Shored1tch. They thoroughly enjoyed themselves and
many a wheel chair "wobbled " out of the door at the end of
the evening.
. The elfo~ts 9f o.ur •team in the Courage Trophy deserve the
highest praise. This annual competition took place on 13th/14th
March under the m~st awf1:1l weather conditions. Twenty-one
reams from T .A. Regunenrs m London took part in this exercise
of n_iilitary skills, including marching, first aid, driving and
cook1,Ilg to name but a few. At the end of the first day 65th
was m the lead. Unfortunately we had bad luck in one event
coming well down the field, this resulted in our final placing
-fourth. Our thanks go to Captain G. Green, Corporal Ritchie,
Lance-Corporal Guinnessy to mention only a few of the team.
We understand that Sergeant T erry Andrews' Irish Stew was
superb-well done.

Fare w e lls and • H e llos '
The Quartermaster, Major A. W. Fisk, retired at the end of
last yea!· After ~ve years with the Regimen t we miss him and
Mrs. FJ.Sk and wish them all the best for the future. His place
has been taken by an old friend, Captain W. A. Timbrell, who
served as R.S.M. with the R egiment previously.
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Corporal A. W. T. (Paddy) Coldwell, presently with 30th Signal Reg'•
ment who is only 21 years of a11e has already played right back at hockey
for the Corps, the County of Dorset, the Army and the Combined
Services.
He has received commendations from sports correspondents for his
speed of recovery and his hard Shootin11.
He was born in Dun Laoehaire, Co. Dublin and is an ex~Harro gate
apprentice. In fact he was selected to play for the Army whilst sti ll a b o y.
He is an all round sportsman. and has decided to b ecome a pilot, Royal
Si1nals.

Sporting Shorts
In the Flyweight Class at the Army Individual Championships, Lance-Corporal P. Tea.sdale (16th Battalion, R.A.O.C.)
knocked out Corporal R. Quirk (2nd Signal Regiment) in the
first round, and in the Featherweight Class, Signalman F.
Waters (2nd Signal Regiment) knocked out Signalman N.
Keenan (2nd Signal Regiment) also in the first round.

Corps Football.-Stockton/Billingham Technical College 1;
Royal Signals 12. Played on 27th March.
Three members of 24th Regiment were in the Army side
which beat the Royal Navy at Portsmouth recently by 4-1.
They were Lance-Corporals A. Sutherland and A. Forrester,
and ignalman A. Gordon.

Association Notes
CUOYDON AND DISTIUCT BllANCII
During an informal meeting on 18th April, about 25 members
being present, Mr. L. J. Rebbeck, the Chairman, called to order.
He spoke for a few moments of the sadness we all felt at the
loss of our Colonel-in-Chief. The members placed on record
their sorrow at the death of Her Raya! Highness the Princess
Royal, Patron of the Association. The Chairman also gave a
brief account of the meeting of the Representatives of Branches
of .the Association. A strong party is to attend the D inner of
the Aldershot Branch. Arrangements for members to attend the
Reunion at Canerick are deferred to the May meeti ng.
THE W I R E, MAY- J U N E 1 96 5

=======

CATTEHICK IJRANt'll
The Annual Dinner was held in the Depot Warrant Officers'
and Sergeants' Mess on Friday, 12th March, by kind permis ion
of R.S M. S. J. R. Dunlop and members.
Unfortunately our President, Brigadier A. C. Cox, was unable
to attend but we were very pleased to welcome in his stead
Colonel D. G. Jones.
The orher guests were R.S.M. and Mrs. Dunlop-nth
Regiment; R.S.M. I. D. C. and Mrs. Currie-School of Signals;
R.S.M. T. J. Licence-24th Regiment; R.S.M. D. F. and Mrs.
Rees-8th Regiment; G.S.M. and Mrs. Peacock-Garrison H.Q.;
W.O.I (Superintendent Clerk) and Mrs. Burn, Training Brigade,
and Mr. A. Rooney, Chairman of the Catterick Branch British
Legion.
In proposing a toast to the guests the Chairman expressed
the thanks of the members to R.S .M.s of the Catterick regiments for allowing the Branch to hold its monthly meetings in
their Messes during .the past year-but for their kindnesses the
Branch would be homeless.
In reply.i ng Colonel Jones, who is Inspector of Trade Training, gave us an interesting resume of Corps affairs and a glimpse
o~ its future.
After dinner, the assembly was treated to a most entertaining
conjuring show by Brigadier Pon onby to whom we are most
grateful for bringing his suit-case with him and working for
his dinner.
llAllTLEPOOLlo) AND DISTllICT Ull1~1"t: H
A meeting of the Hartlepools and District R.S A. was held in
Ye Olde Durham Club, West Hartlepool, on Friday, 2nd April,
.
by kind perm:Ssion of the committee of that club.
A m(}tion expressing the regret of the Branch on the passmg
of Her Royal Highness The Princess Royal, Colonel-in-Chief of
the Royal Corps of Signals, was adopted unanimously.
It was learnt also that Mr. Mossman, a Branch member had
suffered an injury and the matter was being looked into by
the Se::retary.
The Chairman, Mr. E. T . Waite, M.B.E., declared the total
money collected by the Branch during the house-to-house collection in an area allocated them by the West H artlepool
authorities was £55 16s. 8d.-a really magnificent effort on the
part of the member collectors and ladies of the .Branch"
Mr. Stan Irvin, Secretary of the Branch, outlin ed pomts he
would be seeking w raise at the 19th an nual. meeting of the
Branch Secretaries which. he would be attendmg.
Mr. Bill Milburn was welcomed as a new member to the
Branch.
It was observed that the Secretary had obviously wangled
the meeting to be held at the Ye Olde D urham Club on this
eve of departure for the Chelsea conference so that h~ could
become accustomed to sitting at the conference table-m style
and in the grand manner. The Ye Olde D urham Club possessing
such a magnificent conference table!
The Secretary made a point that members auending the
Association Reunion should acquaint him forthwith to assist
in making •the arrang.:ments.

Royal Signals Association anti Benevolent Funt/
The following
March, 1965:

subscriprions
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24th Regiment
...
24th Reg:ment (Officer ' Mess)
4~ Squadron R.A.S.C. (L.C.T.)
3rd Reg!ment (27 Unit Branch)
School of Infantry
...
41st Regiment T.A. (2 Squadron)
...
.. .
44th Regiment T.A. (3 (S.C.A.) Squadron)) .. .
..
Central Vehicle Depot, R.A.O .C. (Sergeants' Mess), Tewkesbury
59th Regiment T .A.
7th Regiment
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...
...
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...
. .
...
...
16th Regiment (\Var~ant Officers' and Sergeants' Mes ) ...
225 Squadron
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.. .
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--- - - - - - SPECIAL TERMS T O ALL R EGULAR AND
EX-REGULA SERVICE PERS ONNEL AND
UNITS AND .M.ESSES, AT H OME AND OVERSEA , on purchases of all kinds of electrical
appliances and equipment, carpets, furniture,
bedd. ng, cutlery, silverware, glass and chinaware
radio s_cts, recor~ players, tape recorders and tape:
typewrite rs, sewrng machines, cars, car accessories,
b:cycles, cara vans, boats, outboard motors boats
and yachting supplies, athletic clothing, golt' equipment, camping gear and equipment, lawn mowers
and garden furn itu re, photographic supplies, etc.,
ere_. If you are buying or furnishing a house,
wr.te to our House Purchase Advisory Bureau.
Extended credit available for m ost of the abt've
items. H.P. also arranged for cars and caravans
(home only).
PREFERENTIAL CONCESSIONS on all forms
of insurance, at home and overseas including car
kit, household, whole of life or endo~ent policies'
and Officers' Terminal Grant Trust policies, etc.'.
etc.

AGENCY S UPPLIES
& SERVICES CO. LTD.
62 Addington Road, Reading
Telephone: 571 51 (4 lines) (Day)
626:?7 and 84302 (Night)

"A thing of beauty is a joy for ever"
WEAR A DISTINCTI VE
-- - - - ·-·- - - -

-

- -

-

- -1

BLAZER /________ I
BADGE
'--- - - - - - - - - - ---- -

Made enti re ly BY HAND in our work~oo m s , t o the_ approved Regim e ntal desig n,
in fin est quali ty gold and silver wire a nd
si lks t o last you for years . We supply on
ou r " neut ral " (dark navy/ black) cloth , or
on your own detached pocket (blazers
must not be sent).

I
I

THE ROYAL SIGNALS BADGE
COSTS FIFTY SHILLINGS

We can al_so suppl~ yo ur Regimental TIE (Striped,
in pure sil k) for 20 /-, post paid.

Price Lists covering all Badges we produce sent on req uest.

D.

J.

PARK I N SON

GO LD ANO SIL V E R WIRE B A DGE-MAKER

124 VA LLEY DRIVE . BRIG H T ON . 5

I

( BRIG HT O N 271 80)

RA"ITERS

Cortina De Luxe

Make the most of your privileges

Tradition in the modern manner

DRIVE ATAX·FREE BRITISH FORD
Bri tish Fords are top cars - everywhere. Fast Flat
A utobah ns or di rt tracks, Briti sh Fords can take
it in their stride -with COMFORT, economy and
rel iab ility.
You can have priori ty of any car in the superb
Ford range if you are posted abroad . ..
YET YOU PAY NO BRITISH TAX!
You can use you r new Ford in Britain for up to
six mont hs prior to leaving, or you may qualify

for up to twelve months between overseas postings. Alternatively, Ford wi ll arrange sh ipment
direct to you . Hi re purchase fac ilities are avail ab le. Remember, wherever you are posted you 'll
find worl d-wide Ford service.
THE FORD RANGE INCLUDES:
A complete range of Saloons, Estate Cars and
G.T. high performance cars. For full details of
any model(s) f ill in the cou pon below:
IHT. r ,tJ

•

Please send me without obligation , full details of the British Ford model I have ticked below and your personal export scheme.

NAME

. ...' ............................... ································-··································· ·······························-···················-..······ ....................................................

I

a. P.H.

•

--···-·······-···~···~·- · ····

'

FULL ADDRESS ················································-·····················-·--·······-·-····-·-·······································································-·····-···········-····-·-······-·-···-·-·························-··

I

I

I AM BEING POSTED TO
................................................................................................... ·········-······················-····················
···········-····--·-·--····· .. .
0 ANGLIA
0 CORTINA
0 CORSAIR
0 ZEPHYR 4
0 ZEPHYR 6
0 ZODIAC
40a LONDON RD., CAMB ERLEY (Wedn esday afternoons only)

Cut out this coupon and post to: FORD MOTOR COMPANY LIMITED, 88 REGENT STREET, LONDON Wl

t

• Telephone: REGent 7272

38 NEW BOND ST., LONDON, W.I. TEL: MAYfair 7177
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All will be delighted to hear of the 7th Regiment's fine success in
winning the Army Hockey Cup at Aldershot on the 28th April. This
result is particularly gratifying as this is one of the few Army team champion·
ships which the Corps has not previously succeeded in winning.
It will, perhaps, be of interest to our readers to note the fine record
of the Corps in the major Army team championships over the years. It is
as follows : -
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Association Football
4th Divisional Signals
1931
Training Regiment
7
1952
7
Training Regiment
1953
2 Training Regiment
1956

Runners-up
Runners-up
Winners
Winners

Rugby Football
1948

Signal Training Centre

Winners

1 Training Regiment

Winners

Training Regiment

Winners

1 Training Regiment
1 Training Regiment

Winners
Winners

The Training Battalion
The Training Battalion
The Training Battalion
The Training Battalion
"A" Group Signals
(Aldershot)

Winners
Runners-up
Winners
Runners-up
Winners

2 Training Regiment

Runners-up

2 Training Regiment

Runners-up

The Training Battalion

Winners

2 Training Regiment

Winners

1 Training Regiment

Winners

1 Training Regiment
1 Training Regiment
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The Training Battalion
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1 Training Regiment
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1953
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MAJOR GENERAL A. M. W. WHISTLER, C.B., C.B.E.
VISITS THE l\iIDDLE EAST

During his tour Major General A. M. W . Whistler, C .B., C .B.E., was seen by at least 90% of Royal Signals
personnel serving in M.E.L.F., and very many were able to chat with him. The informal and relaxed nature
of his visit is reflected by these pictures
·

In Middle East we occasionally think of ourselves as a "Forgotten Army"; however,
as our cool season developed into our hot season this year, we were well recompensed.
Major-General A. M. W. Whistler, C.B., C.B.E., the Representative Colonel Commandant,
visited us all and managed to survive a rather hectic programme. The Middle East is
rather scattered and inevitably the General had a lot of travelling.

ADEN

ENERAL WHISTLER arrived on 23rd March. Ht: was
accompanied by C.S .O. (M.E.) Colonel G. D. T. Harris,
o.B.E., during his Aden visit, while Captain M. C. Spence
acted as A.D.C. After a very late lunch the General attended a
Royal Signals Cocktail Party held in I 5th Regiment Officers'
Mc s. We trust the escorts and guards reguired by the local
I. . situation impressed ·the Colonel Commandant with the
rigors of life in Aden.
Next morning General Whistler put on his A.C.D.(S) hat to
address Signals Officers on the joint working in the M .0.D.
(This was most useful as in a joint atmosphere on the ground
here we occasionally wonder what M.O.D. are doing!)
Quickly changing hats again the General visited the Federal
Regular Army Signal Squadron.

G

6
I.

2.
3.
4.

s.
6.
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" Now that's an extremely interesting point Sergeant." General Whistler talking to Sergeant Bagwell of 'B' Troop Bah rein
" Don' t worry about the shirt"- talking to Signalman F. A. Croft (216 Squadron).
'
•
" Of course, Sir, complications do arise." Sergeant G. Horne, 15 Regj ment, explains the Joint Comce n to the Genera l
" You really like your job then?"-talking to Lance Corporal J. Angus (216 Squadron).
•
~h e ~am e l Gua~d of the Federal Regular Army Signal Squadron which was inspected by t he Genera l.
I qu it e agree with what you say"- talking to Corporal J . MacDonald also of2 16 Squadron.
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On arrival at Seedaseer Lines the Colona! Commandant was
met by Brigadier C. G. T. Viner, M.C., T.D., Force Commander,
Aqeed Nasir Buraik Aulaqi, M.B.E., senior Arab officer, Major
J. S. Agar, Squadron Corrunander, and an immaculate Camel
Guard.
After inspecting the Guard, the Colonal Commandant visited
the Headquarters COMCEN and the F.R.A. Signal Squadron.
The General then met all Royal Signal members of the
Squadron and their families in ·the Jimmy Club for pre-lunch
drinks. During his visit to this Club he kindly presented, on
behalf of the Squadron, a Squadron plaque to Mr. Ernie
Eastough, MPBW, for his help to the Club.
A quick but we hope an enjoyable visit was brought to an
end by lunch in the Officers' Mess with Arab and British
officers.
On Thursday, 25th March, the Colonel Commandant visited
two very different aspects of signal life in Aden. After meeting
C.S.0. (A.F.M.E.) (Group Captain A. Fry) he went to see
222 Squadron (Air Formation) (Major L. Beaumont) where,
accompanied by C.S.O. (A.F.M.E.), he visited Squadron Headquarters H.Q. The Colonel Commandant inspected a small
parade before proceeding to " K " Troop at Klionnaksar Airfield.
There he met the acting Sration Commander, Wing Commander W. L. Green, D.F.C., and inspected a formal parade
commanded by Captain J. D . Bromley (0.C. designate) supported by the outgoing O.C. Troop, Staff Sergeant K. F.
Duffey (F. of S.). After a flying visit covering all aspects of
our work on the airfield, the Colonel Commandant took a
-tea break with the Duffey family.
Fortified by the tea break the General and his A.D.C. in
Aden (Captain M. C. Spence) travelled out to Little Aden to
see 210 Squadron (Brigade) (Major N. A. Butler). The A.D.C.
had no fears of losing a very senior officer en route as he bel?ngs
to 210. General Whistler's visit to the Squadron was essenually
a relaxed and informal affair with the emphasis on meeting
oldiers and their wives.
After me~ng (be Brigade Commander, the General was
whisked down to the Warrant Officers' and Sergeants' Mess to
meet the Squadron Wives, and then he walked across to the
Squadron Compound and had a look round our new
accommodation.
The General's main aim was to talk to the soldiers at their
work, 210 soldiers are never slow to talk, so everyone was
happy. He showed particular interest in Corporal G. A.
Garside's home-made boat, Corporal A. Smith's Wendy House
(made out of a Dn Airtech container crate) and the various
displays of self help. We only hope that the Barracks people
and the Command Secretariat are equally impressed when they
find out what we have been doing to their new buildings.
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The piece de resistance took place at 12.30 hours, when we
all adjourned to the Squadron Club. The O.C. explained to
the Colonel Commandant that after much discussion about
how to get rid of the enormous profits the club kept making,
we had decided to buy every member an inscribed tankard on
his leaving the Squadron. This system was just about to start
and we thought that it was appropriate to give the very first
tankard to General Whistler.
Unfortunately, Q.R.s forbid the giving of testimonials to
senior officers, and it had therefore been decided to loan the
tankard to the General for one hundred years. The O.C.
then formally loaned the <tankard to General Whistler. Major
Butler added that he hoped we would not be considered ungenerous but one hundred years was a long time and would the
General mind signing the 1033 which the R.Q.M.S. happened
to have handy.
The inscribed tankard was duly christened and General
Whistler met more members of the Squadron. The General
and the officers •t hen proceeded to the Officers' Mess where
they had lunch with the Brigade Commander and leading
members of his staff.
This should have been the end of the programme but General
Whistler decided that he would like to see one of the new
quarters. At 15.00 hours much to the surprise of Mrs. Butler,
who had just emerged from her siesta, a fleet of cars appeared
at the O.C.'s house. Divorce proceedings are pending.
Finally, at 15.30 hours, the Colonel Corrunandant left the
barren rocks of Little Aden.
On Friday, 26th March, the Colonel Commandant visited
15th Regiment as recorded in last month's WIRE.

BAHRAIN

Al\'D

S U AilJ ~U

Neitt day the General flew by R.A.F. Argosy ro Bahrain,
accompanied by Lieutenant-Colonel J. N. Hallett, C.S.O.
(M.E.L.F.). He was met by ~aj or H. D . Y: Chappell, who
acted as his A.D.C. for the rernamder of the v1S1t.
That evening he experienced a film-show in the Mess, and
met officers' families. (Officers who have served in Bahrain and
know the curiously arbitrary system by which films are sent for
showing in that sration will savour the word "experienced"
-this time it was a tear-jerker.)
It was not until his arrival at 3 Squadron, 15th Regiment,
early on the Monday morning that the Representative Colonel
Comandant learnt of the Colonel-in-Chiefs death. In an
exchange of messages the Master of Signals agreed that General
Whistler's tour should continue. The sad news gave a background of peculiar poignancy to a series of visits which were
in any case essentially family occasions.
The visit to 3 S quadron (Major C. A. M. Robertson) followed
the usual pattern of such occasions, one man after another being
pleasantly surprised to find that the General was much m?re
interested in him as an individual than the equipment beside
which he " happened " to be standing. This was especially
the case in the Bahrain Army Telecommunication Workshop,
where in complete contradiction to the apparent laws of nature,
Royal' Signals technicians, under .Staff ergeant (F .. of S.) D. G.
McKeon work in complete amity and accord with R.E.M.E.
tradesme~ under a Staff Sergeant artificer. No one in the
workshop seems to find anything odd in this-:-they are too
busily occupied in the common ~asks of getung the stuff
repaired!
.
Tue Colonel Co~mandant then, showed a keen professional
interest in •t he workings of the Joint Communication Centre
which, as A.C.D.(S), he did muc to .father and an equally
keen interest in the men who make it work. At least one
operator, when asked how his circuit was doing, gave a much
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more candid reply than he would have done if he had
remembered that Colonels Commandent do not wear gorget
patches.
Then on to R.A.F. Muharraq and " B " Troop, 222 Squadron
(Lieutenant I. R Kerr), and a few words with their linemen,
cable-jointers nd technicians.
The next day, Tuesday, sho-. ed . an equally full pr~gra mme,
beginO:ng with 1st Parachute Battalion Group where L1eut~nant
J. Graham introduced the Colonel Commandam to t?e resident
detachment from :n6 Squadron, some of them with a most
impres ive number of jump.s to thei~ credit and all with . an
air of being ready for anythmg that hes ahead. They had JUSt
finished the crude excavation of what was to be either a fishpond or a cooling--0ff pool-<>pinions varied-and were only
too happy to have the benefit o[ . their distinguished v is i~or 's
fir t-hand experience of the durability of such pools when lmed
with polythene sheet.
The next call was at 601 Troop (Ship) (Captain J. M. Gray)
where Staff Sergeant (Yeoman of Signals) C. Heaps had
organised a well-timed NAAFI break during which members
of the Troop eiqJlained to the General what the Troop's job
is, how they do it and what else they do.
On Wednesday the Colonel Commandant flew down the
Gulf by R.A.F. Beverley to Sharjah, starting as usual at abou·t
dawn. The aircraft quartermaster, having never set eyes on a
Represen tative Colonel Commandant before, chose to ask ours

Lance Corporal M. Baker
Roya l Corps of Signals,
a ttached 22 Special A ir Ser vice Regimen t

will wish to join Tm: WIRE in congratulating
A LL
Lance-Corporal Michael Baker on the award of
the Military Medal for gallant and distinguished
services in the Radfan Area of Southern Arabia.
The citation, published in the London Gazette
of 30th April, reads as follows:

,,

Lance-Corporal Baker was a member of 3 Troop,
22nd Special Air Service Regiment, engaged in
operations against enemy tribesmen in the Radfan
Mountains. On the 30th April, 1964, 3 Troop,
having infiltrated through enemy lines some four
miles the previous night on a lone mission to
mark a Dropping Zone for a parachute drop, was
pinned down by heavy enemy fire all day. The
Troop finally managed to break out of this position
at last light in the face of heavy enemy opposition,
from some 20-30 tribesmen. Baker was wounded
in the knee by three bullets immediately prior to
the breakout. Despite this, he fought his way out
with the remainder of the Troop in a fierce hand-tohand engagement, and got through the enemy encirclement. On the way back to our own lines,
Baker and another man covered the rear of the
Troop and noticing that they were being shadowed
by three tribesmen, laid an ambush. They killed
two and wounded the third thereby ensuring the
safe withdrawal of the Troop.
L ance-Corporal
Baker managed to reach our own lines without assistance, and without d elaying the progress of the rest of the Troop, despite his serious
Throughout the action he displayed a
wound.
devotion to duty and unselfishness which, coupled
with his bravery in acting as rearguard for the
Troop, although wounded, undoubtedly contributed
a great deal towards the successful extrication of
the Troop.

whether he knew which passenger was General Whistler. The
reply was both brief and accurate.
At harjah, Major J. D. Morris introduced 'the General to
both British and Arab sold iers of the Trucial Oman Scouts
Signal Squadron, all of whom d iscussed their work in a
thoroughly relaxed atmosphere. Then on to the Signal detachment of the Armoured Car Squadron there, and to four isolated
but che.rful members of " K " Troop, 222 Squadron.
Luckily (for once) the aircraft, which had anyway been
delayed to meet the Colonel Commandant's programme, now
refu sed ro start for a couple of hours, and the General was
able to take a brief view of the surrounding countryside. This
included a visit to the local suq, including Sheik Robin, the
silversmith. ("Why do you call him Robin?" "' Well, it's short
for robbin' * * * *, actually.")
The following morning, with very great regret, we saw the
Representative Colonel Commandant take off for Cyprus to
continue his tour.
These brief notes can give only an outline of a very arduous
programme and even then miss some of the highligh ts-the
social evenings with two Troops for one and the lunch in H.M.S.
Meon for another. At one time or ljnother more than 90 pe1
cent. of Royal Signals serving in M.E.L.F. had the cha nce to
see their Representative Colonel Commandant and very many
of them were able to cba·t with him. We hope that he was
pleased with what he saw; w_e were truly delighted to see him.

Starting a New Career
D y Yeoman G. A. E. Gavey (late Captain

Royal Signals)
After 27 years' service in Royal Signals, ex-Staff-Sergeant
Len Loates started a new career on 1st April, 1965, as a Yeoman
Warder at H.M. Tower of London. He spent his last five years
at the Army Apprentice School, Harrogate, on the administrative
side (see WIRE April/May issue).
Len Loates is now 54 years of age so that if he remains a
Yeoman Warder until the maximum retiring age, i.e 70 years,
he would have 43 years' service to the Crown.
Len tells me that he would be prepared to take on cricket
and hockey umpiring once again on ·his final retirement.
On the other hand my final retirement is nearly due having
done 3r years Army service and a little over 16 years as a
Yeoman Warder.
We hope that another R. Signals W.0.I will shortly be
accepted for a Wardership--by name "Knobby" Russell, also
of Army Apprentice School, Harrogate.

The Shape
of Things
to Come is
now a little
Clearer

•
N the March - April issue of " The
Wire " we published Progress Report
No. 1, illustrated by a page of pictures
to show what progress had been made
on the Blandford Project, which was
commenced in June of last year. Comparison with the pictures below will
show substantial further progress has no~
been made. Spring weather and a plentiful supply of bricks has given . f~esh
impetus to the rebuild, and new buildings
are much in evidence, spreading across
the landscape.
Foundation work on all Phase I buildings is for the most part completed, and
the main effort is now going into the
erection of external and internal walls.
The Water Tower is now nearing completion as is also the NAAFI Families SelfService Shop.

Good Progress
is made
on the
Blandford Camp
Project

Lance-Corporal Baker, who comes fro m Southern
Ireland, joined the Corps in 1958°. He is a L ife
Member of the Royal Signals Association.
Yeoman W arder G. A. E. Gavey (left) and Yeoman W arder C. L. Loatc•
Both arc d ressed fo r Ch ur~h Parade on Eas ter Day.

I.

Officers Mess- Dining Room and
Ante Room together with Junior
Officer Sleep ing Blocks Nos. I
and 2.

2.

Water Tower.

3.

NAAFI Families Shop.

4.

School Workshops and Technica l
Stores.

s.

School Workshop.
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Personal Column

Jtlorf•mt>nts-n·arrant Officers and Senior N.C.O.a

Londf'n

W.0.1 (F. of S.) R. Reid
W .0.1 D. K. Wallis .. .
W.O.II J. A. G. Barnaby
W.0.11 D. G. Ellen .. .
W.0,11 J. B. Morrison .. .
W.O.II W. R. D. Clark
W.0.11 J. Oxberry
W.O.II J. J. Elliott
W.O.II S. A. Brice
W .0.II P. Durrant
W.0.11 J. A. Esson
...
W.O.II G. S. Heasman
W.0.II R. P. Loats
W.O.II K. PaLmcr
W.0.11 I. A. Reid
W.0.11 J. B. Rose
W.0.11 D. R. Armstrong
W.0.11 D. Wood
W.0.II C. E. Timson
W.0.11 J. B. Skinner
W.0.11 R. J. Bell ...
W.0.11 J. R. Overton . . .
...
W.0.11 (F. of S.) R. C. Boulter
W.O.II (F. of S .) R. Jones
...
W.O.ll (F. of S .) M. R . Davies
W.O.II (F. of S.) r. M. Stock
W.O.lI (F. of S.) L. J. Noakes
W.O.II D. W. Gunstone

Gn:t>Ut>

All will wish to join the " Wire " in congratulating Colonel
G. S. H. Dicker, M.B.E., T.D., D.L., on the honour conferred
on him by being appointed A.D.C. to H.M. the Queen as
notified in a recent London Gazette.
Regular . lrr:ry
LL R. A. Houghton to be
::pt., 7th April.
i\fajor W. G. Geddes, B. c.(Eng.) retires 31st March.
Lt.-Col. L. V. Mc aught-Davies retires 26th March.
Capt. E. W. P. Foley, M.A., to be Major, 22nd April.
Major B. eltar retires on 1st ).iay.
Lt. (T.0.T.) L. R. Churchill to be Capt. (T.0.T.), 1st May.
Capt. J. A. Mo·11ague to be Major, 8th Feb.
Capt. (T.O.T.) Hogan to be Major (T.0.T.), 5th May.

Territorial Arm.y
Capt. (Actg. Major) A. D. Hall to be Major, 15th April.
LL S. F. Holness to be Capt., 1st March.
Lt. M . M . Ro s is granted the acting rank of Capt., rst March.
Capt. (Actg. Major) J. Du.ff to be Major, 26th April.
Capt. (Actg. Maj .) I. H. Cohep to be Major, 28th April.
Lt. (Actg. Capt.) A. G . Lyster to be Capt., z9th April.
Lt. R. H. Hammerton to be Capt ., rst April .
Capt. D . G. Colbourne to be Major, rst April.
Lt. T. A. Bland to be Capt., 15th March.
Capt. (Actg. Maj.) W. B. Marnoch to be Major, nth .May.

Births
HOWARD. -On 28th May at C ampbelltown, Argyll, to Clare (nee
Whistler) and Bruce Howard-a son. Balinakill Farm, Clachan, By
Tarbert, Loch Fyne.

Deaths
FLETCHER.-Ex·C.S.N\i W. Fletcher, M.M., M.S.M., on 8th April, aged
76. C.S.M. Fletcher served with the Corps from 1920 to 1930. He
gained the M.M. at the Seige of Kut-al-Amara in the 191 4-1 8 Wer.
Later he served with the R.A.O.C. from 1939 to 1945. His son also
sen-ed in the Corps and his grandson is an Apprentice at Harrogate.
He was a Life Member of the Association. Great sympathy is expressed
to his widow.

Movements Officers-June
Major J. E. L . Adams ...
...
Major J . N. Burrell, M.B.B.
Major N. L. Baker
.. .
Major H . D . V. Chappell
Major B. C . Complin . . .
Major T . P. Canham .. .
Captain J. Cooper
...
. •.
CapUlin (Q.M.) J. W. Douthwaitc
Major P. A . Dally
...
Major (T.0.T.) A. Eeckelaers
Major P. H . Flead
...
...
. ..
Seco::d-Licutenant R. P . Gravestock ...
Major T. E. Grice
. ..
. ..
Second-Lieutenant R. C. F.
Homewood
CapUlin (T.O.T.) F. Ivesqn .. .
Lieutenant R. R . Johnson
.. .
Cap:ain (Q .M .) D . A. L. Murr.iy
Major J. A. Massey ...
.. .
Captain (Q.M.) F . J. Pavey
Captain R. Ping . . .
. ..
...
Second-Lieutenant M . H . L. Pickford
Major B. H. Parsonage
Major M . W. Pollard ...
Major N. W. P. Pearce
Major T. I. McL. Robinson
Major J . Ridge
.. .
. ..
Major J. A. G. Stakoe . . .
. ..
Captain (Q .M .) E. R. G. Wall
Lieutenant E. C . Byrne, e.E.M.
Major M. W. Simms-Reeve ...
Lieutenant A. K. Wright
Major L. C . P. Jaggard
...
Lieutenant (Tfc.) ::. W . G . Hill
Lieutenant (Tfc.) T. C . O'Toole

To
,,
,,
,,
,,
,,
,,

,,
,,
,,
,,
,,
,,

,,
,,
,,
,,
,,

,,
,,
,,
,,
,,
,,

,,
,,

CAFSO, G ermany.
H.Q., Malta and Libya.
H.Q., AD Radio Service
H .Q ., Northern Command
259 Squadron
School of Signals
21st Rcgilllcnt
224 Squadron
H.Q., MELF.
8th Regiment
3 H .Q . & Signal Regt.
Junior Leaders Regiment
H .Q., MELF.
Regiment
237 Squadron
15th Regiment
9th Regiment
2r:d Regiment
5 ISt (H) Regiment
Army Apprentices Scb. Harrogate
8th Regiment
237 Squadron
H.Q. , COMCAN .
School of Signals
21st Regiment
18th Regiment
S.S.O., Hannover
220,d Regimen t
11th

,, 9th Regiment

Regiment
nth Regiment
,, H .Q., Royal Signals, Cyprus.
,, H.Q ., 17 Div. / COMLANDBOR
,, 644 Troop.
IO lh

Promotions
Ir is anticipated that the 1965 edition of the Blue Book
will reach units by mid-June, 1965.

No f~ details of promotions for promulgation in THE

~IRE .will therefore be. submitted until early June, 1965. This
list will cover pro!110~1ons. authorised in the period of April

and May, for publication m the July issue of THE WIRE.
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June~

St&ff
taff
Staff
Staff
Staff
Staff
Staff
Staff
Staff

Sergeant
Sergeant
Sergeant
Seogeant
Sergeant
Sergeant
Sergeant
Sergeant
SergeBllt

.. . To 14th Regiment
,, 227 Squadron
,, H.Q., Training Brigade
H.Q., R. Signals, Singnporc.
., 30th Regiment
,, 2nd Div. H.Q. & Signal R gt,
Bla•ndford Project Staff
,, 30th Regiment
,, 263 Squadron
,, 633 Troop
, 18th Regiment
,, 208
quadron
,, 257 Squadron
,, 2.28 Squadron
,, 644 Troop
,, 210 Squadron
,, 63rd Regiment (T.A.)
16th Regiment
,, 2nd Div. H.Q. & Signal Re
,, 30th Regiment
,, 28th Regiment
3rd Div. H.Q. & Signal Rcgt.
13th Regiment
, 240 Squadron
,, 10th Regiment
,, rst Div. H.Q. & S'gnal Re
,, 10th Reg:ment
,, 45th Regiment (T.A.)

J . B. Lindsell ...
L. T. Waumsley
R. Cockcroft ...
R. G. W. Hayes
R. B. McAlpine
L. V. W. Ings
P. R. Foster
C. Heaps
...
(F. of S.) K. S.
Pembenon
Staff Sergeant R . J. L. Harries
Staff Sergeant T. A. M. Downie
Staff Sergeant D. Pollard
Sergeant
Sergeant
Sergeant
Sergeant
Sergeant

K.
A.
B.
F.
D.

E. Gowler
Aitken
Law .. .
\Vard .. .
C. E. Silk

Sergeant E. F. V. Knight
Sergeant C. Jukes
Sergeant E. H. Webley
Sergeant J . A. Andrews
Sergeant R. E"srwood ...
Sergeant G. T. Farmer
Sergeam T. J. M. Peters
Sergea:11 I. L. V. Edington
Sergeant C. Moore
...
Sergeant W. Y. N. G rierson
Sergeant T. R. Morse ...
Sergean t F. C. rroggau
Sergean t J . R ocke
Sergeant N. M . Donnelly
Sergeant A . Smith
Sergeant D. Connery
Sergeant G. Reynolds
Sergeant D. A. Newell
Sergeant P. 0. Moody
Sergeant L . G . Didlick
Sergeam P. J. Milne
...
. ..
A / Sergeant R . G . Walkinshaw
SergeBllt C . H. Richardson
Sergeant B. F . Welch . . .
Sergeant G . Miller
Sergeant F. A. Askham
Sergeant E. N. B. Ferguson
Sergeant K. Harris
.. .
Sergean t K . 0 . Dll'Vis .. .
Sergeant P. Jackson
...
Sergeant A. J. E. Irons
Sergeant J. D . Keating
Sergeant R. K. Hopwood
Sergeant G . S. Lowe . . .
Sergeant H. Shevlin
.. .
Sergeant H. C . Stickley .. .
Sergeant G. D. Corbett
Sergeant J. B. Bums ...
Sergeant F . Sims . . .
. ..
SergellTlt G. A . Downie
Sergeant B. Jepson
...
Sergeant R. P. Mortenson
Sergeant R. M. Limb . . .
Sergeant P . J. Replow .. .
Sergeant M . J . D . Groom
Sergeant A . W . A. ChaJ:lton
Sergeant J . S. Alyson . . .
Sergeant A. F. Dyer .. .
Sergeant W . D . Carr . . .
Sergeant D. G . E. Treharne
Sergeant L , Sant ...

COl...ONEI... G.

1965

,,
,,
,,
,,
.,
,,
,,
,,

18th Regiment
Joint Communications Unit
327 Squadron (T.A.)
Edinburgh Universiry O.T.C.
School of Signals
651 Troop
262 Squadron
24th Regiment

,,
,,
,,
,,

8th Reg'.ment
Q .R.I.H. Sig'.1al Troop
518 Troop
School of Sigrucls

,,
,,
,,
,,
,,

30th Regiment
64th Regiment (T.A.)
259 Squadron
257 Squadron
6th Inf. Bde. Group H.Q. &
Signal Squadron
640 Troop
Army Afr Corps Centre
24th Regiment
16th Regiment
249 Squadron
18th Regiment
8th Regimen t
24th Regiment
4th Div. H.Q. & Signal Regt.
School of Signals
28th RegJ:nent
235 Squadron
17th (Gurkha) Signal Regt.
30th Battalion, R.A.O .C.
H.~., I (BR) Corps.
H.\.,I. , Far East Land Forces
Royal Signals Records
6ot Troop
237 Squadron
233 Squa-dron
15th Regiment
16th Regiment
263 Squadron
21st Regiment
227 Squadron
205 Sqaudron
24th Regiment
9th R egiment
IIth Inf. Bde. Gp. H .Q . and
S ignal Squadron.
Army Apprentices School
253 Squa-dron
Army Apprentices School
Army Apprentices School
15th Regiment
8th Regiment
640 Troop
237 Squadron
School of Signals
School of Signals
School of Signals
School of Signals
School of Signals
School of Signals
School of Signals
School of Signals
School of Signals
School of Signals
School of Signals
School of Signals
School of Signals
School of Signals

,,
,,
,,
,,
,,
,,
,,
,,
,,
,,
,,

,,
,,
,,
,,
,,
,,
,,
,,

,,
,,
,,
,,
,,
,,
,,
,,
,,
,,

,,
,,
,,
,,
,,
,,
,,
,,
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®bttuartes
UUIGADIElll F.

n.

W. ,JAMESON, D.S.O., M.C:.

Brigadier Frank Robert Wordsworth Jameson died on Saturday 8th May, at the Croydon General Hospital
was at Cam.bridge University when the First World War
broke out. He immediately enlisted into the H.A.C.. with
which he served until 1916. At the time he was commissioned
into the RE. in 1916 he was the only one of the section which
he commanded who had not been either killed or wounded.
In the R.E. (Signals) he won a D.S.O. and three M.C.s as a
Brigade Signal Officer in 23rd Divisional Signal Company in
France and Italy.
In 1939 he joined the Officer Emergency Reserve, joining
18th Divisional Signals. When the Sec:Jnd War started he
moved with part of the unit to Egypt. With 7oth Divisional
Signals he served in Tobruk until its relief, again in the thick
of it although nearly fifty.
Being a good linguist " Jimmy " Jameson was transferred to
Civil Affairs in 1942 and through successive posts in that branch
rose to the rank of Brigadier.
He was tireless in organising the association of his war-time
companions, particularly those of 23rd Divisional Signal
Company, who still meet, and will miss him at their June
meeting.
Our sincer.! sympathy goes out to his widow, son and
daughter.
A fuller tribute will appear in the Summer issue of the
Journal.

He

BRIGADIER W. T. HOWE, O.B.E.
We are sorry to hear that Brigadier Howe suddenly died in
Australia on 17th April.
William Tuxford Howe was born in 1892 and enlisted in the
R.F.A. in 1907.
His first acquaintance with Signals was when he was attached
for service with the Indian Signal Service in 1915 and went to
Mesopotamia as Brigade Signal Officer 41st Independent Brigade
in 1916. He continued to serve Signals in one capacity or
another for almost another 50 years, until 1962, when h retired,
tor the second time, from the post of Secretary of the Royal
Signals Institution.
During the First World War he served with distinction in
Mesopotamia and N.W. P ersia and was awarded L'1e O.B.E.
anc! Mentioned in Despatches four times.
He was Commanding Officer of 2nd Indian D ivision al Signals
at Quetta when -t he 1935 earthquake struck. H e led the fine
work which that regiment did in re-establishing communications
within Baluchistan and with the outside world. The then
Commander-in-Chief India, Field-Marshal Sir Philip ChetWoode, wrote extremely highly of ·the work of Signa_ls and
Lieutenant-Colon el Howe was awa rded a commendanon by
H.E. The Viceroy.
He then continued to serve in India, becoming C.S.O.
Eastern Command/Western Command and finally in 1942 D.D.
Signals G.H.Q. India as Brig_adier.
In 1954 he became the first full-time Secretary-EditorTreasurer of the Royal Signals Institution. H e started the
administrative work of the Institution from scratch and continued in the chair for another eight years. The Institution
owe him a debt of gratitude for his work in those early formative
years.
Our deepest sympathy goes out to his wife Betty who is still
in Australia.
A fuller tribute will appear in the Summer CTuly) issue of
the Journal.

R.0.111 Vacancies at the School of Signals
Two ROIII vacancies are now open at the School of ignalsone in the Planning Wing and one in Tactics Wing.
The School is moving to Blandford in the first half of 1967,
and officers who are selected will be expected to move with
Officers who are interested should please write
the School
immediately to the Commandant, School _of Signals, giving
service details and asking for further particular s.
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c.

WIN("KLE'\'. o.n.E., :H.f.'.

It is with very great regret that, as we go to press, we record
the death on 4th May of that well known and popular figure
in the Corps, Colonel George Winkley.
He COm!Jlenced his service in September 1914 when he
enlisted in the Public Schools Battalion of the Royal Fusiliers.
He was soon commissioned, in October 1914. He served
throughout the First War in France, winning the M.C and bar.
After the war he was seconded to the Indian Signal ervice
and continued to serve in India with only one short break until
1939.
During the Second War he served in the M iddle East, as
O.C. Egypt Command Signals and 6th and 8th Divisional
Signals, then again to India for a short time, back to Middle
East and then to U.K. and North-West Europe as Commanding
Officer of nth Air Formation Signals which provided the landline communications for No. 83 Group R.A.F. in the NorthWest European Campaign . He was Mentioned in Despatches
in 1939 and for his work in the orth-West European Campaign
he was awarded the O.B.E. in June 1945.
Early in 1945 he became Chief Air Formation Signal Officer
(Colonel) British Air Forces South East Asia. He retired from
the Army from this appointment in April 1948.
George Winckley who loved his golf, his riding and his bridge
was popular and well thought of wherever he went. At the
Peshawar races in which he rode freq_uently he was always
worth backing. He will be very much missed by his many
friends, both in the Corps and outside it, who served and played
with him with pleasure and happiness.
Our great sympathy goes out to his widow, son and two
daughters.

UEUTENANT-COLONEL A. B. BOYLE,
c.n.E., Q.~~ .
Ar ~hur Brian Boyle died on 1st May. He was the son of
Colonel Walter Boyle, O.B.E., T.D., the well-known ex-Com:manding Officer of 49th ('l orkshire) Regiment.
He was commissioned in the Territorial Army in 49th
Divisional Signals in 1932 where he served until 1938, when he
went onto the Territorial Army Reserve. In the meantime he
had been called to the Bar, Middle Temple, in 1936. In 1939
he was embodied and rejoined 49th D ivisional Signals. After
attending an early War Course at the Staff College he went to
2nd D ivisional Signals and then as G.S.0.3, to G.H.Q. B.E.F .
From there he went to the War Office, finally in 1942 becoming
G.S.0.1 (Lieutenant-Colonel) Military Assistant to the then
C.I.G.S., Field-Marshal Viscount Alanbrooke, in which capacity
he accompanied the C.I.G.S . to the major conferences of the
War Leaders at Casa blanca, Washington, Cairo, Quebec,
T eheran, Yalta and Potsdam. After the war he practised on
the North-Eastern Circuit and became Recorder of Sunderland
in 196o and Recorder of N ewcastle-upo_n-Tyne in 1961.
Our deepest sympathy goes out to his father Colonel Walter
Boyle and to his sister Lady Wrangham.

Ex-Boys' 11th Annual Reunion
Bullet Supper
A new venue this year by courtesy of the 4ut Regiment
(Princess Louises Kensington Regiment) T .A.
SATURDAY 9th OCTOBER, 1965, 6.30 p.m. at the
Hammersmith T.A. Centre (Hammersmith Broadway Tube
Station, turn right, cross over the roa~, and t.J:ie T.A. Centre
is about 40 yards down). Lounge suit or u!11fonn. Su~per
ticket, 12s. 6d. per head, obtainable from Captam J. V_. H ardmg
58th .Signal Regiment (T .A.), Wolseley House, F allmg Park,
Wolverhampton. Crossed cheques/ postal orders made payable
to · Royal Signals Ex-Boys D inner.
Please book as early as possible.

e Have

you placed a standin' order for a copy of
" The Wire " ?
Why not do so now ?
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Being an account of a visit
to the Island of Socotra by
W.0.11 T. Ash, Trucial Oman
Scouts Signal Squadron

J,_.t;.f
~

(Once again we are happy to highlight a story "Which
tells of a member of the Corps performing an unusual
iob in a remote part of the world. We are indeed grateful
~o W.O.ll Ash for the account that follows and hope that
it may encourage others to tell us about their adventures.
-Editor.)

*

*

*

There is, to the south-east of Aden, an island. l't's nameSocotra. Recently a party was despatched to this island for a
fortnight and I was fortunate enough to find myself attached
in the role of interpreter. I make no claim to be an expert on
.the Arabic language., but having done a course at the Command
Arabic Language School in Aden prior to joining the Trucial ·
Oman Scouts I felt reasonably safe.
About Socotrn Itself
A few words on the geographical location and history of
Soco~a will not be amiss as, until fairly recently, it was one of
the little known comers of the Empire. Even today the name
Socotra will not "ring a bell " with many people outside the
South Arabian area.
The island lies some 300 miles E.S.E. of Aden and about
Iz5 miles from the coast of Africa. The shape is roughly oblong
with a length of about 72 miles and a width of about 28 miles
at its widest point.
The interior of the island is mainly mountaineous with the
Haggiar Mountains forming 'the main range. The highest peak
being in th: region of some 4,900 f~t above sea level. Mostly
the mountams stretch as far as the sea but there are several
small coastal plains in the north and an extensive one In the
~uth. The~e is. plenty of fresh water in most pares of the
island especially m the mountains where there are many .small
pools and running streams.
The vegetation in coastal regions with fresh water is as
one would expect, mainly date palms and low scrub. In' the
mounta~ns the ve~etation is quite sul'prising, the slopes of the
mountams are thickly wooded with many varieties of trees
some of most peculiar and almost prehistoric shapes. Abov~
the 2,000 feet level the Dragons Blood Tree is prolific and
Socotra has . been referred to as the Dragons Blood Island.
The mountams also support extensive fields of grass which
supply the Bedu with their grazing grounds.
In the time of the ancient Egyptians the island was renowned
fo~ its production of frankin~er;i~ 3:nd myrrh and undoubtedly
enJoyed a more. prosper~us civ1lisat1on than it does today. In
more modem times the island was colonised for a brief period
br the Portu~ese and was nominally Christian. The Portuguese
dtd ~ot remam for lo~g but were slowly driven from the island
by disease and a hosule population.
Today the population of the island has been es-tirnated at
around 10,000 (there are no Europeans), 7,000 of these b-ing
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Socotri Bedu living a troglodyte life in the mountains. Their
language is Socotri as opposed to Arabic and their physical
features are small and finer than the Arab.
Their sole occupation is the herding of their flocks of goats
and herds of cows. At one or two places in the mountains the
Bedu have small plots of cultiva~ion, of dates, fruit and grain
but only for their own consumption.
'
The remaining 3,000 of the population, chiefly a mixture of
Arab ~d Socotri, live in 'the coastal areas, mainly in the north
of the 1sland. They obtain their livelihood f:rom fishing and
the cultivation of dates, tomatoes, melons, yams etc. Pearl
fishing is alS? carried out at certain times during 'the year.
. SocoC!a er:i1oys the sta~us of a British Protectorate, the ruler
1s Sultam E1sa. The capital, Hadibo, 1the only town of any size
lies on the. nor'th of the island on the western edge of a small
coast~l plai~. . Several waddis drain into the plain from the
Haggiar brmgmg fresh water. The courses of these waddis
are easily discernable by the abundance of date gardens and
habitations.
Establishing Ourselves
Lt was ~n this plain that our Beverley landed, Just after midday on Fnday, .19th February, and discharged our party of 26.
We soon established our small base camp under the interested
gaze of many of the local populace to whom our arrival must
have provided an interesting diversion . The vultures, which
are numerous, also kept an eye on us.
It was not long before the Sultan's Wazir Ibrahim ibn
Khalid, arrived on his carnet from Hadibo. H~ knew of our
impending arrival so we were not unexpected. With the O.C.
of .the party we then set about establishing friendly relations.
This was. very soon achieved and the Wazir arranged to attach
four soldiers of -the Sultan's guard to us as guards and guides.
The Sultan's "army" numbers 12 strong, there is no rank
but the senior soldier, Awadh ibn Abdullah is the "army
commander." Quite a number of the "arr~y" are not of
Socotri origin but have co me over from the Hadramaut and
sign for a year's service, at a £7: 10sh per month.
~he f<?llowing morning several patrols went out for the day
to investigate routes from .the plain into the Haggiar and along
t'he coast. I should point out that there are no roads on the
island r.md no motor vehicles, communications are basic if you
want to go from A to B you walk, or ride a camel or' donkey
if you are fortunate enough to have one.
A Visit to llndibo
Soon after breakfast I set off over the plain for Hadibo with
our three medical orderlies and Said ibn Abdullah one of the
Sultan's soldiers. I. had previously arrang:!d to call' on Ibrahim
and then open a dispensary so that the medical orderlies could
treat ~e sick of ]iadibo, there being no doctor on the island.
Havmg entertamed us to tea, Ibrahim took us to the disp~nsary normally occupied by a local dispenser, but at the time
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I. The Haggiar Mountains. 2. A Dragons Blood Tree, J, The author with Said lbn Abdullah and two R.A. M.C. Orderlies at
the local dispensary. 4. Loading donkeys. 5. An unusual tree. 6. A Vulture shot straight through the eye by Said lbn
Abdullah
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away in Mukalla on the m ainland for tra ining ! The word soon
travelled round that free medical treatmen t was available (the
local d i pen er charges when h e is present) and we were overwhelmed \\.i th patients of every shap..., size, ex and age.
Fortunat ly we had a id po ted on the door otherwise treatment would have come to o grinding halt.
At 3 p.m., having been going at full blast since about 9 a. m.,
we dectded that enough was enough, our stocks, carried in
ruck acks \ ere running low and and the time h ad c-0me to
lock up hop. From the dispensary, once we were able to tear
ourselve away, Said took us to the Hadramaut Bedouin Legion
detachment in Hadibo. There was only one signaller present
but he made u most welcome tea was supplied which was just
what the doctor ordered as far as we were concerned.
From the HBL we visited Hadibo's main shop; there are
only two worthy of the name. The shopkeeper, Mohammed,
was highly delighted to be able to entertain us; we had previously
treated his wife and daughter. His stock consisted mainly of
bolts of cloth, dates, beads, tinned fruit (several tins of which
he presented to us) with a few eggs, various food stuffs and
the basic necessities of life. He did have some rather attractive
locally made blankets which were a good buy at 15sh. each.
From Mohammed' shop we made our way back to our camp
along the beach, arriving just in time for the evening meal.

o,·erni ght Pa trol
The following morning, Sunday, 21st February, two patrols
set out along the coast, one to the east and one to the west. I
accompanied the west bound party. The patrols were to stay
out over night and each man carried his sleeping bag, day s
rations and small cooking stove in his pack.
We set off from our camp at about 08.00 and crossed the
plain to Hadibo. From Hadibo the plain ex.tends a further
mile westwards, at this point the mountains slope down to the
sea and the track begins to wind up and down the ruo-o-ed
.~ast line. This track is quite difficult in places and litt~~ed
'w.ith fallen boulders many of which have been polished to a
high sheen by the passage of travellers over the centuries.
The view to the sea froIJl our elevated position was like
looking into an aquarium, there were many patches where the
sea bed was of ~bite .sand, the water blue and crystal clear.
We could see qwte plainly many of the denizens of that rocky
coast, sharks, rays and many schools of smaller fish.
The journey along the
cliff track took us some
three hours with several
short stops for a drink
and rest. Eventually we
descended
to
another
coastal plan. As we came
down we could see, about
a mile ahead · of us, the
town of Quadhub.
We decided to spend
the night under a cliff
on the edge of <he sea.
There was a fairly large
date garden nearby with
a well, S-O our fresh water
was assured; so also, as we
discovered that night was
our quota of mosquitoes!
Naturally with the sea
nearby the obvious thing
One of our good friends-Suleiman-with a
to do was to get in it
local at his side
after our rather bot trek.
This we did despite the
thoug! t of the monsters we had previously seen. Apart from
an eel bite on the foot of one of our number, we were not
molested.
W e Ex plore F urthe r
. On Wednesday the O.C. wanted to despatch f-Our patrols
mto the mountams and along the coast for a period of from
fol!r to five days. It would be necessary to hire donkeys and
gwdes for these patrols, so on the ~uesday morning, 23xd
Febr.uary, I set off once more for Had1bo to see Ibrahim, the
Wazir? to make t~e necessary arrangements. The medical
orde!l~es accomparued me again with replenished stocks of
rned1cme.
At o6.30 on \Yednesday, 24;th February, all was ready for
our departure, with the exception of our donkeys and guides!
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Nearly an hour later one man on a donkey was seen approaching
thv camp. This proved to be ex-Sayid Ali ibn Mohammed
the local Muggadem (an area chief). H e told u s that he had
been ordered by ·the Wazir to supply u s with donkeys and
guides but, he went on this would cost 10 sh illings per donkey
and 10 billings per day per guide-cum-donkey- walloper. Tiiis
put our e..\."penditure on the patrol to double the amount already
agreed with Ibrahim. I explained we h ad settled th e financial
arrangements with Ibrahim and wer e not going to accept thi
exorbitant incr ease. Ali was ad amant 20 shillings per day it
must be. There was only one thing for it, cancel the p atrol· for
the d ay and Ali and I would go to see Ibrahim for his ruling.
When Al i and I arrived at Ibrahim's house he was engaged on
official business concerning the death of one of the inhabitant
of H adi bo. E ventually he arrived, full of apologies for keeping
us wa1tmg. Sherbert was served, social courtesies exchanged I
then put our business before him. Ali also had quite a lot' to
say! After a certain amount of discussion Ibrahim apologised
for this misunderstanding, he had, he said, failed ito make the
finances clear -in his letter to Ali.
In the. morning the donkeys and guides duly appeared at
the appomted time. For a short while confusion reigned, there
seemed to be donkeys everywhere, the guides we.re all shouting
at once an9 <their kit for the journey, somewhat more bulky
than ours, was .strewn to the four comers of our area. At last
everyone was sorted out into their respective patrols and the
donkeys subjected to loading. T.ruly the mos.t ill-used creature
on God's earth. As each patrol became ready it set off. The
patrol I was to accompany was headed for Adho Demelos
the main north .south pass in the Haggiar and some 4,000 feet
up. Our party consisted of the O.C., myself, Sa'ad bin Abdullah
of the Sultan's guard, two British ranks, and our friend AH.
Our donkey was well and truly laden as we set off south across
the plain to the waddi which was to be our route to the pass.
We travelled along the right-hand side of the waddi the
bottom was strewn with large boulders worn smooth by the
passage of water over the years. There was plenty of vegetation
all around us in the form of low trees and scrub. The track
was fairly level to start with and the slow rise in altitude
hardly perceptible. About 09.00 Ali told me that he wanted
to stop in an hour's time so that he and Sa'ad could pray and
h~ve ~!'.thing to eat and. drink. The 0.C. was not too happy
with this idea but, as I pomted out, I had agreed with Ibrahim
w~ wo~d stop for prayers so he agreed 1to Ali's request. I
think Ali felt that he had at least scored one victory!
The rest for prayers was very welcome, especially as it
included coffee and dates. We rested under what must have
been a very ancient tree judging by its size and gnarled trunk,
countless travellers must have welcomed its shade. We recommenced our travels and slowly wound our way upward. The
track was becoming more difficult and steep and ·the donkeys
were finding it slow going clambering over the many boulders.
We were now at an altitude of some 2,000 odd feet and the
view to the north down the waddi over the plain to the se;i
was quite impressive. The going was pretty hard now but
every step took us a few inches over the rocks of all shapes and
sizes. The donkeys could only move very slowly and we soon
left them-and Ali-some way to the rear. Just before 17.00
we reached our objective, the top of Demelos pass. Peaks
towered on either side of us and we found ourselves on an
open grassy area with out~rops of rocks and stunted trees.

I n vesti gated by the Locals
Our next step was •to find a suitable spot, with water nearby,
for our camp. This was soon located and as soon as Ali and
his donkeys arrived we set about cooking our evening meal and
making ourselves comfortable. There was plenty of dry wood
available so a good fire lightened the darkness of the now
swif.tly descending night. Quite a number of Bedu oame to
investigate us, we bad seen them from a distance on our way
up and had waved to them. Ibrahim had warned us that they
were a timid people (not all of them by any means), and asked
us to be careful not to frighten them as they were very nervous
of rifles. Muggadem Ali was obviously well known to them
and they saluted him by touching their nose or forehead to
his right hand, the greeting of a subordinate to a senior. The
standard dress of the Bedu is a sarong type loin cloth and a
cloa~ of mat~rial .of similar dimensions. Nearly all of them
earned at their wa1St three crude knives contained in a common
scabbard. By the time it was dark they had left us for the
sanctuary of their ~ves and stone and earth dwellings.
We were up with the sun the followi ng moming to the
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accompaniment of the shouts of the Bedu echoing round the
peaks as they d rove their flocks to graze. We had decided to
make our base at D emc!os and go out on day pa trols in various
directions during our stay t here.
The O.C., m yself and one of our British ranks with Sa'ad
decided to go over the pass •to the south and inves tigate the
path of the wadd i. W e left Ali and our remaining two British
nnks at Dem elos to look after the kit and donkeys who were
having the m eal of th eir Jives on th e abundant vegetation.
We !>tarted descending from D emelos into the waddi below.
Th~ descent, if anything, was steeper than the ascen t from the
north and the track very rough, winding up and down the
irregular slopes . The vegetation and scenery was si milar to
that on the north ern side of <the pass. Eventually we fou nd
ourselves on a hill ove rlooking a wide waddi curling away to
the south. A m ile or two down it we could see a small date
garden and a couple of large pools. There were a number of
Bedu caves in the side of the waddi and stone and earth
dwellings on the slopes. This was the village, if such it can be
called, of H as Hus to which we were headed.

•. . We lmlf expected a Dinosaur . . .
By the time we reached Has Hus we reckoned that we had
descended the best part of 2,500 feet. We decided to penetrate
fu rther down th.e waddi from the village of Has Hus. The
waddi was now a hundrea or so yards wide at its bottom
and appeared to be very nearly level. The bed was littered
with large smooth rounded rocks. The slopes on either side
were covered with peculiar trees, the trunks were grey in colour,
fat and smooth, gradually tapering to a point at the ·top. From
the tops sprouted small twig like branches with a few leaves
and pink blooms. The whole impression of 1this part of the
wadd i was of great age, we half expected a dinosaur to lumber
round the corner, it would not have been out of place. Slowly
the vegetation began to die out and we were entering barren
country. At this point we decided to retrace our steps towards
Has Hus. In the early afternoon we stopped at the top of a
small pass for lunch and a very welcome r~st. After a long hot
climb back up the pass we eventually arrived at our base on
D emelos. The following day it was my turn for rear party
while the O.C., Ali, Sa'ad and the rear party of the previous
day struck off to the east. My day was spent pleasantly enough
once the fog had been blown away. The local Bedu soon made
their appearance and I entertained them to tea and biscuits.
They reciprocated with a bowl of warm spiced cows milk which
proved to be very palatable. I made th~ acquaintS?ce of ~me
Salem Kichen among clieir number; he enjoys a certain notonety
on the island and our paths were to cross again on the morrow.
Our wanderers returned in the late afternoon having had an
interesting tour which included lunch with some Bedu in
their cave.
ltl'.'t- watch !1as its attractions
W e were up early on Sunday morning to make ready for
our impending departure. I had •t aken my watch. off to was!J.
and laid it on a nearby rock, when I went ito pl,lt it back on it
had gone-and so had Salem Kichen, i,.yho. had been pr~ent
with other Bedu in the hope of more b1scwts ! The previous
day he had told me (he spoke a fair amount of Arabic) that
there was no need to worry about our kit as no Bedu would
dream of raking anything. He forgot •t o menti~n that he was
the exception! Ali was most annoyed that this should have
happened as he was responsible to the Wa~ir for our well
being. He went off and found Salem who de01ed knowledge of
the theft but said he would look for the watch and meet us
down the track af it was found. He also enquired if he would
get a reward of five shillings for finding it. My answer to this
was an emphatic no.
We were soon ready to leave and started to 1!1ake our way
down <the waddi to the north. After about 20 mmutes we saw
Salem Kichen sitting on a rock outcrop S?me 100 y~rds a.bove
us to the left. Ali broke off and went to hun, rome~g glmted
in the sun as Salem handed it to Ali. Within five m.mutes my
watch was baclc on my wrist none the worse for its temporary
tay with Salem. Ali was mumbling about the " evil one"
and how he had better stay in the mountains or he would find
himself deficient of a hand! I sincerely hope the old rogue
doesn't suffer the consequences prescribed by the law of Socotra.

Enter a strange Junk
Monday, ut March, was ~o be a rest day so most of us
ended up on the beach. Durmg the afternoon we saw a dhow
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cruising off the coast, it h ad a peculiar shape and looked more
like a C hinese junk, but Chi na was a Jong way off. Suddenly
it altered course towards us. We swam out to it and discovered
to our amazement that it was a Chinese junk, the Chang
Feng, crewed by six Frenchmen, one Dutch, two Swiss and a
Canadian. Who was more surprised to meet who I can hardly
say. When they saw Europeans on the beach they had turned
in to inv estigate.
They were sailing from Hong Kong to Cannes on the French
Riviera, Socotra was their first landfall since leaving Colombo.
The Captain introduced himself as Maurice Hcrman, a steward
of Air France; one of the crew members was a Boeing 707
pi10>t also of Air France. How are the mighty fallen! They
aimed to take three months over the voyage which was by way
of a holiday and sell the Chang Feng on arrival in France.
When we had completed introductions and explained the local
set up to them I took the Captain and his bearded second--incommand (the Boeing pilot) into Hadibo to meet Ibrahim.
Ibrahim was most intrigued with them and we had quite a long
conversation, but he declined an offer to go aboard. That
evening parties were going full blast both at our camp and on
board the Chang Feng. Maurice invited some of our party to
a cruise along the coast for some fishing the next morning. I
had to go to Hadibo to see Ibrahim in the morning but Maurice
offered to pick me up off Hadibo for lunch, an invitation I
accepted gladly.
The following day at
1 p.m. Said and I having
successfully passed the
morning socialising in
Hadibo, were at the
appointed place of pickThe beach W31i
up.
crowded with the local
Arabs who had turned
out to see the junk and
several cano1:l! escorted
our dinghy to the Chang
Feng, including that of
the Em1r al Bahr (Harbour Master type), after
his 40 shillings port dues.
Once on board we found
The Chang Feng all the way from China
lunch prepared from the
fish of the morning's catch which we washed down with red
wine from the vineyards of France. After lunch we cruised
up the coast and eventually anchored off our camp. In the
early evening, Maurice and some of the crew wanted t~ g~ to
Hadibo in search of souvenirs, so off we went, but this tune
on foot. We first called on Ibrahim as Maurice w!shed to give
him a small gift before he departed in the morrung. By the
time we left Ibrahim's it was well and truly dark, so he lent
us a paraffin lamp and Said was appointed lamp bearer. W e
made our way to Mohammed's shop where Soc.otra managed a
few invisible exports to France. We staggered back to camp
loaded with half a bale of dates and several blankets. The
next day we said farewell to our friends of ·th~ Chang Feng
and they set sail for their next port of call which was to be
Jibouri in Somalia.
Aud so we s n~' fa rew e ll

The time bad now come for us to think about departing from
Soct>tra ourselves. We were scheduled to leave the following
day, Thursday, 4th March, but our. Beverly w~s delayed .in
Aden and did not arrive until after rmdday on Friday. IbrahlID
W'<IS present to bid us farewell, also the Sultan's eldest son,
Bisa. Muggadem Ali, Awadh the "Army Comm~nder," S~d
and Sa'ad from the Sultan's guard, who were very mt~ested m
gettin" to Sharjah to join the Scouts, excellent soldiers they
would° make as well. Altogether there was quite a large crowd,
many we knew but many we didn't. I had six Socotris entru.sted
to my care for the flight to Bahrain, four men and two wives,
·they were embarking on the Hajj to Mecca and we bad been
able to arrange to take them with us to Bahrain.
I was sorry to leave Socotra, a fortnight .was not e.no~gh by
far to investigate even a fraction of the island. I think we
made a good number of friends \iring our stay and I hope
some day it will be possible to return.
I trust the title of this article is self-explanatory- there is
not a single dog on the island!
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THE BRITISH ARMY'S NEW H F RADIO STATION-THE A. 13

Plessey 10JJK
The most up-to-date, fully transistorised , lightweight, military H.F. packset-the Plessey-made
A.13-is now in full production. Already adopted
by N.A.T.O. and Commonwealth armies, the
A .13 has proved its superiority in world-w ide
trials and in service with the British Army.

Free Tuning without Netting
The A.13's crystal calibrator makes any one of
the 2,400 channels in the 2-8 Mc/s band available
immediately, without netting.
PM, AM and CW Operation
Phase modulation gives improved range with
longer battery life. AM and CW facilities make
the A.13 compatible with existing systems.
Multi-Role Flexibility
High-grade, lightweight ancillaries can be
provided for any man-pack, ground station or
vehicle role. Transistorised amplifiers, hand
generators, voltage regulators, remote controls,
vehicle adaptors and a full range of aerials are
all available.
'

Ruggedness with Easy Maintenance
The A.13 fully meets the most exacting British
Army standards for ruggedness and ease of
maintenance. Highest reliability is maintained
throughout the A.13's long life.
Rechargeable Batteries
With a 1:9 transmit/receive ratio, the battery life
exceeds 8 hours. Batteries are quickly charged
from the hand generator or any vehicle supply.

A.13 standard man-pack radio

For further details
please write for Publication No. 233

•

PLESSEY-UK LIMITED
Telecommunications Division
llford, Essex. Telephone: llford 3040
Telex: 23166. Telegrams: Plessey llford Telex

The General Salute on t he occasion of the visit of General Swainson
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.. Swalns on Day "
It seems like only d ays ago that the Regiment waited anxiously
for the then Signal Officer-in-Chief, Major-General F . J.
Swainson, O.B.E., to visit bis old Regiment. It was with much
disappoin-tment that we received news, only a few days before
the event, that due to ill health, the General would have to
postpone his visit.
The days roll away so quickly, though, ·and in no time at
all, the postponed visit became reality. The barracks took on
that usual appearance near the advent of an important visitor.
Grass appeared overnight in certain areas, even daffodils and
tulips se::med <tO spring up from nowhere. To add to the
preparations, the Garrison Works Officer sent painters on an
unscheduled contract to star.t the exterior decoration of the
barracks-such, of course, simply added confusion to our
preparations.
None the less, the Commanding Officer returned from his
successful tour of B.A.O.R. with the Divisional rugby team,
and on 6th April, Major-General and Mrs. Swainson arrived
in Bulford. A formal dinner party at Arras House started
the visit, and the following morning the General returned to
have a look at his old Regiment. Tradition and respect demand Quarter Guards on such occasions, and who are we
to break with either? With Sergeant Cutler in charge of the
guard and Signalman King playing the General Salute, General
Swainson received the honours he rightly deserves.
After coffee with the officers, the General inspected a typical
Join t Comcen Watch, made up by soldiers of the Regiment,
Airmen from 50 Tactical Support Unit, R.A.F., and sailors
fro m H..M.S. Mercury. The object of the day was nearing,
when, after official introductions to No. I Squadron, General
Swainson received ·the golden key and opened 'His ' Room.
The ' Swainson Room' plays a dual purpose in Regimental
life-to provide a permanent Air Support Operations Centre
for both Staff and Operators, and a morse and tele-typewriter
training room.
There followed a short briefing in the Whistler Room, and a
tour of t he barracks, including all the important places, with
the usual d emonstrations.
Before enjoying a lunch-time drink in the Sergeants' Mess,
the General presented the Long Service and Good Conduct
Medal to Sergeant Gwynne, " R " Troop, and then to the
Officers' Mess for lunch .
In the af.ternoon the General was joined by Mrs. Swainson
in watching the Regimental Soccer XI playing in traditional
form against the local R.E.M.E. Workshop, and later the Regimental Seven-a-Side Rugby Tournament. After three splendid
ga mes, 2 Squadron came out victorious and Signalman Radley
received the cup.
The Wives' Club completed the afternoon's proceedings by
entertaining both our visitors to tea. Later that even ing at
Arras House, General and Mrs. Sw(linson were entertained at
an informal " fork supper," with several of the officers of the
Regiment, and after breakfast the following morning they
took their leave. If they enjoyed their return to their old Regiment, as much as we all enjoyed having them, then the postponed visit was worth waiting for.
A week after, we had the privilege and pleasure of a visit
by the Signal Officer-in-Chief, Major General P. E. M. Bradley,
~.B.E., D.s.o., a full report of which will appear in next month's
issue.
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3rd REGIMENT SEVENS
Bock row, left to right : Second- Lieute nant Buckley. Major Mou , Second-Lieutenant
Wa ugh. Front row, le ft to right : Sergeant Boyle. Lance Corporal Aston, Signalman
Radley , Signalman Stephens

Our Sporting Successes
In the world of sport we continue to hold our own. The
Regimental six-a-side hockey proved a happy, if drizzly day,
coinciding with the Divisional seven-a-side rugby, in which
we reached the semi-finals. Corporal Springer, of " R " Troop,
came third in the Individual Epee at the Southern Command
Fencing Championships, and has been selected to represent
the Army versus the R.A.F. in a tetrathlon match. Signalman
Hadley, of " 0" Troop was selected to represent the Army
versus the R.A.F. at chess, and although the Army lost the
match, Hadley won his particular game. He has been selected
to represent the Combined Services versus the Civil Services
on 29th May, and enters the under-21 National Chess Championships at Hastings in August. It is sad to report that we
were defeated in the final of the Command Hockey Cup.
4th REGDIE~T, D.F.P.O. 15
After a year of " experimental integration," the Regiment
was re-shaped on 1st January to fit a new establishment, and
the Adjutant and Orderly Room staff were faced with a mass
of documentary work to fit everyone into his new niche. As an
indication of what integration means at divisional level, we
focus attention this month on the Warrant Officers' and
Sergeants' Mess. The Mess bas more than 130 members,
including over 30 Warrant Officers, and well under half the
members wear the Royal Signals cap badge. That part of the
notes which follow, relating to the Mess, bas been written by
one of the members.
In this part of Germany, the last two or three weeks of the
official winter training season were warm and sunny, but our
hopes for a pleasant start to summer training were quickly
dampened, for i{ rained almost non-stop for our first three
exercises.
However, these provided the Regiment with a
satisfactory "shake-out,'' and everyone now knows what is
required of him.
'Ve Prepare for visit of 11.~I. The (}neen
We are now preparing to take part in the parade being held
at Sennelager on the occasion of the visit of H.M. The Queen
to Western Germany. The Regiment is putting nine officers
and 222 men on parade, as well as undertaking a number of
signal commitments for the parade. The German public is
greatly interested in the Queen's visit, as a glance at any local
magazine will show. The R egiment was chosen to feature in a
film, to be shown on German television at the time of the
visit, on how the soldier in BAOR spends his leisure time in
Germany. A television team from Zweites D eutches Fernsehn
spent a week-end with the Regiment and expressed surprise
and interest in the variety of activities open to the soldier during
his time off duty, while Sergeant Hm:ris and his wife, who
were selected to feature in the film, seemed to enjoy the
experience.
Among the personalities of the Regiment, Major Peter
Rober.tson and Captain Doug Keeling hav left us, being dinedout in the trad itional way, and we have recently welcomed
ash and Lieutenant
Captain Bill Simpson, Lieutenant "Tank
Jim Johnson.
Continued on page 176
175

-id.- llnn~e of Sporting Successes
A we start another summer trairung s ason it is perhaps
appropriate to review the Regiment's sporting su~ccsses ov<:I"
th: pa t 12 months. It may be that not everyone m the Regiment r afoes how much sport has been played, and how much
success achieved :
Athletics.-Fourth in the Divisional Championships; third i_n the Morri80, Cup; Corporal Baines was sub cquemly fifth in the Army
mile.
Bas\erball.-Runners-up, Divi ' ional Clrnmpionship.
Canoeing.- Winncrs. BAOR Champion hip.
Cyc/1ng.-Winncrs, BAOR 100 km. race.
Cricket.-Runncrs-up, Divisional Chnmiponship.
Daris.-Winners, Herford G a-=rison League.
Foorba/1.-.Semi-finali ts Royal Signals Cup; fourth Westphalian League
Championship.
H ockcy.-Runncrs-up. Oivisio:ial Championship; winners, BAOR i ·-aSide Cup.
Rugby.-Divisional reprcscnt:nives, BAOR Seven-a-side Cup.
Sailing.
econd in Royal Signals Passage Race.
.
Tennis.
ergeant Addlington, winner, Divisional Individual Chomp1onship.
Bo.ring.
emi-finals, Divisional Championship.

W arrant O fficers' and Sergeants' :!\fess
What can you do when the R.S.M. sends for you an~ sa1ys:
" I want you to write the Sergeants' Mess WIRE notes; it need
not be more than 6,ooo words." I tried to explain that I
really d idn't have time, but he had an answer, as usual:
" TIME! British Summer Time started over a month ago,
what have you been doing with the extra hour?" You can't
win!
A Mess photograph was taken a few weeks ago, the first
since integration. There were 15 Regimental cap badges represented. A lot of credit is due to W.O.I V. H. Stephens for
the way he has moulded these r5 cap badges together to make
this the best Sergeants' Mess in Germapy (well, we think so
anyway) And not being satisfied with building. up a sp.lendid
spirit amongst its members, he. th~ turned h1s a tte~tion to
the building itself, casually mentlomng at a Mess meeting that
he was not very impressed with the present bar. Within a
week a team of do-it-yourself experts, headed by W.O.I E.
Parkins, R.E..M.E., descended on the bar and complet.ely
modernised and redecorated it. We now have a bar befirung
the Mess, with wall fish tanks behind the bar, fitted carpets,
and even a chicken grill (where the living-out members can
purchase the required peace offering). Everyone agrees that
it is a first-class job, and an excellent attribute to the Mess.
Of course, the R.S.M. has now another problem on his hands:
how to get the members to go home at night.
Over the Easter week-end, by way of a change, a car rally
and treasure hunt was organised by our L.A.D. Staff Sergeant,
" Duggy Starky" and was won by Sergeant Lee, R.A.O.C.,
navigated by W.0.II (Y. of S.) McPherson. "No maps are
required, just follow the route card," said the instructions. The
time given to complete the course should have been rt hours
in the morning and after lunch in the Mess a further route of
approximately rt hours in the afternoon. There were still
some compDtitors who had not returned by 16.00 hours, but
perhaps we shouldn't go into that. All-in-all, it was a great
success and we are looking forward to another rally over Whitsun.
We welcome to the Mess W.0 .I Yeldham, R.A.S.C., and
his family, and wish his predecessor, W.O.I L. Barlow, R. A.S.C.,
and family, who are leaving for Aden in the near future, every
success and good luck in his new appointment. We are also
sorry to say cheerio to Staff Sergeant Nick Nichols, Sergeant
Phillips and Sergeant Storrie, R.A.O.C. We wish them good
luck and a safe journey.
Well it's not 6,000 words, sir, but I did my best! When shall
I call to collect the ' extras ' !

r--I _.~n

GOOD

V ALUE

?rder to turnover stock the Association offers the
following items at greatly reduced prices as below: £r 1s. od.
Royal Signals Car Badges .. .
15s. od.
Royal Signals Motor Cycle Badges
Woollen Corps ties (old pattern)
6s. od.
The above prices include postage.
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cidentally have a fine collection of silver) at eremban. To
these uni~s in particular, we extend a very warm and heartfelt "thank you."
From Malaya we travelled back to Singapore, to await our
return flight to the U.K. These last few days, and cur last
few dollars, were spent shopping, and Change Alley did a
roaring trade in cheong-sams and battery-operated toys, for by
now everybody had become quite expert at bargaining. But
fate was on our side, for our Britannia flight was unexpectedly
delayed and we were able to linger for several more precious
hours-at Singapore Airport.

The Corps Band Returns from the
Far East anti says . . . Thank You!
It was a WonJerlul Time!
The Corps Band has now returned from the Far East after
a very successful tour. In retrospect, the Band looks back at
some of the ' off-duty ' experiences enjoyed on the tour. All
members agree that they had a wonderful time and wi h t
say 'Thank You' to all those un'ts who so wholehearted!
entertained them.

s the fierce
A
s u n light
through
th e

tropical
filtered
tangl d
branches above, and the
blood - hungry leech
waited in eager anticip. tion of the bachanal
which inevitably mun
follow
he. a v y
rainstorm, a most peculiar
assortment of men in
brand - new, perfectly
pressed olive-green umform, were pushing relentlessly ·t hrough the
Malayan jungle, each
man standardly armed
with c a m e r a , water\
bottle, and floppy hat.
Musician G. Rive and "a fr ie nd "
These were some of the
members of the Corps
Band enjoying their time
off! Others, less energetic, perhaps, were despoiling themselves
on the beaches at Port Dickson, whilst yet others were engaged
in a variety of nebulous activities, all according to taste, of
course.
S ome were left at home • • •
Nevertheless, it must be agreed, in retrospect, that a
thoroughly good time was had by all, and that the r965 tour
of the Far East was an experience that nobody would like to
have missed. Here, our very sincere sympathies are extended
to Lance-Corporal Coomber and his twelve apostles, for whom
du·ty demanded that they should remain in Catterick.
For our first ten days we were the very grateful guests of
18th Regiment at Princess Mary Barracks, Singapore. Several
trips were organised during this period, ' and a: lot . of our free
time was invariably spent at the excellent swunmmg .pool on
the camp; it is interesting to note here that nearly all our nonswimmers became quite proficient before we left. Most of the
Band suffered from sun-burn during these early formative days,
but this was m ainly d ue to ignorance: but not so, however, the
mosquito and bed-bug bites, which also took a heavy toll.
Somehow or other we managed to struggle through though,
and soon everyone was back down in the town, re-sampling
most of the delights that the Orient has to offer.
Aground ou a Co r al B eef
Our firs-t trip was a tour of ingapore harbour by Jandingcraft, and the highlight of the morning was when we ran
aground on a coral reef. It must be the same impish characteristic that causes microphones to fai l at Corps Balls ! There
was no damage, however, and the tide soon lifted us free, but
it was very exciting while it lasted-too much so perhaps for
Musician Clements, who unfortunately, isn't a very good
sailor . . .
The afternoon provided a somewhat "lubricative" tour of
the "Tiger" brewery, and we were introduced .to beer in all
its various underclothes; a far cry from 1he finished product,
thank goodness ! It was very interesting to learn that the
hops came all the way from K ent-providing a little-known
British export !
F ou.r •lays too e nrly -bnt e v e r y one laughed?
An unexpected tour of ·the island occurred a few days later.
A swimming pool barbecue had been arranged with the Band
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Members of the Band enjoying a first class reception at 18th Regiment

of the Argyll and Sutherland Highlanders, and we were. to be
their guests over at Chan15i. . By a most unfortunate crrcumstance, however, comrnurucallon~ had ~meh?w or other . become inadvertently crossed, and it wasn t until we had arnv~d
at our venue with armfuls of swimming tackle that we discovered that our hosts weren't expecting us until Tuesdayfour days later! Everyone enjo'fed a .good l_a~gh though, for
the misunderstanding was taken m typical _spmt, and we ~ere
well-compensated by the excellent entertamment we receJved
when the big day really did arrive.
Unfortunately, the
swimming pool had since been put " out-of-bounds" b'f the
Medical Officer, b~t it didn"t deter either band from havmg a
thoroughly good tune. Our thanks must go to Mr. Pearson,
the Bandmaster, for a really first-class " binge."
Fishing and • • • ice cream?
Our fishing friends in the Band found time. to wet ~ ~e
m several of the very good fishing ponds on the lsland._ Fishing
in Singapore is very different from _rural England, ~mg about
as peaceful and quiet as Hampstead Heath on Whlt-Monday,
but the facilities are excellent, and for two dollars, you . get
a well-stocked pond, bait, chairs, shelters, rod-rests, landingnets and even an ice cream man on a motor-cycle, but, unforrunately, no guarantee of success !
From Singapore we moved up-country. to Seremban1 where
we were the guests of 4th Royal Tank Regiment, at Por01 Camp,
and where all our administrati?n, both on and ..off duty, _wa~
taken over by a veritable wizard, Sergeant
Jungle Jrm
Phillips, of the 17th Gurkha Signal~ Regi~ent. It was he
who very bravely offered to take us into the. iungle, an~ a most
enjoyable trip it proved ·too. It was a. uruque exper~ence for
us to wade, fully-clothed, along two rmles of rocky. nv~r bed,
but with the air temperature well up over the nineties, we
found it a most refreshing medium for travel.
The Cave ' of t h e Bats and t h e
Sacred Fh,e -Legged Dull
From Seremban we moved to K uala Lumpur, where we
were afforded exceilent accommodation at Bourne. ~chool. Unfortunately, our visit was brief, but Sergeant P~ps n:anaged
to squeeze in a tour of this architecturally-magnificent city, and
we visited the museum, lake-gard~ns, and the" Batu cave~;
These caves, which were featured m a recent. Adv_enture
programme on B.B.C. Television, proved most mter.estmg, and
the 247-step climb to the Cave of Bats was exhaustmg but rewarding. It was here that we saw the f~mous sa~red Brahma
Bull with five legs the extra limb growmg from its shoulder,
and' normally, we ~ere ·told, _he's 9uit~ pl~cid . and tam~, ?ut
the sight of forty cam eras all aim~d m his direction and clicking
like mad must have unnerved him somewhat, for he sudden!Y
charged the nearest group and chased round ~e field for a bit
much to the discomfort of some and the mirth. of others-all
according to where you happened to be at the tune.1
Excolle n t H o s 11itality - u r s incer e gratitude
All through Malaya we were accorded the i:iost excellent
hospitality from every unit, and here we should like to express
our very sincere gratitude to all those who helped to m_ake the
rour a success. In particular, we remember three umts \"'.'ho
gave us unforgettable receptions: The Malayan F~deration
Signals at K uala Lumpur; The C:<>mmonwe.alth Bngade . at
Terendak; and the 17th G urkha Signal Regiment (who, m-
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Unforgettable 1Hemorie8 and lUnny
New-Found Friends
Then at last we really were on our way, leaving behind
a great many new-found friends, but bringing ha.ck a store of
unforgettable memories of a tour ~~t ~e all smcerely h?Pf
may come again very soon-though it 1s ruce to be home agam.

Letter to tire Editor
•• SIX PROUD W ALKE H S "
( The Editor has received ihe following letter from W.0 .II
R. A . Lawry of 252 Squadron. )
Dear Sir,
.
" .
,, · th
I read with interest the arllcle Six Proud Walkers m e
March/ April number of THE WIRE. I feel, however, that they
gave the impression that all six join¢ Boys' Company on the
same day, when they did not. If my memory seryes me
correctly, Major Marsh, . ~ajor TrelawnY: and Captam Ilett
joined in r942. Their onginal numbers bemg of the 2547
group. W.0.I Brown (2548640) and W.O.I Clark .(~54864~)
joined in April 1943. W.0 .I Walls (2548988) iomed m
December r943·
. .
·
We in this Squadron though t we had a s1~ar claim when
for a short .time the three Warran t Officers m the Squadrt>n
were ex4Boys of the same intake, October 1943. They we~e:
W.O.I (F. of S.) R ibchester (2548945), W .O.II (R.Q.M .S.) Lmk
(2548944) and W.0.II (S.S.M.) . Lawry (25.48933) . . W.0 .I
Ribchester has now left us on bemg commissioned, his place
however has been taken by L ieu tenant D e Witt, another
ex-Boy of April 1944 intake.
We also have W .0 .II (S.S.M.) Pearsall (2548668) in our
sister Squadron across the water, 253 Squadron.

A

glimpse of the
obvious from
Singapore

Sent in by Flight
Lieutenant W. W .
Fawley
(ex-Corps)
now serving with the
R.A.F.
Comcentre
at Changi, Singapore.
He would like to
hear from old friends
in the Corps.
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Tbe 1th make their mark in the Record Book
7th REGDIE ·y. B.F.P.O. 1:0
The :vriting of 'THE WIRE notes for the Regiment now givc;s
repr senati:ves of various ranks an opport mity to show their
literary talent. This month's article is the work of Coropral
E. H Tai, a Comcen Operator of 4 Squadron. .
April aw a quickening of the pulse of the Regiment as the
restrictions of the winter training season were cast aside. At
the beginning of the month x and 4 Squadrons, the co-inhabitors
of orth Camp, disappeared into the depths of the Sauerland
on Squadron exercises, for ·which the theme tune might well
have been ' Mud, mud, glorious mud." The r umour that
they d id so in order to avoid preparations for the visit of the
Adjutant G<>.neral, on 8th April, is mought to be not altogether
unfounded. Just before Easter the hockey team, still flushed
by its success in the B.A.O.R. Championship, left for England
to begin preparations for the Army Cup fin al. At this time
the small bore team were still waiting for the results of their
postal shoot in the Army Competition. Easter came and went
and pro:vided a welcome break from the mad whirl of soldiering
in B.A.O.R. It seemed ro have a splendid effect on the rugby
team, which travelled to Dortmund on the 24tll to take part in
the B.A.O.R. seven-a-sides. They didn't quite manage to win
the competition, but they held the mighty Duke of Wellington's
to a close march in the final.
Ex p eetmtt waiting anti then • • • jubilation!
Shortly after this event the Regiment moved out on exercise
"Hor Spot I," to put to the test the skills acquired in the
winter months. On the evening of the second day of the
exercise the Regiment in the field and the families in their
homes waited expectantly for the result of the hockey match
being played in Aldershot, far away in England. At last the
news was flashed through and jubilation was complete. Not only
had the hockey team won by three goals to one, thus making
the Regiment the first Royal Signals unit ever to be Army
champions, but the small bore team had made it a double
victory by winning the Unit Small Bore Championship for the
fourth time in five years. Pictures of the teams which took
part in these events and some of the cups which they have
won this season are shown elsewhere in this issue.
The Arm)· Hockey Final
Shortly after the thrilling match against D.C.L.I., described
in the last edition of THE WIRE, the Hockey Officer, Lieutenant
Geoffrey Allen, while looking ar previous results of the Army
Hockey Championship, found that for the. last twelve years
the U.K. team had always come out on top. This seemed
to indicate that the team used to playing on grass had the
advantage. He therefore decided that if the game at Aldershot,
on 27th April, was to be won, his team would need the maximum amount of practice on grass pitches. With the kind help
of the Junior Leaders Regiment at Newton Abbot they were
entered in the Paignton Easter Hockey Festival (the fact that
to Staff Sergeant Angell, Sergeant Meekings and Corporal
second home, had nothing to do
Richardson, Denbury was
with the choice of venue!).

a

Upgratling Courses in Catterick
Lineman
Lineman Technician
Lineman
Comcen. Operator
Radio Operator
Electrician Driver
Telegraph Operator
Driver, R. Signals
Electronics Technician
Radio Tech. (Light)
Radio Relay Man
Clerk Technician
Staff Operator
Comcen. Operator
Radio Operator
Telegraph Operator
Switch. Op. (WR.AC)
* Two courses.

Class
Class
Class
Class
Class
Class
Class
Oass
Class
Class
Class
Class
Class
Class
Class
Class
Class

III
II
II
II
II
II
II
II
III
III
III
III
III
III
III
III
III
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to I
to I
to I
to I
to I
to I
to I
to II
to II
to II
to II
to II
to II
to II
to II
to II

7th December, 1965
x8th January, 1966
rrth January, 1966
4th January, 1966*
4th January, 1966*
r8rh January, 1966
rrth January, 1966
18th January, 1966
rrth January, 1966
r8th January, 1966
rrth January, 1966
4th January, 1966
rrth January, 1966
l Ith January, 1966
4th January, 1966
rrth January, 1966
24th January, 1966

a S 1•le 11did ' ' ieCory
The team found it strange playing on grass at first and
lost their opening game. Thereafter, they never looked back
either on the field of play or in the Spa Ballroom. T heir remaining four games were all won, despite some reasonably
tiff opposition from the club sides they met. After Easter
the flesh pots of P aignton and Torquay were exchanged for
Aldershot, where more strict training was the order of the
day. Most of ·the team were very well accommodated by
216 Signal Squadron in their brand new barracks; some other
chose to either live out or commute daily. A practice match
against Aldershot Services was lost by two goals to one, but
the fin al warm-up, an excellent cut-and-thrust game against
Corporal White's old school, was won.
The final was played on the beautifully-kept Officers' Club
ground against the R.A.P.C. Depot and Training Centre from
Worthy Down, who had beaten .the MOD in the proceding
week. A morale-boosting goal by Staff Sergeant Angell in
the opening minute of the match warmed the hearts of the
many Signals spectators who had come to cheer, including
a coach load from the Regiment, who had very nobly paid th eir
own fares. A quick hail storm scattered all but the most
loyal of these supporters a few moments later, but after th is
the game settled down. Both sides had strong defences; both
showed much promise in mid-field . The 7th had superiority
in their forwards, and many attacks through their fast wingers,
Corporals Luis and Oliver, probed dangerously close to the
R.A P.C. goal. One such attack resulted in their second goal,
pushed past the 'keeper by Captain Moss to make it 2-0. In
the second half the Regiment went further ahead, but then
seemed to lose some of their effectiveness. The R.A.P.C.
staged something of a recovery and eventually scored a consolation goal. The final result, 3-r, was never in doubt, and
it was a proud team that received its medals from MajorGeneral Duke at the end of the game. A picture of the captain
receiving the Army Cup is shown elsewhere.
Pr..,1uara tfo11s f o r

Small Bore ShootinJ! (See also page

They win t he Army Hockey Cup-fi rst t ime for t he Corps-i n splendid style: In 7-a-side Rugby they gr~pple with the powerful
0 ke of Wellingtons and only just lose. They get in to t he final of the Rhine Army Small Bore Championships and pull off the
u
Army Unit Small Bore Championsllip.

201)

The Regiment has for some years attained good results in
this sport, and the record of the team this season shows that
these results are likely to continue. The finals of the Rhine
Army Championship were shot at Sennelager, but despite an
excellent 98 by Corporal Pilkington in the final match, the
team finished second to l ,.R.I.F. The Army Unit Small Bore
Championship was fired in the Regiment, after many protests
from the Adjutant, who had to find invigilating officers at short
notice. As noted earlier, the results, when announced, added
a further success to the Regiment's wins in r96o, '61 and '62.
H.Q. Squadron were runners-up in the Company Cup. Much
of the success in this sport in recent years has been due to the
hard work put in by Captain Fred Pavey, the team captain.
By the time this article is in print, he will have left the unit,
bearing with him best wishes from all ranks for the future.
Rugby

The Regiment has a great deal of rugby talent at its disposal,
but it has proved very difficult to get all the players together
in one place throughout most of .the season. Consequently,
the earlier results were disappointing: Second-Lieutenant Bill
Backhouse had a lot to contend with in the Mess from the
members of the hockey team, whose star happened to be in
the ascendant.
However, the team came into its own at
the end of the season in the various seven-a:side competitions;
in the single week, from nth to 24th April, it brought home
trophies from the Bielefeld Sevens, the 4th Division Sevens,
and a most handsome shield for holding " The Dukes " to a
score of 9--5 in the final of the Rhine Army Championship.
Vale R.S .i\f••J. J. Gerrard

These few lines would be incomplete without an appreciation
of W.O.I Gerrard, who left the Regiment .this month ro take
· up his new appointment as Quartermaster of rrth Regiment.
Many in the Corps know him; his bearing and manner have
struck fear into the hearts of many soldiers, but all respect him.
Not idle words, these, his standing in the Regiment, in which
he was first R.Q.M.S. and then R.S.M ., has been amply
shown on such occa&ions as the annual Christmas dinner.
Officers and men alike have been privileged to serve with him,
and they send their very best regards to him and Mrs. Gerrard
in their new life :in Catterick.

[Photographs 1, 2, and 3, are by CoUTtesy of Tiu Ald<r1hot Ntwl
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Pa Cor 5 attack with Sergeant Meekings there to give assistance.
Hockey: The Captain of 7th clear s the ball away durm~ a I y
p t . to receive the Army Hockey Cup. Presenting
Lieutenant Geoffrey Allen becomes the first Royal Stgna s team cap am
the cup is Major General G. W . Duke.
, ) W
B
db t Corporal White Sergeant Meekings, Lieutenant
A
H k
c
Winners Back Raw (left to nght : •0 .. 11 roa en •
.
•
Ar,';!1: St~~ ;:rge'i:it Angell , 'corporal Richardson, Captain i"1oss, Co rppora 1tLu1s.
'
· ) c
I Ol iver W 0 II Carpenter, Corpora 1 ou 1 ney.
Front Row (left to nght : orpora
'
· ·
i Ch
.
h'
k Row (left to right): Lance Corporal Keighley, Corporal
Small Bore Team : Winners of the Army lnteriUn t
am~i~sGtp.kl 8ac
Wilson, Corporal Pilkington: W.0.11 )BFroaJdbpent, Ct~po;:nan~-C~~on:I E. H. Davies, Lieutenant (Tfc) W. C. Lombard.
Front Row (left to right): Captain (Q.M. • • avey, 1eu
Not included In the photo-Corporal Barber.
.
b h H k
d Rugby teams· Army Cup tn the centre.
·L
Trophies won this season Y t e oc ey an
Z
C 0 oral Morris Lance Corporal Cairns, Corporal Lawson
1 1
0
La :!e Corporal Kubu

~~~~~J;~·r:~c~e~':~P::;t ~orl~~:f~:;~~hJ) l.fe :/e~~~t :a~~ho~~~~

Discussion at 259 Signal Squadron (COMCAN)
to right: Sergeant L. Green, Corporal R. J. Brown, R.E.M.E .,
Staff Sergeant F. Orr, General Whistler, Corporal M. Harding,
R.E.M.E. and Colonel T. H. C. Grigg

Le~

Tiie Representative Colonel (ommanrlant
visits ( yprus
Major-General A. M. W. Whistler, c.B., C.B.E., visited Cyprus
in bis capacity of Representative Colonel Commandant from
1st-6th April, 1965. His islandwide tour commenced with a
call on the Commander U.N. Forces, General K. S. Thimayya,
o.s.o. Both Generals were found to be already firm friends,
both having campaigned together in wartime Burma. This was
followed by a visit to 644 Troop (UNFICYP) where members
of other detachments, including 640 Signal Troop, were also
assembled. The first day ended with a flight to Episkopi in an
Auster piloted by Captain J. G . Billingham, Royal Signals.
On the following day it was the turn of 262 Squadron (Cyprus)
where he was able to meet the families, call on No. 1 Garrison
Warrant Ofikers' and Sergeants' Mess at Dhekelia and lunch
with the officers and their ladies. The next day 9th Regiment
(Radio) acted as host to the Colonel Commandant.
Instead of an elaborate programme which bad to be curtailed
owing to the death of H.R.H. The Princess Royal the Colonel
Commandant took the opportunity to speak to the military and
civilian members of the Unit at their places of duty.
The weather was most unkind when 259 Squadron
(COMCAN), 261 Squadron (Air Formation) and 538 Troop
(1 Y. and L.) were visited. Nevertheless the windswept transmitter and receiver sites were seen but the rather cheerless
conditions were soon forgotten in the congenial atmosphere of
the Episkopi Garrison Warrant Officers' and Sergeants' Mess.
The memorable visit was concluded by calls on the A.0.C.in-C. and G.O.C. and finally with a cocktail party at 9th Regiment (Radio). We in Cyprus are most grateful to the Represenative Colonel for undertaking this strenuous tour and we
~ere sorry he had !O contend with rain and gale force winds
mstead of the sunshme we normally expect our visitors to have.

9th REGUJENT, D.F.P.O. ;;3
Your c?rreSJ?ondent is taking a lot of leg-pulling since his
last ecstatic article about blue water and sunshine. The weather
has been foul-lowest temperature ever recorded in Maythunderstorms . . . wind . . . name it, we've had it.
Sailing. There have been some fine days and the sailors
have been out, either sailing or working, put~ing the finishing
touc~es to .o?e of the ten .Albacores held by the Famagusta
Servtces Sailing Cl ,.b. Their fleet also contains nine Fireflies
and a very pretty picture they make, racing off the Famagusta
Beach.
One of the hazards these sailors face, peculiar to Famagusta
beach, is that off-shore winds are funnelled between th~ blocks
of flats along .the beach and any unwary helmsman sailing into
one ?~ th:se mtense d~aughts can suffer a spectacular capsize.
Public;ity is added to discomfitur~ since most of these flats are
occupied b}'. membc:rs of the Regiment, and very little happens
at sea that 1sn't nonced by someone.
The deep-water sailors are still involved in the refit of Cito
and are also smartening up Goldammer, an Army Cruising
180

Association 50 square-meter, which the Regiment is now looking
after. This is e:ll.-pected to be in the water in a few weeks and
Beirut is only r20 miles away after all.
Water Ski-ing. There have been some days when the sea
has been calm enough for ski-ing, and some interpid souls have
been. delighted. to disc?ver .that some of last year's painfully
acqwred experuse remams with them. J.t's apparently like learn
ing to ride a bicycle-the skill, once acquired, stays with you.
This is a disappointment to sadistic non-skiers who were looking
forward to a repeat of last year's entertainment when dogged
learners took tumble after glorious tumble in showers of white
foam and blue water.
You can see from the above paragraphs that you don't need
to join a Ship Signal Troop to enjoy a life on the ocean wave
Join 9th Regiment and you have a navy to choose from 11 !
Soccer. The season has now officially closed with the Regi
mental team being awarded the Lefkaritis Cup, presented to
the Army team corning highest in the Major Units League.
We were only surpassed in the League by the powerhouse
teams of R.A.F. Akrotiri. Four of our players, Corporal Cooke
Signalman Burr, Signalman Pegg and Signalman Newham;
were awarded Army colours for their performances with the
Army oteam during the season.
Harewood Club. Corporal Brace writes: Eleven members of
the Harewood Club enjoyed a trip to Beirut over the Easter
b17ak, flying from Nicosia to Khalde on the 15th. On Good
Fnday we had a conducted tour of Beirut visiting the museum
and a ~ersian carpet factorr. This latte~ was a fascinat ing
place with dozens of carpets m wool and silk. A pure silk rug
takes two people a year to make and costs only £50 for a rug
6 ft. by 4 ft. 6 in. Worth saving up for! We were unable to
visit •t he Jeitta Grot.to since it was flooded and a visit to Byblos
was arranged instead. Most of the party, however, took the
?pportunity to visit the gold market-a street where every shop
1s a goldsmith'-s and one feels as though one is walking in
Aladdin's caves. Easter Sunday was occupied wi·t h a trip to
Baalbeck to see the Acropolis-reputedly the largest and best
preserved piece of <Roman architecture left in the world.
We left the Hotel Biarritz on Monday morning and returned
to Cyprus thoroughly delighted with our excursion, and all
determined to make another trip sometime during our Cyprus
tour.
Visitors. We had a steady stream of distinguished v1S1tors
during the period of March and April. Unfortunately most of
them had very crowded schedules and were unable ito stay with
us for very long. General Whistler's visit is covered in another
article from H.Q. Cyprus District but we did have Colonel
Mansergh to ourselves for a couple of days. During this time
he was thoroughly " grilled " by all ranks as to prospects and
Pr<?motion, but serious discussion was {>roperly balanced with
en1oyment.

10th Regiment, Hounslow
Radio Amateur Club Established
The
Regim en·t's
Amateur Radio Club,
call sign G3 NOT,
has r e c en t I y been
established and is run
by Sergeant Tanner.
It is largely due to
the efforts of Sergeant
T a nn er ,
LanceCorporal Miles and
Lance - Corporal
McKelvie that the
station has been made
operational. The first
Royal Signals member
to be worked was
Sergeant J. Akehurst
"G3-NOT .. being operated by Sergeant Tanner
G3 OAZ of Newton
Abbott.
At the time of writing the station is operating mainly on•
80 and 20 metres, single sideband, and the never let you down
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DEWAR CUP WINNERS
Standing: Corporal Welch, Lance Corporal Anglesea, Lance Corporal
Bremner (ACC), Corporal Cheetham
Sitting: Staff Sergeant Ellis, W .0 .11 (R.Q.M.S.) Howes, Major A.
Sawyer, Captain W . Farmery, Staff Sergeant Hill
Charlie Whisky. The rig consists of a KV Vanguard Transmitter and two AR 88D for AM, a National NCX3 SSB transreceiver for the 80, 40 and 20 metre bands and a KW trapped
dipole and ground plane for 20 metres. Our working schedules
are Tuesday and Sunday mornings and we look forward to
hearing from other Signals members in the future.

A Gratifying Success in the London
District Riffe Meeting
The annual !London District Rifle Meeting was held at Pirbright on 27th and 28th April in weather traditional to this
meeting. On both days there were strong winds, very heavy
showers and the occasionill thunderstorms. By a strange coincidence the showers were always at their heaviest when one
of our details was firing.
Despite the eternal Signals probl~m of getting all team
members off shift in order to practice and the unfortunate
and unavoidable absence of our team captain, Major A: Sawyer,
during the training period, we did manage to get m a few
.
days practice on the range.
It is no small reflection on the keenness and skill of our
teams that we won the Dewar Cup awarded to the champion
Minor Unit of .the meeting. This is particularly gratifying as
it is the first time a Signal unit has ever achieved this.
A Busy Time Ahead with the Doyal Shows
With the Regiment's annual administ:ative and technical
inspections behind us we are now preparing for the busy two
months of June and July when ·the Regiment provides the
communications and technical assistance for the Royal Tournament Royal International Horse Show, the Queen's Birthday
Parade and not to mention the AOF /CCF camps and
Recruiting Displays.
.
.
.
The Regiment wishes Major John ~rlic:Jc all the best m his
new posting to the Defence Commu01cauon. Centre" Lond~n
District; we may now have the chance of seemg a write up m
THE WIRE on what does actually go on at the D.C.C. (The
Editor is always willing.-Ed.)

ROY AL SIGNALS STABLE BELTS
New Regulation Pattern with Straps

Made up as required

EXPORT
U.K. incl. P. Tax

each 9/5
" 10/l

(Po1taee Extra)

T. FROST (Saddlers)
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Nr. DONCASTER
Brigadier A. C. Cox O.B.E. being driven past the assembled troops ~
escorted by riders of the Display Team after a parade of over
300 troops at Helles Barracks to bid him 'farewell'

TREE PLANTING OR ... THEISNOWY GURKHA
Thanks to the generosity of units and individuals throughout the
Corps the harsh outlines of Helles Barracks will, in years to come,
be tempered by the presence of many types of tree. Some of the
trees have been 'Officially' planted by their donors, others have
not as yet been able t6 get to Catterick to "do the honours."
Where and when we can, donors are asked when in station to
perform for posterity. The presence of the C.O. ~esignate of
Gurkha Signals, Major W. P. W. Robemon, was hailed by the
PRI as an auspicious occasion and declared th~t ~he trees wou Id
be 'planted,' W.0.1 (FOS) Jitman Gurung officiating on behalf of
the W.0.'s and Sergeants Mess and All Ranks Gurkha Signals.
The ceremonial spade was produced, taken, and the ceremony
rounded off with a pint or two in the W.O.'s and Se.r~eants Mess.
Gurkha Signals please note the weather cond1t1ons

11th llEGDIENT, CATTERICK CAMP
Training Brigade Parades to Did Farewell
to Brigadier A. C. Cox, O.D.E.
Whilst the snows were on the ground (not those of a Catterick
Easter Monday!) the idea was conceived of a farewell parade
for the Brigade Commanqer, b~sed on the normal p31ss-01I
parade but including a representation from ~c~.of the regunen~s
forming the Training Brigade. After the lDltial conf~rence 1t
was decided that the parade should be a secret and this proved
to be the greatest problem.
.
.
Somehow it was achieved and at 10.30 hours on 14th April
Brigadier A C. Cox, o.B.E., arrived on Helles Square assuming
he was to take the Pass Off Parade of Nos. 2 and 7 Troops
of uth Regiment; finding instead re2f_esentativ~ squadrons
from 8th and 24th Regiments, the Royal Signals DJSplay ~earn,
Radio and Line laying vehicles with crews and Royal Signals
Staff Band in full dress, a total of nearly 300 all ranks on parade.
The parade under command of Major Vf· B. Foot~, 0.C.
I Squadron (Recruit Training) of II~ Regm:ient on . hJS 3~nd
and last parade prior to posting, conunued with the J?Spec~on
followed by a march/drive past. After the advance m review
order the Brigadier was driven past the assembled troops
escorted by outriders of the Display Team, to the strains of
' Auld Lang Syne.'
As he drove off, the thoughts of many on Helles parade
ground went back over the last two and a half year~ of b~s
·command and no doubt it was remembered that dunng this
time nearly half of the Corps had: passed off ~n th~ same war.
The best wishes of uth Regunent go with him and his
family on his appointment in B.A.0.R., where no doubt he
will meet many of those advised to have " moral guts,"
" intestinal fortitude " and " a full life."

l 'tth llEGDIENT, Gl.OUCESTElt

The New Brigade Commander, Brigadier A. J. Woodrow, M.B.E.,
having a drink in the Sergeants Mess ... he met the majority of
the members .. .

Visit o{ th new Brigade Commander:
Brigadier A. J. Woodrow, lU.B.E.
C~inating a month f~ of activity we had the pleasure of
a visit from our new Brigade Commander, Brigadier A. J.
Woodrow, M.B.E. He commenced by caking the recruit " pass
off" parade of Nos. 1 and 6 Troops, and continued with a
visit to the Sergeants' Mess, and had lunch in the Officers'
Mess.
After the parade he met recruits and .their parents in the
J.R.C., expressing his appreciation to the parents for the interest
they were taking in their sons welfare and the Regiment.
In the Sergeants' Mess the Brigadier met the majority of the
Mess members. He is seen in the atcached photograph discussing " the paper war" with O.R.Q.M.S. W.0.II L. Curtis,
R.Q.M.S. Edwards, S.S.M. Gill (P.M.C.) and Staff Sergeant
Morrill (P.E.C.) completing the picture. Only too soon the
Commanding Officer whisked the Brigadier away to the Officers'
Mess for lunch.
Finally in the afternoon a quick tour of Instructional Wing
and the Depot Squadron gave the Brigadier his first, but far
from last, insight into IIth Regimegt.
B est R ecrui t

Sicnalmo.n Malcolm Baker

Siinalman Oouclu Geoffrey Hart

Signalman Malcolm Baker
enlisted at Stoke-on-Trent
on the 12th February. He
lives at Biddulph, near
Stoke-on-Trent, where he
attended Wolstanton County
Grammar School. He was a
member of the School Cadet
Force and played Rugby for
the School and for N . Staffs.
He intends to make the
Army a career and his
ambition is to rise as high
as possible.
The best recruit on the
Pass Off on 30th April he
now goes to the R egiment's
Potential Officer Troop.
Douglas Geoffrey H art
enlisted at Nottingham on
16th February.
H e attended B e e s to n
Fields Secondary Modern
School and intends to make
a career of the Army.
A former member of the
Army Cadet Force for four
years, he attained the rank
of Sergeant and passed Part
I and II Certificates. The
best recruit on the Pass Off
on 16th April he now goes
for trade training as an
Electrician Driver.

•• .\ pretty crowd._.d week "
At about 3 P:m. on 7th May, the words " they're here!"
heralded the arrival of the Corps Band to the Regiment and
the start of a pretty crowded week. The main purpose of the
Band coming was for them to be on parade at the " Inauguration
of TARE" at Boddington on the 12th May by the V.C.G.S.,
Lieutenant-General Sir Geoffrey Baker, K.C.B., C.M.G.,
C.B.E., M.C., but having got them within our clutches we
naturally intended to make the most of them.
On Saturday evening, 8th May, the Band Beat Retreat on
the Regimental Square-this we were viewing with considerabl
apprehension for the "met." boys confidently forecast heavy
rain precisely at the time planned for the Retreat, so out cam
th~ prayer .mats and at 18.00 hours precisely in the presence of
His Worship The Mayor of Gloucester, Councillor W. J. Lewis,
and a good assembly, the Band marched into view from the
foot of Robinswood Hill. Our fevered wishing had been success·
ful and despite a cold wind, low cloud and a threat of rain the
Band gave a tremendous display. This was the first time that
.the "Glockenspiel" was played in public and it proved to be
a very worthwhile addition to the Band instruments.

A big day at the 14tlt Regiment ...
Inauguration of ne"r T .A.B.E. sy tem

A rude awakening (or local citizens

The following day at 2.30 p.m. the citizens of Gloucester
who were quietly digesrmg their Sunday dinners received a
rude awakening when the Band in full dress assembled at the
Cathedral Close and with a mightly martial crash marched off
through the streets .of the city t~ the Park. This had a splendid
effect for by the ume they arrived at the Park it was rather
like .the "Pied Piper of Hamelin "-several score of the citizens
fired by the stirring spectacle were bringing up the rear! The
~and then gave a most successful concert to a highly appreciauve audience which again included the Mayor of Gloucester
who at the conclusion of the. concert said some very kind thing~
about the Band and .the Regiment. To add to the Corps picture
we had th~ Southern Commal?d Recrwtmg Display from 243
Squadron m the Park and this had its fair share of visitors
during the afternoon.
~onday evening was the Regiment's turn to have the Band
to itself and they played a delightful Concert which demonstrated completely their virtuosity, and which was from the
'
audience's point of view, over all too soon.
By now all thoughts were on the " Inauguration of TARE "
ceremony and Tuesday was taken up by both the Regimen!
and ·the Band in preparing for the next day.

Inau guratio n o f T.A.R.E. and farewell
to t h e w.n.A.C.
Wednes~ay, 12th May, dawned at Boddington-a beautiful
early English summer dar. The parade, commanded by Major
R. C. Anderson, comprised a detachment of Royal Signals
personnel under command of Lieutenant W. A. Price and a
detachment of W.R.A.C. under command of Second-Lieutenant
J. Barker, W .R.A.C. The detachments were formed up on the
flanks of the Corps Band.
When the guests which included the Mayors of Cheitenham
and Gloucester, C.S.O. Southern Command Brigadier D . R.
Horsfield, o.B.~., C.S.O. COMCA~, and Colonel J. R. West,
M.~.E.,. had arrived the parade received the Director W.R.A.C.,
Bri¥adier J. E. Henderson and the Signal Officer-in-Chief,
Ma1or-General P. E. M. Bradley, o.B.E., o.s.o., with General
Salut~s. Barely had they. taken their seats when the helicopter
carrymg the V.C.G.S., Lieutenant-General Sir Geoffrey Baker,
K.C.B., C.M.G., C.B.E., M.C., appeared over the trees and landed
on the roof of the Tape Relay Centre. The V.C.G.S . was met
by the Commanding Officer, and preceded by two orderlies,
Sergeant Frog¥att and Sergeant Casey, moved to the saluting
base to be received by a further General Salute. After inspecting
the parade General Baker said that the n ew equipment at the
centre represented a significant technical advance and .the Bri£.ish
Army now had the most advanced centre in the world· he went
on : " progress inevitably brings changes-the installation of the
new equipment means that fewer operators are required w man
the Centre; this then, is responsible for a sad occasion, the
W.R.A.C. h~ve no longer the responsibility of the work here.
They came m 1940 when they were known as the A.T.S. and
have done a 1ru1gn.ificen t job ever since-they will be sadly
missed." The G eneral concluded by congratulating die parade

I.

.The Royal Signals Detachment Commanded by
Lieutenant W. A. Price being Inspected by the VCGS.

2.

The Royal Signals Detachment March Past.

J.

The V.C.G.S. unveiling the Commemorative Plaque.

4.

The W . R.A.C. Detachment Commanded by SecondLieutenant J. Barker W.R.A.C. march out o( Sodding·
ton to the strains of 'Auld Lang Syne.'

S.

Staff Sergeant Garvey explaining the intricacies of
the console to the V.C.G.S. (Their Worships the
Mayors o \ Gloucester and Cheltenham amongst the
guests).

Continued on page z84
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The Band of the Royal Corps of Signals marching through the city
of Gloucester

on . th~ir tum 0';1t and drill and saying that it was particularly
satisfying for hun to see that a technical Corps was equally
proficient in the soldierly arts.
The V.C.G.S. and the guests then moved into the Tape
Relay Centre for a briefing and the 'Inauguration Ceremony.'
The briefing is a carefully staged presentation which aims to
give an introduction to COMCAN and the role of the Regiment
within COMCAN. The reaction of the V.C.G.S. on the conclusion of the briefing was to say " That is the best briefing I
have ever attended. It was finely done "-a very generous and
satisfying comment.
The party then proceeded to the TARE Control Room and
to the whirring of TV cameras and flashing of bulbs the
V.C.G.S. unveiled a plaque presented to the Regiment by The
Standard Telephone and Cable Company Limited and so
TARE was officially brought into being. The V.C.G.S. then
sent a message to all stations on the network which read: "On this occasion of che official inauguration of TARE
at T.R.C. Boddington, I send you on behalf of the Army
Boar?, my appreciation _of the viral service you are performmg and my best wishes for trouble free operation in
the future.''
The V.~.G.S. and the guests saw the message pass through
TARE on its way co the addressees and then under the guidance
of Major R. S. Cathmoir and Captain E. G. T. Merry they
toured the building.
The parade meanwhile had re-formed with the Royal Signals
detachment lining the exit to_ t~e Tape Relay Centre compound.
As the V.C.G.S. left the building and returned to the saluting
base the W.R.A.C. detachment appeared from the side of the
building and marched past to their Regimental March and
thence through the Royal Signals ranks who were at the
"Present.'_' The music changed t? " Auld Lang Syne," and as
the last g~l went through the exit the gates were ceremonially
closed ~hmd them. Th~ then .marched away out of sight with
the strams of the music fading away-a very moving and
memorable sight. The Royal Signals detachment re-formed
m~ched past the salur_ing base and into the T.R.C. building'.
This was a day . that will not be forgotten quickly in the Regiment, It was quite splendid. Af.rer lunch in the Officers' Mess
'
the V.C.G.S .. left by helicopter to return to the M.O.D.
Tha,t evenmg the ~egiment completed the day with an All
~ Dance at which the Corps Band once again made all
the differen~e between .an ordinary occasion and a special one.
The week lS now corrung co a close with a Dinner D ance in
th.e Warrant Officers' and Sergeants' Mess at which 90 guests
will have a last opportunity to see die Band and as they leave
~?ID?rrow for Bulford an apt tune to play them out would be
Will ye no come back again?"
645 Troop
The. time ~as come to publicise a new Troop which has
come. mto bemg ~o <?lrry out the irnponanc task of providing
rear link .co~umcauons from a Force H.Q. into the Strategic
Commuwcauons Network.
The T~oop was for.med in August 1964, from O.C. Lieutenant
W. A. P~1~, two sem'!r ~C.O.s, nine Juniors and three Signalmen; trammg starte? m late August at Fort George Inverness
where we .soon got mto the swing of things. Corpo:als Toovey
and 0rdiner were most. successful in their spare time, in
persuading the local. ra?bn population to join us for lunch.
After a spell of 1r0rung snags out, November found us in

1&4

El Alem, for the annual exercise. In spite of n ature's lack of
co-operation in the form of electrical storms over M alta communication were good, and r quiremcnts well fulfilled . i.anceCorporal Powlect was kept busy dissuad ing th e Arab local
from dismantling his transmitter u uck-they seem to covet our
excellent equipment.
\X(e then fo~nd ourselves rather inactive, with some of our
eq':11pment bemg away for modification. The boredom wa
r ~1eved by a brief m.ap reading exercise on D artmoor, where
S 1g~ alman Moore d ~c1ded to bathe in one of th e streams, but
omitted to remove his cloth es first. H e has since recovered but
now refuses. t.o vis!t th_e showers wi thout his water wings~
We then ioined m wi th the T .A. and other units, on ExercW.
' Cotswold Chase," when the Troop, together with some of
14th Regiment's trainees, captur ed nine of the would be escaper
The O.C., Corporal G ardiner and L ance-Corporal Powlett late~
volunteered for Exercise " March Hare " in Yorkshire, this time
on the ~scaping end. Unfortun_a tely, they were soon captured
along wi th man y others, du e m par<t to a misunderstanding
with the American contingent.
In April we took part in a demonstration at Catterick Camp
wh~~ we r eceived typical welcome from the weather. I~
addmon to our own equipment, we had with us a new type
of American Log Periodic Antenna on trial.
~portwise, the Troop is quite active, with Corporal Smurthwa 1 t~ and L-ance-Corporal Paterson footballing for the Regiment.
Having wo~ th: "7'essex D istrict Final in March, the team
repeated therr wmnmg run at the Southern ·C ommand Finals.
Support for the Regimental rugby team is provided by the
O.C., Sergeant Winning and Corporal Gardiner, playing in the
l~l league. The cricket season rapidly approaching, our West
Indian chum, Lance-Corporal Powlett is to be seen in the
evening oiling his bat and chanting calypsos. Bods from the
Troop will be entering for various events in the coming Regimental sports, and we shall also provide an 88-stone tug-ofwar team.
Later in the year, the Troop is expected to double in size
and form two detachments, with all our equipment eventually ~
air-transportable containers .
Tired of being beseiged by marriage applications from his
his Troop, to ~arry girls of the W.R.A.C. Squadron on camp,
the O.C. has himself finally succumbed. He was married to
Second~Lieutenant L. K. Short, W.R.A.C., on 19th April in
Swansea. We all wish him the best of luck and welcome her
to the clan.

(Picture on page 185)
Under the guidance of Major E. Cooper, capably assisted
by Sergeant J. W. Stemp, R.A.0.C., the football team has had
a .v~rr succ.essfyl se~son . On their way to winning the Wessex
D1v1S1on/D1str1ct Minor Units Cup, they played and defeated
the following teams:
The Wessex Brigade Depoe by 6-4; 18 Company R.A.S.C.
by 7-1; H.Q. Southern Command by 2-0; and in the final
95 C.D.O. (Lt.) Regiment, R.A., by 6-2.
'
The winn!ng of this final automatically put them forward
to the serm-.final of the Southern Command Competition,
opponents bemg C.A.D, Bramley, winners of the Aldershoc
District Competition. This was played at Bramley, and the
score was C.A.D., Bramley, 3, 1 Squadron, 14th Regiment, 13.
In the final of the Southern Command, they met the R.T.R.
and again were victorious, to the tune of 3 goals to r.
In the Gloucester Thursday League, ·the final resuk was
played 20, won 16, lost 3, drawn 1, goals for 120, against 28,
which made them runners-up to the Gloucester Police.
However, this was not their final success, for they got to the
final of the P~pe and. Fletcher Cups, only •to be narrowly
defea.ced by their old nvals the Gloucester Police.
From this season the unit have gained . three trophies and
the fourteen members of the team can display five medals to
their credit. All in all, a very satisfying season.
Football

Conversation Piec•~
" Now let's see-the Corps Band is visiting the Regiment
from Friday, 7th May, to 14th May.''-" Really sir?"
"There will be about sixty of them, can we c'ope?"-" No
sir."-" Well, sort it out."-" Yes sir.''
"Now we must make the most of this."-" Absolutely sir.''
" Right, .we'll have a beating of Retreat on Saturday, open to
the public, of course, and follow that with cocktail party in the
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A HIGHLY SUCCESSFUL FOOTBALL T EAM

the gathering in the Officers' Mess after the service, the Colonel
decided that as young Christopher was visi ting the Mess for
the first time, he must sign the visitors' book. Accordingly, his
signature, or r ather his fingerprint, is now recorded for posterity.
C:ougi-atnlatlons!
Lieutenant Arthur G ent's many friends will no doubt be as
surprised and delighted as we were at the announcement of
his engagement. It is understood that the wedding will be held
in U.K in Jun ~. All members of the Regiment offer their
congratulations co C aptain and Mrs. Macheath on the arrival
of their first child. Readers may think chat the officers of
the Regiment are hogging the majority of these notes. This is
because curren tly the officers are setting the pace, with two
births during the last three months, and another expected
any day now.
~loven1ents •• and thf' R.A.F. nr., thPrf"
Jus t in case anyone thinks we are all births and marriages, let
us hasten to add that life is just as hectic as ever here in
Aden. Sergeant Lock, who has been running an FAC course
for officers of the Federal Regular Army and Federal National
Guard, had an unexpected encounter with some of the local
dissidents. He writes :
"'Two FRA, one FNG officer and myself had been taken upcountry for the day by helicopter in order that the officers
could practice calling down airstrikes on dummy targets. We
were in a restricted area in which it was known there should
be no human life, either friendly . or otherwise. During the
morning we noticed movement about foU.r miles away. A quick
check by radio with the local FRA headquarters confirmed
that they had no troops in the area and agreed with the
possibility that the movement seen was that of dissidents. The
student FAC officers accordingly called down a rocket and
c:mnon strike by Hunter aircraft from R.A.F. Khormaksar. So
far we have not been officially informed of the result of the
strike, although no further movement was seen.

•·

I SQUADRON l'ith SIGNAL REGIMENT
WI N NERS SOUTHERN COMMAND MINOR UNITS CHAMPIONSHIP
8ack row : Ser1eant J. W. Stemp, Corporal P. C. Smurthwaite, Lance Corporal
Patterson, Corporal R. Garrod , W .0.11 P. Smith , Lance Corporal R. C. Broadhurst, Signalman R. R. Anderson
Middle row : Corporal W . Allan, Major E. Cooper, Major R. C. Anderson , Lance
Cor poral J, Glenn, Sergeant Rogers, Lieutenant-Colonel D. B. Em ley, Sergeant
Pfeiffer
Front row : Si1nalman A. J. Lea, Signalman T. Watt, Corporal A. K. Howes,
Si1nalman J. Wilson

Mess; any problems there?"-" One or two."-" Well, sort
them out; then on Sunday the Band can give a concert in the
park, we can couple this with a recruiting display; and here's
an idea, the Band can march through the City first-get that
sorted out with the City, the police, etc.'' (Pause).
" Monday we'll have a band concert in Barracks-a good
fa milies' function-have we got somewhere to do this in?"" No sir."-" Well, sort it out; now what about Tuesday?"" Well, we have got the VCGS coming on Wednesday to inaugurate TARE, and perhaps a rehearsal . . . "-"Fine, do
that, then on Wednesday, as you say, there is the parade and,
of course, the official luncheon; by the way, who is coming,
apart from the VCGS?"-" Oh not many, sir, just the S.0.-inC., D.W.R.A.C., District Commander, the C.S.O., C.S.O.
OOMCAN, the local Mayors, ATV, Daily Mirror" . . . (runs
out of breath).
"Ah yes, well, no problems ~ere! Incidentally, how is the
VCGS coming?"-" Chopper, SI!."-" Ah, hah, what happens
if it rains?"-"I'll think something up, sir."-" Right, now that
evening we'll have an all ranks' dance.''
(Pause on both sides) .
"Thursday; now let me see. Oh yes, you and I are going
to the Warrant Officers' and Sergeants' Mess for a dinner
dance, and then on Friday the Band leaves us for Bulford.''
" Muse they, sir.''
15th REGIMENT, D.F.P.O. 69

Visit of tho G.O.C.
Sin::e our last notes were submitted, the
Regiment has been honoured by a visit from
Major-General J. H. Cubbon, c.B., C.B.~., the
G.O.C., Middle East Land Forces. This was
the G.neral's farewell vi it prior to his giving
up command on retirement. Knowing that the
General liked talking to soldiers at their normal place of work,
it was arranged that the whole of his time with the ll;llit :vas
spent visiting the various Troops and departments domg JUSt
that.
Christopher Signs the Visitors' Book
Our T.O.T., Major Frank Pedley, whose son Christopher is
the newest addition to his family, has now been chnstened.
The service was conducted by our Regimental Padre, the Rev.
Ian Baillie. Ex-apprentices will recall that Padce Baillie \yas
Padre at A.A.S., Harrogate, prior to his move to Aden. During
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An Exum1•le of what the Services Can Aehieve
All members of the Regiment were surprised recently when
Corporal Stoker, R E.M.E., of our. L.A.D., was unexpectedl.Y
medically evacuated to U.K. This was as a result of his
son developing a serious kidney complaint. This evacuation
was a fuse class example of what can be achieved in the
Services when the occasion demands. Corporal Stoker first
knew of the nature of his son's illness late one night, and by
06.00 hours the following morning, he was on his way on
a Britarmia aircraft that was specially taken over for the purpose.
The result was that about a hundred passengers had co wait
for another aircraft. We all hope that his son will make a
speedy recovery.

Royal Corps senJs Greeting to Belgian Signals
.
on their 100th Anniversary
The following is the text of a signal sent by the Signal Officerin-Chief, Major-General P. E: M. Bradley, C.B.E., D.~.o., tO
the Chief Signal Officer, Belgian Army, on 23rd Apnl:
"Much regret unable to be present with you personally.
On behalf of all ranks, Royal Corps of Signals, I send you
and your Cotps fraternal . greetings on the . occasion ?f
your 1ooch Anniversary, wit~ our congratulations and m
the sincere hope that the !mks between our two Corps
forged in two wars will continue to be strong and bright.''
The following reply was received from the Director of
Signals Belgian Army:
"Have been touched by your very kind message on
the eve of our hundredth anniversary celebrations, and
convey to you the thanks of my whole Corps. Belgian
Signals also hope to maintain and reinforce in the future
the links between our two Corps."
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Farewell to a Ver y Fri4'ndly Guide
I t was at Pont St. Esprit that we had to say farewell to
Commandant Titon, who had been our very friendly guide
through dangerous waters. His leave was due to end the next
day, and the parting seemed to signify the end of a fufl three
days of excite1rumt. This was not the end of our trip, however,
as we had the River Rhone to contend with the next day. It
is true to say that the two rivers are in no way related in
character-whilst the Ardeche is a boiling fury tumbling over
rocks, the Rhone is a wide and fast moving river with a few
dangerous currents, and seemed to be rather an anti-climax
after the rapids of the Ardeche.
We completed the journey to Avignon by 3 p.m. that day,
and spent a very enjoyable sightseeing tour of the town whilst
waiting for the transport to pick ~s up. We. returned _to ~he
Unit bronzed and full of tales of adventure, with determmation
to taste again the thrills and spills of the Ardeche some day.
Vive !'Entente!

e
Ardeche
t

an Anglo-French
venture by Kayak
By Lieutenant A. K. Wright

An Exchange of Letters
The idea developed from an exchange of letters between our
Second-in-Command, Major R. P. D. Painter, and Commandant Pierre Titon of the Ecole D 'Application de l'Artillerie
at Chalons-sur-Marne.
Both are enthusiastic kayakists, and they have been "doing
business " in the canoeing world for some time. While planning
various Anglo-French projects involving Adventure Training
Commandant Titon offered to show the R iver Ardeche to a
team from 13th Regiment during a week of his leave. Arrangements were finalised by the following telegram: "Merci votre lettre 24 Mars/autobus avec notre equipe
fera rendezvous la gare Pont Aubenas matin 12 Avril
entre huit et dix heures/bonne chance bon voyage/
Robin Painter."

lUagniOcent Craft
During the week before the trip, we had held a sort of
canoeing instrUctors convention, to upgrade some trained
B.A.0.R. canoeists to Instructor standard, and to conduct these
tests we were lucky to have Sergeant A. Allen from 1 (B.R.)
Corps, one of very few Canoe Testing Officers in B.A.O.R., and
a first class canoeist. It was he who accompanied me to
rendezvous with Commandant Titon at the town of Pont
Aubenas on the River Ardeche, deep in central France. We
took . with us two Kleeper T67 single folding Kayaksmagn1ficent craft-and a minimum of personal kit including

Sergeant Allen passes a swift point
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Married
at
Holy
Trinity Church,
Hounslow.
Signalman D. Vickers
of 13th Regiment to
Miss Ann Hayden,
daughter of Sergeant
T.
Hayden
10th
Regiment on Saturday 27th April. The
best man was Signalman P. Milligan of
30th Regiment.

The original old bridge at Avignon and ... journeys end

sleeping bags, "'pup" tent and basic cooking gear. After a
two-day journey by road in the Unit Nuffield Trust Minibus
we made our rendezvous with Monsieur le Commandant a;
the railway station at Aubenas at breakfast time on Monday,
12th April.
Pierre Titon is a real character, very typically French with
charm and determination. He had decided tha.t tqe Ardeche
should have more water flowing, to make our passage of the
Ardeche (J{)rge possible without killing ourselves, and therefore got in touch with the local authorities and organised them
to open a series of sluice gates above Aubenas-he was entirely
successful, needless to say!
After assembling our kayaks on the river bank, we said goodbye to our minibus, driven so very ably by Corporal "Big
Jim" Seddon, and saw him off for his Jong drive back to the
Regiment. Then we set off downstream in line astern, with
Commandant Titon leading, quite unaware of the thrills and
spills to come.

Fantastic Speeds. nt Times
Within two minutes of our departure we were shooting our
first rapid, and we began to get an idea of what was before
us. In fact the run lasted for three and a half days, and we
found ourselves riding a water shute of almost continuous
rapids up to international Grade 3 standards. The countryside
through which we passed was beautiful, with limestone canyons
and gorges, and villages so picturesque tha ~ we both felt it
would be very worthwhile to go and explore them at leisure.
The river was of sparkling clear water in which rocks and trout
abounded! and the current reached fantastic speeds at times,
particular y where there were many rocks to dodge and deep
rapids to shoot.
The end of the first day saw two slightly damp individuals
and a very active Frenchman preparing to camp at Balazuc,
a small and rather primitive village which was built on the
site of an old Roman settlement. Pierre Titon soon made us
familiar with village life, introducing us to the baker, the
tobacconist-an old lady with a bureau showcase in her best
kitchen-and the only cafe in the area, complete with locally
made wooden stools and a very ancient frigidaire ice box. We
ended the day surveying a formidable looking rapid further
downstream, whilst consuming a bottle of the local wine, French
bread and victuals of the district.
Capsized!
. ~~erre Titon had ordered a start the next morning at the
civilised hour of 8.30 a.m., and once again we set out to face
the "water music." The level of the river had lowered considerably that night (perhaps they had closed the sluice gates again!)
and as a consequence the "going " was much more difficult.
I experienced my first capsize that day, and was drenched
~~ the ~st half hou.:. A change of clothing saved the
situation, leavmg only brmses as relics of the episode, and we
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were soon under way again . The journey took us past Vallon
Pont d'Arc, where th~re are many attractions of which the
large natural rock archway over the river itself if of particular
beauty and in terest. It was at this point that we were met by
a German canoeist who told us that there were many hazards
ahead. His warning proved to be well founded, but efficient
" recces " by Pierre Titon prevented further mishap. L ater
the river began to get more placid in longer stretches and,
towards our final stop at Pont St. Esprit, we encountered some
civilised though dangerous looking weirs, some of which had
long since become disused.

WISELY

CHOOSE

When considering hire purchase schemes you will want to know the answers to these questions:

* Can I buy my car through a local dealer with the * Can I obtain cover against most of my liability
advantages of preliminary tests, best after-sales
service, lowest delivery costs and best price for
my present car 7

* If posted to another country can I take the car
with me without formality or fuss and the
necessity to find a guarantor 7

*

to purchase tax and import duty in the event
of premature repatriation 7
Will the HP company arrange f11st- class insur ance cover at reasonable cost and obtain prompt
cover if I am posted abroad 7

* Do I get free personal insurance 7
* Are the HP charges low and without extras, such

C:~~NERSHIP CiiOOSif;'"NAAF1 HP
*

UK: Naafi will finance the purchase of a new car
or a used car (up to five years old) from a dealer
or from another member of H.M. Forces.
Belgium, Gibraltar, Germany, Aden:
Malaya, Singapore and Hong Kong: Naaft
will finance purchase of new cars from a dealer.
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Will the HP company finance freight charges and
import duty in the event of my being posted 7

as subscriptions 7

For further detai Is ask yaur Naafl manager
or write or telephone Controller of Credit Services, NAAFI, London SE11. RELianoe 1200
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Ascent of Mount Kina/Jalu
Its only 13,455 It.
(SUBMITTED BY

266 SQUADRON)

A few weeks ago the idea crossed S.S.M. Gibbs' mind (one
of his favo urite clerks had just muttered " pretty short journey ")
that he would like to spend his leave climbing Mt. Kinabalu
which is in Sabah (N. Borneo) and at 13.455 ft. is the highest
mountain in Borneo .
.S.M.s being what they are he began to make a list of
equipment and stores for his trip and fairly shortly afterwards
the following members of t he Squadron found themselves
nominated as bearers to accompany him: Lieutenant Easson,
C'..orporals Ogley, Milburn, Blake, Neal, Lance-Corporal Caulfield (R.M.P .), S. A. C. Caukwell, Christiansen (R.A.F.).
The narrative is now taken up by one of the party:-

W.0.1 Taylor, Signalman Buckley, Signalman Halliburton on the
lower slopes of Sgurr Alasdair

The urper part of Sgurr Alasdair with a view of Sgurr Dearg across
the corrie

Exercise ''Mountain Goat"

On the fifth day, our day of departure, Captain Pickup took
two of us for a climb before leaving at 14.00 hours. This climb
was along scree and up a gully of precariously positioned rock:.
up to 2,012 ft. on Sgurr Dearg. The main difficulty on titis
climb was that every time we chose foot or hand holds we
would test them for security only to find that they would come
off in our hands.

Location: Glenbrittle, Isle of Skye.
Duration: 23.oo-19tb March, 1965, until 14.30-26th March,
1965.
BY SIGNALMAN

F.

BUCKLEY,

0.R. I TROOP

(The 0.R. I Troop of the Ilth Regiment is composed of young
men who join the Corps and are given special training as they
are thought UJ have potential officer qualities.-Ediror.)
The O.R.s 1 of uth Regiment, Catterkk Camp, Yorkshire,
realised why this exercise was called " Mountain 9oat" well
before we had srarted climbing. One had to have the quickness
and agility of these creatures to transfer from train to train and
to boat which were to get us to our destination.
Once we were in Skye we settled down to enjoy a hard working
week of climbing.

The view was truly marvellous
On the first day of climbing some members of the party
started off their climbing experience wirh a bang by climbing
Alasdair's Great Stone Shoote which at this time of year is
covered with a thick layer of tightly packed snow. The ascent
to Sgurr Alasdair at 3,309 feet took approximately four hours.
The view from this height was truly marvellous. We could
see for miles around and overlooked the remainder of the
Cuilli:n Hills brilliantly lit up by .the sun. Once at the top we
had then to find a way down which at first we found difficult
to find but eventually we chose our descent route. We (the
beginners), were a trifle worried during the ascent so when we
saw the proposed descent our feelings were mixed. Anyway
we had to go and except for almost needing a replacement to
take over W.0.1 Taylor's job as I.C. of the Troop we made
terra firma safe and before night had really settled in.
Three energeUc days
The next three days were spent individually with Captain
Pickup, of the Regiment, climbing a 300 foot rock face which
needed different climbing tactics on each stretch of the rock.
Those that were not climbing went on 15-20 mile walks across
oountry and around the coast to explore it. The whole area
around our temporary h"me was filled with beauty and interest.
Such places as Glenbrittle Forest, Glen Eynart and Rubh 'and
Dunain which was abundantly populated by seals.
On the fourth day a party of climbers went up to the hills
again ro attempt various climbs around Sgurr Squmain. One
of these was a very steep ascent covered in snow. This was
not at all frightening but at the top of this there was a 40 ft.
chimney which leant out towards a drop and whilst Captain
Pickup went up it like an expert we didn't.
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Well organised, interesting and thoroughly
enjoyable
During our stay here we did come across the inevitable local
who, warned us n<>t to climb those mountains. He most probably
has only looked at them through a window; we are made of
thicker blood.
Whilst there might be some amongst us who only wish to
climb sandcastles the overall impression is one of thanks for a
well organised, interesting and thoroughly enjoyable time.

Corps Mobile Display 'Quicksilver '
ITl1''ERAHY,
June x9th - 20th
June 23rd - 27th
June 30th - July 4th
July I 3th - I 5th ...
July 20th - 22nd
August 3rd - 10th
August 13th - 15th
August 20th
August 25th - September 13th
September 14th - 25th
October 12th - 19th .. .

1965
Aldershot Army D isplay
Plymouth Army Week
Bristol Show
Great Yorkshire Show
Peterborough Show
Huddersfield Show
South Shields Show
Darlington Show
Northern Ireland
Liverpool Week
Hull

Motor Cycle Display Team Engagements
July 17th
July 21st
July 24th
Aug. 1st
Aug. 14th
Aug. 22nd
Sept. 12th

Horsham
Filey
Chepstow
Filey
West Bromwich
Filey
Alcester
(Ragley Hall)

Horsham c.arnival
Butlin's Holiday Camp
Chepstow Agric. Show
Butlin's Holiday Camp
West Brom Gala
Butlin's Holiday Camp
Ro.S.P.A. De monstration

" The Wire" is written by the Corps
. . . to be read by the Corpt.
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" The firs.t stage of our journey was by air from Labuan to
Je selton, the capital of Sabah. We stopped th_ere the nig~t and
next morning were m et by Sergeant .MacMillan, who 1s the
N.C.0. in command -the r st Gordons Signal Troop. In two
of his Land Rovers we were taken to the Kinabalu National
Park H.Q. which is at the foot of the mountain some fifteen
miles from Ranau. This journey was made over some of the
worst tracks imaginable and took five hours. The Park H.Q.
consisted of two huts, one belonged to the Park Ranger and
the other was made available to us for cooking and sleeping.

•• • Our Neighbours Seemed Very Friendly
After Sergeant MacMillan had left, we made ourselves
comfortable, had a meal and made preparations for the next
day. We walked down to the small village of Bundu Tohan to
see what kind of folk were to be our neighbours for the next
few days. They certainly seemed very friendly.
The next day we met our guide and set off on our first
climb. The mountain looked forbidding and progress was
slow probably because each man was carrying a 50 lb. Joa?.
It w'as a shantered party which arrived a.t Karnburongoh Radio
Relay Station (7,500 ft.). Before we moved off after lunch we
made arrangements with the P. & T. engineer to leave some of
our equipment there.
By 15.00 hours we arrived at Layang-Layang (9,000 ft.) :where
we stopped the night. The air h;:re was cold and the lich~s
covering <the trees gave them a weird ghostly appearance. Usmg
a A510 loaned to us by 1st Gordons we worked our daily
schedule <to them at Kota Belud, forty-five miles away. By
early evening we were all tired and after a good supper we
lay down to what turned out to be a _cold,. sleepless night ..
We were up early next morning feelmg stiff and not parncularly enthusiastic to go on. However a good br~ast put _us
in a better frame of mind and off we went behmd our gwde
who incidently was a tough old man, well over sixty but as
nimble as a goat.
Exotic Flowers of u Brilliant Red
The mountain slope seemed to g~t steeper but as we go.t our
second wind climbing seemed easier-for some. By nudday
half the party had arrived at . Panar Laban Camp, and we
decided to stay there for the rught so -that we could complete
the climb to the summit in the early morning before the clC?uds
had formed. Throughout the afternoon the stragglers arrived
.
tired but in good spirits.
At this height the trees had given way to small bushes which
grew flowers of a most exotic colour but with a preponderance
of brilliant red.
.
.
Before us ·towered a huge m11ss of granite wh1ch we had. to
climb in the dark next morning. We were glad to have a gwde.
After making our daily contact with the Gordons. we had
curry a la maison and spent another ~Id sleepless. rught. We
longed for those warm sleeping bags which we had m B.A.0.R.
Gunting, our guide, woke us at .03 .~ hours; cook~d breakfast
on the embers of the previous rught s fire and enioyed a cup
of tea. If ·the so-and-so who was in charge of the brandy hadn't
left it at J esselton we would have enjoyed it more.
At I J ,000 ft.-A Wonderful Sightf
For this final climb we left our equipment behind and made
good progress. At u,ooo ft. there was a short rest and we
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South face of the mountain-the route taken by the climbers

AT EASE
Left to right: Lieutenant Easson, Corporal Ogley, Lance Corporal
Neil , Corporal Blake

W.0.11 (S.S.M.) Gibb (centre) discusses arrangements

witnessed a wonderful sight; the moon was stil.1 foll ~nd
silvery to our right on our left was a big golden sun iust commg
over the horizon. We were so impressed that we stayed to
watch the sun rising.
Contim1ed 01t page i90
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R. urning the climb, the ro.::k face became teep r and
e\"ntu lh· we reached a plateau with peaks all about us.
Gunt:n<> pointc<l o the furthe t peak and aid that it was the
highe t point but he ·as going to show u something before
we climbed it. He took u to the edge of the plateau· looking
over mad our blood fr'eze, we were gazing down Law's
Gully, a 6,ooo ft chasm. It wa quite awe inspiring but we
didn't stay too long at the edg~.
Before attempting the final climb to the su mmit, coin were
thrown in a little pool at its foot as a penance for setting
foot on the Sacred mountain.
u·e Ru1ch th

Top--nnd thP \\' orld is nt Ollr Fet•t

We reached the top a 07.30 hours and the whole world
eemed to be at our feet. We could see the whole coastline of
Sabah, from Labuan roo miles away, round the northern tip
of Lahad-Datu to Tawau nearly 200 miles away.
The de cent was almost an anti-climax but we spent a
couple of days cleaning up at the Park H.Q. whilst waiting
for Sergeant MacMillan to take us back to civilisation.
Perhaps the whole trip was summed up by one of the R.A.F.
chaps, for whom this was a first taste of living rough. Although
covered in blisters and boils, he said "You know you pongos
aren't bad at all."

Volunteers Required

d. ARMY OUTWARD BOUND SCHOOL
crgeant Instructor (ERE 1) 1 t October, 1965.
Nominations are required as early as possible as the N .C.O
selected must attend an Instructors' Course prior to posting.
e. ARMY APPREJ\'TICES SCHOOL / ALL ARMS JUNIOR REGT.
Platoon Se:gean ts-any trade (except T tr:rdes).
f.

TBRRlTORIAL ARMY / UNIVERSITY O.T.C.-P.S.I .s.
W .O.Il- any trade (except T trades and Staff ops.).

h. SHIP SIGNAL TROOP
Corporal Telegraph Op. / Radio Op.
L:mce-Corporal Telegraph Op./Radio Op.
Signalman Telegraph Op. / R.adio Op.
Class II tradesman.
Signalman Telegraph. Op.

SEC.ONDMENTS. Volunteers in the ranks and trades shown arc
required to fill vacancies in the following Forces / Units:
(Tour 18 Months)

o. TRUCIAL OMAN SCOUTS (Tour 18th Months)
Sergeant Telegraph Op./Radio Op. December, 1965.
Sergeant/ Corporal Radio Tech. (Lt.) NOW

(L.C.T.)
Class II

tradesman.

k. LIGHT AIRCRAFT PILOTS
Vol~tec;rs are
required for training as Light Aircraft Pilou.
Apphcauons should be forwarded to Officer-in-Charge Records in
accordance with DCI (Anny) 41 / 64.
I.

(LL) 1 NOW
(Lt.) Ist September, 1965.
(Lt.) 1st October, 1965.
(Lt.) 1st November, 1965.
(Lt.) rst December 1965.

Air Commodore O'Hanlon watching linemen at work

g. 95 COMi\.lANDO REGIMENT, R.A.
Corporal Radio Tech. (Le.) NOW.

j. 46 SQUADRON R.A.S.C.

I.

a. FEDERAL REGULAR ARMY ADE
Corporal BO
D~mber, 1965.
&ptember, 1965.
Signalman ED
Corporal/ Lance-Corporal Radio Tech.
Co:p:iral/Lance-Corporal. Radio Tech.
Corporal/Lance-Corporal Radio Tech.
Corporal/Lance-Corporal Radio Tech.
Corporal/Lance-Corporal Radio Tech.

c. ARMY AND SPECIAL RECRUITERS
Sergeants (or Corporals recommended fo r promotion)Any trade (except T trades)
Va.:a,cies will occur during 1965 in the following areas:
BELFAST (A) Urgently Required
PETERBOROUGH (A )
SAL!SBU RY (Al
BLACK.BUR
'TOKE ON-TRENT
MANCHE TER
WREXHAM
NORTHAMPTO
NOTTINGHAM
(A) cc.notes Army Recruiter.
ACI 219/ 62 refers to Army Recrui ters and mny also be used a a
gene:al guide to the qui>lities required in
pecial Recruiters.

3 C.OMMANDO BRIGADE SIGNAL SQUADRON
Sergeant/ Corporal Cypher Op. NOW.

ARMY DEPART MENT CONSTABULARY
Vacancies occur periodically in the Force for Warrant Officers
and Senior N .C.O .s who :!'re about to leave the Service.
DCI
(Army) 32/64 refers.

REGULATION PATTERN

c. BRITISH ARMY TRAINING TEAM KBNY A (Tour 2! years)
W.O.I Foreman of Signals
December, 1965.
Sergeanc/Corporal Radio Tech. (Lt.) 4 NOW

ROYAL SIGNALS
STABLE BELTS

d . BRUNEI MALAY REGIMENT (Tour 2! years)
Sergeant Radio Tech. (Lt.)
'OW

Llsht Blue/ Navy/ Green, ratio 3: I : 3 two leat her otrapo, two
bucklea.

c. MALAWI ARMY (Tour 2l years)
Sergeant Telegraph Tech. N OW

Home -11 /- each plus 1/- post
Abroad-10/- each plus I /· post

(Tour 2! years)
Sergeant Telegraph Op. NOW

f. ZAMBIA ARMY

g. AR.\1Y OF THE FEDERATION OF MALAYSIA (Tour 2i years)
W.O.I Foreman of Signals December 1965.
W.OII rorcman of Signals December , 1965.
Sergeant Oerk Tech. NOW
Corpo:-a! Radio Tech. (Lt.) 3 NOW
h. SUDANESE ARMED FORCES (Tour 18 months).
Sergeant Radio Tech. (Lt.) OC1ober, 1965.
2.

Volunteers m-e also required to fill the following vacancies:
a. GURKHA SIGNALS (Tour 2! years)
W.O.II Foreman of Signals NOW.
Staff Sergeant Yeoman of Signals / Signal Centre Sup.
Staff ergeant RD November, 1965.
Sergeant Electronics Tech.
October, r965.
Sergeant Radio Tech. (Lt.) NOW.
Corporal Radio Relay Tech. NOW.
Corporal Line Tech.
November, 1965.
Co:poral Telegraph Tech. NOW.
Corporal Cypher Op. 7 NOW.
Sergeant Cypher Op. NOW.
b. SAS
Sergeant Telegraph Op.
3 NOW.
Sergeant Radio Tech. (Lt.)
2. NOW
Corporal Telegraph Op. 3
OW.
L:ince-Corporal Teleg:aph Op. 1 N OW.
7 N OW .
tgnalrnan Telegraph Op.
Corporal Cypher Op.
1 NOW.
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September.

Wall Shields 7' x 6' Royal Signals
Blazer Badges "Superior "
" Quality" Car Badges
Ties Royal Signals
Pace Sticks
Sergeants full size Regimental Walking
Canes, Malacca, Ball, Pear or Thimble Cap,
Crested
Export

32(·
44/38/·
120/·
54/·
44/-

Flashes embroidered to special designs.
Ties made specially to any design.
Miniature Medals

ERNEST

GOODRICH

Specialist In the supply of Military Requisites
EVESHAM HOUSE, COMMON ROAD,
CLAYGATE, SURREY
Teleph o ne : ESHER 63705

======: 21st REGIMENT, D.F.P.O. 43 =======
elcome Visit from A.E.ll.
It's not often that we get the opponunity to welcome our
friends in the Reserve Anny. This year two panies crossed
the Channel-the first, five Officers and thirty-four N.C.0.s
and men of 8rst Regiment A.ER. who were hotly pursued by
twenty-six linemen and drivers from 46, 49, 50 and 64 Regiments T.A., both to do their annual camp with the Regiment.
Their programme of work and play has kept the A.E.R. fully
occupied and they seem little the worse for successive late nights
and early starts. The T.A. have not really yet bad time to get
started. To round off their camp the pany from 8rst Regiment
planned and carried out successfully a short exercise with No. r
quadron and a Detachment from the R.A.F.(G ) Communications Centre. They can tell their friends who were roughing it
at Blandford that they also had to earn their pay. We should
like to welcome the complete Regiment next year.
Our :Z.furchin g Team is Goodbut we do w .a nt c o m 11e ti ti o11!
The Marching Team this year has passed to the- hands of
Lieutenant Chaddock, following Second-Lieutenant Cartwirgbt's
departure to Catterick.
We started the season with a very mixed bag. Some were
complete newcomers. Others in the persons of Corporal Holmes
and Signalmen Croucher, McDonald and Schindler were
" veterans " of the Nijmegan Marches.
Every self-respecting Dutch town has its own walking club,
and each club hofds a competition once a year. There are
different age groups for the children, and most clubs have
marches ranging from 5 km for the 7 to ro-year-olds to
40 km for adults. We enter usually as a military team of 12-15
in the 25 km march. (Why not 40? Well, it is recreation you
know!)
The Dutch are very hospitable and there is invariably some
sort of small party in the club-house afterwards.
So far this year we have entered two marches and won the
group prize in each. Both were in ' S-Hertogenbosch (try
pronouncing that after an evening in the clubhouse). The food
was organised by a small civilian club and we were competing
against more than one h undred men from the Dutch Army.
The second was the .. Heineken " March, which started and
finished in the brewery yard, competition was not so stiff, and
there are no prizes for guessing which was the first team back.
Last year the beer afterwards was free. The team consumed
such a vast quantity that we had to pay this year! Needless
to say we had a good time.
The Regimen t is well situated for making tt"ips into Holland,
but I am sure o ther Regiments could raise teams for smaller
marches as well as Nijmegan, why not? We could do with some
competition .
lte111s ha u mixe tl bug • • •
The R egimen t's two Nuffield Trust caravan s are now on
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The complete detachment from Slst Regiment (AER)

site in Holland and booking is going well. One is on the coast
near the Hague and the other on the Zuider Zee, north of
Amsterdam. They are four-berth Sprite Musketeers and they
offer excellent facil ities for a family holiday.
" L" Troop after being "Champion R unners-up " finally
made i~.. They won the Regimental Inter-Troop Rugby 7-a-side
competmon. Well done.
The Easter Grant took a small chunk out of the month and
persoru;iel left for leave with the thought of the C.-in~C.'s pa rade
immediately they got back. The provision of men for this
parade was a constant source of anguish to the S.S.M. who
never had the correct number of men from "L" Troop. When
asked where ' Signalman Bloggs ' or ' Signalman Smart ' were
the reply from " L " T roop was " we must keep the airfield
working, Sir!" All turned out well, we had enough on the day.
Both T .A. and A.E.R. have been well entertained! At least
it appeared so when looking into their red-specked eyes the
morning after. They have also been employed around the
airfield and settled down quite quickly alongside the regular
soldiers.
They were to take part in the Inter-T roop A thletics but
unfortunately the sports field has been under water for a
day or two and the only sports availa ble at this time are Aqua
Sports!
O.C. "M" Troop, Major T om Amott, wishes it to be known
that he is now well qualified to conduct organised uips up the
autobahn to H elmstedt. H e regrets that at present he is not
qualified to proceed beyond this point.

Sergeant W illiams puts Corporal Thom pson right- Li eute nan t Sm ith
looks on
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28th Bf'ginll'nt. B.F.P.O. :11

LOOK AT LIFE No. 2-FAW{"ETT AND S O .
Guard Mounting
Military scenes conjure up so much, despite their similarity
that the other day we decided to take a look at the Guard
Mounting in 28th Regiment for m aterial for our second 'Look
at Life.' R.Q.M.S. Fawcett was Orderly Officer that day.
" Get your hair cut, Fawcett," he said sharply to the thud
soldi r from the left; the one with the close crop, named
Fawcett-what an odd coincidence! Then, zooming in clo
there was to be seen a remarkable likeness between ·Faweeti
and Fawcett excepting the difference in age. Back in the Orderly
Room, and after a check of ' docs,' we discovered it wa
Fawcett and Son. Here was the story for the month.
The Orderly Officer
R.Q.M.S. Fawcett is well known in the Regiment and in the
Corps. Joining .the Army in 1941, he is now R.Q.M.S. in 28th
Regiment wrestling with the in ternational stores problem
Besides being a stalwart in the military field, the R.Q.M.S. is
also in great demand as an artist. For the All Ranks' Dance.
he produced a large mural of Paris at Night- after the manner
of Lautrec. The Wives' Club stalls were covered with Fawcett
designed posters and behind the counter was Mrs. Fawcett.
" Giles " Fawcett
Lautrec one minute, Giles the next, the R.Q.M.S.'s arusuc
ability has often been in demand. In Cyprus in 1961, a young
Education Officer wrote some topical articles on life in Episkopi.
They were made into a book called: "Episkopi oh Episkopi."
"Giles" Fawcett was invited to illustrate the book with a
series of cartoons. It was a bright venture and the cartoons
were funny even if the book did not receive the international
acclaim expected.
Y oung Fawcett
Even in the Rag and Bone business there is always a tendency
for the son to follow his father's profession. Steptoe and Son
springs to mind. This is also the case with Fawcett and Son.
Young Fawcett has recently arrived in the Regiment from
Denbury following his father's career. Perhaps one of the
reasons he has settled down so quickly is the natural military
confidence he bas gained travelling the world with his father.

Get your Mother to repair the other pair

Signalman Moat supervising gliding control

fhe io'aweett J..adie!il
It is not only the men in the Fawcett family who give service
to the Army. Mrs. Fawcett, an active member of the Regimental Wives' Club, keeps both a wifely and motherly eye on
the Fawcett men through her job in the camp. She is the
Me sing Officer's able clerical assistant, totting up ithe ration
figures.
Seventeen-year-old M.iss Fawcett does sterling work too.
Where did we last meet her? Was it at the dentist or was it
in the cinema? It could have been either because this charming
daughter of R.Q.M.S. and Mrs. Fawcett smilingly ushers you
towards " the dentist's chair" by day and extracts your money
for the cinema in the evening.
Mrs. Fawcett, Jnr., herself an ex-memb!!r of the W.R.A.C.,
also keeps the Fawcett name in the public eye. She helps out
m the NAAFI Families' Shop.

Immediately C42/VHF Control, led by Corporal Griffiths,
put up a super-elevated antenna atop the nearest hangar. This
ensured excellent ground-to-air coverage; in some instances the
glider A40S were worked at a range of about 70 miles. The
Cu HF Net utilised a dipole at control which worked excellently on the longest leg of the championships-north to R.A.F.,
Swinderby, near Lincoln.
The task set each day depended on the weather, and the
course, straight, triangular, or whatever, was not known until
about two hours before take-off. As the control points had
to be in position and set up before the arrival of the first
glider, the Land Rover had to get a move on. But if you have
ever tried to drive through Newbury on an Easter Sunday
afternoon, you will realise how difficult this can be! Anyway,
many thanks to our drivers, Sergeants Moat and Stogdale,
Lance-Corporals Chamberlain and Napper, and Signalmen
Gilfillan and Scullion, who managed the whole time without a
scratch.
All the detachment got in plenty of gliding practice, except
one chap who prefers propeller--Oriven craf.t !
Incidentally, Captain Goldney, of the Corps, secured second
place in the individual championships-a wonderful effort
indeed.

In Fatlaer's Eye
Whilst following the act1v1t1es of the Regiment last month,
our reporter and his photographer covered the NATO Anniversary Parade at Headquarters, Northern Army Group. The
Regiment were particularly honoured by being asked to provide
the British Army representation in this multi national parade.
.. Click" went the camera, as G eneral Sir William Stirling
started to inspect the detachment from 28th Regiment. But
for one proud spectator, his eye was on the smart soldier on
the left of the front rank. It was another part of the " Fawcett
Saga," so as the Commander-in-Chief approached, son was
firmly in father's eye.
And what could be more natural when "Look at Life" looks
at life with Fawcett and Son.

TRIUMPH

30th Regiment
B LANDFORD CAMP

POWER AND STAMINA
ON DUTY AND OFF

For those unenlightened in the Corps, who think of 30th
Regiment as a static holding unit somewhere in the backwoods
of Dorset, we have this month two more reports of our "outside" activities.
The first report comes from 640 Troop who besides sending
a Battalion Detachment, under the Command of Sergeant
Haydon to join the Royal Sussex in warmer climes, managed
also to provide communications for the Inter-Service Gliding
Champion hips at Bichcster. The second report comes from
3 Squadron who spent most of the month preparing for and
taking part in Exercise "Easter L ighting."

If you can handle it. real power adds zest to the pleasure of
motorcycling. That's why the skilfu l riders of the Royal
Signals 0isplay Tearn, together with hundredsof oth er official
bodies all over the world , always choose Triumph. Doesn't
that make a Triumph the ideal off-duty motorcycl e fo r you?

THE BEST MOTORCYCLE IN THE WORLD
TRIUMPH ENGINEERING CO. l TD. MERIDEN WORKS. ALLESLEY, COVENTRY
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Exercise " Eas ter Lightnin~ " was s o
•• Enlight enin~ "
M.C.B. of 3 Squadron writes.-The " Silly Season " is
here again, and after a " Close Season," which has involved the
Squadron in a series of demonstrations and Regimen tal
activities, Ex rcise "Easter Lightning" provided the opportunity of enjoying "'field life" again . The Squadron split into
two parties, one going to a disused airfield in England and
the other to a bare hillside in Ireland, with a D 11 radio link
providing intercommunication.
Some experiences of both parties form the bulk of this
mon th's notes.

T1·oop got :among t h o Glid o r s w ith s ome
s u ccess
D.G.O.W., of 640 T roop writes.-Although half the Troop
is still on detachment overseas, commitments within the U.K.
arc still many and varied. Our latest effort ha been to provide communications for both competitors and staff at the
Inter-Services Gliding Championships, held over Easter at
R.A.F., Bicester. Our detachment, under Lieutenant White,
arrived at Bicester and promptly began to find out " the form.''
Not unnaturally, this differed somewhat from what we had been
led to expect.
64 0

Portway Guest House, Curry Rivel, Langport, Somerset.
In midEarly and late holidays especially recommended.
Somerset on A.378. Fishing or touring in peace and quiet.
Excellent food. Most convenient and comfortable.
M r. and M rs. E. C. P artridge. Phone Langport 225 .
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A Touc' h o f • lrl!ilh ' for th e I r e land }•arty
For once
its life, the Irish Sea was absolutely calm for
the outward pass;ige of the Ireland party, and the excellent
accommodation and food on the Ionic Ferry was much
appreciated by all ranks before facing the cold and wet conditions which greeted them on arrival at the exercise location. On setting up shop, the cook, Lance-Corporal H artland,
made a rapid appreciation of the situation, developed tonsilitis
and departed to a hospital in Belfast to recover needless to say,
he rejoined the party just in time for the return trip.
The unpleasant weather en sured that there was no empty
place in any of the operational vehicles which had heating installed, and the cookhouse area was popular with those
temporarily off duty.
An unexpected diversion was a low level attack by R.A.F.
Hunter aircraft, who took no notice of rhe white flags denoting
our neutrality. I t has been suggested that barrage balloons be
tethered to aerial masts to prevent interruption in the future.
Sergeant kimming must be congratulated on finding a
hospita ble Irishman who offered two television set to enable
the party to enjoy the Cup Final, and due. credit. must be
given to the exercise staff, who ensured that the tactical phase
ceased before kick-off time.

u;

Continued on page 194
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(Joth Regiment continued)
The return journey acros the Irish ea was Jess enjoyable
and ergcant French made a hurried departure from the dining
room during the evening meal when faced with a particularly
ucculent pork chop. His comment later wa~ that it must have
been the sausage he had eaten for breakfast whilst on dry land
that ' s "off," but we doubt it.
Th England Pnrty do tlainlofs tlu• • E11Jfli~h lVn y!'
The party in England had 'ightly better weather, but it
was still cold enough at night to cause icing-up of the "carbs "
on some of the generators.
Sergeant Bayley's coffee swindle had accompanied him into
the " field," Corporal Taylor and frien ds put a great deal of
effort into rabbit snaring, but only one reached the cooking
pot, and Corporal Collins' activities are not for publication
at this stage.
The cookhouse provided some entertainment when a large
fire extinguisher fell over and despatched its contents with
great vigour on to the persons of Sergeant Mumby, Signalman
Williams, and the cook Lance--COrporal McAndie-luckily, the
tea meal was safely stowed in the ovens, or a variation in
the flavour of baked beans and apple pie might have been
noticed by the rest of the party.
Attempts to create bathing facilities met with some success,
but a shoehorn was required to prise the bulk of Corporal
Taylor from an acquired animal trough which had a vague
resemblance to a bath.
Exercise " Easter Lighming " was "enlightening " for many
new faces, including the O.C., and was enjoyed by most.
We wish Corporal Senior every success in his new job in
civilian life, and welcome the new arrivals, in particular Signalman Hemshall, who has seen the M.O. and Cook Sergeant
to assist him in weight-shedding.
STOP PRESS: Heartiest con~atulations to Corporal
Pentland, currently on an upgrading course in Catterick.
Corporal Pentland received the Commander-in-Chiers commendation for work in ~e Radfan area whilst attached to 213
Signal Squadron. Well done!

200 SQUADRON, B.F.P.O. 41
The number of times one hears the words : "Well, now
we can get down to all the jobs that have been outstand.ina
for so long and really get things sorted out " are too numerou~
to count. However, that glorious time never seems to arrive
April has been as busy as usual and the month of May
promises to be even more hectic.

Welcome to this " little hive of industry "
We welcome into this little hive of industry our new
R.S.M., W.0.1 R. Homby, B.E.M., and Sergeant D. T. Llewelyn.
The R.S.M., who joined us during our last exercise (" April
Meeting'.'), 'Yas thrown straight in at the deep end and has
!'<;en sw1mn;img s~ongly ever since. He has not yet been
1omed by hi~ family who are still in Bunde, but we hope to
have them with us very soon. All R.S.M.s of Brigade Squadrons have an enormous job, and we are delighted to have Mr
Hornby with mis Squadron.
·
Exe~ci~~ " April Meeting" (26th-29th April) was a threeday D1v1s1onal CPX, and was basically a movement and com11_1unications e~ercise. We were certainly aware of the first
aun, as the Bn11ade H.Q. moved every six hours. Due to the
very heavy rains, siting of the H.Q. was more difficult than
usual because vehicles were liable to bog down just pulling
on to the .side of the road! We all "enjoyed" more than one
good soakmg;, as :Uways, the rain being at its most severe when
we were movmg mto or out of a harbour. So far, however, no
cases of pnuemonia have been reported.
Cook,•ry Competition: A Good effort by the
quadron
The day after we returned, we were honoured with a visit
from G. I. H. Salmon, Es~J., C.B.E., Honorary Catering Adviser
to th7 Army, and Bngadier L. E. Hayward, Director, Army
Catering Corps. The programme for the visit was arranged
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some months ag_o! but it was part ic ul arly fittin g that Mr
Salmon sho~d v1s1t us, as the week before his visi t we wer~
runner s-up m the B.A.O.R. Cookery Team Competition. Thi
was a very fin e effor.t by our team of Sergeant Howard, Lanc•Corporal Duff and L ance--COrporal Walker, t1one of whom h
previous competition experience. We were the only minor u~1t
m the finals, and we managed to beat 13th Regiment into third
plac~.
The competition .was won by .Th.e Royal Hamp. hir
Regim<:?t, who were captamed by the re1gnmg Army lndividua
Champion. As we go to press, we hear tha.t this Regimen
has just won the Army Championships which makes us even
more proud of our team's achievements.
lVe do well in the Pentathlon, and in
llugger and Hocke~·
On Wednesday, 5th May the Brigade Pentathlon Championships were h ~ ld, consisting of Seven-a-Side Soccer and Rugger
Six-a-Side Hockey and Basketball and Tug-of-War.
The '
competitions were contested on a Squadron basis and we cam
fourth out of 26 entries. Even the weather, which varied be
tween pouring rain and brilliant su nshine, could not preven
the spectators and competitors really enjoying themselves. Both
our rugger and hockey teams reached the semi-finals, losing
to the eventual winners. In .the rugger, Sergeant Ling our
captain, and Signalman Peters were perhaps the stars of our
~ard-working side. The hockey six was made up of a combina
!Ion of Squadron and Staff Officers easing their stiff joint
through four hard matches, with Staff Sergeant Eldridge fre
quently saving die situation as our kicking back, and Craft •
~n Mu~grove provJ.ng that he was fitter than anyone else
m the side.
The basketball terun, playing very well, and
captained by Corporal Derbyshire, so nearly reached the semifinals, being beaten in the third round by the first basket in
extra time. We missed two free-throws at the basket before
our opponents scored th~ir winning goal!

Thi11gs present and to com«'
We have another Military Proficiency Course running at the
moment, and are also furiously preparin·g our Saracens and
organising the radio communications for H.M. The Queen's
M~unted Parad~ on 26th M ay. We will include a report on
this parade, which we hope will be or general interest, in our
next edition of these notes.
204
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It is now over a year since this Squadron made a contribution to THE WIRE, and <this fact has borne so heavily on
the consciences of its members that we have now .resolved to
keep you informed of our activities. Since you last heard from
us, we have moved from the outskirts 'of Dusseldorf to a more
rural atmosphere in Westphalia and have reorganised, as have
the other Brigade Squadrons in B.A.0.R.
Major John Hart now commands the Squadron and has
kept us fairly busy during the winter months on exercises in
between the normal administrative round. A Brigade exercise
was planned for early March, but as it snowed, the remainder
seemed to cry off, leaving 204 to do battle alone. L ieutenant
Rex Stephenson took out his Troop as enemy and m ade life
fairly unpleasant for the rema inder, until he was captured
and dragged five miles across country to Brigade H eadquarters.
By this time it was too cold for the rest of the officers
and they handed over their appointments •to the N.C.O.s- leaving
the Squadron under the able command of Sergeant Authers
(Coldstream Guards).
We produced a number of patrols for a Brigade internal
security exercise later in March, but our Infantry Battalion
appeared rather good at their jobs and everyone ended up in
the bag, except for Lance-Corporal Leighton's party. We are
not too sure whether they were rather clever or just overslept
in a hayloft!
Mrs. Hart has man.aged to get our Wives' Club running,
despite a fifth column attack by SACEUR who decided to
have a " Quick Train" (deployment exercise) to coincide with
the first meeting, however, the W·ives' Club is now a flourishing
concern.
We have a fairly f;ull programme ahead of us, including a
proposed expedition to Lapland, and we hope to keep you informed of our activities in the months ahead. (A story of the
Lapland expedition please.-Editor).
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Brigadier D. H. Davies, M.C. presents the L.S. and G.C. Medal to
L/R.S.M. R. D. Allen and Staff Sergeant F. G. Gamble
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Readers will undoubtedly share the view that lack of
c.ontinuity is today's greatest problem. About the only procedure we do more than once in the same month is to fall-in
in three ranks. In an effort to standardise aerial erection, the
O.C. had the following conversation with the Foreman of
S1gnals.
O.C.: " I think you oug~t to carry a compass so that you
can check the orientation of aerials."
F. of S.: "Oh, I don't need a compass, I can always tell
where north is."
O.C.: " How do you do that on a cloudy night?"
F. of S.: "I go by the map in the guard room."

The Plain
A new training season was introduced in March by Exercise
" Wagon Train." It was a counter insurgency setting, and
Salisbury Plain was described in the open1ng narrative as " a
barren, desolate area "-so you can see how rC'<llistic it was
meant to be. However, after only two · hours the illusion was
shattered when the great blizzard hit the Plain and the Squadron gradually became immersed in snow-drifts. After 48 hours
only skilful driving got us back to barracks without mishap.
The Communication Troops are as busy as they have ever
been, and each normally has about two exercises a week.
Corporal Mumford and his radio relay team reckon to know
the Plain as well as anyone (except perhaps the Brigade Commander, who seems to know every inch of it!).
Sport
The Canoe Club, using our four K2s, continues to flourish
and, under Corporal Tucker, it is hoped to enjoy the summer
season on various local stretches of river.
ne Small-Bore Club has just fin ished an enjoyable, though
not wildly successful, season. One of the problems of " Integration " is to convince the Army Rifle Association that the multiplicity of cap badges really do belong to a Signal Squadron.
The Squadron were runners-up in the .Brigade Major and
Minor Units Rugby Competition. This success is due largely
to the efforts of F. of S. M. D. Thornbury, who started the
season with only 12 men who knew the rules!
R.Q.M.S . Simpson has relieved R.Q.M. . Allen, who has
now become our R.S.M. (local at present), who, with Staff
Sergeant Gamble, received the Long Service and Good Conduct medal on our · Administrative Inspection. Staff Sergeant
Stephens has settled in to the task of supervising all individual
training, whilst Sergeant Jones is busy taking over the General
Store.
THE WIRE , JUNE -JULY
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Rover group-the backbone of the squadron

207 SQUADRON, B.F.P.O. 30
Exercise ''Avril Foile"
The exerc:ise took place in the first week of April and was
~e first ~JOr scheme of the year. It was a pure communications exercise and many valuable lessons were learnt which
will stand us in good stead in the coming months. A useful
feature of the exercise occurred in the last two days when the
senior N.C.0.s took command of the Squadron and ran the
last phase completely themselves.
'

Happy Easter for German Orphans
Faces at the Children's H o m e near
Soltau brightened on
the Wednesday before Easter when a
party of soldiers from
the Squadron arrived
unexpectedly to clistribute Easter eggs to
the children.
The
orphans soon came
running from all parts
of the Home, and the
initial surprise was
soon overcrune by the
untying of bows and
the rustle of silver
paper. The scramble
for eggs soon gave
way to a rush to try
on No. I Dress hats
Peter Watts making friends with an orphan
and gloves. After the
when a party from the Squadron presented
children had s u n g
Easter Ens to the children
some rousing songs in
appreciation, the party
returned to Soltau well rewarded by seeing the happiness
their visit had caused.

East.er Visit to Denmark
The Squadron soccer team and twenty supporters travelled
to Denmark to stay with the Jutland Dragoons, in Holstebro,
over the Easter break. The friendliness of the Danish soldiers
and the people of Holstebro will long be remembered. Everybody did their utmost to ensure that the visit was a success.
Although Holstebro is a small town everyone soon found some
way to enjoy himself. Taxi drivers took parties to nearby towns
at a very nominal rate, and several members of the Squadron
were invited into Danish homes. On Easter Monday the
majority visit Aalborg, which is a very old Danish town on the
east coast. Only too soon it was time to face the long journey
back to Soltau, and thoughts then began to cum to Whitsun.
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• • • Truly Intcgrntcd now
At b<:t news from 209
quadron. We are now well
and tru iy incegratcd. After
all the normal teething
troubles, the new organisation i working well and, in
fact, now no one really
notices the different cap
badges.
After several year in Colchester, our little empire
wa shattered in J anuary of
this year when we received
warning of an unaccompanied operational tour to
A cheerful recruit to the Squadron
the Far East.
As we had been trainin g
for five years as an air portable Brigade, it seemed only
natural that all our equipment had to come out to the Far
East by sea. Anyone who complains of the documentation to
travel by air should see the paper required to move by sea.
We needed an extra boat for all the forms. Certain members
of the Squadron were heard to remark that if they ever went to
heaven they would arrive there with an F.S.O. number. After
the usual initial flap we then kicked our heels for three weeks
awaiting our air passages to F ARELF-such is life on the
Strategic Reserve.

Our Introduction was Civilised
Our introduction to active service was very civilised, as we
spent a fortnight in Singapore prior to coming to Borneo. We
at least got acclimatised under the best possible conditions, and
most people were glad to arrive in Sibu to save money!
N~turally enough, w?en we first arrived, life here was very
hectic, as we were. getting ourselves established. As things became more orgamsed, so our day settled down to routine
and now the shift-workers can boast a day off, and the dayworkers usually get Saturday and Sunday af.temoons free
if they are not on guard duties.
'
Our area of responsibilcy is very large and the main methods
of travel are by air and river. Our most travelled veterans are
Tac HQ., and we have to listen to many combat stories from
Captain Col.man and Sergeant Gill!
They have even been
known to wear jungle boots and carry weapons.
Settling Dow n to Sh ift Work, b ut •• •
Here at Brigade
H.Q., the Comcen
Staff are well set up
and
really settling
down to shift work.
Our Yeoman of Signals, A. A. Hawkes
is going steadily mor~
grey-haired, but a1ways assures us everything is under control. Foreman of Signals
Murray looks
more like a Du every
day and seems to be
on duty continually.
In actual fact, the
communications have
settled
down
very
well, with almost constant communications
via Dr I to Labuan
and via Cu CW on
+the Brigade Command
net.
In the evenings we
play as much sport as
possible. S e r g ea n t
Some of our local companions
Anderson, our Chief
.
Clerk, and Sergeant
Si:ruth, R.A.O.C., lead the soccer team from strength to strength,
with a great deal of help from our goalkeeper, Driver Jones,
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R A.S .C. The hockey team stands well in the local league
and we produce teams for basketball and volleyball.
Our two new subalterns are learning the hard way but we
feel that th ey are applying themselves to the hearts a~d m ind
campaign. Major Pope has been heard to mutter in his b er
that there is too much heart and not enough mind.
Facilities on the camp are limited, but by courtesy of
A.K.C., and Sergeant Shipp, we run film shows six night 8
week and the P.R.I. seems to be getti ng more prosperous every
day running our canteen.
Sibu itself is a small township with several quite d ecent shop
and, according to several hardened drinkers, some very good
bars-enough said!
We hope to keep you all informed in the near future and
~ould like to assure future members of 209 Squadron th
life here could be a lot worse and if they hurry up thev may
even get a medal !
·

212 SQUADlllON, D.F.P.O. 36
Achieving Integration cnn be so Traumatic
Readers of "The Wire" will have noticed in the February/
March issue that two Brigade Squadrons (200 and 211) came
to life after a long while. We have certainly been absent for
an equally long time. We venture to think that it is perhap
not coincidence that various Squadrons with numbers between
;zoo and 212 have been quiet for a year. We have, like our
fellows Squadrons, just emerged from the process of integral
ing. This, like most good things, is quite splendid when you
get there, but the process of achieving it is rather traumatic.
• • • Dot the corner is now turned
Now the comer is turned. He may not know it, but LanccCorporal Gt-ay, who arrived a few weeks ago, had the distinc
tion of being the last member of Royal Signals to come to
fill a specific appointment in the integrated establishment.
For 1964 it was a case of business as usual, with the challenge
of a posting rate that was two or three times normal. The
highlight was probably our autumn exercise, Exercise "Lowland
Fling," when we had the chance of fighting a German Panzer
Grenadier Brigade. We know we did very well on this, even
if once we could see the leading German tanks from Brigade
H .Q.!
We Ski and Stick our Necks Out at )loxing
Throughout the winter, members of the Squadron have
been away for a fortnight at a time to Kranzegg, in Bavaria, to
be introduced to the gentle art of ski-ing, at almost no cost,
except a few sprains.
After this we stuck our necks out and entered for the
Divisional Boxing, which is a major units competi·tion. We were
pretty well beaten by 5 Field Regiment, Royal Artillery, but
our team received many congratulations and we were proud
to have raised a team, which many major units had failed to
do.
Now that we have settled down, a list of personalities may
be of interest: Major R. G. Phippard, Commanding; Captain
C. K. Powell, Second-in-Command; Captain D . C. Whitehead
and Second-Lieutenant J. D . Daglish, "A" Troop; SecondLleutenant R. M. Carr-Smith, "J " Troop. In addition, we
have ·t he invaluable services of Lieutenant H. A. J . Alexander,
M.B.E., General List, as Adjutant; Lieutenant R. T. Cosgrove
as M.T.O., and Captain (Q.M.) R. H. Thompson, M.B.E., D.C.M.,
Scouts Guards, as Quartermaster.
W.O.I C. Young is now well established as R.S.M. and
W.0.11 A. Grainger as R.Q.M.S.
More personalities in the next instalment.
D o es your w i fe s h oot?
We shall have a couple of vacancies in the wives third team
for .22 shooting next winter. Should we say it? But in a
recent inter-Troop .22 shoot, in which the wives fielded two
teams, the cup for the best individual score of the evening was
taken by the Adjutant's wife!

E l Alamein Reunion this year will . be held at the
Royal F estival H all on 22nd O ctober. Tickets as usual
from K eith Prowse, 90, N ew Bond Street, L ondon, W. 1.
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We enter the Spring of 1965 with great hopes. Not too
many postings, a lot of new vehicles, some new wireless equipment, and even the prospect of central heating in what is
without doubt one of the scruffiest barracks in Germany.

Invitation
We are virtually fully established, but applications to join
the best Brigade Squadron in Europe will at least be looked
at I
Just write to B.F.P.O. 36 !

=:::=====:

::::::====~·

219 SqUADllON, D.F.P.O. GI
1uarturcs and Welcomes
Since our last appearance in THE WIRE we have said farevt'll to Lieutenant-Colonel (Q.M.) G. Lynam, on posting to
.24th Regiment. Other postings out are Signalman B. Stanier
to 16th Regiment and Lance-Corporal Lawrence to 503 Troop.
Due to depart shortly are Corporal N. Troughton to 28th
Regiment, Sergeant G. Miller to 227 Squadron, and Corporal
B. Sayers, R.E.M.E., to S.E.E., Arborfield.
Corporal M.
H inks and Corporal R. Treasurer have left us for " Civvy
treet," and Sergeant C. Southart is due to go in June, also to
civilian life. We wish all the above the best of luck.
We welcome Lieutenant (Q.M.) J. McGlynn as Administrative
Officer, Lines Officer, M.T.O. and Quartermaster-which should
keep him busy. Also welcomed are Signalma n A. Stollery and
Corporal L. Hedges.
f!

The llugby Festival-Old llivals clean out the
Squadron Silver?
The Officer Commanding, Major W. J . Pritchard, organised
the Tripolitania Area Rugby F estival in March, which was
a great success. Naturally, he was helped by almost the whole
Squadron. We were pleased to see our old rivals Royal Navy,
Malta, lived up to their reputation by cleaning us out of all
the silver, winning the Festival Champion ship, as well as the
' Sevens.' They also tried to take the Squadron's ' Scrum' bar
with them, but settled for decorating it instead. Corporals A.
Payne, N. Troughton and J. Taylor were selected for the
Tripolitania Area Team. The Squadron team has always won

By Ap point ment t o the Late Kins Geors e V

ROGERS, JOHN JONES LIMITED

the Sevens Loser's Plate. In the R.A.F. Idris Rugby Festival,
we were runners-up in the Loser's Plate, but did win the
Loser's Plate in the British Army Children's School Rugby
Festival, thus pro,ring that we are very good losers! Special
mention is due to Corporal Troughton who, though small in
stature, certainly made up for this in determination and sheer
good play. An obvious lgver of the game who will be missed
by the rugby team.

Some Diglalights nrad Lowlights in the rt•nhn of
Sport
The Squadron football team were runners-up in the Tripolitania Area League and reached the semi-final of the knockout
competition.
In the Area Cross~Country, Corporal Lunn did very well to
come third against some tough competition from the 1st Bn.
Green Howards.
The Area Athletics meeting was held on 13th/r4th April, in
which the Squadron team came fifth out of s.ven teams; a good
effort considering that we have only 6o men available. In the
track events we were second in the 4 x 120 yards hurdles and
the 4 x uo yards relay. In the 4 x 880 yards relay we came
third. We were last in both the mile and three miles, but in the
latter, Corporal Lunn ran exceptionally well to come second.
The field events gave us a first in the high jump, Corporal
Sayers, R.E.M.E., and Corporal E. G ill both jump.ng 5ft. 1in.
This was the second year running we have won the high jump.
In the other field events we did very poorly, being last in all
but one event. The Signals did have one other fir st, in the
ladies' egg-and-spoon race, run over 6o yards which was almost
a Signals' walk-over, Mrs. Andrews, with egg perilously balanced, beating Mrs. Firth by a short spoon, with Mrs. Pritchard
closely following. A pity we couldn't claim points for that
event!
The Squadron badminton teams have had mixed successes.
The mixed doubles team (Sergeant P . Neal, Corporal W. Harper,
Signalman B. Barnes, Staff Sergeant D. Rattley, W.R.A.C.,
Lance-Corporals Lewis and Loyer, W.R.A.C.) being top of the
league, with only two matches to play. The second team are
third, and the first team are second from bottom!
Basketball has just started again, the Squadron team having
won two and lost two matches. Sergeant A. Jamieson and
Corporal B. Sayers, R.E.M.E., are in the team, although
one spectator is to be forgiven for thinking they were in
opposing teams.
The Squadron wives, not to be outdone by their husbands,
have taken up sport, and nQ.w turn out a hockey and netball
team regularly against any who are brave enough to play them.
With "Killer" Jamieson in the hockey team, one cannot blame
the opposition for being wary.
Signalman V. Neill, the Squadron's. cartoonist, produced the
cartoon as a memento of the visit of Ma jor-General A. M. W.
Whistler, c.B., C.B.E., on 8th April. The cartoon may not be
completely accurate, but does prove how brave the O.C. was
to stand in front of the armed Squadron.

(MILITARY OUTFITTERS)

Mufti and Sporting Tailors
Breeches Makers
Regimental Outfitters to the Royal Signals

33 BRUTON STREET, MAYFAIR, W.I
Late of 57 Jermyn Street, London, S.W.I
Telephone 1
Mayfair 7303

Telegraphic Address 1
" Rogers, Mayfair 7303 London

~·~,__, ~
The cartoon is drawn by Signalman V. O ' Ne ill as a momenta " to the
visi t of General Whistle r
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Major T. S. Wragg, M.B.E., T.D. receives a silver salver from the
Honorary Colonel, Colonel G. J. Underwood, C.B.E., T.D., D.L.

Left to right: Major J. E. Blair, T.D., Franc} Martin, Colonel H. E.
Lang, O.B.E., T.D., CSO 52 (L) Division/ District

The General talks with W.0.11 Mcintosh, S.S.M. 235 Signal Squadron

RepresenlatiQe Colonel Comma)l.dant
234 Signal Squadron Cable Gang at Work

in :Malta and Libya
U.Q.

~fALTA

AND

LIB"l.'A

~=::::=::::=

With four independent Squadrons each, quite righdy writing

th~ir own " Wire " notes an~ thereby stealing what thu'nder we

IDJght hav~, H.Q., Royal Signals, rarely have the opportunity
ID these notes. However, the visit of our Representa!1ve Colonel Conu;nandant, Major-General Whisder, gave us
1ust that opporturuty. We are delighted to record what did
happen, both that which was planned and that which was not.

t? appear

That wbieh was not pla11ned • • •
. C.R. Si~als, Lieutenan.t-Colonel A. J. Clarke, who arrived
ID Benghaz.1 on 5th April, a d ay before the arrival of the
~eprese~tatlve Colonel Commandant, while realising that nothmg which happened was unusual in Benghazi was visibly
shaken when the Representative Colonel Com:Uandant was
showi;i to his hotel :i:o<>l!1· He knew that there was a large
bole ID the hai;id bas1D ID ~at. room and that other pieces of
ba.throom furniture were ~mssmg essential parts. He knew
this, because he had occupied that room on the previous night
and ha~ insisted 1;1pon being given another that day. He did
not t!llnk that his discard would go to the Representative
Colonel Comm~dant but this was what happened. Perhaps
the. Representanve ~lone! Commandant did not altogether
believe that C.R. Signals was blameless and that the hotel
managemei;it could see nothing wrong with the arrangement.
After all, m the eyes of the management the Major-General
had two hand basins to the Lieucenant-Co'lonel's one so there
could be no loss of face, even if one of .the two did ~ot work.
Th~ same hotel. had not yet finished with our two officers.
The lif! had been Jammed for two days between floors 2 and 3.
R:eturnmg to the hotel after a most delightful dinner party
given by Mrs. Fyfe, wife of O.C_. 245 Squadron, our two officer~
were pleased to see that all lights on the lift indicated the
''. all systems go " condition. A press on the button and the
lift set off, only to come once more .to what now seemed to
be the accepted rest condition between floors 2 and 3.
. For . those readers whg have never found themselves stuck
ID a lift at 1.r.30 p.m. in. a Benghazi hotel, I must explain
that. one e~penences a cer.tam de$fee of despair. Wi·th theJ10tel
se;v1ce a.t its no~ level there is every chance that one will
still be ID the lift n_ext mornin~. Luckily, the alarm button
worked and a splendid c~ap arrived with just the right tool to
un~ the damage. In him we had no technician but simply
a .little man . who knew into which hole to put ~ 3ft. screwdriver to release our two officers. • lore clever still he knew
where to find a 3ft. screwdriver in Benghazi.
'
• • • and that which was plmmed
The visit to 245 Squadron set the standard for the visits
~o 219 Squadron,. Tri po~, and 234 and 235 Squadrons, Malta,
m each case an 1Dspect1on of Troops on parade preceding a
tour of the. Squadron areas, where he saw men at work. The
Represent~uve Colonel Commandant appeared extremely well
pleased with wha~ . he saw and remarked on the standard of
tum-out, good spmt and sporting activities of the Squadrons.
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Perhaps he enjoyed most the opportunities afforded to meet
members of the Squadron and their wives, at coffee in the
All. R~nks' Club in Benghazi and in the Sergeants' Messes in
Tnpoli and Malta. Cer:tainly the hockey match in Tripoli between 219 S.quadron w1yes and a ladies' school side was the
~eatest possible fun, bemg fast, but never furious.
It looked
1olly dangerous to me, but then I am not a hockey player
oD;ly a weak male and one or two near misses (as opposed
misses who were near) had left me in a n ervous state.

ro

The Social Side
. The soci'.11 sid~ of the visit was excellent; most enjoyable
~er parties bemg given at the homes of the Commander,
Libya, the Area Commander, Cyrenaica, C.R. Signals, and O.C.
245 Squadron, and lu~cheon parties by the G.O.C., and O.C.
219 Squadron. Workmg luncheon par.ties were given in the
Officers' Messes of 234 and 235 Squadrons during visits to them
an~ the tour arranged by O.C. 219 Squadron to the Rom~
nuns at Sabartha was a most welcome break from a tight
S{:hedule.
All together a most memorable occasion and one from which
we hope the Representative Colonel Commandant took as much
pleasure as we gained.

The Corps Picture "Through H
52nd

(LOWl..AND) REGIMENT
GLASGOW

(T .A.),

When invited to supper and .to meet Franc Martin at a small
party on 19th ~arch at .H.Q ., 52nd Regiment, few of us realised
the pleasure y.ihich lay ID store for us, and there was considerable speculation as to the form of the evening.
In due course, following an introductory talk by the Comman~ing Officer, Lieutenan!-Colonel . J. B. Johnston, Colonel
Martm presented to the Regiment a ~ngned copy of his painting
"Through."
Th~re were wide grins of appreciation all round as the veil
was lifted from our eyes. Who among those present had not
seen "Through," the painting which depicted the very spirit
of .the Corps?
~ediately, .Franc Martin became "one of us." His stock
was high! This .was the man w~o,. in his painting, expressed
what eve.ry true signalman feels w1thm himself, but, with usual
army .reticence, refuses to express in words.
It was sugg~sted to Colonel Martin that in his presentation
address, he might tell the assembled company how the idea
for " Through " was born in his mind.
World War I the inspiration of tl1e picture
Colonel Franc. told .how .he joined R.E. Signals at Jardine
Street, an? of .his s~rvice with a Cable Section in World War
I, whe~ line s1gi;ialhng was the basis of communications. He
so ob':'1ously re-lived the events as he told of the h=t-breaks
of maintaining a line in a "no man's land" constantly battered

with she~ls.
H e told of the amazing devotion to duty of
1htary lmemen who crawled out to find the break in the
line, knowing fear and loneliness, yet determined that the
line should be repaired. The casualty rate among such men
was high.
I am certain that all who listened to Franc Martin became
are that this man who saw this sense of responsibility in
hi comrades, was himself imbued with the sense of duty which
h ha depicted on canvas.
The Honorary Colonel of the Regiment, Colonel T. M.
• iven, expressed the sincere feelings of the members present
when he conferred on Colonel Franc Martin, honorary membership of the Officers' Mess.
'This was the climax to an unforgettable evening.
The Regiment has been involved in two important events
recently and both were completed, despite the weather.
Exercise "JFar North,,__:
The Regiment pulls it off • • •
The bigger event was Exercise " Far North " a messagepassing race between a team from the Regiment, comprising
Squadrons stationed in Glasgow, and 321 Squadron from Barrhead. The idea of the race was for each team to travel north
of Glasgow, as far as possible, and to pass a message over
each system of communication normally open to the Regiment.
A minimum distance for each system was laid down and
points were awarded for total distance covered and points
deducted for failure of a link or links and errors in administra-·
tion. Both teams put up tremendous performances in very
difficulr circumstances and manged to travel as far north as
Wick. Aft~r much discussion by the umpires, it was decided
that the R egiment had defea ted 321 Squadron.
The Wembley Hoodoo hifs the Regiment
ut Football
Lat.r, the Regimental football team travelled to Winston
Barracks, Lanark, to play in the final of the 52nd (Lowland)
Division/District Football Tournament Our opponents were
278 Field Regiment, R.A. (T. A.).
The weather conditions
were appalling-very high, gusty wind, squalls of heavy rain
and hail and bitterly cold. It i n't only at Wembley there is
a hoodoo. Within five minutes Sergeant McLeod was injured
and although he returned to the field, he was unable to do
more than hobble through the game. The weather became so
bad that the ga me was suspended for a few m inutes during
the second half. At full-time the scor~ was I - I , our goal
being scored by Signalman Taggart. During extra time 278
Field R egiment scored again, and the final score was 2-1 in
their favour. Our " 10}" men were first class in ev ry way,
but the injury handicap was just too much. Lieutenant-Colonel
Johnston and Don Rcvie have had the same cup final problems!
On 8th May, the Regiment moves to camp at Cultybraggan,
in Perthshire. This is the first camp the Regiment bas had
in the Command since the T.A. reorganisation, and the training
will be different from our usual form. This year we will exercise
with the Division/District H.Q. staff and, all things considered,
it appears that we will have an interesting camp. We will report
later.
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46th (NORTH lUIDLAND) REGllUE~T (T.A.)
DEllDY
The llcgiment Suys Goodbye to Old J~rh•ndl'I
Over the past six months, on grounds of age, we have lost
several worthy members of the Regiment, many of whom
had served since the re-formation of the Regiment as 21st
(N.M.) Corps Signal Regiment (T.A.) in May, 1947.
Last October, after a total of 32 years' Territorial and War
Serv~ce, and the award <;>f the Lord Lieutenant of Derbyshire's
Certificate, Sergeant-Ma)Or Charlesworth left us. At a dinner
in Chesterfield, honoured by the attendance of the Mayor and
Ma)'.oress, 2 Squadron showed their appreciation of his sterling
services.
At the end of the year we lost our well-known civilian Foreman of Signals, Mr. H . E. Jones. He, too, has a remarkable
record of service with the Regiment, both as a civilian and a
Warrant Officer, and holds the Lord Lieutenant of Derbyshire's
Certificate. He has taken up an instructor's post at Catterick
'
and we wish h im well in his new sphere.
A third ho!dcr of the Lord Lieutenant's C-::rtificate, SergeantMaior Elshaw, finished his service with us a few weeks ago .
During a short break in his Territorial service he was Signal
Officer to his local Home Guard contingent. He will be much
missed, and his Squadron is shortly recalling him to show their
gratitude for his great services.
At a dinner held at the Peveril of ·the Peak Hotel, Dovedale,
on 10th April, the officers of the Regiment, with their ladies,
dined-out Major T. S. Wragg, M.B.E., T.D., the Second-inCommand, Major C. D. Didcott, M.B.E., O.C. I Squadron, and
Major A. D. Stoker, T.D., our Regimental Medical Officer, who
has retired with the honorary rank of Lieutenant-Colonel. The
Honorary Colonel, Colonel G. ]. Underwood, C.B.E., T.D., D.L.,
the Commanding Officer, Lieutenant-Colonel L. W. Wright,
T.D., and every past commanding officer since 1948, LicutenantColonel R. A. Waldron, T.D., Colonel R. E. Pickford, T.D., D.L.,
Colonel J . R. S. Grimwood-Taylor, T.D., D.L., and LieutenantColonel A. V. Em ~ ry, E.R.D., T.D., were pr~ ent.
.Major Clive Didcott had served the Regiment for exactly
12 years on the day of his retirement. Lieutenan:-Colonel
Desmond Stoker, so well-known in Derby hire circles, our
Medical Officer since 1947, had given some 30 year ' service.
Major Tom Wragg, whose place in the history of the Royal
Corps of Signals is so secure, first joined the Reg:ment in
On the r--formation of the Regiment, in 1947, he
1939.
formed the Chesterfield Squadron, which he commanded until
he became Second-in-Command fiv_ years ago To Clive and
Madeleine, Desmond and Marjorie, and Tom and Ida, the
Regiment is most grateful for their sterling service.
Since the publication of our last WIRE notes, we welcome
Capt. (Hon. Major) G. E. Atkin, wlio has assumed the post
of Permanent Staff Officer some twelve months after retiring
from the Regular Army as our Quartermaster. We welcome,
too, Sergeant Sheard as Permanent Staff Instructor with the
Derby Squadron.
'-'3rd

(W~

§EX)

UEGnrn~T.

T •.\.

The marriage of Lieutenant Geoffrey Jarman, to Lieutenant
Judy Huston, W.R.A.C. (T.A.) took place on 24th April 1965.
Mr. Jarman serves with 3 Squadron, 43rd Wessex) Regiment
(T.A.) at Bridgwater.
A guard of honour of officers from the 43rd (Wessex) Regiment con.sisted of Captain E. C. Barker, Major E. H. Robin,
Major L. A. James, T.D., Second-Lieutenant P. Almond,
Captain A. F. Stubbs, M.B.E., and Captain J. Simmons.
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4 7 th REGHIENT T .A.
~llDDLESE X YEOlUAN 1n·
(The Duke of Cnmbrhlge•s Hussars)
F irst. n Salute t o t h e P ermane n t Scan •• •
This month we salute the members of the Permanent Staff
who toil ceaselessly in the background, ensuring that everything
is read y for any occasion, whether it be an exercise or a social
function. Theirs is invariably a thankless task, and we take
this opportunity of paying tribute to: Major W. H . H . Parkes,
Major (Q.M .) D . Legge, D.C.M. R.S.M. M . J. Giles, S.S .M . J .
B. Rose, .S.M. H . W. Loonard, Sergeant J.M. Preece, Sergeant
S. K
unan, Corporal R. C. Grant and Lance-Corporal D .
Barlow.
In compiling these notes, the difficulty is in deciding what
to leave out ! As u ual activity has been at its normal hectic
level, with every week-end producing ' something different.'
And now, the news of that
• Something Different '
During April we were the guests of 14th Regiment, of whom
a large number of people gave up their week-end to ensure that
we were looked after. T hey did an excellent job, and we are
extremely grateful for the wonderful way in which we were
looked after. Thank you, 14th!
London's Easter Parade at Battersea Park again gave the
Regimen t the opportunity to show its paces. ' B " Squadron
provided radio communications for the whole of the parade,
whilst the Regimental Band took part in wh at is London's
Easter Day, the Battersea ·Parade, watched by a quarter of a
million people.
The London District Rifle Meeting gave our marksmen yet
another chance to shine. They duly obliged by walking off
with the magnificenr S M .G. Rose Bowl.
Sunday, 2nd May, Hyde Park, saw the annual Cavalry Old
Comrades' Parade and Memorial Service.
Being an old
Cavalry Regiment this is always a ' must ' for our Regiment.
Not content with supplying the Regimental Band, Old Comrades and a serving detachment, we also supplied the radio
communications for the organisers! Is it little wonder that we
think of ourselves as London's premier Signal Regiment!
The annual Sergeants' Mess dinner and dance, held on
8th May, was a truly lavish affair. Bouquets and boxes of
chocolates for the ladies, secting the pace for a splendid occasion.
Guests of honour induded the Commanding Officer,
Lieutenant-Colonel S. J . Williams, M.B.E., T.D., and Mrs.
Williams, the Supervising Officer, Captain F . Ruthven, T.D.,
and Mrs. Ruthven, Staff Sergeants Murphy and Stahl of the
U .S. Signal Corps, three senior N.C.O.s of the 5th Battalion
The Gloucestershire Regiment, T.A, and the senior N .C.O.s of
305 (Para.) Signal Squadron, T.A., were all welcomed enthusiastically.
The evening warmed up to the music of Sergeant Clarke
and the Regimental Dance Orchestra. Tributes were made to
S.S.M. John Cooper, leaving the T.A. after a number of years
of loyal service, and to S.S:M. Jeff ose, of the Permanent
Staff, soon to depart for Aden.

Boxing
2nd R egime n t lose narro w l y in D.A.O.U. F inal

On 17th February, at Osnabruck, the good wishes of the
Corps were centred on 2nd Division Headquarter and Signal
Regiment, when they met the 1st Battalion Royal Irish
Fusiliers in the B.A.0.R. Boxing Final, 1965.
The splendour of the _9!'.:Casion, the ballyhoo of the Irish
with songs, pipers, television specially brought over from
Ireland, and war cries, but matched to the full by our own
fervent support was surpassed only by the excellence of the
boxing.
Who would be so bold as to name the highlights in an
all-5tar n ight? But one must mention Corporal McSorley, who
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has had nearly 200 bouts, a gallant loser .to our o wn Signalman
Keenan . (wl?-o is a recent Junior <;:hampion and this year an
Army Fmah t) and Co~pora l Hu tc~mson, our t eam captain, a
a boxer of great experience who, m what was perhaps his 1 t
bout, truly fought and won "a captain's figh t." Both tea
~ought hard and well, but we were defeated by the odd pom
Ill 33.
The Royal Iris h Fusiliers went on to win the Army hampionshi ps, defeating the 1st Battalion The King's R egiment b
one point. Though disappointed at having failed to attain th
top honours, 2nd D ivision Headquarter and Signal Regimen
live to fight another day and look forward with renewed det _
mination to success next season.

Royal Signals v. York Golf Club, on 28th April at Strensall ·
won by 3t points to 2! points.
'
·
Royal Signals v. Royal Artillery, on 6th May at Royal St
George, Sandwich, in the first round of the Ordnan~
C hallenge Cup: lost by 6 points to nil.
Royal Signals. v. Royal Military College of Science, on x6th
May, at Fnlford Heath : lost by I I points to 1.
Royal Signals v. Royal Military Academy, on 19th May at
Camberley Heath: lost by st points to 2t .
'

T h e Army lndiv idunl Chnmpions hips Si~n ahuan F . \Vnters wins nn A rmy TitlP
S1x Royal Signals boxers entered this year's Army lndivid 1
Championships.
F ive were from 2nd R egiment and on
fro m 8th Regiment. All acquitted ithemselves well and th
results were extremely pleasing.

. All ""'.ill wish t? congratulate the 7th Regiment on their
victory m the Umt T eam Small Bore Championship-this is
the fourth time in five consecutive years that the Regiment has
won this Army competition.

Flyweight.-Corporal R. Quirk (2nd R egt.), won his way
through to the fina ls, but .t hat bout ended in a K.O. defeat.
Featherweigh t.- Signalrnan F . Waters and Soignalman M
Keenan (both of 2nd R egt.) were perhaps fated to meet n
this year's final, where Waters proved the better m an on th
night. Waters later lost in the I.S.B.A. Final.
W elterweight.- L ance-Corporal Jacobs (2nd Regt.), well tipped
for the welterweight title, was unfortu nate in damaging his
thumb after two good wins. H e was unfit to box in the
semi-final.
_L ight Middlew~igh ~.-S ignal~a n P. Garrigan (8th R egt ) sustamed a cut eye m his bout with Guardsman McNamara, Irish
Guards, and was forced to retire.
H eavyweight.-Tbe comparatively inexperienced Signalman
Pellingrinetti (2nd ~egt) "".as perhaps un for tunaote in meetll!g the eventual champion, P;1vate B. Roberts, Royal Scots, in
his fint bout. Robertson did not allow h1m to settle down
and the bout was quickly over.

p.

Fencing at Tith Regiment
T?e nth Regiment fencing season this year began when the
R<:grment ran the Nor~em Command Novices' Championships on 17th February m ~aghdad Gymnasium. This turned
out to be a good day for all the competitors and the prizes were
presented by the Brigade Commander, Brigadier A. C. Cox,
o.B.E. The individual places were :
FOIL
Winner
Runner-up

Lieutenant I. C. Double
Corporal W . Baker

I

Apprentice/ Tech. J. Logan
Sergeant K. Sixsmith

A.A.S., H arrogate
IIth R egiment

Apprentice/Tech. ]. D. Richardaon
Corporal R W. Boddy

A.A.S ., Harrogate
n th R egiment

nth Regiment
tth Regiment

EPEE
Winner
Runner-up
SABRB
Winner
Runner-up

This proved to be a very good warm-up for the Northern
Command team, and Individual Championships which were
held on roth and rrth March. Eight members of the Regiment
entered for .the competition. The Regiment won the team
competition and Lieutenant-Colonel T. G. H. Jackson was
runner-up in the Sabre event.
Valuable experience was gained for the Royal Tournament
Phase 2 (Bronze Medal Stage) which was to be held at the
Western C.Ommand School of P .T . at Oswestry.
Again the Regiment won the inter-unit team competition.
The team consisted of L ieutenant-Colonel Jackson, Major
Prescott, Lieutenant Double, W .0.11 (C.S.M.I.) Pearce,
Sergeant Sixsmith, Corporal Baker.
A_s well as this, most members of the team did very well by
gettmg into the final pools of the individual compeations and
Lieutenant D ouble succeeded in winning the Epee Competition.
The team are unfortunately losing Sergeant Sixsmith before
the Army Finals, but his place will be taken by La nce-Corporal
N_utbrown who is turning out to be a very able Epeeist.
Lieutenant Podevin , who has just arr ived, will add to the
nu mber of fencers in the Regimen t.

•
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=== Goll Results

Shooting

WIN NERS OF T HE INTER- UNIT T EAM FENCING COMPETITION

Front row, left to right : Major L. W. Prescott, Lieutenant-Colonel
T. G. H. Jackson , M. B.E., Com pan y Sergeant Major Inst r uct o r
R. W . B. Pearce , Ar my Physical Trai ning Corps
Standing : lan ce Corporal B. S. N utb rown , Sergeant K. Sixs mi th ,
Corporal F. W . Baker an d Lance Corporal R. W . Bodd y

Royal Signals Cyprus Annual Goll
Championship 1964165
The annual meeting was held at Dhekelia on Wedn esday
2ut April.

'
Ther~ is a dearth of low handicap player s serving with the
C:Orps m Cyprus at present. Captain R. B. Carrol, the wellknown Corps and Army player serving with U NFICYP could
not attend owing to duty, and this left Lieutenant-Col~nel 0 .
J. Peck (8), Commanding 9th Regiment, the only player of note
among a "collection of rabbits." N evertheless, it was a satisfying day for those who took part. A cloudless sky and only
the lightest of breeies in the afternoon gave all the " rabbits"
a~ opport 1;lll i~ to break into figures which are normally only
wishful thinkmg. It should be added tha t the Dhekelia course,
comprising nine holes, and which was completed only la te
last year, is tough in itself and does not requ ire the elements
to make it difficult!
9th Regiment made a clean sweep of all events. Full results
were as follows : Open Champion : L ieutenan t-Colonel 0. J. Peck.
Runner-up : Lance-Corporal Skinner.
Handicap event. Winner : L ance-Corporal Skinner; runnerup: Mr. Woods.
Unit foursomes. Winners : Lieutenant-Colonel 0. J. Peck
and Lance-Corporal Skinner; runners-up: Captains Gill
and Vincent.

Goll
The Royal Signals Officers' Golfing Society played their first
match of the 1965 season against York Golf Club at Strensall
on Wed nesday, 28th April. The result was a win for the
Corps by 3! m atch es to 2t .
The Spring Meeting was held at Pannal Golf Club on the
29th and 30th April, 1965.
Some 20 players took part:, and at the conclusion of ·t wo very
pleasan t days' golf Mrs. Piddington presented the trophies to :
Individual Challenge Cup.-Colonel D. D. Fairman, O.B.E.
Foursom e Challenge Cup.-Lieutenant-Colonel K. M. Evans
and Major F . S.tewart.
Handicap Challenge Cup. -Major I. Gram-Hansen.
Open (Scratch) Championship Cup.-Captain T. H. Blashill.
Regular Officers' Cup.-Captain T. H . Blashill.
A pleasing feature of this meeting was the participation of
oth er rank golfers.
It is hoped more rake par.t in future
Spring Meetings.
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~e results of the Army R ifle Association Small-Bore Competitions, 1964/ 65, were as follows:

Match 76 Individual Small-Bare Championship
7th
Lieutenant-Colonel C. V. Walsh
8th
Captain F. J . Pavey
10th Corporal J. P ilkington
Winner of Royal Signals Aldershot Cup:
Lieutena nt-Colonel C. V. Walsh.
Match 77 Individual Sm all-Bore Match
2nd Lieutenant-Colonel C. V. Walsh
Winner of Royal Signals Blandford Cup.
Match 79 Unit T eam Small-Bore Championship
Winners
7th Regiment
5th
22nd Regiment
Wi nner of Royal Signals Small-Bore Trophy:
7th R egiment.

396

3440
3344

Matc h Bo Unit Team Small-Bore Match
Winners
School of Signals

3449

Match 82 Company Cup
3rd
H.Q. Squadron, 7th Regiment

1112

Match 87 Three Positions Match
Lieutenant-Colonel C. V. Walsh
4th
Members of the Army Inter-Service Team:
Lieutenant-Colonel C. V. Walsh, Major G . A.
S. Exel!, Major R. H . Gilbertson, SecondL ieutenant T. N. Singleton.
3 Squadron, 14th Regiment competed in the Oxford and
Buckinghamshire Sub-District Rifle Meeting and had the
following successes:

S.L.R . Match
Winners by 63 points.
Individual Officers' Match
Winner: Major E. M. Fox
Individual Grand Aggregate
R unner-up: Corporal R. Ferrier.
S .M .G. Match
W .0.11 Copestake, placed second on a count-out.

CLOTHING is still URGENTLY required

by the WELFARE SECTION
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Corps Sport Fixtures
July
CRICKET
JULY

14-15 Corps v.
v.
16-17

R.E., at Chatham.
R.A.0.C., at Blackdown.
TENNIS

5
6
8
9
2I

Corps v.
v.
" v.
" v.

"

R.A.0.C.,
R.A.E.C.,
R.A.S.C.,
R.E.M.E.,

at Aldershot.
at Aldershot.
at Aldershot.
at Aldershot.
GoLF

Corps v. R.A.P.C., at Burhill, Walton-on-Thames.
v. R.A., at Sunningdale.

"

SAil.lNG

8-9 Triangular Match R.A.-R.E.-R. Signals, at Seaview.
18
Corps v. R.EM.E., at Stokes Bay.
24
Royal Signals Regatta, at Whale Island.
31-8 Aug.
Cowes Week.
SHOOTING
5-8 N.R.A. S.R (A), at Bisley.
9-17
.R.A. S.R.(B), at Bisley.
3rd

BATTALION AND ;ii.ion. CE.i.~TRE
( ROYAL SIGXAl.S REUNION CLUB)

R OLDl~G

THE WIRE was particularly interested to hear from Mr. W.
V. Scales, the Honorary Secretary of this thriving club, which
is an 'affiliated' branch of the Association. Reporting on club
activities, Mr. Scales writes:
This Reunion Club was formed just after the end of the
war. It was the idea of the late Major E. F. Lyne, O.B.E., and
Sergeant W. V. Scales. At the inaugural meeting, the chair was
taken by the C.O. of the unit, Lieutenant-Colonel L. D. Goddard, A.M.I.E.E., who, I am happy to say, is still the President,
and now has a farm at Wykeham, near Scarborough. The two
Commanding Officers of the unit are both Vice-Presidents,
namely, Colonel T. M. Niven, C.B., T.D., D.L, and Colonel A.
W. R<Jberts, M.C. Colonel Roberts is now resident in Cape
Town, and makes the " pilgrimage " to England on alternate
years to attend the reunion.
During the first two years of the reunion, the dinner was
entirely free to all our members, and we even paid for train
fares for people who had long journeys, such as Cornwall and
the Hebrides. For the first seven years of the reunion the
dinner was held at the Masonic Hall, Huddersfield, but since
them the venue has been the Masonic Hall, Kirkburton.
We have as one of our members T=y Thomas (ex-LanceCorporal Hoar-Stevens) who takes a keen interest, and a few
years ago kindly sent one of his famous waistcoats to be raffled.
Reunions are always held during the last week-end in
September each year. Members travel up north from all parts
of the British Isles, and reach Kirkburton on the Friday night.
An " unofficial " reunion is held in the bar of the " George
Inn," Kirkburton, and mine host, Charlie Mellor, provides
sandwiches, etc., free to all members. (This on the Friday
night). Many of the villagers kindly accommodate members
free for the week-end, and on the Sunday they go back to
the villagers' homes for their midday meal; I know of one
miner who regularq invites half-a-dozen members to lunch,
and has been known to entertain as many as 12 of our members
to lunch in his little cottage.
Reverting back to Saturday. The reception is held from
5.30 p.m. and the dinner commences at 7 p.m., which is usually
over by 8.15 p.m., when we commence dancing, which terminates at midnight. From time to time we entertain the Chairman of the Urban District Council, and each year we present
a Corps " Plaque " to one of the villagers for their kindness to
the Club. On the Sunday morning some of the members attend
early Communion at Kirkburton Parish Church (All Sain.ts)
and at 10.30 a.m. we have a service in the church. A special
printed form of service is used and the church is always packed
with our friends from the village. Our Corps Colours are permanently fixed to one of the main pillars of the church, and
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on the same pillar is a bronze plate denoting the date of be
flag presentation. After the annual church service, which I
must tell you is in the capable hands of the Vicar, Rev.
Clarke, M.A., who is our official Chaplain, we adjourn to th
Church Schools, K irkburton (always by kind permission of
the Church Council) and hold our annual general meeting. n ·
usually terminates at about 1 p.m. and members then go
their frie nds for lunch. Literally all of the villagers' horn("
are at our disposal for that week-end, and our reunion is no
part of the village life. Some of the members married Kir
burton girls, and now they bring their children to the Chun.
Service each year. At our fir t reunion dinner we had 14
members sitting down, the figure th is year (our 20th dinn
was 80. Three times a year I send out a newsletter to all o
members, and they like to hear about all their old pals. I
1966 we are to have a new flag d edicated by .t he Bishop
Ponrefract; he has preached at our reunion services on severa
occasions and is a great m an .
I should have mentioned earlier that one of our member
resides in the Outer Hebride , and takes four days each tim
to get to our reunion.

8T APPO INTMENT TO HBll MAJESTY TilB QUON
GOLDSMITHS & CllOWN JEWELLERS ,
OAIUlAN> & CO. LTD .

ROY AL SIGNALS

9 ct. iotd and enamel

THE BADGE OF YOUR CORPS

In gold and enamel or set w ith
1'.0Y AL SIGNALS

9 ct. fold and enamel

precious stones , a badge brooch is
a gift of lasting charm. Here
is a piece of jewell ery which is

Clothing
Since the beginning of the yca-r, gifts of clothing, etc., have be
gratefully received from the following:
Major B. E. Sykes, Rev. W. R owe tt, Colonel P . R. Hoskins, M n. S.
Quayle, Captain (T .O.T.) J . Bayfield , Lieutenant-Colonel W. M acCulloch
Mr. and Mrs. A. F . Morgan, Major F . W . Oakes, Mrs. Robinson, Mr
Ellis and Mrs. Smith , Staff Sergeant and Mrs. J. H . Lawrence, Mn.
D . St.J. Hoysted , Ma jor R. Lawrence, Colonel and Mrs. E . L . L
Vulliam y, Colonel A . F . Freeman , M .C.
13th Signal Regiment's Thrift Shop, C . R. Ward , E sq ., Mrs. D . R
Yearsley, North London Branch . Royal Signals Association, Brigadier
H. R. Firth , R. L. Cartwright, E sq., Captain R. E. Barber, Captain T
Hackworth, 16th Signal Regiment, Major J . H . W almsley-Cotham . Ma jor R.
J . SavG'ge, Lieutenant-Colonel G . A. Horner, Lieutenant J . Webster, H.
Thomas, E sq ., Lieutenant-Colonel J . D. Elliott, W arrant Officers' and
Sergeants' Mess, nth Signal R egiment, xoth Signal Regiment, 261 Signal
Squadron, Corporal J. Garland . Lieutenant-Colonel J. F. Scott, Sergeant J.
A. Scott, MBjor and Mrs. J. H. R oake, T . T. F . Jenkinson , Esq ., A. V.
lent, E sq., H . R. Strawn, Esq., Brigadier H. L . Lewi s, c .B.E. W . E.
Osborne, Esq.
Mrs. S. A. Bygrave, Mrs. D . Field , Mrs. G . A. D . Cochrane, M ajor
M. W . Pollard, A. Walsh, E sq ., Mrs. N. Vandyck, Miss S. VincemSmith, Mrs. M . S. Wheatley, Colonel A. V. Brandle , M .B .E., LieutenantColonel E. R. Nanney-Wynn, Mi ss J . Douglas. Mrs. F. S . Straight
H .Q. Training Brigade' s Thrift Shop, Sergeant F. Hayden, Mrs. V. Fraser,
B. A. Rhodes, E q ., Sergeant and Mrs. J. Goodman, A . E. Stead,
Esq ., R.S .M . and Mrs. D . G. Newton , Major B. C. Complin .

always appropriate and always

in perfect taste. Write now for
details to our military department.

GARRARD & CO. LTD. Crown Jewellers
112 REGENT STREET· LONDON• W.1
Telephone: REGENT

7020 (II linea)

POSTED TO GERMANY
Did you know that t he new TRIUMPH 2000
purchased t hro ugh us, costs £850.0.0 de livered Ge rmany and that t he PEUGEOT 404
Famil y Estate, with many built in extras costs
DM 8.000-(£720.0.0. approx.)

Royal Signals Association anti Benevolent Fund
Th e following
August, 1965: -

subscriptions

were

m ost

J!rat e/111/y

received

8th Regime:lt
24th Regiment (Officers' Mess)
.. .
.. .
.. .
24th Regiment (Warrant Officers' and Sergeants' M essl ..
H .Q. Mess Royal Signals (Grand
ntional draw)
224 Squadron
46th (NM) Regiment T .A.
3rd Regiment
14th Regiment (2 .. Squadron)
14th Regiment (3 Squadron)
30th Regiment
205 Squadron
216 Squadron
243 Squadron
6o7 Troop
638 Troop
Royal Signals attached 46 Squadron R.A.S .C . (L'.C.T.)"
Signals Branch, School of Artillery
Signals Wing, RM.A. Sandhurst
57th Regiment T .A.
327 Squadron T .A.
.. .
H.Q. A .E.R. Royal Signals
.. .
.. .
.. .
.. .
.. .
.. .
47th Regiment T.A. (Warrant Officers' and Sergeants' Mess)
.. .
.. .
xst Regiment
235 Squadron (COMCAN) (Wives' Club)
Bath and District Branch
Cheltenham Branch
...
Leeds and District Branch ...
Portsmouth Branch
...
Shrewsbury Branen .. .
.. .
.. .
.. .
.. .
H. R. W . Marsh , E sq.} Deeds of Cover.ant
M . C. Stanley, Esq.
Various individual donauons
...
...
.. .
Receipts
Bxpendirure during April, 1964 ...
(Includes : - Rent and Rates;
Furniture; Cots and Prams;

durinJ!

£ s.

d.

30

0

0

J

I

0

s

5
6
3 17 0
39 12 0
8 8 0
8 0 0
4 7 0
4 2 6
15 0 0
6 3 0
2

4 6

3

4 6
14 0
8 0

2
l
2

1

0

13

6

1 JO
I
5

0
0

For furt he r partlculars, and for details of the
used cars we sell, why not wri te to:
Mr. George Murray, Walter Hagen &
Co., GmbH , Ostwall 103-IOS, Krefeld.

ROYAL SIGNALS COLOURS

3 0
2

3 6

2

0

74
I

0

5 8
IO

0

5 5 0
40 0 0
12 0 0
5 0
30

0

10

0
0

0
0

3

lO

6
20

0

£344 12 6

...
...
.. . £263
Beds and Bedding;
General Assistance).

6 10
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TIES
BLAZER BADGES
Wool 10/6
Silk 9/6
Terylene 12/6
Go ld Wire 32/6 & 45/Silk 19/6
Wall Shields 32/6 to 50/Cuff Links 22/6 & 52/6 Car Badges 35/- & 39/Crested Tankards 50/- & 65/Ties made to your own design

-

6 Gabriels H ill, Maidstone, Kent
Tel : 56666/7
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*WHO CAN**
**

Advise as to what Is best to suit your requirements.
Arrange a part exchange on your present car,
whether U.K. Tax-Paid or not.
Give details of the easiest of Hire Purchase.
Put a complete British Staff at your disposal.
Secure the right used car at the right price
for you.

Walter Hagen &Co., GmbH
KREFELD
Ostwall 103-IOS
Tel : 2840 I/02/03

H.Q. RHEINDAHL EN
Petrol Station
Te l: M.Gladbach 5295
203

Vacancies
at Govemment Communications
Heat/quarters
A number of vacancies, offering
good career prospects, exist for:-

CYPHER and TELEPRINTER
OPERATORS (male and female)
Training given

Save money when you buy the Triumph Heraldand go on saving it
A soon as you buy a Triumph Herald,
generous tax concessions help you save
money. But that's just the start. When
y u finally get round to parting with it
ou'll find the Herald keeps its price
better than most cars in its class.
In between times the Triumph Herald
till considers your pocket. It travels
6,000 miles between servicing. For many
pie that's the best part of a year's
otoring. And the costof routine main-

tenance for the Herald is one of the
lowest in the country.

So much for so little. However,
here's more than economy to commend
the Herald. It is still the cleverest light
car on the market. A 25-ft turning circle
lets you park in spaces other cars have
to pass by. Independent suspension on
all four wheels gives smooth riding and
sure cornering. Inside look: Full-dress
luxury with deep chunky seats, real pile

carpets, walnut facia. Outside look: 93 %
all-round visibility means a clear view
of the road- all the time.
Any Standard-Triumph dealer will
give you a free trial drive in a Herald.
Take him up on it. And find out more
about the tax concessions. If you prefer
to shop by post write for a glossy catalogue to Standard-Triumph Sales Limited, Export Sales (European Division),
Coventry, England.

Write, giving details of Education,
Qualifications and Experience to:

Recruitment Officer (CY.014) A Block,
Government Communications Head·
quarters,
Priors Road, Cheltenham, Glos.

Life Assurance
Policies Covering War Risks
for :

Smartly casual
Heavy-rib, knitted jacket, in wool, with cuffed pockets.
Natural, old gold or snuff. Medium, large or extra
large, £10.1 5.0. Terylene/worsted trousers, medium or
dark grey, from £6.15.0.

Gieves
LIMITED

Appointed tailors and outfitters to the Royal Signals

I HIGH STREET · CAMBERLEY • Tel: 3659
27 OLD BOND STREET · LONDON · W.I
Tel : Hyde Park 2276/9

Children.
Convertible Whole Life.
Death Duties.
Education Endowment.
House Purchase. Retirement.
Unit Trust and Share Purchase
by Endowment

EVERY INSURANCE INCLUDING
Office rs' Ki t . Househol d Effects.
Hospital Schemes (33! % Group discount - Officers
,
and ret ired Officers).
Personal Accidents. Pe rsonal Liabi lity.
Motor Competitive rates for New and Old Cars.
Home and Foreign Policies.
Bloodstock, Camera, Caravan , Golf, G un , Holidays,
Hunter, Transit, Television , etc.

tiQ{l-t);f •T.

B. E. THOMPSON & CO. LTD.
INSURANCE BROKERS

Portsmouth Edinburgh Ply mouth Cha tham Weymouth Liverpool Bath
Southampton Harrow Dartmouth Camberley Cronwell Winchester Brockenhurst
Cambridge (A.G. Almond) Londondury Gibraltar Malta

(I

A mtmbu of tht uyland Motor Corporation

11, KING STREET, RICHMOND, YORKSHIRE
Telephone No. 2308.
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Cditoria/

It might be expected, therefore, that the scale of benevolence in each Service would be proportionate to these
figures. In fact it is not, and the Army comes out badly,
cg :
eraS(e annual ex1mnditure on nssistanc·e
I DG0-1963

By Royal Navy
.. .
By Royal Air Force
Ry the Anny

Army Benevolence
During recent months there has been much talk about the need to
increase the scale of Army Benevolence and, indeed, an appeal was launched
by the Adjutant-General some time ago inviting serving officers and soldi 1'8
to set aside each year one day's basic pay of rank towards this end. T
appeal is now under active consideration by the Corps, and instructi ,
will, no doubt, shortly be issued as to how it can best be applied in our
own case.

*
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The purpose of what follows is to show why increased support f
Army Benevolence is required in these days of comparative prosperity 1 1
a country where a welfare state should take care of those who are in
penurious or distressed circumstances.
First let it be clear that the governing principle behind the Adjutant
General's appeal is that money derived from a particular Corps or Regi
ment should primarily be used for that Corps or Regiment's own benevolent
and welfare purposes and only after these demands have been satisfied should
any surplus be handed over to the Army Benevolent Fund.
Let us now examine Army benevolence in general terms and see how
the Army Benevolent Fund fits into the general scheme of things and why
more money is needed.
Whom Does Army Benevolence Help?

Army benevolence provides aid for all soldiers in need who have served
or are serving in the Army, whether Regular, Territorial, Emergency Reserve or War Service, -their wives, children and dependants.
There are today over a million survivors from the Army of World War
I, 1914-1918. These men are now reaching old age, and at a ?me w.hen
the cost of living has risen considerably and the real value of thell' pensions
has become reduced. The great majority are over 70 years old. The few
survivors of the South African War at the turn of the century needing help
are approaching their 9o's.
The survivors of the Army of World War II, 1939-1945, today tot:il
over four million men and women. Added to these are those who served in
the Army since World War II, in Palestine, Korea, Kenya, Malaya, Borneo,
Cyprus and the Middle East, thus giving a_ grand to~al of ove_r five
million men (and women) who have served their country m the ~egrments
and Corps of the British Army. This is one-tenth of the population of the
United Kingdom.
.
Today there are nearly half-a-million ex-soldiers who are partially
disabled through War Service, World War I accounting for over half. . Of
this number, some 20,000 are actually receiving a 100 % disability pens10~.
The passage of time unfortunately does not reduce the need for aid
amongst these huge numbers of ex-soldiers. As they and their dependants
grow older, their need for help increases. Even by the year . ~.D. 2000 ~ere
will still be alive many hundreds of thousands of the four million ex-soldiers
who can recall the battlefields of 1939 to 1945.
Compariso n o f the 'Workload' and Expencliture of the
Three Services

The benevolent ' workload ' of the three Services arises from the
survivors who fought or who served during the last 70 years. The ~umber
of survivors today, together with the existing serving men, are approximately
as follows:
rt million
Royal Navy ...
1 million
Royal Air Force
5 million
Army
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£335,900
£515,6oo
£400,000
'he salient fact emerges, therefore, that although the
Armv's benevolent 'workload ' is more than three times
that of the Navy and five times that of the R.A.F., it is
bl to distribute less actually than the R.A.F. and less
proportionately than the Navy.
f

f4'

Wc-Unre and Army Benevolent Work

Whilst State Welfare provides many benefits, particularly retirement benefits to the old, the sick, the maimed,
it wa never intended by H.M. Government that the State
hould supersede the work of charities. There are gaps
in what is provided by the State, and Ministers recognise
that these gaps can only be filled by charity.
State Welfare and Charities are interdependent and
complementary, and it is quite clear that some measure
of charity remains as important and as necessary as ever,
possibly more than ever with the increasing number of
elderly and aged, the increased cost of living and the
continual drop in the purchasing power of sterling.
The ex-soldier and his dependants are in a group which
requires more than either State Welfare or the normal
cale of charity can provide. This is recognised in many
countries, but not yet in ours.
Service in wartime leaves scars which State Welfare
cannot cover. The Army is the Service which, by virtue
of its vast wartime numbers really takes the knock. Apart
from war, the years of "peace" also impose a burden on
the soldier which is not borne by his civilian counterpart
because of long periods of service abroad, frequent changes
0f station and often separation from his family, and hence
the inablity to establish himself and his family in security.
This lack of a firm base inherent in the need for a soldier's
family to " follow the drum" brings its own special problem when disaster strikes an Army man. The widow and
children have no home, no household effects.
Remember, too, that National Assistance only provides
for basic existence. It does not cover hire purchase on
furniture, fuel costs because of a severe winter, clothes for
the children, l"ent for a decent home. The family breadwinner who loses his job through no fault of his own is
suddenly confronted with a drastic and demoralising fall
in the standard of his living.
Dew the Army Benevolent Fund Fits in

The Army Benevolent Fund is the central provider of
funds to certain Corps and Regimental Associations of
the Army and to those national Service charitable organisations which care for the needs of the soldier, ex-soldier
and his dependants. Each year it makes block grants in
accordance with the proven need for help by those to
whom .!he money is given, and to the limit of its resources.
It does not deal with the individual cases requiring help:
these are handled by the Corps and Regimental Associations and the Service Charities, usually working together
in co-operation. It is these organisations in direct ~ouch
with the individual which are able to assess the ments of
each and every case, co-ordinate between . themselves
where necessary and provide the help requll'ed to the
maximum of th~ir individual or joint ability.
There is thereby formed a partnership, closely working
together, in the wide field of Army benevolence. The
Corps and Regimental Associations on the one hand perTHE WIRE, JUL.Y- A UGUST 1965

form the " case-work " and provide all they can from
within their own widely. varying charitable re ources
whilst the Army Benevolent Fund, on the other hand,
provides certain Corps and Regimental Associations with
a central backing in the form of bulk financial support.
Since 1945 the Army Benevolent Fund has made grants
to the 125 Corps and Regimental Associations in the Army
amounting to nearly £2 million.
This partnership within the Army is further extended
to include the National Service Charitable organisations,
each one of which operates in a special field. Here the
financial support of the Army Benevolent Fund has not
been in keeping with that given by the other two Services.
S.S.A.F.A., for instance, do considerably more for the
Army than the other two Services but owing to financial
stringency receive less in the way of financial support from
Army sources. This is quite wrong.
Why some Corps and Regiment."' need speeial

hel1• from the Army Benevolent Fund

We in the Corps are lucky. Due to foresight and
generosity over the years we can stand on our own feet to
a considerable degree.
Certain Corps and Regiments
through no fault of their own are hard pressed. We are
all in the same Army and we must help them after we
have made adequate provision for our own benevolent
cases. We can do this by supporting the Army Benevolent
Fund which in turn stands behind the less fortunate Corps
and Regiments.
The size of today's· peace-time Army is minute compared with the size to which it expanded in World War I
and World War II. A large number of disabled and
other cases needing aid derive from the periods of
hostilities when the Army was at its peak in numbers. Now
in peace-time the relatively few serving are endeavouring
through their contributions to their Corps or Regimental
Associations and to the Army Benevolent Fund to provide
support for the very many who served in war as well as
in peace.
For example the Middlesex Regiment prior to 1914 consisted of four Regular and four T.A. Battalions. In World
War I it expanded to no less than forty-six battalions. In
the inter-war period 1918-1939 it contracted to four battalions, followed by a further large expansion in World
War II. Now with the heavy residue from two World
Wars of cases requiring aid the Regiment is down to one
Regular and one T.A. Battalion and its Regimental
Association.
Other Regiments afford even more striking examples of
wartime expansion and subsequent peace-time contraction,
especially those based on the densely populated areas of
the U.K. Furthermore, it was the densely populated centres
of the North and in Wales which became the depressed
-areas in between the Wars and hence the Regimental
Associations of Regiments recruited from these areas had
to bear an even greater burden.
Why does the Army Ben evole n t Fund

need m ore n1011ey?

The Fund was set up in 1945 with a capital of some £4!
million the bulk of which came from the accumulated
rebate from Service canteens at home and overseas during
the war. This capital was invested soundly and with expert
advice.
The initial policy for the disbursing of this money and
the income therefrom envisaged a requirement for assistance continuing until 1970. Hence capital as well as income was used in making grants.
The peak annual grant by the Army Benevolent Fund
was in 1948, and totalled £427,000. From 1955 to 1958
the average amount available for grants dropped to
£300,000: in 1959 it dropped further to £245,000. Even
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these reduced grants entailed drawing on capital which
was now rapidly diminishing, despite reinvestment in
equities to the maximum extent allowed.
At the end of 1958 it became apparent that there would
be a definite requirement for assistance for a much longer
period than was originally envisaged and that if the F und
was to fulfil its primary function of helping those who had
served in the Second World War and their dependants who
were in need of assistance, it would have to continue to
exist until the beginning of the next century. It was therefore decided to conserve the Fund's capital . and make
grants from the annual income derived from it, together
with whatever additional income could be raised from other
sources, instead of letting it run down by 1970 as originally
planned.
This change of policy, though enabling the Fund to
continue for a much longer period and be placed on a
permanent footing, meant that grants had to be reduced
considerably and many well-deserving Charities no longer
supported or at the best inadequately supported.
Something clearly had to be done. The burden of caring
for the needs of our five million ex-soldiers was too great
to be borne by the small peace-time Army alone.
As a consequence an appeal has gone out to the Nation
as a whole and a permanent National appeal organisation
has been set up to raise funds as a regular source of
income. T his is going well. Nevertheless a large moral
obligation lies on the Army to produce funds on a permanent basis from its own resources. Hence the Adjutant
G eneral's appeal. The additional money which it is hoped
to raise will be u sed :
F IRST,

to increase the income of Corps and Regimental
Benevolent Funds so as to bring the scale of their
benevolent work more in line with that of the other
two Services;

SECOND, to increase the Army's scale of support to the
National Charitable organisations;
THIRD, to reinforce the General Fund at the Centre for
the support of needy Corps and Regiments as well
as assistance to all who are concerned with cases
of major rehabilitation beyond their resources.

Personal Column
UIRTllDA Y

HON O U RS

Readers will wish to join " The Wire " in congratulating
the follow ing who received awards in the recent Birthday
Honours: -

C.B.

Major-General F. J. Swainson

C.B.E.

Colonel G. S. H. Dicker (TA.)
Brigadier R. H. E. Robinson

0.B.E.

I ieutenanc-Colonel E. J. Bardell
Lieutenant-Colonel C. E. Tonry

M.B.E.

Captain J. E. H. Arnolt (T.A.)
Major (Q.G.O.) R. Birbahadur (Gurkha Signals)
W.0.II B. C. Folkard
Major H. A. Johnstone
Major A. Kerr (now retired)
Major D. A. Phillips (A.E.R.)
W.O.II E. M. C. Stock

B.E.M.
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W.O.II L. Bambahadur (G urkha Signals)
Sergeant J. F . Francis
Sergeant C. M. Smith

OPEil.\ TIO NS

IN

llORNEO

Also to be congratulated are the following, whose awards
came through as we went to press :
M .B.E.
Lieutenant (T .O.T.) V. de Win.
Mentioned-in-Despatches:
Major A. C. Bate
W .0 .1 (F. of S.) G . I. D. Gubler
W.O.II (F. of S.) R. Stather
Corporal Rapbahadur Pun (Gurkha Signals)
London Gazette
REGULAR ARMY
Capt. P . A. D ally to be Major, 9th February.
Capt. . C. Grayson, B.A., to be Major, 7th May.
Lieutenant C. A. Brown to be Capt., 20th May.
Lieutenant C. H. D . Cross to be Capt., 2211d M ay.
Major T .O .T . W . C ornish . M .B. E. , retires on retired pay, 14th May,
SHORT SERVICE COMMISSION
Major (Tfc Offr) R. Lawrence relinquishes hi s comm ., 7th June.
LIMITED SERVICE REGULAR COMMISSION
Lieutenant J . D. Potts to be Capt., 2nd June.

Movements-Officers.

July.

Lieutenant M . J. M. Alden
...
Major J . B. Atkinson ...
Lieutenant A. B. Atkinson
Lieutenant C. A. Brown
Major D . A. T . )3utcher
Major D . R. Beadon .. .
. ..
Captain (Q .M .) S. G. Barnes
Lieutenant (Tfc) D . A. Burge
Captain M . ]. L. Bygrave ...
Major E. J. Buirski
.. .
Lieutenant A. H. Boyle
Major (T.O .T .) N. Brewin ...
Lieutenant-Colonel J . C. Clinch
Captain A. J. Cornwell
Lieutenant M . A. Cornforth
Captain R. Castle-Smith
Major H . McD. Chapman
Captain R. B. Carroll . . .
. ..
Captain (T .O.T.) D. J. Chetwynd
Lieutenant R. E. S. Drew .. .
Major McDeverill
Captain (Q.M .) W. G . Finch
Major N. G. Gallyer
Captain C. H. Glydon
Captain B. 0 . How
Major (Q .M .) W. F . G. H'c;~king~:

To 11th Regiment
226 Squadron
19th Regiment
,, J.C.U . Borneo
,, 2nd Regiment
,, School of Signals
232 Squadron (Park)
,, 4th Regiment
,, 28th Regiment
241 Squadron
249 Squadron
,, MOD Signals 36 (b)
H.Q. London DiStrict (C.S.0 .)
Junior Leaders' Regiment
,, 208 Squadron (Comwcl)
,, 237 Squadron
16th Regiment
28th Regiment
,, 253 Squadron
,, 13th Regiment
,, P .R. Services, B.A.O.R.
19th Regiment
,, H.Q. L.f'. Hong Kong
14th Regiment
,, 213 Squadron

M.B.E. ,, 608 Troop
Lieutenant A. J . Hervey
...
. .. ,, 249 Squadron
Lieutenant-Colonel W. R . G. Hencher,
M .B. E. ,, Royal Signals Records
Major J. Handy
.. .
,, 8th Regiment
Captain M . J. Hales
30th Regiment
Captain A. J. Hill
,, 6o7 Troop
Lieutenant (T.O.T.) R. E. Jenkins .. . ,, 235 Squadron
Lieutenant-Colonel J . Knowles, M.B . E. ,, A.R. & L .S . Norco
Lieutenant P. D. Jones ...
.. .
.. . ,, 17th (G ) Regiment
Lieutenant-Colonel A. Lamb, M.B .B.
CAFSO, NEAF
Captain R. J. Lettin
.. .
,, 644 Troop
Major J. M. N. Lyons ...
,, 249 Squadron
Major D. J . Mcintyre ...
...
,, 30th Regiment
Lieutenant (T.O .T.) J. H . Nixson
,, 17th (G) Regiment
Lieutenant W. C. Nicoll
,, H .Q . R. Signals, Singapore
Major P. H. Palmer .. .
...
28th Regiment
Lieutenant-Colonel D. L . Pounds
,, R.H.Q. (Recruiting Co-ord)
Captain T. A. Panther . ..
...
15th Regiment
Lieutenant J. M. Passmore
,, 208 (Comwel) Squadron
Major (T.O.T.) J. T. Rogers
,, 641 Troop
Lieutenant T. B. Scarff
249 Squadron
Major A. V. Swindale
17th (G) Regiment
Captain F. A. Stork
18th Regiment
L ieutenant J. M. Scott
,, 19th Regiment
Lieutenant I. D. Scott
,, 7th Regiment
Lieutenant A. Tregoning
...
19th Regiment
CaPtain (Q .M.) G. A. Vincent
224 Squadron
Captain M. G. H . Wise
,, 246 Squadron
Captain N. A. Walter
259 Squadron
Captain L. A. Woods
,, 7th Regiment

AMENDMENT
MAY, 1965, PUBLICATION
Lieutenant-Colonel R. S. D. Maunsell To CArSO, H.Q. Far East Air
Force, Royal Air Force, Changi,
c / o G .P .O., Singapore.
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HAVE YOU placed an order for regular monthly copies of
THE CORPS MAGAZINE
WHY NOT DO SO NOW
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Mnt•f>mPnis-Warrnn t OIUf!ers nnd S1>n i o r
N.C.O.s-Julff, 1965.
w O l (P. of S.) M. R. Edge .. .
. .. To 227 Squadron
w .0 :1 (F. of S .) J . E. Grigsby
., 30th Regiment
W.O.I (F. of S .) D . W . . Capon
., 4th Div. H.Q. & Signal Regt.
,, 2211d Regiment
W O.I (Y. of S .) W . W eir
w O. IJ A. J . Hunt
,, 6 n Troop
w.o. IJ H . H . Anderson
,, School of S)gnals
w.O.IJ A. A. Copcstakc . ...
,, 222 Squadron
w 0 .11 L. M . G . Plumbndge
,, 7th Reg'"1cnt
A W.O.II E . M ilne
,, Schrol of S ignals
O.Il O . J . Freeman
., 253 Sq uadron
W.O .II R . J. Wombwcll
,, 2nd Div. H.Q. & Signal Regt.
,, 30th Regiment
O.Il A. J. Bailey
.O.ll A. A. H opewell
,, 9th Regim ent
.II H . W . Cage
...
,, 24th Regimen t
w .II D . R. Handley ...
,, 21st Reg.mcnt
w .O.II C . W . Gurden ...
,, 16th Regiment
w .O.U M . F . B. Garland
,, Jun. L eaders Regt., Royal Signals
W.0 .11 J. Drummond
.
,, 46th Regiment (T.A.)
W.O.II (F. of S .) M . J . Wane
,, 229 Squadron
staff Sergeant C Walker
. ..
,, School of Signals
,, 263 Squadron
Staff Sergeant F. W . Dickinson
Staff Sergeant R . Montgomery
,, 235 Squadron
tall Sergeant P . J . Carney ...
,, 52nd Regiment (T .A.)
Staff Sergeant P. F. Simmonds
,, 15th Regime."lt
,, 15th Regiment
taff Sergeant S. Tearse
Staff Sergeant C. Speight
,, 259 Squadron
Staff Sergeant D . Jones .. .
,, 28th Regiment
Staff Sergeant G. V. Douglas ...
... ,, nth Regiment
Stall Sergeant (F. of S. ) T. G. Hill . .. ,, 28th Rcg;ment
Staff Sergeant R . J. L. Harries
,, Q .R.I.H. Signal Troop
S geant B. V. Harbord
...
,, 6o7 Troop
A / :.crgcant A. C. Robertshaw
,, 7th Regiment
ergeant C. L. Smith
,, 6o7 Troop
Sergeant T. L. Brown . . .
,, School of Signals
,, Jo:nt Communication Unit
Ser11eSlt J. H . Wisc .. .
A/ Sergeant C. Campbell
,, School of Signals
Sergeant T. E. Canale .. .
4th Lt. Regt., R.A., Signal Troop
Sergeant J. R. Dykes .. .
,, 7th Regiment
Sergeant J . W . Birkwood
,, School of Signals
A/ Sergeant N. H . Morris
,, 222 Squadron
Sergeant R . Stevenson .. .
,, 249 Squadron
Sergeant R . W . H . Jamieson
,, Royal Signals Records
,, 235 Squadron
Sergeant P. R . Hardman
Sergeant E . Ainsworth .. .
,, H.Q., A.E.R., Royal Signals
Sergeant J. H . Shaw
.. .
,, 7th Regiment
Sergeant P. R . Sellwood
Jun. Leaders Regt., Royal Signals
A/ Sergeant A. I . Knight
,, 24th Regiment
A/ Sergeant S . Hagger .. .
,, School of Sigi;ials
12th Inf. Bde. Gp. Signal Sqn.
Sergeant R. H. Charles
,, 16th Regiment
Sergeant M . H . White
Sergeant J . M . Haydon . . .
,, 7th Regiment
Sergeant H. W . Calvert
,, 235 Squa-dron
Sergeant J. F . Winter
,. School of Signals
Sergeant M . Stoneham
,, 8th Regiment
Sergeant D . I. Nuttall
14th Regiment
Sergeant F . E. Coles
., 8th Regiment
Sergeant F. Gilbert
,, 222 Squadron
Sergeant G. H . Tickner
,, School of Signals
Sergeant E. H . Johnson
,, 8th Reg;mcnt
Sergeant A. J. Porritt
,, School of Signals
,, 610 Troop
Sergeant R. V. Doyle
Sergeant P . Mannion
,, 30th Regiment
Sergeant F . Nicholls
,, 30th Regiment
Sergeant D . F'. Potter
,, A.A.S., .Harrogate
.. .
,, 14th Regiment
Sergeant A. Sharp .. .
Sergeant P . A. Thornber
,, School of Signals
Sergeant R . E . Newson . . .
School of Signals
Sergeant E . H . Le Quesne
,, 7th Regiment

g

llirths
BARBER.- To Captain R. E . Barber (H.Q. Radio Group) and Mrs. E.
U. Barber, at R .A.F . Hospital Wegberg, on 12th June, 1965, a daughter,
Caroline Alyson.
WILSON-~ROWN .-To Captain M. S. Wilson-Brown, of 15th Regiment,
and Mrs. Wilson-Brown, a son, Nigel Hugh, at R.A.F. Hospitlll,
Stea mer Point, Aden, on 15th May, 1965.
KIRK.- To Corporal C. S. Kirk, of 15th Regiment, and Mrs. Kirk, a
son , Mark Andrew, at R.A.F. Hospital,' Steamer Point, Aden, on 26th
M ay, 1965.
MAC HEATH. -To Captain R. A. Macheath, of 15th Regiment, and Mrs.
Macheath, a daughter, Tracey Anne, of R.A.F. Hosp:tal, Steamer Point,
Aden, on 14th April.

Dentl1s
BEDIE. -Corpornl David Stewart Bedie , of 3rd Regiment, on the 8th
) une, a't Strathcatbro Hospital, Brecbin, Angus, as a result of a road
traffic accident.
LILEY. -Elisabeth on 6th June , 1965, following an emergency operatfon
after an unexpectedly severe illness. Wife of former W.O.I (R.S.M.)
H. Liley.
SHAW.- Ex-Driver Robert Booth Shaw (No. 2307629) at the age of 78
on 14th June at the Royal Hospital, Chelsea. He served in R.E. Signals
from 1914 to 1920 and in Royal Signals from 1920 to 1939. He was
a Life Member of the Association.
IRVING.-Ex-Sigruilman W. B. Irving, early in June.
He served in
Royal Signals from 1941 to 1946. He hnd been an Annual Member
Home address: 2, Frensham Court,
of the Association ince 1945.
Phipps Bridge Estate, Mitcham, Surrey.
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Bros
COVENT GARDEN, W .C.2

THE COMPLETE MAN·s STORE

Open Thursdays till 7 p.m.
Nearest station Leiceste r Square
BRANCH ES THROUGHOUT TH E COUNTRY

We ue off/clal tailors lo the Royal Signals

'Sur Le Pont d'Avignon "

EX RCl§E ''PALM OIL I''~
A Canoeing Odyssey
By W.0.1 (R.S.M.) C. W. P almer, 13th Regiment

for the French Army Canoe Championships, described by Major R. P. D. F. Painter on another page,
I N tenpreparation
canoeists from the Regiment, skippered by W.0.1 Palmer, set out on Exercise "Palm Oil I" -a 10-day Adven-

ture Training Project. From this party of ten, six would be selected to represent the Regiment in the Championships. The party went by canoe from Albertville in the French Alps by way of the Rivers lsere and Rhone to the
Mediterranean coast at Marseilles.
Hard training, the development of techniques and peak fitness for the test ahead was the basic purpose of this
exercise but well ..• there were other things too and W.0.1 Palmer lightheartedly brings out the story of this enterprising expedition.
The winter months in Birgelen are very cold and depressing,
and the only answer is to get away from it all. To do this
without touching one's leave entitlement, or earning a careerfrustrating confidential report, requires a great deal of longterm plotting and cunning guile. The nearest sun is in the
South of France-the land of bikinis and film stars. Plotting
commenced, and by mid-April the R.S.M.'s daily dose of " Bon
Jours," sabots and garlicky breath had sown the idea in the
mind of Major R. P. D. F. Painter, our Second-in-Command.
Exercise " Palm Oil I " .was born !
On Saturday, 24th April, I965, twelve soldiers and five
canoes left Birgelen for Albertville in the French Alps. We
were to canoe down the Rivers Isere and Rhone to Avignon,
cementing Anglo-French relationships on the way.
We were a self-contained group, complete with compo and
" Breezy "-a lance-corporal of cooks and a member of the old
school of A.C.C. graduates. Our progress south was slowed by
mechanical faults on our 3-tonner, and the first night out was
spent in an American barracks near Mannheim, where we were
made very welcome and were impressed by the food, gallons
of fresh milk and the inevitable ice-cream. T he vehicle was
repaired the following day, and we moved on. Sunday evening
found us erecting "bivvies" near Quincey in France. We took
a quick look at the night life and were taken aback to discover
that in this particular part of France the entire population was

The Birgelen models for the 'Tailor and Cutter' exhibit fashions
from our 1965 collection

male. Optimists to the end, we were firm in our beliefs that
all the " femmes " had moved south, and decided that we
would have to make an early start next morning to catch up
with them. Fools that we were!

The • feDlllles ' had moved sooth
Monday, 26th April, saw our departure for Albertville in
heavy rain. We entered the mountains just after lunch, and
arrived at the start line at I?.OO hours. Camp was set up in
sleet and rain near ·the river-the snowline was not far above
us-and we bemoaned our fate. We had been conned, th ere
were no bikinis in the Alps! In a disused sand pit near our
camp, we discovered a shrine to thirty-four members of the
French Resistance who had been shot in June, I944· As we
progressed ·through this part of Franch, we were to see an
abundance of these small monuments, each set up in the remote
place where the people commemorated had died.
Ten cursing canoeists!
Our first day's canoeing was carried out in violent thunderstorms and hail. The bridges on the river were very dangerous,
and on several occasions we swept through narrow openings
amid heap's of trees and driftwood. By 17.30 hours we reached
the village of Villard Bonnot and once again " bivvied " in
heavy rain. We had had a hungry, wet day, and Lance-Corporal
Breeze will live for ever in our memories for his stirling
efforts during the two minutes his burner worked before
bursting into flames! Both cook and cooker had outlived their
usefulness, and we started cooking by crews. The mutterings
were such that "Breezy" is to be congratulated on bis outstanding heroism in not making a run for it! To add to our
discomfort, the tents had been packed away in the vehicle
while still wet, and had ceased to be rainproof. There were no
takers when a visit to ·t he village was suggested, and ten cursing
canoeists crept into damp sleeping bags thankful that France
and the world only had one "Breezy."
The following morning we postponed our departure until
Io.co hours in the hope that the rain would swp. W'e set off
in a slight shower and by IO.IO hours were soaked to the skin
by a sudden downfall. We went through Grenoble at midday, and dined inside some well situated sewage pipes. These
were so wholesome and dry that Staff Walton found it difficult
to drag himself away-he delayed our start a little when he had
to go back to fetch his trousers! By I8.oo hours we had
reached St. Gervais, the rain had stopped, and we spent the
evening cleaning oil off the canoes and ourselves. It rained
again during the night, but with the dawn we were able to see,
at long last, just what a French sun looked like !- for those
who have not seen one, it is a little larger than a British one,
but easily recognisable!
We pressed on down the river in
glorious sunshine and, after several long portages on the hydroelectricity plants, reached a dam above Romans at 17.00 hours.
Here the party became so engrossed in the antics of a young

On the Rh one in "Stalwart " - lance Corporal Webb (left) and
Corporal Gatiss

R.S.M. Palmer (rear of canoe) and Corporal Carrol seen here during
their journey down the Rhone

French couple in a field that Signalman Parsons walked backwards over the edge of a fifteen-foot jetty 1 Needless to say
his insinuations that he had done this to relieve his frustrations
were met with deaf ears by the remainder of the party. That
night we set up our tents in what transpired to be the local
" lovers lane," and the photographer of our party (who shall
remain nameless) spent the evening cursing his lack of forethought in not bringing his flash light.

loose, landing in the canoe, and the water revived a lot of
them. Their large teeth combined with the thought of a two
thousand pound fine caused havoc for two or three minutes.
We arrived at Montelimar as it was getting dark. The vehicle
had not arrived, and the driver joined " Breezy " on our
assassination list 1 Our "administrative staff" finally rolled up
at 22.30 hours, chewing nougat!

· e make a television film
We had arranged to meet a television cameraman and reporter
at 12.00 hours on Friday, 30th April, at the junction with the
River Rhone. In spite of a one mile portage we were only
fifteen minutes late at our rendezvous. The afternoon was
spent in shooting film for B.B.C. and I.T.V. television along the
river between Pont d'Isere and Charme. Interviews for BFiBS
were recorded that evening in a cafe, and the relaxed atmosphere
produced some exceptional material. In particular Corporal
Gatiss of 3 Squadron excelled himself-his witticisms were
broadcast on the radio in Germany, and some of his remarks
were such that his canoeing partner for the trip is still finding
it difficult not to lash out with a few well-placed extra Orderly
Corporal duties !
Along the lengths of the upper Rhone several new hydroelectricity dams have been erected and, as we wished to stay
on the river, we had to undertake several long portages around
these and then tow the canoes in the shallow water beyond.
This caused a slowing down of our progress, and we did not
reach Le Pouzins until midday on Saturday.
On arrival four members of the party visited the little village
of Mirmande, and met two ladies who during the war had
hidden Major Painter's aunt until such times as she could be
put into the safe hands of the Resistance. The old ladies were
very pleased to see us, and wrote a note to take back to the
Regiment.
On our re turn -te the river, several photographs were taken
by the Press for "'local boy " stories--one of these " boys " was
forty--0ne and another thirty-five years old, but Mr. Nutt the
reporter didn't seem to mind. His task was made fairly easy
because the R.S .M ., Corporal Carroll, and Signalman Parsons
were all Plymouth men. Phillips and Hankins had been plucked
off the trees in the Forest of Dean and, with the exception of
Lance-Corporal Webb, the remainder came from the north.
L ance-Corporal Holwell slipped in as a member of the Plymouth
party because 'he is to be marrie<l soon to one of our local girls.
The R.S.M. did not like the loolt of hbn • • •
We set off again at 15.00 hours and planned to make some
more film, but we did not see the cameraman for a further
20 hours. While moving down the river we had seen several
fishermen who were catching small silver fish and throwing back
large brown ones that were about two feet long-to keep these
was worth a five hundred franc fine in the local courts. On
rounding a sharp bend we saw a crazy looking character
surrounded by large fish. The R.S.M. did not like the look
of him an~ gave him a wide berth, but Staff Walton and
Signalman Phillips did not see the danger and collected a large
sack of fish each. These were showered down from the bank
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Anglo-Fre11c.h relations are strengthened
On Sunday, 2nd May, we made an early start and met Mr.
Nutt at 10.30 hours near Viviers. About three hours were spent
shooting more film, and as it was a very hot day we decided to
take some time off to reorganise the loading of the vehicle.
During the evening we visited' die village of Viviers, where
very strong Anglo-French ties were made. On our return to
camp almost everyone 'h ad been given a small fluffy toy by the
local children, and the R.S.M. had collected the oldest and
filthiest French labourer's hat imaginable--he has been wearing
it ever since! The people in this village had been wonderful,
and we all vowed to return there some day.
Reveille on Monday, 3rd May, was at o6.oo hours and,
although it took two hours to prepare to move off, a very rapid
and dangerous ninety kilometres to Avignon was covered in
seven hours, the hottest part of the afternoon being spent
waiting for the truck near Roquemaure. It did not arrive and
at 16.00 hours we moved off for the last lap of the journey.
We passed under the famous "Pont" at Avignon at I7.00
hours, beached our canoes outside the walled town, and commenced a six-hour wait for the vehicle. We were "pleased"
to see them when they arrived, and took great pains in our
efforts to let them know this. Their instructions had been to
go to every bridge on the river (there were four on this stretch)
and look for us. This they had done with great diligence, but
30 miles back the two observant gentlemen had failed to spot
five canoes on an otherwise empty river. The following day
the driver looked after the camp while we visited Avignon.
This visit was essential because Corporal Gatiss had lost his
shoes a few days previously and had been forced to wear a
pair of "do it yourself" .moccasins owned. by Si~alman
Phillips. These shoes we:re Size IO and, as f'auss had size five
feet, their casual look clashed somewhat violently with the
otherwise immaculate turnout of our Regimental Poison Dwarf 1

• La topless '-a disappointment?
After a quick look around Avignon we proceeded to Marseille
to see the bikinis. The sun was very hot and there were dozens
about. We spent our day looking for" La Topless," but without
success and that night moved out to Cannat, where we did not
bother 'to put up our "bivvies," but slept around the truck.
On 5th and 6th May we drove back to camp at Birgelc:n,
arriving without incident, but well burnt by the sun and with
plenty of yarns to tell.
So ended Exercise " Palm Oil I," but for some this had been
merely the opening round, for six of us left during the i;iext
week to return to France for the French A:rmy Canoe Championships 1965 at Chalons~sur-Barne. The few days in between w~
spent servicing the canoes and flexing the muscles for the tnals
ahead.
But that's another story . . . . (See page 230).
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Promotions

W.0 .II
S Sgt.

(April and M ay)

REGIMBNTAL DUTY ROSTER
New
Old
No Sen. No.

s~,,.

To W.O.II 22538883
2549726
22953025
To S Sgt. 22562186
22537134
22774748
23097793
22537997

A/ W.O.II
S Sgt.
S Sgt.
Sgt.
Sgt.
Sgt.
Sgt.
Sat.

M&Ttell, J. P.
Mas'.<cll, A. E.
Dickinson, F. W.

To W.O.I 19175119
To W.O.II 2549755
2549750
2549468
2549567

FOREMA!< OF
W.O.II
s gt.
S Sgt.
S Sgt.
S Sgt.

SIGSALS ROSTER
West, K. J.
Gilyeat, J. M.
Shakeshaft, G . E.
Butler, M.
Short, E. M.

To S Sgt.

To Sgt.

To Sgt.

Burnham, L.

Richa::"dson, C. H.
Speight, C.
Todd, P. W.
Cooper, E.

YBOMAN OP SIGNALS ROSTER
Kelly, v. G.
22515878 Sgt.
Newell, D. A.
22296564 Sgt.

23578203
2549568
2273u39
23701387
23473391
23491776
23487261
23674943
22983281
22150264
23201445
22265808
22522112
22967527
22534368
22569039
23491030
23392047
22307754
23590324
23545955

23684309
23212617
23518848
23237937
23485085
23785370

316o
3170
3180
3370
3410
3450
3470
3480

IlOO
410
1770
l IIO
2330
10180
5990
5920

950
1330
1700
1710
1720

1090
1470
1940
2IIO
2200

W.O.I
(Fd)
(Fd)
(Op)
(Op)
(Op)

1200 8790 (Op)
r2 I O 9380 (Op)

TECHNICAL ROSTER
Cribbcn, L. P.
Savins, J. E.
Andlaw, E. W.
Gallagher, J. R.
Pilkington, A . K.
Lowe, M. J.
Cpl.
Rotbcrhnm, D. G.
Cpl.
Norris, A .
Cpl.
Jsekmao, D. W.
Cpl.

5085
5086
5108
5110
5130
5050
5070

11295
86o
6400
8859
9250
8u5
8o20
8340
9040

OPERATING ROSTER
Sulli\'an, J.
Cpl.
Long:nore, C. J.
Cpl.
Watkinson, J. C.
A/Sgt.
Richardson, K.
Cpl.
Hill, W.
Cpl.
Haston, A. M.
A/Sgt.
James-Bailey, D. G.
Cpl.
Cheyne, D. E.
Cpl.
Lawless, J. R.
Cpl.
Purnell. K. C.
A/ Sgt.
Wheeler, F. C.
Cpl.
Da.>iei. P. J.
A/ Sgt.
Dimmack, B. D.
A/Sgt.
Cpl.
Parkinson, H.
Cpl.
Widdowson, G.
Strickland, J. A.
Cpl.
Rayner, V. W.
A/Sgt.
!'arish, P.
Cpl.

12000
12246
12250
1226o
12270
l228o
12300
12320
12330
12340
12350
l 2360
12370
12380
12390
12400
12410
12420

3590
13700
9220
10030
II310
14050
1566o
16440
17120
18130
21670
z2060
23420
23650
24420
24610
24760
2476o

Cpl.
Cpl.
Cpl.
Cpl.
Cpl.

5008
5075

INSERTIONS
To S Sgt.
To

W.O.I

REGIMEto."TAL DUTY ROSTER
Rodriguez, R. D.
2548999 W.O.II

22248984 W.O.I
To W.O.U 22314875 W.O.II
2549543 W.0.II
22537166 W.O.II
22959318 W.O.II
22449808

w.o.u

22466247 W.O.II
2296166
22797672
To

S Sgt.

To S1t.
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w.o.u
w.o.u

22773387 S Sgt.
2251516o

166 420
(Sig. Ccn. Spvr.)
26o 46o
(Sig. Ceo. Spvr.)
Cooper, F.
330 470
(Sig. Cen. Spvr.)
Pilkington, J. s. P. 414 990
(Sig. Cen. Spvr.)
Esson, J. A.
68o 1230
(Sig. Cen. Spvr.)
Heasrruo.n., G.
810 1340
(Sig. Ceo. Spvr.)
Durrant, P.
86o 1380
(Sig. Cen. Spvr.)
Reid, I. A.
950 1440
(Sig. Cen. Spvr.)
Brice, s. A.
954 2840
(Regt. Duty)
Palmer, K.
980 1470
(Sig. Ceo. Spvr.)
Loau, R. P.
IIOO 1510
(Sig. Ccn. Spvr.)
Waumsley, L. T.
II90 3430
(Regt. Duty)
Wallis, D. K.

0PllRATING ROSTER
Gardiner, R.

Sgt.
Sg•.

The Late Captain F. Enright, Royal Signals, T.A.
The following has been received from Officer Commanding
2 Squadron, Captain B. T. Grogan, T.A., 41st Regiment
(Princess Louise's Kensington Regiment), T .A. Centre, Marlpit
Lane, Coulsdon, Surrey.
"Enclosed is a cheque value £4 4s. od. sent as a donation
to the Association's Welfare Funds from all members of th is
Squadron as a tribute to the memory of a late member of the
Squadron Captain F. Enright, Royal Signals T.A., who passed
away after a short illness on 2nd June, 1965, at the St. George's
Hospital, London.
"Prior to the 1939-45 War, Frank was a Regular member of
the Corps and an efficient OWL He will no doubt be rememb:red by h is contemporaries. As a Corporal he once found
himself C .R. Signals of a station in the West Indies almost
alone and quite contented.
"' In the late war he was serving with the Long Range Desert
Group and had many a fiery tale to tell, not always connected
with signalling. Before it was over, he spent many a weary
month in the mountains of Greece during the uprisings there;
but he was always reticent about details of the job in hand.
"Join:ng T.A. after the war, he was a founder me mber of
the Signal Squadron which became the basis of today's 2 Squadron of this Regiment. Later he became a PSO in 61st Army
Signal Regiment T.A. (Bedford); No. I Squadron 55 . (M)
Signal Regiment T.A. and No. 1 Independent UKLF Signal
Squadron T.A., Hackbridge, and then went to the Middlesex
Yeomanry for a spell.
"In 1962 he rejoined this Squadron as Administrative Officer
and transferred to T.A.R.O. in 1964. It was largely Frank who
ensured that a fairly regular cheque was sent to Association H.Q.
from this Squadron in its past roles, for he rarely sat at the
pay parade without the ubiquitous Collecting Box.
"We can think of no better way to pay tribute to his memory
than to enclose his final contribution to the Welfare Fund of
the Royal Signals Association."

184 Il8o
(R.D. W.0.II)

YEOMAN OP SIGNALS ROSTER
O'Toole, T. C.
2549484 W.O.I
22168977 W.O.I

W.O.I

DELETIONS
RBGIMBNTAL DUTY ROSTER
ro
1510
720
Il6o
FOREMAN OP SIGNALS ROSTER
640
650
680
SIGNAL CENTRB SUPERVISOR ROSTllR
26o
TECHNICAL ROSTER
3010
4032
OPERATING ROSTER
1100
6550
6620
7230
9740

Do Yourself a Favour!
If you are serving and have a standing order for
" The Wire," please keep us informed well in advance
of any change of address. It is impossible for us to
keep up with hundreds of posting orders, a nd your
" Wire " will go to your old address unless we hear
to the contrary.

Royal Signal Band Records
are still available from H.Q.
Price 30/- by post, 27/- counter ~ale.
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No. 57
Ofliter
Qualifying
Course
By
2'Lieutenant H. G. S. Thomas
1111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111

A Very Pleasant

No. 57 ROYAL SIGNALS QUALIFYING COURSE
Back Raw (Left to Right) : Second Lieutenants W . I. Buxton , M. J. Cartwright. S. Cowan. P. A. Crane. M. J.C. Galloway, W. J.
Hodson. Lieutenant J. A. Hood, Second Lieutenants A. J. Hutt. P. A. Lenthall. M. L. Martin.
Centre Row (left to Right) : Second Lieutenants C. D. Melhuish, T. W . Robinson, B. H. Rowe, T. N. Sin&leton, R. J. H. Swainson
H. G. S. Thomas . L. R. J. Tilson, M. J. Vest, Lieutenant D. J. Walden.
Front Row (left to Right) : Second Lieutenants P. J. Whitehead , C. J. Witt, T. A. Woodhouse, J. Machutchin, T. Mathews,
Zaki Mahmood , L. Terh, Abdul Karim Ali, Badir Mohammed Jaryan

~fess

On 23rd January, 1965, 29 young officers arrived at the
School of Signals for the start of 57 Q Cours~. . The breakdown of the course revealed ten newly-commissioned officers
from the Royal Military Academy, thirteen subalterns who had
varying post-Mons regimental experience, three from the Federation of Malaysia Signals, and one each from Iraq, Ghana and
Southern Rhodesia.
We slowly settled down to life in the ":'cry p~e~sant ~ess.
D uring January we had twice-weekly physical trammg periods
on the extra mural programme, and the reason for this soon
bealme apparent when one Saturday morning we were sent
off in small groups to attempt a fell-walking feat of some
The weather,
seventeen miles in three and a half hours.
strangely enough, was with us, and the course. "."as completed
with less physical exertion than had been an~c1pated, as ~as
the assault course, kindly provided by ~th Regiment? on wh1th
we were asked to complete the mormng's entertamment.

No Lack of Sport
The weather at Catterick seems to follow a snow cycle,
broken by the occasional period with nothing worse than the
odd shower. However, most members of the col!rse have, at
one time or another, braved the elements by playmg sport on
Wednesday and Saturday afternoons. The rugby team, ably
led by Captain Sprackling, has had Wal?en, Vest, Cowan and
Singleton playing regularly, and Cartwright, Bll'.'ton, Thomas
and Swainson on occasions. Thomas ana Zaki _have pl~yed
regularly in the hockey "A" side, and for C~ttenck Services,
while Martin, Woodhouse, Tilson, Hodson, Wm an1, ~~th~ws
have all at some time or other played for the
B
side.
Cowan has also played soccer for. the Sc~!>°l. _Hood an?,
Woodhouse were given the opportumty for a consc1enc~-free
week-end in London when they were selec_ted to swun for
the Army at backstroke and butterfly respecnvely.
High in the sporting achievei:nent~ ~f 57 Q must come
Martin's very good performance m wmrung the School crosscountry title and coming ninth in !Jle Nor.them Command
Cross--Country Championships.
On the tlines when the
weather did beat us, the squash courts were very popular.

Platoon

Commaud•~rs

on Exercises

During our stay at the School we did two exercises with
8th Regiment.
The first one, "Geor~ie Jimmy," _took the
form of a civil defence tutorial, in which the s<;>ld1e.i;s were
taught first aid and fire-fighting. The second. ex~rc1se, March
Hare," was more ambitious. Some 200 Terntonal Army Paratroopers were synthetically dropped on to Fylingdales Moor
early on a Saturday morning. There had been hea~ falls of
snow and their task of evading capture for some thirty hours
was ~ot an easy one. 57 Q provided the platoon commanders
for 24th and 8th Regiments, which were di:ployed over a large
area of snowy waste. Although many prisoners were taken,
one of the course was overheard to say that he had caught
more degrees of frost (28 °) than paratroopers.
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On the academic side, the secrets of radio, and later,_ of
simple systems-I use the last phrase loosely-were unveiled
to us.
Unfortunately, although we all attended the same
lectures some members of the course found themselves more
equal t~ the task of inwardly digesting the facts than others
(with apologies to George Orwell).

Now we are on our way
Now with the course behind us, we are all on our way
to unit~ to put into practice all we have been taught, which
should cause a few smiles amongst ~e instructors. Our . thanks
go to our Officer Commanding, Ma1or Poll.ey, for keepmg the
course interesting by giving us the od? thing to _do now and
then and to the instructors for passmg on theJI wealth of
kno~!edge to us.
After leaving Catterick, the Commonwealth st1:1dents are returning home, whilst the British students are bemg posted, as
follows:
U.K.-Second-Lieutenant A. J. Hutt to 3 Headq~arters and
Signal Regiment; Second-Lieutenant M. L.. Marun to 205
Squadroµ; .Second-Lieutenants R. J. H. Swamson and T. A.
.
Woodhouse to 216 Squadron.
B.A.0.R.-Second-Lieutenants M. J. _Yest and~- D . Melhwsb
to 1st Divisional Headquarters and S1gn_al. ~egtment; SecondLieutenant M. J. Cartwright to 2nd D1v1s1onal Headquarters
and Signal Regiment; Second-Lieutenants W. Buxton an~ M.
J. C. Galloway to 4th Divisional Headquarters and Signal
Regiment· Second-Lieutenants H. G. S. Thomas, J. F. Budd
and P. A'. Lenthall to 7th Regiment; Second-Lieutenant T. N.
Singleton to 6th Infantry Brigade Group Headquarters and
Signal Squadron; Lieutenant D. J. ~alden to II~ Infantry
Brigade Group Hea~quarters and Signal Squadron, SecondLieutenant P. J. Whitehead to 244 Squadron.
FARELF.-Second-Lieutenant S. Cowan to 17r~ (Gurkh~)
Signal Regiment. Short Service Officers are returnmg to their
units.

R. SPENCE & Co.,

LTD.

IRONMONGERS
Telephooo 2171/2

RICH M 0 ND

Eatablilbed 1711

HARDWARB FOR CAMP MAINTBNANCB
LAWN MOWERS AND GARDBN TOOLS
BLECI"RIC WASHING MACHlNF.S AND CUANBRS
BBDSTEADS AND INTERIOR SPRING MAITRWBS
PRAMS AND CYCLES
GLASS AND CHINA

*

CALOR GAS AGENTS
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" Quick liver XIII "
The day of the exercise dawned at last, and after weeks
or increa ing activity, at nine o'clock on the morning of 31st
May, the Si'°al Officer-in-Chief launched " Quicksilver XIII "
into its four-day orbit with an inspii'ing speech to the
seventy or so Royal Signals Officers assembled in North Hall,
Catteri .
Exercise " Quicksilver,"' as anyone who has served in the
School will know, is a biennial event which usually takes the form
of a study period under the personal direction of the
Signal Officer-in-Chief. This year was no exception, and the
aim of the exercise was to study the provision of .corrununications for counter-insurgency and l imited war operations in
the mid-197os, in the light of future trends in communicaThe setting
tion equipment developments and teclmiques.
chosen for these studies was the Far East. The exercise was
attended throughout by senior signals officers, including many
C.S.0.s and senior officers of the Defence Signal Staff and
the Ministry of Defence.

A sense of realism mnh1tained
Officers from the Middle East and Far East theatres were
also present, and this ensured that in discussions, both in
syndicate rooms and open forum, a sense of realism was
maintained, and full benefit could be derived from their
cecent operational experiences. For the first two days of the
exercise, the communication problems arising from an imaginary,
but not improbable, situation in 1974 in the Far East, were
considered by Royal Signals Officers and their colleagues from
the Ministry of Aviation. Their conclusions were then presented, on the third day, to an audience of Senior Staff Officers
from the Ministry of Defence and U.K. Commands and Establishments.
Distingu ished Officers attend
On this occasion the audience included such distinguished
officers as Lieutenant-General Sir Geoffrey Musson, K.C.B.,
C.B.E., n.s.o., G.0.C.-in-C. prthern Command; Rear-Admiral
E. B. Ashmore, D.s.c., R.N., Assistant Chief of Defence Staff
(SigRals); Major-Oeneral M. A H. Butler, C.B., c.B.E., n.s.o.,
M.C., and Major-Oeneral F. C. Barton, C.B.E., of the Joint Warfare Staff and Toint Warfare Establishment respectively; MajorGeneral R. M. P. Carver, C.B., C.B.E., n.s.o., M.c., Director
of Army Staff Duties; Major-Oeneral R. G. U. FitzgeorgeBalfour, C.B.E., n.s.o., M.C., Director of Military Operations
(Army); Mr. E. C. Cornford, Chief Scientist (Army); Mr. R.
J. Lees, Directo.r, S.R.D.E.; Rear-Admiral W. J. Parker, o.B.E.,
D.s.c., R.N., Assistant Chief of Defence Staff (Operational Re~irements); Major-General W. D. M. Raeburn, D.s.o., M.B.E.,
Drrecto! of Combat Development (Army); Major-General G.
F. UpJohn, C.B.E., G.0.C., Yorkshire District and MajorGeneral P. G. F. Young, C.B.E., Director of Inf~ntry.

Major-General G. G. Rawson, C.B., O.B.E., M.C., taking the Salute
at the Graduation Parade

ARMY APPRENTICES SCHOOL, HARROGATE
The Deputy Chief of the General Staff with Commandant School
of Signals
p~~ssing ~e?1onstrations. Both made extensive use of closed
etrcuit te!ev1S1on, and thus brought an air of sophistication into
~e study of warfare in primitive jungle countries. The trends
m th!! development of signal equipment and communication
tec~1qu~s were amply . demonstrated, and it was even possible
~o visualise an application of computers and electronic switchmg ~o the comparative simplicity of jungle operations against
guerillas.
It will be interesting indeed, in ten year's time to look back
on " Quicksilver XIII " and see how far our predictions have
bee~ fulfilled.
If our thinking has been right and our conclus1.ons correct, at least we will have the right equipment for
the JOb or;i hand, and ~at is certainly something wor·th waiting
and working for. It 1s to be hoped that " Quicksilver XIII"
has confirmed the necessity for staff and signals to get together
at regular intervals and at a sufficiently high level to discuss
.their future problems of command and control, and that succeeding exercises bearing this name will see more and more
senior Army staff officen, together with those of the Royal
Navy and the Royal Air Force coming to the School to participate in them.

Di scu ssion lh·ely, f rank nnd extremely
v aluable
With such a distinguished and critical audience discussion
on the " Staff" Day was lively, frank and extremcly valuable,
and as the day's work came to an end, it was apparent that,
as far as the Army's future communications were concerned
both ~ta.ff and signals were thinking on the rig..'it lines, and
were m general agreement as to the requirements.
The final day of " Quicksilver XIII " was a climax indeed,
for the Deputy Secretary of State for Defence, the Right
Honourable Fred Mulley, M.P., accompanied by the P arliamentary Under Secretary of State for Defence for the Army,
Mr. G. W. Reynolds, M .P., and the Deputy Chief of the
General Staff, Lieutenan~~General Sir John Hackett, K.C.B.,
C.B.E., D.s.o., M.C., flew m from London on what, owing to
P!:ssure of Parli~entary business, was to be a very brief
vmt. However, this was a great occasion for the School and
although Mr. Mulley was n~t abl~ to stay as long as w~ had
hoped, he was. shown a brieLdisplay of current equipment
and a presentatio~ of the highlights of "Quicksilver." Before
he left, he had time to say a few words of thanks and encouragement to those who had survived the previous three
days of concentrated study .
Automat ic Data Processing D e monstra t ions
This .account of . "Quicksilver XIII" would not be complete without mention of the equipment and automatic data
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General Rawson presents the Champion Squadron Trophy to
A/T S.S.M. C. A. Arundel of Penney Squadron

The Depu t y Secretary-of-State for Defe nce, t he Signal Officer in
C hief and Com man dant School of Signals
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Graduadon-Sprlug term
Spring Term was concluded on 13th April
with the Graduation Parade. On this occasion
the School was very fortunate in having as
Reviewing Officer, a former Director of Signals,
Major-General G. G. Rawson, C.B., O.B.E., M.C.,
whose name is proudly carried by one of our
Squadrons. There were 850 apprentices on
parade, of whom 62 were Graduating and have
since joined their Units.
HARROGATE
As always on these occasions the School
welcomes the many visitors and families,
particularly those who had travelled very long distances to see
their favourite Apprentices.
Following the parade the Reviewing Officer presented the
prizes and trophies of the School and addressed the assembled
apprentices, parents and staff. Judging by the thunderous
applause, his well chosen words were very highly appreciated.
Later in the Clay he visited the Trade and Hobbies Exhibition,
speaking to many of the apprentices and staff. The major
prize winners of the Spring Term were: Army Commander's Prize-A/T R.S.M. J. M . Kirkman.
Commandam's Prize-A/T S.S.M. R. F. Morris.
Signal Officer-in-Chiefs Award-A/T C. C. Ejiofor.
Colvnel Commandant's Award-A/T R.S.M. J. M. Kirkman.
«::anoeists do well!-13th Regiment toke note
Perhaps the most active
members of the School
generally-certainly during the Easter recessare the School Canoeists.
Much about them has
been written before and
we hope will continue to
be so. Seven crews were
entered for the DevizesWestminster Race held
during the Easter Weekend, and although the
official results have yet to
be published we are able
to give some account of
our team's progress. Bad
luck caught two of the
A/T Lance Corporal C. W. Cook and A/T
crews early on in the race
S. E. Sherman
when they had to retire
from injuries. A third
canoe had the misfortune to be badly holed, but limped on and
to the great credit of its crew finished the course. The remaining four crews were all well placed and the final result will be
close. Strongest opposition came from the team of the Metropolitan Police College, Hendon, who it appears may have beaten
our team for first place by only one point! It is interesting to
note that their most enthusiastic supporter was their Commandant, Colonel Croft, an ex-corrunandant of this School!
A/T Lance-Corporal C. W. Cook and A/T S. E. Sherman
put up a very good performance to win the 10,000 metres race
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in a match at Reading on 25th May against the other Apprentices' Schools. This event is part of the Quadrangular Garnes
with trophies hotly contested for by ,each of the four schools.
Other Quadrl\llgular canoeing results were: 3,000 metres- ISt, A/T Sergeant M. J. Davis and A/T R.
G. Wood.
3,000 metres (Single)-2nd, A/T Corporal P. R. Child.
Relay race-1st, A.S.S. Harrogate.
Overall results-1st, A.A.S. Harrogdte~ 2nd, A.A.S. Arbor· ·
field; 3rd, A.AS. Carlisle.
In the Army Sprint and Long Distance Championships held
at Pangbourne from 28th-3oth May our crews again did well
in the face of greatly improved opposition. We didn't sweep
the board this year but •the following results carry some honour.
In the Junior Section A/T Lance-Corporal C. W. Cook and
A/T S. E. Sherman repeated their win in the K2 10,000
metres, and also won the 1,000 metres event. They came 2nd
in the Class 7, 1,000 metres event.
In the .Senior Section A/T Pawlow came 2nd in both the
Class 3, 5,000 metres .a nd 1,000 metres events.
The Club is shortly to lose Sergeant Edward " Dinger " Bell
of the (.<>rps. A member of the Permanent Staff he has always
p1ayed an active part in organising and training the School
teams. Sergeant Bell is a huge sixteen stones, at 6 feet 4 inches.
He has his own fleet of two canoes with special Bell-sized
cockpits. Having recently qualified as a British Canoe Union
Instructor he will be a great loss to the School on posting to
13th Regiment (but a gain to this keen canoeing Regiment.Editar).
A final note on canoeing from two ex-apprentices, Hall and
Barber now serving with 2nd Regiment. We hear that they
came 5th in the French Army Canoe Race held at Chalons-surMarne on 15th/16th May. Congratulations on some excellent
canoeing.

The Canoe Team at Marlow
Co mpetitors in the Devizes-Westminster Canoe Race
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'\ ell, after all that, no wonder we are of~en referred t? as the
Army School of Canoeing, but other sportmg results will show
more of our many talents.
Tb
mnll llort> t.-a m h as a jfood s .-ns on
Outdoor activities usually are far more eye-catching but a
note on one of the many indoor ev nts which has plodded
quietly on all Spring. T he School mall Bore Club won all
it matches in the Northern Command Small Bore L eague and
came 4th in the NSRA Regular Army Small Bore Rifle M atch.
A fine record. Three Apprentices, A/T Dona ldson, Sherlock
and Drew were selected for the Army 40 in the In ter-Services
Small Bor~ M atch. Their aggregate score a staggering 596 out
of a possible 6oo.

Atbl tics season g e t s off to a jfood start
H aving lost some very good athletes since last season ~~ch
time has been spent this year on some young and very prom1S1ng
new material. The early part of the season has been crammed
full with matches designed to develop our talent, with some
very encouraging results.
12th M ay v. St. John's College, York (away)-won.
15th May v. Roundhay Grammar School (away)-won
Juniors, lost Youths.
19th May v. York University (home)-won.
25th May v. Leeds Grammar School (home)-lost J uniors,
lost Youths.
Two of our most promising apprentices established some very
good times during these meetings : A/ T J. G . Turvey with a time of 2 min. 5 sec. for 880 yard s.
A/T P. A. Devitt with a time of 10.3 sec. for roo yards.
Both of these apprentices who are under seventeen years old
should have a good athletics future ahead of them. It is generally
difficult for the School to find such youths, as fe w apprentices
are able to qualify under the age bar which is now under
seventeen as at rst September.
The School Bands are k e p t b usy
Summer Term opened with the Junior Music Festival. A
competition in which the bands of the Army Apprentices Schools
are tested on their home grounds. The 1965 results for the
School were: Pipe Band-rst, Army Apprentices, Harrogate.
Brass Band-rst, Army Apprentices, H arrogate.
Class I Individual Piping-1st, A/T Corporal Thomas, Army
Apprentices, Harrogate.
Competitions aside, the bands ploughed in to a full programme, some engagements completed, some shortly to take
place, highlights of which being: 29th May
Yorkshire Association of Boys' Clubs Massed
Bands Beat Retreat on York Racecourse.
30th May
Harrogate Civic S unday.
12th June
Beating Retreat at Catterick.
24-27th June Royal Signals 'At Home,' Catterick.

ht llEGIHENT ,
Far t•"'Pll fo Colont•l and

D.F. P.O. 32
Pnge
During May the Re1r
men t said far ewell to it
Commanding 0 ff i c e ,
Lieutenant-Colonel C. E.
Page, M.B.E., and his
wife Betty. The official
fa rewell was spread over
six days and started with
a winin g and d ining m
the Sergeants' Mess on
the 15th May. This was
indeed an occasion and
attention to detail had
been spread over the
preceding weeks, with
R.S.M.
(W.0 .1
the
Adams) ·tactfully discovering Colonel Charles saying farewell to the memlieutenant-Colonel C. E. Page bidding
members of the Ser gea n ts ' Mess fa r ewe ll
bers of the Sergeants'
after d inner on May 15th, 1965
M ess after dinner and all
members singing " Auld
L ang Sync " as the Colonel finally left the Mess.
On the 19th May Colonel Charles was " dined out" in the
Officers' Mess and on this occasion the D ivisional Commander,
Major-Gen eral the Honourable M . F. Fitzalan Howard, C.B.E.,
M.C., passed some very complimentary remarks in his inimitable
fashion.
• • • p resentation of a • fin e s ilve r trumpet•
to the Regiment
And so to the 20th M ay the Colonel's last day in the Regiment. After an insp ection of a Quarter Guard, commanded
by Sergean t Turner, Colonel Page th en presented his trophy to
the winning T roop, in the Page Trophy Win ter Competition.
Again honours went to "A" T roop (well done !). In saying
goodble to the Regiment, Colonel P age th en presented the Regiment with a very fin e silver trumpet; in order to make our
Quarter Guards even more splendid in future. The Regiment
then had a final glass of beer " on " the Colonel. At this stage
Lance-Corporal Cartwright proposed a toast <tO the Colonel
and afterwards called for three cheers. The Colonel drove from
the Barracks through cheering lines of officer s, N.C.Q .s and
soldiers. Then came the fin al far ewell when Colonel Charles and
Betty were guests of the Regimental Officers and their ladies
to luncheon in the Officers' Mess.
A •• simple " t hank you!
May we say a simple thank you, Colonel Gharles and Betty,
for all your good work in the Regiment; congratulations Colonel
Charles on your appointment as C.C. Royal S ignals 1 (B.R.)
Corps in F ebruary, 1966, and all possible good fortune to you
both in the future.
Also, may we take this opportunity to welcome LieutenantColonel R. H . Bor thwick, our new Commanding Officer, with
the sincere wish that his tour with the Regiment will be a
r ewarding and happy one.
~frs .

Increased operating r a nge for h.f. , AM and
SSB transmi t ter/receivers, is provided most
economically by the Redifon Linear Amplifier,
Type GA.406 which boosts r .f. out put to 75-0W
p.e.p. from 5-0W p.e .p. over 2-18Mc/s.
• F our oper a t ing channels- three pre-set, one
cont inuously tun able • Remote-control channel
selection • Fully automatic Send / Receive
switching • Front panel control for switching
amplifier out of circuit • Comprehensive
metering for quick setting of different
f requencies • Optional v.s .w.r. indica t or
e Silicon diode power unit • Sta ndard r ackmounting unit (14 x 19 x 18! in.) or h oused in
cabinet as required.

Cyclist.fj t oo!

In a r 5-mile Road Time Trial held at Rhyl on 30th May,
A/T M. W. Shaw was outright winner in a field of 64. First
home was A/ T Lance-Corporal C. J. McNeilly who had to
accept a lower place after handicaps had been considered. The
School team did well being placed 2nd out of eleven teams
competing. We congratulate A/T Corporal M. J. Crittenden
who wa~ selected to represent the Army in the Inter-Services
50-mile race at Portsmouth.

Full technical information
will be sent on request.

~founta in Rescu e T e am gets offic ial r eco g ni tion

Our Mountain Rescue Team was started some time ago by
Mr. Pat Shilton of the C ivilian Staff, and has long been a going
concern. It has in fact many rescues to its credit notably in
the Isle of Skye. Just recently the team received official
recognition from the Mountain Rescue Committee of Great
Britain . Now on standby they can be called out at any time.
Pat Shilton is aided in these events by Major Ken Sedgwick,
R.A.E.C., who has recently assisted in the training. Always
active the team spends most weekends perfecting stretcher
lowering techniques somewhere on the North Yorkshire moors.
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Tel: VANdyke 7281

A Member Company of the R ed ijfusion Group
T he C om manding Officer Lieutenant Colone l C. E. Page, M.B.E.,
be in g cheered by the Regiment upon leaving Cai thness Bar racks,
Verden o n 20 May, 1965
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S.0-in-C. VISITS 3rd REGIMENT

Before inspecting the Representative Parade of 19 of our Cap
Badges. Talking to W.O. II (R.Q.M.S.) G. McAuley, Gordon
Highlanders

H OSE still serving- with the Regiment will recall how we
T
considered that we had broken all records last September
with the visits of one Lieutenant-General, two Major-Generais,
two Brigadiers and a Bishop-all in one month.
..
·
Such a record has, however, been broken, but it is ourselves
that have broken it. For during the period mid-April to midMay, we entertained no less than seventy-five visitors, and
managed to squeeze in Easter and a major Joint Force Headquarters exercise as well!
It all started on the day before Easter, when in traditional
form, the Quarter Guard waited outside the Guard Roomrifles poised at the should~ and Signalman King struagJincr
hard_ to keep the mouthpiece of his trumpet warm. At th~
appomted hour, but from the wrong direction, our visitor
ar!'."iyc:<l, ac~mpanied by Colonel J. W. Eagle, C.S.O. 3rd
Dms1on. ~1th a General Salute, the Regiment officially welcomed !vi3JOr~eral P. E. M. ~radley, C.B.E., D.s.o., the Signal
Officer-m:-Chlef. After coffee with the officers, the S.0.-in-C.
started his tour of inspection which took him to all parts of
the barracks to ~eet repre5e':ltatives from all walks of .the Regiment. After a qwck word with the bearers of nineteen different
cap badges formed up under command of the RQ.M.S.
(Accn) W.0.II McAuley, Gordon Highlanders the General was
briefed on the " State of the Union" inside the •Whistler
Room.'

In the Sergeants' Mess

Afternoon Tea at the Wives Club-with Mrs. Baxter and Mrs.
McAuley

S.0.-in-C. succumbs to • • • iced lager!
Next followed an inspection of troop displays on the parade
ground, and a quick look into the soldiers' dining room and
kitchen. By this time the iced lager in the Sergeants' Mess had
proved too big a temptation, and the S.0.-in-C. was forced to
succumb with a glass in his hand. There-to meet several old
acquaintances and many new.
The lager as an appetizer, was followed by luncheon with
t~e officers o~ the . Regiment in Beacon Mess. At 2.15 the
~1gnal Officer-m-Chief started his afternoon's programme. This
tl~e down to the bones of the Regiment with a look at the
Air Support Operations Centre in the Swainson Room, and to
see Brigade Air Head Troop putting the final touches to their
Air Portable packing for a journey to Northern Ireland on
Easter Monday. After his inspection of the Transmitter Site
and '.' M" Troop Wo~ksh?ps, the General Wll;S completely swept
off his feet by the Wives Club who entertamed him to Afternoon Tea at Arras House.
Was this an act of • • • ?

. And so, to return to Carter Barracks, l!nd with ex-Royal
S1gn3:ls ~taff Sergea_nt Burman ~ow in the Army Air Corps,
as his pilot, the Signal Officer-m-Chief left us for his own
Easter Holiday.

In go od hands-with Pi lot Staff Se rgea nt Burman A.A.C. (ex Royal
Sign als)

On returning from Easter, the Regiment split to all parts of
Great Britain, but the larger part to Greenham Common, near
wbury, for a Joint Force Headquarters exercise known,
ironically enough as "Easter Lightning." The R.A.F. meteoroJo ic-1! experts were all civilians, and their dress and the
pri: cnce of their private cars on a military exercise were
enough to make any R.S.M. turn to thunder-but was it really
an ,1ct of God which caused the R.S.M.'s Hastings to be struck
b ' lightning over the Irish Sea-or was it just the name given
to the ex:rcise? The mystery will go unsolved, but considermg he was the only passenger in the Hastings, it looks pretty
J picious.
Communications on the exercise? What need be said really,
when they were always "in" and there were no complaints?
Total 75, you remember, and
But back to our visitors!
up to now we have only mentioned one. Well, that's easily
put right, because the other 74 all came on the same day,
when, on 15th-16th May we entertained the members of the
3rd Divisional Signals Reunion Club to Bulford. (See a full
account on page 246).
In all, it was a fine week-end, and we can only hope that
they enjoyed being here as much as we enjoyed having them.
2 Squadron have been having a busy time of it lately. They
provided the lines for the Army Horse Trials on the Army
Free-Fall Championships, but these were simple, compared
with the S.R D.E. Demonstration which took place at Christchurch. The J .F.H.Q. Comcen was set up, complete with radio
relay circuit to Swanage. Everybody had an interesting week.
Visitors were very interested and some of the questions asked
were very searching.
"Ten Tors" takes place in early June and a number of
2 Squadron have been training hard.

7th REGIMENT, n.1<'.1•.o. 15
" H.Q." Squadron are obviously more geared up to this sort
of thing so that most of the article that follows is by Signalman
J. G. Brunnen, who arrived in R.H.Q. on the first of the month.
Fine views of the River 'R~eser
The Regimental diary has continued to be full during May.
The month opened with everyone in high spirits as a result
of the success of its various sports teams reported in the last
is ue. Even the 24 hours of heavy rain that fell on the linemen
of 2 Squadron at the start of Exercise " Side Drum,'' while
the rest of the Regiment were still snug in barracks, failed to
reduce morale very much. The weather for the remainder of
the exercise was much better and everyone was able to enjoy
a little sunshine in the attractive area known as the Weserbergland just north of Hoxter. The second location of I
Squadron was especially pleasant as it commanded fine views
of the river Weser.
Over 200 took part
Straight after the exercise preparations began in earnest for
the major event of the year-the one-day visit of H.M. The
Queen, to her troops in B.A.O.R. during her state visit to the
Federal Republic of Germany. Over 200 officers and soldiers
from the Regiment took part in the vast dismounted parade in
the Bad Lippspringe Sports arena. Many others, together with
wives and children, were able to watch the parade and get a
good view of the Queen as she rev:ewed the 7,000 troops drawn
up on parade.
ller.!imental Dunce
By way of relaxation after the weeks of preparation for the
parade an all ranks' dance was held in the lines on 28th May.
This was unanimously acclaimed a success as the accompanying
photograph tends to show. Thanks are due to all who helped
make it go with a swing, especially to Captain Allen who, as
befits a future Staff Officer, planned the whole affair as a
military operation and also to that well-known double act,
ewly
Angell and Meekings, who compcred the proceedings.
arrived Liemenant Ronnie Sampson should also be congratulated for getting himself very nicely out of one or two
embarrassing scrapes.
Sport has not been entirely forgotten in May. ~orpor~
Black and Lance-Corporal Venus ran for B.A.0.R. m a triangular m3tch at Verden towards the end of the month in
which B.A.O.R. beat a Bunderswehr team and a civilian
athletics' club from Verden. Lance-Corporal Venus did very
well indeed to win the 5,000 metres by more than a lap.
THE WIRE, JULY-AUGUST 1965
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A "Stag Party" at 7th Signal Regiment All Ranks Dance
From Left to Right, Rear; Lance Corporal Smith, Lance Corporal Niesh,
R.S.M. Sergeant Black, Captain Giller, Signalman Hooper

Front: Signalman Trenchard, Signalman Donovan, Lance Corporal
Craft, Signalman Addison, Lance Corporal Jones

We said farewell to Sgt. Houghton, leaving the Service after
22 years.
Marria.g es.--Congratulations to the following: Lance-Corporal
O'Hare, Lance-Corporal Angus, Lance-Corporal Carle, LanceCorporal Ellis.
Births.-A son, Andrew, to Staff Sergeant and Mrs. Elliott,
on 25th April 1965; a daughter, Cherise, to Sergeant and Mrs.
Saunders, on 4th May, 1965; a son, Ian, to Sergeant and Mrs.
Neal, on 10th May, 1965; a daughter, Sandra, to Corporal and
Mrs. Lolher, on 14th May, 1965; a son, Terence, to LanceCorporal and Mrs. Erasito, on 31st May, 1965; a daughter,
Clara, to Lance-Corporal and Mrs. Henderson, on 8th May,
1965; a daughter, Rhonda, to Signalman and Mrs. Fraser, on
23rd April, 1965.

Courage
is the Word for Beer
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10th Regiment, Hounslow

Theres plenty of

(' 0111.(ratulatlons

Action in the
9th Regimentas these pictures
show
Bricad ier J. W . Berridge, M.B.E., preseinti n& the Lon& Serv ice and Good
Conduct Medal to Staff Serceant I. W .
Davies

The Regiment's cong r a tu 1 a t i o n s to Staff
Sergeant 1. W. Davies on
being presented with the
Long Service and Good
Conduct Medal, Sergeant
W. C. Yates on his Royal
Air Force Transport Command Commendation, and
Mr. W. A. Goodrich, on
receiving the Imperial Service Medal.
The presentations were
made on the day of the
Regiment's annual Administrative Inspection by
the Chief of Staff, London
District, Brigadier J. W.
Berridge, M.B.E.

Exercise ee Gilpi n ."
A small detachment from ~e
Regiment attended a T.A. Camp at .Cr?wborough to assist
in the instruction of potential commum~oon c~ntre o~erators.
·me highlight was a mid-camp exerc1SC, dunng which ~e
communication centre was set to produce and process a maximum traffic total for 24 hours. ;All the tra.mees took P,art
and thoroughly enjoyed the pracucal work mvolved, w~ilst
considerably improving their knowledge of traffic handling.
The target set was reached, and all who took .part could not
only bask in the sun but also in a sense ~f achievei;iie~,t. T he
instructors, despite fairly long hours, enioyed their out. of
the ordinary " spell of duty, especially the first week, which
coincided with a spell of really hot, sunny weather.

I. Major Baker unveiling his commemorative plaque. 2. Corporal Bandey receiving his medal for the I mile event from Mn.
Peck. Captain Vincent assisting as Prizemaster. 3. Lance Corporal Pym jumping. W.O. II Handley as Take-Off Judge.
4. 2 Squadron Tug-of-War Team. They beat 259 Squadron in the Competition.

Ninths sporting saga commenced in the last issue is continued
Athletics
The C.S.O.'s Inter-Squadron Championship completed another phase on Saturday, 15th May, when the Athletics Competition took place at Dhekelia. What began as a pleasant
afternoon of sport was marred towards the close when a
blustery wind rose, which flapped the tents about and threw
sand in the spectators' eyes. The competition was won by
25.9 Squadron with 63 points and our own 2 and 3 Squadrons
tymg for second p 1 ce with 6r points. In addition, 2 Squadron
beat 259 Squadron in the tug--0f-war competition.
Our athletes have also had some success in the Army Indiyidual Charnpi?nships in Cyprus. Corporal Bandey came first
m the three miles and second in the one-mile, which was won
~y Lanc~-Corporal Skinner. Staff Sergeant Elliott was first
m the tnple )Ump and Lance-Corporal Duley second in the
440.

headquarters to improve accommodation in the camp, and
san itary facilities for the Officers' Mess in particular. As his
last official act in the Regiment he was called upon to unveil
the name plate on the building which had been the cause of
so m ~ of the most bitter conflict.
Swinnning
Readers may have noticed an emphasis on water sports in
previous articles. With some of the finest beaches on the
island only four miles away from camp and most ma rried
people living even closer to them, this is not surprising. One
divid end that has accrued from this is that the Regiment has
won the All-Army Major Units Competition for the maximum
number of personnel trained in life saving. We scored 234
points, beating 1st Bn. Welsh Guards, who scored 175 points.

Departure

. We have not in the past made much of arrivals and departures

CLOTHING is still URGENTLY required

his fallllly for U .K. was marked by a short, amusing ceremony, well worthy of n~te. As Se~nd-in-Command, Major
Baker had fought a contmuous running battle with the local

by the WELFARE SECTION

~ these. notes, but the recent departure of Major Baker and
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Cricket. The Regiment has the makings of a goo? team,
and with the possibility of our own groun~ and pracuce n ets
in the near future, we should start to do a little better at fielding and catching--0ur main weakness.. Corporal Hardman, as
captain together with Corporal Pengilly, have done a .lot to
get the' team spirit going, and it is hoped !fle results will pay
off in the Minor Units Cricket League this season.
Signal Troo1• (lVorks) ('.bntb~m. The admittance
to the Woolwich Hospital of Ma,JOr Spike Stanley, due to a
heart-attack, has been a great blow to the Troop, and no
doubt a shock to a number of our readers and ex-m.embers of
the Regiment. However, his recovery and pr?gres~ is all Ve.:Y
promising, and we hope to see him back with his Troop m
the near future.
lVarrant Officer s and Sergeants at Dhnaer. The
28th May, 1965, saw the W:arran t. Officers .and Serg~ants of
the Regiment sit down to their Re~1mental dinne;- This event
took place in the Hounslow Garrison Sergeants Mess.
.
The sight of nearly all m embers dre~sed in tJ:e new m~s kit,
sitting at a table covered with the Regimenta~ silver was mdeed
impressive, and was not lost on . those non-Signals members of
the mess who were able to see it.
During his short speech, the R.S.M ., (W.O.I A. A. J. R ee1i,
welcomed the guests of honour, Lieutenant-Colonel .1.
·
Ellis and M ajor (Q .M ) J. F . McQuade, and gav~ a r~v1ew .o f
the Regiment's achievemen ts in the short penod smce lts
emergence from suspended animation. H~ also took the opportunity to bid farewe ll to Staff Sergeant H ill, Sergeant H ardman
and Sergeant L aw, on pos ting, and Sergeant Marchant, who
was leaving u s on release.
In his reply, the Commanding Officer thanked the R ..S.M.
for the invitation to dinner and amused t~ e compa~y with a
couple of stories, wh ich discretion forbids repeatmg here.
(Thank you.-Editor.)

Th e Brigade Co mmander, Brigadier A. J. Woodrow, M.B.E.,
inspecting No. 4 Troop. The Brigadier had earlier in the month
t aken his fi rst Pass Off Parade at the Depot

11th REGIMENT, C:ATTERICK CA!tlP

To the outsider the word " Depot" gives the impression of
permanence if nothing else, but this could hardly apply in the
case of the D epot Squadron w~ch ~as just completed two moves
in eight months. We wonder if this ~~ been bettered by H.Q.
1 (B.R.) Corps during the last :rrammg Season. The move
this time entailed only the short distance from Bourlon Barracks
to Hooge Lines which will be its home for the next five years
at least.
· w B
During the month we have said goodbye to. Maior
.. .
Foote, who commanded No. 1 Squadron, and 1s now servmg
with the T .A. in L iverpool. A replacement of the " Mer~y
Sound " by the skid of bagpipes is not; however, expected. His
place has been filled by Major P . C. Tripp who c~mes to us
from the Trucial Oman Scouts. We trust that he will have an
enjoyable .tour in the Regiment. Another departure :-vas 01:1f
Adjutant, Captain E. Pickup, who has ~one to 9th ~egiment m
Cyprus. The "hot seat" is now occupied by Captam J. H. T.
Nealon.
Our new Brigade Commander, Brigadier A. J. .Woc;>drow,
M.B.E., took his first Recruit Pass Off Parade earlier m the
month.
Best Reeru.its
Pass-Off Parade, 28th May, 1965

Signalman E. G. EatooEvans, Best Recruit, No.
3 Troop.
Signalman E. G . EatonEvans, whose h om e
address is 'West House,'
Mertins Bridge, Haverford - West,
Pembroke,
joined Royal Signals because he wanted to travel
and to learn a trade.
He was a student in
civil life and reached the
rank of Sergeant in Malvern College C.C.F. He
is a keen .sportsman and
has represented the Regiment at Rugby whilst in
training.
His special interests
Signalman Eaton-Evans
are looking at unusual
geographical features and
geology. He now goes on to learn the trade of Special Operator.
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Pa s-Oft Parade, 14th May, 1965

~PW

Signalman B. La w,
Best Recruit.
Signalman Bonar Law
has gaine the unique distinction of being the first
recruit to "' wipe the
board." As well as being
best recruit, Law was
also best shot at both
SLR and SMG and best
recruit at P .T.
Law, who hails from
Yorkshire comes from an
Army family, his father
having erved with our
sister Corps, the Royal
Engineers.
After working as a
clerk in Glamorgan for
two years, Law decided
Signalman Bonar Law
to join the Army in order
to get a worthwhile job
and to travel. He has now started his training as a technician
and has his sights set on becoming a Foreman of Signals.
Fencing
11th Regiment Team Do Well
The Regimental Fencing team having won the Northern Command and the U.K. Northern Zone Competition which was
Bronze Medal Stage of the Royal Tournament thus reached
the last six in the Army Unit Team Champion~ips 1965.
pie final pool took place o~ We~esday, 19th May, 1965, at
th~ A.S.P.T., Al?ershot, an~ m commg 4th the team acquitted
~cmselves well in a competition at a very high standard which
1ncluded. several current Army Fencers and one English Youth
lntemauonal.
The team was: Foil: C.S.M.I. Pearce, A.P.T.C.; Corporal Baker.
Epee: Lieutenant I. C. Double; Lance-Corporal Nutbrown.
Sabre: Lieutenant-Colonel T. G. H . Jackson, Royal Signals;
Ma1or L. W. Prescott.
This was considered to be a satisfactory result and gives
encouragement for a greater effort next year.

==== 14th

REGIME~T,

Gl,OUCESTEU

====

Life n Little Less Hectic
With ~e inauguration o~ TARE and ¢he visit of the Corps
~d beh1nd us (reported ~ th~ p~evious issue of THE WIRE),
life has returned. to someth1ng like it_s normal pace. It is proba~l.Y not apprecia.ted that the Regiment has a high rate of
v1~1tors, and durmg the past month we have entertained
Lieutenant-Colonel Sodhi, Indian Signal Corps and Lieutenant
D. W. Cooper, Royal Canadian Signals both' of whom came
to study the installatio.n at the Tape' Relay Centre.
The
latt~r had_ a personal interest in the circuit to Canada as
he is. servmg at CARP, which is the Canadian counterpa;t to
Boddingron.
The R.!f.Q. and. I Squadron rifle team entered for the SouthWest T7ruted Services Small Arms Meeting (SWUSSAM) held
at Plymouth. on 19th-2rst May. This proved to be a very
useful pracuce for the forthcoming Royal Signals Southern
Command ~d Corps meetings which are being held at
Buliord d~rmg June. The standard of competition was extremely h1~h, potential Bisley teams from the Royal Navy,
R_oyal Mar~es, Infantry and R.A.F. being present. The team
did no~ brmg home any trophies, but finished well up in the
score lists.
The; Regimental Training School continues to be fully
~omm1tted, a Comcen Operators' Basic Trade Training Course
is now half way through its course, and what will be, regettably,
th.e last W.R A.C. Comcen Operator Biil-BU has just finished
With excellent results, 18 out of the 20 girls passed the TTB
A male Comcen Operator BIII-BII course for the Command
assembles on 28th June.

\(•th•ICl('S

?ur thoughts are ~}ways looki ng for new ventures by which
members of the Regiment c~n take up a fresh interest. 'I .0
of .the latest are the planning and construction of a mod
racmg ~ar track, which has just started and is scheduled 1c
be a going concern by October. Progress will be reported late~
Sailin~

~eits undc•r wny
2 Squadron .CDroitwich) has proved that you don't hav
to be ne~r a nv~r or the sea to sail, and having a number
of keen dmghy sailors on establishment, much time and cner
has .been devoted to the problem of getting sailing going a .g~
~eg1m~ntal Sport. The first ~ove. was to apply for a Nuffield
.,rant m order to buy two dmgh1es (these are still awaited)
The. next move was to find somewhere to sail. Maps wer~
sr1:1 ~1ed, recces were made any many letters sent to establish d
sailing clubs all round. Droitwich begging them to take pit\
on the J??Or soldier-sailors who had nowhere to sail. The
only posmve reply ca~e from Dudley Sailing Club, where Mr
~ · M. Ro~ers . who is an ex-member of the Regimen t, anJ
is now the!! Sa1lmg Secretary, very kindly offered us a haven.

A disco·n•ry that is really )taying off
By this time we had discovered a disused gravel pit at
1-!pton Warren, . on the A.38, five miles north of Droitwich
discovered that it ~as run by the County Youth Organisation'
and after some delicate negotiations were accepted as associat'
members on. the un?erstaI?ding that we provide sailing inst!uctors,. assistance with maintenance, and general expert advice
S.mce this was so much more convenient from all points of
view, we ac~epted with alacrity. Two boats (a firefly and a
fibre glass dmghy) appe~red like magic when the local Garri
son. Q;>mmander, Bngad1er ~· <;. Windsor-Clive heard of our
~spirat1on~, ~d two more Fuefl1es followed via the Army Sailmg Association . at Western Command, who transferred them
from C.A.D. Kmeton. The County Youth Organisation produced _four ~P14s and a large fibre glass rescue launch, so we
were m busmess. . The opening event of the season was
very nearly. the closing event as well. For Easter, 1965, a
lai:ge gathermgs of about 40 youngsters from all over Worcestershire turned up at Upton Warren pour le sailing. The wind
gusted up to 100 m.p.h., and by rights we should have said
NO . SAILING.
RatJ;ter than disappoint the youngsters and to
av?~d the Army bemg accused of undue caution, we carried on
sailing.
That was a week-end to remember.
A lively time had by all
By .the time we arrived, the youths, who were camping
alongside the lake, had rigged all the boats taken off been
overturned and, luckily, blown on to the lee' shore wh~re the
shallows ~ade it difficult to sail them off. Trying' to sort out
who. was m ch_ar~e, who .ha~ any experience of sailing (to say
nothmg of . artificial resprrat1on) and finally deciding that we
woul~ run It Army fashion in the interests of safety, even if we
trod inadvertently on the toes of some of the Youth Oragnisers
took most of the first day. They were delighted for us to tak~
charge, and. from then on things went as well as could be
expected with h~lf-a -dozen boatl~ads of kids being blown
all over the place m a gale and turning over at regular intervals.
We ran two rescue launches which were kept very busy indeed,
and counted ourselves lucky to escape with only one broken
mast and one broken boom (we are still trying to work out
whose head it broke on!).
we inte~rnte with
local youth
Since t.hen we have progressed.
Maintenace, replacement
of unserv1ceabl~ parts, the ~uilding of jetties, signalling yardarms, the markmg and buoymg of the lake and such like has
pro<:eeded to the po_int where we are now planning a full 'scale
Regimental regatta m July or August, by which time we will
ha~e a clubhouse with a " bridge " from which to start and
fimsh races.
We soldiers sail happily all the week and at week-ends undertak7 to provide experienced helmsmen-instructors for the
various Youth Clubs which use the Sailing Club in tum. One
of the snags ~f this systeI? !s that there is no continuity for
keen young sailors, but this is unavoidable.
J.t has been ~uite a revelation for most of us who spend so
much of our time out of England to discover the extent and
lUnf'h progress ns

variety of these excellent County Youth Organisations-and
to realise too, that the Army, through its Army Youth Teams,
phys a large, official part . in assisting and fostering. t.heir
·ictivities. We are shortly gomg to accommodate and ad mm!Ster
Worcester County Youth Team, under Lieutcant R. B.
Jameson, and our sold~ers ~ope t? share his week-end sailing,
1.anocing and mounta:neermg tnps further afidd.
Thus, in attempting to get sailing seamed from purely selfish
motives, we find ourselves, in addition, very involved in assisting the youth of the country to sail. L et us hope that by doing
50 • we h~lp a little in presenting a favourable picture of the
A;rny and the Co rps to potential recruits.

;he

f "orpH G1u1rtl Do~ Sm•c•c•ss
14th R~gimcnt can claim to be th e only Regiment within the
Corps ho!ding two guard dogs on establishment, and certainly
the only one taking a prize at the United Kingdom Army Dog
Trbls, which took place at Melton Mowbray on 20th May.
It may be of interest to explain briefly the events wh!ch
kd to our dog, Duke, gaining a third place at these trials.
During July of last year, we regretfully reported the death
of Lee, one of our two guard dogs. With the passing of
this magnificent animal went the hopes of ever having another
dog with the same potential for entry in the 1964 Dog Trials.
Within a few days, replacement of the deceased dog was
arranged by the Royal Army Veterinary Corps, and Mr. A. W .
Woods, Patrolman Dog-Handler, saddened by the loss of Lee,
again visited the Train!ng Depot at Melton Mowbray to take
over Duke. When he returned, Mr. Woods and his son, John,
both dog-handlers, presented themselves with their new charge
to the Station Technical Officer. One look at dog and handlers
was enough to see that here, not only bad we a replacement
dog, but another hope for future trials. Duke was an 84lb.
two-year--0ld Alsation, black and light tan in colour, of good
shape, obedient and of even temperament-a perfect successor
to Lee.
Mr. WQOds and his
son immediately se;t to
work training Duke over
a difficult course, constructed by themselves,
almost a replica of the
course to be used in the
forthcoming trials. By
February,
on 1y
six
months after the arrival
of Duke, it was our
opinion that he should be
entered for the U.K. Dog
Trials of 1965. It was
realised that Duke would
be
competing
against
dogs more mature, and
in some cases, dogs that
had taken part, or even
been placed in previous
rrials. However, it was
considered that, should
he not be placed, at
least
both
dog and
handler w o u 1d have
gained valuable experiDUKE with handler Mr. A. W . Woods
ence in readiness for
1966.
One month before the trials were due to take place, hopes
were high that Duke would put up a good performance. The
enthusiasm of the handlers was infectious, so much so that
our Technical Storeman, Mr. H. E. Humphrey, prevailed upon
his wife to make a jacket for Duke-a masterp1e<'.e of needlework. Upon the jacket was mounted the embro1.dered badge
of the Corps, neatly worked by . Mr. Hump~rey h1mse~f. T~e
jacket was intended to be a prize for entenng the tnals, wm
or lose.
These trials usually comprise three phases:
Phase 1. Veterinary inspection of the dogs..
.
Phase 2. Obedience and agility tests, consistmg of a senes
of obstacles to be overcome on the command of the handler.
Phase 3. Intruder detection and apprehension. ~e!e the do.g
detects an intruder in a hedgerow by scent and or v!Slon, and is
sent in to arrest or detain the intruder. The time tak~n between release and apprehension earns marks, together wJth the
action taken by the handler and dog after capture.

/
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Prizes were presented by Brigadier A. D. Seton, Director,
Army Veterinary and Remount Service , Ministry of Defence,
and we are very glad to report that Duke, of the Royal Corps
of Signals, was awarded a well-deserved third prize.
Mr. A. W. Woods has also earned the honour of b..:ing
the leading civilian Army Dog Handler in the U K.
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Swimming to the> fore•
The main event of the last month has been the
Regimental Inter-Squadron Swimming Gala.
After a very hard battle 2 Squadron eventually
won, closely followed by I Squadron and " H.Q."
Squadron. 3 Squadron, which is stationed in
Bahrain, over a thousand miles away from the remainder ol
the Regiment, were unfortunately considered to be too far
away to warrant sending down a team. I Squadron were the
winners of the water polo knock-out competitions. Congratulations to Captain W. A. C. Griffiths on winning both the 33tm.
and 1oom. backstroke events, and to Corporal G. L. Cox on
winning the 33t m. freestyle, room. breaststroke, as well as
the diving. Corporal Cox has represented the Army at diving,
so he started out as the favourite for this event.
An interest:Og sideline on the gala comes from 0 .C. I
Squadron, Major L . P . Clayton. Preparation time for the
event was shon, but I Squadron were determined to have a
full-scale practice-in other words a "dry run." How true
this was. On arrival at our local military swimming pool at
07.00 hours the day before the event, the I Squadron gladiators
found the pool to be empty. This actually resulted in one
man being entered for the relay who could not swim!

Ten-pin howling
The Regimental ten-pin bowling team, ably controlled by
W .O.I (Y. of S.) P. F. Byers, continues to hit the winning
form they found last season. Our congratulations to our team
captain of last season, Staff Sergeant (F. of S.) ~· G. M.
Buckland, on being selected League Secretary for this s~ason.
Staff Sergeant Buckland is attached to us from 30th Regiment
as a member of the installation team work:ng on the Aden
military automatic telephone system. In case readers wonder
how we come to be ten-pin ·bowling in an outlandish spot like
Aden, we should perhaps add that this is a result of a bowling
alley being opened by the A.KC. last year.
All members of the Regiment wish a speedy recovery to
all those who have been medically evacuated from Aden while
serving with us. In particular Signalman R. Gee, Signalman
A. Richardson and Corporal J. A. G. W. Lawrence, all of
whom were injured as a result of terrorist activities or accidents.
Somewhat belatedly we are sure his many friends in the Corps
w:ll be shocked ro hear of the death of Corporal G . Slater
as a result of a terrorist bomb being thrown into one of the
local bars.
Our congratulations ro the Adjutant, Captain M. S. WilsonBrown and his wife on the birth of a son and also Corporal
and Mrs. C. S. Kirk again on the birth of a son. Our best
wishes for the future to Signalman P. H. Holmes, who made
one of his first leave tasks, after leaving us on posting, his
marriage.
;Finally should you be getting tired of constant rain, fog
and complete lack of sunshine, how about a posting to Aden.
Recently the temperature here reached lo6 °F. in the shade!

Have you placed a standing order
for a copy of The Wire ?
Why not do so now ~
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FAR AWAY PLACES=UNUSUAL JOB

Our recent activities have been varied and numerous. We
have been kept very much on our toes although the weather
has tried hard o dampen everything.

Reports from the O·u tposts

Flying ,.fslt
On 5th April we were vi ired by the Quartermaster-General,
General Hewitson. This was very much a flying visit as he
arrived on the Square by helicopter at 09-45 hours, was greeted
by the C.O. and whisked off by Champ to R.H.Q. to sign the
vi itors' book, see the T.R.C. and then back to the square
where he saw Cable Troop doing the new "Works Study
Method " of pole crossings, back into his helicopter and away
by Io.Io hours. The ink was scarcely dry!
erlal No. I
NORTHAG were to hold a demonstration of the latest
vehicles and equipment produced by each army at H.Q.,
B.A.O.R. Amongst Lhe British vehicles was to be a Cable
Plough, Medium, which had just finished trials at S.R.D.E.
Who was to have it? Answer : Cable Troop, 16th Regiment.
At last something new, we can throw away our picks and
shovels and get mobile.
It duly arrived and was closely inspected by the Troop.
It looked good and after a quick look at the handbook it was
soon ploughing cable into the cricket pitch; no trouble at all.
What was more impressive, it actually bore the Serial No. I.
A very proud Corporal Walker and Signalman Semple showed
it off to the Commander r (BR.) Corps and senior N.A.T.0.
officers, the next day. If anyone wants to see a new bit of
kit which works and has a Serial No. r just let us know.
The Queen's Parade at Sennelager
Royal Signals Units West of the Rhine provided one guard
75-strong for this very impressive parade. We provided 20
N ..C.O.s under S.S.M. _lent, wh.o, in spite of the weather, all
said they thoroughly en1oyed takmg pan. If you are wondering
how the parade went off so smoothly ask Staff Sergeant Kerr,
Corporal McLeod and the M.C.S.G. Troop at Sennelager;
they were responsible for laying 3t miles of cable and arranging between 10 and 15 circuits over and above the normal
communications they provide on the ranges. A very good effort.
Sport
One of the most successful evening's entenainments bas been
the four-a-side football competition run by Sergeant Currums
and A.S.M.I. Andrews in the gymnasium. The final between
2 Squadron Signalmen "B" team and 2 Squadron Signalmen
" A " team was very close and ran into extra time before a
winning goal was finally scored by Signalman Cameron for the
"B" team (Signalmen J. W. Richards, I. R. K. Cameron,
B. Poulter, R. Griffiths).
The Regimental. athletics competition made a very good
afternoon's entertamment, r Squadron just winning. A Regimental team ':Vas chosen and a friendly match against 40
Adv:inced Engmeer Stores Regiment provided a win for the
Regiment.
The Regimental cricket team has so far played and won
sev~ matches, which promises very well for the future.
Arrivals and Departures
We must record some of the many arrivals and departures
which have happened recently.
Lieutena?t (T~c. Offr) Max Nutt and. Captain (Tfc. Offr.)
K~n Mogndge did a straight swap of postmgs, Lieutenant Nutt
gomg to 241 Squadron and Captain Mogridge is coming to
2 Squadron.
R:Q.M.S. Bob Foster goes ~o 48 Regiment, T.A., on promouon to W.O.I. Congratulations and best wishes. Welcome
to R.Q.M.S. W~, Foreman Parkin, Lieutenant (T.0.T.) Bob
Todd and Captam (T.O.T.) Tom Robenshaw. Lieutenant
(Q.!vi.) Johnson and Second-Lieutenant Crane have completed
their courses and are now with us again.

" The Wire ,. is written by the Corps • .

Thf'll tt>ll "'Tht> Wirf•" about their livv11 thvre
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(Right) Staff Sergeant Bell, (Left) Corporal Parker. The Maldive
Islander works for AF Signals
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W,e, :who are young and thrusting, tender our respectful
admir.ation for the courage of our elderly Sister Regiment in
selecting for herself a nom de ,uerre so provocative and yet
so full of promise.
Our latest experiment in the operation of the new radio
villages was encouraging. We set ourselves the target of passing
1,000 messages through the system in two days. We cleared
~8 messages. This, together with much hard work, improvisation and re-improviation by our patient and un.riring L.A.D.
and "M" Troop, enabled us to present the bones of our 'final
solution ' to the C.C. Royal Signals, his staff and friends from
7th Regiment a few d ays ago.
It would take too long to give you a word picture of village
life, but we hope that "Jock's" illustration, here included,
will provide a starting point for your imagination s.
Our Master Cook, W.O.II Graham, A.C.C., who has long
been the hero of the regimental stomach, has gained two notable
personal triumphs in the Table d'Honneur (Senior Section,
" B " Class) by winning the 1 (BR) Corps Troops and coming
second in the All Forces B.A.0 .R. F inal Cookery Competitions.
Congratulations.
Most of our detached members from overseas have now
returned. They have so boosted our imports into the Regiment
that we can now boast of an adverse trades balance. Perhaps,
one day, 'Estab' and F .F .C. will be synonomous terms!

Regimental
Cummerbunds
in terylene 35/- each. Royal Signals. R.A.F.,
R.A.0.C., R.A . . C., R.E., R.E.M.E. and R.X

ex-stock. Ideal for dinner jacket wear.
atlsfactlon guaranteed. Special discount
terms for Club ecretaries. Send cash with
order to Dept. W.

CLUB CUMMERBUNDS, LTD.,
Beck Mills, Gayton,
Bradford, Yorkshire.
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times they show indignation if the swimmer tries to move or
kick their favourite piece of coral in their domain.
7 l'
•0

AN ISLAND is shown on very few maps. South of India
are the Maldive Islands, a chain of coral atolls, and the
G
most southerly of these is the Addu atoll which contains the

R.A.F. Airfield. Situated fifty miles south of the equator ~n
Island is barely two miles wide by three-quarters of a mile
from north to south. It has just sufficient room to carry an
airstrip, R.A.F. living accommodation and the Gall: detachment from 19th Regiment--0ne Staff Sergeant and eight men
and B.F.P.O. 180 run by two R.E.s. The island. boasts of a
N AAFI shop and sterling is used . throughout the island.
Plenty of activity
.
.
Air Formation Signals are committed to runn~g a 150 line
automatic exchange and the cabling to the extens_1ons, together
with many circuits for air traffic control and keymg.
Our man in Gan is
Staff Sergeant Bell. He
and his men are on a one
year tour which soon
passes as there are plenty
of activities to participate
in. As working hours are
from 07.00 to 13.00, the
afternoon is left free for
football, tennis and sailing. With willing assistance from the R.A.F.
Education Officer, those
interested can be helped
towards educational and
trade qualifications, and
City and Guilds Certificates.
Fishing off me jetty
Staff Sergeant Bell relaxes on the jetty
is enjoyed by many. The
against a background of native dhonis which
sub aqua club explores
bring the islanders to work
war-time wrecks lying on
the bottom of the lagoon.
A schnorkel and a pair of flippers open. up a new world of
coral and vividly coloured fish usually !11 OJ?-e of the Corps
colours, but a few pinks and sil".ers are m ev1~ence. The fish
take as much interest in the swimmer as he m them. SomeTHE WIRE. JULY-AUGUST 1965

Crowlike bats, lizards and giant eels
Old Gan hands take the large black crowlike bats which fly
about in the dusk as a matter of course. They ignore the tree
lizards, the like of which is not seen elswhere. They warn
about coral rash caused through coral skin abrasions, and about
being attacked by the giant Moray eel which can take a bite
out of one's calf. The fish caught from the jetty that get away
get larger year by year.
Civil labour lives on neighbouring islands in the atoll and
commutes to work daily by wading, rowing or sailing to work.
It is amusing to see islanders up to rheir waist in water in
wet weather, holding an umbrella over their heads. We are
told that some of. the islanders have a four-hour row to work
during adverse 1wmds.
Work on the airfield staned in about 1958 to replace the
R.A.F. staging facilities in Ceylon, but Signals were in Gan
during the war when Sunderland flying boats were refuelled
there, and even the Queen Mary called to take 00; oil ff?m
a tanker anchored in the lagoon. The War Memonal outside
Station H.Q. lists two members of the Indian Signal Corps
who are buried on the Addu Atoll.
In spite of a ye.a r's separation from ones family, Gan has
plenty to offer. Members of the detachment can indulge on
the Comet to Singapore fairly easily for leave.

Our Family was 1100 Strong

F

Dy Signalmara M. A. F. Dryland
AR away places, unusual jobs-this is typical of the Corps.

Here Signalman Dryland, the sole Corps representative
in the aftermath of the earthquake at El Salvador, tells of his
adventures. All will note that although his set developed a
transmitter fault Signalman Dryland, armed only with the
handbook, perse;ered on his own and finally got his important
link " through."
The Earthquake and oft at short notlt't•
At 04.04 hours on Monday, 3rd May, 1965, the capital city
of El Salvador San Salvador, shook and vibrated to the worst
earthquake th~ people had known since 1917.
Comim1ed on page 227
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In the twenty seconds that the tremor lasted, 98 surround;ng
villages were reduced to rubble, many thousands were rendered
homeless and approximately x40 people were killed. Within
hours of the disaster the city's hospitals were filled to capacity
with the injured. An emergency committee was formed and
had the job of finding accommodation for the many thousands
who were now living on the streets in hastily-made cardboard
lean-to's.
Aid was to come to these people, within a couple of days,
from th e Americans based in Panama and the British stationed
in British Honduras, 290 miles north of San Salvador.
On Thursday, 6th May, at 14.00 hours, I was told to pack
my case and get the faithful u9M transmitter/receiver ready
by 16.00, at which time I would be catching a plane for the
damaged city. Twelve men from 8 Platoon, "C" Company,
rst K .L.I. would be travelling down to build a camp of
fifty I So-pounder rents and to supervise the use of stores in
the form of 600 ten-man packs of compo, cookers and boilers.
At 16.30 hours the heavily-loaded U.S.A.F. CA130 transport
took off with the thirteen of us piled on top of the tentage
and cookers; one short hour later we were circling the newlybuilt Inte rnational airfield on the outskirts of San Salvador,
which had been been badly damaged and was now condemned.

Simple, Efficient, Reliable, Lightweight
I
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Evenhually I was ablt• to key-out
We we re met on landing by the British Ambassador and his
staff, who welcomed us and explained some of the chaos which
·till reigned. I now had to find a suitable spot to erect an
aerial, but the main problem turned our to be lack of electricity. I was eventually shown a room which still had power
and a little outside space for an aerial. But my problems
were not yet over. The set had a transmitter fault. British
Honduras were, all this time, coming through "fives." However, with the help of the handbook and eight fumbling hours
of trying to do something I knew nothing about, I was able
to key out, and for the remaining eight days communications
with my buddies of 633 Troop were good, except for two days,
when they were unable to keep the schedules with me.
Altogether a very busy month for the nine proud lads that
make up " 633."
We all awoke at 05.00 the following morning, with our little
room and everything in it "doing the twist"; one of the
local soldiers told us that it was only a "mild one!" I hate
to thirtk what a bad one would be like, and, although the city had
many slight tremors during the time that we were there, the
one which alarmed us on the morning of the 7th was the only
one we experienced.
At mid-day on the 7th we moved to the Baseball Stadium
and began erecting the tents. The Salvadorian Army, who
were helping us, learned quickly, and by the third day had
all the tents built. The evening of the 8th was our first taste
of cooking in bulk. Four hundred refugees who had moved
in during the afternoon passed through our open-air kitchen.

where the authorities were still digging in the rubble for bodie .
It can only be described as " Blitz." Everywhere one looked,
one saw the same scene. Some of the occupants had remamed
living in ruins that had once been their homes, and endeavouring
to scrape a living. We were shown five of the 98 villages that
had been hit by the 'quake. It was difficult tO grasp that in
so short a time so much damage had been done. We were
only too glad to return to our camp and family of 1,700.
A send-off that would have don.tht- Jleatlt.'S proud
S~tu!day, 15th, our day of departure, dawned with us
begmnmg work at 03.00 hours. A torrential downpour had
flooded the camp, the occupants had taken to the shelter of
tbe covered-in stand, cold and very wet, so we set about brewing
tea and warming milk for them. We cooked our last breakfast
of sausage and beans, packed our cases and awaited the arrival
of the taxis.
We had a send-off that would have done The Beatles proud.
The President paid a visit to the camp and shook hands with
each one of us, then the Salvadorian Army paraded before us
and presented the officer-in-charge of our little band with a
cane, inscribed with the work we had done and the dates of
our visit. The cabs arrived and it was time to say goodbye.
Women began to cry, and approximately 2,000 people surged
round to shake hands and bid us farewell.
It took us 45 minutes to get into the cars and take our leave,
pursued by a band of photographers-something we had by
now grown used to.
We now look forward to taking leave and returning to San
Salvador and seeing again many of our new friends that we
made. In any case, it will be good to see our 1,700-strong
family again.

The Hong Kong Scene

The Festival of Tin Hau
lly Stafl Sergeant (F. tJf S.) J. n. Car""'
252 Sq11adrtJ n , D.F.P.O. l.

Our family b11ilds u1•

On arrival, we were told that we would be looking after 500
people, bur in the following three days this number was to be
more than trebled, when, by the morning of the 9th, we were
cooking for 1,700 refugees, a job which kept us on our feet for
20 hours a day. No sooner had we finished one meal, than we
began preparing the next, besides preparing and warming
milk for the babies at all times of the day or night. And
so it went on from day to day, cooking, serving, then cooking
again.
An interesting and ~using item came to our notice, with
the coffee and tea . These people never drink tea, and so the
emergency committee gave us coffee, but it only lasted a
couple of days so we decided to give them ~ea :virh their meals.
After two days of serving tea we were again given coffee, and,
believe it or not, the refugees asked us for more tea. The
same happ~ned when rice and beans was cooked for the~, they
wanted more English food. We were slowly changing the
national diet.
All too soon our visit was coming to an end, but before we
departed, a tour of the city was arranged for us. This had
been organised for the day prior to our returning to Belize,
and for that day women living on the camp would do the
So, on Friday, 14th, an army bus
cooking and serving.
gave us a tour of some of the flattened village , including one

The "Dragon" Festival of Tin Hau . 1965

IN HAU, the Goddess of Heaven and Patron

aint of

T the fisher folk was hardly in her most propitious mood
when, on her birthday (24th April, 1965), she covered Hong
Kong with a blanket of fog.
evertheless, tradition and superstition demanded faat the maximum effort but put into the
celebrations on the day, in order that her Majesty would be
generou with her favours during the next year.
All morning, an armada of huge, colourfully-decorated junks
sailed through the harbour to Josshouse Bay, ome two miles
outside the harbour limits.
Having queued for 1! hours
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''Catterick to Khormaksar"
\'ith thousands of equally determined local I boarded a ferry
and join d the armada. At the bay we ~ansferred to small
~ ·alla- alls boats un •il they were dangerously near the waterline. A hazardou tnp to the shore brought to our gaze a scene
of utter confu ion. 10oft junks vil'd with 15ft. Walla-Walla
boats for a _position at a diminutive 1etty, which, in turn, was
crammed wnh people who had just disembarked, but had not
yet succeeded in fighting their \Vay off it. Adding to the confusion, as if the den e fog were not enough, a cacophony of
sound and clouds of smoke poured down a h illside from a
Chinese temple, which was only barely visible.
. Adopting mr most \_varlike expression, and with complete
disregard for 1_1fe ~nd limb, I scrambed over several junks in
the g.neraJ d1rect1on of the shore and eventually gained a
foothold on the beach. A further strenuou ten-minute struggle
got me some way up a hillside, overlooking the fe tivitie .
A fantastic multi-coloured dragon, about fifty yards Jong
and ~pported by some thirty men, was roaring its way down
the hill" SlJ!rounded by crowds of gong-beating musicians.
ev~ral
1:-1on D ances were in progress, each one accompanied by Its own "orchestra " and vieing with its neighbours.
Boxes of crackers were thrown in the air with wild abandon
covering everyone in a layer of soot and ashes. Fire gnawed it~
way through hundreds of tall Joss Sticks.
In _the ~ourtya~d of the temple, the sacrificial fires were
fed wlth p1~s, ch1c~ens and cakes (a combination which gave
?ff a most mterestmg arom~ ! ), while in the bay itself large
Junks, crammed with hysterical people, added their share to
the stupefying din.
It causes too much. pain to recall the struggle to get back
to the ferry, accomparued by hundreds of junks travelling " armin-arm " to prevent them from turning turrle in the melee.
My Canon, myself, and 5oft. of Kodachrome II had taken
a severe beating, but the experience will certainly dominate my
m~mories of Hong Kong for many years.

==A Return to the Mule==
with 246 (Gurkha) Squadron
JN these days of sophisticated equipments and techniques
the automatic rebroadcast station is a fairly common sight
on a high feature in the exercises area. Usually the detachment
has motored .~to its positi?n or possibly, in keeping with times,
has been pos1t1oned by h:ebcopter. On a recent exercise in Hong
Kong which took place m one of the most inaccessible areas of
the. New Territori~, the positioning of the rebroadcast station,
which was essential for the proper functioning of the VHF
command net, presented somewhat more than the usual
problems.

roads a11d no helicopters
In the exercise area th~re were no roads, and helicopters
wereo- unfortunately n~t _available. There is, however, in Hong
Kon:,, the last remallilllg Pack Transport Company in the
British Army,_ and it was to _the mule we turned for transport to
the selected ~1te. Mode!? aids were not altogether lacking and
rhe pre-select~on of the site was achieved a little more scientifically than by_ JUSt sticking a pin in a suitable looking hill on the
map .. An 3lf recce was made, but perhaps it should not be
mentioned that w~en the de~chment eventually arrived at the
pre-selected peak it was realised that a peak some 1 ooo yards
to the south had in fact been recced and approved. '
~o

-~"

interesting loading problem
T!ie next step was ~ short. exercise in the preparation of
loading tables, a more mteresung chore than it usually is because we only had I~ mules avaUable, each able to carry 16o lbs.
The _detachment, which had to remain in position for 10 days
consisted of fiv~ men and ~he equipment considered essentiai
to keep the stauon on the air for the period, was rwo SRC42,
one ~RB47 ~s a spare, four l2v75AH batteries, two 30 Wan
chargmg eng_mes, POL and associated harness and aerials. We
also had to mclude four days rations with the lift as resupply
~uld not be eff~cted until late in the third day. By dispensing
with the set earners and all but the essential bits of the harness
we w:re able to _get the e;ss~ntials plus a very few luxuries into
the l,6oo lb. weight. restn~1on, although the mule carrying the
two 300 Watt charging engines (approx 180 lbs.) collapsed once
on the way up the hill.
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from lrarnint1 abo1d it to
11rtuall11 df1int1 it • • •

BPI (·aptain J. D. Brf1mlcr1, 222 Squ1Jd1·on

HOW REMOTE CAN YOU GET?
Corporal Bob Granshaw of 222 Squadron is seen working on an R.A . F.
auto exchange at Misirah Island 40 miles off the coast of Muscat a d
Oman . The Wire has recently had stories from Signals in such remo~e
places as San Salvador (South America), British Honduras (West Indies)
Socotra ( 300 mi les off the coast of Southern Arabia), Gan Island (South
West of Ceylon). Are there any more stories from 'remote' Si1nalmert
about whom we have not yet heard ?

A combined operation
The projec~ now developed into a truly combined operation.
In order to give the mules the shortest possible walk desirable
beca~se they were loaded to their maximum, it beca~e obvious
that It _would be better to approach as close as possible to the
rebro site by sea rather than go overland. Thus it was arranged
and the party embarked with the mules, their loads pre-packed
on LCM 7112 at Tai Po for the 1t hours passage to the Wes~
Arm of Long J:Iar?our, which is on the most easterly point of
the New Terntones. From there the party climbed to the
l,300 ft. peak, a gradient varying from I in 2 to 1 in 1 without
serious mishap and established themselves in what was to be a
very windswept position.
Visibility less than ten feet and
80 m.p.h. gusts
The original intention had been to resupply the detachment
every second day by airdrop, but very soon after the exercise
started the cloud came_ down _and the rebro detachment spent
most of the ten days literally m the clouds, with visibility less
than t~n fee_t and winds. gusting up to 80 m.p.h.-they allege.
The wmd did all but wnte off one tent. There were however
three successful air drops, two into the site during short break;
in the weather ~n d one that was eventually recovered after a
long chase practically at the foot of the hill. The impending
shortage of fdod-""gave the Squadron Commander an excuse
to e?cape from Brigade H.Q., and accompanied by one rather
obstmat_e mule loaded with two days rations and its driver he
made his way through the cloud, ever upwards, in search of the
detachment. After about half-an-hour casting about on the
summit in very poor visibility he began to wonder if he would
ever find them, when he heard the sound of a charging engine
in the gloom and shortly afterwards made a successful RV.
Estimates correct
It was gratifying to find at the conclusion of the exercise
that ?~~ estimates ?f fuel consumption and the charging
capabilmes of the engmes had been substantially correct. About
two gallons of petrol remained and the batteries were all but
fully charged when the detachment returned.
Having had the effectiveness of mule transport ably demonstrated we now plan to regress further in time and use them for
line laying in the more isolated parts of the New Territories.
l}ie detachme~t commander, however, will not be allowed to
nde, encouraging the others to greater efforts with his crook
stick.
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The piece of paper was handed to me one bleak morning
in Catterick. "222 Signal Squadron (Air Formation), B.F P.O.
69" it said. A quick anxious query: "Who are 222? Where
is B.F.P.0. 69?"
I am sitting in a B.U.A. Britannia peering through the "porthole." Paris, Cairo and the Red Sea pass below. Aden! A
bump, the engin es fade, the door opens and pasty faces stare
down at tanned faoes staring up.
Our feet touch R.A.F. Khormaksar concrete, we are told with
glee that this is the cool season. " Just wait until the hot season
arrives" is a phrase we arc to hear frequently.
Passenger reception ahead, two Air Formation Signals chaps
standing near the door, both smiling. Nice to be met cheerfully. I learn that the chap with the biggest smile is handing
his Troop over to me . Complications in the money exchange.
••Two currencies here at the moment, sir." D inars, Pounds,
Fils, Shillings and Cents.
Arrive at the M ess-comfortable. Blue jobs everywhere. Odd
~nipits of conversation float over. Strange language, unheard-of
abbreviations.
"The O.C. will see you at 09.00 hours tomorrow." Wonder
what he's like? Saw his photograph in THE WIRE. Air Formation Signalling is going to be quite a change!
On the way back, thoughts of 2 Communications Course.
Brown in Singapore; our man Austin in Borneo; Saville up
the road at Little Aden; Fielding in Rhodesia; our Rear Party,
Louden in Devon. Looks as if Records decided to spread the
load of 2 Communications Course as far as possible!
A cable pit, three brown backs, three perspiring faces look
up. Their first sight of the new O.C. "K "-two hairy white
knees.
The days pass, new faces become familiar, names begin to
stick. The passage of time is marked by the varying degrees
of redness of faces and arms. The strain of the change in
temperature wears off. The much-talked-about "hot season"
arrives, everything becomes very sticky.

PERCIVAL COACHES
for PRIVATE HIRE
Luxury Saloon Coaches
Available.for Military
units at short notice
TELBPHOS~ ;

RICHMOND 2348

Percival Brothers (Coaches) Ltd
53, MARKET PLACE, RICHMOND, YORKS.

Two months have passed, the beginner's tan has fallen away
in shreds.
The change of jobs, surroundings, and people has been complete-it's quite a way of life.

HOUSE BUYING MADE EASY
Much publicity ha been given to the present hortage of hou e purchase loans.
evertheless, it is still po sible to
obtain a mortgage loan if you go about it the right way. We are specialists in this field and devise a House Purchase Plan
exactly tailored to your requirements. The following gives some of the type of Plans we can arrange, u ing our exten ive
connections with all the available source of mortgage Joans :
(a) Purchase within one year. Special Plans for investors in Building Societies. including existing or intending subscribers
under the Forces ' Save While you Serve' Scheme (DCI 116 / 64). Other Plan provide loans from Insurance Companies; one
such Plan will provide immediate advances of 80 ~0 on properties costing between £6.000 and £10,000.
(b) Purchase after one or more years. Plans are available which will GUARA TEE you a loan any time after a
min imum waiting period of one year. Loans can be between £2,500 and £6,000, ubject to the loan not exceeding three time
yo ur gros annual income at the time of the loan. Advances can be up to 90 "<",,
Every type of Plan will produce a hand ome cash um for yourself after the loan has been paid off, u ually between £2,000
and £3,000 but often more. The larger the loan the larger the ca h sum. Full financial protection for your dependents i
assured throughout the term of the loan, at no extra cost, and you have full life cover against Service and War Ri ks, worldwide, also at no extra co t.
Regardless of when you intend to buy your own house you cannot do better than to write to us now for a detailed House
Purchase Plan to meet your precise needs. Your Plan will be ent without obligation: we do not charge you any fee at any
stage.

H. R. MARTIN & CO. LTD.

Selective Insurance Advi or

to Serving and Retired Members of H .M. Forces.
General Manage- : MAJOR H. R. MARTIN {Retd.)
Services Advisory Bureau M1111ager: MAJOR L. J. LOWEN (Retd.)

38A GREYFRIARS ROAD, READING, BERKS
Tel.: Reading 562:.?.6 and 562:.?.7.

(24-hour telephone an wering 3ervice)

When writing for a detailed House Purcha e Plan. please give the following detail :
• Rank, name and addre s
• Date of birth
• Price of hou e (an approximation will do)
• When required
• Full details of Endowment policie now held.
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Loan required
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A in for the
IJt/1 Re iment

and the other StJ ect ator ~, moving from vantage point to vantage
point by car, watching the d isasters that befell ome crew ,
praying that one's own team would survive and cheering them
when they did!

at the

French Army Canoe
Championships-1965
By Major
R. P. D. F. ('Paddles') Pa'nter
llllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllll

The above picture gives an ind ication of the very hazardous and dangerous water to be negotiated ,
requiring the highest possible skill
•· The ~· ire .,
AST August I picked up the July 1964 copy of "The Wire"
and read with admiration and interest the excellent article
by Lieutenant T. H. Scarff, Royal Signals, which told the saga
of .his participation in the 1964 French Army Canoe Championships at Chalons-sur-Marne. I have been a keen kayakist
since being introduced to the sport at the age of 13 (contrary
to popular rumour, my mother was not frightened by an
Es~mo!) and, as by mid-1964 we had the makings of a welleqmpped and enthusiastic canoe club in 13th Regiment, I
becam~ de~ermined that we should take part in the 1965
champ1onsh1ps.
There and then I sat down and wrote a letter in my best
Fren:;h(?) to the organiser, Commandant Titon of the Ecole
d'Application de l'Artillerie at Chalons. This w~s followed by
a lively exchange of letters, culminating in the departure of
our team for Chalons in the PRI Minibus on rrth May.
Diam~

L

TraininJ! for the event
The team was selected from ten canoeists who had just
coll'!pleted Exercise "Palm Oil I," a ten-day Adventure Training
Proiect b! canoe from Albertville in the French Alps, by way
of the Rivers Isere and Rhone to the Mediterranean coast at
.Viarseilles. The six men who were chosen were therefore sunburnt and hard ::ned, and had all the right muscles in training
for the arduous test before them. In addition, <their technique

After the prize-giving-left to right Signalman Phillips (left background), Lance Corporal Holwell , R.S.M. Palmer, Captain Bob
Kenyon surrounded by admirers
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at dealing with rapids and whi te water had been greatly
improved by their recent experiences.

Signalmen Barber (bowler hat) and Hall take "Sikh" through one
of the easier "gates" of the Slalom

Welcome additions
At the. last moment two men from 2nd Regiment joined our
team . .S 1gn~lmen Barber. and Hall wanted to take part in the
ch.amp1onsh1ps, and hav1Dg completed the Devizes to Westm1Dster Race two years previously, we knew that they were old
hands at the game, and welcomed them the day before our
team departed. They were fitted out with double kayaks and
the. necessary ancillary kit (like true professionals they brought
the!r own paddles) and from then on they became part of the
regimental team.

as obtained later), and th e course was completed well after
dark, much to the anx iety of our French friends, who had
·ritten the team off and were preparing for the worst. They
were d elighted when our surviving three kayaks shot out of
the darkness one after another at the camp by the finishing
point.
On the Thursday and Friday the team set about trying to
master the Slalom course After a seemingly endless series of
ca psizes they began to ge t the form, and were much. aided in
this by nhe kindness of Captain Bob Kenyon of 16 Parachute
Brigade, who is the reigning British Army Slalam champion
and was at Chalons from U.K. to compete as an individual.

lll--eonnaissance

The actual championships were to be held on
Saturday and Sunday,
15th and 16th May, but
our team captain, W.O.I
(R.S.M.) C. W. Palmer,
decided to spend Wednesday to Friday, 12th
to 14th May, on the
Marne carrying out a
full reconnaissance of the
course beforehand. This
was a very wise decision
and paid dividends. The
championships are held in
two phases. On the first
day competirors are required to complete a
journey of 100 kms down
rhe upper reaches of the
w.0. 1. (R.S.M .J c. w. Palmer
River Marne from St.
Dizier to Chalons. This
phase, known as " Le Raid " after the Royal Marines' " Cockle~hell Heroes " operation against Bordeaux during the last war,
IDV?lves 8t to 11 hours' paddling down a river with numerous
rapids and hazards of Grade II international standard. 11 is a
rugged .trial of endurance and skill, and to attempt it without
reconn~1ssance would. be to court disaster. On the second day,
compemors are reqmred to compete in a Slalom competition.
The Slalom course is laid out in a Grade II rapid and consists
of s_oi;ne 12 "~ates". which have to be negotiated without
caps1zmg, and 1f possible without touching them. This trial
!nvolves skill as a kayakist and a high standard of boat handling
ID turbulent rapids, -and the uninitiated soon find themselves
capsized and being carried off downstream over the rocks at
an alarming speed !
R.S.M. Palmer started off his reconnaissance on Wednesday,
12th May, by taking our team over the whole length of "Le
Raid " from start to finish-it is interesting ito note that no
other team carried out such an arduous "dress rohearsal." We
smashed one kayak in a vicious rapid early in the day (a spare
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The teaDJ. manager arrives
H aving other things to do in the Regiment, I was not able
to go down to Chalons with the team, but arrived. aft~r midnight on Friday night, 14th/15m May, and so. was ID nme f~r
the start. All were in fine fettle and determ1Ded to do the1r
utmost. The rules of the championships require a minimum
of three boats to make a team and we entered four double
kayaks, giving us one spare boat up our sleeve in case of disaster.
The final "line-up" was as follows: Kayak 1: "Stalwart"
W.O.I (R.S.M) Palmer (cox)
Lance-Corporal Holwell (crew)
Kayak 2: " Sinister"
Signalman Phillips (cox)
Signalman Han.kins (crew)
Kayak 3 : " Sikh "
Signalman Barber (cox)
Signalman Hall (crew)
Kayak 4: "Shark"
Corporal Judge (cox)
Corporal Carrol (crew)
All competitors left the base camp at 7 a.m. in convoy and
drove to the start at St. Dizier. The first boat was due to leave
at ro a.m. and thereafter all kayaks competing would be allowed
to proceed at intervals of one minute between each.
I had arranged to keep company with Commandant Pierre
Titon for the first half of the day, and consequently was able
to see all the worst hazards from the bank as the competitors
swept by. The Commandant had depl.oye.d an. imm~nse an~
very efficient safety and control oq~amsauon, 1Dcluding helicopters power boats and rescue staff, together with a comprehensiv; radio set-up connecting all vital points along the C<_Jurse.
He was an excellent companion and the complete enthus1asta kayakist of many years' experience and. considerable skill.
One could feel his disappointment at not bemg able to compete
and organise at the same time, and I sympathised with him.
Int.o the (•huh•
Precisely at ro a.m. and in wonderful sunshine, the first
kayak was away. The start was s t at rhe .beginning of an
interesting and vicious rapid, and the cano~s disappeared downstream very quickly. Soon our team (starung at 4th 6th, 15th
and 21st away) had rushed qff throug~ the .spray on their long
journey. There followed a most cxhilaratmg day for myself
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Highlights of thl' •• J.c• Raid .,
As the long day progressed, many things tappcncd which
will remain a memory for a long time. There was ignalman
Barber wearing a bowler hat with tiny tricolour and Union
Jack stuck in the brim, disappearing into the spray and white
water of a deep rapid and emerging unscathed with ignalman
Hall, his crew member, paddling furiously and singing " Bless
'em all " at the top of their voices! There was the first casualty,
a single kayak crewed by a Frm:h officer which came to grief
in spectacular style in an early rapid. And there was our
casualty, Corporal Judge and Corporal Carrol, who di;;appeared
half way down the course having been put out of the race (as
we later discovered) by capsizing and being forced under a
large tree which Jay over the river completely blocking it. One
down and three to go! But perhaps the most wonderful part
of this day, tor supporters of the regimental team, was the
pattern which began to emerge as the long hours went by.
Slowly but surely our team of three kayaks crept up the field
until, during the afternoon, our hopes began to rise. Captain
Bob Kenyon as an individual entry in his racing single, took
the lead, and then came Signalmen Phillips and Hankms (who
started at 6th position), R.S.M. Palmer and Lance-Corporal
Holwell (15th at the start) and Signalmen Barber and H.all (4th
at the start). After eight hours had passed, the gap m ume
between canoes became considerable, but our team stayed nicely
together and all finished in less than nine hours, _still wo!~ing
beautifully as a team and in 2nd, 3rd and 5th physical pos1uons
at the finish. Quite a number of other competitors had come
to grief during the day, and the results dep-nded on timing by
the dock from start to finish. As a consequence the final results
of " Le Raid " rook some time to produce, but by breakfast
time on Sunday, 16th May, we knew that R.S.M. Palmer and
Lance-Corporal Holwell had come third as an individual entry,
and that our three boats had won the team award for "Le
Raid" by a healthy margin. We still had .a loi;ig way .to go,
however to win the overall Team Charnp1onsh1ps, as lt was
possible 'co drop as many as 500 points per kayak in the Slalom
on Sunday, 16th May.
Sunday--Conp de Grace!
R.S.M. Palmer made no bones about the need for further
practice over the Slalom course on Sunday morning, and our
team responded immediately in spite of their exhaustion I!om
the trials of "Le Ra:d ." Each cox went round the course m a
double kayak with Capt;iin Kenyon and this last minute practice
had a salutary effect. The competition started at 2 pm., watched
by an enormous crowd of spectators (3,000 was the estimate),
and some very iense moments followed. Barber (still in his
bowler hat!) and Hall wenr round the course in fine style,
completing it without capsize although they touched several
" gates." Phillip and Hankins followed and did as well. R.S.M.
Palmer and Lance-Corporal Holwell got two-thirds of the way
round and then caps:.Zed, shouting ' Vive la France " above the
roar of the rapid as they went over!
Certainly we lost points, but not too many, and when the
final reckoning came, our team had won the overall Team
Championships. The prize-giving followed in the presenc_ of
the British Military Attache from Paris and a flock of high
potentates Jed by a Frenc~ Army General. The. R. .M. di~
not seem to object when kissed on both cheecks m the traditional manner! The team received two silver cups and a case
of champagne for all their efforts-needle s to say, the latter
went into the former and was consumed in double time.
Each ream member was presented also with a certificate for
ational Anthem
completing the course and w.e hear? our
played many times. That evenmg a dmn.er and ~all completed
an exciting weekend, female partners bemg provided fo! each
of the competitors. I have heard no grumble about this part
of the champion hips.
Fo.. the tet•l111i.-i1l
We used Klepper " Aerius" folding kayak . The e are
rea onably stable boats quite fast and ju~t u cable in lalom.
Racing K2's would have given u.s more pe~d but could not
have coped with th- lalom without cap 1z1Dg, and would
probably have come to grief on the more difficult stretche of
" Le Raid." A Jot of entries used Canadian canoes but although
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\'ery :table, they proved too heavy and slow-and nine hours'
paddling on your knees can be very tiring! Captain Bob
Kenyon, the ?verall indi".dual winner, used a racing single (Kr),
but then ?e 1~ so p~ofic1ent t;Jlat he roll out of a capsize and
~et .on with It-a difficult thing to do in a double! When all
1s aid an~ done the requiremenr, in a championship so excelleJ?-tlY designed to. cover all as_- wets of th sport, is best met by
usmg a kayak which ~as a b!t of everything, and by training,
fitness gut and the nght attitude of mind on the part of the
crew mem r .

In retrospect
I am not the motional type, but there were times during the
w.ekend when my pride at being as ociated with British soldiers
wa upl.ift.d yet agail:l. I will. not forger, for example, the sight
?f Phillips and Hankms standmg to attention up to their waists
m water, at the finish of "Le Raid "--after roo kms and nine
hour of desperate hard slogging-while the band played the
National Anthem. Nor will I forget the R.S.M.'s leadership and
guts, so well supported by Holwell, nor Barber's b:iwler hat nor
Hall's "Bless 'em all." And our hosts the French wele so
overwhel~gly hospitable that ! recommend this championship
to. any Unit as a guaranteed milestone of enjoyable experience.
V1ve !'Entente!

30th Regiment
BLANDFORD CA.HP
It

~s

hard to convince outsiders that a very high proportion

of th1~ so-called. static Signal Regiment is normally away on

operanons, exercises or trials.
Such was the case on. 14~ May when Chief Signal Officer,
Souther1:1 Command? Bn~adi_er D . R. Horsfield, o.B.E., visited
the Regm:ient. Durmg his v1s1t he officially opened the assault
course J;milt by the 640 Troop rear party. From the Brigadier's
expression we wondered whether he thought we expected him
to be first over.

640 Troop
Poised for a rapid retreat to camp in warmer climes (Poole
S8J?dbanks) : almost the whole Troop is to provide communicanons for the Poo!e Bay Olympic Sailing Championships th:s
month. Rear detruls take top priority on this arduous duty.
We hope to produce some photographs for the next issue.
~~ say hello to W.0.I (Y. of S.) Cooper, now in charge of
trammg, and W.O.II (S.S.M.) Stewart, who takes over as
S.S.M. from N number of seniors.
. <?ur officers have recently seen some overseas service with
VlSlts to Jersey .by the O.C., C~ptain Hodgson, and Guernsey
!'Y the Second-m-Cornmand, Lieutenant White. Rumour has
1t ~at the. 0.C ..was somewhat over-worked! He returned
lookmg a trifle "nred.'

ll'ritlng
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Notes

How tlte 1th Regiment tackles the
Problem
( U ' lth ap•>logies

to

tl1r Editor)

THERE is clearly considerable misunderstanding in Cheltenham Terrace as to the time taken and the processes
.
mvolved ~efore a con.trib.ution for " The Wire " is submitted
to th~ E~tor for pubhc:ition. D-day is the last day on which
contributions should arrive on the editorial desk.

'fh!• Pla~minj.! Seng•··
The writing of the monthly
notes. is considered a matter of such importance in the un:t
that it actually has the attention of Regimemal Headquarters.
An _officer of that august body, normally the Adjutant (although
he 1 current!)'. ~ngaged in a campaign to have the task pui
upo_n th~ unw1llmg .shoulders of the newly-acquired Training
~aJ o!), issues -n;h.at 1s J?Ompously ~nown in ~ert~in circles as a
. Policy Lett~r, .m which the entire respons1b1hty for producing the C?nmbuuons month by month is shifted from himseU
to th~se iacks-of-all-trades, the Squadrons. In this letter the
attenu_on of Sq~adt;on Commanders is drawn to the absolute
necessity of del :.ve~mg to R.H.Q. by the fifth of the month a
few paragraphs m unmaculate prose about the exciting day-today events in the Regiment.
D - 6.

Having thus exhorted those around him

the

o~cer he~ves a de~p sigh of relief and forgets about the .;.,hole
thmg until approximately the sixth of the month when he is
uddenly woken from his u~ual complacency by chancing upon
an ~ld copy of THE W11;rn m a dark corner of his office. He
hastily summons the Chief Clerk to find out whether it is by
~he 12th or the 22nd of the month that contributions must be
mto the Echtor. No hope th~re for ~e. twelfth it is. A phone
call to 0.C. 1 Squadron, :vh.1ch surpnsmgly finds him in, only
produces the reply that 1t 1s 2 Squadron's turn this month
0.C. 2 Squadron is in conference (whatever do they find t~
t~k abo!-lt down . there?). At last O.C. 4 Squadron, no doubt
soil .feelmg a twmge of c_onscience about the non-appearance
of. h:s 1.ast Quarterly Ceruficate, agrees to help out. Flushed
~1th this success the Officer returns to his files with renewed
vigour, confident that he can forget WIRE Notes, at least, for
another few days.
D - 4. The few days go by and then a runner ventures
?ut _of .N<;>rth Camp bearing aloft the long-awaited script in the
1ll-d1sc1phned hand of one of the subalterns of 4 SquadrontJ:iey do have two at the moment. The trusty Chief Clerk is
given the notes as a priority typing task· but it's a Saturday
and Mrs. Price is away-another two days lost.

D - 2. On Monday afternoon the officer really finds his
form and decides that it is time the notes were approved by
the C.O. Unfortunately the C.0. is on the range and won't
be back till later. He eventually sees them at seven o'clock
and takes an instant dislike to them, particularly to the part
about the Admin. Inspection.
D - I. The midnight oil burns again in R.H.Q., and the
typewriter clatters again during the day. At last the correct
num~er of copies are sealed up ready for dispatch with a neat
covenng note to round them off. They are posted before
22.00 hours-of this there is no doubt and the A.P.O. are
constantly assuring us that under these conditions mail is
guaranteed to be delivered in U.K. the following day.
D - Day. An air of complacency hovers around all conce:ned and there is universal relief that the saga is over again
for another monrh.

A warm welcome from 3 Squadron. Left to Right-Major Barrett,
Warrant Officer Class I (Yeoman of Signals) R. Finister, Chief Signal
Officer, Lieutenant Colonel Roper
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About D plus '•· A letter arrives from Chelsea· who
do we kno:v ir;i Chelsea?. "Dear Sir-We arc sorry to sa~ that
your contnbut1on for this month's WIRE did not arrive before
the copy date. Normally we should be pleased to include it in
next mo~th's editi?n b~t in view of its topicality we do not
feel that it would, 10 this case, be suitable ...

(You have brought tears to my eyes-all is understood and
forgiven.-Editor.)
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During May and June
the main emphasis on
the sporting side is in
the realm of athletics.
On the 15th May we held
our Squadron s po r ts
meeting in Hohne. The
day was fine and a large
number of wives and
c h i 1d r e n
attended.
Sergeant Weeks and his
cooks provided an excellent buffet lunch and
then afternoon tea, which
made the meeting all the
more pleasant.
There
were some exciting races
and field performances,
and the day was eventually won by "A" Troop.
Mrs. I. G. Gill, the wife
of our Brigade Commander, kindly presented
Corporal G. Mate won the discus with a
the prizes at the end of
throw of 12'4 ft. 11 ins.
the meeting. Among the
prizes was the Bournemouth Trophy-presented for a competition which comprised
shooting, soccer and basketball. It was won by a combined
team from M.T. Troop, the L A.D. R.E.M.E. and 9 Flight
A.A.C.
On the 28th May our team travelled to Berlin for a match
against 229 Squadron. A very pleasant weekend was spent in
Berlin, and our thanks go to 229 Squadron for looking after us
so well. The match was held in the Olympic Stadium on the
Sunday and we managed to win by 69 points to 43. Some of
our athletes went on to travel to the B.A.0.R. Individual
Championships and the 7th Armoured Brigade Championships.
At me beginning of the month our shooting team competed
in the 7th Armoured Brigade Small Arms meeting. Fourth
place was obtained in both the Rifle and S.M.G. events. This
was a very fine performance as the team had only one day's
practice before the meeting.
After Exercise " Beechers Brook " at the end of April we
began a period of Squadron general training. Radio sets were
laid aside and S M.G.s picked up. Everyone enjoyed this period
and a lot of infantry skills were regained.
For Whitsun a small party are going camping in Holland,
and then almost immediately afterwards we set out in Exercise
"Silver Spear.''

FEDERAL REGULAR AIUIY SIGNAL
===: SQUADRON, D.F.P.O. 69 ~
" Achlan wa Sablan " from Southern Arabia. This is a short
article (pictures are on page 234) giving some insight into the
working of the F.R.A. Signal Squadron. There are still some
thirty of us members of Royal Signals serving with the F.R.A. in
a mainly advisory and instructional capacity.

Commander-in-Chief's award to
Corporal Jack Je1111er
First of all our congratulations to Corporal Jack Jenner for
being awarded the Commander-in-Chief's Commendation for
services rendered in the Radfan in 1964. During this time,
Corporal Jenner was the only signals B.O.R. at F.R.A. H.Q.
in the Radfan area and had to undertake duties far in excess
of his rank. He had on one occasion to act as the Staff Officer
on duty at H.Q. and make arrangements with the R.A.F. for
all the re-supply flights f'or our forward battalions. All these
duties Corporal Jenner carried out in a most exemplary manner.
This was the Squadon's second award for service in the
Radfan. Corporal Peter West, a battalion radio technician, was
last year awarded the Queen's Commendation for Brave Conduct
whilst under fire.
Teelmlcal Department
We feature next our radio technicians and electrician drivers
who combine together to form " M " Troop under Forernanof-Signals Frank Hampson and his assistant, Sergeant Bob
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Wherry. Our picture shows Corporal Dick Gillard working on a Cr 1 in the main COMCEN at H.Q. F.R.A. Some
of the technicians are permanently stationed up-country W1th
their battalions whilst the remainder man the Teles Workshop
under the direction of Sergeant George Emslie, in Aden. Our
Teles Workshop has increased in size and work load recently
on becoming financially independant and no longer depends
on R.E.M.E. base repairs. We now do our own base repairs.
Our electricians under Sergeant Torn Gannon are kept extremely
busy fighting an up-hill battle against sand and corrosion.
Corporal Joe Chambers, who is responsible for electrician
instruction, has so far trained twelve Arab electricians and is
~ow trying to increase his total to twenty before the summer
1s out. They are shaping up well under his guidance and will
be fully equipped to take over from the British E.D.s when
they are withdrawn in the not too distant future.

Operating Department
Turning to the operating side of the Squadron we find our
Yeoman, Staff Sergeant Frank Williams, and his two assistants,
Corporals Terry Sharp and "Jock" Stewart. Their main
functions are to advise on procedures and assist instructors in
the F.R.A. Signal School and liaison with the host of British
Units with which we have daily contact in Aden and upcountry. In this respect our thanks goes out to 15th Regiment
whose Comcen is always willing to give us its undivided attention
at all rimes.
Administration
Our administrative element is ably led by W.0.II (R.Q.M.S .)
John Raymond in the Stores and Sergeant David Jones in the
Orderly Room. The British element in the Stores Department,
Corporals Jack Jenner and "Maverick" Trevethick and LanceCorporal George Cardwell, are being understudied by Arab
ranks and should in the near future hand over to them. In the
British Element office, Lance-Corporal John Ovenell copes well
with the mountains of paperwork which seem to be showered
on him. Arabwise, we have seen many changes, and more
we hope will follow. Captain Ali Mohammed Aulaqi, B.E.M.,
has taken over command of the Squadron during the absence of
Major J. S. Agar on inter-tour leave in the U.K. Captain
Abdulla Haidera Aulaqi has been lured to the Operations Room
and the appointment of G3 (Ops). One and two Half-Squadrons
are commanded by Captain Alkhadar Saeed Hassani, B.E.M.,
and Captain Abdulla Mohammed Fadhli, and the Adjutant is
now Lieutenant Fadhl Saleh Hassani.
Jimmy Club
No account of the Squadron would be complete without
mention of our Jimmy Club, where many good get-togethers
·h ave been held. A wide variety of entertainments have been
held, ranging from an illustrated lecture on Greenland by Major
J. S. Agar, to roulette and darts evenings, and a memorable
barbeque held last Christmas.
Arrivals and Departures
Recent arrivals include such old-timers back in the F.R.A.
as Staff Sergeant "Nick" Nixon as our new F .O.S., Sergeant
and Mrs. Bob McKnight and Sergeant Harry Flood. We are
also glad to welcome on their first tours with us Corporal
"Eddy" Edwards and Lance-Corporals " Jock " Cook and
Trevor Burgess. We hope they will all have pleasant tours in
the gaish.
We have said goodbye recently to Sergeant and Mrs. Ken
Davis and to Lance-Corporals " Ginger" Jones, "Jock" Beedie
and Fred Gillingham, to all of whom we wish all the very
best for the future.
Shortly we will be saying goodbye to Captain and Mrs. Tim
Cornwell, leaving us for Junior Leaders; Staff Sergeant and
Mrs. Frank Hampson to civilian life, Corporal and Mrs. Terry
Sharp to civilian life in Australia and Captain and Mrs. Harnish
Mackinlay to znd Regiment.
Finally our most recetll arrival: To Captain and Mrs. Tim
Cornwell on the 20th April, 1965, a daughter, Nicola Clare.
F.R.A. Signal Squadron Ties. The Squadron has a few ties
left for any past members of the Squadron who are interested in
buying them (cost 24/-).
This is the Force tie with a thin blue and white stripe.
Anyone wishing to purchase one, please send a Postal Order
to F.R.A. Signal Squadron, B.F.P.O. 69.
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THE QUEEN'S VISIT TO GERMA
A report on the British Army of the Rhine Mounted Parade held during the Visit of Her Majesty on 26th May
Submitted by 200 Squadron

A l(oily coloured scene
WTEDNESDAY,_ 26t~ M~y, dawned wet and grey. ThroughW out the mommg lt ramed but the rain stopped at about
3.30 p.rn. as d~zens of Army coaches bringing spectators to the
parade from miles around converged on Sennelager. Up to this
moment the only bri~t ~icture in an otherwise grey setting
was the well-known wmdrnill (not tu be confused with the other
windmill on the autobahn west of Bielefeld) which was very
bright in its freshly painted Royal Armoured Corps colours with
white on top. But as the skies brightened hundreds of wives
and children excitedly asking "Where is the Queen?" added
to the colour with their gaily coloured dresses and, of course,
fabufous hats, many no doubt bought for the occasion.
Spectators had to arrive early because roads into Sennelager
were closed once Her Majesty was in the area. The wait had
no effect on the excited and happy spectators, even though a
delay of some twenty minutes was announced because, as bad
so frequently happened on th.is triumphant State Visit, the
Royal car had been delayed by crowds in the villages through
which the Queen was travelling.
A 600-yard frontage
When the spectators arrived the parade vehicles were already
drawn up on the parade ground. Over a 6oo-yard frontage were
two Saracens of H.Q. 20 Armoured Brigade Group, the medium
guns of 1st Regiment Royal Horse Artillery, the tanks of 3rd
Carabiniers (POWDG) the Royal Dragoons (1st Dragoons) and
17th/21st Lancers, the APCs of 1st Bn. The Royal Northumberland Fusiliers and the Saladins and Saracens of The Queen's
Royal Irish Hussars.
Shortly before this parade started the aeroplanes and helicopters of the Army Air Corps flew overhead in perfect formation on their way to the Dismounted Parade Fly Past. ·
Then shortly after 5 p.m. the sound of military music was
heard and the Regiments marched on Parade from right and
left lead by their own Bands. The Bands were dressed in No. I
Dress except the Drums of I RNF who wore scarlet. All
ranks on parade wore berets, coveralls, Regimental/Squadron/
Company coloured scarves, web belts and boots. Sleeves of
coveralls were rolled. The Bands formed up in a central position
in front of the Royal Box under the direction of Bandmaster
Evans, of the Royals.

Orders by transistor
The Brigade Commander, Brigadier R. E. Ward, n.s.o., M.C.,

I.
2.

then took command of the Parade. It is of interest here that
the Bri~ad.ier ~ried a transistorised transmitter in a special
pocket ms1de his coveralls, and his orders were then relayed
over. the very sophisticated public address system hired from
Phillips and set up under the direction of the 4th Regiment.
Sergeant Llewelyn of 20 Armoured Brigade H.Q. and Signal
Squadron was by this time in his position at the base of the
flag pole behind the Royal Box. He, as were all orderlies, was
dressed in No. I Dress with buff belt.

Arrival of Ber ~lajesty
Shortly after 5.25 p.m. Her Majesty the Queen with His
Royal Highness the Duke of Edinburgh in Field Marshal's
uniform, drove on to the parade ground from the right in a
Rolls Royce escorted by Ferret Scout cars and led by a Saladin
of the Royal Horse Guards (The Blues) flying their Regimental
Standard, the first time ever that Her Majesty had had an
armoured car escort outside the United Kingdom.
As Her Majesty arrived at the Royal Box the Royal Standard
was broken at the mast head by Sergeant Llewelyn. The
moment we had all been waiting for bad arrived.
Her Majesty, with the parade at attention, then ascended
the steps into the Royal Box. She was dressed in a matching
coat and hat in a beautiful shade of emerald green.
After the Royal Salute the Queen and the Duke of Edinburgh
inspected the Parade from a Land Rover. As always, Her
Majesty did not neglect the spectators and on her way to the
right of the parade and on her return from the left of the
parade smiled and waved to them.
The d rive p a st

The parade was then given the order to mount and to a
very merry hunting tune the parade doubled to their vehicles
and mounted. The vehicles. were then started up, all started,
and in very good dressing reversed 350 yards while the Bands
marched and countermarched in front of the Royal Box. The
parade then right formed again in perfect order, drove along
the rear of the area and drove past from the right. The parade
was led by the Brigadier in his Saracen crewed by Captain J.
R. S. Ovenden, Royal Signals, Corporal Dobbins, LanceCorporal Close, Signalman Saddler, Signalman Brittle and
Signalman Bate, followed by the other Brigade H.Q. Saracen
carrying the Brigade Major, Major G. M. Chimside, 13/18H,
and crewed by Second-Lieutenant C. G. Cruickshank, Royal
Signals.

An FRA patrol on operations in the AT
•• A •Q • area.
C,aptain T. Cornwell, gives instruction to a FRA
in charge of a camelborne radio set.
Captain Cornwell is shortly leaving for the Junior
Leaders Regiment.

s1gnal~an

3.

Corporal T . Sharpe
operator class.

·ms t ructing
•

4.

Co~pora l Dick Gillard working on a Cl I in the
main Comcen at H.Q, FRA.

S.

S~ff Sergeant F. Williams discussing an operation
with members of the FRA.

a

telegraph

Th e Drive Past
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The Royal Box
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A th tanks drove pa t with crew commanders saluting the
guns of the Centurions traversed to the right and dipped in
lute. After the Q.RI.H. came the three bridge layers and
three armoured r covery vehicles travelling at over 20 m.p.h.,
all in perfect dres ing.
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After a regrettably long absence from these pages, we emerge
from obscurity as a Squadron twice the size with a n ame
rivalling Llanfair P.G. in length. We too are now integrated
having survived a winter of many trials and tribulations. What
has this brought us? Amongst other things, 28 different cap
badges, a C.P.0 ., P.O. and two ratings from the Royal Navy, and
four past or present R.S.M.s (with two Sassenachs and two Scots
to maintain the cold war ! ).

lUu •h physical activity
The majority of the Squadron took advantage of the Brigade
Ski Hut at Oberjoch during the winter and much enjoyed the
break despite providing some customers for B.M.H. Unfortunately a very hardy Asian 'flu bug brought our courses there
t? an early end. The Outward Bound Courses in Norway connnue to k_eep the Foreman's technicians occupied. "A" Troop
en masse is now spending a fortnight in Bavaria for Adventure
Training. Se~geants Wi.se and Matthews have been organising
much energeuc prep~auon by way of P.T. and weight-training,
and clearly are trymg to emulate the S.A.S. selection tests.
Any survivors will be prevailed upon to contribute to these
columns in a future edition.
F-•ball success
Our outstanding sporting achievement has been to win the
Divisional Minor Units Football Cup. The game took place on
6th April in very greasy conditions. Our opponents, 15 Company
R.A.S.C., got control of the game first after some early scrappy
play, but some fine play by our goalkeeper, Lance-Corporal
Radford, spurred the Squadron team to take the initiative
which they never lost thereafter, and to take the lead after 2~
rninu~es with a ~ell-placed goal by Signalman Travers, the
captam. By half-ume he had completed his hat-trick, and the
final score was the Squadron 5, 15 Company o. Congratulations
to Travers and his merry men for winning the D ivisional Cup
for the second year running.
Cat prevents success b1 catering
The _S_quadron won the Divisional Minor Units Messing
Compeuuon for the best organised and maintained Cookhouse

Some Cranwell Cadets, a D 11, and Corporal Lile with some tall
stories
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and Dining Hall reflecting the great efforts made by the cooks
over the last 12 months.
Our chef d' hotel Sergeant J akeways, won the Table 'd Honneur (meat and poultry) section of the Divisional Catering
competition with his Ballantine of Turkey flanked by chicken
He wou!d. have walked away wi~ a similar award in the B.A.o.R:
Competition had not a maraudmg cat walked away with a fistful
of turkey ~ho~tly beforehand. Howev~r, he entered the chickens
as the mam item. and came away with second prize, plannmg
no doubt Ballantme of Cat as next year's entry.

' risitors from C:ranwell
In March we welcomed 60 Officer Cadets from the R.A.F.
College_ at Cranwell for a morning's look at Royal Signals and
the Brigade Group Headquarters. It was during the month
when we were vulnerable for a practice survival move and
perhaps they were unlucky not to see " the most extravagantly
funny show rhe Squadron could devise " (as the O.C. put it)
had the word come through whilst they were with us . The
Squadron officers explained briefly our role and composition
and. the Cadets \':'ere then _escorted round a display of Squadro~
vehicles and ~act1ca! gro~ps . Quite the 11).0St popular stand was
the O?e offermg drives m Ferrets; the PRI dipped out by not
c?a~gmg per. lap .of me Squadron but wi~ remember it for any
sunilar ~ccas1on m the future. However It was very gratifying
to e~penence such a keen interest in our functions from another
Service.
w_e ho.pe that "".e shall have many more achievements to our
credit this year with more stories to tell and thus to ensure a
regular despatch from a wet and bedraggled Munster.
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Son1e ' berets ' change colour!
Midsummer is a traditional time for " end-of-term" reports, and it is perhaps appropriate that we should choose
~his moment <to give you another summary of our activities
m past mon~s. By the time this issue appears in print, Major
A. H. Denms, who has commanded us for the last two years
will have taken his reluctant leave of the Squadron and th~
' Red Beret,' and be preparing to move on to the rarified
atm<;>sp~ere of Shrivenham, which he is viewing with far more
trep1dat1on than any parachute descent! At the same time,
we are to. lose ~.O.II (Y. of S.) J. J. Elliott, who has given
us splendid service over the last nine years, and who also
dons a ' brown h~t' when be leaves for 30th Regiment on welldeserved promotion to W.O.I; we shall also miss his wife,
Dawn, who has done more than her share for Nie wives of the
Squadron. And so this must be the end of a chapter. We have
no fears for the future, however, because we welcome in their
place Major M. U. Ryan, who takes off a green beret and resum~s the red one on taking over command, after an absence
of six years, and S.Q.M.S. (Yeoman of Signals) V. G. Kelly,
who comes back to us fresh from his Yeoman's course after
being away since March, 1963. (Don't be misled by this 'strong
family. spirit. We are by no means a "closed shop," and have
vacanc1e~ at all levels for the right man. ACI 33/63 gives you
the details, but don't underestimate the challenge-you need
that little extra something to get through).
Squadron well represented h• operational
theatres
Though the Squadron as a whole is still in England we
have been well represented in operational theatres. Whei:{ the
2nd Battalion The Parachute Regiment lef.t for FARELF in
January, they took with them Lieutenant Chris Byrom,
Sergeant Wells and some dozen other members of the Squadron. They ha.ve all acquitted themselves extremely well in
Borneo, and Lieutenant Byrom has been acting as Battalion
Signal Officer for the last few months. As we prepare to welCOO?e them bac~ shortly, Sergeant Bowes and Lance-Corporal
Smnh are packing to go out there with the Guards Parachute
Company, and Corporal Pinder has already left for Aden with
" F" Parachute Light Battery, R .H.A. We have, as always,
a StfC!ng detach~ent with the Parachute Battalion Group in
~~hram.
Captam Tony Willcox returned earlier this year to
JO!Il the staff of H.Q., 44th Parachute Brigade (T.A.), and
Lieutenant John Gmham commands the present detachment.
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The S.0.-in-C, inspecting the Quarter Guard during his visit to the
Squadron. As an old airborne hand himself, he was quickly at
home. Background to the photograph is the New Cookhouse
and Dining Room
The rest of us have had to be content with glimpses of
"overseas" on exercises. We were in B.A.O.R. last autumn
and in Libya in D ecember. This year, so far, we have not
got further than Wales (apart from a few lucky individuals who
parachuted into Jersey on one exercise), but a detachment
hopes to go to Kenya with the 3rd Battalion in August, and
another to Libya with 3rd Division later on. Our annual
camp is planned for Northern Ireland, so we are doing our
best!

Our new barracks-betier than anything
we have lived in for years
Of our domestic news, the most important is undoubtedly
that we have at last moved to new barracks. We are still
not entirely accustomed to the cubic concrete constructions
we inhabit, but there is no doubt that, despite certain reservations, they are a considerable improvement on anything we
have lived in for many years. The barracks were officially
opened by Field Marshal Montgomery in early April, and,
as the senior of the units in occupation, we took (and we
believe justified) our place at the head of the parade held to
mark the occasion. Shortly afterwards we were delighted to
welcome the Signal Officer-in-Chief, who visited us the following week.
As an old airborne-hand himself, he was very
quickly at home, and found much to recognise (including,
alas, many of rhe sets!).
1•ro11cl of our s11ceN1s at s1DOrt
We have had a good year in sport. Individually, Lieutenants
Byrom and Crew played rugger for the Corps last season, and
Sergeant Andreou played occer. Corporal MacDonald won
the Army 200 yards breaststroke, and he and Lance-Corporal
Davis represented the Army in subsequent swimming and
water polo meetings. They, and Lieutenant Tony W~hous~,
who has just joined us, ·have been asked to sw1!11 agam this
year. Lieutenant Alan Eastburn has played cncket for the
Corps. Private Connarty, one of our cooks, won his weight in
the Southern Command Boxing, disposing of Sergeant Blay,
of 3 H.Q. and Signal Regiment in doing so. As a un!t, we
won the Bri<>ade Minor Units Soccer, and went on to wm the
Aldershot District Minor Units League Champions,hip. Rather
to our surprise, we also won the Brigade Minor Units Basketball, and these two victories, together with our good all round
performances in other sports over the year, gave us overall
victory in the Ismailia Cup Competition. This cup, which is
open to competition by all minor units in the Parachute
Brigade, and which is awarded annually for the best all-round
performance in sport, is a much-prized trophy and we are very
proud of our success. W e are now set on retaining it, and as
we close our athletics, swimming and cricket teams are busily
preparing for this season's matches.
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Squadron n.q. and Techni •al Troops-our thanks!
Our first task in these notes is to t ank the detachments
of 261 Squadron and 638 Troop for the hard work put in
by them whilst on attachment to the unit.
Coinciding with the visit by the Colonel Commandant (reported under Mideast Notes) the Squadron was favour::d by
a visit from the D eputy-Dir ector, Telecommunications (Colonel
A. J. Leahy, o.B.E.).
His tour programme extended from 24th March to nth
April and cover~d all route stations, a round trip of some 5,000odd miles, and was accompanied throughout by the O.C.
Squadron, Major L. Beaumont.
Our man at Sharjah indeed was full of his own importance.
To be visited by a General (Colonel Commandant) and by the
Deputy-Director, Telecommunications on different programmes
on the same day is well worthy of a note in the Squadron War
Diary.
The annual Administrative Inspection of Squadron H.Q.
was carried out by Group Captain N. T. Harvey, R.A.F., who
took over the duties of Inspecting Officer for the Steamer Point
area due to the heavy commitments of the A.0.C.
The A.0.C. selected several R.A.F. Stations for his personal inspection, and it can be assumed that everything went
well on these inspections.

Farewell.-Our farewell to S.S.M. and Mrs. Taylor, who
recently left us for 424 Squadron (Scotco). They have been
practising their Scottish accents, but we fear they will freeze
to death with such changes of climate and temperature.

Stop Press.-Congratulations to F. of S. and Mrs. Duffey
on ~he rc;cent birth of their son, Sean Kevin, at Steamer Point
Hospital.
" B ., Airfield Troop
Featured in this entry is a short account of the Masirah detachment's most recent expedition.
Our only news from Troop H.Q. is not good, as the Troop
qualified for the wooden spoon in the Station Football Leae:ue.
The Troop was horrified to be congratulated by the League
Secretary on the efforts of our " few airmen " in achieving
this Jowly !>lace. Perhaps that's why we d.:dn't do any better.
l\las1ra!t Betacbment-nway off 1he
beaten track
On 30th April, the Detachment joined a party of airmen
from the Station to visit the south of the island, some 50 miles
away. The party consisted of Corporal John Banks, LanceCorporal J. F. L. Smart, our driver, Signalman Peter Carlton,

Colonel Leahy. DD Tels, inspects 'B' Troop, Bahrein , with O.C.
Squadron and O.C. Troop in attendance
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le~te.d and. typed them, realising how easy it was to type this
ta1lp1ece without the author. knowing anything about it. The
~Hor of ~ WIRE has stnct instructions that if he cuts anythmg ,else m these notes, he m ust not cut out this bit! We
haven t much to say, excep t that we work all day like slaves
and. the sweat pours off our brows into our eyes, and from 0 ~
bodies ~o soak o~r sho~ts. W e are longing for those long, cool
An tarctic-type wm ters m Germany. Our salaams to all Orderly
Room Staffs throughout the world, from Sergean t Colin
Bellamy-Wood, Corporal Jeff Garland and Lance-Corporal
George H ill, in the Orderly Room, Lance-Corporal D el Harrod
at Khor~ks ar, and ~ce-Corporal Paul Burdes, at Mubarraq Bahrain. (We did you proud.- Editor).
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Sergeant Askham a nd a 'K' Troop crew sort out a bunch of
Khormaksar knitting

and the 0 .C., Lieutenant lain K err, who came along to p ush.
The expedition, travelling in a 3-tonner and our Land R over
was primarily a fishing trip, but several interesting feature~
were seen.
Although often assumed to be un:nhabited because of the
non-existence of fresh water, there are a number of small
hamlet~ which seem to thrive on salty, brackish water. They
are mainly fishermen, who cross from the Muscat mainland to
enjoy the excellent fishing. Their houses, in the main, are
made from old 40-gallon oil drums, which are fashioned into
most unusual dwellings.
A:t about the half-way house the rem!lins of the pre-war
station are to be seen. It was a seaplane base, used by both
the R.A.F. and B.O.A.C., being abandoned during the Second
World War. Strange to see the inscription on one building.. R.A.F. Detention Cell, 1936."
Our destination, a small cave on the southern tip, is marked
by one or two recent wrecks of the island's ghosts. The World
1ury, a troopship, came up during a monsoon gale in 1952,
and stands hard on the coral rocks with seas breaking through
larg~ holes jn her sides. The fishing prospects were largely unrealised o~mg to the _Powerful swell running during that time,
but an enjoyable evenmg was spent around the camp fire with
many. anglers' yarns being spun.
'
· It is hoped for further trips around the island, when such
features . as the long-~bandoned .Portuguese fort, the alleged
Phoenec1an copper mmer and the proverbial "Mountains of
the Moon" can be visited. (And please, a story.-Editor.)
Footnote.-The detachment have just completed installation
of the island's first auto-exchange, but S.T.D. developments
are expected when the T.0.T. starts next year's projects!

" K " AJrfield Troop
. The main event within the Troop here is the departure of
its O.C., Staff Sergeant (F. of S.) Ken Duffey. We thank him
for aµ hi_s efforts. The farewell is not a complete one, as he
r~ms m the Squadron in his proper capacity of Foreman
of Signals.
. With all the changes in communications at Khormaksar
tlrne has passed quicJ:tly since our last report. The auto-ex~
~g.e nca~ compleuon. The indoctrination of Khormaksar
mhab!tan~ mto the way of auto-life has begun.
It is difficult to put on paper an interesting account of the
work completed by the Troop over the past three months. It
cou!d. be measured by the number of holes dug, the number
of iomts ~de or the length of cable laid; suffice it to say
that th<: daily problems have been met-both ordinary and
extraordmary.
Personalitie.s at our outstations of Riyan and Salalah have
changed.
Signalman Terry Houghton returned from U.K.
leave _to a royal welcome at Riyan. Rarely has such a large
receptlon party been seen on the airfield. Signalman '-Paddy"
Lyons has moved to Salalah with strict instructions not to
date the "Goat Girl."
Finally, congratulations to Corporal and Mrs. John Chillery
on their recent arrival of a son.
Tallpi~e.-These WIRE notes nearly didn't get typed.
The Orderly R~m Staff threatened to go on strike unless they
were mentioned m THE WIRE. However, the union leader re-

A1mual ' At Jlon1e '
Aft er week_s of preparation the Squadron annual 'At Home •
started on F~1day, 28th May, with a cocktail party in the Officer •
Mess at which severa~ local civic dignatories were present.
~e Saturday morrung was cloudy with a bitterly cold wind
blowmg. Parents of members of the Squadron started to arrive
a~ the Guard Room. soon _after 9 o'cloc~._ Sergeant McKay and
his team at . Reception dtrected the visitors to their weekend
ac<:?mmodatton and to the Beacon Club where the adjutant,
Ma1or. E . T. Bolt, welcomed them and gave them the details
of their full weekend programme.
Nearly smoked out
Co!onel E. McK. Erskine, the inspecting officer, arrived at
10 o clock and was met by the Commanding Officer, Major
W. J. Clapp, and a smartly turned out Quarter Guard. After
coffee they began a tour of the Squadron, and were followed by
visito~s in an inforJ?lll tour of the camp. The Squadron
orgams~ ~emonstratlons by drill and P.T. squads. Later a
very reahsuc .battle assault ~urse _squad in action was compered
by Second ~L1eutenant R. Wmdm1ll- the most effective smoke
screen seen for a long time in this part of the world almost
obscured the battle _but .immediate ac?~:m by the S.S.M. (W.O.II
Orme) saved the s1tuatlon. A recrmtmg and signal equipment
~ent, ~der St~ff:Serg~ant Ross, showed the visitors that there
is a senous tram.mg side to our activities.
A hun~ed and three visitors enjoyed lunch in the dining
hall a~d m Mie afternoon attended our sports and fete on the
recreation ground. The finals of the inter-troop athletics were
won again this year by "A" Troop and Mrs. Erskine kindly
presented 0e m~ls and prizes, including the Victor Ludorum
~phy which t!his year went to Lance-Corporal K irk. The fete
mcluded many amusement stalls organised by W.O.II Purvis,
and a successful wives' tent under Mrs. Orme proved the most
profitable show. During the afternoon music was played by the
Corps Band.
So enjoyable that an extenslon was
granted • • •
. On Sar_u~day evening the annual ' At Home ' dance took place
m ~e pmmg Hall and was attended by well over 400 people
w!llch included mC?1bers of the Squadron, ladies, parents and
friends, ana local villagers. The dance, organised by Lieutenant
W. RoJX!! with. his two ma:;ters of ceremony, Sergeants Tumber
and Davies, qwckly got gomg and there were many spot prizes.
The oldest and youngest married couples were each presented
with a corsage and a cigar. Sergeant C.Ooper (A.C.C.) and his
cooks laid out an excellent buffer-which was to be expected
as they. ~ave only recently won the Northern Command cooking
coi;np7utton. ~he_ dance was so enjoyable that instead of
fin1s~g at rmdrught the ~mmanding Officer agreed to an
exrens1on. The Dance Section of the Corps band were highly
applauded for the variety of dances played.
Ancl so to churclt
On Sunday morning the Squadron marched to St. Paul's
Parish Church in Woodhouse Eaves for a special service conducted by the R ev. R. P. Rankin. Brigadier J. J. Duvivier and
Corporal M. G. Evans read the lessons and the service concluded
with a fanfare. We were very pleased to be joined by a contingent of the Old Comrades from the Loughborough Branch
of the Royal Signals Association, who marched with us led by
the C.Orps band tllrough Woodhouse Eaves where the salute
was taken by Colonel E. McK. Erskine.

The weekend was rounded off by a Band Concert held in
the Dining Hall after lunch when the Commanding Officer
thanked the Band and said far ewell to our many visitors.

Goodby es
This mon th we say goodbye to the Adjutant, Major E. T.
Bolt, and the Quartermas ter, M ajor D . A. L. Murray, and
welcome our n ew Quarte rmaster, Captain J. E . Douthwaite.
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A few years ago, while serving in Singapore, all of the W.0.s
and senior N.C.0.s of the Squadron were requested by the
O.C. to submit to him an essay of at least 1,000 words. Eighteen
months ago many similar demands were put to me whilst
endeavouring to become a Yeoman. This time I received
enlightenment in the form of the following message: FM 2IC
. ..
.. .
...
TO W .0 .1 (Y. of S .) A. Stringer ...
BT
...
...
...
...
.. .
...
UNCLAS. You are nominated to write WIRE notes
for June, '65
BT

2 CR Lf'
2 CR LF
2 CR LF
2
2

CR LF
CR LF

4 N 's
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Third time unlucky, so here goes : -

Th batchelors are not lonely in this Squadron
This is Malta G.C., a tight little island, only 17 miles long by
nine miles wide. Rather congested perhaps but we are at
Imtarfa on one of the highest points of the island well away
from the maddening throng. Aren't the bachelors a little
lonely then? Not on your life. By a happy coincidence Imtarfa
also houses all the WRAC in Malta. So, in addition to doing a
very responsible and worthwhile job, we have the company of
the opposite sex, thriving Messes and Club with frequent dances,
our own AKC Cinema and transport laid on the beach only 15
minutes drive away. It's not a bad old life.
It is now about six months since any notes appeared from
this Squadron, and it would be impossible to record everything
that has taken place since then.
Since our last notes, five members of the Squadron have been
married to members of the WRAC Troop. As the Troop has
an establishment of only 20 girls we sympathise with WRAC
Records and hope that they will somehow manage to keep the
" postings in " at least equal to the " marrieds out." (Note for
bachelors under notice of posting to Malta: The latest WRAC
arrivals include some very pretty girls).
The marriage pace continues hot. W.O.II "Jock" Mcintosh
leaves to be married in his native Scotland and Lance-Corporal
Lynn Vernon (WRAC) is to be wed in September, to a member
of 234 Squadron (Malta).
In sport--a fair measure of success
In the competitive field we have achieved a fair measure of
success. R.Q.M.S. "Wally" Hammond has represented the
Army (Malta) at hockey and badminton. In additi?n, partnered
by his wife Doreen, he had a go at the Army mixed doubles.
They were extremely unlucky to be beaten in the final of this
event.
Sergeant Gordon Smith was a member of the Combined
Services (Malta) shooting team which ~on the ~erseas and
C.Olonial Rifle Match. Whilst on the subject of shooting, a team
from the Squadron finished as runners-up in the "Visitors'
Falling Plate" competition, in a shoot organised by I DERR.
The winning team, R.A.F. Luqa, and our own, knocked the last
plate down together and the match was deci~ed on the number
of rounds not expended . The team consisted of: -W.O.II
(F. of S.) Pete Hutley and Sergeants "Duke" Cairns, Gordon
Smith, Gerry French and " Geordie " Brown.
A team from .the Squadron entered an inter-Service six-a-side
soccer c0mpetition and were ex1:femely unfortunate ~o 1?e
knocked out in the semi-finals, havmg beaten the favourites m
a previous round. Perhaps the least said about our hockey and
basketball team the better!
On lSt June, Major M. W. Pollard left the island to t~e
up a staff appointment at H.Q. OOMCAN. I feel sure he. will
be missed by everyone in the Squadron, as much was achieved
during his reign. We wish Major and Mrs. Pollard every success
in their new posting. He has been succeeded as Squadron
Commander by Major ~- S. Galbrai_th, w?o is already firmly
entrenched in the "chair," and makmg his presence felt.

The victorious team at the Royal Signals Hong Kong Athletic
Champions hips 1965, showing all the medals and the cup

=:====:=252 SQUADRON, B.F.P.O. J ========
A significant cbanl(e bas occurred • • •
Since last appearing in print, a significant change has
occurred in the title of our unit: we are now " 252 Signal
Squadron " (without the " Operating " in brackets). This
heralds the change to our new establishment, which was implemented in March this year. It has helped to eradicate a
number of anomalies which have hamstrung both ourselves and
253 Squadron for the last couple of years-not least of which
is that the Island Signal Troop (Works) is now an integral
part of our Squadron, instead of being merely attached to it,
as previously.
Early February saw all troops in the Colony preparing for
a tri-Service exercise for which the Squadron provided the
communications for H.Q., Land Forces. The preparation included a CASCOMEX with H.M.S. Victorious, and the building of a completely new radio room in the underground headquarters. At the same time, one of the Chinese ~s went
out of business and we were all on stand-by for an internal
security situation which never materialised!
During the same month, 535 Troop arrived from Borneo
to join 1st S.W.B. and we were told numerous tales of what
life was like at the "sharp end."
W.O.I (F. of S.) N. A. V. Ribchester left us for Labuan at
the end of February on commissioning, and W.O.I (F. of S.)
E. M . Frost, M.B.E., likewise, departed on commissioning in
May, for 19th R~giment in ~ingapore. We wel~omed back
Lieutenant {T.O.T.) V. De Wm as O.C. Island Signal Troop
in February, and W.0.I (F. of S.) H. Morrison has joined us
from Singapore to take over command of " M " -:i:roop.
Radio Troop has provided operators on two security patrols
recently which gave them a taste of what is to come when
the Squ'adron Patrol takes place in June.
Athletics-the medals are being polished
Troop Commanders are breathing sighs of relief, now that
Hong Kong's short, but hectic, athletic season has come to
an end. All Army competitions in the Colony take place during April and May, presumably because it is considered too
hot and sticky later on in the summer. The Squadron team
captain, Staff Sergeant (F. of S.) J. R. Carey has ~t down. to
his normal 20 cigarettes a day and has stopped takmg sleeping
tablets!
The athletes are polishing the medals, which they
richly deserve.
The season began with the Royal Signals triangular match
between ourselves and our neighbouring Squadrons on the
mainland-253 Squadron and 246 Gurkha. Squadron. Modesty
forbids saying more than that out of mne events, we won
eight.
Tiiree weeks later we sallied forth against six strong teams
from Hong Kong and Kowloon Garrison and gained secon~
place, beaten only by the renowned Ordnance Depot. This
effort qualified us to enter for the Land Forces finals a week
later in which we finisheCI third. This is our best athleti perform'ance for many a year-especially when it is realised that
we were only narrowly pushed out of second place, by two
points.
Among the most notable performers were Lance-Corporal
Harry Norrie, who literally " leapt " to fame by gaining the
Land Forces individual high jump title, and raised the dust a
few minutes later by obtaining second place in the Land Force
239
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The one mile team winners receiving their prizes from Mrs. Winn,
wife of C.R. Signals. Left to right : Signalman Score, Lance Corporal
Marshall, Corporal Bogle, Signalman Cunningham
200 metres.
Signalman Peter (Rusty) Spencer pu t up a
splendid show in coming second in the Minor Units long
jump, having jumped for the first time in his life two days
before!

Island Signal Troop (Works)
This Troop is at present busy resuscitating a pre-war underground cable against which Japanese bombs appear to have
taken a particular dislike!
The cable had been abandoned
when the extent of the damage was discovered.
The Public Works Depanment, however, decided recently
to dig up the area for its own purposes and the cable has
been exposed in several places. Line Troop's " black museum "
specimens recovered from the cable are a joy to behold. If the
person who jointed the cable is still around, the Troop could
kt him have about 3lb. of paraffin wax enclosed by a No. 16
sleeve, with a piece of 14 pr/20 poking out of each end!
Although the cable is estimated to be about 36 years old,
it is almost back in working order now, after weeks of hard
labour by our cable jointers.
The next few weeks are going to be a very busy time for
everyone with the four-day penetration patrol, pre-administrative inspections and O>rps Week, not to mention the odd
typhoons which are bound to occur at the most inconvenient
times. So far (touch wood), there have been no typhoons,
but, no doubt by the next time we write an article, there will
be plenty to report!

245 SQUADRON (CYRENAICA) B.F.P.O. 55
" Jerhoa " means much more now • • •
Our new year is now with us and confidently we went into
our exercises and other commitments.
To date we have
acquiued ourselves very well, and the word "Jerboa" means
much more to so many of the Squadron members than it ever
did before.
One of our desert jaunts that, without a doubt, deserves
a special mention was the Kuffra Expedition.
Our weather since January has been the most unstable for
years--so the locals tell us. It has been difficult to decide
"'.he_ther to wear jersey, pullover or bikini. Our pet hate, the
gibli (dust storm) comes and goes with monotonous regularity
to the despair of all concerned. It gets anywhere and every~
where.
Again we have had a fairly heavy turnover of personnel. We
welcome new arrivals and wish our departed well.
Our football team, in spite of many injuries and movements
on courses, etc., have had a good season. They finished third
in the area league and lost a closely-contested area cup final to
the Pioneers.
We are again in the throes of our annual inspections which
are going well. The Q.M. and S.S.M. are to be con~tulated
on a second year's 100 per cent on arms.
We regret to announce the death of our "Five Ackers" and
~ them for their music, which was really in the modem
idiom.
. As always, life in Benghazi is far from dull, and your scribe
m these notes says goodbye to Squadron members on his departure to colder climes. Your new scribe will be Lt. (Q.M.)
Pat I:affeny, so ov.er to you, Pat, wishing you well and a happy
tour m North Africa.
2'40

245 Squadron- Our Football team have had a good season . They
fi nished th ird in the Arab League and lost a closely contested Area
Final.
Back row (Left to Right) : Lance Corporal Hund le, Lance Co rporal
Smith, Lance Corporal Longstaff (Captain) , Lance Corporal Mood ie,
Signalman Rodber, Signalman Merrick
Front Row (Left to Right) : Lance Corporal Howell, Lance Corporal
Heath , Corporal Morris, S.S.M. Thornton, Signalman Denton

262 SQUADRON (CYPllUS) B.F.P.O. 53
First at Shooting-last in Athletics
With temperatures in the 90°F. there is no argument even
among the "oldies " that it is a little warm and summer has
arrived. High temperatures understandably lower the tempo
of activity despite the words of Kipling borrowed by Noel
Coward, and truthfully we haven' t done much lately.
The C.S .0.'s Champion Squadron Competition has kept us
active, however, in two fields, namely, shooting and athletics.
Although the order of their happening is reversed this is
deliberate because this is the order of our positions. First in
the shooting but last in the athletics. Possibly had the same
volume of sweat drenched the sports field in tra!ning for the
athletics as the quantity of lead expended in practising shooting
we should have done better. We could have, of course, lost a
few members of the Squadron.
Four events of this 13-item competition remain to be determined and with luck we could get home third. We hope!
At the time of writing Captain Wilkie-Snow is successfully,
we trust, negotiating the roads of Italy and points north on his
way home overland to an eventual destination in Denbury. His
successor, Captain Hamilton, is geuing used to stony silence
when he comments, "Warm, isn't it?"
We hope to have more news of Cyprus and the Squadron,
which we reckon is worth the posting, for the next edition.
Meantime the beaches and the Mediterranean call.
The Squadron Team in the C.S.O.'s Champion Squadron

Our a rchltect'8 a ct again
Whilst life in a training unit should and does go on at a
steady and even pace the odd little th ing comes along to ca~ se
the occasiona l flutter, and indeed this has happened to u s, with
the proposal that the School should move from Calcutta Camp
to Meiktila Barracks. No doubt ,~II the ex-members of 2?3
will have a little chuckle and say, They s hou~d be u sed to It,
it comes up every year.'' Perhaps they ar~ right, but nevertheless out come the tape measures, possible classrooms are
measured , fresh files on the su.bject matte.r a re ope~ed and
everyone does his best to look like an architect. H avmg gone
through all the motions we sit back and wait wond.e ring w~eth er
a few months time will see us in a ~ ew location or 1f our
architect act will be an annual pantomime.
T hiH Grading was really something • • •

Training in the School has progressed as per forecast and
the last trade board for trainees from U.K. produced a stu.dent
who obtained an "A" grading. ~is was really "soi:nethmg"
and we will not be the least surprised to see the class instructor
wearing a mortar board and gown in futu~e. The student who
gave such a sterling performance was Signalman ~· z..:iason,
and to mark the occasion the C.S.O. FARELF, Bngadie~ E.
L. R. Blaker, o.B.E., presented him with a certificate and a s~v~r
tankard duly inscribed. An excellent start to a young soldier s
career.
We do our part in •• Concord "

T he School was called upon by Singapore Area to do their
share of " O>ncord "-a programme of. assistance to the local
state. The result being that we had e:i~ht stud~nts from the
Singapore Polytechnic O>llege for a period of eight weeks on
vocational training. They had spent two. years o.n the the<?rY
side of communications and showed great mtere~t m our eq~1p
men t and in using meters for the first time. Quite a lot of tune
was spent with the Dn station and although time was too
short to go very deeply into wireless and. line e9uipment, the
School has certainly helped them to d.ec!de .which branch of
communications they are going to spec1al1se m, next term.

Inter-Squadron Shoot successes
The 18th Regiment Group Inter-Squadron Shoot t<>?k pl~ce
on the 27th May at Nee Soon Ranges. We_ had. great difficulties
in getting a team together to do any practice tied up as v:e are
to classrooms which is probably why we came second m the
S.M.G. The 'final results for 263 Squadron were as follows: Team: S .M .G., second; Rifle, first.
Overall position: First.
.
.
Individuals: S.M.G., first, Sergeant Hassall; Rifle, first, MaJor
H arwood.
RQM
This following on our success at basketball, the . . . . . is
tr ying to get an increase in contingent to keep the trophies clean.

s ·

.!Ol~T C OMMUNICATION UNIT

(DOIL"\'EO),

D.F.P.O. 660

Radio Troo1•
As the title Radio Troop covers a multitud.e of sins, in
addition to the Radio element it includes Radio Relay an?
L ine ub Troops. Various sections of the t.roop have contributed to these notes, which have been edited by Y. of S.
Gwynne assisted by O>rporals Story and Gordo.n.
.
Previous notes have stressed that we are an mtegrated u.rut
and within the troop we have a thriving R.A.F. element working
under one of their own N.C.O.s, Sergeant .Lenn<?n.
.
Recently we have lost some stalwarts mcludmg Signalman
"Baz" Gwilliam, Junior Technician Brethert<?n, R.A.F.. ~an
epic farewell party), Sergeant i:-homas, Jumor Tech01c1an
Aitken, Lance-Corporl!l Ledger, ~1gnalman Hood. The troop
wish them well in their new postings and ~elcome. all the new
troop members with the hope that they enJOY <their tours.
Signalman Owen, Corporal Brown, Sergeant Chapman, Corporal
Rutherford, Lance Corporal MacMurray-Taylor, Lance Corporal
Shepheard, Staff Sergeant Jones, S.Q.M.S. Best, Major C. B. Mercer,
Captain G. Wilkie-Snow, S.S.M. Hulse

Tawau
Our current representatives at Tawau (providing rear link
facilities from East Brigade) are Sergeant McElvogue, O>rporal
Gartside, Signalmen Wisley, Hughes, Roe and Roach.
T H E W I R E,
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Visit by the G.O.C.
Left to Right : Lieutenant (Q.M.) E. S. Ford, Major General P. M.
Hunt, Corporal Bishop, Corporal Stokes
Despite visits, cloudbursts, ma~e~c storms, mud, dust. a.nd
Indonesians the detachment remams m good health and spmts.
They manage to keep the traffic flowing ev~n ;nhen they had
to move an ammunition dump to get a radio site.

TX site
Fairyland they call it-where all the gnomes hang out. Well,
we have Penguins and Pongoes: Sergeant Lennoi_i (R.A.F.). and
Sergeant Ridley (Army) in charge, and staffed with Gremhnes.
It' s a right 'Joint' (set up, I mean). N?w the S .A~. h~v~
joined. All are welcome! It's no good trymg to get a PaJ?-IC
tan at TX. The sun is permanently blacked out by aer~s.
People are very active up there though-they have to be smce
sometimes the ground is ' live.' However, thanks to plenty .of
iced drink-taken at ease in the. sun lou:i;ige that the c_:hief
Penguin has rigged up, the radianons contmue to be emitted
into the ionosphere-where doubtless they become lost for
ever. Seriously-the other 'ends ' can usually g_t. us--even
Singapore. I susp_ct that old Soekarno gets a good signal from
us too. However we are glad to report tha~ palm trees planted
on the site, by Signalmen Breeze and Storn~r~ and the gardens
by Signalman Du·tch, are going well, and givmg no trotfble.
Systems and RX
Here the Tro0p continues to flourish, though the controllers
get a little wilted at times. They often swear that." ~¥, the
other ends are kipping and they are the only ones alive. the
unanimous opinion of Sergeants Heavey,, Lea~e, ,and O>rporals
Taylor, Whitrick an~ Geori~e~n: Our rece1ve operators are
positive t.hat there is an mvmble metal scre-n aroun~ the
receive site, put there by Soekar!1o to stop ~l. the s1~als
getting into us. ~~ese Indonesians are dev1hsh cleveraccord:ng to authormes, L ance-Corporal Revel}, and B,~yant.
As far as communications are concerned, when Pronto gets
his multi-coloured charts of a morning, he is certain that all
operators are colour blind. ~e do~'t do so ~d.ly though.
The technicians are busy mstalling an? wir~g up a new
system control for us, and they are certamly do~ng us proud.
We have all the 'amenities,' and the controller will have nothina to do but relax in air-conditioned comfort and " push a
fe~ switches and plug a few cords." This shoul~ not only
improve communications but also lower the mortality ra.te of
"Yossies" and "' Fossie~' (Yeomen and Foremen.-Editor.).
0

R.H. :and Line Sub Troop
lit has been agreed that these notes s~ould take the form of
.
an obituary to the famous Bl':1eberry J:Iill :
Five men, a radio relay stauon and mn~merable mosqwtoes,
constitute the best Corporal's command m the O>rps. Al.as,
the new ro5ft. steel tower spells death to (he detachment, which
has now be~n operative for over a . year for the s~O<?t from
Labuan and Brunei can be made m one leg, obviating the
need for a relay.
.
Many will be the tales told about this little outpost which
has done valiant service.
.
.
The efforts to re-supply the detachment d~mg the ramy
season will always be remembered, and the stones of the 1:fUck
drivers engaged on ,t his task will be increased and magnified.
The success achieved by the personnel who have manned
241

Blu b rry in tl. il!lportant "Hearts and Minds " campaign
omn t be under-e·ttmated. The Kampong people and fishermen tend to regard th relay site as the local clinic and advice
bureau.
_By th~ time these notes appear in THE WIRE, Blueberry
Hill . Radio Relay De.tachment will be no more, but the efforts
to dismantle the station and bring the equipment back to base
should prove a good story for the next issue.
"Q .. nnd 1\1.T. Troop
The original notes submitted by this infamous collection of
personnel were so nauseatingly self-laudatory that they have
b::en replaced by those of a writer who is merely a customer
of theirs. (He will remain anonymous).
~ccentlr the1! mam efforts have been directed to setting up
b~smess m their new house, which was officially opened by
L1euten~n.t-:Colonel R. M. ~arnegie, M.B.E. A.A. & Q.M.G.,
17th D1v1 ton, on 17th April, and visited shortly afterwards
by the G.O.C. 17th Division, Major-General P. M. Hunt,

D.s.o., O.B.E.

I.n spi.te of ~is . o.ffici~ attention, the Troop still maintain
their flalI for md1v1duahty and retain that independent air
whi~ it must .be said (grudgingly) seems to produce the goods.
It 1s refreshing to note the high proportion of Troop members who represent the Squadron in the games of rugby, soccer
and hockey.
Some origi_na~ members of 606 Troop still remain, namely
Corporal S1gnst, Lance-Corporal Borthwick, Signalmen
~ontgomery, Rogers, Machon and Taylor, but have been
io10ed by some very acceptable new chaps who have settled
down well.
633 TROOP (BIUTISH HONDURAS)
A Hectic Start to the Year
We started off on 8th January ~y sending Signalman Dryland
off .~o <?,rand Cayman to work a~ back to us whilst a Platoon
of ~ Company, 151: K.S.L.I. did an exercise on the island.
~e ~ worked well, despite the fact that the female populatmn 10 Grand Cayman vastly exceeds the male.
During January, February and March, members of the Troop
took lea_ve, obviously . having realised that the magical date,
1st April, was o~y JUSt round the corner. And when it
com~s to leave, with a. Troop strength of only eight all told, it
reqlll!es careful plannmg and extra work for everyone.
Helping the local Yacht Regatta
. On 9th March we decided to help out, communications-wise
m. the local yacht regatta. We installed two C11/R21os o~
pnvate yachts and worked to a control station in the Fort
Gcor~e Hotel_.
When the commentators wished to use the
net,. it wa~ picked up on an AR88 and fed into a mixer for
The system worked well and,
Radio . Belize to broadcast.
accordmg to th_e letter of thanks we received from the Harbour
Reg~tta ~mmmee, many people in the districts complimented
Radio Belize for a f!ne programme. One point that came out
was that Army equipment caI11;lot be disposed of lightly; you
see, _a battery_ started t? leak acid on one of the private yachts,
causmg certam expens1~e mahogany to start smoking. When
told to cast the offendi~g battery overboard, it was assumed
the order had been earned out. It was later discovered however, that ~~pcr~l McNeil ,had _disobeyed the order b~cause,
as he put it, . I iust couldn t br10g myself to toss it into the
sea, so I put 1t on some old canvas and kept on washing down
the deck."
At the be~ing of ~pril, Exercise " Sugar Cane " took
place, ~u d, .d.ur10g the fly-10, the R.A.F. sent a Signal detachment to Brmsh Honduras as part of Exercise " Trumpet Call."
We were k_een to see how they were going to do their job
as th~ equipment they v.:ere bringing was a C11/R21o and
Amplifi<!! RF No.. 9 purung out 1,oooW. This, to us, who
were usmg r7W 10 some cases and about 200W 10 others
and ~ to work the same distance, was luxury at its mos~
luxur!ous. . Needless co say, they got through to Nassau,
tha~ 1s until tl_iey sudd~nly started to get some RF feed back
~h1ch put theU" Cu. nght off the air. Luckily, we bad our
links to Nassau workmg (on a mere 200W) and no traffic was
delayed.
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Th~

( ; I I takes to the nir
Exercise " Sugar Cane" brought to B.H. the remaind
of the 1st B~tta~on K.S:_L.I., and now our troubles starte1f
<?ur commu01cauons durmg the day on the Battalion r~
lmk ,,net wer~ good, but at night, every " snap, crackle and
pop_ of static, plus all North, Central and South American
sta~ons could be heard in the earphones.
In fact the on!
stau~n we couldn't hear was the Battalion rear link. We rie~
p~tung out a step-up, but our Land Rover had an argument
with a concrete bridge at four in the morning which
of dampent:d that idea. The operator concerned' tells us ;;rt
Cus can, m fact ~Y although landing is a bit tricky. ·
one m~de a g~od iob, however, because after its trip, at an
appro~mate altitude of 4 feet, it landed with only scratches to
the pamtwork. The vehicle was not so lucky and now star
t
us from the O.E.O.'~ scrai:i y~rd; the blue and white plate b:i:
perhaps the only thmg still 10 one piece.
g
On Saturday, 10th April, we had a visit from the Gs o
S_o~the!Il Command, Lieutenant-Colonel Lyske. Perhap; hf~
vmt will best be remembered for the look on his face when h
was s~own the local telephone lines, which he insisted on phot
graphmg, ~ecau~, as he. said, "Unless I produce a photograpt
no one WlL ll believe this back home." Perhaps Lieutenant~
Co1one1 yske would supply a copy for TuE WIRE.

Thl;

Tllree men lost in the jwagle
To proceed, the Battalion had increased our traffic load
but. we still ~naged to keep our heads above water, and a~
Ap~il turned n;ito May, we were ~xpecting. them to go home.
Thi~ looked s101p~e, R.J\.F. H~stmg.5 conung in at the rate
of six a day and m no ume thmgs would be back to normal
:nien, .on the last few days, a patrol of three men got lost
m the iungle near the Guatemalan border. They stayed " lost "
for seven d~ys and the M.O. had given them another five
days to survive. The Americans had very kindly and quickly
~nswer~ Oil! request for a helicopter, and the crew wer~
JUSt be10g bnefed .w~en the patrol was found. This, of course,
put off the Battalions return to the U.K. and it wasn't until
20th May that _we said cheerio to the last of them.
Ob for the quietness of the burric:me
seasonf
"Now," thought the Troop, "back to normal " But no,
~e Yeoman's ,,relief is due soon and stock-taking. is required.
More work, thought the Troop, " roll on the hurricane
season; even hurricanes will be better than this."
One last word of thanks to 640 Troop, who kindly loaned
us Lance-Corporal Board to fill a gap in postings who was
very usef~ during Exercise " Sugar Cane.'' He ls now experienced m the "long-forgotten " 53 sets upon which we
rely so much.
'

•

4 7th REGIMENT T .A.
MIDDLESEX YEOMANRY
(The Duke of Cambridge's Hussars)

Training of an unusual nature
~e emphasis during the past few weeks !has been on
trammg, but of an unusual nature. " C " Squadron decided
that the _usual r~un~ of events over Easter was not for them,
so, pack!Ilg their kit and boarding their vehicles, they took
off for distant parts, namely Mount Snowdon
Trayelling all night, Snowdon was reached at 8 a.m. and,
followmg a most welcome bre~kfast, rapidly prepared by the
Squadron c~ks, the real business of communications commenced .. A_enals were. set up, 1,6oo feet above sea level, and
co~untcatloI_ls established with a detachment at Folkestone.
Desp1~e atr~1ous weather, which played havoc with aerials
an~, m particular Sergeant Ted Gray's cookhouse, everyone
enioyed themselves, particularly the reporter from the Weekly
Post, ~ho ~ad. accepted an invitation to sec what the T.A. gets
up to. His v1ews on shaving in a mountain stream at 5 a.m.
were, to say the least, unusual.
Even mo~; ~usual was the: traini?g carried out by a detachment from A . Squadron, who decide<;! to combine the normal
~ethods of rad10 C?mmunication with gliding, emphasis being
p.aced on how aerials appear from the air and the value of

camouflage when flying in aircraft at low altitudes. All ranks
had an opportunity to fly, and it must be recorded that LanceCorporal Dave Regan achieved the rare feat of qualifying
for his "A" and °' B" licence in four days. Memories are
still vt:rY clear of the look on his face, having safely touched
down on completion of his solo flight!
Other aspects of Re~ime11tal lifo
Other aspects of Regimental life continued throughout this
period, even if not quite so adventurous, with the Regimental
Band giving a concert for the Star and Garter Home at Richmond, which was well received by all who were fortunate
enough to be present.
Our Drum-Major, Staff Sergeant "Dusty" Miller, of Corps
Display Team fame, received the Meritorious Service Certificate from Field Marshal The Earl Alexander of Tunis at ·a
ceremony at the Duke of York's H.Q. and a well-deserved
award it was.
The C.0., Lieutenant-Colonel S. J. Williams, M.B.E., T.D.,
has been awarded his fifth clasp to the Territorial Efficiency
Medal (this must surely take some matching?) whilst
Brigadier Vincent-Smith, of our neighbours, U.K. NALLA,
received his fourth clasp.
It was noted, with pride, that Lieutenant-General Sir Adrian
Carton de Wiart v.c., c.B., c.M.G., o.s.o., who died recently,
originally enlisted in the Middlesex Yeomanry for service in
South Africa.
All is now " Systems Go" (or nearly) for our annual camp
in Paris.
Gist (H) REGIMENT (T.A.), ABERDEEN
There's n 111ornl here somewheref
In the months which have elapsed since last these notes
appeared the Regiment has not been idle. We had not quite
realised how much the outside world in the Corps waits for
our contributions to " The Wire " until our new Quartermaster,
Captain (Q.M.) F. Pavey, arrived the other day and remarked
that he had been seeking advance news of the Regiment in
" The Wire " for months, but never a word about us appeared
in print. Suitably chastened, our scribe set to work.
Winter sowing brings forth Spring blossoms
A winter's classroom work for trainee tradesmen and those
for up-grading has now blossomed into the Spring outdoor
training season. Radio, line and radio relay troops have all
been on exercises during recent week-ends and Squadrons
generally are well advanced in preparation for camp. The more
precise results of -these activities will ·be known soon, as Trade
Boards are to be held in mid-June.
Annual Camp this year takes us back to Burniston Barracks,
Scarborough, where we hope w carry out a full programme of
training. The main exercise during the fortnight will bring us
in contact with our divisional staff and promses to be an
arduous, although we hope also rewarding, experience.
Our Autumn recruiting campaign
--encouraging results
In our last notes we mentioned the success of our Autumn
recruiting campaign. Since then we have had further recruits,
including an encouraging first response in the Cumbernauld
area where we are breaking new ground. We have also had a
welcome influx of new officers, young and enthusiastic, who
are rapidly taking their share in regimental activities. Both
old and new officers participated in an Officers' Training Weekend in April when their prowess (or otherwise) in most fields
of signals knowledge was put to the test. For weeks beforehand almost the only topic of discussion among the subalterns
was as to how quickly they could achieve the required morse
speed {and what would happen to them if ·they didn't). The
week-end's activities included a cocktail party, supper and
dance which enabled us to meet many of our colleagues from
other local units. It did not, of course, do anything to help
one's morse which the Chief Instructor had <thoughtfully(?)
decided to test first thing on the Sunday morning.
Acbieve1nentThe regimental rifle team has put in much hard practice over
recent months. Headquarter Squadron were the winners of
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the in{er-Squadron competition at the Regimental Rifle Meeting
at Fort George. At the Divisional Meeting we were up again t
twenty-four regimental teams, including eleven infantry teams.
We came 5th in the LMG and 8th overall with our C.O.,
Lieutenant..C:Olonel ]. M. Wotherspoon, winning the Senior
Officers' match. For the first time we are sending a team to the
Corps Meeting at Bulford in June.
Spectacl4-"0ur Pipes and Drums took part, along with the bands of
52nd (L) Regiment (T.A.) and 61st (City of Edinburgh) Regiment (T.A.) in the ceremony of beating Retreat on the esplanade of Edinburgh Castle on 5th June. It was a colourful
spectacle and a large crowd saw Colonel D . D. Fairman,
o.B.E., C.S.O., Scottish Command, take the salute. This is
the second year in succession that the three Scottish T.A.
Signal Regiments have massed their bands for this ceremony.
And sadness • • •
The Regiment was stunned a few weeks ago by the news
of the sudden death of R.Q M.S. Kenneth Fraser. A genial
companion and a conscientious soldier, he had presided over
our stores with care and his own delightful brand of humour
for the last five years. He was at work as usual on 10th May,
and soon after midnight he was dead. We are happy in the
knowledge that only the previous week-end at our rifle meeting
at Fort George he bad been in the company of men of his
old Regiment, the King's Own Scottish Borderers, who were
in camp at the Fort. A bearer party of his colleagues of the
Warrant Officers' and Sergeants' Mess was present at the
funeral, as were many members of the Regiment in Aberdeen.
Our sympathy goes to Mrs. Fraser, who now finds herself
alone in a strange country.
52rul (LOWLAND) REGDIENT (T.A.),
GLASGOW
The unit's camp, at Cultybraggan this year, from 8th to 22nd
May, was unusual in that for the first time in twelve years,
it was a combined Divisional/District camp. This proved to
be most interesting and afforded T.A. personnel the opportunity
of seeing other units at work.
Beautifully Situated
Culrybraggan Camp is beautifully situated in a valley overlooked by hills and within travelling distance of many of Scotland's most famous beauty spots. As the distance from Glasgow
is only 54 miles, and working railways stations in the vicinity
are thin on the ground, personnel travelled to camp by unit
transport. This presented no difficulties whatever, and everyone arrived in good order and ready to start work. The
advance party and the " Q " staff bad, as usual, everything in
hand for the arrival of the main party, and settling-in was
accomplished rapidly.
A ~fission AccoDlplished
On the middle Saturday and Sunday our main and rear
Divisional HQ. were deployed in support of Exercise " Second
Strike," and the three-day exercise " Highland Fling " started
· on the second Monday of camp. The task for the Regiment
was to provide communications, radio and despatch riders, and
to staff to comcens during the exercise in which the Divisional
staff were taking part. This mission was accomplished. All
ranks set to with a will and, despite shocking weather condi·tions, provided the necessary communications. The weather
could not have been worse during this period, heavy rain
falling throughout the whole of the first day and frost and
snow at night. Operations above the snowline can, however,
be quite enjoyable when accompanied by the rum ration, which
was duly issued.
Since the Division/District staff were in the field during
the p_riod of camp, the General had to maintain his command throughout the district, using Cultybraggan as his base.
The communications for this set-up--in the field were supplied
and maintained entire1y by personnel of 1 Squadron, who did
a difficult job extremely well.
E11courngi11g Results Augur "\"\' ell for the Future
Since February, 1965, 3 Squadron has been responsible for
the military training of recruits an~ trade training within
2-43
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the Regiment. Annual camp wa , therefore, an ideal opportunity to complete training programmes and trade test trade
trainee . The re ults were most encouraging and gave considerabl sati faction to the instructors, who had laboured enthusiastically since February. Apart from the 26 newly-qualified tradesmen and tradeswomen, 23 recruits pa~ ed off, and
their drill and bearing earned the praise of the Commanding
Officer, who deemed them to be an exceptionally good intake.
The excellent results obtained from the reorganisation of the
Regimental training structure auguers well for the future and
would seem to confirm that we are proceeding on the right
lines.

Th "\-'Pr~ llec>tic :Uonth of l'tla;"t·
321 Squadron bad a rather hectic time during the month
of May. The first week-end saw them on a Brigade Signal
exercise in Ayrshire. On the second week-end they travelled to
annual camp at Cultybraggan in Perthshir e. On the third,
they again took part in a Brigade exercise, then returned to
camp to rejoin the Regiment and take part in the D ivisional
three-day exercise. On the fourth week-end, the weary but
succe sful warriors r eturned to the peace and quiet of Barrhead, to pause for breath and then plan and prepare for the
nCJOt training season.
The 0.{;. Takes the • Stiek '
In addition to these exercises, they managed to squeeze in
a Squadron exercise on the first Sunday at camp, when they
practised in their Brigade role, moving from camp, practising
It was no
communications and deploying in the Perth area
coincidence that the temporary H.Q. was the former "home "
of the P.S.0.-Scone Airport. We are grateful to Airwork
Services Ltd. for the use of this excellent site and to Major
Pitt, R.A., and Airwork Captains Hamilton and Holmes for
making everyone feel at home. Over the lunch period the
Squadron appeared " airportable " as fifteen members flew in
tum with Captain Holmes for a short trip in a Cessna 172.
The last parry to fly was Squadron H.Q., when the O.C.,
P.S.O., and S.S.M. got airborne together. During this trip the
O.C. really led his H.Q., when Major Bill Marnoch took the
controls for most of the flight. This was an experience about
w~ch S.S.M. Miskelly and the P.S.O. (ex-R.A.F. pilot Capt.
Wilson), have so far been unwilling, or unable, to comment!
The Youth Team are enthusiastic • • •
Back at camp, the Squadron was happy to be able to assist
No. 87 Army Youth Team and the Glasgow Youth Club, of
which Corporal McGhee_is an executive member, by obtaining a camping site for their week-end near Lochearnhead. No.
87 Army Youth team spent the week-end instructing the
club in canoeing and sailing and invited the Squadron to join
them. Unfortunately, due to pressure of exercises, only three
members of the Squadron managed to meet Sergeant-Major
Easton and his hard-working team, but it is hoped to combine
with this enthusiastic team in some form of adventure training
later in the year.
Administrative demands at camp saw Radio Operator A. Reid
and Lineman U/Q G. Moran diverted to butcher duty for the
duration of camp. That they were not too "cut up ' about
this was proved on the seoond week, when Moran had a
"butchers" at the Lineman Trade Test and " brought home
the bacon" by topping the marks table at 91 per cent.

Defence and Minister of Defence for the Army, who met the
troops in the field and lunched in camp.
Altogether an extremely successful and busy camp which
was enjoyed by all.

411 S(tlJADJLON, A.E.U.
(RAILWAY C:OHHUNl{;ATION)
Aunuul Camp 196~
In April some 29 men and seven women arrived at Blandford
Camp to become the above-mentioned Squadron for the period
of a fortnight. They were, in fact, attending annual camp. For
this purpose we were attached to nhe 81st Regiment A.E.R., to
whom our 'thanks must go for their help during this period. I
is of -interest to note that our W.R.A.C. detachment ha
increased; we have now six of, we claim, the most efficient
Comcen Operators in the W .R.A.C.
During the first week normal trade training was carried out
ou~ technic:ians :vent to ~ngm~r Camp t~ overhaul nhe Military
Railways s1gnallmg equipment m preparation for the exercise in
which we were to provide communications for the R.E.s for
the period 3rd-6th May. On the 3rd May the Squadron and the
81st Regiment left Blandford to start the exercise, and we
camped at Woolmer Ranges under canvas. In the afternoon
the main body arrived and with them came nhe rain !-have
you ever seen Southend when the tide has gone out-there'
mud, m~d, mud . . . and even though we had tents, it was
soon decided that the backs of vehicles were a lot drier.
All our lines were run out for us by 81st Regiment and
rumour has it that some of the linemen had grown webbed
feet, the real technical boys had their 1 + 4s, S + DXs, AN /TRC
sets, and the more elite D.11s; as one opened the door of the
gin palace a lot of mumbo jumbo was heard so we could only
assume that the boffins were inside. The three COMCEN centres
were staffed by the male and female members of 411 Squadron
on a 24-hour basis. The technicians of 411 had to maintain
the R.E.s railway signal equipment and install a Selector
Telephone System, this system had something to do with the
"Ark" as did the block signalling equipment, it must be seen
to be believed, but they did get it all working. The R.E.s had
organised saboteurs to make things more realistic. Three-quarters
of a mile of quad cables was missing at one time, but when me
O.C. saw the Chief Saboteur, the Padre, and mentioned civilian
police a quick statement was made as to where it was stored.
As the experience ended a signal was received from the R.E. s
thanking the Signals for all they had done.
On our return to Blandford we handed in all our stores, and
later there was the usual inquest on the exercise.
The O.C. !!hought he was a compere at the London Palladium ·by saying from the stage of the camp cinema "Can
you come back next year!" which brings me to my last words
-if you would like to join this highly organised, highly trained
and under-strength Squadron I can assure you that all, both
sexes, would be made very welcome even if you are untrained.
For further details please write to Major Taylor, 81, Westbrook
End,
ewton Longville, Bletchley. Tel. Bletchley 2947, or
Mr. S. Heath, 15, Ashgrove Road, Ashford, Middlesex. Ashford
55oo6.

:::::====:::·

It is obvious from the many articles which have appeared
in THE WIRE during the past year that canoeing is rapidly
growing in popularity within the Corps. But so often in the
pai;t it has been a question of the individual unit organising a
canoe club alone, without any co-ordination of effort within
the Corps as a whole.
Canoeing was recognised as a Corps sport on 16th February,
1965, at a meeting of ~he Roy~! Signals Garo.es Club, held at
Catterick. The followmg officials were appointed:
President L1eutenant-Coloncl T. G. H. Jackson, M.B.E.;
Secretary, Lieutenant J. J . Cullen, Ju~or Tradesmen's Regiment, Dundonald Camp, Troon, Ayrshire.
The ai m, initially, is to:
(a) Compose a roll of experienced canoeists.
To give techni~al ~uidance, co-ordi1;1a.te the effor~s of
units and ·to assist m the further trammg of canoeLSts.
(c) To bold specialised equipment not normally required by
Regiments for day-to-day canoeing, but essential for
championship racing.
(d) To produce, as a result of the a1>?".e, highly-t~a!~ed
and well-equipped teams to enter military and civilian
championships.
The immediate task is to compose a roll of experienced
canoeists and this can only be done with your help. So if you
are interested in canoeing at all, give details of your experience
to date to your unit canoeing officer or write directly to the
Secretary.
Unit canoeing officers are being asked through
normal channels to write and give details of their club and
canoeists.
Perhaps it will not be so very long before we see. a Royal
Signals crew win the Devizes race. The Army sprmt, L.D.
and Slalom championships might not just be a dream. Who
knows?
(b)

Royal Signals 198 for 4 (d ee.) v. Welbeck College 132-9.
Match di-awn. Played 18th May.
.
Royal Signals 124 v. Catterick Services 173-8 (dee.). Corps
lost by 59 runs. Played &th June.
Royal Signals 213 and 104 for 2 v. Royal Marines 134 and
179. Corps won by 8 wickets. Played 12th/13th June.
Royal Signals 163 v. R.A.S .C. 251 for 6 (dee.) and II4 for 5.
Rain stopped play. Match drawn. Played 14th/15th June.
Royal Signals 187 v. RM.A. Sandhurst. Match abandoned.
Played 16th June.

A Medal and a V.I.P.
The Honorary Colonel's parade was held on Thursday 13th
May, when the T.A. Efficiency Medal was presented to' Staff
Sergeant Hodgson of I Squadron.
On Wednesday, 19th May, the camp was visited by The R ight
Honourable Fred Mulley, M.P., Deputy Secretary of State for

C:ORPS TENNIS
Royal Signals VI 3t matches v. Welbeck College 4f
matches. Played on 16th Jun e. This fixture produced a very
pleasant afternoon's tennis and some very close and several
long matches.

T

HE Eighteenth Reunion of the Indian Signals Association

was held on Saturday, 29th May, at the Eccleston Hotel,
London. The Annual General Meeting took place in the afternoon and later a reception was held.
One hundred anq twenty sat down to dinner, the dii?-ing r<>?m
being filled to capacity. To accommodate the ever-m~reasmg
attendance at this most popular event, another venue . will have
to be found and it is hoped to bold next year's reunion at the
Dulce of Y~rk's Headquarters on 16th April.
Brigadier F. J . Allen presided. Twenty-four new members
joined during the year bringing the active strength to ov~r two
hundred and fifty. Speakers included the Master of Signals,
Major-Oeneral Sir William Scott, the Si~al Officer-in-Chief,
Major-General Bradley, the Representative Colonel Commandant, Major-General Whistler, and ~ajor-~~eral Moberly,
the new Vice-President. Many amusing rem1D1scences were
heard and General Whistler gave an interesting account of his
recent visit to the Indian Corps of Signals' reunion at Jubbulpore.
. .
There is no doubt that more and more people are realismg
that this reunion is a unique opportunity of meeting and
talking to old friends of times and places in those happy
nostalgic days of pre-war India-from the North-West Frontier
to the Deccan from Peshawar and Pindi to Secunderabad and
Bangalore. The friendly atmosphere and pleasant informality
of the evening (lounge suits n~ medals) was unf?rgettabl~, and
only possi':>le among people with happy memories and ties of
years together far from home. Tlie excited . pandemonium. of
members and their wives, from Generals to S1gnal~n, meetmg
again after years in the varied wa~s of civilian life is incredible.
.
Wives are most welcome at the dinner.
The Assocation is open to all ranks who spent at least Sl.lC
months in an Indian Signals unit prior to partition in August,
1947. The Hon. Secretary is Lieutenant-Colonel "Nat." 9<>uld,
65 Angel Hill, Sutton, Surrey, and the annual subscription for
ev~ryone is five shillings.

WISELY
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When considering hire purchase schemes you will want to know the answers to these questions: . . .

C:ORPS {;UIC:KET RESUJ,TS

••• And S1torts Day was a great success
The sports day, w~ich was held on the first Wednesday of
camp was an. ~quahfie~ ~uc~ess. The Division/District personnel wer ~nv1ted to JOID m and did so with great gusto.
H.Q. Sg~adron won the day and congratulations are due to
all participants.
The soccer final against Division/District
was hard fought, H.Q. emerging victors by the only goal. In
the hockey, success no doubt hinged on the C.O.'s ability to
score the goals, but be was ably backed by the enthusiastic
W.R.A.C. players who stoutedly kept play in the opponents'
h~. of the field and subjected themselves to shinty strokes and
sbdmg tackles from the opposition!

Indian Signals Association

New Royal Signals Canoe Club Fonnetl

* Can 1 buy my car through a local dealer with the * Can I obtain cover a~ainst most o! my hab1hty

*

advantages of preliminary tests, best after-sales
service lowest delivery costs and best price for
my pre~ent car?
If posted to another country can 1 take the car
with me without formality or fuss and the
necessity to find a guarantor?

*

to purchase tax and. import duty m the event
of premature repatriation?
Will the HP company arrange first-class insurance c.over at reasonable cost and obtain prompt
cover 1f I am posted abroad ?
Do I get free personal insurance?

*
* Will the Hp company finance freight charges and * Are the HP charges low and without extras, such

~:ri:NERSHIP CiiOOSE"'"NAAF1 HP
import duty in the event of my being posted?

UK: Naafi will finance the purchase of a new car
or a used car (up to five years old) from a dealer
or from another member of H.M. Forces.
Belgium, Gibraltar, Germany, Aden'.
Malaya, Singapore and Hong Kong: Naah
will finance purchase of new cars from a dealer.

as subscriptions?

For further detai Is ask your Naafl manager
.
or write or telephone Controller of Credit Services, NAAFI, London SE11. REL•anae 1200
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The old and bold get 'stuck-in' again under the supervision of one
of the present day N.c.o·s.

3rd

on·1s1o~AL

SIGNALS REUNION CLUB

The 24th Annual Reunion, held at Bullord, where the hosts
were the 3rd Regiment, was a great success. Time marches
on, but the spirit and traditions of the old 3rd Divisional
Signals exists as strongly as ever in their present-day successors,
the 3rd Regiment.
The following account highlights the main events of a most
enjoyable week-end, where service to the Corps in a good
Regiment united signalmen of many ages.
A '\\-arm Welcome

Saturday, l 5th May, and all roads led to Carter Barracks,
Bulford, for we 75-odd members of the 3rd D ivisional Signals
Reunion Club were making our way there for the Club's 14th
Annual Reunion. For the second time since the Club's formation, in 1948, we were to celebrate the reunion at Bulford as
guests for the week-end of the present Regiment and, indeed,
a wonderful week-end it turned out to be. In spite of a
doubtful forecast, the weather was almost perfect, and by
13.00 hours most members attending had reported at the reception centre and received ~ most enthusiastic welcome from
the R.S.M., W.O.I Schofield, and his reception team.

So Different from the old • Set....up '
First, greetings, drinks, and lunch in the Wives' Club, and
then, as the first item on a full afternoon's programme, to
the Whistler Room, where the C.O., Lieutenant-Colonel
Geoffrey Proudman, having warmly welcomed us to Carter
Barracks and wished all a very happy week-end, gave a brief,
but exrremely interesting talk on the current role of the
Regiment. How completely different it all seemed to the
old " set-up " of the war years, with which most of us bad
been so familiar. Then, on the Regiment's new sports centre,
where rlie Club's President, Major-General ll. F. B. Naylor,
C.B., C.B.E., D.s.o., M.C., performed the opening ceremony and
named it the Naylor Sports Centre. A tour of the barracks
followed; split into small parties, eacll under the very able
guidance of a senior N.C.O., we were able to see at first hand
how a Brigade Air Head, a Radio Relay Detachment, and
such like, acutally looked in the field.
Finally, to see an
exciting Aerial Erection Competition narrowly won by the
officers' team and then back to the Wives Club for tea, very
kindly served by the wives of the Regiment.
The Square, 18.00 hours, and Retreat, played by the full
Corps Band. How much this was enjoyed and how impressive
the setting with Beacon Hill and its familiar Kiwi, looking
very lovely in the evening sunlight, as a distant background.
Wonderful Evening
The Sergeants' Mess lounge at 19.30 hours for the Club's
A:G.M. and then to ~e di?ing room, so tastefully arranged and
laid out for the reumon dinner. A wonderful meal, beautifully
prepared and served by W.0.I Williams, A.C.C., and his staff;
the Corps Orchestra in attendance, adding just that final touch
to a truly reunion atmosphere. Proposing the toast of the
evening, " The Regiment, Past, Present and Future," General
Naylor spoke of the great loss the Corps had sustained by
the recent death of its Colonel-in-Chief, the Princess Royal
and asked the company to stand in silence for a few momen~
as a mark of respect to her memory. Before the final toast
A

Some of those present at the very successful Dinner

of "Absent Friends," Captain Arthur Hughes, on behalf of the
Club, presented the Regunent with the original Signal Office
copy of the Cease Fire Signal received by the Division from
2nd Canadian Corps on the eve of V-E Day, 4th May, 1945.
Dinner over, the real get-together followed; social, dance, maybe
it was, but by " lights out," old scenes and experiences had
been relived and old stories retold, until the now far-off days
of Dunkirk and Normandy seemed to be but only yesterday.

Church Pnrnde--Junior Lenders PresN1t
Sunday morning, 09 30 hours, and a special Remembrance
Service in the Garrison Church, conducted by the Rev. M. C.
Prescott, M.A., C.F., Senior Chaplain, 3rd Division-a full muster
in spite of some feelings of the morning after the night before.
Unfortunately, the march-past before the G.O.C., 3rd Division,
Major-General C. H. Blacker, o.B.E., M.C., which was planned
to follow the service, and in which representative det~chments
from Iron Troop of the Junior Leaders Regiment and Salisbury
Branch of Royal Signals Association were. to have joined, had
·t o be cancelled at the last minute owing to rain. However,
back to the Wives' Club for morning coffee and a very excellent
band concert by the Corps Band; finally, lunch, and this very
happy and enjoyable Reunion Week-end was over. Enjoyable
indeed it was-a real highlight in the Club's history; every
single member fortunate enough to be present enjoyed himseU to the full and would wis-h his thanks and appreciation
made known to all ranks of the Regiment who made us all so
welcome and worked so hard to make the week-end the great
success it was.
New Mem.bers turn up
It was gratifying indeed to us of the Club Committee to
see so many members present, travelling as they did from all
parts of the country. - Each year at our reunion one or two old
members, whom we have not seen for years, unexpectedly turn
up, and this year we wer~ most pleased to see C.Q.M.S.
"Johnny" Jordon fit enough to join us once more after his
very long illness, also Major "Clem" Wardrop, C.Q.M.S.
" Badgie " Gilpin, and Corporal " Flash " Dukes, all of whom
were attending for the first time, and were with the Regiment
when it left Bulford with the Division to join the B.E.F. in
September, 1939.
Amongst those present this year were :
Colonel A. C. Allan, Signalman J. Andrews, Signalman W. D. Antill,
Signalman S. Arnold, Lieutenant-Colonel A. F. Austen, Signalman D.
A. R. Bm:ker, Sergeant E. E. Bayley. Signalman H. B. Blackford, Sergeant
J. H. Bramley, - S. J. Brandon, W.0.1 M. C. M. Buenell., Signalman
J. H. Castle, Corporal V. R. Cole, Corporal W. M. Cotterell, - L.
Creswell , Signalman T . W. H . Dean, Signalman R. F. Liment, Corporal
f'. G. Dukes, S.Q.M.S. F. Durber, Signalman W . T. Edwnrds, Caputlo
J. B. France. Secorul~Licutenant J. J. S. Gorman.
Sigruilinan W. Hawthorn, Lieutenant (Q.M.) G. H. Henwood, Captain
E. R. Hinton, Brigadier P. M. P. Hobson, Signalman W. H. Holden,
Signalman C. E. Hodder, - A. Hudson, Captain A. Hughes, Signalman
J . Jenner, Sigruilinan H. R. Jones, Sergeant J. J. Jordan, Major H.
Kelly, Corporal V. J. Kontzle, Sergeant P. H. Legg, Signalman E.
Macgregor, Signalman A. R. Mills, Signalman P. Munclin Major-General
R. F. B. Naylor, Captain H. S. Nokes, Signalman S. H. G. O'Dell,
Signalman H. W. Palmer, Colonel R. Pearce, Lieuterutnt-Colonel S. A.
W. Philcox, Major P. W. Phillip.
Lieutenant-Colonel A. F. Pownall, Major D . J. Roberts, Captain N.
C. Rummey, Captain W. J. Simms, Major K. N. Smant, Signal.man R.
Softly, Lieutenant-Colonel R. J. M. Solly, Signalman J. Sowerby,
Signe!man W. Spittal, Signalman A. W . Spratley, Major C. Surgg, Sigrutlman H . Stickells, R .Q .M.S. J. G. Stratton, G. E. Scyrin, LanceCorporal A. J. Tilley, Corporal H. F. Timms, Signalman D. G. Turn~,
Signalman A. Wade, Major C ..G. Wardrop, Sergeant W. J . Webb, Ma1oc
A. B. Wh~ler, Captain T . E. Willinms, - E. Worsfold , Capt. (Q.M.) W.
Yates, Colonel J. W. Eagle.

JERSEY

Major-General R. T. O. Cary, C.B., C.B.E.,
D.s.o., Entertained
On the outbreak of hostilities in 1939 _General Cary relinquished his appointment as Commanding <?fficer o~ the
Training Battalion in order to take a i;nore acuve part m ~e
war. He eventually returned to Catter~ck ..as G.O.C. Cattenc~
District, where his name is perpetuated m The Cary Theatre.
Since his retirement General Cary has returned. once to
Catterick on the twentieth anniversary of the openmg of the
Theatre.
Now enjoying his retirement in G~er~sey, General Cary was
pleasantly surprised to receive an mvnauon from the Jersey
Branch of the Association to attend, as guest of honour, t~eir
annual dinner, which was held at the Hotel Savoy, St. Relier,
on Tuesday, 11th May.
.
General ~ry flew to Jersey and was met at the ~irport by
the Branch President, Major J. T. L. Blackl~r. L1eutenantColonel R. Postill acted as host and a_ccompan1e~ the General
to the dinner. Music during the evenmg and Dmner Call was
played under the direction of Lieutenant-Colonel J. L. Judd,
M.B.E., MUS. B., F.T.C.M., L.R.A.M., A.R.C.M.
The dinner which was a great success, was attended by
seventeen m~mbers of the Association. The menu was
ambitious even by Channel Islands standards but all those
attending managed to complete the course.
.
.
General Cary in replying to his toast drew on his wide
experiences and his reminiscences kept .everyo~~ enthrall~d.
The evening was quite an occasion as ~ addition to being
Guest of Honour it was the first opporturuty ~a~ the General
.
had had of dining with a Branch of the Assoc1at1on.
Absent friends were remembered and a .memor~ble everung
drew to a close barely short of the followmg day·
Before flying back to Guernsey on the Wednesday <_Jenera!
Cary was conducted round the island of J e!sey by his ~ost,
and had the opportunity of drawing a comparison of the widely
differing charms of both islands.

Royal Signals Association anJ Benevolent FunJ
Tiu! following subscriptions were most gratefully received during May,
{. I. d.
34 6 I
11th Regiment
.. .
...
·· ·
I
3 0
24th Regiment (Officers' Mess)
9 I 9
Aimy Apprentices' School .. .
8 0 0
3rd Regiment
...
.. .
. ..
IO 0 0
14th Regiment (I Squadron)
10 0
Signal Training Wing, R.M.
I 19 0
43rd Regiment T.A. .. .
3 0
325 Squadron T.A.
...
. ..
3 2 6
Signal Wing, School of Infantry
14 7
52nd Regiment T.A.
II 0 0
21st Regiment
5 0
225 Squadron
...
I 14
9
Chaplains' Branch, H.Q. B.A.O.R.
I 7 0
235 Squadron (COMCAN)
.. ·
...
3 6
Royal Signals Troop, 5 ~nnis, Dragoon Guards
6 0 6
Various individual donanoos
{.89 IO 8
Total Receipts

=:::=:::=:::::= NORTH LONDON BRANCH=:::=:::=:::=
On Saturday, 10th April, in an atmosphere of festi~ity most
suitable to the occasion, the Branch celebrate~ its tenth
anniversary with a dinner-dance at the Cambndge ~otel,
Palmers Green. A hundred.,and-sixty members and _fnends
wined and dined and were later joined by a further thirty for
an evening of fun and enjoyment.
.
In a brief speech, after reading intereseng. and amusmg
extracts from the initial correspondence concerrung the formation of the Branch, Brigadier Pat Hobson, D.s.o., gue~t of
honour, said that in ten years, ~ram a founder members~~ of
eleven, this had become a ma1or branch of the Assooatl?D·
He also told us one or two things about ourselves of :which
some of us were unaware. Fortunately there ~va_s nothmg to
our detriment but, Branches beware, your Ass?Ci.auon SC<'.fi;t'.l!Y
obviously keeps himseU well informed concerrnng your acuv1tles.
Referring to the fact that this is probably the only _Br~nch
to have one of its own full members as Padre, he 1okmgl_y
inferred that such a service may be necessary. We wo~der if
he found reason to reflect on these W?rds as, later. m the
eveni.iig, he watched the said Padre settmg the p~ce m every
department of the merry-making. Many read~rs will rememb;r
John Bryant, the miler. He is now the Vicar of St. Pauls,
New Southgate. ·
·
b
f
During the dinner every lady was presented with a ox o
dainty lace hankies. These were donated by two members Vi'.ho
wish to remain anonymous. Loudest ~pplause ?f the evernng
was awarded the chef, who was called m to rece1v~ cong!atulations on the excellence of the food, and to ;ake. wme with the
Branch Chairman, Mr. W. P. Hall. Thats right, the same
Bill Hall, Cherat in the l93o's.
.
.
Mr. J. T. Murphy carried out the dunes of Toastmaster ~
his usual efficient manner, and ~r. W. C~ythome once. agam
proved himself the liveliest M.C. m the_ busmess. ~e think he
developed his non-stop action from bemg rushed mto and out
of the Guardroom in days gone by!
Was the evening a success? Well-we already have a demand
for next year's tickets.
.
Meanwhile a lot of OUR members look forward to seemg
a lot of YOUR members at Canerick on 26th/:t7th June.

1965:-

... [.400

Bxpondiwre during Mil)!, 1965:
(lncludes:-Rent and Rates; Beds nod Bedding;
Furniture; Cots and Prams; General Assistance).

3

9

Butchers

Grocers

Game Dealers

our aim in all Depts.:-

S up er b Quality

CHAS. JACKSON & SONS
63, 64 and 66 SKINNERGATE
DARLINGTON
Te;~~~one
1894

Established

Sixty Years

Satisfactory Service

" WE BUY THE BEST "

" WE SELL THE BEST "

DAILY DELIVERIES IN YOUR

DISTRICT
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Swndinr, left to Right: E. Robinson, F. Bridle, P. Ma.rtin, W. Craythorne, Captain
R. Shields, Captain W. Mycroft
Seated: T. Dexter, R. Wilkinson, W. Hall, H. Gillibrand.

BRANCH

BY APPOINTMENT TO
H.R.H. THE DUltE OF EDINBURGH

SUPPLIERS OF MOBILE
RADIOTELEPHONE EQUIPMENT

BY APPOINTMENT TO
H.R.H. THE DUKE OF EDINBURGH

. •

'!

SUPPLIERS OF MOBILE
RADIOTELEPHONE EQUIPMENT

J

'CAMBRIDGE'transistor
Mobile Radiotelephone

'CAMBRIDGE' transistor
MobileRadiotelephone

Anew high standard in Mobile Radiotelephone design
• Fully transistorised recei_ver • ~rinted ci rcuit sub-assemblies • Sealed l.F. block filters • Dustproof and splash proof
• GPO approved and meeting A merican and European specifications • 100 Milliamps receiver drain • A M or FM
·
. .
. . versions
• 25 Kc/ s or 50 Kc/ s channelling • Sing le or six channel

PYE TELECOMMUNICATIONS LIMITED
CAMBRIDGE • ENGLAND • TELEPHONE: · TEVERSHAM
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Anew high standard in Mobile Radiotelephone design
• Fully transistorised receiver • Printed circuit sub-assemblies • Sealed 1_.~. block filt~rs • .D ustproof and splashp.roof
• GPO approved and meeting American and European specifications • 100 M1ll1amps receiver drain • A.M. or F.M. versions

• 25 Kc/ s or 50 Kc / s channelling

• Single or six channel

P YE TE L ECOMMUNICATIONS LIMITED
CAMBRIDG E

• E NGLAND • T E LEPHONE : T E VERSHAM

TH E WIRE , AUGUST-S E PTEMBE R 1 965

(CAMB RI DGE) 3 1 31 · '

TELEX No. 61166
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Royal Signals :4 t Home 'anti Reunion Weekentl
Catterick Camp, 1965

Scenes
from the

Royal
Signals
'At Home~
The Colours and Colour Party of the 41st Signal Reg iment (Princess Louise's Kensington
Regiment) T.A. March Past after Church
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Once again this well established gathering of the Corps has come a d
gone. Attendance was at a record level this year and although the weathe
was on the cold side and looked threatening, nevertheless the rain held off
and all events took place as planned.
Present for the first time on this occasion were the Regimental ColoUI
and a Colour Party from the 41st Regiment (Princess Louise's Kensington
Regiment) T.A., supported by their Commanding Officer, Adjutant and
Regimental Sergeant Major as well as a contingent of Old Comrades from
their own Regimental Association.
Very welcome they were, and the
presence of their Colours and Co:our Party on Church Parade added lustre
to a particularly fine parade and march past.
Also making their debut were the Pipe and Brass Bands of the Army
Apprentices' School, Harrogate. Their performance at Retreat, both on therr
own and in conjunction with the Corps Band, was of the highest order and
drew well merited applause from an appreciative audience.
This ceremony, incidentally, took place for the first time on the new
parade ground of the 11th Regiment in Relles Lines. This proved to be
a very · suitable venue, with a small hill topped with a .flagstaff and Union
Jack as a perfect natural backdrop--especially as the sun, at the appropriate
moment, made one of its rare appearances, lighting up the whole scene in
a warm and mellow light from just the right direction.
Continued on page
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Branch Standards precede the O ld Comrades Sq Jadron on the March Past after Church.
General n .uill ier takes the Salute
THE WIRE , AUGUST-SEPTEMBER 1965

The week-end took its usual course. Many pints were
disposed of, many stories told and retold, but as. usual
transcending all was a quiet pride of Co~ps, the feeling of
belo11ging to a large and honourable fanuly that h~d. come
of age. A parti ular pleasure was to se~ the .spirit and
enthusiasm of the newest member of this ~am1ly - .our
young regular Corps- both on parade ar.d .m the vano~s
displays on Sunday afternoon as well as gomg about thell"
normal duties.
Finally, as always, the grateful thank.s of all must go to
the serving Corps at Catterick for the 1mme~se amount of
work and preparation that had been pu.t mto ~e ?ie
week-end such a splendid success. It is ~1fficult to unagme
any Corps or Regiment doing more for its Old Comrades.
THE WIRE , AUGUST-SEPTEMBER 1965

I. Lance-Corporal Boulby first off the Burma Bridge in
the semi-final of the Assault Course Competition.
l. Lance-Corporal Scales on the Trampoline.

). Lance-Corporal Nutbrown clearing the high box with
one up-a height of 9 ft. with Lance-Corporal Moore
coming up behind.
4. The I Squadron Demonstration Drill Squad.

s. Lieutenant Drew receiving the Assault Course Cup
from Major-General L. de M. Thuilller, C.B., O.B.E.
251

Princess Royal's Memorial Funtl
•88

Garde

W .R.A.C.

at

Depet

The Council of the W .R~'\ . C. Association (incorporating
Q.M.A.A.C. and A.T .S. Comrades Association) is sponsoring
a fund in memory of thcir late President, The Princess Royal,
which will give each member of all three Corps the opportunity
to show her personal appreciation of Her Royal Highness's service in both war and post-war year<s.
The money raised will be used to provide a Rose Garden
at me W .R.A.C. Depot, Guildford. The balance will be invested and administered as the " Princess Royal's Memorial
Fund" by the Trustees of the A.T.S./W.R.A.C . Benevolent
Funds, the income being used to help cases beyond the normal
scope of these funds, such as the provision of annuities or
long term maintenance grants.
Donaitons should be sent to: " The Princess Royal's Memorial
Fund," Block 'E,' Duke of York's Headquarters, King's Road
London, S.W.3.

Lance Corporal J. Fenge
Y oung R o y al Signals N.C.O. 1'1akes Pole
V aulting Record

WIRE offers congratulations to a young Royal Signals
T
N.C.O. whose athletic prowess has made headlines and
put him among the select band of national champions. He is
HE

Many will be interested to hear that a well-known
Corps personality, Major Pat Matins, and his wife Betty
live at the above address, where they receive payinK
guests. Bourton Manor is a lovely old manor hou
situated in ideal surroundings about 900 feet up with
splendid views towards the Welsh mountains. Some 15
miles from Shrewsbury, it can be a very pleasant e cape
for those who want a holiday " away from it all."
Betty and Pat are ideal hosts and, of course, all
members of the Corps receive a particularly warm
welcome as your Editor well knows.

THOMPSON- BLAKER.- A Corps wedding thet will please many t
place at Singapore on 3rd July when Lieutenant Roger Thompson,
the Corps, m arried Aureole Blaker. Roger is, or course, the son
Major "Tommy " Thompson , of H .Q .A.E .R. Blandfo"d , and A ureole 1
well known as the daughter of Brigadier E . C . R . Blaker, C.S.O.
F ARELF. All their friend s will be delighted to hear of this hap
occasion, nol least your Editor who foreca st this event some years a
when he observed them holding hands at Camp Centre, Catterick Camr .

======·Employment Vacancies ======:::=.:

SWAN.-Ex-Signalman Joseph Henry Swan, on 6th July.
He serv~d
in Royal Signals from 1937 to 1948. He wa~ a Life Member of the
Association.
Home address : 58, Montgomery Crescent, Harold Hill,
Romford, Essex.

41 Command Workshop, RE.M.E., York. Radio technicians
required. Good prospects of permanent and pensionable
employment.
D iplomatic Wireless Service, London. Cypher and Signals
Branch suitable for cypher operators. Pay £700 rising to £1,038.
Excellent prospects of becoming established Civil Servants.

Upgratling Courses in Cotteritk
Radio Relay Technician
Radio Technician (Lt.)
Cipher Operator
Lineman Technician
Radio Relay Technician

Class
Class
Class
Class
Class

II
II
II
III
III

ro I
to I
to I
to II
to II

22nd Feb.,
lSt Feb.,
9th Feb.,
15th Feb.,
8th Feb.,

1966
1966
1966
1966
1966

" The Wire " is written by the Corps • • • •
• • • to be read by the Corp-.
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New

To W .0.1

To \111.0.II

254927 1
254820 3
2548988
14552543
14120208
26orS53
210050 33
14921540
21 040550
2549014
22265266
2 r187056
1419186o
22539675
2224 2002
22288102
2549550
22524375
225 22749
22296475
22776454
22569537
2279:2008
22842477
22022717
225S9831
22296843

A / W .0 .1
W .0 .11
A / W .0 .1
A/W.0 .1
A / W .0 .1
A / W .O .I
A / W .0 .1
A / W.0.1
A / W .O.II
A / W .0 .11
A / W .0.11
S / Sgt.
S / Sgt.
A / W .0 .11
S / Sgt.
A / W .O .II
S / Sgt.
Sgt.
A / S Sgt.
Sgt.
Sgt.
Sgt.
Sgt .
Sgt.
Sgt.
Sst.
Sgt.

F ORI!MAN

To W.0.1

Deaths

To S Sgt.

FRASER.--Staff Sergeant K . Fraser, who served in the Corps from 194
to 1961, on 11th May, 1965. He was a member of the Aberdeen Branch
ol the Association.

To W.0.11

OF

SIGNALS

1335
I730
2340

1480
2210
443 (Tee)

22827383
22242569
22314652
225616o2
22212242
22547161
23340178
22983824

S Sgt.
S Sgt.
A / W .0 .11
A/W.O.II
S / Sgt.
A / S Sgt.
A / S Sgt.
Sgt.

86o
870
880
890
900
1090
1100
1110

980
950
820
855
940
:2440 (Ad)
2350 (Ad)
2134 (Ad)

23201 358

A / Sgt.

NIGHTINGALE .-Lance-Corporal Kenneth Nightingale of 20d Regiment,
on t 1th July as a result of a motor accident in B.A.O.R.

To Sgt.

22971229
23491185
22954959
2549735
23462752

Cpl.
A/Sgt.
Cpl .
Cpl.
Cpl.

CLERKS

I 380
lIOO

TECHNICAL ROSTER

Murfin, F . C.
King, A.
Yule, G.
Longden, B.
OPERATING

4970 9810
5100 7339
5 11 5 12175
5140 7850

ROSTER

Griffin, T .

11 36o 13994

FIELD ROSTER

To Sgt.

( Aug14SI , 1965)
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ROSTER

Downey, J. P.
Davies, H .
Mawson. D . H .
Strutt , R. A.
Whiunore, L . N .
Griffiths. J. D .
Feber, H . I.:. H.
Goodyer, D . F .

Kimberley, K.
Dixo:i , R. P.
Widd icombe , J. 0 .
Beare, T. R.
Shaw, C . R.

ADMINISTRATIVE

,,
,,
,,
,,
,,
,,
,,
,,
,,
,,
,,
,,
,,
,,

ROSTER

Lid stone, I . R.
Gill , P .
Cordey, J. H.

To Sgt.

,,
"

850
6oo
610
630
870
176o
1590
1540
1550
1470
580
156o
11 20
1520
1280 (Fd)
5120 (Op)
6o30 (Op)
6ooo (Op)
5930 (Op)
1300 (Fd)
1520 (Ad)
183o (Tec)
1210 (Fd)
1390 (Fd)

S Sgt.
S Sgt.
Sgt.

NINNIM.-Corporal S. F . Ninnim, on 26th May.
Corporal N innim
served in the Corps from 1923 until 1930 and then again from 1939
until 1941. He was an Annual Member of the Association from 1926
to 1930 and rejoined in April of this year. Home address: 81 , Victoria
Avenue, Broadstairs, Kent.

J.C.U. , Borneo
229 Squadron
H.Q. , FARELF
M.0.0. (S' gnals 4 (A))
H.Q. , A.E.R. , Royal Signal5
A.A .S. , Ha: rogate
632 Troop
J.C.U., Borneo
H.Q. , Middle East Command
18th Regiment
44th (H.C.) Reg iment (T.A.)
I Sth Regiment
H .Q., A.E.R ., Royal Signal
639 Troop
13th Regiment
A.A .S., Harrogate
216 Squadron
8th Regiment
School of Signals
9th Regiment
541h (E.A.) Regiment (T.A.)
A .P. Sig. Staff, H .Q., Midean
46th (N.M.) Regiment (T.A.)
Army School of Education
30th Regiment
28th Regiment
7th Regiment

150
830
690

22289325
22242357
22307303

23503334 Cpl.
23 546998 Cpl.
235 10236 Cpl.
23472120 Cpl.

To
,,
,,
,,
,,
,,
,,
,,
,,

670
680
690
700
710
720
730
740
31 90
3200
3210
3220
3230
3240
3250
326o
3270
3490
3500
3510
35 20
3530
3540
3550
356o
3570
3580

96o

CmEF

To S Sgt.

Evis, C. 0.
W illiams, K . J.
Walls, P . J.
M arriott, R .
H arrison, P.
M argerison, R . A.
Woodvine, J. R.
Adams, R .
Page, A. D.
H or to n, B. 0 .
Morris, G . R.
Pildcr, E. S .
D ownes, J. P.
Anderson, J . D .
W arren, A.
Blacklock, J .
S tear , C. W.
Didlick, L. G .
Webster, A. O .
Coleman, A. L . C.
Moody, P. 0 .
Hall, M. G. E .
Block , R. H.
Hetherin gton, R. W .
Shevlin, H .
Farrell, P . G .
M eekings, H. A. C .
Morrison, H .
Taylor, A. R.

To Sgt.

T / Captain J. J. Austin
Captain P. H. Bullard
Captain G. Barnett
Major J. R. Clarke
...
Lieut.-Colonel P. G. Curry, o.B.E.
Captain K. R. Canning .. .
Captain D. L . Copeland .. .
Lieutenant I. C. Double
Lieutenant (Tfc.) R. Davidge
Lieutenant (Tfc.) R. Finister ...
Captain J. G. Fleming . ..
Captain I. Graham
.. .
. ..
Captain (Q.M .) J. C. Gosling
Captain J. L. Golding . . .
. ..
Lieutenant (Q.M.) R. E. Howard
Captain P. J. Hartshorn
.. .
Lieutenant (Tfc.) R. D. Laing
Lieutenant (Tfc.) W. H. Lockie
Major J. C. Lucas .. .
...
Captain E. G. T. Merry
Major W. MacDonald
Major N. B. Robins . . .
...
Major (Q.M.) W. A. Rowbory
Captain R. 0. B. Stibbon
Lieutenant J. Crich
.. .
Major R. L. Murray .. .
Lieutenant V. H. Stephens

Old

22212313 W .0 .11
22212055 W .0 .11

IRVING.-Ex-Signalman W. E . Irving, in early June. He served in R oyal
Signals from r94r to 1946 and was an Annual Member of the Association
since 1945. His home address: 2 , Frensham Court, Phipps Bridat
Estate, Mitcham, Surrey.

Movements-Ofliters

443

Sgt.

1430

ROSTllR

Sen. No. Sen. N o.

To W .0 .11

HEPBURN.-Corporri I. Hepburn, on 24th June, at 34, Newton Road
Aberdeen, age 24. Corporal Hepburn enlisted into Royal Signals as a
Boy in 1956 and was still serving at the time of his death. H e was at
the Army Apprentices School, Harrogate, and was 11 member of the
Harrogate Branch of the Association.

Sgt.

June
R HG IM BNTAL DUTY

ro S Sgt.

Lance-Corporal Jerry Fenge, now with 59th Army Youth Team.
Recently at the Amateur Athletic Association's national championships at the White City he cleared 14 feet in the pole vault
event and became the first British junior athlete ever to attain
that height.
Surprisingly a week or two previously Lance-Corporal Fenge
failed three times to clear the bar at 12ft. 6in. at the Army
Individual Championships at Aldershot. O f course, LanceCorporal Fenge is not unknown to the Corps. He learned his
vaulting at the Army Apprentices School, Harrogate, where his
potential was soon realised, and he is the Junior Army and
Inter-Services ~itle-holder . He will gain ' full' international
honours ag--.J.nst Ireland shortly.
On the Army's· recent tour of West Germany, Fenge raised
the Army record against the British Army of the Rhine at
Gucersloh by one-and-a-half inches to 13ft. 6tin., and then
against the German Armed Forces at the same venue improved
on this by another inch. Thus an 18-year-old becomes the
Army "first string," with two International pole vaulters, Welsh
champion Sergeant-Instructor G. Morris and English "colour "
Sergeant-Instructor P. Lyons, as his reserves f

The Association Welfare Staff have full particulars of the
following employment vacancies which can be obtained on
application:

Promotions

Bourton Manor, Muth Wenlotk,
Near Shrewsbury, Shropshire

23230459
2349297 4
23314367
23213056
22265624
22539624
22987235

A / Sgt.
A/ Sgt.
Cpl.
A / Sgt.
A / Sgt.
Cpl.
A / Sgt.

4010
4220
4230
4240
4250

t46o
2630
2650
2710
2720

ROSTER

McNulcy, G . W .
Jukes, L. R .
Young, J . C. M.
Bunting, P. J.
Stevenson, R .
Nicol, T . L .
Firth, J. B .

2880
2890
2900
2910
2920
2930
2940

2140
2770
3750
3854
3870
843
55 20

INSERTIONS
TBCHNICAL ROSTER

To Sgt.

23467500

Sgt.

Coverley, C .

ADMINISTRATIVE

To Sgt.

2549320

22242835
22265926

Delpinto, F . H.
Nicholls, B. D.

Sgt.
gt.

ll54

104
2534

DELETIONS
FOREMAN OF

W .O.I
W .0.11

550
750

W .O.II

590

CHlBF

SIGNALS

CLERKS

26oo

ADMINISTRATI VE

Sgt.

1770

ROSTER

2170

Movements-Wanvnt Officers anti Senior
N.C.O.S.-August
W.0 .1 (Y. of S.) D . Bee•
W.0 .1 (F. of S.) K. J. W est
W .0 .11 (Y. of S.) E. G. Longstaff
W.0.11 C . G. Johnson ...
W.0 .II G. P. Bradley
W.0 .II (Y. of S.) J. D. Francis
W.O.II C . 0 . Edgai
W.0 .11 T . J. Cushen ...
W.0.11 G . J . Fisher
W.0 .11 J. J . Green
W .0 .11 F. W . Dickinson
W .0.11 F. E . Wood
W .0 .11 (F. of S.) 0 . E. R ye
W.0 .11 (F . of S.) R. Chidley
\'<7.0.Il (F. of S.) A. H. Spurgin
W.0 .11 (F. of S.) D . G . Speai
W.O .II J. F . P . Head . ..
W .0 .11 J. M . M . Dunbury ...
S taff Sergeant (P . of S.) F .

... T o Army ol the Federation of
Malaysia.
., 259 Squadron
.. 7th Regiment
,. 3 Div. H .Q . and Signal Reg1.
,. :24th Regiment
13th Regiment.
,, 13th Rea;ment
18th Regiment
,, 8th Regiment
53rd Regiment (T .A.)
., 263 Squadron
13th Regiment
., 610 Troop
,, 208 Squadron
14th Regiment
., School of Signals
,, 30th Bn. RA.0 .C.
.. British Army Training Team,
Kenya.

W.
Matthews
Staff Sergeant (F. of S.) E. D. Dixon
Staff Sergeant P . J. Tompkins
Staff Sergeant K . J. Crosbie . . .
Staff Sergeant J . L. E . Walker
A / Staff Sergeant A. G . Stapleton
Sergeant S. H . Waudby ...
Sergeant D . M. Moynan
Sergeant C. A. Williams
Sergeant C. T. A. Rhodes
Sergeant R. H. Cobb
Sergeant J . E . Francis
Sergeant W. Davison
Sergeant B. Ashton
Sergeant D . Carr .. .
Sergeant J . David .. .
Sergeant R. V. Doyle
Sergeant D . K. Harvey
Sergeant J. H . J acksoo
Sergeant J. McNaughton
Sergeant B. A. Meachin .. .
Sergeant J. A. Phillips . . .
Sergeant R. L. Tricker . . .
Sergeant M. A. Truran . . .
Sergeant C . N. Lightfoot
Sergeant J. C . Farrelly .. .
Sergeant J . Hendron
...
Sergeant A. G. Curti.s . . .
Sergeant F. W. Kendall
A / Sergeant A . J. Tookcy
A / Sergeant J. D . Douce
Sergeant G. Fenney
Sergeant V. F. Lee
Sergeant R. H. Block .. .
Sergeant J. W. Payne .. .
Sergeant R. W . J. Barber
Sergeant T. R Mallabone
Sergeant R. G . Patient . . .
Sergeant T. W. Potter . . .
Sergeant T. A. Abberley
Sergeant E. R. Lee
...
Sergeant J . P . Jewell . . .
Sergeant G. W. McNulty
.. .
Sergeant C. R. Bellamy-Wood
Sergeant N. Adey .. .
Sergeant J. Hawker
...
Sergeant E. H. Holland .. .
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School cC Signals
15th Regiment
24th Regiment
30th Regiment
227 Squadron
205 Squadron
Sudanese Armed Forces
8th Regiment
4th Div. H.Q . and Signal Rest.
30th Regimen t
641 Troop
7th Regiment
235 Squadron
34 Lt. Regt., R.A., Signal Tp
259 Squadron
245 Squadron
Ir Inf. Gp. & H.Q. Sig. Sqn.
263 Squadron
501 Troop
642 Troop
237 Squadron
225 Squadron
235 Squadron
253 Squadron
15th Regime•11
229 Sq uad!'v>l
:24th Regiment
7th Regiment
7th Regiment
J un. Leaders Regt., R Signals
1st Div. H.Q . and Signal Regt.
1st Div. H.Q . and Signal Regt.
15th Regiment
638 Troop
244 Squadron
24th Regiment
t 8th Regiment
253 Squadron
8th Regiment
227 Squadron
H.Q ., R. Signals, Sinppore
H .Q., Malaya Area
4th Div. H.Q. and Signal Regt.
::ind Div. H .Q. and Signal Regt.
:249 Squadron
School of Signals
2nd Div. H.Q . and Signal Regt.

3705
1250 (Tee)

FJELD ROSTER

T o Sgt.

ROSTER

ROSTER

Burrows, R. D .

Sgt.

F IELD

2320

ROSTI!R

uoo (Op)
8520 (Op)

Do Yourself a Favour!
If you are serving and have a standing order for
" The Wire," please keep us informed well in advance
of any change of address. It is impossible for us to
keep up with hundreds of posting orders, and your
" Wire " will go to your old address unless we hear
to the contrary.

ROSTER

S Sgt.
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BISLEY CUP

orps

Lieutenant-Colonel C. V. Walsh

Score 137

Captain D. H. Insall

Score 104

REVOLVER CUP

has
best ever

METHUEN AND CHEYLESMORE, 1963
Team
14th Regim ent
Individual Captain D . C. N. G enders

Score 174

S.M.G AND CATIERICK CUP
Team
3rd Regiment
Individual Coi"poral P. Jukes

Score 114

BEST JUNIOR LEADER
I/Signalman P. G. Lockhart

year at

CHAMPION SHOT
Captain D. H. Insall

BISLEY

CHAMPION TEAM
21st R egiment

The Very Successful Corps Methuen Team

Bisley Meeting

St"nding: Corpor:tl C . R. Timms (Reserve), Captain P. Carr, Staff-Sergeant (F. of S.) M. D. Thornbury, W.O.U
H . Haw (Reserve).
itting: Corpor:tl P. J. Davies, Captain D. H. lnsall, Lieutenant P. E. A. Chaddock, Lieutenant-Colonel C. V.
Walsh (Team Captain) , Captain D. C. N. Genders, Major M. S. Jarrett, Major C. A. S. ExeU.

Nine in the Anny 100! Winners of the SR (b) Team Cup! Fourth overall in the Methuen Cup and comfortable
winners of the Woolwich Trophy!
These are but some of the many successes gained by Corps marksmen at this year's Risley in which the 21st
Regiment played such a prominent part.

A

VISIT to Bisley to support the Corps shooting
enthusiasts is always well worth while. This very
soldierly sport invariably brings together a happy
gathering of all ranks from signalmen to senior officers
who mix cheerfully and are as one in their keen desire
to see the Corps do well.
This visit is always a " must " for your Editor and
the enthusiasm and Corps spirit this year was very good
to see.
The stancMird of Corps marksmanship has been
steadily building up over recent years. Many have had
a hand in this, but a special tribute must go to LieutenantColonel "Paddy" Walsh who, as Captain of Corps
Shooting, has never spared himself in his dedicated task
of putting the Corps on the map in this particular sport.

This year's results must have given him great pleasure,
and all will join THE WIRE in congratulating him and
all our representatives at Bisley on their successes. In
particular, we must salute the 21st Regiment, whose
team contributed so much to these successes. While
they were fortunate in having on their strength a number
of good shots, this was only half the battle. A wellplanned and arduous period of training over many
months was the key to their consistent high scoring, and
they deserve much credit for this.
Mention should also be made of the 14th Regiment,
who did so well last year but were not quite up to the
21st Regiment's standard this year.
Here is the report of the Captain of Corps Shooting
on the Corps and Bisley meetings:

Corps Rifle Meeting
ESPITE frightful weather, the Corps Rifle Meeting, held
at Bulford on 21st to 24th June, was a resounding success.
This year, Junior Leaders from Denbury and T erritorial
Army Competitors from Soottish and Western Commands,
attended for the first time. They enjoyed the experience and
intend to return.
The standard of shooting this year was higher than ever
before, particularly in the Roberts Cup, which, in the past, has
kept many a good shot out of .the Army Hundred.
The two outstanding teams were 14th Regiment and 21st
Regiment. Both had trained hard, were extremely fit, and
were well led by their respective captains. 21st Regimen t were
the eventual winners, but it was very close, and the result was
in doubt until the last detail had fired. It is hoped that other
Regiments will field teams to challenge these two at next
year's meeting.
The Signal Officer-in-Chief attended the meeting on the last
day. He arrived by helicopter before lunch and remained to
present the prizes. In his address to the competitors, he mentioned the importance of shooting within the Corps now and
in the future. The Corps Meeting provided a means of raising
the standard of shooting generally, and the standard of marksmanship at this meeting was really good. He hoped that teams
and individuals would maintain .the same standard at Bisley
and add to the reputation we had already established there.
The principal prizewinners were as follows:

D

ROUPELL AND MARESFIELD CUP
Team
21st Regiment
Individual Captain D . H. Insall
AND S.0.-IN-C.'s Cup
Team
14th Regiment
Individual Captain P. Carr

Score 183

T H E W I R E,

WHITEHEAD

17th Lieutenant-Colonel C. V. Walsh.
Class B 6th, Corporal P. J. Davies.
ROBERTS
S.M.G.

9th

xxx

Second-Lieutenant R. C. F. Homewood

MEDALS

Corporal P. Jukes
Major D. Hall
REVOLVER

xxx
Captain D . H. lnsall
Lieutenant-Colonel C. V. Walsh
Lieutenant D. G. D. Gray

SNIPER MATCH
Winner

Corporal P. Jukes

WALKING MAN
Winner

Captain D. H. Insall

Highest individual score, Lieutenant P. E. A.
Chaddock.

111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111

Does tllis
Picture bring
back memories?
It is of the
combined Signals
Sergeant's Mess,
Rawalpindi, and
was taken
in
February, 19llover 43 years ago.
1111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111

WHITEHEAD

ROBERTS AND CoLONEL COMMANDANT'S CUP
Team
21st Regiment
Individual Lieutenant P. E. A. Chaddock

rrHE high standard of marksmanship at the Corps Meeting
was maintained at Bisley, and only a few of those who
shot well at Bulford were subject to Bisley "jitters.''
The highlight of the meeting was undoubtedly the performance of the Corps Team in the Methuen. We plan _to win
thi in 1967, but were withii;t an ace of pulling it off_ this year,
and excitement ran really high as the last two d etails s~ot.
The " English Regiments,'' shooting n ext door. to .us, pipped
us by two points for the R.E.M.E. Trophy, .wh1ch 1s awarded
to the highest-placed Army team. The leadmg scores were:
R.N. (Naval Air Command) ...
1,298
1,283
R.A.F. (Transport Command)
English Regiments
1,281
Royal Signals
i ,279
Our score was approximately 130 points above our previous
best ever and we easily retained The Woolwich Trophy. The
Sappers' 'score was 1,147 and the G~nners' 1,015:
.
Of rhe 65 Carps competitors attendmg the meeting, 29 qua_lified to shoot in .the seoond stage of the Army Champ1onsb1p,
and of these, nine eventually reached the Army Hundred and
were awarded Army Hundred Medals.
The nine were: Captain D. H. Insall, Major M. S. Jarrett,
Lleutenant P. E. A. Chaddock, Second-Lieutenant R. C. F.

Homewood, W.0.11 H. Haw (14th Regiment), Staff Sergeant
(F. of S.) Matthews (30th Regiment), Staff Sergeant (F. of S.)
M. D. Thornbury (205 Squadron), Corporal G. R. Timms (7th
Regiment), Signalman C. G. Harris (21st Regiment).
Our previous highest number in "The Hundred" was six.
Of the nine, Captain D. H . InsaU, Lieutenant P. E. A. Chaddock,
Seoond-Lieutenant R. C. F. Homewood and ignalman C. G.
Harris are all members of 21st Regiment, which is undoubtedly
another record with the Coi"ps.
21st Regiment's team, in addition to their success in The
Army Hundred, also had the following successes:
SR (b) Team Cup
Winners
Pistol Tiles
Runners-up
Britannia
5th
6th
Revolver Team
Captain D. H. Insall put up a magnificent shoot in The
Army Hundred Cup, scoring 177, which placed him second
He came fourth in the Anny Championship, missing the Bronze
Jewel by only two points. He has now been chosen to shoot
in the Army VIII, and will also shoot again in the Army Pistol
VIII.
Our other principal successes were as follows:
ROUPELL
8th Major M. S. Jarrett
9th Captain D. H . Insall

Back row: Ser&eants Haigh, Molloy, L. /Scrgcant Harrison, Sergeants Lane, O.C.M., Warner,~L./Scrgeant Rogers, Sergeanu Gannon, Evans, Ross, Gillen, Hadson, F.{Sergeanu

Taylor , Prior

Score 167

Score 136

A U G U ST - S E PT E M B E R I 9 6 5

Serond row · Sergeants Tourle Saul Day $./Sergeant Moon , Sergeants Ringe, M.M. , Pelham, Ward , Freeman, Priest, Wallis, Lain1
.
Third row: L./Serieant Chapman , Sergeant Boult:r, L./Sergeant Parker, Sergeants Jacks, D.C.M., Stannard, D.C.M., M. M., Cooper, C.Q .M., Sergeant Ruddoman , Sergeant
Stone, S./ Sergeant Crouch, Serieant Bell, L./Serge•nt Walker , S./ Sergeant Genie
.
Front row : f. /S./Sergeant Aldridge, C.Q.M., Sergeant Sewerin, C.S. M. Dixon, D.C.M., R.S. M. Creed, Major R~dley. M.C., Lieutenant-Colooel Torrie, O .B.E., D.S.O.,
Captain Hannah, M.Q.M.S. Earwalker, C .S.M.s Jones , Trobridge
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BLANDFORD CAMP
(Completion of Rebuild)
\

Eye

View
The New Home
of the School of
Signals as it will
look on completion of the Rebui Id at Blandford.

0

•••

Although it is
hoped the camp
will be occupied
by the School of
Signals in 1967,
the completion of
the Rebuild will
not be until some
time later.

N

0

1 Mile

MAJOR

©bituarie~
BRIGADIER

C.

D.

CLAPP,

C.D.E.

Many old friends will be sorry to hear of the death of
Brigadier C. D. Clapp.
•
" C.D. " was first commissioned in the Indian Army and
a great. deal of his service was spent in that country. H~ was
much liked ~d respected by die Indian soldier, in whom he
took a great mterest, an~ the formation of the Boys' Company
at Jubbulpore was due m a large measure to his enthusiasm
~d constructive suggestions. During the war he was respon~1ble. f~r the L. of C. communications behind the 8th Army
m Sicily. Later he became C.S.O., Middle East, and commanded one of the S.T.C.s in the U.K. He finished his
Army career as C.A.F.S.0. Far East Air Force in 1954 when
he was awarded the C.B.E.
'
"C.D." was a quiet, pleasant personality who achieved results by tact and considerntion for others. Consequently he
'
was much liked by those serving under him.
His son, Major John Clapp, is now serving in the Corps
and to him and his family, we extend our deep sympathy. '

*

*

*

El Alamein Reunion will be held at the Festival Hell this
year on 22nd October. Tickets can be obtained from Keith
Prowse, Bond Street, S.W.x.
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APPllENTICES SCHOOL, HARROGAT E
Snmnae r Ca1np
T erms 3 to 8 this term combined their outward bound activities into one camp spread
over three week in June. Each term had one
full week in camp. The camp was situated
about eight miles from Scarborough, near H arwood Dale in an old Army camp now owned
by the Scar borough and District Motor Club.
The most demanding exercise was an escape
HARROGATE
and evasion exercise. At 4 o'clock in the morning the " prisoners " were roused from their
beds and, after a cup of hot soup, were taken out in a truck
and scattered in groups about 30 miles from base. Meanwhile,
search part ies were spread out between the areas where the
prisoners were released and the check points which ~hey had
to reach.
The majority of prisoners did well, evaded their captors and
found their check points. Not so one particular party that
they had a long
set out on a bearing 60° instead of l6o
I
walk!
There was also a map-reading exercise which consisted of
moving from one location to another and answering questions
on each location. One pal'ty, having convinced the O.C. Camp
that they had completed the course in record time, were a
little startled and aggrieved when Sergeant Wheatley (Foresters)
who had been sitting like an eagle on top of a hill with
binoculars, said he had seen them getting a lift in a van, and
A case of " initiative undescribed the colour and type!
recognised " or " fiddlers foiled "?
The orientation exercise was a map-reading exercise in the
form of a race from point-to-point. Scott Squadron, for the
second week of camp, broke both records for the fastest,
in 2hrs. 22min., and the slowest, in 5 hours.
Other activities included rock climbing, swimming and bridge
building. In bridge building, two teams raced to get across
a stream. There were two main methods used, brain and
brawn. The brains attempted to get across without getting
wet; the brawns dived in to get the first man over, and if die
other side were winning, attempted diversionary tactics to get
the other side wet.
·
In all, ilie camp was very enjoyable, and a welcome break
from classroom studies.

E.

J.

ANGELL

THE WIRE was sad to hear of the r ecent death of Major
E. J. Angell, founder of the original Corps Display Team.
~gel~ was well-known to many thousands, both serving and
retired, m the 1930s, as the creator and leader of the Display
Team of those days. From small beginnings in the Royal
Tournament of 1931, he continued until the ·wonderful years
of 1933 and 1934, with the combined horse and motor-cycle display, which thrilled audiences all over the country, up to 1936.
C.3.M. Ang~ll, as he was then, was seconded to the 56th (City
of ~ndon) Signals t? f?und a 1:erritorial Army display team,
and m the process mc1dentally mcreased the strength of its
D .R.s !rom. a mere. handful to some 70 highly-trained men,
~ch with h_
1s own high-performance motor-cycle. The astonishm~ effort m 1937, when the City of London Signals T.A.
D isplay Team took over the performance at the Royal Tournament from the R egular Army Team is a story on its own.
P~ste~ to India in 1939, he was quickly back to his enthusiastic hobby, and photographs in THE WIRE about the outbreak of war showed the Indian Signals Corps team in action
at Jubbulpore.
Promoted T.M.0., he finished the war as Major E. J. Angell.
He started a business in Leicester on retirement and was a
power in the local branch of the Association.
Ill-health moved him first to Southend and then to Newton
!"-bbot, where he died on 8th July, after a long and painful
illness.
The sympathy of very many will go to his widow, at 46,
Applegarth Avenue, Newton Abbot.

Gliding
Gliding, which started in the School a year ago, has now
got well off the ground. The School enthusiasts are members
of the Yorkshire District Club, affiliated to the R.A.F. Leeming
Cleveland Gliding Club. Two apprentices, A/T LanceCorporal Sherlock and A/T Cobb are now solo pilots. The
Army has now provided the club wi~h a winch, and are obtaining a glider, a Swallow. An expensive hobby which has been
made possible by a generous grant from Nuffield Trust funds
contributions from School funds, and from the individual
participants.
A/T Lance-Corporal Sherlock spent a week of his Easter
leave at the Services Championships at Bicester as a member
of a ground crew. He had a week of hard, but exciting work,
retrieving gliders from all over the countryside.
Back in the School Club, the members are building a radiocontrolled glider which the future young members of the Club
will use to gain knowledge on how a glider functions.
Canoeing
We commiserated with our Canoe Team on losing the
Devizes to Westrnin~ter Race by one point, although their
aggregate time was twelve minutes less than .t hat of any
other team. It was understood tlla.t ·this year the scoring would
be calculated in points relating to the order of finishingas in a cross-country race.
We are delighted to report now that our interpretation of
the rules was wrong, and our hearty congratulations go to our
Canoe Team which has been declared the winner on aggregate
time!
This is the third year running that our team has won,
against ever-increasing competition.
Well done, the team,
and congratulations also to all the non-paddling members of
the Canoe Club who contributed in many ways to achieve this
victory.

ft undr ang ulor Game
The Quadrangular Games were held this year at the Army
Apprentices School, Chepstow, during the last week-end of
June.
Athletics. The result of the athletics meeting was : 1st, A.A.S.,
Chepstow, 130 points; 2nd, A.A.S., H arrogate, 109; 3fd,
A.A.S., Carlisle, 101; 4th, A.A.S ., Arborfield, 100.
With the change of age groupings in athletics, we were
required to produce a youth team for 15 events from some
12t per cent of our strength. The need to find four competitors
in each of seven track events and two competitors in the
eight field even ts from II l boys who were born after the
magic new date of xst September, 1948, imposed severe strain,
in tum, on the Oflioer-in-Charge of Athletics, the School's
coaches and all Apprentice Technicians young enough to compete. Since ·the youth and junior halves of the competition
carry equal points, we approached this year's event with hope
rather than confidence. The other Apprentice Schools who
enjoyed rather larger intakes in January and May felt less
strongly about the mauer.
As it was, Harrogate won, in the junior competition, the
4 x 220 relay, 4 x 440, shot, discuss, long jump and triple
jump, and were second in 4 x uo and 1 mile team raoe. The
sprint relay team (A/T Cpls. Cribb, Barden and Illman and
A/T D evitt), broke the meeting record in the 4 x 220 yards
with a splendid lmin. 35.3sec., and although narrowly beaten in
the 4 x no, returned the same time as the winners, equally the
meeting record. In such a team it is unfair to mention individuals, but the sprinting of A/T I;>evitt, who is not yet 17
years old, brought justifiable gasps from the crowd. A/T Cpls.
Warwick and Andrews and A/T Wells in the shot, long jump
and triple jump respectively, recorded individual wins in the
field events.
Our youth team lacked the depth necessary for a team event,
but there is abundant promise in the performances of such
boys as A/Ts Coburn and Littlewood in the sprints, and
Robinson, Dixon and Dillon-White in the longer distances.
A/T Morton, after a fine effort in the high jump, which brought
him an individual win, had the discouraging experience of learning that ·the team was placed last on aggregate.
Chepstow won the overall meeting for the second year in
succession and to the chagrin of the Officer-in-Charge of
Athletics, who will not be here next year, we were again
second.
This Quadrangular is a splendid atheltics meeting, and for
spirit and intensity of competition, it is hard to find one
better.
Cycling
The cycling event consisted of a 25-mile road time trial
over a hilly course between Chepstow and Usk.
The School team, A/T Lance-Corporal McNeilly, A/T
Corporal Crittenden and A/T Walker, was placed second to
Chepstow, who obviously felt at home on the hills.
Individual placings and times were: A/T Lance-Corporal
McNeilly, second (1hr. lomin.); A/T Corporal Crittenden,
fourth (1hr. 12min.); A/T Walker, eighth (1hr. 14filin.).
Aggregate times for the four teams competing were: A.A.S.,
· Chepstow, 3hf. 34ffiin. 3osec.; A.A.S., Harrogate, 3hr. 38min.;
A.A.S., Carlisle, 3hr. 49min. 45sec.; A.A.S., Aborfield,
4hf. 9min. 44sec.
Cricket
The School cricket results were as follows:
A.A.S., Harrogate v. A.A.S., Carlisle--A.A.S., Harrogate won.
A.A.S., Harrogate v. A.A.S, Chepstow-Drawn.
A.A.S., Harrogate v. A.A.S., Arborfield-A.A.S., Harrogate
lost.
A/T Corporal Tayior scored 97 against Chepstow and A/T
Lance-Corporal Dring scored 57 against Carlisle.
Postscript
Results of the Army Youth and Junior Championships have
just been received, and we are delighted to report that twenty
medals for events open to soldiers of units in the Army have
been won by members Q.f our athletics team. Full details will
be given in next month's "Wire."
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An extraet front the omcial diary of 3 H.Q.
and "lgnnl Regiment:
5-7 June. Radio Relay Troop pro..;ded communications for
part of the Ten Tors Competition sponsored by the Junior
Leaders Regiment on Dartmoor. Communications were good
and the weather was perfect and it made a pleasant Whitsuntide break. It is even rumoured that Signalman Sturges has
taken a First Aid Course judging by the w"y he bandaged the
ankle of a girl competitor. The Regiment also entered two
teams to take part in the competition but they must have been
issued with maps that were out of date or something because
they didn't manage to find the finishing post. We did, however,
manage to get them back to Bulford.
9 June. Regimental Athletics held at the Oval, Tidworth.
The athletics were won by 2 Squadron and some notable performances were to be found; Captain Davies-100 yards in
10.9 sec.; S.I. Bradley, A.P.T.C.-3 miles in 17 min. 48 sec.;
Private Bell, R.A.S.C.-880 yards in 2 min. 24 sec.; Signalman
Bassey-x mile in 5 min. 13 sec.; Lance-Corporal Harrison-120
yards hurdles in 5 min. 13 sec. The meeting was a great event
in the sporting calendar of the Regiment and, much praise is
due to 2 Squadron, who went to such lengths to ensure the
meeting ran so smoothly. The old soldiers' .race was a bit of a
fiddle as always and there was the usual claims <o goodness
knows bow many years service for handicapping. Corporal
Springer '2 Squadron's Pentathlete' bas done well again, this
time in the Southern Command Pentathlon in which he finished
sixth.

10 June. The visit to the 3rd Division of the Chief of Sta.ff
of the Italian Army. The Chief of Staff visited the Regiment
where be was briefed on the current role of the Division and
later saw a demonstration of equipment in which we were
pleased to take part.
15-17 June. This year the Regiment were hosts to the Royal
Signals Southern Command Shoot which took place as always
on the ranges at ~ulford. All work stopped to enable the Regiment to completely staff the ranges and the Messes _set up to
make the shoot worthwhile. Alas the weather was poor and
rain was our constant enemy. S.S.M. Clark, however, upheld
the good name of the unit in winning a spoon for us.
16 June. One week after the Regimental meeting came the
Divisional Athletics again at Tidworth. Our standards in
Divisional Rugby, Basketball, Hockey and Boxing were maintained when this time again we became runners-up. The
weather was poor again and all the athletes came home rather
wet.

21-24 June. Royal Signals Corps Shoot for which again the
Regiment were the hosts. The barracks were filled with chaps
walking about with rifles, special boxes for ammunition, etc.,
and the whole place took on a rather Western atmosphere. It
is nice to record that the Regiment won The Catterick Cup
and the Adjutant, Captain Carr, was second in the Individual
Championships. The Regimental Team was Major Adams,
Captain Carr, S.S.M. Clark, S.Q.M.S. Hammond-Haley,
Sergeants Kirkwood, Dodman and Blake and Corporal Quinn,
and they all did well in their respective matches.
22 June. In the middle of the Corps Rifle Meeting, the
Wives' Club held their annual summer outing. This year some
thirty-nine ladies left Bulford at 6 p.m. and after a pleasant
journey to Bournemouth enjoyed a nice supper in the Winter
Gardens Restaurant, later to see Russ Conway and Kathy Kirby
\n 'The H appy Holiday Show,' a show enjoyed by all.
28 June. To the surprise of S.S.M. Overton having only been
in the Regiment for five days, he found himself starting a
Military Proficiency Course for all classes. But ably assisted by
Sergeant Watkinson, Corporals Baird, Duffus and MacEnroe,
the course continued with great success.
30 June. The Sergeants' Mess Annual Summer Ball was held
in the Garrison Gymnasium. After five days and nights of jolly
hard labour and having cleared many young plantations with
the assistance of the WD Land Agent, the gymnasium was
transformed from the usual horrors that one usually associates
with such places into a magnificent ballroom, and the Sergeants
were ready to entertain their Officers and their Ladies to this
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Pittures from Exercise Silver Spear II antl..the Berlin Motor Cytle Trial

"LAW AND ORDER" DEPARTMENT, REGIMENTAL
HEADQUARTERS, 3rd REGIMENT
Corporal Quinn, B.W., The Adjutant, Sergeant Kirkwood, B.W.,
Lance-Corporal Mcintyre, R.H .F., Lance-Corporal McEown, G.H .,
The Commanding Officer, Corporal Baird, B.W. and the R.S.M .

annual formal event. The Ball was a huge success and has been
the topic of conversation for several days since. The hardest
part of the supper was in deciding what to have, and mention
must be made of W.O.I Williams and Staff Sergeant Byrne who
did so much to make such a beautiful table. To all other aspects
of the Ball it would be unfair to exclude mention of the PMC,
WO.II Glendinning, S.S.M. Peat, S.Q.M.S. Wood and the
caterer, Sergeant Roy, who did so much to make ·t he evening
such a success.
2 July. Two days later the Officers held their annual Cocktail Party in the Officers' Mess of H.Q. 3rd Division and Salisbury Plain. This was also a huge success if the expressions on
some of their faces the following morning were anything to
go by.
3 July. Because this day was the day of the Regimental Motor
Rally in which so many of the Officers were taking part. Some
sixteen crews, having passed all the necessary tests in the
Barracks, set out on a pleasant rally over about 150 miles. Some
lost their way, some were seen heading off in wrong directions,
some were just seen sitting on die roadside with their head in
their hands pondering over maps-but somehow •t hey all
managed to get back to the last hazard and finally into camp
where Mrs. Proudman presented the winning pri2es to
Lieutenant Waugh and Corporal Conway, second pri2es to
Second-Lieutenant Mackareth and Sergeant Gaddas, and third
to Corporal Rogers and his driver from 19 Flight. Needless
to say with first and second prizes going to who they did,
2 Squadron were undoubtedly the winners of the Motor Rally
Cup.

Down
7th
Regiment's
Way

6-8 July. Once a year the C.O. manages to get all his officers
thinking, and this year he included all his Warrant Officers
also in his annual Study Period. Crystal balls came out and we
considered problems well into the future and can only hope
that he obtained some useful thoughts from the results.
11 July. And so in going to press, the Regiment finds itself
going off to Summer Camp at Chickerell near Weymouth. We
use this period of time as a means of relaxa•tion for the men
near the seas1de, but to make it somewhat official we spend
most of our time doing ro-mile marches in set periods of time
and finish up carrying each other in that most uncomfortable
position known as ·ffie 'Fireman's Lift. Plus of course the usual
sport on the Ranges. But we will all come back if only sore
in the feet; we shall be able to offer our usual contribution to
next month's issue of THE WIRE.

lllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllUllllllllllllllllllllllllll

The New Look!
Royal Signals won the tournament,
or so we understand,
although the photo caption
reveals a motley band
of grenadier and fusilier
of gunner, trooper, handyman,
of brigadier and bombardier
and not a single signalman.

,,,,..

.

fl S uadron barters for e11• on Exercise Sliver Spear. 2. Lance-Corporal Morris
EXERCISE SILVER SPEAR: I. Staff Ser1eant Knl1ht, the s.~.M.S.d~ 3 ~orpo,.,;I Lawson of U Troop •n1lneerln1 a tricky circuit
kl
of l Squadron wonders who la at the ot er en
•
f 'B' T
5 Staff Ser1eant Knl1ht a1aln. This time ta n1
BERLIN MOTOR CYCLE TRIAL: 4. Takln1 this one 1tandln1 ups Sl1nalman Hanarth o
eam.
•
(Article contlnuu on poee.260)
tha_auy_way_outl
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7th

BE GIHE~T,

D .F.P.O. Hi

An Exerels Not " "itbout I ncid e n t
The main even t in •he month of June was E. ercise " Silver
Spear II." T he exet ::1se was not without incident! The Radio
R elay Squadron borr. ved a Wessex } clicopter from the R.A.F.
for the exercise, but unforcunately the unseasonahle weather
prevented its use except on a few days. On these occasions it
was monopolised by L ieutenant Lentball and Staff Sergeant
Flake the Squadron M.T . N .C.O. I t is recorded that due to
navigational error 400 gallons of aviation fuel were used in
delivering 180 litres of petrol to a remote relay site. One
quadron also relate the story of the Corporal who, fifteen
minutes after a mock attack, telephoned Control and reported
himself d ead I
During the exercise the Regiment was visited by the
S 0 .-in- C., Major-General P. E. M. Bradley, who was accompanied by the C.S.O. BA.O.R. Brigadier J. E. Anderson. U nfortun ately their tour of the Regimental area followed closely
upon a torrential German downpour.
Pictures of some of the soldiers who took part in the exercise
are included with these notes.
Berlin lUotor Cycle Trial
The Regiment entered two teams in the visitors' section of the
Berlin Motor Cycle Trial. The "A " team, consisting of Staff
Sergeants Slaughter and Sankey, Sergeant Rbind and W.O.II
Holness, came third overall. The " B " t eam was composed of
Lieutenant Hunt, Staff Sergeant Knight and Signalman Haygarth. Staff Sergeant Slaughter gave his usual polished performance to come second, and Lieutenant Hunt, relieved of the
burden of bis appointment of assistant adjutant for a few davs,
rode very well to come second in the novice section. The
pictures show some of the riders in action. This trial was the
first in which the new Triumph machines were used.

Personal Column
.Lieuten81;1t Gray and Corporal Tirm?s took p a H in ~he Corps
Rifle Meetmg at Bulford and later m the Army ::neeting at
Bisley. Corporal Timms got into the Army Hurd red and
finished 33rd. Lieutenant Gray came :>7th in the revJlver 30.
. Tennis i~ becoming increasingly popular with all rank >, particularly with the officers' mess batmen who live near to the
oourts. Corporal Beach, of the pay team, is a well-kn,~ wn
eXJ>?Dent of the game and appears to be setting himself up as
an mstructor.
Major Finch, R.A.P.C., has now left the Regiment and we
wish him well in his new appointment at Chester; the arrival
of his successor, Captain Coldeck, has been especially welcomed
by the hockey officer who has his sights set on the forthcomin<>
~~.

0

Other departures have been Lieutenant Gravestock and Staff
Sergeants McAlpine and Simmonds.
Births : Corporal Collier, daughter, on 14th May; Corporal
Kelly, daughter, on 23rd May~ Corporal Holt, daughter, on rStb
March; Lance-C.Orporal Er1S1to, son, on 31st May; LanceCorporal Bryson, son, on 3Id June.
Marriages : Lance-Corpora! O'Hare, 20th April; LanceCorporal Angus, 17th May; Signalman Fogg, 3rd April; Signalman McLean, nth June; Signalman Murray, 5th June.

Regimental
Cummerbunds
In terylene 311/- each. Royal ShmaJs. R.A.F.,
R.A.O.C., R.A.s.c., R.E.. R.E.M.E. and R.N.
ex..c;tock. Ideal for dinner Jacket wear.
Satl faction guaranteed. Special discount
terms for Club Secretaries. Send cash with
order to Dept. w.

CLUB CUMMERBUNDS, LTD.,
Beck Mills, aayton,
Bradford, Yorkshire.
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Starters in t he Don key Derby . In the fo reground Sergeant Cane of
3 Squ adron and Staff Sergcant Ryall of Tech Stores
must have been about here that the mechanism was gimmicked

Sergeant Ken Rainey of 9th Regiment Stores throws Staff Sergeant
(F of S) Everett with a leg throw (Taiotoshi?) during the Judo Club
demonstration at the Fete. Socks were worn as a protection against
the heat of the mat

9th REG.DIENT, D.F.P.O. :i3
Regimental Festive Week
The early part of June was occup ied with prepara tion for
our Regiment al Festive W eek. This began on the Queen's
The object of the
Birthday, 12th June, with a r egatta.
exercise was to produce, at a particular portion of the beach
(near the "Julia " block of fiats, for those of you who know
F amagusta) all the water sports which one can take part in if
you belong to 9th Regiment. Fireflies and Albacores gave a
demonstration of formation sailing, finishing with a deliberate
formation capsize of four of the craft. This was a safety
demonstration really, since the boats were righted and sailing
away again before any unsuspecting onlooker could suspect that
it was not an accident. A proportion of the boats were then
available, with skilled helmsmen, to take any newcomers to the
game on their first trip.
The water skiers gave demonstrations, including one trip
in which seven daughters of members of the Ski Club were
towed behind one speedboat-waving flags! Here, too, many
beginners took their first trip (or dip I).
The Sub-Aqua Club moored their diving boat over the
submerged reef and interested spectators oould watch the divers
at work, and practicing safety drills, through ingenious " seawindows " designed by Officer-in-Charge Sub-Aqua Club and
the T.O.T. (patent pending).
The 50 square metre Goldammer (see article, page 278),
made several trips to introduce the idea of off-shore cruising
to those interested.
A "bus-boat " toured the various activities, carrying parties
of spectators and "first-tryers," and a straight-forward pleasure
boat was loaded to the gunwales on every one of its trips
round the bay-mostly with the children of the Regiment.
Closer inshore there were swimming races and water polo
matches. Against a beach background of Regimental flags,
bunting, 5unshades and deckchairs, the whole scene was
attractively colourful, making an enjoyable and interesting
afternoon.
All the Fun of the Fair
The week oontinued with sports matches and dances, ending
on Saturday, 19th, with a Regimental holiday and garden
fete (see photographs). All the usual events and stalls were
seen, plus some ingenious and amusing additions. Chief of
these was "Robby the Robot," which beat nearly all the competitors at noughts and crosses. With flashing oscilloscope eyes
and a computer that muttered away furiously as "Robby"
thought out his countermoves, it was a spectacular exhibit and
it was fully automatic!
The Donkey Derby gave the Technical Adjutant a chance
to show the C 0. he could ride « one of those four-legged
things," but he came n.owhere in the race-one of those rare
events in turf history when the jockey must have outweighed
his mount.
One Squadron's splashing stall attracted a lot of custom,
especially when the R.P.s took a turn under the buckets. It

so hat even an inaccu rate shot caused a ~cade.. <;>ne ~.P.
fin ally turned up in complete sc~norkel diving k1~, mcludin.g
fl ippers. He felt it was more suitable-but he still wore his
armband.
Offi
,
d
The week ended with a dance in the Warrant
cers an
S rgeants' Mess and everyone agreed th at it had been a great
success. Enthusiasm was such that various memoranda have
already been written to make next year's effort even better.

10th Regiment, Hounslow
Sl.H.q. In April C.S.0 . Eastern Comll"!and asked t~e
Regiment to run a two weeks MiEtary Proficiency Course in
June. In addition to our n ormal bids from. SH t\.PE, AL FCE
and AF~ORTH we were asked to include b:ds fro~ Southern
Command. To our horror we found a sum total of nm -~y -thr_e
apolications-well beyond the capa bili~es ?f the Reg1me? tand still belated application s were commg m. I t. was quickly
decided to rJn a double cou rse limited to forty-eight students,
and to run a furth er course in September for the balance.
The course was hard and time available did i:ot a~low much
rest for those participating. The 06 oo hours reve:lle d1<!- prcdu::e
an air of bewilderment in itially but it was soon appreciated that
an early start in the morn ing does get rid of the ~obwebs.
At the final pass-off parade the Commanding Officer,
Lieutenant-Colon el J. R. Ellis inspected the two squ a.d s
and their demonstration on the square, confirm-cl with
good results fro m other subjects, reflected very well on a1! who
had a hand in guiding them th rough the two week~ course
and also on the enthusiasm and effor t of those attending.
A competition on turnout and drill was narrowly won by
"A" Squad, but as the Commanding Officer com~ented 00: ~he
Pass~Off P arad e, he would have be n placed in a difficult position
had he to choose between the two.
1 Squa1lro11. Th e Regiment welcomes Majo~ "Mike "
Simms-Reeve, as O.C. 1 Squadron, recently arrived from
Aden.
Signal Cc>ntre S111•er".isor~ ~leetin~. The Supervisors of seventeen of the Regiment s larger exchanges ~we have
thirty in all) a ~embled on Thursday, 24th June, for their second
Supervisors' Conference to be held at Hounslow. .
The Conference was opened by the Co~nding <?~cer
and then dealt with such problems as the Civil an<;! . Military
Chain of Command and Control and the problems arm~g fr<?m
changing over from manual exchanges to automatic with
associa ted manual positions.
.
The meat of the business was saved until the afternoon when
eighteen points raised by the Supervisors th~selves .were deal}
with. Most of these points were concerned with their. terms o
service and were very adroitly handled by Mr. Dillon, the
Civilian Administrative Officer.
d
th
The only thing we would wished to have change. was
e
weather. We had hoped .t hat only two days after nud--summer
day we might ·have been lucky but nothing of the sort, the
wind was cold and near gale force and the comm~nts of our
lady supervisors standing behind the Commandmg Officer
had to be heard to be believed!

SUPE.RVISORS' CONFERENCE -· IOth REGIMENT
Back row : Mr. Richardson (Guildford), Mr. Bloomfield (Shoeburyness),
Mr. Roper (Shorncliffe), Mr. Walker (West Tofts), Mr. Underhill
(Briahton), Mr, Osborne (Dover Castle), Mr. Mansley (Canterbury)
Centre row: Mr. Thompson (Chatham), Mr. Hallam (Ashford), Mrs .
Nichol son (London District), Mrs. Alexander (Eastern Command),
Mrs. Dunlop (Chelsea), Mrs. Turner (Woolwich), Mr. Fenton (Kinas
Buildln1s), Mr. Clarke (Bury)
Front row : Sergeant Green (London District), Captain Farmery (l i c
l Squadron), Mr. Egan (Supervisor 'A' 44 Div/ Dist), Major Neilson (OC
l Squadron) , Lieutenant-Colonel J. R. Ellis (Commandin1 Officer),
Mr. Dillon (C.A . O.), Mrs. Bailey (Pirbri1ht), Major Sawyer (C.D .S. O.),
Mr. Co1hlan (Supervisor 'B' Eastern Command)

ll<'gimcntal
ocial. W e held our second r egimental
social and dance on Thursday, 24th June, and the Beavers Lane
N AAFI was u ansformed into a gay and elegant ballroom? ~ot
an easy task but achieved wi th considerable success by a _w11lmg
nu.L: b ~ r of enthusiasts led by Sergeant T anner. Mus:c •yas
provided by Ray D eville and his band who played everything
from Old T ime Wal tzes to modern pop. When the cabare t ~ as
presented we were for tunate enough to ?ave the charming
actress called Simba, who has appeared m the famous TV
show " Star s and Garters." She performed an excell ent fire
eating act, cooled down with a. Pi?t of beer ai:d then sang a
song about a roaming sailor-smgmg a song might not sound
much, but when you do it wi th a 13 ft. python .wrapped around
you !t calls for a certain amount of concentration ai:id coura.ge.
We were furth er enter ta ined by four ~o~th Sea. island girls
dressed for the part but looking susp1c1ously hke Corporal
Che~tham L ance-.C.Orporal Patterson, Signalman M oran and
S igi;alma~ i elson T hese four worthy "lad.ies" ~endered a
h ilarious version of a song from South Pacific rrumed ~o ,a
r ecord and s~t the seal on what had been an excellent _venmg s
entertainmen t.

11th

REGl~IE~T,

CATTERICK

CA~U·

as c,·cr
The Regiment has moved quietly along during ~ e mo?th
of June; events appear, to the outsider, to ~e happen.ng Without too much effort.
However a considerable amount of
. work bas been done behind the scenes.
The first events to take place were the R~giment~I and
Brigade Athletics Meetings. . Although .the Regun~t did not
have much success in the Brigade meeung, the spmt of competition was always present, and the tug-of-war team showed
the way.
The period between the athletics meeting and the Royal
Signals "At Home " Week-end, two week~ ~ater, were sbnt
in hectic preparations. A drill squad (consisting of 18 N. .O.
drill instructors of I Squa<!-ron~ under the eagle eye of \1t:7.0.1I
Gill, were practising the drill display of 186 movet?ents without
an words of command. The P.T. Staff ass!sted by tt:e
ini'tructors of 8th and 24th Regiments, preparing for their
unique display on the trampolines, trampetts and boxes.
The most difficult ta k oi all was probably that of ~he
ardeners. Tuey were fighting what app~a red to be a losing
gattle against the weeds and grass, but by 25th 11.!ne, only h~~
year after occupation, they had produced a display w 1
would be difficult to beat.
(Contintted on page 262)
Dus~·
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A.T.S. to serve at Boddington. A hurried conference followed
and it was agreed that Mrs. Burke should be invited back to
see the ~ite as it is now. This was considered to be a W .R.A.C.
matter, so the detail was handed to O .C. 4 Squadron, Major
D . D. W. Brousson, W.R.A.C., to arrange.

Our as ault ~~e tea~, under the guidance of Lieutenant
Drew and cons1 tmg ~amly of recruit , won the Inter-Unit
Assault Cours~ Competiaon for the fourth year in succession.
Congratulations m!lst als? go to our Padre, Captain "Jeff"
J?olma?, for producmg-wnh hclp--the right weather at the
nght time.

Hrs. nurkP n11d tile

~ood old dnyff
On 22nd June, at 2 p.m., Mrs. Burke was collected from
her home and driven to Boddington, where she met the Commanding Officer and Major R. S. Cathmoir. After watching a
showing of the W.R.A.C. recruiting film, "This Girl" (which
was made at the R egiment earlier this year). Mrs. Burke, on
behalf of No. 4 Squadron (W.R.A.C.), presented a plaque to
commemorate their service with the Regiment to the Commanding Officer. A short tour of the T.R.C. followed and
then the party moved to Robinswood Barracks for a look at
cookhouse and the W.R.A.C. accommodation.
Here, Mrs.
Burke saw some of the W.R.A.C. dressed in the various uniforms
worn by the present-day personnel. At this stage the male element said goodbye and Mrs. Burke sat down with some members
of 4 Squadron who were also in the A.T.S., for a cup of tea
and a natter about the 'good old days' l

Boldin~

Troop
Althou~h the. famous Holding Troop of 3
quadron disapp.ared m Apnl, the holdees still linger in the shape of 3 Troop
2 quadron.
'
As the ~ecruit ' bulge ' is certainly over and this troop is
slowly foldmg up, a few notes about its history and fu nction
are called for.
Tl;e troop wa . first formed in April of last year to act as a
h~l9mg um~, .basically for recruits who had finished their basic
!Illlitary tram~g. bur who could not be immediately absorbed
mto trade trammg. It expanded into
o. 3 Squadron and
throughout t;Jie year the troop(s) stre~gth bas ranged from 30
to 300 (h~cnc days!). Tbr~~ types of ~ortnightly courses have
been run. -:-:-MPC 11.I'. Military Conunuation Training, and
General . Milit~ry Tra~mg, the latter being mainly a physical
course, mvolvmg campmg at Ware.op WTA and Settle.
Tl;e i;>hotograph shows a recent camping par ty at Settle
bathmg m . the river by the camping site at 7 a.m. on a freezin~
cold mo!nm~ (note .the expressions of pleasure!). The oldes~
h anuld, till with us, is Corporal 'Uncle Tom' Parsonage who
wo d probably run the troop standin<> on his head no'w
No doub.t ol? ' holdee~ ' will grin °ruefully when reading
about our 11~1.mmem derruse. r evertheless the " troop " can
bo~s~ of havmg <;!es.patched over a thousand recruits for trade
trammg to Aden, Smgapore, Cyprus, B.A.O.R. and U.K.

Signalman K. J. Purcell

Best l&ecruii
24038569 Signalman K. J.
Purcell, aged 18 years-whose
home address is 23, Wrose
Road? Bradford 2-was the best
recruit ro " pass off " at Hclles
Barracks on 18th June, r96 5.
l:fe was a student prior to enlistm~nr, a n~ has four years'
expenence with his local Cadet
Force. He has 6 GCE subjects
at ' O ~ level ro his cred it. Driving
and iudo are his main leisure
purs~ts. He leaves to become
a ~ 1gna l s T echnician, and' his
ultimate service aim is to
become an officer.

The Jetty at Kiel before the race. " Friese" is second boat from front
trainees enjoy(1) an early morning dip at Camp
near Settle

(he dne~essary ext!a mural activitity to erect the tents
co ~i:re hghts, b!lnttng, e~c., under the able supervmon of
Ser"'_anr W. F. Kilburn was appreciated by our visitors.

Tennis
The tennis season is well ~der way now. The first fixture
we had "".as for t.J:te Royal Signals Tennis Tournament wh ich
was held m Cat·t enck. Luckily the weather was fine throughout
the tou:namen_t and some e.xcellent tennis was played. Our two
stars w.re Maior M. L. Willway and Signalman McClean who
reached tile finals in both the Open Doubles and the interUn u Double~, but unfortunately were defeated in both b
Ya
narrow margm.
13th REGIMENT Wl!V THE DOYAL SIGNALS
PASSAGE DACE
BY CAPTAIN

J. J.

BALLY

Alright for some, but •

lllllllllllllll!llllllllllllllllllllllll!ll!lllll

Corporals' Club
The Corl'?rals' Club has now settled down in its new Mess
and. everyth_mg and everyone is back to normal routine Our
~~~~lh Eveb01ngs are meeting wit~ considerable success a~d the
as ecome a popular meetmg t1lace. The Club D
·
February was a_ great occasion and it was worth while ar:enncJin~
~o thsee ofur .P!~s1dent, the R.S.M., letting his ha ir down to 1·oin
m
e esuvtt1es.
,We wish congratulations to our 'new' fachers, Cor ral
0 Halloran and Lance~Corpoi:al Tate. It will be cigarr' all
ro_und when the occasion arnves for Corporal Kenning and
w1~e, Corporal Kemp and his wife, who h ave joined the ranks
of fathers _to be-'. We .wish-Corporal H arris and his bride to be
every happmess 10 their forthcoming marriage.
'
We tri~d unsu.ccessfully to beat the Warrant Officers' and
Sergeant~ Mess m a recent games night but the extra stri es
took thetr toll. We still think that there was a bit of fiddlp
somethiw?er~. We are looking forward to meeting them ag~hig
ut
s ttme on better terms.
'

b

'\\·arra11t Officers' a11d Sergeants' :i.tess-June
June has been a fairly quiet month-up to 'Old Co
d •
2 5th~.2 hth June. There was an informal dance on the 12~~aJ:e
-w 1c was well supported and was a great
Tb
weekly Tuesday evening ' Whist Drives ' continu~uccess.
e
We welcom~ os. 9 :ind 10 Sergeants' Courses to the Mess
and trust, their stay 'Yill be a happy if busy one. The Old
?I1l!3des agnual reu01?n tok place in pleasant weather Chelsea
ens1oners ergeant Victor Cole and Private George' Pledger
we~ o~r ~ests and were in fine form and once again proved
an msp1ranon to us all.
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SERIOUS
DISCUSSION

L. to R: Captain J. J. Bally,
Lance Corporal Coxon,
Signalman Hollands

1111111111111111!!11111111!1 1111111111111111111!
The Re?i men~ .was allocated a boat on the No. 4 Baltic
H elmsman s T rammg Course at K iel from 18tll-24th M ay. On
the 17t~, duly loaded down with compo and plenty of changes
of ~lothmg, we made our way nearly 400 miles to Kiel. On
arri:al we took over Friese and made ourselves comfortable.
Tb_ fir.st. ~ay and a ha!~ of the course were spen t trying to teach
t~e u~mm a ted ho:v wmd makes a boat move in the required
d~ec.r1on . Aft~r this we ventured forth into Kiel Fjord and put
this. mt? praot1ce. B_ack . the!l to the classroom .ro do some sirrple
nav1gat1on and ,t he mtncactes of the Danish buoyage system.
. On the fourth day of the course we all set sail for Sonderborg
m Denmark, to which place the boats found their way with no
trouble! We shou19 ~ave sailed -to another D anish port the
!l~xt day b.ut we~e mv1ted by the local Danish Yacht Club to
JOJO t.bem m a rught race round the island--distance of about
50 miles. All .wenr well at the start with a field of about 60
boats. The wmd and seas were against us however and after
about 2! hours, with the wind having reached gale force 8,

the skipper mumbled something about it being alright for some
but he ,t hought that this was a u-aining course. However, we
dropped the mainsale and returned to Sonderborg in less than
an hour under the jib alone! The skipper reckoned he was
right as only 19 boats finished the course and some of them
were not looking {00 good (boats or crews). We were stormbound in Sonderborg for the next day and eventually were off
to a 5 a.m. start back for Kiel, where we tid ied up, handed over
the boat and came back 'home for a rest. The Danes had the
name of our boat down as Freezer for the race and they were
not far wrong.
\\"c- bent • 225 • and win n

telescope
However, this lit.de training cruise stood us in good stead for
the Royal Signals Passage Race from 24th-27th June, 1965. We
again drew Friese so we felt we were on an old friend. Our
friends from 225 Squadron had won the trophy for the last
two years, and everybody was determined they were not going
to do jt again. On the fir&t day the course was to F aaborga distance of about 43 miles on a steady reach. We caught
225 after about 35 miles and held on to beat ·them in by 9 seconds
(close !). However, on corrected times one of the new Dan
boats was placed first, much to our annoyance.
The second day was - from F aaborg to Aeroskobing on a
figure of eight course. After a very fine sail we were second to
the fi nish following of all people 225 aga:n. For the start of the
third day we were only a quarter of a point behind 225 but
knew we had to beat •them in order to win overall. The winds
on the last day were quite strong and two boats had fo retire.
After a very wet trip we wer e 4.th into Kiel, but much to our
joy and surprise we found that we had beaten 225 Squadron by
about 150 yards-again a very close race over 48 miles . This
year there were 12 boats in tile Passage Race and we were all
lucky ro have plenty of wind and sun.
The telescope trophy looks very nice and I hope che Regiment
will win it again next year.
The crews for the trips were : TRAINING COURSB
Captain J. J. Bally
Corporal Newman
Lance-Corporal Coxon
Signalman Hollands
Signalman Farmer

lrutnlctor
Crew

PASSAGE RACE
Captain J. J. Bally
Captain (Q.M .) Bame•·
Murphy
Corporal Newman
Signalman Farmer

Helmsman
Crew

14th REGIMENT. GLOUCESTEJl
It is not always peaceful at C01'1CAN
It is an odd thing, but some people have the impression
that COMCAN units never do anything except sit peacefully
in their marble halls and quietly signal. Those who think
this and yearn for such an existence, as they trundle to and
fro, from exercise to exercise, should pay us a short visit
sometime. Af.ter the inauguration of TARE, and all that went
with it, some hopefuls thought-now for peace!-far from it!
The local press came out with a story concerning a Cheltenham
resident, Mrs. Evelyn Burke, who was one of the original
THE WIRE . AUGUST-SEPTEMBER
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Shooti11J: Cakes J•ride of plac"
Many familiar faces have been miss;ng from the daily scene
these past few weeks; enquiry revealed that the range had
claimed them-the shooting team were either practising or engaged in competitions. l and 3 Squadrons represented the
Regiment at the Royal Signals Southern Command Shoot at
Bulford, between 14th and 16th June. We were hoping that
at tllis meeting and the Corps Meeting, the following week,
that we would have a repeat performance of the previous year.
The writing, though, was on the wall during the final week,
in the shape of Captain David Insall of the 21st Regiment,
who, at this stage, was firing with some of his team as guests.
I Squadron had a good meeting and won the following competitions: The Roupell Cup, the Whitehead Cup, the Roberts
Cup, the Team Championship, and the Individual Trophy.
The following week the Reginlental Team again went to
Bulford for the Corps Meeting, and a most interesting meeting
it was. Conditions were poor, although better than the previous
week, when they had been appalling.
Battle commenced,
and it was apparent from the scores that the Team Championship Cup was due ·to be won by either ourselves or 21st Regiment. On the last day we were trailing 21st Reginlent by 123
points, with one competiti,:>n to fire. It was a forlorn hope,
but not necessarily outside of our reach. After some very good
shooting, we won che last competition by 102 points from 21st
Regiment, but this was not quite enough to win the Corps
Team Trophy. Congratulations to 21st Reginlent on such a
good shoot.
We won at this meeting the Whitehead Cup and the Methuen
Cup.
After the Corps Meeting the Regimental Team proceeded to
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3 Squadron S. M.G . Team receive their Prizes in the Re1 imenu.I Shoot
L•ft to rirht: W.0.11 A. Copestake, Sergeant C . T. Hall. lieutonant-Colonel
O. 8 . Emley, Sergeant D. Hall (hidden). Major E. M. Fox, Corporal R. Ferriver ,
Signalman E. Re i< (hidden) and Caprain T. McKircan

263

The Ham Shack-"G3LPC ," W.0.1 R. C. Evans puts
t he Autohead

AT THE OFFiCERS MESS BARBECUE
'The Western Warblers,' IPft to right: R.Q .M.S. 'Duke' Hill, Staff
Sergeant 'Big' Gambell, Sergeant 'Boots' Bletcher, (RAOC), Y of S
'Rocky' Hudson

C.Q _through

3

Arrival of G.O.C ., Aldershot District at 3 Squadron, Major E. M. Fox
shaking hands

Est. 1749

Butchers

Phone 2 108

W.MET(;ALFE
Th e S po r t s D epot
STOCKIST OF APPROVED ROY AL
SIGNALS SPORTS CLOTHI NG
CRESTED MALACCA WALKIJ\G
CANES AND PACE STICKS

RICHI\'IOND,

~PLOMATIC
0

YORKS.

I

WIRELESS SERVICE

I -.·- - has vacancies for experienced
I

i

Radio Operator Technicians
between the ages of 20-45 years
Q UALI FJCA TIONS

Ability to send and receive morse at 25 w.p.m.
and to maintain basic W / T equipment.
Touch
typing an advantage. Conditions of service include
unreserved acceptance of overseas service and shift
duties. F~milies normally accompany husbands to
overseas posts, where accommodation is provided .

4

Starting pay, at age 25 and over, £ 921 risin g to
£ 1,246 (national rate) per annum. Adequate allowances are paid whilst overseas.

All first appointments are on a temporary basis
and candidates must be prepared to undergo a
medical examination.
Candidates and both their parents must have been
British subjects at all times since birth.
Write, giving age, qualifications and experience
and quoting O.T.65 to the Personnel
Diplomatic Wireless Service, Hanslope Park, Wolver~
ton, Bucks.

Officer'
_J
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Bisley. Here, Corporal P. Jukes finished 20th in the S.M.G.
Army 30. W.0.II H. Haw fu.d very well in the rifle comperjrions and managed to get into the Army Hundred. A very fine
performance on the part of both individuals.
So, with our stock of silver somewhat depleted, we look
forward again to next year's season.

Colonel G. D. T. Harris, O.B.E., takes a farewell parade at the 1Sth
Regiment prior to relinquishing his appointment in Aden

Ald crshot Army Show
Exercise "Envoy II" took place ac Aldershot on 19th/20th
Our mobile COMCAN Troop, 645 Troop, under
June.
Lieutenant Price, provided a radio-terminal working into COM.
CAN, and a party of W.R.A.C., from 4 Squadron, provided a
communication centre, at which messages from member of
the public were accepted for despatch to husbands, relatives and
friends serving overseas, via the COMCAN network.
The communication centre accepted 32 messages on the 19th,
and 41 on the 20th, and amongs the destinat:ons were Singapore, Germany, Bahrein, Canada, Aden, Borneo, R.A.F.
Kuching, Belgium, Cyprus, Gibraltar, Malaysia, R.A.F. Gan,
Salisbury (S. Rhodesia), H.M.A.S. Melbourne, c/o G .P.O.,
Sydney, A~stralia, Paris, Tripolitania, Malta, H.M.S. Ajax in
the Far Ifas.t, Hong Kong, H.M.S. St. Angelo, in Malta,
H .M.S. Cambrian, in Aden. All messages accepted were delivered.
Some examples of message texts were :

XV

I

From a father to his son :

.

"All my love, from all the Prices at the Army Show, Aldcrshot, !oCnt
by the kindness of Royal Signals."

" Why the heck don ' t you write."

" Sitting in the boiling-hot sun with pipe band blasting in my car.Signed Mac."
u

This show is great.

Pity you ca"O"t sec it."

To a member of the R .A.F.: " Wish you were here to see how thinll
can be done, display-wise."
To one of our ex-W.R.A.C . members (Private Walton) now in Malta:
" Hiya, Greta, don't work too bard and fall over."

It may be safely said that the representatives of the Regiment
did a wonderful job in Keeping the Army in the Public Fye.
Vis itors
To demonstrate that the out-Squadrons have just as busy a
time as those at Robinswood Barracks, the photographs show
some of the happenings at 3 Squadron (Bampton) over the
past month. These included a visit by the G .O.C., Aldershot
D istrict, Major-Gen eral P. H . M an, C.B.E., o.s.o.
Also in this crowded month , Colonel P. E . S. M ansergh
O.B.E., 0.I.C. Royal Signals R ecord s, and Brigadier P . M. P.
Hobson, o.s.o ., of R.H.Q., have visited and talked to seniors
about the matters under their con trol.
Finally, as we go to press, the Royal Signals Sub Unit of
!he Nott~ngham lJ_niversity Officer 1:rain ing Corps are spending a poruon of .theu summer camp with us, and the Second-inC.Ommand could be heard muttering: " 62 sets? No w where
have I heard ~ba·t before?"
THE W IRE , AUGUST-SEPTE MB ER
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Things nre hotti n g up in A d en

E>tablishcd

1

Tho Officer s g et " Clobbe r e d "
Sporting activities at presen t are . confined to the ~ricket
league, where we are just about holding our own. Whilst on
the subject of cricket, the officers challenged the Warrant Officers'
and Sergeants' M ess to participate in a bout. This was
accepted and rigorous training and man y ta::tical conferences
preceded ·t he actual engagement. To avoid giving the officers !lny
embarrassment, we will not publish the actual result. Sufficient
to ay that their secret weapons wen t phut and that they were
" clobbered."
Despite their defeat, the officers did no~ cancel the _barbecue
arrang~d for the even ing, and a good time was enioyed by
all. An odd assortment of western characters were topped off
by Major (Q.M.) "Fuzzy" F urtado as a prospector-type, complete with donkey. ·
.
Another activity pursued by certain members of .t he Regiment is ten-pin bowlin g. A R egim enral team, bowling un~ er
the name of " M ercury," is en tered in the local Prenuer
League and at present are in a fairly good position for pulling
off a trophy.
We extend our heartiest congratulations to Lieutenant
(T.O.T .) G ent, who, d espite warnings from .various person ,
took the plunge whilst on U .K . leave, and 1s now .a starter
in the " M atrimonial Stakes." W e hope he sor ts out his accommodation problems and will soon be able to leave that den
of iniquity known as the Officers' M ess.
That's all for this month, so we bid you farewell from this
land of sunshine and sand, at one time known, so they say,
as the Garden of Eden.
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Game Dealers

S up er b Q uality
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Things appear to be hotting up out here in
Aden in more ways than one. The temperature
has reached an average of 100° F . in the shade
and remains around that mark, and the humidity
makes everything rather unpleasantly damp and
sticky. The Regiment is working fiat out on
projects assorted, and we are also doing our stint of duties in
conjunction w.ith internal security.
• evertheless, we were s.till able to find time to pay our respects to Colonel G. D. T. Harris, o.B.E., C.S.O., Middle East,
on rhe occasion of his retirement from the Army. This took
the form of a Regimental parade with a short address by Colon~)
Harris. In the evening the C.O. and the officers of the Regiment entertained him in the Officers' Mess.
For the benefit of readers who have never had the pleasure
of serving under Colonel Harris, we would like to mention that
he joined the Corps as a Second-Lieutenant in February,
t933, and from that date devoted him elf to the Army and to
the Corps in particular.

Grocers

our aim in all Depts.:-
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l1arets
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other wi nes is almost as dazz ling! Saccone
and Speed make a point o f o ffe ring you a
t ru ly magnificent varie ty o f wi nes, spirits
and cigars. The ran ge and quantity may
surpris<.> you- the su perb quality will not.
That's so meth ing you ca n al ways expect
from Saccone & Speed. May we send you
ou r price list? SACCONE &SPEEDLTD
32Sackvill eSt, London W1. Tel. REGen t 2061
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" There were some who
managed to get themselves convincingly lost
in the jungle."
..-

BA'MDS

Tradition in the modern manner

18th

H.J. a.re well known to all regiments as
makers of fine Service caps, but not everyone may know that we also offer a range of
quality soft felt hats. In fact, we are very
proud of our "softs'', and for many yea.rs
they have been the choice of discerning
gentlemen who like to feel as correctly-yet
comfortably-dressed off parade as on. We
supply hats to suit every occasion and
taste. Why not call and see the full range?
Or write for an illustrated brochure.

Regiment
c1o G.P.O.
Singapore
1-UCK'/ "To BUMP
INTO ..,..~EE>E.
OT>IERWISE. WE
WOULD NEVER
Fl"\D

-:J01.-1.-'/
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Civil and Military Hatters
4Ca LONDON RD., CAMBERLEY (Wednesday afternoons only)

38 NEW BOND ST., LONDON, W.I. TEL: MAYfair 7177

SY APPOINTMENT TO HER MAIF-q'T Tl-tE QUf'"El't

001.DSMJTIU & CROWN JEWI LLERS,
GAllllAIU> & CO . LTD.
•

ROY AL SIGNALS

9 ct. told and enamel

TI-IE BADGE OF YOUR CORPS

In gold and enamel or set with
~OY Al

SIGNALS

9 ct. told and enam•I

precious stones, a badge brooch is
a gift of lasting chann. Here
is a piece of jewellery which is
always appropriate and always
in perfect taste. Write now for

GARRARD & CO. LTD. Crown Jewellers
112 REGENT STREET· LONDON· W.1
Telephone: REGENT 7020 (ll lmea)

Inter Sq11ndron Co111petitlon
The 18th Regiment Quarterly Inter Squadron Competition
has just finished its first complete cycle. On this occasion
H.Q. Squadron won very convincingly (who said most of the
judges are in H .Q. Squadron?), and are to be heartily congratulated on their excellent effort. These are the InterSquadron competitions they won: Drill, the Open Range,
Skilled Driving, Qualification, Assault Course, Athletics, Sepak
Raga and Basket Ball I However, they will have to look to their
laurels as the competition has already stirred up great interest
and rivalry 'throughout the Regiment. I Squadron were the
proud winners in the last competition of .22 shooting, entertainment at the all ranks' concert and most important of all,
the inter-Squadron football. This last achievement is probably
not altogether surprising as they had six Corps players in the
Squadron. They were also lucky in the concert to be represented by most of the "Blackhawks," a locally famous guitar
and song group who have just made their first appearance on
"Television Singapura." 2 Squadron won the Barrack Room
Inspection, the Cricket and Koran Reading Competitions.
It is worth writing some detail about our quarterly competition
in case others are interested. Everything in the life and work
of the Regiment that possibly can be made so, has been made
competitive. In every quarter the Squadrons compete against
each other at driving, drill, shooting, assault course, three major
sports, two minor sports, barrack room inspections, entertaining
at concerts and even Koran reading-a form of art practised by
our Malay soldiers.
Rough Justice
Writing of television brings to mind the sad case of one of
our signalmen who hired a set a short time ago for his wife
to watch while he was on shift work. Unfortunately because
of his shift duties he " did not have a chance " to go and buy
the licence for it. Before he got around to obtaining this very
necessary document the local G.P.0. caught him and he was
taken to court and fined 25 dollars.
It so happened that he did not have so much on him, so
the police kept him in jail until he could produce it, and he
had to ring up the Regiment to get someone to go down with
the money. A-s he had not reported the case to the Regiment

details to our military department.

·

Special Farewell
There is nothing worse than to open youx copy of THE WIRE
in order to read the notes of that best of all Squadrons (the
one in which you happen to be serving at the time!) and find
a long list of arrivals and departures. However, there are many
people in the Regiment who would like to wish a special farewell
to W.0.1 W. H. Lockie on his posting to Catterick to be
commissioned as a Traffic Officer.

-

C>l"'PS s.....;..T MA'.l"OR
MER51NG.

(" he had not thought of it "') he duly appeared on orders
for this ' crime ' too, which cost him £2. There must be a
moral in thls somewhere!
Two White Coaches
The M.T.O. has recently become the proud possessor of two
large white coaches, which he uses for all sorts of useful tasks :
carrying shifts on and off duty, talcing officers on officers' training, and so on. They are the pride and joy of his life, and for
several days after he took them over, they were h.is only subject
of conversation (he was even een down in the M.T. compound
during the evening fondly polishing them!). You can imagine
his consternation when a report came through that there bad
been a terrible accident involving the two coaches in Holland
Village. It turned out afterwards that it was only between
two minibuses. In fact no one was huxt, except the M.T.0.,
who nearly had a stroke before he found out that they were
NOT his two beautiful new coaches.
At the time of going to press, we are halfway through Corps
Week. This began with a bang on Monday afternoon. 249
Squadron were trying to explode the theory that they are all
brains and no brawn on the "Murder" /Struggle ball pitch. 237
Squadron, however, eventually finished as well-deserving winners
in a very closely fought six-a-side football match against 263
Squadron.

Jungle Camp
One of the most interesting things that has taken place
recently is the adventuxe training jungle camp at Mersing.
. When .the organisers have recovered, this will be written up
as a separate story for THE WIRE. (We await it.-Editor).
However, there have been so many stories of heroism by shiftwork:ing members who have come back from their four days'
" jungle-bashing " to their air-conditioned signal centre, that it
certainly deserves a mention in these notes. There is a very
famous story of Corporal Keenan, who fell off a log into a sharkinfested river-sorry, leech-infested pool-and went under
shouting "aaaah ! " and clutching his Stirling to his breast with
both hands. Unfortunately, according to some, he was rescued.
There were also some who managed to get themselves very
convincingly lost on the jungle trek! The lndone ians, in fact,
landed some 30 miles further south and none of our chaps
managed to get themselves rhat Jost.

e
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HUh JlEGDIENT, B.F.P.O. 35
" 'ide rang o f aet lv ity
1uch activity has been going on in the Regiment in the past
two month and your scribe ha no diffi:ulty in finding items
f interest and comment. The Regim ~ nt seems to have been
almo t continuously working or playing during ·the month of
June and much activity has taken place both in the sporting and
op~rational fields.
R e giment T.A. partieipate in
• Silver Spear "
\1 e were particularly pleased to welcome during the early
part of J une Major Draper and Captain McKay and a party
of twenty Warrant Officers, Sergeants and all ranks from 45th
(Essex) Regiment T .A. T hey all seemed to enjoy them elves
during their hort ray wirh us and they participated in Exercise
" Silver Spear." We would like to say here and now how very
welcome they all were and how well th.y all fitted into the
pattern of life in the Regiment. " Silver Spear went off very
well despite the so-called summer weather that we have had
to p ut up with in Ger many this year.
4~th

Our sportsmen are Jllnell to the fort~
In the sporting field s swimming athletics, cricket and ailing
have taken up much of the Gladiators' time. The cricket team
under the leadership ef M ajor Frank Partington has done particularly well lilaving won ten ga mes and lost three. Signalman
Rush now plays regularly for the B.A.O.R. team, whilst Corporal
Mason, Signalman Speakes and Signalman D ixon all play for
the Rhine Area team. We were very pleased to win the Rhin e
Area Swimming Championships and the swimming team are
very much to be congratulated under the leadership of Captain
Ken Mogridge who is temporar ily command ing 2 Squadron.
We used to have a Training Officer, Major C M. Sinclair
but for most of the month of June he has been floating around
the Baltic either in the C.Orps yach t Petasus or in one of the 30
square metre boats belonging to the British Kiel Yacht Club.
We would dearly like this officer to return to the Regimen t at
som~ time because his mail is beginning to pile up and we feel
th ere must be a lot of correspondence that he would like to
answer.
Athleti~ saw us neck and neck with 36th Regimenc of the
Royal Regiment of Artillery in the Rhine Area Athletic
Competition. We had a most exciting match. We were equal
first in points at the end of the match but 36 won the Cup as
they had more first places than we did.
T h e annual • t o rture ' produces o ver £50 0
The first week in July saw the annual torture known as the
16th Regiment Regimental Fere. We were informed very forcefully that ~is year .we were going to make much more money
than last, m fact .chis happened much to the surprise of everyone bf everyone putting their shoulder to the wheel, nose to
the gn~dstone and all the other expressions used when people
are try_m g to squeeze something for nothing out of an unsuspecnng set of customers or public. The usual stalls were
there in profusion. The ~ine Troop producing its Treasure
Island, TM ~roop producing ~a-called electrical wizardry and
the Commanding Officer producmg a very fine coffee table which
he proceeded to raffle: The Physical Training Instructors
b:ought together a ~Xlll~ team who gave a most impressive
~1splay and the mam pnze of the raffle was two return air
ncke~ to London. However, most disappointing for us, these
two tickets were won by one of our Territorial Army friend s
from 45th (Essex) Regimen t (mentioned earlier in this report).
We do not . begrudge ~hen_i the pr!ze at all and a cheque for the
money equivalent of the tickets wtll be forwarded in due course
The total profit from this Fete, well over £507, will be distri~
buted between the Royal Signals Benevolent Fund and the
various other Regimental and Service Charities on which so
much of our welfare depends.
W e say • g oodbye ' and ' h e llo '
This last month has seen the departure of many characters
from Krefeld and the arrival of some new ones. Amongst those
w~ ~ave recently said goodbye to is our M.O ., Major K.
Williams, R.A.M.C., who has been continuously with the Regiment and in. the . Medical Ce!ltre,, Krefeld, for the past five
years. We wish hlDlself and his wife, Wendy, and their fa mily
a very pleasant stay in their new station, Gibraltar. Also recen tly
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left u for the United Kingdom .have been R.M.Q.S. Hopewell
and R.Q.M.S. Foster and we Wish them and their families
the b st in their new appointments. We say "hello" to Major
Donald Bell, our new dentist, and Captain Colin Rees who is
our n.w doctor, y~t another Rugby playing and beer-drinking
Welshman. We wish them both a very pleasant stay with us
and . hope that they enjoy their time with I 6th Regiment.
finally from Kref~ld a. closing story to illustrate the sort of
~hmgs that happen m this area of Germany. The scene is set
m the L.A.D. of 16th. Regiment. The A.S.M. is working (i.e.
feet 011 the. desk, comic, and mug of tea at right hand). The
telepl~~ne nn!Is. T_he ~.S.M. ~swers "LAD 16 Signal Regi
mem. A famt 'L'01ce tn the distance, " I wonder if you could
he!p me?" A.S.M. replies, "Of course, lad what's the trouble>''
Faint V?~ce, "Well, sir, I am the driver 'of a IO-ton truck ~f
ammumtwn and I have broken down-my engine keeps catchin1:
fire." No comment.

all

21st llEGl lUEN'T, JJ. t'.P .O. 4 3
Corp s D ay
\Vie are now well into the active phase of the ann14al exercise
of digging up airfields. At the moment, "L" Troop at Laarbruch are laying claim to having the most sunburnt' bunch of
Linemen this side of N.A.T.O.
To give some of us a breather and get things back into
perspective, the Squadrons at Laarbruch and detachments from
the two out Squadrons attended Church on Corps Day. Those
who were there heard a truly inspired sermon by Padre Parsonage at pre~e~t War~en of Church House, Iserlohn, who has
many assoc1atlons with the Corps. This was followed by tea
and buns, donated by the R. A.F. Catering Officer, and in the
afternoon the Warrant Officers and Senior N.C.O.s attempted
Suffice it,
to out-drink the Officers on the cricket field.
the game was enjoyable, the consumption reasonable and in
sp:t! of the umpires' efforts, the Senior N.C.0 .s fin ished' off
me d ay two run s to the good.
Shooting
The 04.40 h<?urs reveille a ~d the _in tensive train ing put in
by Cap:a~ David Insall and his shootmg team have paid handsome d1v1dends, as -the results so far received sho w:
Corp~ M ~et ing.-Cha mpi<?n Shot, Captain D . H . Insall;
Champ101?- Rifle Shot, Captam D . H . Insall; Champion Team,
21st Regiment.
A.RA. M~eting.-:-Winners: Eisley Cup T eam, T ate Trophy,
~cond m Pistol T iles Match, fifth in Britannia Trophy, sixth
~ Revo_l v~ .Team TroJ?hy, second in Stock Exchange Cup,
h1ghest md 1v1 dua~ score m M ethuen Cup (L ieutenant P. E. A.
~ha ddock), Walking M an M atch (Capta in D . H . Insall), second
m Army Hundred Cup (Captain D . H . Insall), fourth in Army
Championship (Captain D. H . Insall).
All nine m_e mbers of the unit team shot well, and Captain
Insall and L ieutenant Chaddock are training with the Army
E ight team.
Tug- of-War
The Regim ental Heavyweigh t T eam coached by R.S.M . W.
A. Ba~es has gone from strength to strength and having won
~he Rhme _
A rea and R A.F .(G ) Championships, beat 2 RCHA
111 th e semi-final of the B.A.0 .R. championships, and now meet

DOUG LAS HOUSE SCHOO L
Malvern, Worcestershire
Recognised by Minist ry of Education .
Fully inspected May, 1964.

The School provi des a sound education for
girls (B-1 B yea rs) with in the framework of
a hap py co mmun ity life.
Fees £120 pe r t e r m inclusive.

1 SCLI in the final on 6th July. (News has since come in that
the Regiment finished in the very honourable position of runnersup in the B.A .O .R. Championships.-Editor.)
The Lightweight Team won the Rhine Area Championship
but pulling well were beaten by 2 RCHA in the B.A.0 R. semifinal. A sterling effort by all concerned .
Team photographs and more det3ils next month.
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The «tueen's S ta t.e visit fo Germany
It was with a feeling of pride-and to some extent in awe,
that our two guards formed up with seventy-eight other guards
at Sennefager .to take part in one of the largest dismounted
parades ever held in the history of the Army. Each guard comprised three officers and seventy-two men. Including the massed
bands which numbered about two hundred and fifty pieces, the
total on parade exceeded six thousand. The march on of the
three wings, each sixteen files across, presented a magnificent
spectacle. The hollow square formed by the three wings was
nearly half a mile across. The Queen and the Duke of
Edinburgh reviewed the parade from an open Land Rover.
Dingh y Jlegatta
Our regimental dinghy team came fifth out of the twelve
teams entered for the inter-unit match in the Royal Signals
Yacht Club (Germany) Regatta which was sailed at the Mohne
See. Individuals were more successful with Major Garratt
(helm) and Lance-Corporal Bellamy (crew) and Major Finch
(helm) and Lance-Corporal T urner (cr ew) each winning a race
in Stage 1 of the Individual Championship. Major Garratt and
Lance-Corporal Bellamy came third in the final. Lieutenant
Boden (helm) and Signalman Carr (crew) came second in the
individual match (an additional individ ual race for those who
did not qualify for the championship).
P a ssage Race
We en tered t wo boats in the Royal Signals Yacht Club
(Germany) Passage Race at K iel. One of our crews, Major
Garratt (skipper), M ajor Finch, Corporal Iles and Lance-Cor poral
Bellamy sailed in one of the n ew Danboats. Although not as
fast as the well known 30 square metre, the Danboat is more
spacious below becks and a good deal more comfortable. Our
other crew, Corporal Marshall (skipper), Lance~Corpor al O'Brien
Lance-Corporal Balment (207 Squadron) and Signalman Jepson
(4th Regimen<!) raced a 30 square metre.
In the final race Aeroskobing to K iel our Danboat got in to
trouble just before the start by losing her jib halyard in a sail
change. C.Orporal Iles immediately volunt.eered to climb up the
mast. However, in the heavy chop we dec ided <to drop anchor
and haul him up on the mainsail halyard while he sat on an
improvised bosun's chair.
This cost us about forty-five minute s which we were unable
to make up. The wind was strong, blowing a force 6, gusting 7,
and our D anboat, heavily reefed, plugged valiantly into the
heavy chop. We eventually reached Kiel just after midnight to
be greeted by the sight of man y wet mattresses and assorted
wet clothing hanging from .t he 30 square metre fleet. We
appreciated our dry if not fast, Danboat. Corporal Marshall
reported an exciting and hard day's sailing with continuous
pumping. When we awoke on Sunday morning his ship ~ad
settled on ·the mud. Perhaps h e should have gone on pumpmg
all night as well!
Exercise " Silver S 11ear II "
Between parades and sailing we have taken part in one major
exercise, .the first full deployment of our radio villages, no~ to
mention innumerable minor exercises, and some not so mmor
at that! During Exercise "Silver Spear II" we were very
pleased to be visited by the Signal Officer-in-Chief and the
Chief Signal Officer, B.A.O.R. After General B:adl~y had v~sited
our field locations we attended a church service m the village
church at Steinhausen at which our Padre officiated. We were
also honoured by visits from General Grunwald, Chief Signal
Officer NORTrHAG, Colonel Fiarce, Commandant TTR I (BE)
Corps, ·Colonel Van Eerden, Chief Signal Officer I (NL) Corps,
Lieutenant-Colonel G<>ldbach, Chief Signal Officer 1 (GE)
C.Orps, and Major Donnay, Staff Officer 1 (BE) Corps.
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Lance-Cor poral Bellamy relaxing o n board ' Merganser' one of t he
new BKYC Danboats, after taking part in the Passe nger Race

R e gime ntal A t hletics
A good d eal of enthusiasm and exc1tmg competition was
enjoyed at an inter-troop athletics standards competition between
18 teams organised by L ieutenant Boden. The winning team,
R.H.Q. and Pay Office, gained a one point lead over the I
Squadron H.Q./Recce T roop team. The one poin t lead was
gained by L ieutenant Boden who cleared 8 ft. 6 in. on the pole
vault which was the last event.
Comings and Goings
We have recently said farewell to Captain and Mrs. Finch on
postin g to 19th Regiment in Sin gapore. Captain F inch has
been our MTO for the past three years. We welcome the new
BTO, Captain E. R. C. Wall, from I9"th R egiment and look
forward to the arrival of liis wife and family. We also welcom e
Second-L ieutenant P. \V/hi~ead from the School of Signals
who takes up his first appointment as O.C. "Y" T roop in 244
Squadron.
24th

BEGl~IEXT ,

CATTEHICK

C~"\IP

General.
Since th e last n ~ws of 24:h Reg!ment was
printed in THE WIRE, there have be.n a number of changes.
Lieutenant-O:>lonel G . Peat, Major (Q.M.) B. Sellar and
W.0.1 T . L icence have all left us. In th eir place we welcome
L ieutenant-Colonel W. A. Sykes, L ieutenant-Colonel (Q.M .) G.
Lynam and W.O.I M. ]. L. Molony.
Lieutenant-Colonel Peat was given the traditional farewell,
a parade, and then he was towed round th e unit lines by a
team of stalwart N .C.O.s. In addi tion, the departing Colonel
was the guest of honour at farewell dinners given by the
Warrant Officers' and Sergean ts' Mess and Officers' Mess.
The Quartermaster seems to be introducing himself to the
heirarchy of the Quartermongering side of the Regiment, and
enquiring into the availability of their AB 64 Pt. !I's!
Our new R.S.M. was introduced to the mess on our last
mess meeting. The departing R.S.M . being guest of honour
at a dinner, where R.S.M. Molony gave us a stirring "This is
Your L ife" account of R.S.M. Licence's career as a tribute
to him.
eedless to say, th e evening ended with " games."
It was highly regretted by the Romeos of the m::ss that the
ladies of the W.R.A.C. declined to join in.
Sergeant Moon B.E.M., said his goodbyes to the Army on
31st May and returned to the Regiment on rst June as Mr.
A1'.thur Moon, B.E.M., civilian instructor. Sergeant Palmer was
married at Whitsun. We wish both Sergeant Moon and Sergeant
Palmer sua: s in their new roles of civilian and husband
respectively.
Sports. The R egimental Soccer Team have recently concluded a most successful eason. Almough losing in the Army
Cup quarter-final to the 1st Battalion The Parachute Regiment
by five goals to two, all other competition entered for were
won in a resounding manner. In the Northern Command
Challenge Cup final, 38 Corps ~gineer Re~ent . w~re defeated by nine goals to thr ee, and in the Yorkshire D1str1ct Cup
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final, 7 Company R.A.M.C. were thrashed to the tune of seventeen goals to nil. The Yorkshire District Soccer League was
won again by this Regiment without lo ing a match. To cap
this very fine record, three of our players were selected regularly
for the British Army Team, namely, Lance-Corporal A. Forester
Lance--Corporal A. Sutherland and Signalman A. Gordon.
In other fields of sport good performances w~re put . up.
The Regimental Badminton Team won. the Cattcnck GarnS<?n
Inter-Unit League, and our newest recru~ts to s~rt, the Ten~Pm
Bowling Team, won the Army T~-Pm Bowling Chan;ipi?nships; team captain, Sergeant Wallmgto!l~ R.E.M.E., wmnmg
the Army Individual Handicap Compeuuon.
Ex tra Murnl Aeth•ities. "All work and no play makes
Jack a dull boy." These are words which _h ould never apply
in thfa Regiment, because we are blessed with almost a complete li t of organised extra mural activities. It would take
up too much space to record the act-ivities of them all, so
we will only mention a few with special appeal.
The Camera Club is very much in evidence at present, with
the photographs taken of the Commanding Officer ' farewell
parade. These photographs were taken by Capt. A. Johnson,
A.C.C., and have been very popular around the Regiment.
The Regimental Hobbies <:_entre, in th.e Education B!ock,
is open each evening for a variety of hobbies and occupauons,
the most popular being the model car track, and the "do-ityourself " garage.
The Regimental Beat Group is beginning to make its
presence felt around the area with occasional shows in the
Junior Ranks' Club, but like most of the activities here, it
suffers from the continuous change of personnel in the Regiment.
The boats of the Sailing Club are situated up in the Lake
District, on Ullswater, it is rather early in the year f~r good
sailing weather, but the club will be fully used dur-rng the
season.
Within the Garrison we also have the Dales Club, which
caters for all forms of outdoor activities, such as fell-walking,
It is designed to give beclimbing, caving and canoeing.
ginners the opportunity to try any of the activities under the
supervision of experienced leaders. It also gives members the
opportunity to discover the adventure offered by the Yorkhire Dales and the Lak: District.
.\dventu r t> Tra i n i n g.
On Tuesday of each week
throughout the year, approximately 28 men leave 24th Regiment bound for the Lake District, where they -spend three days
on Adventure Training. In two three-tanners and a Champ,
loaded up with camping kit, canoes and personal kit, the party
leaves the unit lines at o6.30 hours. They arrive at their camp
site, near Pooley Bridge, Ullswater, at 10.00 hours. Whilst one
section remains to set up camp, two sections are immediately
despatcbed-<>ne to rock climbing, under the expert eye of
Corporal J. Warburton and the other to trek over Helvellyn
and Striding Edge. When camp is set up then the third section
go canoeing on Ullswater.
The trek over Helvellyn starts at the village of Patterdale,
and begins with a steep climb to 2,000 feet to Grisedale Brow.
A further climb of 1,100 feet takes the party off Striding Edge
to the Peak of Helvellyn. From there, there is a gradual descent
'to Red Tam, and then by moorland track to Glenridding,
where transport meets the party to return them to the camp
sice. Total distance is approximately seven miles, and the
record time claimed by Adrnin. Trades Troop, 1 Squadron,
i 2 hours 15 minutes.
The scenery is wonderful, but often the strain of the trek
prevents most from taking any particular interest in the scenery.
Rock climbing is done on a sheer face of rock in Gowborrow Park. Once the climber realises that, with safety ropes,
there is absolutely no danger, then one enjoys the experience,
and the descenc, by " abseil," is very exciting and surprisingly
easy.
By launching three two-men canoes at Pooley Bridge pier,
ix men can enjoy a day's canoeing. Safety precautions make
it necessary to remain close to the shore. Anyone who has
experienced rough weather on Ullswater in a canoe will appreciate the good sense of such precautions. Life jackets are worn
by all the caneoists and, on one occasion, the life of one
canoeist was " saved " by a redoubtable Staff Sergeant, who
waded out into waist-deep water, hauled to his feet a screaming
and thoroughly wet and frightened trainee who was Boating
in his life jacket and obviously prepared to meet his maker in
three feet of water.
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Francisc o, Frone lscnn, Frnnclscnnt
Some weeks back, a Junior L eader from the All Arms Regiment at Tonfanau, wrote to us enquiring about .the Regiment.
He said that he was a keen cyclist and, having read about the
" Francyclists," those "dedicated " young men who pedal their
way to the fou r corners of Western Germany, he wished to
know more about the Regiment. We felt that we were b::ing
put to the test, and because there may be other in terested
future "Proud Walkers " (see our article in the M ay issue)
" Look at Life " this month decided to advertise the holiday
activities of the Franciscans of St. Toenis. The pictorial expressions of these activities are by R.Q.M.S. F awcett, of
Fawcett and Son (see our June/July issue).
Franeyellst
The basic requirement of this holiday is to cycle 500 miles
in ten days. The kit is 15 young volunteers, 10 bicycles, a
truck, and camping equipment. The route is decided by the
leader, and the par.ty stage at civilian camping sites. Then all
that is required is for them to " Beatie " off with a "Ticket to
Ride."
Three expeditions have been planned for this summer. In
the spirit of youth, the first one, just completed, was led by
50-year-old Captain Cloughley, the M.T.O., with 15 volunteer
from H.Q. Squadron (drivers just love changing the seat for
the saddle). They had some adventures (they had to-it was
adventure training money they were using), reached Luxembourg, and on the way back cycled into Cologne to the British
Forces Broadcasting Studio and were "on the air " that n ight.

fRANC/8C./I TOUPC
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FRANCYCL/8T

Fransail
Three sailing adventures in the Baltic for interested customers
are also taking place under the experienced leadership of
Captain Bird and Captain Oliver. These are holidays for tough
young men prepared to rough it for a week in high seas
and in the cramped conditions of a 30-metre yacht. They stay
at sea for the whole time and acquire very, very rich tans.
Franciscans also turn to the more intricate and delicate art
of dinghy racing. Led by the Chief Franciscan (with apologies
to St. Francis for his name) and enfurled with Caruain Oliver
and Sergeant Mellor, Frandinghies are everywhere in the lead.
Captain Oliver and Colonel Pagan were first and second respectively in the B.A.O.R. Corps Championships, and the Regimental team, with three boats, skippered by Colonel Pagan
Captain Oliver and Sergeant Mellor, together with Corporal
O'Keefe, Signalmen Palmer and Hall as crews, beat the muchfancied 14th Regiment, Royal Artillery, in the first round of
the B.A O.R. team championships.
FrnnOy
From the crest of a wave to the spiral of a thermal is just
one short hop for a Franciscan. We are very lucky to have
both a qualified gliding instructor, Lieutenant Hood, and a
glider, which we operate on behalf of the Corps. Every weekend, young soldiers, under Lieutenant Hood, go off to a local
R.A.F. gliding club. This is a very pleasant and satisfying way
of spending a week-end, and a refreshing alternative to the
week-end circuit of pit, cookhouse, JRC. However, it is a
slow way to learn to glide; consequently, we have devised a
series of unusual gliding holidays which we believe to be quite
unique to an Army Regiment.
Through the kindness of the R.A.F. and Belgian Air Force,
we have found an airfield which is only occasionally used
by Belgian light aircraft during the week, so our gliders can
use it practically all day and every day. Here, six soldiers
can go up and down, up and down, non-stop for five days
and acquire skills, including solo fiying, which would take
many months of week-end gliding only. This holiday is rounded
off by the luxury accommodation and traditional hospitality of
the R.A.F., with whom our customers stay for the week. We
plan a number of these holidays during the summer months.
Franlrlesia n
To round off our holiday adventures, the Regiment is outward bound to the Friesian Islands in September. Transported
(Continued at foot of page 272)
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THE 30th REG IMENT ON PARADE

Royal
Signals

AT A LDERSHOT AND POOLE HARBOUR

(Malaya)

Dinner
(/u/J
A group
photograph
taken earlier
this year

Seated (left to ri1ht) : Major A. C. Dexter, Major K. E. P. Andrews, Lieutenant-Colonel C. B. Masser, Lieutenant-Colonel
D. L. Silvester-Bradley, O . B.E., Brl1adier P. A. L. Vaux, O.B.E., Lieutenant-Colonel J. C. Clinch, Colonel G. H. Hoerder,
M.B.E., Lieutenant-Colonel J. R. Rahilly, Major D. J. Commerford and Major T. E. D. Baxter
Front Row Stand i n1 (left to rl1ht): Major J. G. James, M.C., Major E. R. Hardy, Major P.H. Bolton, Major W. A . Rowbory,
Captai n B. J. Burke, Captain D. W. Stubbs, Captain H. A. Cuerden, Lieutenant M. P. Walker, Lieutenant T. Jones, B.E.M.,
Major A. C. Earl and Captain Abu Bakar
Standi.n1 Behind (left to ri1ht) : Major A. C. Bate, M.B.E., Captain C. J. Crow, Captain P. D. E. Chase, Major M. c . D everill,
Ca~taon F. R. Maynard, Captain D. J: Jolly, Captain P. A. Thompson, Captain P. E. C. Davies, Lieutenant D. P. Herrin1,
Ma1or J . A . E. Hasell, Lieutenant Idris bin Abuad, Captain A. R. Bushell, Major J. A. Findlater, Captain Lal, Major Ariffin
bin Muda, Lieutenant J. J .. Greatrix

Our Corps Week 1vas

11.q.,

MAGNE1:RON-The w~nder Robot presented by 30th Regiment, Sergeant Skimming in charge. 2. Gymnasts of the Junior
Leaders Regiment, Royal Signals. 3. General View of the Corps Mobile Display QUICKSILVER. 4. Lance-Corporal Cousins
(Comcan Op) setting up communications with Corporal Tatnall (Cipher Op)
To represent the activities of the Regiment during
the f!10nth of June we present two reports, one
covermg the. Aldershot Army Display and the
s~nd covermg the Poole Bay Olympic Yachting
Tnals.
Aldershot Army Display, 19th-20th June, 1965
C.W.!i-. writes: As~ previous years the Regiment was made
respans1ble for sponsormg a Corps Stand at this annual event
which arr.:acted some 130,000 visitors to Queen's Parade, Aldershot, durmg the week-end.
On the C:Orps. Stand were displays presented by: 14th Regim~t, 30th Regime:it, 16 Parachute Brigade Signal Squadron
Juru?r 1:-eaders Regunent, Royal Signals.
'
Hiihlights of the display .were the pipes, drums, highland
dancers and ~mnasts of Junior Leaders Regiment and a 'Free
Message Service' for members of the public to relatives serving
overseas, presented by COMCAN.

28th REGIMENT (Continued from page 270)
by NATO Luxu.ry Travel, we have planned to set up a base
camp on the mamland shore of Ostfriesland and from there to
explore the islands, getting to them in Captain Oliver's oneman . dinghy~ the Regiment's l~aking canoes and locallyacquired fishing boats. Once on these beautiful mainly un~r~~ island~ (th~e is a nudist colony on one) we offer full
facilities for .b1vouacmg, trekking, mapping, surveying and some
controlled bird watching.
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th_ . Commander, British Forces, himself could not attend, owing
to illness.

b'•ttPr tlais year •••
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That was the week that was. Coi:ps Week, 1965, will be
remembered as a period of considerable social and sporting
activity, much enjoyed by all concerned. This is the second
year that Corps Week, as such, has been celebrated in Hong
Kong, and from all accounts, this last one was even more successful than its predecessor. Much of the work of organisation
fell to the lot of 252 Squadron, and our thanks are due to them
for all their hard work and enthusiasm.

Poole Day Olympie Trials

B.C.H. writ~s: On .Wednesday, 9th June, 640 Troop quietly
moved some sixty of its members the twenty-odd miles to the
coast and before lunch had set up a tented camp on the Sandbanks at Poole.
~e ~ain object of th~ exercise was to provide the commurucations for the fort?ight of Olympic Yachting trials and
al~ the World and Nauonal Shearwater Championships.
To
this end some twenty-five stations were provided daily to go
abo:ud boats of variou s sizes being used on control or rescue
duties.

A day at sea and then • • •
The week commenced with ~quadron outings by both 252
and 253 Squadrons, of which more deta:Is will undoubtedly be
provided in Squadron notes. In each case, some 150 to 200
members of the Squadrons and their wives and families spent
a day at sea on one of the ferry boats, very generously made
available by the Hong Kong and Yaumati Ferry Company.
On the Saturday the annual Inter-Squadron Swimming Sports
were held at the swimming pool in Victoria Barracks, and the
large attendance of fam!lies wa again a feature of the event.

An extremely pleasant two weeks was spent by all even
t?ough the weather was so changeable .that the cases of seasickness alternated almost daily with the cases of sunburn.

Fi1•ree Squadron Competition
Competition was fierce in the swimming events, and although
252 Squadron had a comfortable margin of points at the end,
their victory was not as easily ga:ned as that of 246 Gurkha
Squadron over 253 Squadron in the final of the Water Polo
Competition. In this match it was only too obvious that Major
Val Swindale and Captain Tommy Livingstone had played the
game before.
On Sunday, a Royal Signals' Church Service was held in
the Garrison Church, Victoria Barracks, attended by representatives of all the Signal Squadrons. The service was conducted by the Rev. D. S. Coey, M.A., B.D., C.F., D.A.C .G., H.Q.,
Land Forces, who very generously donated the collection to
the benefit of the Benevolent Fund . A curry luncheon in
the Officers' Mess followed, and we were very pleased to have
a our guests a full gathering of officer and families of all three
ervices, and of civilians closelv associated with us in Hong
Kong and, in particular, Lady O'Connor. Very unfortunately,

All in all much good training was achieved especially as the
radio operators were in fact "any trade."
Franticlimax
The pity of all th is is that the young man of Tonfanau
wh~ pro~~ted .this article cannot become a Franciscan because
he is trammg in a trade which we do not use. Th.is is importa11;t, be~ause in addi~ion to these splendid tours, -t he Regiment 1s actively engaged m the mobile international communication business. For this we are "franfully" sorry and we
feel that we have failed bis test. "Look at Life" ~ishes him
good luck in his future adventures and may he " walk tall and
walk proud."
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It's 252 Squadron agaba!
Monday was another full day, in spite of the rain. An interSquadron Basketball League Competition was organised and,
needless to say, won by 252 Squadron, in conditions more
appropriate to water polo. It says much for the stamina and
enthusiasm of all the competitors that the day was such a
success. Having got wet outside, many of those participating
then proceeded, in the evening, to the Warrant Officers' and
Sergeants' Mess for the Old Comrades' Reunion, and got
equally wet inside.
Ex-Comrades at the Demalon
The reun:on was particularly successful, some 50-odd exmembers of the Corps accepting our invitation to attend. _Maybe
a previous Chief Clerk's ears were burning a few days before
this event, however, when it was found that a file containing
the names of known ex-members of the Corps in Hong Kong,
and compiled with the greatest difficulty last year, had been
destroyed in the course of clearing up the " humph." Many
a harsh word was spoken-but it would still have been nice
to have had him with us. The liqu:d stocks were quite adequate! Our old comrade guests included Mr. A. G. Crook,
the Postmaster-General, Hong Kong; Mr. R. G. Gaut the
Chief Engineer, Hong Kong Telephone Company, and late
P.O.L.O. of the Signals Directorate; Mr. K R. Seamans, of
the Telecommun ications Division of the G .P.O.; Mr.
igel
Bromley, of G.E.C.; Inspector W. R . Dean of the Hong Kong
· Police, who was decorated last year for very gallantly diving
into the harbour during one of the fiercer typhoons and saving
rwo local civilians from drowning· and Mr. J. D. Mooney,
ex-R.E. Signals. It is of interest to note that some 120 cxmembers of the Corps are living and working in the Colony,
the Hong Kong Police and the Hong Kong Telephone Company being particularly strongly represent-d. Next year we
hop: to have even more guests a.t the reunion.
With the conclusion of Corps Week, our undivided attention
is given to the forthcoming visit of the Signal Officer-in-Chief.
A v:ry satisfying result of Corps Week was the fact that by
me:rn~ of the church collection and sundry raffle , £42 was
rai .d for the Corp Ben_volent Fund.
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Due to the one year tour in Borneo chan~es in staff ~a;r
simultaneou ly. Thus our small bran ch has said farewell within
a few weeks to Major R idge, Captain Chea!, Sergean t Co~~y
and S ignalman Wright, all of whom have gone to. units 10
Singapore, and welcomed their replacei:i1ents M ai<!r Cox
Capta:U Austin, Sergea,nt Ogd~n . and Signalman. _Simmons.
Lieutenant (Traffic) E. W. G. Hill 1s also about to )0 10 us.
News from any H.Q. Royal Signals, even in an operational
theatr.e is never particularly interesting. W e have many visitors
from ah over the world who seem to enjoy their Borneo tours,
and we ourselves clock many miles each month, m ainly by air,
getting round our large parish. Labuan to Kuch ing is equivalent
to London-Edinburgh and our frontier is the d istance from the
Baltic to Rome. The view from above in tran sit is un fortuna tely
somewhat different!
This month we celebrate Corps D ay in a small way, and in
July we look for ward to the visit of the S.0 .-in-C.
Meanwhile we continue to enjoy the privilege of serving in
what we think is the best of all possible worlds for a soldier and
a communicator, with plenry of communications and plenty of
problems.
Affairs technic al
The month started with a bang when a CRAFT (Controller
Royal Air Force T elecommunications) team arrived for a fiveday inspection visit. They examined every aspect of communications; traffic handling, procedures, security, equipment, maintainence programmes and serviceabilit y rates. This was certainly a unique experience for a predominantly army unit to be
inspected by the Junior S-ervice and we eagerly await their
repon .
The 1 0 5 ft. tower which is to hold our radio relay aerials
now dominates D ivisional H eadquaners and the antics of our
R.A.F. aerial erectors high above the ground evoke con siderable
interest.
M T roop technicians have worked wonders in wiring and
installing the new system control and on the 20th June all links
with the old control were literally severed. The changeover was
not without incident but all is now functioning well and perhaps Corporals Willby, Morris and Crow can go to bed.
In the Comcen Competition Sergean t Leslie and his 'A' Shift
won the Shield, presented each month to the shift showing best
traffic handling efficiency. It is interesting to note that since
January the mon thly traffic figures have risen from 81,916 to
94,900.
P e r s onal e olumn
We were very pleased to hear that an ex-member of the
Squadron, Lieutenant (T .O.T.) V. de Witt, had been awarded
the M. B.E. for his efforts in Borneo and that W.0.1 (Y. of S.)
Gubler gained a Mention in D espatches. Congratulations are
also due to W.0 .11 (S.S M.) Gibbs on the award of his Long
Service and Good Conduct M edal.
One casualty this month has been our R.A.F. Officer, FlightLieutenant Andrews, who was "casevaced " to U.K. with an
eye oomplaint. H e is replaced as CDSO for a short period by
Lieutenant Scarff before he too leaves for 249 Squadron .
D etails of our arrivals and depanures would take too much
space but we are panicularly glad to have received a bunch of
apprentices straight from A. A.S. Harrogate.

rnlt Club a s uccess
Extra mural activity con tinue apace. The U nit Club is
proving immensely successful and the efforts of Corporal Cairns
and Lance..cot-poral Thomas cannot be praised too highly. They
have produced a most attractive club from a marquee, bamboo
poles and bits of hardboard and we are indeed gratefu l to them
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for this important contribution to Squadron life. We have held
several succes fut functions but none more enjoyable than when
we entertained thirry ratings from H.M S. Albion which
anchored off Labuan over the weekend 26th/27th June.
The Water Ski Club is flourishing under the direction of
Capta:n Last and we now have some very polished performe1s.
Signalman Laidlaw was involved in a head-on collision with a
small boat but it is reported that the boat suffered no damage.
M Troop deservedly won the Tighe Soccer Cup after maintaining a very high standard of play throughout the competition.
Jlugby 8ouris h es
Our R ugby fortunes have taken a turn for the better with the
arrival of -some new blood on the island. In the last game against
the R.A.F. we included Lieutenant Thompson and Corporal
Dunbar of 249 Squadron (here on detachment) and this completed a formidable team which managed to reverse the trend
of a series of defeats. Overheard in the front row: "We'll provide the filth, let the young 'uns do the running."
" Kick it in to the sea, and we'll have a rest."
No apology is given for writing so much about Rugby. The
Corps h as a fine tradition in this game and has certainly made
it popular h ere.
Two founder members of the team play their last game for
u s tomorrow and .their team mates would like to take .this o pportunity of thanking Lance-Corporal H ard y and Signalman Brown
for their ·t ireless and willing efforts on our behalf. T hey are
good club men who will be difficult to replace.
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BGG 40
Extre mely portable, with an exceptionally s trong lightweig ht
case, the BCC 40 fu lly transistorised radio tel epho ne gives
th e best possible two-way commu nicatio n over distances
of up to six miles. Its outstand ing ly robust construction
makes it speciall y suitable for Armed Servi ces.
Power is supplied by a sealed rechargeable nickel cadmium
13.2 volt battery, wh ich allows a continuous 10-12 hours
operation. The set provides up to six channels in any of
th e VHF bands, with a choice of either PM or AM operation .
Components are arranged on a single chassis, carefully
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AR AWAY PLACES----UNUSUAL JOB
Rep rts fro1n the O·u tposts
It was really a Simple Job but. • •
Hy
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Frencl1

"'(TEOMAN . ~f Signals French goes off. on a. routine job
.I. from Bntish Honduras - really a smtple iob - but it
wasn't so simple as all that in the end. It led him into a
South American earthquake, and then, for good measure, a
car crash

Set on
I.t was real~y a si~ple job, just escort a bag of diplomatic
mail from Belize, Bnt1sh Honduras, to San Salvador, and bring
another one back the same day. The date, however, was the
4th of May, 1965, and the B.B.C. had reported earthquakes the
day before in an Salvador. This at least would make the
trip interesting!
H aving collected the bag and all its associated documents
I reported to the airport to find the plane an hour behind
schedule._
~hen we eventually took off , I thou_ght «Well,
never mmd, it only means a shorter lunch break in Salvador
and then home by 15.30 hours.' If only I had been able to
see ~hat was ah~d. The plan staged through San Pedro
Sula m the Republic of Honduras and then on to my destination. With only I5 . minutes to touchdown, I had my camera
at the ready expecung to see great cracks in the earth's surface. Here, however, I was disappointed the only sign of
damage from the air was one or two houses' that had crumbled
away on the outskirts of the city.
I met. Mr. John <?wei: (th.e man from the Embassy), and
after gomg through 1mrmgrauon he told me that the airport
restaurant wasn't fit for use after the " bang " (as apparently
earthquakes are referred to by all the locals), and that he would
take i;ne to the. Gran Hotel for a meal. On the way through
the. cny he pomted out. some of the damage, mainly plaster
facmg and small landslides on the roads but said that the
worst hit areas were in the old part of die city and in two
villages about five miles away. The casualty figures he said
were 101 killed 400 in hospital and over 4 ooo homeless Th~
local population, fearing. still further tremo:s, were movi~g out
on to the streets and mto the parks, using anything to give
~em sh7lter from the sun and rain (the rainy season was
JUSt starung). I saw them lying on their beds under old bits
of canvas, brown paper, even newspaper, in every open space
we passed.
Stran d.P d
When we arrived at the hotel, John told me he would pick
me up at 1 o'clock .t~ return to the airport, and I went up
for dlnner. The d!Wng room had suffered slightly plaster
had fa~en and cracks were appearing in walls, but ~therwise
ev~g. was normal, and after a very juicy steak with all
the. mmmmgs, I went downstairs to the foyer to wait for the
taxi. Sure enough, at I o'clock he arrived, and after buying
some presents . from the hot ~l's gift shop for my family we
left for !he arrport. "Well, this is it," I thought, " I' am
glad I will not be here tonight."
That was what I thought. When we arrived at the airport
I found that my flight had taken off an hour and a half before
schedule a?d there were no further flights that day. Fate, they
~y, goes its own way, and now it certainly had.
John very
kmdly offered to put ?1C up for the night, saying that the
Gran H?tel was t~ big to be safe and the last tremor bad
~racked Its fou.ndations. By now, although John didn't know
it, I was warned.
Storms, hurricanes floods I didn't mind
but what the hell did one do to prote~t one's 'self in a blasted
earthquake? After plucking up courage I put the question
to Jo.hn. " ~othing," he said. "If your 'number's up you go,
and it doesn t matter where you are.''
Then he told me about the 'quakes of 1917. "Had a bad

bang that caused a lot of damage, and then two day later
another one, only much worse." "Thank you John " I thought
" most encouraging.
. '
I t was now two days
' since
, their first'
"bang." Anyway, John lefc me at home and away he wenc
to the Embassy, promising to send transport for me to look
aroW?-d the shops. It was by now about 3 o'clock, and after
a quick wash I sat down to read some magazines.

•• Sl1al•e. lrattle and lrocl• ••
("-t 3 55 p.m. the house started to shake, rattle and rock.
iumped to my feet and then-it stopped. The maid came
m an? opened ~~e fron.t door. ".Just in case you need to
leave m a hurry, she said. Ten mmutes later my taxi arrived
and I went down to the shopping centre. Even here the
only damage I could see were broken plate glass windows and
plaster.
At 5.30 P-~· I m~de my .way to the Gran Hotel to meet
John, and whilst bavmg a drink we had another slight tremor
Nothing like the last one, but the glasses on the bar rattled:
John suggested: a ga!I!e of snooker in the British Club to pass
away the everung saymg . . . " and the British Club is in the
safest area." That was good enough for me, so at about 8.oo
p.m. off we went for a few hours of comparative safety.
~

Another

•• Bang "

And so it was, not a tremor did we feel, but on the way
back t~ John's home . . . w~ had a~ accident in the car. John
~as dnv~g, and a.t a busy mtersecuon another car ran straight
mto the ~1d.e. Neither of us were badly hurt, although it gave
me a splitting headache and a couple of nasty bruises. The
car, however, was a write-off, and as luck would have it
~ome. friends o~ J~hn's came by and ·took us home. As you ca~
imagine, by this tune I had decided that San Salvador was not
f~r me. I ".l'~t to. sleep that_night wondering if that particular
piece of ce_il.ing . drrectly above me was destined to meet my
head someurne m the s~all .hours of the morning.
I awoke at around eight m the morning, all in one piece,
and after a wonde\ful breakfast, collected the " dip " bag
and caught my plane for Belize. As we took off from San
Salvador Airport I thought, " Im still alive then, after all that."

S o e ntle d a • simple ' job
After staging through Guatemala City, I arrived in Belize
at 14.ro, delivered the bag to Government House and then
arr8!1~ed to send Signalman Dryland, one of the Troop's
~rammg Oper~t~rs to San Salvador to provide communications for an airlift of supplies for the homeless. Before he
~ent, I told him to "get through" and 24 hours later he did
iust that. However, that's his story, and when he comes back
I'll ask him to tell it to you. In the meantime never think
a job of work is simple until you have done it! '

Expedition to Kulra
By Sergeant W. Heaney, 245 Squadron
On .S.unday, the 28th March, 1965, a Signals Detachment
compnsmg Lance-COrporal Moodie, Signalman Kellett and myself, ~:rgeant Hean~y, were. par.t of Cyrenaica Area GSO II
~xpechtion to Kufra m the Libyan Desert. Kufra is famous for
its camel saddles and colourful leather goods etc. and of
CJ?U~se steeped in World War II history. The e~pedi;ion, cons1stmg of 14 men, five vehicles-two 3-tonners and three Land
~ov~r.s-<X>vered ~e .round triI? of approximately 1,400 miles
m eight days, which mcluded time to empty both 3-tonners in
order to load a broken-down Land Rover on to one of them
and redistribute the stores.

A quick routi11e for getting throu-h
I was co-driver of one of the 3-tonners on which the wireless
station was mounted, and ?perate~ 0e Cn/R210 on a daily
schedule. Apart from rout:ne periodical five-minute stops to
stretch the limbs, the radio schedule was the only reasonable
halt on our .daily first-to.-Jast-light at~empts to make good time.
The routme was qmckly established whereby all vehicles
stopped at 12.50 hours and the G.S. 3-tonner nosed up to the
wireless 3-tonner. The braided aerials, poles and co-axial
feeders were handed down to willing helpers who set about
connecting them all together and fixing the poles into specially
constructed ~rackets. on the s~des of the 3-tonm:rs then backing
the G.S. vehicle until the aenal was taut. In the meantime the
set had warmed up, a few seconds to tune in and traffic was
flowing at 13.00 hours. The sandwich meal was then ravenously
consumed during the schedule which usually lasted half an hour
then we packed up the kit and drove on until last light.
'
We had to use met~ sand chaD?els several times through
very soft sa~d and qui~e a few blisters were raised. Several
vehicle derelicts were discovered on the journey but the most
interesting one was an old Long Range Desert Group wagon
with the markings still visible and the rest of the metal work
beautifully burnished by years of wind-driven sand.
l\u improvised flont charging system

Kufra was reached early on the 31st March where I found
that my 300 watt generator had '" packed up " and by this time
my batteries were beginning to drop, so I balanced two 12v 75AH
batteries on the wing of the G.S. Land Rover and conne::ted
the vehicle dynamo and batteries in parallel. I did the same on
the other Rover with the remaining two batteries, started up
and we were in business again with three hours to scheduled
time. Just before opening up I connected one lead of the
Cx.r to one bank, the other to the remaining bank and a shorting
stnp between them and we had two Land Rovers float charging
the batteries while I worked the set. Communications were
thus established in a satisfactory marmer, ably assisted by
Lance-Corporal Moodie and Signalman K ellett who dismantled
the station from the 3-tonner and set it up by the Land Rovers
then erected a dipole aerial between the 3-tonners.
'
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• Survival Isla11d '
Th7 ensuing ten days were of a similar routine which included
c~noe~g, cross-country treks, and twenty-four hours on " surviv'.11 i~land ".which. was an exercise designed to simulate leaving
a sinking ship, gemng to an island (in the middle of the lake)
and staying there until we were "rescued." Some of us were
without shoes, shirts or even trousers! But the British squaddic
resource~ul as ev~r, .managed to survive on a bar of chocolat~
hal~ a pmt of dr1nkmg water, and Corporal Spike Lockwood's
a!l-m herbal stew. The Officers and Sergeants in charge insisted ~n ca~oeing to just outside stone-throwing range and
consummg cigarettes, beer, hot coffee and sandwiches in full
view, but they gallantly agreed to test the lake first on subsequent mornings.
All this traiining, we were later to find, was a mere buildup f~r the "gi;and. finale," a two-day "bash," consisting of
canoeign and clrrnbmg mountains, which we all agreed should
have been restric~ed ~o mountain goats, yetis and Sergeant
Matthews. What it boiled down to was twelve miles of canoeing, followed by a forty-mile trek through the mountains. The
troop was split in half, one half canoeing while the other half
did the trek. Unfortunately, due to low cloud in the mountains, much of the Troop was unable to take on some of the
mountaineering. However, of the squads which managed to
finish the course, the leading one, Corporal Upton, Corporal
McClengahan and Signalman King-Smith took just under
twenty hours continuous slog to complete the entire trek, which
should give readers some indication of the terrain covered.
On Saturday, 31st May, a much fit·ter, if rather tired Troop,
gratefully entrained in Munich for ·the 500-mile journey back
to dear old Munster, and home.

A stt1r" with a little t1Jrigl1n1iss in it

At/venture Training in Bavaria
IGNALMAN WILSON of
Squadron, B.F.P.O.
writes this account of a fortnight spent on Adventure
S
Training in Bavaria. The programme included hikes through
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the mountains, cross-country treks, canoeing and spending 24
hours on " survival island "-an exercise designed to simulate
leaving a sinking ship and getting to an island in the middle of
a lake-the water not being far from freezing point! All in all
it's a story with a little toughness.
"A" Troop .travelled by train from Munster to Murnau in
Bavaria on the 15th May. On arrival at our camping site we
found that the advance party had done a marvellous job and
that everything had been laid on for us. The r6o-pounders
which we were to live in for the next fortnight had been
erected and a meal had been laid on, in anticipation of our
arrival, by Corporal Mike Brint, who, throughout the whole
period that we stayed in Bavaria, was to work near miracles
on his No. 1 cookers. The camping site was situated at the side
of the Staffelsee a.qd was surrounded on three sides by the
highest mountains that most of use had ever seen.

The less h ard y wel"C thr own in
The day after arrival was spent sorting out kit, swimming in
the lake, which we found was as near freezing point as it could
get without being solid! This was due to the fact that, even as
late as May, >the snow on the mountains was still thawing,
and running into the self-same lake. This did not do very
much for morale, but as soon as the hardier ones amongst us
had ventured in, they were followed by the rest. The few who
did not feel inclined to subject their more fragile bodies to the
" deep freeze" were forcibly thrown in. Once the initial plunge
had been taken, no one seemed to notice the cold.
C:lvlllnn s looked on In • blank a mazem e n t ! '
On Mond ay morning our training began. At 07.45 we were
roused from deep slumber and prior to breakfast we were taken
T H E W I RE , AUGUST - S E PT E MBER
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on a ~e run, followed by a dip in the lake-which wa not
appreciated by anyone at that time of morning-the civilian
c31mpers who were foolhardy enough to be up at that unearthly
tmie of the day looked on in blank amazement!
After. breakfa~t we undertook a half-day trek through the
~ountams-~ndmg that the beautiful scenery which we had
hitherto ad~red, ~d to be climbed-no easy task for the beersoaked. ~d1es. which we then were, after intensive weekend
fratermsmg with the local pubs, bars and population.
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A NEW VA U XH A L L
free of Purchase Tax I
The brand
new Vauxhall
Viv~ from
£136
Vouxhall
Victor fro m
£560.
Six-cylinder
models from
£710.

Expo rt ho me del ivery- preferential financial treatm e nt
If you are be in g posted a broad o r returning to England
for re- posting overseas, a new Vauxhall can be yours
free of Purchase Tax .

Fr ee of P.T . t o all e ligible serving men.
Hire Purchase and Insurance faci li ties a rra nged.
WE WILL G LADLY SUPPLY FULL DETAILS

E. J. Baker & Co (Dorking) ltd
BIRCHETI ROAD, ALDERSHOT
Telephone Aldershot 24242
Also at: Dorking, G uildford, Re igate, C hertsey, Tonbridge,
Tun bri dge Wells, East G rinst ead and Suines
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Famagusta
MP T's can be Fun!

to

Bf/ Lance-Corporal Clive Hinton, 262 Squadron
Hoag Kofi.fl

Beirut

N 7th March, 1965, thirteen men of 252 Squadron, five
O
men of 253 Squadron, and one man from 246 Gurkha
Squadron assembled at Sai Kung Camp in the New Terri-

•

ID a

50 Square
Metre
By
W.O.ll Peter
9t1' Regiment

'Goldam mer' alongside the Military quay in Famagusta after the
voyage

Gnle
A view of Beirut with the Yacht Club in the foreground

somewhere, once likened offshore sailing to
standing under a cold shower tearing up five-pound notes.
S OMEONE,

Be that as it may, it was seven very eager people who arrived
at the Military Quay in Famagusta Harbour on the morning
of Friday, 4th June, and started to load stores into Goldammer,
a 50 quare metre, acquired from the R.A.F. by the Army
Cruising Association (Cyprus) and now being looked after by
9th Regiment

A ch4'quered caref!r
One of the well-known Windfalls, Goldammer has had a
chequered career, and needed a major overhaul this year. She
was only launched on 24th May, after concentrated efforts by
the shipyard and 2 Squadron in their off-shift periods. With
the co-operation of Major I. C. Spear, in London, and Transport Command, she was re-equipped with navigational aids,
which proved invaluable.
To try her out, after the refit, a voyage to Beirut and back
over Whitsun was planned. The crew cons.isted of those who
had worked on her while she was on the slip. The skipper
was Major Cooper; the mates were Captain Hodges and LanceCorporal Walker, with W.O.Il Gale, Sergeant Cudlip, LanceCorporal Harper and Signalman Burr as the crew. Captain
Hodges doubled as chief engineer-a vital post in view of
the somewhat dilapidated diesel which is the current auxiliary.
At I0-40 the diesel duly fired and Goldammer left Farnagusta
Harbour at a steady two knots. Fortunately, the wind blew
and she was soon bearing in Force 3, with her huge Terylene
genoa set.
50 square metres are not the roomiest of boats, but even
with seven on board, it was possible for those off watch to
stretch out below.
l.acl;. ol win d b at we lt>d well
.Th.e voyage to Beirut was marred by lack of wind from
m1dn1ght onwards, and the engine was pressed into use. By
reason of new main bearings, it had to be used at half power
and allowed us to make a mere 2 to 3 knots.
However, the trip was. e@ve_ned by a wonderful salad, produced by Sergeant Cudhp, which would not have disgraced a
hotel table; an excellent bacon-and-egg breakfast from the hands
of Lance-Corporal Harper; whilst to interest us there were
the antics of flying fish and a " tunny~type" fish which would
leap out of the water and fall back with a splash which was
clearly audible quite a distance away. One of these fish becaiyie quit~ attach~d to us and accompanied us allJ)ost to
Beirut, which was sighted at lunchtime on Saturday, and which
we seemed to approach very slowly. The eager anticipation of
s~veral of the crew members to sample the delights of this large
city had reached almost to the point of frenzy when eventually
at 19.30 h<?urs, we picked up our mooring in the yacht basi~
of the Beirut Yacht Club, an event that was not without
incident.
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Sornt! confusion rvl1en niooring
We approached the Yacht Club at a very sedate speed
and saw a group of people standing on the jetty. No instructions
were received as to where we should moor, so the skipper put
the helm over and we turned to port in a fairly tight circle.
On the second approach waved arms instructed us to a mooring
and as we did so, one of the club hands jumped aboard who'
unfortunately knew nothing of the age of our motor and whos~
rather frenzied instructions of "forward" and "r~verse" delivered at fantastic speed, eventually left us bereft of ~tive
power, unfortunately, not before we had managed to moor
our bow to a buoy and our stern to the jetty.
The gang plank was soon aboard and we were ashore. A
great deal of cajoling on the part of the crew managed to get
us cleared through Immigration, and half-past nine saw us all
heading out through the dock gates, the two officers bound for
an hotel where they hoped for a shower, a good meal and a
good night's sleep; the rest of the crew already showered and
shaved, heading for the centre of the city, where they hoped
to find a meal, a few beers and have a look round before returning to the club.
From all accounts, the rather short stay in port was put to
good use by all concerned, and I r.30 saw the five members
sleeping aboard back at the Yacht Club. But not to sleep.
Some eventually managed to snatch a few hours' broken rest
under blankets in the muggy heat, but the remainder routed
well organised swarms of monster mosquitoes. One of the
cr_w gave up all hope of sleep and spent what remained of
the night walking along · the mole.

the harbour, we swept out of Beirut with a fair breeze. Clearing
the mole and setting course for home, we were accompanied
for a while by a luxurious launch, the crew of which informed
us that they would be arriving in Famagusta themselves in a
week's time.
However, once clear of land the wind fell and orders were
Despite the misgivings of the
given to start the engine.
engineer, all went well and we motored on. The sails were
not abandoned, the skipper, having served his apprenticeship
in ocean racing, where fantastic speecfs are achieved by stockbrokers, soldiers and others, motor-sailing home from business
engagements. In fact we made a s~eady 4/ 5 knots all afternoon and most of the night.
To the- discomfort of those off watch and the credit of the
engineer, motor-sailing continued until Cape Creco was sighted.
A fine offshore breeze greeted us and we started, for the first
time on the trip, to sail really fast.
An hour saw us reducing sail and hurtling down the coast
towards Famagusta at 7 /8 knots with spray breaking over the
deck, rigging taut, and a long creaming wake lying behind us.
Retrospect
And so, salt-encrusted and sunburned, we went alongside
the quay in Famagusta to be greeted by a blast of warm air
that seemed like walking into an oven.
To the crew it seemed a long trip-35 hours out and 30 hours
back-but one is fortunate indeed to make a passage of IIO
miles in under 24 hours against head winds.
Cold water?
Five pound notes?
Nonsense, all agreed.
Perhaps tepid water and a ten-bob note and, of course, mosquitoes.

• •• in a c ramp,~d pmiition in the hottest p11rt
ol the boat • • •
By 07.00 hours, Sunday morning, the boat had been washed
and cleaned and we thought all was ready for our return trip
to Famagusta. However, the appearance of Captain Hodges
soon put paid to that dream. Inspection showed that damage
to the shaft had been caused by the previous day's shunting
and that repairs would take a considerable time-if possible
at all. Before long our engineer, aided by the skipper, was
lying in a cramped position in the hottest par.t of the boat
trying to at least free the shaft oo that we could sail home.
The remainder of the crew amused themselves as best they
could, while hammering and " picturesque" language floated up
from the bilge. The wait was enlivened for Lance-Corporal
Walker, when he saw W.O.II Gale, while trying to recover
a baulk of timber for one of the club members, hurtle backwards down a very slippery slipway and land, fully-dressed, in
the yacht basin.
Wt> swep t out o l lld ru t
At 10.30, a very hot, very dirty, and exhausted engineer
announced that we were ready for sea and, accompan ied by
numerous craft from the club, who were off to race outside
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Cheerfu l faces as Beirut ge ts closer- (Signalman Burr, Captain
Hodges, Lance-Corporal Walker, Sergeant Cudlip)
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tories of Hong Kong Colony for a combined MPT II/MPT
Ill Course. Sai Kung Camp is a training camp with no
regular occupants, which meant we were on our own, undisturbed by the normal day-to-day routines of our Squadrons.
At the opening address our Drill Instructor and Course
Sergeant-Major, W.O.II Lawry, told us that we were to run
the camp ourselves. Accordingly, we formed our own messing
committee to assist the one ACC cook. We formed our own
canteen oomrnittee, to run our canteen; and one of our members,
Lance-Corporal "Paddy " O'Neill, became responsible for our
evening entertainment film-shows.
I will not dwell on the instructional side of the course for
long, as MPT courses are .MPT courses, but we may have been
a little unusual in that most of the subjects were taught by
specialist instructors-Field Engineering by the R.E.s, First
Aid by the R.A.M.C., and so on. The most notable personalities
to arrive as a result of this were our weapon training instructors,
Sergeant Morgan and Lance-Corporal Trevitt of 1st Bn. South
Wales Borderers. Sergeant Morgan, in addition to his weapon
training activities, thought we had too much time on our hands
during the evenings, so he dreamed up a series of night exercises.
C:orporal Lyons stepped over the edge
of a cliff • • • •
The first (a simple attack and defence scheme within the
camp) went well. The second was a different story. This was
a night map-reading exercise with attack and ambush thrown in.
It was to take place over the "small hills," as Sergeant Morgan
called them (actually, we reached a 372-metre trig point during
the course of the evening, along tracks and through scrub). It
was the first time that we had _tried map-reading at night. To
illustrate how persuasive Sergeant Morgan is, he even got the
S.S..M. to come along. Half the course, the defending party,
went to the first objective; the remainder split up into three
attacking parties. The party with Sergeant Morgan as umpire
was captured. The party with the S.S.M. as umpire decided
to carry out an outflanking move. All went well until the S.S .M.
called to Corporal" Norman Lyons, who was in charge of the
party, that he had found a better track, and that we were to
com~ across. Corporal Lyons took this literally and stepped over
the edge of a cliff; he managed to grasp the edge, and his plea" Help me, mates "-was fortunately answered. During the final
approach through scrub the S.S.M. was lost down a pit for
several minutes, but suffered nothing more than a severe shaking
and a few bruises.
The attackers got a h ead of the d efenders
However, all parties eventually rallied at the rendezvous, and
moved on to the second objective which was at the top of the
previously mentioned 372 metre "hill" (mountain to me).
Somehow the attackers got ahead of the defenders, and everything happened to everyone at once. The leading party, again
Corporal Lyons and Co., decided to follow a rocky water course
and all the other sections followed . This water course became
steeper and steeper until it was impossible to continue. A way
out was found which led up the side of the gully and along a
path which was extremely narrow. After a few minutes'
climbing, dislodged rocks seemed to fall for ages before they
hit the bottom of the gully. It was a long, perilous climb out
for the majority, those behind having to dodge when possible
the rocks dislodged by those ahead.
Two m.iles without boots o r s o cks
At one stage Signalman Chin lost all adhesion and started
to proceed down the hillside end-over-end. He was fortunately
caught by Sergeant Morgan and Signalman Connor. Tho
who reached the top decided to return to the bottom of the
water-course and to re-assemble there with the others. Thi
they did by the easy route, down a clearly defined path, whi..:h
we had previously missed in the dark. At the bottom, much
hallooing revealed that a party was still up the water-course,
and Sergeant Morgan and Signalman Connor once again set
off ro rescue it. The party still "up the creek " was my 5ection;
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in arrempting a different route out of the gully we had got
tu k, and for a time could go neither up nor down. Howe\'er,
Lane -Corporal John Taylor (ex-Marine) eventually found a
way down via rock traver e '1!ld treacherous gully. On descending we mer up with ergean; Morgan and Signalman Connor.
When w r turned to the rendezvous we di covered that the
other tw ab entee Corporal Hayton and Signalman Don Chin
had returned to the fold. Signalman Chin was without boots
and ock ; during the ascent, he had decided that he couldn't
get a grip with his boots and so he had taken them off, but in the
course of th climb they had fallen from around hi. neck and
they rill remain somewhere on the mountainside. (Write-off?)
He had travelled almost two miles barefoot over difficult country
to catch up with the remainder of the party. We made him
temporary footwear using Hats tropical and Puttees to get him
back to camp. Strange as it may seem, we managed to get back
to camp without further casualties!
A third night map-reading exercise went off without incident
but al o without success as our night map-reading was still
indifferent.

The Squadrons
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20G SQUADUON, TIDWOllTll
Pngennt of lVaterloo
It may not be generally known that 5 Brigade fought at the
Battle of Waterloo bur the fact is clearly imprinted on the
minds of everyone in the Squadron! On the I 5oth anniversary
a Grand Ball and Pageant was held at the Officers' Club and
the Squadron volunteered to produce the cast, some of whom
are shown. In addition, Sergeant Trotter looked after the hilltop firework display whilst Corporal Brown~, simil~rly equip~ed
with a radio, despatched the m?unt.ed courier on time to af?ve
in the searchlight beams. Nothing 1s complete these days without PA equipment and Corporal Robson's combination of
privately owned microphones and amplifier lash-ups worked
perfectly.
The Squadron now has a Defence and Employment Platoon
composed entirely of Royal Pioneer Corps and the Squadron
C.Ommander accompanied by R.S.M. Allen, flew in a Brigade
Scout to th~ RPC Depot, Bicester, to take the pass-off parade.
Each man has been especially chosen and trained for the tatik
and they are now valuable members of the Squadron.

Hnrd bot 1•leuty of laughs
The three-week course was hard, bur I think we all enjoyed
it. ~ e were away from the normal routine and environment,
on our own and the comaradie was excellent. We had many
laughs at the expense of each other or the instructors.
The end-of-course celebrations proved too much for Signalman Buchanan, who went swimming in Sai Kung Harbourugh ! L ance-Corporal " Paddy " O'Neill standing at the prow
of a sampan giving his Irish/Chinese version of the Gondolier's
song, didn't go dovro very well either! However, it did serve
to round off the course in a memorable fashion, and looking
back from the perspective of the daily grind, it certainly provided
some nostalgic memories.

Faraway Places! Unusual Jobs!

Blsley s uccesses
We were all delighted to hear that Lieutenant M. A. Payne
came 2nd in the Young Officers' Cup at Bisley. F. of S. M. D.
Thornbury was well placed in the Army Hundred and represented the Corps in their successful results.
We welcome the arrival or Sergeant Harwood from 200
Squadron and Corporal Hodgkiss from 640 Signal Troop.
Staff Sergeant Chiverton is now looking after the top floor of
the "Q" Stores and in a few days we say " goodbye" to Staff
Sergeant and Mrs. Gamble who are ?ff to. Catterick .. ~econd
Lieutenant M . L. Martin heralded his arrival by gammg 4th
place in the Brigade Cross-Country Championship and a few
weeks later he won the mile in the Divisional Athletic Meeting.
The Squadron is now reaching a high standard in J:1irst Aid
knowledge thanks to the instructions given to us by .S ign~
Taylor, an experienced St. John's Ambulance m~. His.aud~;nce
was particularly attentive when he was dealing with
the
various pressures to apply to a female."
Quite recently we had a pleasant visit from the Sign~ Platoon
of Bristol University OTC who stayed for a few days. Lieutenant
L. E. D. Guest, our MTO, assisted by Sergeant Pringle. and
Signalman Crawford, ran a most interesting " Motor and Signal
Excercise " combining the map reading aspects of a motor rally
with signal questions at each check-point.
As Block Leave approaches we try to forget the hectic weeks
that are in store for us immediately afterwards.

Why not send us your story?

CHOOSE

WISELY

* Can I buy my car through a local dealer with the * Can I obtain cover against most of my liability
my present car 7

C::~NERSHIP

UK: Naafi will finance the purchase of a new car
or a used car (up to five years old) from a dealer
or from another member of H.M. Forces.
Belgium, Gibraltar, Germany, Aden,
Malaya, Singapore and Hong Kong: Naati
will finance purchase of new cars from a dealer.
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* If posted to another country can I take the car

to purchase tax and import duty in the event
of premature repatriation 7

* Will the HP company arrange first-class insur-

with me without formality or fuss and the
necessity to find a guarantor 7

ance cover at reasonable cost and obtain prompt
cover if I am posted abroad 7
Do I get free personal insurance 7

import duty in the event of my being posted 7

as subscriptions 7

*
* Will the HP company finance freight charges and * Are the HP charges low and without extras, such
You will be able to answer "yes" to each question if you ...

CHOOSE NAAFI HP
For further detai Is ask your Naafi manager
or write or telephone Controller of Credit Services, NAAFI, London SE11. RELiance 1200
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Part of the cast of the Waterloo Pageant

(Left to right): Corporal Hall, Signalman Pratt, Lance-Corporal
Pinkney, Signalman Brodie, Signalman Lindsay, Signalman Williams,
Signalman Perry, Signalman Barker
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-"Army driving championship
The championships were held this year in B.A.0.R. under
the name of Exercise " Roadrnaster" and attracted some 80
team entries. It consisted of a series of road sections interspersed with special tests. The event was designed to test
as many aspects of a driver's skill as possibl~, incl!-lding vehicle
handling and upkeep, road safety and cons1derat1on for other
road users, map-reading and route finding, physical fitness and
skill at arms, and the ability to relate time and distance.
The Squadron team was Lance-Corporal Coulston, Lieute?ant
Bristow and Signalman Wackrow (Land Rover and trail~r),
Signalman Birchall, Corporal Wilson and Craftsman Choppmg
(3-ton) and Driver Eccles, Corporal Palmer and Craftsman
Mawer (3-ton). Each vehicle was heavily laden ~o be selfcontained for food, petrol, etc., for the whole exerC1se.
The stnrt-ln thick fog
After many hours mapping out the 1,200-mile route, vehicles
left the start point at Sennelager in the early hours of Monday
morning, 14th June, in thick fog. One 3-tonner got only ~oo
yards past the start line before the petrol pump fell off, losmg
the securing bolts. The bodywork of the vehicle soon revealed
two bolts of the required size and it was mobile again after
After about eight hours' running, each
only 40 minutes.
member of the crews indulged in the physical fitn ess test, consisting of a two-mile cross-country run up and down the
hills near the East German border; the scenery there would
have been magnificent, had we been in a fit state to admire

it.
The rest of the day's motoring, through the American area
of Germany brought us to the Hockenheim Ring, a wellknown car ~nd motor-cycle race track. Here the nomin.ated
drivers took part in a '.I'egularity test round ~e trac~ by mght,
and everyone tried •to answer some first rud questions about
rbe very realistic casualties that were on view. A few hours'
sleep, then on the road again at dawn. The d~~s route included
12 miles across country on a U .S. Army trammg area.
At about 2 o'clock the next morning each crew split up,
the nominated drivers navigating themselves around a fiftymile route, including part of the pictur~que Moselle .valley,
while the co-drivers did ll simple four-mile road run m full
kit . . . simple . . . that is if the centre of the course
hadn't been 600 feet below either end! The next eight-hour
road sect>ion ended at the Vogelsang Training Area where we
bad the second cross-country driving test. This time it was
about eight miles of rough track, ditches, steep hills and !"\UD,
and during half of which we all had to wear respirators.
Here, Birchall's vehicle helped th_e organi~rs' recovery team
by winching a thoroughly bogged compeutor off the course,
but we didn't notice any credit points in the results I
Seventy hours nnd twelve hundred miles
We eventually got back intact to Senne!ager, some 1.0 hours
after leaving it, having covered I,200 miles and .havmg bad
only four hours' sleep, plus what w~ could grab m the l?ack
of the moving vehicles. Map-readmg on ~e road se~t!<?ns
· had not been too difficult, providing one believed the clVlhan
policemen postmen and countless small boys who stayed up
all night 'to see the cavalcade of batter~d v~hicles on to the
right road but did not follow the vehicle m front! There
had been 'many hidden spies to check on road safetv-we
particularly remembered two basking in a cornfield, below
corn level, to record whether we obeyed a " Halt " sign!
The final day was taken up by some impossible manoeuvering
tests, TOET on the S.L.R , shooting, and the test of German
traffic laws (no scores, no names!).

When considering hire purchase schemes you will want to know the answers to these questions:
advantages of preliminary tests, best after-sales
service, lowest delivery costs and best price for
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We win the Royal Signals trophy
When the results came out on the Friday, we learnt .that we
were nth overall out of only 18 complete teams to fimsh, and
had won the Royal Signals Trophy. NeJC! year we ho~ to
get to U.K. and actually challenge 24th Regiment, the prev1ou~
holders. No one in the team was sorry to se.e the ei:d of
Exercise "Roadmaster," but it had bee~ most en1oyable, if exhausting. The exercise bad '?een ?eSlgned to encourage the
competitors to be better soldier-dnvers, and from what we
all learnt, we were sure it achieved its aim.
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207 SQUADRON-B.F.P.O. 30
.\thl tic Ut't't'SS
On the znd June w were invited to Verden to compete in
the lSt Division H.Q. and Signal Regiment athletics meeting.
It was a very fine day and we were very well entertained. All
members of the Squadron enjoyed themselves, especially when
the results were finally known and it was realised that we had
won the meeting for the second year running. This season, so
far, our athlete have done exceptionally well, and in particular
we would like to congratulate Lance-Corporal Jeff Wild, 13/18
Hussars, who is now the Army Individual Long Jump Champion.
This feat required a lot of hard training and determination, and
we are all very plea ed that his efforts have been rewarded so
fully.
Entertahnnent
The Warrant Officers' and Sergeants' Mess Ball was held on
the night of the 3rd June. This was a truly splendid evening
which went with a swing from the moment l!be doors were opened
Music was provided by the Alamein Band of the Royal Tank
Regiment, and an excellent buffet supper was prepared by
Sergeant Weeks and his cooks.
A week later the Officers' Mess Summer Cock,tail party was
given, a large number of guests from the Corps area were
invited, and during the evening many old friendships were
renewed. Both this party and the Warrant Officers' and
Sergeants' Mess Ball were a great succ.ess, this was due mainly
to the hard work which all ranks of the Squadron had done
in and around the respective Messes for some weeks before.
Amsterdam
Over Whitsun a party from the Squadron stayed in a camping
site near Amsterdam. Visits were made <to Amsterdam itself
and to Arnhem. The Dutch were very hospitable, and everyone
thoroughly enjoyed himself. The visit provided a welcome
change from the scenery around Soltau.
• • • One step up the Comumud ladder •
After all these highlights of entertainment at the beginning
of the month, we set forth to the serious business of Exercise
"Silver Spear II" on the xrth June. During this exercise every?lle took one step up the ladder of command, and practiced the
1ob o_f the ~rson above. Thus it was an extremely valuable
e.xercise. This was followed, a few days later, by Exercise "James
Pigg,'' a 7th Armoured Brigade IS exercise in the Bremen area.
We now have a month's respite from major exercises, but
we are getting very busy preparing for H.M. The Queen
Mother's visit to the IIth Hussars at Hohne.
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Sergeant John Franeis, B.E.M.Dis communieations were always t through •
~eaders will have already appreciated the May-June edition's
~rude, " Lonely Life for Mountaintop Signallers " and followrng, rather aptly, we feel, it is with pleasure that we report the
award of the British Empire Medal in the recent Queen's Birthday Honours List, to Sergeant John Francis.
pie pictorial spread bears testimony to the words of the
a~cle and supports the citation, which quoted the difficulties
facmg the detachment and its commander.
Snow, 100-knot winds, below zero temperatures, scaling iceencrusted towers in darkness, and the fact that members were
on duty for days at a time when blizzard conditions prevailed
were all points mentioned in the citation.
'
It ~urther emphasised that for the 17 months of Sergeant
Prancis's command, communications were always " through "
and paid tribute to his inspiring leadership which at all ti~s
was. effective in maintaining the highest standard of technical
efficiency and morale.
Whilst the award is a personal one, we believe that Sergeant
Francis has accepted it as a tribute to the work of the detachment as a whole. His own words: "We have learnt to live
and work as a team," we feel, support this belief. More generally, of course, we are proud of this recognition because it has
brought creditable focus to the work and me~ of the Corps
Well done, Sergeant Francis.
•
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Sergeant Francis joined the Squadron from 15th Regiment
in 1962, and took over the Troodos Detachment in July, 1953
At the time of writing, he is enjoying some well-earned ex-tou~
leave prior to joining 7th Regiment.
Due to his departure, some 48 hours before the announce
ment of the award, ic is only possible to refer readers to his
park~a-clad. likeness in the previously-mentioned article.
It 1s possible, we understand that a more recognisable likeness !11.ay well be preferred in posters designed to beckon to
the c1vtlrnn members of our country's youth. Permission was
sought to feature Sergeant Francis in recruiting publicity.
This is one field in which the writer need have no qualms
Grey and thinning " thatch " has put him at that awkward
age for military publicity. Too old for adventure themes-too
young for the " Visit Britain " type which features such personalities as members of the Yeomen of the Guard.
With no apologies and echoing the requirement that one
must have a sense of humour, we offer the following unexpurgated, and no doubt truthful, account of one of the
Squadron's activities. An apt title, if we may borrow the line
would perhaps be:
'
'' Say 11ot the struggle 1,aught nvaileth "
Not all ventures (or are they adventures) are a complete
success. For the second time-the first attempt ended rather
unexpectedly prematurely on near incarceration lines-the littleknown band of Field Troop would-be operators (would-be if
they could operate) under their 0.C., Second-Lieutenant Cox,
prepared to set forth into the setting sun. This is the only
way we have found of getting them off in the right direction
according to their maps.
Their exodus, for official records, was inspired in the name
of Exercise "Quick Silver" (someone has been to Catterick!).
In reality, it was a sort of five-day Cox's tour of Cyprus, named
aptly or otherwise as quoted.
Base over npex
Perhaps the first sorry seeds of. unsuccess were sown when
Troop Sergeant <Earp ' Wyatt spent Friday demonstrating
th~ a!f of descending his verandah steps on the base-over-apex
pr10c1ple. Small son amused, father incapacitated, right
shoulder and morse key appendage inoperative. Troop
Sergeant then became ""rear details,'' saying he would look
after the S.S.M. during the Troop's absence. (Someone had
to keep, or should it be mark, time for the S.S.M.; Troop
meo_iber Signalman Piggott was wearing his G10 watch). This
remmds me, I must find out why the Sergeant-Major has one!
_It is normal for a certain amount of precision and pre-determine~ movement to, be associated with military operations or
exercises, and such unusual words as echelon, convoy, column,
and !eager creep into orders and instructions or historic
accounts.
• • • A freshly purchased t cool sent ' • • •
Perhaps it is this custom and the habit, thereof, that made
the loudspoken query: " For the fifth time haven't you gone
yet?" sound just a little discordant. I sho~ld add that it was
voiced by the Second-in-Command to the Troop O.C., who
was intercepted coming from the NAAFI clutching an obvious
freshly-purchased "Cool Seat." This is a desirable device
for motorised personnel in such hot climes and .is designed to
keeo one's " upholstery adhered to " portions. With a nonchalent wave of said "cool seat" (disgusting) and shouts
they didn't really mean of "don't get locked up sir" the
"caravan "-and I insist on this being the more corr~ct ~ord
of two Land Rovers, three one-tonners (and a pure-bred
G~ernsey. cow-sorry, Tom Lehrer) got under way to the
Liverpudlian tones of the S.S.M. saying: "I'll arrange for
you to meet the barber when you return-if you return-sir."
The journey to Troodos Leave Centre area by one radio
detachment was made uneventfully. Uneventfully, that is, for
Cypr1;1s: it did in fact include a couple of punctures. It seems
the bigger the tyre, the bigger the puncture! One aspect of the
exercise which was overlooked entirely by this detachment
was their location altitude and accompanying lower temperature.
Still we udderstadd they dow kdow bedder!
At this stage, all major prQblems were vehicular and with
communications "through" to give our nomads 'heart, the
venture pressed on into its second day. The weather, of course,
was constant-hot!
One gentleman, we understand, was an unexpected member

of ~e exercis"., and f?und hims.elf unwillingly receiving transmissions on his uans1stor. This was at Troodos, so we ,will
blame the altitude .

DIHJcnlties mecha11ical
Further difficulties mechanical were not too long .in coming
and on day three, with day two remaining clear. "B" Detach~
ment (Corporal Aldred, Lance-Corporal Roberts and Signalman
Broom) passed the following message to Corporal Foody.
" Static with burnt-out clutch and am going on tow to base."
The one note of success which will remain with us and give
hope was the fact that this message was passed. The fundamental requirement was being met!
Things were looking grim from a vehicular point of. view
and were destined to remain so. On day four, fate and
mechanics were to wield yet another blow. This time "C" Detachment (Sergeant Chapman, Lance-Corporal Cowling and
Signalman Ta.it) were savagely jolted from their reverie. Their
dreams of being the winners of the first overland "Firefly"
dass race on the island came to an end with a smoking gearbox.
An order to return to base was given to Sergeant Chapman,
and any grief he may have held in his heart of his particular
misfortune was added to when he received (still " through ") the
following message:
"Your Firefly, which was being transported from Dhekelia
to Episkopi for the regatta, has been holed in transit." His
normal bulldog jaw-line became definitely hang-dog and his
eyes flooded with unshed tears. He rallied sufficiently, like a
good signalman to acknowledge the message with a voice that
only hinted at his innermost feelings.
A stalwart attitude
The two Land Rovers, at this stage, were making headway
east. Setting up an aerial which was awash with the Mediterranean, brought forth a wisecrack from the Troop O.C.: "I
know we are using Cu's but this is ridiculous." The volume
of appreciative applause was not recorded, but it does indicate
a stawart attitude. A quick move was made, followed yet
again by a tactical, or should we say tactful, move from a
site within a sacred area.
It was here that a message was received that the radiator
on the second vehicle of " B " Detachment was leaking.
" Three down-three io go!"
Catering in the field gave opportunities to Lance-Corporal
Sale to exercise his culinary art. A supposed curry, based on
Irish stew, meat and veg, with tree bugs to flavour, was enjoyed by all, and the cook now reigns supreme as "Fanny
Haddock" (Field Troop).
The unequal struggle is given up
Next morning the voice of the 0.C. Squadron was heard
coming from the set in competition with " who wants Irish
stew for breakfast." The O.C. had given up the unequal
struggle and was giving orders to return to base. The battle
with vehicular snags was not one to be fought at long distance
and our caravan trickled back piece-meal to assemble once more
in barracks.
Here the news was hear-ten.ing-six new vehicles-long-awaited
-had arrived, and with our wheeled problems solved, we can
now hope to combine mobility with our communications. In
fact, "Westward-look-the land is bright."
633 SIGNAL TROOP, JllUTISH HONDURAS
WRITIEN BY

B.F.P.O. 12
('l. OF S.) P. DURRANT

w.o.n

Im11ressive enthusiasm
I was so impressed with ~e enthusiasm of the troop for
" Wire " notes on my arrival here three weeks ago, that I made
a vow to continue the good work. Unfortunately I didn't
realise how quickly the first three weeks in a new unit passes.
As further evidence of the Corps spirit here I find that each
member of the troop is prepared to pay 5s. 3d. in order to
obtain his copy of " The Wire " by airmail.
Settling in triuls and tribulations
In addition to the trials and tribulations of settling down
with a new Yeoman of Signals, the troop this month have been
(Continued on page 284)
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TRIUMPH
POWER AND STAMINA
ON DUTY AND OFF
If you can handle it, real power adds zest to the pleasure of
motorcycling. That's why the skilful riders of the Royal
Signals Display Team, together with hundreds of other official
bodies all over the world, always choose Triumph. Doesn't
that make a Triumph the ideal off-duty motorcycle for you?

I

TltlUMPIJ

I

THE BEST MOTORCYCLE IN THE WORLD
TRIUMPH ENGINEERING CO. LTD., MERIDEN WORKS, ALLESLEY, COVENTRY
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involved in two hurricane exercises. One took place on my
fir t day in che chair. I am tempted to forget this day but it
wouldn't be honest. I was assured that chere was nothing to
worry about and that the aim was to test the sheltering of
personnel and important stores. In fact communications wouldn't
be tested l Needless to say long before the morning was over
both the Command and Company Nets were ordered to open up.
The second hurricane exercise was for the benefit of the
civilian authorities. The rroop provid.:s a C.u Station and
operator in the town for the joint Army/Police H.Q. and the
am. at the City Police Station for the Operations Room. The
Command Rover, Company H.Q., Detachment Platoon, Signals
Rover with control at che TX site then make up the rest of
che Net.
Full of confidence and two hours before the net was due to
open up we left the Garrison to set up the two C.II stations
in rown nine miles away. At 10.15, 15 minutes ahead of
schedule, all was well and we were set ro return to camp to take
over control. Alas, we were met by the driver of the Command
Rover with the sad news that his PSU was faulty. Not to worry,
a straight swop of vehicles solved that problem.
The rest of the exercise was successful and for that we are
eternally grateful. Unfortunately it doesn't end there as we
are still leh with the problem of a hurricane-proof antennae. An
end-fed passed through an open window is hardly realistic. We
have plenty of plans and ideas and have every intention of
testing them out.
The children•s playground-the part we played
One other activity in which the troop took part this month
was the opening of the children's playground at Cinderella
Town. This playground was built and paid for by " C"
Company of the 1st K.S.L.I. for the benefit of the local children.
It was opened with a military parade attended by H.E. The
Governor. The Garrison Commander handed over the playground to the Premier who then performed the opening
ceremony.
Our part in all this was to provide the P.A. equipment. Well,
we are only a small Garrison and the welfare equipment we
have is not very elaborate. Fortunately the local Radio Station
Rover arrived before us and set up shop. The only trouble
was, their equipment was faulty and so we had two lots of PA.
As in most places this troop is fully stretched. One would
think that with a Ye-0man and only eight men that it would be
difficult to do anything. However, in the past three weeks both
Signalman Knott and Signalman Wood have attended driving
insrruction and passed their test. Signalman Forbes, our E.D.,
has managed to attend full time education and look after the
battery shop and Corporal Rolfe and Signalman Dryland found
time for a run into Mexico.
To end I must mention how pleased the whole troop are
with the news of the promotion to Corporal of our technician
Jerry Wilmott.

A.E.R. anti T.A.
44 (U.C. ) R EGIMENT (CINQUE P ORTS) T.A.
Camp
The Regiment, with 316 Squadron (T.A.), went to camp
~t Bumiston Barracks, Scarborough, at the end of May. The
ioumey to camp was less uneveni:ful than usual.
H.Q.
Squadron was the first on the scene of a serious collision between an American serviceman's car and a coach load of old
folks. Members of the Squadron rallied round and gave first
aid and Lance-Corporal Hibbs, W.R.A.C. (T.A.), a St. John's
Ambulance bronze medallist, did particularly good work.
As usual, the first week was spent ·in training, preparation
for the ceremonial parade, and getting ready for the four-day
exercise of the second week.
Sligh t 1U edieal 1Uis m1dersta11dings!
This p::riod produced its usual crop of amusing incidents
centred chiefly on our M.O., Major Ken Walker, R .A.M.c'.
(~.A.); . On~ W.R.A.C. P.S.I., reporting to the M.I. Room
with mdigest1on, was asked by the officer behind the M.O .'s
desk whether it was acute, and on replying in the affirmative
was informed that he could not help as he was R.E.M.E. W~
had no R.E.M.E. officer in camp. The doctor had two very
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C.S.O. Eastern Command, Brigadier M. D. Price, O.B.E. with C.R.
Signals, Lieutenant-Colonel M. H. Seys-Phillips, T.D., R SignalsfT.A.
inspects 2 (Medway) Squadron
plea~t and efficient regular R.A.M.C. orderlies, one of whom
m domg the usual Pulheems eye test on a certain sergeant
was told by him tha_t he could read perfectly with his left ey~
but C?~ld see nothing at all with his right. The orderly,
upbraiding the Sergeant for having him on, entered " good
sight" for both eyes on the card and was somewhat taken
aback when the sergeant removed his glass eye. Difficulties
also ~ose when S.S.M. W. M. Nicholls of l (Kent) Squadron
had his Pulheems. The orderly, on completing his form discovered that in fact the form was that of S.S.M. Yvonne Nicol,
W.R.A.C. (T.A.) of R.H.Q. Oh the joys of a mixed Regiment!
The all ranks' dance, on the first Thursday, was a great
success, thanks to the hard work of Major Jill Nye, W.R.A.C.
(T.A.) .our new S.W.R.A.C.0., our Padre, Jack Wardle
and ~e!-f band of helpers. Earlier in the evening the Officers
had visited •tihe Warrant Officers' and Sergeants' Mess having
b~n piped .fihere by Pte. Hibbert, W.R.A.C. (T.A.), who is
Pipe-Major of the Nicolson Pipe Band of Folkestone.

Baud to the Fore
The Band did extremely well. Apart from carrying out its
military commitments, including leading the march past at
the. c.s.o.:s parade, it took part in the Scarborough Festival,
durmg which they completed the strenuous 4t-mile carnival
march.
The D~ill Compe~ition, won by 2 (Medway) Squadron, produced drill of a high order; the C.S.O., complimenting the
quarter-guar~, said that the drill was up to regular standard.
At the mid-camp ceremonial parade, Brigadier M. D. Price,
O.B.E., C.S .O., Eastern Command, took the salute and presented the following awards:
Territorial Decoration.-Major J. R. Truphet, O.C. 3 (SCA)
Squadron.
Territorial Efficiency Medal.-W.0.II V. Button, W.R.A.C.
(T.A.), 3 (SCA) Squadron.
Corporal D. W. Bingham, W.R.A.C. (T.A.), H.Q.
Squadron.
Staff Sergeant R. G. Bartlett, 3 (SCA) Squadron.
Meritorious Service Certificate.-W.0.II L. Gunner, Sergeant
R. Peel and Corporal J. Douglas, all of 2 Squadron.
Visito rs
Brigadier M. D. Price, O.B.E., C.S.O., Eastern Command;
Colonel M. D. M. Humphery, D.D.W.R.A.C., Eastern Command; Lieutenant-Colonel M . M. SaJ.t, C.W.R.A.C., H.Q.,
44th Division/Distiict.
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A.E.R.

402 Squadron camped at Blandford between 3rd and 17th
July, in weather which as varied as the colours in the plaid
kirts of the W.R.A.C. of 82nd Regiment, which camped at
Blandford during the same period.
The Squadron went to camp under the command of Major
I. B. C. Jones, who formed the unit in 1961, and under whose
guidance has achieved the efficiency developed the fine spirit
which exists today. Major Jones relinquished his command on
roth July, prior to joining 8rst Regiment as Second-in-Command, a post to. which he goes with the goo<l wishes of 402.
The Squadron is now under the command of Major P. A.
Lancaster, T.D.
Major Jones was presented with two crystal decanters by hi~
brother offic::rs at a dinner given in his honour and, at an
all ranks' part¥, h-ld at the Star Hotel, Blandford, a set of
glasses and a silver salver were presented to him by Signalman
Morgan, to mark his five years' service in 402 Squadron.
With the emphasis this year on technical training, 82nd
Regiment and 224 Squadr<1n undertook the necessary instrucuon which resulted in many 402 personnel obtaining an improved trade rating. To both units we offer our thanks for
job well done.
The .22 rifle competition for the Squadron Trophy was
keenly contested, as the following scores of the three top marksmen indicate: 1st, Second-Lieutenant P. R. Wheeler, 25, 24, 25;
2nd, Signalman A. McMillan, 25, 24, 24; 3rd, Corporal B.
Blackburn, Signalman J. C. Mackel, Lance-Corporal A.
Thornton, 24 points. The maximum possible score was 25
points.
A cricket match between 82nd Regiment and 402 Squadron
resulted in a win for 402, mainly due to the efforts of Signalman
W. H. (Bill) Graham, who scored 49 runs.
o;;fh (CITY OF LONDO~) REGIMENT (T.A.)
City Honour B0glment
On 1st June, 1965, the Regiment was honoured by the City
of London by being granted the privilege of adding City of
London to the Regimental title. The Regiment has always had
strong ties with the City, not least our close association
with the ancient City Livery Company, The Worshipful Company of Skinners. We are therefore delighted that this bond
has received funher recognition in our new title-65th (City of
London) Signal Regiment (T.A.).
On 17th June the Regiment was again honoured by being
asked to 'provid:: a guard for the Worshipful Company of
Skinners on th:: occasion of their Election Day Service. The
guard marched from the R.H.Q. in Worship Street, through the
City to the Church of St. Mary Aldermary. After the s::rvice
the Guard Commander, Lieutenant J. Webster and members
of the guard were asked to tea in Skinners Hall.
The annual visit to the Regiment by the Master and Wardens
of the Worshipful Company of Skinners took place on the
evening of 22nd April, 1965. They were accompanied by the
Honorary Colonel, the Right Ho_nourable The Earl of
Malmesbury, T.D., V.L. The Master first inspected the Skinners
Guard outS'ide R.H.Q. and then visited the Regiment undergoing the various aspects of training which take place on a
training evening. During the visit the Master presented the
Company's awards for the year. A silver tankard to LanceCorporal N. W. Todd, and a powder compact to LanceCorporal P. A. Steel, W.R.A.C.
The Regiment again entered a team for the Middlesex Tough
Training Competition. The team, from 4 Squadron, achieved
the very creditable resuk of coming founh out of 20 entries.
12 of which were from Infantry units-well done.
On 19th Jun., the Officer ' and Warrant Officers and
Sergeants' Messes h.ld a dinner dance. This wa extremely
well organised by the R.S.M., W.0.1 R. R. Bulloch, on behalf
of both messes. The evening-a new venture by the Regiment
-was proclaimed a success.
EX-l l".0 .1 ( n.S -M.) l L
J. 11.l' SSEL I,
Many will be interested and pleased to hear that Mr. W. J.
Russell has now brought the Royal Signals contingent at the
Tower of London up to three, having been sworn in at St.
James's Palace as a Yeoman Warder on 22nd July. His addres
is: 8, Tower Green (Lower) H.M. Tower of London, London,
EC.3.
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IN RELAXING FASHION
Short-sleeved sport hirt in Dacron/cotton.
Green, tan or blue.
Medium, large or c tra large, 4916. Terylene/worsted trousers.
from £6.15.0.
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(A. G. Almond) Londonderry Gibraltar Malta
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Scottish T.A.

....ows~ Command, Colonel D . ~ · Fairman, o.B.E. During the
.;hort ume that he has been with us, Colonel Fairman has
absorbed many Scottish traditions, and it was appropriate that
e hould be taking the salute on this occasion, as it was in
..h .. nature of a public farewell to the three Regiments. After
a our whi~h has b~en marked by its brevity, but notably by
th:: enthusiasm which the C.S.O. gave to it, he leaves in
ugust on posting to S.R.D.E .
Finally, the bands marched off the esplanade back over the
drawbridge and in the Castle to their Regimental marches :
• Scotland the Brave" (51st Highland and 17th (Gurkha)
ignal Regiments), "Highland Laddie" (52nd Lowland Regiment) and "Sir Harold Mitchell" (61st City of Edinburgh
Regiment

Signal Regiments
Beat Retreat
at

\

Snd Occasion
For Colonel Sir Harold P. Mitchell, Bt., J.P., D.L., this was
sad occasion, as it coincided with his retirement as Hon.
C.Olonei of 61st Regiment, an appointment which he held since
the Regiment was re-formed in 1947 as 13th A.A. (M) Signal
R..:giment (T.A.) A full account of his farewell will appear in
•h! next issue of THE WIRE.

Edinburgh Castle

3 SQ1JADRON, 64th REGIMENT (T.A.),
le is not very often that this unit puts pen to paper for
he purpose of advertising its existence to its Regular and
T.A. brother units of the Corps. However, since the beginning
of 1964, s-o much has happened to, or within the unit, that
-;0me of the more important events should no longer go unr~corded.

( 'h·lc Honour to T.A. Signals in Rotb.-rham

In the not-too-distant past, the quadron was probably
known as 308 Signal Squadron (Guards Brigade) T.A.,
being an independent Squadron to the Brigade of Guards, a
role the unit held for ·three years until the end of 1963, when
the Guards Brigade changed its role. On 26th April, 1964, the
Squadron, as 308 Signal Squadron (T.A.), was honoured by
the people of Rotherham, when they presented to the unit a
suitably-worded scroll to commemorate the Silver Jubilee of
rhe formation of the Royal Signals T.A. in Rotherham. A ceremonial parade was held to mark the occasion, and was
attended by His Worship the Mayor of Rotherham, MajorGeneral The Rt. Hon. The Earl of Scarborough, and all the
civic dignitaries of Rotherham. The scroll was presented by His
Worship the Mayor to Major G. L. Holleyhead, Officer Commanding (a founder-member of the Royal Signals, Rotherham),
who made a reciprocal presentation of an inscribed wall plaque
bearing the Corps Crest. This shield now occupies a place
of honour in the Rotherham Council Chambers.
March, 1965, saw the end of 308 Signal Squadron (T.A.)
when it was redesignated and became 3 Squadron (Rotherham)
of 64th R egiment (T.A.) (Sheffield). This was yet another
of many redesignations that have been made to the Royal
Signals (T.A.), Ronherham.
On 12th June this year the Squadron was aga!n in the news
when the P.S .O . of the un it, Captain J. E. H . Arnott, was
:iwarded rhe M.B.E. in H .M. The Queen's Birthday Honours.
On this occasion the Squadron is pleased to accept the sidelights, while nhis member takes the limelight.
Thus, some of the accumulated news of a small unit of the
Corps adds just a little more interest to the magazine--so
popular where ever Corpsmen are to be found .
~tter

M a ssed P ipes a nd D r UJDS
N Saturday, 5th June, the massed pipes and drums of
the three Scottish T.A. Signal Regimenrs had the honour
of beating Retreat on the esplanade of Edinburgh Castle. The
rhree Regiments concerned were:
5rst (Highland) Regiment, T .A. (Lieutenant-Colonel J. M.
Wotherspoon, T.D.).
52nd (Lowland) Regiment, T.A. (Lieutenant-Colonel J. B.
Johns-ton).
6rst (City of Edinburgh) Regiment, T.A. (Lieutenant-Colonel
B. A. Beattie).
In fine, thou~ cool, weather, the massed pipes and drums,
led _by Drum-Maior A. B. Easton of (6rst (City of Edinburgh)
Regunent, TA., marched over the drawbridge from the castle
on to the esplanade to the tune "Captain Oldfields' Welcome
to Kilravoch." They were greeted by a large and appreciative
crowd of Whitsun visitors to the Ciry.
After the impressive Retreat ceremony, in which the p erformance of the drummers was superb, the bands gave a programme of music in which the aim was to deparr from the
normal run of hackneyed massed band favourites and yet to
present a selection of tunes with popular appeal.
The
programme decided upon was:
Retreat Airs. - Loohanside. The H ighland Brigade at
Magersfontein.
March . - The Inverness Gathering.
Straihspey. - Dom1.:: Ferry.
Reel. - Thomson's Dirk.
March. - Major John McLennan.
Slow March. - My Home.
March . - Dundee Military Tattoo.
March. - 25th Farewell to Meerut.
The affiliation between the 5rst (Highland) R egiment and
the 17th (Gurkha) Signal Regiment was notably marked by the

O
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~clusion ":i the band of a visitor from the 17th (G urkha)
Signal. Regunent, Lance-Corporal Dhan Kame Rai, who was
atrendmg a course a.t the Lowland Brigade Depot. I t was an
honour to have him with us for the occasion and to join with
the pipers of his brother Regiment in the ceremony.

I•roud Histor)·
51st (H ighland) Regiment, whose pipers and drummers wear
the "' Red Grant" tartan, can trace its history ba:::k roo years.
The Regiment fought with the famous H ighland Division
throughout the Second World War, and its ' present Honorary
Colonel, Lieutenant-Colonel J. Cochran, o.B.E., T.D., LL.B. wa
its c_ommanding officer at the time of El Alamein. The youngest
Reg1':11ent on par ade was 6rsr (City of Edinburgh) Regiment
wearmg the dark gree!l " Cu1J!ming " tartan. This Regiment
has .had many roles m the course of its short history, includmg that of G.H.Q., Home Force Signals, during the war,
and after the war was an A.A. Signal R egiment until the
disb'.lndment of A A. Command. By contrast, 52nd (Lowland)
Reg1men.t, the oldest ~egim e n t on parade, dates back to 1859.
L:ord K1to~e ner was its Honorary Colonel from 1898 until
e1s ~e~th,, m 1916. The pipers of 52nd Regimen t wear th
Ogilvie tartan, and the contrast in colours of the kilts of
rhe pipers on parade was impressive.
A

11.R.ll. T h e Princess U o yal- ller l "<'D""som1I
Uan u er Carried
For t~e first time since the sad death of H er Royal H ighness
The Prmcess Royal, the rhree p ipe-majors were carrying her
pe_rs-onal banner, an honour bestowed p ersonally by Her Roy~!
Highness on each Regiment in tum. The banner shows on
one side the Princess Royal's pers-onal standard and on the
other side, the Regimen.rat Crest of the Regiment c~ncerned
51st and 52nd have carried their banners since 1938. 61st bad
t·h~ honour of joining them only last year, when Her Royal
H ighness presented her banner to them during their annual
camp at Scarborough.
The salute was taken by the Chief Signal Officer, H.Q.,
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Anny Department Constabulary
Further to this office letter, reference 2/Recruiting/65/ ADC,
of April, 1965 (to which there has been a satisfactory long term
re ponse), the Army Department Constabulary can now anticipate a number of vacancies, mostly with houses, up to the end
of 1965, and in early 1966.
Four-week training courses are planned to start on 6th
September and 15th November, 1965, and 24th January, 1966.
A course can count as a pre-release course, and wherever
possible, offers are made to fit in with release dates.
It would be appreciated if this could be brought to the notice
of your senior ranks.
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l'orps "( ;rickf't

June Tour
Th~

June Tour this year consisted of three matches-Saturday /Sunday, 12th/13th June, the Royal Marines, at Ea tney
Barracks, Portsmouth; Monday /Tuesday, 14th/ 15th, R.A.S.C.,
at Buller Barracks, Aldershot, and Wednesday, 16th, RM.A.,
Sandhurst, at Camberley.
We travelled by road on Friday, to allow a good night's
sleep before taking on the Royal Marines. Saturday morning
dawned bright and sunny, with a strong breeze blowing from
the south-west. By 1 r.30, however, it had clouded over and
the wind had dropped.
Corps win against Roy al ~farines
Major de Clive-Lowe won the toss and put the Marines in
to bat on a wicket which had a lot of grass on it. Bowles
and Burler opened the bowling and soon had the Marines
in trouble. They lost two wickets for six and the third wicket
fell at 64. At this stage Signalman Worrell came on to bowl.
He bowled Lieutenant Pers-ee, a Navy cap, with his first ball,
and took two more wickets in this over and the score slumped
to 64 for 6. They lost another wicket at 70 and then there
was a good s.tand between Captain Oakley and Sergeant Sagon,
which took the score to 132. They were all out for 134 just
after lunch.
We went out to bat and lost our first wicket with the
score at six. However, this did not deter our run-rate, and
we scored 213 by 17.40; the highlights being a very geed
innings from Lance-Corporal Mayes of 71, a nd a hard-struck
knock from Signalman Crichlow. Crichlow must learn that
20 or 30 is not enough, and concentrate for longer periods.
The Marines had another 40 minutes to bat before the close
of play, in which time they scored 55 without loss.
Sunday morning was pleasant, but cloudy, and the Marines
pushed their score on to 77. After this, wickets fell frequently,
and they were all our for 179; Signalman Worrell finish ing off
the innings with a bat-trick, which was only released by the
scores. Signalman Worrell finished with 6 for 87 and Captain
Potts 4 for 48. The Corps won by 8 wickets.
That evening we moved on to Aldershot to play the R.A.S.C.
Century k n ock a g a i n st Corps
On Monday, the nicest day, Major de Clive-Lowe lost the
toss and we went our field in hot sunshine. We got two quick
wickets, but after that we toiled in rqe sun, with wickets
falling at intervals until the score reached 129 for 6. When
Major Fenner and Major Mercer came together they took
the score to 251, when they declared. Fenner was not out
I I 5, Mercer not out 30.
We went our for 30 minutes before tea and lost LanceCorporal Mayes with the score at 24. We did not bat very
well, other than Major de Clive-Lowe and Signalman Crichlow,
who scored 46 and 39 respectively, and we were all out for
163 at ll.42 on the second day.
The R.A.S.C. batted again and had scored 114 for 5 when
rain stopped play. This was a pity, as it would have been an
interesting finish.
Wednesday dawned rather stormy and we went off to
Camberley to play the R.M.A. We got started a little late as
some of the Cadets had to be extracted from a rehearsal for
the Drill Competition. &t lunch we were 99 for 6, of which
Second-Lieutemmt Colman had scored 15-not very satisfactory.
However, we were rescued by Signalman Butler (53) and
Lieutenant Price (18), who made our total look respectable at
187. The afternoon was rather mi erable and wer, bur the
R.M.A. stuck to their task man fully. It started to rain very
hard at tea and no further play was possible.
The tour was a great success, but was, unfortu nately spoilt
by the weather.
The touring party was as follows:
Major S . G . de Clive-Lowe, School of Signals; Captain J. D. Potts,
241h Regiment; Lieutenant W . Price, 14th Regiment; Second-Lieutenant
S. Coltman, 8th Regiment; Sergeant F. Lee, 24th Regiment; Lan~
Corporal R. Mayes, School of Signals; Signairnan J. Brown (245), School
of Signals; Signalman P . Brown (766). 8th Regiment; Signal.mm A. E .
Bowles, 24th R egiment; Signalman Crichlow, Signalman L. Worrell MJd
ignalman Butler, 2nd Divisional H .Q . and Regiment .
Captain G . Morgan, our umpire, 24th Regiment.
ignalman Beston, our scorer.

We wish to express our thanks to the Commanding Officer,
2nd D ivisional H .Q. and Signal Regiment for allowing Signalmen Crichlow Worrell and Butler to be available for the tour.
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Southem ommand Meeting
The Royal Signals Southern Command Rifle Meeting was
staged at Bulford on 15t.b.L..uth June, 1965. _Over .a hundt:ed
competitors took part including, for the firs t nme, eight Junior
Leaders.
1 Squadron, 14th Regiment, were once ag~in the best teai:n
and won every match, except the S.M.G., which was appropnately won by 210 Squadron (Parachute Br igad~ Group).
Sergeant G. J. Williams, of I Squadron 14th Regiment, re1amed the Champion Individual Shot Cup, with scor~s g<>?<l
enough to give him a high place in the Army Championship.
W.O.II W. R. D. Clark, of 3rd Regiment, broke the
individual record in the Roupell, and W.O.II A. Copestake produced his usual steady form to finish secon~-best
individual. Corporal A. J. C. Ferguson, of 3oth Reguncnt,
won the aass B in each rifle match and has distinct promise
for the future. Junior Signalman P. J. Lockhart won the prize
for the best Junior Leader.
Winning soores were as follows:
Roupell.-W.0.II W. R. D. Clark, 171.
Wl1itehead.--Sergeant G . J. Williams, 16I.
Roberts.-Staff Sergeant (F. of S ) F. W. Mat-thews (30th
Regiment), 12S.
Parachute Regiment Cup.-Corporal P. Jukes (r Squadron,
14th Regiment), III.

Corps Sports Results
Tennis
Corps v. R.A.S.C. Corps won 7 matches to 2.
Corps v. R.E.M.E. Corps won 7 matches to 2.
Corps 5 matches; Staff College I and 3 matches halved.
Corps 4 matches; R.A.0.C. 5.
Corps v. R.A.E.C. Corps Jost St matches to t .
,.acbting
Triangular Match al Seaview.-R.E. 1st, 125 points; R.A.
2nd, 119~ points; Royal Signals 3rd, n4t points.
A.S.Y.C. Regatta.-Major Ian Spear was seoond to Stewart
Jardine, the Olympic yachtsman (crew: LieutenantColonel Holbrook, Lieutenant-Colonel Glover).
Inter-Service Conningham Cup.-Signals crewed one of the
four Army boats and the Army won.
Goll
Royal Signals 2t v. R.A.S C., 9t, played on 23rd June.
Royal Signals 3t v. R.A.P.C., 4t, played ·on 21st July.
Royal Signals 6 v. Royal Artillery 6, playaj on 22nd July.

Assotiation Notes
SOUTRAltlPTON BRANCH
Achievements and Dlffieultles
The 19th Annual Reunion Dinner was held as usual
on the second Saturday in May at Blightmont Drill Hall and
was once again well supported.
The Sheriff of Southampton, Alderman Reg Haskell, a local
sporting personality, proposed the toast of The Association, and
after praising its achievements spoke of tihe difficulties in maintaining membership of local branch~, commenting that with
more Territorials joining the Branch it was essential to keep it
flourishing.
The Chief Signal Officer, Southern Command, Brigadier D.
R. Horsfi:ld, o.B.E., in reply, agreed that it was difficult to
attract the younger men. " Most of you, were brought together
2B8

by comradeship forged in war;' he said. " When there was no
major war, people tended to become more self-centred, and it
was difficult to generate the type of feeling that was wanted
in an association of this type."
Major W. C. Loveless, T.D., the Branch Chairman, welcomed
Brigadier P. M. P. Hobson, D.s.o., whose annual visit the Branch
was not jeoparded by calling on him to speak at each occasion.

War vt>te>rans present
Illustrating the C.S..0.'s remarks were a very large number of
43 Division Signals wa r veterans who had travelled from afar
to be presen t. These included Brigadier Clifford Howarth, Len
Joughlin and Jack R eddall from London, Norman West1 Ron
Parsley and Bunny Austin from Devon, Tim Foley anci Ron
Sturgess from Sussex, Percy Anyon from Lancashire, George
Franklin from Essex, Norman Williams from Luton, and George
Burbidge and friend Bray from Trowbridge.
There was a special welcome for former Branch T reasuttr
Bill Evans, making his first visit since moving to Battle.
The Branch was again indebted to 63rd Regiment, T.A., for
their usual CC>-Qperation, and the presence of the Command ing
Officer, Lieutenant-Colonel Frank Parker, and many of his
officers was a fur.tber indication of the close ties of the Association
with the T .A.

Royal Signals Association and Benevolent Funt/
The follo wing
'/une, 1965:
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Expendiwre during '1u,.,,, 1965 ...
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(Iocludes :-Rent and Rates; Beds and Beddir g;
Furniture; Cots an'd Prams· General Assistance).

answer to your enquiry-" We all had a wonderful time at the
reunion thanks due to all those concerned.'
Glad to see ' Vic ' and ' Dodger ' from Aldershot once again.
Don't forget that 1957 menu card I gave you ' Vic '-couple
of valuable autographs on the rear.
An expert ' One-armed bandit robber ' also from Gateshead,
neatly relieved the Garrison Mess ' bandit,' during Sunday
Church, leaving with a pocketful of ' tanners.'
That • fixtur e '-<lear young ' Charlie '-once more in to the
throng of thirsty Old Comrades with h is annual charity demand,
.. Gentlemen , here's my hat, I want it filling.'' Nobody, but
nobody, refu ses ' Charlie~ ' even -though I am not sure he
would rather have had ten bob notes th an a pile of half dollars,

THE ROY:AL SIGNALS ASSOCIATION
Minutes of the Twentieth Annual General Meeting held at Catterick Camp on Sunday, 27th June, 1965

Pr"sent:
Major-G eneral L. de M. Thuillier, C.B., o.B.E. (Chairman);
Major-General E. S. Cole, C.B., C.B.E. (Vice-Chairman); and
approximately 150 members of the Association.
The Chairman opened the meeting by welcoming all those
who had come to .t he Reunion. He mentioned that over 700
were attending and this was a record. He was pleased to see
member s from branches as far away as Northern Ireland, the
South of England and Torbay. In particular he was very glad
to welcome the Colours and the Colour Party of the 41st
Regiment (Prince1>s Louise's Kensington Regiment) T.A., and
a number of .that Regiment's Old Comrades. He hoped that
they had enjoyed their visit to Catterick, and that perhaps we
might see them again in future years. The Chairman WC?t _on
to say that he would like to record on behalf .of the Association
their sincere appreciation for all the preparaaon and work that
had been put into ensuring the success of the Reunion by the
Training Brigade and School of Signals. He doubted if any
other Corps or Regiment did so much to entertain their Old
Comrades. The laying on of the Reunion was a very heavy
commitment for the serving Corps at Catterick, who in any
case were very busy with their normal duties; yet they ac::epted
this extra load cheerfully and willingly. He hoped that all
Old Comrades fully realised this and be would like Brigadier
Woodrow and Brigadier Warburg to accept the grateful thanks
of the Association and to pass them on to all concerned.
I. Minutes of the 19th Annual Genera.I Meeting
The Minutes of the 19th Annual General Meeting were put
to the Meeting and having been duly proposed and seconded
were approved and signed by the Chairman.

Recollections No. 2

Old Comrades Reunion 1965
(BY BERT HOWELL, 232S525, Sr, LAYBURN PLACE, PETERLEE)
NCE again I managed to get to the reunion, along with
O
699 Old Comrades, their wives, families and friends.
Having encouraged the junior element of my household to
stock up their piggy banks, I commkted the foul deed and
broke them open on Saturday morning, 26th June, and then
proceeded, with joyful anticipation, once more for 'home' for
the weekend--Catterick Camp!
I completely missed the welcome sign at the Catterick roundabout and was, as usual, binding like mad, cc Where arc the
blasted notices, again?" when our Branch Secretary, 'Stan,'
informed me that my spectacles required scraping. Apparently
the sign welcoming others like myself was so big .that I b~d
completely missed it looking for a wee notice tucked away ID
some hidden comer. Teach be to keep my big mouth closed
next year, abmen !
After 'billeting '-and foam rubber mattiresses too, I
descended upon the RSARS 'ham' Station where I found
communications so good that some distant operator was listening
in to a conversation between the local ' Sigs Ham' operator and
9M2GF, Kuala Lumpur, across the room. 'Fine work' a~d
' Hi ' at the radio shack to get a ' Roger ' from ' Bob ' out ID
Singapore via the kind services of 9M2GF (K.L.) so quickly.
If you read this 1n THE WIRE, as you did last year, 'Bob,' my
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the former being lighter to carry, and much kinder on his
headgear.
For me it was the first sight of the intensely proud ' splinter
group ' of t he red and white tie gentlemen of the KensingtOn
Regiment. Nice to see you, and nicer still to see you proudso very proud-of those unique colours.
The ' retreat,' the 'display,' the church parade with No. 1
Squadron leading (Old Comrad~), topped {he bill of fare.
This in short says, that as ever, the reunion was a r~sounding
success, thanks due to the staff and host units and not forgetting
all those old comrades who made the pilgrimage to show their
appreciation of efforts on their behalf.
Happy to meet, sorry to part, hope to see again- next year.

Chairman's Report and Review of Accounts
The Chairman stated that as there were several other items on
the Agenda which might take up some time be proposed to
keep his report short.

2

(a) The number of Branches of the Association remained
much the same.
(b) Young soldiers during 1964 bad continued to join a
Life Members in very considerable numbers due to the
enthusiasm of the Depot Regiment and the A.A.S. Harrogate.
(c) The scale of Association Benevolent work con~nued at
a high level, and altogether some £6,500 wa.s s.pent m 1964.
In addition some 6oo clothing parcels were distnbuted. There
were no signs of any slackening of demands for Welfare
assistance in 1965.
(d) During 1964 employment had been found for about 90
ex-members of the Corps.
(e) THE WIRE was selling at the rate of about 5,Soo copies
a month. Due to the increase in price from rs. 3d. to Is. 6d.
a copy and careful editing 'IiIE WIRE subsidy for I!?64 had been
reduced to some £400 compared to some £1,200 m i963.
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(f) Accounts
Copies were available on the floor and had been distributed
to all concerned. They had been passed by the Central
Committee. Salient points were:(i) Accumulated funds stood at £1o8,ooo.
(ii) The Income and Expenditure Account showed a surplus
of some £2,400 for 1964. Thls was due mainly to the reduced
WIRE subsidy already mentioned, a reduction in administrative
overheads, the increased number of Life Membership subscriptions and the grant of £1,000 from the Officers of the
Corps compared with £100 in 1963. The Chairman here stressed
the support received from the serving Corps, which in 1964
was: Officers-£1,000; Unit Donations-£4,000.
He said tliat he mentioned this because shortly the !J!eeting
would be discussing the "'Day's Pay Scheme " which envisaged
the stepping up of this support.
He went on to say that in view of the surplus income for
1964 the Central Committee bad decided to make special grants
to two organisations which needed money badly, and who had
stood very much behind t:he Association over the years. These
were the Army Benevolent Fund and the Star and Garter Home.
Since 1950 the Army Benevolent Fund had contributed no less
than £24,000 to Association funds. The Star and Garter Home
had always looked after our seriously disabled cases for many
years and were now faced with a major re-building and
modernising scheme that would cost them £100,000. The
Central Committee, therefore, had decided to make a grant to
the Army Benevolent Fund of £1,000 and to the Star and
Garter Home one of £500. He hoped that this would meet
with the support of the Annual General Meeting. The Accounts
were put to the meeting and after being duly proposed and
seconded were approved by a show of hands.
(g) The Chairman informed the meeting that he had, on
his own initiative, invited Admiral of the Fleet, Earl Mountbatten to become an Honorary Life Member of the Association
and he was sure that all would support him in this action. He
·had done this because of Earl Mountbatten's outstanding
position in the field of service communications and . his. many
contacts with the Corps. As he was shortly to retire 1t had
seemed to the Chairman appropriate to invite him to accept
Honorary Life Membership without waiting for formal approval
and he was glad to inform the meeting that Earl Mountbatten
had acceptied the invitation with pleasure. He had also accepted
Honorary Life Membership of the R<:>yal Si~als Institu.tion.
The Chairman's statement was receJved with acclamation.

3. Honoraru Me,,.bersltip
The Chairman invited the General Secretary to explain the
purpose behind this item of the Agen . The General Secretary
stated that the present rules regarding Free Life Membership
and Honorary Membership were unsatisfactory. At present the
rules laid down that Free Life Membership might be grant~d
by the Central Committee to Annual ~emli.ers under certam
laid down conditions in respect of havmg rendered valuable
service over a long period to the Association, but that these
conditions had been qualified in 1962 by a circular which
required branches before putting up names to consider cc what
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MAKE THE MOST OF YOUR
TAXFREE PRIVILEGES

BUY ABRITISH FORD!
You can't beat a British Ford -they're famous all over the
world for their versatility and reliability. They take everything in their stride, give you mile after mile of comfortable, economical drivin g. Autobahn, dirt track, city street,
country lane- a British Ford is always at home. And you
get delivery priority of any car in the superb Ford range
if you're posted abroad.

NO BRITISH TAX TO PAY! You can enjoy your Ford
in Britain for up to six months before you leave, or you may
qualify for up to twelve months' tax-free privilege between

What could be more fun than the Triumph Spitfire?

overseas postings. Alternatively Ford will ship your car
direct to you. Hire purchase facilities are readily available.

TAKE YOUR PICK FROM THE FABULOUS FORD
RANGE The complete range of exciting saloons, estate
cars and GT cars is yours to choose from. Automatic
transmission is available as an optional extra on all models
from Cortina up, and of course you get the added bonus
of world-famous Ford service and replacement parts
wherever you go. For full details of any model(s) contact
your local Ford dealer or fill in this coupon:
•Mr.•·"

Please send me without obligation, full details of the British Ford model 1have licked below and your personal export scheme.

NAME
FULL ADDRESS

..................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................

I AM BEING POSTED TO

0 ANGLIA

0 CORTINA

0

CORSAIR

0

ZEPHYR 4

0 ZEPHYR 6

0 ZODIAC

Cutoutthiscouponand postitto Dept.12, FORD MOTOR COMPANY LTD., LONDON SALES, 88 REGENT ST., LONDON Wl ·Telephone: REGent 7272
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(The new Triumph Spitfire Mark 11)
HE sleek little 'Spit' has always given its pilot more fun £
for£ and lb. for lb. than anything else on wheels. Now
comes the Spitfire Mk II, which is faster, safer and more
deeply padde~, and r~shaped to hug
comfortable than ever.

T

What we've done for the power. Many
basic improvements. We designed a
new camshaft (higher lift). We gave
the exhaust system a new four-branch
manifold and redesigned the distributor. Then there's a sealed cooling
system and a water-heated manifold
for faster warm-up. The engine now
delivers 67 bhp at 6,000 revs and returns an 0-50 time of 10 seconds.
Now for the comfort. We've come up
with a new kind of seat. It's more

you when you re hustlmg through the
curves. Then there's moulded carpet
from door to door and the supplest
upholstery on any car (at any price)
-two-way-stretch Ambia. Finally,
we added safety padding covers for
grab handles and door-waist rails.
So now when the Spitfire Mk II
is purring in the upper nineties you'll
be purring too.
In addition to all this, beautiful
Michelotti coachwork on an ultra~

THE WIRE, SEPTEMBER-OCTOBER 1965

tough girder chassis; a titchy 24-foot
turning circle; a monsoon-proof~op;
bio disc brakes up front and a\ mdsc~een that detaches if you want to be
a racer.
Any Standard-Triumph dealer w_ill
aive you a free trial drive in the Spitfire Mk II. Take him up on it and find
out about the tax conce sions a ailable. If you prefer to hop by po t,
write for a glos y catalogue to
Standard-Triumph Sales Ltd., Export
Sales (European Division), Coventry,
England.

f.i?i'~i•U!;jtf

q

\j;llli§ip:W •

A membrroftli"uyland Motor Corporn1ior1
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The C13 is the official replacement for the
WS19H P set. It is in service with the British Army
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performance, simplicity of controls, rugged climatic
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combine to make the C1 3 a versatile and highly
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Vol. 10

(New Series)

SPORT

A particular bee in the editorial bonnet is the training necessary for
the achievement of success in sport.
' While the Corps is clearly regaining its former high standing in the
world of sport there still may te some who expect success to fall into their
laps without undue effort.
The fact that in a unit there are individuals adept in some particular
sport is of little consquence if fu] and proper training or preparation is not
carried out. In fact a number of average performers who have bothered to
train hard and enthusiastically will almost invariably turn out to be a winning
combination against more proficient individuals who have neglected to do
anyth!ng much about this.
It is good, therefore, to read in this copy of THE WIRE the following
"Any reader who has voluntarily done press-ups on the Kiwi's Eye before
b: eakfast may unde:stand our will to win. Training for shooting should be
e.actly the same as that for athletics, and no n:an should earn a place at
B!sley unless he has worked for it. The hard training bred a team spirit
which is rare in this sport" (See 21st Regiment's notes, oage 323).
Also " These outstanding successes are due to the hard work that our
team and reserves have put in during the last few months. The majority of
the training was done aiter hours and was always well supported " (See 207
Squadron's notes on their athletic team, page 330).
. Again in the July/ August WIRE we read in the account of how the 13th
Regiment won the French Army Canoe Championships that their trainer,
R.S.M. C. W. Palmer, after the team had completed a toughening up
expedition lasting ten days, made them all go over the entire length of the
competition course the day before. Major Painter in his article remarks:
"No other team carried out such an arduous dress rehearsal."
In each of the examples cited above much preliminary effort resulted in
success-and, indeed, probably in greater success than was ever originally
expected. Hard and sustained training for a sporting event not only makes
each individual a great deal more proficient but it normally brings with it
two invaluable psychological boosts-an enthusiastic team spirit and a
determination to win.
As an incentive to training on the part of competitors themselves, must
go the advice, encouragement and active suppo_rt of one .or two o_fficers,
W.0.s or senior N.C.O.s who are prepared to give up their spare time to
this end.
The successes of the 13th and 21st Regiments and of 207 quadron are
due in no small measure to such an incentive.
No doubt others will take note.

MATTER FOR PUBLICATION
MUST BE RECEIVED BY THE
12th OF THE MONTH PRECEDING PUBLICATION.

EXHIBITI ON GROUNDS, WEMBLEY, MJDDLESEX. Telephone: WEMbley 1212. Telegrams: BEECEECEE WEMBLEY.
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No. 10

TO

THE

EDITOR

From time · to rime we are taken to task because there are few letters
to the Editor of the WIRE. A correspondence column can be interesting
and can ad:i to the attractiveness of a magazine. The answer lies with
readers of THE WIRE. Send us letters and we will publish them, but please
let them be of general intere t and where the subject is contentious let the
approach be constructive.
FAR.AWAY

Pl.ACES -

Ul\'USU.\L

JOJlS

In the last two issues of THE WIRE we have published a section under
the above heading in which we have tried to include a few of the very many
'real life' stories of the Corps doing unusual jobs in faraway places. \Vie
would like to keep this ection going e\·ery month, but to do this we must
have your story illustrated if possible, with photographs., Th7re must . be
many stories and adventures we have not heard about yet. What 1s happemng
in Dharran? Has anyone been to Ma ao? What about that bistro in Beirut?
Any more ascents of Mount Kinabalu in Borneo? Please let us know.
If you are not a very good writer don t worry-we will do our be t to
polish up your article. So have a go!
295
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General B r adleg sees things lor himself in the Borneo
Operational .Area

Joint Comcentre , La b uan

'Very nic:e to meet you chaps" ... no soldier was overlooked ,countless hands were shaken and _many old friendships ren e wed

The Signal Officer-in-Chief visits Borneo
visicors come to Borneo, bur none has been more
M ANY
welcome than Major-General P. E. M Bradley, n.s.o.,
who came to spend five days with us in July. Indeed it would
be right to say ac once how pleased we were to see him and
Brigadier E. C. R. Blaker, O.B.E., arrive by air at Labuan on
19th July. Unfortunately their aircraft arrived unannounced
ahead of schedule and the welcoming party missed this actual
event. However, ic was, we believe, the one and only hitch in a
programme covering some 2,6oo miles by medium and short
range aircraft, and some 25 miles by longboat, which enabled
the General to see every Signal Unit at its operational task,
as well as visicing forward units and meeting Commanders
and staffs.
Travelling as he did from one end of our 900-mile front to
the other, demonstrated clearly to the S.0.-in-C. the differences
in terrain and operational tasks in the various Brigade areas,
and thus the variety of the communications required.
"llere is variety also, of course, in the signal units out here,
from the Joint Unit a< Labuan, to the Brigade Squadrons of
Gurkha and Malaysian Signals and 209 Squadron Royal Signals.
A minute by minute account of the tour, with lists of who
was who, and of all the places visited would be tedious and
too long. The accompanying photographs show a few of those
who met ~era! Bradley, who was indefatigable in his interest
and questions. No soldier was overlooked, countless hands were
shaken and shoulders paned, and many old friendships renewed.
For all of us the General's presence and encouragement was a
most stimulating and welcome experience.
Certain highlights should be mentioned. A trip by Beaver to
Sebatik island to meet old friends in the Malaysian Infantry,
take off from the dirt strip being enlivened by an ant who,
resencing being sat upon, stung the pilot unmentionably and

caused him to abandon ship. T here were v1s1ts to company
bases on the bord<:1:, to admire the defence works, the self help
and agriculture, and .the cheerfulness of the in fa ntry in these
isolated outposts.
It was in Brunei that the S.0.-in-C. travelled by longboat
piloted by soldiers of the rst Bn. 2nd Gurkha Rifles; in Sarawak
where the Royal Marines showed h im round their trenches on
a border hill; and in Sibu where a Roya l N aval Helicopter
Squadron expl<i.ined the problems of ground to air signalling.
The General's main aim of course was to meet at work the
British, Australian, Gurkha and Malaysian soldiers in rhe signal
units in Borneo, and this he did, conducted through each area
by several officers commanding, Major J. H. H ild , M ajor T . E.
Bolt and Major R. Pope, Royal Signals, Major H . Mel. Paterson
and Major G . L. Davies, Gurkha Signals, and Major Ooi
Teong Aun, Malaysian Signals. At Kuching, the S.0 .-in-C.
presented Long Service and Good Conduct M edals to W.O.I
(Yeoman of Signals) G . D. Gubler and W.O.II T ekbahadur
Ghale, Gurkha Signals. At T awau, Lieutenant Tony H um
learnt with surprise from the S.0 .-in-C. person ally that he had
won the Whistler Trophy.
Although in Borneo we are on active service, with the sense
of adventure this entails, life is often lonely and conditions often
uncomfortable. Thus the General's in terest and appreciation
of all he saw was a tremendous satisfaction and encouragement
to us all.
No doubt Lieutenant Martin Lance, Gurkha Signals, A.D.C.
to the S.0.-in-C., could himself write his own memoir, if only
to tell you of his dhobi arrangements as th ~ wur progressed,
and of his innocence concerning the frilly lace item that wa.s
erroneously delivered to the General whi!S>t in Brunei.
Incidentally, whatever did happen to them, Sir?

. J t Sibu. "Reminds me of my old airborne days."
Ar nva
a
.
I did . b"
"You yeomen are domg a sp en
10 •
. al L Waumsley
2 • Yeoman of S1gn s
·
·
d ,,
• lm
J Fleming Labuan. " Glad to see all messages cleare .
S1gna
an .
•
· k, b''?
•
. Labuan• " A bit of a change from Cattertc e
Signalman C. R · M am,

I.

4·
5·

Mobile Detachment, 248 Squadron.

"Now one last point."
1.97
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The Whistler Subalterns Trophy
It will be recalled that this trophy is competed for
annually by Subaltern and temporary Captains of the
s and the winner is ad;udged as the young officer
who has best shown qualities that ar the hallmark of
leadership-what an officer can GIVE to his Corps and
the men under his command.
This year we congratulate Captain A. W. de V. Hunt
whose record while serving as a subaltern :n 640 Troop
gained him this award. In the citation mention is made
of his vigour and enthusiasm and how he helped to
create an excellent Troop spirit. In particular he took
great. interest in h~ men's trade training as well as
devo~ng much of hi.s spare time in encouraging the
sportmg and recreational needs of the more junior
members of the Troop. He also applied himself with
~aracteristic enthusiasm to helping a school C.C.F.
s•g_nal platoon which was only four strong but soon
b!lllt up to full strength with a waiting list because of
his efforts. These are but some of the achievements
mentioned in the citation.
He is summed up as " a source of strength to his
men an~ a person who has won credit for his Corps."
Captain Hunt has set a high standard and here lies
an example and a challenge to all young officers of the
Corps.
Whose name shall we see inscribed on the tankard

next year?

Brigac/ier A. 1 Deane-Drummond, D.S.O., M.C.
. THE WIRE has just heard that Brigadier Deane-Drummond
is to t~k~ _up ~e appointment of Gei;ieral Officer Commanding
3_rd p 1vmon m A~gttst 1966. He is of course a most dis~gwshed Royal Signals Officer notable for his service with
Airb~ri;ie F_orces .a nd more recently as an outstanding exponent
of glidm~ 1i;i .w~ch he has earned international honours.
AU will iom m congratulating him on this appointment.

MentioneJ in Despatches
For their got11l it·orl~ in. Born.et1

THE
WIRE has pleasure in publishing below the photos of
. two ~arrant Officers who have distinguished themselves

I t is particularly appropriate that these two Warran·t Officer~
should be top tradesmen i:espectively in the two main spheres
o~ Corps work-th~ techmC!ll a_nd the operating. Foremen of
Signals have e~tablished their high reputation over many years.
Yeomen of S1~als ar~ ~ew and are now building up their
good name. It is gratJfymg to see one of them Mentioned in
Despatches.

Movements-Olliters
SE PTEMBER, J965
Major J. B. Prince
. .. To 11th Regiment (HS) (ult SRO!")
M_ajor P. Ashlin
...
. ..
.. . ,, H .Q. Southern Comma"d
·
L1c~tcnant-Colonel P. H. Brown ...
H .Q . Western Command
~ror R. C. K . Baron ...
.. .
...
C.A.F.S.O. Branch FEAF
Lieutenant J. J. Bally . . .
. ..
... ,. School of Signals
Li.eutenant-Co:onel (T.O.T.) T . Ee,nett
M.O.D. Slg- Als 36 (b)
L!eutenant R. Boden
.. .
,, RoyR"l Mil. College or Science
L!eutenant R. F. Brooks
,, Roynl Mil. College of Sc'ence
L!eutenant D . J. Buckley
,, Ro)'ol M:l. College of Sc:encc
Lieutenant C . E . Byrom
. . . ,, Roynl M:l. College of Scien<e
Otpuu.n R . Bell
.. .
...
...
Roynl M il. College of Scienre
Lieutenant A. P . de Bretton Gordon
7th Regiment
M a1or (T.O .T .) S. W . E. G. Bowser
630 Troop
Maior M . M . Barker . . .
. ..
. . . .. Rcgulur Commissions Board
L!eutenant (T.O.T.) L, R. Chu:ch.11
tst Regiment
L!eutcnant M. F. Collins
. ..
School of Signals
L1eutcnan.t-Colo =>el A. J. Clarke
School of Signals
nth Regiment
Second-L1eutena"1t M. K . Carson
Maior (Q .M.) C. C. Cross, M.B.E.
H.Q. COMCAN
M_"'Jor (Q.M.) N. J. Coslett
Royal Signals Record>
L,eutenant C. H . D . Cross
AACC
M_aior A. Coates . ..
. ..
H:Q°. A.A.F.C.E.
L ieutenant B. M. Cooke
Royal Mil College of Scie11cc
Capta!n A. H. Carling .. .
A.A.C.C . .
~ptam P . A. Dally
.. .
,, 15th Regiment
L!eutenant R. Dorrell . . .
,, 8th Regiment
L1e!ltenant K. G. Doyle
. ..
. . . ,, School of S' gnals
Maror (Q,M.) J. A. Dunbar,_ 1.;1.s.E. ,, 6tst Reaiment (T.A.)
Secon_d-L1eutenant !'.· J. K. D1ck1nson
Royal Mil. College of Science
Ca~tS"lfl D. A. DaVJeS
,. Mons. 0.C.S.
~aror J. F. Everard
. ..
.. 631 Troop
L1e~1enant L. G . Fraser .. .
., Royal Mil. College of Science
Maio~ M. S. Gordon-Jones
,. 18th Regiment
~ptwn M. Q. M. Greaves
,, 24th Regiment
L1eut~nant J. G. Greatrix
,, School of Signals
~pt.am J. L. E. Gryspccrdt
,, School of Signals
L!eutcnant S. C. L. Gadd
Royal Mil. College of Science
L!eutenant R. M. Goymour . . .
,, Royal Mil. College ol Science
Lieutenant S. H. D. Golding ...
,, 237 Squadron
Maror. A. M. Henson . . .
.. .
,, Army Apprentice School
Captam (T.O.T.) M_. Hogan
,, 2tst Regiment
L1eutensm J. F. Higden
,, School of Signals
L!eutenant G. W. Howard
, School of Signals
L!euteno111 D. Hum
,, School of Signals
Lieutenant E. Hampson
,. Junior Leaders Regiment
L1eut~nant N. A. Horlcr
,, Royal Mil. College of Science
Capta!" J. B. J. Halford
,. Royal Mil. College of Science
Ot~tam G . R . M. Holland
Royal Mil. College of Science
~)Or D. M. Humphries
. ..
,, Ea tern Command
L!eutcnant-Colonel R. J. Harvey
,, Army Apprentices School
L1eut~nant A. G. Ingham
. ..
,. Royal Mil. College of Science
C~ptwn C. N. Last
. ..
,, H.Q. FARELF
L1eutc;nant (Q .M.) P. Lewis
,. 2nd Regiment
Otpta!n D. Lyceu-Gregson
,. 24th Regiment
~ptam M. M.arples
...
,, 2JI Squadron
L!eutenant G. A. Maude
,. School of Signals
L!eutenant M . J. M_cCann
,. School of Signals
L1eutena111 G. T. M_ills .. .
School of Signal s
Captam D. S. Mullineaux
,. School of Signals
Major. C. Mitchell
.. .
., H.Q. SHAPE
C~ptam C. R. M . Noonan
., School of Signals
L1eut~nam P . A. Neale . . .
,, Royal Mil. College of Scien,:c
Capta!Il D. W. D. A. Poole
., 24th Regiment
C~pt= E. W. Penny ...
,, School of Signals
L!eutenam P . J. Pritchard
,, Royal Mil. College of Science
L1e~ tenam R. B. Smith
,, School of Signals
Mnror F. B. Saul . . .
.. .
19th Regiment
L!eutenant P. Stanley .. .
;: R oyal Mil. College of Science
L1e!'tenant M. R. Stephenson
,, Royal Mil. College of Science
Ma1or. N. D . Shaw
...
,, H.Q. COMCAN
C:rPtam L R . D. Shapter
,, Royal Mil. College of Science
,, 3rd Regiment
L1e!'tenant G. Schofield
Maior P. A. Toombs, T.D. . ..
. •. ,, 30th Regiment
Maror (Q.M.) R. F. Thirkell . . .
... ,, r8th Regime111
Cap:ain (Q .M.) L. J. Taylor, M.B.E.
JCU (266 Squadron)
T / Captain M. J. P. Vann
,, 621 Troop (LSA)
L1eut:nant E . "!l·. Vulliamy
,, 601 Troop (Ship)
Ca pt.am G. Wilkie - Snow
,, Junior Leaders R egiment
L1cut~nant R. A. Wright
,, Royal Mil. College of Science
~tam S. Wood
,, 205 Squadron
L~eutenant P. B. Webster
... ,, 4th Regiment
Lieutenant I . M . P assmore
. .. ,, 237 Squadron (not 208 Squadron
as previously notified )
ADDITIO~AL

A GUST POSTINGS RECENTl, Y RF.CEIVEO

L1.-Col. E. J. Bardell, O.B.E.
T /Major J. R. E. Cross

J. L. Donne

M.ajor

Major P. H. Flear
Maj.pr J. R. Garratt
Lieutenant C. R. Crew
M aior J. E. Denton
Major I. M. Rose . . .
...
. ..
Second-Lieutenant T . N. Singleton

J. F. Hart ...

Major
W.0.11 (F. of S.) R. Suther of 218
(Gurkhl) Signal Squadron
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W.0.1 (Y. ofS.) G. I. D. Gubler attached
to 248 (Gurkha) Signal Squadron

A .L.F,C.E.
,, British Army Training Team,
Kenya
,, i r th Regiment (H. S.)
(for SEA TO Planning Staff)
,, 3rd Regiment
7th Regiment
,, 602 T roop
M .O .D . (Signal s 4 (Army))
,, 225 Squadron
,, 7th Armoured Brigade Group
H .Q. & Signal Squadron
., 249 Squadron

Movements
Warrant Olliters and Senior N.C.O.s
SEPTEMBER, 1965
W.O.I W. A. Bain
.. .
...
W.O.I (F. of S.) G. H. Sharp
W.O .I (F. or S.) J. Weekc
. ..
W.O.II
W.O.II
W.O .II
W .O .II
W.O .II
W.0 .11
W.0.II
W.0 .11
W.O.II
W.O.II
W.O.II
W.O .II
W.O.II
W.O.II
W.O.Il

. .. To H.Q. Southern Command
,, H.Q. Comcan
,, 7th Regiment

(F. of S.) G. Hayes
W. P. Smith
B. Adcock
E . Bell
C. Wood
K. A. Waterworth
J. P. Williams ...
N. W. Cunion ..•
C. A. Smith ...
...
(F. of S.) M. I. Caplan
R. Acott . ..
J. F. Byrne
M. J. Levins
R. N. Howells ...
(F. of S.) H. J. Perry

Staff Sergeant T. Keany
Staff Sergeant C. J. Gillman . . .
Staff Sergeant G . E. Tompkins
Staff Sergeant E. Cooper
...
Staff Sergeant T. M. Martin
Staff Sergeant J. M . Cardnal
Staff Sergcmt N. Hutson
Staff Sergeant T. Dolan
Staff Sergeant A. W . Pugh
Staff Sergeant E. Robinson ..•
St.aJf Sergeant A. J. K. Hawtin
Staff Sergeant E. R. Hurnell . . .
•.
Staff Sergeant (Y. of S.) R. N. i...
Cassling
.. .
...
Staff Sergeant R. D. Cox
.. .
Staff Sergeant R. E. Keeler .. .
Staff Sergeant A. Gibson
...
•••
A/Staff Sergeant H. P. Underwood ...
Staff Sergeant (F. of S.) R. A. McKay

,, 17th Gurkha Reg:ment
16th Regiment
School of Signals
,, School of Signals
School of S'. gnals
19th Regiment
,, 2xst Regiment
1 Div. H.Q. & Signal Regiment
,, 7th Regiment
249 Squadron
,, 3 Div. H.Q. and Signal Regiment
M.O.D.
School of Signals
24th Regiment
10th Regiment
School of Signals
16th Regiment
School of Signals
,, 9th Regimem
,, Junior Leaders Reg1., R. Signals
19th Regiment
Ordnance Depot (Cyprus)
24th Regiment
School of Signals
nth Regiment
19th Regiment
,, School of Signals
621 Troop
24th M .S.L. Rcgt. Signal Troop
44th (H.C.) Regiment (T.A.)
,, 2 Div. H.Q. & Sig. R egt.
Royal Signals Records
26o Sq u:rdron

Sergeant G. J. Williams
Sergeant R. H. Foster
Sergeant J. H. Gustus
Sergeant L . Price .. .
Sergeant P. J . Malone •. .
.. •
Acting Sergeant R . J . Woods •..
Sergeant T. W. Po11er ...
Sergeant L. Gray . . .
. ..
Sergeant S C. Gibney ...
Serge.ant B. R. Lawrence
Sergeant A. H. Kirk
Sergeant A. G. Rose
Sergeant G. Reynolds
Acting Sergeant J . P. Byrne
Sergeant R . Bell . . .
. .•
Sergeant W. F. McGrath
Sergeant P. W . Nichols ...
Sergeant D. I . T. Whiteside
Sergeant L. Davies
.. .
Sergeant R. G . Porter . . .
Sergeant H. J. Dec
.. .
Sergeant E. L. Hamilton
Sergeant R. Fell .. .
. ..
Acting Sergeant R. G . Gill
Sergeant N. Akester
...
Sergeant E. Hall . . .
. ..
Sergeant J . P . Beasley .. .
Sergeant F R. G<lrdner . . .
Ser~eant D. M . M.axted .•.
Acung Sergeant C. L. Brown
Sergeant A. I. Playford . . .
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15th R egiment
7th Regiment
H.Q. , 7th Armd. Bde. Gp. Sig.
Squadron
15th Reaiment
249 Squadron
11th Regiment
8th Regiment
7th Regunent
21st Regiment
13th Regiment
Jun. Leaders Regiment
237 Squadron
Ministry of Defence
259 Squadron
H.Q., A .L .F.C.E.
24th Regiment
4th Div. H.Q. & Sig. Regt.
237 Squadron
School of Signals
9th Regiment
9th Regiment
225 Squadron
6o2 Troop
Jun. Tradesn>en's Rcgt., Rhyl
257 Squadron
School of Signals
School of Signals
School .of Signals
School of Signals
53rd Regiment (T.A.)
:znd Div. H .Q. & Sig. Regt.

DOUGLAS HOUSE SCHOOL
Malvern, Worcestershire
Recognised by Ministry of Education.
Fully inspected May, 1964.

The School provides a sound education for
girls (8-18 years) within the framework of
a happy community life.
Fees £120 per term inclusive.

'al:bt QEmpite jfielb lSnp of l\emtmhranct
With the kind permission of the Rector of St. Margaret's
and the support of the Dean and Chapter of Westminster, the
Empire Field of Remembrance will be held from uth to 15th
November inclusive.
The Field will be opened at 12 noon on Thursday, nth
November, with a short service conducted by Canon Stancliffe,
assisted by the Dean, at which members of the Association are
invited to be present, and will remain open daily from 9 a.m.
to 6 p.m. although access thereto is, of course, possible at any
time.

The llt1yal Signals Plot is .."Wo. 203
As in previous years, Mr. Stead of Association H eadquarters,
together with members of Home Counties Branches, will be the
official representatives of the Association at the opening. If
any other member of the Association is likely to be in London
on Thursday, nth November, and would like to attend the
opening, he or she should notify this H.Q.
The following are available from the British Legion Poppy
Factory, and if it is so desired, will be planted on behalf of
Branches or individuals by the official representatives of the
Associa·tion at the opening ceremony: Badge Cross, 21/-; F ield Cross, 15/-; Poppy Cross, ro/-;
Wreath Cross, 5/-; Remembrance Crosses, 6d. each.
C.Orrespondence and orders relating to the Field of Remembrance should be addressed direct to: The Secretary,
British Legion Poppy Factory, Petersham Road, Richmond,
Surrey (with a copy to this Headquarters). Cheques/postal
orders should be made payable ro the British Legion Poppy
Factory Ltd., and should be crossed.
Please send in your orders as soon as possible, but not later
than 2&~h October.
Hemembra.ace Da,, Parade aad Service
at the Cenotaph, Suadafl• J4da November
Any member wishing to parade with the Royal Signals
Contingent should apply at least a week prior to the date
through his/her Branch Secretary who, in tum, should apply
'to this Headquarters for tickets.
Corps tie, medals and
decorations should be. worn on this parade.
Dea.th"
CRABTREE.-Major E. Crabtree, late of the 64th Regiment (T.A.),
suddenly, at Harrogate, over the week-end ut/ :ind August. He Wiii
formerly a National Serviceman in the Corps.
GUY .....,Ex-Signalman C. J . A. Guy, at the age cl 64, on 24th July.
He enlisted in Royal Signals Supplementary Reserve in 1926, after
previous service with the R .A. (T.A.), The Gloucester Regiment aad
the R .A .F.
He wa-s an annual member of the As90Ciation.
Home
address: 35 , Parker Place, Ely, Cardiff.
WEBB.-Mr. Frederick George Webb, on 13th AugusL Mr. Webb joined
the K .R.R.s in 1916 and rose to the rank of R.Q.M.S. and l!CfVed with
Royal Signals from 1921 until 1945. He was a stalwart member of the
North London Branch of the Association to whom his death comes as
a shock. He was an Annual Member of the As90Ciation .

ROYAL SIGNALS STABLE BELTS
New Regulation Pattern with Straps
Mode up

tU

required

EXPORT
U.K. incl. P. Tax
(Pootaae btra)

each 9/5

" 10/1

T. FROST (Saddlers) BAWTRY
Nr. DONCASTER

. ADDITfON TO JUNE LIST ALREADY PUBLISHED
Lt.-Col. T . I. Ronald , O.B.ll.
. . . ,, H.Q. B.A.O.R.
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Are YOU lnterest etl?
Positions oUered to Boyal. Signals Pl'rsonncl
I i nemen n qwrt"'d
Granger Associa s Ltd., has vacancies for a small select
number of men in their new factory at Molesey Road, Waltonon-Tham~, for ~he constru~tion of high frequency antennas.
Work will entail the handling, exact measurement cutting and
assembl_y of antenna materials to precise specifications.
. Salanes from £13 to £22 per week, dependent on qualificauons, experience and suitability.
Apply to Major-General E. S. Cole (Retd.), Fox Oak Hat,
Seven Hills Road, Walton-on-Thames.
Retired Officer, Grade Ill Vtwanc:r,
School of Signals
One vacancy exist at the School of Signals. The duties
of !h.e officer will be mainly concerned with course planning and
trammg programmes. Any officer accepted will be expected to
move with the School of Signals to Blandford in 1967 on payment of such expenses as are authorised by regulations.
E u ganeers-Multlplex lladio Links
Two engineers are required of T.0 .T. or F . of S. standard
by Rank Bush Murphy Ltd. of Welwyn Garden City. The
appointments call for good practical experience in planning and
installation of VHF, VHF and microwave systems and some
carri~ or VF telegraph experience would be an advantage. One
appomtment calls for about three months of each year being
spent overseas.
Commencing salary within the target £1,zoo-£r,800 per
annum.
!"~~ further details w.rite to: Major W. Derrnit, Electronics
D1vmon, Rank Bush Murphy Ltd., Welwyn Garden City, Herts.
Gallag b e r s May W an t '-·ou
GaJlaghers, the tobacco manufacn;rers, have decided to make
a .new post-that of Communications Assistant. Initially, he
will work under the 0 . & M. department, but otherwise will
be very much on his own. They require someone with initiative who has a good, Sound knowledge of all aspects of telecommuni~tions ~d who ~ill be able to plan and supervise
the runnmg of their future mter-factory and office communications. The firm are about to install a computer, and this will
~e ~ed ~th the o~er data processing machines they have
in their various factories, warehouses, etc.
It is understood
they are considering a H.F. wireless link with their Northern
Ireland factory.
. Mr. _Delano-Osbo~e, the assistant personnel manager (who
1s a renred regular L1outenant-Colonel, ex-Royal Scots Fusiliers)
i~ looking for someon7> aged about 36, though they would consider someone o~der if he were technically qualified and had
been rece~tly domg this sort of work. The position would suit
a Royal Signals Officer who has just retired or is about to retire
You can ring Mr. D elano-Osborne at MIN 2500.
·
Portrait of" a ~Ian W e Seek
He is between 26 and 45, married, and has dependant children and probably with no previous insurance experience. He is
ambitious, wants and needs more money than he can earn
at pres~t. He :wants. to. do wor~ of significance, likes to feel
that he 1s spendmg his rune helpmg others. People like him
and he likes people. . He ca~ ~e . direction, has the capacicy
to learn Estate Analysis, and ts willing to spend {ime in study.
He (>9Ssesses leadership qualities and drive to reach objectives.
~s is an oppo_rtunity for stimulating, profitable work and
contmuous study m the field of taxes, wills, life insurance
psychology and advertising. There is ample opportuni·ty fo;
:1<!vancement in various <!irectio11:s, incl~ding management. Many
fringe benefits are available, mcluding an excellent pension
•
plan for retirement.
For full information, please write or telephone: H. F. Wood
Esq., Confederation L ife Association, 70, F ore Street, Ipswich'
Suffolk. Telephone: Ipswich 5716x.
'
Ex-Re gular Soldiers Are Ideally Suitable
Because of me expansion of the telephone service vacancies
arc ~tinually arising in the Birmingham Telephone Area and
tec~1cians fr~m the Forces are ideally suitable. For full
particulars wn~e to the Telephone Manager, Birmingham Telephone Area, Richmond House, 84, N ewall Street, Birmingham 3.
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Letter-with an equation-to the Etlitor
Lieutenatu (Q.M.) 'Bob' Stilwell, of 7, Ash R ow Bromle
Ken.t, writes to the Editor and poses this equation: 11 f,;
Regime'?t (Dep'!t) + THE WIRE, July, z964, + Memories :::
Nostalgia full circle.
The 'July, z9_64, edition had an article and a page of pictures
of the MarcJr mto Relles Barracks by I!lh Regiment (Depot).
Mr. Stilwell writes:
On 17th June, t945, I arrived at Vimy ". ~" Lines, Catterick
Camp1 the the~ hoi_ne of 1. Operators Trammgs Battalion (yes
Battalion), havmg 1ust arrived from "Civvy Street " via th~
Royal West Kent Depot at Maidstone and Fairmile Head Camp
Edinburgh, where I had been one of the guests of Scottish
Command.
Tho~e were the days when the mention of Catterick struck
terror mto the hearts of even the toughest new recruit.
On arrival at the
However, to press on with my itale.
" dr~ded destination,'~ after being shepherded from Richmond
Station (and I was qmte convinced afterwards that the marshals
~ho met the "recruit trains " received their training by roundmg up the sheep that seemed perpetually to be wandering
tI?m the. moor~, on to R.S.M. Hart's square) we were suitably
. md<;>ctrma-ted about the virtues of " passing-out sharpishhke, 1f you want to get away from 'ere."
In my case, this was . not to be. In fact, I ?nished my time
on the Cadre at Cattenck; whether I was bram-washed or not
I sh~! never know, but I really liked the place in the end.
Mind Y?U, I. ~ad a pret_ty strong reason for doing so. I
met my wife, V1v1an there, m fact she served me with my very
first cup of Vimy " C " NAAFI tea, which looked like cotI~
S?d tasted like cocoa. You can imagine what sort of conversa~o~ took place. between my future wife and myself over this
mcident (especially as she had made it). We still have a
laugh about it.
Another rea50?1 I have to remember Vimy "C" for is the
fact that I received my first tape (local unpaid) there. Who
would have thought then that that was just the start. Being
demobbed as Sergeant, I carried on in the S.R. becoming
R.S.M .. of 22 C'.<>rps in 1952, serving after with 21st Army,
88~ Signal Re~ei;it and 851h Signal Regiment, from which
w;ut I was comrmss1oned as Quartermaster and posted to 409
Signal Squadron (Park) A.E.R. to receive command of a Stores
Troop.
Where does 1 rth Regiment (Depot) and THE WIRE July
'
'
1964, come in? Oh I nearly forgot.
I was browsing through back copies with my wife the other
evening, when she exclaimed, look, there's Vimy " C," but it
can't be, becayse the caption reads: Scene of the march-in at
Belles Barracks. This prompted me to read further, and of
course, she was right (she usually is). I should have kn~wn
anyway it's a well-known fact that a woman always remembers
where and how she. meets. her husband. Needless to say, the
photographs were 1mmed1ately shown to our four children
the oldest of whom is now 18, with remarks like: "Look, that'~
where I met your father," etc., etc.
Memories-nostalgia-of course, but it does one good.
So, to all past comrades and friends--all good wishes.
LIEUTENANT (Q.M.l 'BoB' STILWELL
P.S.-I've iust been asked, would I like a cup of tea-ercoffee-er--cocoa !

Butchers
Grocers
our aim in all D epts.:-

EXERCISE CYGNET Ill
'Schools' Morse Net
Catlets' Camp with
30th Regiment
is a Great Success
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ALL SMILES AT THE END OF THE COURSE
Seated at the centre are the officers concerned with the course
(Left to right) : Lieutenant Engledew (Christ's Hospital), Lieutenant Kirby (Christ's Hospital), LieutenantColonel Postill (Victoria), Captain Bell (30th Regiment), Mr. Vincent-Smith (Christ's Hospital)

rom the Channel Islands and Yorkshire
For the third year in succession 30th Regiment has run a
camp for carefully selected cad ets from schools signals sections.
The cadets came from as far afield as the Channel Islands and
Yorkshire. They had one thing in common; they had worked
the schools morse net, and each cadet had a morse working
speed of at least eight words per minute. This year the
following schools were represented : Christ's Hospital, Haberdashers' Askes, Bridlington School,
King Edwards (Birmingham), Kings (Bruton), Marlborough,
Vktoria College (Jersey), Pocklington School (York).
Before the camp started, almost all of the cadets had had
their morse and procedure .tested 'live' over the school's net.
This preliminary test made sure that all the cadets could be
put in the field for a long morse exercise.
The first day and a half of the camp was spent in 'firming
up ' their morse speed and procedure, and teaching them the
CI 1 and 62 sets they were to operate. They were also given an
EW presentation and a view of some of our new HF radio,
including the C15. They worked from eight in the morning to
nearly eight at night, and thrived on it. And they said the
food was better than they had at school!
Increa1ted distances and a stead y Improvement
The rest of the camp was spent in the field. First, they had
one day working within the camp. During this time they got
used to their station, and the role of each cadet in the detachment. The next day was spent in a slightly more ambitious
exercise, with more movement and increased ranges.
Exercise " Cygnet III," a three-day exercise, followed. As
the exercise progressed the nets grew wider, until ranges of
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If you are serving and have a standing order for
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T h e W h i stler Trophy
Readers of THE WIRE will know of the Whistler Trophy,
awarded each year to the subaltern who has done most for his
Regiment, Squadron or Troop. What they may not know is
that on the two occasions this trophy has been awarded, it
has been to an old boy of Victoria College, Jersey. LieutenantColonel Postill (see photograph), who is both headmaster and
O.C. of the School Signal Section, educated both the Whistler
Trophy winners. He served in Royal Signals during the war.
Each Sunday morning he can be beard on the school's nets
chatting at 28s to Lieutenant K irby. If any of his old friend s
read this I am sure he would be glad to hear fro m them.

Regimental
Cummerbunds

Game Dealers

Established

about thirty miles were being worked. Two nets were operated,
so that ' through ' message procedure could be practised. The
operating speed also improved, and by the end of the exercise
the fast operators were working a reliable fifteen words per
minute and morse was being worked satisfactorily on the move.
This camp was a great success, and the following lessons
stand out:Tbe cadets were worked hard-and enjoyed it.
High standards of signalling were demanded. (A morse
operating speed of eights on a live circuit is above average
for a cadet).
Does this form of encouragement pay dividends? We think
so, read on.
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Cadet Sergeant Roberts (Marlborough) and Cadet Corporal Webber
(Christs Hosp ital) in th eir C 11 ve hicle
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Bradford, Yorkshire.
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13th Regiment Challenge the Rhine again
rJiHE WIRE makes no apologies for featuring another canoeing

J.

story. Full of action and interest these accounts highlight
what must be one of the most challenging and exciting of
all sports available to our young soldiers. So popular has
canoeing become that it is now an official Corps sport with its
own Sub-committee to co-ordinate can~ within the Corps
as a whole.

Basie
Following in the paddle strokes of W.O.I (R.S.MJ Palmer,
who did the trip in 1964, I set out with a band of 15 intrepid
souls from 13th Regiment, 4 Division H.Q. and Signal Regimen~, and Rheindahlen Garrison to try our luck against the
River Rhine from Basie to Krefeld.
The idea of a canoeing trip down the Rhine was farthest
from my mind when one day it was casually mentioned to me
by our Second-in-Command, Major R. P. D. F. Painter, who
gave me the timings, the men, the kit and the suggestion to get
OD With it.
After about two weeks' intermittent training the party, consisting of five instructors and the rest mainly novkes, caught
the night sleeper to Basie. This was to be our last night of
lu.xury for eleven days.
Off i

An exciting but somewhat chaotic start

Having arrived at Basie and successfully manoeuvred our way
past a suspicious customs official, who requested that in future
we be so good as to produce passports, we made our way to
the river where we were greeted by swollen, turbulent waters
and a fast-moving current. All canoes, seven doubles and two
single Kleppers, were successfully launched, when suddenly the
dreaded cry " Capsize" went up. Because of the speed of the
current it was impossible to attempt to paddle back up stream
to give any assistance, so the party made for the river bank to
prepare to intercept an upturned canoe floating downstream.
This proved to be our undoing. Within two minutes Signalmen
July and Monaghan found themselves in the water and heading
downstream chasing their canoe. Sergeant Greek, Royal
Canadian Signals, and Signalman McHale in a double, and
myself in a single, set out in pursuit. Jury and Monaghan
were swept under a bridge where Jury managed to get a grip
on a wooden support, and Sergeant Greek went to his assistance
while I chased Monaghan. Unfortunately Sergeant Greek,
being in a less manoeuvrable double kayak, was unable to prevent his canoe from colliding with one of the supports, and so
he and his companion found themselves keeping Jury company
in the water. Monaghan having been delivered ashore with a
considerable volume of Rhine inside him, I turned my attention
to the other unfortunates who in the meantime had got to the
bank. The capsized canoes were gu!ded to the river banks
where one was successfully beached while the other wedged
itself under two moored boats.
~Y now a consi~erable portion of the population, including
police and fire brigade, had turned out to watch our antics,
and decided to lend a hand in rescuing the canoe. Our frantic
shouts to leave it alone only increased their determination to
" save " the canoe. They dragged it out from under the boats
and on examination we found ourselves wirh a canvas skin full
of firewood. Jury and Monaghan were very despondent when
it was suggested they hitch a lift home on a barge, but fortunately a local canoe club came to the rescue in the shape of an
extremely obliging young Swiss who (mcredibly) managed to
patch the canoe, named "Sinister," together again. It completed the trip without further mishap.
In the meantime the first " capsizers," Signalman Thompson
and Corporal Downie of 4 Division, had come out of their
experience with nothing worse than a soaking.
We enjoyed th«: hospitality of the Canoe Club for the night,
where we slept m the boathouse, and the next morning a
somewhat less intrepid band made its way once more to the
water where, amid cheers from the local populace, eight canoes
and a forlorn hope in the shape of " S inister " managed to get
our into midstream without mishap.
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RFTEEN MEN AGA INST THE RHINE. Canoes capsize anti crews are tippet/ into the turbulent waters
but the journey goes on.
--D~

Tnklng things in our stride
We formed up and so began the long slog back. For five
days the weather was glorious. We enjoyed the routine of an
early !ise, an ho1;1r's canoeing, breakfast, canoeing, lunch and
shoppmg (no rauons were taken), rest, canoeing, and finally
making camp. "Sinister" . bore . up well. and we made good
progress. As the party gamed m experience and confidence
things seemed to be going too well. Even the long tiresome
portages round locks and weirs were taken in our stride. At
each portage we were assured by Staff Sergeant Walton who
did the Rhine last year with R.S.M. Palmer, that this w~s the
last, and round every bend there seemed to be another. Nevertheless our spirits were high as we reached Strasbourg, where
once again bad luck struck the party. We had been suffering
the irritating attentions of swarms of mosquitoes and horse
flies which infest the rlver banks but, despite a few choice
descriptions of the insect in question, no one appeared any
the worse for them until finally Trooper Simpson who, it turned
out, had been quietly enduring several painful and unpleasant
horse--fly bites, was forced to report sick to Staff Sergeant
"Doc" Walton. Simpson in fact was quite ill with blood
poisoning and obviously needed medical attention. The Orderly
Officer of a nearby French Garrison was unable to assist except
to suggest that we go to a German hospital, which we did.
They advised against Simpson carrying on-so, much against
his will, he was borne off to R.C.A.F. Baden-Soellingen, where
the Duty M.0. immediately incarcerated him in the camp
infirmary. He has now returned to base fully recovered, and
somewhat disappointed that he did not complete the course.
High waves, winds nnd barges
The party now consisted of 15-so I was obliged to leave my
single wlth the Canadians and take Simpson's place in a double.
From this point we were dogged by bad weather, which hCYWever was compensated for by the high waves, wind and barges,
which made interesting, and sometimes dangerous, canoeing
and left little time to worry about the rain. The river was full
and overflowing in parts, the current was swift and a good pace
was maintained.
Close to Lorelei, which we approached cautiously, having
been regaled with gruesome tales of wrecked craft by Germans
farther upstream, we were met by Major Painter and the R.S.M.
who accompanied us for the rest of the trip.
On the final day we were met by the welcome sight of two
three-tonners and the Uerdingen Bridge at Krefeld, whence we
were shipped back to camp--with mixed feelings-sorry that
the experience was over, but glad that the job had been done.
Participants:
13th Signal Regiment : Second-Lieutenant Pearson, Staff
Sergeant Walton, Sergeant Greek, Corporal Utley, Signalman
Jury, Signalman Monaghan, Signalman Button, Gunner Morris,
Signalman McHale,
4 Division H.Q. and Signal Regiment: Corporal J. G. Akehurst, Corporal J. Downie, Corporal L. Downie, Signalman C.
Thompson, -Signalman J. Papworth.
Rheindahlen Garrison : Trooper Simpson, Trooper Whitelock.
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"Line Ahead" near Remagen.
"Sinister" bore up well ... the wrecked canoe after patching and temporary repairs. (Cox): Signalman Jury, (Bowman):
Signalman Monaghan.
3. We were met by Major Painter. Here seen brewing 'char!'
... Also by the R.S.M. Here cooking bangers! (Staff-Sergeant Jones, on the left, also came for the last l! days).
5. (Cox): The author Second Lieutenant G. W. Pearson. (Bowman): Trooper Whitelock.
6.
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(Cox): Sergeant Greek.

(Bowman): Signalman McHale.
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Ht: felt sure that. e~ercises .of this kind helped to sort thing
out m order of pnonty. It 1s thought (bat future joint exercises
of this sort may be held , in rotation, at other Service establishm.:nts. If this is so, Catterick may not have the pleasure of
being host a~ain. However, a w~rrn welcome to Royal Navy
and Royal Air Force delegates will be kept available as part
of our new set-up in Blandford, just in case.

Exercise Mercury 1965. All_three services participated and the very real and pressing communication problems of the present day were
considered

====SCHOOL OF SIGNALS=====
Exercis "~fercury, 1965"
OT on the heels of " Quicksilver " came " Mercury "!
This statement does not describe a race between two
" Jimmies " battling for a marathon prize, but merely seeks
to state as a fact tha< no sooner had we cleared up after Exercise
" Quicksilver," than frantic preparations for Exercise "Mercury"
began. This was to be a joint communications exercise which
in the normal course of events, woajd have been held a~
H~.S .. Mercury.
However, owing to accommodation difficulties, lt was agreed to run it at Catterick, where we knew we
could look after the administrative side of the exercise without
undue strain . For the School of Signals, this was indeed a
proud and ha.pp~ occasion, and we were glad .ro be able to
offer our hospitality to our Royal Naval and Royal Air Force
colleagues.

a joint effort, it was d~ided to fly the Ensign flags of the
Navy and Royal Air Force, together with the Union Flag,
m front of the Headq~er Mess. The hoisting and lowering
?f these flags was done m true naval style with a bugler soundmg the " Alert " and the " Carry-on " ~ach morning and a
" S~set " ceremony each evening.
The ceremony ' on the
evenmg of 3~th June was _particularly impressive. It came
at. the conclu~1on of a cocktail party. Catterick was at its best,
y.r1th clear _skies and a bright setting sun. The Band, dressed
m ceremorual s~rler, m~ched on and played marches appropriate .to eac~ service. This was followed by the evening hymn,
d_u rmg which ithe . flags were lowered by a sailor, soldier and
airman. Th_e 1':fanonal An~em was .then played and finall y, rn
round off this ~1mple, yet dignified ceremony, the band marched
off to the sttams of " Officer of the Day."

.Joint Co111D1waieations in Lhnited War
The aim of the exercise was to study joint communication
problems in a limited war setting, using equipment and resources
known to be available today. Unlike "Quicksilver XIII" which
looked into the future, some _ro years hence, " Merc~y " wa-s
more down-to-earth, and c:ons1dered .the very real and pressing
problems of the present day.

Guest Night
On 1st ~uly a iomt guest night was held in Headquarter
Mess. This proved to be an exceedingly convivial occasion
and, like. the exercise itself, was a nuly joint occasion. One had
o?ly to listen t? snatches _of conversation, both during and after
drnner, to realise ·that this was no place for the single-Service
die-hard, and indeed, it is quite likely that many of the morrow's
pro_blems completely dis.solved in the free-and-easy discussions
wh1<:h took place that mght. The last day of the exercise was
parucularly noteable for the presence of the Assistant Chief
of D~fence. S·taff (Signafa), Rear-Admiral E. B. Ashmore, o.s .c.
In his closmg remarks, the Admiral said that it was clear that
much had to be done in the matter of joint communications
and that there was a danger of trying to do every{hing at once'.

H

" .Joint " Effort
Participation and attendance was well and truly "joint." The
Conference Directors were Captain D . V. Morgan, M.B.E., R.N.
(c_haif!Dan), Wing-Commander H. M. Carson, R.A.F., and
Brigadier T. R. Warburg, C.B.E. The Executive Committee
y;as likewi~ a joint affair, with Colonel J. M. Sawers, M.B.E.,
m the chai.r, and Commander R. D. Franklin, R.N., and WingCon;imander B. .Brooke, R.A.F., as members. The actual task of
stagmg the va:1ous pre;ientations was equally divided amongst
the three Services and rncluded our own Royal Marine Liaison
Officer C'..aptain E. St.V. Troubridge, R.M., whose somewhat
swashb~ckling style and distinguished naval ancestry gave the
proceedmgs the authenticity of tradition and history.

~oyal

Valuable l,essons Learnt
'V~tbout going nvo. de_tail;"Whi.ch security regulations would
not m any case perrrut, 1t can be stated that the exercise was
of great value to us all. Each service was able to see its own
COfill!lunicatioo problems in relation to those of the other
Services, an~ joint Consideration of these problems against a
C011;lmo11: setting ta~ght many useful lessons. It was possible
to 1dentifr the main. problems, .to consider and agree possible
and ~ractlca_ble solutions and to decide the best agency to take
effective action.
· Th.e exercise wa~ not all work, however, and there were
occasions of relll:Xlluon and entertainment, some of which are
worthy of mention.
Flag Hoisting and Lowering Ceremonies
Because this ""'.as the first exercise of its kind to be held at
the School of Signals, and because it was so very obviously

Exercise Mercury
Brigadier Warburg and two Naval visitors in lighter mood.
tenant Colonel Richards (background) more serious

Lieu-
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SC"nlor Officers· (:Ommand and ( 'ontrol
Sc auly Pt•riod
Earlier in the year it had been d.cidcd .that there was an
urgent requirement for senior Army officers to study the problems of command and control in the light of current and
future communication equipments, techniques and trends. To
meet this requirement, the School of Signals was given the
ask of running a short course, from 13th to 16th July, for a
maximum of 40 senior Army officers.
The course was attended by seven Brigadiers, four Colonels,
eighteen Lieutenant-Colonels and eleven senior Majors. These
officers came from senior staff and command appointments,
<1 nd most Arms and Services were represented. Among those
present, as students, were Brigadier I. H. Lyall-Grant, M.C.,
Commandant, R.S.M.E.; Brigadier R. E. Ward, o.s.o., M.C.,
Commander, 20th Armoured Brigade Group; LieutenantColonel F. A. Newall, R.A, G.S.0.I, Assault Ship Army Trials
Staff; and Major E. D. Smith, o.s.o., M.B.E., C.0. (Designate)
1/2 Gur~ha Rifles; to name but a few. The United States
Army was represented by Lieutenant-Colonel G. A. Zacharias,
Assistan t Army Attache, American Embassy.
The course was opened by Major.-General R. M. P. Carver,
c.B., c.B.E., o.s.o., M.C., Director of Army Staff Duties, who
had travelled up from London especially for the occasion, and
who was due to start out op. his tour of the Far-East before
the week was out. An equipment demonstration followed, in
which current Army equipment was explained and displayed.
A peep into the future was provided by Colonel K. D . Gribbin,
M.B.E., who outlined future trends in communication equipments and techniques. Major-General D. B. Long, C.B., o.s.o.,
M .C., Director of Army Training, gave a most interesting talk
on Army Training, during which he explained the current
studies which are in <train to make training in the Army more
effective .
The course covered the military applications of Automatic
Data Processing and included a study-exercise dealing with
a limited war situation in a Far-East setting. When the time
came for Brigadier T. R. Warburg .ro close the course, everyone
felt that the time in Catterick had been well-spent and that
both <Staff and students had benefited from •t·he exchange of
AllIUY APPRENTIC:ES SCHOOL, ILUlROGATE

We are now approaching the end of the
Summer Term and the tempo is quickening
·as usual in anticipation of the Graduation
Parade . . '.this year the parade will be inspected
by Lieutenant-General Sir Geoffrey Musson,
K.C.B., C.B.E., D.S.O., Commander - in - Chief,
Northern Command, and the graduation ceremonies will be reported upon when next we
launch into print.
HARROGATE
The Chief Instructor, Lieutenant-Colonel P.
H. Brown, is leaving us this term to take up
a new appolntmcn.r on ·the staff of C.S.0., Western Command.
Whilst driving along the Ripon-Harrogate road recently he lost
an argument with an articulated trailer that had shown a
tendency to wander. We are glad to report tha·t he s_ulfer~
little injury and is recovering rapidly-a further testJmom_al
to the efficiency of safety-belts. We wish him every success m
his new appointment.
This month has seen a vast amount of energy expended on
cycling, cricket, tennis, athletics and examinations! We cannot, of course, produ~ any ex~ination results, but we have
_had an interesting crop of spomng results.
f'ycling
The Cycling Club is growing steadil}'. ~n~ has competed
extensively in Army and Command Champ1onsh1ps. .The School
team was second in the Quadrangular Games 25-nule race and
also second in the Western Command 15-mile race. Individual
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W.0.1 (F. of S.) I. J. Rose, Staff-Sergeant (SQMS), E. A. Brewer,
Staff-Sergeant J. L. Booth, R. Aust. Signals after the presentation of
LS and GC medals

views and lively discussions which punctuated each stage of
this study period.
Annual Administrative Inspecti n and
Presentation of L.S. & G.C. ~ledab
The administrative Inspection this year was particularly
noteworthy because it included the presentation of Long Service
and Good Conduct Medals to three distinguished members of
the School:
W.O.I (F. of SJ I. J. Rose, Staff Sergeant (S.Q.M.S.)
E. A. Brewer, both of the Corps, and Staff Sergeant J. L.
·Boofill of the Royal Australian Corps of Signals, who is on
No. 20 Foreman of Signals Course.
At a simple ceremony, .the Commandant, Brigadier Warburg,
presented the medals. It is of interest to note that both W.O.I
Rose and Staff Sergeant Brewer are ex-Boys of the 1946/47
vintage.

members have done well, too. A/T Corporal Crittenden and A/T
Lance-Corporal McNeilly have both ~ been awarded Army
A/T Lance-Corporal McNeilly won the
Cycling Colours.
Western Command 15-mile Championship, the Army 15-mile
Championship, the Army 25-mile Championship, the Army IOmile Championship, and was second in the Inter-Services romile Championship. In the 10-mile Championship he set up a
new Army record of 26min. 17sec. This time is six seconds
faster than the previous junior record and 31 seconds faster than
the senior record. Altogether an excellent season for McNeilly,
who is to be congratulate([
.22 Shooting
A great deal of act1v1ty is evident in this club, which won
the Northern Command Inter-Unit .22 Winter League outright, winning all its matches. Eighteen teams took part in the
league. The School received a plaque and each member of
the team was presented with an ash tray.
The team also came fourth in the N.S.R.A. Regular Army
match and each member won a bronze medal. In addition, the
club keeps itself busy by firing in the Association of Leeds
and District Rifle and Revolver Club's summer leagues.
A title tics
It is impossible to mention all the boys who have contributed
to this season's successes, and the list will therefore have to be
confined to Anny Championships. In the Youth and Junior
Championships, which are now open to anyone in the Army
who qualifies by age, athletes from the School won no less
than twenty medals. Corporal Illman won the junior long

Cominued on Page 3o6
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Sergeant Mathieson and 12 Junior Leaders from Montgomery
and Alexander Squadrons, C.S.M.I. Carpenter and 15 Junior
Leaders from _Slim Squadron, and Drum.. Major Yates as cycle
orderly. The ioum~y from Ostend to N1imegen was quitt uneventful, but on arrival they were mformed that as a break with
normal practice,. instead of the British Army Contingent on the
Flag Parade bem& selected from all British Units this year
'?ur complete coi;t.ingent was to hll'!le the honour OJ1 representing the r,300 Brmsh Troops mm·ching. This task was well performed and the boys received a well-deserved ovation from the
crowds.
Lieutenant-Colonel P. H. Brown, who is leaving at.the end of term
to take up an appointment at the Chief Signal Officer'( Branch,
Western Command
Initiative on an Exercise!

jump title and Lance-Corporal Ness the quaner-mile, in which
A(T Turvey was second. Turvey was also second in the halfmile. ~/T Devitt, in only his S.I!Cond term in the School, was
seoond m the IO? yards, and assis{ed Corporals Illman, Cribb
~d Barden to wm the 4 x IIO yards relay in the new record
~!Ille of 44.5 seconds. In addition, Corporal Cribb was second
m the pole vault.
. A/T Wells had th~ s!ngular misformne of breaking the existmg records, but fimshmg second in the triple jump for the
s~on~ success~ve year, while A/Ts Hyett and Stanley were
third m the mile an~ steeplec:hase respectively. In the Youth
age group A/T Robinson achieved first place in both die 880
~d 440 ;:ards-a splendid performance.
Littlewood, Dixon,
D~on-Wh1te, Morton and Coburn all earned place medals in
their events.
~ the lnt«:r-Si:rvices Junior Championships, A/T Corporal
Cnbb was third m the pole vault, Devitt was second in the
100 _Yards. an~ Turvey reversed the decision on Ness, narrowly
beatmg him mto second place. Our relay team, which was
selected to represent the Army, proved themselves worthy of
the honour with a fine win and a new record
!'.or the first ti!J?e, we entered the Northern Co~mand InterUmt Team Athletics, and narrowly beat 8th Regiment. Selected
to represent Northern Command in the final stage at Afdersho~, w~ were placed fifth of the eight finalists. For a team
which mcluded only four seniors from the Permanent StaffJlJNIOR LEADERS' REGDIENT,
• DENBURY CAlUP
Being in three pla ces at once
U~til you have exp~rienc~d a Summer Term at Denbury and
survived, your education will not be complete it is then that
you !_earn the art of _b_e~g in three or more pl~ces at once. It
is a tune o~ gre~t activmvy, when the Regiment is on continuous
show. It is a tlD"!e w:hen muc~ of the preparatory effort of the
other ~'? terms ts displayed m public. The standard is h:gb
by _tradmon and both Staff and Junior Leaders need endless
patie'?ce? ta<;r and determination in order to ensure success.
It is mevitable that some Junior Leaders should find themselves urgently ne~ded for: one th:ng, detailed for a second and
urgently to do a th1..rd. With the aid of MT and much ingenuity
they may even manage all three.
This term has been no exception, even if it bas been the
wettest on record; but, despite the weather nothing has been
cancelled.
'

Ten T ors u great success
The ~rst ~eat event ~as ~en Tors, sponsored and staged by
the Reg~me1:,, for the sixth nme, at Whitsun. The demand t o
enter this year exceeded all expectations and many teams had
to _be refus_ed entry. The weather was cool and the success
ratio was higher than ever before.
The control _sys~em worked smoothly and efficiently thanks
to the comm~1cauons arranged by Captain Tony Watson and
Yeoman of Signals Sc~afton. It was inevitable, of course, that
some of the better radio operators should happen to be wanted
also by the Band for Retreat at the Jamboree and then finally
~t selc:ct~d as memeers of their troop team. ' The teams took
st. pnonty. In fact the Regiment teams did well, only one
Junior Leader from White Spear Troop failing to finish the
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all well over 3~this was a remarkable performance by the
School team, which took on the best teams in the Army
and gave a good account of themselves.
N<:w School records have been established in the 100 yard
(Devitt), the 220 yards (Cribb and Devitt), and the quartermile (Turvey). All School rela y records, from 4 x 1oo yards to
4 x 880 yards have been broken by this year's teams and w'th
so many younger athletes involved, our future prospects s~m
very bright.
_Lance-Corporal Fenge, wh~ graduated at Christmas, and is
S·till u11:der 19. years of age, 1s now Inter-Services Pole Vault
Champion, Brmsh Army, and National Junior Record Holder
and was selected to represent England v. Ireland. H e wod
the event at 14 fee.t-a very fine performance.

Cricket
This has beC? a most successful cricket season, but the
supreme awa.rds m each of the three championships have eluded
us and, despite a new maturity and greatly-improved technique
we have had to be content with the runners-up places.
'
Many of our most experienced cricketers will have left
us . befor~ next season, but the promise shown by our latest
arnvals m the enthusiastic ranks of the School Xis augers
w7ll for the future-not only of th e School but of Royal Signal
cricket at Corps level.
course. Though two troops, Beaufighter and Francisca, oversl~pt on the Sunday morning and missed their medals by ten
mmutes and twenty minutes respectively!

Plymouth Army Week, Athletics and
Nijmegen practice
June finished with ~e Plymouth Army Week, at which, from
t~e applause they received, our Gymnasts, Pipe Band and Scotusb Dancers appeared to be the m~t popular displays in the
programme.
On 7.th July 01;1r _Athletic Team surprised itself by c.oming
second .m th~ Prelunmary Round of the Junior Inter Unit Team
Champ1onsh1ps at Taunton -t hus qualifying for tlle finals at
Aldershot on 24th July. Th:is created a host of difficulties for
the team contained some Nijmegen marchers due to leave for
Holland on 24th July and some bandboys due to perform at the
Royal Tou_rnament, also on 24th July. Agreement was eventually
reached without bloodshed.
.!he practice four-day march of 100 miles for those going to
N1imegen was successfully oompleted on I 1th July. Lit.rle did
some of the marchers, who happened to be Term 4 boys know
that a new Term 4 exercise had been arranged to sta;t four
days later . on 15th J1!1y, -..yhen they found themselves setting
forth heavily I.aden w:1th kit on another 50 miles to finish on
18th July. This, plus the final 100 miles to Holland will make
a grand total of o.ver 250 miles in just over three we~ks.
The Co~manding Officer, Lieutenant-Colonel D. E. Higgins,
M.B.~., has.fdeas of turning out some fit young men from Denbury. (N17megen Marches, see page 315).
J u n ior Lend e r s selected to re p resent
Bri t is h Army
The Nijm~ger:i contingent left as planned and after a somewhat uncertam ioumey to Dover, arrived at the docks with less
than an hour to spare. The parry consisted of Major Joyner,
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DPnbury lad s c ove r e d the route s in grc•nt f o r rn
Nijmegen this year was wet and cold, and the routes seemed
longer. Perhaps because many of the main road sections had
been cut and the routes changed to pass through new 'suburbs
of the ever-growing city and surrounding villages. Nevertheless,
the two teams covered the routes in great form, finishing early
each day. All were awarded their medals and two more T eam
Medals were earned to bring the Regimental total to 30. This
year, -too, a new and quicker checking system had been introduced probably as a tryout in preparation for 1966 when extra
competitors may well be expected to take part in the 5oth
marching festival.
Canoe race bus some lively moments
On Wednesday, the Inter Troop Canoe Race, won by Iron
Troop, was held at Coombe Cellars near Shaldon. It was a
good site and Sailing and Cutter racing were added to the programme. It was a most enjoyable day, the Officers v. Sergeants
cutter race being the highlight. The Commanding Officer,
Lieutenant-Colonel D. E. Higgins, M B.E., as cox, rowed
by L ieutenant P. Bruce and Captain Cuthill, challenged
the R.S.M., R.S.iM. Garland, rowed by Sergeant Palmer and
Ser geant Eouzan. The Commanding Officer's boat crossed the
line first, but whilst rowing back to " assist " the R.S.M. he
received a somewhat unfriendly welcome. Battle c.ommenced
and despite the gallant efforts of the Officers' crew, it was not
long before spectators were to see the C.O. boat and all sink
gracefully beneath the waves. It was a most impressive farewell, bringing tears to many eyes. The duty trumpeter was too
overcome with emotion to sound the Last Post, but many hands
were raised in salute and the second-in-command straightened
his tie.
The R.S.M., however, ordered an immediate rescue operation
and ~he C.0 . was soon rescued. It was then the tum of the
R.S.M., pace stick and all, as the already wet officers decided
it was time the R.S.M. met his due. Soon the second cutter
bad sunk, both crews were in the water and the R.S.M. was
to discover that pace sticks are no good as "pook sticks." The
sailing officer, Captain McMahon, in the one remaining cutter
effected the final rescue of all except the pace stick, which was
found in the mud at low tide next day.

3rd REGIMENT, BULFORD CAMP
After the storm . . . the peace and quiet of Bulford as the
larger part of the Regiment enjoys its summer block leave. At
least your correspondent can find the right sort of atmosphere
for writing THE WIRE notes-simply rethinking the past and
not being constantly reminded of rhe present and the future.

Shooting successes
July, not unlike any other month, was as usual a busy time,
but rather more varied than normal months. After the Southern
Command and the Coros Shoot, the Regiment was represented
at Bisley and achieved-some notable successes. Major Adams
came 9th out of 1,022 in the Daily Telegraph Cup, and 9th
again out of 889 in the Duke of Cambridge Cup. Capt. Carr
achieved nth place in the Duke of Cambridge Cup, and was
3rd in the Army S.R.L. Club match. Both Major Adams and
Capt. Carr were selected to !!'epresent the Regular Army in the
Inter Services Long Range Championship at 900 yard~, and in
the Inter Services XX at 300 and 600 yards; an achievement
well worth noting since the Regiment was the first ever to
provide two members of such matches. So we must say well
done to the shooting team-and I suppose accept that their
long absences on training and what have you were made worthwhile by their success.
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R.S.M. W. T. Leeson seen off in trudltionul
manner
, R.S.M.s seem to come and go at an astonishing rate in Denbury, but we are happy to say that the " going" part is normally
a pleasant one. The departure of R.S.M. W. T. Leeson was no
exception as be was leaving on commissioning and posting to
16th Regiment.
Being the only Regiment of our kind in the Corps we pride
ourselves on doing things in a proper manner and it was agreed
unanimously that our departing R.S.M. would leave the Regiment and the Mess if not in a "blaze of glory" then at least
" lit up." We were also fortunate enough to be able to welcome
our new president, R.S.M. M. F. B. Garland, at the same time.
The traditional dining out was held on the evening of Wednesday, 14th July, and it really was a splendid occasion. With
the bulk of the members present wearing scarlet mess kit the
candle-lit .rabies presented a colourful picture enhanced, to a
great extent, by the silver display. The dinner itself was excellent and the Loyal Toast was preceded, in our own inimitable
fashion, with a Fanfare by the Regimental Trumpeters. Traditional mus:ic was provided during the ooffee stage by two
pipers in Highland dress.
RSM Leeson was then presented with a sword which came
with heartfelt good wishes and congratulations from all Mess
members and, we are sure, from all others in the Corps with
whom he has served.
The evening was rounded off by the towing of R.S.M. Leeson
across the Regimental Parade Ground to his new home-the
Officers' Mess. Farewell and bon voyage, Lieutenant Leeson.
The accompanying photograph requires no title.

Summer Camp at Weymo uth
As the sportsmen shooters enjoyed themselves ar Bisley, the
remainder of the Regiment were enjoying themselves ar summer
camp, held again this year at Chickerell Camp, Weymouth.
Apart from two or three particularly nasty days, the weather
was quite kind, and all the usual soldierly activities of PE Tests
and Range Classifications were carried out. This year's pro~mme was more relaxed and afforded opportunities for an
Inter Squadron Athletics meeting, Padres Hour, Falling Plate
Competition, and above all the chance to get out amongst the
happy holidaymakers of Weymouth, where, for instance, in
the Pavilion Ballroom, even those soldiers with the biggest of
blisters could be seen enjoying the opportunity of a bit of twi t
and shake.

A very s u ccessfnl ' O pen Duy '
Summer Camp over, and the Regiment returned co Bulford
for what the Commanding Officer called "a Week of Jolly '
before block leave. The Corps Band arrived and, as always,
gave us their best for the whole week, with Pop Ses ions Band
Concert, All Ranks' Dance, Officers' and Sergeants' Mess
Dinners. The highHght of the week was clearly on Wednesday, 28th July, when the Regiment was "At Home for Open
Day." The enormous amount of planning and co-ordination
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a 1955 VW!l Guests started arriving and the soldiers by now
were competing to see who would get the best car of the evening.
Imagine one soldier's delight when round a bend appeared a
brand new Mercedes 220 SE, but his face soon dropped when
the proud owner refused to hand it over and said he would
rather walk. However, the whole evening produced only four
abstentions, a Rover 2000, two Mercedes 220 SE and on
Peugeot 404. Apart from the odd teeth missing out of fir t
gear and a couple of scratches, most of the guests received their
car at the end of the evening in good condition. There is no
doubt that this chaffeur idea made a good start to the evening's
entertainment.

REGIMENTAL 'OPEN DAY'
Billy Walker chats to members of the Regimental Boxing TeamLance-C orporal Townsend, Signalman Corner, Signalman Barber,
Private Bell, RAOC, and Signalman Bennett

effected by 2 Squadron, led by Major Moss, L:eutenant Sutherland and S.S.M. Peat, bore fruit, when, as one accurate estimate
was heard to say " there must be all of 1,500 " people arrived
at Carter Barracks for the official opening by the famous boxer
Billy Walker, in attendance also on the platform were Keith
Fordyce and Baroara Anne-neither of whom require any introduction. The efforts of nearly all troops in the Regiment resulted in all the usual fairground activities from Children's Pony
Rides, R oundabouts, Noddy Train, Cinema Skittles, Bingo,
Treasure Island, PT D isplay by the Junior Leaders Regiment,
Helicopter display, to the always welcome Cup of Tea provided
with other refreshments by the Wives' Club. In all, the afternoon was an unqualified success, and the Regiment was
·• Closed " at about 5.30 p.m.
In the evening followed the All Ranks' Dance . This time it
was I Squadron who had planned and organised the event under
Capt. Mulley and S.S.M. Overton. The Garrison Gymnasium
known always as a cruel place of tortu:e, was transformed into
a more cruel atmosphere of a witches' den with giant spiders
and witches' brooms everywhere, but none the less, a happy
and relaxed atmosphere prevailed as the Reg:ment, its families
-and girl friends danced to the excellent music of "The Cameos"
alternating with the D ance Section of the Corps Band, both of
whom gave real professional performances. As always, the
dance was a great success, and ended a perfect, yet tiring day.
And so with only one day left in July to tidy up the odds and
ends, The Regiment split its many ways, as the major!ty proceeded on a well-earned summer holiday.
The future--a major exercise overseas, Admin istrative Inspection and then before we know where we are-Christmas.

7Ch IlEGl.HE!\"T, B.F.P.O. 15
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Office r s' ~les s Annual Part)·
On Friday, 9th July, 1965, the Officers' Mess held their
annuli! party. This year it was decided that it would be in the
form of a Greek Wines and Mezes evening, and so the Mess
had to do a great deal of interior d ecorating. A bamboo hut
was erected in one corner of the ante-room, and with the
artistic touch of the wives, flowers were arranged to give the
whole ante-room a Grecian atmosphere. Some 150 guests were
invited, i.e., approximately 70 cars and the parking was obviously going to be a problem. And then somebody came up with
a bright suggestion-why not do a SAVOY Hotel act, and let
the Signalman take the car off the driver at the door and then
drive it up to the car park. Would you let somebody drive your
car? Ne>-well the majority thought that at first, but wheu it
was pointed out that most people would want to " fall in line "
regardless, thoughts changed. So, outside the Mess 12 drivers
awaited eagerly the arrival of the first car. What a let down-
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Offic ers' ltless v. Sergeants' ltless cricket mat4'h
Once again the weather interfered and the match had to be
played on the square as the cricket field was still under water.
T he officers batted first, and after a few odd decisions left
the field some 45 minutes later, all out for 80 after being 6o
for fou r. The tail just d idn t wag !! The W .Os and Sgts. then
batted, and looked really in trouble at 50 for 6, but thanks to
staunch batting by R.Q M .S. Jagger, managed to complete the
innings without further loss.
After tea, there were still two hours left and so each side had
another innings. Each player had to bowl at least two overs,
often with frightening results. Th is, very fittingly finished in a
tie, both sides scoring 98. A most enjoyable day was had by
all, players and spectators, and thanks must be given to the
Sergeants' Mess for their hospitaEty.
The R egimen tal Athletics
Unfortunately, this year the Regiment could not use the civilian
stadium in Herford, which caused a great deal of trouble. Instead, the " field " at the back of the camp had to be made into
an athletics track. As it was, it was only big enough for a 300
metre track.
The week before the athletics, the weather broke, and it
rained continuously for some ten days, thus flood ing the field.
With the Morrison Cup only seven days away, the Regimental
athletics just could not be postponed and so we all got
thoroughly wet. Jokes about paddling rnund and 100 metres
·breast stroke wore a little th in by the m iddle of the afternoon.
At the end of the afternoon, 1 Squadron emerged the winners
by some 50 po!nts, H .Q . Squadron being the runners-up. Due
to the conditions, there were no outstanding events and only
one Regimental record was broken.
The " Hairies " of 2 Squadron managed to retain their reputation after a closely fought battle with the " Fairies " of 3
Squadron in the Tug-of-War.
ltlarriages
Signalman M . L. Gage to Miss Shirley Ann Davis, at English
Methodist Church, Brytwn on 26th June, 1965.
L ance-Corporal C. G. Bellamy to M iss Ann Connelly at
Register Office, Nottingham, on 26th June, 1965.

New Pattern Corps Ties
At a recent meeting, the Corps Committee approved
modified versions of the Corps tie to meet a demand
for a tie more in the modern trend.
These ties are as follows:
PATTERN D . - An open-ended tie with diagonal
stripes and conventional cut but considerably narrower
in width.
PATTERN Ex. - A straight-cut tie of narrow width
throughout its length with square cut ends and horizontal stripes.
These ties are in terylene and can be ordered from
Association H.Q., price 8/ - each, post free.
When ordering, it will be sufficient to refer to them
as Pattern ' D ' or .Pattern ' E1.'
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10th Regiment, Hounslow
H .H.Q. The Regiment wish Major (T.O.T.) Freddie Cox
and Major (Tfc.) Tom my Thomas all the very best in their
retirement from the Corps. Major Cox, who has been O.C.
Signal Troop (Works), Shoeburyness, for the past six years,
will be missed by all ranks, but our loss is a gain by SX
Branch, D usseldorf, where he goes as an RO.III. Tommy
Thomas returns to Cheltenham, where he has decided to
settle.
S i g 11 a I Troo1•
(\\-"orksl Sho.-bury ness. The Commanding Officer, during his
mon thly visit, presented
the
I mperial
Service
Medal to Mr. Arthur
Baker for his loyalty and
long per iod of service to
the Corps. Ar-thur Baker
was first employed on the
ranges at Shoeburyness
in 1921, and, except for
one short break during
the war worked there
continuously for 44 years.
I t was during that year
that R.E. Signals became
responsible for range
communications and took
over from the Post Office.
Mr. Art hur Baker after presentation of the
The routes at that time
Imperial Service Medal
had been constructed
from old 4olb. bronze,
salvaged from World War I, a far cry from th~ present mul?core plastic cables and automatic exchange w~th two satellite
levels.
I Squadron. As anticipated in our last WIRE ~otes,
July was to be a somewhat hectic month for the Regiment
and, in particular, 1 Squadron.
.
.
The State Visit of the President .of Chile provided one or
two anxious moments on his arrival at Victoria Station, but all
went well, and even the weather was kin~ to u~ on that day.
G3 NOT, the Regiment's. arnateu! . radio stauon, has been
touring during this month with recruiung d isplays at the county
shows at Dagenham, the Royal Norfolk S~ow and Lower
Beetling. Captain Scott, Staff Sergeant J?av:es and Serg_~t
T anner have done an excellent job in re-des1gnmg our recrmtmg
booth and tackling the problem of putting over the " appeal
of Service life" to would-be recruits. At the mom~t, G3 NOT
is with the Eastern Command Cadet Demo~tra~on Team at
Crowborough and will be working from Pirbnght and St.
Martin's Plilii from time to time.
Our Linemen and Comcen Operators hav~ ~een away from
Hounslow for virtually the whole month, assistmg 31t th~ Royal
Tournament the International Horse Show at White City, and
at Stoney Castle Camp, with the A.C.F. and C.C.F. summer

camp.
Cauoe h•f:· The Canoe Club made a modest start this
season. We mherited two canvas canoes from 6o5 Troop and
have since bought a new fibreglass craft with a gr~nt ~m the
Nuffield Trust. Unfortunately, we have no experts m ~is sport,
so O.R.Q.M.S. Singer and his small band of ca~oe1sts spend
their time slowly acquiring experience on the R iver Thames.
The club has spent one week-end paddling from Abingd<;>~ to
Wallingford, and is about to .embark on a. more .arnb1~~us
programme of week-end canoemg and campmg-this a JOlllt
venture with the local W.R.A.C. D etachmenr.
P e r s onal

Marriages - Signalman A. M . Lobban, on 26th June, 1965,
to Patricia Ann Innes, at the Methodist Church, Stratton St.
Margarets; Signalman T . J. N elson, o~ 17th July, 19.65, to
Ann D iana Wacker at Park Presbytar1an Church, Middlesbrough ; Lanoe-Cor~ral D . A. Smith, on 21s~ July, 1965, to
Jennifer Shirley Arnold, at Bournemouth Register Office.
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Births.-To Lanc~-Corporal and Mrs. W. A. Coltman, a
daughter, Pamela Ann, on ISt August, 1965, at Kingston-onThames Hospital.
Senior Departures.-Staff Sergeant T. G. H ill, to 28th Regiment, B.A.0.R., on 9th July; Sergeant P. R. Hard man, to 235
Squadron, Malta, on 10th July.

For Oldf'r Ctu11rad""

Some Thoughts, some Memories anti
Reflections on a Last Journey
BY EX-W.0 .II E. A. STRUTT, ROYAL SIGNALS, 1929-1965,
L ATE OF THE ARMY INFORMATION CENTRE, JERSEY.

AND

The Inst official j our n ey o ( an Arm y 4'nreer
.. And may ithe boat that takes you over sink to the bottom
of the pani Sahib." I cannot think of any reason why I sho~d
quote ·this malediction. I am on a boat, however, the s.s. Sarma,
on the last official journey of my Army career. I am caking " the
cheapest and most direct route" from Jersey t? the R.A._c.
D epot, Bovington Camp, where I am to be de-km~ and discharged after half a lifetime in Royal Signals. It 1s a rough
crossing but I am quite comfortable. For ~even hours I can
relax. Perhaps it would have been more fitlJ?g had I travelled
to Catterick for release but who at uth Regiment would know
me? Over fifteen years detached from the Corps, a~ Army
Recruiter, Channel Islands! No! the R.A.C. Depot will serve
my purpose. Besides, the choice is not mine. In m.y . role . as
Recruiter I am attached to R.A.C. D::pot for all adm1D1strauve
purposes.
M e mories c ome Ooodi11g back
As the Sarnia proceeds I look back over the years-even ts
and people. Lon g forgotten names come flooding back. That
horrible winter of 1928-9 when I first wore breeches, puttees
and spurs. No. 4 Squad, Depot Battalion, Corporal " D ixie"
D ean in charge of eighteen young soldiers. Three mon~s
"square bashing." I was " Stick man " and I knew that I did
not deserve the honour. Keenlyside, Stillwell, "' Jumbo"
Charlton, good fellows all W here are they now?
.
How did we enjoy ourselves in those days? No r~d10 or TV
in the barrack rooms! We were happy enough. I?ischarge by
purchase was rare. Ten shillin gs a we~~.k-spendJ?g money!
One and six for a return ticket to Darlmgton . Cigs--ten for
4d. (Woodbines). We. were v<;rY fit and usually. hu~gry. We
survived on Army rations unul pay day. On this big day of
the week long queues formed in Ke~mel Lines Y.M._c.A.
There was a "Wet Canteen " for beer dnnkers but rhe hab1tues
were certainly not young soldiers-we gradually lea:ned. to
appreciate beer in the pubs round the Market Squares m Richmond and Darlington. It was an a7quir~ taste. I'll say we ~ere
happy. We appreciated the matenal things because such things
were beyond our means.
Shouting, jee ring, cbeeriJ1~ betwe en rounds
I suppose we spent about an hour a day cleaning ~nd polishing. Discipline was strict but h';llilan~. ~e accept~ It and were
I can t give you anybetter for it-even Corporal Stickley s.
thing but Jove baby "-we sang and " Ship struck a ro7k cake."
Lads from the Mounted Wing (there were horses m Royal
Signals) sang " We've been in the saddle for hours and h?!1fS
. . . ." The Boxing Arena (~10<?<1 Tub) saw .many exc1tmg
contests. Shouting, cheering, ieenng and clapping took place
between rounds. Silence during the bout .. The.. ~~cworth
T rophy for Athletics and Cross-Country Runnmg- F (Boys)
Company usually the winners-led by Tommy Blades who,
even then, had long service stripes fi:-om Cl;lff to elbow. (How
proud we were to sport that first service stripe after two ye~rs>.
" Ginger" H utty the outstanding runner of those day liked
a pork pie before t he start I Sandes .H ome" nea~ th~ Camp
Centre, an ambitious project was bemg bwlt with its own
cinema attached.
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H c•k u nin i
·Don ' ( ' om1uu1y
The .. . Sanua having berthed in Guernsey has resumed its
voyage. Alderney is visible to tarboard . . . but I am back
again in Don Company -trying hard to mas ter the inuicies of
wirele as taught by a civilian instructor who travelled daily
from Darlington. I got on bett::.r with line instruments- the
Tele 110 <he DMK 111 and the Fullerphonc.
I qualified as an In trumtnt Mechanic Class III and got my
fir t po ting to A.F.V. Signals, Tidworth. MB. M.C. sets were
being fitted in tanks and we formed in Tank ignal Sections,
one section to each Battalion of the Royal Tank Corps. By
the ummer of 1930 I was back in Cattcrick on attachment to
4th Battalion R.T.C. A happy S.ction, about twenty strong,
with Lieutenant Severin as O.C.-" Ginger" Munn and
" n ky" Butler, Section CorpQrals. Back to Tidworth at the
end of the training sea on-and preparation for draft. (But let
my memories halt for the moment . . . the Sarnia gives a blast
on her sir n ! )

====Jimmy takes tlle Higll Roat!==
Royal Signa.l.s help out 1vitli the 1965 \Vclbeck
College C.C.F. Cam.11 in Scotl11nd
By J,ieutenant Kelvin Kent
~lauy

Incidents
DAWN execution; a three-tanner over a mountain crag;
the administration sergeant in hospital after an accident
with an antenna; medical evacuation from obscure locations,
and the undreamt of spectacle of a Foreman of Signals actually
carrying an A4I set into a company attack in the early hours!
These were but isolated incidents in the hectic Welbeck College
C.C.F. Exercise " Scotch Mist," held in the Higlands near
Loch Tay between 23rd and 26th July this year.

A

Communications made the 1.ian possible
In all, nineteen Royal Signals personnel from the School of
Signals and 8th Regiment were engaged for a week in assisting
Welbeck College C.C.F., where possible, in the running of
their annual camp at Cultybraggen. Most of the help given
was the supplying of HF and VHF communications for the purpose of controlling the 72 hour escape and evasion-type of
exercise. This took the form of a self-contained "irregular"
pla{oon moving on foot across a large area of mountainous
country being patrolled by three platoons of a home-based
company. The culmination, after two hard days, was a night
attack on the company position, followed by a dawn counterattack on the " irregular " position.
The rather comprehensive communications facilities made
possible the complete and successful execution of the ambitious
programme preplanned by the Commanding Officer of the
Contingent, Lieutenant-Colonel G. C. W. Barker Harland,
M.B.E., M.C., T.D.

The Signals detachment was under overall command of

Increased operating range for h.f., AM and
SSB transmitter/receivers, is provided most
economically by the Redifon Linear Amplifier,
Type GA.406 which boosts r.f. output to 7f:IJW
p.e.p. from 50W p.e.p. over 2-18Mc/s.

'Jimmy' (Signalman Freeburn) was there

Captai.n Doug Genders, with Lieutenant~ob Brewis and Kelvin
m. charge of ~e company and "irregular " platoon commurucat1ons respecuvely.
All three_ helped as DS for clle exercise, together with Foreman
RoY: Morns, w.hose. main .t ask. was trying to keep track of
equipment mov1~g m all direcuons and the running-repair of
wate~logged radio sets and the odd transister.
It was quite
amazmg to see how much was ret~ed in one piece, although
the loss ?f a ~able ~um by the "irregulars" still remains a
mystery, m spite of Signalman Ron Mooney's reply that it had
not been left at -t he camp site. Maybe it Wf!S one of those
mortar bombs after all!

•Four operating channels-three pre-set, one
continuously ttmable •Remote-control channel
selection • Fully automatic Send / Receive
switching • Front panel control for switching
amplifier out of circuit • Comprehensive
metering for quick setting of different
frequencies • Optional v.s.w.r. indicator
• Silicon diode power unit • Standard rackmounting unit (14 x 19 x 18!· in.) or housed in
cabinet as required.

Ken~

Hard work and cbeerf11b1ess
AI?art from communications themselves, a lot of work was
put m by the detachment of drivers from 8th Regiment and
the School of Signals, who were on call all the time and
covered vast mileages over difficult .t errain. The cheerfulness
of Lance-Corporal Johnson's face at 04.00 hours had to be
see':1 to be believed, and the only mishap during the whole
penod up ~ere was .when a 3-ton vehicle disappeared over the
top. of a cliff two miles away from where it should have been.
I~ 1S i:iot believed, however that Signalman. " Taffy" Hughes
did this so~t of thing for a living in "Civvy Street."
A Dn ijnk was arranged to work back to Catterick with
~orporal Michael Godfrey in charge. This created a 'lot of
mterest.

"

It went to his head!
C.S.0., NORCO, paid us 11 visit and appeared to be pleased
with what was going on. However, had he stayed a little
longer, and seen the speed at which Sergeant Alan Casey was
erecting a 27ft. mast, he might have been convinced that it had
gone to his head (Sergeant Casey's, that is! >-poor chap, those
five stitches must have been painful.
A1•palli11g weather but all enjoyed themselves
The exercise itself was an unqualified success, and although
the weather was appalling throughout, everyone enjoyed themselves and we all learnt a great deal. Indeed, it was most
encouraging to find such an interest shown and high standard
maintained by the cadet opetators. They performed a hard job
in difficult conditions (especially the " irregular" platoon), but
not once did their communications fail them badly, and despite
the fact that at times they were practically sweating blood,
their morale remained high. Maybe this was due to the calmness and efficiency of the Cadet Signal Sergeant. After all,
you cannot get blo<>:Q_ out of a Stone!
(The rumour that has r:eached THE WIRE that Sergeant Casey

has been put up for a Mention-in-Despatches is, in fact, not
true.- Editor)

Full technical information
will be sent on request.

Retli/On

LIMITED COMMUNICATIONS SALES DIVISION

Four Weeks' Rigorous Training on Norwegian Ice Cap
Included in the party of 19, found from the three Services
for this expedition, is Lieutenant J. H. Lowe of the Corps. We
wish him luck and hope he may have a story for THE WIRE in
due course.
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·A R AWAY PLACES-=UNUSUAL JOBS
Reports from the Outposts
Ju the Track of History

Cruising
to the

M P D I T ER R.

S EA

SCALE I i 3 , 500,000( S.S mil<.• • I in<..h)

D11 c l• to Paplws

T he voyage of the good ship "Natanis."
A

h u r ried d eparture

KIPPERED by Major Freddie Lockwood, the party made
a hurried departure from Famagusta in order to get well
out to sea to beat an unfavourable meteorological forecast given
by R.A.F. Episkopi. As the time available for the cruise was
somewhat limited, the possibility of having to wait in harbour
for more favourable conditions was out of the question. This
wise decision enabled us to get well clear of the harbour before
the predicted depression reached us. The first two days were
therefore by no means what one might expect of the Mediterranean at this time of year; strong head }Vinds and rising seas
made progress rather slow. Added to this, the stowage problem
had to be tackled under difficult cx:mditions owing to the hasty
departure.

S

Th e idignitfl of c urried stew poured o n h i s h ead

On the third day the southern coast of Cyprus was cleared
with Paphos receding into the distance as a course was set for
the island of Rhodes, some 250 miles to the nor:th--west. Conditions improved rapidly with seas no longer breaking over the
deck to catch the unwary· hanCI during sail changes. With the
sunshine spirits rose, and the preparation of food in the tiny
galley was done in comparative ease, the agility of an acrobat
being no longer required. There was one occasion when our
most skilful cook endured the indignity of having curried
stew and then rice gudding poured on his head as meals were
being handed up on deck.
Ho ve tu
By now, all were thoroughly accustomed to the boat and
a settled routine of watch-keeping was possible. For those of
us not familiar with the art of navigation, there were opportunities to try their skill with the sextant and the RDF set. We
were now making up our lost time and hopes were rising at
the prospect of making landfall in two and a half days. However, these hopes were dashed by a sudden squall which came
upon us by ni~ht as we were nearing Rhodes. Speedy setting
of the stormsail and reefing down of the mainsail enabled us
to heave-to and ride out a force seven wind with the minimum
of discomfort from the rather menacing seas. Fortunately the
storm subsided as suddenly as it had come upon us 'and,
apart from a few cuts and bruises, we were none the worse.
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On the following day we reluctantly left this idyll ic harbour
agai n to the sound of the monastery bells, and within s~
hours were entering Port Syrni, an attractive town rising
steeply in terraces around the head of a mownainous cove.
Ma ny of the picturesque houses were found to be derelict, due
to a decline in the population from 7,000 to less than 2,000
in the last 20 years, apparently caused by a depression in the
sponge trade and the lack of fresh wator. The first persons
we met on going ashore were two American engineers who
run a solar sea water distillation plant on behalf of the World
Church M ission of St. Paul, M inn esota. Without this assistance
the plight of the islanders would be desperate. The exploit~
of British and Greek troops against Italians and Germans in
the last war are commemorated by a prominent memorial on
the quayside.
·
In t h e s hadow of tlae tow e ring Ta11r11s
After a dawn departure we decided to explore the Turkish
coast before returning to Rhodes for supplies and the homeward journey. This section of the coast rises steeply from
the sea with occasional sheltered anchorages which, judging
from the ruined forts, had been the scene of many conflic!s
in the turbulent days of Christ ian and Saracen struggles. As
we sailed south-eastward we were in the shadow of the towering Taurus mountains, wh ich rise to 12,oooft.; our last sight of
la nd being the former Italian isl!lnd of Castelorizo.
Two migrating swallows joined us for a couple of days
and we fed them on va rious insects we discovered we had
picked up at our ports of call. One of the birds flew away
several hours before we sighted land, proving its navigational
superiority, whilst the oth~ r, regrettably expired in the fug
in the fo'c'sle and was accorded a reverent disposal.

Dodecanese
Islands
T h a t well - known sailing
enthusiast, Major F r e d d y
Lockwood, Captains H. Scott
and J. M. Newman, Stall
Sergeant F. M. Orr and
Sergeant J. Radford discover
history in these remote islands.
Another story in our series
"Farway
Places - unusual
jobs."

A 1wlar 11ea wat••r distilltrtifJ n plant

Rhodes and. a

ilurrfl ol oilicials

The dim outline of Rho;des was picked up at a point within
five miles of the set oourse, which was close to the U nited
States ship which is permanently anchored offshore t o transmit
the " Voice of America " programmes. After a few hours we
entered the historic harbour of Rhodes to be met by a flurry
of officials who were kind enough to allot us a berth normally
reserved for yachts in the millionaire class. We were quick to
indulge ourselves in the excellent quayside restaurants, dressed
in clothes previously stowed in polythene bags, and now
reckoned ourselves indistinguishable from those who had oome
to Rhodes by more sophisticated mean s.
We allowed ourselves two days' sightseeing, which was most
rewarding. The ancient city itself has a oontinuous history
of some 4,000 years, and t races of its occupation by Phoenicians,
Persians, Greeks, Romans, Turks, Crusaders, Venetians,
Genoese and Italians oould be seen. I ts capture from the
Germans by the British at the closing stages of the last war
p rovided the opportunity fo r the island's rest oration to Greece
after a thousand years.

Gentle breezes took us back to Paphos, the point on the
south-'West of Cyprus we had left ten days before. Another 36
hours and Natanis was safely berthed at Famagusta beside
Cito. On the following day we went about our business in
H .Q., Royal Signals, and 259 Squadron.

A Corps Technician goes to Gan ls/anti-anti gives The Wire his story
Hy lV. O. fl

(Tech.)

J. D. Smeth hurst

HIS is a short article by a member of 30th Regiment's
other travelling group, the world-wide installation team,
who are presently working in Aden, have just been to Gan
Island and have Hong K ong, Singapore, and more of Aden to
come.
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A story-book t ropic a l isl e
Gan is beautiful-and I say this with no reservation. It is
a story-book tropical isle, complete with palms drooping list. lessly over a pink and white coral beach, a sea of azure and
aquamarine blue and, of course, a surf-washed reef. Gone are
ow all is covered by a mantle of
the days of barren eanh.
carefully cultivated vegetation, exactly the same as grass. Inland, palms have been precisely arranged, to appear as if they
are growing at random, in cool, shady clumps.
To back up the attraction of .r:he island itself, there is a
variety of sports and hobbies to pursue. The social life is taken
care of at a part of the island known at Clubland. This is a
collection of buildings situated out of harm's way at one end
of the runway. Regarding sport, the thing which impressed me
was the floodlighting facility available for the basketball and
tennis COUl'tS.

T

~ea rest

Loo kin g across the Lagoon at the next island w hich is called Fed u.
(Pronounced Faydoo)

" S putJlik - s potting '
I was amused at first to find Mess member solemnly making
their way to die beach after dinner to sit and spot " Spumiks."
All this complete with after-dinner coffee. But potting is
,
' a sort <;>,f 1eague ta bl e: "Ge ~m1
. .
taken seriously,
and theres
confirmed Mariner II unconfirmed, and that type of thmg.
Soon I was one of the spotters, and I looked forward to .see
·something sail across {he heavens at about 7 p.m. each eyerung.
"I.r's on time tonight, Jock." "Yes, but it's on a dtfferent
course."

\Vele om e d by t h e nio n as t ,..r y bells

After t his welcome digression, we slipped our moorings and
headed into the eastern Aegean, under the shadow of the snowcapped moun tains of Turkish Anatolia. Within a few hours
a vista of Greek islands lay before us. Tilos, Cos and Simi
were amongst .the larger ones which could be picked out as we
made for the Gulf of Doris. We decided to explore Simi, a
rugged, mountainous and largely barren island, and put into
the deJightful, enclosed natural harbour of P anormittis, which
is dominated by a twelfth century monastery. On approach we
were greeted by ringing of the monastery bells, which is the
islanders' traditional welcome to strangers. This was no perfunctory affair, but a full peal lasting some five minutes. The
abbot invited us to see the church, which con tained many
interesting carvings and icons, some of which were the gifts of
various Czars of R ussia.
We found a memorial on the quay to the Abbot, who was
shot by the Germans in 1944 for operating a No. 19 set to
assist 234 Infantry Brigade during operations to capture the
Dodecanese.

An a p1trt•ben s h rn d4'tt:nrlln•t•
An installation to be done in Gan. My wife is alway$
horrified at the prospect of an away job, but this time we
were horrified together.
Gao.- An immediate idea of corrugated iron, corrugated
sand and the inevitable circle of vultu res. Theo ca me the impressions of others: "' It's grim. What d id you do wrong?"
and, " take the paludrin after each meal without fai l- not one
tablet, mind-take the whole bottle." Then I came across
an aerial photograph which was glorious in its simplicity; just
a lump of what appeared to be rock.
The day arrived when Signalman Olive (ex-apprentice,
Harrogate) and I headed for R.A.F., Lyneham, and the East.
We settled ourselves inside a Britannia of R.A.F. Transpon
Command, along with thirteen other passengers and several
thousands of pounds of air fr eight, or I should say " air fright,"
because I thought that this aeroplane was never going to lift
off, but it did, and a wonderfully comfortable flight ensuedAkrotiri, Bahrein, and t hen Gan.
We landed at 24.00 hours. " Good evening, and welcome to
Gan," said the Movements Officer, wi th a sunburnt mirthless
grin. " Everything may safely be left in the cabin, less paperbacks and periodicals.'' " Ay, Ay," thought I, " this is where
it all begins." Olive prodded me to my feet and out we stepped
into a temperature of 85 °F . and a tepid rain shower.
Away we went to the Transit Lounge, and there, hand outstretched just like Dr. Livingstone, stood Staff Sergeant W. K.
L . Bell (ex-Boy, February, 1946, intake). After that we were
home and fairly dry.
Staff Bell runs a Troop of nine, which does a terrific job
in Gan. The Troop is detached from 19th Regiment in Singapore, and although 2,ooo-odd miles of sea wa ter separate the
Troop from the Regiment, R.H.Q. make full use of Transport
Command to visit frequeody, and thus keep the garrison in the
picture.
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land 6 00 miles away
Of course, the reputation of Gao is based on a feeling of
loneliness. After a short period on the island it is clear that
your world is about t wo miles long and half-a-mile wide, and
that the nearest land mass is 6oo miles away.
T·his feeJiog of isolation highlights the arrival of any aircraft
on Gan. For instance, there was always a good turn-out,
even to watch the local Shackleton return from a short training
flight.
The event of the week was the arrival of a British Eagle
Britannia, complete with two air hostesses. These young ladies
always called at the local store, and at ~his time the pl~ce
was crowded out with shoppers, all breathmg hard and takmg
any·thing up to 30 minutes to decide between 20 this or 20
that and a box of matches. These girls are always glamorous
and it was a pleasure to smoke so much . . .
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.\11 additJon to the Corps Yacht C:luh?

Anyway, there we sat on the beach, observing the stunts of
the blokes in the punts-so to speak. Eventually we decided
that we would build a boat out of a packing case. That's where
the installation selector rack came in. This was great fun. We
caulked the case with beeswax and tarred spunyarn, built a
prow on the front end, and constructed a rudder for the ba k
end out of bits of packing case. The rudder was controlled with
a length of Dro.
Naturally, B. Dobinson was at loggerheads with us over a
name for the boa.t. He wanted to call it " Sapper II" or
" Chatham " or something. Eventually we compromised with
"Gerta Cito" and "Honi Soit Qui Mal Y Pense" painted o
ide by side. Unfortunately, the whole was marred by the
legends "handle with care," " use no hooks " and so forth.
The craft was launched eventually by members of the Troop
on_ carefr~e Saturday night. I am rold that the prow was
the first thmg to snap off. After that it was very plain sailing

Dhon is at anchor

As time went on and the installation was completed, time
hung rather heavily. One day three of us sat on t he beach,
Jock Bell, Brian Dobinson and myself. Here I must introduce
Brian Dobinson : he is the Postal Unit Serge~nt and, in fact,
runs B.F.P.O. 180. Being a Sapper, Jock and I referred to him
as "' Dad." We took no notice of his advice, however. If we
had taken it, neither Jock nor I would have been aole to untie
ourselves for days.

==== Mission to Gong Keaak =====
Another one of the Corps' unusual jobs! Operations Troop
of the 19th Regiment are despatched to a remote part of
Malaysia to help re-activate a disused runway in the jungle
for RA.F. use.
When the Troop first heard that they were going on detachment to Gong Kedak the immediate reaction was, "'Where is
it?" Apart from the higher authorities no one had ever heard
of it. After a joint map reading session it was event~y discovered as a small dot on the north-east coast of Malaya.
There now commenced the usual flurry of activity that goes
with i:ireparation_ for any detachment; checking troop stores,
arrangmg collecuon of barbed WJ.re and Far East Air Force
m?bility packs, lectures on security and hygiene, issue of palludrme tablets and last but not least ensuring documentation went
~mootbly. For the first ~eek in the field we would be entirely
mdependent and responsible for own security, hence the barbed
wire and mobility packs.
By the evening of the 7th April all the stores had been
packed, and all was transferred ro the local Air Movements for
loading, and an early start the following morning.

/

o,·er virgin jungles
At 07.15 hours next morning the sun had already cleared
the night mist from the ground and its rays had penetrated ·to
where our troop was paraded in front of the stores to draw
arms and ammunition prior to travelling to Air Movements for
emplaning. On arriv~l at the ~port, our Beverley was not
quite ready du~ to bemg ~verweight. Thi~ problem was finally
solved by leavmg our trailer and five miles of cable behind.
vi;:e ev_entuall}'. boarded the :iircraft and after the normal preflight mstrucaons by the Air-Quartermaster, taxied on to the
runway at approximately 09.00 hours and were on course for
Gong Kedak.
After two hours of flying over virgin jungles we started to
descend t~ the i:unway at Goi;ig ~edak. First impressions
were that it was JUSt a runway m a Jungle clearing and very
very hot. Nothing ~unted, however, we set to work to unload
the aircraft while Major P. D. Tidey (O.C. 2 Squadron) set
off to m~rk out the camp area or possibly catch a tiger. We
had ~rcv1ously been wondering how to move the stores from
the aircraft to the camp area but to our delight the R.A.F.
came to the rescue. It seemed that previous to our arrival a
detachment from 5001 Squadron R.A.F. had arrived bringing

.\nd so we say farewt•ll
So the time came for us to leave the Island of Gan. Oli t
came home on the Comet flight and I followed later in a goo
old Britannia. This time I was accompanied by four of the
largest Bristol turbo-prop engines that you could ever meer
"We .can't possib!Y lif.t off this time," I thought. But, as usual,
we did, and arnved at Lyneham full of in-flight food and
amazement.
That was that. A qu ick dr ive home through the rain-soaked
greenery of an English summer ro the bosom of my family.
"Who's that, Mummy?" asked our youngest, before I flashed
him his present from Singapore. "Oh, it must be Dad." It
was good to be home.

transport wirh them and they willingly lent us two 3-tonners
to help move all our equipment.
When the aircraft had been unloaded and all stores moved
to the camp area we had a break, which gave us a chance to
look around. ApRarently during the war a Japanese airfield
had been constructed here but had since broken up. Across this
a new runway had been built by the R.A.F. The runway was
surrounded on three sides by mountains and on the other jungle.
Afte~ a break Sergeant Irvine split the troop into small working
parties and everyone pitched in to build the camp site, including Major Tidey and L ieutenan( Hampson, the 0.C. Troop.
It seemed to everyone present that the camp went up in record
time. Every member of the troop had equipped himself with
sun-glasses and this proved to be very forsighted since, by the
middle of the afternoon, the glare was terrific and so was the
heat. Even members of the troop who had been in the Far East
over two years and bad travelled on detachment all over Malaya,
Thailand and Borneo agreed that it had never been as hot
and by the end of the afternoon all had their shirts on to
protect against excessive sunburn. In the meantime, whilst
everyone was working, our two cooks-Lance-Corporal Lyon
and Signalman Hogan--commenced to get a meal and a bot
cup of tea ready and by the time work was finished and we all
had a wash we were more than ready for eats. It would be
usual at this point to give some standard joke about the cooking
b~t unfortunately the food tasted excellent. After tea, and
mmdful of the faot that we were responsible for our own security
a guard was derailed and we settled down for a rest and ~
game of cards. This consisted mainly of learning the finer
points of bridge from the O.C. Squadron.
Things that move in tlae uigltt
Early the next morning we were awakened by some interesting
stories from the guards; it seemed that· during the night Signalman Gray swore blind that he had seen a light moving up and
down over the far side of the runway and also other members
• of the guard had heard drums beating. We have still bad no
explanation of these occurences. After a good breakfast Sergeant
Irvine and myself set out to check the cable ducts on both sides
of the runway and locations of various equipment sites whilst
the remainder of the troop carried on finishing the site. The
latter included erecting showers and digging rain trenches
around the tents. Major Tidey and LieuteMnt Hampson went
off to the nearest village to make arrangements for ice and
botiles of lemonade, coca-cola, etc.

On the 10th Sergeant Irvine and Lance-Corporal Moorhouse
commenced to erect and test out our switchboard whilst the
line detachment which consisted of Lance-Corporal Hughes
Signalmen Flintham, Long Coyle, Goodfellow and :myself
started to lay lines.
This went on daily and was counterbalanced somewhat by
bridge every evening, sustained by the odd can of beer or two.
By the end of ,the first week we had achieved a network of cables
and a flourishi ng bridge and whist club. During one of the
afternoons we were able to fit in a couple of hours swimming.
The beach where we went was one of the best I have ever seen
with miles of golden sands shaded in most parts by luxuriously
foliaged palm trees. The sea was a glorious dark blue and
abounded with myriads of brightly coloured fish.

Faraway Places! Unusual Jobs!

== Nijmegen Marches 1965
By Junior Signalman A. J. Smith•• Lion " Troop, Junior Leaders Regiment

OR the sixth time in seven years the Junior Leaders Regiment Royal Signals sent teams to compete in the four days'
March at Nijmegen in Holland.
We departed from Denbury Camp at 08.30 hours Saturday,
24th July, in a somewhat ancient bus with Major Joyner and
C.S.M.I. Carpenter in charge.
At 00.30 hours on Sunday morning, our ferry departed from
Dover docks on the way to Ostend. For most of the four
hours' journey across the English Channel we were asleep.
At Ostend we were the last off the ferry, but first through
the Customs. A luxury coach was waiting for us outside, which
took us to the Belgium-Holland border. Here we bad our first
cup of continental coffee. It was about 12.30 hours when the
bus arrived at the Nijmegen camp. C.S.M.I. Carpenter soon
found out which tent was to be our home for the week. After
settling in, kit had to be done for the Flag Parade the next day,
as we were all on it this year.

F

Unfortunate affair with a large puddle
At 16.30 hours a Dutch army truck took us to a football
stadium. Twelve National Anthems were played by a Dutch
band· as each country's National Anthem was played that
coun~'s flag was broken and we all sto?d up._ Afte~ _the flag
ceremony the different military bands, ~cludmg_ Bnt_ish and
Canadian, gave a short performance durmg which time the
representative contingents were formed up round the arena. for
the march past. Down in front of our stand was a _lake-sized
puddle. The contingents were formed up alphabetically and
we were all wondering who was going to get the " puddle
position." Of course, it had to be us, and Major Joyner halted
us right in the middle. A burst of laughter came from the
crowd as mud splashed all over our best uniforms and those
of the adjacent teams.

Nijmegen marches 1965. Slim Squadron Team

On the 12th, the main party of R.A.F. personnel arrived and
characteristically enouzh the first rain fell at the same time.
By rain, of course, is meant that the skies just opened up and
let everything go at once. The R.A.F. spent an extremely
energetic time erecting tents in between deluges.
Eventually, personnel of the troop began to drift away back
to Singapore and "civilisation." Among t the first to leave were
our two cooks who had done an extremely good job and showed
that the "Hairies" can turn their hand to anything successfully.
As the days slipped behind us more R.A.F. personnel arrived,
more lines were laid and eventually the airfield was ready for
the R.A.F. Squadron to arrive. Soon our task was completed
and except for leaving a mainteMnce/emergency detachment in
location we were compelled to finally wind up the bridge club
and return to our Regiment.

Why not send us your story?
Some •· took the micky " out of ns
At 03.00 hours Tues~y morning we were awakened by the
C.S.M.I. standing over us in shorts. When we were ready we
were marched to the truck which took us to the start of the
first day's march. During the first ~y most of the other te3IDS
taking part laughed and took the micky out of us, because of
our slow pace. Nevertheless we had no blisters, unlike most
of those who had rushed past us earlier in the day. That night
we slept soundly.
l\Te meet up with the American Bangers
Wednesday we were awakened at 03.00 once again by the
C.S.M.I. in his shorts and vest, and we set off from the start
soon after 05.00 hours. Despite the early start there were
many young people out to cheer us on. Some of the girls
were particularly enthusiastic. We found that hardly any of
the other teams made fun of our slow pace. Just after the
first check point we caught up with the U.S.A. army team
called The Rangers. We soon learnt some of their songs and
put our own words to them. At the second check point one
of the Rangers asked if we called our team leader "Baldy."
We thought this amusing but it made C.S.M.I. Carpenter grab
his walking stick and chase after one of the Welsh members
. of our team. We left the Rangers at the check point and
finished the 40 km. march by 13.30 hours.
Raw bacon sandwiches and, of course, rain

The third day we were awakened in the usual manner at
05.30 hours. After collecting our breakfast and dinner, which
consisted or raw bacon and cheese sandwiches and honey
cakes we boarded our transport and were driven to the
start.' Within the first hour of marching it began raining and
never stopped until late that afternoon. Because of the rain
we never stopped long at any rest place and the third day,
usually a long tired one with several steep hills, proved ev~n
quicker than the first two. It was as pleasant as t:ver, despite
our damp clothes, to be sprayed with scent by the Boldoot girls
advertising this part:cular scent, and to receive a free handout
of chewing gum.
First British team in
On Friday 03.00 hours we awoke to find that it was raining
heavier than ever. We waited until it eased off before we
started on our fourth and final day's march. Today we felt
was our day, and we overtook our othe~ R~gimental team _from
Monty Squadron whilst they were drinkmg coffee outside a
cafe. Today we were going to finish before them for a c:tiange.
We quickened our pace until we reached the pontoon bndge at
Cuujk where we were told that we were the second team ~o
cross it and that the first team was no more than 200 yards m
front. On rhe other side of the river we stopped at a cafe and
celebrated. While celebrating three teams went past us. J?st
outside •he cafe we gave a " sweaty " eyes right to an En~lish
Brigadier and carried on marching. Later on we soon regamed
our plac~ of second. At the changing place we were the first
British team to check in on the 40 km. route. The Montgomery
team arrived about 20 minutes after us. Here we changed. for
the march past and vaited for over an hour for eno':'gh Bnush
teams to arrive so that there were enough to build up the
British party for the final march into Nijmegen.. Both of our
Junior Leaders Regimental team were to march m together.
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Not to be outdone by 3 H.Q. and Signal Regiment's report
on the ranks of their visitors during mid-April to mid-May,
we can now boast that in a five-day period the visitors to the
Regiment included two Generals and a Major-General.
On 2nd July, the pass-off parade of Nos. 6 and 7 Troops
was taken by the Adjutant-General, General Sir Reginald
Hewitson, K.C.B., C.B.E., D.S.O. At the prizegiving, after the
parade, he addressed a large gathering of parents, in which he
spoke in most glowing terms of the work of the . Corps and,
in particular, how impressed he had been with Signal Regiments
during his recent tour in B.A.O.R. The mothers and fathers
present were greatly reassured by his words. Before leaving,
the Adjutant-General spent forty minutes in the Warrant
Officer ' and Sergeants' Mess.
Th Corps lland-011 tape
A new innovation in the Regiment is the new drill aid-a
high quality tape recorder and loudspeakers, providing an
"Instant Corps Band." Its value is already proved.
The Corps Band, which is normally present at all passing-off
parades, was not availa ble when os. 4 and 5 Troops passed
off at the end of the month. One Squadron turned to the
"Instant Corps Band ' and we used taped music for the first
time on a pass-off parade.
There were doubts, as the time drew near, about the tape
recorder's re.liability (·there was talk of putting an officer in
charge of the operating). On the day, after endless practice,
Staff Sergeant Gilder was in charge his bags packed and car
engine running.
The whole operation went smoothly and without a hitch.
In fact, the Inspecting Officer spent most of the parade trying
to find the band! There are thoughts-and only thoughts-<>f
putting words of command on tape as well, so that ·the parade
There are endless
commander merely mimes the words.
possibilities . . . .
Instructional Wing have just completed the first double
Staff Sergeams' Course and feel (having finished the forty reports) that their block leave is well deserved.
Dest lleeruit--pass-off, 2nd .July, 1965

Signalman W. D. Mackay

Signalman W. D. Mackay
comes from a Service familyhis father is in the R.A.F. He
has travelled to Germany, the
Sport
Middle and Far East.
takes up most of his spare time.
He played water polo for the
R.A.F. at Acklington and had
a vacational job as lifeguard in
Tripoli (he holds the R.L.S.S.
bronze medallion for lifesaving). On bis return to U.K.
he took up gliding and now bas
the A. & B. endorsements to the
He also
Gliding Certificate.
takes an interest in judo and
skin-diving.

Best Rec>ruit - pass-off,
Signalman P. V. H. Brinsden,
who lives at West Malling,
Kent, was the best recruit on
the pass-out on 16th July,
1965.

16th .July, 1965.
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Ten Young Soldiers walli. 160 111iles aloncr
Penine \Vay
The suggestion that the Potential Officer Troop should
attempt part of -t he Pennine Walk was put to the Commanding
Officer early in April, and, with his enthusiastic agreement
plans were made for a ten-day exercise. The task was to reach
a_s far nor_thwards as possible in the time given, at the same
ume carry.u;ig out a det~iled _rec7~ along the route, marking up
a map, notmg the walks swtab1lity for future expeditions and
selecting camp sites, etc.
The load 011 their backs
The party, which consisted of one Warrant Officer and ten
O.R.s l, was en tirely self-supporting, carrying i.rs own food
cookers, fuel, bedding and tentage. The load for each ma~
was. 30 to 34-lb. On the march, the party was split into two
sections of five, each section taking it in tum to move off an
hour earlier than the other and forging ahead to the selected
~rea to recce th_e ca~p site. The other section making a slower
iourney, collectmg mformation for the final report. Each day
the sec~ion leader was c~ang~d to give everyone the experience
of lead:ng and map-reading m difficult country.
The _date chosen for the start of the exercise was 1st June,
and . this day sa"'.' u~ camped. at Edale, D erbyshire, testing our
equ1p~ent and v1ewmg with mterest the slopes above us leading
to Kmder Scout, our first objective.
Se~·e re

Country
We set off on 2nd June, and in the n ext .three days covered
so~e very severe country indeed, including as it did, not only
Kinder Scout, but Bleaklow, Black Moss, White Moss, and
many other peaks.. The ground was peat bog laced with gullies,
the track non-existent and compass a vital necessity. This
stage of th~ walk ended at the reservoir near Keighley, covered
over 50 rrules and crossed four county boundaries.
The next two days saw, to our relief, some easier country
and everyone took the opportunity on the journey to Malham
Cove to nurse acnmg sh~ulders and feet. A disturbed night at
~he cov~, due to -the ant:Jcs of some teenage campers, did notb1?g to improve our efficiency, or tempers, and it was with relief that we turned our backs on Malham the following morning
and continued our journey.
~fag n ifteent

Sicnalman P. V. H. Brinsden

SETTLE CAMP
... And we only wanted to wash our feet
THE PENNINE WALKERS
Starting the ascent to Stonesdale Moor. Left to right : Lance-Cor·
poral Farey, Signalmen Baker, Smith, Caple, Halliburton, Haulan

station, to greet the smiling fac ~ of Corporal Smart, our driver,
drink a long and welcome pint, and travel back to Catterick
with the satisfaction of a task well done.
We bad travelled an estimated 160 miles along the top of
England's spine (not too many of those miles were due to
faulty map-reading, I am happy to say). No one had dropped
out or lagged, some of us probably came back with a new
set of values. Certainly it was an experience none of us will
forget and one which will stand us in good stead in the
future.

Damp Camp at Settle

vaned an enioyable of the whole walk. Horton, Thwaite, Hawes
and Keld, small .towns nestling in the dales were reached by
way of a ' se.ries of great ridges and peaks. The weather was
excellent, with the exception of a brief storm which overtook
us hi~h. up on Dodd Fell and made everyone realise just bow
well lt is to be prepared for this type of country. Brief the
s~orm was, and we C<:!ntinued our journey in fine clear conditions. None of us will forget the magnificent panorama from
Great Shuner or the climb down into the Swaledale.
The final stage, from Keld to Middleton-in-Teesdale was
in some ways an anti-climax, passing, as it did through very
r<?ugh ~1:d comparatively uninteresting country,' so it was in
high spmts -that we descended the last hill to Middleton railway

~otbing

daunted-plenty of spirit and enthusiasm
The fourth day was bright, but overcast, and the morning
was spent competitively playing rugby, soccer, a spot of
archery, tug-of-war, and rounded off with a cross-country run.
Nothing daunted, the Troop went on a hike in the afternoon
to the Nature Reserve at Malham Tarn. This was thoroughly
enjoyed by the recruits, all of whom successfully completed the
journey. Only sore feet and a few blisters prevented them
going for another bike in the evening! Everyone showed a
preference for a social and " compo " hot-<logs in camp.
Rumour had it that the reason for the whole Troop volunteering for picquet duty on the 23.30 to oI.oo stag was, that some
young ladies on a camping holiday had been known to take a
late night swim. Although there were some red faces most
mornings, it was never categorically proved by any of the cadre.
Considering these recruits were straight from civilian life
and had done no training at all, they showed spirit and enthusiasm and learnt the first essential injp'edient in Army life-the ability to get along with each other and work as a team.

ECRUITS joining at Catterick are posted to a pre-training

Squadron until they can be absorbed into the normal
R
basic training. During this period a certain amount of adventure
training takes place, and a popular item is a five-day camp at
Settle.-Editor).

Sun A.W.O.L.
"How many now, Sergeant Atkins?"
"Two more arrived last night sir, making IS so far, and
seven more due this week. We are going to Settle next week.
We are not going to start training until we have at least 35
men. Corporal Mills can stay behind to look after the new
arrivals while we go and find some sun."
The only sun we found was on the trip out to the camping
site. The eating of Lance-Corporal Marsh's first me~l. and the
start of the rain coincided. This did not mar the spmt of the
recruits who were looking forward to a swim in the nearby
peacefcl river. This peace was somewhat disturbed during the
first night, and the 6 30 a.m. dip that had been planned was
quickly cancelled. The river bad risen 4 ~eet, and the _pool :ve
bad planned for the swim was now seetbmg and foammg with
nasty undercurrents.
The damp wearher cut down our activities slight!)'., but
games of rugby in swimming trunks and boots D .M.S., m the
mud, kept most people occupied.

Panorama fro111 the Great Slu111N·

~he trek _northwards from Malham was probably the most

He joined the Corps at Cambridge Recruiting Office on 10th
May, 1965, in order to become
a technician. His father is
serving in the R.A.F. and
Signalman Brinsden has already
travelled abroad a great deal.
His ma i n s po r t s are
swimming and athletics, and
radio model construction is his
favourite hobby.

THE PENNINE WALKERS
Main party arriving at Camp Site in Keld.
(Left to right) Signalmen
Mcintyre, Sharp, Joyce, Corporal Davies, W.0.1 Taylor

Plenty of excite111e11t and interest
The third day brought milder weather . and the two Gold
Standard Life Savers Staff Sergeant Gilder and Sergeant
Atkins were more settl~d about the condition of the rive~. -:r:ne
torrent bad abated as quickly as it had begun, and sw~g
canoeing and rope river crossing gave the young recrwts
plenty of excitement and interest.
.
Two parties were given the task ~f a " timed " hi.kc. Startmg
on opposite banks, near the ca~p sit~, they. were given an hour
to move down river to a crossmg pomt- this was a large sewer
pipe over the river just below a weU:, and to return a_long the
opposite bank. The winning I>arty fims?ed the r~und trip of fiye
miles in · 50 minutes, but this was with the aid of a mobile
cement mixer.

PERCIVAL COACHES
for PRIVATE HIRE
Luxury Saloon Coaches
Availablejor Military
units at short notice
Tl!LBPHONll: RICHMOND 2348

Percival Brothers (Coaches) Ltd
53, MARKET PLACE, RICHMOND, YORKS.
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Bo11Jn t o t h e R iver in Ships 11Jith 3Squadro11,11th Begi11ient

The last phBBe
At around 2 a.m. most of the youths bad been through the
halfway point, so it was decided that the enemy should withdraw and set up a cordon around the last objective. This was
a brick and ·tile works near Cinderford. It was not long before
the first youths started getting "home." To do this they had
to get inside the cordon, and go to the caretaker's hut. By this
cime the standa'!"d of night movement was becoming quite good,
and quite a number of youths managed it by going right past
the brickworks, and then coming in by the back. We soon
became wise to this, however, and blocked this means of entry.
One group of unfortunates got to the main gate and said, " We
have made it." But a voice out of the grass said, ••Not quite."
It is noteworthy that all the youths made it to the brick works
by half past four and it is commendable that none of them gave
up or got lost. After all the youths were in, it was just a matter
of a declaration for ammunition, 'l"eturn to camp and cleaning
of weapons, all in time for an early breakfast and so to bed.
The exercise was a tremendous success. One person in
particular stood out, this was Corporal Arscott. He worked very
hard-almost too hard l in that he did so well capturing people
rhat he almost stopped the exercise!
The final comment was: "When is the next one?"

I. The N uffield T ru st C rui ser, "Mercury I" starts yet another trip to the Thames after spending winter in dry dock.
2. Into the ri ver she goes. Has anyo ne seen C o rp o ral Barton?
3. Ahl There he is. "Yo u we re su p posed to be push ing!!"
4. A ll's well that ends well! Corpor al Barton, Signalman Cahill, W . 0.11 Roberts, W.0.1 Evans, Lance-Corporal Fuoco, and
Signa lm a n W rig h t Ioe le o n as Mr. Prince fits the o u tbo ard.

14th R EGIMENT, GLOUCESTER
" Things get quieter during the summer months " someone
said . It is ~cult to see in what way ! The TRC i~ as always
busy and durmg the past month has continued to receive its
full share of vi~i~ors. Co°:t~nuing our policy of selling the R egiment to the c1v1l authorities we have entertained and shown
Bodd~gton to official parties representing the Gloucester City
Council and th.e Chel~enham Town Council. We also were very
pleasf'.<1 to r~ce1ve Ma1or-General L. de M. Thuillier, c .B., O.B.E.,
one t1m e Director of Telecommunications, who, whilst he was
in the chair, said the words, " Let .there be STRAD at Bodd ingron." He was thus able to see the results of that decision.
Eseap e and Eva s io11
Our mind s are constantly seeking out ways and means to
provide variety in the daily round and the latest venture was
in conjunction with No. 25 Army Youth Team to organise a~
esca~ and evasion exercise for the local You'th Clubs. The
loc~tion was the Forest of Dean and the exercise setting painted
~ picture of a revolt by the local miners who intelligence told u s
mtended to abduct the youth of the area as hostages for their
cause. It had been decided therefore that the local youths
sh?uld be evacuated, and they were gathered together for
briefing.
This presented a perfect target for the local miners to capture
them. The "miners " were made up of Regimental personnel
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who wen t with tr an sp ort to two local youth clubs. The youths
were forced to board a bus to be tran sported to the mines. At
the mine the freedom fighters had set up an ambush to release
the captives. Amid st a flurr y of thunderflashes and small arms
fire the poor youths, by th is time very bewildered, were set free.
T he start of the exercise, therefore, provided, an excellent
atmosphere of what was ·t o come.
The pipeline
The you ths having been freed were sent out along the p:peli ne in groups of four. In the meantime, the freedom fi ghters
changed once more into miners, and went out into the forest to
lay ambush to t ry and recapture the escaping youths. For the
n ext two hours there were sporadic bursts of fire showing t hat
the you lihs had bumped into their enemy.
Meanwhile the Directing Staff (Captain S. Firth and SecondLieutenant C. Win) had got into their L and Rover and driven
to the midway point to await the first arrivals . Here there was
a cup of coffee and biscuits waitmg for them, provided by some
delighted young ladies of the Youth Club. During t he stop
there was a visit by t·he police, who were wondering what all
the firing was about. This, in spite of .the fact that the police
had been notified, and a .trip made to the local police in person
by the 0.C. of 25 A.Y.T. l Soon some of the captured youths
were brought in for " interrogation." This was not rough, but
must have been quite fr ightening for young lads of 15.

The first lle gime n t al UP~atta-2 Js t J1dy, 196 5
After days of torrential rain we heaved a sigh of relief when
Wednesday, 21st July, dawned bright and clear with a steady
south-west wind. For that was the day selected for the first
ever Regimental Regatta to be held at Upton Warren, near
Droitwich.
Staff Sergeant Conway's detachment from 2 Squadron bad
worked hard to create an atmosphere worthy of the occasion.
A smart new hut had been installed on flagstones overlooking
the start/finish line, flanked by the Signalling yard arm complete
with bright new ' minute balls' and a flagpole from which the
Corps flag fluttered bravely. The gravel pit had been re-buoyed
and the shallows marked. Bunting fluttered everywhere.
A large marquee housed the Cook Sergeant and his staff ready
with morning coffees-lunch (tomato soup, quarter chicken and
ham salad and tfifle), tea and sandwiches, a well stocked bar and
enough tables and chairs, occasional tables and easy chairs and
carpets to render the sailing of secondary impo.rtance-to nonsailors, of course I
By 10.00 hours all was ready. The officers of the day, Major
M. B. Page, R.A.0.C ., ably assisted by Captain Simon Firth and
Corporal Lambie of the Glosters (all experienced helmsmen)
had tested their P.A. equipment and electric clock (run from
Installation Troop's generator) and had practiced the startin g
procedure. The first rnce was scheduled for 10.30 hours, with
the " 10-minute warning gun " at 10.20 hours.
The programme called fo r a series of inter-Squadron even ts
sailed in two legs, in GP14s and F ir eflies, and two heats and a
final for both the N ovices and the Open E vent.
At 10.15 hours O.C. I Squadron appeared wi th the shattering
news that he could only man one boat (one belm~ma~ _and one
crew) out of the three requ ired. After much n ail bnmg, two
of the 0.0.D .'s skippers were seconded to I Squadron, two
extra crew-members were produced from 2 Squadro~ and
loaned to 1 Squadron and the Regatta began only IO mmutes
behind schedule.
As it happen ed that fir st race was decisive. 2 Squadr~n
sailing on ·t heir own puddle, in Fireflies, against ne"."corners m
GP 14s should h ave skated it. In fa ct, the 0 .0.D. adiudged that
Major McDevitt's Flying Start anticipated the gun and he ~ad
to return and start again to finish third, whilst his two supportmg
experts, W .0.II Barrett (who subsequently won the Open Event)
and Mr. Holloway (who crewed his normal crew,~· Wensley,
to victory in t he Novices) both retired after touch mg buoys I
What a " turn-up for the books." Nevertheless every subsequent
race was fought out to the bitter end.
R.H.Q. put up a magnificent show. They p~ovided a ~omplete
team in lieu of 3 Squadron who h ave n.o sailors, and 1t ~as a
splendid sight to see the C.O., Second-10-C?mmand, Aqiutant
and P.R.!. (Major George D awson of the ~1ddle sex ~~~,ment)
battling it out with the rest to screams of Starboard,
Mast
abeam" and " What the - - ! ! ! " etc.
The issue was in doubt right up to ithe last race (and for half
an hour a~erwards whilst protests were heard)-the Team Even t
going to I Squadron (83) by t point from 2 Squadron (82t )
and you can't get much closer ~ban that I
The Command ing Officer's wife, Mrs. D. B. Emley, presented

the prizes and we all repaired to the Regency Bar of 2 Squadron's
Tudor Hall, to sail every race in retrospect over glasses of 'Red
Barrel,' when everyone agreed that the first-ever Regimental
Regana had been well worth doing-and doing again!
Departure- of t h e W.ll.A.C.
4 Squadron of the Regiment is now reduced to a handful of
girls. These stay with us until the end of September. 0.C.
4 Squadron during the winding up process has produced some
strange statistics-for example, we have 20 ex-4 Squadron girls
as regimental wives-! Since 1963 there have been 179 arrivals
and 236 departures to and from the Squadron. Now they have
almost all gone and we must admit, that their absence makes
the Barracks quite a dull place!
1 5th HEGIMEN T , D.F.P.O. 60
It's a w a y they have a t the 15th
You know the sort of thing we want? Things
like anecdotes about the Admin, about colourful
cockroaches, Richmond write-up, Security scares,
sundry snippets.
Of course I do, after all I have now been here
for six days. So here goes . - ..
Admini s trative

lm~ne~tlon

Sufficient to say that it is
now over.
Brigadier R. L. Hargraves,
C. B.E., Commander A d en
Brigade, was the inspr cting
officer and the day started
with the presentation of Long
Service and Good Conduct
medals to R.Q.M.S. A. R.
H ill and Staff Sergeant V. J.
G ambell. Our congratulations to the two " old " men
for standing so long in t he
heat of the day.

R.Q . M.S. A. R. H ill a nd Staff Sergeant
V. J. Ga mbell awaiting t he a r r ival or
Br igadier Harg rov es to pr esent them
with their l .S. and G.C . meda ls

T he m o r n i n g passed
quickly with the u s u al
rou tine, but d espite the
prayers of 1 Squadron the
grass seed scattered the day
before had not grown; and
was that S.S .M . Laing who
tipped a load of garbage at
the Brigadier's feet? The
final event took the form of
lunch in the Officers' Mess.

Colo urful c o ckro aehes
Activities in the W arrant Officers' and Sergeants' Mess seei;n
to have reached a peak recently with the " Aden Feline Handicap." Several members of the Mess were to be seen on hands
and knees (even the R.S.M. ?) trying to trap enough starters.
The roaches were duly given their colours and numbers by
S.S.M. L aing wielding a paintbrush and all was ready for the
great day.
H di
The main event of the meeting was the " Cat Scratch an cap" with six runners. Favourite was " Meeow" by " Fifteen"
out of •• Two Five Four " and highly fancied was " Flap " by
"Admin" out of "Control." The race was fiercely contested
and, despite the nefarious use of Flysprays, all the runners
completed the course.
Ri c hmorul
This is the name of the first Services automatic exchange in
Aden State. The name was chosen for ?bvious re.asons- because
of the long association of the Corps with Cattenck Camp I
The exchange was officially opened by . Brigadier R. ~·
Bremner, o .B.E., Commander, .24 Infantry .Br:gade Group. I_t is
the first step in the long awaited moderrusat1on of the Services
telephone network here. The 400 e~tension excha~g.e has been
installed by Ericsons of En.gland assisted by technic1a~s ?f the
Regiment and of 3ot? Reg:ment. Now the ex~hange is ~ u. e
all the maintenance 1s earned out by the Regiment, as 1t will
be for all the new exchanges.
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Naturally, b e fore the
official opening, the changeover from CB to Auto had
to be made. Everything was
made ready for this relatively
simple operation. The CB
exchange was to be disconnected by removing the heat
coils and the Auto connected
by releasing contacts held
open by chocks. "Heat coils
owl-Chocks awa y!
Then the CB exchange
went wild with its board becoming fu lly engaged. There
was a certain amount of
confu sion until it was realised
that" It's those b . . . heat
coils!"
Briiadier R. M. Bremner, O .B.E. making
Linemen came quickly to
the open inc call on the new auto system
the rescue; it is obvious
really, if you want to disconnect something, then cut rbe wires. There was much snipping
of pliers and the problem was solved.
Seeuri ty Scare
We are all very much aware of the " troubles " in Aden and
the following story gives an indication of the risks involved
and the keen sense of responsibility of the soldiers here.
A prowler patrol reported to :the Camp Orderly Officer,
Captain W. A. C. Griffiths, that be had found something that
might be a mine on the football pitch. Captain Griffiths hurried
to the scene and saw that the freshly turned mound did indeed
look suspicious and alerted the Security Centre. In a short time
there were mine detectors, searchlights and security patrols wi:th
all their lights highlighting the forbidding mound of earth.
Gently the mound was probed-" There's something in
here." The mine detectors were brought forward but they
produced a negative result.
"It must be plastic explosive."
An infanteer Major cleared the area and, lying prone began
to scrape away the soil His fingers probed slowly downwards
until with a cry of horror he collected a handful of -?- ?-?
It was at this stage that be noticed a cat watching him intently
as if to say "What are you doing in my hole?"
Sundry Snippets
On 31st July Corporal D . M . Wallace was married to Miss
Elizabeth Hough in St. Martin's Church, Seederseer. T he bride

was given away by Lieutenant-Colonel J. W. Rayner, Royal
Signals, and the best man was Corporal Roberts of Comcan
Troop. Our congratulations to them.
We must also extend best wishes to Signalman and Mrs
Powell and Signalman and Mrs. Rushton, who were recently
married in U.K.
To add to the number of " Chiefs " in the Regiment we
welcome the following new arrivals: Captain I. Graham, SecondLieutenant 0. M. Lewis and me, Captain T. A. Panther.
May we all have a successful tour.

THE BRITISH ARMY'S NEW HF RADIO STATION-THE A . 13

The most up-to-date, fully transistorised, lightweight, military H.F. packs~t-the Plessey-made
A.13-is now in full producti on. A lready adopted
by N.A.T.O. and Comm onwealth armi es, the
A .13 has proved its su pe riority in world-wide
trials and in service wi th th e Brit ish Army.

16tlt REGIMENT, D.l'.P.O. 35
Once again our hosts for the 1965 Inter-Unit Athletic Championships were the members of 7th Regiment, and again they
earned our grateful thanks for their hospitality in accommodating those of us who had travelled some distance to
compete.
Despite the foul weather several records were broken, and
even the weather was unable to dampen the humour of the
announcer, who, during the first afternoon when the rain was
teeming down and water was lying inches deep on the track,
called for competitors for the 50 metre breaststroke. The comments of the crowd were not recorded !

Free T uning w ithout Netting
Th e A.13's cry stal calibrator makes any one of
th e 2,400 chann els in t he 2-8Mc/s band available
immed iately, without netting .

\Ve come second to 7th-but make a promise
We managed to come second to our hosts and promise them
a close fight next year, when we hope to reverse the result. Our
team, incidentally, is a truly Regimental one since it includes
members of A.P.T.C., R.A.O.C., R.E.M.E. and A.C.C.-our
R.A.P.C. attached personnel are all keen cricketers and do not
aspire to athletic greatness.
Cricket has suffered as a result of the bad weather we have
been " enjoying" for the past month or so, and in consequence
many of our fixtures have been washed out. Despite the many
suggestions from our comedians, 0 .I.C. Cricket refuses to train
the team for Water Polo !
Having won the Rhine Area Swimming Championships we
qualified to compete in the B.A.O.R. Championships, but found
the standard too high to achieve team honours, but nevertheless
our congratulations to the team for their excellent efforts in
reaching the finals, and to W.O.II lent on coming second in
the 400 metre free style individual event.
We bid farewell to Major R. C. K. Baron, T.D., and wish
him well in his new post in FARELF, and welcome his relief,
Major H. McD. Chapman, and also Lieutenant W. T. Lesson,
both of whGm have joined in the past few days.

PM, AM and CW Operation
Phase modu lation gives improved range with
longer battery life. AM and CW facilities make
the A.13 compatible with existing systems.
Multi-Role Flexibility
High-grade, lightweight ancillaries can be
prov ided for any man-pack, ground station or
vehicle role. Transistorised amplifiers, hand
generators, voltage regulators, remote controls,
vehicle adaptors and a full range of aerials are
all available.
Ruggedness with Easy Maintenance
The A.13 fully meets the most exacting British
Army standards for ruggedness and ease of
maintenance. Highest reliability is maintained
throughout the A.13's long life.

1 9th R E GllUEN T , c /o G.P.O. SI N GAPORE

Operations Troop

,

This month we feature 2 Squadron which is responsible for
Far Eastern Air Force telephone and landline facilities outside
Singapore island and Hong Kong.
L ast year " Operations Troop" participated in Exercise "Air
Boon Choo" in Thailand. Towards the end of last year twO
detachments were despatched to K uantan and Alor Star for the
airfields re-established there.
This year, airfield activation at Sibu in Sarawak involved the
deployment of another detachment, and O.C. 2 Squadron, Major
P. D . Tidey, Royal Signals, took the whole troop to Gonk Kedak
to help activate .t he airfield in the jungle. Sleep was disturbed
by drumming in the Kampong. Enquiries disclosed the Bomoh
(Witch Doctor) was appeasing the airfield Ghost (a certain Mr.
G ho) who was subsequently blamed for cable faults. A tiger
has also been seen in the area, a real one not the canned variety.
S ee articles about this on pages 314 and 315

.. Good heaven1-what'1 he doinc down there?" Brigadier R. L. Hargroves,
C.B.E., Comma nder Ade n Brigade, bends over Sig nalman Moger of 15th Regim e nt
to cet • bette r look at t he Job he is do inc in the Cable pit . Intense in t erest and
co ncen t ration is r ecist ered by t he other officen in the picture. ((left to right
Captai n W . A. C. G ri ffiths , Malo r L. P. Clayton , Captain J. Pedler and Lieutenant·
Colonel J. W. Rayner, C.O .
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lUuluysia Troop
H aving finally recovered from the recent Squadron Social
Evening, the Troop are in the midst of detachment change--0ver
in Borneo.
Corporal " Javelin " Hehir has now departed for Kuching
with strict orders to add at least 20 feet to his best throw.
Come to think of it, brandishing a javelin might at least d issuade
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Rechargeable Batteries
With a 1: 9 transmit/ receive ratio, the battery I ife
exceeds 8 hours. Batteries are quickly charged
from the hand generator or any vehicle supply.

0

A.13 standard man-pack radio

For further details,
please request Publication 233.
The Plessey Company Limited
llford , Essex, Eng land.
Telephone: llford 3040. Telex: 23166
Telegrams: Plessey llford Telex.

PLESSEY Electronics

A Vintage Year for ...
the labourer from cutting more cables. For the pa t three
months Sergeant Holder and company have competed daily with
smiling, pick-wie!ding local .
The relief detaclunents from Labuan and Tawau have been
d lay d. Has S .geant Robinson got friends in Air Movements
or are they hoping for that ' luin. ' Singapore-Labuan cruise?
taff Atan and his leave-hungry men are still up-country
with the Australians at Butterworth. With the project almost
complete the Foreman of Signals visit, motivated by the thought
of steak breakfa ts will cease.
What of the rest? Well, Corporal Koh was despatched with
all speed to Gan Island and back at Seletar Corporal Goss
continues to work wonders with the athletes. The Malays now
have a television set in their billets, no one would be at all
surprised to find green, square-eyed soldiers on parade at some
future date. Corporal Grubb and Corporal Archer have newly
arrived and we wish them a successful and plea ant tour. One
thing we guarantee is that they will see a large slice of the
Far East.

portsman of the month
Corporal Goss, of No. 2 Squadron, has been elected " Sportsman of the Month" by R.A.F. Seletar Scation neWspaper, "The
Voi<7." One ~f sports' .~sung he_roes he devotes a great deal
of his spare time to trammg, playmg and officiating at no less
than six different sports. Recently in the Army (Singapore)
Annual Athletics Meeting he figured prominently when he
gave his team a flying start in both the 4 x 220 yards and
4 X 100 yards relays, both of which they won comfortably in
very creditable times. He also finished third in the shot putt
and was loudly vociferous in support of his team mates, whom
he seemed to inspire with his own brand of determination
and enthusiasm.
A qualified Army Amateur Athletic coach and official, he is
responsible for . the fitness of ihe personnel of No. 2 Squadron
and this is a job he tackles with great resolve. Not content with
just .coaching he plays hockey and basketball for the Squadron.
He is also a regular at full-back of the Regiment in Division II

21st Regiment
8.F.P.O. 43

..... the hard training
built a team spirit which
is rare in this sport ••• "
SPORTSMAN OF THE MONTH
Corporal Goss receiving the Inter-Squadron Athletics Cup from Mrs.
Maxfield, wife of the Commanding Officer

of <the. H.q.. ~ingapore Area League and plays volleyball for
them m. D1v1S1on I of the local Inter-Section League. In the
Inter-Wmg Rugby Knock-out Cup last season he played for
the .Army Units who finished as close runners-up to Administration Wing.
In his typical forthright manner he has made the challenging
~tatement that I.9th Regiment can and will beat R.A.F. Seletar
m the forthcommg station athletics meet.
As can be seen he is a soldier who gives freely of his time
to help o~ers but who is also a formidable and determined
opp.onent m any o~ the sports in which he participates. These
attributes makes hun a true sportsman and a worthy recipient
of the " Voice of ~port " award

I

NAAFI I
I HELPS
0 TO BUY 0
~

The excellent terms offered by this Naafi scheme bring a new exciting range of
household and personal goods immediately within your purchasing range.

* The economical way of buying on
deferred payments

*Your own payment schemeweekly, fortnightly or monthly

* Applies to the whole range of goods
* With usual Naafi discount or dividend
in the Naaficataloguecosting£5ormore
Make sure to see your Naafi manager today for full details of this exciting opportunity
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Their average age is 23~
and they "saw off" ;._:..
most of their seniors

r .

.:!'.~ · :.,·.·-•"'--'-. .:
list REGIMENT SHOOTING TEAM
Standing: Corporal T . J . A. Willlam1, Corporal J. A. Allen, Second Lieutenant B. H. Rowe, Sl1nalman J. Herbert,
Sl1nalman D. G. Yeomen1. Seated: Second Lieutenant R. C. F. Homewood, Lieutenant P. E. A. Chaddock,
Captain D. H. lnsall, Sicnalman C. G. Harris, Corporal Wilson

Bard training, team spirit and a will to win
ETAILED results of the Royal Signals and A.RA. Meetings
have ~ady appeared in a previous issue. Captain David
Insall and his iteam have had a bumper year and it looks as if
the insura n~ premium for the silver they have brought back
ma_y. well put the P.~.I. in debt. A 3 a.m. reveille during
trammg seems to work wonders, but let Captain Insall tell his
own story:" Those who unwittingly found themselves on the 'list' for
the Regimental Bisley Team might well have thought they were
bound for some S.A.S. operation. In a recent annexure to a
G .R.O., table <tennis and billiards take a proud .place next 1:0
other manly sports authorised for the Army, but rifle shooting
manages to find itself sandwiched between netball and Tounders
"authorised for W.R.A.C. "Only." Secrets should remain secrets,
but our results were not obtained by more ·than a normal amount
of open range practice. Any ~eader who has voluntarily done
press-ups on the Kiwi's Eye before breakfast may understand
our will ito win. Training for shooting should be exactly the
same as that for athletics, and no man should earn a place at
Bulford or Bisley unless he has worked for rt.
The hard training bred a team stiirit, which is rare in this
sport. When one man did well the others followed, but conversely on the morning after the celebration of our first ' pot '
the team soore was a sick headache to all! The team captain
incessantly warned his men that usually more points are lost
by stupid mistakes than by bad shooting. He set a glowing
example throug·hout, until the very end when, with great
accomplished skill he .felled three • plates ' belonging to the
opposing team in the R.U.R. Cup. lrt was lime consolation

D

22nd

HEGl~IENT,

B.F.P.0. 16

Summer Camps
The first two weeks of che month of July saw elements of
the Regiment taking part in Exercise " Safari " and the majority
of 244 Squadron talcing part in Exercise "Spread Eagle."
During the second half of the month most of the Regimen t
went away to summer camps for a fortnight. No. I Squadron
went to Bad Segeberg, by rhe side of the Warder See; No. 2
Squadron to Kellinghausen on the Baltic; and 244 Squadron to
Sahlenburg on the North Sea coast.
During the camps, emphasis was placed on military trammg
as opposed to signalling. PE tests were completed by the
THE WIRE , SEPTEMBER-OCTOBER 1965

that this team went on to finish third in the match. Our team
adjutant, Second-Lieutenant Barry Rowe, made painstaking
checks as each man waited his turn to fire. This saved us countless lost points, until one day a NAAFI van appeared on the
scene. As usual the world blinked, and Corporal Williams went
back to his shooting with someone else's rifle. It is believed
that he fired a very tight group mostly to the left of the target!
Six of our nine reached the second stage of <the Army
Championship (the best 300) and four reached the Army
Hundred and are thus awarded Corps Shooting Colours. This
compa1"es well with the Queen's Own Highlanders who had five
out of twelve in the Hundred. The average age of our team was
23, so experience accounted for little. One statistic, not to be
found elsewhere, is that the Champion Team Trophy holds
nine pints, one for each member and a refill for the team
adjutant!"

Athletics and tug-o'-war
ln the Morrison Cup the opposition was again too strong for
us, although the team worked well together and gained a number
of successes in the Field events which in previous years have
pushed us down the ohar.i:. A hard fought third place was the
resulc and for next year we must wait and see.
The Tug-o'-War team added to their successes by winning
· the Major Units pull in the Morrison Cup. They end <he season
as winners in the heavyweight class in Rhine Area, R.A.F.
(Germany), and runners-up in me B.A.0 .R. final, which together with their win at Hereford add up to a lot of hard work.
Well done. (Picture on page 334.)

majority for yet another year, and it is hoped that the standard
of military knowledge, particularly map reading has been
improved as a result of the camps.

Flooded Out
Whilst the campers w re enjoying reasonably good weather
during the first week of the camp, our "home town," Lippstadt
in common widi most of the rest of Wesphalia, was suff·'ring
the most severe flooding disaster in living memory, causing
the loss of eleven lives, and many millions of deutschmarks
damage <to crops and property. In Lippstadt itself, the water
rose <to four feet deep in the main shopping street; the cellars
of both hospitals (and of many of our married quarters) were
323

filled with water, electricity and telephones failed, and many
homes had to be evacuated.
Families of members of the Regiment living in the worst hit
areas had sterilized water d livered ro them by the Regiment
and a field canteen was temporarily set up in Akazien Strasse;
midday meal were provided in the dining hall for families;
and the unday joints wer collected and cooked by the Regimental cookhouse.
The L.A.D. did terling work in recovering vehicles which
had become bogged down during operation ro close a gap in
the banks of the River Lippe, which ..had broken its banks for
a distance of 20-25 yards some little way from the town. Unfortunately, while on its way to recover some German Army
recovery vehicles which had themselves fallen upon evil times,
our own cammell attempted to drive over a recently filled-in
cable >trench and succumbed too. It took eight men nearly
twelve hours' hard work {not counting a pause for sleep) to
get it out, but it then completed its task; finishing by helping
a Leyland to haul a very large German recovery tractor bodily
across a waterlogged field.
The floods were a cause for rejoicing by one section of the
conununity, namely the school children, who found, to their
great delight, that the local BFES school had to be closed for
health reasons (following the local German ruling) and that
their summer holidays had been prolonged-poor parents!
We, who were at summer camps throughout all the flooding,
were soon to get a taste of it ourselves, indeed in 244 Squadron
location Second-Lieutenant Haysom (O.I.C. canoeing) was able
to canoe through Zulu troop lines during his morning inspection.

24th REGIME.NT, CATTEBICK.

CA~IP

Summer suddenly arrh·es
On a warm sunny day, just a few weeks ago came the longawaited indication that summer had officially arrived. The
adjutant telephoned all Squadrons the message " Shirt sleeve
order with effect for the following morning." As the directive
percolated through the Regiment the years seemed .to drop away
from the older members and the young seemed younger. Perhaps
the latter and no doubt the former were looking forward to
seeing our W .RAC. dressed for summer.
Certainly the pleasure of anticipating a nice hot spell was
with all of us-after all it was now officially summer in Catterick. But such hopes were short lived. A typical swift change
in the wea-ther-<>ne of those low troughs or a deficiency in
isobars or maybe it is simply to be expected-brought a
cancellation and we are still waiting for our summer to arrive.
Farewell to 1U njor B ill Adam
Those of you well up in history dates will appreciate the
aptness of Major Bill Adam retiring from the Army on tbe 4th
of July. He served the Corps extraordinarily well during his
service and is now a RO.Ill at the School of Signals. We are
all sorry to see him leave. Many will recall his efforts on Corps
Rugby and the fine achievement of the team in winning the
Army cup twice during bis time as secretary.
He served in India before, during and after the war and was
at G.H.Q. Dehli during partition days. After a spell in the
U.K. he went to the Gold Coast (Ghana) where he received
his M.B.E. He tells a delightful, amusing and modest story
about the award.
24th Regiment were very fortunate to have him for over
five years-we wish him every success for the future.
• • • and to ano t h er Dill
Another Major Bill also left us last month. He Js somewhat
larger than Major Adam. Those students or trainees who didn't
knc ., his name would describe him as the big major with a
big moustache. This was, of course, Major Bi.JI Macdonald,
who was our chief instructor for three years. He has moved
on to Colchester District-his home happens to be there-a
coincidence I
\'\.•R.A. C. D nnd much ap p reciated
The integration of the W.R.A.C. into the Regiment has many
beneficial side effects. The feminine touch enhances all messes
and there seems to be a greater enthusiasm for those activities
which can include the W.R.A.C.
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A few days ago the Regiment was entertained by .the W.R.A.C.
Staff Band. Unfortunately, because of another engagement, the
concert lasted just an hour, starting at 5.30. Experience of
local weather dictates that the majority of efforts goes into a
wet weather programme so it came as no surprise to find the
gymnasium all prepared for the evening's entertainment. The
open air venue-Gaza sports field-was completely water-logged.
The Band's repertoire was first class with a particularly
good Post Horn solo of The Hunter. The dexterity of the
Corporal on the percussion insttuments had to be seen to be
believed, and the applause challenged the cymbals in producin
the greatest amount of noise.
Your writer attended more as a duty than with the intention
of gaining pleasure, but came away hoping that another an
longer concert would be arranged in the not too Q.istant futur •

Assist.log schools-problems and bonhomie
The main role of the Regiment is to train basic and upgradmg
students in a number of trades. These are comcen, radio, staff
and telegraph operators and clerks technical.
Frequently, however, we extend our influence and take on
other tasks. A few weeks ago we agreed to assist in trainmg
Cranbrook and Judd Schools CCF on voice procedure, regimental signalling and the WS19. This would ·have been quite
straightforward had it not been for the l;,ist item. Two problems
arose. The first was getting hold of a 19 set and the second with
finding someone who knew the set well enough to operate and
instruct on it. Our Quartermaster, Lieutenant-Colonel (Q.M.)
G . Lynam, solved the first, in bis own inimitable way, and
Sergeant Scott, after suitable research and practice, went to
Warcop with the sort. of confidence that one would expect from
a man who bad operated the 19 set all his life, instead of a few
hours.
We are also responsible for giving assistance to St. Bees
School, Cumberland. A fairlY. high power team went to the
school to test members of the Signal Platoon as regimental
signallers. The party included the Commanding Officer, O.C.
2 Squadron, W.0.11 (Y. of S.) Heaps and Sergeant Brownlie.
Before getting on with its task the team were wined and dined
eit.lJer in the school or at the local hostelry (pub). Being honest
men we did not allow the bonhomie resulting from our treatment to effect our judgment as examiners! We hope to visit
again-soon!
Upgrading-a plea to all Units
At the moment we have about a hundred and fifty men on
the various upgrading courses being run by the Regiment.
They come from all parts of the globe at some expense to the
taxpayer. It is a pity that so many are unable to get full value
from the instruction owing to lack of knowledge in the socalled academic subjects, and lack of ability in skills. We
appreciate that misemployment is inevitable in some trades but,
generally SPeaking, surely, it is not too much to ask that units
give as much help, to nominees for a course, as is possible.
All the courses are designed, because of the time factor, to
take a man up one grade assuming that he is up to the standard
in bis present grade. If a number of men are below standard
at the start of the course this can only adversely affect the whole
course. This results in a relatively small percentage of passes.
Obviously a refresher course for the man prior to his going
on a course is not always possible. But it is possible for the
man to be given the relevant pamphlet to study. We are convinced that the general standard of all trades in the Corps
could be raised if only men could prepare for the COllfSe they
are to attend.
Incidentally, there is a publication, "Courses of Instruction,"
which contains relevant information for units intendending to
send men on upgrading courses. Pamphlet 9B (part of the
publication) concerns the unit and the man. (Latest amendment
is No. 3 of May, 1964). This is well worth reading and would,
if acted upon correctly, save a great deal of inconvenience to
the man, his Unit and this Regiment.
Finally a who's who of 24th Regiment:Commanding Officer
Chief Instructor
.. .
. ..
Assistant Chief Instructor
Adjutant
R.S.M .
. ..
...
O.C. H.Q. Squadron
O.C. I Squadron
O.C. z Squadron •..
O.C. 3 Squadron ...

Lieutenant-Colonel W. A. Sykes
Maior A. J . Jackson
Major K. E. Griffiths, W .R.A .C.
Captain S. Wood
W .0 .I (R.S.M.) M. J. Molony
Major W . G . A. Cmhcan
Major D. Shaw
Major B. A. Canham
Captain T. J. Moynan
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THE SHOOTING TEAM

CLASS B SHOTS SHOW THE WAY

Bock row: (left to right) Corporal Fergusson, Sergeant O'Donaghue,

(Prone) Corporal Cheese, (kneeling) Corporal Fergusson, (standing)

Lieutenant White, Corporal Davies, Signalman Horean

Corporal Davis

Front row: (left to right) Corporal Cheese, Staff-Sergeant Matthews,
Corporal McManus

30th Regiment
BLANDFORD CAMP
Sbootlng
A regimental shooting team materialised one week-end to
take part in the Royal Signals, Southern Command Meeting,
the Royal Signals Meeting and some individuals went on to
Bisley.
N, a team we held our own, a~ individuals some good results
were obtained. Individual results: (a) Staff Sergeant (F. of S.) F. W. Matthews won the Roberts
Cup at the Southern Command Meeting, and an Army
Hundred Medal at Bisley.
(b) Corporal A. J. C. Fergusson (T~legraph Technician),
winner Class B award for the Whitehead, Roupell and
Roberts Competition at the Royal Signals, Southern
Command Meeting.
(c) Corporal P. J. C. Davies (Line Technician), winner Class
B Methuen Cup at the Royal Signals Meeting.
(d) Corporal A. I. Cheese (Special Operator)~ winner C~ss
B Henry Whitehead trophy at the Royal Signals Meeung.

Si&nalman Wilson, age 18 years, with
his local swimming crophtes

Swinuning
One of our younger soldiers,
Signalman James Wilson, of
4 Squadron, went "pot hunting " at the Blandford Forum
Swimming Gala. He returned
as winner of the "under 18,
100 yards' free style race"
and as winner of the "Men's,
100 yards' free style race."
He took part, the week
before, in the semi-finals of
the Dorset County Swimming
Championsbip.s, finishing first
in the 200 yards' free style
race.
He is now in training for
the -County finals and the
County Trials, followed by the
Pier Swim at Portsmouth,
and on to Army Championships.

Awards ·
Long Service and Good Conduct medals were presented,
during the month, to Lieutenant (T.0.T.) W. G. Davies and
Corporal A. D. Gee.
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640 Troop
Sergeant Lee and his detachment returned from s?c months
in Cyprus in support of 1 Loyals. Lance-Corporal Mills, whose
father-in-law served .in the Loyal Regiment for 23 year.s, has
decided to renew the family attachment and ha~ applied to
uansfer to them.
.
Sergeant Ing!efield, after six mont~s with th~ Gun.ners m
Borneo, returned looking very worned, clutchmg his final
Part II Order which stated that be had been embalmed at
Kuching on the 19th of July. Preservation instructions have
been applied for.
.
. .
Detachments have been training at Sennybndge m a1d of the
Combined Cadet Force, at Hayling Island, i? aid of. the . O.K.
Dinghy Ward Championships, and at Ch1venor m aid of
G L.O.s. Detachment commanders seem loth to produce not~s
and pictures of these training events. Perhaps they are afra1d
of letting the cat out of the hai;t.

TO GET A
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JOINT OOMH1:XIC::ATIONS UNIT, DOH!'\tm
From Dasha to luxury Ont
A very ~usy month started with a barrack room competition
promo~ed m an e~?rt to make the tin bashers a little more
attractive. In add1t1on there was also a prize for the soldi r
who produced the best bed space. The winning room ha
worked h_ard and _had split the basha with hardboard and made
co~y-look1?g cub~cles.
<:;:orporal Cairns won the individu, I
prize ha_vmg fash!oned himself something resembling a luxury
flat lacking only m hot and cold running wa(er.

200 SttUADBON, B.F.P.O. 41
Idle? • • • nothlnJC further from the truth
The fact that we have not been seen in print since the
Queen's Parade does not mean we have been idle-nothing
could be fun~er from th7 truth! As soon as the parade was
over, preparauons began m earnest for the 20th Brigade IntertJnit ~thletic Chai:n~ionships, on Friday, nth June. This left
httle wne for trammg, but we were able to turn out quite
a strong team against our rivals-4th Armoured Worshop
uth Company R.A.S.C. (now, we understand, II Squadron'
R C.T.), and 20th Ordnance Field Park.
'
• • • we win the Minor Units C::hamplouship
Trophy • • •
Considering the merciless " summer " so far, we were lucky
to have a fine day. We started the day well with our sprint
team-Sergeant Rogers, Corporal Smith, Signalmen Bell and
Peters-winning the 4 x roo metres relay, followed by a close
second place in the 4 x 200 metres relay. The 4 x 400 metres
relay, although at first apparently doomed to failure was saved
by Signalmen Lambert and Hartley, who put up ~n excellent
performance. In all three middle-distance track events we took
fir t place, but in the field events we were not quite so successful, most. of th~ honours going to 20th O.F.P. However, Corporal
Derbyshire did well to come second in the pole vault and
discus.
It was a great moment at the presentation of prizes to
hear the Squadron team announced as winners of the Minor
Unit Championships. The .trophy is a magnificent cup
guaranteed to hold three bottles of champagne plus half a
bottle of brandy. This was proved during the victory celebrat10ns in the " Blue Lagoon Club " shortly after the prizegivingl

The fun fair drew a crowd of locals

Moss
Bros
COVENT GARDEN, W.C.2

THE COMPLETE MAN'S STORE

Open Thursdays till 7 p.m.
Nearest station Leicester Sq uare
BRANCHES THROUGHOUT THE COUNTRY

W• ere offlcllf Wlors to the Royal Slgnlf•

G.O.c:;. e11joys dri11k with off-duty perso1mel
. Several weeks a~o it was decided that 10th July would be
Signals. pay and n ."".as planned to hold a six-a-side soccer
C?mpetJtion and a driving competition supplemented by several
side shows. The. ~~pe of ~e ?riginal . idea was employed and
the .G.O.C. 17 D!vision was mv1ted to mspect the Unit at work
durii;ig the morning of 10th July. H e enjoyed a very comprehi;ns1ve tour and ~nded up in the Carousel Club having a drink
with off-duty personnel
~hilst the G.0.C. was inspecting a feverish activity was
g?ing on at the local Government School Sports Field getting
side shows ready for the afternoon. This festive occasion turned
out to be a complete success and enabled us to send dona tions
to the three Services Benevolent Funds.
A big crowd turned out and for three hours there was not
a m~ment's rest. If nothing else we hope to have made a Jot
of fnends and some money towards the Unit ski boat.
R ound the island by cn11oe
Lieutenant Tom Scarff left us in the middle of .the month for
249 S<_Iuadron. Just before doing so, he astonished the Q.M. by
accepung a wager of several bottles of champagne that he could
canoe round the island in less than twelve hours. Escorted by
Signalmen Laidlaw and Bardsley in a motor boat he accomplished his task in 8! hours having encountered some very
rough weather and seas. By any standards this was an excellent
performance. We wish him the very best of luck in his new
Squadron.
Fin~lly we say goodbye and ~anks .to the Second-in-Command,
Captain J. N. Taylor, and wish him well at the Staff College.

I

I
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••• we take part i11 Exercise " Silver Spear II •••
Saturday, 12th June, seemed an anti-climax, as we started
off on Exercise "Silver Spear II" (12th-18th June), but it was
not long before all thoughts of our athletic victory were expelled from our minds as the familiar cries of " cam up " and
"are we through?" came hurtling from all corners of our first
location. After our previous exercises it was a great relief to
be in the field for a whole week almost entirely without
"the Staff" (no offence meant). It proved an invaluable
exercise and communication drills were much improved. On
Thursday, 17th June, all officers attended a T.E.W.T. held
by 4th Division H.Q. and Signal Regiment, and the Senior
N.C.O.s t ook over command of the Squadron for the day. The
officers returned afte.r the T.E.W.T. to find the Squadron
running very smoothly, having made one change of location,
under the able command of ,t he R.S.M., "Major" Hornby.
Are officers r eally necessary?
The Rhine Army Summer Horse Show (24th-26th June)
found us providing our, by now annual, standard nerwork of
lines and PA. equipment, plus programme/ticket and Secretary's orderlies.
In order to put into practice our " Silver Spear" lessons,
we moved out on Divisional CPX Exercise "Long Odds) (29th
June - 1st July). This time the staff were out in full force, and
we were kept busy and mobile for the whole three days.
• • • render nssistnu ce in the Paderborn flo od
area • • •
As usual, the Regiments of the Brigade have been training
at Hahne so, not to be outdone, the Squadron and staff also
decided to set up camp on the ranges. The plan was to
move out on the morning of Saturday, 17th July, but things
very nearly went astray when, on Friday evening, several of
our radio and both our radio relay vehicles were deployed
to provide control communications for military assistance in
the Paderborn area. However, we were able to withdraw these
links just in time and we set off for Hahne slightly later than
The
originally planned and with a few sleepless crews!
first rwo days of camp were spent entirely on the classification
range. Just over half the Squadron classified as Marksmen on
the S.M.G. and the S.L.R., and L.M.G. results were most
satisfactory. On the rocket launcher range, Major Spary (0 .C.
1 Flight A.A.C.) gave some of the Squadron an interesting
morning. At least those under instruction know how to go
" tank-hunting" with a 3.5in. rocket launcher, even if all the
rounds fired didn',t quite find the target.
THE WIR E, SEPT E MBER-OCTOBER 1 965

One of the more strenuous activities was trauung for and
completing. the infamous P.E. tests. However, everyone who
started fin1shed the course and, if nothing else, it is recommended to work up a good appetite before breakfast' We
still have a few members of the Squadron for Sergeant Rogers
to put through their " paces" in Detmoldl
. The. remainder ~f the time was spent in a variety of ways,
!ncludmg map-readmg, an introductoin to section tactic , watchmg Squadrons of the Royal Dragoons on their range battleru:is? a night radio e_xercise, a " potted " sports competition, a
dr!vmg r~lly, a vehi~l7 camouflage competition, a safe and
skilled dnvmg competition, and finally, the 20th Brigade Minor
Units Swimming Competition.
• •• and put the SwlmJnlug Trophy on our
s ideboard
The swimmin~ competition was held on Monday, 26th July,
and a more miserable, wet day would be hard to imagine.
However, it was an exciting match and, by the end of a hard
afternoon's swimming, the Squadron was able to place the
swimming trophy alongside the athletics trophy. We hope to
improve on the butterfly tea m by next year! Incidentally, we
also won the water polo without going into the water. No
one would challenge us!

224

squADllON,

),01JGDDOROUGH

B.E31. for Stalf Sergeant W. Todd

On Tuesday, 13th June,
1965, the Squadron was on
parade when the G.0.C.
49th W.R. and N.M. Division/District, Maj(}r-General
C. M. M. Man, O.B.E., M.C.,
presented the B.E.M. to Staff
Sergent W. Todd. Addressing the parade, the General,
speaking in particular to the
young soldiers present, said
that the qualities stated in
the citation such as " constant alertness, resourcefulness, skill and considerable
strength of character " were
· just the things which went
into the make-up of a really
first - class soldier. The
Scaff Serge•nt Tod d receives the B.E.M .
General also complimented
from the G.o.c.
the parade, commanded by
Lieutenant W. Roper, on its
drill and t.urnout.
Staff Sergeant Todd, who comes from Hanwell, London, W.7,
joined the Army ten years ago. He is married and has four
children. He joined 224 in early April on leaving 226 Squadron.
We hope his stay here will be a happy and memorable one.
The Sergeants' Mess has been busy over the last couple of
months. In mid-June we held a dinner to dine--0ut the Quarter.master, Major D. A. L. Murray. This was a most successful
affair.
On 31st July we had our annual summer ball, and were very
pleased to see many old friends, including W.0.11 ('l. of S.)
and Mrs. J. Francis and W.O.II and Mrs. "Wings" Overton.
We say farewell to Staff Sergeant Richardson and Sergeants
Geere and Cooper, who leave us for pastures new, and congratulate Sergeants Widdowson, Cheyne, Parkinson and Harris
on their promotions.
S port
We have been fairly active in the sporting world, reta!DlDg
the No11thern Command Athletics Cup f:or the third year in
succession and coming fifth in the Army Minor Units Championship. Also worthy of mention is Corporal Percival, who
came sixth in the Army Individual Hammer Championship.
The cricket team has been playing well under the captaincy
of the S.S.M. J. E. Orme, and are shortly due to meet C.O.D.,
Chilwell, in ,the final of the District Cricket Cup, having just
beaten the Royal Army Yeterinary Corps by ten wickets.
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Royal Signals
Malta and Libya
Corps Week in Malta began in the la t week of June and
ended on 3rd July, with the hand-over from Lieut-uant-Colonel
A. J. Oarke to Lieutenant-Colonel J. N. Burrell, M.B.E., of
the appointment of C.R. Signals Malta and L ibya. LieutenantColonel Oarke was dined-out by all Royal Signals officers in
Malta and the Squadron Commanders of 219 and 245 Squadrons in Libya in 235 Squadron Mes . Those who are aware
of Lieutenant-Colonel Clarke's passion for sailing, will not be
surprised that he was towed away froin the Mess in a mock-up
sailing boat, made by 234 Squadron.
These events apart, the major Corps event was the entry
of a boat in the long-established Malta Command Boat R ace.
(See article column 2 and page 329.)

219 S~UADRON, D.F.P.O. SI
I ,600 miles Joto the desert·
The Squadron has again had the very welcome opportunity
to prove that the field radio troop can operate their Cu/R210
stations and can move around the desert without getting lost.
The first of the summer exercises consisted of a long run of
I,6oo miles out and southwards into the desert with the FFR
Land Rovers, accompanying a convoy from our local R.A.S.C.
Company. The radio communications were satisfactory, despite
the type of ground covered, and the crews gained varied and
useful experience.
Involved in a real live ,search
ImmediateTy following, the Squadron took part in the G.O.C.'s
~ercise, Trojan Horse.
Crews and radio vehicles of Royal
Signals were brought from the Squadrons at Benghazi and from
Malta to take part and the communications for the Control
H.Q. and the umpires worked well, despite a temperature of
x25°F. Such an exercise proves that radio crews who are
brought .together from different squadrons which are hundreds
of miles _apart can, when organised and concentrated at very
short nonce, work most efficiently. The exercise had a most
exciting finish, and one in which communications were vital.
Unfortunately an umpire Land Rover from Malta with an
officer an~ driver ~t lost and a full scale ground/air search
was put mto operation.
The R.A.F. desert rescue
team, together with R.A.F.
Shackletons from Malta and
U.S.A.F. helicopters, were
very quickly brought into
operation . The radio communications for the rescue
operation were provided by
crews from 219 and 245
Squadrons, and despite the
extremely long hours of
operation and a steady day
temperature of r20/125°F.,
were most successful. The
Land Rover and crew were
found after 48 hours, hopelessly sunk in very deep sand
and with very little water
left. Relationships between
the R.A.F. desert rescue
team and 219 Squadron are
.
.
now of the highest order,
and 1~v1tanons for exchange rescue facilities have now been
estabhshed and are of very considerable benefit to both parties.
The Squadron has a new shoulder fl.ash, but it is thought that
the design shown above may not meet with the approval of the
Dress Committee.
Plenty o f s port
In the field of sport, our water polo team is holding second
place in the area league, w~ile our basketball players were only
JU~t beaten by the R.A.F. m the final of the competition. Our
cncket team is at present in second position in the area
league, but some imminent postings out are going to consider328

ably reduce our chances. Those of the Squadron who arc not
regular and active players of the recognised games are encouraged to improv~ their sw i ~ing ability, and lifc-savin&
courses are a r ecognised occupauon.

Two Potential Yeomen
As our disbandment approaches, our numbers are re<lu in
and no new faces are, unfortunately, to appear. Sergeant Firth
our Orderly Room Sergeant, leaves us for Cyprus and Sergeant
Hammonds leaves us in December (he hopes) for hi Foreman's course in Fe~ruary. ~~ have two qualified potential
Yeomen who are amoously awrunng the August Selection Board
They are Sergeant Thompson and Sergeant Neal, who have
been with the Squadron for over two years and who "'111 be
sadly missed. Our S.S.M., W.O.II Oscroft, is off to the T .A
and sincerely hopes to reach it before it is disbanded. Th
remainder of us already have our new postings, thanks to
the excellent services of Royal Signals Records, and we ha
very, very few dissatisfied. We cannot please everyone all th

time!
235 SQUADRON (COMCAN) , D.F.P.O. 51,
MALTA
Corps Week
July started off in hectic style, as we were right in Jie
middle of Corps Week. We had begun with a combined (with
234 Squadron) church parade at Tigne Barracks on Sunday
27th June. After an interesting service, the many spectator:
saw a very smart parade, which was enhanced by the pre encc
of I D.E.R.R. Band.
On the following evening all Corps Officers in Malta gave a
cocktail party for almost 200 guests. This was a splendid
occasion as, by judicious lighting, Captain (T.0.T.) Leslie
Churchill and his stalwarts had turned the central courtyard of
the old Royal Malta Artillery Mess into a glittering fairyland.
Guests included His Excellency the Governor, the G .0 .C. and
Mrs. Frost, together with many other notables.
Every night was party night. Our Squadron contributions
were a Warrant Officers' and Sergeants' Mess ball and an
all ranks' dance. Both were very well attended and huge successes. We were particularly pleased to welcome many guests
from H.Q., Royal Signals, 234 Squadron and other units. W.O.II
(F. of S.) Hutley deserves a special word for giving up his
leave in order to personally handle lighting and decoration.
Congratulations
To our popular pay N.C.O., Sergeant Jackson, R.A.P.C., on
his award of the Long Service and Good Conduct Meda!.

Not Ul' to the polish ol Ox1'ridge 111..twhat a trr;!

Anyone for Boating?
By Major J. T. Treglo1vn
Rowing a six-oared gig over a nautical mile is tough work,
but the Corps in Malta " have a bash " and acquit themselves
well in their first attempt.

T lw experts thought we were 111.atl.
This is the story of the combined efforts of both Signal
Squadrons in Malta in, for us, a new field of sporting endeavour.
Though we were not entirely successful, we feel we by no
means disgraced ourselves.
For many years past, certainly
dating back to before World War II, annual rowing races have
been held by the Army in Malta. As far as is known to the
writer, and certainly according to the local press, the Royal
Corps of Signals have never entered a boat. This is really
rather surprising, as at various times the strength of the Corps
representation on the island has been far from insignificant.
However, better late than never, and this year, without a crew
or even worse, without a boat, we. put ourselves forward as
starters. Having assured the organisers we were serious, various
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BEFORE ...

Malta Command boat race

" experts" then tendered advice, all of which added up to the
growing assumption that not only were we out of our classand probably mad-we were hardly likely to finish. The race
was apparently strictly for "Gladiators." At this juncture it
should be made clear that the races are held on or about the
20th July annually, over one nautical mile, most of it in the
open sea, and the boat is a six-oared gig which must weigh
five hundred pounds, less oars. The crew, of course, is extra l
From our photograph you will see that the said gig bears no
relationship to the well-known Oxbridge "eight."

Improvement, b1it not rvithout blood and sweat
We tendered our entry in May (the aforesaid "Gladiators"
had by this .t ime already been in strict training for about two
months), and shortly afterwards we found the boat or, strictly
speaking, it was giv~n to us by I r·t h Regiment I_toyal Malta
Artillery. Not wishing to sound too ungrateful, 1t was cl~r
the first time we set our boat upon the waters why nth Regiment wanted it out of their boathouse-for as a boat it would
have served rather better as a colander. The water poured
in from every seam. The " experts " than said leave her wh~e
she is, the planks will swell:-which they did. The goo<!- ship
was raised and set once agam on the water, the crew climbed
in, drifted out to sea, and promptly sank " Sprung a plank,''
said the "experts "-and she had. Now, but for the perseverance of Lance-Corporal Runza, of 234 Squadron, most would
have decided that the fates were not with us and abandoned
the project. However, Lance-Corporal Runza was not to be
defeated by a m ere gig and, largely due to •t hat N.C.0.'s efforts,
in caulking varnishing, painting and general carpentry, at last
we had a ~at that kept the water on the outside. At this point
we had about a month left to put in what amounted to three
months' hard rowing training. After a very short time we went
firm on the crew, the cox and three from 234 Squadron ~d
three from 235 Squadron. As none admitted to an:( real row~g
experience before, the first efforts were pr~tty amusing, resulting
in a broken oar or two a lot of crabs bemg caught, and one or
two duckings. The cr~w were fortunate in that the then C.R.
Signals, Lieutenant-Colonel A. J. Clarke1 was n?w able to t~e
a hand and dispense the benefit of his considerable roWlllg
knowledge and soon had the crew pulling together, but we had
a long way to go. We were certainly nowhere. near the bogey
of 6min 2osec for the course. However, 1t soon become
apparent. that ~e were improving. The "Gl~diators" had
stopped tossing their ribald remarks at our equ:page and ha~
got ·t heir stop watches on• these newcomers. This was recogrution indeed. With sheer determinatio~ "'~ur times improved .and
the rowing became smoother-n~t quite. Henley, bu~ definaely
t.ogether. All this was not achieved without sheddmg a considerable amount of blood and sweat.
Not dis grace d a nd a d i s play ol guts
Eventually the great day arrived and our crew, L_anceCorporal Runza (cox), Lance-Corporal Oarke (stroke), Signalman Haylock, Corporal Nicholl, Corporal Dou.glas, :Corporal
Conner and Signalman Brown, neatly t~ed out m white. shorts
and blue vests, lifted Jimmy, as the gig was now chn~tened
into the water and in best boat race style, paddled eas1~y up
to the .start line. 'The opposition, the Royal Malta Artillery,
The King's Own Malta Regimen t, and the F ortress Squadron
TtH W I RE , S E P TE MB E R - OCTOBER 1965

The Royal Signals Crew on the finishing line. (Left to right) LanceCorporal Runza (cox) , Lance-Corporal Clark, Signalman Haylol<,
Corporal Nichol, Corporal Douglas, Corporal Connor, Signalman
Brown

Royal Engineers, were all old hands, and even the crew from
xst Bn. The Duke of Edinburgh's Royal Regiment bad had
the benefit of the previous year's race, and were, in fact,
quite favoured. The race takes place at 5 p.m., and even
then the temperature is around 95 °, and the excitement of
watching our first entry matched the temperature. A.!J ~e
boats pulled into view it was clear the race was once again
between the R.M.A. and the K.O.M.R., as expected, but the
field was closely packed and quite clearly our crew were holding
their own. In the event, we crossed the line fourth, well ahead
of the D.E.R.R. team but only just beaten by the Sappers.
Why write about a race you lose? Well, those of us who
watched the Royal Signals crew saw a display of guts that made
up for all .t heir lack of technique and practice. You have to
start somewhere, so next- year watch out R.M.A. ! Anyway
some people will do anytQing for a free crate of cold beer.
(THE WIRE salutes the oarsmen of Maj.ta. An~one keen on
rowing should now ask for a Malta posting!-Editor).

ROYAL SIGNALS COLOURS
TIES
BLAZER BADG ES
Wool 10/6
Silk 9/6
Terylene 12/6
Gold Wire 32/6 & 45/Silk 19/6
Wall Shield 32/6 to 50/Cuff Links 22/6 & 52/6 Car Badge 35/- & 39/Crested Tankards 50/- & 65/Ties made to your own de ign

-

6 Gabriels Hill, Maidstone, Kent
Tel : 56666/7
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======. 20;; S(tUA DROX, TIDW OHTH===::::::=
This month we say goodbye to our Second-in-Command who,
since he arrived last winter, seems to have done nothing but
send people on courses or go on them himself. However,
charity begins at home, and he is off to Shriven nam and
Camberley for the Staff College Course. We wish both Captain
and Mrs. Holland a pleasant stay in the country-see if you
" e cape and evade " from there ! Captain Mike Andrews has
moved into the Second-in-Command's chair, before leaving to
fly, and Captain Stan Wood is joining us this month.
"Alpha " Troop, led by Lieutenan t P ayne and chased by
ergeant Trotter, represented the Squadron in the Brigade
March and hoot Competition. After five gruelling miles and
220 rounds, we were beaten into second place in the Minor
Uni s Section. Signalman Simpson was protected from the
$UO by a highly-perfumed lotion, while Signalman T etlow was
protected from everything by the rocket launcher he had to
carry. We were also runners-up in the Falling Plates Competition.
Improvisation f
Corporal Gadman and Lance...COrporal Powell, two of our
technicians, assisted the Foreman in producing a commentary
system for a "Company in the Attack," demonstration, given
by I R.S.
Improvisation was the keynote when, at short
notice, the G.O.C. said he would like to address the spectators
-from a totally different location.
The barracks resound to Staff Sergeant Stephens getting his
own back, following a very successful Guards Drill Course.
His practice in " bending the knee " should at least help him
to get in and out of his Mini.
We congratulate Staff Sergeant Chiverton on his success in
the 3rd Divisional Golf Championship.
Bouquet of the month must go to Signalman Benson who,
during his leave, volunteered to drive the stores truck for the
Canoe Club while they paddle their way round the English
waterway~ for a week. We hope he enjoys his subsequent tour
with the Federal Regular Army in Aden.

The Squadron Athletics team with the trophies which were won at
the H.Q. 1st Division and Signal Regiment meeting

over this period ranged from baggage parties to line protection
patrols . . The ha:d :W?rk which all ranks contributed to the
preparauo~ .of .rh1s v1s1t was well rewarded by its great succes .
Many famihes had the opportunity of seeing the Queen Mother
as she left Soltau on the 15th.
The Corporals' Mess held their annual Summer Ball on
Saturday, 24th July, in our Gymnasium. A lively group from
7th Armoured Workshops provided the music, and the evening
was a great success r ight from the beginning. An excellent buffet
supper was again produced by our cooks. Everyone enjoyed
themselves trei;rie~dously and the ~~e~ng passed all too quickly
At t he begmmng of August A ' Troop are taking their
FV 432s down to Hameln to cross the River Weser. We have
lon.g .been wait~g fo~ the opportunity for a few days floa tation
trallllllg, and this penod. should be valuable training for us.

====207 StlUADRON, D.F.P.O. :10::=::=====
An outstanding athletics tea1n
Now that .t he athletics season has been rounded off, it is a
fitting time to honour our Squadron athletes. During the
season they have had the following successes in minor unit
matches:Winners of the annual Berlin meeting, 229 Squadron.
Winners of the 1st Division H.Q. and Signal Regiment
championships.
Wmners of 7th Armoured Brigade championships.
Winners of 1st Division championship.
Winners B.AO.R. Royal Signals championships.
These outstanding successes are due to the hard work that
our team and reserves have put in during the past few months.
The majority of the training was done· after hours, and was
always weµ supported. We should also like to thank Major
E. J. ~ellier,. our Squadron CoIIlnl'.1nder, and Major P. Ford,
Cheshire Regunent, for the enthusiasm and help which they
have shown to the team.
Although the achievements of last season were due to the
combined efforts of all the team, we would like to record some
of the best performances.
Lance-Corp d al Wild
Lance-Corporal Harris
Corporal Mate
Sergeant Lynn
Signalman Kelly
Sergeant Lynn
Lance-Corpora! Harris
Lan.c c-Corporal Wild
Signl<lman Kelly

Long Jump
High Jump
Long Jump
Javelin

Discus
200 mcu-es
400 metres
4 x

too metres relay

New

248 (GUllKllA) SCtUADRON (DUHI\'EO)

llnrd work rewarded
Since we last appeared in print, two award s have been
announced in the F ifth Borneo Opera tional List; W.0.I (Yeoman of Signals) G . I. D . Gubler, attached from the Join t
Communication Unit (Borneo) and W.0.II (Foreman of Signals)
R. Statber of 248 (Gurkha) Squadron both being Mentioned
in Despatches. Both Warrant Officers are well known in Headquarters West Brigade, and by all <the Units of the Brigade.
Their unceasing hard work for long hours over a long period
has been deservedly recognised and rewarded. We have also
had our annual M.T. inspection, which received a very good
grading, thanks to the untiring efforts of Captain Q. G. 0. Balbahadur and the drivers, very ably helped by Lieutenant Tommy
Jones, B.E.M ., from 17th Gurkha Regiment.
\Vork nnd play
Our list of visitors grows da ily and at the time of wrmng
we have Major-General Hunt, D.S .o., o.B.E., Commander Land
Forces Borneo and Major-General Brigade of Gurkhas visiting
the Un it. The Squadron bas continued its sporting activities·
the Mercurian football team, under the able direction of W.O.I
(Y. of S.) Gubler and <the Squadron team un1er Lie17tenant
Max Young, with the hockey team under . MaJor Davies, all
giving a very good account of themselves ID recent match~s.
Swimming under Captain Mike Jennings, proceeds well with
nearly 50 per cent. of the Squadron through the basic test and
a number nearly there. Recreational swimming t rips by the
Signal Centre Troop ~o a large inland lake are still as popular
as ever.
Traffic wise, the Joint Communication Centre .is now nearer
Divisional or Area Comcen size than that of a Brigade, and our
commitments have grown considerably in. the past. few m~nt.hs.
In particular, the Squadron has been he~vily ~ommttted aSSist~g
the police in the Resettlemenr Operations ID Sarawak, lay~ng
line and providing field rad io link detachments, all of ~h!ch
have given our newly arrived tradesmen excellent field tra1Dmg
experience.

[Photograph by kind permiu ion of the Kent Messenger
C. R. Sig nals: Lieute nant-Colonel M. H. Seys-Phillips , T.D., Earl ol Shannon ,
Mrs . Seys-Phill ips, Countess ol Shannon, Lady D'Av igdor Goldsmid , Colonel Sir
Henr y D'Avigdor Goldsm id, 8.T., D.S.O., M. L., T.D., D. L. , J.P., M.P., Major N. J.
Bennallack-Hut, T.D.

Officers' Annual Di11ner and Doll
This year the annual officers' dinner and ball was held at
the Great Danes Hotel, Holli ngbourne, on Saturday, 26th
June. The move, nearer home at Maidstone, enabled many
more officers to attend, and a most pleasant evening was enjoyed by over 150, which included many former officers of
the Regiment.
The C.R. Signals, Lieutenant-Colonel M. H. Seys-Phillips,
T.D., presided, and among those present were the Honorary
Colonel, Sir Henry d'Avigdor Goldsmid, Bt., D.s.o., M.C., T.D.,
D.L., J.P., M.P., and Lady d'Avigdor Goldsmid, the Earl and
Countess of Shannon, Sir Derek Greenaway, Bt., T.D., J.P., and
Lady Greenaway, Brigadier and Mrs. Magan, and LieutenantColonel J. 0 . Hunter, M.B.E., and Mrs. Hunter.
The Regimental Band, under the Bandmaster, W.0.II F. J.
Pedler, played during dinner.

By Appointment to the Late Kin& Geor1e V

ROGERS, JOHN

JO~ES

LIMITED

(MILITARY OUTFITTERS)

Mufti and Sporting Tail ors
Breeches Makers

44 (11.C.) REGllUENT (CIN«lUE PORTS) T.A.

fl. 9 in.
s ft. 7 in.
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Exerelse " Final Fli11f! "
This exercise filled the whole of our second week at annual
camp, being the culmination of the previous year's .trainmg.
The name was chosen as being a slight change from th~ often
used " Swan Song" but still appropriate for. t~e final reg1mental
exercise for both CR Signals and our Tra1Dmg Officer.
The weather was reasonable, the food good, and the .gods who
watch over communications beneficient. We surpr~sed even
ourselves and gave our new Trainin~ Officer, M~Jor J. G.
. .
Fleming, an introduction to the mysteries of T.A. li~e.
During this exe.rcise we were very pleased to receive a v1sn
from our C.S.0./T.A., Colonel G. H. T. Shrimpton, C.B.E.,
T.D., A.D.C. Unfortunately our General was prevented from
visiting us due to bad flying weather.

19 ft. 2 in.
175 ft.
124 ft. 11 in.
23.5 sec.
51.4 sec.
45.7 sec.

Visit of the queen Mother
On the 14th an~ . 15th July Her Majesty Queen Elizabeth, the
Queen ~other, _v1S1ted the nth Hussars in Hohne to present
them with a gu1don.
During Her ~isit .the Queen !vio~her stayed with our Brigade
Commander, Bngad1er I. G. Gill, m Soltau. Our commitments
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Squadron MT Stables Parade, Kuch ing
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Regimental Outfitters to the Royal Signals
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Late of 57 Jermyn Street, London, S.W.J
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Mayfair 7303
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~ome w~re

fbr eultui'~ • • • others • • • 1
At the week-end, coaches were laid on for cultural (?) trips
in and around Paris, and members of the Regiment could be
ccn at Notre Dame Cathedral, Eiffel Tower and the Arch
de Triomphe. No mention is made of the members who
were not seen at these places!
Amongst the many visitors to our "tented town" were:
Marshal of the Royal Air Force, Sir William Pike, LieutenantGeneral Graf Dan Baudmin; Major-General Henrici, Brigadier
Price (C.S.0., Eastern Command), and Lieutenant-Colonel
Pounds (C.S.O., condon District).

61st (City of Edinburgh)
Signal Regiment, T.A.

Farewell to a
Great Personality
Sir Harold Mitchell
Retires after 18 years
as Honorary Colonel
111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111

unusually full weekend preceded the Regiment's
A
departure for annual camp at Blandford this vear. The
occasion was to mark the retirement of our Honorary Colonel,
N

Sir Harold Mitchell, Bart., J.P., D.L., after a tenure of 18 years.
At that time the R~iment had the name of nAA (Mixed)
Signal Regiment T.A. and the various changes in the Unit title
since then only goes to prove the long and distinguished service
Sir Harold has Jriven us.
The proceedings opened on a gay note with Sir Harold giving
a cocktail party for the Officers of the Regiment and a few of
his personal friends. These parties have been an annual function
for many years and have exemplified one of the many aspects
of Sir Harold's generosity to the Regiment.
By coincidence the massed pipes and drums of the three
Scottish Signal Regiments had the honour of Beating Retreat
on the esplanade of Edinburgh Castle on <the evening of Saturday, 5th June. We were particularly proud to have Sir Harold
with us so that he could bear the Regimental March, bearing
his name, being played by the massed bands in this magnificent
setting. It was a poignant moment for Sir Harold and all
concerned as the bands withdrew over the drawbridge playing
his and our tune.
Sunday, 6th marked Harold's official farewell to the Regiment. At a simple ceremony at Brandon Terrace T.A.C., Sir
Harold and Lady Mitchell were greeted by a Quarter Guard
and the Pipes and drums. Pte. M. Gays, W.R.A.C., presented
Lady Mitchell with a bouquet before the guests of honour
were conducted into the Drill Hall by the Commanding Officer.
The Regiment were formed in a hollow square round a dais
on which were seated our popular T.A. C.S.O., Colonel T. S.
B. McMain, M.B.E., and Colonels J. R. Sutcliffe, o.B.E., E.R.D.,
M.I.E.E., H. S. Scarborough, T:o., J. Lothian, E.R.D., T.o., T. D.
Childs, M.B.E., T.D., all ex-C.O.s of the Regiment.
In his speech of appreciation to Sir Harold the Commanding
Officer, Lieutenant-Colonel B. A. Beattie, aptly referred to the
occasion as a "Greetin Meeting." He explained Sir Harold's
orders that the Regiment were not to go to any expense in
making him a presentation as he, Sir Harold, had already
arranged for a suitably inscribed presentation drum, modified
as a coffee table, to mark the occasion. However, as he bad
not made a specific ruling regarding Lady Mitchell, the Regiment and ex-members had contributed to a signals brooch
in yellow and white gold with rose diamonds set in the crown
and globe.
The C.O. recalled Sir Harold's many acts of service to the
country as well as to the Regiment and paid tribute to his
unstintcd generosity generally, and in particular, to his assistance
in the formation of the Pipe Band.
In his reply of <thanks Sir Harold stressed his confidence in
the continuance of Royal Signals T.A. Units and also expressed
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CCourttsy Scottish Daily Mui/

THE LAST SALUTE
Colonel Sir Harold P. Mitchell, Bart, J.P.. D.L., Honorary Colonel 61 st (City of Edinburgh) Signal
Regiment, T.A. taking the salute of the Quarter Guard on the occasion of his farewell parade on Sunday
6th June, 1965

his pleasure at having been 'Honorary Colonel to two Regiments
both bearing the names of great capital cities, the C ity of
London Rifles and .the City of Edinburgh Signal Regiment.
After ithe speeches Sir H arold and Lady Mitchell left the
dais to three rousing cheers and were entertained in turn in
the Warrant Officers' and Sergeants' Mess, Ordinary Ranks'
canteen and Officers' Mess.
It was indeed a sad moment when the Honorary Colonel
was piped away f.rom the Officers' Mess after a buffet lunch,
largely prepared and served by the officers' wives and lady
friends. Although we look forward t o Sir Harold's successor,
Colonel T. D. Childs, taking over on 17th July it was with
sincere regret and many happy memories of Sir Harold's
kindness ithat we saw him depart for the last time to the strains
of "Will ye no come back again."

•

47th REGIMENT T.A.
lUIDDLESEX YEOlUANRY
(The Duke of Cambridge's Hussars)

The 500 Dollar Question!
How can you explain to your wife that you are going to
Paris to do your annual training?
This was the problem facing the majority of the 185 members
of .the Regiment who set off by train and boat on 3rd July,
bound for one of the world's best-known "pleasure spots." An
advance party of twenty had gone ahead a week previous to
prepare a tented camp. They were shown a completely empty
field within the confines of a French Army Camp and told
" there it is!"
First thoughts were, how on earth can we make a camp
out of this, but four days and numerous blisters later, a
miracle had happened, tents had mushroomed, flags were fly ing, lights were on in all tents and beds and bedding had been
distributed, to say nothing of the fact ,t hat the beer had arrived.
Saturday evening was soon upon us, and a veritable hive of
activity had sprung up at the Gare De Nord, where coaches
and trucks eagerly awaited the arrival of the main body of
the Regiment. The transition from train to truck was completed with a surprising minimum of chaos, and all were soon
in cam~ for a hot meal (and a pattial failure in the lighting
system.).
Communications were established; the air was full of drill
commands each morning; innumerable visits from high-ranking
officers of many countries; and, needless to say, a full and
bustling social life.
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l..nfo11-Prese11tatlo11
On Saturday, 10th July, we were honoured by the visit of
a Turkish General, who presented the Regiment with a Turkish
Cavalry lance to commemorate the bravery of Major Lafone,
a Yeoman, who won the V ictoria Cross at Gallipoli against
the Turks. The Regiment, in turn, presented the Turkish Army
with a Cavalry sword. All this took place on the Reg:mental
parade and was performed with precise ceremony.
It was our good fortune to be in France on Bastille Day,
and a number of officers were invited, as guests, to see the
French Army parade down the Champs de Elysees.
A certain amount of sport was organised against 228
Squadron, who having thrashed us at soccer, soon had the
smiles wiped away on the cricket field and on the range.
66th REGHIENT (T.A.), BELFAST
" They act plays, too, these fellows," the Mole explained
ro the Rat. " Make them up all by themselves and act
them afterwards. And very well they do it, too."
Kenneth Grahame
"The Wind in the Williows "
The summer, for a Territorial Regiment, means annual camp,
and this in turn means the end of our year. The yearly
miracle ~f transfo'rming unrepentent civilians into an efficient
force has taken place once again.
.
Our camp is just finishing at Blandford. Once again ?Ur
main activities have been centred on a three-day exercise,
this yea1' christened "Brian Boru." Our Comman~g Officer,
Lieutenant-Colonel J. R. Hamer, planned the exercise to extend
us as fully as possible, and it is therefore . wi-t h real plea~ure
we can repott excellent results from all umts, most especllllly
the Line Troops.
.
Our senior official visitor was the Chief of Staff Northern
Ireland Command Brigadier P. W. P. Green, C.B.E., n.s.o., and
we were also pl~ased to welcome the Chief Signal Officer
Northern Ireland Command, Lieutenant-Colonel J. N. Congdon,
and the ADWRAC, Lieutenant-Colonel M. Jamieson, W.R.A.C.
In addition to military training we also use Annual Camp f?r
regimental social functio~s and. as they all had to take place. m
the first week it became mcreasmgly difficult to remember which
day it was. For usually sedentary " Terriers " it is all the more
galling to have the Ulster Press refer to Annual Camp as a
"holiday."

Captain Bill Douglas Instructing on the D.11
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IT IS . .. YES Ir IS ... I rs MILK!
The Padre, the Reverend Bob Stewan:, during a NAAFI break with
the pinta drinkers
With our future so very much in the balance it is difficult
not to remember those characters who help give our Regiment
vitality.
. ..
" Here," called .the wag to a group of perspmng linemen,
"Want a drink?"
"Yes," said the unsuspecting group.
So standing leaning into the vehicle so as not to be seen,
they each had a drink while underneath the wag's. mate who
had been detailed to paint -the vehicles, neatly applied a green
cross to their highly polished toe-caps.
"Well sir" said the R.Q.M.S. to the harassed M.T.O.,
"This
ter{ible. Usually when I need a vehicle I liberate it.
But now when I do the thing legal-like and ask you, you won't
give me one."
. ,
.
Ten minutes later the M.T.O., who dido t have a vehicle for
himself, was offered a lift by the R.Q.M.S.

i;

ROYAL SIGNAIS SUD-UNIT, NOTTII\'GHA1U
UNIVERSITY O.T.C.
It is on a historical note that we begin this report. After a
lapse of five years, the Royal Signals Sub-Unit of this O.T.C.
was re-established in October, 1962, and our P.S.I., W.O.II
B. E. Cracknell arrived in January, 1963.
Tue success of re-equipping technical stores and the _process
of periodic maintenance and renewal falls almost entirely on
the shoulders of the P.S.I. To him we are most grateful
for the unfailingly cheerful way he goes about the task.

Annual Camp-the best ever
SeMing aside the adverse weather in our considerati~ns of
the verdict on this year's annual camp, we can say that It was
the best ever. The first week was spent touring units of
.the Corps in Southern Command. The first visits, arranged by
14th Regiment, Gloucester, were ~o the Tape R~ ay Ce~tre,
Beddington and the associ;\ted receiver and transmmer stations
at Bampton' and Droitwich respectively. Fo! most members of
the Sub-Unit, this was their first con.tact with cqMCA , and
all were impressed by the complexity and efficiency of the
system.
.
.
.
Another highlight was a one-day r~d:o/radio. relay e:1'erc1se
with 205 Squadron, T idworth, on Salisbury Plan:~. This provided an introduction to C41 and termmal equipments, and
application of C42 rebroadcast prin.ciples. At this time we
discovered that not only were we m the s~me area as that
of an A.P.C./Tank exercise, but were operacng on al~ost the
same VHF frequency. This brought out several pomts, and
some of the comments are better left unwritten!
The first week's tra:Oing was most suitably _concluded by
the C O. and Second-in-Command of 30th Regiment, ~ ~d
ford who discussed the present state of communication
equipments, and introduced th<: Br~in concept for t~~ 1970 ·
To all units and personalities mvolved m prov1dmg the
excellent accommodation and training we owe a large debt
of thanks.
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'the ( 'up of Su.cces1>
The ub-Unit shared the road from Blandford to Tavistock,
Devon, wil:h week-end holidaymakers on the journey to Plaster
Down Camp. There we joined tne other four sub-units for the
rest of !:he camp period. After a range classification course
and pamcipation in a three-day exercise organi eel by Birmingham O.T.C., the unit got down to the business of preparation
for the C.O.'s parade. In an extremely close contest with the
ol:her sub-units, we came away with the challenge cup for
drill and administration, as well as the Honorary Colonel's
Cup for the outstanding member of ihe 0 .T.C., which went
to J.U.O. P. N. Henwood (also G3 RWF).
Amateurs AnonyI11ous
High on the list of the multitude of jobs to b~ completed
during the next few months is the consolidation of our
amateur radio station. G3 RWF has almost completed the
necessary modifications on a WS36. We are now embarking
on setting-up a CFS station. We would be pleased to hear
from other • hams ' who have successfully estabEshed this
latter facility, especially about problems and technical knowhow. Here we must express our thanks to !:he Royal Signals
Amateur Radio Society who, in no small way, have enabled
us to stare !:he club station at this O.T.C., which is about to
celebrate its first anniversary.

Shooting
~adonal

JUOe Association lUeetiog, Bisley, 196S
The Captain of Corps Shooting reports:
As usual the Corps entered a team of four in the SR (a)
Competitions and a team of eight in the SR (b) Competitions.
We did not win any team events but were well represented
in Army, International and County teams and had many
individual successes.
Our SR (a) team was placed 6th in the Hamilton Leigh, a
competition over an obstacle course between 400 yards and
300 yards with a " Beat the Buns" shoot at 300 yards.
Our SR (b> team came 6th in tbe " Steward," being eight
points behind the winners, and ninth in the " Ranelagh."
Representation in Army, International and County teams
was as follows : Army teams
Army VIII: Captain D. H. Insall.
Army XX: Colonel M. ]. R. Fletcher, Lieutenant-Colonel C.
V. Walsh, Lieutenant-Colonel D. C. Ward, Major B. H. Adams,
Captain P. Carr, Captain D . H. Insall. Reserve: Major R. H.
Gilbertson.
W.O.II H . Haw was also chosen as a reserve but had to
drop out as he was shooting for his county.
Army XII: Lieutenant-Colonel C. V. Walsh, Major B. H.
Adams, Captain P. Carr, Captain D. H. Insall.
Army Pistol VIII: CaptQin D. H. Insall .

S ervice Rifle Championship: 14th. He was our ou t tandma
shot of the year and m aintain ed peak form from the Corps
Mee ting r ight through to the end of Eisley.
SR (b): Our most successful newcomer to SR (b) Shootin
was Major B. H. Adams. In his first year at Eisley he was unruffled and shot with a skill and judgment of a seasoned
competitor. He scored a possible 50/ 50 in his second com
petition, had a 48/ 50 at 900 yards and put up excellent scores
in the Army XX, Army XII, County Short and County Long
matches.
Three members of the Corps, Lieutenant-Colon~! C. V. Walsh
Captain D. H. Insall and Lieutenant D. G. D. Gray reached
the final stage of the St. George's three stage shoot of r 5 round
at 300 yards, 15 rounds at 600 yards and 15 rounds at 900 yards.
Captain D . H. Insall was the only member of the Corps to
reach the final stage of " The Queens." He had an excellent
score of 274, ten ~ints behind the winner and was placed 4Bt.
Highest Possible S cores: Major B. H. Adams scored 50/50
in the "Daily Telegraph " a IC-round shoot at 300 yards, and
Lieutenant-Colonel C. V. Walsh scored 50/50 in the Daily
Mail a 10-round shoot at 500 yards. Both received bronze
medals. Captain D . H. Insall scored a 50/ 50 at 900 yards in
t·he " Barlow " which be won, and Major R. H. Gilbertson
scored a 35/35 at 300 yards in a daily side-show competition.
Captain P. Carr was placed I I th in the "Cambridge" with
a score of 48(50 at 900 yards, and also came third in the Army
SR (b) Club Championship. He won the Club's Donegal Badge.
W.O.II Haw won four Class H Bronze Bars and a silver medal.
Colonel M. J. R. Fletcher won five Class H Bronze Bars and a
silver medal.
The Captain of Corps Shooting, Lieutenant-Colonel C. V.
Walsh has been elected Captain of the Irish tea m for the
coming three years.

Corps Sports Results
Tennis:
The Corps beat the Royal Artillery by 1t points to If .
Golf:
Corps 6t v. R.E.M.E. 5t.
21st Regiment Tug-o-War Team
R.A.F. (Germany) and Rhine Area Finalists
Runners-up in, B.A.O.R. Final

International teams
Ireland: Lieutenant-Colonel C. V. Walsh, "National,"
" MacKinnon," " Elcho."
Wales: Major R. H. Gilbertson, "National."
England: Captain D. H. InsaJI, reserve for "MacKinnon."
County teams
Colonel M. ]. R. Fletch<!r, Lieutenant-Colonel C. V. Walsh,
Major B. H. Adams, Captain D. II. Insall, W.0.II H. Haw all
shot for their respective counties.
Individual su.cce11ses
SR (a): Our team of four were Qll in a number of prize lists,
but only Captain D . H. lnsall maintained his excellent form of
the A.R.A. Meeting. His principle successes were: Rapids Aggregate: 2nd (one point behind the winner).
Wantage: 2nd (equal score as the winner).
Stephens: 12th.
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L/Cpl. Baines finishing strongly in the 5,000 metre Meyer Unit

1500 metre race-lifebelts at the ready!

The Morrison (up

Royal Signals Assoeiation anti Benevolent Funt/

7th, 16th and 2 lst Regiments in tight straggle
As with most other outdoor activities this summer, the Morrison Cup was not to escape the wrath of the elements. The
meeting had been open 45 minutes when the heavens opened
and we had half-an-hour's torrential rain.
The meeting started with the 10om. hurdles, whilst in the
field the high jump and shot were taking place. After the first
heat in the 1oom. the rain started and thus washed out all other
track events for the day except the 5,ooom. which was run
through two inches of water. This proved to be an excellent
race closely fought out between 13th Regiment and 7th Regiment, Lance-Corporal Venus of 7th Regiment emerging the
winner by some 100 yards.
The rest of the afternoon was restricted to field events only
and results were reached in the high jump, long jump, shot and
hammer.
At the close of the first day 21st Regiment was leading,
followed by 7th Regimen t.
The rain cont!nued during the night, the 4 x 1oom. was
cancelled and 4 x room hurdles was decided on the times in
the heats. A substitute event was run for the 2oom., each team
entering two competitors, and a series of straight 2oom. races
were run, the results being determined on times.
The heats for the 4 x 400 and 4 x 8oom. were run off in
the morning and the finals took place in the afternoon. These
races were followed by the r 5oom. With a field of 30, the
going was very bard for the first lap, but by this time the leaders
were sorted out and the first three crossed the line with only
a yard between '.them (L ance-Corporal Baines, of 4th Regiment
being the winner.)
The penultimate race of the meeting, the 4 x 8oom. could
decide the winners of the competition, with 7th Regiment, 16th
Regiment and 21st Regiment all within striking distance. The
result of this put 7th Regiment in the lead, and victory was
confirmed when Signalman Drew cleared nft. Iin. in the
Pole Vault.
The final event, the 4 x 400 was rather an anti-climax as it
could make no difference to the final position. This event was
won by 1st Regiment.
For the third consecutive year, 7th Regiment has won the
Morrison Cup with 16th Regiment runpers-up._ In the. minor
units competition 207 Squadron emerged"the wmners ">Vlth 217
Squadron runners-up.
A most enjoyable meeting ended by Mrs. M. S. Hancock
presenting the prizes.

Corps Success in B.A.O.R. Canoe Rate

(Standi ng) : Signalman Cleg~orn, Silnalman

Rowlan~s. Staff-Sergeant Martin,
Lance-Corporal Brown, Corporal Dou1las (Seated) : Signalman Wa~e. Lieutenant A. P. H. Marley , W.0.1 {R.S.M.) W . A. Barnes, Corporal Dore, Sicnalman
Bryar. (Absent on Course)· Sergeant Nelson
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This event took place on 26th and 27th July, and was a
gruelling race in two phases-a sprint upstream and a 70 km.
long distance race downstream.
The 2nd Regiment won the event out of a field of 62
entries, and 13th Regiment came in fourth and fifth. Altogether
a very good showing by the Corps.
Incidentally, THE WIRE re~eived rl?-ls information from 13th
Regiment who, in true sporong fash1or1:, hof!ed we could find
a small SP,a~e ·t9 menti~n th~ _2n~ Re~1m~nt s s~c~~ss as they
(the 13th) would ·very much like to see 1t publicised.
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The

following

subscriptions

WeTll

most

flTatefully

recefoed

7uly, r965: -

8th Regiment
24th Regiment
...
24th R egiment (Officers' Mess)
24th Regiment (Warrant Officers' and Sergeants' Mess)
H.Q. Mess
School of Signals
64th Regiment T .A.
3rd R egiment
14th Regiment (1 Squadron)
14th Regiment (2 Squadron)
14th Regiment (3 Squadron)
. ..
30th Regiment (Married Families' Oub)
205 Squadron
243 Squadron
628 Troop
Signal Wing, School of Artillery
Signal Training Wing, Royal Marines
57th Regiment T .A.
327 Squadron T.A.
. ..
H .Q . A.S.R. Royal Signals
. ..
...
.. .
...
...
47th R egiment T .A. (Warrant Officers' and Sergeants' Mess) ...
Royal Signals attached 14 Field Regiment R.A.
222 Squadron
9th Regiment
234 Squadron
.. .
. ..
. ..
.. .
. ..
.. .
.. .
. ..
St. Martin's Garrison Church (Royal Signals ' At Home, r965 )
Various individual donations
·
Total Receipts
Expenditure during 'july, r965
{Indudcs:-Rent and ':Rate ;·· Beds and
Furniture; Cots and Prams; Gcncrel

~======::·
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30
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6
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2
2
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6
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5
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0

0

0

6

6

13 14 I
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10 15 9
[.379

0

0

[.56r 18
Bedding;
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Clothing Gilts

Since the beginning of May, gifts of clothing, etc., have been gratefully
received from the following:
Major E. F. Prockter
Lieutenant-Colonel J. D . Elliott
W .0.11 and Mrs. 0 . Chambers
Mrs. J. B. \Volker
Mrs. D. Lycett-Gregson
Unknown Donor
Mrs. C. Swallow
Mr. J. F. Peck
alder,
R.S.M . ll'!ld Mrs. D. G . Newton Major-General R. F. H.
C.B., O.B.B.
Major B. C. CompLin
Major R . Illife
· Major and Mrs. J. St. C. W .
Robinson ~1ajoc- Gencral L. De M . Thuillier,
C.B., O.B.B.
N orth London Branch, RS.A .
Mr. W. J. Russell
Mr. and Mrs. C . A . State
Mrs.
P.
Bradley
Mrs. W. J. Evcnden
Mr. R. A. Smith
W.O.II F. P. Edge
Major-General R. J. Moberly, C.B., Lieutenant and Mrs. J. Bayfield
quadron, 13th Regiment
C.B.E. 2
Colonel A. F. Freeman, M.C.
Colonel 0. R. W . Thomos
Major
G. W . A. Hickman
Mn'or and Mrs. V. W. G . King
Mr. A. E . Stead
W.O .II and Mrs. L. Dathnm
Unknown Donor from Yorkshire
Lieutenant-Colonel I. G. Swon
Lieutenant-Colonel W. D. S. Renton
Brigadier M. S. .Honcock, M.B.B.
Major W . A . Lovers
Orptain K. A. C. Wilson
J. N. Dunlop, Esq., Q .C.
Mrs. N. A. Vandyck
O.C .. 28th Regiment
Mrs. A. T. Scott
W .O .I and Mrs. F. Stockdale
Mr. and Mrs. Oliver
Mrs. M. Parsons
M ajor J. M . M. Lyons
Major L. A. H arry
Caprnin F. Iveson
Major-General M . S. Wheatley, C.B.,
W .0.I I. E. Summers, M.B.B.
c.B.I!.
Major C. G . Sandys

e Have

you placed a standing order for a copy of
" The Wire " ?
Why not do SO DOW ?
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BY APPOINTMENT TO
H.R.H. THE DUKE OF EDINBURGH

SUPPLIERS OF MOBILE
RADIOTELEPHONE EQUIPMENT

The Wire anti You

THE
TOE

WIRE

ROYAL SIGNALS
MAGAZINE

The Official Organ of the Signals
Association
Editor:
BRIGADIER P. 1\-1. P. HOBSON,
D.S.O.
Assistant Editor:
BRIGADIER O. R. FIRTH
All correspondence and matter for
publication in THE WIRE, should be
addressed to THE WIRE, Royal Signals
Association, Cheltenham Terrace, Chelsea,
London, S.W.3. Tel. Nos. SLOane 4129
and SLOane 3477, Ext. 143.

Having built up our monthly circulation quite substantially since 1963
there has been, in recent months, a modest decline in these figures . Th.is
is due, in part, to reduced intakes at Catterick and to amalgamations or
disbandments of certain smaller units. Any decline, however modest, in the
sales of THE WIRE cannot be viewed with equanimity as it has a direct
bearing on our revenue both from sales and advertisements and also on
the quality of THE WIRE.
We feel now is the time to say something about our support from the
Officers, Warrant Officers and senior N.C.0.s of the regular Corps. We look,
with justification, to the serving Corps as the main source of our support
and, in particular, to the regular Officers, Warrant Officers and senior N.C.0.s
of whom there are some 3,700. Sales of THE WIRE to the serving Corps are
in the order of 4,200 a month and it is not difficult to deduce from these
figures that support from the "seniors" is nothing like 100 %. We believe
that ALL Officers, Warrant Officers and senior N.C.0.'s should back up
THE WIRE, irrespective of its merits, as an act of basic Corps loyalty. It is
therefore to them that we address ourselves.
Do you take your own person.al copy of THE WIRE or do you read the
Mess copy or rely on someone else's? Is 1/6 a month or 18/- a year
stretching your loyalty too far? Consult your conscience and if your answers
to these questions do not altogether satisfy you then may we suggest you
cut out and make use of one or the other of the two forms below. We
believe you will feel better for doing this-so will we!

-------------------------The General Secretary,
Royal Signals Association,
Cheltenham Terrace,
Chelsea,
London, S.W.3.

Please arrange to send THE WIRE to me for twelve months commencing
with the next issue.

I enclose a cheque/Postal Order for 18/-.

My rank and name is .. ... .... .. ... ... ............... ................. ...................... .
I wish THB WIRE to be sent to .... ..... ..... .. ...... ...... ............................... .
···· ········· ······· ·· ···· ······ ········· ·························· ··············

OR

MATTER FOR PUBLICATION
MUST BE RECEIVED BY THE
r2th OF THE MONTH PRECEDING PUBLICATION.

The Accounts Officer or P.R.I.
Regt. I Sqn./Tp.
Please reserve a personal copy of THE WIRE for me in the unit bulk order

Anew high standard in Mobile Radiotelephone design
• Fully transistorised receiver • Printed circuit sub-assemblies • Sealed 1.F. block filters • Dustproof and splash proof
• GPO approved and meeting American and European specifications • 100 Mllllamps receiver drain • A.M. or F.M. versions
• 25 Kc/ s or 50 Kc/ s channelling • Single or six channel

PYE TELECOMMUNICATIONS LIMITED
CAMBRl·DGE • ENGLAND • TELEPHONE: TEVERSHAM (CAMBRIDGE) 3131 ·• TELEX No. S1166
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Remittances should be made payable
t• : Royal Signals Association. Subscription rates (post free, except air
mail): Twelve months, 18/-; single
month, 1/6.

OCTODER/NOVEHDER
Vol. 19

(New Series)

1965

No. II

until further notice.

I understand this will cost me 1/6 a month.

Name and rank ························ ····· ········· ···················
······················· ········ ··················· ·······

-------------------------FOOTNOTE:
Several large units only order 50 WIRES each month.
A certain Squadron takes 100 WIRES.
A Troop, only eight strong, takes eight WIRES and insists on them
being sent Airmail at their own expense!
FUNNY ISN'T IT?
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VALE

Presenting the baton of honour at the Hong Kong Police Grad uation
Day, 1965

Brigatlier D. A. Pringle, O.B.E.
Douglas Alexander Pringle, son of Major A. Pringle,
formerly of the Indian Army and the Egyptian Police, was
born in 1912. He was educated at Dean Close and entered
the R.M.A., Woolwich, in 1930. He showed himself a useful
athlete, winning his colours for athletics, swimming and modern
pentathlon. He won the Bruson Challenge Cup for swimming.
On being commissioned into Royal Signals in 1932 he conr~nued to enjoy these sports.
In 1936 he took part in the
British games at the White City and was travelling reserve
for the British modern pentathlon team at the Olympic Games
in Berlin. He also qualified on the advanced physical training
course.
Later that year he was posted to India, to the 2nd Cavalry
Brigade Signal Troop, where he became proficient in polo, pigsticking and show jumping. He anended the equitation course
at the Indian Cavalry School at Sangor, qualifying in the top
grade. In 1940 he was appointed Adjutant of the 5th Indian
Divisional Signals, see:ng service in Eritrea and North Africa.
He anended the Querta Staff College and was then posted in
1942, at the age of 29, as a Lieutenant-Colonel to be the first
Royal Signals instructor at the Middle East Staff College at
Haifa. After a short period as G.S.0.1 (Ops.) at H.Q., British
Troops Palestine and Trans Jordan, he was recalled to India in
1944 for parachute training and to raise and command the
Indian Airborne Divisional Signals.
He was again on active service in 1946-48, when he commanded 6th Airborne D ivisional Signals in Palestine, for which
he was twice mentioned in despatches.
He was the first, and so far the only, Royal Signals Officer
to be a College Commander at the RM.A , Sandhurst, 194953, and was made a brevet Lieutenant-Colonel. This was
followed by three years as A.Q.M.G., East Africa Command,
where he was awarded the o.B.E. for his work during the
Mau Mau operations.
In 1956, while serving with G.H.Q., U .K.L.F., he was
engaged on the formative stage of Civil Defence planning in
the nuclear age. At the end of that year he was promoted to
Colonel and selected to be G.S.0.r of Signals 5 at the War
Office. In this appointment his work was of considerable
importance, particularly in planning the structure of the Corps
in the all Regular Army ~ithin the manpower allocation. He
sowed the seeds of certain matters whose lasting benefit is seen
today, including the establishment of Regimental Headquarters
of the Corps and the covenanting of Corps subscriptions.
H is first appointment as Brigadier was C.S.O., Middle East,
in Cyprus, in 1958, when the rebellion was in its worst stage.
From Cyprus he went to York as C.S.O. for the year 1962.
In 1963 he was appointed Commander of the Hong Kong
and Kowloon Garrison, where his command included two
British Infantry battalions and 25 other military units, involving
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all aspects of the corporate and individual life of 3,500 men
with over 1,000 families.
One of his final duties, before handing over on retirement
was to command the Queen's Birthday Parade of all thre~
Services in the Hong Kong Stadium. His choice of music for
the Parade Commander's party during the march past was
appropriately, "The Happy Wanderer." This parade was see~
by 40,000 spectators.
Douglas Pringle is, together with his brother, Major R. C.
Pringle, Royal Signals, the third generation of Army Officers
in his family. His eldest son is now an Officer Cadet at
Sandhurst, to follow the same vocation. In 1940 he married
Wendy, daughter of Colonel R. E. Gordon, M.C., late Royal
Engineers. His wife has proved herself a charming and original
hostess and a tireless worker for the well-being of her husband's
officers and men.
Douglas is a man of strong personality, strong views and
sincere convictions. He had no time for self-seekers or for
those who did not pull their full weight. He always fought,
without fear, for what he believed to be the rights of those
who worked for him. He did not believe in eyewash as an
end in itself, but he always insisted that a good soldier is a
smart soldier; and that no technician was any the better for
wearing long hair or a grubby hat.
His all-round experience was of great assistance when
maners of more than Corps interest were being discussed. We
shall miss him and his wife and we wish them the best of
fortune for the future.

Letter to the Editor
Dear Sir,
In the field of shooting, the Corps has recently ousted the
Light Infantry and the Green Jackets; judging by appearances, it would seem that quite a few members are also trying
to take over their privileges of dress as regards the wearing of
caps, field service.
When this item of clorping was the only one in general issue,
apart from the helmets, steel (apart from the R.T.R.) during
the per,iod 1939-43, and before the introduction of the Caps,
G.S., the correct way of wearing tthe -Caps, F.S., was "inclined to the right of the head, with the lower button centrally
over the right eye, with .the exception of Light Infantry and
Rifle Regiments, when the Caps, F.S., will be worn centrally
on .the head wi~h the lower button directly above and in line
with the nose."
Would it not be better if me Corps remained "Gerta Cito "
and did not attempt to be "Geier et Audax."
W.O.II A. CoPESTAKE, 222 Signal Squadron, B.F.P.0. 69.
T~e correct way of wearing the Cap, F.S., as quoted,
applied a number of years ago, when it was an official item of
headdress. Now that it is an unofficial item, there is no hard
and fast Army rtiling as to how it should be worn. In the
absence of a Corps directive on this subject, Commanding
Officers have used their own discretion as to how the Cap,
F.S. should be worn in their units.-Editor.

Upgrading Courses in Catterick
COMMENCING APRIL, 1966
L Tech
Class II - I
12th
R Tech (Lt)
Class II - I
19th
Lmn
Class II - I
12th
C Jntr
Class II - I
19th
Clerk Tech
Class II - I
5th
Comcen Op
Class II - I
5th
R Op
Class II - I * 5th
E.D.
Class II - I
19th
Tg Op
Class II - I * 26th
Dvr R Signals
12th
Class II - I
E Tech
Class III-II
12th
L Tech
Class III-II
26th
R Tech (Lt)
Class III-II
5th
Clerk R Signals
Class III-II
5th
Comcen Op
Class III-II
5th
R Op
Class III-II
12th
E.D.
Class III-II
5th
Dtmn
Class III-II
26th
* Two courses

April,
April,
April,
April,
April,
April,
April,
April,
April,
April,
April,
April,
April,
April,
April,
April,
April,
April,

1966
1966
1966
1966
1966
1966
1966
1966
1966
1966
1966
1966

1966
1966
1966
1966
1966
1966
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The Special Air Service
This particularly concerns Telegraph Operators, Radio
Operators, Radio Technicians, Cypher Operators and
Clerk Technicians, but other trades can also serve
with the S.A.S.
~he

ECAUSE
22nd Special Air Service Regiment is deployed
world wide on operational tasks, often of a classified
B
nature, it has not the ·time, or it is not allowed, to adverti.Jie its
abilities or scotch wrong impressions about its work. This leads
to misrepresentations, and a lot of signalmen, whatever their
trade, write off any idea of volunteering for the S.A.S. through
ignorance of its work, thereby missing an opportunity of a
lifetime to serve in a particularly interesting unit.

Tiie Fallacies
There are two main fallacies about signalling for the S.A.S.
which tend to put people off volunteering. The first is that
you have to be a physical superman to get in. This is not so,
as will be shown later. The good signals tradesman is just as
important to the Regiment as any other S.A.S. individual.
The second fallacy is that it is bad for your career to do a
' funny.' This is particularly felt by the ambitious Training
Operator who has his eye on an early Yeoman's course and
hence all .the courses that lead up to it. Now that more and
more Royal Signals tradesmen are volunteering it is now as
easy to get on a course from 22 S.A.S. Regiment as from any
other unit. The broad experience gained in the S.A.S. more
than makes up for Jack of practice in Royal Signals Units.
The 1Uarried ltfan

Another fallacy which applies to the married man. A high
percentage of the Unit is married; 90 per cent. of the Unit
including many married men re-volunteer at the end of their
tour for sever·al tours. There are no problems getting quarters
in Hereford where the Regiment is based and many wives prefer
their husbands to go off for a few weeks or months rather than
lose them for a year or so, as can happen, on unaccompanied
tours.

Two ways of e11joyh1g the S.A.S.
The Royal Signals volunteer can either serve as a signaller
or as an S.A.S. trooper. It is important that you appreciate the
difference between the two because you may wish to volunteer
for one rather :than the other or for one with a view to the
other when you know more about it. The S.A.S. Signalman
What is wanted is good tradesmen-men who can work on
their own without supervision and who enjoy signalling because this is what they are trained w do. Men who like variety
in signalling-anything from a C.W. Station in the Far East to
Voice in the Middle East to both anywhere in Europe. Men
who enjoy working and learning new equipment and have a
little initiative to cope with the unusual situation that was not
covered in training. The signalman more often than not finds
hmself operating on lhis own without supervision. There is
often no sergeant or corporal to lean on. This makes life more
difficult, but it is these repeated opportunities to use ~is ~elf
reliance and self-discipline which most people have, 1f _given
the chance, which often makes him loath to leave the Regiment
when the times comes.
The Regiment is always on operati_ons. or exer_cises. which
means it continuously needs commun1cauons, .which m tum
means the Signal Troop never stops communicating a~d has
no time for anything that is not directly c~ncemed with the
Regiment's communications-hence of necessity chores such as
repeated cleaning, painting, formal inspections ~re ~Jmo t nonexistent, but when they do occur they are obiecuve and not
ends in themselves.
The system of promotion. in the . Si~al Troop is 0e same
as for any Royal Signals unit, that 1s, 1f yo~ are qualified and
recommended you will be promoted accordmg w your roster
position.
If you wish to earn parachute pay (at present 7s. 6d. a day)
but not to become an S.A.S. trooper it is necessary to pass the
normal S.A.S. Selection Course sufficiently_ well to qualify for
a parachute course.

Christmas Appeal for Toys and Clothes
For several years the Corps has, at Christmas,
provided some kind of gift for each member of the very
poorest families known to the Association. If we are
to do the same this year, we must have YOUR
ASSISTANCE NOW.
Gifts of toys, books, money
and clothing from you will alone make this annual present from the Corps to its less fortunate members
possible.
But to be eff ~ ctive we must have your support early.
Unpacking, sorting, re-packing and posting before
Christmas takes our staff quite sotne time.
PLEASE GIVE GENEROUSLY A D AS EARLY
AS POSSIBLE
If you decide during your tour as a signaller you would like
a try at becoming an S.A.S. Trooper you can do so by passing
the Selection Course at any time.

The S.A.S. Trooper
To be an S.A.S. Trooper you have to be both physically and
mentally suitable-suitable being the operative word. There is
a Selection Course three times a year. To pass it the average
person has to prepare himself by training very hard. Many
fail it but many have passed and once in very rarely do they
want to leave. Ultimately there is now an S.A.S. permanent
Cadre at which the successful S.A.S. trooper can aim if he
decides it is the life he wants.
Apart from the initial effort of passing the Selection Course
there are a dozen different skills the_Trooper has available to
him-the longer he stays with the Regiment the better his
chance of covering a wjde range of skills which include among
them desert navigation, diving, rock climbing, medicine, close
quarter battle techniques, s~ial Land Rover handling, free
fall parachuting, swimming, canoeing, foreign languages and
demolitions.
On being accepted as an S.A.S. trooper he loses his original
rank and has to gain promotion on his ability as an S.A.S.
soldier, but he keeps his trade rating, viz All which he held
before transferring. If at any stage (not necessarily at the end
of a 3-year tour) he decides he does not like the life he can
transfer back to his parent arm-but this very rarely happens.
The ex-Royal Signals trooper is partictilarly well placed because
if he does not like S.A.S. work, but likes the Regiment and is
suitable he can transfer from a S.A.S. Sabre Squadron to the
Signal Troop.
To sum up, the Royal Signals tradesman is well placed and
has often been successful in the past in being accepted by 22
S.A.S. Regiment. He can, if he oomes and does not like it,
leave at anytime. Because of his Signals background he is
usually a successful S.A.S. Trooper so that whether he goes
to Hereford to signal or to be a trooper, one thing he is
guaranteed not to get-is a quiet time.
Although in the past few months quite a number have joined
the S.A.S. Signal Troop ,t here will always be room for more
-particularly Telegraph Operators (or Radio Operators). If you
are interested in joining the Troop or would like more information do not hesitate to write to the Adjutant or the Signal
Officer: 22 Special Air Service Regiment, Bradbury Lines,
Hereford, England.
If you want to volunteer now, the form of application is laid
out in ACI 227 / 63 available in your Orderly Room or Squadron
Office.
TelecommlDlif'ations Personnel
Are You Du<> for Release this Year?
The Ministry of Defence offers you employment in the
Whitehall area as a Specialist Teleprinter Operator.
Pay: £14 11s. od. p.w., jf 25 and over, rising to £17 13s. 6d.
p.w. (Earnings can be oonsiderably increased by overtime a~d
shift allowance. Hours : 42 gross, over a five-day week. Paid
leave: Three weeks a year.
Generous sick leave arrangements and lump sum payml!llts
on retirement or resignation after more than five years' continuous service.
Written application , srnting trade proficiency, to: Mr. P.
W. Hobden Mini try of Defence, DS16, Room 0225, Main
Building, London, S.W.1 .
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lUAJOR (T.O.T.) C. P. JJOLTON, D.E.M.
from the 21st Regiment writes :
" All who knew him will
be sad to hear of the tragic
death of Major " Charles "
Bolton.
" Cyril as he was chrisstened, but Charles to all in
the Army and Royal Air
Force who knew him, enlisted in the Corps soon
after the outbreak of World
War II. Within two months
he was on his way to India,
where he did his initial
training as an Instrument
Mechanic. He then saw
service in Iraq, returned to
India in 1942, where he
stayed until his repatriation
to UK. early in 1945.
"He then served in NorthWest Europe from December, 1945, and it was here
in 1948 whilst serving with
Air Formation Signals that he was awarded ·t he B.E.M. for
his services during the Berlin air lift.
"Commissioned from W.O.II (F. of S.) in 1952, he saw
service in Cyprus with 2 Wireless Regiment as T.O.T., in U.K.
with Eastern Command Squadron, and then as an Air Formation Specialist he served in B.A.0.R. and Aden, returning to
21st Regiment, B.A.0 .R, in March, 1963.
"We extend our deepest sympathy to his mother and father
in the loss of their only son, and to his fiancee, Miss Joan
Stedman, whom he met in Cyprus in 1952."

TRIUMPH
POWER AND STAMINA
ON DUTY AND OFF
If you can handl e it, real power adds zest to the pleasure of
motorcyc ling. That's why the skilfu l ri ders of the Royal
Signals Display Team, togetherwith hundreds of otheroffic ial
bodies al l over the world, always choose Triumph. Doesn't
that make a Triumph the ideal off-duty motorcycle for you?

MAJO R S . J. THOMPSON
As we go to press we were sorry to learn of me sudden
death of Major S. J. Thompson, while playing golf in the
Corps Autumn Meeting.
" Tommy " was one of the old
soldiers of the Corps, with both other rank and commissioned
servke. He served the Corps well and faithfully for many
years and both he and his wife made very many friends in the
course of their Service life.
His son, Roger, follows in his father's footsteps and is now
a Captain in the Corps. He was recently married to Aureole
Blaker, daughter of Brigadier and Mrs. E. C. R. Blaker.
O ur sincere sympat,hy goes to Mrs. Thompson and Roger
in their sad loss.
CAPTA I N IL J . B . BOLI T HO
We regret to have to record the death, at his home in Jersey,
on 7th September, 1965, of Captain R. J. B. Bolitho, at the
age of 75. Originally a regular officer with The Devonshire
Regiment, he became known in the R.E. Signal Service and
Royal Flying Corps during the Great War. He was then for
many years in the Royal Signals R.A.R. O. He was a most
generous man, and when Vice-Commodore of the Royal Signals
Sailing Association in 1939 he provided his yach t, a Plymouth
hooker, named D ayspring, for the use of members of the
Corps. She was re-named Gerta. He also gave an annual
prize for the best article on yachting in the Quarterly Journal.
[A m emoir will appear in the R oyal Signals ]ournal]

To lndivi1lual S ubs cribers
H E only way to be certain of receiving your
WIRE correctly addressed is to be sure and let
us know changes in your address, rank and such-like,
as they occur. We try to operate a detective service,
but it is fallible!

T

THE BEST MOTORCYCLE IN THE WORLD
TRIUMPH ENGINEERING CO. LTO .. MERIDEN WORKS, ALLESLEY, COVENTRY
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Movements-Officers

Movements-W. O.s anti Senior N.C. O.s

ADDITION TO JULY LIST

OCTOBER, 1965

Lieutenant J. E . Barnes

... To 247 Gurkha Squadron

ADDITIONS TO AUGUST LIST
Lieutenant P. D. Jones
.. .
..
Second-Lieutenant C. R. Urquhnrt ..
Second-Lieutenant S. Cowan ...

246 Gurkha Squ&•J ron
1st Div. H .Q. ar.d Sig-:al Regt.
., 247 (Gurkha) Squadron

AMENDMENTS TO AUGUST LIST
Lieutenant

(Q.M.)

R . E.

B.B.M.

Lieutenant V. H. Stephens

H oward ,
To 48th Regiment (T.A.)
... " 4th Regiment

ADDITIONS TO SEPTE,\11.BER LIST
To M.o.D.
Lieutenant-Colonel L. D. Line
H .Q., NORTHAG
Major P. D. Parker
Second-Lieutenant D. G.° .J. ciraha,.;.;
School 0£ Signals
School of Signals
Lieutenant S. Law
. ..
. ..
School o[ Signals
Second-Lieutenant P. C. Pearson
School of Signals
Second-Lieutenant J. P. Theodorson
..
School
of Signals
Second-Lieutenant G. R. Vaughan
., 7th Armoured Bde. Gp. H.Q. &
Second-Lieutenant J. F. Budd
Signal Squadron
S.H.A.P.E.
Major C. Mitchell (T /Lt.-Col.)
. . Army Aviation Centre
Major K. A. C. Wilson
" 1 I th Regiment
Major J. L. Donne
,. 3o~h Regiment
Major J. B. Prince
...
R.M.C.S.
Captain J. B. J. Halford
,. 1Ith Inf. Bde. Gp. H.Q. &
Captain M. Allan ...
Sig.1al Squadron
8th Regiment
Major I. Gram -Hansen
AMENDMENTS TO SEPTEMBER LIST
Lieu1enant R . Dorrell . ..
Captain D . Lycett-Gregson
Captain G. Wilkie-Snow

24th Regiment
8th Regiment
48th Regiment (T.A.)
OCTOBER LIST

" R .M.C.S. I Staff College Camberley
Captain D. S. Hopkins, M .B.E.
Captain W. J . M. Michie
Captain H . A. Morrison
Captain M . J. Pickard
Captain P. S . Reader
Captain P . J . Rowland
Captain J. N. Taylor
Captain H. S. Wilson
"
., 13th Regiment
Captain R. Aggett ...
., Army Air Corps Centre
Captain M. F. Andrews
Lt. (T /Capt.) C. D. A. Blessington .. . ., Joint Communications Unit (266
Squadron)
Second-Lieutenant W . I. Buxto'.l .. . ., Cambridge University O.T.C .
M11jor G. G. Campbell ...
Ministry of Aviation
...
...
,. 9:h Regiment
Major G. Ferrier . ..
Lieutenant (T.0.T.) J. D. Ferguson ., 2nd Div. H.Q. & Signal Regt.
Lieutenant (Q.M .) E. J. Ford
., 18th Regilllent
Captain F. R. Fletcher ...
.. .
Signal Trg. Wing, R. Marines
Lt. (T/Capc.) J . M. Gray .. .
., 2nd Div. H ,Q . & Signal Regt.
Ca-ptain N . C. Grayson . . .
., R.M .C.S.
...
...
.. . ., H .Q ., 7 Armoured Bde. Gp.
Major J . R. Gibson
Lt. (T / Capt.) S. G. McK. Gordon .. .. 17th (Gurkha) Regiment
Lieutenant A. G. Ingham
., 15th Regiment
Captain E. P. Hughes ...
...
.. 21st Regiment
Lieutenant (Tfc. Offr.) C. E . Hesketh .. 28th Regiment
Captain J. K. Hedges ...
...
., 22nd Regiment
Major (T /Lt.-Col.) S. P. Irwin
., 5oth (N) Regiment (T.A.)
Lieutenant D. H . Insall . . .
.. .
., 8th Regiment
., School o( Signals
Major B. R. Jll'Cob
Captain D. J . Jolly
11th Regiment
Second-Lieutenant M. J. Lance
., H .Q. , British Gurkha L. of C.
Blandford Project Staff
Major (T.O.T.) E. J. Larner ...
Cnptitin (T.O .T.) P . J. Mitchell
.. H.Q ., COMCAN
Mai'lr D . C. Newm!l'D ...
65th (Cicy of London) Regt. T.A.
Cn ptain J. M. Newman
., School of Signals
., 240 Squadron
Lieutenant (T fc. Offr.) G. Oakley
Lieuten an t G . K . Rothwell ...
.. 15th Regiment
H.Q. Middle East Air Force
Major (T /Lt.-Col.) M. D. Scott . .
Major (T / L t. -Col.) E. 0 . Smith,
.,
nth Regiment
M.B.B., D.C.M. . . .
. ..
School of Sign:d
Lieutenant P. F. Soward
., 18th Regiment
Major C. R. A. Sumner
Lieutenant-Colonel (Q .M.) R. L. J.
.. H.Q., A.E.R. , Royal Signals
Shove
., 24th Regiment
Captain J. A. Tonnison ...
Cambridge University O .T.C.
Second-Lieutenant M. J. Vest
" 13th Regiment
Major K . G. W hite
School of Signals
.,
Major C. B. Ward
.. .
., M .o.D.
Captain J . H . W illiams ..
.,
4th
Div. H.Q . & Signal Regt .
Captain J. B. W alsh
...
,, 66th Regimen t (T.A.)
Captain M . J . H . Williams
Lieutenant (T,O .T.) N, A. V.
.. 252 Squadron
Ribchester
.. .
. ..
,, 653 Troop
Lieutenant D. W. Cook ...

Captain C. R . C. Bunce
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. .. To 11th Regiment
., 3 Div. H.Q. & Sig. Regt.
., Joint
Communications
Unit,
Borneo
Army Works Study Group
W .O.ll J. Halliday
18th Reg·.ment
W.O.II R. V. Pur!Us
H.Q. 6 Inf. Bde. Gp. & Sig. Sqn.
W.0.II A. J. Cowe
. , 2 ut Regiment
W.0 .11 J. G. Turner
53rd Regiment (T.A.)
W.0.II A. Warren
.. 66th Regiment (T. A.)
W.O.II R. A. Ran!Un
W .0.11 T. E. Hr.ii
.. 319 Squadron (T.A.)
W.O.II A. A. Hawke
.. 1 tth Regiment
., 42nd Regiment (T. A.)
W.0.II D K. Earnshaw
.. H.Q., 'orthcro Command
W.O.II K. H . Randall
.. 2 ut Regiment
A/ W.O.II R. E. G. Brown
, H.Q. London District
A/ W.O.ll G. Donovan
...
W.0.11 (F. of S.) P. Harvey
., 645 Troop
645 Troop
W.O.II (F. of S.) P. J. O'Brien
7th Regiment
W .0.II (F. of S.) F. Clarkson
3 Div. H .Q . & Sig. Regt.
W.O.II (F. of S.) D. C. Ashton
W.O.II J. R. Woodland
14th Reg'ment
Staff Sergeant B. F. Chapman
253 Squadron
Stafi" Sergeant W. J. Harvey
,. 19th Regiment
Staff Sergeant P. F. Brackston
7th Regiment
Staff Sergeant L. R. Jones
. ..
., 249 Squadron
Staff Sergeant A. L. C. Coleman
640 Troop
Staff Sergeant R.
. Forster
., 4 Div. H .Q. & Sig. Regt.
Staff Sergeant D. J. Mortlock
., 18th Regiment
Staff Sergeant J. M. Gittins ...
" Birmingham O.T.C.
.. . ., 43rd Regiment (T.A.)
Staff Sergeant V. L. Haywood
Staff Sergeant (F. of S.) J. D. Kno" ,, 217 Squadron
Staff Sergeant R. Gilmour
.. .
. . . ., 58th Regiment (T.A.)
Staff Sergeant L. Perrier
.. School of Signals
., 30th Regiment
Staff Sergeant C. A. . Woods
., 47th Regiment (T.A.)
Sergeant J . M. May
Sergeant F. Jones
20th L.C.T. Regiment, R.C.T.
Sergemt R . J. Davies
.. .
., 26o Squadron
Sergeant M. A. C. Cosey
Army Air Corps Centre
Sergeant L . J . Courtel .. .
131h Regiment
651 Troop
Sergeant A. M. H . Hamilton
Sergeant T. E. Loud
., 224 Squadron
.. 205 Squadron
A/ Sergeant K. Halliwell
Sergeant J. Taylor
., 16th Regiment
,, 537 Troop
Sergeant J. W. Swann ...
Sergeant D. G . James-Bailey
.. H.Q. A.F.N.E .
., 226 Squadron
Sergeant L. J. H. Merry
Sergeant A. G. Evans ...
., 24th Regjment
Sergeant K. W. Griffiths
.• 205 Squadron
Sergeant C. Hay
,, Queen's Royal Irish Hussars Sig.
Troop
., 14 Fd. Regt. Sig. Troop
Sergeant P. J. Fernie
., 249 Squadron
Sergeant R. Ridley
...
., 63rd Regiment (T.A.)
Sergeant R. E. W. Growns
,, Joint
Communications
Unit,
Sergemt I'. Needham
Borneo
.. 24th Regiment
Sergeant J. C. Jackson ...
19th Regiment
Sergeant R. W. Townsend
., 3 Div. H.Q . & Sig. Regt.
Sergeant W. 0. Thomas
007 Troop
Sergeant C. F. G. Batten
., 30th Regiment
Sergeant B. D. Nicholls
.,
I 3th Regiment
Sergeant G. A. Lewis
., A.A.S., Harrogate
Sergeant C. T. Coventry
. , nth Regiment
Sergeant B. J. Peters
...
., 19th Regiment
Sergeant F. G. Holmonroyd
A.A.S., Harrogate
Sergeant R. A. McGregor
,. 261 Squadron
Sergeant K. Kimberley ..
.. 30th Regiment
Sergeant C. A. E . Pylee
,,. 205 Squadron
Sergeant T. McCarthy

W.O.II F . Kirk
. .
W.O.II S. J. Raynor
W.O.ll A. Coyne

New Pattern Corps Ties
At a recent meeting, the Corps Committee approved
modified versions of the Corps tie to meet a demand
for a tie more in the modern trend.
These ties are as follows:
PATTERN D. - An open-ended tie with diagonal
stripes and conventional cut but considerably narrower
in width.
PATTERN Et. - A straight-cut tie of narrow width
throughout its length with square cut ends and horizontal stripes.
.
These ties are in terylene and can be ordered from
Association H.Q., price 8/ - each, post free.
When ordering, it will be sufficient to refer to them
as Pattern 'D' or Pattern ' E1.'

HI

Promotions

ADMINISTRATIVB .kosTER
21035290 Sgt.
Church, S. R.

To Sgt.

JULY AND AUGUST
N eto

To._ .O.II 22538634
22537002
222122-07

To

gt.

21022117

222I2559
2 . 49588
23 ~04479

To W.O.I
To W.O.II

22762504
22296112
2549782
22562532
2549611
23118499
23336293

To W.O.I

22212484
19056979
22314875
2549264
To W.O.II 22265932
To W.O.I
To S gt.
To Sgt.

To Sgt.

To Sgt.

To S Sgt.

22242734
22242112
21074023
22797000
23251276
23532364
23709055
23458383
23706527
22815294
23685844
23732363
23640944
23473539
23734709
23487185
22265883
23642972
23755734
23503232
23528430
22776291
23484596
22265333
22523398
227958o5
2254146o
22776699
23241567
23430356
22541389
23211049
22515673

REGIME ITAL
A/ W.O.II
A/~ .O.ll
A/ W.O.Il
Sgt.
Sgt.
Sgt.
Sgt.

FOREMAN OF SIGNALS ROSTSR
W.O.II
Boulter, R. c.
W.O.II
Willis, G. D.
SSgL
Godfrey, B. T .
S Sgt.
Brookes. A. N .
S Sgt.
Walke, J. L. E.
S Sgt.
Lawrence, J. H.
S Sgt.
Hampson, R. F .

To W.O.II
To S Sgt.

To Sgt.

22289335
22274155
22246o13
22771424
22286o89
22526463
22845378
22569209
22526329
2298o822
22918372
23479934
23497585
22983677
22296467

(Op)
(Fd)
(Fd)
(Op)

0nEF Cu!RKS ROSTBR
A/ W.O.I
Pearse, E. R. T.
A/ W.O.I
Palmer, W. H.
A/S Sgt.
Sloa1e, K.
A/ S Sgt.
O'Neill, B. P .

330 56o
340 645
1120 1820 (Ad)
I 140
1670 (Ad)

350
36o
370
380

TECHNICAL ROSTER
Cpl.
Francis, J. A.
4835
Cpl.
Street, D.
5015
Cpl.
Shone, C. J.
5105
Cpl.
Hollins, M. J. W . 5117
Cpl.
Le.itcb, J.
5r45
Cpl.
Cowell, N. C.
5148
Cpl.
Hill, R. J.
5155
Cpl.
Kclbie, R. B.
516o
Cpl.
Eustace, K. E.
5165
Cpl.
Miller, R. G.
5170
Cpl.
Hall , G.
5200
Cpl.
Edwards, W. J.
5r50
Cpl.
Edwards, R. B.
5157
Cpl.
Briggs, R. W.
518o
Cpl.
Tomlinson, A.
5210
Cpl.
Johnston, D.
. 5235
Cpl.
Paton, R. A.
5245
FIELD ROSTER
A/Sgt.
Gray, P. L.
4184
Cpl.
Harwood, G.
4270
Cpl.
Smi th, 0.
4280
A/Sgt.
Chapman, J. F.
4310
A/SgL
Swaine, R.
4320
Cpl.
Harris, G.
4330
A/Sgt.
Foster, M.
4340
ADMINISTRATIVE ROSTER
A/Sgt.
Perry, D. G.
2950
A/Sgt.
Palmer, D. G.
2960
A/Sgt.
Smith, D. B.
2970
A/Sgt.
Oliver, D.
2980
A/Sgt.
Unwin, E. W.
2990

Rawlings, F. J.

FOREMAN OP SIGNALS ROSTER
W.O.JI
Dunlevy, J. M. M.
S Sgt.
Sharp, A.
Sgt.
Waudby, S. H.
Sgt.
David J
Sgt.
PbilliP,, J. A.
SgL
Mannion, P.
Sgt.
Truran, M. A.
Sgt.
Poner, D. F.
Sgt.
Nicholls, F.
Sgt
DoyIc, R· V·
S ·
Sgt.
Mcachin, B. A.
gt.
Carr, D.
Ssgt.
Harvey, D. K.
gt.
Thomber, P. A.
Sgt.
McNaughton, J.
Sgt.
Paul, H. .

22559831 S Sgt.

0

FIELD ROSTER
Farrell, P. G.

70

W.O.I

630

W.O.I

250

W.O.I
W.O.II
S Sgt
Sgt.

I50
66o
740

6480
8523
9115

2274
3390
1290
2780
286o
2890
3000
4000
4020
4430
4640
IlIO

(R.D . W.0.II)

924 880
(S.C.S. S Sgt.)
66o (Tee)
9So (Tee)
1210 (Tee)
r86o (Tee)
2000 (Tee)
2330 (Tee)
2370 (Tee)
2540 (Tee)
3340 (Tee)
3354 (Tee)
3527 (Tee)
3529 (Tee)
3770 (Tee)
3840 (Tee)
421 0 (Tee)
1000 (Tee)

IllO 3570

350

YEOMAN OF SIGNALS ROSTllR
166
150
Sm :~A LS

Ro:ffHR

T ECHNICAL ROSTCR
1170
2000
3527
4050

950
186o
3354
3880

12 10

3340
3840

No. 10 NATO COURSE
(Left to Right) Captain J. Defosse?, Major K. Elcersma, Major K. R.
Kvalberg, Major A. Qvistgaard , Maid\- L. J. Rajchel, Ma jor J. M. Wallaert, Major
W. Richter, Ma jor A. Pechmann
Front Row (L•(t to Right) Chef de Battalion F. R. Ruche , Lieutenant-Colonel I. Duque,
Lieutenant-Colonel T. Sayiner, Colonel J. W. Heatwole, Colonel H. Dakin,
Colonel D. R. Knight , Lieutenant-Colonel A. R. Espagnet, Major H. Klauck

6o : k Row

2330
3529
4210

23 70
3690
3630

2540
3770
3790

ADMINISTRATIVE .ROSTER
2430

1630

'~N·::~<::-::;-:;:~:~:;;:::;~;.,
CARDS
ti

l

....

~
~

may be obtained from

I

766o

9r63
12665
8447
u690
9230
10756
1o631
8789
690
9280
9363
9410
9512

280

CHrBF CLERKS ROSTER

gt.

524 1690

1750
2350
236o
2370
2380
2390
2400
2410
2420
2430
2450
246o
2470
2490
2500
2510

W.O.I

FORBMAN OF

1120
11 30
920
2220
140 (Tee)
1510
1520

1120

I N SE RTIONS
REGIMBNTAL Dun:" ROSTER
5732385 W.O.U
Doonan, P. J.

;~203531

980
990
1695
1740
176o
1790
1800

20IO
2100
21 40
6580
1350
I38o
6320

YEOMAN OF SIGNALS ROSTSR
W.O.II
Hudson, A. A.
A/W.O.II
Gubler, G. I. D.
W.O.II
Pilkington, J. S. P.
W.O.II
Ewens, R. M .
S Sgt.
Heaps, C.

14031003 S SgL

W.O.I
W.O.II
S Sgr.

Old

Se n.Nv Sen. No.

DUTY ROSTER
Thomas. A. J.
3280
Johnson, P. S. W. 3290
Gill, P.
3300
Howie. G. A.
3590
haw, J. H
36oo
Fcnne)', G.
3610
Gorman, 0. H.
3620

DELETIONS
REGIMENTAL DUTY ROSTER
230
26o
240
250
1000
50
1570
800
1430

RC"Cent Le!'fsons from {'ypros and Borne>o

2102 8590 (Op)

GALE & POLDEN LTD.,
WELLINGTON PRESS,

~

I,

ALDERSHOT, HANTS.
Descr~ption: Fo~ding card with illuminated Royal Signals
cresl m gold, silver, green, re<l and blue on front tied !£
knot of Royal Signals ribbon, inse·t printed greeting' only. ~I
Each in plain envelope.
iii
u/6 per dozen

(hom;~·sr
.

··--

V!ee.per dozen (overseas)

-· -.-.

~

-·.......
- --··- -~
~

Life Assurance
Policies Covering War Risks
for:
Children.
Convertible Whole Life.
Death Duties.
Education Endowment.
House Pun:hase. Retirement. -~~~~gJ
Unit Trust and Share Purchase
by Endowment

EVERY INSURANCE INCLUDING
Officers ' Kit. Household Effects.
Hospital Schemes (33! % G roup discount - Officers
and retired Officers) .
Personal Accidents. Personal Liabil ity.
Motor Competitive rates for New and Old Cars.
Home and Foreign Policies.
Bloodstock, Camera, Ca ravan, Golf, Gun, Holidays,
Hunter, Transit, Television , etc.

B.
£ THOMPSON & CO. LTD.
INSURANCE BROKERS
11, KING STREET, RICHMOND, YORKSHIRE
Telephone No. 2308.

(R.D.)
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SCHOOL OF SIGNALS
N.A.T.O. Comes to Catterlck
Monday, rhe 19th July, 1965, saw the arrival at the School
of Signals of students of the N A.T.0. Signal Officers' course.
This year the course was made up of 16 Officers from nine
different member nations, namely, U.S.A., France, West
Germany, the Netherlands, Italy, Turkey, Belgium, Norway and
Denmark. No attempt has been made to follow protocol in
this list, bur as this was the tenth such course ir is interesting
ro note that two nations feature in the attendance list for the
first rime-Turkey and Denmark. Indeed, a brief review of
attendance on this and past courses reveals some interesting
facts . All courses have had U.S.A. and West German representation. France, Norway and Belg:um have been absent
from only ~o, and Italy and Luxemburg have attended twice .
The "once only's" include Turkey, Denmark and Great
Britain. The latter is hard ro explain when it is remembered
that familiarisation with Royal Signals is the prime aim of
the course. No doubt the Officer concerned, who must be
nameless, had been our of touch for some time and sought the
aid of N.A.T.O. membership to bring himself up ro date
with things in his own Corps !

O n one occasion L ieutenant-Colonel J. E. P. Sampson
delivered a most interest ing and at rimes h ighly amusing talk
on his exp eriences as C.S.O. to the United Nations Force in
Cypr us. Tn is w as immediately followed by Lieutenant· Colonel
T . Cunn ingham-Burley relating the story of the early days of
the development of Joint Communications in Borneo, where he
was the fi rst Commander Royal Signals. Ir would be difficult
ro find two more di ssimilar operational situations, than Cyprus
and Borneo. From almost every aspect, geographical, po ' tical,
cl imatic and operational, these theatres are ent irely different,
yet ir was possible to see many sim]arities in the communication
requirements of each. The marked d iversity between these
theatres seemed to underline the cardinal principles of communication and their universal application to all situations.
Techniques and requirements may indeed differ, but communication problems can only be solved by following the
basic principles of reliability, flexibility and simplicity and the
provision of alternative means and a reserve.
Doubtless our N.A.T .0. guests learned much more than this
during the course, but if each student left us with only this
lesson well and truly learnt, we would be satisfied rhar we bad
achieved an important pan of the aim.

Not " All Work and No Play "
The course had its lighter side and in addition to the normal
arrival cocktail parry and mid-course guest nighr, two outside
visits of general interest were included. The first took place
on 25 July and was a visit to Hadrian's \Vall. The students
were joined by Cadre Officers and their families and a picnic
luncheon, complete wirh bar facilities, was provided in rhe
ancient and rugged surroundings by H.Q. Mess.
The second visit took rhe course by sea to Holy Island and
rhe Faroe Islands. The weather was not particularly kind to
us on this occasion, and the sea was by no means calm, but
this did not prevent anyone from enjoying a picnic luncheon
with relish and the kind of appetite rhar comes only after a lot
of fresh sea air !

Fam iliarisa tio n is the Aim

A N EW VAUX HALL
free of Purchase Tax I

The full aim of the course is officially given as follows : "To
familiarise Signal Officers of N.A.T.O. with rhe organisation
and methods of Royal Signals in the British Army so that they
may be able ro organise efficient inter-communication between
their own and British formations, and to exchange information
and communication experience among those Officers attending."
Whether rhis a:m has been achieved in part or whole is not,
perhaps, for us ro say, but we can certainly claim success in that
part of the aim which deals with the exchange of information
and experiences. Indeed, the fact that this was the tenth
course of its kind does indicate that we must be filling a
recurring need and doing something useful in creating greater
understanding in the field of military communications between
the m ember nations of N.A.T.O.

The brand new Vauxhall Viva from £436
V>u xhaJI Victor fro m £570.
Six-cylinder models fro m £720.

E njoy able and Exhilarating Exchange of
Exp e rie n ces
W e always fi n d these courses an enjoyable and e.xhilarating
exper ien ce, and course N o. 10 was n o excepnon.
T he
instructional p eriods were punctuated by lively an d inter esting
d iscu ssions which were as valu able to us as we hope they were
to th e stud en ts.
W e believe that ir is here that the greatest valu e of su ch
courses lies. The varied backgrounds an d experiences of such
a d iverse a udien ce might be expected to expose d iff erences of
opinion and areas of d isagreem ent and discord , but these
courses h ave proved the opposite ro be rhe case. F rom rh e
discussion p eri ods, it is possi ble to distil a great m easure of
agreem ent and accord on the basic prin ciples of communication
a nd everyone learns that his own p roblems are by no mean s
unique, bur ar e sh ared b y other s. The programme gave ample
opportunity to prove rh is point, but perhaps one e.x ample
will suffice ro illustrate it furth er.
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Export home delivery-preferential financial treatment
If you are being posted abroad or returning to England
for re-posting overseas, a new Vauxhall can be yours
free of Purchase Tax.
Free of P.T. to all eligible serving men.
Hire Purchase and Insurance facilities arranged.
WE WILL GLADLY SUPPLY FULL DETAILS

E.

J.

Baker & Co. Ltd.

B1RCHETI ROAD, ALDERSHOT
Telephone Aldershot 24242
Also at: Dorking, Gu ildford, Reigate, Chertsey, Tonbridge,
Tunbridge Wells, East Grinstead and Staines
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7th Regiment (continued)
t<? the already harr~sed staff of_ R.H.Q. by accounts brought
back _of collap_sed bndgcs, typhoid outbreaks, dead shet:p and
aquatic sports m assault boats b:!longing to the Royal Engineers.

A furth~r happy link. w_as forged between members of the Salisbury branch of the
Roya.I Signals Assoc1at1on and the 3rd Regiment, when the C.O., Lieutenant·
Colonel G . Proudman , M.B.E., received, on behalf of the Regiment a Royal
S11nals Plaque. From left to right in the picture: W .0 .1. (RSM) G. Schofield,
The C.O., Mr. R. G. Pearce, Mr. W . G. Collins. Mr. R. J. Baker, Mr. G. E. Strin,
and Mr. W. Bent

3rd

REGl~IE~T,

BULFORD

A quiet Month
August has been a very quiet month in the Regiment. Most
of us h~ve been ~njoying three weeks' _leave and have just
returne_d, the remamder are now recovering from "carrying"
the urut.
R.S.M. C. W. Johnson arrived while we were away and was
well installed b;y the time we returned. We would like to
w~lcome b_oth him and Mrs. Johnson and hope that their stay
with us will be a happy one.
Needless. to say, if an R.S.M. comes an R.S.M. must go,
~o of a kmd would be too much of a good thing. We would
like to thank R.S.M. and Mrs. Schofield for all they have
done and ~chieved for the Regiment and send them both our
congr~t~ations on Mr. Schofield's appointment to a combatant
comrruss1on.
We would also like to say "Welcome" to Corporal Hamilton
Sergean~ Carruthers, Signalman King, Lance-Corporal Long~
staff, Signalman Shipen, Signa~man Dobbs, Lance-Corporal
Pond, La:ice-Corporal Jones, Signalman Lindsay, Signalman
Lom~x, S~gnalman Brown, Corporal Hendry. Our good wishes
go with Signalman ~rrigan, Corporal George, Corporal White
S~rgeant Fenney, Signalman Spalding, Signalman Chadwick'
Signalman Dunkley, Sergeant Topliss, Lance-Corporal Sexro~
and Sergeant McCullock who have left us during the month.
Our rugby and soccer te~rns haye each got off to a flying
stan-the. rugby team beating Salisbury J 4-0 and the soccer
team beatmg Ames?ury Town by 3 goals to 2. May this be the
prelude of good thmgs to come.
By .the time this goes to print most of us will be up to our
eyes m sand. I hope we will have more news for you next
·
month.
7th REGIMENT, B.F.P.O. Hi
The horse dies hard!
h ':fhe dashin~ cavalry Regiments of the Army still refer to
t CU" su? uruts at Sab.re S~uadrons.
Rumour has it that
~oyal Signals . elemen~ m Ltppstadt is creating tradition for
t e Corps by ll!troducmg the stirring title of Antenna Squadrons. ?th ~eg1ment rarely ignores such a challenge as this
~d various titles have been suggested for our own Squadrons.
m. hnethof Gthem at least-:that for 3 Squadron, not unconnected
wit
.e erman teleprinters they operate-we feel that sex
reared its ugly head and therefore do not intend to publish our
new ORBAT.

Regimental Handbook
In th~ years 196<> and i961, the first two editions of the
7th Regiment handbook were printed. The information in

Laconically the unit write the caption for this picture-3 Squadron
camp-Organised sports!

the s~cmd eciiti?n wa.s. found to be largely out of date and,
~cco~dingly, ~ thlid ed1t1?n has been published with two objects
m view.
~irstly, to. give soldiers and their families posted
~o. ~e Regunent an idea of the type of Regiment they are
J~ng before they actually arrive . . As
as possible, a copy
~ill be sent to all ranks when their postmg order is received
m the Orderly Roo~. It is hoped that the book will answer

fa:

a great many of their 9uestions on topics like married quarters,
?anks, sch?Ols, enteruunments, and so on. The second object
is to provide a handy reference book for soldiers wh~her in
barracks or quarters, in which they may look up' such things
as telephone numbers, NAAFI opening times, early closing
days, etc.
The production of the booklet was not without its lighter
Proof-reading, . as many are undoubtedly aware
moments:
a1:ready, is a far f~om s~a1ght-forward art. It is particularly
9ifficult . when dealing with German printers. Such marginal
ms~uctlons as " 7th Signal Regiment, a little larger, please "
OT
use .the largest WORD that fits " are likely to be printed
as part of t·h e text! Mercifully, the final product docs not
embody any such howlers.
Foi; those interested, the cost of production has been largely
covered by selling a~vertising space. Anyone else thinking
of such a venture rmght well, with suitable planning make a
profit on the deal.
'
Summer Camps
" Un..der a sh;,oud of secrecy, conferred by the title Exercise
Crab Apple, I, 2 and 3 Squadrons set off in turn during
August for . summer camps in the neighbourhood of the Baltic
porlt of Keil.. They took with -them representatives from other
Squa~ons; ~deed these annual camps are so popular that
there is consid17rable competition for places. Map-reading P.E.
tests and canoeing were features of each Squadron's programme.
In off-duty hours there were visits to Kiel Eckenforder and
such oth~r educational establishments as lo'cal breweries'.
l (Yagi) Squadron camped at a pleasant site in the grounds
of. a schloss at Neuer village, about 15 miles north of Kiel.
L:1eutenant Len~hall managed to shoot deer, but strongly de01es rumours that he also bagged three Forstmeisters seven
'
Jaegers ~d a pure-bred Schleswig cow!
2 CJ:Ia1ry) Squadron considered a 10-minute walk to <the sea
~xcesswe and therefore moved when they arrived to a site
iust along the coast _at Strande, which was at least 10 yards
from the_ sea .. The linemen revelled in the sunshine but failed
to. leave it behind .for 3 (?) Squadron. D espite the dull wea·ther,
t~1s Squadron ac~1eved, under the leadership of Camp Comedian
Lieutenant Roome Sampson, a great deal-just how much is
yet to be learnt. It was he who established liaison with the
Ge:n:ian N_~vy by arranging a football match with one of their
trammg sliips. With Staff. Sergeant Angell in control, they
could do _no WTong and achieved a comfortable victory by six
goals to one. ~terwards the team and spectators .were shown
arou~d the ship.
Most o.f the photographs taken. on this
occas1on unfortunately show little except the index finger of
the _photographer. What actually did go on at Kiel far out
of the reach of the R.S.M.? Ful'ther anxiety has been caused
(Continued on page 345)
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Arrivals and D1,1mrt11res
Surely it will not be long before the Editor of Tnn WIRE
devotes a separate page t? movements to and from 7th Regiment (~ comment!-Editor). Major Akass has just left at
short notice for the M.O.D. after commanding 3 Squadron for
16 _moniths. We wish him and his wife well m the future.
M~ior Garr~tt has filled the gap left by tl1is departure.
So
swift was his move from 22nd Regiment thal for a week he
was simulta neo~sly ~ommandin_g 3 Squadron in Herford and
H.Q. Squadron m Lippstadt. Lieutenant David Hunt who has
be~n just about as popular as his appointment or' assistant
adjutant would allow, has now left for the School of Signals
on a T.E. course. He has played an important part m the
life of the ~ egiment for ove: two years. We are very pleased
to have with us Second-Lieutenants Bowen and Fitzgerald
both here for six weeks before they go to the School of Signal~
on their Q Course.
Other arrivals include W.O.II Craddock, W.0.1 (Y. of S.)
Longstaff, Sergeant L e .Quesn~, Sergeant Francis and Sergeant
Kendall. Sergeant Hughes, R.E.M.E., is also welcomed.
W.O.II Joyce has left us to take up the appointment of
R.Q.M.S. with 7th Armoured Brigade H.Q. and Signal
Squadron.

Marriages.-Signalman Probart to Mary McDougall, on 24th
July, 1965.
Birihs.-Sergeant and Mrs. Fisher, a son, Andrew John;
Sergeant and Mrs. Kinrade, a son, P aul Alistair; Signalman
and Mxs. Newman, a daughter, T er esa Mary; Signalman and
Mrs. Johnston, a daughter, Sandra.
8th

ICEGIMENT,

CATTERICK

CAlUP

A Cricket Achievement
We regret that our appearances in print are all too rare,
but on this occasion we felt we must not miss the chance of
recording an ach ievement. Cricket may not be everybody's
cup of tea, but at least the show:ng :n the Regiment this
year proves that the art and enjoyment cf the game are not
confined solely to a r~stricted society! Of 26 matches play d,
we won 17, drew 5, tied 1 and lost 3. We won the Northern
Command Inter Unit Cr:cket Cup and the Yorkshire D:strict
Cup. No. 2 Squadron also won the Yorkshire District Minor
Units Cup, beating our No. 3 Squadron in the final. Perhaps
the most commendable success, however, was that of the
3 Squadron team of Lance-Corporal Watkins and S:gnalmen
Grogan and Sharpe in winning the Yorkshire District Three-aSide Cup against considerable opposition. Second-Lieutenant
S. Coltman, Sergeant Hyde, Lance-Corporal Roberts, Signalman
Kilvington and Signalman Brown all played for Royal Signals
and Signalman Kilvington played for the Army on several
occasions. Since we collected every possible cricket trophy in
orthern Command and Yorkshire D istrict we count this a
better than average season for the Regiment, and offer Major
W. J. Perry and his organisers and players our congratulations.
The Other Sitle oi Things
Meanwhile, the other side of life has to go on. Since last
we wrote, Major A. W . McL. McKinnon has left for S.R.D.E.
after a very short stay in the Regiment, and Major M. A. T.
Hartnett has moved up to the Brigade Major's chair after an
even shoner stay. We welcome Major and Mrs. J. Handy to
I Squadron and Major and Mrs. I. Gram-Hansen to 2 Squadron
and wish them and those they replaced every success. We
would also like to send best wishes to Major J. C. Moore
(retired), Major F. T . C. Williams (retired), Captain S. G. McK.
Gordon (Gurkhas), Captain C. H. D. Cross (flying), Captain
A. H. Carling (flying), Captain E. P. Hughes (B.A.0.R.),
Lieutenant R. E. Howard (T.A.) and Lieutenant G. W. Howard
(T.E. Course), all of whom have left us recently. What an
exodus!
In spite of these upheavals, we are pleased to record that
the Officers managed to win the Regiment's Seven-a-side Rugby
Foo~ball Competition at the end of August. Stories that the
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date was set deliberately when most of our Corps representative
player~ (mostly Warrant Officers and Sergeants) were on leave,
are quite untrue! The H0Ckey Six-a-Side Competition has also
been held and won by a I Squadron team, which beat the
Sergeants in the final.
Th•• Bard '''ork Goes On
Finally, if it be thought that we do little else but play
~ames, we "."ould add that ~here arc some 50 courses going on
in the Reg:mcnt all the time.
We know they are working
hard, but we hope they enjoy themselves too.

Uth

REGIMENT,

D.F.P.O.

G3

August has been a month of high activity in the sporting
and extra mural fields. Cup successes at cricket and swimming·
a highly successful summer show by the Mercury Playen, and
at the end of the month the Famagusta Sailing Club regatta.
~ricket. 91h Regiment 186 for 7; znd Royal Anglian
Regim ent 72 all out.
Th is was the result of the final of the Major Units Knock-out
Comp~tition. As can be gathered from the score the Regimental
tea.m encountered no great difficulty in walking off with the
Cr:cke: Cu p. Top scorers for the Regiment were Barnham 45,
Peyton 32 and Corporal Cooke 30. Signalman Herrick and
Staff Sergeant Foster, bowling unchanged, returned 6 for 35
and 4 for 34 respectively.

Swimming. At icosia on r8th August the Major Units
Swimming Competition took place. As holders of the cup for
1964 we had a reputation to defend. The other contenders
were the Grenadier Guards, the 2nd Royal Anglians and the
Ordnance Depot, Cyprus. After some excellent swimming, the
Regimenrnl team came away clear w:.nners by a wide margin.

Water Polo. The swimming was follow:!d by the final
of the Major Units Water Polo, in which the Regiment was
also r ~pr esented. This prov:ded a closely fought ( !) battl:! with
Ordnan::e Depot, Cyprus. At full time the scort: was 3-3. The
first half of extra time mer!:ly raised this rn 4-4. After a
de perate struggle in the second half of extra time the Regimental team won 6-5. A highly entertaining game and a well
deserved victory.
Life- aving. At the presentation of pr!zes Staff ergeant
Foster, A.P.T.C, was presente:I with the Army Life-Saving
Cup, for 1964. This was in recogniti:m of th:: fa::t that the
Regiment had trained 37 L ife-savers during tl:e year to R.L.S.S.
Bronze medal standard,. and a~::ive.

lUercury Tbeatrt,. Mercury Theatre Group entered
the field of "revue " for the first time and staged " The Summer
Show 1965" in the open air with a beer gard~n setting for the
audience. The curtain went up on 19th Augu ~ .. and the show
played to full houses for the three-night run. The theme was
"Western " the cast numbered over forty and all action centred
on Big Dave's Saloon with Big Dave acting as host. Dances
such as the " Can Can " and " Victim of the Squaws " wer.::
·received with enthusiasm by the male members of the audience.
Other acts included Curly Jones and his Guitar, The Singing
Waiters, Red Manning and his Trio, The Merricks, a mime
based on the poem " Dan McGrew," a silent cine sequence
and sketches "Black Rod" and "TV and his We tern Heroes:'
The show was well received and a credit to the performers,
back stage team and -the production taff. The dresses for the
dance routines were exceptionally good and all were designed
and made by three ladies of the group.
The show took shape by kind permission of the living-in
Officers, as rehearsals took place three nights a week on a
patio about 50 yards from their living accommodati:.m. All
were capable of understudying for the three theme song long
before the first night !
Amongst tho·e who saw the show were memb~rs of the staff
of the British Forces Broadcasting Service, Cypru . Curly Jones
and The Singing Waiters have since b~en heard over the air
from B.F.B.S.-suoh is fame!
Sailing.

The Regiment took on the task of organising

the Famagusta Regatta, which took place from 29th to 31

t
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August. More than 60 boats took part in the racing, making
for crowded starting lines and anxious work on the bridge.
Saturday was a day of variable winds with a great deal
depending on quick reaction by helmsman and crew. In the
evening a well attended dance was held at the Regimental
Amenities Centre. A sur prising amount of energy seemed to
be left after the day's racing. On Sunday the wind freshened
quickly blowing away any cobwebs from the previous evening'.
The sky clouded over, making the scene reminiscent of sailing
in the U .K. To enliven the scene for-the spectators, there were
a number of gybing capsizes caused by a gusty offshore bre.eze.
T he final race produced qu ieter conditions for the tiring
helmsmen.

SOLE DISTRIBUTOR
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ILU .Q.
This monnh the Regiment has been assisting the T.A. and
Sch<;>ol C.C.F.s at cam.~>, . con~uc ting a. recruiting drive, running
outside courses and givmg signal assrntance to the Brigade of
Guards. September and October will be busy months with the
running of M.P.C. Class II and I Courses, and a nine weeks'
communication centre course.
During the School summer holidays the Regiment took the
opportunity of running a special children's P.T. class for all
members of the Hounslow Garrison. For three weeks these
classes were held daily, and divided into age groups of 8 - 10
and I I - 15. The course included indoor games, gymnastics,
swimming, and boxing coaching. These classes were welcomed
by all parents, and the Regiment has been asked to continue
along the same lines d uring future school holidays.

to severa l other engagem e nts

I Squadron
T he main event in the past month has been our parl:lc1pation in Exercise " Druid Circle" with 1 Welsh Guards on
Salisbury Plain. In this we were very ably and en thusiastically
supported by the " Globetrotters " of 640 T roop. Bearing in
mind that both parties were working in an unaccustomed
role, the results were very satisfactory.
T he Squadron has taken pan: in two local shows at Watford
and Croydon in the last mon th. At the latter, the presence
of the Corps Display T eam resulted in considerable interest
being taken in the Regimental Stand.
Cricliet
Though the start of the season saw the Regiment in a
disappointing position, mainly due to our poor fielding and
lack of good bowlers, the end of the season has seen a complete
reverse, and the Regi ment has produced some very promising
batsmen and bowlers in Lance-Corporal Weston, Corporal
H ardman, Corporal Perry and Signalman Heslop.
A one - wicket knockout competition was arranged, and
although the standard was not up to that as seen at Lords,
an enjoyable afternoon was enjoyed by all who took part. A
very exciting fina l resulted in Signalman H eslop (1 Squadron)
emerging as winner of the competition.
We have accepted an invitation from H.Q., Eastern Command, to take par.t in a six-a-side competition, :-nd we feel
sure that the team will do well.
Rockey /Football
~rials . for the hockey and football teams- the Regiment's
major wmter sports- are well under way. Major McQuade
and Captain Farmery, our r espective hockey and football
coaches, ha ve great hopes of the Regiment winning the London
District Challenge Cups next year.

Personal
Marriages .-Signalman A. R. Watson, on 9th August, 1965,
at the Register Office, St. Albans, to Blanch Mary Jones.
Births.-To Lance-Corporal and Mrs. J. Dunn, a son,
Stephen, on 6th August, 1965, at 10, Denmark Road, Twickenham. To Corporal and Mrs. G. Hardman, a son, Baxry, on
15th August, 1965, at West Middlesex Hospital.
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I. Lance-Corporal Nutbrown executing a "Hollow back Lift". 2. Display team, front (left to right) Corporal Murray, LanceCorporal Irwin, C.S.M.I Pearce (A.P.T.C.), S.S.I Edwards (A.P.T.C.), Corporal Overend. Rear:Corporal Wellings, Lance-Corporal
Moore, Lance-Corporal Nutbrown, Corporal Kemp, Corporal Moxon, Corporal Nancarrow. 3. Corporal Murray going over
Corporal Nancarrow in an "Astride Vault-One Man Up".
4. Lance-Corporal Moore in the middle of a Long Astride Vault
hotly pursued by Lance-Corporal Nutbrown. 5. Look No Hands! Corporal Murray in a "Front Summersault"

Training Brigade Royal Signals Gymnastic Team 1965
For this year's "Corps Weekend" Q.M.S.I. Sankey and
C.S.M.I. Pearce, of the A.P.T.C., were giv~ the task of producing a Training Brigade gymnastics display team, on a
different theme from those of recent years.
The task was made somewhat simpler by the purchase of
trampolines by C.O.s within Training Brigade, to which were
added three tubular steel vaulting boxes ranging from 6ft. to
8ft. in height. The thanks of the organisers and team go to
31 Command Workshops, R.E.M.E., for their help in the
provision of these boxes.
The team consisted of A/I.s P.T. from the three Regiments
and were as follows:
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Corporals Murray, Moxon, Wellings, N ancarrow, of 8th
Regiment. Corporals Jones, McNally, Kemp, Lance-Corporals
Boddy, Moore, Nutbrown, Irwin, of nth Regiment. S.S.I.
Edwards, A.P.T .l.., Corporal Overend, of 24th Regiment.
Corporal Buchanan, School of Signals.
The success of the Corps Weekend led to a number of other
engagements, namely, Northern Command Recruiting Displays
at Nottingham and Huddersfield, with a fin al booking of two
days at the Northern Veteran Steam Traction Engine Rally,
held at Masham, near Ripon.
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11th REGIMENT

(DEPOT)

Augu t has been a very quiet month there has been only
one " pas off " parade due to the small num?ers ?f r~cruits
passing through. Gone are the days when a discussion m the
Officer ' Mes all along the line of " l h_ave had 80 new
recruits in thi 'week." Now the figure is more likely to be 15.
Holding Troop has moved into Helles Barracks, much to
the dismay of a certain .C.O. who was heard to say, "but
that means doing drill right outside the C.O.'s office!'.'
The R egiment played frs first game of rugby this season
again t Yorkshire Copper Works and lost 15-6. We hope to do
better in O\lf future matches.

Wnrrant Officers' nnd Sergeants ~less
The month of August was very quiet, which was probably
the aftermath of Old Comrades' weekend. We managed to
beat the Corporals' Mess by a short head in a cricket match
(I think the Corporals are still disputing the resuic).
.
We said goodbye to W.O.II. (Ter~y) Cushen and. fa~1ly en
route to 18th Regiment, and wish him all the best m his new
station.
Corporals• Club
The Club is really standing on its feet now. An open invitation has been given to all junior N.C.O.s and their families in
Ca terick Garrison to come along on our social evenings. There
is always plenty to do-dancing games or try their luck on our
treasure trail. This is run along the lines of " take your pick "
and increases by 10/- each week. It stands at £2.
The darts team is now a force to be reckoned with and is
furn favourite for the garrison darts league, or so rumour has it.
The October monthly dance will be a dance with a difference;
it will be combined with a talent contest. We are hoping to
have a number of wives competing; who knows, there may be
a budding " Sonny and Cher " in Qur midst.
Best Recruits
24055167 Signalman G. P. Wood
The Best Recruit of No. 3 Troop, which " Passed Off ' on
13th August, was Signalman G . P. Wood (aged 17f
years). His home address is 5, Taunton Drive, Betterne,
Southampton. He was a. keen member of h is local A.C.F.
and reached the rank of Corporal in the 2j- years he was with
them.
He is a keen sportsman-his main sports being soccer and
rugby. He has been selected for training as a Special Operator.
24055094 Signalman M. A. Isaacs
The Best Recruit of No. 4 Troop, which "Passed Off" on
30th July, 1965, was Signalman M. A. Isaacs, who lives at
38, Hartismere Road, Fulham, London, S.W.6.
He comes from a service family and has travelled to Cyprus
and B.A.O.R. He is a keen sportsman-his main sports being
basketball, boxing and football.
Stamp collecting and Scouting (he was an Assistant Scoutmaster), took up most of his leisure hours prior to enlistment.
He has been selected to train as a Special Operator and he
hopes to gain a commission in due course.

14th

BEGDIENT,

GLOUCESTEll

Summer holidays are almost over, and the constant coming
and going on leave is gradually subsiding. 3 Squadron, at
Bampton, are now busy preparing for an adventure training
project which is somewhat outside the normal run of pedalling,
hiking or canoeing. The plan is to uproot their amateur radio
station (G3LPC) from the " shack " and transport it to Lundy
Island.

Exercise •• Lundy Gannet "
-An Expedition to LllDdy Island
After some false starts, the exercise has been planned in
detail, and in outline (a detailed post-exercise account will be
published in the next issue of THE WIRE) consists of sending
a team of eight enthusiasts, led by W.O.I R. C. Evans, to
Bideford. There, a mound of stores will be loaded on to the
one and only form of transport to the island (which lies well
out in the Bristol Channel, the nearest point to land being
Clovelly, r6 miles away)-the launch, Lundy Gannet. At the
island, which has a total population of 22, the party will set up
3-48

in a disused lighthouse and G3LQC will be "on the air." The
party will be away from 18th to 25th September, and during
that time will be completely dependant on what they take with
them!
The kit they will be using has been loaned to the club by
Messrs. Heathkit, Racal and Moseley.

INSTALLATION

THE BRITISH ARMY'S NE'ilV HF RADIO STATION-THE A.13

TROOP

At the time of writing these notes, the finishing touches are
being made to what will undoubtedly be the last Ero-type
transmitter to be installed in a OOMCAN Station. When next
an E1o is moved it will be to the scrap dealer's yard.

The most up-to-date, fully transistorised, lightweight, military H.F. packset-the Plessey-made
A.13-is now in full production. Already adopted
by N.A.T.O. and Commonwealth armies, the
A.13 has proved its superiority in world -wide
trials and in service with the British Army.

Insinllatiou llecords go by the Donrd
Most readers will recall that we recovered three Eros from
Nairobi last year, refurbished them at Robinswood Barracks
and then moved them to their final operational resting place at
Droitwich a few weeks ago. Installation has gone ahead at an
incredible pace, each transmitter taking only fifteen days to
instal and .test to specification. Fifteen years ago it took six
months to instal the first Em at the School of Signals,
Catterick, and this was with the help of two Marconi engineers.
By the time the first four E1os were installed at Droitwich, in
1951I52, the team was more experienced, and the time cut
to four months per set. The 0.C., who was then a Lieutenant
with Installation Troop, when asked why the job took so
long, explains that the Troop was under different management
in those days.

Free Tuning without Netting
The A.13's crystal calibrator makes any one of
the 2,400 channels in the 2-8Mc/s band available
immediately, without netting .
PM, AM and CW Operation
Phase modulation gives improved range with
longer battery life. AM and CW facilities make
the A.13 compatible with existing systems.

Team SJ•irit is Vital
The most important factor responsible for cutting down the
time to such small proportions in this and other projects we
have undertaken is the team spirit which exists in Installation
Troop, and which we consider to be second to none. Without
exception, every man takes a pride in his job and displays a keen
sense of duty, initiative and drive. Team spirit is vital to speed
and efficiency and applies, of course, to both work and play.
We are fully aware that our presence in a station is a nightmare to the station staff in that we clutter up the place with
our stores, create dust and dirt-particularly when building
work is involved-and generally upset the smooth routine
which is so essential to the station efficiency.

Multi-Role Flexibility
High-grade, lightweight ancillaries can be
provided for any man-pack, ground station or
vehicle role. Transistorised amplifiers, hand
generators, voltage regulators, remote controls,
vehicle adaptors and a full range of aerials are
all available.

\Vorking 60 Hours a Week
Hence our policy to do the job a~ quickly as possible and
get out, leaving the station staff free to get on with the prime
task of providing communications unimpeded. To achieve this,
w~ reckon to work on average sixty hours per week. This is
no mean task, particularly in the early stages of a project of
,this nature, when components weighing up to 1t tons each
have to be manhandled into position.
The laying of several tons of lead-covered cable, mostly in
confined spaces, can also be very exhausting.
Careful Planning Pays
We pay great attention, too, to project planning, and thus
ensure that we have all the right tools necessary for the job,
all components appear in the right order for assembly and,
above all, that every man is thoroughly briefed on what he has
to do and h<YW it is to be done. Each man (this also includes
officers) is given a number of tasks at each briefing in order
that he can carry on from one to the next without wasting
time waiting for further instructions. It is very rare for a man
to run out of work, but when the occasion does arise, the man
concerned is told to stand down until he is required for further
duty. A man without a job is usually a hindrance to those who
have, since he invariably s·tands watching someone else, and
by so doing gets in the way or diverts the other m an's attention by starting up a conversation-all of which is time wasting.
Lurking Danger - 10,000 Volts!
When at last the great day arrives to swi·tch on the power,
only the bare minimum of the most experienced members of
the Troop are empfoyed until such time as the transmitter is
known to be safe. Although exhaustive tests are carried out
beforehand ,t o eliminate possible faults, one must always be
fully aware of lurking danger. All too easily that missing
10,000 volts can appear in the most unlikely place, waiting to
kill. We insist, for safety's sake, that personnel undertaking
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Ruggedness with Easy Maintenance
The A.13 fully meets the most exacting British
Army standards for ruggedness and ease of
maintenance. Highest reliability is maintained
throughout the A.13's long life.
Rechargeable Batteries
With a 1:9 transmit/receive ratio, the battery life
exceeds 8 hours. Batteries are quickly charged
from the hand generator or any vehicle supply.

A.13 standard man-pack radio

For further details,
please request Publication 233.
The Plessey Company Limited
llford, Essex, England.
Telephone: llford 3040. Telex: 23166
Telegrams: Plessey llford Telex.

PLESSEY Electronics

Continued from page 348

Increased operating range for h.f. , AM and
SSB transmitter/receivers, is provided most
economically by the Redifon Linear Amplifier,
Type GA.406 which boosts r.f. output to 750W
p.e.p. from 50W p .e.p. over 2-18Mc/s.
•Four operating channels-three pre-set, one
continuously tunable• Remote-control channel
selection • Fully automatic Send/ Receive
switching • Front panel control for switching
amplifier out of circuit • Comprehensive
metering for quick setting of different
frequencies • Optional v.s.w.r. indicator
• Silicon diode power unit • Standard rackmounting unit (14 x 19 x 18! in.) or housed in
cabinet as required.

l!ith

these initial tests give their undivJded attention. Once this
has been done it can be great fun persuading these big sets
to give of their best .in order to meet the specification test
figures.
Whilst the Ero project has been under way, we have completed two other projects, i.e., the coaxial aerial exchange at
Droitwich and the installation of four Erz-type transmJtters in
Cyprus.
The aerial exchange, in fact, was completed last year, and
has since been waiting for a convenient time in which to
transfer the aerials from the old to the new switching system .
Until this was done, the final testing could not be completed.
Th~. ex~ange. is no~ i~ operational use and apart from greatlv
fac1htatmg aenal SWltchmg, the system provides the station staff
with a direct indication of the transmJtter and aerial efficiency
on each circuit.

*

*

*

Three Yo-g Officers Attached from Mons O.C.S.
Describe Their First Impressions of the 14th
Re,ilment
For the next five weeks, r4th Regiment is host to three
officers from O.C.S. Mons. This is not a technical introduc,tion to the intricacies of COMCAN, but a swift look at the
more mundane daily routine of a work.ing Regiment. The
short article b'.!low-<irafted under duress-is a collection of
the confused impression of the first three days. As each young
officer has been attached to a different department, impressions
varied from amazement to downright disbelief.
On Sundav, 5th September, the gates of Robinswood Barracks ooened to admit three voung officers newly released (an
appropria te expression) from the rigours of Mons O.C.S., still
feeling very wet behind the ears.
A Ghost Camp?
Our first imoression on this soakin~ Sunday evening was
one of an uninhabited ghost camo, with only the flowers lined
up 1n mJlitary precision beside the road. We didn't expect
a guard of honour, but aoort from the RP. on the ~te-not
a soul! The exoression " in bed or out of barracks ,, took on
some meaning. We were directed tbroug-h lines of silent buildings to our home. the Officers' Mess: here at least we would
find life.
A quick calculation gave an officer streni;tb of 30:
an amazed look round the Mess gave one-and she was
feminine (definitely).
U nder the n.s.M.'s Wlnit
The next morning started with an argument.
Wben a
simolicitv (can this be the correct collective noun?) of subalterns is saluted, how many rotum it? This is the first irao
we find in our military education-and others were to follow
rapidly, when we were firmly drilled by Mr. Evis on the
correct method of address of senior ranks in the Corps.
Our interview with the Commanding Officer told us of the
workings of the Reiriment. anCJ him of our varied chequered
careers. This was followPd bv a lfo:htnng tour of the barracks
at the swift heels of the R .S.M. To our relief, we found that
there were other officers in the Regiment after all-they iust
lived somewhat remotely at a raruus of up to 15 miles from
·t he Mess.

Full technical information
will be sent on request.

l/edi/On

LIMITED COMMUNICATIONS SALES DIVISION
Br oomhill Road, London, S.W.18
Tel: VANdyke 7281
A Member Company of the Rediffusion Group
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More t o It t lmn Ju ilit S IJfllnlllng
Our 1mpressions:
Well. arriving straight from Mons, it
seemed stran ge to see so vast a barracks sauare so void. to see
so few soldier~. thou!!h learning the shift schedule has explain ed th is. It was of interest, too, to find somewhat to our
'treo"dation. just haw much of an officer's time is taken on
adll"inistration-family problems. debt queries. housing, in comparison to signalling.
Grey hairs, it would appear, are a
natural h azard of the job.
The first days are now over, and as the weeks go on we
are promised a closer look at signalling as light (?) relief from
administration .
There is little doubt between us that our education is far
from comolete and this visit is proving an excellent method
of removing our Mons blinkers.
T H E W I R E , 0 C T 0 B E R - N 0 V E M B EJR. I 9 .16 ~
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The Kat Club i being born
Our small-at time very small-band of do-ityourselfers are continuing the good work of turning one of the many down-and-out buildings in
our area of rhe world into the Regimental Qub.
Not unnaturally, .in view of our emblem, this is
to be known as the Kat Club. At present our
two resident "chippies," Lance-Corporal G. B. Shone and
Signalman B. Phillips, are performing sterling work with all
sorts of unlikely materials to produce the latest up-to-date
type of bar and patio. After much hard work by all who have
helped, results are now becoming obvious, and we hope to be
able to open shortly. This will be a red-letter day for our
O.C. "H.Q." Squadron and P.R.I. Account holder, Captain
R. A. Macheath, who has been the guiding light for the project.
Once we have finished. ex-members of the unit will not recognise the old M.T. build.ing.
The ReJ(fment Is stretched • • •
The present lnternal security situation in Aden is keeping
the R egiment at full stretch, both in the provision of communication and securitv duties. When we recently had to
orovide two security platoons, much to the surprise of the
R.S.M.. sufficient genuine volunteers came forward to avoid
the need for ' selected ' volunteers. All those who were members
of these platoons voted it a good experience, although thev
mav well have changed their minds if such duties came round
at the same frequency at which •the Infantrv battalions provide
such patrols-nearly the whole battalJon-nightly!
Our Line Squadron is still striving to complete all the necessary work to enable the remaining automatic exchan~es to be
noened.
After the ooening of the Richmond Exchange at
Little Aden. the subscribers were like children with a n ew toy
trving out thE> system, and it was fully loaded. The novelty has
now worn off a little and the traffic load is dropping again.
A new try within the Regiment is the Citroen cars, with
which we have been issued for use on a self-drive basis. So
far 't he maiority of comments bv self-drivers, on completion of
a ioumey, have been unorintable.
Within ten days of joining the Regiment from Mon s O.C.S.,
~ econd-Lieutenant 0. M. Lewis was sent off bv his Squadron
<"'.ommander to take charge of a detachment in the H adraumat.
On his return we hope to oersuade him to write a few lines
on his experience there. (We would welcome it.-Editor).
P e r s onal Colnmn
Marriages.-Corporal M. Wallace, of 15th R egiment, to MJss
l!lizabeth Homm at St. Martin's, Aden, on 31st July. 1965.
Si!!n>tlman D. R. Powell. 15th Regiment, to Miss Jane Kiddie,
at Grave~end, on 10th July. 1965. SiP;Oalman F . J. Jensterle,
of r5th Regiment, to Miss Christ.ine Curtis, at P arham Common, Bucks.. on 17th Julv. 1965. Lance-Corooral K . Orozier,
r5th R e!rlment, to Miss Margaret Ellis, at Norton, Yorkshire,
on zrst Au!!Ust, 1965.
Births.- To Staff Se.r geant C . A. Buckland. of 30th R egiment,
attached rsth Regiment. and Mrs. Buckland, a daughter,
_L orrnine Frances, at R. A.F . Hospital. Steamer P oint. Aden, on
~rd Julv. 196<;. To Craftsman A. T racey, R.E.M.E., of 15th
Regiment, and Mrs. A. Tracey, a son N icholas John.
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Pc-rsonnel tnrno'\•er - those we sny '' Goodbye "
t •••
The pa. t month has produced a quick turnover of personnel
in the Regiment and we said farewell to W.0.I Wood,
W.O.II Adcock and W.O.II Bell, who are now on the Y. of S.
Course, and to Staff Sergeant Underwood, who went to Royal
Signals Records. Sergeant "Chippy" Woods of Cable Troop
was given a lineman's farewell--a ride around the barracks
on a drum barrow. He nas gone to Bournemouth as a Special
Recruiter, and it is hoped that he can help to well the ranks
of the Corp . Finally, Fr. J. Moran, R.A.Ch.D., left us for
FARELF after some two and a half years with us.
••• nnd thos we sny '~ Hello " to •••
New arrivals to whom we extend a welcome have included
Lieutenant W. T . Leeson, Second-Lieutenant L. Almonds,
W.R.A.C., W.O.II (R.Q.M.S.) J. Smith, W.O.II A. Humphries,
W.R.A.C., and Fr. L. J. Cosgrove, R.A.Ch.D. There has also
been an increase in the number of W.R.A.C. personnel in the
Regiment so much so that O.C. r Squadron was heard to say
that he had a "manpower " problem-it is not clear what is
meant by this.
W .R .A. C. Joh• Forces and Cycle 170 ~Illes
N?t to be outdone by all 2 Squadron exercises, Captain B.
eville, W.R.A.C., Corporal Ryder, W.R.A.C., Private Crew,
W.R.A.C., and Private Callaghen, W.R.A.C., joined forces with
t~e girls of 28th Regiment for a five-day cycling tour of the
Eiffel. There were many long and arduous miles up hill and
down dale between Aachen and Koblenz, 170 miles in all but
t:J;iey. returned fit and refreshed, having enjoyed the change of
alf, if not the hard saddles.
Exer c ise " Donald D uck " was a
" Duckin g Ex p erien ce "
0.C. Radio Relay Troop devised a project which for want
of a name was called Exercise "Donald D uck." The following
account of the exercise was written by a member of the Troop.
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"The first whisper of Exercise "Donald Duck" spread
through the Troop like wildfire. At last something to break
the boredom in barracks. When we were informed at an
informal gathering of the Troop (in .the Stores) that we were
going sailing and canoeing, and what is more that the dress
was ' civvies,' our enthusiasm was boundless,
"Monday finally arrived, the Troop paraded and loaded aU
the kit which was considered the minimum necessary (enough
for about si..x weeks it seemed). We proceeded to De Witt See
for thre days and found a regular camp site with numerous
gaily coloured tents already pitched. We off loaded our drab
green 18olb. tents and began to set up camp collecting an
audience from the other campers in the process.
" In the afternoon we had our first taste of sailing, and for
some of us our first taste of the water, since one of the boats
capsized. This set a trend which split the Troop into 'those
who had been in ' and ' those who hadn't.' The latter category
dwindling as time passed! The use of Corporal Brett's K2
was instrumental in swelling the numbers of the 'had been in•
group, especially when Second-Lieutenant Crane a.ttempted to
use it. The honour of providing the biggest laugh goes to
Corporal Luscombe who in true slap-stick comedy style leaned
out of the canoe to grasp the bank and allowed the canoe to
float away without him. Yet another member for the 'had
been in' group.
"A most enjoyable 'social evening' was held to mark the
end of the exercise.
" Regrettably the exercise came to a close, and for all members
of the Troop it will remain in our memory as the best scheme
we have had."

•

Gurkha Signals
17th

REGIMENT,

SERE~mAN,

MALASIA

Visit of the S.0.-in-C.
26th August, 1965, saw the first visit of the S.0.-in-C. to
Headquarters Gurkha Signals and 17th Gurkha Regiment. Prior
to this he had seen on his FARELF tour all three of our
Brigade Squadrons, but here in Seremban he had our complete
organisation fully explained to him.

Two Hats for the C.O •
Perhaps all too few people realise that withii\ Gurkha Signals
there is a comolete but miniature replica of Royal Signals
Records and A.G. I I whose task it is to administer, train, post
and plan the careers of around 1.100 Gurkha officers and
soldi7fs. piis is done by H.Q. Gurkha Signals with the C.O.
wearmg his hat of Commander Gurkha Signals. His second
lia~ . is the Officer Commanding 17th Gurkha Regiment compmmit four Squadrons - r (Depot) Souadron, 2 (Training)
Squadron, 3 (L. of C.) Squadron and 4 (Field) Squadron.
Backing up and occuoving vital posts within this organisation
are a total of 6o British other ranks who wear our badge.
Man".' of these are senior Warrant Officers and N.C.0.s and the
S.0."'IIl-C. was able to discuss their conditions of service with
these men and their Gurkha counterparts when he visited the
~a.rrant Officers' and Sergeants' Mess during his visit. Ours is
mc1dentally the only Mess of its kind in the Brigade of Gurkhas.
Also visited was our T.M. Troop manned almost entirelv bv
Gurkha technicians. Here he was heard to t"emark. " I think
I wo~ld be a technician mv.~elf with all this new test equipment."
A pomt echoed by the C.O .
Old Foees Get a Welcome
On visits of this kind the sight of old familiar faces amongst
the sea of new ones is always welcome. Sergeant J. F. Philios,
who was once the S.0.-in-C.'s driver when he commanded
1.st Corps Regiment, had ample opportunity to talk over old
trmes.
Congratulations were the order of the day when our Gurkha
Maior entertained . the S.0.-1n-C. in the Queen's Gurkha
Officers' Mess. Maior (0.G.O.) Birbahadur Rawat was awarded
the M.B.E. in the last Birthdav Honours list. He was our first
Q.G.O. to attend the Regimental Signal Officer course at Hvthe
and he has since served in Germanv with 247 Gurkha Squadron
and has been Gurkha Major for the past r5 months.
T H_E WIR E, 0 CT 0 BE R - N 0 V E MB ER I 9 6 5

Getting the Most out of Service Lile
Corporal E. G. Rooke writes below of three very full years
with Gurkha Signals . . • " hard work, plency of travel,
alongside the best soldiers in the world."
The idea of volunteering
for Gurkha Signals came to
me soon after I found myself posted to Kukri Troop,
when it was raised in the
Junior Leaders Regiment in
1959. Not that the word
Gurkha meant vcry much
to me at that time, it only
seemed to stand for someI was
thing different.
selected for the trade of
Line Technician on completing my boys service and
registered as a volunteer for
Gurkha Signals as soon as
I arrived in Catterick.

Equipment Never
Seen Defore
Corporal E. G. Rooke, the Author of
It was not, however,
this Article
until March 1963 that I
joined Gurkha Signals having first served in BAOR
and completed a Class II upgrading course. On arrival in
Brunei in April 1963 I found not only strange surroundings
and new faces but new work. Due to shortage of other trades
I soon set to work in the cipher office, repairing equipments
that I had never seen or been taught before. Knowledge came
with experience and I was soon visiting the forward areas and
also the length and breadth of North Borneo repairing equipment.

NAAFI

Virtually Allotted My @wn Plane
At one stage during this period I had to travel to so many
places in quick succession that I was to all intents and
purposes allotted my own aircraft. The major problem was
catching up with my dhobi (washing) and at times when things
went astray I used to notice my fellow passengers edging up
wind of me. It was a non-stop business but tremendous fun
and as a result of so much time in the air I determined to try
and become a pilot myself.
I Never Thought I Would SwiDl Aero

o Soccer
Pitch
In November 1963 I thought the opportunity for further
travel was about to arrive when I was posted to Dharan in
East Nepal but just as I was about to set off my presence
was required once again in Borneo. This time I went to
Kuching where immediately on my arrival I was given the
task of assisting the Foreman of Signals in rebuilding the
Comcen. This took 33 hours' continuous work and much
colourful language. Life in Kuching had its interesting
moments; little did I think that at one time I would ever
swim across a soccer pitch, out of my depth, to rescue a
submerged Drr radio.
A T .I Course and Flying TroinJng

After another prolonged period of flying round the forward
areas doing in-situ repairs, I got a welcome break in the form
of a posting to Hong Kong for seven months with 246 Gurkha
Squadron. This was too good to last and I am now back in
Kuching where I will remain until R.H.E. My name is down
for Tr course and flying training; I hope I shall do both.
Whatever happens I will look back on three years packed with
hard work, plenty of travel and service alongside the best
soldiers in the world.

•1i~

1~

I

T he excel lent term s offered by this Naafi scheme bring a new excitin g range of
house hol d an d personal goods immediately with in your purchasing range.
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19th REGDJENT, c/o G.P.O., SINGAPORE
This month we visi Tengah Troop which is serving with
R.A.F., Tcngah Singapore.

Two Stnlwnrts Lenve us
Since the last time we went to print, two stalwarts, in the
form of W.O.II (F. of S.) Stock and Sergeant Dunmall have
left. The Troop managed to float them away, back teeth suitably awash. We would all like to take the opportunity of congratulating Foreman Stock on his M.B.E. We were all delighted to see his name in the Honours List.
With the departure of one Foreman, we must, of course,
welcome the new a.rrival1 and would like to record that Foreman
Gill was well and trwy baptised by fire, when in his first
few weeks in the Troop, civilian contractors working on the
airfield caused eight major cable faults. It may have been
hard work, but he now really knows the cable layout on the
station.
On the football field the Troop did well to come second in
the station league, only being beaten once by the odd goal
by 'T' Battery, 22nd Regiment, R.A., who were the eventual
winners. The Troop was also runner-up in the Regimental
Inter-Troop Hockey League.
How to win three thousand dollars
Two months ago, Sergeant Baharom entered a " Spot the
Ball" competition, sponsored by the Malay Mail.
After
fantastic contortions in the Troop office, an entry form was
filled in and sent away. Nobody thought any more about .it
until suddenly he received a letter containing a cheque for
$3,000. Needless to say, there is now a new car parked outside his quarter. For the benefit of those who would like to
enter these " Spot the Ball" contests, Staff Sergeant Scott has
an infallible method of spotting the ball. Apparently all you
need to do is spread the picture on a piece of soft board and
then gently prick it with a pin all over. When you hit the spot
where the ball is, there will be a loud pop! You then just
mark the picture accordingly and send off the entry.
The new S.0.-in-C. came to visit the Troop in July, but

only had time to visit the detachment at the R.A.F. Radar Site.
The great majority of the Troop were disappointed not to
have met him, but appreciate he had a very busy programme.

A.O.C.'s I11spectlon
On 27th/28th July, this station suffered its annual A.0.C.'s
inspection. The Troop received its share of attention from
-the inspecting officer. On the 27th he inspected the >telephone
exchange and office and stores. On entering the O.C.'s office,
he took note, amongst other things, of a framed portrait of
The Queen a bag of golf clubs and a pin-up calendar. The
A.0.C. was heard to say that the office represented all facets
of Service life--loyalty, sport and ente!'tainment.
On the
29th it was the turn of -t he domestic accommodation to be
inspected. Coffee was arranged for the A.O.C. and visiting
dignatories in the L.E.P. sitting room. Several key civilian
employees on the station were there to meet him and have
coffee.
Following this inspection, the Troop received a le!iter from
the Station Omunander expressing his thanks for the high
standard achieved by the Troop.

DOUGLAS HOUSE SCHOOL
Malvern, Worcestershire
Recognised by Ministry of Education.
Fully inspected May, 1964.

The School provides a sound education for
girls (8-18 years) within the framework of
a happy community life.
Fees £120 per term inclusive.

Unloading the antenna sections. Lance-Corporals Brockhurst and
Cawthra get on with the work whilst Lance-Corporal Viney makes
a dress adjustment

30th Regiment
BLANDFORD CAMP
"We Plough the Fields nod Scatter"
D .J.M. writes :
Conversation Pieee
OC: Ha'IJe you checked the horizon

angle,
Foreman?"
FOS: "Yes, Sir, but the trouble seems to lie more
in the azimuth setting than in the elevation.''
OC: How much above threshold is the signal
anyway("
FOS: "Not nwre than 40 on the AGC meter and
the automatic phase combiner seems to be
unlocked."
OC : "In that case check the parametrics and try to
re-lock the APC circuit."

This typical conversation is NOT prior to the launch of a
satellite or even a piece of science fiction. This is an example
of the new jargon in use by the members of 4 Squadron, 3C?th
Regiment, conducting a trial on Tropospheric Scatter Eqwpment.

Much favoured shirt

The Advantages
In January, 1965, the Squadron was formed to evaluate the
Tropospheric mode of communication. Th.is system. of communication is certainly attractive in that it can provide, over
reasonable distances (in excess of 100 miles), a system over
which it is possible to work multi-channel voice and telegraph
equipment. The advantages over traditional radio relay are,
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Send for a copy of our Shirt Leaflet.
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of oourse, that NO ·solaced relay stations are used; there being
only the two terminal stations to be sited.
Siting jg of critical importance for a Tropo terminal and the
Squadron has had to learn new arts in this respect. Survey
techniques using theodolites have had to be used to give the
accuracy required for the direction of line of fire, and for the
angle to the horizontal which the visual horizon makes.
The radio equipment operated by the Squadron is American,
the associated line equipment being standard in-service equipment.

A Rumour Is Discounted
The Squadron has worked in the process of the trial about half-adozen links, and in doing so has managed to pick some pleasant
"summer holiday" type locations. One of these in Devon had the
administrative area about 20 yards from the beach, whilst the
operating area was some distance away on a cliff edge overlooking .the Channel. It was in this location that one of our cooks
made a name for himself bv providing freshly caught fish as a
meal to supplement the almost inevitable "compo.''
There is no truth, however, in the rumour current in
the· Squadron that the 0.C. intends to work a link to his native
Scotland in order to get some leave in.
The Trial will continue for a few months. There are
still some mysteries as yet not completely understood, but in
closing this short introductorv article it is interesting to record
that " informed opinion " is that we, in the British Anny, are
ahead of other armies in investigating the problems of the field
use of Tropo.

22nd

REGIMENT,

B.F.P.O.
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Adventure Trninlnj! 1'fonth
August has been Adventure Training month and so for the
first three or four days Churchill Barracks was full of frenzied
activity as the various parties prepared for the month ahead.
SL'l: goups were planned this year and all were different
although as usual Norway was the common denominator of
Exercises " Sky High II " (mountaineering); "High Fjord "
(fell walking); and "Lan!!lauf II" (glacier climbing). The
remaining three being "Rhinethrust" (canoeing from Basel
to Rotterdam): "Westward Ho" (sailing in Petasus on the
Baltic); and "Pedalthrust" (touring the Moselle valley on
bicycles).
All got awav to a good start and returned looking very fit
and suntanned. The onlv casualty being a certain LanccCorporal who found out the hard way (on a mountain!) that
his safety rope would support him. escaping with only cuts and
bruises. However, apart from this the Norway contingents
especially have been surprisingly reticent about what went on .
No doubt saving it all up for an article in a future edition of
Tlm WIRE. (We look forward with great interest to receiving

Gieves
·

The completed antenna. Final adjustments are made to the stays of
the 15 foot high parabolic antenna

Raising the antenna. A tricky part of the operation with W.0.11
(F of S) Clarkson checking on the security of the mast before con·
tinuing
THE WIRE, OCTOBER-NOVEMBER 1965

tfiis.-Editor).

Now everyone is back, frenzied activitv is once more the
order for the day as the Regiment gets back into the swing
for an exercise-<:rammed Septen:ber.
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FAR AWAY PLACES---UNUS.U AL J OBS
Reports from the Outposts
n·hea Stomach Butterflies Feel Lil'e Vrdtures

Sky Diving in BAOR
B11 Corporal G. F.

Devine~

22nd Regiment

y movement order
said simply that I
should report to
No. I Wing, Anny Air
Corps at Detmold as I
had been selected to attend R.A.P.A. Free Fall
Parachute Course 2/65.
Since I had applied for
the course I knew that
R.A.P.A. was the Rhine
Army Parachute Association, and so I left
Lippstadt with such encouraging remarks as,
"You are a nut case,"
and "We can now strike
you off strength."
In Detmold I joined
up with the other 25
students and discovered
two other Royal Signals
Corpor:ll G. F. Devine, the author of this
personnel
Corporal
arcicle, "" kitted-up and ready to go
Pete Bender, late of 216
Parachute Squadron, now
attached to 14 Field
Regiment, R.A., and Lance-Corporal Waugh, attached to 11
Engineer Brigade.
The aim of the course was to train novices up to category
four jumpers and although some of us had done military
parachuting before, we were all novices in Free Fall. Our
chief instructor was Staff Sergeant Mick Turner, of the Royal
Engineers, who bas been runner-up in the British Parachute
Championships for the past two years. He was ably assisted
by Staff Sergeant Barry, Intelligence Corps, Sergeant Reeves,
22 S.A.S , and Corporal Stephenson, Royal Engineers.
So you see, we were in good hands !

M

Preparation Requires Hard Training, But •
Our ground training began with landing rolls on the mat
in the gymnasium and muscles unaccustomed to work soon
began to ache. Headaches soon taught us the hard way that
our head was to be kept down and off the mat. We then
learned how to pack our parachutes, and when I saw the mess
of rigi;ing lines I had, I decided never to jump with a parachute
that I had packed. However, after a few attempts we soon
became quite proficient and had no qualms about jumping
with parachutes packed by ourselves.
Canopy handling in flight was next on the programme and
how to use and combat the wind. There was some inattention
in this class if the number of students who landed in
the adjoining woods and corn fields is anything to go by !
The theory of the body position in Free Fall was then
explained. The tummy becomes the lowest point, the legs
are back and straight, the arms are outstretched in line with
the shoulders and the head is well back. Variations of this
position produce all the different manoeuvres, but we students
were only trying to achieve stable Free Fall, so we had to stick
rigidly to the basic oosition. Our final ground training was the
exit from the aircraft, which on this course was a De Haviland
Raoide. This plane was donated to the Army Parachute Association by Rothmans of Pall Mall, and it was named Rhinegold.
Of course, the students immediately renamed it, "Ringo."
The techn'. que for the exit was to climb out on the wing facing
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forward and holding on to a diagonal strut. When in position,
a nod from the jumpmaster sent us leaping back in the spreadeagle Free Fall position. At least, that was the theory !

Soo n the Great Day Arrives The day came for our first jump, so off we went to the
dropping zone at Bad Lippspringe. This will be familiar to
those in B.A.0.R., for it was the parade ground for the recent
parade in honour of Her Majesty The Queen when she visited
Germany. Our first few jumps were on a static line with
dummy ripcord pulls. When we showed that we were
" switched on," leaving the aircraft and the flight and pull
were being carried out correctly, we were turned loose for
our first Free Fall. I sat in the plane as it took off with the
butterflies working overtime in my tummy. D id I say butterfl ies ? They fel t more like vultures.
The jumpmaster
beckoned the first two up and we turned in on the jump run.
The engines cut and I was out on the wing trying to remember
all I had been taught. I looked in and there was the nod and
off I leapt backwards, with my mouth making a large hole as I
screamed my jump count-one thousand . . . two thousand
. . . three thousand . . . look down to the right to the ripcord
handle-both hands come in simultaneously and the right band
grasps and pulls. Then the next jump count as the parachute
comes out of the pack and develops. There is a jerk and for a
moment I dance on the end of the rigging lines like an out-ofcontrol marionette. Then came the feeling of near ecstasy
when I knew I had made a good jump and I felt like throwing the ripcord up in the air with joy. However, being
Scottish, I remembered in time that they cost about £ 2 each,
so I carefully stowed it away in my pocket as I watched the
next jumpers dropping. The opening height was 2,000 feet, so
I had plenty of time to look around as I came down. That
parade ground does not seem so big from up here-I must
stay away from that quarry over there-it is about time I
thought of landing--:.bead down-elbows in-shoulders roundfeet and knees together-the ground rushes up-NOW-a roll
to the left and back on to my feet.
And afterwards I feel like a Miilion Dollars
The canopy has collapsed and I feel like a million dollars.
Then comes the walk back to the packing area with the nonchalant "Not bad" to the enquiring looks. Now is the time
to hurry with repacking to get back up to jump again. This jg
interrupted by the de-brief, where faults are noted and
explained. Any breach of rules while jumping gets the dreaded
" Back to the static line."
Three-and-a-half weeks and 18 jumps behind us we regretfully came to the end of the course. Kit was handed in and
we dispersed to our respective Units. However, that is not
the end of Free Fall parachuting for me, for now I have the
Free Fall bug and I am going to continue jumping.
If anyone is looking for an exhilarating, out of the ordinary
sport, then I can thoroughly recommend parachuting. l>erhaps
if, like the Royal Engineers, we can get a team formed, we
may see a Royal Signals team from B.A.O.R. in the Anny
Parachute Championships in the not too distant future.

Do Yoursell a Favour!
If you are serving and have a standing order for
" The Wire,'' please keep us informed well in advance
of any change of address. It is impossible for us to
keep up with hundreds of posting orders, and your
" Wire " will go to your old address unless we hear
to the contrary.
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Marc h i ng One Hundred

MU~#

To Nijmegen witli NA TO
By Majo r T. W . E. Fo rtes c u e-lilt.chin s
When I said that I was going to train an H.Q., N ORTHAG,
team for the Nijmegen Marches, there was, I remember, a
minor barrage of incredulity. "What on earth do you want to
march 100 miles for?" they asked. I said I liked walking.
" But aren' t you a bit old for that sort of thing ? " I replied
modestly that I hoped not.

An R .S.M.'s N lghtnmre
We started training at the end of April; we had some Dutch,
we had some Belgians, Germans, British and one American.
An interesting exercise in international co-operation, somebody
said; an R. S.M .'s nightmare, thought someone else. It must
be admitted that although we were convinced we were a fine
body of men, we did not always look it. For one thing, we
found it nearly impossible to march in step, and people tended
to measure our efficiency by this. The Germans took a longer
step than th e rest and it took weeks to fin d a generally acceptable pace. Singing, of course, helped, but what to sing? The
Belgians could not sing the G erman songs nor the G ermans the
Belgian. The British sang neither. The Dutch had one song,
of which every verse seemed to end in the word " Amsterdam,"
which nobody else seemed to care for. The American hummed
gently to himself. Eventually we standardised on " Alouette "
and a few verses of " She'll be coming round the mountain."
Everybody seemed to contribute someth ing to this and the
chorus is the same in any language.
The training was fun. Once a week we marched through
the villages of North Rhine Westphalia. We found pubs for
lunch and we found pubs for tea, and we took beer in both.
Gradually we worked up to our 40 kms. a day. We began to
look more martial; we learned to march in step.
A Quiet Half-Hour With One's Blisters
T wenty-five of us went to N ijmegen on Sunday, 26th July.
Every Dutchman in Holland appeared to be there and a great
many other people beside. Being N .A.T.O., we had the
privilege of living in a school and not in tents like the British
teams. This was not luxurious, but we had a roof over our
heads, which was an advantage, since it rained most of the
week. Also it was in the town, near the shops, near the bars,
near the girls. When we have finished our daily walk, we can,
said the younger ones, enjoy ourselves. (In fact, most people
found their evening's entertainment in a quiet half-hour with
the blisters). Before the Marches started we had a drill period.
Problems. " But we don't have ' Halt ' on the left foot," said
a Belgian. "No," I replied, with sad determination, "but for
this week you will; after that you can forget all about it."
" Left . . . left . . . links, zwo, drei, fier, gauche, droit, un,
deux."
Half the World was There
There were 13,000 marching this year and they all seemed
to be on the road just in front of us. We had started at 05.30
and we lunched at about II.co. It had been raining for a
month and Holland is, as everybody knows, flat. We paddled
about morosely eating cheese sandwiches and drinking milk.
The second day was as cold as the first, but wetter. On the
road and in the rest places we saw half the world; Dutch, of
course, but also British, Canadians, Swiss and detachments from
half-a-dozen other Armies; also W.R.A.C., Netherlands sailors,
London police, R.A.F., an Israeli detachm~~t from three
Services and both sexes; a small party of British paratroops,
who seemed to prefer to run most of the way; and civilians,
of course, of all shapes and ages.
We bad been warned that the third day was the hardest.
It was a hilly route, but we were ma~ching well ~y ~his time.
We could all sing "Alouette," all of lt, every penshmg word,
and as we swung through the villages we got some admiring
glances, some applause. Small girls trotted along with us,
clutching our hands; larger girls sprayed us with Bau de
Cologne.
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Go Next YPar? - Certnlnly t
The last day was not as easy as we had been led to believe.
Perhaps we were getting a little tired. But at about midday
the sun came out, as did apparently the entire popoulation of
every village on the route. More eau de Cologne; packets of
chewing gum were thrust on us, oranges, cups of soup; we
accepted them all with enthusiasm. We felt better. " Alouette •
burst out with increasing verve and fr equency. At about 14.00
hours we stopped to clean our boots before entering Nijmegen
for the last time. Then, together with detachments from 28th
Signal Regiment and the Dutch Signal Squadron serving H .Q.,
NORTHAG, we joined the long column marching to the
saluting base. Four days' hard marching had worked wonders,
so did the sun, the band and the cheerful crowds. No longer
were we an R.S.M.'s nigh tmare- at the least, an interesting
exercise in international co-operation. Anyway, we gave a very
reasonable "Eyes right."
We collected our medals and took our boots off. Would anybody have another go next year, I asked. " Ja .. . Oui .. .
Yes, sir !"

-=====:::=:::· Mission to ( yprus =========
the following article, W.0.11 (F. of S.) P. J. Swabey
Iin Nitsdescribes
one of the more unusual jobs that the Corps takes
stride-the installation of high power radio transmitters for
use by COMCAN. What to the uninitiated may seem to be
a routine matter of technical engineering can, in fact, be an
absorbing, almost exciting challenge, as W.0.11 Swabey's descriptive writing brings out so well. This type of installation
work calls for expert tradesmen, good team work, willingness
to work long hours and even exposure to danger from high
voltages and R.F. burns. The final stage, after construction,
of slowly ' working-up ' powerful radio equipment has a
fascination all of its own that many may not have appreciated
until they read this article.
In my previous notes, written at the end of January and
published in the May-June issue of THE WIRE, I described how
the task of installing a number of high power radio transmitters (Type E12) in Cyprus fell to my lot and how the early
phases were carried out. I will now describe, briefly, the
final stages of this project, which will have long been completed by the time these notes appear in print-so perhaps I
am entitled to say, " In less time than it takes to tell."

Time Was Against Us
By the end of January most of the pre-assembly work was
behind us. We could do no more without the building that
was to house the transmitters and this was f~ from completion.
In the ordinary way, the contractor would have finished the
building work completely before we appeared on the scene, but
this time the urgency of the project and our other commitments demanded that we work simultaneously with the contractor, and frequently ahead of him.
A ltlajor Problem Overcome
·One of our biggest problems at this time was the laying
of an Soft. long plinth on to which the equipment was to 1?e
built. Building contractors-perhaps more particularly so 10
Cyprus-rarely comprehend the close tolerances essential to
this type of work, being more accustomed to work t~ the
nearest half-inch or so, and consequently when faced with a
demand for a plinth that must be level within one-si~eenth ol
an inch over the entire Soft. length, they scratch their heads,
think about it, shrug expressively and go away to do something
else. In the end, the answer was for us to do it ourselves,
and with generous applications of elbow grease and smoothing
plane the working surface ceased to look like a roller-coaster
and became level within the specified tolerances.
Visible Results of Our Eftorts Grow Day by Day
Now came the task of transferring on to the plinth the
units which we had pre-assembled during the past weeks,
and this is where our sturdy fork-lift truck came into its own.
No other member of the terun could pick up a half-ton sub
unit, carry it fro~ the pre-assembly area and dcpo it it gently
in its final location. At last the bare bones of the transmitters stood tall on the plinth. This is one ol the most en357

TRANSMITIER HALL CYPRUS
On the left extending almost the full length of t he hail , can be seen
the new E 12 installation recently comp leted. Opposite are two of
the older type E 10 type transm itters and left foreground can be
seen a SWBllE of bygone days
~OssJon to Cyprus
(continued)
couraging phases of the job, when the equipment grows visibly
day by day. Ne.xt came the somewhat tedious job of cabling
and the connecting of more than eight thousand cables to
the va:io!ls components of the ~ets, some of which are deep
down in~1de. and neve: see .the light of day. This completed,
every wire is then painstakingly " tapped out" wtih a buzzer
to ensure none are crossed or left unconnected.

Working 24 Hours a Day, Seven Days a Week
Our attention at this stage turned back to the buildinu contractor busily labouring away at the outbuildings which house
th~ HT transfo:mers, voltage regulators, air cooling plant, etc.
Time w~s rurinin~ out and the bulk of my team were booked
on an aircraft thirty days hence, bound for another project
The contractors' men and my own were all over each other.
each trying to do bis job under, over or around the other'.
Ba~ely was a wall pronounced dry than trunking and other
fittings would be secured to it, and as the last screw was
turned in that particular section, the painters would start to
decorate the walls. Life was hectic and fun-full of organised
chaos-yet all done ~vithout a cross word or frayed temper
By mid-April the end was in sight. -Then came a phone call
to say the. flight dates of. my men had been brought forward
a week, ":'Ith no alternative date for some considerable time.
It was _gou:~g to be a close thing, but the job could be completed in time. The team went .into top gear, working 24
hours _a _day,_ se':'en days .a week, m twelve-hour shifts. We
made It .JUSt m time, and 1t was a case of down tools, up clearance chits and away to the U.K.
0

Coaxing the Equipment into Life
. The construction phase completed, most of the men gone
it was now my task to coax the equipment into life and mee~
the specification figures. This is a long, slow job which would
take me at least two months. Out came the handbooks in
we?t fuses, and on came lights-so far, so good. Switch by
switch, relar: by relay,_ up through the starting sequences, the
power supplies appeanng one by one as I went. Check interlocks, check s~op~ing sequence, check temperatures, motorheads, gate circuits, overload protection circuits trip out
levels, fi~ment voltages, bias and HT--check, che~k and recheck. Fm.ally, all systems go on manual control-then switch
to auto~uc and start all over again .
At this stage we do not concern ourselves with whether the
set will .trans~t,. for, as with all high power transmitters, the
complexity lies. m the control circuitry, not in the radio
frequency function of the set. The old principle of "simple to
u.se, ~ard to maintain " is evident here. At last all the control
circuitry w:is !?roved satisfactory and a start could be made
on the radio side.
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Watching it Grow until 40 Kilowatts Is being
Swallowed up
Take a crystal oscillator frequency, double it, amplify it
add---0r subtract -3.1 Mc/s, extract the radiated frequency com~
po~em, ampli~y !t, amplify .it again, and again, polish it up
a little, push it mto an aerial-that's all there is to it. But
there ar~ a few conditions attached. The signal must be big
enough '. n terms of power, clean in terms of distortion, stable
enough rn freqency. Those of you who are hi-fi enthusiasts
will know how hard it is to get rid of that last touch of distortion in a te n-watt amplifier-try it at thirty or forty
thousand watts sometime! Tuning the signal through stage
after stage, w:itchi~g it grow, until at la?t the dummy load
fills the hall with bngbt orange glow; retunmg slightly here and
there to extract the maximum power. At this point forry
kilowatts of DC power is being swallowed up by the final
power valve, which is quietly converting it into radio frequency energy to link this station to the world.
Now to test the automatic tuning. Off set the tuning right
throug~, .switch to auto and afte~ a few seconds of whirring
and cl1ckmg, the dummy load relights, but not as bright as it
should be. Trouble in the high Q stage 6.
A 1'fonumentnl Stnndinit Wave Js Apparent
A minor adjustment is made and this time the auto tune
4 M/cs, ro Mc/s go
drops the stage spot on frequency.
by in a mass of tuning data, then the fun starts at 27 Mc/s.
At this frequency the dummy load becomes reactive and
radiates furiously. A monumental standing wave is apparent
as the outer load lamps glow white bot. A nearby fluorescent
lamp in the ceiling begins to smoke as it is cooked by the RF
energy picked up in the lamp tube. Switch off-remove the
la~p tube-switch on.
No more smoke now, but the tube,
lymg on a table nearby, glows brightly. Everything around
it " live " to touch as the RF energy picked up by the body
is earthed through the fingers. Small RF burns become common. This, of course, does not happen when the transmitter
is connected to an aerial.
At Last the Handover

Happy day at last-the trials are completed and the installation is within specification. Now only two things left to do
-train the station staff in the use of the new equipment and
secondly to hand it all over to them. A familiarisation course
broke the ice between men and machines and then the specification testing began all over again to prove to the recipients that
the equipment did really work properly.

Here We Go Again
It seems odd now to finish work at lunch-time like everyone else on this hot little island, instead of working twelve
or more hours a day for so many months. I shall remain here
a few_m~;e wee~s to clear any teething faults that may occur.
then its out with the MFO boxes and here we go again."
Where to next, I wonder? One thing I know is coming up
and that is a T.O.T.s' and F. of S.s' refresher course at
Catterick in the near future. I wonder if they will teach
me anything about the new E12 transmitter?
It~s

WAVELL

ADVENTURE

TRAVEL

AWARD

This award is made annually by Lady Wavell to the Army
Apprentice, Junior Leader or Junior Tradesman, under 17t
years of age, who submits the best proposal for an adventure
scheme. The award is in memory of her son, the second Earl
Wavell, who was killed in Kenya during the Mau Mau operations. The award this year has been won bv Peter Carnell
of the Apprentices School, Harrogate, who, along with three
other comoanions from the School will carry out his proposed
scheme. This involves a 5,000-mile trip, to be comoleted in
28 days, to the North Cape in Norway-well within the Arctic
Circle. The boys have received a grant of £40 to help towards expenses; the rest of the money they must raise themselves by writing articles for local newspapers. They will
travel through Belgium, Holland, Germany, Denmark and
Sweden to reach the North Cape. We look forward ito publishing an account of it in Tlm WIRE wncn they have completed their arduous expe.dition.
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MIDNIGHT ON KILIMANJARO
. "The Wire''. reproduces be~ow, for the benefit of the many who could not read it, Captain P. D . Alexander's prize essay,
which al?peared m the Royal Signals Journal. Here, perhaps, is one of the most remarkable examples of "Faraway placesunusual 1obs."
Officers and soldiers of the Corps fin_d themselves on top of Africa's highest mountain-nearly 20,000 feet high--cast in the
role of producers and stagehands responsible for a ceremony to mark the independence of an African colony.
Read below of the planning, the tough physical endeavour, the solving of unusual communication problems that culminated
in " Midnight on Kilimanjaro."

N 9th December, 1961, the territory of Tanganyika, in
O
East Africa, achieved independence. Celebrations were
nation-wide, but two aspects achieved international news
status. One aspect was the independence ceremony in the
National Stadium in Dar-es-Salaam, the capital. This was
attended by H.R.H. the Duke of Edinburgh, and took the
form of a tattoo, lasting until midnight on the night of 8th/9th,
followed by a symbolic ceremony to mark the moment of
independence. The second aspect was the ceremony which
took place hundreds of miles away to the north, on the summit
of Kilimanjaro. At the summit, a flag-raising ceremony and
pyrotechnic display took place, and a broadcast was made to
Dar-es-Salaam, where the voice of a member of the summit
party was re~broadcast over the national radio service and
in the National Stadium as part of the ceremony there.
The start of the idea

The idea of the ceremony on Kilimanjaro, with which this
essay is concerned, stel!lIIled from a speech by the Prime
Minister of Tanganyika, Mr. Julius K. Nyerere, in 1959. He
said that the people of Tanganyika would like to light a candle
on the top of Kilimanjaro so that the example of Tanganyika
should shine out over Africa. When the date for Tanganyika's independence was fixed, the speech was remembered,
and the Independence Celebrations Committee examined the
possibility of some ceremony taking place on Kilimajaro. It
was thought that a broadcast from the summit was an essential
feature and accordingly the problem was referred to the
Regional Director, East Africa Posts and Telecommunications
Administration. He visited Headquarters, East Africa Command, in Nairobi, to see what military assistance could be
given. Being an ex-Royal Signals officer, he naturally came
to Signals with his problem. The upshot was that I Signal
Squadron, The King's African Rifles, was detailed to help.
By this time mid-October bad been reached. D-Day was 9th
December, so there was no time for delay.
Africa's

highest

1nountain

Kilimanjaro is Africa's highest mountain. Although near
the Equator, it is perpetually covered in snow. It is almost
20,000 feet high, and the temperature at the summit is 20
degrees below freezing. The main peak, Kibo, is a volcano
of doubtful extinction, the summit being on the crater rim.
The smaller peak is Mawensi, which is not volcanic, and there
is a saddle some five miles long between the peaks. The
guide~b ook says that the Geological Department in Dar-esSalaam welcomes reports from parties descending into the
crater on signs of volcanic activity. It is felt that such parties
must be extremely rare. These has been no sign of real
volcanic activity for some years.
The mountain lies to the north of Tanganyika, on the
Kenya border. It was originally part of Kenya, but was given
by Queen Victoria to Kaiser Wilhelm II as a birthday present.
Tanganyika was at that time German East Africa.
-pie
mountain is a tourist attraction, and there are well-organised
trips to the summit. Normally, such safaris take five days
and, in the right season, are no more than a very strenuous
walk. December is right in the middle of the rainy season,
which is the worst time to make the trip. Amongst other
things, the path is very bad in the wet season and the snowline is much lower.
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Conferences

and

planning

The size of the problem was quickly appreciated by all concerned. A conference at the foot of the mountain took place
in mid-October between military and civilian parties. It was
agreed that the ceremony at the summit should be threefold:
firstly, a broadcast and personal telephone call to the Prime
Minister at midnight on the 8th/9th; secondly, a flag-raising
ceremony on receipt of a synchronising signal from Dar-esSalaam at midnight; and thirdly, a pyrotechnic display. The
original idea had been to have a beacon which would burn
for some days, but the difficulties of burning ordinary materials
such as wood in the rarified atmosphere at the summit, and
the impossibility of carrying sufficient quantities of petrol to
the summit, forced the ruling-out of the project.
At the preliminary conference, the commitments of the
various parties were settled. Tt was agreed that they would
operate in the form of a joint military and civil expedition.
It was arranged that the Officer Commanding I Signal Squadron, K.A.R., should be the e."pedition leader, with full operational control over all members, and that the deputy leader
should be another officer from the same Squadron. 1 Signal
Squadron, K.A.R., were to arrange administration of all
members of the expedition including food, accommodation,
transport and winter clothing. They were also to provide
administrative communications with the mountain area, and a
link to Nairobi, some 250 miles away. The pyrotechnic display was also given to the Squadron to arrange.
The East African Posts and Telecommunications Administration agreed to provide V.H.F. radio for the broadcast from
the summit, as well as radio-telephone H.F. sets at the various
camps, and facilities for delivery and despatch of mail at each
camp. It was arranged that the ex-pedition should have its
own postal and telegraphic address, and also its own postmark
-"Expedition Kilimanjaro." First-day covers stamped with
the expedition postmark are worth at least twice as much as
their more mundane counterparts.
Clearly, it was necessary for such an ambitious ceremony,
in conditions of extreme cold to be rehearsed, and the plan
was made on the basis of the summit party's movements.
Working back from 9th December, it was estimated that
three days were required for the final rehearsal and, before
that, at least two days' rest would be required by the summit
party. ~f the rehearsal was to take approximately five days
to carry out, this meant that it had to start on 1st December
by the very latest. By that date all camps and communications would have to be established. It was estimated that
a fortnight was required for this, and this turned out to be
a slightly optimistic estimate. This took the starting date of
the expedition back to 18th
ovember, and meant that a
start would have to be made on establishing a base camp and
dumping stores there at least a week before that. Eventually,
it was decided that the Prime Minister would visit the expedition on 16th November. This fixed the latest date for the main
party to arrive at the mountain as roth November, a month
before Independence Day.
very high degree of priority
From the point of view of r Signal Squadron, the initial
problem was to obtain some assistance from various expert~
as quickly as possible. It will be recalled that the plar was
not made until mid-October, and the expedition was to start

Given n
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track. On this first occasion the convoy got through safely.
Many times in the month that followed vehicles did not get
through due to severe flooding, or to the road being washed
away.
The base camp was established on a farm at the foot of the
mountain, at 3,000 feet. The two peaks appeared very near
from the base camp. In fact, Kibo peak was 34 miles distant,
though every mile up the mountain was equal to fi"'.e miles
along the plains.
Already existing on the mountain were three huts, each
about 10 miles apart, and with the asset of water at the first
two. lt was decided that camps would be established at each of
the huts. A Land Rover could get to approximately two miles
from the first hut, the distance achieved by it being dependent
on the amount of rain and resulting mud. On two occasions
during the expedition Land Rovers got all the way to the
hut after rare dry spells. For the remainder of the time, ponies
had to be used.
The day after the main party arrived at the base, the first
camp was set up at Bismarck Hut, which is the lowest, at
about 9,000 feet.
The work of establishing camps at the
huts was extremely complex, since pony loads had to be
calculated with great accuracy. The ponies had to take their
fodder as part of their load, and no party could go forward
without personal kit, petrol for cooking, rations stores, cooking
gear, tentagc, radio equipment and a host of other things.
The adage about never being parte.9 from one's personal kit
and bedding became especially true here, and it became a
rule never to move between camps without first seeing one's
personal kit loaded on a pony, and watching the pony leave
camp in the right direction. To arrive at a camp and find no
bedding could have disastrous consequences.
[By courtesy of 1he Tanganyika Jnforma1fon S eroices
After the ceremony at the summit had been successfully completed , three
members of the expedition returned by air to Dar·es ·Salaam and were presented
at a carden party to H.R.H. The Duke of Edinburgh. H.R.H. is here seen talking
to 2/ Lieutenant A.G. Nyirenda, now of the Tanganyika Rifles, who was attached
to I Sicnal Squadron for the expedition. On the left i• Major P. J. W . Stephens,
Royal Sicnals, the expedition leader

on 10th ovember. The expedition was given a very high
degree of priority by Headquarters, East Africa Command,
and help flowed in from all quarters. A Sapper officer was
attached to the Squadron to organise the pyrotechnics. A
medical officer and seven medical orderlies were produced, as
were a P.R. 0. and photographer, an Animal Transport Officer,
15 ponies and 18 men from the Animal Transport Troop,
K.A.R.
An African second-lieutenant was attached to the
Squadron from one of the Tanganyika battalions of the
K.A.R. He was che first Tanganyikan to be commissioned
from Sandhurst, and had been selected to perform the flagraising ceremony and also to make the broadcast.
There was a considerable requirement for additional stores.
Vast quantities of camp equipment were drawn up, as also
were sets of winter clothing. Some of the clothing had to be
flown out from England, since cold-weather clothing is a somewhat abnormal requirement for the tropics.
The Sapper
officer arranged for some obsolescent airfield rockets to be
supplied and also some cordite. The rockets were rated at
anything up to a million candle-power and were firea from
small mortar-type projectors. They also had to be flown our
from England.
By the beginning of November the composition of the
parry was settled. Two officers and 40 men came from 1
Signal Squadron. In addition to those whose function was
purely communicating, this number included drivers, cooks,
a large "Q" staff and general-duty men. One officer and 17
men came with the ponies. The E.A. P. and T . party consisted of two engineers and five postal officials, and the whole
expedition amounted to about 70 men; the remainder being
made up by medical orderlies, P.R. representatives and R.A.S.C.
drivers.

GetU a g
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On 10th November, the main party of r7 vehicles left Nairobi
for. the mountain. The vehicles were heavily laden, ponies,
rations and all the tentagc being included in the first lift.
The 250 miles of road between Nairobi and the mountain is
only partly tarmac, the first 100 miles being a virtual dirt-
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The

radio

lauout

The rear link back to Nairobi was provided with a C11/R2ro.
From the first day it produced reliable voice communication,
and a great deal of traffic was passed over this link.
The main communications system on the mountain was
provided by the S.R. B44, a V.H.F. set origi nally designed for
anti-aircraft use, but now in use in East Africa. This set has
separate send and receive sides, using two frequencies . The
net was laid out so that Control was a two-set re-broadcast
station. The outstations spoke to Control on the two send
and receive frequencies and all signals passed through Control.
When an outstation spoke to another outstation, the signal
passed through the Control station and was automatically rebroadcast. Normally, the B44 operates as a broadcast system
where outstations cannot hear each other but can only speak
to and hear Control. With the modification outlined here, all
stations could hear each other and the system worked extremely
well. The sets performed well in conditions where one station
might be operating in extreme frost, with icing of the aerial,
while the station it was working to might be in humid tropical
situation with the temperature up to 80 degrees Fahrenheit.
All concerned ' in the expedition learnt a lot about V.H.F.
When the net had been fully set out and engineered, it included four stations, one at each of the camps, wich a maximum
distance from control of over 30 miles.
At each B44 station there was also a H.F. radio-call set,
crystal-controlled and working into the Post Office telephone
system through a radio-call control.
These sets were not
as reliable as the Army sets, and usually objected to the harsh
treatment meted out by the ponies in transit. However, they
were used frequently and often calls were successfully put
through to Dar-cs-Salaam, over a 50-mile radio path and 500
miles of landline.
The set used for the broadcast from the summit was a
Pye "Handi Ranger," an extremely light and modern V.H.F.
set. Two sets ·were in fact used to provide a four-wire circJit.
The sets worked from the summit on a line-of-sight path to
the centre of Moshi, the nearest large town, where the circuits
were switched to provide either brdadcast or telephone facilities,
both over the landline system. · After the broadcasts had taken
place on the night of the 8th/9th, various members of the
expedition were able to pu( through telephone calls from the
summit to relatives in East Africa.
Two other radio sets were used on the expedition and more
than proved themselves. One was a small V.H F. transistor set
of civilian manufacture, consisting of a transmitter and separate
receiver. The transmitter was taken to the summit and was
used to broadcast progress reports to the party waiting at the
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last hut. Both the tansmittcr and receiver were small enough
to be held in the palm of the hand, and the construction and
performance of this set were quite remarkable.
Finally, the now ubiquitous A40 was used. Since there
were line-of-sight paths from the base-camp to the lower two
huts, it was a simple matter to provide communication between
the two, over a distance of 15-20 miles in one case. This
demonstration of the set served to disprove the objections to
the A4o which were being made by a company commander
of an infantry battalion training nearby.
It will be seen that the expedition was well provided with
communications. Additionally, a D10 line was laid six miles
from the base camp to the nearest civil exchange and an
extension was provided. The Posts and Telecommunications
Administration also provided small post offices at each camp.
On Independence Eve, a post box was even set up on the
summit. Mail was carried between camps by runners, and
was carried from the base camp to Moshi by Land Rover.
This must have been a unique arrangement, and no other
instance is known of officiaf civilian mailbags being carried by
Signals Land Rover.

Tlie

Pri1ne

lJlinister

vi•it•

From the first day weather conditions were extremely mixed,
varying between hot sunshine and torrential downpours which
made the base camp area into a quagmire. However, work
progressed smoothly, which was just as well, for on I.6th
November we were visited at the base camp by the Prune
Minister, Mr. Julius K. · yerere. He inspected a parade of
members of the expedition and then presented to the Tanganyikan officer, Second-Lieu~~nant Nyircnda, a new Tanganyika
flag, a symbolic torch and a plaque. . The torch and flag were
used in the ceremony at the sumnut on Independence Eve,
and the plaque has now been fixed in a cairn at the point
on the crater-rim where the ceremony took place. It commemorates the ceremony and contains a quotation from Mr.
Nyerere's speech of 1959, which was the germ of the whole
idea.
After the parade and presentation, Mr. Nyerere toured rh:e
lines and was entertained to lunch by members of the expedition. The visit attracted a great deal of attention, not only
from the local populace. In addition to the Prime Minister,
officers of the Provincial Administration, police officers, representatives of the local Tribal Council and senior Army officers
were all entertained to lunch.
The Press were present in large numbers and included a
television cameraman, a rare thing in East Africa. In general,
the Press looked after the expedition extremely well, ~d we
received some excellent publicity, not only in East Afnca.. A
small Press party accompanied the sumnut party on the rught
of the ceremony, and a Press release was telephoned from
the summit after the broadcast had taken place. It mus.t .be
recorded, however, that the photograph of the flag-ramng
ceremony at midnight on Independence Day was taken by the
Army P.R. photographer, ~nd this a_chieved. international
publication. Even in the provrnce of Public Relations the ~rps
was represented-the P .R.<;). of the Posts and. Telecommurucations Administration turned out to be a Lieutenant-Colonel
. .
..
(Retd.), Royal Signals.
After the visit of the Prime Mrn1ster, the expedition got
down to work in real earnest. The second camp was established at Peter's Hut, at 12,000 feet, and finally the. last camp
was established at Kibo Hut at I 5,000 feet. Th~s _last hut
was almost on the snow-line, and frequently those hvmg there
found snow all round when they got up in the morning. There
was no water and ponies could not stay there ov~rnight. At
this altitude the round trip from Peter's Hut t<;> Kibo Hut and
back in one day was quite an effort. The po1.11es and handlers
were magnificent and covered 20 or 30 miles a day every
day. There was' only one casualty, a pony which broke a leg
just above the lowest hut. It unf<;>rtunately had to be destroyed, and the job was most profes.s1onally done by. a Sergeant
of Royal Signals, proving that Signals turn che1r hand to
anything.

Acclimatisation

Problem•

A great deal of emphasis was placed on accli!Tiatisation, and
members of the summit party spent a lot of tune at che top
two huts. Although normal tourist parties do not . spend any
time acclimatising, it was very necess~ry for expedmon members, since they were not only reqwred to get to the top,
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but also to stay there for some hours, and work at their
various tasks ot communicating, setting off pyrotechnics and
flag-raising. The use of oxygen was contemplated, and many
enquiries were made to try and get equipment, including tentative enquiries made with indu~•rial oxygen-users, the fi~e
brigade, skin-diving firms at the Kenya coast, the Royal Air
Force and medical authorities. Unfortunately, the search was
fruitless and we had to manage without. A it turned out,
oxygen was not vital.
Since oxygen could not be obtained, the medical adviser
said that long acclimatisation was necessary, and in consequence, the summit party spent many days of enforced idleness at the higher camps. They relieved the boredom by
practising their rock-climbing, an unneccesary skill on thi
expedition, but one that kept them fit.
At lower levels there was no boredom. The staff at base
camp worked long hours wrestling with supply problems and
calculating pony-loads. There were some anxious moments
for them when road communications with Nairobi were cut
and rations were held up. Apart from this, the work of
supplying the large numbers of people at the various camps
on the mountain with food, petrol and clothing went smoothly.
The expedition was lucky to get a great deal of suppon from
' the Army Air Corps who, besides lifting members of the
expedition to and from Nairobi, carried out a very sua:cssful
air-drop of winter clothing and food from a Beaver aucraft
to the camp at Peter's Hut at 12,000 feet. The winter clothing
had been specially flown from England to Nairobi, and it completed its journey from the Ordnance D epot to the user
entirely by air.

Dress rehearsal
On 1st December the dress rehearsal started and the first
stage was an experiment with the pyrotechnics. Two rockets
and a quantity of cordite were ignited from Peter's Hut, and
were clearly seen from many miles away. The experiment
attracted a great deal of attention from the local inha.bitants,
but its success augured well for the actual ceremony.
After this the summit party left for the rehearsal of the
ascent. Again, this went e_xtremely well, despite adverse conditions of heavy snow, and a full dress rehearsal of the
ceremony took place. The party then withdrew, tired but
pleased, to the camp at Kibo H~t. . CJ~bing at tI;tat height
was a considerable effort, but acclimausauon made thrngs much
easier. Parties coming to the hut for the first time found the
last fe>.v yards an almost insuperable barrier, and it was not
uncommon for climbers to have to pause only a few yards from
the hut door to gain enough breath to cover the last steJ?S.
Most climbers at this last camp lived on soup and easily
assimilated food such as chocolate.

JJlidnight

Perforniance

The date of 9ch December approached rapidly, and arrang~
ments were finalised. At mid-day on the 8th the swnrrut
parry leit the last camp for their final assault. !\11 the _ Py~o
technic material had been dumped at the crater-run by civilian
porters who had made the ascent from the last hut to the
top ev~ry day for the. previous week. At 5. p.m. the party
arrived at the crater-nm and began preparauons. The flagpole was set up and the firing equipment for t?e rocke~s was
prepared . Communications on the V.H.F. set. with Mosh1 were
established and the parry settled down to wait. At II.30 p.m.
Second-Lieutenant
yirenda made the irst broadcast, and
this was successfully heard by members at the lower camps
on the re-broadcast from Dar-es-Salaam. At exactly midnight the first rockets were fired and 6olb. of cordite were
ignited.
From midnight to 25 minutes pa~t, rockets were
fired in waves of four, and at the same tune the V.H .F.
circuit was in full use, the main user being Second-Lieutenant
Nyirenda, who reported by telephone to the Prime Minister
that the flag-raising ceremony had been successfully completed. Then, when the rockets .had finished, a second lot
of cordite was set off and the display was at an end. It
was seen for many miles, thought not, unfortunately, in Nairobi,
where it was raining.
.
.
The summit party then rested 1ust below ~e crater-nm
until dawn when chey began an epic march which took them
right from' the summit to the base camp, a distance of 34
miles and a descent of 17 ooo feet. They finally arrived at the
base camp in a state of exhaustion in the late afternoon of
the 9th.
On the morning of the 10th, three members of the cxpedi361

ticm tlcw to Oar-es-Sa1aam, having had the rare privilege of
an aircraft specially chartered for them. In the afternoon of
the 10th the were presented to H.R.H. the Duke of
Edinburgh.
A f er the glamour of the publicity and presentations came
the problem of getting all the men and stores back down the
mountain. This wa achieved very quickly, but the road to
airobi had been bl • ed in the meantime by heavy rain, and
the main party were forced to wait patiently for the road
to open. At one time there was spe ·u1ation about being home
for Christmas, but all was well, and everyone was back to work
a normal by 20th D ecember.
111 retrospect

All concerned in the expedition agreed that they had enjoyed it but would not care to do it again. Apart from congratulatory signals and telegrams, there was little tangible to
how for a month's work, but in experience m uch was gained.
In the Signal Squadron a high stand ard of training was

achieved. :By the end of the expedition, every driver, cook,
lineman, clerk and general duty man had been taught the
rudiments of voice procedure and could operate a set. Indeed,
for some days control of the V.H.F. net was exercised by a
sergeant lineman, whose Irish brogue and masterly control
were soon respected by all concerned. Additionally, all the
drivers had plenty of experience of driving under difficult conditions in four-wheel drive or low ratio. Lastly, of course,
everyone got extremely fit.
Much incidental experience with equipment was gained, and
be ide being able to study the effects of climatic extremes on
the various equipments, there was plenty of opportunity for
the study of the problems connected with engineering radio
and line circuits, both with V.H.F. and H.F.
Finally, it must be said that all concerned in the expedition
realised the uniqueness of the occasion, the birth of a new
independent nation, and were grateful for the opportunity of
taking part in the expedition, which was certainly the most
unusual example of signalling ever experienced by the writer.

Impressions ol Cyprr&S Today

It has a very great tleal to offer .•• but you must put something into it first

Now

that restrictions are ended and the atmosphere relaxed
the Isle of Cyprus has a lot to offer the serviceman-but
to get something out of it you have--like in so many
other things-to put something into it. That is the conclusion
of Corporal J. Evans, of 261 Squadron, who is employed as
N.C.O. i/ c Systems at R.A.F. Arkotiri, and who has written
for " The Wire " this short but excellent article of his impressions of the Island at the present time.

*
little over a

*
year since I

*
arrived in Cyprus

It is now a
and
in this time curfews and restrictions applying to British servicemen have been lifted and more recently the Republican
authorities have withdrawn all road blocks in the south of the
Island.

First hnpressions a Little :llisleading •••
Due to these things and the more relaxed atmosphere in
Cyprus many men and their families are beginning to travel
more and generally find out more about the island they live in.
Many are finding that their first impressions were perhaps a
little misleading and all that Cyprus had to offer was its climate,
all-year swimming and a guaranteed sun tan. Cyprus does
offer all these things but if you. are prepared to walk a little
away from the usual haunts of the serviceman it will be found
most rewarding.
In Limassol, the second largest town in Cyprus where most
service families live, one can see the making of giant six-foot
orange candles for later use in the many omate Greek Orthodox
churches in the island.
Across the road from the candle makers is a small shop
selling locally produced paintings of the island and its peoples.
Although it costs nothing to look at them, they are invariably
too expensive for the average g_rvice family. A little along the
same street is a goldsmith's shop that specialises in the production of panels of precious metals, again, I would imagine,
for use in the Orthodox churches. A tour of Cyprus will bring

Faraway Places!

Unusual Jobs!

the soldier in touch with a very different way of life than he
may have been used to, but once this is realised he will find
life far more enjoyable than if he made no attempt to see for
himself. I have found the vast ma jority of Cypriots I have
met both very courteous and helpful, ready to advise on the
best place to buy fresh vegetables, or the best route from A to
B, although as in the U.K. the latter p oint is apt to cause some
very volatile discussion.

Its Links with Great Civilisations of the Past
Cyprus is very conscious of its links with great civilisations
of the past, namely Rome and Ancient G reece. N owhere is
one in Cyprus far away from reminders of this past. The
foundations of a Roman villa have been found adjoining the
married quarters of the Akrotiri airfied, home of one of 261
Squad ron's T roops. The cultural background of Cyprus is often
reflected in special issue postage stamps. One of them, depicting a natural amphitheatre called " Curium," sited on the top
of towering cliffs overlooking the sea and within the Episkopi
Sovereign Base Area, won a major European award in the
philatelist world.
A short journey from E piskopi will take you to the Troodos
range of mountains. Along the winding r oad to th e summit,
one can see the narrow valleys terraced to m ake use of every
available scr ap of valuable soil to grow the famous Cypriot
v:nes. Surprisingly h ere and there one can see small waterfalls pouring into narrow gorges, a very marked change from
the parched coastal plains.
The Dest Way to Die of Boredom
In short, no one posted to Cyprus, pa rticularly to Episkopi
or Akrotiri, need fear that it may be just another three years,
but to get something out of it, like so many things, you must
put something in. The best way to die of boredom in Cyprus
is to go no further than from the billet to th e NAAFI. In
Cyprus even a little effort is well rewarded.

Why not send us your story?

Miscellaneous Items
Two of the following articles have been on the Editor's
desk for some time.
The B.A.O.R. Sports record needed
publication to place them in print for future amendment.
" The Ten Tors," albeit last Whitsun, reflects much credit on
the J unior Leaders Regiment.

Royal Signals B.A.O.R. A thletics 1965
PRIZE LIST

Tug of War
Major Units Winners
Minor Units Winners

21st Regiment
229 Squoxlron

Long ']ump
Major Units Winners
Minor Units Winners
Best Individual

16th Regiment
207 Squadron
Sgt. Howitt, 16th Regiment

High 'jump
Major Units Winners
Minor Units Winners
Best Individual

13th Regiment
207 Squadron
Sig. Oxley, 13th Regiment

Pole Vault
Major Units Winners
Best Individual

7th Regiment
Sig. Drew, 7th Regiment

Discus

Hammer

Major Units Winners
Minor Units Winners
Best Individual

16th Regiment
212 Squadron
C.S.M.I. Andrews, 16th Regiment

Major Units Winners
Best Individual

1st Regiment
S.S.I. Barnes, Ist Regiment

Weight (Shot)
Major Units Winners
Minor Units Winners
Best Individual
1avelin

Major Units Winners
Minor Units Winners
Best Individual

4 x room Hurdles
Major Units Winners
2oom

Minor Units Winners

16th Regiment
217 Squadron
Sig. Kirk, xst Regiment
x6th Regiment
207 Squadron
L/Cpl. Cooper, x6th Regiment
16th Regiment
217 Squadron

4 x 2oom

4oom
4

Joint Major Units Winners

16th Regiment
21st Regiment

Minor Units Winners

2 I I Squadron

x 4oom

Major Units Winners

xst Regiment

Minor Units Winners

2n Squadron

Boom

4

x Boom

r,5oom

sooom

Major Units Winners

4th Regiment

Major U nits Winners
Minor Units Winners
Best Individual

7th Regiment
217 Squadron
C pl. Baynes, 4th Regiment

Major Units Winners
Best Individual

7th Regiment
L / Cpl. Venus, 7th Regiment

Runners-up, Minor Units
with 35 points

217 Squadron

Winners, Minor Units
with 45 points

207 Squadron

Runners-up, Major Units
with 91 points

16th Regiment

W inners, Major Units
with IOOt points

7th Regiment

DO YOU KNOW?
That there is a branch of the National Association for Employment of Regular sailors, Soldiers and Airmen operating in
the locality of your home?
It is only waiting for a personal call from you, or a ring on
the telephone or a postcard, to get busy with your employment
problem.
You can always get the address of your Area Jobfinder from
your local Post Office or from your Regimental Association.
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Do Yourself a Favour
If you are serving and have a standing order for
" The Wire," please keep us informed well in advance
of any change of address. It is impossible for us to
keep up with hundreds of posting orders, and your
" Wire " will go to your old address unless we hear
to the contrary.
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======·A Ten Tors Diary=====
Dy Jranfor Signtdman Tom Burgess (Iron Troop)
FTER practising for many weekends for the great event,

troop Ten Tors team was finally chosen. It was Junior
A theR.S.M.
Steve Watson (the patrol leader), Junior LanceCorporal Whyman, Junior Signalmen Phil Rumsey, Johnny
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Keohane, Pete Sherwin and myself. We were ready and well
prepared for the journey many days beforehand and were also
were confident of finishing. How could we fail ; we were Iron
Troop!

Doth the Comp a nd co1npetltors were colourful
Friday, 5th June, arrived at last, and that evening found us
camped with the rest of the male competitors .in the sports
field behind the cinema. What a camp that was. T en ts of every
type and colour were to be seen. They ranged from army
camouflage tents and bivvies to bright orange tents in circular
shapes complete with fly sheets and decorative borders. If the
tents were colourful, then the char acters occupying them were
right out of this world. T heir d ress ranged from amazingly
brief shorts and white sand shoes to Dick Turpin-style hats
and kilts. Some had moustaches large enough to qualify them
for membership of the Handlebar Club, while others had beards,
-the length of which were bound to add to the hazards in their
walk on the Moor. We should have settled early that night because of the early start the next morning and, indeed, our team
was in bed at nine o'clock, b ut the camp did not go quiet
until midnight. The main trouble was the group of singers
who performed loudl y and long into the middle of the night.
Saturday morning came and we rose with the sun. By halfpast five we had breakfasted, packed up and were waiting to go.
At a quarter-to-seven we arrived at Haytor and twenty minutes
later, after a prayer, the N ational Anthem and a short speech,
we were ready to go.
After Steve Watson had collected our map and route card,
we booked in at the route entry point and we were off. Keeping mainly to the roads, but occasionally crossing a few hundred yards of moor, we made record time to Princetown, a distance of thirteen miles, and booked in at Moor Entry Point H.
The time was twenty past ten. It was now a mere half-mile
to the first check point, South Hessary Tor, ably commanded
by Staff Dart and Corporal O'Sullivan of the P.T. department.
33 miles in just under 12 hours!
The next stage of our journey took us an hour and forty
minutes over five miles of rather rough te.r rain to Hen Tor,
where we stopped and ate some lunch and had a few sips of
water. This rest seemed to be for only a few seconds, but in
fa ct it was for twenty-five minutes. By now our weary bones
were slowing down the pace, but we stuck to the Iron Troop
principle of never faltering. Black Tor we passed at twenty-five
to three, and so now we were only twenty-eight miles from
the finish. Another four miles rook us past the halfway mark
and as far as Pew Tor.
T wo miles further along we surprised Sergeant Bumby, who
wasn't expecting us until Sunday, and also Major Joyner who
probably was. We allowed the Squadron ~mmanda exclus.ive
film right of the Troop team, complete with pennants flying
and my own Scottish pennant was well to the fore. After a
short rest we were off again at a good pace over what proved
to be the stiffest part of the trip so far. The first hill was not
too bad, but then came a number of fiendish ridges ~d then a
murderous climb to the tip of Lynch Tor, where Lieutenant
Hood was waiting for us. It was ten to seven when he stamped
our card and we had done thirty-three miles. We were shattered but being Iron Troop, undaunted, we set out on our last
leg of the day, one and a half miles of devastating moorland to
Conie's Down. We made it at twenty minutes to eight, booked
in and set up camp in the little gulley just below the tor. We
h~d no tent, only sleeping bags and a huge black polythene ba~,
for which we were extremely grateful when the Dartmoor ram
came down later that night. We had a superb meal of coffee,
soup, biscuits, butter and c~eese, an? £!ien sar around the fire
-a solid fuel burner-talkmg and iokmg.
At nine o'clock we went to bed and at what must surely have
been a minute past nine, I was sound asirep. The next thing r
remember is our patrol leader rry:ng to wake us to get ready lo
go again. Then there was another first-class meal.

Second day and really tough ~oln,C
Sittaford we passed at h.1lf-rast seven, Oke Tor at nint
o'clock Yes Tor at ten, and then it was tra1ght to the finisti
We de~ided to take no risks and so we set the compass for Kitrv
(Continued on page 364)
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Tor. And thi part of the journey proved to be the hardest bit
of all. We came upon the steepest valley in England, or so it
cem d. Not only wa it steep, but it was boulder strewn and
thick with gorse and trees. At the bot.tom we r e ted by a very
beautiful stream before we summoned the strength to ascend.
I t took u well over half-an-hour to climb the brow of the hill,
but then the land flatttened out co Kitty Tor. H ere we rested,
a bit demoralised, wondering whether we should e er reach the
end, but the moment we started off again the fimsh came in
vi w and our morale soared.

D e Bert Srir v i v al and N a vigation. in Libua

A Five Day Courseanti we lose eight poumls in weight
By Corporal

.\ fine finish
I have never before een suc.'1 a change come over people.
From drooping heads, bent shoulders and dragging feet our
team became a machine, streamlined and swift. In just over
half-an-hour we were at our destination, Utopia or the banner
which read, "Ten Tors Finish." We were piped in and made
the effort to march in at the end with perfect dressing.
ARMY MALTA WATER POLO TEAM

YACHTING
Royal Signals Yacht (;Job, Poole Harbour
All ranks interested in yachting should note that after prolonged n egotiation , nhe affiliation arrangemen ts between the
Royal Signals Yacht Club and the Lilliput Sailing Club, Poole
Harbour Dorset, have been put on a firm and satisfactory
ba is. In return for an interest-free loan from the Corps, all
members of the Royal Signals Yacht Club are entitled to make
full use of the facilities of the Lilliput Club. The Lilliput
Club ar using the money borrowed from the Corps to build
a club house with changing rooms s tore rooms, bar and snack
bar. There is space for parking a limited number of Corps
dinghies with wasbdown facilities. Moorings for larger boats
can also be made available in Poole Harbour by arrangement.
Work has begun on the consuuction of the club house, and
it is hoped that it will be in full commission . by the ;5tart . of
the 1966 sailing season. In order .co comply with the licensmg
laws, anyone using the club house must be a registered member
of the Royal Signals Yacht Club. Membership, at the moment,
is free, and is not confined to those who wish to sail r egularly.
Any member of the Corps, past or present, who would like
to make use of the club should write to The Secretary, Royal
Signals Yacht Club (U.K.), c/o H.Q., A.E.R. Royal S ignals,
Blandford Camp, Dorset.
TUE FOLLOWDG GO ..DS ARE AVAILABLE
FRO:M ASSOc;IATION" HEADQUARTERS
Corps Paint Transfers:
"Jimmy' --on background of Corps Colours (each)

Mounted on black plastic (each)
4/9
4/Corps Ties- ew Style (see page 341)
8/Heavy Weave ...
7/6
Woollen .. .
8/6
Terylene
II/Corps Scan•es-Woollen
21/Rayon Squares
2I / Cravars-Terylene
21/Corps Cuff Links
Association Buttonhole Badges or Brooches
Blazer Badges
Blazer Buuons-Large (each)
Small (each)
Motor Cycle Badges (enamelled in Corps
Colours
Corps Plaques

9/3/- Members only
35/2/3
I/8
15/32/6 plus postage

PLEA E SEND CASH WITH ORDER for all the above
articles except Corps Paint Transfers, for which an account
will be forwarded.

Standing : Corporal Wilson (234 Signal Squadron) Private Tho mpson
(D.E.R .R.) , Sapper Fa rrugia (R .E.), Junior-leader Vella (R.M .A.).

Front : Signalma n Gri xti , lance-Corporal Xuereb , Signalman Fa rrugia
(all 243 Signal Squadron)

Royal Signals
Malta and Libya
- - - - - - - - - -- - - - - - -- - -- August is the month when anyone with any sense in Malta
takes to the water, be it sailing or water skiing over it, or skin
diving under it, or like the majority taking to a lilo and floating
on it; it's just abont the only thing to do.

234 Squadron
There are those, of course, who enjoy theil water in a really
active and compet:tive way and in this respect 234 Squadron
is well supplied with enthusiasts. An entry into any competition is a must and th is month we had a go at five. Any list
of successes may sound rather smug but we will take that risk.
The season opened with the Army Individual Championships
and we netted the following :
The IIO yards breast-stroke, a 1st for Corporal Wilson ;
the 220 yards free-style, the I 10 yards free-style and 55 yards
but<terfiy, all won by Signalman Grixti; and the 55 yards
free-style, won by Signalman Farrugia.
lt is worthy of note that of all our swimmers who entered,
none came worse in theil particular event than thild, and
Grixti in the 55 yard s butterfly broke his own Malta Army
record by 1.3 seconds. As a res\ilt of this the Squadron provided the lion's share of the Army Malta Team in the InterServices Competition. The Army promptly won handsomely
and Grixti again pulled off a 1st in the 440 yards and 220 yards
free-style, and Farrugia came 3rd in the 55 yards free-style.
Other members of the Corps in the Army Team included
Corporal Wilson, 234 Squadron, and Signalman Phillips, of 235
Squadron.
Lastly, in the swimming events, a combined 234 and 235
Squadron Team entered the Army Inter-Unit Championships
for major units. We were just pipped into second place by
I D E.R.R., but we succeeded in winning five of nine events.
In between all this activity our reputation at wa ~er polo has
had to be defended. This in Malta is a game that excite8
great emotion and must be taken seriously- well fairly seriously
anyway. The rwo major events of the season are : A Knockout
Competition and a League, both run on an Inter-Service basis
and no d istinction is made between major and minor units.
In the Cup we reached the finals, only to be beaten by I 1th
Regiment, R.M.A., by three to two after a splendidly exciting
game. It was, in fact, one of the best games of water polo
played -in Malta this season. In the League we achieved second
place by playing six and winning four games. Not too bad a
performance for a minor unit! Next year who knows, but just
now more mundane things are pressing. Somebody has been
unkind enough to mention the fact that the Administrative
Inspection is just fourteen days away, and even worse, an
exercise is looming over the horizon. Out of the water everybody, back to business!
Desert Survival and Navigation in Libya fonows on page 365

J.

A. T aylor, 235 Squadron (Comcan)

On Monday, 2nd August, four volunteer s, i.e. Corporals
Harrison, Holberry, T aylor and Signalman H aylock, left by
Medair for N . Africa from Malta. We were bound for El Adem,
and a five-day course on D esert Survival and N avig:ition,
organised by th e R A.F. D esert Rescue Service. We were met
at El Adem by Flight-Lieutenant A. R. Carter, R.A.F., who
was running the course.
On Wednesday morning the course assembled at the Education Centre, at 07.30 hours, for a day of lectures and films.
Apart from the 23 5 contingent, there were n ine R.A.F. Regiment personnel from Cyprus, and Sergeant Hall, a L ine Technician from 261 Squadron (Air Formation).

At 110 ° F. Our Thiristis were Beginning to he
Something
During the day we were taught how to survive in the desert
with the minimum of equipment, fo od and water, At the end
of the lectures, our desert survival kit was issued to us. It
wasn't very heartening to realise that we had to exist for the
next two-and-a-half days equipped with four pints of water, a
parachute, poncbol machete, compass, clasp knife, a t in of
sweets and a day night flare.
Nevertheless, undaunted, we set off bright and early. on
Thursday morning, in paii:s, to march 15 miles to the survival
area. Eventually, after five hours, all of us arrived, despite
our thirst which had been partially slaked by melons sold to
us en rou'te by some friendly Arabs. We made tents from the
parachutes and spent the rest of the afternoon in the shade to
conserve our energy. Temperatures were well over 100° F. by
th·is time. By 16.00 hours Corporal Taylor was feeling the
effects of the march and partial dehydration had taken place,
which was not very pleasant. This was soon cured by a liberal
intake of bis water ration-which left him with 1t pints for
the next 1t days.
We Bribe the Arabs
However this shortage was overcome by a two-mile trek to
a nearby Arab camp where, with bribes of ci~arettes and
chewing gum, the residents were induced to part with a. rea~on
able amount of precious fluid, antibodies and all. This might
be called cheating, but survival is included in the course heading. Surprisingly, nobody was hungry, as all our thoughts . w~re
devoted to quenching thilst. {\fter having ~upper, cons1stmg
of one boiled sweet, we all retired for the night. .
Friday began at 04.00 hours with -~veryone ru~hmg around
madly trying to catch the conde.nsatlon from his parachute.
This provided an extra half ~mt o~ _war~, which tas~ed
suspiciously like parachutes. It 1s a distmcnve flavour which
lingers on one's taste buds far too long.
The rest of the day was spent in our two-man tents _until
the sun had gone down. We then emerged and prepared signal
fires ready for rescue operation in the morning.
Royal Signals Conte Into Their Own
At 08.00 hours Saturday we let off flares and started signal
fires in an attempt to signal a helicopter sent from ~l Adem
to find us . This was successful_ and we were ferried back
to the air base. There it was found that, on an average, everybody had lost Sib. in weight. The next part o~ th_e course
began on Sunday night and consisted of desert nav:~anon. T he
teams were dropped 40 miles from the base ~d given a f!lap
reference to march to. This is where Royal Signals came mto
their own The team of Corporals Harrison and Holberry,
starting 1~ minutes behind the leaders, finished 15 minutes
before any R.A.F. team was in sig~t. This was ex~u sable
really, since most of them were suffermg from severe bhsrer'.ng
of the feet. The R.A.F. don't seem to do as much. walkmg
as the Army does. We were then required to make a stret~~er,
out of a few poles and rope, to carry a casualty to our wa!tmg
transport which was five miles away. At 04.00 hours a tired,
but happy course, we were driven back to a welcome breakfast,
and our beds at R A.F. El Adem.

DESSERTlSURVIVAL-ON BOILED SWEETS

Left to Right: Corporal Taylor, Cor poral Harrison , Signalman Haylock
deciding the menu : raspberry, strawberry or lime (boiled sweets!)

War C:emeteries at Tobruk
-Impressh'e and Beautiful
The next day we visited the impressive war cem~teries at
Tobruk. They are beautifully kept and are a credit to the
War Graves Commission, who maintain them. On Tuesday
we left North Africa for Malta and all of us agreed that the
course had impressed upon us the importance of desert survival
training in the military curriculum.
Lastly, our thanks go to Flight;-Lieutenant A. R. Carter,
R.A.F., and his instructors for makmg the C?urse such a very
interesting and memorable one. We have smce put ba~ .our
eight pounds in weight. Perhaps the rea_son for th~ ongmal
loss was a distinct lack of pubs or bars, m the survival area.

An Application lor Merrage !
From the Recorcls of the Demobilisation Cent-re,
Indian Signal (;orps
To: The Command.
Subject : For M errage.
Most respected your honour Sil.
We beg to submit that we are serving as a Compatant
soldiers in the war-zone.
.
During the present world was evinciling my loyalty to bis
majesty Emperer.
Your most honour Sir, \Y/e heard one of the order that
is · who wish to merrage with W.A.C.{i)* or I.N.S.:j: they
can do apply. Therefore we are applaying.
So we humbly pray that your honour will be graciously
please to arrange of our wedcJ:ing.
.
.
We will never forget your kindness m our life.
We beg to remin Sil
Your Most Obedient Servents.
* Women's Auxiliary Corps (India)
:j: Indian Nursing Service.

*

*

*

When it was pointed out that this applicati_on had been
submitted through incorrect channels, the following reply was
received:
Your Most honour Sir
We have requesting of your execuse.
We have sent this application by post and we. haven !?iot any
chance to give by properchannel.
Because if we give by
properchannel, curttenly we can get too shame
tr?ub~e from
other person. So that please execuse us if It 1s any
m istaks.
Awaiting your kindness favoer Sil
Your Most Obedient Servents.

o:
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The Squadron Aviary has now nearly a hundred occupants.
It is with regret that I must report that the "222 " strain of
yellaw and green budgerigars are gradually dying out. At the
moment, due to cross breeding, a variety of colou rs can be
seen, but the predominant colours seem to be light green breast
with light yellow /mottled brown wings.
Welcomes nnd •••
We extend a warm welcome to our new S.S.M., W.O.II
Copestake-<lid we say "warm"? Sorry, the S.Q.M.S.'s welcome was positively red hot; the lost brother act. Maybe we
can now get normal service from the stores! K idd ing apart,
we hope the S.S.M. will enjoy his stay here, and may it be
pleasant and profitable. Don't forget the bills for the Customs
Officer on that camera, etc., Sergeant Major.

Signal Centre Ku ching

J Ol:\'T

c o :: u:HU:\'I CATIONS UNIT, BORNEO
KUCDI:\'G DETACIDIENT
Situated some 400 miles south-west of Labuan, the Kuching
Detachment run th!! Joint Communications Centre which serves
five battalions, the Royal Air Force Station, Royal Naval ships
in the area, and the man y individual units scattered in and
around Kuch ing.
The Detachment has a current strength of 55 men of all three
ervices with W.O.I (y. of S.) Gubler at the helm. Our
D.S.O. s (D.S.M.s to R.A.F.) are Sergeants Brindle, Collis and
Evans, with Sergeant Donnithorne as the welcome stand-in
from Labuan during brief periods of rest and recuperation
(which is the Borneo version of leave).
A H appy F amily - T rnly Joint
We work as one big happy family with 248 (Gurkha) Signal
Squadron, who look after us in every way, and with the inclusion of an Australian Sergeant, we are truly joint. Although
the British ranks do have some difficulty in pronouncing such
names as Indra, Prasad, Gurung, etc., this is overcome by alloting such nicknames as " Ringo," " Tex," " Flash," etc., all
of which is taken in the xight spirit and makes life easier.
We have a joint football team which is well-known in
Kuching, both by the civilian population and other Service
teams. The tea m has been named " Mercurians," after our
patron saint, and at the time of writing are placed second
in the Kuching League. Some of the stalwarts of this fabulous
team are Signalman McNaught, W.O. II Dobbs, Lance-Corporal
"Jock" Brown and Signalman "'Jock" Smitl1, all ably assisted
by Corporal Ryan with the refreshments and magic sponge.
350 p e r cen t Traffic Inc r e a se
On the work side, traffic has risen some 350 per cent over
the last 18 months, and the number of tape relay circuits by 500
per cent. A slightly sad establishments team from M .o.D.,
visiting the COMCEN recently, recommended an increase of
13 operators. We are looking forward to seeing these new
faces in the near future (probably some more footballers).
Kuch ing has many amenities to offer, such as a swimming
pool, a racecourse, football pitches, six cinemas and n umerous
cosy bars, all of which have done a brisk trade since the
arrival of the services.
Although the COMCEN does make use of the civilian power
supply, we have at instant readiness, rwo 27t KVA generators, and four smaller generators. These are maintained and
tested by Lance-Corporal Pilkington and Signalman Elliott our
electrician drivers.
Of the 30 Army ranks in Kuching, ten of them have
volunteered to complete their full overseas tour on active
servi~e in Borneo, rather than return. to the dazzling lights
Although the local guls are very attractive
of Smgapore.
and the beer always ice cold, we still like to think they have
volunteered because of the fuJJ-tirne signalling job they are
doing, serving the many troops alerted along the Sarawak/
Indonesian border.
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EX WEBBED FOOT
The fate of the first AFV432 to take to the water. Crew : Captain
David Ra ndel, Sergeant Bill Smith, Signalman Tufton is attempting
to secure the hawser from the Scammel onto the vehicle

207

SQUADRON,

D.F.P.O.

30

Exercise "~Tebbed Foot "
Exercise " Webbed Foot" was an exercise designed to tram
commanders and drivers in the art of "floating" the A F.V. 432.
The exercise lasted three days and took place on the River
Weser near Hameln. Sergeant Smith was the only person
present who had had any experience in " floating " the 432,
so everybody was rather apprehensive as the first vehicle took
to the water! The crossing to the opposite bank went vety
smoothly, but when the vehicle tried to return, the fast current
swept it downstream. It made two more unsuccessful attempts
to land and finally disappeared round a bend in the river,
hotly pursued by a rescue launch and Stalwart. The crew
beached it and the vehicle had to be recovered using a Scammel.
Despite this unfortunate first attempt the exercise was a success
and proved very valuable to all who took part.

HELICOPTER TRAINING
A 'stick' boarding the Wessex
in an interrogation centre--very good reason to stay at large!
In fact all of our team except Lance-Corporal Raybould were
caught.

222 SQUADRON D.F.P.O. 69
Squadron H.Q. and Technical Troops
We are pleased to report that Squadron H.Q. and its surrounds are at last getting a face-lif.t (old Squadron members
won'.t recognise the place if this keeps up! ). The Cable Yard
by the Power House is in the process of being concreted where
the cable drums stand, and the remainder, less the area leading
to the vehicle ramps is to be tarmacaderned. The "Q" Stores
area, plus the garages, are being redecorated. No, it's not special
work for Administrative Inspection-this has been on the card~
for ages.

Fnrewells
Sergeant Bellamy-Wood, our Chief Clerk, has left for the
cooler climates of the U.K. and B.A.O.R. May we wish him
the best of luck on his course at Catterick and pleasant posting
to his new Unit.
Birihs.-To Sergeant Bellamy-Wood and Mrs. W. BellamyWood, at Steamer Point Hospital, Aden, on 26th June, 1965, a
son, Rodney. To Signalman W. Helliwell and Mrs. J. Helliwell,
at Steamer Point Hospital, Aden, on uth July, 1965, a son,
Mark.
•• D " Troop, ~luharraq ( Bahra i n )
Summer again. The inevitable problems of sweat dripping
into one's porridge at breakfast and the other problems of living
in the tropics. The Persian Gulf is infamous for its high
humidity and the Met Office have really gone to town this year.
The Troop is committed at Muharraq to unravel a knitted
cable area in preparation for the installation of our new auto
exchange. We have come to hate those far-off Americans who
have been blamed, correctly or not, for the oddities that have
been discovered. In its place we are leavin g a well ordered

If you have the ~kill we need .. ...

H e lic opter Training
Members of the Squadron spent one day tra1mng with a
Wessex helicopter provided by the R.A.F. The programme
was split into two halves; in the morning the instructors explained the tricky business of entering and leaving a helicopter
with its rotors turning, and the afternoon was spent preparing
loads for pickup.
Everybody was given valuable flying
experience.

r

«'*I '

Exer c i se " Brain Drain "
The Squadron provided communications for the control
element of Exercise "Brain Drain.'' The exercise was an
escape and evasion exercise and a team of escapers from the
Squadron took pan. The penalty for capture was a period

we have the hou~e you might need

Regimental
Cummerbunds

skilled craftsmen

ln terylene 35/- each. Royal Signals. R .A.F.,

R.A.O.C., R .A.s.c., R.E., R .E.1\1.E. an d R.N.
ex-stock. Id eal for dinner Jacket wear.
Satisfaction guara n teed. Special discount
terms for Club Secretari es. Send cash with
order t o Dept. w.

CLUB CUMMERBUNDS, LTD.,
Beck Mills, Clayton,
Bradford, Yorkshire.
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ELECTRONIC MECHANICS
MAINTENANCE ELECTRICIANS

INSTRUMENT MECHANICS
(Electrical &Physical)

These posts offer: HOUSING on modern estates after a short wan ing period during which a lodging allowance is payable.
SUPERANNUATION SCHEME .
INTERESTING WORK ON
PROMOTION OPPORTUNITIES .
CIVIL USES OF ATOMIC ENERGY.
ASSISTED TRAVEL SCHEME.
GENEROUS LEAVE AND SICK PAY.
.

•

.

.

.

11 you are interest ed in any of t hese posts. please write fo r illustrated leaflet and appliciat ion form to :-

Labour Branch, B uilding 329,A. E.R .E. Harwell. Didcot B erkshire.
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(we hope) system, complete with duct which are under the
water table at !Ugh tide.
The Station Commander has adm:nistered our selection of
mall ar m for some time and recently rules that the Troop
hould as ist with Security Guards. Regretta bly, we find that
we h ave to use th R.A.F.'s No. 4 rifle. This led to the discovery that 90",, of the Troop didn't know how to use one.
However a short period of instruction from Sergeant Joe Morris,
our new T roop ergeant ensured that this situation didn't last
long.
The Sharjah detachment have been peacefully working on,
when to th~i r horror, an out-of-season storm blew up, removing
mos of the Comcen roof. They were relieved to find tfiat the
exchange had not been carried away and although looking bad.
not much d amage had been done.
All is quiet at Masirah, e:<eept on the beaches, where the
annual turtle " egg lay " is going on. All the staff from
quadron H .Q. who have been to visit this phenome.non have
departed suitably en lightened as to the sexual life of the turtle!

•· K •• Airfield Troop, Kbormaksnr
Pulling 14 pair cable across the main run way at R.A.F.
Khormaksar can be qui te an illuminating experience, particularly
with landings/ take offs averaging one every four minu tes. " K "
Troop has had to den y the rumour that Signalman Pete Jackson
was seen having a 14 pair tug-o-war with an R.A.F. Shackleton!
The ever changing face of Khormaksar provides the Troop
with varied problems, not the least of which has been-where,
in an "Asian Boy" can you fit a Hadley T eletalk? Does anyone
know of a toilet roll fitting designed to contain such an equipment?
Major Pritchard (Projects Liaison Officer) has been sowing
those G.P.O. Cabinet seeds again. They are springing up
everywhere!
" K ' Troop Basketball T eam produced a r esult worthy of
note. In a match against H.M.S. Bulwark they lost, in ext ra
time, by one point, Corporal John Chillery, Lance-Corporals
Jim Harlow and Sid Evans doing sterling work. It would
probably be considered polite not to ask wha t Sergeant Ton.y
McMullen was doing with his head between his knees half way
through the match!
0.C. " K " is grieving the loss of his fishing rod and rel
snatched from the boat by, what he swears, was a monster
fi h ! The sugges tion that he should tie it to himself n ext
time can be taken in two ways!
De.partures and •••
We are sorry to say goodbye to our Troop Sergeant and his
wife, Sergeant and Mrs. Kingman, after only a short stay with
us. We thank them and wish the m well in the U.K. Other
souls departed from Khorm aksar were :
Corporal Hambidge, Signalma n Morrin, Signalman Dickinson
and Signalman Friday. Again, we wish them well in their new
postings.
Arrivals
We welcome to " K " Troop Staff Sergean t Nicholls,
Si_gnalman W illiamson, Signalman Dunn and their respective
wives, Corporal Perk.ins, Lance-Corporal Vickers, Signalman
Crabbe and Signalman McCarthy. We hope that they enjoy
their stay at '° K " Troop.
One final note to our brothers in 15th Regiment down the
road. We don't wear spiked running shoes whilst jumping on
their joints-honestly!
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TROOP

(BRITISH

DO~DURAS)

Exercise D.H. Jimmy
The most interesting activity this month for the Troop was
our exerci.se. The. aims were to practise comms, to compare
comms using a vanety of antennae and to familiarise the troop
with local roads and terrain. Good voice communications were
m'.iintained over .a distance of 65 m iles as the crow flies, using
the Crr/R210 with a 12ft. rod end and a dipole the other end.
We b<?rrowed the G2.'s L/R and so for one weekend, we had
~o vehicles an.d a trailer. <?ornfort stores included plenty of
ice . and soft drmks. It wasn t all work, we visited the Maya
Rums and managed an early morning swim in the Pine Ridge
mountain creeks. A good time was had by all.
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Future Plans
There are high hopes here for the replacement of our 53 set~.
o date has yet been given but it is thought that it will not be
too long before we get the D13/R23r. In the more immediate
future, the Infantry Company is to get the C42. With th·s
thought in mind, the troop reconnoitred the country, m ade a
study of local topography and submitted a report to the staff
on the prospects of future communications. In retrospect, th:s
was perhaps a daring thing to do without equipment on the
ground but the staff here are particularly understand ing. The
arrival of the new equipment w:Jl give the troop another excuse
to get out and about.
S oldie rin g
We soldier too and in the second week in July, the Troop
formed part of the standby platoon. Apart from being confined
to camp for a week _an_d the fact that we were on a 15 minute by
d:iy and 30 minute by night standby, the whole thing had it
advantages. For the first time ever, the In, Out and Pending
T rays ~ere empty. I t was also a good opportunity for getting
some initial battery charg:ng done.
Soc ial News
Corporal C adman judged his leave exactly right. He started
at 12.00 hrs. Saturd ay, 24th July, and at 20.00 hrs. his second
daugh ter was born. Both mother and baby are doing well and
the Troop are d elighted .
Company Cbangeo,,er
" C" Compan y of the 1st K.S.L.I. were relieved this month
by "D " Compan y of ·the rst S taffords. This has precipitated a
short course on the C rr/R1 20 for the new signallers. It is
gratifying to find that .they are as keen as mustard. T he Company Signal Sergean t, Sergeant G reen, fully understands the
implications of the word liaison and it is a pleasure to work
with him.
Alread y plans are in hand for us to get out on exercise
together-but more of -t his next month.
Troop Activities
Although this is a place where nothing happens, the problem with T HE W mE notes is, how much .co leave out. This
month we have been called upon tO provide P .A. equipment
and an announcer for a local sports meeting, to recce the garrison boats and report on the. feasi bility of provid ing a skywave
antenna, and to spend several days with K .S.L.I., assisting
them with d;ieir revue.
In add ition to this, the T roop
Driver Training Programme has continued, and by th e end
of this week it is hoped that seven, out of a .total strength of
nine, will be qualified to drive. Unfortunately, the qualification applies locally only, and a battle now rages to ob tain pink
slips for the Troop.
Footnote
Signalman Wood and S ignalman Knott are preparing for
their All TG Course on RHE early n ex t year. Signalman
Forbes passed his ACE II this mon th and starts a part-time
course for his ACE I today. Corporal Wi lmot and Signalman
Dryland are very busy preparing for a three-week leave, which
is to be taken in Mexico City.
COUPS CRICKET TOUR
A Win Against The Sap1•ers
We set out for Chatham in pouring rain on Tuesday, 13th
July, but we drove out of it and arrived in beaut!ful sunshine.
Wednesday dawned to pleasant if watery sunshine. The
Sappers won the toss and decided to bat. They lost two wickets
quickly for 17, however, the third wicket took the score to 69.
Wickets then fell at regular intervals until they were all out
for 148. Signalman Kilvington fin ishing up with 6 - 50 in 23.5
overs; Signalman Worrell 3 - 49.
We went out to bat and lost Second-Lieutenant Coltman
with the score at 16. Lance-Corporal Mayes and Major S. G.
de Clive-Lowe took the score to 133, when Lance-Corporal
Mayes was out for 4r. Crichlow soon followed and Hamilton
and Major de Clive-Lowe took the score to 148 to the close
of the first day.
The second day was rather dull. Hamilton soon went and
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Major de Clive-Lowe reached a splendid century. LieutenantColonel Evans was then out and soon after Major de CliveLowe was out for 100 with the score at 171. Worrell went with
the score 197· The score was then taken to 246-7 by 12.05 hours,
when we declared. Captain Potts 41 not out, Signalman
Kilvington 15 not out.
The Sappers batted again and lost five wickets in taking the
lead. Second-Lieutenant Brooks secoring 40. Sergeant Herriot
scored a very useful 36. Major Proctor 3r. They were eventually all out for 183, leaving us 86 to win.
We lost three wickets for 17 and 4 for 37, but Major de
Clive-Lowe 22 not out and Lance-Corporal Mayes 49 not out,
knocked off the runs by 18.oo hours.

11.A.O.C. E n s lly Overeonu~
We moved off to Blackdown, to play the R.A.O.C., that
evening arriving rather late. We were met in splendid fashion,
with a h ot meal, nothing being too much trouble.
Friday morning was very sunny but cold. The wicket was
very brown and had very Ettie grass on it. It was also soft
and drying out fast, wh '.ch provoked a lot of discussion as to
what we should do if we won the toss.
We d id win and Major de Clive-Lowe put the R.A.O.C. in
to bat. This decision at first appeared to be wrong due to the
slowness of the wicket. However, Kilvington was a little too
fast th rough the air for them and they were soon in trouble,
being all out just after lunch for 87, of which Captain Cook and
Corporal Forde scored 29 and 20 respectively. Signalman
Kilvingron finished with 6 for 16.
We scored runs freely to start with, but lost Captain Potts
with the score at 18. Major de Clive-Lowe and Lance-Corporal
Mayes took the score to 54, when wickets fell regularly until
the score reached 171, of which Lance-Corporal Mayes scored
39 and Signalman Worrell 39 not out. The R.A.O.C. still had
40 minutes batting before stumps, during which time we got
three wickets. We got them all out very quickly for 64 the
foll owing m orning, Capt. Hammond scoring 25 being the only
real resistan ce. K ilvington had 7 for 25.
Th us we won by an innings and 21 runs.
T he tour was very successful and we avenged our defeat by
the Sappers of two years ago. The R.A.O.C. regrettably did
not prove to be much opposition but this was over-shadowed
by the splendid way we were looked after at Blackdown.
Royal Signals Golfing So c i e ty

AUTUMN MEETL"\'G
The Society members were blessed with good weather for
their Autumn M eeting held on Woking Golf Course on
r4th and 15th Septem ber and although the numbers present
were small, a most friendly atmosphere prevailed.
Unfortunately .the standard of golf was not as high as one
would expect from a Corps of our size and it was a pity that
some of our more experienced golfers could not attend.
I t is interesting to note that of the twenty-two officers present
only two were below field rai;iI< ~nd thirteen . were retired
officer s. This sad state of affairs 1s reflected m our record
against other Corps this year. Of .the eight m atches played
so far we have won one, and in most other cases we have been
well and truly trounced .
Commanding Officers are urged to give this a little thought,
and to encourage their young golfers to turn out and support
both the spring and autumn meetings. It should be noted
that these meetings are now open to all ranks as long as they
have an established club handicap of 18 or below.
The following were t he prizewinner s :
Foursome r:hallenge Cup (S tableford)
Lieutena nt-Colonel C. V. Walsh
Lieutenant- Colonel W . E. Lyske
Individual Handicap Challenge Cu p (S tableford)
Colonel R. Linton, o.B.E.
Royal. Signal.s Veterans T rophy
Major N . E. Padwick
Royal Signals Regular Officers Challenge Cup
Lieutenant-Colonel C. V. W alsh
Royal Signals Challenge Cup (36 Holes (Handica.p )
Major A. B. Roderick
Royal Signals Open Championship 1965
Lieutenant-Colonel S. Schofield
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tBth RegJment Win Far East Soccer Cup
A

N otable

Corps

Sut'f'PHH

Back row: Staff-S ergeant Peake, B.E.M ., Corporal G. Nelson ,
Corpora l M. Ne lson, Lance-Corporal Butler, Captain C. A. Brown ,
Signalman Bu rgess, Sergeant Mclo ughli n, Signal man Duff (Baggage
Master). Sitting: Signa lman Husn i, Corporal Elcox , LieutenantColo nel R. W. Mille, Sergeant Noon (Captain), Lance-Corporal
McG ib bo n. In front: Lance-Corporal Noor Yaya, Corporal Othman .
Not in photograph : Corporal Forrester
Cups : Rob inson Cup (Singapore Army Soccer Cup); Caldbeck Cup
(Far East Soccer Cup)
OR the first time a Royal Signals team has won the Caldbeck
Cup, which is the F ar E ast Soccer Championship trophy.
Before winning the Caldbeck Cup the team first had to
win the Robinson Cup, wh ich is the Singapore Army Soccer
Cup. This final was played in May and resulted in a 6-o win
ag!linst 221 B.V.D ., who were the surprise final ists. Our Comb:.Oed Services player, Corporal Young, skippered the team
well to this convincing win but_ unfortun ately returned to
Catterick before the Far East final.
The Caldbeck Cup was played on a tw o leg final against
the 1st Battalion Scots Guards, who are part of the Commonwealth Brigade at Malacca on the West Coast of Malaya. The
fir st leg was played at Malacca and after an exciting match
we came away 2- 1 up. Lance-Corporal McGibbon scored from
a penalty in the first half and then with a fine shot a few
m inutes from the end of the match.
The following week the Scots Guards came to Singapore
and in perfect conditions and with a very large crowd we took
the field a goal up. The first 15 minutes saw some firstclass soccer with the Guards pinned hard into their own half
and with three crashing shots coming back into play from the
uprights. Lance-Corporal McGibbon opened the coring and
then scored again just before half-time. The final result on
aggregate being 4-r.
Sergeant Noon rece:ved the trophy from L ieutenant-General
Sir Alan J oily, K.C.B., c .B.E, D.s.o.
The whole team has played and trained hara, and the desired results came our way.

F

Corps Sports Results
Cricket
Royal Signals 245 for 9 (dee.) v. R.A.C. 97 for 6 (dee.) and
100. Corps won by an inning and 38 runs.

Gou
Royal Signals 3 v. R.A.O.C. 9.

Army Golfing Society Autumn Meeting
Th~ Int~r-Regimen tal

Foursome Stableford Competi tion was
won at Sunninodale by Royal Signals. The winning team
were: Lieuten;'nr-Colonel W. E . Ly ke and LieutenantColonel (Tfc.) C. V. Walsh.
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46th

(~I)

REGll'tfE~T

(T.A.). DERR'\.'

Annual ('nmp - Ulj(h ~for le Despite the Bain
The Reg:ment, less No. 3 (L icester) Squadron, attended
annual camp at Scarborough from 24th July until 7th August.
The first week was devoted to trade-training, th~ facilities at
Bumi ton Barracks being admirable for this purpose. The
second week was devoted to a Regimental Exercise " Broad
Picture," and trade-testing.
The aim of " Broad Picrure" was to exercise the Regiment
in the provision of good communications through Radio Relay
and as ociated equ:pment, HF radio, line and associated equipment, and S.D .S. · and to use these communications to full
capacity. For the first day and night of the exerc:se the flood
gar
of the heavens were opened, and the down-pour presented formidable problems to personnel at every level. It
was good to see how high morale remained despite the heavy
rain. At the end of the three-day e.xercise many operational
and administrative lessons had been learned and the aim
fulfilled.
Trade-training was leavened during the first week with
evening inter-squadron cricket matches and the Regimental
Sports on the Friday afternoon, mercifully blessed with sunshine. To our sports we were delighted to welcome our
Honorary Colonel, Colonel G . J . Underwood, C.B.E., T.D., D.L.,
who presented the prizes.
Various competitions were organised in the course of camp.
Our W.R.A.C. twice crowned themselves with glory; firstly by
winning the drill competition, and secondly by winning the
cup for the best squadron. The guard-mounting competition
was won by No. I (Derby) Squadron. Craftsman Rout, of
the L.A.D , was selected as the best of the very enthusiastic
recruits.
Di stinguished Officers Attend
The Regiment was honoured on 5th August by a visit from
the G.O.C.-in-C. Northern Command, Lieutenant-General Sir
Geoffrey Musson, K.C.B., C.B.E., o.s.o. Earlier, during camp,
we were glad to be visited by the Chief Signal Officer, Northern
Command, Brigadier P. F . Pentreath, M.B.E., Colonel E. Michell,
A.D.W.R.A.C. Northern Command, Colonel Sir John Crompton
Inglefield, Bart, T.D., D.L., and Lieutenant-Colonel R. C .
Glanville, o.B.E., M.C, Chairman and Secretary respectively, of
Derbyshire T. and A.F.A.; Brigadier J. M. Spencer-Smith,
o.B.E., M.c., Commander 148 Infantry Brigade; and Colonel
A. K. Knight, M B.E., representing Major-General C. M. M.
Man, O.B.E., M.c., G.O.C. 49 (W.R. and .M.) Division/District.
On Sarurday, July 31st, the Regiment on ceremonial parade
was inspected by the Honorary Colonel, Colonel G. J. Underwood, C.B.E., T.D., D.L., in the presence of Colonel J. R. S.
Grimwood-Taylor, T.D., D.L., Chief Signal Officer, 49 Division/
Dis~rict, Lieutenant-Colonel (retd) A. V. Emery, E.R.D., T.D.,
M_aJor (retd.) T. S. Wragg, M.B.E., T.D., Major (retd.) C. D .
D1dcott, M.B.E., T.D., and Major (retd.) I. B. Fenwick, T.D. The
Honorar_y Colonel, in the course of the parade, presented the
Lord. Lieutenant of Derbyshire's Certificate to W.O.II J. F.
Bold1son, B.E.M., who has now served the Regiment for 18 years
The special th3:nks of the Regiment are due to the Carn;
Comm~ndant, Maior F. Lunn, Royal Signals, and to his staff,
for their great help and co-operation in making the Regiment's
stay at Scarborough successful and comfortable.
No. 3 (Lei~ester) Squadron spent annual camp with their
parent formation, H .Q., RA., 49 Division/District, at Tilshead,
from 26th June to roth July. They, too, had atrocious weather
for ~eir exercise, but learned many valuable lessons. To No. 6
Regunent, R.A., and 3rd Signal Regiment, they are much
indebted for their help and co-operation.
L o sses - And Gni n s
On 23rd July the Regiment lost the services of Mr. C. H.
Crowe on his retirement after eleven years as Chief Oerk. The
Commanding Officer, Lieutenant-Colonel L. W. Wright, T.D.,
a~ a cer~mony at R.H.Q., presented Mr. Crowe with an inscribed
s1lv~r cigarette ~ox an_d extended to him the gratitude of the
Regiment for his services and best wishes for his retirement.
He welcomed Mr. C. Collie, who succeeds Mr. Crowe.
E~rly in Septe~ber we lose Major (Q.M.) R. F. Thirkell on
postmg. t:o Major and Mrs. Thirkell, mindful of their services
t~ the Regiment, we extend every good wish for their stay in
Singapore.
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Signals. At the funeral on the r4th July a volunteer guard of
honour expressed on behalf of all Royal Signals A.E.R. our
deep sorrow at his passing. At the service in the Garrison
Church the Regiment was represented by the C.O., LieutenantColonel W. A. Dalziel, Majors K. G. Taylor and A. Herbert
and the Adjutant, Captain T. Tevendale.
'

(;olonel Dl11ckb11r11e's Reel ?
At the Regimental Dinner, Colonel George Blackburne
Commander H.Q. A.ER. Royal Signals, who has ever encollr~
aged the Scott!sh spirit and character of the Regiment, was
presented l;>Y L1eutenant-Colonel Bill Dalziel with his own pipe
tune. This h.ad been composed specially by Pipe Major
McNab, and 1t was accepted with sincere appreciation by
Colonel .Blackburne. On this oocasion and at the mid-Camp
c7remomal parade,_ ~ance-Corporal Stark, the Regimental
piper, performed surn,ngly. The parade was inspected by the
Honorary C'.~lonel, Colonel W. H. Oliver, M.B.E., E.R.D., and
even the critical eye of R.S.M. Tasker found little on which
to fasten.
H.Q. GROUP, 82 SIG NAL REGIMENT A.E.R.
Standing left ta right : W .0 .11 (R.Q.M.S.) A. G. Mcintyre, R.S.M.
G. Tasker, W.0.11 (R.Q.M.S.) T. Black. Seated: Captain T. Tevendale
(Adjutant), Major K. G. Taylor (21.C.), Lieutenant-Colonel W . A.
Dalziel, T.D., Ma jor A. Herbert, E.R.D., Captain S. M. Maclaughli n,
W.R .A.C.

82nd BEGDIENT, A.E.R.
Allllnnl Camp nt Blandford
The emphasis at camp this year was on individual trade
training and the usual Regimental exercise of the second week
gave way to separate, though in some cases interconnected,
trade exercises.
I think we all missed the camaraderie generated during a
joint exercise but, instead, because of the extra time devoted
to trade training many came away with the satisfaction of an
improved rating and, of course, its attached financial reward.
Our recruits, many of the W.R.A.C , achieved their grade III
ratings to a man (or woman).
During these exercises the Radio Ops. and Radio T echs.
were delighted to have an indoetrination into the mysteries of
one of the latest sets. It was with obvious pride, and relief,
that they pointed to one perfect line amongst reams of teletyped gibberish received from our associated regular squadron
in Scottish Command. Reception at the other end, they
assured us, was perfect.

[Photo: Courtesy Express and Star, Wolverhampton

A Good Ca1np Ends
I_t was a most enjoyable, and training-wise, successful camp
which encouraged all aspects of the Regiment's life and work
and which provided further opportunities for renewing th~
strong ties of friendship and comradeship fostered by successive
Commanding Officers.
The end of camp normally seems to produce one or two
names of those who, sadly, will not be camping with the Regiment again and this year was no exception. We shall miss
Major Tom Lynas and Captains Peter Michie and Joe Routledge, and we think they will miss us.
58th REGIMENT (T.A.), WOLVEllllAMPTON
In T.A. Units it is usual to start the Annual Camp F ile some
thirteen months before a definite camp date. The file for this
year's camp started in a nebulous way several years ago, but it
took the determination of the Commanding Officer, LieutenantColonel I. G. Swan, to fix the date.

At Last-Annual Camp nt Fontainbleau
The role of the Regiment is to support NATO, but until this
year it had never been fulfilled. Some officers and senior
N.C.O.s have been to France during the last three years and
brought back details of the framework within which we would
have to operate. An enormous amount of work was required
to bring the unit to a state of readiness and the greeting from
the Q .M. on most drill nights was " I only passed his office
and I was given another foolscap sheet of instructions."
For many months despite the preparations, it seemed that
we would train at Scarborough due to the difficulty of finding
funds from the appropriate grant. Much to the relief of the
Permanent Staff, who had done enough paper work to fill a
book, approval was granted and Annual Camp 1965 was to be
at Fontainbleau.
At 1900 hrs. 16th July, the Squadrons assembled at their
T.A. Centres, H .Q. and 1 Squadron at Wolverhampton, 2
Squadron at Newcastle-under-Lyme, and 3 Squadron at Bromsgrove, and the convoys moved off to rendezvous at Jackshill
Cafe, Towcester. From there a steady run through the outskirts of London and the Dartford Tunnel brought the packets
to Folkestone without incident.

Wonderful Food
Meanwhile, quiet lanes rang to the heady sound of hammers
and jumpers (and the peculiar banter) of the linemen. They
built a successful route across a particularly difficult and soggy
part of Dorset in appalling wet which Captain Mike Gravett
was at some pains to point out had not been specially ordained.
Morale remained in peak condition, however, thanks to sterling
work by Cook Sergeant Taylor and his merry men who produced some wonderful food.
Also enjoying this food were the comcen people busy passing
messages between two comcens within spitting distance of each
other. They really appreciated the fact that communications
remained perfect throughout and that they could concentrate
on the job in hand. I think many of our recruits were amazed
to see all the information that had been pumped into them
during the first week really did make sense and messages d id
get through.
The hardest task for the drivers was not the MT map reading
and convoy exercise, but deciding how and where to find the
R.E.M.E. L.A.D. when in trouble. We should have realised
that, under the command of Capt. Tony Hall-Patch, they were
inspecting sites suitable for possible use as maintenance areas
-that these coincided with certain attractive hostelries was
purely accidental. However, they did a grand job and rendered
a most efficient service throughout camp--we hope to see them
back next year.

A special sailing had been arranged with British Rail and at
hours, 19th July, the Regiment boarded <the B.R.F. Hampton Court at Dover. After a comfortable four hours aboard
and having breakfasted well, although early, the squadrons
disembarked and reformed the convoy on the quayside at Dunkirk. The French Police then decided to escort the convoy
for the first two hours. For most of the drivers this was the
first experience of driving on the right and, with the Gendarmes
urging the convoy to greater speeds, it was rather like
learning to swim by being thrown in at the deep end.

A S a d Event
On Friday, 9th July, everyone was shocked by the sudden
trag:c death of Major John Wakeman, R.A.P.C., the ever
helpful and greatly respected Paymaster of H.Q. A.E.R. Royal

• • • A \ Veil Trained B o dy of V olunteers • • •
In Fontainbleau it was found that <the French, American,
and British elements had spared no effort in assisting our
advance party to make the tented camp in the Champs de
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Encouraged to Spee•l by the French Police
OI.OO
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The Chief of Staff ALFCE visits the Regiment (Left to Right) The 21C
Major G. D. Davis T.D. (C.O. designate) . The GOC Brit ish Army
Element, Major-General R. C. MacDonald . The Chief of Staff
Lieutenant-General M. Poncelet (Belgian Army). The CO LieutenantColonel I. G. Swan. The Chief Signal Officer Landeen and Colonel
E. N. Jenkins (US Army)
Manoeuvres as comfortable as possible. To the French at
least it was a surprise to find that the T .A. was a well-trained
body of volunteers and not merely a paper force.
During the first week the days starred with P.T. immediately
after reveille. Although a few needed a personal invitation
before joining in the majority either enjoyed it or became
accustomed to it. As usual with a T.A. unit much of the time
was given over to trade training. Since time was short Friday
was the only day off and most of the un:r departed for Paris
on Thursday evening. Many interests were followed, even
pursued avidly, in the evening but during the day most
members of 58 were seen at various times on all stages of the
Eiffel Tower.
The following day the four-day exercise with JCA began.
58 U.K. as we had been designated by our Allies, acquitted
itself well, once again surprising the Regular Troops by the
capabilities of a Reserve Unit. The first message of the
exercise was framed by JCA and presented to the Officers' Mess
together with the flags of the NATO countries mounted on an
engraved plinth.

Home and n "'elcome by 11.~I. Customs
After the exercise, the Trade Boards, packing up, striking
camp, and the journey home were rather an anti-climax. The
only outstanding feature was the rigorously effic:ent manner in
which H.M. Customs rummaged through the vehicles. However, the only item lost in this search was the opportunity of
sleeping before driving to the Midlands. The squadrons
reached -t heir home locations safely and a memorable, possibly
unique, camp had been completed.

Royal Signals Assotiation anti Benevolent Funt/
The following subscriptions were most gratefully received during
Allgzm, 1965:
[. s. d.
24th Regiment (Officers' Mess)
I
3 0
216 Squadron
.. .
.. .
...
.. .
3 4 3
Junior Leaders Regiment (South Devon Hunt)
4 12 3
63rd Regiment T.A. (Parade Service at Annual Csrnp)
3 IO 0
44th (H.C.) Regiment T.A.
4 0 0
302 Squadron T.A.
.. .
.. .
5 0 0
:znd Regiment (Officers' Mess)
3 14 8
7th Regiment
76 I2 7
16th RegiJnent
.. .
.. .
.. .
468 16 5
22nd Regiment (Officers' Me s)
...
8 6 8
257 Squadron {27th Regiment R.A.)
7 IO 0
17th (Gurkha) Regiment
.\ II
0
18th Regiment
214 13 JI
235 Squadron (COMCAN)
3 t6 8
15th Regiment (3 Squadron)
9 0 0
.. .
Birmingham Branch
.. .
.. .
5 0 0
Lieutenant-Colonel R A. Chell , T.D•
I JO 0
Lieutenant-Colonel D. B. Emley
2 IO 0
Various individual donations
I
I
6
Total Receipts

... [.828

12 II
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BY APPOINTMENT TO
H.R.H. T '1~ DUKE Of EDINBURGH

SUPPLIERS OF MOBILE
RADI OTELEPH ONE EQU IPMENT

Corps Benevolence
W ith the advent of the "Day's Pay" scheme, the attention of many
in the Corps will be increasingly directed towards Corps Benevolence and
what it is trying to achieve. The purpose of what fotows is to give readersparricularly those who have been generous enough to contribute under the
" D ay' s Pay " scheme-some idea of what the Association is doing in this
r espect.
Corps benevolent funds, in general terms, are intended to assist those
members of the Corps, serving or retired, who find themselves in distressed
circumstances. This includes their families and dependants.

THE
THE
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The overall administration of these funds comes under the Chairman
of the Royal Signals Association, in his capaciry as Treasurer, but the
d etailed allocation of grants or loans to deserving cases is the task of a
welfa re committee which meets every week. The Chairman of this committe is found from a panel of retired senior Officers resident in or near
L ondon, and the members cons'. st of one serving Officer and two serving
O ther Ranks who are stationed in the London area. For some time this
committee has had the voluntary assistance of a third Other Rank from
H .Q., London District. The committee is advised by the two ladies of the
welfare staff at Association H.Q.
Day-to-day correspondence and investigation of welfare cases is carried
out by the two ladies mentioned above. Both are experts in this field .
Miss Mollie Hyde-Parker, the senior, has served the Association for si.-xteen
years and Miss Margaret Cook for eleven years. The volume of work
i such that they cannot possibly leave thi_s H .Q. to investigate cases on the
ground, and th!s essential preliminary work is done most efficiently by such
organizations as S.S.A.F .A., the Force Help Society, The British Legion,
and, from time to time, by local branches of the Association.
The amount of work involved in dealing with welfare problems is very
considerable. Apart from investigating cases and provid ing financial assistan ce where nee ssary, much time m ust needs be expended in giving advice,
helping over employment, writing morale-raising letters, interviewing personal
callers and generally dealing with an astonishing variety of human problems.
In addition, the Association welfare staff are kept busy unpacking and
sorting out gifts of clothing so regularly sent in by our good friends in the
Corps-all of which have later to be repacked and despatch ed to deserving
families. This clothing scheme alone provides assistance in kind that must
equate to the expenditure of several thousands of pounds over a year. On
the average, well over a hundred letters a month are received on welfare
m atters, all requiring considerable follow-up action of some sort or other.
In addition, some fifty parcels of clothing are made up and d espatched every
month.
During 1965, the Corps will have spent over £6,ooo in loans and
grants and over 600 gift parcels will have been sent to needy homes. Yet
there is much scope for more aid in this good work. The implementation
of the " D ay's Pay " scheme will help tl1e Corps to take even better care of
these who come to it in time of need. All we can really do is offer " first
aid" to those in distress-we cannot provide the complete cure to their
ills.
In conclusion, let two thing be said.
Firstly: The Welfare State by no means CO\'ers all human needs. Nor
is it capable of d ealing with individuals witJ: the rune friendliness and
understanding as your Corps welfare orgamsauon.
Secondly.
Jo Corps or Regiment could be better s~rved ~an we arc
by the two ladies of our welfare staff. They have achieved mnumera blc
miracles over the years.
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Our candid camera trails the Signal Officer-in·Chief during his recent visit to B.A.O.R. and records the
following events :

Taking a salute at 13th Regiment

A relaxed moment with Colonel Schultz of the 71st Fernm :?ld
Battal ion

The Signal Ollicer-in-(hiel visits BAOR

T

HIS was the third visit in nine months that General
Bradley has made to B.A.O.R., and once again, it was
a most enjoyable occasion for all those taking part.
His
arrival, on the evening of 19th September, coincided with the
disappearance of the particuarly long stretch of bad weather
that we have experienced this summer; it is interesting to note
that ever since the visit we have had beautiful weather (perhaps there is something to be deduced from this!).

Courtesy visits
During the morning following his arrival, the S.0 .-in-C.,
accompanied by the C.S.O. (Brigadier J. E. Anderson) paid
courtesy visits to the C.-in-C. (G!!neral Sir William Stirling)
and the C.S.O. NORTHAG (Brigade General M. Grun wald).
These were followed by a tour of the H.Q., B.A.O.R. Communication Centre, where he met the Commanding Officer of
16th Signal Regiment, the Chief Duty Signal Officer and many
members of the shift on duty.
The visit then fell into two distinct parts. The first included
a visit to both 13th and 16th Regiments in barracks; 21st
Regiment and some of the R.A.F. stations which it serves; the
Theatre T RC and other static installations. The second, for

which the General was glad to don his combat kit and to roll
up his sleeves, included a visit to 28th Regiment on Exe rc~sc
" Grand National," and to I (BR) Corps, deployed on Exercise
" Barn Dance."

• • • Enormous energy and enthusiasin • • •
As usual, the General displayed enormous energy and .enthusiasm and spoke to large numbers of officers and soldiers
wherever he went. On the 1 (BR) Corps Exeroise, he visited
many signal units and also had the opportunity of having discussions with commanders at all levels.
Spe:ial mention should be made regarding the presentati?n
of medals. During his tour the General took the opportunity
of presenting the M.S.M. to Staff Sei:geant Marsd~ (who
he kn'!w before the war) and Long Service and Good Conduct
medals to W.O.I (F. of S.) Rutter, Staff Sergeant Woodley and
Staff Sergeant Downe.
From the po:nt of view of Regiments and Squadrons visited,
and the very many offic ~rs and soldiers for whom the General
had words of encouragement, the visit was a tremendous
success and a tonic for all. We all look forward to Lhe next
occasion.

Letter to the EJitor
Pr1>nt Major-Genvral A . M. W. lVltisile r ,
c.n.• C.B.E .

Sir,
A most ~nsible gadget, invented by a retired Royal Signals
officer-Captain George Briggs-as a direct result of his Signal
training, has just come to my notice. It is the "Atracta "
Audible Flasher Monitor, and judging by the numbers on the
road who forg_t to "cancel" their indicators, it will fulfil a
long felt want.
I hope I may use your columns to extol such good use of
our basic training in the Royal Corps, and so encourage others.
Captain Briggs retired many years ago but does not forger.
Yours etc.
7th October, 1965.
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Scanainavian Etiition

T

HIS edition of " The Wire " might well be termed
" The S candinav:an Edit'on," in v' ew of the
number of references to Norway and Denmark (see page
384, 392, 393, 3;6, 397, 398, 399 an d 412.
"The Wire," on behalf of all its readers, send5
best wish es to our good friends in these two countries,
a number of whom, we know, read " The Wire."
Our relations with Norwegian and Danish Signal
have always been very happy, and very many in the
Corps have been recipients of much kindness from
thes e frie ndly people.
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I. Ins pection of 16t h Regiment Quar t er Gu a rd. 2 .• . And of a cere~onial parade held by 13th Regiment
.
J. A "Look-In" at 28th Re gi ment's Ta pe Factory. 4 .•• and an even harder look at one of ~1st R~gi":'ents. boxes of tricks.
s. f inally a good laugh in th e 16t h Regiment s W.O.s and Sergeants Mess. 6 • •• and downright h1lar1ty with R.S.M. Barnes of
l ist Regime nt
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FIFTY YEARS OF SIGNALLING

Personal Column

Two Corps Stalwarts Shortly To Retire

L

ADDITIONS - SEPTEMBER LIST
Captain (Tfc. Offr.) F . W . N atolie .. . To H .Q ., FARELF
Major G. H. Clarke
•. . ,, uth Regiment

Major G. R. Bishop

Lieutenant Colonel B. T. S. Shennan,
0.8.E., M.S.M.
IE UTE ANT Colonel Beresford
Thomas Sherman, O.B.E.,
M.S.M., completes h is 50
years of Signalling on 5th
ovember. The son of
Captain T. S h er m an,
Royal Flying Corps (form.rly R.E.), he joined at
Bletchley in l 915 as a
boy
telegraphist,
and
gained experience wi~
"K" Company in
Limerick, Bristol, Manchester and Liverpool.
By 1919 he was a
Corporal with 4th Divi~ion in Colchester, but
returned to Ireland the
following year. He thtn
took part with "D"
D ivisional Signals in the
Waziristan Operations of
1921-24 being mentioned
in despatches. He was then a ser¥eant. On cornple~ing h.is
Foreman of Signals course he obtamed S.W.S. expenence m
Pembroke Dock, Colombo, Portsmouth and Plymouth, and by
1934 he was Q.M.S. at Steamer Point in Aden.
He became R.S.M. of the Training Battalion in 1937 and was
commissioned as an I.P.C. in 1939. He spent the Second World
War in the War Office as a G.S.O. I II and in various units in the
United Kingdom.
From 1946-48 he was on the Mission to Portugal and here he
was awarded the Commandadore do Ordam de Avis, probably
the only award of a Porrugese order to. a Signal. Offi::er: The
award was in recoroition of the plannmg and mstallation of
communications for°the Coast Defences of the Estuaries of the
Taqus and Sado. H e was for the last ten months the _only
survivor of the British Mission and had to und errake Artillery
and Engineer problems in addition to his own. He loved Porrugal
and found the people enchanting.
.
He was servin"" in Chester when promoted to L 1eutenantColonel (T.O.T .)"' in 1952 and this was his last station. On
retirement in 1955 he stayed on at Chester as S.O.II (SWS) H.Q.
Western Command.
Tom married Miss G rant, whose father was in the R.A. P.C.,
and their daughter Judy resigned her commission in the W .R.A.C.
ro marry an R.E. Officer. The final retirement of T om S herm~n
is expected towards the end of D ecember and the Corps will
wish a very charming and valuable couple long life and happin ess.

Move11af'nts-l.llllccrs

N 19th October, 1915,
O
at the age of 16,
Guy Rodwell B i s h op,
better known to us as
Ron Bishop, th ! son of
an East India M erchant,
enlisted in the Royal
Eng '. n • •rs. His trai ning
includ .d serving in " K "
Company on the Aber·
de en end of the " fi sh
lin e." His firs t o ve rs~as
posting wa to D a r-~ Salaam in 1917. Herc, as
a member of the L. of C.
Signal Company he took
part in what was probablv
the most unh ealthy campaign of the Gerat War.
His experiences in the
bush came to their climax
when he was captured by
Von Lettow's Askari and
the General apologised for
releasing him without
food or clothing, the G erman force being very short of both
.
commodities (Journal Vol. III p.88). .
In 1919 he was in the great No. 2 Wireless Squadron m Iraq
and took part in the suppression of the Iraq Rebell ion and ~he
N.W. Persia operations. He was transferred to the Corps dunng
this period.
.
Joining "B" Corps Signals, India, in 1922, he gamed more
operational experience in Waziristan and then from 1927 for
four years he was in Special Wireless.
He returned to England in 1933 and joined the Aldershot
Wir~!ess Station since he was by now an outstanding tradesman.
After serving as' C.S.M. in rst D ivisional Signals and in Ireland,
and as R.Q.M.S. at Harrogate, he was comrnissi<?ned .as_ a
T.M. O. in 1939. He spent the Second World War ID trammg
units, Corps Signals and Air Formation Signals, and he arrived
in Singapofe in 1945 with the latter.
He was promoted Major in 1948 and served in Chester and
with 2nd Regiment in B.A.O.R. before retiring in 1953. He
remained in the Army in the capacity of R etired Officer grade
III and has been in the M .I. Directorate since 1955.
Ron was a keen sportsman in his earlier days, playing hockey,
tennis and football. He was an accomplished swimmer. He
spends his spare time now fishing, gardening and stamp colle: ing. He married Miss Winifred Ashbrook in 1929 and they ar=
double. grandparents. The Corps wish them both long years
of happiness in their final retirement in December 1965.

AMENDMENT - OCTOBER LIST
Lieut . (Tfc. O!Ir.) C. E. Hesketh •.. ,, 11th Regiment
ADDmmis - OCTOBER LIST
Captain (Q.M.) M. A. Barnes Murphy ,, 49th (Yorkshire) Regt. (T.A.)
Captain H . M. Calder ...
...
,, nth Regiment
Second-Lieutcna-nt J . D . Leaver
229 Squadron
Major (Q.M.) R. F . C. Ashford
,, nth Regiment
Major F. M. Partington . . .
., H.Q. Federal Regular Army
Major P. Wetherill
nth Regiment
NOVEMBER
Captain B. J. Austin . . .
. ..
Major St.J. P. Arcedeckne-Butler
Captain I F. Bird
...
. ..
T /Captain D . T. Burton ...
Lieutenant P . R. Brewis ...
Lieutenant D. J . CamelJ
...
Major (T.O.T.) P . E. C. Davies
Lieutenant J. C. Day . .•
Major L. H. Dutton
...
Lieutenant S. J. R. Dunlop
Lieutenant C . M. Darby
Lieutenant R. C. Etheridge
Lieutenant J. Mc.D. Edgar
Major E. W . P. Foley ...
Major B. S. Fordyce . . .
. ..
.. .
Major T . W. E. Fortescue-Hitching ...
Captain (Tfc. Offr.) I. Fry
Lieutenant M. J. Giles .. .
T/Captain G. J. H. Grist
T/Captain J. P. Goldney
Lieutenant T. T. Hallchurch
Major K. E. Haycock . . .
Lieutenant R. C. Hood .. .
Lieutenant J. M. D. Hunter . ..
Captain J. M. Hewson . ..
...
Captain (T.0 .T.) J. A. Jackson
Captain (Q.M.) F. Lindley . ..
Captain T. C. Livingstone ...
.. .
Captain (Tfc. Ollr.) R . G. Mitchell
Lieutenant J. G. M. McLuckie . . .
Major (T /Lt.-Col.) W . G. Neilson ...
Lieutenant M. A. Orwin . . .
Captain D. Pitkin
Captain J. D . Potts
...
Major (T/Lt.-Col.) D. A . Polley
Major (Q .M.) W. E. Parks
Major J. E. P. Philp
M ajor L. W. Prescot . . .
Captain R. C. R oberts . ..
Captain D . A . C. Randel
. ..
•. .
Lieutenant (Tfc. Olfr.) R. J . Robinson
Captain I. D. Scott
Cap tain (T.O .T.) H. Stevenson
Major R. E. ScoulJer ...
Captain C. M. Senior . . .
.. .
Major J . E. W. Thompson .. .
Captain (T .O .T.) P. Thompson
Captain J. H. Williams
Major P . J . W. Stephens

POSTINGS
,, Jungle Warfare School, Malaya.
209 Squadron
1st Div. H.Q. & Sig. Regt.
,, 30th Regiment
., Army Air Corps Centre
u 222 Squadron
,, 3oth Regiment
,, 222 Squadron
., 28th Regiment
., 263 Squadron
., 1st Royal Anglian
,, 4th Div. H.Q. & Sig. Regt.
,, 39 Mis•ile Regt. , R.A., Sig. Tp.
,, 16th Reg;ment
,, 11th Regiment
., ioth Regiment
,,, 11th Regiment
,, 24th Regiment
,, 24th Regiment
,, 3rd Div. H.Q. & Sig. Regiment
,, 15th Regiment
,, 4 Communications Unit
,, 4th Guards Bde. Gp. H.Q. &
Signa-1 Squadron
,, School of Signals
,, 11th Regiment
., 3rd Div. H.Q . & Sig. Regiment
,, 45th (Essex) Signal Regt. (T.A.)
., Jun. Ldrs. Regt., R oyal Signals
.. 10th Regiment
,, 24th Missile R egt., R.A., Sig. Tp
,, 21st R egiment
,, Army Air Corps Centre
,, 7th Regiment
19th Regiment
15th Regiment
,, 28th R egiment
,, 30th Regiment
,, 24th R egiment
., Secondment to Zambia
,, School of Signals
., 3rd Div. H.Q. & Sig. Regiment
U.K. Element, Sul t. of Muscat's
Armed F orces.
,, 253 Squadron
,, H. Q., Trg. Bde. R oyal Signals
,, 21st R egiment
,, Min. of Aviation
., 30th Regiment
., 16th R egiment
,, 24th Regiment

Movements-Warrant Officers and
Senior N.C.O.s

W.O .II G. S. Macdonald
Staff Sergeant R. H. Jays
A / Steff Sergeant H. McKay ..•
Staff Sergeant R. W. Aldous .. .
Staff Sergeant W. W. Easter .. .
Staff Sergeant T. McCormick
Staff Sergeant A. Morris
...
A / Staff Sergeant T. C. Hicks
Staff Sergeant J. M. Rhodie . ..
A / Staff Sergeant I. P. Bowers
Stafi Sergeant C . J. Courtenay
Staff Sergeant J. A. Sharman
...
Staff Sc:-gcanL (F. of S.) J. L. Stanhope
...
.. .
Staff Sergeant (F. of S.) N. H. Co~:
man
.. .
. ..
Staff Sergeant (F. of S.) D. O;Conn~;
Staff Sergeant (F. of S.) G. Keeton ..
Sergeant B. Turner
Sergeant R. Swaine
Sergeant S. G. Neill
Sergeant A. Leary
Sergeant E . G. BelJ
Sergeant L. Gray .. .
Sergeant A. King ...
Sergeant R. Walker
.. .
Sergeant D. G. McCartney
Sergeant A. E. Feltham
Sergeant J. A. Cooper
Sergeant D. W. Payne
Sergeant H. G. Arnold
Sergeant J. Boyle ...
Sergeant L. J . Dicker
Sergeant A. P. Drugan ...
Sergeant N. J . Holcombe
Sergeant C. E. Jones
Se~geant W. J. Kirk
. ..
Sergeant G. C. Langley
Sergeant R. J. Mathieson
Sergeant B. E. Shaw
Sergeant E. S . Storie . . .
Sergeant J . W. Birlcwood
Sergeant P. G. Blakelock
Sergeant C. Camp bell ...
Sergeant W. Coxon
...
Sergeant A. W. Cudlip ...
Sergeaont J. M. Ferguson
Sergeant P. C. Gray
Sergeant K. Glen ville . ..
Sergeant I. R. Holmes . ..
Sergeant A. McBca.th ...
Sergeant P. B. N eal
.. .
Sergeant G . E. Rawlins ...
Sergeant L . W . Sharp . . .
Sergeant A. C. T . T asker
Sergeant J. R. T oll
...
.. .
Sergeant R. W . Webster ...
Sergeant A . Rae
...
Sergeant D. Oliver
. ..
Sergeant F. T . Fraser ...

Squadron
2 Div. H .Q. & Sig. Rcgt
H.Q. Far East Land Forces
28th Regiment
13th Regiment
4 Div. H .Q . & Sig. Rcgt.
Joint Comma Unit (Borneo)
15th Regiment
252 Squadron
A.A.S. Harrogate
30th Regiment
,, 2ut Regiment

.,
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,,
.,
,.
..
,,
,,
,,
,,
.,

,. 16th Regiment
,. 6 Pd Re gt. Signal Troop
,, 7 Armd Bde Gp. & Sig. Sqn
., 501 Troop
261 Squadron
,, 15th Regiment
,, 257 Squadron
18th R egiment
,, 20 Armd Bde Gp & Sig Sqn
,, 10th Hussars Sig Troop
,, 21st Regiment
28th Regiment
235 Sq uadron
19th R egiment
8th R egllllent
,, 8th R egimen t
,, 21 0 Squadron
,, 252 Squadron
249 Squadron
,, 235 Squadr on
,, 20 A:md Gp & Sig. Sqn
., 224 Squadron
., I I Inf. Bde Gp & Signal Sqn
,, 9th Regiment
,, 22nd Regiment
,, 28th R egiment
,, 532 Troop
School of Sigs Y. of S. C' sc No. 10
,, School of Sigs Y. of S. C 'sc No. 10
School of Sigs Y. of S. C 'se No. 10
School of Sigs Y. of S. C 'sc No. to
School of Sigs Y.ol S. C 'se No. 10
,, School of Sigs Y. oC S. C'se No. 10
,, School of Sigs Y. ol S. C 'se No. 10
,, School of Sigs Y. of. S. C ' se No. IO
,, School of Sigs Y. of. S. C'se No. 10
,, School of Sigs Y.of S. C ' se No. Io
,, School of Sigs Y.of S . C 'sc No. IO
,, School of Sigs Y.of S. C ' sc No. IO
,, School of Sigs Y.ol S. C' se No. 10
,, School of Sigs Y.ol S . C' sc No. IO
School of Sigs Y. oC S. C' se No. 10
,, H .Q. NORTHAG
,, H.Q. ALFCB
,, H .Q. Trg Bdc R. Signals
,, 8th Regim~ t

Upgrading Courses in Catteritk
R Tech (Lt)
Comcen Op
Clerk R Signals
R Tech (Lt)
Clerk Tech
Clerk R Signals
T g Op

Commencing Jn 1966
Class II- I
31 May 66
Class II- I
IO May 66
Class
Class
Class
Class
Class

II- I
III-II
Ill-II
III-II
III-II

24
24
3
31
3

May
May
May
May
May

66
66
66
66
66 (Two courses)

(Natu!rnbcr)

Butchers

Grocers

Game Dealers

our aim in all D epu.:-

CHAS. JACKSON & SONS
63, 64 and 66 SKINNER GA TE
Establi1hed
DARLINGTON
Telephone
1894
2955
Ye a rs

S at is factor y

" WE BUY THE BEST "

DAILY

DELIVERIES

Ser v i c e

" WE SELL THB BEST "

IN

YOUR

Phone 2108

W. METCALFE

S up er b Quality

Sixty

Est. 1749

DISTRICT

The Sport s D ep ot
STOCKIST OF APPROVED ROYAL
SIGNALS SPORTS CLOTHING
CRESTED MALACCA WALKlNG
CANES AND PACE STICKS

Rl£BMOND,

YORKS.

W.O.I (Y. of S .) A . A. Hudson
W.O .I (Y. of S.) A. R . Taylor
W.0 .11 V. F. M. Thom
...
W .0 .11 (Y. of S.) G. W. G iles
...
...
W .0 .11 R. Good ...
W .0 .11 (F. of S.) P. J. O 'Brien
W.O .II (F. oC S.) F. Clarkson
W. 0 .11 (F. of S .) P. Harvey ...
\V.0 .II (F. of S.) D. C. Ashton
W .O.II (F. of S.) J. F. G reen
W.O .II T . L ockley
...
W .0.11 R. G. R obinson
W .0 .11 A. W . Peat
W .0 .11 E. Ormond
W .0.11 L . D ath1tn
W .0 .11 L . N . W hitmore
W .O .II H . A . Hemming
W .O .II D . C. Armstrong
W O II A Brown
w :o :11
J. Brough
W .0 .11 E. A. Beasley
W .O .II J . P . Downey
W O II A C Riddell
w :o :n W.
Stewart
A / W.O .II W . D. Landymore ...

1:

s:
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... To 28th Regiment
,, 645 Troop
,, Junior Leaders R e&i-'?ent
2 Div. H.Q. and Sig. Regt.
,, H.Q . B.A.0.R.
., 645 Troop
,, 7th Regiment
., 645 Troop
,, 3 D iv. H .Q. and Signal R cgt.
,, School of Ar tillery, Larkhill
Sch'l of S. (Y. of . Course N o. 10)
,. 47th R egiment T.A.
Joint Comms. Unit (Borneo)
., H.Q. B.A .0 .R.
,, 16th R egiment
,, 9th R egiment
,, 59th R egiment T.A.
,. 520d R eg:ment T.A.
,, H. Q. SHAPE
,, 28th R egiment
,, MOD Camp Comd t Ccn. Staff
,, H.Q . Land Forces, H ong Kon g
., 13th R egiment
,, 30th R egi!Dcnt
,, 2wd R e81ment

Employment
The Association has frequent employment requests
from electrical firms for ex-Corps personnel who are
Cable Jointers, Linemen, or Telegraph Technicians.
Full details can be obtained from th Welfare Section,
Royal Signals Association.

Vacancies lor COMCAN Technician
Vacancies exists in Cyprus and Singapore in the nonindusttial grade of COMCAN technicians. Full d etails of these
appointments, pay, etc., can be had from H .Q. COMCAN,
Kings Buildings, Dean Stanley Street, Westminster, S.W.r, or
from Association H .Q.
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A piece of unretortletl history!
FIELD Marshal Montgomery, when visiting
Berlin as C.I.G.S., is seen being offered a
' lift ' by Marshal of the Royal Air Force, Lord
Douglas of Kirtleside, who was at that time Military Governor of Berlin. What is unrecorded is
that ' Monty ' had just said " What - you're going
to drive? " and then turning to the Royal Signals
Lieutenant Colonel behind him went on to ask
"Can he drive?" To which the Lieutenant Colonel
replied " Yes - like any other fighter pilot."

Increased operat ing r ange for h.f. , AM and
SSB transmitter/receivers, is provided most
economically by the Redifon Linear Amplifier,
Type GA .406 which boost s r .f. output to 750W
p.e.p. from 50W p.e.p. over 2-18Mc/s.

This amused ' Monty ' and General Dick McCreery, who was standing by, but not so the
Marshal of the R.A.F ., who read into it a certain
" double entendre."

•Four operating channels-three pre-set, one
continuously tunable• Remote-control channel
selection • Fully automatic Send / Receive
switching • Front panel control for switching
amplifier out of circuit • Comprehensive
metering for quick setting of different
frequencies • Optional v.s.w.r. indicator
• Silicon diode power unit • Standard rackmounting unit (14 x 19 x 18t in.) or housed in
cabinet as required.

The Lieutenant Colonel was one A. M. W.
Whistler, who was the Governor's Military Assistant at the time.
General ' Mike ' Whistler reports that ' Monty '
and he had a terrifying ride but that Sholto seemed
to notice nothing untoward.

Promotions
FOREMAN OF
T o W.O.II
To Sgt.

To Sgt.

To Sgt.

SIGN.~LS

Wright, G. J.
S Sgt.
TECHNICAL ROSTER
Knox, D .
23700621 Cpl.
Williams, J.
23503325 Cpl.
Bender, P. J.
23734312 Cpl.
Hop~, I. D .
23707132 Cpl.
23661892 Cpl.
Southall, T . G.
Jones, F .
23733334 Cpl.
Cpl.
McEwen, R. A.
23646986
Joglekar, M. V.
23611571 Cpl.
Madden, M. A. S.
23528565 Cpl.
OPERATING ROSTER
A/Sgt.
Mirk, T . A. B.
Cpl.
Powell, G.
Cpl.
French, C . K . R.
A / Sgt.
Berry, J. A.
A/Sgt.
Cowler, K. E.
Cpl.
Milton, J. F.
H uct, A. F .
A / Sgt.
A / Sgt.
Holmes, L. W.
Cpl.
Dickey, L. K.
Cpl.
Gibson, J.
Cpl.
Holland, J. C.
Cpl.
Ma11hew, W. S.
A / Sgt.
Watson, R.
A / Sgt.
Higgins, J. A.
Cpl.
Cornforth, J. W .
Cpl.
Mack, T. M .
Cpl.
Vale, R. G .
Cpl.
Bates, R.
FIELD ROSTER
Cpl.
Cunningham, G . D .
D avis, K . o.
A / Sgt.
Gray, W .
A/Sgt.
Cpl.
Morris, F . W.
A / Sgt.
Woods, R. J.
Elliott, D. H.
A / Sgt.
Cpl.
Carr, D . H .
Cpl.
Churcb6eld , P.
Cpl.
Hall, L. C .
Cpl.
G;bney, R
A / Sgt.
Fuller, J. B.
Cpl.
Donkin, w. c.

23469343
23516903
22537197
22308502
22776264
02548943
23514569
2255o65 1
22097195
23683225
23683537
223095 19

DEJ,ETIO
W.0.11

s

FOREMAN OP SIGNALS ROSTER
1410

TECHNICAL ROSTER

Sst.

378

Sgts.

ROSTER

22956947

2313o610
23697842
22983631
19046339
22771416
22845308
22569094
22776973
22983742
23226oo9
23537146
22835653
2351 5147
22776614
23785995
23473408
23473416
23V1746

Sgts.

N ew
Old
S en. N o. Sen. No
1770
5II3
5 120
5190

5 195
5203
5205
5215
5230
5240

1490
9098
8404
9305
II93l
8320
n810
9366
9990

946o

11994
12440
12450
1246o
12470
1248o
12490
12500
12510
12530
12540
12550
t256o
12590
126oo
12610
12620
12640

156oo
3196o
17570
4210
6740
76oo
14370
14540
178oo
19070
196oo
21320

426o
4350
436o
4370
4390
4400
4410
4420
4430
4440
4450
446o

1880
4110
Jl 50
2790
3430
346o
3464
3500
366o
3670
3690
376o

21940

24330

OPERATING ROSTER
5900 , 7530, 83 10, 8570 , 9510, u 450, 12280
FIELD ROSTER
120,

2540 ,

3640 .

CORPS DIARIES FOR 1966
Corps diaries surplus to orders already received are
available at Association H.Q. at the following prices:A
Complete Wallets with refills .. ... ..... .. 17/6d.
B
Refills only
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . .
4/9d.
C
Plexide covered diaries . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
s/-d.
D
Leather covered diaries ... . . . . . . . .. . .... .
6/-d.
plus postage: 1 diary
6d.
5
diaries
1/6d.
2 diaries
9d.
6/7 diaries
1/9d.
3 diaries 1/-d.
8/14 diaries
2/-d.
4 diaries 1/3d.
Over 14 diaries 2/6d.
These diaries include a special to Corps section of
16 pages including details of the Association, Royal
Signals Institution, Corps history and Corps winners
and runners-up in Army team events.
When ordering it will be sufficient to refer to diaries
under their category letter, i.e. 'A' 'B' 'C' or 'D.'
Only a few 'A' or 'B' remain but there is a reasonable
supply of 'C' and 'D' in hand.
Orders will be dealt with on a ' first come first
served, basis.

24769

24818
24917
25172

Regimental
Cummerbunds

Full technical information
will be sent on request.

ln terylene 35/- each. Royal Signals. R.A.F.,

R.A.O.C., R.A.s.c., R.E., R.E.M.E. and R.N.
ex-stock. Ideal for dinner Jacket wear.
Satisfaction guaranteed. Special d.Jscount
terms for Club Secretaries. Send cash wlth
order to Dept. w.

Retli/On LIMITED

CLUB CUMMERBUNDS, LTD.,
Beck Mills, Clayton,
Bradford, Yorkshire.

coMMUmcATroNs sALEs nrvisION
Broomhill Road, London, S.W.18
Tel: VANdyke 7281
A Member Company of the Rediffusion Group
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THE BRITISH ARMY'S NEW HF RADIO STATION-THE A.13

.111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111

Lieutenant-General Sir
Kenneth Darling,
K.C.B .. C.B.E., D.S.O.
addresses the Regiment
on the Graduation
Parade

The most up-to-date, fully transistorised, lightweight, military H.F. packset-the Plessey-made
A.13-is now in full production. Already adopted
by N.A.T.O. and Commonwealth armies, the
A.13 has proved its superiority in world -wide
trials and in service with the British Army.

Free Tuning without Netting
The A.13's crystal calibrator makes any one of
the 2,400 channels in the 2-8Mc/s band available
immediately, without netting.
PM, AM and CW Operation
Phase. modulation gives improved range with
longer battery life. AM and CW facilities make
the A.13 compatible with existing systems.
Multi-Role Flexibility
High-grade, lightweight ancillaries can be
provided for any man-pack, ground station or
vehicle role. Transistorised amplifiers, hand
generators, voltage regulators, remote controls,
vehicle adaptors and a full range of aerials are
all available.
Ruggedness with Easy Maintenance
The :A.13 fully meets the most exacting British
Army standards for ruggedness and ease of
maintenance. Highest reliability is maintained
throughout the A.13's long life.
Rechargeable Batteries
With a 1:9 transmit/receive ratio, the battery life
exceeds 8 hours. Batteries are quickly charged
from the hand generator or any vehicle supply.

A.13 standard man-pack radio

For further details,
please request Publication 233.
The Plessey Company Limited
llford, Essex, England.
Telephone: llford 3040. Telex: 23166
Te leg rams: Plessey llford Telex.

PLESSEY Electronics

Another intake of smart young men enter man's service. Graduating
Junior Leader's march off from their final parade
111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111

JlJNIORD~i~~~~~!'~~HIENT,
The end of <the Summer Term for>tunately brought about the
only spell of fine wear-her this year and just managed to last
for Graduation Day.

1:he Inter-1:'ro<?P. Cross-.Country came close on the heels of
boxmg. The md1v1du_al winner was Junior Signalman Paterson
of Jerboa. Troop. This was a t>articularly meritorious effort as
Paterson. is only a second term boy and now has a chance to
equ~ Signalman Drew in winning the race every term in a
Senior Squadron.

Graduation Day
Many l?arents visited the Unit for two days. Approximately
2~~ were m Camp and a further 150 (who were staying locally)
VISlted us for the day.
The reviewing office~ for the parade w~s the G.O.C.-in-C.,
Southern Command, L1euten.ant-General_ Sir Kenneth Darling,
K.C.B., C.B.E., D.s.o., who arrived by helicopter, landing on the
sports field.
Ninety-two Junior Leaders formed the Graduation parties
who lea~ the Mar_ch Pa~t . . They have recently departed for
Ro~l Signals Units. D:urmg <the afternoon 78 recruits of
Juruor Squadron had their pass off parade before moving up
to the three squadrons. Brigadier D . R Horsfield, o.B.E., C.S.0.
Southern Comma?d, was the reviewing officer at this parade.
There followed displays by the Gymnastics Team, The Pipers
and Dancers, Junior Squadron Drill Team and the Corps of
Drums. A full day was concluded with the Commanding
Officer's address and the presentation of prizes ... and so
to leave!
American Marines at Denbury
The Winter Term began on 8th September, 1965. Junior
Leaders returning from leave were puzzled by the presence of
American Marines. The Marines were the United Stares
Em~assy Guard in London and were staying in the camp whilst
playmg Rugby locally. The Americans were very interested in
the Junior Leaders' organ.isa·tion as apparently they have no
counterpart in the States.
New faces
A large intake of 122 arrived on 14th September for Junior
Squadron. After the inevitable initial periods of homesickness
all have now settled down. They are eating and sleeping well
after their introduction to Army training.
'.1flere are many new faces in the Unit amongst the Staff
this term and also some new additions on the training side. A
new batctery shop and generator t1hop are recent additions. Line
training rooms and stores are nearing completion.
Doxh1g anti cross-country
. There has been much noise eminating from ·t he gymnasium
m the past week, cheering supporters have accompanied the
Inter-Troop Boxing. There have been many fine fights, particularly on the finals night. Although many contestants lacked
skill there was certainly no lack of spirit. It is hoped that the
winners will give a good account of themselves in the forthcoming Army competitions.
THE WIRE, N O VEMBER-DECEMBER 1965

TRAINING BRIGADE HEADQUARTERS STAFF
Front row (left to right) : Captain B. I. Weston, Major F. T. C. Williams, Mafor C.
Mitchell, Brigadier A. J. Woodrow, M.B.E., Major L. W . Prescot, Major G. W.
Nation, Major (Retd .) G. H. R. Flynn, M.B.E. Back row (left to ritht): unceCorporal C. G. Rogers, Sergeant W . McKay, W.0.1. G. A. J. Barnaby, Serseant
T. McEwan, Signalman H. Goddard , Corporal P. A. Smith

ROYAL SIGNALS INSTITUTION
Al\'NUAL

LONDON

LECTUllE

THURSDAY, 2nd DECEMBER, 1965, at 6p.m.
TELEVISION
Not so much an Entertainment-More a way of
Communicating

By G. G. GOURJET, M.l.E.E., Head of B.B.C. .esearch
in THE ASSEMBLY HALL OF THE ROYAL
COMMONWEALTH SOCIETY
(Entrance in Craven Street, off Northumberland Avenue)
LONDON, W.C.2
The bar will be open at 5.30 p.m. and after the lecture.
AU members and ex-members of the Corps will be
welcome, whether or not members of the lnstitutwn.
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APPBENTIC:E

HARROGATE

SCHOOL, HAllllOGATE

Gr nduntion Pnrndc one of the finest
set>n for some years
The Summer Term Graduation Ceremonies
took place on Wednesday, nth August. TJ:e
Reviewing Officer was Lieutenant-Gen eral Su
Geoffrey Musson, K.C.B., c.n.E., o.s.o., Commander-in-Chief, Northern Command.
The School was delighted to welcome a large
number of visitors and families of the
apprentices, some of whom had travelled a long
way to grace the proceedings. The weather,

which had been inclement for days became wholeheartedly
co-operative, and the "wet weather" programme was thankfully shelved for another occasion.
The parade was generally held to be one of the finest seen
for some years, and the turnout and bearing of all taking part
reflected great credit on the School and themselves.
After the parade, the Reviewing Officer presented the prize-a
and awards for the term. In his address, the General re-Minded the asseml:ily of apprentices, families and staff that the
p11rade was to have been ta.ken by Her Royal Highness The
Princess Royal, whose recent death saddened us all, and said
how much she had been looking forward to the day.

No lack ol interests for Harrogate Apprentices

Good Advlee--Eyc!'I OJtt•n, 1nonths shut
1:'he General ':Vent on to congratulate the School on its
achievements, wh!ch. had been outlined by the C'..ommandant,
Colonel J. R. Piddmgton, O.B.E., M.c., in his end of term
address. Th~ Gene~al adjured the apprentices to go out into
the w<;>rl~ with their eyes and ears open and their mouths
shut; it JS not necessary to tell people how good they are
let .them find out for themselves.
'
A~t~r. luncheon, the General visited the Trades and Hobbies
Exh1b1t1,ons, where he mer and talked with many of the
~ppre11;t1ces and staff and saw something of the various ways
m which .th~ Sch0<;>l sI?Cnds its working and leisure hours.
The principal pnzewmners of this term were:
The Army Commander's Prize.-A/T R.S.M. C. A. Arundel
Commandant's Prize.-A/T S.S.M. F. E. Bentley
Signal Officer-in-Chief's Award.- A/T H. K elly
Colonel Commandant's Award. -A/T Sergeant M. W. South
(:t11•tain D. II. J•ostlt>tlawnite
Saturday, 14th August, saw a small but select band of
warriors f~om the School gathered at the Parish Church of St.
John'.s, Bilton, ~ ear Harrogate~ to witness the wedding of
G!yrus Mary Milner to Captam Bryan Barry Postlethwaite.
T_he ceremony was watched over by best man Captain John
Fisher; the Guard o~ Honour, commanded by Major P. Wetherill,
held swords aloft m the finest tradition of the Service.
The bride wore a white empress grown and looked I observed
radiant. The 'groom wore No. r Dress and sword; and looked
like B. B. Postlethwaite.
After a splendid reception, the happy couple departed to
look for their car, which had been tactically sited in a secret
location as a precaution against well-wishers, and spent their
honeymoon in the West Country.
We wish them all happiness in the future.
(;hie( Insfr u cto r
We were happy to welcome our new Chief Instructor,

Lieutenant~Colonel R. ]. Harvey, who came from Cyprus in

time to witness the graduation ceremonies.
Lieutenant-Colonel P. H. Brown, who is now largely recovered from his motoring accident, leaves us shortly for
Western Command, and we wish them both well in their new
appointments.
A rmy Boys' Ex p e d ition
Four apprentices went on the three-week Army Boys' Expedition to the Pyrenees. The expedition included mountain
walking and rock-clill!bing.
l'foun t nin llesene
As the School Mountain Rescue Team has been officially
recognised, it was decided to test the system to see if it could
serve any useful purpose. Use was made of a Rawson Squadron exercise at Ribblehead-particularly of W.O.II (S.S.M.)
Templeton, who !>-."Came a mock casualty.
The team had been out overnight on the North Yorkshire
moor, and at the team were on their way to Wharfedale. However, they were contacted through the unit and also the
civilian police. On arrival in the area, they organised a search,
using Rawson Squadron personnel, but unfortunately it was
wet and misty, and instead of taking three hours to rescue
the Sergeant-Major, it took about seven. By this time he was
in need of rescuing. It is rumoured that Rawson Squadron
tend ed to hinder the rescue I
Cycling
During the recent International Sports Festival at Crystal
Palace, A/T Lance-Corporal McNeilly and A/T H yde were
on the Army Cycling Union Stand, giving a demon stration of
roller racing. I t is under stood that this stand was particularly
popular. Lance-Corporal McNeilly also represen ted the Army
in a tw<>-<lay Inter-Services Stage Race.

I. Hobbies-The Vigilantes: (left to right) A/T Lance~Corporal_Collyer, A/T Hodgkinson, A /T Burley, A/T Sergeant lllman.
2. The Canoe Club. 3. Physical Training-the Obstacle Course. 4. Trade Training- the 0.11 (left to right) A /T Carnell , A/T
Butler, Mr. Norfo lk
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Swimm.Ing - {d11•ta1n P. "\V. Foakes
Cap tain (T.O.T.) P . W. Foakes had the honour of being
assistan t man ager and coach to jhe Army T eam in the recent
In ter-Services' Swimming Championships.
Captain F oakes
was also second substitu te in the Army Water Polo Team.
However, his greatest achievement was as manager of the
W.R.A.C. tea m, who recorded their first win since the championships started in 1947.

Moss
Bros
COVENT GARDEN, W.C.2
THE COMPLETE MAN'S STORE

Open Thursdays till 7 p.m.
Nearest station Leic ester Square
BRANCHES THROUGHOUT T HE COUNTRY

We u• off/ell! tallors to the Royal Signals
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('omposite Squadron visits Denmark
Each year it ha been the custom of rst Regiment, now
1 Division H.Q. and Signal Regiment, to exchange visit with
signal units of be Royal Danish Army. For a number of
reasons the Danes were unable to visit Verden this year but
nothing intervened 'lo present our visiting ~em.
A composite quadron was formed of clements from all
squadrons in the unit under the command of Major Ian Simpson. A teleprinter terminal, line and radio relay detachments
from r Squadron, a section of VHF/HF vehicle detachments
from 2 Squadron exchange and teleprinter terminals plus
HF radio detachments from 3 Squadron and cooks and other
administrative staff from Headquarter Squadron. This Squadron,
totalling some 95 men and 32 vehicles, set out for Denmark in
the late evening of 7th August:. A6ter a day spent near the
Dani h border, the Squadron arrived at a field location near
Kog_ on Sealand Island where a base camp was sec up.
Two exercises were scheduled during the visit, each of four
days duration. For possibly the first time on any e.xchange visit
the technical detachments were to be fully integrated into the
Danish communication system.
Integration with Danish Signals
The first e>..'i!rcise--" Sarnar Ten "-was essentially a communications exercise without participation by the Staff. The
Squadron was deployed with various companies of the Ist
Telegraph Battalion of the Sealand Signal Regiment. A VHF I
HF vehicle detachment was attached to each Company Headquarters, operating a signal unit domestic net. A r?dio relay
chain was set up between the main H.Q. Company and H.Q.
Combaltap, which was sited in a permanent barracks in
Roskilde. This provided speech facilities linking main H.Q. to
the static exchange system. One telegraph channel enabled the
Squadron's two teleprinter terminals to bridge the gap between
the static and field tape relay systems_.
Sergeant Ferguson was in command of the radio relay and
teleprinter •terminal detachments based at ·Roskilde; by normal
British Army exercise standards they enjoyed a luxurious
exercise with beds, good food and other good cheer provjded by
the hospitable Danes.
Lieutenant Toby Seymour and Second-Lieutenant Chris
Melhuish were attached to Main H.Q. Company which was
commanded by Major Chris Schnor, a real anglophile even by
Danish standards. These officers were detailed to act as watchkeepers at the Company Command post and this integration
principle went all the way down. Corporal Cameron found
himself performing fairly familiar duties in the Danish system
control vehicle. Corporal Graham carried out the duties -0f
counter clerk in me Danish Signal Centre whilst in exchange
one Private Toff, Royal Danish Signals, manned the British
teleprinter vehicle in company with Signalmen Aston and
Birrell.
Incidentally, this particular teleprinter link with Roskilde was
kept very busy-averaging some four to five hundred messages
per day.
The Squadron Commander and Captain Bill Grant, Royal
Canadian Signals, were anached to Battalion Headquarters,
where they were incorporated into the staff of LieutenantColonel Tbomisen, the Danish Battalion Commander. The
Squadron's small Officers' Mess section became the nucleus
of the Danish Battalion's Officers' Mess, a system which worked
extremely well, to <the satisfaction of all par>ties. Some credit
must go to ·the Danish Reece Officer for both exercises. He
managed to find good communication sites, as well as ensuring that the Battalion Headquarters was comfortably located
in baronial splendour. This is li~erally true, for first a Count
played host, then a Baron; the Reece Officer certainly preferred
castles to barns!
S.S.M. Wilson, with a willing bunch of helpers, stayed behind at the base camp and provided logistic support when
required.
The closing stages of this first exercise were marred by
the tragic death of Lance-Corporal G. Coates, a young and
very promising detachment commander, as a result of an
accident.

Inch hospitality
The week-end interval between the first and second exercise
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The Signal Officer-in-Chief accompanied by the Commanding
Officer talking to W.0.11 Cunion during exercise Barn Dance

was spent at •rhe base camp. Some of the British 'SOidiers were
invited to the homes of some of their Danish counterparts,
whilst others went on a grand sightseeing tour of Zealand,
organised by rhe Danish Battalion. Army Public Relations
visited the Squadron and took a number of films, still and
television, and interviewed half the Squadron.

British Detachments absorbed into Danish system
The second exercise was much like the first, but this time
the staff were participating. Rather more static headquarters
bases were connected ·to the field units. The British radio
relay and teleprinter terminals were attached to Rear HQ. Company this time. There was one move during the exercise.
The most impressive conclusion derived from both exercises
was, perhaps, .the very easy way in which the British detachments were absorbed into the Danish system. It would be
fair m say that the Danes contributed the most, for tlley insisted on conducting .t he major part of their business in
English.
After four days, the whole Danish Battalion, together with
its British detach~nts, still integrated in line of march, returned
to barracks ait Hovelte, some 23 kilometres north of Copenhagen.
And Dtore hospitality

This final week-end of the visit was spent enjoying some
more of the famed Danish-hospitality-and, in small kind, repaying some. The British officers 'were entertained to a splendid dinner-dance by officers and past officers of the Zealand
Signal Regiment Officers' Club. At this function the Danish
Regimental Commander said some kind things about the Royal
Corps of Signals and .impressed all the British officers present
by inviting all to stand for a minute's silence in memory of
Lance-Corporal Coates. The Squadron was presented with a
framed picture depicting Danish cable wagon drills of almost
a century ago; in return, tlle Danes were given an inscribed
silver ash-tray.
The Squadron's officers reciprocated by holding a cocktail
party the following day. Similar functions were exchanged by
both Sergeants' Messes.
After a very early start on the morning of 23rd August, the
Squadron returned to Verden; the journey back taking much
less time than the journey there-as usual! Everyone thoroughly
enjoyed themselves and all are looking forward to next year.

Exercise •• Barn Dance "
This was the Corps CPX of the year, and from this Regiment's point of view, went very well indeed.
Communications were normal and functioned very well
throughout the exercise. The main problem was to pass
the vast volume of message traffic that was flowing backwards
and forwards, much of it carrying a high precedence (still, in
many cases, too high).
Our new T.O.T., Captain Churchill, recently arrived from
COMCAN, was nothing less than staggered by these figures.
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Watch our,_ OOMCAN, Divisional Signals will be making a
take-over bid soon .
. !J1ere were . two highlights during the eirercise-a fleeting
v~sLt by the Signal Officer-in-Chief, accompanied by C.C. R.
Signals. . Unfo_rtunately, . G~eral Bradley could only spend
a ~hort ~~e. Wlth us, this be:mg largely spent in meeting the
actmg pivi si?llal Cornm~nder, Brigadier Gill, and having a
short discussion upon "integration."
.The other highlight was a visit to the Headquarters by the
Right Honourable Fred Mulley, M.P., die Deputy Secretary
of State for Defence ~d Minister of Defence f r the Army.
It was most refreshing to be visited by a Minister who
clearly showed a great ~nd since~e interest in all aspects of
our work, an~ cl:a;lY. enioyed t~l~mg to and questioning those
he met. This visit mcluded visits to the Operations Centre
i.?cluding 'the Communication Head, thence to the Communica~
tions Centre and on to radio. During his visit he was accompanied by the C.-in-C., B.A.0.R., and the Corps Commander.
T?e G~ . alleged that within a period of 36 hours, we
received v1s1ts from Generals totalling between them 21 stars-not a bad tally, by any standards.
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Sergeant.<i' Mess
. The highlight of the. social scene recently was a truly magnificent barbecue orgarused by Sergeant-Major Simmons. All
the_ officers o_f ~e Headquarters and Signal Regiment and their
ladies were mvited, as well as many other guests. The total
attendance w~s finally 600, and though it may sound like a
!ea~t (one hesitates to use the word "orgy") of ancient Rome,
lt is a fact ·~at .seven hundredweight of meat was consumed.
The _steady ram m ~o way marred the proceedings-spirit (hie)
call it what you will. One of the sights of the evening was
~e A.KC .. ~ag~, Mr. O'Meara (ex-Staff Sergeant, Royal
Signals) tw1stmg with a Squadron Commander's wife under a
large urnbre~a; others just got wet, and enjoyed doing so.
The proceedings were wound up at dawn with a hearty breakfas·t, and so ended a very memorable occasion.
The "Keller Bar," .re-named "The Retreat," now bas a
flourishing restaurant, which is well patronised by the 130
mernb_ers. The R.S.M.'s ory is: "The best and cheapest food
for rrules around." As usual, he is right, too.
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2nd REGllUE~T, B.F.P.O. 22
The redoubtable 2nd Re~iment get i11to top gear!
\Vilu1ers of B.A.O.R. Canoe and Cricket
Chum1•ionshi1•s
. It is with pride that '¥e record the success of the Regiment
m the field of sport. The notes on canoeing were delayed in
the hope-since proved right-that we would be able to make
a double feature of our article. We have now set ourselves
a high standard which I know all cricketers and canoeists in
·~e Regiment will do their utmost to maintain and, if . possible,
improve upon. No more need be written, as the notes speak
for themselves.
THE CANOE STOllY
The efforts of our Regimental canoeists were rewarded with
individual and team places in the championships held on the
River Weser on 26th and 27th July.

Conditions of tile race
The race is split into two stages over two days. The first
day is devoted to a 9 kilometer up-streaJ:!1 paddle and the second
day :to a 65 kilometer run-down stream including a " portage "
of about one kilometer. The night between the two stages is
spent sleeping out and all equipment necessary for this must
be carried in the canoes. An individual prize is awarded to the
boat making the fastest time over the whole course and a team
prize goes to the 1eam of two canoes with the best combined
time.
The Regiment entered tw9 teams, each of two canoes, one
team of Hustlers, the other of K2's. On the 26th July they
assembled together with some other boats for the start, having
previously been examined to ensure no one had left anything
behind, deficiencies of equipment meant the unwanted award
of a time penalty.
Mmltlened by rudders jamming
Teams started at 30-second intervals and our teams were on
their way shortly after 3 p.m. Lance-Corporal Simpson and
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1st REGIMENT
All who have served in
Verden will recognise
the smiling face of Anne
Vidler. This picture was
taken upon her leaving
Toe H Verden after
much devoted service,
in which she was recognised by the award of
the M.B.E. in the
Queen's Birthday Honours 1965

Signalman Rowley _in a K.2 were off to a good start, the other
K.2 manned by Signalmen Cory and Irwin ran into trouble
almost at once in rhe form of a jammed rudder which lost them
valua~le time spent carrying out repairs on the far bank of
~e _nver. The two Hustlers by maddening coincidence made a
similar start, one boat going well the other having rudder
trouble.
Once under way it was a long hard paddle against the more
than usual strong flow of the river. The fastest time for the
9-kilometer stretch was just under rt hours. At the end of this
stage rhe K.2 team was placed first, individually lying in second
and fifth place. The Hustler team was somewhere in the middle
of the field.
~ight

incident
The teams camped over-night taking what rest they could
to prepare themselves for the effort they knew would be needed
in ·the following day's racing. The night was enlivened by the
spectacle of a bunting tent belonging to a competitor obviously
not conversant with the dangers of cooking under canvas.
Apart from this -incident a reasonably quiet, if not restful, night
was spent.
Second day st.arts well
The second day's start was at 9.30 a.m. and by this time
some eight competitors had dropped out. Once again LanceCorporal Simpson and Signalman Rowley shot away in great
style, leaving the field trailing behind. Signalman Cory and
Irwin in the second K.2 got going without trouble and were
also making gnod time. At the portage section Simpson and
Rowley were clearly in the lead with the second K.2 in third
place.
The Hustler team did not fare so well. The canoe of Corporal
Rushton and Lance-Corporal Melton sustained a smashed
rudder in a mix-up inv_olving themselves, a ferry boat and police
launch. They managed to reach the portage section where they
were forced to retire. Signalmen Hanson and Hardy in the
other Hustler on seeing their team mates' plight decided to
retire with them.
Putting on the pressure
Once clear of the portage section Simpson and Rowley piled
on the pressure until they had a clear six minutes lead over
their nearest rival. Cory and Irwin, undaunted by the lo of a
place in <ilie portage seotion, were also going well and for the
last 3 kilometers of the race they pushed the pace up to a spi:int
to come in se<:ond over all in the down stream section.
A fine result

The over all result individually was a win for Lance-Corporal
Simpson and Signalman Rowley, with Signalman Cory and
Irwin in fourth place. The team prize also went to the K.2
team.
A magnificent effort which gained its just reward for the
hard work and training put in by all terun members. Well done
K.2 and Hustler teams.
Continued on page 386
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THE CIUCKET STtJRY
On Sunday 5th September, the 2nd Regiment, in a thrilling
ma ch, won the B.A.0.R. ricket final . . . When the nth
Hussars were all out for 8 before lunch (Lance-Corporal J.
Hamilton 7 for 35} one might have been forgiven for some
quiet confidence, but believe me, th~e . were some :vellbitten nails by the time we finally made it with only one wicket
in hand.
On form this looked all the way like being our year for the
cup. We have been 'knocking on the door' now for a few
years and started this season ?Vith all of last year's team. Our
bowling seemed strong with the mainspring in Lance-Corporal
Hamilton who has bad a simply brilliant season. Our batting
so solid that we had at least four batsmen, who in previous
years had batted high in the order for good regimental and
representative sides, but who failed 10 make the team at all.

The preliminary :matches
We bad four matches at the Divisional stage of dlis cup.
The first two were comfortable wins when we beat I B.A.0.R.
Troops Column (82 in 30 overs and 85 for I wicket in I6
overs) and 25 Corps Engineers Regiment (58 all out and 59
for I wicket in I2 overs). The Divisional semi-final was played
against I DWR, a strong a~d very well Jed side. The ' Dukes '
in their 30 overs started at an alarming rate but were gradually
contained and finished with I23 on the board. Our I24 for 7
in 29 overs was cutting things a bit fine but was typical of the
tearaway attacking cricket of most of our batsmen. The
Divisional Final was against H .Q. Regiment I (B.R.) Corps.
The H.Q. Regiment had some ill batting luck and got 66 all
out. We won this match by 6 wickets.
In the B.A.0.R. semi-final we met 36 Heavy A.D. Regiment
RA. at Duisburg. This was a 35 overs match. Lance-Corporal
Hamilton was the man of the match with a fine 63 not out
followed by a bowling 'analysis ' of 7 for 28. The Gunners
got 67 all out in reply to our I43 for 9.
The Finni
The Final was played at Minden in a 40 overs match. Our
captain, Second-Lieutenant Clive Collier, won the toss and the
nth Hussars duly went in co bat. Fast bowler Hamilton was
at his best and be quickly bad the Hussars feeling uncertainly
for the ball. His 7 for 35 speaks for itself but one must add
that he was extremely well supported in the field and there
were three catches which would have brought Lords to i<s feet.
It was just after lunch when our openers went out with a
fairly springy step and we were still jaunty to the winning stroke
(despite the supporters' binten nails). We have a wonderfully
extrovert batting side, full of "Strokes but inclined to flash sometimes and to sneak runs which aren't always there. Three were
run out in this match (and all foolisIµy). The final score. IIth
Hussars 88 for 10 in 29 overs, 2nd Regiment 89 in 36 overs.
Representative 1natches
Four of our men have had representative matches this season.
All have had success and we., wish them well now that they
have been "noticed."
Lance-Corporal K. Crichlow has had six Corps and four
B.A.0.R. matches; B.A.0.R. batting average 63, Corps batting
average 35.
Lance-Corporal L. Worrell has bad six Corps games this
season. Signalman S. Butler bas had four Corps games this
~on. Lance-Corporal J. Hamilton has had one Corps game
this season.
~on-f'u(t

matt•hes
We have had ro non-cup matches this season and in these
we have had nine wins and one loss. Wins include matches with
rst, 7th and 22nd Regiment, a very good match against a Dutch
touring side and a most enjoyable match (and visit) winh a
Berlin side. We lost at Biinde to the Royal Horse Guards, our
only defeat of the season (u2 for ro beat our no for 7).
The Hamp hire C.C.C. tour
On Su_nday, 12th September, the Hampshire C.C.C. Touring
Team with ro regular county players came to Bunde to play
on Monday the I}th against a 2nd Divisional side. We did our
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SPECIAL TERMS TO ALL REGULAR AND
EX-REGULAR SERVICE PERSONNEL AND
UNITS AND MESSES, AT HOME AND OVERSEAS, on purchases of all kinds of electrical
appli~nces and ~quipment, carpets, furniture,
bed_dmg, cutlery, silverware, glass and chinaware,
radio s~ts, recor~ players, tape recorders and tape,
~~pewnters, sewmg machines, cars, car accessories,
bicycles, caravans, boats, outboard motors boats
and yachtin~ supplies, athleti~ clothing, golf, equipment, campmg gear and eqwpment, lawn mowers
and garden furniture, photographic supplies, etc.,
ere_. If you are buying or furnishing a house.
wr.te to our House Purchase Advisory Bureau.

W.0.1 (R.S.M.) C. G. Johnson is presented with a sword by the
Officers
Regimental cricketers who represented 2nd Division in the Hamp·
shire C.C.C. Match. Left to right: Lance-Corporal J. f:iamilton,
Captain S. Marchant-Smith, Second-Lieutenant R. Baly, Signalman
R. Lawrence, Lance-Corporal F. Parris, Signalman S. Butler, Signalman G. Manton. "We were not deterred by the cricketing strength
against us"
level best on Sunday to get them ' below their best ' but alas
their stamina in the bar is at least equal to their cricket.
On a tolerably good day and before a very respectable crowd,
the tourists treated us to some lovely cricket. They batted first
and tiheir effortless 24I for 7 included a 72 from H. Horton,
51 from E. R. Marshall and a lightning 6I from skipper Colin
Ingle by-Mackenzie.
The Divisional side which included seven from ,t he Regiment
were not deterred by score nor fame and batted well. No
quarter was given nor asked and we were very happy with our
96 all out. It isn't always that Regiment batsmen find names
like Stackelton, Cottam, Sainsbury Casteel and Capel lined up
against them.
Top scorer for the Division was Captain S. Marchant-Smith
with 31 and best bowling analysis was Lance-Corporal Hamilton
with 4 foi:, 69.

The following have played for the Regimental side this
season: Lieutenant M. CaJ:son, Royal Signals (captain until
posted in August); Second-Lleutenant C. Collier, Royal Signals
(captain); Major W. Dutlioit, Staffs; Captain J. Billingham,
Royal Signals; Second-Lieutenant R. Baly, Royal Signals;
Second-Lieutenant M Cartwright, Royal Signals; W.0.II P. V.
D ixon, Lance-Corporal K. Crichlow, Lance-Corporal J. Hamilton, Lance-Corporal F. Parris, Lance~Corporal L . Walwyn,
Signalman M. Doyle, Signa.Jman R. Lawrence, Signalman P.
Maxwell, Signalman S. Butler, Signalman L. Worrell, Signalman G. Manton, Signalman L . Gabriel, Signalman C. Bowen,
Signalman F. Morley, Signalman M. Norgrove.

R. SPENCE & Co.,

LTD.

IRONMONGERS
Telephone 2171/2

RICH M 0 ND

Eatabli1hed 1718

HARDWARI! FOR CAMP MAINTENANCE
LAWN MOWERS AND GARDBN TOOLS
ELECTRIC WASHING MACHINES AND CLE.ANBRS
BEDSTEADS AND INTERIOR SPRING MAlTRF.SSES
PRAMS AND CYCLES
GLASS AND CHINA

*
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~tended credit available for most of the ab<.'ve
items. H.P. also arranged for cars and caravans
(home only) on preferential terms of interest with
income tax relief.
P~FERENTIAL CONCESSIONS on all forms
o~ msurance, at home and overseas, including car,

kit, household, whole of life or endowment policies
and Officers' Terminal Grant Trust policies, etc.:
etc.

AGENCY SUPPLIES
& SERVICES CO. LTD.

Mt_er the hustle and bust!~ of ge~ting the regiment away on

exe~c1se I ~bought, rather naively perhaps, ·that things would be

a little gweter . but. now w: are faced with the annual UEI
and admin1strat1on mspection in the not too distant future and
no dou?t the tempo will increase until November and December
respectively.
Many of ·th~ vehides due to be jnspected will not be back
from the exercise until a matter of days before the CIV so there
s~o~d be no cause for anyone to say • I ain't got nuffin' to do,
Srr, for the next three months at least.

62 Addington Road, Reading
Telephone: 57151 (4 lines) (Day)
62627 and 84302 (Night)

Please make a note of this address as this advertisement will only appear at six monthly intervals.

Comings and goings
This month we say g~dbye and good luck to Major Williams,
R.A.~.C., R.Q.M:S. Kirk, W.0.11 Peat and Staff Sergeant
Casslmg to ~entlon four of the more prominent departures.
R.Q_.M.S. Kirk leaves us on promotion to R.S.M. of nth
Regunenr-a well deserved appointment. We welcome Major
Lowe, R.A .~.C., _R.Q.M.. s. Acott and W.O.II Raynor and hope
that they will enioy therr stay with us.

Sport
We are enjoying a successful star.t to the winter sporting
season, the soccer team succes.sfully negotiating the preliminary
round of the Army Cup agarust the School of Military Survey
by two goals to one and beating 1st Welch by four goals to
thr~. The Ru~by team adding the scalp of 30th Regiment .ro
th~ successes m a Jocal derby by the score of eleven points
to eight. The hockey team--despite many new faces-is settling
down with a win and a draw.

A visitor from
Down Und4'r '
We were honoured this month by a vjsit from the Chief of
General Staff (designate) Australian Army, Major-General T. J.
Daly, C.B., C.B.E., o.s.o., who came to see bow we coped with
the many problems of airportability and I think we can safely
say he was " quite impressed."
Touring England
The staff of R.H.Q. continue to ' tour England' on weekend exercises under t:he benign care of the chief derk Staff
Sergeant Phillips, R.A.0.C. This time they are off to Wales:
was fr Signalman Edwards or Driver Marrison who was heard
to mutter ''.what are we supposed to be--clerks or b ... goats?"
The last tune they went out jr rruned all ,t he time but this
weekend looks a little better-rain only between sunrise and
sunset.
R.S.lU.'s honour
Once more the officers of the Regiment continued the tradition
of presenting tlie incoming R.S.M. with an engraved sword
complete with scabbard, knot and carrying case. Our photograph shows W.0.1 (R.S.M.) Johnson inspecting the engraving
under ·nhe eye of the Colonel and the officers.
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ROYAL SIGNALS COLOURS
TIES

BLAZER BADGES

Wool 10/6
Silk 9/6
T~rylene 12/6
Gold Wire 32/6 & 45/Silk 19/6
Wall Shield 32/6 to 50/Cuff Links 22/6 & 52/6 Car Badges 35/- & 39/Crested Tankards 50/- & 65/Ties made to your own design

-

6 Gabriels Hill, Maidstone, Kent
Tel: 56666/7
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Salling
_During the earlY, part of the season two courses were run at
Kiel Y.C. for Baltic Helmsmen on which four Units' entrants
were successful. In early July a course for dinghy helmsmen
was run at the Dumner Y.C. and four Unit candidates were
suc~ess.ful jn qualifying as light weather dinghy helmsmen.
This .course was also used .to provide training for our more
exp~ien~~d helmsmen in preparation for the B.A.0.R. InterUn1t Sa!lmg Competition. In this competition we were closely
beaten m the second round having beaten our neighbours
7th Regiment, in the first round.
'
To close the season a Regimental Regatta was held at the
Dumner Y.C. on 22nd September. In the morning sixteen
helmsmen co~peted for the individual trophy which was won
by Second-Lieutenant M. Galloway. The competition for the
best 1965-qualified helmsman was won by Corporal Scott of
3 Squadron. In the afternoon the Inter-Squadron Regatta was
won convincingly by 3 Squadron.

U.S. Signaller's getting integrated into 4th Regiment's sailing
activities

==:=:= 4tb
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Training in France
During the summer two Du detachments from "Alpha"
Troop were sent to Le Laczac, France, to provide ll'ear iink
communications for units of the division training there. During
the exercise aerials were used to maintain the 900-mile
link to Herford, the most successful being .the twin V. Commanded by Corporal Morris, the crew found time to make
several excursions to the seaside and local beauty spots,
including it is rumoured, a nearby nudist colony.
Cycling

Si&nalman West in t.rainin&

Our cycling enthusiasts
are still as active as ever, but
a broken chain put the team
out of the B.A.O.R. roo
Kilometer
Championship
race this year, when they
were all occupying leading
positions. As we won this
competition in 1964 this was
a great disappointment, but
Signalman West, our club
captain, was placed eighth
out of a large field, and he
has since been selected to represent the Army at roller
racing at the International
Sports Festival at Crystal
Palace and at the time of
writing is again representing
the Army in Grantham at the
Inter-Services
Championships.

\.'isit to 8th Signal ISattalion U.S. Ar m y
At 5 a.m. on the morning of 12th July, three days after our
return from Exercise "Silver Spear," our " Rolling stock" again
" trundled " out of Hammersmith Barracks, this cime heading
300 kilometres south to Regimental Camp at Bad Kreuznach in
the American Zone, where we were guests of 8th Signal Bn. U .S.
Army. During what was a hectic but enjoyable 10 days we
were ro experience American h~spitality at its very best; once
experienced it is never forgotten.
We saw an impressive display of American communication
equipment and vehicles and were able to study the layout of
their divisional headquarters in the field. In turn we staged a
similar demonstration followed by a skill at arms competition.
Troop and Squadron traning coupled with many social visits
(and memorable games of soft ball versus our hosts) kept us fully
o:cupied during our stay. On Sunday, 18th July, 1965, our hosts
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THE AMERICAN APPROACH TO HOCKEY"
8th Signal Battalion team "march on" for their game against the
4th Regiment

Regimental Fete
The annual regimental fi!te was held on Saturday 7th August
and despite bad weather raised a large sum of mo~ey for 1ocai
German and Army charities.
Exercises

provided us with five coaches to .take us to a Motor Racing
Meeting, a National Athletics M.eeting, a Rhine Wine Festival,
and pleasure steamer trips on the Rhine to Koblenz.
The Return Visit
During August a party from 8th Signal Battalion paid a return
8-day visit to the Regiment at Herford, ·thus giving us the
opportunity to repay some of the hospitality 1'eceived by us at
Bad Kreuznach. Whilst with us the An:!.ericans were "integrated"
into various Troops of the Regiment, taking part in all Troop/
Squadron activities; they were also initiated into the mysteries
of hockey and football, cricket and sailing.

P ERCIVAL COACHES
f or PRIVATE HIRE
Luxury Saloon Coac h es
Availablejor Milit a ry
units at short notice
TBLBPHONE :

RICHMOND 2348

Percival Brothers (Coaches) Ltd
53, MARKET PLACE, R ICHMOND, YORKS.
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The Unit has had a successful exercise season. These notes
are written in the short gap -between "Barn Dance " and
" Double D eal."
Soon days in .the open air will be but a memory and we
shall be living once again with blackboard and chalk:
7th

llEGHIE~T,

IS.F.P.O.

15

Es tut mir leid, we have very little to talk about. The
month has only thirty days in it, and we spent twenty of them
on exercise-at least quite a lot of us did.
A Shaking-Down Exercise
The first week we had more or l~ss to ourselves, shakingdown, after a number of equipment changes. I think it was
towards the end of this first exercise week that a senior
member ~f the Regiment was heard to pronounce that " it's only
when thmgs go wrong that you really learn something, and
It should be
this time we've had a first-class exercise."
noted that not all our troubles were home-made; the local
populace helped to train our line faults parties by axeing our
cables with monotonous regularity. (Sorry, John, but NO, that
remark of your is unprintable). It was at the end of this first
week, also, that a local Hospital made it quite clear that
they wished we would find somewhere else to exercise; all our
battle casualties were flooding them out, and they were concerned mainly with mental cases. (Come to think of it, maybe
we were going to the right place after all).
During the second week we had a few smaller commitmentswe lost count a bit-was it three or four?--can't remember.
Each one was an exercise in its own right, and very important
to the staff, but one got the feeling that such little thing
should not have been allowed to intrude on our peaceful
existence. (What was that, John? More cable cuttings? Dear,
dear, how very uncouth).
The Staff take to the woods
The third week was whar we had all been preparing forTHE exercise, when all the staff came out to live in wood
(well, nearly all the staff, and some of them in woods, and
for nearly all the week, between week-ends). We had wonderful weather nearly the whole time; this country is nearly as
unpredicrable as England and Gott sei Dank, communications went well. (What, not again, John? You really ought
to do something about it!) The new exchanges proved their
worth- the record was 78 calls in a timed five-minute period.
(What on earth do they find to talk about?)
" ·ho stole t b e 111o ust a c.~ b e wnx?
One real crises: some nasty little man stole Sergeant Le
Quesne's moustache wax. Well, you see you can't get it in
G ermany, so it would have meant filling out a new import
licence, and the German Customs, not being romanticists, just
wouldn't have believed it; but justice triumphed and the
criminal unmasked; or was it all a plan t? (You wouldn't beT HE WIRE , NOV E MBER -D ECEMB E R 1 9 65

Wh o recovers the recovery vehicles 1

lieve it, but the moustache is a potential Yeoman not a
potential R.S.M.). Never mind, cher Henri, we luvs y~r.
Our photograph shows the most difficult recovery job undertaken by our L.A.D. during the exercise. We hasten to say
~at the Scammell, so forc~fully " thrust" into the shop window,
1s not ours. (Careful readmg elsewhere will reveal the ownersEditor.)
And for rhe fourth week, back to mad preparations for
individual training, but everyone's doing it, so we won't bore
you with it.
ltlotor-cyclists to tbe fore
."Muscles" (S.S.!. Dolphin) is starting his first winter season
with us and he has a nasty gleam in his eye. The rugger
players have been heard to remark that they are learning a
who~e new range of really evil get-fit exercises, and this also
applies to the football team, runners, basketball enthusiasts,
and so on.
The motor-cycling team goes from strength to strenoth. Two
events in Septe~ber, one c.ivilian and one military, a;d Sankey
and Slaughter triumph agam ! Although only 18 of 105 riders
finished Exercise "Ridemaster," so that no team prize was
awarded, Sergeant Sankey and Staff Sergeant Slaughter were
first and second in the individual competition.
Depariures.~Major Donald Newman, who leaves to command 65th (City of London) Regiment (T.A.)· Major Ward,
to the School of Signals; Lieutenants Stanley and Neale to
Shrivenham; Second-Lieutenant Budd to 207 Squadron, and
W.O.I (F of S.) Sharp to H .Q., COMCAN. Our thanks and
best wishes go with them all.

Ani·z:als. - These include Lieutenant (Alan) de Bretton
Gordon (already selected for our hockey ream) and W.0.II
(Y. of S.) Sm:th and Sergeant Foster to plug the gaps in
3 Squadron.
BIRTHS
Lance-Corporal and Mrs. Fotheringham-a son-Stuart Andrew.
Lance-Corporal and Mrs. Didoo-a daughter-Julie Marie.
Lance-Corp0ral and Mr . Bell- a daughter- Linsey Allison.
Corporal and Mrs. Gre:g- 1wm daugh1ers-Karen Valerie and Debonb
Gibson.
S:gnalman ll'~d Mrs. Hamilton-a daughtcr-Tareina.
MARRIAGES
Corporal Creer to Miss Irene Horn on 7th Au11ust, r965.
S:gnalman Dowling to Mfa Kathleen Murphy on 14th August, 1965.
Signalman Wright to Miss Marion Eliubeth Bulmer on 7th August, 1965.
ignalman Bayton to Miss Elizabeth Oakley, on 4th Sep1ember, 1965.
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t itimE'nt Traine
LinE'mt-n ( " mbine work
"·ith plNtSur at Sc•arhorou~h 1'-lotor Cyt•I('> Trials
•T APPOINTM PNT TO H RR MAJESTY mu QUllEN
OOLDSMITH S & C ROWN JEW FLLERS,
OAl\llARD & CO . LTD .

Having read in recent issues of " The ~ire " of some. C?f
the exotic and far away places that Royal Signals seem to v1s1t
and work in, the author had the idea t!>at the woe~ of some
trainee linemen from 8th Regiment might be of mterest.
Each ye r the Scarborough . and D istrict !"lotor Club
organises motor cycle road racmg on the Olivers Mount
c rcuit. Normally, three meetings are held each year: and for
many years now, the trainee _line~en have been gomg down
prior to each meeting and laying !mes for both telephone and
P.A. sy terns around the course.
.
.
The Linemen concerned are usually m ~bo.ut their seventh
or eighth week of training,. a~d this .task is mcluded as part
of their practical field rrammg, which would normally be
done over the Catterick moors.
. Recently it has been the turn of Lineman Course 3/ 45 to
carry out this task. Having discovered some rwo or three we~s
prior to the event what was due to happen, there was a marked
improvement in the punctuality and tU:rnout of the .course,
with everyone taking care to keep out of trouble, m case
they had to remain in camp.

A

" g o i n g -on-holiday " a tltlo s p here
Monday, 13th September, dawned a dull, misty day? but by
09.00 hours cl:ie sky started to clear and v~ soon it was a
beautiful, dear day (most unusual for. Cat-ter1ck). ~to~s and
J>'"..ISOilal kit were soon loaded and, with almost a gomg-onholiday " atmosphere, the course departe<! fro!ll the bounds
of Canerick Caron. A stop was made at Thirsk for lunch,
and at about 15.30 hours we arrived at Humiston Barracks,
Scarborough, our new home for the next seven days. For
those who have not been lucky enough to stay there, the barracks
are delightfully situated, a soccer pitch length a•way from the
North Bay beach.
.
.
After a quick cup of tea, rauo ~s and p~rsonal kit v.:ere unloaded by which time the 47th Signal Regiment's catenng staff
had p~uced an excellent meal Afterwards, a quick wash
and change and we set out to explore Scarborough's evening
amenities.

ROY AL SIGNALS

9

We had grandstand seats
Thursday morning rwas spent clearing up the final details on
the lines, and having a complete check that everything was still
in working order. At lunch time we were pleased to see our
Troop 0.C. again, particularly as he came with mail and some
very welcome pay. The practice laps to decide grid posiMons
were held on Friday morning and tt:he actual races were on
Friday and Saturday afternoons. Throughout .the races we had
virtually grandstand seats as we were required to operate the
switchboard and telephones. Fortunately there were no fatal
accidents although some close shaves were witnessed.
A thoroughly enjoyable outing
On Saturday night an After-the-Race D ance was •h eld to
present the prizes and we were a11 given free tickets for this.
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THE BADG E OF YO UR CORPS

In gold and enamel or set with
ROYAL SIGNALS

9 ct. raid and enamel

precious stones, a badge brooch is
a gift of lasting charm. Here
is a piece of jewellery which is
always appropriate and always

(Left): Corporal Esco It at wo rk and (right) at play assisted in this
case by Sergeant Stevens

in perfect taste. Write now for
details to our military department.

Sunday was spent in •taking up all the lines and at lunch time
Monday we departed from Humiston Barracks to return to
Catte.rick. This was our first taste of ' live ' work and we are
all now anxious ·to complete our trade training and get posted
to a working unit.
Finally we wish to thank 47th Regiment (Middlesex Yeomanry) T.A. for their help and considera~ion in letting us live
in the Barracks with them and especially ithe messing staff who
ensured that we were well fed and prnvided us with delicious
sandwiches and cakes for ' elevenses.'

GARRARD & CO. LTD. Crown Jewellers
112 REGENT STREET· LONDON• W.1
Telephone: REGENT 7020 (11 line$)

TO GET A

A ni g ht on the town

Signalman Stewart, on his second visit to Scarboroug:h, was
elected guide, and by about 9.30, most of the C?urse had
found irs way to the George Hotel, where the resident beat
group made conversation difficult, but produced plenty of
noise.
D aily routine included an early morning run acros-s the sands,
organised by Corporal Escott and, as a result, several of the
course who had never contemplated running as a hobby, are
new keen members of the Regimental cross-country team.
Tuesday morning the Troop O.C. held an inspection, and
several people saw the wisdom of cleaning boots and kit before
going out; then we were taken up to Olivers Mount and
Sergeants Stevens and Marshall explained what had to be
done. Very soon D 10 and Quad was pouring out of our two
line-layers, and by lunch-time on Wednesday, most of the installation work was completed.
In the afternoon we challenged the 47th to a game of
soccer, and after an enjoyable, but robust game, we are pleased
to record that we won by 5 goals to 2 .

cc. raid and enamel

HOUSE PURCHASE MADE EASY

PEUGEOT.

The average person wishing .to buy a house waits until he has found the property he wishes to buy and then
arranges a ' straight mortgage ' with a Building Society, c :mtracting to pay off the loan and interest by fixed monthly
payments. He does this, usually, because he is wholly unaware of the existence of far more profitable H ouse P urchase
Plans and because he does not know ·t hat the only wise method of making a H ouse Purchase Plan is to initiate it as
far in advance as possible of the intended purchase date.
This particularly applies to serving members of H.M. Forces, whose situation is frequently such that they have
no ready access .to expert advice at their duty station. This all too often results in their entering into much less
favourable contracts than they should.
L~t us advise you, therefore, using our expert knowledge of every type of House Purchase Plan available to-day.
All our principals are ex-Service, which means that any Plan we devise for you will take full account of Service needs
and circumstances.
Every Plan wm show (a) how you will save hundreds or thousands of £s over the ' straight m ortgage' method,
(b) how you will get a handsome cash sum for yourself when the loan is paid off, and (c) how the Plan will give full
financial protection to your dependanrs in the event of th_ wors-t happening to you before the loan is discharged, at
no extra cost. This protection will cover you against any eventuality arising from Service or War Risks, worldwjde, also at no extra cost.
Wherever you are now stationed, or whenever you in·tend co buy, you cannot do better than to write to us N OW
for a fully detailed House Purchase Plan tailored to your exact req uirements. The longer you intend to wait before
buying your house the more beneficial will be your Plan. We have devised H ouse Purchase Plans for over 900 serving
personnel of all ranks, Corporals to Brigadkrs, many of whom are now living in the houses purchased through the
aid of ·t he Plans we supplied them.
Your Plan will be sen t wi.thout obligation; we do not charge you any fee at any stage.

OR

•

TRIUMPH

CRIUM~

FOR YOUR

POSTING to GERMANY
and for deta ils
•

of our:-

SPECIAL NATO .FORCES DISCOUNT PRICES

•

USED CAR DISPOSAL SCHEME

•

EASY PAYMENT PLAN

•

HOME DELIVERY EXPORT SCHEME

write to :MR. GEORGE MURRAY
WALTER HAGEN & CO. LTD.
UERDINGERSTRASSE 2-8
KREFELD 415
or TELEPHONE KREFELD 28401

H. R. MARTIN & CO. LTD.
Selective Insurance Advisors to Serving and Retired Members of H.M. Forces

38A GREYFRIARS ROAD, READING BERKS
Telep hone: Reading 56226 and 56227 (24-hour telephone answering service)
S ervices Ad'tisory Bureau Manager: MAJOR L. J. LOWE
When wntmg for House Purchase Plans, please give the following details:
* Rank, n ame and address * D ate of birth * Price of house (an approximation will do)
When required * Full details of Endowment policies now held.

*

* Loan

required
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A

A Y PLACES --- UNUSUAL JOBS

A

Reports f1·om the Outposts
WESTWARD HO!
1n·

•J>ETASUS "
9-ISAUGUS'T, 1965

•• SKD• ••
B.A.~.~·

PARTICULARLY attractive aspect of service in
A
is the oportunity for All Ranks of .the Corps .to sail m
exciting and scenic waters amongst the inlets and islands of
Denmark.
The Corps yacht " Petasus " recently sailed out of Kiel with
Major R. H. Gilbertson as skippe11 and a party of five young
soldiers from 22nd Regiment as crew: The p!an was to ch~ge
crews every five or six days by returmng to Kiel. The followmg
is an account of the adventures of the first crew. Space,
unfortunately, precludes the printing ?f the adyentures o.f. the
next two crews but it is hoped to publish these m later editions
of " The Wire " as opportunity permits.
Why Westward? The Baltic is north, and if anything, east,
of our home port in B.F.P.O. 16. However, "Westward Ho"
was the name of the exercise, and on 7rh August seventee?
doughty sailors set out in a variety of transport to mak<: their
way to Strande, a pleasant seaside village just north of Kiel.

Shnking down
Pausing only to discover (two hundred miles too late) that
three of the six bales of canvas trustingly taken over as tents,
were in fact something quite different, six of us, the first crew,
went on from our hastily set up camp to take over Pezasus at
the British Kiel Yacht C'.lub. After provisioning ship and learning a few of the multitude of ropes, we sailed on Mon~ay, ~th
August, at midday. A quick trip to Sonderburg, said Skip,
would be just rhe thing to shake down the cre:v for so:ne really
serious hard work the next day. Sonderburg 1s 37 miles from
Kiel however, and it was soon clear that Skip had made his
first 'bad guess about the wind; for it hauled round dead ahead
and then dropped away almost to nothing. r8:oo ho~rs found
us only 20 miles on our way and off a most mteresung fiord,
the Sch!ei, so making a virtue of necessity we started the
engine and motored in. Seven miles inside the entrance
(Schlei.munde, or 'Mouth of the Scblei '), is the German town
of Kappeln, where we moored just above the ferry berth at
19.45. Mac had been pretty sick, but it was his first day in
any sort of boat so this was hardly surprising. An hour and a
half up a quiet river on a lovely evening put everyone to rights,
and we fed heartily before a good night's sleep.
nice wind be,•oD1eS dead foul
We slipped away at 07.30, this time with a nice light breeze
over our shoulders, sailed down the river without bothering the
Mate to start his engine again, and passe.d the Schleimunde
lighthouse at 08.45. The nice over-the-shoulder wind now become dead foul, but preconceived notions die hard, so instead
of changing his mind about our destiioation, Skip charged
straight ahead for Sonderburg again. It took us another seven
hours to get there (we did the same trip in reverse in just over
two hours coming back several weeks later) but we got in just
in time to buy some essential groceries before the shops shut.
The fact that the famous ships chandler, Hans P. Hansen, sells
excellent and very cheap Japanese binoculars at Sonderburg,
may have been a factor in Skip's decision to plug on, for soon
be and the Mate were both well dressed for a day at the races,
new 7 X sos having taken the place of the raggy and saltstained
6 X ros of dubious origin with wbich they had been looking
out for the buoys on the way up from Kiel. Another purchase
was a fisherman's knife, for the galley, a sensible no-nonsense
piece of good steel in a plain beechwood handle, taking a lovely
edge with a few strokes on the stone.
As supper was stirring (an average of 2} kilograms of potatoes
among the six of us, for a start) the Customs came aboard and
filled in a copious form, while helping us with a good will to
A
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A calm spell. Lance Corpora ls Turner and Hodgson at ease. Yacht
is under power and transistor radio plays in the cockpit
continued foul, so eventually the Skip decided to make a long
leg across the Belt to get into the shelter of the Jutland Shore,
and found an inviting bay to anchor in. The night was black
as the pit and this part of the Belt is off the regular steamship
tracks, so has no lights; navigation was tricky, as it proved
impossible to reconcile the lights on shore with the villages
mar ked on the chart. However, about a quarter-past-ten, we
handed the sails and started the engine, to motor slowly up
the soundings and anchor off the beach. "No bottom with four
. . . No bottom with four . . . and-a-half . . . three . . .
and-a-half ... two-STOP . .. two . .. slow astern ... ONE "
and we had grounded gen tly on a sandy bottom just before
coming to a halt. T his was not Skip's first trip too far up the
beach, and we quickly learned that a rhythmic rocking to and
fro, while going as tern on the engine, would bring her off
at once. We backed off cau tiously, and this time stopped and
dropped the hook in 2t fathoms for a really peaceful n ight at
anchor.
get rid of a glass of grog. Skip always likes t? ~ ~e is ~e
Master of a British ship, and takes great pride .m displaymg
the Certificate of Registry~but he has never tried to marry
anyone on the high seas yet (or anywhere else for that matter).
cha11ce to blow the foghorn
The next morning was again fine (I'll stop saying that- it was
fine for the first twelve days without stopping) and the wind
was set in the northwest, so Skip said he'd always wanted to
beat up the Als Fjord; away we -went, through t~e King
Christian Bridge at 09.30. The engineer opens the bndge for
vessels flying the letter N at halfmast, and rpaking a long and
short blast on rhe whistle, so we had flag drill and a chance for
Skip to blow the foghorn too. The first few miles of. Als Si_md
are very narrow, with green fields an~ woods on e1~er s1d.e,
and we had a fine time tacking the ship every few mmutes m
smooth water for well over an hour. We cleared the Fjord itself
by 13.30, and were able to bear away slightly for Assens, our
first port in Fyn, at 16.30. We motored into the recommended
yacht harbour pretty slowly, and this was just. as we!~, for ~t >yas
at once clear that the only possible berth was immediately ms1de
the entrance on our right. We managed to turn the ship in just
over her leng;th by a bit of quick warp work, and had just
settled in and secured when a man arrived to tell u s that our
berth was wanted for a bigger yacht due in later that evening.
The alternative offered was just big enough to take a Dragon,
and with about four feet of water- we take nearly six, so after
a quick look at the outer harbour on foot, Skip .came bac!<
shouting- ' Send the Mate ashore for bread and milk, we sail
in twenty minutes,' and that was Assens.
A

Rinck as the pit and 110 lights
By now we had a snorting wind and quite a bit of sea, but
everyone was well settled down and we went off closcbauled to
see if we could get to the Middlcfart Channel. Night fell and
we ploughed on, seeing one of the big squareriggcd train!ng
ships at anchor just before dark off the Fyn coast. The wmd
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SoDle shopr•ing and a co11tfortable lunch

N ext morning was a flat calm and 'gun fire ' was served at
08.00. After an idle breakfast we motored off at 10.00, and
kept our fl at calm to the south end of the Middlefart Channel
at about r r. 20. The wind then came easterly, light, and we
set main and genoa and r eached up the first leg. A bit of
tacking in really lovely surroundings, with green woods down
to the shore on either side, and we saw the Middlefart Bridge.
This passed, we dropped the sails and mo tored into Middlefart
harbour for some more shopping and a comfortable lunch.
Leaving again at 15.45, we sailed smartly off, but were again
caugh t by the wind d ropping; by 17.30 we had covered
exactly a mile and were off Fredericia, but not likin g the
look of th is highly commercial port, Skip ordered the iron
topsail set and we motored slowly east towa rds the island of
Aebelo. T his was the best part of 15 miles, and we approached
soundings off th e small haven with the last of the light at
20.40, for another n ight at anchor.
A

l•lmasant iown and a bygie11i4• swh11

Black Friday 13th August, dawned with a promise of a real
scorcher, and another near flat ca lm. We motored off to get
clear of th e headland by 08.00, and found a light northeasterly
wind. Setting main and genoa again we sailed slowly east to
round the .top of Fyn, but spent a rather dull morning with
the wind rarely good enough to fill the genoa convincingly.
We had plenty of practice rigging the boathook as a whisker
pole (our spinnaker boom had been left under repair at Kiel)
and did some ship's work, renewing the servings on the runners
and halyards. In the afternoon, however, the wind improved,
and, rounding Fyn's Roved at 14.55, we sailed south down
the Great Belt to enter K erteminde at 17.45 .
This is a very pleasant town, and we moored on the orth
Mole, just alongside the local bathing pier. The water was
clear and cool and we all, or nearly all, had a 'hygienic swim.'
We also watered ship. Some of us had a look at the town
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Wate ri ng ship. Lance Corporals Turner and Hodgson deal with
t he jerrican . 'Skip' and Signalman Mclaughlan take off the sail cover
and ' Lover Boy ' made another of his conquests. He was
getting to be notorious by now; she eventually sent him back to
the ship to ask what time he had to be aboard in the morning.
How he does it on a diet of Coca-Cola we shall never understand. We also rigged the rubber dinghy for practice, and
rowed around the harbour. During the night the local fishing
fleet put to sea in a hurry, and the resulting wash lifted us off
our fenders and bumped us none too gently against a black
tarry pile. The mark had later to be removed with paraffin.
A fine rench down Langeland
We sailed out again at 11 .00, meeting the returning fishing
fleet in the bay; they were well loaded down with small fish,
variously recognised as sardines, sprats, and sild by the cognoscenti. We sailed on south; the wind, as usual, dropping rather
light in the late afternoon, and at 17.45 we had to run the
engine to get through the very busy sea lane between yborg
and Korsor, under full control. However, we were clear by
18.15, and soon after the wind improved to give us a fine reach
down behind L angeland, during the last of the light. By full
dark, we had Lohals abeam and continued on towards' the
Thuro Rev buoy. We rounded the buoy just before midnight
and anchored off the village of Osterskov for the night.
The wind wns splendid
An early start the next day; skip was calling for all hands
at 06.30, and by 06.45 we were under way for Rudkobing. This
is an interesting sail, as the new bridge and the town are
approached by a narrow and twisting dredged channel between
vast shallow areas (we had anchored overnight to avoid
making this passage in the dark). The wind was splendid, so
we did not go into the port but waved cheerfully at it as we
passed on towards Marstal. We breakfasted under way and
made such good progress that it seemed a pity to go into Marstal
either. Gybing off the town, we headed for the Morkedyb
Channel at ro.oo. This was more splendid sailing, hard on the
wind for some of the tricky legs, and we cleared the channel
at ro.55. The day wa going so well that a council of war
decided to give Aeroskobing a miss (it was Sunday, anyway,
and we would have had a very early start next day), so we sailed
on to round the i land of Aero and cross the bay to Kiel. Rounding Skjoldnaess at about 13.00, we had a good close reach for
most of the afternoon, though, by evening, the wind had veered
slightly and we finished closehauled. We passed Bulk (the lighthouse at the northern end of Kiel Fjord) at 20.00 and moored
off the BKYC at 21.00. This was by far our best day's sailing
68 miles over the ground in rd hours, using the engine for
the last 30 minutes only.
We had to change crews here, so the morning of Monday,
r6th August, found a hardworking crew scrubbing out the ship
to be ready for the new crew at 14.00· a bit of hopping and a
quick look over the rope and we would be sailing at I7-40 for
Danish waters again .
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Oui• U"ivt•H arf' 110 Adaptable-lllt•ss "l'ln
lly 1·etm1an ol Signal# P. llu1·rflnt ol 6:13 Troop

It is tempting to consider notes from our troop as monthly
instalments suitable for the feature "Far away places-Unusual
jobs." It is not so much the distance--5,200 miles from London
-as the entirely different life we live out here.
The troop forms part of the British Honduras Garrison Staff,
and with nine men, it is the largest single element. We have
six men living in a camp which, for this small place is a
superb one. The accommodation is screened, and what is even
more luxurious, there is plenty of running hot and cold water.
Amenities many will c-nvy
Airpor.t Camp as it is called, boasts the only fresh water
s~imming pool in the country. It has a good Naafi shop
cmema, church and an excellent education centre. Practically
all the sports can be played including cricket, soccer, hockey,
tennis and more recently boxing.
The garrison owns two large boats which are well used. For
those who are well insured there are a number of canoes.
Two members of the troop recently chanced a weekend canoeing
and we were all relieved to see them at first works parade the
~ollowing !'Aonday morning. It must be said that this country
1s a paradise for the fisherman and the canoeist.
hard-workc-d Land Hover
British Honduras with a population of 105,000 and about the
size of Wales, has only about twenty miles of roads. However,
there are hundreds of miles of tracks and the one troop vehicle,
a Land Rover F.F.R., averages l,ooo miles a month. September
was a very wet month but so far even the heaviest rains-2.4
inches in 24 .hours-have failed to inhibit the troop mobility.
The second troop exercise in ·two months, '" BH Jimmy II,"
took place between the 21st and the 26th of September. The
aim was to clear frequencies for an impor tant job later in the
year. The exercise itself met with limited success but if nothing
else, it got the troop out of camp and up into the mountains
away from the grim and grimy heat of Belize. The daily routine
at exercise location included swimming in tile mountain creek
from 06.00 until 08.00 hours. There was no choice in the
matter really, as this was the only opportunity to wash and
shave-fresh water is at a premium out here.
A
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\\'ater is n 1•robl4>111
Talking of fresh water, most readers of THE WIRE will recall
seeing paintings depicting London at the time of the Great
Fire of 1666-or thereabouts. The houses at that time had
large timber water butts situated outside, the purpose of which
was to collect rain water. Well, look no more with scorn at
such paintings because, should you be posted to this troop and
you happen to bring your family with you, the capacity and
state of repair of the water butt outside your house will assume
gigantic importance. If the butt runs dry, water can be purchased for about £i for l,ooo gallons. Another important
factor is me system of generating the water supply, the choice
being hand or electric pump. Two or three of our wives have
d eveloped gorgeous biceps from operating the hand pump.
Cor1•s wives adaptable
It is amazing how adaptable our wives have become-bless
'cm. They have been heard to boast that they have only seen
X number of rats lately, and that me roaches, fleas, mosquitoes,
bugs, snakes and scorpions are xather less in evidence this
month. However ithe rage and indignation with which they
discuss <their .inability to buy a fotle cheese or some such other
delicacy, is an experience which should be avoided. For the
most pM't the wives are rontent with the occasional Cayes trip,
the .22 club1 an evening cinema at the camp or in <the cityrhe word cify is used in its broadest sense-Sunday morning
swimming at the camp nine miles away, providing they can
catch ·the only transport at 10 a.m., and cheir morning coffee
meetings at which it is assumed they discuss their children.
Cor1•s childrc•11 tl1rivt•
Education seems to be no bother here, the good Nuns look
after .rhe girls and l1he American Jesui.ts take care of the boys.
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The most incredible thing about the children here is that they
thrive. They are subject to untold dangers and yet they have
nothing more serious than prickly heat. Incidently the prescription for prickly heat, given by the garrison M.O., is two weeks
local leave to be taken in Merida, Mexico. We have not told
the kids yet.
~!though ~e. are far away, we are not forgotten and we get
quite a few v1snors.
ext week we are expecting the Secretary
of State for the Colonies and he and his wife can be sure of a
great welcome :here. Derails of the visit will be included in
next month's notes. We hope also to include an account by
two of the troop of their two weeks leave spent in Mexico and
the United States of America. (Thank you-Editor.)

In Singapo1·e it is called the •• Changi Splash~•

fl~'> a Thousand Fool Parachute Drop ...

and a Ducking in the Soulh China Sea !
Major J. E. P. Philp, of Air Formation Signals, writes for
us this exhilarating feature about an aspect of Service life
in Singapore that certainly demands toughness, courage and
fitness. All you have to do about " Changi Splash " is . . .
well, just volunteer! The whole operation, from instruction to
the ultimate drop takes two hours and forty-five seconds and,
as Major Philp laconically points out, this time includes a
thirty-minute NAAFI break!
Ma"or Ted Philp writes:
I have long admired those tough stalwarts of courage and
fitness, the Parachute Brigade. When an opportunity came
along, not only to parachute, but to do so painlessly, it was
too good to miss.
It's called the " Changi Splash," as it's done from R.A.F.,
Changi, and one ends up in the sea. Any Serviceman is
eligible. It consists of one parachute descent from about l,ooo
feet into the warm, green, South China Sea, a mile or so off
the coast of Singapore. That part rakes forty-five seconds.
The other two hours, including a thirty minute NAAFI break,
consists of learning how to get into a parachute harness and
how to get out of it. It is as simple as that. All you have
to do is volunteer.
So far, one C.A.F.S.O., and S.0.2, and one officer of the
19th Regiment have taken the plunge. There is a large Air
Formation Signals queue, which grows daily as the three
certificate holders grip their audience with the gory details.
Three seconds an eternity!
I completed mine the other day and so my memories of it
are very fresh in my still somewhat bemused mind. I think
the most vivid recollection is of shutting my eyes once I had
leapt from the aircraft. I was told it only takes about three
seconds for the parachute to deploy, but that three econds
seemed an eternity. There was, however, no sensation of
A slight catch of the breath as I
speed or discomfort.
jumped and then I was aware that I was falling. A gentle
tap on my shoulder reminded me that I ought to open my
eyes as something had happened up above me. I lookedand there was my parachute, huge and perfect. The view was
superb.
• • • 1''eeling 10 leet tall • • •
Down below RA.F. launches sped towards each jumper and
I suddenly remembered I had better do something about preparing to land in the sea. By the time I had completed my
drill, the early morning sea had engulfed me, and a second
later I was happily floating in my Mae West with my parachute harness entangled in my arms, my seat strap around
my neck and a voice saying: "All right now, sir? wim round
to the side of the boat, then." They fished me out of the
water-parachute first, of course-and soon I was ipping a
cup of hot tea, feeling ten feet tall. We were then deposited
on the master launch, with everyone from Group Captains to
airmen swopping stories of their descent. It sounded like
a lot of fishermen talking about the one that got away.
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Norway
True to form, a party
from 22nd Regiment " thrust"
north to Norway. Under
their
leader,
Lieutenant
Neil Horler, they have a
wonderful time, climbing
and ski-ing, and they also
enjoy the warmhearted hospitality of many Norwegian
friends - particularly Norwegian Signals, whom they
salute in this article.

Left to right: Lieutenant Horler, Lance-Corporal Chandler, Signal
man McKay and Lance Corporal Mullin set off on a "recce"

published a photograph and an article on us, so that the locals
knew all about us. Our girl friends from Olden and district
made the evenings most interesting and to all the villagers
we owe a debt of gratitude. How on earth they suffered us we
shall never know, but they want to see us again.
The party from the 22nd Regiment including Alv Muri their Norwegian host

On 3rd August, twenty-one men from all squadrons of 22nd
Regiment, under Lieutenant Horler, left Lipps tadt in two threetonners and two Land Rovers with all the necessary kit for
a mountaineering trip in Norway. The rather tedious and
boring route through north Germany, the length of Denmark
and by ferry to Larvik, in Southern Norway, took two days.
ll'e call in on the :\'oricegian S<!lrool oi Sif1nal.<>
We disembarked at Larvik early and arrived at the ski and
tourist centre of Lillehammer in the late afternoon. The next
morning we paid a visit to the orwegian School of S'. gnals
at nearby Jorstadmoen to collect ski gloves and maps, to renew
old friendships and to collect information and advice from the
vastly-experienced Norwegians. Thus equipped, a recce party
consisting of the O.C. and Signalmen Heapy and Mullin set
off for Nordfjord.

_.{ strolrn ol lucl;
In the tiny village of Olden (pop. 1,000) we had incredible
luck when we were given a large barn for the duration of our
stay by Alv Muri, a local farmer and ex-regular sergean t in the
Norwegian infantry. Alv looked after us very well in the days
to come, with large supplies of milk and fresh vegetables and
advice on the nearby mountains.
The village of Olden lies at the head of the innermost arm
of the lovely ordfjord, which cuts its way into the county of
' ogn og Fjordane' for almost 35 miles. From the village the
valley stretches southwards for 15 miles to the mighty icefields
of the Jostedal glacier, the world's second largest. The rest o
our party arrived the next day and by Sunday morning we had
our lime camp well organised. We spent the next otwo days on
~o long terks u~ ~~ _Olden and Loen valleys in turn, in pouring
ram and poor v1s1bility. We had all, by now, orientated ourselves and also made numerous friends in the neighbourhood
which had begun to take notice of the unusual band of ' -tourists.:
The hazards ol rocl~ elimbing
The rock climbing we did on Wednesday was not altogether
as planned since we did more hacking our way through jungly
scrub before we came to the rocks, than actual climbing. The
next day, however, we set off to climb the mountain of Skala
(6,ooo ~t.). . ot everyone reached the top to experience the
fantastic vie~ of _the icefields and to wet the seat of their pants
on the exh1laratmg descent of hardpacked snow. Signalman
Rumbellow did manage to l~t a rock attack him on a part which
he no~mally uses for_ sitting on and consequently aggravated
a previous wound which confined him to a horizontal existence
for the res < of the trip. In the n~x t ten days in Olden we
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accomplished a great deal, in every meaning of the phrase.
We had another day's rock climbing which was a little more
successful. Signalman Thomas and Craftsman Hedley found
out what a human pendulum felt like and Signalman Gore saved
Thomas from an exception al rocky fanding and burned himself
with the rope in the process. We have not got any Edmund
Hillarys here! Our four days spent ski-ing were really worthwhile, especially for the few who could ski, and who could
appreciate the antics of the others who could not. Wh at a
pantomime!

A rnost a11iusing and interesting conipanion
The climax of the expedition was a trip on the glacier which
we did on two separate days, each trip lasting about 12 hours.
We enlisted the services of Fred Kvamme (aged 72 ! ) as our
guide and he turned ot:.t to be a most amusing and inte.resting
companion. The view across the glacier is something most of
us will never forget. We will remember the beauty of the
scenery, rhe cold and our exhaustion!
We cannot end the account of our stay in Olden without
mentioning Martin Lilleheim of Styra, a local journalist, who

• Than/, you ' to our ·' ·or1vegian lri('nd11
We returned to Lillehammer on 23rd August for three days'
relaxation and general cleaning of ourselves as much as our
gear and vehicles. The Norwegian School of Signals was once
again most helpful. Majors Holmsen and Sandvik, Captain
Koppervik and Lieutenants Odegaarde, Brykfeld, Sandin all
gave us much encouragement and advice. They all read THE
WIRE but do not realise how much we owe them.
We returned to Lippstadt, all in one piece, feeling tired but
fit and looking very bronzed. We have certainly learned a great
deal about the mountains.

Exercise Northern lights
Lapland was oU - so 1ve go to the Home ol the
Giants and - C'1llect • 20 Churches !
By Second-Li<•otenant Peter Shaw, of
204 Squadron
CASUAL observer standing outside of our barrack gates
A
in the early morning of a recent Sunday, would have
noticed a strangely assorted crew setting forth in anonymous
looking Land Rovers. Thls was our party of one officer and
10 men on their way to Norway.
No petrol so a-..111tland is off
We had originally intended to go to Lapland, where we were
to study the life of the Lapps, and make a documentary film
of it. However, at the very last moment, when everything had
been arranged and we were just about to go, we were informed
that petrol would not be available from our orwegian Army
staging point. This ruined our chances of reaching Lapland,
so instead we decided to visit the Jotuoheimen (Home of the
Giants) district of Central Norway. This is a very mountainous,
noble region.
We drove up through Germany and Denmark in our three
Land Rovers, and caught the ferry from Friederikshaven to
Larvik, in Norway. As we steam~d up the Oslo Fjord, the
strange countryside caught everyone's imagination, and there
was considerable speculation as to what sort of country we
would cover in our journey through Norway up to the
Jotunheimen.
Stran~ely

High up the mountains. La nce·Corpora !Williams, Lance-Corporal
Thomas and Signalman Gore meet up with the loca l goats

bC"nuHful st• .. 1wry
Instead of using the normal route north, up through the
magnificent Gudbrandsdal valley, we decided to take advantage
of the lonely, twisting route over the wild and barren mountains
on 'the central region of Norway. The rugged, bare scenery
was strangely beautiful and overawed most of us.
On our arrival at our destination, Lorn, in the heart of die
Jotunheimen region, we were fortunate enough to make friends

A casualty? Lance-Corporal Milner, Signalman Swinton and Guardsman Mockford coping with Guardsman Carver

with the owner of the Soleggen Fjellstugue, which is a winter
ski-ing hotel.
. This h?tel was. about 10-15 _miles f~om the nearest village,
nght up ID the hills, and standmg on lts own. The proprietor
kindly allowed us to make our camp on his property.
We spent the first few days at our base camp in hill walking,
rock climbing and swimming in the ice-cold mountain lake
close to the hotel. During this period, we all got fairly fit
and Corporal Potier narrowly missed a few weeks in hospitai
by falling off a ledge. (Fortunately he managed to grab a bush
in the nick of time!)
The Squadron Commander makes n

bet _ • •
There are some very old timber churches in Norwayexactly 23 to be precise, and our Squadron Commander bet us
a crate of beer we could nor prcxluce proof of our having visited
at least 20 of them. Accordingly, on the first Sunday in our
Base Camp, the pany divided itself into groups of two and
armed only with money for rations, set off, less a small base
party, on initiative tests, to bring back proof of having visited
as many of those as possible :in one week.
try-but the wolverinC"S did nof comt•
our wayf
As luck would have it, all the parties sent out were actually
back within the week, having accomplished the tasks set to
them, with many adventures to boot. Lance-Corporal Kenny
and Signalman Winskill, for example, decided to sp:nd one
night in Trondheim police station. The policeman on duty was
only too pleased to let them stay the night, but the following
morning refused to let them go without first calling the
Immigrations Officer!
Fortunately, they were freed the
moment he arrived.
When everyone was back in camp, the situation was reviewed,
and we still needed more churches to win our bet, so clearly
rhe parties would have to go our again. Anyway the next few
days were spent in washing clothes (and bodies!) some more
walking and rock-climbing, and just the smallest amount of
sunbathing and swimming in the beautifully cool mountain
lakes. Luckily the weather was hor, and the skies virtually
cloudless for most of the time. We discovered during this
time that the
orwegian Government paid about 7,000 Kr
(about £350) for a dead wolverine, and that there were one or
rwo in the remote part where we were.
Never ones to look a gift horse in the face, we had an
abortive attempt to trap one. Perhaps fonuoately, nothing of
any description came anywhere near our trap!
"\\'e

ll' orkin~

the pnssn,:e hom ..
Soon the day came round for the parties to set off again,
under exactly the ame conditions. Corporal Potier and ignalman Madden somehow managed to lo e their entire ration
allowance on the first day out! However being made of tern
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had lune~. The food was cold, but quite nice and as we were
hun~, it w_as even more appetising.
'
On .mspeot1on o_f the gorge we realised that the only way to
cross 1t .was to chm~ down one side and up the other.
The ~ns~uctor with us assumed temporary control and,
after ad1ustm~ our packs, we followed him down.
The vegetation w~s r<?tten, ~e rocks loose and the sides very,
v~ry steep~ a combmat1on which made us all step, or rather
climb, warily. We crossed the waters flowing down the gorge
by meai;is of boulders, and prepared to as::end the other side.
The weight of th~ pac.ks !Tiade this rather hard, but on being
told that the d~y s obJectlve was a log cabin about 50 yards
from the su~m1t above us, we were all up there like a bunch
of human flies.
The c;abii;t was reached and we camped down for the night.
After p1tchmg o~r tents, we entered the cabin, which was
very old, but wmd-proof and usable.
We cooked our supper in it and "brewed up," after which
we all had an early night.

tuff they refu ed to come back to base camp, but made friends
with a Norwegian farmer aµd went to work for him for a
week. They helped gather all the gras they could in the
hill ready for the severe winJP in the valley. The people
were extremely friendly and kind, and perhaps were too
generous with th ir trong, home-brewed ale!
Guard men R ix and Carver visited Bergen and were
"hospitably" entertained by some friends they had met earlier!
ignalman Winskill hurt his back (he says by jumping off a
train, but we aren't mre about this!)
At the end of the week everyone returned looking fit and
brown, and our " collection " of churches was n early complete.
During the whole exercise we had also been making a film,
which should turn out to be very interesting!
We returned via the Gudbrandsdal valley and the same ferry,
and were nospitably entertained by the Danish Army on our
way back. We all thoroughly enjoyed the exercise and derived
great benefit from it.

Objective-a crasliP1l bombPr

===Norwegian Rendezvous
By

Sign,d111an.

C.

J.

11.yn.es

HE soldiers of the 13th Regiment certainly get out and do
T
things. Signalman • Chris ' Hynes describes below a combined canoeing and trekking exercise to the fjords of Southern
Norway. It is good to hear of the young men of the Corps
engaged in worthwhile enterprises such as this and cc The
Wire " always welcomes all such stories.
lVe set on

In September, 13th Regiment sent a party of eight men on
a combined canoeing and trekking exercise to the fjords of
Southern Norway.
The party was made up of one officer, Lieutenant J.
Hawthomthwaite, and seven signalmen, including myself.
The exercise was given !!he name "Trek North II "-we sent
a similar expedition to Southern Norway last year.
We left the Regiment on the morning of 7th September, and
for the next two days travelled across Germany and into
Denmark, where a ferry was to take us across the Baltic to
Norway. We travelled in a three-tanner which, although not
the ideal means of transport, wasn't really too bad.
We arrived at the ferry at about 7 p.m. on 9th September.
I say "ferry," but it was more like an ocean-going liner than
a ferry. It was a really large ship and we were lucky enough
to meet, quite by chance, the ship's radio officer, who was
only too pleased to show us the radio room. This was of
great interest to us, as we were all radio operators.
We left Denmark at midnight and arrived at Christiansaand
in Norway at breakfast time, the whole journey across the
Baltic having taken six hours.
•411 icu start

We were met by a truck from the r (BR) Corps Outward
Bound School. We had our kit and supplies loaded and were
away on the 40-mile journey to rne School by 07.30 hours.
On arrival at the School we were told that prior to our
leaving there, at 17.00 hours that evening, we would have to
pass a swimming test. This, we were informed, was usual
for all parties, and was to ensure our ability to swim in die
cold waters of a fjord. (Very cold waters, as we soon discovere<i).
The test was set for 1 r.30 hours, and at r r.29 hours, eight
rather hesitant figures approached the water's edge. We were
told to swim 50 Y.ards in our own rime, but to keep within
10 yards of the shore.
It was the fastest and coldest 50 yards we have ever swum
in ou: lives!
., n ·hitP ll' ater" canoeing great fun

After lunch we were given the chance to try our hands at
white water" canoeing. This means shooting rapids, and
for this occasion we were going to use two-men fibre-glass
canoes of the Canadian type.
'The rapids were about a quarter-mile long, and ran under a
bridge. We were not the only ones to "shoot" them, as the
boys a~ the Outward Bound School (about 30 of them) were
also gomg to try.
To our great surprise and pleasure, all eight members of
our Regiment were extremely successful and made no errors at
all. I cannot describe the sensations experienced doing this
cc
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Six signalmen of the 13th Regiment enjoying Norway. Behind,
left to right : Signalmen Drysdale, Hynes (author) and Lockyer. Jn
front: Cromack, Trigg and Smith
kind of canoeing, and can only say that given the chance, we
would all have gone down again and again.
We finally left the Outward Bound School at 17.30 hours
and camped for the night in a disused barn. Quite the most
comfortable barn I had slept in for a long time!
We aro e at 09.00 hours that morning, and by rr.oo hours
had packed our provisions and assembled our canoes (they
were the collapsible Klepper Doubles).
Unfortunately, just as we were drawing away from the bank
for our first day's canoeing, it began to rain, and continued
to do so spasmodically for the rest of the day.
AU lalrn a

turn. in comrnand

L ieutenant Hawt!hornthwaite informed us that -each canoe
(there were four) excluding his own, was to assume control of
the party for one of the three days we would be canoeing.
This proved highly successful, as it gave us all an insight
into what is expected of one when assuming control. It also
provided us with differenC!:S of opinion, which ranged from the
amusing to the abnormal, but with Lieutenant Hawthornthwaite
to advise us, when asked, we all managed to cope quite well,
and that night we camped at the side of the fjord, wet, but in
high spi rits and looking forward to the days that were to
follow .
The next day the weather was clear, and remained so for
the rest of the exercise, and we set off at II.co hours for the
second day's canoeing. This day passed very quickly, as did
the third d ay, with fine weather and no wind at all.
Hende:vori.s with another partg

We camped at the end of the third day with the knowledge
that at noon the next day we were to rendezvous with a party
which had been trekking whilst we canoed. They were the
same strength as we were (eight m en in all). They had arranged
for their own canoes to be brought to the RV point, so we
d ismantled ours and sent them back by truck to the Outward
Bound School.
Then, taking the trekking packs from the
other parry, we were all set for our stab at trekking.
The exchange of kit and collection of rations were not completed until 15.00 hours, so we stayed down where we were
and made camp for the night.
We were up at 08.00 hours the next day and taken by
truck to a point where our trekking was to begin.
With us was a trekking instructor from the Outward Bound
School, but {to use his own words) he was just a spectatorwith us if we happened to need any advice.
One of our party was appointed Trek Leader for the day
and, on being shown our objective on the map, we set off.
A difficult obHtaclv to cro11s
The packs were not too heavy, and the first few hours just
shot by. At 14.00 hours we were stopped by a gorge, so we

Before final~y turning in, however, we were told our objective
for _the following day (our last day on the exercise). It was a
Flymg Fortr~s bomber that bad been shot down in 1941.
Th~ Norwegian. Government had had all the bodies buried in
a village down m the valley.
We broke camp at 08.00 hours and, after 45 minutes trekking,
we. stopped and left our packs together at the side of the
ttail.
We fanned out over about 150 to 200 yards and climbed
t~ards the area where the plane was thought to be. Forty
rrunut~ later, and about three-quarters-of-a-mile higher up
ithe trail, a cry from the left brought us running-the wrecked
bomber had been located.
The Norwegian Government had sent a party up to erect a
form of memorial.
This consisted of an engine from the
~lane, mounted on a convenient boulder, and with an inscrip!ton on a .small plaque fixed to the engine. The inscription,
u;i. Norwegian, was to the effect that at that spot seven Allied
3ll'men were shot down and died for the cause of freedom· it
was dated sometime in 1941.
'
After looking around and taking some photographs, we
descended to our packs and, from there, on down into the
valley and the side of the fjord that was to mark the end of
the exercise.
We had arranged to rendezvous with the same party as before, who would .then ferry us singly across the fjord to where
a truck would take us back to the Outward Bound School
for our canoes and such clothing as we had left there.

Time oil in f;hri11lillns aand

We called first at Christiansaand for some souvenir shopping
and then drove up again to the Outward Bound School.
By 19.00 hours that evening we had returned the trekking
packs to the School and picked up our canoes. After making
o~r farewells, we were on our way back to catch the midmght ferry from Christiansaand.
With four hours to spare in Christiansaand, we decided to
have a meal that would be cooked for us instead of cooking it
ourselves ~as we had been doing for seven days).
We decided on hamburgers, eggs and chips, and did justice
to what we all agreed was a well-earned meal. I am afraid
that. the amo~t we. all ate must have given the local inhabitants the 1mpress1on that we had been starving for weeks.
A

c hP('rful erossing

The journey back by ferry was made even more enjoyable
by the presence of 40 Norwegian students ten of whom were
girls (all of. the right size and shape!) These students, who
we!e on thelf way to ~enmark, all spoke English, and produced
gu~tars.
We all sat m a lounge and a sing-song ensueden1oyed by the other passengers equally, I think, as by all
of us.
On doc~ing in Denmark we were met by a truck from our
own Regrmcnt, and after loading our kit aboard were on
the road by 07.00 hours.
We had an uneventful d ay's journey across Denmark and
into Germany. That night we stayed at a placed owned by
a friend of our driver. Here, for the sum of only DM5 (about
10/-) we had supper, the use of the courtyard to camp in
and breakfast in the morning. This was extremely reasonabk
by any standards. The ~ood was first rate, and that evening
we all went to bed feeling very at ease with the world in
general and with the landlord's wife in particular-she had
cooked our suppers!
Horne • • • and rve rvould do it again

We were up and away by 09.00 hours the next morning,
We finally
arrived m camp at 20.00 hours on r7th September having been
away for ten days.
'
·
an~ tra'.'elled all day back to our own Regiment.

The whole expedition had been tiring, busy, and yet
thoroughly enjoyable. Need I say more than that the next
chance we all get to do the same thing-WE ARE GOING!

Telephonic Communication
on lytltl Ranges

T

HE Wire is more than happy to print below the kind
tribute paid to the Corps by a reIDal'kable old warriorMajor (retd) d'Arcy-Clarke. At the age of So he has just
retired from his appointment of Documents Clerk with 10th
Regiment, having completed no less than 6o years of loyal
service to the Crown! (See 10th Regiment's notes.)
Some record! Some man!
Major d'Arcy-Clarke writes :
"As I am about to retire after seven years of documentation
in ithe Royal Corps of Signals, I feel that I have the opportunity of paying a tribute to the Corps. It is not possible within
the limits of a short article to go into detail in the matter of
Lydd Ranges, but I hope I can >tell sufficiently of the story to
show wha-t part the Corps played in what turned out to be the
largest A/T Range in the U.K. I was a retired Gunner and
was appointed to Lydd Ranges in 1937 when it became obvious
that anti-tank gunnery would play a large part in the next war:
and that rthe vast open space of WD property at Lydd was not
being used for any useful purpose. The War Office plan
envjsaged an Anti-Tank Range, with two Rifle Ranges, a Battle
Shooting Range, a Hosepipe Range and a Field Firing area.
The whole concept had to be carried out from the egg, and it
was perfectly clear that if, as intended, we were to shoot on
THE WIRE, NOVEMBER-DECEMBER 1965
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Th.e party arrived as arranged and we were ferried across
the fiord. After a short wait the truck arrived, and soon after
14.30 hours we were on our way to the Outward Bound
School.

Major E. d'Arcy·Clarke
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all th e ranges at the sam e time, the safety of the whole range
mu. t be placed in the hands of one man-the Officer-in-Command the Rang~ . The scheme of safety involved a Central
Con trol Tower two ourlying 80 ft. high observafon towers one
at each end of the range, a series of firing points for different
range and con rete shelters in the firing areas, at which .t argets
could be patched and marked. It was also necessary to build
a s-.-ries of Decauville track trenches in which ·targets could be
rowed aero s the front of the firing points.

Eii:ht milec•s o f U.G. enble
'\'('hen these matters vere completed Royal Signals were
called in. The operation of the safety and the movement of
the targets involved the underground laying of eight m iles of
8-core cable and connections to 32 safety points and shelters.
The whole of these points were connected up to the Central
Control Tower, in which was a telephone exchange, from which
ran lines to the Camp Exchange and thence to the Post Office
Lines.
umerou pillars had to be put down in which telephones on the end of 08 line could be plugged for !llovea~le
F ield Fir:ng Exercises. There was also a WD Ship which
patrolled the outside of the sea danger area and was in wireless
communication with the Central Control Tower.
The whole of this communication installation was done in an
amazingly hort time by the Signals IPC at Dover aided by
the 4th Divisional Signals at Canterbury; so rapidly t hat we
were able to have our first A/T shoot within six months of
starting the project.
But this was nothing to what came later. When the war
began, it was necessary to step up the training facilities and
three new A/ T Batrle Practice ranges were built with three
new winch houses, •two me>re watch towers and adrutional concrete shelters, bringing the total n umber of telephone points
up t<> 68 and this tremendous adrution to the area, and to the
length and complication of .the telephone communication, was
taken in their stride by the Royal Corps and within a short
time we were shooting on 4 A/ T R anges, two rifle ranges,
mortar range and a Field Artillery zeroing and registra.tion
range, with ever ything fro m 6 in . guns to Vickers MG and
rifles. And it was possible to carry on the shoots simultaneously.
It will be obvious that the communications on this enormous
area of land under these circumstances were of the very greatest
possible imporiance, if safety was to be successfully assured.
The Corps n e v e r faile4
But the Corps never failed in their maintenance of cable,
wireless and the loo telephones which had to be permanently
sure of functioning at all times. For st years during the war
we fired every day-Saturdays and Sund ays included-and very
often did .two or three night shoots a week as well.
Sir Bernard Paget, G.O.C.-in-C. of Home Forces, came to
my office one day in 1941 and told me he wished to see a
regiment shooting and to make a call to the War Office-and
he had only a quarter of an hour to do it. I told him his only
hope was to proceed to the firing point of one of the A/ T
Ranges and telephone the War Office from there, while he
watched the shoot. He laughed at the idea of being able to
do this on a range telephone system. I took him to the firing
point and put in a call to the War Office which took 63 seconds
-he spoke for five minutes and told me he had never spoken
on a better line. He wrote to me next day that " he had discovered the only perfect range telephone system that had been
known in the Army in his 40 years service."
That was his tribute to the Royal Corps of Signals. Mine, I
hope, is equally valuable t·• them. Although in the 20 years in
which I w;as in charge at Lydd- 5f under continual bombing,
machine gun fire from German planes, and doodlebugs-we
fired just under a million rounds of shell ammunition, I was
able to say when I left there in 1956 that we had never had an
accident due to the failure of the safety precautions, either on
the land or sea. If that is not a tribute to the splendid original
installation and the continued excellent maintenance of the
communications by the Corps, I do not know what can be.
And I never asked in vain for help from the Corps without
immediate and willing response. I have done documentation
for Eastern Command Signal Squadron, 239 Squadron and
10th Regiment for seven years up to my Both birthday and I
can only hope I have repaid some of my debt to a great Corps
for a great work."

e
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THE REGIMENTAL CRICKET TEAM WITH THE INTER UNIT TROPHY
Sack row (left to ri1h t) : An Umpire, Corporal Herstell, Lance-Corporal Cook,
Private Martin , W .0 .11 Barnha m, Signalman Power, Corporal Peyton, Siinalman
Parton (Scorer). Front row : Signalman Herrick , Corporal Aitken. S.S.I. Foster
Captain), Signalma n Green , LanceaCorporal Mer rick

9th

REGIMENT,

D.F .P.0.
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C.S.O .•s C u p winners
The final of the C.S.O.'s Tennis Cup Competition was held
on Saturday, 25th September, be.tween I Squadron and 3
Squadron. After a hard and close contest, the result was a
win for l Squadron.
With the result of the Tennis Cup, the final placings in the
C.S.O.'s Competition were known.
3 Squadron were the
winners with a commanding total of 37 points; 259 Squadron
were second, and l Squadron third, with 23 points.
3 Squadron had established an early lead in the competition
and ended up, as can be seen, w ith a substantial lead in points
over the remainder of the competitors. Well done, 3 Squadron!
lUilita r y Train ing Cen tre
The recenrly-formed Training Centre has started its courses
of instruction with the advent of the ' winter ' season. These
courses are being run by Captain Jones and W .O.II Gale, as
resident organisers and instructors, assisted by other .temporary
instructors from within the Regiment. The students are being
drawn from all Royal Signals units on the isla,nd. With an
MPT r Course completed and an MPT 3 course in progress
at present, a good start has been made •to the training season.
Cric k et
L ast month we reported the success of ·the Regimental
cricket team. Belatedly, we publish a photograph of the team
with the Inter-Unit Trophy.
F e ature - S ub Aqua Club
Each month it is hoped to run a feature on on e of the many
off-duty activ~ties in the R egiment. This should be of interest
to anyone coming to Cyprus, not only those joining the R egi-
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This mon th we feature the Sub-Aqua Clu b.
The clu b has been in operation since May, 1963, and has
had a most successful summer season . Major Foley was the
Secretary and 'Chief D iver,' until September, when he had
to h ang u p his flipp ers and head for cooler climes.
Several new divers have been trained and boat exp ed~tions
have been made to many parts of the S.E. Coast of Cyprus.
The favourite d iving areas have proved to be Salamis, which
is famous for its underwater archaeological treasures, Cape
Greco and Cape Andreas, at the North-Eastern end of the
' Panhandle.'
Two club members have recently returned from an expedition to the R ed Sea oort of Eilat. This area of the Red Sea
is famed for its glorious coral formations, of many and varying
colours. For those who seek an inter:esting and exciting pastime,
this has much to recommend it- including the warm, clear
waters of the Mediterranean.
THE WIRE , NOVEMBER - DECEMBER
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I Squadron
The last of our Royal Signals Recruiting commitments at
local shows has been succes fully completed-at Brent in North
West London.
The double Military Proficiency Class III/II has just been
completed· we were delighted to have 34 students from other
units to swell the numbers, and our instructors are recovering
to face the Class I course starting on •t he 1 uh October, 1965,
at the same time a nine weeks Communication Centre Operators
course to BU is being run under the guidance of Major Norman
Robinson, Sergeant Mackay and Staff Sergeant Ellis.
The Horse of the Year Show began on 4l'h October and
seven member of the Squadron are assisting in the stage
management.
Enjoying a mi litary proficiency course at t he 10th Regime nt w e r e
the above includ ing 34 students from outside t he unit

Our ' Ham ' specialist, Sergeant Tanner, has recently
managed to notch up his 299th contact, and no doubt will be
calling upon the Regiment for more QSL cards and a possible
further grant from PRI on achieving his 3ooth.

10th REGDUL'\'T, JlOlJNSLOll'
Il.D.Q.-A wonderful record
It is with regret that the Regiment bids farewell to its oldest
civilian member, So-year-old Major d'Arcy-Clarke (Retd.).
Major d'Arey-Clarke completed 60 years service to the Crown,
having been commissioned as a Gunner Officer in September

Births
SPENCER.-To Corporal and Mrs. A. Spencer, a daughter, on 14th
August, at 85, Bcwers Crescent, Hounslow.
UNDERHILL.-To Signalman and Mrs. L. P. Underhill, a son, on
18th July, at 4, Barons Court, Teddington.

1 905.

He played rugger for Ireland in 1905/ 6 and on retirement in
1938 became Commandant and Range Officer of rhe L ydd
ranges. Major d'Arcy retired once more in 1958 only ·to renew
his servjce by joining the Eastern Command Signal Squadron
in January 1959, as Documents Clerk, and moving with the
Squadron to Hounslow in 1961 prior 10 the reformation of
Ioth Regiment in July 1964. The Regiment and all mose who
have served with him wish him well and many years of enjoyable
retirement. (See also page 399.)

BLUE BOOK
Approximately 100 copes of the Blue Book (12th Edition)
are now available from Association Headquarters, price 3/ 6
each.
Please enclose cash with order.

•

Tradition in t he modern manner
H.J. are well known to all regiments as
makers of fine Service caps, but not everyone may know that we also offE'.r a range of
quality soft felt hats. In fact, we are very
proud of our "softs", and for many years
they have been the choice of discerning
gentlemen who like to feel as correctly-yet
comfortably-dressed off parade as on. We
supply hats to suit every occasion and
taste. Why not call and see the full range?
Or write for an illustrated brochure.
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11th JrnGUIENT, (;ATTERICK (;A~n·
Pass-off, 17th s.-pt("mbc•r, 196~
. The best r~ruit of the pass-off on 17th September, 1965, was
Signalman . Michael B.arnett. He is aged 20 and comes from
Newport, ID Shropshire, and is the son of Mr. and Mrs. B.
~a:nett., of 19, Fort~n Road, Newport, Shropshire. Whilst
livmg ID Newport, Signalman Barnett received his education
at Adams Grammar School.
On leaving school he took a job with the Central Ordnance
Depot at Donnington, where he worked as a storeman. As
a mem~er of the local T.A. and A.E.R., he decided that he
would like to make the Army his career and because he had
an i?terest in electronics, he signed on' in the Royal Corps
of Signals.
He has. now co~plet~d his seven weeks' basic training at
IIth Regi"?ent, which !S th7 _Depot Regiment of the Royal
Corps of Signals. In his trammg, he showed himself to be a
first-class recruit in all aspects of his work, and was awarded the
title of "Best Recruit" of his intake.
S~gnalman Barnett :-Vill now continue his training at 8th
Regiment, where he will be trained as a Technician.
Po ten t ial Officer Troo p
By Signalman Smith, ORr
. The training programme of OR1 Troop allows for a considerable amount of adventure training. During the past six
months. the. troop has speJ:?t ~ week in Skye, hill walking,
mountameenng and rock-climbmg; ten days walking on the
Pe? nine ~ay, about 16o miles, from Edale, Derbyshire, to
M1ddleton-m.-Teesdale, Co.. Durham; and six days walking
about 170 miles from Dumfnes to Oban by road. In addition,
there have been shorter periods, such as at Stainforth in
Ribblesdale, fell walking, caving, potholing, canoeing, swimntlng
archery, football, beer-drinking and (by two of our more off~
beat types) railway signal-box operating!
There is no doubt that the benefits gained from this ad venture training are quite substantial. Self-confidence grows as we
find that we are able to tackle thin gs we once had grave doubts
~bout. At one time wild horses could no t have dragged me
mto a cave '."here ~ would have to twist myself into impossible
postures while laymg on my fron t in water, in order to get
through a rid iculously-shaped tunnel, 6in. high and half-a-mile
from the n earest daylight; yet, wh en the time came, I did
it with n ever a hint of pan ic-s tricken " get me out of her e !"
Similar sen timents have been expressed by o thers poised
hundreds of feet above deadly-looking rocks with no thing bu t
a finger-nail between them and eternity.
Self-r eliance is fostered as we learn to m ake delicious and
nourishing stew from half an Oxo cube and some m ashed
potato powder ; as we break h urdling r ecord s while pursuing
across fields a ten t which a Force 9 gale is taking to the next
county; as we wash socks in streams which seem to put in as
much d irt as they re move;· and as we try to rejuvenate feet
ravaged by 30 m iles of red-hot tarmac.
If sloggi ng up a slope of 1,500 feet ever y so often does nothing
else .for us, at least it makes us a little more able to slog up a
slope of 1,500 feet. I t is also po werful anti tobacco propaganda.
There are many o ther benefits, too, especially affecting
character. Th.r ec or four men working h ard toegther with
only each other for company over a long period soon learn from
necessity to be tolerant and live with each other, even if they
hare each other 's sight. An argument, so often ridiculously
t rivial, though very bitter, can, with a little practice, be dissolved in an evening cup of tea or pint of beer, provided someone has the guts to say " I'm sorry." And it is surprising how
heartily you can la ugh while tramping for hours through cold
winds or pouring r ain . Or p erhaps it's hysteria ?
There is usually some element of danger in adventure training. One of the gravest danger s we have r egularly to face is
that of a Staff Sergeant who will appear with camera clicking
like a grasshopper. As soon as we n ext meet him he is armed
with a handful of prints, often still wet, but always crystal
clear, and vanity always makes us buy far more than we can
afford.
The whole Troop agrees, however, that adventure training
does us a power of good. If you ever visit the Regiment you
will recognise us- we are the ones with the ruddy complexions
and limps.
THE WIRE , NOV E M BE R - D ECE MB E R 1965

Ru~by

F oot ball

The Regiment has. had a somewhat unfortunate start to the
present season. Our first match was against Yorkshire Copper
Works 2n.d XV at home. . Good ~ugby was played by the
Depot, .with Corporal <;ollms pl.aymg an outstanding game.
lnexpenence was .the ma1~ factor m our defeat, by 15 paints to
6--Corporal Collins scormg all six points. We travelled to
Leeds to play Leeds Telephones. The ground was rather more
of an assault cou.rse thai;i a rugby pitch, bur despite being
under rather a big handicap of having to make last-minute
change:;, we only . l?st by IO points to 3. The evening was
sp~nt m the tradmonal style, with Lieutenant Aird in great
voice.
Wednesday found us at York, playing York 2nd XV to
:-vhom we lost by 15 points to 3, with the match being p~yed
ID almost complete darkness.
We entertained our old friends from Gosforth on 18th
S~ptember, at Catterick. U nfortunately, they were in none to
fnendly a mood and defeated us by I I points to nil. We played
our first fixture against an Armed Forces team on Wednesday
22nd September, when we entertained R.A.F., Leeming. Thi~
wa.s a hard and clean.-fought match, with the Depot finally
gomg down by II pomts to 8.
Thjs ~eason ther_e has been a greater team spirit and will
to wm ID the Regimental team than at any time during the
past two season . There is no lack of drive and energy from
the forwards, wi th M essrs. La wrence, Aird Podevin and
Alden producing the straight running and solid work in the
" enipn e room " from Thomson, Sadler and Meek. Our main
deficiency is the inabili ty of the forwards to play as a pack
but no doubt this will come in time.
'
. T he first .round of the ~my Cup finds us drawn against
C.O.D., Chilwell, at Nottmgham, and, with any luck we
migh t progress to the second round.
'
L ate N ews.-Result, win, II--9, again st a very strong C.O.D.
sid e containin g at leas t fi ve R.A.0.C. Corps players.
14th REGDIEl\"'T, GLO UCESTER
Life is not quite the sam e w ithou t t h e m
Readers who. have been following our notes over the past
few months will have observed the progress towards losing
the W.R.A.C. element of the Regiment. At last it has happened
-Sergeant Gibbs with the remaining ten girls left on Ist
October, and already their absence is felt. The J.R.C. no
longer echoes to the sound of music as couples gyrate their
way around the " jive " room, and where, oh where, are the
baby-sitters? The barracks are infinitely duller, and it only
remains for us to thank all members of that Corps who served
with us for their presence in the Regiment and to say " good
luck."
Squatlrou
On F riday, 17th September, r Squadron sent a rifle and
S.M .G. team to the London and Middle'sex Rifle Association
Meeting, held at Bisley. Last year we won the "H.M.S.
President" Cup and the Regular Army Small Arms Efficiency
Trophy.
This year we went off full of hope to defend them, and, if
possible, return them to the cabinet at the Guard Room. This,
we are sorry to say, was nor ro be. As a team, we came second
in both events, the "President " was taken by The Queen's
Royal Rifle Corps and the Efficiency Trophy was won by the
rst Battalion Irish Guards.
Individually, we had two results worth recording, W.0.11 H .
Haw won the Association Service Rifle Competition and
Corporal G . Hughes was placed fourth out of a start number
of something over 70 competitors. Both received a silver spoon.
Accommodation was provided by 2 Squadron at the Pirbright
Transmitter Station, and, than ks to the cooking of Corporal
Pam ~ll, the Chinese "nosh house" was not vi ired during. the
evenings. This may be due to the fact that he used POM to
thicken the stew and almost gummed up the works of most
members of the team.
The man behind every shooting team is the Regimental
Armourer, Sergeant Makepeace, R.E.M.E., who is never mentioned, but has given sterling service all this season. Other
people can alway blame jams on the weapon or the ammuniI

Contin14ed on page 404
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tion, we, unforrunatc1y1 C;lln only blame the " duff " a_m munition or our elve.!. This JS due to the very good service provided by ergeam Makepiece, who has take~ a great d e3l of
trouble to ec: that all our weapons are kept m fir t-class condition.

drou
ews from Droitwich i a hotch-potch of small items with
no big story.
For exampl~, we had our fir t hockey game at home on
our newly-acquired pitch at orton B3rracks on 30th September
and won 3-1 agamst Worcester College of Education. W.O.II
Devine-Jones distinguished himself, as did W.O.II Barrett, but
the tars of the game wer undoubtedly three pretty student
teachers (female) from the College, who played so hard that
the umpire checked one for charging!
The soccer team has started the season well, also playing
at home at Norton Barracks, where the facilities and atmosphere are so much better than the old public grounds leased
from Droitwich Town Council.
Another sport in the news here is cyc:ling. qorporal For~ter
has been selected for the Army in the Jomt Services Hill Q1mb
at Spiral Gate on 16th October. We feel this is a well-earned
recognition of a man who has worthily represented the Corps
and Regiment all summer.
.
Sailing is still very popular. We are runnmg a regatta for
the youth clubs and organisations of Worcestershire on roth
October when we will put up all the prizes, provide meals and
refres~ents on repayment, rescue organisation and ~ sai~ng
committee. Then, on 16th October we have a regatta m which
two Officers' teams seek revenge on the Warrant Officers' and
Sergeants' Mess for the thrashing they receivd at cricket during
the summer. The Officers' Mess seem to be able to field two
strong teams, but the Warrant Officers and Sergeants' Mess
are struggling to field six sailors, and there are ugly rumours
of sudden promotion for high-class sailors with only two
stripes up.
On the technical front we are getting set for the final stages
of the construction of a Marconi Log P Aerial on r5oft. towers
at Pirbright, to be completed in November.
At Droirwich, having completed the installation of the Eros
from Nairobi, we are now busy designing a modem ' Aeradiotype ' system control layout embodying the new Ero synthesiser racks, which we hope to insral in 1966.
Coming from the sublime to the more normal everyone not
actually on duty is busy painting and clearing up for our annual
Administrative Inspection in early November. The motto, as
usual, is 'request M.P.B.W. to carry out a works service, wait
12 months, then do it yourself!'
2

3

quadron-" To err is only huDinn "
We feel that to devote a small section of our Corps Magazine
to a member of another Corps is, in this case, justifiable. The
subject is the rejoining of Corporal E. J. Browne, R.E.M.E.,
and it speaks for itself
when a man asks if he
may be posted to 3
Squadron, 14th Regiment, on rejoining the
Colours. We can't be
such a bad little outfit
if people actually want
to return!
The story started on
26th July, 1964, when
Corporal Browne joined
us to serve the last eight
months of a nine-year engagement. A first-class
vehicle mechanic, and an
ex-apprentice, he now
felt the urge to tackle
"Civvie Street."
Fourteen weeks after
his transfer to the Reserve, he returned to
Corporal E. J. Browne, R. E.M. E.
visit the friends he had
"It's 1ood to be back !"
left in 3 Squadron, and
it was immediately obvious that here was a man who missed Service life. He had
landed a good job, yes, but after tax as a single man had been

deduct~d

and food and accommodation paid for, he ended
up with less pocket money than when he had been serving.
Enough to make any man reconsider!
The sequel is that Officer-in-Charge R.E.M.E. Records
honoured the wishes of Corporal Browne and he has now
returned to serve a further tour with us. A most satisfactory
arrangment for both!
The moral may be of interest to other young soldiers who
are on the verge of giving up the security of Service life.
The moral? . . . Take your pick!

Xl.

lath REGIMENT. B.F.P.O. GO
Tnlenf!ii nn•I manpower utilised to the full
As always, the ' Red Cat ' Regiment finds its
talent and ~anpower utilised to the full: indeed,
some might even say stretched. Lile in Aden
is certainly very hectic and very earnest; the
Regiment providing not only the more normal
communications for the whole of the Middle
East Land Forces, but has a large responsibility
for internal security communications as well.
Also our Line Squadron has a major civil undertaking in
the Aden ' au to-tel' system, to be finished in November.
With 3 Squadron on permanent detachment in _Bahrein,_ and
a Troop (544) with the 1st Coldstream Guards m Swaziland,
it is sometimes difficult to spare sufficient men for the guards
and internal security patrols we are asked to produce-though
there is usually no shortage of volunteers for the latter.
However mere is a firmness of purpose and sense of esprii
de corps that extends through the Regimen t from the Colonel
to the newest-joined members.
,

,

Kat Club gets off to a good start
·O n the lighter side, the newly-create~ Kat Klub is pr?gressing well thanks largely to the sterlmg work of Captam
R. A. Mach~ath, whose spare time, together with _t>hat ?f a
devoted band of helpers, is largely taken up by this project.
Though not yet ready for an official OJ?Clling, it was decided
to have a trial run in September, which proved to be . the
wettest night the Regiment can have known for some tune.
The connection may be doubtful, but shortly afterwards there
appeared over the bar a photograph of the Colonel in the
form of a " Wanted" poster, with the legend, "Red Rayner,"
alias ' Ginger Tom,' wanted for beer rustling"!
A somewhat beut Land llover
The Regiment recently provided a Cu detachment for 24
Infantry Brigade for an exercise in the Eastern Aden Pr~tec
tora te, designed, among other things "to test .m~n aD;d ".'e~1cles
under arduous condition of climate and terram.
Did 1t JUSt !
The men Second-Lieutenant 0. M. Lewis, Corporal T. Lincoln,
Lance-a;rporal R. C. Carr and Signalman S. J. Howard 1 seemed
to thrive but the {--ton F .F.R. they brought back will never
be the dme. It had lost two sand channels: (" Went down in
quick-sand, sir. Put our arms in up to the shoulder, but
couldn't find them sir!") possessed one square wheel and no
longer had the fro~t prop-shaft, rear-axle differential O! ~ee
of the tyres that it staned out with! However, commurucauons
were steadfastly maintained and all moves m ade (~mehow)
on time. The officer-in-charge of the detachment arnved back
limping noticeably; this being occasioned by his having one leg
somewhat longer than the other. During rhe exercise, a telegram arrived at the Regiment _for him f~om his _fiancee, c~uched
in terms of somewhat unrestramed affection, which the Ad1utant,
in his wisdom, had relayed to him in clear. The course taken
by this message was not clear, but seemed _to take. a most
circuitous route through most of So1!th Arabia. It is ~ fine
thing that so many were prepared to mterest themselves m the
course of True Love.
Farewell to a 1mpular f".0Regretfully, the Regiment is saying goodbye to LieutenantColonel J . W. Rayner at the end of November. No man could
have better undertaken the tricky job of integrating rhree independent squadrons to re-form a regiment . and, in the. short
space of eight months, have made that regiment the pride of
the Middle East Command than he. Though, when he leaves,

it will ind~ed require a ~ood man to fill his place, we know
that we will have such m our new C.0., Lieutenant-Colonel
D. A. Polley, who will come to us from the School of Signals
Catterick. We look forward to seeing him.
'

H'5th REGIHENT, D.F.P.O. 3G
A Regimental Weekend was held on Saturday and Sunday
urh/r2tll September, beginning with a Regimental Parade and
ending with a Six-a-Side Soccer Tournament.
l!'nrewell to Brigadier J. E. Anderson
The Parade fulfilled
a two-fold purpose in
that it was our farewell parade for C.S.O.
B.A.0.R. Brigadier J.
E. Anderson, C.B.E.,
and the occasion for
the presentation of
L o n g Service and
Good Conduct Medals
to Lieutenant (Tfc) W.
R. S. Kennedy, Royal
S i g n a 1 s,
W.O.II
(S.S.M.) A. E. Maskell
and Staff Sergeant J.
R. Cross, R.A.P.C., of
this Regiment. T.wo
other recipients were
W.O.I F. R. RichardThe C.S.O . talking to Staff Sergeant Brewin
son (the Superintenabout his recent detachment to U.N. F.1.C.Y.P.
dent Clerk to the
C.S.0.) and W .O.II
Davis (Chief Clerk, Signals D ivision, NORTHAG).
Despite unpromising weather in the few days prior to the
weekend we were fortunate that rhe sun shone, and as can be
seen from the accompanying pictures all rhe effort was well
war.th it. We were also fortunate m obtaining the services of
the Pipe Band from R.A.F. Laarbruch and although many were
unused to the skirl of the pipes it was not as difficult to maroh
to them as •Was anticipated.

A multitude of activities
In the afternoon the Regimental XI had a borne fixrure
against 3 BAD and flushed with succe.ss (and a good following
of spectators) won the game 12-0.
An All Ranks Dance was held in the evening and, as always,
it is amazing how a gymnasium can be transformed into a
" Palais de Danse " with bunting and other decorations-plus a
grea·t deal of hard work on tlle part of the organisers. It was
perhaps a good thing t>hat C.S.M.I. Andrews, A.P.T.C., was
away on his Corps Convention because m_a ny of those " excused
boots," "excused standing," etc., showed that they can Twist
and Limbo with the best.
Church Services were well attended on the Sunday and in
the afternoon a Six-a-Side Soccer Competition was held.
Eighteen teams entered and after some very exciting games in
the preliminary rounds the final was played between ' The
Shorts " (Comcen Operators of I Squadron) and " The
Warriors" (Linemen of 2 Squadron) with "The Shorts"
emerging the winners after a very close game.
The visit of the Signal Officer-in-Chief to the Regiment in
Barracks on 20th September, 1965, and in the field on 22nd
September, 1965, is reported in the B.A.0.R. notes.
During the period 17th-2<1>rh September we were involved in
Exercise " Barn D ance,'' the Corps Exercise, and showed, we
hope, that we are just as capable of signalling as our counterparts at the "sha&p end."
Unit cricketer is hououred
Now that the cricket season is over we wish to congratulate
Signalman Rush of .the R egiment on his success during the
season. He played regularly for the Rheindahlen Garrison and
B.A.0 .R. sides and was awarded his B.A.O.R_. Cap for 1965.
He was also honoured by being elected by the Cologne Cricket
Club as an Honorary Player. This Cricket Club is believed
to be the only genuine civilian team (as opposed to civilian
components of the forces) in Germany, and Signalman Rush
was in fact the only player ·afforded this honour this year.

Brigadier J. E. Anderson inspecting 2 Squadron under command of
Major F. St.C. Robinson, 16th Regiment

22nd REGil'mNT' D.F .P.o. 16
Brigadier Anderson visits
In August, most of our time was devoted to climbing, sailing,
canoeing, even ski-ing (on duty of course), farming, or just
having leave. During September we have been paying for our
pleasures with ceaseless exercises; some in our normal role,
many were in suppon of other people's exercises. A glorious
" Indian Summer " did much to make these enjoyable.
Brigadier Anderson paid us an informal visit on the 14th,
during which he presented the Long Service and Good Conduct
Medal to Staff Sergeant Taylor. As well as having tea with
the Warrant Officers and Seniors, the C.S.O. found time
to walk round and chat with the few who were not in the
field.
CamouOage •• too damn good "
Regular readers will know that we are rather proud of our
camouflage! We were secretly delighted when the S.0.-in-C.'s
helicopter pilot failed to find us on Exercise "Barn Dance."
Arriving half-an-hour later, by car, the General was heard to
remark: " Your camouflage is too damn good.'' We were
pleased that both he and Brigadier Hancock had time to stay
for lunch.
Still thrusting
Naturally, we a.re still thrusting. Returning from a recovery
job, our Scammel thrust its way into an empty shop front,
using its vast bulk to support the flat above. It was no easy
matter to recover the brute, but for achieving this we are
indebted to our friends in 7th Regiment. Alas, there were no
props to support the flat and we hear that it, like the
Scammel, is now B.L.R. (See page 389.)

A friendly word from the C.S.O., B.A.O.R. Brigadier Anderson
accompanied by Major Finch has a chat with Staff-Sergeants Long
and Ratcliffe
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. It now seems many moons ago that our optimistic Commandmg Officer anno1;1nced Monday, 13th September, as the starting
date for our Reg~ men tal Week. The two main attractions of the
week were a cricket match against our friends from H .M.S.
Herm~s, suppo~ted by a R egimen tal fete and the Inter-Squadron
Athletics Meetmg.
The social side included an all ranks' dance Warrant Officers'
and S~rgean ~s' M ess D ance and the Offic~s' M ess Annual
Cocktail Parues.

28th REGIHENT, B.F.P.O. 35
Look at Life No. 4 - Autumn Double
Frantoo.rs
Many readers will recall our tales of the Franciscans, and
we must now attempt to bring you up .to date with our recent
tours.
F.ranfriesian
The march of the Franciscans to Franfriesian reflects our
Regimental adventure training exercise in the Friesian Islands,
a high proportion of the Regiment participating. The basic
theme was the trekking and mapping of Langeoog-" devils
island"; Spiekeroog-1 Squadron "Trelawoy's Own "; Wangerooge-2 Squadron "we've never had it so good." Before going further, let it be placed on record that at the end of a
week, self-administering patrols produced maps of .these islands
which astonished professional surveyors. Maps of these areas
are now being printed.
The move into the islands, pn 7th September, was achieved
by fishing boats from separate embarkation ports on the mainland. With a fair wind, two days' rations as a start, and the
odd apprehensive face, all set forth.
Outboard Bow1d
Our cartoonist has attempted to capture a minor incident
at
euharlingsiel, the I Squadron base port. These lucky
people had .two assault boats in support, and O.C. I Squadron,
better known as " Admiral " Trelawny ventured out with one
serviceable outboard motor providing the motive power for
two boats ("we don't do it this way in Cornwall"). We
are assured the crossing was hazardous, and the failure of the
motor on the return lap led to an exhausting paddle. Disembarkation of the " Admiral " into deep mud was the end
of an eventful I Squadron embarkation programme.
Dune is busting out • • •
Devil's Island, Langeoog, was the larger and lesser populated
island, and had the Adjutant in command. It demanded a
strong constitution and a route march over miles of sand dunes
for refreshment at the end of the day.
It was just like
sitting through "Lawrence of Arabia " in the camp cinema.
This was fine until the return to the mainland and H.Q.
Squadron heard about 2 Squadron's holiday camp.
British take over Religoland again
Our base camp "wallahs " also had their moments. On
9th and 10th September, two parties cruised to Heligoland by
civilian packet. A Force 9 gale ensured a lively crossingeven our most exp!!rienced sailor recommended a standing
position at the "blunt end " to prevent the " ma! de mer."
Twenty-foot waves have now become forty-foo ters and unused sick-bags a status symbol.
'406

Cricket naateh and llegime11tal Fete,
Wednesday, Hith Se1•temher
On a typica.1 English summer's day wi th the rain seeping
throu!'ih out ram~ats we turned out to watch the cricket match
at which rhe Re!'i1ment defeated H .M .S. Hermes by six wickets.
At th_e same tl~e " all the fun of the fa ir " was available at
the Re!'iimental Fete ~or those who found it wise to keep moving.
The ram was a considerable disappointment to those who had
worked so hard ~o .Provide a fine variety of games of skill or
cha~ce, togethe~ with pony and train rides for the children.
Particular mention should be made of our civilian staff who
endured the rain at their well stocked produce and " white
elephant " stall.
Despi~e. the weather we took a total of nearly £70 which has
been d1V1ded between S.S .A.F .A. and the Royal Signals
Benevolent Fund.

That famous seafaring Regiment, the 28th, invade the Friesian
Islands

Shrimpboats is A'Coming
Sergeant Wood, Signalmen Treece, Berry and Thoms went
fishing with the local shrimp boats. They enjoyed shrimp
fishing at night and were a great help to the fishermen. The
messes benefited, too, since the fishermen were not too selective-shrimps, plaice and eels were included in the catch,
and eventually went to the ki~chen.
Bogeymen are 110 handicap
During the one week back in the centrally-heated St.
Toenis, before our autumn exercise, "Grand National," our
golfers won the B.A.O.R. Inter-Unit Golf Competition. They
beat 1 RTR on their home course at Hohne, to be the first
Signal Regiment ever to hold the cup.
Majors Andrews,
Marsh and Murray and Lance-Corporal K ey are to be conW.0.II (Q.M.S.I.) Issirt, who made a wo~thy
gratulated.
contribution in the earlier rounds, must not be forgotten, smce
he also has the distinction of being the 1965 Army and B.A.0.R.
golf champion. He has left for Malaysia, with golf on the
up-and-up, and we wish him well.
Grand National 4/65
From the water jump of Franfriesian, over the Hohne ditches
and on to the last fence-" Grand National." Here, a highlymodernised signal system went smoothly into action to test
out the hard work of our technicians.
It was a positive demonstration of our capacity and ability
to engineer and utilise ci;rcuits provided in conjunction with
German, Belgium and Dutch signal support units; and to .show
off our high standard of international co-operation: The S1gnalOfficer-in-Chief, who was with us all morrung on 22nd
September, was able to see this for himself. General Bradley
visited both "groups " of the R egiment at a brisk pace, finishing with refreshment in the Warrant Officers' and Sergeants'
Mess and lunch in the Officers' Mess.
Arrivals.- Major R. L. Murray, Captain M . J. L. Bygrave,
W.O.II (y. of S.) French, Sergeant Cobb.
D epartures.-Major P. D. Parker, Major P. Ashlin, Major
Everard, Lieutenant K . G . Doyle, Staff Sergeant Cardinal,
Sergeant Lavery, Sergeant Speeks (R.E.M.E.).

Inter-Squadron Athletics Match,
Thursday, 16th September
After the dismal weather for the cricket match the rain passed
away by lunch time on the day of the athletics and we were
blessed with the warmest sunny day for weeks. Everyone was
of course delighted but some mutterings of "the sun shines
on the wic~ed " we assume were directed at the organiser I
The meetl?g was !1 great success and enjoyed by the spectators
a~d compemors alike. The outcome of the meeting was a
wm for the second year by 640 Troop, being chased home by
" Rusty " Davis's highly trained athletes from I Squadron.
The other main awards were a win in the tug-of-war for
4 Squadron, beating 640 Troop easily in the final, and the
athlete o~ the day w~ Lance-Corporal Marshall of 640 Troop
who earned off the Victor Ludorum after winning the 100 yards
220 yards, second place in the long jump and anchor leg of th~
4 X IIO yard relay.

If you are serving and have a standing order for

" The Wire," please keep us informed well in advance
of any change of address. It is impossible for us to
keep up with hundreds of posting orders, and your
" Wire " will go to your old address unless we hear
to the contrary.
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Lance Corporal Marshall of 640 Troop, Victor Ludorum, winning tne
100 yards at the Regimental Athletics Meeting
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Never a tlull moment with the Special Air Service Regiment
The photographs below indicate the sort of life that those who v lu nteer for this Regiment can expect.
Why not obtain full particulars from your Orderly Room 1

It might suit you!

R.q. ROYAL SIGNALS, llO~G KONG B.F.P.O. I
Visit of t h e S.O.-i11-C.

an~ from civilian communication agencies (G.P.O., Cable and
Wireless and Hong Kong T elephone Company), with which

We were greatly honoured by a v1s1t from Major-General
P. E . M. Bra?Icy, c.n., D.s.o., from the 6th to 10th J uly,
Hong Kong bemg the first port of call of his initial tour of the
Fa~ East since taking up his appointment as Signal Officer-inC h1ef.
« MeltinJ! the

Stnrt•l1 ''
W e h ave had many inspections before, but few visiting
officers hav~ succeeded so quickly in "melting the sta rch "
and generaung such a warm personal response fro m sold iers
~s our n ew .s.O.-in-C. He spoke to everyone he met, and
m a. very qmck tour of Hong Kong, he saw all there was to
see l? the Squadron s, being impressed by the very wide variety
of Signals activity carried out in the Colony and by the cheerfuln ess of all the Wlits. Whilst in the N ew 'T erritories he also
t~k the opportunity of meeting the Signal T roops 'of 49th
Light Regiment, R.A., and the 1st King's Own Scottish
Borderers.
In order tha t the S.0.-in-C. should see as much of Hong
Kong Colony as possible during his all-too-brief visi t, arrangements were made for him to take a fl ight in a " Two S tar "
f\uster of 20 Flight A.A.C. We apologise for the fact that
it co~d only be the " ~ifteen Shilling Trip," but time did not
permit a more expensive one!
S.0 .-in·C. talking to members of 252 Squadron Quarter Guard.

Joint Service co-operntiou thrives
Joint Service co-operation in the communications field is a
feature of Hong Kong, and complete integration is never "'out
of ~he sights " of all three Services. The very real desire to
ach1e:-"e the gre~test ?egre~ of co-operation and joint Service
working was qmckly m evidence dUii.ng the visits arranged to
These
the R.N. and R.A.F. communication.s installations.
visits were a great success and the very real interest the
S.0.-in-C. took in all he saw was shown, and his zest and
enthusiasm created a tremendous impact and has been a talkino
point ever since. Not very often do other Services, or eve:;
our own for that matter, ask when will the S.0.-in-C. be
corning to see us again.

Left to Right : Major J. W. lngledow, Lieutenant Colonel E. J. Winn, Mafor
Genenl P. E. M. Bradley, C. B.E., D.S.O., Corporal Ditchburn, Siinalman
O ' Connor, Signalman Si lsby, Lance Corporal Crane, Lance Corporal Hall

~e work so closely.

The General soon had all these gathermgs reduced to extreme informality and a good time was
had by all-so much so that time passed all too quickly.
Too soon the time of departure arrived. From Hong Kong
the we think he left with the impression of Signal Squadrons
with widespread responsibilities; many contacts in all walks
of communications, and a great variety of tasks. He left us
with the picture of a human being, blessed with a lot of
laughter, pithy comment, and an easy manner in response to
which the reticent blossomed and the dour smiled. We felt
he was leaving us far too soon.

A vnriety o( gourds

The visits to the Squadrons all commenced with an inspection of a quarter guard, and here again we can offer some
varie·ty, in that 252 Squadron produced a British guard; 253
Squadron one of Hong Kong soldiers; and 246 (Gurkha)
Squadron one of Gurkha Signals. In all cases, the guard
was highly praised by the S.0.-in-C. for their tUin-out and
presentation.
In particular, S.S.M. Chu Fook Hung and
Sergeant Chow Karn Pui, of 253 Squadron deservedly received
high commendation.

Cheerful inlormnlity
In discussions with Squadron Commanders and talks, formal
and informal, with soldiers he met on his rounds, it was seen
that the General's zest for livin¥, or his choice of adjectives
to describe a situation had not m any way deteriorated with
advancing years or increased responsibilties.
The laughter
emerging from behind closed doors during the briefings by
the Squadron Commanders can have done nothing to convince
the rest of the Squadron that serious matters were, in fact,
being discussed. No account of a visit by General Bradley is
complete without reference to his pipe! It was " Old King
Cole" who supposedly called for his pipe and his bowl. The
General didn't have to call for his pipe, he was smoking
most of the time ... and for bowl, read camera. This was also
in constant use throughout .the visit, and we fully confident
that his photograph from the top of Signal Hill, Whitfield
Barracks, will be a masterpiece, if the jockeying for position to
get the viewpoint to a nicety is anything to judge by.

I. James Bond stuff
3. Report from the deep
S. The message must go through

2. Boat patrol
4. On top of the world
6. In safe hands
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De1tnrture
Socially, the General was also kept very busy. At informal
luncheon parries he met officers' wives, and at C.R. Signal's
cocktail party, a .representative gathering of officers and their
wives from all Services and Formation H.Q. in the Colony,
THE WIRE, NOVEMBER - DECEMBER 1965

JOINT COlUHU~ICATIO~S ~IT, BOB...,"EO
!\Inking the most of Service life
Although on active service, and consequently very busy,
members of this unit have managed to devote a considerable amount of time and effort towards organising and
participating in the many social and pleasure facilities
that can be found in far-away Borneo. Good luck to them
in their enterprise.
Water Ski-iJ1g
Lance~rporal M.
. S. Crow writes:
" About five months ago the unit purchased a speed boat
and acquired an engine, since when we have enjoyed countless
hours of trouble-free ski-ing. This is thanks mainly to the
engine placed at our disposal by the Royal Engineers in Brunei
and the considerable efforts of our own Unit R.E.M.E. detachment.
When the club first started, Captain (Mechanic) Last spent
all his week-ends teaching us beginners; we were sorry to see
him go, but his place has been taken by Captain Austin, who is
well on the way to becommg an expert.
During the rough weather it is left to the stalwarts of the
club, who include myself, Corporal Tell Morris, Lance-Corporals
Mick Fi h and Al Ewing, to see that it keeps going. It's just
great to ski during a monsoon season shower, but you could
do with a pair of goggles while trying to drive the boat.
As of yet we haven't had any serious accidents, except col.lid..
ing with the odd log or two.
Recently the unit purchased a new pair of skis which lasted
one afternoon-it's rough on active service! Thank goodness
the replacement pair are standing up to us far better and are
now well on their way to earning their Borneo Clasp. I must
mention also that we have a fair proportion of "figures" as
members, but it's not true they take to water like fish-well not
so elegantly, anyway.

Since the construction of the basha, the Unit has purchased a 2oft. boat and outboard engine. Thi's is available for
hire and is proving very popular with parties using the basha.

Corporals Blake and Cairns with Signalman Rogers and friend Tara
Singh enjoy the primitive life

Besides Wednesday and Saturday afternoons, we ski all day
on Sunday, and ir's usually late when we pack up .. The lo.ng
hours have caught many new members unawares, with the mevitable result, a few days suffering painful sunburn.
Seriously though, it's great fun, and if you want to change
postings, you know the address."

The Carousel Club
This was featUied in previous WIRE notes, but deserves
further mention, as it is there that deals are made and promises
of equipment extracted from innocent guests who have really
only come for a quiet "Tiger" beer.
Suffice to say that our club, constructed by Corporal Cairns
and many helpers, and run by a committee of junior N.C.O.s
from the unit, it is the financial backbone of all the many
projects that are in hand at the moment.
Unit • Bnsbn ' on Da-at
Da-at (pronounced Dahaat) a small island four miles off
Labuan, is now on the map. A party comprising Corporal
Cairns, Corporal Blake and Signalman Rogers have constructed,
during their rest and recuperation leave, a basha (temporary
hut) for use by members of the unit.
The party established a base camp at Da-at and then completed a quick recce before work commenced.
The site finally chosen is in a coconut grove not 20 yards
from a superb beach. The work progressed quickly under the
technical direction of Corporal Cairns, and with the " forced"
labour of Corporal Blake and Signalman Rogers, the piles for
the foundations were completed ahead of time. Meanwhile,
arrangements were being made to transport the prefabricated
sides of the basha out to the island by R.E. tug, this resulted
in a short delay, so the party downed tools and explored the
island.
Toe total population of Da-at is three, two locals and an
Indian Headman; all three work in the coconut plantation.
They proved extremely helpful and full of useful information
concerning the 25ft. pythons which apparently thrive in that
area.
During this respite from work the party spent an evening
crab fishing. The idea is to wade slowly through shallow
water (2ft. deep) spear in one hand and a high pressure lamp
in the other, and, with the reactions of a test pilot and the luck
of the devil, you usually catch a couple. In fact the party
had the luck of the devil and speared 12_; these were boiled and
eaten in quick time. Unfortunately, like one of the ten little
nigger boys, one member overindulged and was very ill the
next morning.
Eventually the R.E. tug was repaired and despatched with
the remainder of the basha. This high-powered group was
led by S. .M . Gibbs, with Major Hild (0.C.), Major Napier
(R.E.) and Corporal Laird as labourers.
The tug and its attendant 'chiefs,' having unloaded and left
Da-at, work began in earnest and the basha was completed in
six days-a fine effort by so small a party.
The result-an idyllic holiday home, large enough to sleep
four in comfort, and equipped with a large verandah.
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205 SQU.ADllON, BOilNEO
By the time these notes are published we will have settled
down in our new location. Indeed, if we haven't there will be
.the most awful chaos going on!
Our departure was preceded by the usual visits from senior
officers and for these Sergeant Baldwin displayed his prowess
at unarmed combat and much credit is due .to Signalman Dean
who volunteered ·t o be " the fall-guy."
The officers are learning Malay and the O.C.'s fluency is
directly related to the subalterns who sit on either side of him.
The whole month has been dominated by night firing,
swimming in denims, kit checks, inoculations, lectUies on this
and that, rounded off by P.T. It is rumoured that .the special
classes for the over-35s are more strenuous than .the others.
It certainly seems that way when one sees them tottering out
of the gymnasium.
Staff Sergeant Stapleton, our new O.R.S.Q.M.S., bas maintained the Squadron's link with the tradesmen's entrance of the
Ministry of Defence. Someone keeps walking on our ear I We
hope that Sergeant Rose enjoys his new appointment in 237
Squadron and that Mrs. Rose made the most of the seven
evenings he bad at home during their embarkation leave.
We welcome Staff Sergeant (Y. of S.) Raku who has joined
us from the School of Signals and Sergeant Griffiths, Sergeant
Halliwell and Sergeant McCarthy who have also just arrived.
Sergeant Thomas has left us this month and is shortly to
take up an appointment in the W.D. Constabulary. We wish him
the very best of luck and look forward to seeing him around
when we return--0ff duty of course. Sad too is the departure of
Sergeant Back for the flesh pots of Oslo; it is only to be hoped
that .they need a good :hockey goalkeeper.
208 (COlUltlONWEAI.TB) SQUADRON
c/o G.P.O. MALACCA, MALAYSIA
Sporting achievements
We would have liked the reader to have obtained the impression over the last few months that our silence in THB
WIRE was due to preoccupation with exercises and hard work,
but here we are about to tell you of our sporting achievements
of late.
For the first ·time in the Squadron's history our cricket team
won irhe Malaya Area Cricket Knock Out Competition, the
cup being presented by Lieutenant-Colonel C. Adwick. The
Malaya Area Athletics Cup was dashed from our lips by
2 Infantry Workshops who beat us by only one point. Craftsman Phillips (one of ours) put up, by sheer courage, one of the
most astonishing performances of the meeting in the 4 X 880
relay, but alas we lost the race. In the individual events
Corporal Toppin won the high jump at 5 ft. 8 in. beating. all
comers from major units. Our swimming team has been domg
early morning training at the pool of late and our hopes are
high as we defend, at the beginning of September, the Brigade
Swimming Shield, which we won last year.
Much coming and going
It's difficult to know who started all the changeovers and
coming and going in the Squadron, but there's no doubt that
there's been quite an upheaval in the last couple of months.
Captain Reg Elder has returned down under whilst Captain
John Greatrix has gone .rhe other way, in other words to
Catterick. Replacing these two departed officers arc Lieutenant
P. Brunton, up from Singapore and L ieutenant M.A. Cornforth
from R.M.C.S. Sbivenham. We have a new Yeoman, tooW.O.II Heasman. Within the Squadron tracks have been worn
across the compound by Lieutenant D. J . Slade, who has taken
over .the helm of "J " Troop; by Sergeant Lewer, who has
moved to "A" Troop and Sergeant Stewart, who is now "J"
Troop Sergeant. Our computer is trying to decide on a
permutation of personnel that we haven't tried.
We offer our congratulations to Lance-Corporal and Mrs.
B. Oram on the birth of their son Garry at B.M .H. Terendak
and our best wishes ito Signalman Tichborne of the Royal
Australian Signals who married Miss Karen Kellow on the
8th July, 1965.
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The following notes should be of particular interest, decribing, as they do, events from the Signalman's point of
view of an exercise inside the Arctic Circle.
We have been very fortunate that not only this Squadron,
but the whole Brigade, has just returned from Norway. The
actual exerci e was from 16th to 23rd September, but our
vehicles left Germany at the beginning month and now (1st
.
October) are just beginning to return.
All the vehicles rravelled in two chartered M.T. slups and
all men by civil aircraft. Arguments still go on as to. the
relative merits of the aircraft, food (and hostesses) provided
by the three firms supplying the aircraft. As I write, the 1:111forrunate O.C. "A" Troop, who was the Squadron Emplaning
Officer, and therefore last out, is still sitting at Bardufoss Airport due to a snowstorm. .
.
.
The exercise took place m a wild piece of country about
200 miles inside the Arctic Circle. T his Jed to one military
expression being demonstrated very forcibly: " The Brigade
was held up by one enemy tank . . . ' and also the r:ue
meaning of a " single road axis " was seen when one vehicle
accident could, and did, block all road movement for the
Brigade.
.
.
This article continues with notes by various sections of the
Squadron giving their outstanding memories of the exercise.
They are' necessarily short. There is much we could say, but
we hope they convey the spirit-which was terrific.
" A"" Troop
Radio communications within the Arctic wastes of the far
north present no mean problem. In a country of high
peaks and deep valleys, VHF working appears to be virtually
impossible. However, with careful siting of rebroadcast stations,
"Alfa " Troop gave good account of itself. At one stage, the
vehicle-borne rebroadcast station was right up in the front
line and was sited on what turned out to be an enemy helicopter DZ, with the result that both crew and vehicle were
captured. It bad been planned to place a helicopter-borne
RRB on a 3,oooft. peak for virtually the whole exercise, but
bad weather prevented the deployment of this detachment until
two days before the end of the battle.
Fun abounded at Main H.Q., which was subjected to three
attacks during the exercise. The first by an enemy penetration
patrol resulted in a smoke grenade being released in the Saracen
pent-house, which produced much coughing and spluttering
from staff and operators alike. The second, an attack by a
Company of enemy, was beaten off by a nearby I nfantry Unit.
The third was a heavy air strike, which caused us to be umpired
out for a couple of hours.
On the whole, the exercise was an undoub ted success, and
great experience for all concerned.

Rear Brig ade H.q.
The battle reached us at R ear H.Q. on Monday, 20th,
September, with a dawn report that the enemy was all round.
Their troop-carrying helicopter activity was rather light for
the first hour, but then steadily increased. We stood-to and
sent a recce patrol out of two signalmen under Corporal
Davidson. The patrol returned at 07.30 hours with the grid
reference of two helicopter pick-up points and one dropping20ne.
Thursday, 23rd September, saw us occupying a position on
the coast. Defence H.Q. was situated on the shore with the
cookhouse close oy. At 02.30 hours an enemy seaborne force
of three M.T.B.s and one L.C.T. approached our sector and
bombarded the coast with multi-coloured very lights. The
alarm was raised and rear stood-to. The cooks being nearest
to defence H.Q. were first out and engaged the enemy with
The cooks, at breakfast, made sure that
small arms fire.
everyone knew that they bad engaged the enemy and beaten them
off! A hungry and tired lineman, looking rather sceptically at
the contents of his mess tin said: " How,. Pie hell did you manage that? . . . Show them this - - - breakfast!!!! "
T r o o1•
Exercise " Bar Frost 65," or a funny thing happened on
my way to the Foreman
There was indeed great gnashing of teeth by the Sigcen
D 0 , for as fast as he could originate a particular message
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for a certain infan try unit, a certain DR was just as quickly
destroying them either by fire or fiord water to save_them from
the hands of dreadful adversaries. Three times his effotts to
reach the Battalion failed, but, using his fourth vehicle, the
DSO's fourth lot of envelopes and best wishes, and a "tiger
in his tank," the signal eventually filtered through .. . but by
then, of cours~, damn it! . . . the Norwegians knew about
Signal Frog going on his ACE 3rd Class.
One must not finish without mention of our linemen, who
once again, against adverse conditions, did a wonderful job.
The rain, th scenery, the recherchc compo, the Norwegian
Brigade, the smell of uncured reindeer skins-these, and a
hundred other happenings were suffered and thoroughly enjoyed by "' J " Troop on Exercise "Bar Frost 65."
Finni Note
One memory we all have.-We did not see much of the
Norwegian Army, as they were the "enemy," but without
exception, their friendliness and help before. and after the
exercise were most marked and much appreciated.
259 S(tUADRON (COl'tlCAN)
Wind of change
During the past few months the wind of change has swept
through the Squadron. Major B. C. Complin has <aken over
from Major B. H . Parsonage; Captain N . A. Walter from
Captain J. M . Newman as Chief Systems Engineer; Captain
P. A. Scott, W.R.A.C., from Captain .M . M. Tweed, W.R.A.C.,
and Captain S. W. P. Cox as Administration Officer. We extend a special welcome to Capta1n Cox, as he has only recently
joined the Corps. We have also been joined by Staff Sergeant
(F. of S.) Carr, Staff Sergeant Wymbs, Sergeants Bell, Byrne
and Law. We hope they enjoy their t our with COMCAN,
Cyprus.
On the debit side, we have lost W.0.II (F. of S.) P. J. Swaby,
who bas returned to Installation Troop, 14th Regiment; Staff
Sergean< Hayward t o 43rd (Wessex) Regiment (T.A.); Sergeant
Rhdoes to 30th Regiment; Sergeant Whiteside to 237 Squadron (COMCAN) and Sergeant Radford to Mons O.C.S., haying
passed R.C.B. in July. We all wish Sergeant R adford every
success.
•• S l ot Car " Raci ng
The Squadron are indebted to W.0.II Swaby for his great
help in founding, together with W.O.II Butler, our "Slot Car
Racing Club." This meets every Monday evening, when the
smell of hot oil and burning rubber exudes from the car club
room as Volkswagen, B.R.M. and Porsche race on a course
that demands great skill. .Someone has started a rumour that
Corporal Schneider is presenting a .trophy-this is not true,
he is too busy converting the Orderly Room into an obstacle
course to deter visitors to the 0.C.
V i s i t froin C. S .O., CO:HCAI\"
A recent highlight bas been a visit from C.S.O., COMCAN,
Colonel J. R. West, in connection with future pla~ing. During
his stay we were visited by die A.C.D.S. (Signals) RearAdmiral E. B. Ashmore, n.s.c., R.N. The programme mcluded
a visit to the Transmitter Site (N .C.0 .-in-Charge, Staff Sergeant
Orr) the Receiver Site (Officer-in-Charge, Mr. Chorlton) and
the Traffic Hall (C .D .S.0 ., Mr. Peberdy). Prior Ito visiting
the T .R.C., Rear-Admiral Ashmore in spected a quarter guard
commanded by Staff Sergeant Brown.
p ort
As part of the C.S.0. Cyprus Championship Squadron Competition spons programme, our swimming team, under the
guidance of Sergeant Woodford, was literally bea~en t o the
touch in corning second •t o 1 Squadron, 9th R eg1;nent, ai:d
second again to R.C.T., Cyprus, ~n the Army Minor Umts
Championships. Our .tennis team, consisting of Corporal
Lindebrlnghs, Corporal Harper, Lance-Corporal Sweeney and
Mr. Stewart were beaten in the C.S.0 .'s Cup semi-final by I
Squadron, 9th Regiment. We congratulate 3 Squadron, 9rh
R egimeru: on becoming this year's Championship Squadron,
and say " well done " to our teains in gaining us second place.
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dr_@ A smart Quarter Guard greets Rear Admiral E. B. Ashmore , D.S.C.
as he arrives at 259 Squadron. Staff-Sergeant Brown in corT'mand

\Vork

During the past few months w_ have been engaged in
runn:ng Military Proficiency and Trade Training courses. Staff
Sergean.ts Brown and Hayward have been responsible for
M.P.C. II and III courses; W.O.II (Y of S.) Brown a Comcen
operator BIII tra inee course, and Lieutenant (Q.M.) Wilford
a Driver, Royal Signal , trainee course. (Our vehicle insignia
still strikes terror in the hearts of the local population).
During a respite in training, our S.S.M. (W.O.II V. D e
Clancy) went on leave to Mount Olympus--which only goes
•t o show that, in the end, Mahommet had to go to the
mountain.
W.R.A.C.
Par·t of the Squadron complement consists of 19 W.R.A.C.
B!Sides doing sterl:Og work in the traffic hall, they h ave made
a fair contribution to the Squadron sporting achievements.
Against the W.R.A.F., in .the Episkopi Station Sports, Corporal
Caldwell took first place in the 100 and 220 yards and the
shot, and has now gained h er athletics colours. Lance-Corporal
Cassie and Private Pears have gained their sw.imming colours,
Private Pears putting up a particularly fine show at the InterServices Swimming Championships.
We also have a prominent cyclist-Signalman Parker, last
season, won no less than 12 medals in various events. He has
started ·this season by winning the 25 miles rrial for the
Curium Wheelers, which is the station cycling club.
Wives' Club
An important part of the Squadron is the Wives' Club. A
very capable committee has organised a series of very successful and enjoyable functions. These have included a cheese and
wine party, pub night, kebab night, beach supper and various
trips. Future plans include a fete to raise funds for the children's party and a wives' dining-out night do wn town. The
Squadron very much appreciate these excellent functions
which add greatly to the social amenities.
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Our cartoon is no doubt se!f-explanatory for those who have
served in Cyprus. For the tradesmen in training and others
who have yet to come, who may wish to know what lies in
store, here are a few more details.
Wide vnrit>ty of Interests in Cyprus
Jn the top left corner, a veh icle is struggling up to the
Rad:o Relay D !tachment on Mount Olympus. This can
really be a struggle during wi nter when snow prevails. A
fairly recent article on the life of the detachment, which has
been published in THE WIRE and The Soldier gave ample
photographic proof of conditions here.
It follows logit.:ally, as well as in a clockwise direction, that
ski-ing ,is possible. Not only possible, but well catered for!
Broken limbs have been plastered in B.M.H., D hekelia, very
T H E WIR E,
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expeditiously. Our character in the picture, by the way, is
heading for disaster-his stance is all wrong!
Down to summer and roasting temperatures. It is often
a painful experience for the unwary who find the morning sunshine more fierce than they imagined. To those who enjoy
sunshin. and sea · bathing, there are no less ·than s!x very
pleasant months when they can dip without a single goosepimple. Indeed, all-year-round swimming is possible for the
more hardy.
Sailing is popular and well supp::>rted. It is understood
that once tasted, the call of canvas with a fair wind can
ever more be irresistible.
Water ski-ing is possible, though perhaps less prominent a
pastime. The water is not always ideal in the base areas, but
if you move further afield there is no problem.
F ishing is inevitable, and to the keen fisherman who is
prepared to search, it provides excel'. ent sport.
These are but five pastimes, which bring us back to Olympus
and, of course, the r eminder that we don't play all the time.
In the next cartoon we hope to include yet a few more reasons
why we in 262 don't mind being in Cyprus.
C. S .O.•s Champion Squadron Swhnmlnl( lU e t>tin g
Tuesday, 10th August, saw fair weather (as usual) for the
Champion Squadron Swimming Event. Facts and figures will
not be quoted, but it does seem that even amongst Service
swimmers records are being broken. It would be inexcusable
in Cyprus if previous standards were not at least equalled,
since swimming is the daily pastime for all.
Competition between the six contesting Squadrons was keen
and most events on the programme had spectators shouting encouragement to their own swimmers.
1 Squadron, 9th Regiment, emerged the eventual and worthy
winners, with our own team corning in a breathless third.
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A correspo11dem in 261 quadrot1 writes :
'· It is with deep regret that we have t? eport the sudden
death, in Cypru., of Lan~e-Corporal D!ly1d Jo.h.n Randall,. .of
26r quadron (Air Formation) at the Bnush Military Hosphal,
Dhekelia on Friday, I ' t October, r965.
"Taffy" as he wa known to his many friend , had joined
th! quadron in
ovember, r964, and wa fir~t .posted to
R.A.F. El Adem, b:fore moving ro R.A.F. 1 N1cosi~, where
he wa sen•ing in the Airfield Troop at the time of his death.
L:mc -·C'..orporal Randa!! had a great z.st for life, as was
borne out by the enthu iasti way in which he et about any
usk he wa
:t, and the speed with which he had becom~ a
prominent member of the ration Rugby Football, Athletics,
Water Polo and Go-Kart Clubs.
In short, to meet Lance-Corporal Randall was a sti~ulati ng
experience, and one kit rha~ he was S?m eone who mtende~
to get on in th: world. It 1s thus parucularly tragic that his
life hould hav. b.en so abruptly cut short at the early age
of 19 years.
All of us who knew him will miss him, but will rem.mber
the example he set. We send our heartfelt sympathy to his
parents, family and friends at his home in Porth, South Wales,
in their great loss.
Lance-Corporal Randall was a life member of the Royal
ignals Association."
CAMBIUDGE UN"n'ERSITY 0 . T . S.
HOYAL SIG~ALS W ING

I t is regreued that space does not admit publication of the
article sent in.
D uring the Easter Vacation members of the Wing attende~
the Course at the School of Signals and visited the r4th Regiment at Gloucester. Later Communications and P.A. faci!ines
were provided for the bumping races. There was no ~nit camp
during the summer vacation but many of the Wmg were
attached to a variety of Signal Units both U.K. and overseas.
S Al.JS B t:;RY B RANCH
,U r . E. G. Hand
A correspondent writes: It is wirh profound regret that Salisbury Branch record the
sudden passing of ex-Sergeant (" Ernie") Hand on roth September. Mr. Hand served in World War I in France, first as a regimental signaller with the Wilts T.A. and afterwards with R.E.
Signals.
After demobilisation he was one of those who assisted in the
formation of the Salisbury Branch of the Asso:iation-probably
the oldest branch in the country-and he had remained an active
and stalwart member ever since.
Shunning publicity and never seeking personal popularity he
was always to be found wherever an opportunity arose when he
cou!d help any m_mber of the Association or the Corps.
He was granted Life Membership of the Association in 1956.
CROYDON' DIS TRICT B llANCll

The Annual General 1eeting on 13rh October was well
attended. As w;!l) a~ d iscussion of matters usual on such
occasions the Branch dec:ded to present a Trophy to the rst
Cadet Battalion, East Surrey Regiment. This ro be named the
Huneyball Trophy, to commemorate the outstanding services
given to the Branch by Captain D. T . Huneyball for so Jong
Chairman. now President, cont!nuing the ' provider.' The
Branch also expressed gratitude to the Officer Commanding
the Battalion for their hospitality and voted a small token gift.
Plans were made for Branch Representatives to attend at the
opening of the Field of Remembrance on urh ovember at
the Cenotaph on 14th November and Remembrance Sunday
Parade at Croydon and the evening service of the Salvation
Army. The Norbury Hotel was again voted as the place for the
Annual Dinner on 5th February, 1966.
The following officers and Committee were elected: President,

Captain D . T. Huneyball· Chairman, Mr. L. R~bbeck; ViceChairman, Mr. P. Terrant; Hon. Secretar_Y, Capta1~ J. R. Way;
Hon. Treasurer, Mr. P. Ashton; Committee: Maior L. S. J.
Chalke and Mr. F. J. Cagby.
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326 Squadron (T .A. ) ...
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229 Squadron
.. .
36 Hy. A.O. Regiment , R.A.
91h Regiment
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Expenditure durittg Sc pr ember, 1965: .. .
.. .
. . . £ 598
(Includes: Rent a::d Rates; Beds and Bedding;
Furnilure; Cots and Prams; General A ssistance).
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In the August /September WIRE in the list of subscriptions
from Units 13th and 16th Reg:ments were inadvertently
shown as T.A.
rec~ived

Four Corps Players in Army Football XI
In a recent match in which the Army dr.w r-x against
an F.A. Amateur XI, it is worthy of note that the Corps found
no less than four of the Army team. These players were
L ance-Corporal C. A. Sutherland, Lance-Corporal A. Forrester,
Signalman A. Gordon and Signalman B. Hannah.
One newspaper report d escribes Forrester as one of the best
players on the field.
The congratulations of all will go to the four Corps representatives who have thus distinguished themselves.

and Signal Regimc:"-t in releasing some of his players to represent the Corp ; his efforts are fully appreciated .
Results of th e match Royal Signals versus R.A.C., at Tidworrh, on rs t and 2nd S ept ~mber:
R.A.C. 97 for 6 declared (Ki!vingron 4 for 29) and roo
(1(ilvington 5 for 24).
Royal Signals 235 (Coltman 56, Captain J. D. Pot:s 37,
Mayes 36).
Royal Signals won by an innings and 38 runs.

Corps Hockey
R••1•rc>Ne11intlvf' tt>nm doNi w••ll to hold Thistles
The season was off to a good start on 24th and 25th of
Sept. mber. As customary, the trials rook place on Friday
followed by the opening match against the Thistles the nex~
day.

Twenty-three players presented themselves for a trial which
was only a proportion of the forty who had been nominated
and invited.
Nevertheless, four inter.sting periods of fifteen minutes were
played. Changes of shirts and positions were abundant. The
"selected " forward line gave cause for some cone.en, as their
mid-play looked good bur they were goal-shy in the extreme.
The final selection ensued, and the team to represent the
Corps against the Thistles was chosen. The ream was : Sergeant
Webber (School of Signals); Corporal Coldwell (30th Regiment)
and Major Hartnett (H.Q. Training Brigade) (captain); Staff
Sergeant Brewer (School of Signals), Sergeant Scott (A.A.S .
Harrogate) and Major Tripp (1 rth R egiment); Sergeant Hyde
(8th Regim.nt), Corporal Banham (24th Regiment), Sergeant
Foster (8th Regiment), Lieutenant McLuckie (School of
Signals) and Sergeant Bayliss (School of Signals).
The central ground was in good condition for the match,

which started at a cracking pace. The forwards transformed
from their tiial display, moved the ball quickly a'nd effectively
and were duly rewarded after ten minutes' play, when McLuckie
flicked a neat goal past Thiscles' advancing 'keeper.
For a short time the defence did well to kc.p their eager
opponen.ts at bay, and a hard battle ensued, Tripp once clearing
off the lme. Shortly before half-time the Scots left wing tested
the roof of the net to equalise. At the change-over one-all was
a fair reflection.
. The second half was on similar pattern, with the tempo even
higher. Hyde had some good runs on the right, but the next
goal was to come from Forst~r, who took advantage of a good
reverse .pass from McLuckie. It wasn't long, however, before
the Thistles got the better of a goalmouth melce and it was
two-all.
Steadiness in defence, with Coldwell shining, kept out
desperate efforts from the Scotsmen to score.
The team did weII to hold the Thistles to a deserved draw.
The Corps record against this team is won nil, drawn four
lost eleven.
'
COllPS SPO RTS UES(;"J.TS
Association. Football

Royal Signals 5, SheffUd Univers:ty 3, on 6th October.
Scorers for the Corp3: Signalman Hannah (2), Signalman
Gordon, Lance-Corporal Oark (24th Regiment), Lance-Corporal
Harvey (School of Signals).
lloehe y
Royal Signals 2, Thistles (Scottish Touring side) 2. Played
25th September.
Golf

Roya l Signals St, Ironsides 3t.
Royal Signals 6, R.A.M.C. 6.

Corps Cricket 1965
Revi ew of a H i g hly Successful Season
A highly successful season was concluded at Tidworth, when
a weak R.A.C. side was beaten by an innings and 38 runs, on
1st and 2nd September. The Corps went Lhrough the season
undefeated in inter-Corps matches, and the final record of
four wins and two weather-terminated draws auguers well for
the future . To the Corps fell th e distinction of being the
only Service side to outgun t he Royal Marines, who included
~hree current Navy caps.
The season's highlights were undoubt~ly the bowling of Signalman M. Kilvington. (8th Reg!ment) and Signalman F. Worrell (2nd H .Q. and Signal R egiment), the award of Army Cricket Caps to Major d. CliveLowe and Lance-Corporal Mayes and Kilvington's two appear:inces for the Army XI. Not since the days of Padgett, Bark er,
Marner and Mortimer has the Corps been so well represented
in Service cricket. The pace of Kilvington and the off-spin of
Worrell invariably paved the way for victory, despite inconsistencies in the middle order batting: Crichlow, of 2nd
H .Q. and Signal Regiment (an Army cap of r964) should,
with his abundance of talent, find his true form on return to
U.K., as should Buder, also of 2nd H.Q. and Signal R egiment.
Mayes and de Clive-Lowe were l(he two leading batsmen; the
latter scoring the season's only century against the R .E. Worrell
provided the season's only hat-trick, in t he Royal Marine's
second innings, having previously taken three wicket in his
first over in the first innings; •his match analysis of r3 wickets
for r 18 runs in this march was the outstanding individual performance of Dhe season. Second-Lieutenant S. A. Coltman, of
8th Regiment, showed promise in his first season for the
Corps, his 53, against R M.A., being his best performance.
One century was scored against •the Corps, by Major F. Fenner,
for the R.A.S.C. It might appear iro the reader, from the
foregoing, ~hat the Corps have an abundance of Corps standard
cricketers; <the season, however, would not have been so successful without the help of the Commanding Officer of 2nd H.Q.
THE WIRE , NOVEMBER-DECEMBER 1965
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Save money when you buy the Triumph Heraldand go on saving it
As soon as you buy a Triumph Herald,
generous tax concessions help you save
money. But that's just the start. When
you finally get round to parting with it
you"JI find the Herald keeps its price
better than most cars in its class.
In between times the Triumph Herald
still considers your pocket. It travels
6,000 miles between servicing. For many
people that's the best part of a year's
motoring. And the cost of routine main-

tenance for the Herald is one of the
lowest in the country.

So much for so little. However,
here's more than economy to commend
the Herald. It is still the cleverest light
car on the market. A 25-ft turning circle
Jets you park in spaces other cars have
to pass by. Independent suspension on
all four wheels gives smooth riding and
sure cornering. Inside look: Full-dress
luxury with deep chunky seats, real pile

carpets, walnut facia. Outside look: 93 %
all-round visibility means a clear view
of the road- all the time.
Any Standard-Triumph dealer will
give you a free trial drive in a Herald.
Take him up on it. And find out more
about the tax concessions. If you prefer
to shop by post write for a glossy catalogue to Standard-Triumph Sales Limited, Export Sales (European Division),
Coventry, England.

Increased operating range for h.f., AM and
SSB transmitter/receivers, is provided most
economically by the Redifon Linear Amplifier,
Type GA.4-06 which boosts r .f. output to 750W
p.e.p. from 50W p.e.p. over 2-18Mc/s.

'
• Four operating channels- three pre-set, one
continuously tunable• Remote-control channel
selection • Fully automatic Send/Receive
switching • Front panel control for switching
amplifier out of circuit • Comprehensive
metering for quick setting of different
frequencies • Optional v.s.w.r. indicator
• Silicon diode power unit • Standard rackmounting unit (14 x 19 x 18! in.) or housed in
cabinet as required.

Full technical information

will be sent on request.

Retli/011

LI MIT ED coMMUNicATrnNs sALEs DIVISION
Broomhill Road, London, S. W.18
Tel: VANdyke 7281

\i&{itzd;"'Jllw;'"'*'a=• (§)

A Member Company of the Rediffusion Group

A member of the Leyland Motor Corporation
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Very welcome has been the increasing number of stories of
officers and soldiers getting "out and about,, and doing interest-
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We must, of course, thank our printers, Messrs. F. J.
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correspondents-those sorely tried individuals-have done their
best to furnish us with notes that are out of the rut-although
that famous topic " the unit administrative inspection,. still con-

Association
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This will be the last edition of THE WIRE for 1965, and,
indeed, it will be 1966 by the time many receive their copy. We
thank all who have supported THE WIRE during 1""5. Unit

special plea for as many photographs as possible (large and
clear) to back up these stories so that they really live. Our
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special good wishes go to the small units of the Corps-those
detached with other arms or in remote places-for it is in their

lf:

month, 1/6.

Finally, our sincere good wishes for Christmas and 1966

(New Series)

go to all our readers, including the many who borrow the other
chap's WIRE or read the Mess copy. Perhaps in the prevailing
spirit of seasonal goodwill they would like to complete one or
other of the proformae overleaf.
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Commantler-in-Chiel's Commendation

Sultan Omar Ali Sailutltlin Metia/
The Signal Officer-in-Chief, Major-General P. E. M .
Bradley n.s.o., has written, as under, to two non-commissioned
officers of Gurkha Signals, Lance-Corporal G . A. Abel, Royal
Signals, 247 Gurkha Signal Squadron and Corporal Premsing
Thapa, c/o Headquarters, Gurkha Signals, c/o G .P.O., Seremban, Malay ia.
In his letter, General Bradley says:
" I am writing to congratulate you on the award of the
Sultan Omar Ali Saifuddin Medal.
It reflects great credit upon yourself and upon the Corps
that you have gained recognition of your services by his
Highness The Sultan of Brunei."

.t tribl&tfl antl tht>n

'"'"''"'*'" '*'

tan old /ri,i nd

H.M.S. Mean goes to t/Je breakers yartl

Colonel J. W. R~yner and Captain and Mrs. G. H. Morgan.
I t was very pleasmg to note that all the Naval members of the
wardroom were seen to disembark wearing the tie of the
recently formed 15th Regiment.
F inally, ~o quote ~ptain M. W. B. Kerr, n.s.c., Royal Navy,
o~ce Captain ~mph1b1ous ~arfare Squadron, on being presented
~1th . a souv~JI by 6o1 . Signal Troop Ship on his departure,
I t is a pamcularly pleasmg souvenir of times always interesting
and sometimes stirring."
I am sure that these sentiments are shared by all memben
of the Corps who served on board H.M.S. Mean.

Marriage
DON N ELLY- OATES.- Scrgcant John Donnelly of 215 Squadron
R.A.F. Changi, to Gillian Margaret Oates
daughter of Cap~
(T.O.~.) W. Oates, 19th Regiment, at si. George's Church R.A.f'.
Chang1, on October 30th.
'

Ex-Boys Reunion - 1965

ORPORAL D . M. Pentland, whilst on detachment from
64o Troop to 213 Squadron, has been awarded a certificate
of commendaton by the C.-in-C. Middle East "for services
beyond the normal call of duty during the Radfan operations
last year."
The award was made by Major-General P. H. Man, G.O.C.
Aldershot District, at a special parade on 22nd October at 30th
Regiment.

C

Sign Please-Just Here

®bit ua r i e.s

===========

Just after THE WIRE had gone to press we were much
saddened to hear of the sudden deaths of two senior retired
officers of the Corps-Major-General W. A. Dimoline, C.B.,
c.M.G., c.B.E., n.s.o., M.c. and Major-General F. J. Swainson,
C.B., O.B.E.

The General Secretary,
Royal Signals Association,
Cheltenham Terrace, Chelsea, London, S.W.3.
Please arrange to send THE WmE to me for twelve months
commencing with the next issue. I enclose a cheque/Postal
Order for 18/-.
My rank and name is

I wish THE WmE to be sent to . ... ..... . ... . .... . ...... ...... .. . . .

OR

The Accounts Officer or .1.'.R.I.
.. .. .... .. . . . . . . .. .. ....... .. . .... .. .... Regt./Sqn./Tp.
Please reserve a personal copy of THE WIRE for me in the
unit bulk order until further notice. I understand this will
cost me 1/6 a month.
Name and rank ..
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A gathering of nearly 200 attended the very successful RE.
(Signals) and Royal Signals ex-Boys' reunion buffet supper,
held at the drill hall of the 41st Signal Regiment (Princess
Louise's Kensington Regiment), T.A., on the 9th October.
Principal guests were Major-General A. M. W. Whistler and
the Signal Officer-in-Chief.
Colonel 'Jack ' Piddington, aided by his very efficient committee, organised a memorable evening, and there can be little
doubt that the new concept of a buffet supper (as opposed to a
formal dinner) is very popular and should go from strength to
strength.
All the ex-Boys should make a note now to attend, if at all
possible, this very excellent gathering next year. Watch for
a notice in THE WIRE in due course.

Major-General W. A. Dimoline, who died at the age of
68, was one of the most distinguishd officers to serve. in
the Corps. He saw service in France, Iraq, North-West
Frontier, Abyssinia and Madagascar, where he commanded
22nd (E.A.) Infantry Brigade, and in Burma, where he was
G .O .C. IIth (E.A.) Division .
After the war he was G.O.C. in East Africa and later G.0.C.
Aldershot District. He retired in 1953 when he became Secretary to the Inter-Parliamentary Union. He was Chairman of
the Training Committee of the Army Cadet Force and Secretary
of tlte Overseas Organisation of the Duke of Edinburgh's Award
Scheme. A person of marked tact, organising ability and
understanding, he achieved high success, not only durin"g his
Service life but also in the important and unique appointments
he held after leaving the Army. H e will be much missed in
a very wide circle of friends. Our deep sympathy goes to his
wife and family.
Major-General F . J. Swainson, too, has had a distinguished
career. Starting his service in the ranks, he rose to be head
of his Corps and a Colonel Commandant-a remarkable achievement. He held the appointment of Signal Officer-in-Chief
from 1962, until ill-health forced him to retire early in 1965.
In the February/March WIRE of this year we chronicled in his
Vale the appointments and many qualities which led him to
the high position he finally occupied. Sadly, now, we look
back on a career brought to a sudden end just at the time
when he should have been enjoying a well-earned retirement.
His very many friends of all ranks will remember G~neral
Eric Swainson as a completely straight-forward, very fair and
likeable personality. He was devoted to his Corps and never
spared himself in its service. His standards were of the highest
and to those who served under him he gave great support
and understanding. He will be very much missed throughout
the Corps-particularly as it seems such a short time ago that
he was in our midst as a much-liked and highly-respected
Signal Officer-in-Chief.
The deep sympathy of all will go to his devoted wife, 0 Pip,'
and his only son, Dick, in their sad loss.
[The usual memoirs will appear in the Spring issue of the
Royal Signals Journal.- Editor].
T HE W I RE , D E CEMBER-JANUARY 1956 / 66

Day's Pay Scheme
The following record of what the Army did in
1964 is some indication as to why the regular Corps
has been asked to support this scheme designed to
help our less fortunate comrades in arms.

r··-3"4",cl"oo----1

H.M.S. Meon

rrHURSDAY, 8th July, saw the final return of H.M.S. Meon
to England. After an adventurous commission of some
twenty-two years she is now in the breakers yard. For the
past eleven years there has been a close affiliation between the
Corps and H.M.S. Meon. In 1960 this affiliation was made
official and finally sealed by the presentation of a silver statuette
of Mercury in March 1961.
At the Normandy Landin~s
H.M.S. Meon took her name from the river in Hampshire
and her crest from the Coat of Arms of William of Wykeham,
who founded Winchester School. The ship was laid down in
1943 and was completed in the same year. In February 1944
she was re-commissioned at Halifax with a Royal Canadian
Navy crew. She saw service in the Atlantic and was present
at the Normandy landings. Meon reverted to the Royal Navy
in 1945 and served on the Home Station being based at
Southampton, Sheerness and Devonport.
Hoyal Signals aboard her at Suez Operations
After being present at the Coronation Review in 1953 she was
transferred to the Mediterranean Fleet as a Landing Ship
Headquarters and as such leader of the Amphibious Warfare
Squadron. In 1956 with her Royal Signals Troop on board
she was present at the Suez Landings, where she wore the broad
pennant of the Commodore in Command of the British Assault
Squadron. Further, in more recent times she played a major
roll in the Kuwait operation of 196r. During the initial stages
of this operation 601 Troop and H.M.S. Meon provided the
only rear link communications with Bahrain.
The Corps pays tribute
It was only fitting therefore that on H.M.S. Meon's return a
final tribute should be paid by the Corps. A welcoming party
consisting of Captain G. H. Morgan, W.O.II (Y. of S.) C. Heaps
and Lance-Corporal B. Marsh, all members of the Corps who
had previously served on board, were therefore present to see
the ship finally " paid off." The party went on board with
members of the crew's families and generally assisted the crew
to disembark for the last time.
A cocktail party was held on board by the wardroom on the
Friday evening and was attended by Colonel and Mrs. A. T.
Burrows, Lieutenant-Colonel W. T. A. Collyer, LieutenantT H E WIR E, DE C EM B E R -JA N U A RY 1 9 6 5 / 66

cases of need and distress, amongst
~--- ---------------.; soldiers, ex-soldiers and their dependants, not covered by State welfare, were dealt
with directly by CORPS AND REGIMENT AL
ASSOCIATIONS in 1964. Many of these were
survivors of the First World War 1914-1918 and
their families.

.-------------------.,

i £171,000

•

\ was spent by CORPS AND REGI··---·-------------, MENTAL ASSOCIATIONS in the
above work.

•

f--£sio-00···1 was given by the ARMY BENEVO-

:.. ·-····----------- - ~ L ENT FUND in grants to the less
well off Corps and Regimental Associations to assist
them in the above work.

f--£J."(is-:ooo ..i was

•

given by the ARMY BENEV0~------·---·- ···--- ·1 L ENT FUND to help as a contribubution to Combined Services Organisations such as
S.S.A.F.A., Forces Help Society and Lord Roberts'
Workshops, and the British Commonwealth ExServices League - to assist them in their work of
caring for members and ex-members of Corps and
Regiments of the Army and their dependants.

r··-£45·,-00_0___ j in

•

addition, was given by the ARMY
t •••••••••••••••••••• : BENEVOLENT FUND to a further
30 National Service Charities dealing with the
specialised work of the care of the aged, trainin__g and
care of the disabled, education, care of and assistance
to the children of soldiers. For example : -Star and
G arter Home, Royal Cambridge Home for Soldiers'
Widows, Royal Soldiers' Daughters' Home, and the
Scottish N ational I nstitution for W ar Blinded.
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Movements
0

cers

ADDITIONS-OCTOBER U ST
~rond-L1Cutcnant W. J. Armstrong To School Qf Signals
Second-Lieutenant M. J. Back.burst ... .,
,,
,,
.,
Second-Lieute:iant M. J. Bowen
econd-Lleutenant J .H . Fisher
Second-Lieutenant J. B. Fitzgerald ... ,,
Seco:id-Lieutenant P. M. Green ... ,,
Seco:id-Lieutcnant J. P. Hayes
Second-Lleutena:it C . D. M. Kemp . . . ,,
S=d-Lieuteoant D. J. McLean
Scwnd-Lieutenant V. J. Reed
Second-Lieutenant P. D. Smith
Second-Lieut<nllDt C. J. Walters

L ieutenant (Tfc.) R. M. Sutherland
Cap tain W. "H. Turocy . .•
.. .
• •.
M ajor E. G. Thomirs .. .
. ..
Major (Q.M.) H. Waterworth . ..
Captain J. Westlake
Major L. A. Welton
...
Cap tain M. G. H. Wise

DECEMBER, 1965
Captain P . D. Alexander
. .. To nth Regiment
Cap:ain M. G. Adams ...
.. . ,, 65rh Regiment (T.A.)
Major T. R Blackwood ..•
,, H .Q ., Malta nnd Libya
Lieutenant J. Barrett ...
...
,, 4th Army Youth Team
Lieutenant (Tfc.) K, J. Biclmell
,, 644 Troop (UNFICYP)
CaptRin (Q.M.) F. Bcrgclln
,, 16th Regiment
Captain H. M. Bonakcr
,, 3rd Regiment
Major A. C. Bate. M.B.B.
., 207 Squadron
Lieutenant P . C . Burns ...
210 Squadron
Second-Lieutenant R B. H . Cox
83rd Army Youth Team
Major B. A. Canham ...
,, M .o.D . (Sig'lals 5)
Lieutenant I . S. Durrell
,, 59lh Army Youth Team
Captain (Q.M.) H. R. H. Dunlop
,, nth Regiment
Lieutenant J. w. Easson
,, 18th Regment
Captain M. J. Flynn ...
,, nth Regiment
Captain D. C.
. Genders . ..
,, 266 Squadron
Second-Lieurenam R. W. Hanbury .. . ,, nth Regiment
Major D. G. Handley ...
,, 21st Regiment
Second-Lieutenant R. N. Hay$0m
1 Ith Regiment
Major (Q .M.) W . J. Howard ...
59:h Regiment (T.A.)
Captain J. N. Hancock ...
,, uth Regiment
Captain J. S. Howe
...
...
I Ith Regiment
Lieutenant (T.O.T.) D. Hazel . ..
,, 13th Regiment
Lieutena::it K. B. S. Kent
,, 207 Squadron
Captain H. G. Mackinlay
,, 6rh Inf. Bde. Gp. & Sig. Sqo..
Major G. J. K Mcintosh
,, School of Artillery
Cap!Jlin D. J. Milton .. .
,, uth Regiment
Cap!Jlin F. H. Pedley ...
,, uth Regiment
Major W. H. H . Parkes .. .
,, 7th Regiment
Major (Q.M.) R. Pcanoo
,, nth Regiment
Cap!Jlin (Q.M.) A. Page . . .
.. .
,, xst Rcg.mcnt
Lieutenant (T.O.T.) K. V. Risby
,, J.C.U. , Borneo
Major C. M. Sinclair •..
,, 47th Regiment (T.A.)

OCTOBER
RBGIMBNTAL DUTY ROSTllR
225 15936
2329498
2548688
144615 28
14464300
To W.O.II 22190317
22774871
22541897
2549730
21005770
22523200
To S Sgt.
22548897
22958871
2254 1007
22286333
2549589
22904031
21005280
23311552
To W .O.II

To W.0.1
To W.O.II

To W.O.I
To S Sgt.
T o Sgt.

DECE~R,

Staff
Staff
Staff
Staff
Staff
Staff
Staff
Staff
Staff
St.aff
St.aff
St.aff

Sergeant
Se:-gea1t
Sergeant
Sergeant
Serg:ant
Sergeant
Ser(!""..ant
Sergeant

Serg~ant

Se:-gcant
Serg:au;
Sergeant

Sergeant
Sergea,t
~rgeant
Sergeant
Sergeant
Sergeant
Sergeant

M. W . Cairns
,, 24th Regiment
D. S. T . Sparrow
,, 200 Squadron
K . Bunston
.. .
,, 237 Squadron
D . W. L. Crisp
,, 24th Regiment
C . J. E. Bu.roe
,, 54th Regime:it (T.A.)
P. Dunne
,, 213 Squadron
J. Horne ...
., 18th Regiment
J. S. Allison ...
,, 21 st Regjmem
J. A. Shartnan ... ... ,, 2tst RegJ:nent
(F. of S.) G. Keeton ... ,, 501 Troop
D . W. M . Howes
,, 30th Regiment
J . Boiling
,, 30th Reg'.mcnt
,,
,,
,,
,,
,,
,,
,,
,,
,,
. . ,,
,,
,,
,,
,,
,,
.. ,,
,,

3 RTR Signal Troop
253 Squadron
235 Squadron
8th Reglment
nth Regiment
647 Troop
235 Squadron
654 Troop
235 Squadron
14th Regiment
I 8th Regiment
16th Regiment
Jun. Leaders' Regt.
3rd Div. H.Q. & Signal Re gt.
58th Regiment (T.A.)
237 Squadron
9th Regiment

Armstrong, D. R.
Medley, L. J.
Bailey, A. J.
Hopewell , A. A.
Foster, R.
Robinson, B .
Mcintosh, W.
Haywood, V. L .
Mann, B. J.
B ..:gent, G. M.
Tearse, s.
Ayres, W. G.
Gooding, B. F.
Bates, E. L.
Bowers, I. P.
Cairns, J. M . W .
Partridge, D.
Breslolf, R. s.
Bloom, s. I'.

FORSMAN OP SIGNALS ROSTBR
S Sgt.
Stanhope, J. L .

YBOMAN OP SIGNALS ROSTBlt
21005667 W.0.II
Caplin, M. J.
22442394 W .O .II
Elliott, J. J.
22465635 S Sgt.
Boddingtoo, D .
2549017 S Sgt.
Leech, W. J.
S
Sgt.
23217455
Little,
A.

v.

22242105
23218577

CHmP Cl.BRKS ROSTBlt
A/W.0.1
Levins, M. J.
A / Sgt.
Bcrriman, M.

J.

TECHNICAL ROSTER
Fraser B . D .
23473907 Cpl.
23528396 Cpl.
Maltby, B. W.
Cpl.
23528524
Bruce, P.
23320843 Cpl
Westwater, S. K.
23528530 Cpl.
Downton, K.
23528431 Cpl.
Hodgson , P. J.
23250245 Cpl.
Martin, N. D .
23234397 Cpl.
Jeune, D. S.
22957947 Cpl.
Smith, P.
23762946 Cpl.
Higgins, G .
23745045 Cpl.
Healey, P . G. W.
22569715
22816386

OPERATING ROSTl!R
A/Sgt.
Richardson , J. H .
A / Sgt.
Sheard, N . A .

To Sgt.

232249rt
22288o48

FJELD ROSTl!R
A /Sgt.
Tuppenney, P.
Cpl.
Robinson, G .

To Sgt.

23373709
22821o6o
22355929

ADMINTSTRATIVE ROSTER
A/Sgt.
Brodie, R. c.
A / Sgt.
Morris, N. H.
A / Sgt.
Carroll, A. J.

To Sgt

J.

Knox
...
D . McKcchnie
H. Sutcliffe
G . Jones ..•
J. Reilly ...
K. Pilkington
Shrives
...
e:-~nt J. P. 0. Winnina
Sergeant C . J. P . Bonwick
Sergeant B. A. Cummina
Sergeant A. Leuy .. .
. ..
Sergea,t C . F. Smith •..
~cant J. T. Dri\"er ...
Sergeant G . H. Joh"son
~rgeant P . G. Alford
A/Sgt. J. W. Brand
..•
Scracant R. G. Porter ...
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D.
R.
R.
K.
T.
A.
D.

1965
257 Squadron
58th Regiment (T.A.)
43rd Regiment (T.A.)
16th RegJnerit
237 Squadron
4th Div. H.Q. & Signal Regt.
257 Squadron
233 Squadron
15th Regiment
,, 18th Regiment

To
,,
,,
,,
,,
,,
,,
,,

22775229

A / W .O.I
A / W.O.I
A/W.O.I
A / W .0 .1
A / W.O.I
S Sgt.
A / W.O.II
S Sgt.
A/W.O.II
A/W.O.II
A/W.O.II
Sgt.
Sgt.
Sgt.
A/S Sgt.
Sgt.
Sgt.
Sgt.
A/S Sgt.

w.

1J' arra•t Oflicer11 and Senior N.C.O.s
\V.O.II (F. of S.) R. M. Mainwaring
W.0.Il J. ]. C. Finch ...
...
. ..
W.0.II N. Murray
..•
...
. ..
W.O.II (Y. of S.) D . H. A. Alborough
W.0.II (Y. of S.) W. G. Gwynne
W.O.II N. Saltet
W.O.II D. G . Rowthorn
W.O.II G. J. Castle .. .
W.O.II P. A. Williams ...
A / W.O.II F. H. Pemberton

252 Squadron
644 Troop (U NFICYP)
647 Troop
H.Q. I ( BR) Corps
,, I rth Regime nt
., 2xst Regimen t
,, 246 (G urkha) Squadron

Promotions
To W .O.I

ADDITIONS-NOVEMBER LIST
Captain (Q.M.) S. G. Barnes
. .• To 3 Base O odnance Depot
Captain A. H. Carling . . .
. . . ,, 16th Regiment
Captain A. P . Thackray
•. . ,, Reg<mental Pay Office (RCT).

,,
.,
,.
,,

New
Old
Sen. No . Ssn. No.
750
76o
770
78o
790
3310
3320
3330
3340
3350
336o
3640
3650
366o
368o
3690
3700
3710
3720

1990
1840
2000
6430 (Op)
6250 (Op)
nso (Fd)
1410 (Fd)
208o(Tec)
1700 (Ad)
66oo (Op~
1750 (Ad

1780

1500

390
400
II30
1140
II50

n10
Il6o
1090

350
II50

620
2110 (Ad)

820
46o
x86o
1930
2110

434

66o

12650 22690
12244 14494
3770
386o

3000
301 0
3030

3910
3920
4120

DELETIONS
W.O .I
W.O.II
Sgt.

320
1700

FOREMAN OP SIGNALS ROSTl!R
W.O.II

t8oo

W .O.I

240

CmEP CLERICS ROSTER
26o

SIGNAL CENTRE S UPERVISOR ROSTER
W .0.1

400

S Sgt.
Sgt.

210
3320

TECHNICAL ROSTER

Sgt.

470

4630
OPERATING ROSTER
7980
8320
10980

12430
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THE

EDITOR

" D" Company the Glosters are deployed in Swaziland and
were recently employed helping the civil authorities to control
a bush fire. The C.O. made an air reconnaissance and dropped
a m essage to the effect tha_t more troops were on the way. '!be
Co_m pany Comm ~nd decide~ they were not required and
qu1~kly ordered his men to he on the ground and, with their
bodies, spell ~>Ut the words " No more troops required." This
m7thod provides both speech and EW security. Bearing in
mmd the present state of the national economy I would like
to suggest that perhaps radio sets for ground/air communications are an unnecessary luxury I
CAPTAIN RICHARD DAVIDGE

450
240

B. 4470
B. 448o

RBGIMENTAL DUTY ROSTI!R
270
290
300
310
190
620
540
840
8o

TO

(Tfc), Royal Signals)

500

5207 9940
5236 9420
5250 9440
5255 488o
5270 9400
5280 9482
5290 8436
5310 708o
5320 12980
5340 9734
5350 976o

J.

LETTEll

AllMY APPllENTICES
The Enacrgl11g Pntter11

SCHOOL,

DAllROGATE

The turmoil of the rebuilding programme
has added to the air of industry that surrounds the School. Half completed buildings
give a broken-toothed aspect to the skyline, with
the ministering gantry cranes moving daintily
amongst them putting in the fillings. School
H.Q. moved into their new office block over
the week-end 23rd/24th October, much to the
despair of the Chief Clerk who is still wearing
HARROGATE
a rather dii.traught look. But it is a pleasant
building and marks the pattern of the future,
we hope.
This month has been as busy as always. The Signal Officerin-Chief paid the first of, we hope, many visits to the School
on IIth October, and saw most of the activities in trade,
education and hobbies.
The 13th October saw our annual Administrative Inspection
successfully concluded, but not without its note of sadness,
as it was also the farewell visit of Major-General G. F. Upjohn,
C.B.E., G .O.C. Yorkshire District.
At the end of the parade
he spoke to all Appren tice Tradesmen present and impressed
upon them the role and responsibilities that they will be
expected to fill when they leave the School as qualified tradesmen.
Later, Phillips Squadron made an intrepid journey, in thick
fog, down to our R.E.M.E. counterparts, at Aborfield, to play
off the first round of the Army Youth Football Cup. Although
they were beaten 3-2, an enjoyable time was had by all,
and they were most appreciative of the hospitality shown by
their hosts.

Tough Struggle with ll.E.M.E. At•prentlees
However, the real highlights of the month were the winter
games against R.E.M.E. apprentices, but this time at Carlisle.
They were held in what could only be described as vile
weather. In particular, the soccer match in the morning was
subjected to hail as well as rain. The spectators appeared to
come out of this rather worse than the players, and at least
one person was driven to purchase some gumboots during
lunch.
Each game was much closer than the results tend to show,
and while congratulating the shooting team, consolation must
be offered to the rest, in particular the hockey team, who were
very unlucky to lose. However, excitement was maintained
right up to the cross-country match, because until then each
team had won two games, drawn one and lost two.
Carlisle must be congratulated on their hospitality and
organising ability. They overcame, with the minimum of fuss,
all the dampening effects of the English climate at its worst.
Perhaps they are used to it, but this in no way detracts from
their well-<leserved victory.
The results in the Winter Games against Carlisle were:
Football, lost S}--6; rugby, drew 3-3; hockey, lost 2-1; basketball, won 46--25; shooting, won 1,528-IA99; cross-country,
lost 47-33.
We go on into the second half of term, Graduation on 15th
December, and we look forward very much to meeting the
Inspecting Officer, Major-General A. M. W. Whistler, C.B.,
C.B.E., our representative Colonel Commandant.
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.JUNIOll LEADEIL~ llEGIMENT,
DENBURY (;AMP

Sport is the dominnnt note thiH month
'J?is month has been one in which sport seems to have
dorrunate? the activities within the Regiment. Once again the
Gymnas-t~c Team ~as r~tained the Southern Command Junior
Gymnastic _Championships with, among other thmgs Junior
Corporal ~1d?~ll winning the individual junior title ~d S.I.
Dart th~ mdIVJdual men's title in the Senior Championships.
Our boJCJ_n g tea_m has now reached the semi-final of the Army
Inter-U!l!t Jumor Team Championships and is due to fight
the Juruor Leaders Company, A.C.C., in the near future. Perhaps our team will gain another bye and reach the finals I
In the Soccer Junior Leaders Army Challenge Cup we have
not fared so well, and in the second round were kn~cked out
4-2 by the Junior Leaders of the Royal Armoured Corps.
On the rugger field, too? we have had m isfortunes as far as
the Army Cup Permanent Staff Team is concerned· they were
~eaten 6-o by 17 Port Regiment, R.C.T. On the ~ther hand,
m the Judo arena we have qualified for the Army finals by
beating the Junior Leaders, R.C.T.
Parachute Course-Success of an experiment
For the first time ever, Junior Leaders auended a parachute
course as an experiment, and, after a weeding--0ut process from
the many volunteers, six members of the Regiment started the
fortnight's course at Abingdon. The first week of the course
consisted of toughening-up and then preparation, and then there
were jumps from balloons and aircraft. It was most unfortunate
that on .the very first jump from the balloon, J/S.S.M. Madsen
broke his ankle. However, all the other Junior Leaders completed the course without mishap, and there can be no doubt
that . ~he experiment was a great success and worthy of
repetition.
Headmasters-" Favourably inapressed by all
they saw"
A party of headmasters and careers masters spent a full day
touring all parts of the Regiment just before half-term weekend and seemed to be favourably impressed by all they saw.
All were from West Country schools, and several Junior
Leaders at present in the Unit came from some of their schools.
An account by one of the participants in Exercise "Slog
On II". (a four-<lay exercise) appears below, and is more or
less typical of the type of outdoor training carried out in the
unit.

EXERCISE

'' SLOG

ON

II "

Hy Junior Signalman J. T. lla11doch,
ol Alexander Squadron

Exercise "Slog On II" was planned by Major J. W. Joyner
and was designed to be an endurance test on an "Outward
Bound " basis and an exercise in map reading. It was solely
for the benefit of fourth term personnel of the unit, i.e., those
who had been Junior Leaders for just over a year. The term
was split into groups of about fifteen in number and each
group was supervised by a member of the permanent staff
from the same Squadron as the boys. There were two groups
from Alexander Squadron (my Squadron), and this account
of the exercise is all about my group.
On the day before the exercise commenced we were issued
with a map, compass, etc., and also "our home " for the next
few days, which was a bivouac tent. We found that the
bivouac proved to be rather small and crowded when Junior
Signalman Calver and I were in it, together with all our
equipment.

lligh spirits
The next morning, dressed in denims, we set off in A.D.
transport for Pridhamsleigh to explore the caves there.
Lieutenant Hampson led us and we were all in high spirit and
singing some of the songs for which the British Army is
famous. For most of us this was our first experience of potholing-such as being trapped hundreds of feet underground.
However, as we entered the caves our fears subsided and we
spent a very enjoyable morning. On return to the surface we
were all so filthy that it was necessary to return to Denbury
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Camp for a shower and change of clothing and then, after
dinner w set off on foot to D artmoor for our first predetermined camp site for the night. During the march. ~e took
turns at map reading and the leader f!lade all the decJSJons reeverthel~ss, Lieutenant ~ampson ke~t
garding our route.
a dos- watch just in case anythmg was wrong with ~he ~eader s
deci ions and in due course we arrived at our destmat1on, set
up camp' and cooked the first compo meal of the exercise.
A frosty naorning
ext morning we awoke to frost on the ground and we
washed hurriedly in the nearby stream. We were all glad
to cook our breakfast- not so much because we were hung~y,
but more because we wanted to get warm by th e fires. With
breakfast over, we struck camp and set off again. across ~e
moors, taking it in turns to lead the group. We tned to avoid
the many bogs and marshy parts of the moor and kept as dry
as possible.
A uight exercise

We made good progress and arrived at our destination at
Great Mis Tor and we made camp and cooked our tea. By
that time Lieutenant Tilson had arrived and L!eutenant
Hampson left us to return to DeJ:?bury Camp .. L1euten3:11t
Tilson's first job with us was to bnef us for a n:ght exerc:ise
which was to be held that night, and we set about makmg
plans for it.
While \~e were dis~ussing it ~ajor Joyner
arrived and we heard him say to Lieutenant Tilson that we
were the happiest group he had seen.
.
The exercise went off without a hitch and we then. ~limbed
into our sleeping bags and left the world of . the livmg for
a few hours until seven o'clock the next mommg. We the::i
had breakfast, struck camp and set off again, but tJ:is time the
going was not so easy because we could not avoid the bogs
and marshes and also had to climb several tors.
But, all
things considered, we ma.d e good .time and beat the other
group which was also making for Willsworthy. We gave them
a cheer when they arrived and then all settled down for the
evening and night.

L-ist day
Next morning was the start of our last day, and we
set off for our last d estination at which we would find the
transport waiting to take us back to _Denbury Camp. ~e were
all in good spirits, although our blisters were throbb:ng! and
after a short rest for dinner, we reached our transport without
mishap.
For us the exercise was over then a~d we were ~lad . to
have come through the ordeal without dymg ?f food po1sonmg
from our own cooking or freezing to death m the streams at
seven o'clock in the morning. What we lea?It on map readin<> cooking making a camp etc., was mvaluable to us,
b~ause afte; all, as soldiers, we m.ay be called up<?n to
Jive out in the open for any amount of time, an:d our experiences
on " Slog On II " will benefit us all, I am sure.
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SERGEANTS' MESS DINNER- 27 OCTOBER, 1965
Left to right : The R.S.M., Staff-Sergeant Baker, the G.O.C. and the

c.o.
ht llEGllUENT, B.F.P.O., 32
The exercise season has now come to an end and we
are settling down to Administrative Inspections and individual
training.
The Comcen kept their heads above water
On exercise we took all in our stride and generally kept
communications going, despite the usual problems of too few
men too little sleep and the constant urge to be on the move.
We ~ow feel we manage with ease a move every twelve hours
and often much more frequently. In the paper battle, the
staff finally admitted defeat in their attempt to flood the
Comcen, who managed to keep their heads above water and
celebrated their win with a lot of drawn faces and dark eyes.
The only casualty being O.C. 1 Squadron, who swallowed a
fly in the melee and retired to bed with visions of spiders,
birds cats etc., etc. We are not sure whether the Dus have
yet r~tum~d from the last exercise, since with the latest speed
restrictions they are now talking of an overnight stop between
here and the L.A.D.
On return from exercising, we settled down to prepare for
the Rhine Army Hunter Trials, the Administrative Inspection,
the C.I.V. and the individual winter training season.
The C.0.'s conference at times became rather confused in
the allotment of tasks and even the O.C. L.A.D. was heard :o
declare that he was quite prepared to ride his horse to the C.I.V.
for inspection if required.
The Hunter Trials in fact were a great success and the communications and P.A. were particularly good, ensuring a smooth
and efficient organisation.
Swimmers do well
In the sporting world the swimmers acquitted themselves
well by coming a close second in the Divisional inter-Unit
team swimming championships and a creditable third in the
B.A.0.R. championships at Berlin.
.
Much credit must be accorded to our A.P.T.C. mstructor,
S.S.!. Barnes, who trained the team to such a high standard in
a remarkably short space of time.
We wish the team every st1ccess in next year's championships and look confidently forwar~ to t~e B.A.0.R. and Army
Cups being wrested from the Berlin Brigade at long la t.
The soccer team have started the season very well and look
all set to take the Divisional Cup. Our greatest rivals the Queen's
Royal Irish Hussars were well beaten 3-1 after a very keenly
contested match. We now look forward to meeting 20 Heavy
Regiment in tbe second round of the Cup.
The Rugby team started qui_e~;: but p!cked up by ~ few
good wins before taking on 1 D1vmon Regiment R.C.T. m tbe
first round of the Army Cup. Perh.aps over-confident they J:?~Ver
really recovered from a quick 6 pomts scored by the opposwon.
The final score of 27-20 says much for the open way the game
was played, with Captain Seymour scoring five tries for the
Regiment.
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A SUCCESSFUL SWIMMING TEAM
Back row-(le(t to ri11ht) : Signalmen Carse, Manderson, Lance-Corporals Elliott,
Stewart, Powell, Signalman Stratford, Lance-Corporals Stanley, Smith. Insert:
Second-Lieutenant P. J. L. Marshment-Team Captain, selected co swim for
B.A.O.R. v. R.A.f. (G) at Berlin and recently awarded his B.A.O . R. colours.
Front row : Lance-Corporal Read, Signalman Hunter, Second-Lieutenant Urquhart,
Major (Q.M.) W. J. Howard, (0.1.C. Swimming), Staff-Sergeant Barnes, A.P.T.C.
(Team Coach), Signalmen Pearce, Griffiths, Channin&

The Regiment is at present engaged on a keep fit campaign
and can be seen twice a week disappearing into the woods in
three ranks at the double led by the C.O. and Second-inCommand, who it is noticed has begun to limp-is this the
beginning of the end?
Farewell to l\lajor-General
the Hou. ~I. F. Fitzalma-Jloward, C.D.E., M.C.
Since the departure of our General there h~s been ~ very
keen sense of loss within the Headquarters and Signal Reglffient,
such was the stature of General Fitzalan-Howard. The Regiment's official farewells commenced with a wining and dining
in the Sergeants' Mess on 27th October. This was ~deed an
occasion which touched the heart of this very big-hearted
General and he was full of praise for a most excellent dinner
and very pleasant evening. The organisation behind th~ whole
evening had been in the capable hands of W.O.II Roy S1mmo~s
who again excelled himself. Sergeant Jack Bushby and his
A.C.C. helpers were responsible for the feeding of the seventysix diners. Later the R.S.M. presented to the General an album
containing a copy of the many photographs taken during tbe
evening. A photograph showing the General, Commanding
Officer, Regimental Sergeant-Major and Staff Sergean~ Bakc;r
(oldest serving soldier in the Division) taken at the dmner is
reproduced.
During the General's dining out in the Officers' Mess on
rst November, which needless to say was another great
occasion, he referred to the ~ rebelliol!s loyalty " of the. members
of his Division H.Q. and Signal Regunent. The evemng end.ed
with the G eneral being "drawn" in his Lan<i Rover with
senior officers acting as torch bearers to "light the way."
The following day the General left ,t}1e barrack~ to the singing
of "For he is a Jolly Good Feµow, and rousing. cheers. All
were unanimous that we had said goodbye to a friend.

Upgrading Courses in Catterick ==
Commencing June 1966
Tg Tech .. .
Lineman .. .
R Op
.. .
Dvr R Signals
Tg Tech ...
. ..
Swbd Op (\'<-'RAC)
* Two Course

Class II - I
7th June, 1966
Class II - I
7th June, 1966
Class II - I *21st June, 1966
Class II - I
7th June, 1966
Class III-II 28th June, 1966
Class III-II 21st June, 1966
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Summer has gone; Autumn, too, very nearly an~ with them
the 1965 e ercise season. Past members. of the Re~1men~, some
crving still, some r ading at the firc51de of their retirement
homes will be pleased to know that the season we.nt well;
perhaps as well as ever. The pattern changes. only slightly as
the personalities come and go and new equipment succeeds
the old.

" Wire " notes from the Regiment usually produce a battle
between your cor~es.pondent an~ hi~ various reporters to get
the news and statistics together m time for publication-or at
least for despatch to "The Wire" Editor. This time however
-possibly full of " Joie de Vivre " after a holiday i:i, the sun
(actu.ally. exercising .in North Africa)-the notes have come
pounng m and I think the best thing for me to do is present
them as they were written by each Squadron.

Dlernreblcal ebnn~es
Lieutenant-Colonel J. R. Cubberley's 1965 team has shown a
considerable number of hierarchical changes even from last
y;::ar Those whose t~e with the Reipment expir~. i~cluded
Majors R. H. Borthwick (now C.R. Signals, 1st D1v1S1on), A.
C. Birtwistle, J . B. Atkinson and E. L . Rogers; Captains F. R.
Fletcher, M. J. P. Vann, I. R. D. Shapter and H. R. H. Dunlop;
Lieutenants M. K. Carson, P. J. K. D ickinson, R. R. Johnson
and B. M. Cooke. The R.S.M., W.O.I J. Crich, is now
commissioned and bis successor W.0.I (R.S.M.) R. J. Wombwell i a well-established Regimental figure.
l\'ho 8 who
The new arrivals have been absorbed into a slightly new
organisation in which Major M. G. Panton commands 2
quadron and Major C. J. 0. Phillips, a dashing fugitive from
the 3DG commands 3 Squadron as well as being P.M.C. of
a largely unchanged Signals Regimental Mess at Biinde. Major
D. H. Briggs, a lone survivor from the bygone days of ANTRC
and ACT I +3, continues to command a somewhat streamlined
1 Squadron. Major G. J. Curl exercises firm control over
Headquarter Squadron at Lilbbecke, some thirteen miles distant
but strictly under Regimental command. Major J. A. J.
Massey, M.B.E., the Second-in-Command, shares R.H.Q. with
Major D. A. T. Butcher, late of the Buffs but now the Regimental Administrative Officer wearing Royal Signals badges
still crisply new, Major W. G. Robinson, the Training Major
and Boxing Officer, and Captain J. W. Swindells, the burdened
and perspiring Adjutant.
In the Warrant Officers' and Sergeants' Mess the R.S.M. bas
the support of S.S.Ms R. W. J. Hammerton and W. R. D.
Clark of 1 and 2 Squadrons respectively. Staff Sergeant S. R.
Norris, now really getting on a bit in Regimental maturity, is
acting-S.S.M. of 3 Squadron.
0

H.P.'8 visit
In the real body of the Regiment the changes of face have
been too numerous to detail but the high spirit is the same.
This was a characteristic noticed by three Members of Parliament who visited the Regiment last month: Mr. Fletcher
(Labour, Darlington), Mr. Shepherd (Conservative, Cheadle)
and Mr. Kiljeddic (Conservative, Belfast West). They made a
quick trip round the Regiment, looked over a demonstration
layout of a divisional comcentre, laid on by r Squadron, and
talked to a large number of voters (and potential voters). It
was good to be able to show them how some of the taxpayers'
money was being used and good, too, to be able to meet and
talk to 50me of the representatives paid by the taxpayers.
Followed by Uendmasters
Two days later a conference of headmasters (the correct
collective term, one hopes) visited the Regiment. 2 Squadron
turned on the technical and tactical heat by showing the layout
of Main Divisional H.Q. However, it was really the day of
the cooks for W.0 .II D. Moran, A.C.C., and his assistants
showed the .ueads how they fed the troops. That impressed
them! What impressed us was to learn that in their schools
the Headmasters had to feed their boys on about twenty-four
and sixpence a week, much less than the allowance for a soldier.
Then Selentl8ts
Hot on the heels of the Headmasters came a party of four
Scientists from the Royal Ordnance group of Factories. The
C.O. hit on the clever idea of putting them on show to be
questioned by us in a short Symposium, having first showed
them how the Regiment carried out its field role. Each visitor
poke interestingly about his job and gave an honest view of
what he had gained from his visit to B.A.O.R.

I Squndron

Mr. Kiljeddie, M.P., meets a line detachment of I Squad ron. StaffSergeant P. Jackson, Corporal R. Stacey, Signalmen L. Collin,
C. Parfitt and A. D. Hewson

Winter

porting senson

The Regiment has entered the winter sports season with
more gusto than last year. The Rugby team, stimulated by a
lot of new blood and interest in its efforts, has had a very good
start. In September all games were won with an aggregate score
of 87 points for 15 against. October was not quite so successful.
Being able to call upon the might of the Divisional Headquarters and H.Q. Squadron, not only in Rugby but in other
sports too, bas made it possible to rum out a very reasonable
first team for key matches and often two teams for more friendly
fixtures.
The soccer team continues to be coached by Staff Sergeant
P. Jackson of 1 Squadron and has won its way into the second
round of the Army Cup as well as being undefeated in its
League programme. Captain G. C. M. Newton is a fairly
contented officer in-charge football.
The hockey team suffered its now traditional 9-0 defeat by
7th Regiment-away from b.ome, of course. Flagellation of
this severity so early in the season acts as a spur provided no
metaphorical bones are broken and the team has won its three
subsequent matches.
Boxing-pride of the Regiment
The real pride of the Regim..ent is, as is well known in
B.A.0.R., the boxing team. Rhine Army runners-up last year,
having narrowly lost in the final, the team is all out to make
amends this year. In so doing it will be following the example
of the cricket team which won the BA.0.R. inter-Unit competition this summer. Major Robinson, the team mentor, is guarded
in his optimism but seems not to lack confidence in the basic
ability of his team. A guide to their form will be given in the
match against a combined Biinde/Melle civilian team on 5th
November, 1965, at the Stadtgarten, Biinde. Fireworks that
night are assured no matter what the weather. The result
will appear in the next issue of THE WIRE.
W.0.II (Y. of S.) P. V. Dixon, a well known member of the
Regiment, shortly leaving for the Gurkhas, has drilled a competent and successful Basketball .team. Beaten only once so far
this season and with a fair amount of youth, like Signalman G.
S. Davies of I Squadron, mixed with experience, like Staff
Sergeant R. M. Sanderson of 3 Squadron, the augury is good
for a large number of Regimental " baskets."
Congrntulntions
A word of public congratulations to Corporal V. D. Jinks
of 3 Squadron who recently won third place from an entry of
sixty-five starters in a motor cycle trial. The members of the
Motor Cycle Club at nearby Wilsten were celebrating the
club's tenth anniversary.
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After Block Leave the Squadron returned fresh in heart and
body, and ready for anything the Regiment were likely to
throw at us!
The first event on the calendar, the Divisional Exercise in
North Afric_a, in which we can proudly say the Squadron were
fully commmed, even to the extent of having to borrow personn~l from outside the Regiment. Need I say more when I
menuon 640 Troop and 30th Regiment and 645 Troop from
G!ouces~er, old stalwarts and friends, and many old and new
friendships resulted.
First away. during August, Sergeant Blay and his boys set
up the first lmk, and presumably to swim and sunbathe in the
sunny Med! I
In the meantime hustle and bustle, freight to sort out how
much ca!!- we ta}<:e, :vhat does this weigh, what does that: load
th~t vehicle, weigh It, when weighed unpack it, because somethmg has, b~~ !eft ?Ut. Plenty of old soldier language, but
every~y s 101nmg m and more or less enjoying it. Air
portability checks being carried out all over the place, document~ to. be <:becked, chalks to be filled, names in slots-the
exercise 1s taking shape? but quite a few more grey hairs for
some.
Back to the exercise--! think we can all say a lot was
learned. Even the S.S.M., thinking he was on a good number(?)
on arrival in El Adem found himself placed on watch in th~
Comcen (what a shock?); but like us, all buckled down to
the job.
The photograph shows
Corporal Richards contemplating, with an R.A.F.
technician, the best way
to attack the repair in
hand.
This particular
s i t u a t i on emphasises
more than any other the
necessary c 1o s e coordination between us
and the other Services.
Now we are all back
and trying to clean up
and check stores to be
ready in time for the
annual Administrative in
December. One thing, I
think we can safely say
that there is m:ver a dull
moment in this Squadron.
Air Support Troop, in
the capable hands of
Captain Mackay who
Corporal Richards, w ith an R.A.F. Techincidentally, helped to
nician from 38 Group carry ing out a " Joint' '
deliver his own child just
repair of an A-43 radio du ring a recent
before leaving for the
exercise in Nor th Africa
exercise. What a wonderful
experience - and
Sergeant French were no sooner back from N. Africa than
away again on Exercise "Pied Piper"; we think that they
have earned their pay this month.
We thought it might be a good idea to get a troop view of
life, so O.C. "B" Troop was persuaded to scribe the following:
" D" Troop (or the troo1• with life in it)
During the month of October, Brigade Air Head Troop was
again called upon to perform another role to add to its many.
This time it was a move to N. Africa to provide communications
for a Brigade formed for the exercise.
Having arrived at the Brigade H.Q. area, a patch of very
dusty desert, we set up our Comcen using a new type half-ton
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trailer al~ngside a tent GS. This trailer housed our cipher and
comcen, mstead of our usual tent.
Having ~et ourselves up, the Brigade Commander decided
to go out m~o the ~esert and all those that could be spared
were . seen disappearing over the horizon-sun compasses at
the high por:t, to return three days later very much sunburnt
and the vehicles somewhat worse for their trip. But thank
to t~e L.~.D. of the 14/20 Hussars the vehicles were soon
mobile agam.
When the exercise started, we had to send a detachment to
the rst Bn. Green Howards, so, having brainwashed LanceCorporal Cliff and detachm~nt of Signalmen Ray and Derrick,
":'e sent ~em to the other side, and from the letter of appreciation received from the C.O. they were a credit to the Regiment
and Corps.
Mention must be made of the excellent hospitality afforded
by 245 Squadron, not only to the fifteen members of the
Squadron who spent three weeks with them but also to the
' weary worn ' survivors from " B " Troop who called in one
night after the exercise was over.
Signalm~n 1:-indsay" one of our new arrivals, was quite at
ho~e having. 1ust arnved f~om Aden, and with his bug key
en1oyed workmg the CW Lmk to F.F. H.Q. and driving our
three tonner when off shift.
2 Squadron

Back to N. Africa again I This year is no different from last;
we always_ seem. to spend October savouring the delights of
places which brmg back happy memories of sand sun and
dust. !_his year the Regiment was engaged on a rnaj~r exercise
compnsmg all elements of the strategic reserve, including
those from the Navy and R.A.F. As usual 2 Squadron were
concerned with constructing and running the tented Frontier
Force Headquarters Comcen. Signalman Boyle and his 'merry'
men are by now expens at erecting the Comcen tent and are
always able to offer advice to other organisations who have to
put up shelter tentage.
The F.F. H .Q. is a Joint Comcen and on this exercise we
had the R.N. and R.A.F. personnel working with us, as well
as reinforcements from our friends in 640 Troop. The only
real problem was that the Navy and RA.F. were not used to
living in tents. But Joint working does work and all problems
were ironed out as the exercise progressed. We even had a
Naval stoker to burn our classified waste! The exercise went
off well from the Come.en point of view, except for the teething
troubles experienced with message handling techniques, which
were being used for the fust time.
As well as the Comcen, 2 Squadron provided line parties to
assist 261 Air Formation Signal Troop and also established a
Radio Relay link. The Radio Relay link worked from the
beginning of September to the end of October.
However, it was not all work and no play. Before the exercise
began many took the opportunity to explore and to sun themselves on the 'golden beaches.' Many a sunburnt face is noticed
in the Regiment now, and from the amount of sunburn you
can work out the amount of work done or not done by those
concerned.
Whilst the rest of the Squadron were in the sun the remainder of R.R. Troop spent their time doing other exercises.
First of all with the Junior Leaders from Denbury on Exercise
"Two Moors" and then at Camberley where W.O.I (F. of S.)
Day and Sergeant Gwynne produced a Radio Relay link for
the Staff College Demonstration. So none bad an idle time
even though the 1st XI were overseas.
3 Squadron
Having seen the majority of the Regiment, i.e. I and 2
Squadron, away on exercise we were left with the mundane
tasks of keeping the Regiment and Divisional Headquarters
functioning in Bulford. Not that we did not take part in the
exercise. We contributed a number of drivers and an element
of "M " Troop but the majority of us just had to dream of
the sun and get down to preparing for the U.E.I. and
Administrative inspections which are almost upon us.
Our sporting excursions have met with mixed success during
the month. We were narrowly defeated by the School of
Artillery in the Army Rugby Cup and later defeated them
handsomely in a friendlv. We were knocked out of the Army
Soccer Cup by R.A.C. Depot Bovington and the hockey team
were taught a lesson by Southern Command to the tune of
6-o, but it is only fair to add that we were only just able to
raise a team due to exercise and other commitments.
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MoCor {;~·cli sts do w e ll
When mowing the grass has stopped, the Annual Inspection
is over and the clocks have been put back (or is it forward?)
then winter has returned to Catterick. One may seldom be
absolutely certain that it ever went away, but we are positive
it is now back! We have had thick fog for days on end and
gales, which, opportunely, swept up most of the dead leaves
and thereby saved some people some work. Nevertheless, we
seem still to be able to keep going. In September, we are
pleased to record that Sergeant Crutchley and his team of
expert motor cyclists did very well in both the 12th Rossendale
Enduro and the Dartmoor Trials. In the former, a technical
disqualification deprived them of the award for the best Army
team, and Lance-Corporal Flavell of the best Army rider award.
However, in the Dartmoor event, they gained first place out of
twenty teams entered, and Lance-Corporal Flavell and Sergeant
Crutchley were first and second individuals respectively. LanceCorporal Bellamy completed the team effort by coming seventh,
and Sergean t Park, ridini as an individual, came eighth.

Le~

4th REGIMENT JUDO - ANY TAKERS ?
to right : Signalman Taylor (Orange belt), Private Godfrey
(White belt) , Signalman Golding (Novice)

4th

REGDIENT,

D.F.P.0.
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In October, the last exercise of 0':11" 1965 training seas?n
took place during two weeks of glonous weather. Exercise
"Double Deal" was an inter-Brigade exercise, with troops,
the biggest to be held in B.A.0.R. this year. The RegiJ:?ent
built and administered Control Headquarters and provided
control communications.
We were delighted to have 207
Squadron with us to provide communications for Umpire Headquarters.
Visit of the new G.0.{;.
As soon as we returned to Barracks we were plunged into
pre parations for the annual Administrative Inspection, which
was held on 5th November. It was particularly important
this year, as we were being inspected by our new G .0.C.,
who had taken over command of 4th D ivision only a few
weeks earlier. He arrived at the arranged hour to find our
barracks shrouded in thick fog, so that when the Commanding Officer reported the numbers on parade, his report h ad
to be taken at its face value. Fortunately, the fog cleared in
time for the march past, and the rest of the day was bright
and sunny. The G.0.C. made three presentations to members
of the unit. Herr Max Brozius received the B.A.0.R. Civilian
Employees' Meritorious Certificate for 15 years' service. Many
old members of the Regiment will remember Herr Brozius,
who has worked in the M.T. and Q.M. (Tech.) departments.
Sergeant Hardwick was presented with the Advanced Driying
Instructor's certificate and badge, and Corporal Baynes (the
Regiment's outstanding athlete) was presented with his Army
Athlete's Colours.
Guy Fawkes wns not forgoUen
Immediately after the inspection had finished we were able
to relax with the annual Guy Fawkes bonfire and fireworks
display, and within 24 hours two parties were leaving the unit,
one for a trip to Berlin, under the auspices of Miss Drew, the
Regiment's W.\ .S. representative; the other heading for the
Moselle Valley to join the grape-pickers. So far, the Regiment has held its own in the various Army Cup sporting
activities. At rugger we have reached the third round by beating 4th Division Regiment R.C.T. by 17-0, and our soccer
eleven drew 4---4 with 32 Medium Regiment, R.A. The replay
has not yet taken place. The attendances at our evening gym
activities are steadily increasing, and it is now widley known that
basketball, squash, badminton, judo, weight-lifting and highjinks on the trampoline may be enjoyed most evenings in the
week.
" The Wire " is written by the Corps • • • •

. • • to be read by the Corps.

.Judo flouri s hes
Another infrequen tly reported activity is that of Judo.
The Regimen t now has a flourishing Judo Club with its own
build ing and equipment. Although Captain A. H. Carling,
who provided much of the impetus towards the current state
of the club, has left us, bis job has been taken over by
Q.M. S.I. Sankey, A.P .T.C., ably supported by Corporal Nancarrow. In the recent N orthern Command Champion ships, we
came second in the inter-un it team competition . Corporal
an carrow, 2nd KYU, and the light-heavyweight competition
and came second in both the heavyweight and open competitions. In the special 4th KYU Competition, Signalman Burns
was the winner. Both he and Corporal N an carrow will b e
taking part in the Army Championships at Ald ershot.
Cross-country trnnn bents all-come1•s

.\ 1mtter for the G.0.{;.
Last m~nth we received a farewell visit from Major-General
G: F; Upiohn, C.B.E., who has been Commander of Yorkshire
District for three yc~rs. Apart from being a most popular
G.O.~., General Upiohn has been a familiar figure at all
spo~tlD!?i eve.nts in the district, and on the golf course. He now
carries ID his bag (and may now have a little more leisure to
use) a putter m ade for him in the Regiment which was NOT
presented to him with malice aforethought!' During his visit
he presented the B.E.M. to our Ci"vilian Instructor and exw;arrant Officer, Bob Frarey, who bad been named in the
Birthday Honours List earlier this year.
,.,.. JIEGl~IENT, 11.F.P.O. sa
T h e Amcmities c;c•11tre
The old Corporals' Club building went into a state of susp~nded animation with the opening last year of our new
Harewood Club, and it must have felt that life in the Regiment
would pass it by in the future.
However, this was not to be so, for a need was established
for an amenities centre, where Squadrons, the Wives' Club
~nd Regimental. activities could hold a get-together, preferably
ID some seclusion.
The P.R.l.'s roving eye settled on the Corporals' Club.
H'.!re was a buil?ing compl.ete with patio and already fitted out
"':'1th the most important Hem for any party, a readily-accessible bar. So the old club was taken under the P .R. I.'s protective wing and re-opened as the amenities centre. Not the
most inspiring name for a club, you might think. So d id we.
What was needed, as one of our budding advertising executives
aid, was "a title to project the right image."
('>. good deal of head-scratching went on until one day a
voice was heard to cry "Eureka! "-he'd been attending the
Educat ion Officer's Greek classes-" as the centre is situated
on the Bakerloo Line why not call it the Elephant and Castle !"
So we did.

The cross-country team has also been meeting with considerable success.
Formed around the steady nucleus of
Sergeant Cowell and Corporal Escott, it has won all its friendly
meetings with other Service teams this season so far. In the
civilian North Yorkshire an d South D urham L eague, which
meets regularly in many places in the north of England, we
have a team entered as Royal Signals, Catterick, but consisting chiefly of our runners. They hold third place at the
moment. Sergeant Cowell and Corporal Escott are to be congratulated on their selection to represent the Army against
Wales and Loughborough C'..ollege. We expect further honours
for them latey.

Merc ury Theatre
. The z..:1ercury Theatr~ entry for the Cyprus Drama Competition, which took place m October, was " The Private Ear " and
the " Public Eye " by Peter Schaffer. J.t consists of two oneact plays which together form a pen etrating study of presentday city life, conducted in lighthearted manner. It was very
ably produced by Jennifer Halliday, who returned from holiday
in E ngland to find herself chosen as Producer, and fiv e weeks'
hard work ahead. The stage Manager, Dave Mowry, worked
wonders w ith a very limited stage, and provided a set for
each play which ga ve the right background atmosphere for the
actors.

Out of the Army Rugby Cup
It is sad to have to report so early in th e season that we are
out of the Army Rugby Football Cup Competition already.
Although we had an easy win over 24th Regiment, we found
the School of Signals opposition in the second round not to
our liking, to say the least, and we lost a very exciting match
by the narrow margin of rr- 12. We send the best of luck
to the School for their success in future rounds. On the same
day as this defeat took place, we also lost further interest in
the corresponding Association Football Cup Competition, being
beaten by A.AS., Carlisle, by 5-4.

Visit of S.0.-in-C:.
Major-General J. E. M . Bradley, C.B.E., D.s.o., visited the
Regim ent on 8th November. He was met at R.H.Q. by the
Commanding Officer, Lieute nant-Colonel 0. J. Peck, and inspected a quarter guard drawn from the three Squadrons of
the Regiment and commanded by Staff Sergeant E. Cooper.
The S.0 .-in-C. congratulated the quarter guard on their very
high standard of turn-out and drill.
M ajor-General Bradley ithen presented the Long Service
and Good Conduct Med als to Captain (Tfc. 0.ffr.) J. E . Gill
and W.O.II (R.Q.M.S.) C. A. Rusbbrooke.
After an extensive tour of the Regiment, the S.0.-in-C.,
accompanied by the C.S.0., C.O., and Adjutant, were entertained to drinks in the Sergeants' Mess. After talking to
practically every member in the Mess, no mean feat in itself,
judgi ng by the volume of sound in the lounge, the S.0.-in-C.
and guests were asked by R.S .M . Hopewell to partake of one
of the finest cold buffets yet seen in the Mess. The catering
staff, headed by Staff Sergeant Alexander and Sergeant Scott,
deserve every credit for their h ard work, which was very much
appreciated by visitors and me mbers alike.
After a very short rest in the afternoon, General Bradley was
entertained to tea in the H are wood Club by other ranks and
th eir wives, during which time he visited each table and spoke
to everyone present.
It was a particular pleasure for the members and their
ladies to entertain the Signal Officer-in-Chief to drinks and
buffet supper party in the evening.

Hockey Prospects good
We now look to the hockey team to salvage our prestige,
therefore I In the recent Yorkshire District Six-a-Side Competition, the "B" Team got further than the "A" Team, and
were beaten into fourth place by a team from A.AS., Harrogate. However, there is obviously a wealth of playing talent
available and we hope to hear good things of the team when
the competitions get started.
Night JUnrcbing {;ompetition
We have been training hard for the Northern Command
Night Marches, which are being held from 19th to 28th
November. All our six teams have been selected to march
on 22nd November, so we are hoping the fog will keep away
on that occasion. In the Training Brigade Competition, on
5th November, we took the first three places, so we have high
hopes of success in the main competition .
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10th Regiment Regimental Tie
A stock of the new
approved Regimental tie
has been received and it
is felt that members of the
old 10th Regiment and
others may like to avail
themselves of the opportunity to buy one.
The tie is in navy blue
terylene patterned with a
small silver ' cable bear'
supported on a gold ' X.'
The cost is 20 /- plus
postage and may be purchased from PRI 1oth
Signal R e g i m e n t at
B e a v e r s Lane Camp,
Hounslow.
14th

ll&EGIIUE~T,

GLOUCESTEll

As always, we have had a month which, on the surface,

everything has been normal, but when looked at again, reveals
some interesting goings-on.

An imaginative exercise
Sixteen bright young Lance-Corporals assembled one bleak
Monday morn ing for an MPC II Course under the eagle eye
of R.S.M. C. D. Evis. Now we all know that there are varying degrees of courses, but these particular MPC Courses really
do put the students through the hoop. As " light" relief for
the course, the Second-in-Command organised an exercise in
the Forest of Dean. This r·e quired pairs of men to move
by night five miLs across forest country through enemy patrols
and then to attack a VP which was sited on the top of the
highest hill for miles. 602 Troop, led by Captain C. R. Crew,
provided the enemy, and a hard lot they proved to be! Prisoners
· were given no quarter and any resistance or truculence was
dealt with abruptly. The Second-in-Command was slightly
staggered when, in his capacity as umpire, he saw a Land
Rover roar into the VP area and a group of desperados drag
a fully-trussed body from the vehicle and toss it at his feet.
One pair, namely Lance-Corporal Heslington and Signalman
Rogers, proved, however, that the task set was possible, and
their final dash over a wall to the VP almost trod underfoot
the Second-in-Command and R.S.M. who happened at that
particular moment to be in their line of advance I
At the end of 14 days, the sixteen Lance-Corporals, almost
unrecognisable from those who started the course, went
through an impressive passing-out parade taken by the C.O.,
Lieutenant-Colonel D. B. Emley, who gave them his congratulations on a fine effort.
645 Troop go to • foreign 1mrts ' • • •
645 Troop have once again been carrying out their allotted
task of providing rear-link communications.
This time on
Exercise " Dazzle."
As a work-up for the exercise, a two-channel circuit was
established during September between Gloucester, at Robinswood Barracks, and Malta; this proveJ to be most useful in
ironing out the bugs and was very successful.
The circuit was closed down a fortnight prior to departure
for El Adem, to enable equipment to be made ready for air
move. The O.C., Lieutenant W. A. Price, and senior N.C.O.s,
together with our line Corporal, left a week ahead of the main
party, in order to set up the detachment ready for operation.
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The main body then moved to Bulford, prio~ to emplan~g,
and thence to R. A.F., Lyneham, where the eq 1pment wa.s atrloaded · st hour later we found ourselves <;ince more ID Bl
Adem.'
o time was wasted in opening the circuit to Mal.ta,
and after a few teething troubles, we obtained a pre-exerc1s .
average of 75 per cent. traffic availability.
Conditions were somewhat worse than last year, troops being accommodated in six-man tents. Off-shift p~rso~el found
it difficult to sLep during the day due to a co~bm~uo~ of heat
and the ever -presem fl ies. We then found that 1t rams in Nort.h
Africa and our tent were awash in water for two days; this
didn't cheer us up but at least it drowned a few of the
flies.

• • • And attain a Wgh s tanda r d of
circuit availability
During the actual exercise period, personnel w~e confined
to camp limits, and had to carry weapons at all time~. -pie
S.S.M. had obviously got the Cook Sergeant on his side,
for his cry of " no gun, no meal " became legendary. Offduty personnel had to wear uniform and, a s one of our number
found to his cost, " flip-flops " are not r egarded as part of
On the technical side, things r an
normal working dress.
quite smoothly, and at the end of the exercise, we returned
an average of 88 % traffic availability, one day reaching 94 %.
We think these figures are pretty g_ood and Lieutenan t-Colonel
Proudman, C.O., 3 H.Q. and Signal Regiment congratulated
the Troop on a fine effort.

Back hoDle again
After the exercise finished there followed a long wait of six
days for a p!ane home. They were relieved by trips to the beach
club at Tobruk; one party actually going off to sun bathe in
the pouring rain! Imagine then our f~elings t? find o~t ~at
the flight back was in a Beverley! This took sixteen gnndIDg
hours flying time, with two stops.. The only relief being at the
stop in France, where we received a Gallic welcome and were
led off ro a lunch of half-a-loaf and quantities of vin ordinaire,
which at least made a change.
Now we are back in Robinswood Barracks re-adjusting ourselves ro the English climate, and occasionally indulge in flights
of fancy by dreaming that the planners might one day send us
on an exercise to a tropical paradise.
Officers v. Warrant Officers & Sergeants
Over the past few months the two messes have been testing
one another's strength in various forms of contests. Summer
saw a cricket match at Bampton, which the Warrant Officers
and Sergeants won pretty convincingly.
The officers then
put their beads together and come out with a challenge to battle
it out in dinghies on the 2 Squadron "puddle" at Droitwich.
The Warrant Officers and Sergeants thought this was a pretty
heavily loaded challenge, but nevertheless picked up the glove.
The contest took place on a perfect sailing day with the
Officers fielding an " A " and " B " team against one from the
Warrant Officers and Sergeants. This time the officers gained
their revenge, their "A" Team scraping home by half-a-point!
The series has continued with a memorable games evening
on 3rd November in the Warrant Officers' and Sergeants' Mess;
the latter were saved from defeat at the eleventh hour by their
prowess in the " boat race," Sergeant Winning proving conclusively that it is easier to pour a pint down his throat than
tip it on the floor.
Latest thoughts (pretty rash ones) are that the next contest
will be on the hockey field !

17th REGIMR..~T, SEREMBAN, MALAYSIA
Some three years have passed since the sight of operational
commun'.cating vehicles leaving Sikamat Camp was last seen.
In the past three months, however, 4th (Field) Squadron, commanded by Major Colin Ridley, has been raised and trained,
and has now completed its first CPX. Even R.H.Q. is talking
about getting operational, but the Headquarters Adjutant claims
he is L.O.B.
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F a rewell to Brigadier Blaker
Thirty-six officers of the Corps, Royal Australian Signals,
Gurkha Signals and Malaysian Signals dined in our Mess on
nth October to say farewell to Brigadier E. C. R . Blaker. As
a memento of the occasion, he was presented with a morse
buzzer on which were mounted the badges of those attending,
plus the badge of Singapore Military Forces Signal Squadron.
We are not really sure whether or n ot this badge will reappear
in his order of battle!
O ur Mess was a suitable setting for such an occasion, being
the only Officers' Mess in the Far East that belongs solely to a
Signal U nit. On reflection, one wonders how many others
there are world-wide, excluding Catterick; one feels very few,
now that Divisional Signal Regiment Messes have become
integrated.
Events in India have played havoc with our autumn leave
airlift, but it is an ill wind that blows nobody any good, and
400 Gurkha soldiers and their families enjoyed a splendid fiveday sea voyage in air-conditioned comfort on board the L ancelot.
The remainder of the lift is also now due to be done by sea,
but one doubts ii the chartered vessels will be so comfortable.
Impressing the 'Jocks '
J ust before D ashera we had the R.S .O . and four members of
the Gordon Highlanders Signal Pla toon with us for a course on
the SR A13. T heir last night coincided with I Squadron Nautch,
which gave them an insight into our off-duty activities. T wo
'Jocks ' wer e most impressed by the ' dancing girls,' but were
horrified to hear that they might have had a nasty shock had
they attempted to date them after the party.
We have had some rapid changes amongst our British ranks.
W.O.II ('l. of S.) G iles and Staff Sergean t Crisp have left,
but we welcome in their place W.0.II (Y. of S.) H ayes and
Sergeant Robertson, the latter being an old hand with u s.
By strange coincidence, our two new education instructors
are also no strangers to the Corps. M ajor Carl Rogers has
joined us from the Junior Leaders R egiment, Royal Signals,
although he is better known to us as an ex-8th Gurkha and
an old hand at Gurkha education. Capta in Bill Wayman's
connections go further back to service with the K.A.R. Signal
Squadron.
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(GURKHA)

In nrens rarely pe11etrated by man
To go . back to the beginnii:ig of the article, Long Seridan
featured m a search for a smtable VHF re-broadcast site in
the very extensive Brigade area. Tests continue in ·an attempt
to find the most suitable places, and already results have been
well worth while. It is all an interesting adventure. Already
our efforts have taken us into dense, rotten jungle smack on
the Indonesian border in areas rarely penetrated by man and
clo.se to the enemy, and have involved us in landings at high
altitudes under very precarious conditions.
For the moment we must wear the sphinx's inscrutable smile
but one day the story will presumably be told.
'
. Word has just come in that Major Hasell, on a recce in a
Sioux, has made a forced landing into a jungle-covered mountain at a considerable height. Fortunately be was able to make
~HF contact with the local Gurkha Battalion and pronounce
hi mself safe.

Tribute from. the Kelabit children
These notes are written at a pleasant spot called Long
Seridan in the heart of the 4th Division of Sarawak, an isolated
community if there ever was one. Peopled by Kelabits, a delightful race, the nearest down river longhouse is three days
away by long boat. Despite its remoteness, the village school,
run by a well-spoken Kelabit of 22 years, has its own bamboo
pipe band, and, in honour of their Gurkha Signals visitors,
the children played an easily recognisable version of " Scotland
The Brave," our Regimental March. It seems that the head·
master was taught the music by a New Zealander at Miri, a
Sarawak coastal town. " Scottish Soldier " was in their repertoire and so our erstwhile O.C. came away feeling, and rightly,
that his was still the master race.
The operational commitments of the Squadron are less now
than they have been since the unit came to Borneo in February,
1964. This is a good thing, because it allows more training
and more regular rest. The men have done well. Three
names have come up in the recent honours lists, namely,
Sergeant Ranbahadur Pun with an M.I.D., and Corporal
Premsing Thapa and Lance-Corporal Abel with the Sultan Omar
Ali Saifuddin Medal, a Brunei award-all very well deserved
and hard to come by. (See page 420)
Dasahra would have done credit to the
London Palladium
Dasahra, which most laymen associate with head-cutting, is
over, and in all modesty, there never was a happier and more
relaxed evening. Gurkha Captain Harkabir Gurung, due in
Britain, we hope, next year, was the man responsible. The
entertainers, whether performing their folk dances, chanting
their catching hill airs, or in the guise of performing bears,
an Indian belle, a gross ration storeman, or the most decorated
general ever, would have done credit to the London Palladium.
Apart from a select company of close friends, Acker Bilk and
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Maj o r H . Mel . Patenon has r eturned to Sere mban and t his picture taken lust
before he left shows hi m wit h t he four rema ining Squadron members who served
w'.th him in ~~ Gurk ha Indepe nden t Infantry Brigade Sicnal Squadron in operationa l Pahang m 1950, w hen he was a second lieutena nt and they were sicnalmen.
Others in t he picture are: Captain {Q .G.O.) Harkabor Gurung, Lieutenant
(Q .G.O ) Tanghum Limbu, and W .O .lls Tulbahadur Ra na and Ohanbahadur Limbu

22nd Regiment keep up their "Thrusting" Reputation
READ below of two ' thrusts ' from this Regiment.
miles of the swift flowing Rhine.

==::'.===:::::· Ex ertis e

One to the far mountains of Northern Norway and the other along
Their young soldiers certainly 'get out and about.'

Ski High III

1'y Lieutenant

SQUADRON
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his band w~re ~resent in the later stages, and the Brigade Commander, Brigadier H. C. Tuzo, o.B.E., M.c., took the floor for
N~o ~atuki. On his departure for the I.D.C., we would wish
Brigad1~r Tuzo e.very success and say, as soldiers with a deal
of service at brigade level, that it is doubtful whether we
have ever had a more thoughtful or appreciative commander
By now the Squadron is in the command of Major J A.
E.. Hasell, fairly fresh from RM.A., Sandhurst, and To~n;
with Captam J. B. Barnes as his aide.

n.

P. Shin"r

I

Corporal Powe r and Sl1nalman Linnome
before the final assault on tho Konien

=~===

WAS looking forward
returning to Norway this summer, but
owing to unforeseen circumstances, I was there
sooner than expected
and with a different
party. The or i g i n a l
organiser, Lieutenant R.
Boden, was
suddenly
admitted to hospital and,
with only three days to
go •before departure, I
was casually told " It's
all yours!" Immediately
I handed back the Exercise " Langlauf II " file
to Lieutenant N . A.
Horler and picked up the
Exercise " Sky High III "
file.
to

\t1 hat rvas it all '"bm.tP

The object of this exercise was twofold; firstly to carry
out radio tests with Lippstadt, and the other half of the
exercise in Bavaria; and secondly to do some mountainee.ring
in the Romsdal area of Norway.
Those last three days were hectic, but all the necessary
vehicles, equipment and stores that had been earmarked for
us were centralised and the loading and checking was completed in time for us to leave as planned. The party consisted
of myself and I8 solders, travelling in two Land Rovers, two
Austin I-ton (Dn/234) and a Bedford 3-ton towing a 2-ton
Tasker.
THE WIRE , DECEMBER-JANUARY
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Outward journey
We left Lippstadt on Ist August for the beginning of our
four-day, o?e thousand-mile journey to Andalsnes in Norway.
The first night was spent just inside Denmark, having crossed
the border at Flensburg. The next day we motored north
through Denmark and reached Fredrikshavn in time to embark
on the s.s. Cort Adeler for Larvik. This was a night ferry
and took ten hours.
On reachfog Larvik the next morning, we were met on the
quayside by Lieutenant Kaldestad, Norwegian Army Signals
who was to be our liaison officer for the remainder of oul
stay in Norway. He was soon to be of use, for we had only
been travelling for about three-quarters-of-an-hour when our
Bedford 3-ton ran on to the soft shoulder of the narrow road
and careered into a strawberry patch-closely followed by the
2-ton Tasker.
Our vehicle mechanic, Craftsman Davis, R.E.M.E., assured
me that the Bedford could be repaired alright, but it would
take about three days!
The problem then was how to get all our stores and petrol
up to Andalsnes. Immediately Lieutenant Kaldestad telephoned
for assistance to the orwegian Army School of Signals, at
Lillehamer, where we were going to spend the night. They
very kindly obliged by sending one of their own trucks to help
us.
Afte.r a few hours' delay we continued our journey, leaving
Craftsman Davis behind to repair the Bedford in a local
garage. We reached Lillehamer late that night and were given
excellent accommodation for the night by the Norwegian
Signals.
The next morning, having expressed my thanks to Colonel
Langaas, Commandant, Norwegian School of Signals, we set
out on the last stage of our journey, still accompanied by our
orwegian truck.
Our camp site was to be just out ide
Andalsnes, at a place called Setne moen. This is a Norwegian
Army hutted camp, and at that particular time the Norwegian
Signals were using it for their annual summer training. On
our arrival we were yet again to witness the excellent ho pitality
extended by the Norwegians. Every assi tance was given to
us in choosing and setting up our camp ite.
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Giants Road, the latter being a rapid ascent of eleven hairpin
bends. At the top of this pass we dismounted and set off
on foot.
This part was the most exhausting, as we had to trudge up
a slope covered with large boulders of rock, before cutting
across a steep, snow-covered slope. A mistake here meant
a rapid and slippery descent into the frozen lake, which was
beginning to thaw I Safely across this, we were now at the
foot of Kongen.
Here we split up into two climbing parties of three and began:
our ascent. The first obstacle was to move along a narrow
ridge and, although we all noticed the beautiful scenery to be
seen down below, on both sides of the ridge, not one of us
stopped to take a photograph I Nobody would admit it was
fear, but rath-r that they were eager to get a move on.
Although perhaps the easiest and most direct route was not
taken, we reached our goal.
At the top we found a book with signatures in it dating back
to the i89os, and so, following this tradition, and the steps
of Exercises " Sky High I and II," our names were added.

On top of the Kongen. Left to right: Lance-Corporal West, Corporal
lllidge, Signalman Fletcher, Corporal Power, Lieutenant Shiner
St>ttling in
Our first full day in Andalsnes was spent setting up the

D us, unloading the stores and petrol, and finding the most
suitable shop in which to spend our ration money. I was
also able to obtain some information on the surrounding mountains from the local people.
The weather, up 1mtil then, had been of the familiar B.B.C.
pattern of "showers with some sunny intervals." Unfortunately,
for the next six days the " sunny intervals " disappeared and
the " showers " turned into continuous rain, with the clouds
almost down to rooftop level. Although the communications
side of the exercise started well, the climbing side was limited
to familiarisation with the equipment and learning how to tie
various knots.
Sky Rigb-n rock • • •
Luckily, at the beginning of our second week, the weather
changed completely and for the next seven days we had glorious sunshine. It was not until this change in IW; weathei
that we were able to see for the first time the beautiful mountains that surrounded our camp site. They looked inviting,
and we were eager to "have a go." But, as Gaston Rebuffat,
the celebrated alpine guide wrote in his book, " Mountaineering is one of the finest sports imaginable, but to practise it
without technique is a form of more or less suicide." And
so with this well in mind, we began by practising ascending
and descending with the use of ropes, slings and pitons, under
the tuition of our 'expert,' Corporal Power.
Soon, however, we were up in the mountains trying out our
newly-acquired skills. The official grading for these climbs was
"easy," but a number of the party are known to have unofficially re-graded them I
• • • a11d.

8110W

We also tried our hand at snow and ice walking. This proved
popular, and at first appeared easy, but there are a number
of hazards, as one party of four experienced.
It was while they were descending a steep, snow-covered
gradient. The 1.:ading man stumbled and fell, pulling down
the other three, attached by nylon ropes. Before any of them
could dig their ice axes into the snow firmly, they were on their
way down the slippery path. After sliding for about a hundred
yards, the end man managed to get his ice axe in and so they
came to a halt. At first it was thought to be great fun, and
obviously the quickest way down.
It was then that they
realised that only another hundred yards further on was a twohundred-foot drop into a frozen lake I Slowly and quietly they
continued their descent.
11-'r co119Ner tlte • Kiag •

Near the end of our stay, a party of six made the highest
ascent. Our objective was " Kongen "--the King.
In order to get to the lower slopes, we had to travel by
Land Rover along the narrow lsterdal valley and up the

A 11iecting witli •• Jacl' Frost"
Whilst this was going on, Craftsman Davis, having previously
successfully repa ired and delivered the Bedford, decided he
would like to see a little more of Norway. His destination was
the Arctic Circle, and so, armed with a ground-sheet, a small
pack, containing washing kit, a tin of rice, a packet of biscuits
and a Union Jack, he set off. After covering l,125 miles in
62 hours, with the help of 39 lifts, in an assortment of vehicles,
he returned. Although tired, he proudly displayed the proof of
reaching his goal-a certificate signed by "Jack Frost."
Corn1nanications as well
Although everyone was keen to get into the mountains, our
communications were not neglected. We had daily schedules
to Exercises "Langlauf II" and "High Fjord," both in Norway, and to Lippstadt and Bavaria. These links worked well
using CW, and, on a number of occasions, we changed to RATT
and SSB when working to Lippstadt.
llo1ueward bound
After three wonderful weeks at Andalsnes, it was time for
us to take our leave and, for a few, to say our fond farewells. After packing up the camp site we set off again for
Lillehamer. It was while on this stage of the journey that
I swear our convoy was overtaken by a certain officer driving
a Swedish-registered Volvo I Alas, no proof.
After an overnight stay at Lillehamer, we continued on our
journey to Klofta, 3okms. north of Oslo. Here we stayed two
nights at a Norwegian Army Transmitting Station, this having
been arranged previously by our liaison officer. It enabled us
to take in a day's sightseeing in the Norwegian capital and,
although the weather was goOd, we managed to include in
our tour of the city the world famous ski-jump, the Kon-Tiki
raft, and the Viking ships.
The nex-t day we said farewell to our liaison officer and,
at Larvik, embarked yet again on the s.s. Cort Adeler.
It had been a wonderful experience and great fun.
1'otc ol thanll-s

Having met a number of officers and sergeants from the
Norwegian Army School of Signals, I know that they take
a keen interest in the activities of our Corps and that they
read " The Wire,. regularly. It is through this medium that
I would like to thank the many of them that helped to make
this exercise such an enjoyable one.
In particular, I would like to thank Colonel J. Langaas,
Commandant, Norwegian School of Signals, Captain M.
Spilde and O/Sjt, K. Sandoy, both of whom were instructors
at Setnesmoen, and, of course, our Liaison Officer, Lieutenant
Kaldestad.

Exercise "Rhine Thrust"
,.,, Sccond-1,ieutcnant H. N. Har1so111
URING the August Adventure Training period, Lieutenant
D
Bob Siderfin and I took a party of twelve men " down the
Rhine."
I commanded the canoeists whilst on the water.
Lieutenant Siderfin commanded the shore party as well as
having overall command of the exercise. The pfan was for
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n_ine of us to canoe from Basel to Rotterdam, while the other
six looked after the administration.
Both Corporal M. R.
Groot and I had qualified as B.A.O.R. Canoe Instructors at the
1 (BR) Corps Outward Bound Centre in Norway. We used
the Margarctcnsce, a nearby lake, for basic training and managed some sea canoeing during summer camp at' Cuxhaven.
All the "trainees " qualified as B.A.O.R. trained canoeists
and on the 9th August we set off.
What ensued in the next three weeks was such great fun
that our exploits would fill a book. However, here arc a few
incidents taken from the log.
Monday, 9th
Travelled from Lippstadt to Weil, just north of Basi:I.
Camped by the Rhine at the 172km. marker. This is our
start point. Lieutenant Siderfin nor present, will meet him
at Worms.
Tuesday, 10th
s .p ent the day checking our kit, buying food and re-fuelling
vehicles. Canoes are all seaworthy. "Bert," a German canoeist
arrived and I agreed to his requci;t to stay with us. Temperature
approx. 90°F.
Wednesday, 11th
Started early and were soon in rapids between the 175 and
18okm. markers. Corporal Brittain achieved feat of" swimming"
across a 12-knot current. Signalmen Williams and Bennan
" shot " the rapids-by accident-not by design! The Land
Rover could not reach the river for our lunch stop as planned.
Lunch at 22okm. marker. We beached canoes at Breisach.
Camp was already set up by shore party and "char was up."
A good meal and so to bed.

Saturday, 21st
Speed of ukm. per hour maintained.
Udesheim.

Thursday, 12th
Today went according to plan. Lunch was waiting at the
243km. marker. We had to wait at a lock for a barge to come
along before we were allowed through. Beached tonight at
Altenheim.

Sunday, 22nd
Current seems to be increasing. Passed through Bonn. River
Lraffic a serious menace. Nowhere to rest-men feeling the
strain. Signalman Brennen admitted to B.M.H., Rhinedalentonsilitis. Distance travelled 72km.

Friday, 13th
Unlucky for some-mosquitoes plentiful. Insufficient antignat cream, so literally had to "Jump it." Some Jocked as
if they had the "plague." Beached at Greffern. During the
evening the Canadians at C.A.F., Solingen, were good enough
to let us use their showers and Airmen's Club.

Monday, 23rd
Rest day. Some of the party not too wcll-~u pect 'flu.
" Medicinal " spirits worked wonders.

Saturday, 14th
After a trip into Baden-Baden in the morning, we paddled
on to the German Customs. From there to 363km. marker,
where we beached the canoes. Spent the evening in Karlesrue
-rest day needed. Sunday was spent " girding our loins " for
the next stage of our journey.
Monday, 16th
At 09-45 the German Water Police arrived
through Mannheim. A wise precaution. Traffic
Sea training proved invaluable, as we
able.
the waves rather than over them. Nevertheless,
made and have completed 266kms. Beached
Worms.

to escort us
was considerwent through
good progress
just north of

Tuesday, 17th
Started canoeing 11fter lunch. Hailed by Lieutenant Siderfin
while passing through Worms.
Could not arrive at prearranged time in Worms due to problems in camp. Beached
at Ginsheim. Sent back a vehicle for him and he joined us
later on in the evening.
Wednesday, 18th
Full of conf 1ence now and have reached St. Goarshausen.
Passed through Maintz and Lorelei without mishap. Luckily
no " Singing Maidens," but pleasure boats created almost as
much danger! No room in the Camp Platz, so we took over
adjacent football pitch for next 36 hours.
o matches, so no
problems!
Friday, 20th
"Bert" left us today, leaving with us kilometre-by-kilometre
guide to the Rhine. Now called the "Good Book." Beached
canoes at 6ukm. First rainstorm since we started-plastic
anoraks excellent.
hor ~ party have been working extremely
efficiently. Especially as km. markers are not easy to find.
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Lunch stop.

Just before Koblenz

Have now reached

Tuesday, 24th
All very keen to carry on. Current was very helpful and good
l>peed maintained. Passed through Koln-nearly rammed by
steamer-Dusseldorf, Krefeld and Duisburg. We beached at
Dinslaken Canoe Club in heavy showers, but club members very
hospitable. They gave us almost free run of their club house.
aturally, we slept inside I
Wednesday, 25th
River was very choppy due to the high wind. We set off, but
after itkm. Signalmen Williams and Bysh capsized in their
fibreglass canoe. Capsize drill was useless due to the rough
water. Both men were taken ashore clinging to the instructors'
singles and their canoe towed by Corporal Piper and Signalman
Wilson in their two-seater Klepper. The canoe were removed
by vehicle to the Canoe Club and the rest of the day spent
resting.
Thursday, 26th
Windy again. The fibreglass canoes were left ashore-unsafe in high seas. Signalmen Williams and Bysh joined the
shore party for the day. The remainder paddled on and were
thankful to stop at Recs Canoe Club for tea before continuing
to Emmerich Canoe Club. Celebrations ensued and a little
worse for wear, we prepared for the last few days.
Friday, 27th
The river bas lost its pace. We branched off on to the River
Very harJ work, but reached
Lek to •scape the traffic.
Oosterbeck without incident.
Saturday, 28th
Have reached Coulomberg. Speed ev n more reduced, du
to wind, which seemed ro rise in force as we progr ed.
Lack of all kilometre signs made navigation almost impo ibJe.
Many canals we pas ed were not marked on our map.
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Sunday, 29th
The wind was now about force 6. Speed was reduced to
6km. per hour. Lieutenant Siderfin and Signalman Wright
appeared at the 965km. marker. We came ashore for lunch
and decided not to canoe again in the afternoon. We left the
canoes with a local farmer and returned to Rotterdam. Yet
another e.xcellent meal was consumed and most of the party
had an early night.
Failure
We planned to come back the next day and paddle into
Rotterdam. There were only 35km. to do. Monday dawned
and the wind was still high. Downcast, we collected the canoes
and took them to Rotterdam by road. The rest of the day
was taken up with packing, and on Tuesday, 31st, we came
home. Sad on the one hand that we had failed, but proud
to have paddled, driven and sweated down 500 miles of a
difficult waterway.

Ileghnental Notes
Weatherwise, in Lippstadt, this has been a beautiful month
so far, but now the early-morning frost and the beautiful
autumn shades in the trees remind us that the winter is upon
us.
This month, according to the Regimental Diary, was a time
for us to pause from our normal exercise activities, make
and mend and prepare for our busy programme in November.
This, of course, did not mean that we were entirely free of
exercises-we never are !
On the ranges
Leaving these aside, we were able to carry out another part
of our annual range qualification during the period nth-16th
on the Brackwede Ranges.
These are beautiful, well-kept
ranges, banked in to exclude those difficult cross-winds, and
to assist us, the weather was superb.
Out of a total of 198 firers, we produced 43 Marksmen, 52
1st Class, 67 2nd Class and 36 3rd Class shots.
A special mention must go to Signalmen Waite and Thomas,
of 2 Squadron, who scored 64 and 6o out of a possible 66.
We hear also that the O.C. of that Squadron is poorer by
many marks (right, Stephen?).

TRIUMPH
POWER AND STAMINA
ON DUTY AND OFF
If you can handle it, real power adds zest to the pleasure of
motorcycling. That's why the skilful riders of the Royal
Signals Display rearn, together with hundreds of other official
bodies all over the world, always choose Triumph. Doesn't
that make a Triumph the ideal off-duty motorcycle for you?

I Tltl!J!!B

T H IE B EST MOTORCYCLE IN THIE WORLD
TRIUMPH ENGINEERING CO. LTD., MERIDEN WORKS, ALLESLEY, COVENTRY
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Helicopter training
During the month the Regiment had its first organised
helicopter training, involving first stage training and stores
lifting.
Our " sticks " in the first stage were a little overawed
initially, but successfully <,;ompleted the drill. The whirling
blades produced quite a stir as the aircraft came in, to the
discomfort of many of the bystanders. All available officers
also took part, the Quartermasters being specially concerned
in the preparation and lifting of loads, particularly those concerned on re-supply to detachments. The loads of rations, petrol
and the like were live, and apart from an odd jerrican damaged, the loads were prepared, lifted and re-stacked most
effectively.

•

FAR AWAY PLACES---UNUSUAL JOB
Reports from the Outposts
THE F~R E~ST
as a Signalman sees it
IGNALMAN J. Duggan, of 209 Squadron, writes of his
S
impressions of Singapore and Borneo. His pen flows
easily as he conjures up a very real picture of how life strikes
a newcomer to these ' far away places.'
. As I expected, I found a great many strange and exciting
sights during my three-week stay in Singapore. Life itself
assumed an entirely new pattern for me, a more varied and
interesting one than I had enjoyed in the U.K.

A 11leasant,

la~y

life

At first conditions were almost like those of a holiday
camp. The food was well nigh excellent, accommodation was
very good, and for two whole weeks there was no work. A
little P.T. each morning before breakfast sharpmed the appetite.
After a satisfying meal, a parade and roll-call was held. Then
two hours down at the fine swimming pool would be followed
by half-an-hour's rest before lunch, which was another pleasant
meal. Most of the afternoons were free, to be spent either
lazing about improving a sun-tan or writing letters to the loved
ones at home.

Singapore-lively, noisr1 eolourl1d
My impression of Singapore is of a large, very lively, very
noisy, colourful and cosmopolitan city. The tropical climate
makes sightseeing very exhausting and, in most parts of the
city, the crowded sidewalks make it difficult to move around.
Window-shopping can be a wonderful experience in Singapore,
but the tourist must be firm with persuasive Chinese shopkeepers. It is hard to resist being annoyed by their sales efforts
and by the taxi-drivers. These individuals make full-throated
use of their car hooters in attracting the customers' attention
and showing their feelings for other road-users. After a few
days I found that by completely ignoring them they ceased
to cause annoyance. Contrary to what I expected, I found
prices high and money did not stretch very far.
Radios,
cameras and watches were, however, much cheaper than in
U.K. The tourist will find some very unpleasant aromas,
not only in Singapore, but in most of S.E. Asia as well. These
are ~pecially strong in the evenings when the many " stall
cafes " do their peak business in such delicacies as Chinese
mee and Malay satay.
I found in Singapore a few reminders and some of the

atmosphere of the British Raj era. Both the interior and the
exterior of the splendid Raffles Hotel gives one an idea of the
spl~dour~ ~nd way of. lif~ of other days. Many of the great
public buildings are built m 19th century style. Singapore is a
city well worth visiting. There is a great deal to see, a,nd for
the visitor fresh from Europe, the entire scene i usually a
source of great wonder.

Sunny days find moonlit nights
After spending nearly three weeks in Singapore doing very
little, I felt relieved when our ship headed out of the Singapore
Roads towards the open sea. I was anxious to reach my final
d~s~nation, settle in and spend the tour of duty with the
mm1mum of trouble. The voyage to Borneo was almost cruiselike. The days were sunny, with blue skies, and a strong, refreshing wind.
By night, strange stars twinkled from the
heavens and a bright moon traced a path of pale gold across a
calm sea. In the quietness, peacefulness and beauty of the
scene, a loving couple would have found a very romantic and
idyllic atmosphere. I spent St. Patrick's Day at sea for the
first and, I hope, last time. Some friends from Cork, living in
ingapore, had given me shamrock, which I duly wore crossing
the South China Sea. Thinking of other years, of the partic
and dances on 17th March, made me long for my native land.
I saw small lonely islands with their palm trees and the sllrf
breaking in long white lines on the distant shore. I welcomed
these specks of land in an empty waste of sky and sea, even
the occasional ship or seagull made a change. I doubt if I
would make a good sailor. I love the sights, the sounds and
smells of land too much. However, the purity, the freshness
and untamed power of the sea made a big impression on my
landlubber mind.
J11.ngle grorving 1lo1vn to tke beach

On the second last night at sea I watched the long beam of
a lighthouse and the dark outline of the land. Sp that pface
over there is Borneo, I thought. I wondered what it would
look like, this huge tropical island, parts of it till unexplored.
In brilliant morning sunshine, I watched the long low coastline grow larger as the ship drew near. For five hours she
lay at anchor, waiting for high tide to travel the last part of
the voyage, sixty miles up the Rajang River. From this po~ition
all that could be seen was the shore with deep-green jungle
growing down to the beach. No houses or signs of human
habitation could be seen. Lots of driftwood came floating
down from the river's mouth. The heat and humidity became
intense, and scarcely a breeze ruffled the brownish-coloured

S1•ort
In the world of sport, we are settling down to the winter
programme. We have high hopes of our hockey and rugby teams,
though the rugby team lost in the first round of .the Army Cup.
We played our first round of Atmy Cup soccer on 6th
November. The team, though they had not been doing too
well early in the season, managed to beat the Carbineers
3-2, scoring the winning goal in the first few minutes of extra
time. The Carbineers were a strong attacking team and we
were very lucky to beat them; that we managed it at all, was
largely due to the excellent goalkeeping of Moore, and a very
solid game played by our young centre-half, Campbell.
Comings antl goings
Belatedly, we must say goodbye to Major and Mrs. J. A.
Dunbar, who have left us for the home country and " Bo~e
Scotland." We welcome our new Q.M. (Tech.) Major R. N.
Richmond and family from 245 Squadron (Benghazi) and hope
he serves us as well as Major Jimmy did. We also say goodbye to Lieutenants Boden, Brookes and Hoder, to Shrivenham,
and welcome also, Captain L. A. Woods and family.
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Singapore's Tiger Balm Gardens
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Signalman Duggan with Chinese friends in Singapore
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water. It wa a great relief when the anchor was hauled up
and the ship moved forward once more.
Except for a solitary buoy, this part of Borneo must look
much the same as it did ten thousand years ago. The rivermouth i very wide and the current is strong and fast. A
mall primitive village of huts can be seen on the left. I
aw no people. The river has many channels, so I think this
must form the delta. The stillne s and unchanged character of
the scene would make an ideal setting for a Rider Haggard
or Tarzan film.

( ·«-lo•rl•I sa•sets
A the ship moved further upriver the banks on either side
drew closer. The jungle seemed to have been cleared in many
places and inhabited village began to appear ~or~ oft~n ~in
both sides. Small brown people ran down their lmle 1emes
and waved to u · some of us waved back. I thought that
ocean-going ships must rarely come upriver, though I now
know .they come up most days. River traffic also in creased,
many boats having outboard motors. The most remarkable
feature wa the amount of timber and logs floating downstream. The water looked very dirty and a dead hen passed
close to the bows. Though I looked eagerly, I could see no
alligators or crocodiles. Borneo has .the most colourful sunsets;
I shall Jong remember that first evening, the western sky was
a kaleidoscope of colour, the mass of clouds forming and reforming in unearthly shapes. As darkness began to fall, the
bright lights from the riverside homes cast long slivers of light
across the dark and brooding river.
.'8to• islli•glr1 modern
I must have been asleep for two hours when I woke to a
ilent, motionless ship. I ran up on deck to d iscover that I
was now at journey's end. The ship was tied up to a small
dock. Just in front, a small Panamanian-registered freighter
shared the same berth. A few small craft chugged up and
doY.'D the river. I looked Jong at this place to which I bad
travelled 8,300 miles, and where I would be spending the next
eight months. It looked astonishingly modern and was in no
way resembling what I had expected. The buildings were firm
and well built. The place was well lighted, looked clean and
orderly. This was Sibu, main town and pon of Sarawak's
Third Division. I knew straight away I was going to be
happy here. As it was now quite late that night, we slept on
board.
The morning was very disheartening, it was raining and a
heavy mist hung over the area; it was very humid, too. How•"ffe•

ol tll e Corps

•o to tlie N orwe gia• Backwoo ds in

Exercise "Wintly Ritlge"
Second-Lieutenant M. Cartwright of the 2nd Regiment
writes of a trek that he undertook in N orway during the
summer.
Accompanied by two sergeants and five soldiers
from his Regiment. he climbed mountains and penetrated to the
backwoods of Norway.
Another example of the interesting adventures that come
the way of the Corps in its many overseas stations.

ever, we were too busy unloading vehicles to get preoccupied
with the dreary scene. The dockers, small and brown, wore
red scarves about their heads. Finally, the last vehicle landed
on the dockside and we moved off to our new home.
.l pleasant place
The drive through Sibu was very encouraging. I noted the
numerous shops, cinemas, cafes and hotels.
Most of the
people seemed to be Chinese. There seemed to be no beggars
either. The streets and roads were well surfaced. I decided
Sibu was quite a pleasant place; large cities and towns have
little appeal for me, I have spent much of my life in the
country-a small town with reasonable amenities suits me
admirably.
Our camp is situated alongside the one and only runway
of Sibu's mall airport. My first impression was a very bad
one indeed. The rain during the night had made the chalky
mud very soft, the vehicles churned this into a quagmire. The
buildings, or " bashas " looked like large native huts with
the sides open.
The roofs were made of a thatch called
" attap." The advance party had arrived a week earlier and
they hastened to assure us that life was quite good. As I unpacked, I was still very sceptical. Dinner was very good and
rhereafter, food generally was better than in Colchester.

Cltinesc, lbans. llr1nl~s flntl. lJlaltiys
Sibu is surrounded by jungle. Road mileage here is very
small. A road is being built through the " ulu," or jungle, so
that road transport with West Sarawak can be possible. At
the moment river and air transport are used. There is a good
system of telephone communications. The population is composed of Foochow Chinese, !bans and Malays. The Chinese
are shrewd businessmen and work very hard to improve their
lot. Though polite and friendly, they can be unscrupulous in
business deals; without their drive and determination, Sarawak
would be worse off economically. The !bans or Sea Dyaks
are the largest group of the original Borneo peoples.
Formerly headhunters, they now live peacefully in longhouses
on all the large rivers. They are the most charming, affectionate and generous people one could possibly meet. I t is only
recently that they have come fully into contact with Western
civilisation. This has cau ed them to forsake much of their
customs and dress. I do not know much about the Malays as
yet. T hey dress very attractively-at least the women do. They
are d istingu ished from the Chinese by a darker skin.
.So I come to the end of this part of my account. The final
analysis will be written when my Brigade leaves Sarawak and
returns to its home base in the U.K .
After a long, bur uneventful journey, we arrived in Kristiansand, a large port in Southern Norway. We were met by one
of the permanent staff of the Army Outward Bound Centre,
who were to supply us with transport to and from the ·t rek
area, and a guide. W e wen t first to the Outward Bound
Centre, where we were briefed and introduced to our guide,
Sergeant " Jock " Jones, who was one of the instructors at the
centre. We then left for the trek area, which was some 90
km. north of Kristiansand.

Cras h!
There was a splintering crash and everything went dark.
I felt myself falling, and thought that if this was the end of
the world, then this was the obvious direction for me to be
travelling!
I fell into a pile of soft hay and realised that
I was still on the right side of the styx. Lance-Corporal Doyle,
who had accompanied me on my fall also fell into something
soft and said something that can't be printed here. Up above
us, Sergeant Emsley offered words of comfort: " I told you
this barn wasn't safe."

U ' e reach the trek area
Our time in Norway was split into two phases, the first
being a period of orientation, during which we were to get used
to the country and the maps; the second phase being the
actual trek.
The maps that we were issued with had an "olde worlde"
look about them-all black and white and no grid-lines. They
weren't terribly accurate, either.
After three d ays of orientation, we arrived at the starting
point of the trek. Base camp was a disused railway station
called Byglandsfjord. We were to start from here without our
guide, so we scrutinised our route on the map very closely
and discovered that there was a large portion of route off
the map. Yes, the guide said, he realised this, but if we
stopped at the farm on the edge of the map the farmer would
let us look at bis map.

•• \\·tally Ridge"
" Windy R idge " was a series of treks in Southern Norway,
carried out by various units of 2nd D ivision d uring the summer.
A pany consisting of an officer, two sergeants and five soldiers
from 2nd Regiment went to Norway in July.

Goi11 g t oo fast
It was very hot that first day, we seemed to be climbing
up hill all day. Early in the evening we were climbing up a
(Continued on page 438)
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1. CONQUEROR
2. SARACEN COMMAND VEHICLE
3. DAIMLER
4. SALADIN
5. LAND ROVER
6. CHAMP

The C1 3 is the official replacement for the
WS19H P set. It is in service with the British Army
and 14 overseas armies as the extra long range
set in Fighting Vehicles. Exceptional range and
performance, simplicity of controls, rugged climatic
protection and the elimination of all netting
combine to make the C13 a versatile and highly
serviceable equipment. It conforms in all respects
to the Joint Services Specification K114G.
The C13 provides up to 25 watts
RF output on Phase Modulation. Used with its
RF Amplifier No . 7 the power is increased up to
250 watts.

--BEtMEMBER OF
THE CONTROLS AHO!
COMMUNICATIONS
GROUP

BRITISH COMMUNICATIONS CORPORATION LIMITED
EXHIBITION GROUNDS, WEMBLEY, MIDDLESEX. Telephone : WEMbley 1212. Telegrams: BEECEECEE WEMBLEY.
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of two, each watch doing three hours. After supper and the
weather report being favourable, we decided to lay a course for
the Scillies. Before nightfall we took off the spinnaker, the
mizzen and its staysail, so that the watch on deck would be
more comfortable. During the night we passed south of the
Eddystone Light, going well under our rwins-the mainsail
with a foreguy rigged to starboard and the genoa set to port
on the spinnaker boom. We surged down the wave fronts,
rolling at times. It was exhilerating and thrilling under the
bright moon and mackerel sky. Bloodhound, for all ~er 34 tons,
has tiller steering and one feels the power of the wmd and sea
in the darkness, with the wave crests hissing by as they break
and roll forward urging the boat on and on towards the west.

Royal Yacht

BLOODHOUND
By
Lt.-(·01. E. J. Bardell, O.B.E.

A

IEUTENANT - COLONEL Eric
L
Bardell, O.B.E., writes another
" sea saga " for " The Wire."
A
Royal Signals crew have the pleasure
and privilege of sailing " Bloodhound "
westwards towards the Scillies and
then on to Southern Ireland. Eric
Bardell's descriptive writing brings
the trip into vivid reality, and his
short survey of a past era in the
history of the Scilly Islands will have
an interest for many. All will be
pleased to hear that Eric Bardell has
recently had an article published in
the Geographical Magazine.
The crew - " three experienced
watchkeepers and three hefty foredeck hands " - were LieutenantColonel Eric Bardell, Colonel Max
Sawers and son, Ian, Major Lee
Edinger, Lieutenant Bob Brewis and
Second-Lieutenant Peter Crane.

Shipshape and a sailor's delight.

•• Jimmy '' at the ma8thead
One day during the latter part of the summer, Bloodhound
was lying at her moorings at Gosport. Her normal dress is
the White Ensign with the burgee of the Royal Yacht Squadron,
but on this occasion she was wearing the Red Ensign and
"Jimmy " was flying proudly at her masthead. A kindly touch
by Merryn Fairbank, her sailing master, to welcome aboard
Royal Signals. We had been invited to provide a crew to ferry
her co Eire. As it was the Fastnet week, we planned for heavy
weather in the Western Approaches and the crew had been
picked accordingly-three experienced watchkeepers and three
hefty foredeck hands. We arrived off the morning train fr~m
London, having assembled from as far afield as Krefeld,
Catterick and the Isle of Anglesey. Shortly after midday we
got under weigh to make the most of the easterly breeze and
the west-going tide through the ~olent. With the help of
Francis Drake, the bosun, the newly-joined crew soon found
their way around the boat and had everything hoisted and pull-

(Continued from page 436)
track through a thick pjne wood when a tiny wizened old
man passed us. He looked over his shoulder and told us in
perfect English that we were going too fast. Then he raced
on up the track. He was the farmer who was to show us his
map, and said later that he was 65 years old and did this
journey twice a day. His farm was about 1,7ooft. above the
nearest road.
That Darn
On the second day we set out into the uncharted area
armed with a map drawn on a brown paper bag. We travelled
over some very rocky and striking country. It ra ined very hard
that day, and it was a wet and tired, and not particularly happy
party that arrived at the second bivouac point-that barn.
However, everyone managed to raise a smile when I fell through
the floor.
It was at this point that we noticed how hard the mosquitoes
were biting. There seems to be a particularly vicious breed
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Colonel Max Sawers an d Ian on wat ch

ing well; the main and the mizzen, the huge' white spinnaker
and the mizzen staysail. While the Queen Mary passed us
sedately through the haze on her way to Southampton, the
hovercraft ferry crossed our bows in a flurry of spray bound
for the Isle of Wight. Bob Brewis took the helm and we went
below for lunch. By 3 p.m. we had the Needles abeam, the
sun was warm, the breeze strong, and the occasional whitecap
slapped against ·t he counter. A good start for the cruise. We
zeroed the log and decided to make the most of the good
weather. Torbay or the Scillies was to be our first port of call
T ime was of little consequence as we had eight days in which
to complete our delivery.

• S oldier's ~ B 1·ecze
By eight the following morning we were off the Lizard, the
wind fell light and to seaward we saw several of the Fastnet
fleet beating their way to Portsmouth and the finishing line.
At noon we were hoisting the spinnaker when suddenly
through the haze loomed the mass of the Wolf Rock Lighthouse
with the Atlantic swell breaking against its foot. Twenty-four
hours since leaving Gosport and some two hundred miles and
more on the log. Truly it had been a soldiers' breeze. We
circled the Scillies to the north and" took the narrow channel
between Tresco and Bryher, down past Cromwell's Castle,
to drop our anchor and fifteen fathom of chain on the beautiful
silver sand a little south of Hangman's Isle.
A glorious afternoon was spent in the sheltered waters off
New Grimsby learning the intricacies of the outboard motor and
the management of the large rubber dinghy in a tideway. These
craft are now being introduced into the Lifeboat Service for
inshore work. " Be bold " was the cry and there was much
amusement and several pairs of wet trousers before the trainees
were _passed out as competent dinghy handlers under power .
A walk ashore after supper for a pint at the local. Its thick walls
are covered with the photographs of all the wrecks on the
islands since 1880. Square-rigger and steam, they make a sorry
sight on .t he rocks. We were told of the clergyman on St.
Agnes who on being informed of a wreck whilst in the middle
of his sermon, announced it from the pulpit. On the next
occasion of a wreck he said nothing, but walked to the door of
the church and from there made his announcement, adding,
" This time we all start fair."

On the quayside at Kristiansand a group of "trekkers,"

Felons and Pirates ol days gone bu
The history of the Scillies has been harsh and at times the
justice rough. The XIVth century records John de Allet and
Isabella holding the islands. Convicted felons were taken to
the rock on which the Bishop Lighthouse now stands and there
they were left with two barley loaves and a pitcher of water
" until by the flowing of the sea he is swallowed up."
During the reign of Richard III, the i sll!nds were worth
forty shillings in time of peace and in time of war-nothing.
The latter value was recognition of the difficulty and danger
of holding the Scillies in times of trouble.
The first Elizab"eth, however, was made of sterner stuff and
she bade Sir Francis Godolphin fortify them against the coming
of the Armada. In the State Papers of the period-Sir Francis
writing to Lord Burghley on 6th August, 1593-we find a
sentence reminiscent of Sir Winston Churchill ,speaking of the
next invasion attempted some four hundred years later •..
" so much has seldom been performed at such small charge,
and with so few hands in so short a time."
The island inhabitants were frequently molested by pirates
and we read of captures being made by the Turks three or
four leagues off the Scillies. It was not until 1816 that the
Turk the Moors, and the Salles Rovers were finally supressed
and fue seas around made safe. Sir Edward Pellew took a
combined fleet of British and Dutch ships to Algiers, bombarded
the city, and destroyed it. The seas off the Scillies were finally
at peace and only the hazards of storm and her rocky coast were
to bedevil the inhabitants.

dressed in a variety of anoraks and jeans were squatting around
a hissing primus stove, advertising the fact that the British
soldier cannot survive for any length of time without tea. A
group of travellers looked on with a mixture of amusement
and astonishment.
" Maybe some kinda nomads," said an
American tourist, moving in with a battery of cameras.

Unexpected but very welcome visitors
We spent the week-end exploring the islands, feeling our
way across the sandy flats and through the rocky channels. As
we went into St. Mary's to water and fuel alongside, so saw

• • • Surging down the wave fronts,
rolUng at times • • •
Striding down Channel; two Argosy's flew low overhead and
a small coaster was hard put to overtake us as we creamed
along at 9 knots and more. We split ourselves into three watches

of mosquito in Norway that thrives on a certain well-known
brand .of insect repellant. The trek lasted another three days.
Return
We had half-a-day in Byglandsfjord to clean up ready to go
back to civilisation and then we had to return to Kristiansand
via the Outward Bound Centre. We had had several days of
wonderful weather when the rest of Europe seemed to have
been under water, and we had crossed some very exciting
country. We were very sorry to leave.
•~

Some kinda nomads "
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The W olf Rock light house with Major Lee Ed inger on watch .
Over two hundred miles in a day

Cromwell's Castle with Hangman's Isle in the middle distance.
An expedition returns from Tresco, our anchorage in the Scillies

Landing on Amnet, the Bird Sanctuary In the Sclllles
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Major-General ' Ginger " Moberly and his daughters who were
there on holiday. We were delighted when he accepted an
invitation to lunch aboard and spend the afternoon cruising
through the i lands. It was appropriate that the signarure of a
Colonel Commandant should be included in Bloodhound s
Vi itors' Book at the time a Royal Signals crew was aboard.
We anchored close in to Annet, the bird sanctuar , and went
bore to see the puffin nests. The birds, of course, had
.flown. One could imagine the beauty of the scene with the
ne t below the spring cu hions of thrift with their masses of
delicate pink blooms and those ridiculous clowns of the sea,
the puffins, tumbling over their fluffy young. Then to St.
Agnes, and the site of one of the oldest lights in the British
I les. The original was a coal fire set in an iron brazier at the
top of a seventy f0$lt tower. Peter Crane went for a swim in
the cry tal clear water and came out purple. The Gulf Stream
was a little cool this year!
Our first task on Sunday morning was to send birthday
greetings by radio phone to Princess Ann cruising in the Royal
Yacht Britannia at the opposite comer of the British Isles, off
the north coast of Scotland.
Fair winds deserted us as we left Tresco for southern Ireland;
they blew from the north-west and promised to blow harder
as the days passed. We donned our oilskins and wrapped up
warmly for the night watches. Our cook, Peter Anstey, came
up to his cordon bleu rating during the crossing by producing
roast turkey and all the trimmings. From the log I note that
it \WS served at r9.oo hours, we were averaging 9 knots through
the water and the angle of heel was thirty degrees. On the
second evening we made our landfall; the small red light on
the headland leading to Castle Townsend.

lrf>land is so Irish.
For the next three days we cruised the beautiful Irish coast;
we shot the rapids out of Loch Hyne in the dinghy; we explored
the Jong sea caves under Bullock Island; bought lobsters straight
from the pots; watched a seal take salmon for his breakfast in
Kinsale Harbour and juggle them until they went down headfirst. We rounded the Old Head of Kinsale where the wreck
of the Lusitania lies and we entered Glandore Harbour. Here,
in good Irish fashion, the local sailing directions tell you that
" for a safe entry you must avoid Adam and hug Eve," the
two rocky islets in the entrance. Local knowledge is also of
value in obtaining supplies. The source of any item is not
always what one would expect. From the butcher came eggs,
butter and even lettuce, but perhaps the best example was
salmon from a bicycle shop.

The World in Pictures
of 632 Troop
In the Outer
Hebrides

Major General Moberly and his daughter aboard for lunch talking
with Colonel Max Sawers and Major Lee Edinger

..

Finally we sailed to Crosshaven which lies on a delightful
stretch of river just inside Cork Harbour; the home of the
Royal Munster Yacht Club who entertained us so royally.
The following morning Bloodhound was given her usual scrub
down but to this was added a fresh water wash and leather to
the water line. We had completed our task in good order and
were six proud and happy members of the Corps.

Postseri11t
We returned to England on the night packet boat, the Inmsfallen. We had imagined on booking our berths that the boat
was much the same as the cross-Channel ones-all second class
and a few special cabins. But not so. We were directed down
the after hatch, down and down into the steerage compartment,
past C deck to E deck, below the waterline and alongside the
propellors. Packed like sardines in our dormitory, there was
no chance of moving to more normal accommodation even if
it had been available. Still, all were friendly and cheerful, many
slept on the stairs and were most apologetic about being sick
o':'er our shoes. A·~ 3 a.m. we arrived alongside the quay at
Fishguard. A heavmg grey sea and a foggy mist.

I. Lance-Corporal Liddel operating the Marconi Fulmar (ship/shore) radio. (He's a cable jointer!). 2. Sergeant Blagg with
his cherished AT & E 800 Radio Relay. 3. Sergeant Snow, Corporal Wood and Signalman Savage testing back. 4. A view of
the camp and village bay St. Kilda. On the top right remains of the old village. S. Serge~nt Pete Gray operating the B.E. 201
to the air-drop plane

How to find os
Any reader who has never heard of the R.A. Range,
Hebrides, should obtain a map of U.K. and look at the West
Coast of Scotland, where the Outer Hebrides will be shown.
The Army lives on Benbecula and the Rangehead itself is on
South Uist. We must not forger St. Kilda-50 miles to the
west-for without them we would not know the conclusion of
the launching from Rangehead.

Greetings
from the

Outer
Hebrides
A

Report from

632

Troop

-

O.C. recently received
T HE
a letter from an N.C.O.

due to be po ted to the Troop.
A precis of his letter could well
be: "Never heard of it; what
do you do; why do it up there!"
Remembering his own reaction
to similar news, it is hoped the
will
following
information
rectify this state of affairs. We
could put ourselves on the map
by bribing one of the visiting
UQits to point a missile the other
way, but as yet we don't feel
too (ashed about it.

The did Manse at St. Kilda-now the W.O.s and Sergeants Mess

Thls article eontlnucs on page 441
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Small, lmt the Corps S1•lrit is therf"
We are about 30 in number, seven of us are on St. Kilda
during the firing season and three during the remainder of
the year. In order to qualify for the St. Kilda tie, one has
to spend a minimum of six weeks there. Apart from the occasional visit from the Navy and the odd trawler with injured
crew, the Army are the only human inhabitants.
Tho Job

Communications between the two complexes are radio relay,
HF .radio, ship and light aircraft. The latter being a chartered
Cessna. which drops mail and other items, whilst the ships
or RCTVMull, carry heavier items and bodies. It is not unknown for the weather conditions to be so adverse that,
having gone for two days, one ends up by almost qualifying
for the Kilda tie!
During the firing season the pace is quite hot, as some
NATO armies use the range in addition to our own Gunners.
The fact that the Corporal missile is going out of service shortly
dispels much of the apprehension felt towards the start of a
new season. To see one of these explode on the pad is
quite exciting; to see one proceed like a pogo-stick across your
front leads to an excess of adrenalin (and other things!).
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A post-hag for fishermen
In the odd moment of no activity, most of the Troop take
to a boat and do their level best to denude the Atlantic of
fish. The 0 .C. is not allowed to go out, as it appears he must
have angered the gods before arrival here, and his appearance
on the pier leads to high seas and Force S's! This was
manifested when the C.S.O., Scottish Command, paid a visit.
Despite the efforts of the Ministry of Agriculture in providing
the loch and boat, all the C.S.O. caught was the O.C.'s trace
and files and then went over his waders. Had it not been for
two snipe that evening this Troop would have had a new O.C.!
Domestic
Congratulations to Signalman and Mrs. Thewlis; we hope
that they will find a happy start to their marriage with us in
the Hebrides. The telegram sent by the Troop was sufficient
to cause any girl to have second thoughts about the place.
Congratulations also to Corporal and Mrs. Fleming on the
arrival of their first-born-Christopher Michael. Incidentally,
the lack of television and the long drawn out winter evenings
have not as yet produced any alarming increase in Part II Order
births column. This is contrary to the popular belief that these
factors, plus the abundance of "Bootee raw material " makes
this a good posting for the raising of one's income tax code.
By the time this goes to press, Sergeant Blagg and his family
will have left us on posting to 8th Regiment. (At the time
of writing these notes he is aboard the Mull, rerurning from
an unsuccessful bid to reach St. Kilda).
Christmas is almost upon us at the time of writing. We
hope that St. Kilda will feature in the B.B.C. programme
prior to H.M. The Queen's broadcast. To all our friends
therefore:
'NOLLAIG MHATH AGUS BLIADHNA MHATH us·
+fl

Expedition
to
Lundy

The unique Lundy Isl and QSL card . Possibly a collectors item in
days to come

14th Regiment establish
first ever ' Ham' Station
on Lundy Island and log
520 contacts in 136 hours.
The Lundy Pioneers embark. In the group can be seen Corporal Mcinnes, Sergeant Rowe, Corporal
Graham (G3UOU), Staff Sergeant Conway (G31NE), Signalman Lunt (GSALD), _W.0.1. Evans (G3LQC)
• Lance Corporal_Sweetman and Lance Corporal_ Larkin

The S . S.~I. is inspired
Winter in Bampton is usually the season for inspiration. It
was in fact lasr February when 3 Squadron radio club members
gave thoughts to wanting to do something out of the ordinary.
An idea, perhaps to attract a world-wide interest from the
far spread amateur fraternity. Not to miss an opportunity,
our gallant S.S.M., overhearing the discussion, suggested Lundy
Island as a possible and unusual location. «You're joking, of
course," someone remarked. The S.S.M. is no fool, he quickly
saw the possibilities of getting them out of his hair at least for
a few days!
As time slipped by, the idea of going to Lundy began to
appeal to club members, interest and enthusiasm quickly grew
-so much so that the unlicensed members knuckled down to
some serious study in order to take the next qualifying
examination.
Lundy is a name one hears often mentioned on B.B.C.
shipping and weather forecasts, and really means little to the
normal soldier.
This is not surprising, since this tiny chunk of terrain, usually
enveloped in mist, lies due north and south across the Bristol
Channel, and some 24 miles off the Devonshire coast.
-'

fortunate introduction
The owner of Lundy, Mr. A. P. Harman, perchance was an
old school friend of the C.S.O., Brigadier Horsfield, who
arranged an early introduction to Mr. Harman, who gave his
permission to use this small island for the exercise. Now that
this was achieved, planning could go ahead. At this stage, it
seemed almost certain we could land a small party.
!\"ot th first military landing
It is of interest that the Vikings were the first armed troops
to set foot on Lundy. There is also evidence of military
occupation during Henry Ill's reign. The barrel of an ancient
gun, supposed to have been hurled into the sea from the battlements of Marisco Castle, by a French raiding party, lies half
way up the beach road. It was moved to this position about
300 years after its sudden change of location. Marisco Castle
is now in ruins, but parts of it are estimated to be at least
seven or eight hundred years old.
Six months of planning, clouded by difficulties and setbacks,
made us all the more determined the exercise would be launched.
At last the light was beginning to dawn and it was agreed

"Lundy Gannet" would start on 18th September, 1965.
The object of the exercise
A party of eight members, led by W.0.I Ray Evans, assembled
at Bampton for their final briefing. Their mission was to
establish an amateur radio station on Lundy. Contact was to
be made with as many countries as possible working CW,
Voice and RTr. The station had to be operational for six
days on continuous watch. A further requirement was to
maintain a daily RTr schedule with Bampton.
The weather, as forecast by the weather men at Bracknell,
was to be wet with no sign of improvement. This gloomy outlook made no impression on the team, who were zealous right
from the start, and were only too eager to get going.
A force I 0

gale
Immediately following the briefing, all stores and equipment
were quickly loaded on to the vehicle. (How we managed to
have a pay load of a ton and a half remains a mystery!) An
early start from Bampton was essential if we were to reach
Bideford Quay, some r6o miles away, by 9.30 a.m. on 19th
September. On arrival at Bideford, the m.v. Lundy Gannet
was seen to be alongside and no time was wasted in unloading
and transferring everything to the boat. The weather then took
a tum for the worse and nothing we said could persuade the
skipper ·to risk his boat in a force ro gale blowing in the
Bristol Channel. Incidentally the Lundy Gannet was originally
a fishing boat and still bears its Hull registration H57·
First impressions
Twenty-four hours later <the weather having eased we weighed
anchor and set a course in a WNW direction. Seeing Lundy
for the first time gave the impression of its being a rugged
forbidding mass of rock. Only a few buildings were noticeable.
We were told later that observation over a numoer of years
shows that Lundy captures the imagination of many more than
it repels. After six days on the island we were inclinea to agree.
There is only one way to get ashore, passengers and cargo
are transferred to small boats and ferried to the only accessible
beach.
Siting problems
We went through quite a performance in unloading awkward
boxes and our two small generators. When everything was safely
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on the beach, the stores were loaded a trailer and tractor which
Pul!ed the lot up the very steep, winding track to our location.
T?1s was the Old Lighthouse, together with its accommodation,
with a long stone shed on the west and seaward side. Built in
1~19, thi~ lightho?se is now the headquarters of the Lundy
Field Society. Qu1ck reference to the great circle map showed
<that the rotary aerial-a 3-element beam provided by Mosely
Antennas-:--would need to be located in such a position as to
put ~e lighthouse on the south side of it, there being no
countries to the due south .
After the strenuous climb of 400 ft. from the beach our first
task was to erect aerials and set up shop in the shorte;t possible
time. An "antrac" mast was used for the 3-element beam
a~d th!s was prepared for erection by G3LQC. The next con~
s1derat1on w~s power .~nd ~e siting of the PE75 Briggs
generators. Smee prevailing wmds at Lundy were at this time
south-westerly, the best siting was the other side of the north
wall. Power lines were laid to the shack and connected to a
step-up transformer by G8ALD (Signalman Lunt). One fuel
tank on these generators only gives two hours running but
wit)i t~e aid . of an alarm. clock in the shack we managed to
mamtam continuous operation. Corporal Mclnnes and G3UOU
(Corporal Graham) had, during this time, been making domestic
lighting arrangements.
At last we were inside and time was pressing on. The equipment, consisting of a Racal RA17 and a transmitter DX100U
by Heathkit, had to be running first so that we could get on
the air with CW. The Racal gave no trouble, but signals were
weak. The fault was quickly traced and found to be a broken
wire in the aerial coupling and switching unit.
First call from Lundy
Everything was now ready and G3INE (Staff Sergeant Conway) took the first call. This came after gentlemanly gestures
by all, but as G3INE founded our club back in 1956, the first
e':"er a~ateur radio _signals were transmitted from Lundy by
him usmg the call sign GB3LPC, and contact was established
with W1ULH Rhode Island and K2AGU New Jersey. To
mark the event the Squadron pennant was hoisted to the masthead, to remain flying there for the rest of our stay. G3UOU
followed and had equal success with V01BD Newfoundland.
At 23.55 G3LQC took the key and by then the countries worked
by G3INE stood at sixteen. By the following morning we had
pushed up the countries list to twenty.
Exploring the cou11tryside
When not on watch or sleeping, time was spent in exploring
the countryside, all three and a half miles of it. Apart from the
200 acres under cultivation, the remainder is rockv and rough,
but it seems to suit the sheep and wild deer. We saw wild
ponies and red deer, and a variety of sea birds. Much to our
disappointment, the puffin, perhaps more commonly associated
with Lundy, was not to be seen, apparently they are gradually
diminishing in number due to many being killed through
becoming coated with oil discharged from tankers.
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Corporal Graham on watch

We continued operating CW until the Thursday, then
realising that time was running out due to the late start caused
by the weather it was time to try a new mode of operation. We
quickly tuned up on SSB and the results were so good that we
added more countries to our list, including the Azores, Puerto
Rico, Monaco, Lebanon, Gaza Strip and Australia. A brw
through on 21 Mc/s the previous evening gave G3LQC the
chance of adding Angola, Zambia, Equador and St. Vincent
dependancies. This was the only time that this band became
open.
RTT contacts
Teleprinter working was tried only once, as with the loss of
Saturday and Sunday, which is the peak activity period, we
knew we would not be able to make a show of it. However,
we were called on CW by W3KDF Pennsylvania and he asked
for a RTr contact. We met him on 14090 Kc/s and it wasn't
long before we were invaded by some more keen RTrers.
Signals were taken from W2BSA Mobile in Connecticut!
FG7XT Guadeloupe and W8CQ Detroit. Apart from our daily
schedule with Bampton, this was the only time RTr was used.
The night before we closed down, a small gathering in the
Marisco Tavern was arranged. Here we met Mr. F. W. Gade,
Mr. Harman's agent, who manages local affairs. We presented
to the islanders our pennant as a token of appreciation, also as
an emblem to signify "we were there."
• Through ' to the Jost moment
The final morning came and it was time to pack up. Determined to keep GB3LPC going as long as possible, G3UOU
took over on AM voice. A temporary aerial was rigged up and
we joked over the air of our " Top Loaded Lighthouse." This
consisted of 90 feet of odd pieces of wire dropped from the
top of the lighthouse and" end fed." We concluded by working
Eire, Scotland and many counties in England with good reports.
The station was finally closed at 09.46 hours GMT, after 136
hours of operation.
Earlier forms of communication .to and from the island was
by a Post Office cable laid between Lundy and Croyde in 1892.
This was not very successful as the cable suffered several Breaks
and become too costly to repair. The system in use today is a
radio telephone link between the island and Hartland Point
coast-guard station. Conversations on this system can be overheard by the locals on their transistor sets.
An interesting footnote is that just before we left, Mr.
Harman told us that a group of Belgian amateurs had written
to him to ask permission to be the first amateurs to transmit
from Lundy, but Royal Signals were there first-AM, SSB,
RTT and CW had all been successfully used and GB3LPC
led the field!
The results
The results achieved, after 136 hours of continuous operation,
were most rewarding. Our summary from the log book shows : (Continued oti page 445)

Inside the old lighthouse. W.0.1 Evans, Staff-Sergeant Conway,
Corporal Mcinnes

QSO (contacts)
On CW (key)
SSB Voice
AM Voice
RTT (Teleprinter)

520

produced a special 'one off' QSL Card which illustrates the
' Puffins ' on Lundy Island-we like to think that these will be
collectors' items. (See photo.)

457
40
17
6

Total countries worked on all amateur frequency bands was
of which I I were Russian States. For the expedition we

70,

The new MEL L556 /ooks the sameand uses the same harness-as the C11
equip ment it replaces. Yet. operating on
s.s.b., it offers twice the range. eliminating
the gap between ground wave and 1st
skip! Other features include frequency
coverage of 2- 16 Mc/sin 1 kc/s steps.
high setting accuracy and electricallylocked final frequency. 120W p.e.p.
output. c.w. telegraphy, c.f.s. w ith RTA
type L607 and d.s.b. telephony facilities
available. complete transistorization up to
the final stage.

a complete station
Up-dating an existing C11/ R210 station
is as simple as rep lacing the Cl 1. making
a few minor mod ifications to the standard
receiver.

Whether up- dating or installing new
stations-contact MEL

•.• with teleprinter if required!
All the advantages of teleprinter operation
can be added to most veh icle-mounted
h.f. and v.h.f. Mil itary Radi o stationsusing the new MEL L607 adaptor. Fully
transistorized. it enables the addition of
facilities for automatic coding and
decod ing. and permits 600 Baud data
operation w ith certain stations.

The MEL Equipment Company Ltd
Manor Roya l Crawley Sussex England
Telephon e Crawley 28787
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Loading stores at Bideford Quay

CLUB MEMBERS
W.O.l R. C. Evans
GJLQC
Staff Sergeant R. Conway G3INE
Corporal S. Graham
G 3UOU
Signalm8'1l M. Lunt
G8ALD

ASSISTANTS
Corporal R. Mclnncs
Lance-Corporal P. Sweetman
Lance-Corporrtl R. Larkin

Electronics
Technic
The Job

The Benefits

Servicing a wide range of high qu ali ty electronic instruments-oscilloscopes, digital and valve voltmeters, power
supplies etc. Th ere are also opportun ities to work on
ana logue computer systems and data loggers, for men
willing to travel extensively in the United Kingdom .

Good pay ; first-class fringe benefits; up-to-date workshops, ;uperbly equ ipped; on-the-job training; day-release
for suitable candidates; prospects of career advancement
and broader industrial experience with in the Company ;
security; companionable working atmosphere ; assistance
for people willing to move into the area.

The Men

The Right Thing

Techn icians from the Armed Services ; TV and Radio
service engineers ; men already in industry. The real
requirement is a basic knowledge of electronics and some
experience in fault diagnosis and rectification.

to do now is to get yourself an interview; talk to the
people in our Service Department, and find out for
yourself the advantages of linking your future to SOLARTRON . Write a descriptive letter to-

C. S. J. Mardell, Personnel Officer,

THE SOLARTRON ELECTRONIC GROUP LTD
Victoria Road, Farnborough, Hants.
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Another River Epic

"Can I Canoe You Down the River? " - Is a popular question in the 13th Regiment

Exercise
"North East I"
A canoeing adventure through
France, Belgium and Holland
on the River Meuse.
DY
SEUG&\NT \\.. 0. GREEK,
lloynl C11n11di1111 Signals.
ll"RAC CREW ME.HBEHS
EARN Ml/CH PRAISE

llllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllli

Season's end ... a setting sun and the river strikes chill.
Like flighting duck the canoes
come silently gliding home. An autumn scene at Roermond on the Maas

I CE my arirval a< 13th Regiment in June of this year I
S
have been an eager participant in the new Corps sport of
Royal Signals, namely canoeing! Notwithstanding the last
adventurous trip on the turbulent waters of the Rhine, I struck
out once again to achieve recognition in canoeing from Cbarleville-Mezieres, France, to Roermond, Holland, crossing the
width of Belgium by the River Meuse (the Maas in Holland).
After a short " Get Fit" training period the party, consisting
of one instructor and the rest mainly novices, including two
W.R.A.C. girls), began loading two Mini buses for the road
journey to Charleville-Mezieres. Upon arriving at the starting
point we spent the last few hours of daylight assembling our
canoes and checking our kit to ensure there would be no delays
in an early morning start.
Fir10t da ...· on the rh·er
We awoke early the first morning only to find that the
weather had changed from a glorious Indian Summer to a wet
and cold fall day. The first thought was to crawl back into the
pit until the sun came out, but, as in all trips of this type
where time is limited and an early start is important, we broke
camp and were on the river by o8.oo hours. After going about
2 km's we came across our first weir which meant " out of the
water" and a portage over it. Upon completing only 28 km's
we bad already encountered no less than eight weirs. As a
result we decided to call it a day and find a camping site.
The only conversation throughout the party at this stage was
the hope that the following days would be less strenuous and
more satisfying.

bowman, Lance-Corporal McHale, and I were attempting to
launch our canoe over a ledge, my foot slipped off and in I
went. Not more than five minutes later one of the W.R.A.C.
girls also slipped and put herself in before her canoe. During
the day one of the passing barges slowed up and threw us a
long rope with the idea of giving us a tow to the next lock.
However we were no sooner on our way, for what I believed
was w be a pleasant hour or two, when suddenly the dreaded
cry " capsize " went up and off we went to the rescue. Luckily
it was one of the singles coxed by Signalman Collins and after
hearing his description of the line suddenly twisting around
him and overturning his canoe we set off once more. Again
during .the afternoon we closed in on a slow moving barge and
were given the signal to ca.tch on to the side and get a free lift.
With four canoes on one side and three on the other we started
,
pushing on towards the next lock.
Our free ride was brought to an abrupt end by another
capsize, surprisingly enough the same qinoe. From then on it
was decided that a tow line or banging on to the side of a
barge was out of the question-there was no easy way down
the Meuse!
We found ourselves plagued with early morning fog and in
one instance after a good start, we were suddenly closed in to
n~l visibility. TravelJing a further km or two with no sign of
the fog lifting we pulled in to the bank and waited for the
sun to break through. Only after it had lifted did we realise
we were about one half a km from another weir, and a big
sigh of relief went up.
Fi11al few days

GoluJf i!'! hard but stead~·
On the second day and throughout the remainder of the
trip the weather returned to its welcomed summery appearance
and morale reached a new high. As compared with the turbulence of the Rhine, the river Meuse was slow, with hardly any
current. The lock-keepers were very obliging in letting us
through and in all cases we pitched in by helping to open the
gates. The going continued to be steady. After che third
day we had completed the first roo krn's with a bit of experience
b::ginners to show throughout the party.

Exeltement through small eve11ts
By now all were enjoying the daily routine of an early rise,
a few hours canoeing, lunch, and finally making camp. I felt
urc we would complete the trip without any mishaps, however,
I was soon proven wrong. On the fourth morning while my

One of the highlights of the trip came on the ninth day when,
after a long day's canoeing, the party dug out their best pullovers from their waterproof kit bags and set off to the nearest
Gast house to celebrate a job well done.
On the final day we were met by a gathering of enthusiastic
spectators, and were soon back in camp.
In my opinion each and every member of the party put
forth a first class effort, especially the two W.R.A.C. girls who,
as pioneers in this field, proved to be as competent as the rest
of the canoeists. It was an adventure and an experience that
I thoroughly enjoyed.
Participants from 13th Regiment: Second-Lieutenant G. W.
Pearson, Sergeant W. 0. Greek, Corporal A. Rains, Corporal C.
R. Johnson, Corporal C. M. Eastland, Lance-Corporal M. J.
McHale, Lance-Corporal A. F. Helliwell, Signalm.an I. E. C.
Corrie, Signalman D. P. Collins, W /Private A. M. Burt,
W /Private G. M. A. Usherwood.
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I. Signalman D. Collins studies the map-no more towing please! 2. Corporal Rains (left), Second-Lieutenant Pearson (right). Cons ideration of the route. How far
have wc done todayl 3. Private Aileen Burt, W .R.A.C., Bowman (Bowwomanl) of double kayak "Sahib." 4. Private Gina Usherwood, W . R.A.C. "tops-up" her
life jacket. 5. Gently docs it! Signalman Corrie has somethinc to say to himself about this one. 6. Corporal C. M. Eastland (left) and Private G. Usherwood, W .R.A. C.
come ashore (Corporal Rains on extreme left).
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ro~te 2~9 .

21st llEGUIEXT, n.F.I•.o. 4:1
There ha\' been a number of changes since we la t appeared
in print. 1ajor (T.0.T.) L eslie Pcttifer retired from the Seryice
la t month and he and his wife are now living near Cambridge
where he is studying for ordination in the Church. We w~sh
him and his family a happy future and hope he can c~pe with
hi bicycle. Major Martin Hogan, his relief, an~ family ha~e
arrived and settled in. Major John Cross determined to avoid
the fog and snow has left us f~r Kenya and Captain David
In all co talk and chalk at Cattenck. R.Q.M.S.s Robinson and
Johnson have both left on promotion to R.S.M. and we welcome
the new arrivals who include Captains Senior and Hughes,
R.Q.M. . Turner and Handley and S.S.M. Williams. To
omplete the upheaval, Staff ergeant Brown arrived from Aden
as Chi~ f Clerk, replacing Staff Sergeant Jays who goes to 2nd
Regiment as 0.R.Q.M.S.
.
. .
There i no slackening of work on the airfields and digging
continues. The winter trade courses have started with linemen,
cable jointers and drivers busying them elves with upgrading.
As we have a change of command next month the unit is being
combed for deficient and " surplus " stores.
In a day on the golf course the honours went to Captain
Kennedy, Major Oddie, our paymaster, and Staff Sergeant
Bower . The wooden spoon belongs to either Major Bryson
or Major Sweeney. There were even suggestions that perhaps
they were playing with it.
JOIXT

CO~Dl~'ICATIONS

UNIT,

BOilNEO,

B.F .P.O. 660
' Signals ' are certainly getting well established in Borne?.
The following notes show that at both work and play there is
no lack of initiative and energy-the true secret of enjoying
Service life. We are not surprised to hear that some members
of the Corps are reluctant to leave when their time is up in
this active service area. A happy feature of the Joint Communications Unit is the • joint' aspect, where representatives
of all Services work and play together efficiently and in harmony.
Our man in Tawau-By Sergeant Wise
The unit detachment in Tawau, although small in number,
is regarded, by us, anyway, as the elite of the Joint Communications Unit.
At present the detachment is manned by Sergeant Wise,
four telegraph operator , Signalmen McManus, Stevenson, Dawe
and Thompson, a technician, Lance-Corporal Burnett and last,
but not lease, Lance-Corporal Drew, the electrician-driver.
\\.here i!oi Tawau?
Tawau, on the north-east coast of Sabah, is a small, but
interesting town. The local industries including a cocoa and
rubber plantation and an interesting factory where hemp rope
is manufactured. The island of Sebatic is four miles to the
ouch· half of this island belongs to the Indonesians and the
other half to Sabah-an interesting state of affairs which keeps
u on our toes !
We have formed many affiliations with other units, mostly
to our own advantage, I might add. 10 Port Squadron (R.C.T.)
in particular, are very kind. They have arranged a number
of trips to the Kalabakan or Wallace Bay area. These are oneday outings, and one passes close enough to see the Indonesian
soldiers guarding their coastal waters.
Our other activities include water ski-ing, this I learnt with
Lhe Unit Ski Boat Club while stationed in Labuan, and now
a thriving club exists here-kit supplied by courtesy of the
Special Boat Service (Royal Marines).
Ln11ee-t ·orpornl Dqt('h and the bosun's chair •••
Finally we would like to say goodbye to Lance-Corporal
Dutch and thank him for all he has done for this detachment.
This includes going up a 78ft. mast in a bosun's chair, our
Land Rover supplying the " muscle " and the members of
the detachment the encouragement with remark such as " If
you fall, cross your legs and we will screw you out afterwards."
Troop
"M" Troop is jointly manned by Army technicians, R.A.F.
fitters and mechanics. R.A.F. aerial riggers, and R.A.0.C.
tores ergeant, and to complete the picture, a Clerk Tech.

Tawau Detachment visit by T.O.T. and F. of S. Lieutenant (T.O.T.)
Ribchester, Sergeant Wise, Lance-Corporal Burnett, F. of S. Kelly

Staff Sergeant (F. of S.) Kelly has the job of keeping up
with them, and they see to it he's on his toes. Being a cross
between a COMCAN/CAF relay station and a field unit, there
is plenty to do, which makes life interesting, and morale is
high. Busiest people at the moment ar e Corporals Hawthorne
(transmitters king) Crow (ciphers) Jones, R.A.F. (5 U nit equipment) ·worsley and Morris (installations) and J /Technician
Canning, R .A.F. (receivers). Corporal Downie is preparing to
move into our new workshop, a pearl in the ulu, with pale
blue walls and yellow doors. This will have all mod. cons.
including a screening cage and surely the most test equipment
this side of Suez! (In fact all fully used).
The 01terators can sleep now on uight-sWft1
Due to the fact that the unit is still settling down, we have
had a Jot of installation work during the last few months,
transfea:ing equipment from vehicles to static locations and
' consolising ' the Comcen. Corporal Willby (now in Catterick
on his Class I course) spent many an hour building a system
control fully fitted (more or less) to craft requirements with
facilities for quality control. Consoles, obtained from Hong
Kong (thanks to C.R. Signals, Hong Kong, and particularly
Captain Ted Barrett) have been installed in the ' Comcen. It's
so quiet now the operators can sleep properly on night shift!
The permanent transmitter building is not yet completed,
but (to those in the know) Army and R.A.F. transmitters have
been repositioned at one site by Flight-Lieutenant Tom Oliver
and his merry men.
On t:he maintenance side things are pretty well as one might
expect, but as Pace got underway Sergeant Bellamy, R.A.0.C.
(the Op DBM kid), had a fright and made a hasty reappraisal
of his scales in the Expense Store.
::\"ot all work-our sport is t devastating'!
However let it not be thought that it's all work, " M "
Troop finds time to play, too, with devastating effect on the
soccer field. So far we have won both ' Tighe Cup ' competitions this year without losing a match, including the one
thrown in against the rest of the Unit laid on "to cut us back
to size." Mind you this cost .t he T.0.T. a crate but it was
worth it. Water ski-ing is very popular with the technicians
and fitters who may be seen '°crashing the waves " whenever
they can get away.
On the indoor games side Corporal Davies, R.A.F., one of
the aerial riggers, led the darts team to victory in the InterTroop Competition in the Carousel Club. The final was very
exciting, especially for Lieutenant (Tfc) Hill (I'm the greatest).
When he thought he was about to whitewash Lance~Corporal
Pither (T~aining Technician) and lost. I'll not say what
happened to Staff Sergeant Waumsley.

··~I.,

~ight

life at t Surrender Po-int '
To complete the picture a word about night life, or part of
it. Lance-Corporal Gemmell and S.A.C. Doyle are the
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Corporal Worsley (right), Sergeant Bell , Corporal Hartnett discuss
the new tape factory. S.A.C. Vatcher and Lance-Corporal Philips
wor king at the new consoles

guiding lights at organising our Troop barbecues, with lights
and decor by Corporal Blake and his E.D.s. These tend to be
grand affairs besides the tropical beaches and swaying palms
at Surrender Point with plenty of ' barbecue.'
Finally we wish all readers a Merry Xmas and Happy New
\'ear, particularly if you are about to join us.
200
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t• \Ve were s uch good boys" last year!

We are now back in barracks after our autumn training,
working towards our C.l.V. and Equipment Inspection. Fortunately, we have no Administrative Inspection this year, and
we like to think that perhaps this is because we were such
" good boys " last year!
Autumn training culminated in Exercise "Double Deal.'' In
this exercise we were defending with 4th Guards Brigade attacking. A successful exercise ended with 20th Brigade counterattacking, so the movement was not all one way.
We have just said farewell to our Brigade Commander,
Brigadier R. E. Ward, D.s.o., M.c., who has left us to command 1st D ivision. By way of a formal farewell, the Squadron
paraded for him on 4th November. The Commander addressed
all ranks, saying some very complimentary things about the
Squadron. The final march past went very well indeed, much
to R.S.M. Herby's relief, as he considered us to be somewhat
short ('I ( practice, and thanks to the Band of the Royal Dragoons,
who very kindly played for us.
Below we publish the first report by Sergeant Llewellyn
of our recently re-formed Ham Club. We will be happy to
rr.<;eive cards from other units and "make a date."

A demonstration of how to lose a well-packed
trailer m one easy lesson!
It pays tribute to our M T
organisa·tion t9 say that three hours' later, with FMT 3
complet~, our new trailer was at site, we were fed, teed-up, and
on the air.
Our antennas consisted of dipoles for the regular ham bands
and a home-made rs-metre rotary dipole, which was perched
on top of one of the 36ft. masts.
Friday was spent working at our leisure into some interesting
locations and explaining the amateur procedure to our boys in
the club. Our club is quite representative, as the trades of
t~e members show_:
ergeant Llewellyn (DL5XE) is our
cipher operator, while Sergeant Bendall and Signalman Pete
Shotts arc radio relay. Lance-Corporal "Lofty" Woodhall is
a radio operator, and Signalman "Tich" Goldstraw and Bill
~iddowsoi;i are drive'.s in the Squadron. D ue to heavy trainmg commitments, this was the first time that the club as a
whole had been able to get together and practice the hobby.
We worked along quite happily until nearly midnight, when
while working into Scotland on 80 metres, we found that we
were on the brink of the annual World Wide Voice Contest,
and the looks on the faces of the lads were really funny when
~hey experienced for the first time, thousands of stations all trymg to work to each other, ALL at more or less the same time
with N O " net control." As usual, the contest developed inro
a fight with no holds barred. DL5XE working as a club
station, gleefully went into the fracas and chalked up a respectable number of contacts in the log.
Workln~

into twenty-three coqntries
The interest was certainly supplied for us, and we took full
advantage of the opportunity, working into 23 countries on
80 metres and 19 countries on 20 metres. As the contest continued throughout the week-end, we settled into a pleasant
routine of working new countries and getting the occasional
Jong chat with a station.
We were delighted to receive a visit from our Radio Officer,
Lieutenant Cruickshank, and our Pay Sergeant on the Saturday, while Sunday brought our O.C., Major R. L. Stonham,
Mrs. Stonham and family. It is always nice to have someone come right back to your call on occasions like this, and
fortune paid us another dividend by supplying a Belgian and
a German mobile station. The German mobile paid us a
visit shortly afterwards and we saw that his equipment was
mounted in a Volkswagen with power supplies under the back
seat. His antenna was 1oft. of "F" ·section into which he
radiated more than roo watts. Sunday afso brought visits
from four other amateurs, and many visitors who had come
to admire the views came into the shack.
Our packing-up on Monday was hampered by a whole
coachload of young ladies from Bremen, but, as our club
members agreed, we had all the afternoon to pack up I
Our next project is the World Wide CW Contest at the
end of November, and the club really intends to enter for
this one seriously. We hope to report that the CW portion
was half as successful as the Koterberger trip; if it is, then we
shall all have had a wonderful time.
209 SQUADRO:'\', (;01.,CHESTER

The Ham Club Visits the Koterbe .. ger
Taking out an Amateur Radio Club for four days presents
only one major problem; how to provide genuine interesting
contacts on the air, and to maintain a steady flow of such contacts c,ver the entire period. "Fixed," or pre-set contacts are
all very well, but then one could use the telephone just as
effectively (and delete the QRM !).
The Squadron Club left Detmold at approximately 08.00
hours on Friday, 22nd, October, bound for the Koterberger.
This is a beauty spot situated some thirty miles or so from
Detmold, and towers up to a height of some r,3ooft. above sea
level, giving some excellent panoramic views of the surrounding
countryside. There is a permanent U.S.A.F. radio relay station,
manned by a crew of six men, who are stationed there for
three years at a stretch. They were glad of our company,
as the invitations to watch television and play "peanuck1e"
showed!
The Land Rover arrived at the Koterberger around ten
o'clock, followed by the one-tonner some few minutes later.
Picture our radio relay sergeant's face when he found that
his trailer had parted company with the truck somewhere on
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As these will be our last notes from Borneo this would be
a good time to look back and review the results of the past
nine months.
Ada1ttability
Possibly our main problem has been one of adaptability.
Arriving here in Borneo, trained as an airportable brigade
Signal Squadron we soon found that the task in front of us
was completely different. First and foremost we became part of
a static headquarters and we had to provide all those extra
sophisticated requirements that develop. This calls once again
on the adaptability of all members of the Squadron whatever
Corps or regiment, and we are glad to say that we think we
have once again risen to the occasion. Radio Operators have
become expert Teleprinter Operators, Radio Relay Operators
have become excellent Comcen Operators and in one case a
Radio Relay Operator has become a Comcen Supervisor. This
proves that today's young soldiers are ju~t as capable of rising
to the occasion as their predecessors. (Nice to hear. Trade
versatility is essential in an efficiem Corps.-Editor).
(Continued on page 450)

of Air ' programme which ensures that everyone gets a change
?f emp~oyment and a break. from routine. Possibly the most
mterestmg task was the clearmg of a helicopter landing pad and
storage area near the frontier. This started life as a dot on
the map .but thanks to Second-Lieutenant H. A. Culley,
rep~csentat1~es .from the De_fe_nce Platoon and the Royal Military
Police the site 1s now a thnvmg re-supply point for the forward
~ocation.s. To. make this possible our party cleared an area of
Jungle and built two small store bashas over a period of 14 days.
Malay ,troo~s . ':"ere us~ for local protection. Other ' Change
of Au acuv1ues have included construction of pathways for
local . longhouses and visits to Dyaks who have rarely seen
secunty forces. These change of air activities have proved very
popular and well worth the slight disadvantage of rearranging
shift rosters, etc. On a similar vein all members of the Defence
Platoon have been on detachment to 1 RNZIR and have been
on patrol into enemy territory. One patrol was blooded by
firing at Indonesians they could actually sec. One can imagine
the ' war stories ' on their return.

Corporal Thorne, Signalman Brindley compare notes with a local
friend

Defence Platoon
Being an integrated Squadron, we administer and control
our own Defence Platoon. These soldiers whose unenviable task
is to defend Brigade Headquarters have become experts in the
building of field defences and our latest 1965/66 model bunker
leaves little to be desired, containing as it does all mod cons
and a delightful view.
Drivers hove n busy time

The drivers have driven many more miles than they ever did
in Colchester, even though there is only 20 miles of road. We
have felt on occasions of calling the M .T., Thomborough's
Luxury Coaches Ltd.-transpon provided at all times for all
service vi1itors to Sibu.
Tactical H.Q. goes places
"A" Troop now has Second-Lieutenant Cox at the helm and
he and Sergeant Dicker steer the troop through the variety of
communication ha2ards they meet daily. Tactical H.Q. is
deployed at least once a month to various locations. One is
120 miles away and to reach it from Sibu involves a trip in a
light aircraft of the R.A.F. or A.A.C. However, once deployed,
conditions there are not too rugged. Another is approximately
6o miles from Sibu and is reachable by a light aircraft or river
boat. As the pay load for our trip to the second location is
rather large we always go by Chinese launch, involving a river

Tac. H.Q. in typical jungle environment.

Note small recruit

Signalman Frost operates an efficient rear link

journey of some 12 hours. These times and distances will
give one an indication of the time and distance problem which
is applicable to all tactical movement in the second and third
Division of Sarawak. Of course, the distances involved also test
one's ability to communicate by means of H.F. radio, and Borneo
is certainly a good training area for all Telegraph and Radio
Operators.
Linemen gain valuable experience
"J " Troop is now really sophisticated and is running a
comcen and tape relay centre on a three-shift system with our
two sub1!lterns earning their keep as DSO's-no comment from
the Y. of S. ! The linemen are responsible for all local lines
but because of the performance of our stay in Sibu all D10
cable is being replaced by poled quad and all field telephones
by P. & T. telephones. Hence the linemen have gained valuable
experience in building permanent lines and in coping with
internal wiring of telephones.
Interesting breaks from routine
As can be imagined life in a ~rigade H.Q. under these
static conditions can become very routine for a very large
number of soldiers. To overcome this we operate a ' Change

Entertainment nud s1•ort
Life is not all work and we have had the benefit of the visit
of two C.S.E. shows. Namely Frankie Howerd and Shirley
Abicair and also the Acker Bilk Paramount Jazz Band.
Naturally sport is very popular and we have been quite
successful particularly at soccer. We entered two teams, 209 'A'
and 209 ' B,' in the local amateur league. 209 'A' emerging
victors, being beaten only by the runners-up 3 Royal Malay
Regiment. We had a scare at the final match of the 'A' team
when at half-time the score was four goals each. Our fears
were unfounded as we eventually won 12-4, which is just as
well as the shield had already been engraved in our favour!
Signalman Shilton scored I I goals in this match. Corporal
Flitton should also be mentioned for his 'forceful ' captaining
of the ' B ' team.
Return to U.K.
Now we are beginning to think of our return and in retrospect despite our difficulties it has been a very rewarding nine
months. Naturally, we will all be delighted to be reunited with
our families but 209 H.Q. and Signal Squadron is a better
operational unit as the result of our nine months stay in Borneo.
(Glad to see our sunburned warriors back!-Editor).
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Well, that's the end of the hot season. Time to write some
more notes, I suppose. Strange how the circulation of THE
WIRE in the unit has gone steadily up without them. (Your
words-my italics.-Editor.)
C:omntunicntious with n difference
You might say that the most important event of the period
since our last entry was the Administrative Inspection, at which
we managed a 'very good.' It all seemed to go incredibly well;
stage management has always been one of our strong points.
The thing that we enjoyed most was the communications race:
one message being passed along a chain of different systems
by two teams finishing up with a man with a cleft stick. We
were most impressed by the potential of this last methodhave the Hobart team forgotten this completely reliable system
requiring neither AC, DC nor even skilled manpower?

Where have all the soldiers gone! - Gone to U.K. everyone
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Exercise •• 1'fixed Crott " was really
sometltiug • • •
Undoubtedly the most memorable event was Exercise
"Mixed Crop." This started off as a simple exercise with H.M.S.
Albion and 45 Commando; the Squadron contingent of 13 or
14 vehicles motoring up 250 miles of beach to the exercise
area. As the dare approached the size of the convoy escalated
and eventually it set off 54 vehicles strong.
The O.C. had very cleverly gone off on leave to · Kenya and
Captain Mike Spence found himself increasing his fund of
military experience at an alarming rate. Some of the vehicles of
other units added to the convoy at the last minute found motoring and navigation on soft sand rather difficult. The simple
process of ' bogging in ' takes on a different aspect when you
also have to consider the tide coming in!
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As a result the S.S.M. and four strong swimmers spent a
happy day rescuing five Land Rovers that were being washed
out to sea. (Don't worry, Staff Sergeant Jones, wherever you
are, none of them were ours).
• but there was •real catastropht• •
The real catastrophe however, was the separation of the
beer truck from the main convoy. Captain Ron Saville and his
recovery group never quite made the exercise area; the debate
still rages as to whether this was because of the breakdowns
they were handling or because of the beer that they were
C?nsummg. At any rate, it has taken weeks of patience and
kmdness to get the beerless linemen and technicians back to
normal. (Corporal Goddard was never normal). Communications
of course were ' perfect.'
Meanwhile, in Africa, the 0.C. and six other ' layabouts ' were
on ' adventure training.' This must have been very onerous,
particularly when the other six were stranded in Nairobi for an
extra week. Lance-Corporal Pearson, the only one who hadn't
been before, has now joined the Kenya Bore Club (" Now when
we were in Kenya . . .'') and hopes to be out of debt by
Christmas.
Cricket witlt a sparkle
Sport is fairly limited in the hot season but the cricketers
have kept the flag flying. For a long while they were neck and
neck with the powerful 5 Innis DG (the Skins) side, both teams
having a 100 per cent record. Alas, we lost by eight runs to
19 Light Regiment R.A. despite an excellent 50 by Corporal
9'Donnell and finally saw our championship chances disappear
m the last match of the season by seven wickets. Still we were
comfortably second, not a bad effort for a minor unit with a lot
of 24 hour duties. (Full marks to all those standers in). Final
record including friendlies-played 22 won 20 lost two.
There were some very exciting finishes and the most impressive thing about the team was that someone always came
off when things were difficult. The best win was probably
174-7 scored at great speed against the Sappers (LanceCorporal Pretty 75) closely followed by some even faster scoring
to score 140 against H.Q. Company (Lance-Corporal Pretty
and Major Butler 53 for first wicket in seven overs and match
finished by Corporal Walker and Major Butler with 28 off
eight balls).
Corporal Fit2gerald led the side very well and had an
extremely good season with bat and ball. Lance-Corporal Pretty
was the most prolific b1!tsmari, and when Major Butler was able
to play, they always gave the side a good start. Corporal
Goddard also came up with some useful innings and LanceCorporal Wadham and Signalman Radford were the best ten
and eleven in Mideast; the former taking some brilliant
catches. Corporal O'Donnel and Signalman Manifold took most
of the wickets.
Other • goings on '
Of course, there were lots of other things going on despite
the temperature: · Our Ham club has been very successful and seems to have
had contacts in most of the United Nations. Sergeant Vasper
is the leading light, though he is lucky to have such a patient
wife; he spends the rest of his spare time running the beat
group.
Then there are the boat builders; we have probably the
largest per capita fleet in the Corps. What with Corporal
Garside's coracle, the very impressive and expensive cabin
cruiser that "A" Troop put together and then take to pieces
each week and the fibre glass dinghy, we look forward to a
regatta when the sailing season starts at the end of October.
Oh, and of course we mustn't forget the go-karters. After a
faltering start they have started to win races and the names
of Corporal Hughes and Signalman Love were prominent at
recent meetings. We even have some cups. Mind you with all
the equipment that we have purcha ed for them, they ought
to be ready for the Le Mans.
Ah well, there will be a flyout exercise and the start of the
football season to talk about next month. Till then, I think
that I will just pop along to the club and bolster up those
fabulous profits. I was on guard last night so I can't be on
again till tomorrow.
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lnevitabfo ehnnges
The past three months have resulted in the inevitable
We bade farewell to Captain ya!erie Palmer,
changes.
W.R.A.C., in August. It was unfortunate that ill-health caused
her early departure. We were pleased to welcome two temporary replacements from Cyprus in . the at.tractive forms of
Captains Margaret Paterson and P!p Scou, each of whom
stayed with us for a fortnight.
Captain Jan-t Hill arrived in September from the Army
Aviation Centre in Middle Wallop, as our permanent W.R.A.C.
Officer. We hope that a happy tour will compensate for the
loss of your blue beret.
Perhaps not so noticed was the arrival of Lieutenant (T.O.T.)
Jim Jenkins, join ing us on con:imissioi;iing.
H~ has taken
over the SWS chair from Captam Leslie Churchill, now departed for pa tures new in B.A.0.R.
We also welcome the recent arrivals of Staff Sergeant Bob
Montgomery, Sergeants Malcolm Calvert, Bill Davison, Audrey
Penfold, W.R.A.C., and record the depart!-ll"e of Staff Sergea~t
Duke Cairns, wishing him and his fanuly a happy tour in
CaHerick.

Royal Signals Malta
and lib ya======

The S.O. in C. arriving ac 235 Squadron

\ ' isit of the S.0.-in-C.
The S.0.-in-C. arrived in Malta during the evening of Ist
November, and left on the morning of 4th November. During
this short period he saw at close quarters the work of H.Q.,
Royal Signals, 234 Squadron and 235 Squadron. He ~et
many families, visited both Sergeants' !"1esses and . had . discuss.ions with the G.O.C. Malta and Libya and Jomt Signal
Committee (Malta) and the Royal Signals representative of
HAFMED (Lieutenant-Colonel F. G. G. Rapsey). On each
evening he dined with people who formed a cross~section <?f
Maltese service and civilian life, and on the momIDg of his
departure he was kind enough to say he was sorry he was
unable to stay longer. It was a dreadfully full programme,
but throughout, his genuine interest in us all never flagged,
and he contributed many ideas for our future guidance.
The work of the Corps in Malta covers every aspect of
signalling, with the exception of radio relay, and the S.0 .-in-C.
expressed his pleasure with the cheerful spirit in which commitments were being met. The quality of all ranks, British and
Maltese, was commented on in particular, and it was gratifying
to learn from the S.0.-in-C. that our own standards were no
lower than the very high standards he had encountered in his
tours of other theatres where the Corps was serving. He was
especially impressed with the length of loyal service given
to the Corps by the Maltese civilian linemen and technicians.
The enthusiasm of the U.K.-based civilian technicians of 235
Squadron also earned the admira.tion of the S.0.-in-C.
In spite of a very full programme, the General was able
to visit Mrs. Sylvia Halliday, the artist widow of Colonel
G. Rivers Halliday, mother of Major (Retd.) Nigel Halliday
and mother-in-law of Colonel D. R. Yearsley, and this occasion
gave him the greatest pleasure.
From our point of view the visit was timely and enjoyable,
and will inspire us in our future work. On leaving Malta, the
S.0.-in-C. flew to Cyprus via Tripoli and Benghazi airfields.
At Tripoli, he met senior representatives of 219 Squadron and
at Benghazi those of 245 Squadron. The General was most
sorry not to be able to visit these Squadrons in their barracks,
but movement arrangements could not be made to allow this
to be done in an economical period of time.
With his departure from Benghazi, the S.0.-in-C.'s tour of
Royal Signals units in Malta and Libya came to an end, and
his encouraging comments will inspire us all in our many and
varied duties in the days ahead.

HAVE YOU
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S1tort-fi11e swi111111ing aehievements
The outstanding achievement in our sporting calendar was
the fine performance of Signalman Phillips in the Inter-Services
Swimming Championships.
His efforts in the relay races
contributed to a victory for the Army. He came a very close
second in the IIO yards free-style.
The excellence of Malta's swimming opportunities is again
shown by the recent results of Squadron members who attended
a Royal Life Saving Society course. Between them they earned
five distinctions, six bronze awards, five silver awards, five gold
awards.
It is worth noting that, of the seven, five were from our
W.R.A.C. element.
Our congratulations to them all.
A newly-formed darts club, un:der _the guidaI?-ce o~ :w.o,.I
(Y. of S.) Paddy Stringer and his wife, Phy!, 1s trarnIDg m
the .Sergeants' Mess for the forthcoming local league. They
would do well if they include the ladies in their team. The
Officers' Mess were once challenged to darts by the Wives'
Club and it would deflate one's ego to record the result in
these notes !
The Officers' and Sergeants' Messes challenged the Squadron
team to a football match quite recently. The challengers' star
player, Captain Janet Hill (W.R.A.C.), declined to play, so <?ut
Quartermaster, Lieutenant Desmond Spence, had to brush aside
the encumberance of age and dazzle all concerned with his
exceptional ability. He was eventually rewarded by two goals,
which made -the Squadron team score of twelve look a little
less impressive I
Seirgeauts' Mess
Members of the Sergeants' Mess continue to enjoy themselves. On one social occasion, Sergeant Bill Davison gave
an expert demonstration of the "limbo." His "tearing" success
was heard by all. After a hasty departure to the kitchen
he reappeared in a_ loin cloth tci receive an ovation from his
sympathetic audience. When you've patched up your trouble,
Bill, the Mess would appreciate the return of ·the tablecloth!
Courses
Under the capable wing of Sergeant " Geordie" Brown, another MPC I course has been successfull completed. The passoff parade was taken by our Commanding Officer, Major C.
S. Galbraith. We publish the group photograph taken after
the parade (page 453).
Weather
Summer in Malta is almost at an end, and heavy storms are
not uncommon. It was during such a storm over Zonker
Transmitter Station that the two technicians on duty, Corporal
George Ramsay and Mr. Terry Dorothy, were introduced to
the attendant frightening effects. Their hair-raising accoun·t
of the incident was in some way supported by their very drawn
and frightened appearance. There is, however, no proof to
the rumour that they have since 'gone to ground.'
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serviced at Kai Tak and also the catapult system on the flight
deck was being repaired, hence no planes were able to fly. All
in all, the visit was most interesting and unu ual.''

MILITARY PROFICIENCY COURSE CLASS

I -SEPTEMBER 1965

Left to right, standing Corporals Nickols, Wyness, Clarke, Lahany, Ikin, Chambers,
Brooks (all of 235 Squadron).
Left to right, seotod: Corporal Palmier (234
Squadron), Corporal Hedges (219 Squadron), W.0.11 S.S.M. Mcintosh, Major
C. S. Galbraith, Royal Signals, Sergeant Brown, Corporal Hazelgrove (219
Squadron), Corporal Roberts (235 Squadron)

CnJtid's bow
Cupid continues his watch over our Squadron and, as a
result of his arranging, we announce the forthcoming marriage
of Corporal John Matthews and Corporal Vicki Gurr, of the
W.R.A.C., both of whom leave us shortly to return .to the U.K.
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The last few weeks have kept us more than busy with
visitors and the Royal Signals Rifle Meeting.
Farewell to the C.S.O.
On the 14th and 15th September, C.S.O., FARELF, visited
us. Unfortunately, this was his last visit to Hong Kong, as he
is leaving F ARELF and the Army on retirement. We would
all like ~o take this opportunity to wish him all the best in his
retirement.
Not long after the C.S.0.'s visit, on 21st September, to be
exact, we braced ourselves for the annual Administrative Inspection by the Garrison Commander. This went off extremely
well, but nevertheless, we are glad that it is now behind us;
at lea st for another year.
Although we did not win the Royal Signals Rifle Meeting,
we did quite well and came second to 246 (Gurkha) Signal
Squadron. The S.M.G. team did particularly well and won
the Parachute Cup.
Some imJ•ressions of " The Ark Royal " and •••
Recently the Aircraft Carrier H.M.S. Ark Royal came to
Hong Kong, and Sergeant Heacock, who had the good fortune
to look over her, gave us his impression of wha! such a ship
is like.
" I have never visted a ship of this size before and for me
it was something of a unique experience. Because the ship il>
so large she had to anchor outside the harbour of Hong Kong.
A ship of her size requires at least two berths and naval berths
are limited in the harbour.
Ark Royal is a magnificent ship to see, but for a ship of her
size, her armament seemed inadequate. The flight deck of such
a ship is without a doubt the most interesting part. Standing
on the deck, it certainly makes one wonder how aircraft manage
to take off in such a short distance and more amazingly still,
how they ever manage to land again without dropping off the
end.
Below decks everything is like a rabbit warren. Narrow
passages run in all directions with innumerable doors opening
on to them. Between decks there are steeply angled ladders
to be coped with. For anyone not familiar with the ship it
would be easy to get lost.
The method of stowing aircraft was most interesting. Their
wings are folded back, they are then wheeled on to an enormous
lift, which takes them down into the bowls of the ship, where
they are neatly packed away in hangars. It was a pity that
during the ship's stay in Hong Kong its aircraft were away being
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• • • A. look at a eable shi1•
The Squadron has had a good share of visits to ships recently.
The cable ships Monarch and Cable Enterprise met in Hong
Kong prior to laying the Hong Kong link of SEACOM from
Hong Kong to Guam and while they were here fourteen
members of the Squadron were invited on board.
An ex-apprentice gives his "first impressions" of a visit to
a cable ship.
"Trying to cover in detail the wealth of technical and general
points of interest would be quite impossible in the space allowed.
So I will just give a broad outline of the actual cable laying.
One of the ships will pick up the end of the cable one mile
off shore and joint it to the cable to be laid. The jointing takes
ten hours to complete and in the meantime the second ship is
on its way laying the cable.
The cable including the repeaters is prejointed and stored in
large tanks. The repeaters are inserted into the cable every
twenty-six miles. The cable is layed over the stern of the ship
at a speed of eight knots and it will take approximately thirty
days to complete this section of 850 miles.
It would be m95t interesting to spend a month on board while
the ship is laying cable but to use an old expression, time and
tide will wait for no one, and it is hardly likely the O.C. would
give his p ermission."

Considerable elaanr;eo''er
The changeover of personnel has been considerable in the
last few months and we would like to take this opportunity to
say goodbye to W.O.II Rankin, Sergeant Stewart, Sergeant
King, Sergeant Walker, Corporal Gaffney, Corporal Davies,
Corporal Shaw, Corporal Greenan, Lance-Corporal Bond,
Lance-Corporal Machin, Signalman Wood, Signalman Flanaga,n,
Signalman Tuplin and Signalman Heightley.
At the same time we would like to welcome W.O.II Freeman,
Sergeant Patient, Corporal Barr, Corporal Frankyn, LanceCorporal Davies, Lance-Corporal Dawson, Lance-Corporal
Cowley and Lance-Corporal Weld-Richard.
In closing we offer our congratulations to Major and Mrs.
Petheram on the birth of their third boy, and to Sergeant Major
and Mrs. Chu on the birth of their seventh child, a boy. The
Squadron is led to believe that each is competing with the
other to form the first all in family football team. At the
moment Sergeant Major Chu has a good lead. Congratulations
also to Signalman and Mrs. Napper on the birth of a son.
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The time of writing sees a very pleasant change in climatic
conditions on the island. Thundery weather has brought a
distinct drop in previously somewhat tiring sunny heat and
introduced a more active spirit to all. Perhaps now the rather
large local canine population will sleep instead of bark all night
having expended their energy during the now cooler hours of
daylight.
Once again thanks to the artistic qualities of our Mr. Fred
Brew's (UKBC) pen we record some more activities available
to members of this quadron.
Antiquities. In the top right of our picture we show a
possible hazard of ruin-ous pursuits. There are varied sites
covering many diff~rent periods of ancient history.
Rock-Climbin~. There are limited opportunities available. The major problem is the crumbling dangerous nature of
most rock faces on the island. Various clubs exist, however,
and find Cyprus a handy springboard for Services-sponsored
trips to the mountains of the northern mainland areas of Turkey
and Persia.

Skin-Diving. The ardent followers of this fascinating sport
carry on all year round and of course aqua-lungs are used by
the e.."perts. The octopus season is upon us and there is a
good variety of other fishy harpoon targets.
Weddings. Laws exist which discourage any attitude which
may be taken as " Sporty" in this field of activity. There have
been as the cartoon accurately depicts, sufficient marriages in
August to justify reference to same as an activity. Cyprus, is
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of course, referred to as " The Island of Love " and boasts
connection with Aphrodite in support of this claim. Marriages
which took place were: 14th August: Lance-Corporal Sylvester, W.R.A.C., to LanceCorporal Maclaughlan, 48 Command Workshop, R.E.M.E.
20th August: Pte. Flowerdew, W .R.A.C., to Lance-Corporal
Cummins, Royal Signals.
21st August: Lance-Corporal Read, W.R.A.C., to Signalman
Allen, Royal Signals.
28th August: Pte. Kirby, W.R.A.C., to Lance-Corporal
Collins, R.M.P.
After such a run of social activities the month of September
seemed a little dull, but two more weddings are on their way
we understand.

THE BRITISH ARMY'S NEW HF RADIO STATION-THE A.13

The most up-to-date, fully transistorised, lightweight, military H.F. packset-the Plessey-made
A.13-is now in full production. Already adopted
by N.A.T.0. and Commonwealth armies, the
A.13 has proved its superiority in world-wide
trials and in service with the British Army.

V.S.O.P. The writer, being strictly T.T., cannot enlarge on
these initials which are to be found on brandy bottles, but
there is no shortage of this medicinal liquid which brings joy
to the heart and travail to the S.S.M. The water melon season
has closed but local variety of fruit abound almost continuously
and people large and small enjoy plenty of good, cheaply
obtained, vitamin C.
Work. Our previous cartoon showed a Land Rover going
up the hill. This month we confirm its return but point out
the normal method of Freefall Parachuting is available and
there need be no fears in this direction if you join us.

Free Tuning without Netting
The A.13's crystal calibrator makes any one of
the 2,400 channels in the 2-8Mc/s band available
immediately, without netting.

Do Yoursel/ a Favour!

PM, AM and CW Operation
Phase modulation gives improved range with
longer battery life. AM and CW facilities make
the A.13 compatible with existing systems.

If you are serving and have a standing order for
"The Wire," please keep us informed well in advance
of any change of address. It is impossible for us to
keep up with hundreds of posting orders, and your
" Wire " will go to your old address unless we hear
to the contrary.

Say all your

'Swiza' 8-day travel alarm
clock

£7

'Merry
Christmasses'

9 ct. gold and enamel
port and starboard lamp
earrings
silver

£12 15 0

Men's 'Gieves'
'Allweather' steel
watch

£16 10 0

with gifts from

Gieves
LIMITED

~- ---

..:.~.:~.:::.

£8

7 6

Portsmouth Edinburgh Plymouth Chatham Weymouth Liverpool Bath
Brockenhurst Cambridgl! (A. G. Almand) Londonderry Gibraltar Malta

Southampton

£13 10 0

Men's ribbed wool reversible slipover, various
colours

£3 4 6

Tel: HYDe Park 2276/9
Darrmouth

Rechargeable Batteries
. With a 1:9 transmit/receive ratio, the battery life
exceeds 8 hours. Batteries are quickly charged
from the hand generator or any vehicle supply.

wrist-

Ladies' 9 ct. gold 'Verity'
wristwatch

Harrow

Ruggedness with Easy Maintenance
The A.13 fully meets the most exacting British
Army standards for ruggedness and ease of
maintenance. Highest reliability is maintained
throughout the A.13's long life.

17 6

Appointed Tailors and Outfitters to the Royal Signals

I, High Street, Camberley, Telephone 3659
27 OLD BOND STREET
LONDON W.I

Multi-Role Flexibility
High-grade, lightweight ancillaries can be
provided for any man-pack, ground station or
vehicle role. Transistorised amplifiers, hand
generators, voltage regulators, remote controls,
vehicle adaptors and a full range of aerials are
all available.

Camberley

Cra11 wel/

A.13 standard man-pack radio

For further details,
please request Publication 233.
The Plessey Company Limited
llford, Essex, England.
Telephone: llford 3040. Telex: 23166
Telegrams: Plessey llford Telex.

Wi11clrester
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PLESSEY Electronics

512 TROOP, n.F.P.O. 828
From the tropical paradise of South-East Asia
comes this somewhat belated eport on the progress of a less known
troop-namely
512 formerly of 209 Squadron. " The Wire " always
welcomes news from our
small Troops and Detachments
w)lere
the
Corps spirit is invariably
very strong.
Having
accompanied
the 2nd Green Jackets,
K.R.R.C., to such far
flung outposts of civilisation as Libya, Norway
and British Guiana (not
to mention Stamford and
Salisbury Plain!) it was
with some speculation
that we were transferred
to 3rd Green Jackets,
Si1nalman ° Tiny" Corr puses a message
The Rifle Brigade. Howover the Battalion Rear Link (Brigade Command Net} under the close supervision of
ever, this speculation was
Corporal .. Jock " Paton
rather
t er m i n a t e d
abruptly when we were
whisked away three days later-much to the disgust of the
Troop's married personnel!)-<>n a twelve-months unaccompanied tour of the Far East.

Rong Kong-and P.T.!
Our first stop was Hong Kong where all dreams of a peaceful life were rudely shattered when we discovered that the
Battalion (including attached personnel) were to participate in
early morning P.T.-before reveille! Sergeant 'Ted' Brant,
our N.C.0. I.C. Troop, was heard on many occasions to exclaim
rather feverishly that ' screaming around the thoroughfares of
the New Territories at dead of night, clad in P.T. shorts and
boots and carrying telegraph poles at the high port was downright uncivilised, unhealthy and unnatural.' This view was very
strongly supported by Signalman 'Tiny' Corr, our fifteen
stone example of the most relaxed muscle anywhere.
However our time was not altogether wasted as we carried
out many successful exercises in the colony, mainly supplying
an HF and VHF Rear Link to Brigade for our own Battalion,
and, on one memorable occasion supporting the Durham Light
Infantry as well.
From the aspect of sport, the troop was well represented by
Corporal 'Jock' Paton, who played several games of Rugby
for the Brigade and who also won a place for himself in the
Battalion's soccer and athletics teams.
Our title-Jungle Bunnies
Our next stop was the Jungle Warfare School in Kota Tinggi,
Malaya, where we earned the covered title of "Jungle Bunnies "
for the active part we played in the local training program.me.
We also carried out numerous experiments with our communications and antenna, all of which attained a very high
degree of success, thanks mainly to the able assistance of our
two radio technicians, Sergeant John Dew and Lance-Corporal
Bob Micklethwaite. Extensive research was also made on the
local brew, but unfortunately the results achieved in this
parucular field were somewhat blurred!
Pres~otly situated in the heart of the Sarawak jungle, and
approximately ten thousand yards from the Malaysianlodonesian border, we are now at the climax of our tour. We
support our Battalion with two rear links to Brigade and on
odd occasions have even supplied our rifle companies with an
operator or two for combat patrols.
Corporal "Joe" Lody, our expert in the battery shop and
' unusual pets comer' and whose responsibilities range from
several bubbling twelve volt 75's to a Malayan Hooey Bear
called Alpha, _seems to be growing younger each day although
~e took part m the Arnhem drop and also fought at Dunkirk
m the Second World War. Although Joe claims furiously that
he celebrate.s his twenty-first next week, there are others amongst
us who believe, more truthfully perhaps, that it is his twentyfirst twenty-first, that he is in fact, enjoying!
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Bringing the troops tally to nine are Signalmen Jim Boyd,
Terry Corrao and Jan Ozog, who, together with the rest of us
eagerly anticipate the arrival here of our sister troop-514(attached rst Bn. Durham Light Infantry), whose very welcome
presence will mark our extremely hasty but organised withdrawal, during the first week of the new year, to the relative
tranquility of Colchester and 209's weekly ' CPX's' in Friday
Woods.
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Citble nud Wireless complnint
On 19th October, Mr. R. F. Downe, who was at one time
an officer in the Corps and is now the local manager of Cable
and Wireless, telephoned me. He bad just received his copy
of the July/ August WIRE, and was not too pleased about
Lieutenant-Colonel Lyske's comments on the local telephone
lines. It should be pointed out that the lines in question did
not belong to Cable and Wireless.
V.I.P. Visit
The biggest event this month was the visit by the Secretary
of State for the Colonies, who came to see for himself how
this new nation is emerging. Despite a very busy programme,
Mr. and Mrs. Anthony Greenwood came to see us at Airport
Camp, and this was appreciated. As far as Royal Signals are
concerned, the visit was a huge success, and no excuse is
made for including an extract of a letter addressed to the
Garrison Commander from His Excellency the Governor of
British Honduras, Sir Peter Stallard, K.C.M.G., c.v.o., M.B.E.,
M .A.

" I am writing to express my gratitude for the splendid
service given by the Yeoman of Signals and his staff during
the visit of the Secretary of State and Mrs. Greenwood.
I was very glad that the Secretary of State was able to
convey his thanks personally. You will be glad to know that
he was most impressed by the Garrison."
Although 633 Troop took the credit, it was really a Corps
effort, as we had received first-class co-operation from 6o7
Troop (British Guiana).

Future Plans
At last, our new equipment is on its way. Although we
have ambitious and enthusiastic plans for the Du/R234; no
one (least of all the Yeoman) seems to be concerned about the
final resting place for our 53 sets. Any offers?
Naval Visit
No one here can recall with any certainty the events of the
last two days of October. However, it can be said that we
enjoyed the visit of the French Naval vessel, the Commondant
Bory. The Troop maintained ship-to-shore communications
and found language was no barrier.
Thank goodness we
weren't monitored.

New Pattern Corps Ties
At a recent meeting, the Corps Committee approved
modified versions of the Corps tie to meet a demand
for a tie more in the modern trend.
These ties are as follows:
PATTERN D. - An open-ended tie with diagonal
stripes and conventional cut but considerably narrower
in width.
PATTERN E1. - A straight-cut tie of narrow width
throughout its length with square cut ends and horizontal stripes.
These ties are in teryleoe and can be ordered from
Association H.Q., price 8/- each, post free.
When ordering, it will be sufficient to refer to them
as Pattern 'D ' or Pattern 'E1.'
Note: Owing to heavy demands, some delay is being
experienced in obtaining these ties from the manufacturers.
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Major J. Bennallack-Hart, T.D. presents the cigar oox to LieutenantColonel M. H. Seys-Phillips, T.D. Lieutenant-Colonel E. O. Smith,
M.B.E., D.C.M., looks on
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REGIMENT

(CIN~UE

l"OllTS)

T.A.

Promotion for former (;.II. Si.:rmlN
~~ ranks extend t?eir congratulations to Colond M. H. SeysPhillips, T.D., on his promotion and appointment as C.S.O.
(T.A.) 44 (H.C.) Division/District.
A~ter a fa~ewell dinner, h<:ld at the Officers' Mess, 36th
Eogmeer. R_g1meot, R.E., Iov1cta Park, Maidstone, officers of
the Regiment presented Colonel Seys-Phillips with a silver
cigar box engraved with the Cinque Ports galleon.
The Honorary Colonel of the Regiment, Colonel Sir Henry
d'Avigdor Goldsmid, Bt., o.s.o., M.c., T.D., D.L., J.P., M.P., was
present. The guests included Mrs. Seys-Phillips, Sir Derek
Greenaway, Br., T.D. J.P., who is to be our next Honorary
Col~mel, and the new C.R. Signals, Lieutenant-Colonel E. 0.
Smith, M.B.E., o.c.M.
Lieutenant-Colonel Smith, a regular officer, joins the Regiment from Muscat, where he was Brigade Major to the Sultan's
Forces. We wish both him and our new Training Major
Major G. Fleming all success in their tour with us.
'
Sir Robert ~feJtZies nud the Cinque Ports
On the appointment of Sir Robert Menzies, Prime Minister
of Australia, as Lord Warden of the Cinque Ports, the following
congratulatory letter has been sent to him by Lieutenant-Colonel
M. H. Seys-Phillips.
My dear Sir Robert,
I and all the members of the Regiment were delighted to
learn of the great honour conferred upon you by Her Majesty
in appointing you Lord Warden of the Cinque Ports. On behalf of the R eg:ment I would like to send you our congratulations and express our loyalty.
For centuries past the Cinque Ports have been protected
by volunteer units, and we are immensely proud that since 1961
we have been part of the volunteer force in direct line of
succession from the original units.
We trust that on the occasion of your installation and thereafter we may exercise our privilege of attending upon you.
M. H. SEYS-PHILLIPS .••

To which Sir Robert Menzies replied:
My dear Colonel,
May I thank you most sincerely for your letter of 15th
October, with your personal congratulations and those of your
Regiment on my appointment as Lord Warden of the Cinque
Ports. I am very grateful for such an expression of loyalty from
one of the volunteer units guarding those Ports.
I am deeply conscious of the honour accorded me and feel
the selection of an Australian for this posi·tion so steeped in
British history is a fine demonstration of the close family
bonds of the British Commonwealth.
I look forward very much to meeting you on the occasion
of my installation.
Yours sincerely,
R. G. MENzms,
Prime Minister, Canberra.
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47th REGIME~T T.A.
MIDDLESEX ,.EO lUA~RY
(The Duke of CambridJ{e's Hussar )

After Paris-Scarborough
. Somehow, two months have elapsed since our last contribut.100, now at last, c~oscieoce has overcome all else, so here goes.
:i;io~ the second time this year, we set off for Annual Camp,
th1s nm_e to th~ more conventional type of camp at Scarborough.
Desplte havmg scot the bulk of the Regiment to Paris in
July, a further 150 were taken to Scarborough where a very
pleasant fortnight was spent.
~e Regiment were indeed fortunate to have the expert
services of Staff Sergeant (Y.0.S.) Dixon from 228 Squadron
·to unravel the mysteries of life in a Comceo; his instruction
proved a real boon to all concerned.
Our !ecruit Sq~adron, benefited probably more than others
by havmg a conuouous fortnight's training culminating in a
~~t class "pass-off" on the final day of camp. We were
vmted by the C.S.O. London District at Camp and also Lord
Shepherd, the Government Chief Whip in the House of Lords.
Following on. immediately after camp was the Eastern Command Royal S1gnals T.A. Shoot, which we had the task of
organising this year. Despite a few anxious moments at the
start, the day went r~markably well, particularly as the Regimt;ot wound up by_ wmning the Team Rifle Championship and
bemg runners-up m the S.M.G. Team event. The C.S.O.
Eastern Command kindly presented the trophies to climax a
most enjoyable day.
Plunging into a hectic round of varied activities
October showed us plunging into a hectic round of varied
a::tiv~ties, comm?nciog with a t-ton vehicle rally, in which,
despite no practice, we ended up in fourth place, due mainly
to the Stirling efforts of Lieutenant A. R. Maxwell.
Each year the T.A. Association county of Middlesex hold a
Tough Training Competition, which includes marches crosscountry ~iving, map reading, bivouaciog and obstacle ::Ourses.
Our Reg:meot has made a habit of organising and ruon:Og
the communications for these tourneys as well as, hopefully
eoterin,g t~ams, ~espite ~tiff competition, from many IofancrY
and Airborne ururs. This year our hopes finally materialised
when the team from " C " Squadron finished as runners-up
and they certainly earned our heartiest congratulations.
S.0.-in-(;. at • Lafone Day '
To climax October, came our Annual Regimental Day,
"Lafone Day," when the Regiment commemorates the death of
one of its Yeoman, Major Lafone, who fell in Palestine in 1917
whilst gaining the award of the Victoria Cross. This year we
were honoured by the visit of the Signal Officer-in-:::ltief,
Major-General P. E. J. Bradley, D.s.o., o.B.E. Two hundred
officers and men paraded before the S.0.-in-C. and roo guests
on a gloriously sunny day to show their paces. Right royally
did they perform and judging from the many generous comments
received this opinion was shared by many. High spots of the
parade included the appearance on parade of the Turkish
Military Attache, to pay his respects to the Lance (presented
by a generous Turkish Government as a mark of respect to
Major Lafone). He greeted the Regiment in the manner of a
Turkish Commander and was answered by the whole Regiment
jn the traditional manner. Following the S.0.-io-C.'s inspection,
certain personnel of the Regiment, who had received honours
and awards during the previous year, were presented to him.
The Regimental Sergeant-Major, W.O.I M. J. P. Giles, due to
be commissioned in November, had his sword (respectfully
donated by the Officers an Senior Ranks of the Regiment)
presented to him by General Bradley. The S.0.-io-C. then
took the march past as the Regiment proceeed to the Chapel
of the Royal Hospital for the memorial service to the stirrioP.'
music of the Regimental Band.
To conclude, a word of praise for the continued splendid
performances by the Regimental Band. Under the guidance of
W.O.I (Bandmaster) E. J. Tamplin, M.B.E., they go from strength
to strength and they take with them our every wish for success
when they take part in the Music Festival at Reading in
November.
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1munl camp
We all went home feeling
that annual cam had been
a success. For th first time
the Regimental base was
not established at Poundon,
in Oxfordshire, but at Crowborough Camp in Sussex.
As usual, we had detachments, this year in B.A.0.R.
and Malta, and Towyn,
Arbroath and Folkestone.

With so much to remember, only the highlights can
be recalled. Foremost was
the visit to Crowborough
Camp of Lieutenant-General
Sir George Cole, K.C.B., C.B.E.,
G.O.C.-in-C., Eastern Command, who had asked to
meet informally as many
members of the Regiment as
possible. This he managed
The Honor>ry Colonel The Right Honourable Tht Eul of Malmesbury, T. D.,
to do, with great success.
V.L, presenting the Territorial Army
We were very pleased to
Efficiency Medal to Sufi Sergeant K. R.
have a visit from our HonHoldaway at the Regimental Parade
orary Colonel, the Rt. Hon.
The Earl of Malmesbury, T.D., V.L, who also made his customary tour of our U.K. detachments. During his visit to Fo).kestone, the Honorary Colonel turned the table~ on ~e tramee
drivers at St. Martin's Plain, by demonstraung his prowess
in a Champ. Other visitors whom it was a great pleasure to
welcome included Brigadier M. D . Price, o.B.E., c.s.o., Eastern
Command; Brigadier J. W. Berridge, M •.B.E., C. of S., London
District; Lieutenant-Colonel J. C. Clmch, C.S.0 ., London
District; Colonel M. D. M. Humphery, D .D .:W-.R.A.C., Eastern
Command; and Lieutenant-Colonel J. Rankin, .A. D .W.~.A.C.,
London District, all of whom showed great mter~st m our
activities. Major D. C. Newman, o.ur Comma~ding Officer
designate, also spent several days with us gerung to know
members of the Regiment.
F or s ome it was B.A.O.R. •
an d tor r ents o f r a in
The B.A.O.R. detachment, a party of Royal Signals and
W.R.A.C., set off on Friday morning to emplane at Abingdon.
Arriving in B.A.O.R., the male element were taken to 17
Rear Vehicle Depot, R.A.O.C., and the W.R.A.C. to 29 Company, W.R.A.C. The detachments were made most welcome
by the host units and everyth~g possib!e was done t!l make
their stay enjoyable. The followmg mormng a base stanon was
set up and two mobile units set off in good .heart, but. ~ench
ing rain, to the training area 1 w~ere they arrive~ damp m lx?dY
but not in spirit. Commu01cat1ons were established, recepnon
was very good and traffic flowed steadily. At the week-end the
men made good use of the facilities that Rheindahlen ~nd
Munchen Gladbach had to offer, while the W.R.A.C., a little
more adventurously, made their way to Holland and stayed in
Amsterdam for the night. The following week brought torrents
of rain shared by many on holiday this " summer." After
packing and farewells to friends in Rheindahlen, the detchment flew back to join the Regiment at Crowborough for
the last three days of camp.
Fer o t h ers, ~lnltn ••• n nd brilliant s was hine
The furthest flung detachment of the Regiment flew to
Luqa Airport, Malta, on July 2nd. In contrast to the party
in Germany, they had sunshine all the way, with temperatures
averaging 82-86 degrees. 234 Squadron made the detachment
most welcome at Floriana Barracks and ensured that the stay
was interesting and enjoyable. The detachment reciprocated
by increasing the canteen profits for soft drinks ~o. an unmentionable level, and by the W.R.A.C. element ra1smg male
attendance at breakfast!
Lieutenant-Colonel J. N. Burrell,
M.B.E., C.R. Signals, Malta and Libya, visited the detachment.
Communications were slow off the mark to start off with,
but after a night exercise, things went very smoothly.

After landing in B.A.0.R. and Malta, all Hasting.s a~craft
were grounded and there was some anxiety (or was it wishful
thinking?) as to how the detachments would return to base.
With the uncertainty peculiar to air travel, the. Malta party
were given seven hours' notice to move after being told that
they were to stay on the island for a further three days. So the
Malta detachment returned to a gloomy and rain-sodden Lyneham Airport and, shivering and damp, .but cheerful and sunburnt, joined the r~ainder of the Regunent at Crowborough
in time for the Regimental parade.
G2nd

(LOWLAND) llEGIMENT
GLASGOW

BY APPOINTMENT TO
H.R.H. THE DUKE OF EDINBURGH

SUPPLIERS OF MOBILE
RADIOTELEPHONE EQUIPMENT

(T.A.),

Extension to our Drill Rall oponed
"No one could want to have an Army entirely without links
with the civilian population."
These were the
words of Brigadier Sir
John Spencer Muirhead, when he opened
an extension to our
drill hall at 21, Jardine
Street, Glasgow, on
2nd October. The
new accommodation
provides two comcens, lecture rooms,
administrative offices
and a Corporals' Club.
The new premises
have also allowed I
Squadron to "join "
the Regiment under
the same roof for the
first ·time since l96I.
Everyone worked extremely hard to get
[Courtesy: Glasgow Herald
equipment
installed
Brigadier Sir John Spencer Muirhead opening
the extension to the Drill Hall
a n d working. Incidentally, the new
comcen and training rooms were wired by T.A. personnel
Wives and sweethearts-the reason why they

get neglected?
The Commanding Officer, Lieutenant-Colonel J. B. Johnston,
decided that wives and sweethearts should have an opportunity
to see why they had been neglected more often than usual
An open day was held on Sunday, 3rd October. The attendance by families and friends and the interest shown was reward enough for the Regiment.
Tea was served in the
respective messes, followed by the Honorary Colonel's (Colon_el
T. M. Niven, c.B., T.D., D.L.) parade, when he presented Captam
T. Blance (W.R.A.C.) with the Territorial Decoration and
Sergeant A. Newman (R.E.M.E.) with his . T.A. E~ci<:ncy
Medal. Five other senior N.C.O.s also received meritorious
certificates. We do not claim any records, but R.Q.M.S. C.
S. Lowe and S.Q.M.S. J. McMenemy both received their
second certificates. These five N.C.O.s between them have 108
years' service (active National Service and T.A.). The Regimental Pipes and Drums ended the <;>fficial pro~amme .by
beating Retreat. Thereafter everyone retued to theu respecnve
messes. Needless to say, the cup that cheers was filled with
more ·t han tea I It should be mentioned that a Regimental
dance was held on the Saturday evening and, judging by the
hangovers, it must have been a huge success.
T h e A d j u tant is w h i sked off

While all the preparations were going on, we, unfortunately,
said goodbye to our Adjutant, Major G. C. Beadle, who was
whisked off to Aden. Captain A. G. Wilson is a more than
able deputy. Having "launched " the new premises, we are
making full steam ahead with training, including a very succe~s
ful Officers and senior N.C.0.s' study week-end, Exercise
"' Order Group." We also had a very enjoyable social during
this week-end, when our wives very appropriately joined our
Order Group.
T HE WIR E, DECEMBER-JANUARY
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'CAMBRIDGE' transistor
Mobile Radiotelephone

Anew high standard in Mobile Radiotelephone design
• Fully transistorised receiver • P rinted circuit sub-assemblies • Sealed l.F. block filters • Dustproof and splash proof
•GPO approved and meeting American and European specifications • 100 Milliamps receiver drain • A.M. or F.M. versions
• 25 Kc/s or 50 Kc/s channelling • Single or six channel

PYE TELECOMMUNICATIONS LIMITED
C AMBRl ·DGE • ENGLAND • TELEPHONE: TEVERSHAM

T H E WIR E, D ECEMBER-J A NUARY 1 96 5/66

(CAMBRIDGE) :31\31 . • TELEX No, 61166
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Ashteatl Major receives AER tletoration

SMILE PLEASE!
from
"Prhrate Wire" Magazine
the 45 th. E sex Signal Regiment (T.A.)
But what el e happened at
Camp?

1-r's A CA MER,\
nf~ ~A.

v

14 e '~

11-ll<lR S ~R..f:I
w£A.PoN !
/

Major Smith receiving the award from Colonel
L. Hill, Commanding Officer of the Regiment

During the two weeks'
annual camp at Blandford
in Dorset of 85th Regiment, A.E.R., the Regiment's training officer,
Major Rodney Smith,
was presented with the
Clasp to the Army Emergency Reserve Decoration.
Major S m it h , who
served in Royal Signals
during World War II,
saw service in the Middle
East and Germany. He
joined A.E.R. in 1952
and was recalled to
regular service for the
Suez operation in 1956.
For the other fifty
weeks of the year Major
Smith is a chartered electrical engineer working
on
telecommunications
equipment at The M.E.L.
Equipment Company Ltd.,
Crawley, Sussex.

Corps Sports Results ======
Football
R.A.O.C. 5, Royal Signals 3.
Rugby
Special Team Royal Signals 3, Welbeck College
Corps 9; Royal Artillery 3.
Corps 17; Royal Engineers o.
Corps 14; R.E.M.E. 3.

II.

ROYAL SIGNALS COLOURS
TIES
BLAZER BADGES
Wool 10/6
Silk 9/6
Terylene 12/6
Gold Wire 32/6 & 45/Wall Shields 32/6 to 50/Silk 19/6
Cuff Links 22/6 & 52/6 Car Badges 35/- & 39/Crested Tankards 50/- & 65/Ties made to your own design

-

G olf
Royal Signals 3, Staff College, Camberley, 5.

6 Gabriels Hill, Maidstone, Kent
Tel: 56666/7

•

By Appointment to the Late Kine Georce V

Have you placed a standing order
!./~KNIT

NET/ NIT

for a copy of The Wire ?

ROGERS, JOHN

JO~S

LOUTED

(MILITARY OUTFITTERS)

Wliy not do so now (
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Breeches Makers

Butchers : Grocers : Game Dealers
our aim in all Depts.:-

S up er b Quality

CHAS. JACKSON & SONS

• •

63, 64 and 66 SKINNERGATE
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Regimental Outfitters to the Royal Signals

33 BRUTON STREET, MAYFAIR, W. I
Late of 57 Jermyn Street, London, S.W.I
Telephone 1
Mayfair 7303

Telegraphic Address 1
"Rogers, Mayfair 7303 London
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24th Divisional Signals, (1914-1919) Reunion
About 80 members of the 24th Division with relatives were
pre ent at the Ceremony at the Divisional Memorial in Battersea Park, London.
The 24th D ivisional Signals were represented by: MajorGeneral R. F . B. N aylor and M essrs. T . H . Croft, E. H. Elliott,
P. H . Fowler, T . Higgins, H.J. K iberd, R. F. Mackie, S. T. Peet,
A. G . Raby, W. J. Smythe, D. W. Ward, W. ]. Wood.
Gen eral Navlor in welcoming those present, made special
mention of relatives anending, and e.~ressed his satisfaction
at such a good turnout; 46 years after the Great War. H e then
traced the activities of the D ivision from Loos onwards to the
Armistice.
A short Service of remembrance followed conducted by the
Rev. Royle, M .C., Padre to the nth D ivision 1914-1919, and
Chaplain to the 8th Army 1939/ 45.
Wreaths were laid at the foot of the Memorial by members of
the various units. Two minutes' silence was ob~erved .
Trumpeters of Royal Tank Corps sounded the Last Post and
Reveille.
The Memorial is still kept in excellent condition including
the surrounding Lodge and approach.
After the ceremony members made their way to the Chevrons
Qub for tea. Here General Naylor expressed pleasure at m eeting those present, in particular all were pleased to see Mr.
Elliott and Mr. Higgins again after an absence of many years.
Leners with messages of good wishes and remembrances
from the following members were read, who regretted their
inability to be present, owing to illness or other rea~ons. Several
enclosed contributions and hoped to be present in 1966: G.
Bell, A. Arnold, T. Ballantyne, W. S. Clucas, B. Downs, G. H.
Elwick, A. G. Gill, E. Haydon, S. E. Hayward, H . Hursh,
G. L. Olver, T. Parkinson, A. C. Skinner, C. A. Smith, A. E.
Winton, A. Wadsworth, C. A. Wilkinson, C. Yarroll, D. Ware.
Tribute was paid to five members who died during the past
year, namely: P. G. Cur.new, G. W. Critchlow, A. V. Smith,
W. Heather, D . W. Howie.
The next Reunion has been fixed for Saturday, Ist October,
1966, 3 p.m. Banersea Park, 4 p.m. Chevrons Qub. Apply to
A. G. Raby, Hon. Secretary, 9, Gog Magog Way, Stapleford,
Cambridge.

Roy~/ Signals

Associl1tion anJ Benevolent FunJ

Courage
is the Word for Beer

A NEW VAUX HALL

How paying by cheque
helps yollr pay go further

free of Purchase Tax I

The followinr subscriptions were most l{Talefully receif>ed during
October, 1965:
8th R•g'mcnt
~th Regiment CW~t · offi~' ··~od
224 Sq uaoron
14th Rcg,mcot (2 Sqml°dronf"
14th R:g'mc · t (3 Squadion)
205 Squadron
243 Squadron
638 Troop
Juoior v..aders Regimc-t
...
S g als W :og R. \II .A. Sandhurst

0

Scrge",;;,1s'
0

...

[. 8.
30 0
5 I
22 IS

. ..

Mess)

d.
0

6
O

4 7 0
4 IO 0
9 4 6
2
2

S gral Training Wing R .M .
43rd Rcsimcnt T.A.
57th Rcg:m.-nt T.A.
327 Squadron T.A.
402 Souadron A.E .R .
...
.. .
...
...
.. .
...
•. •
47th Rcg·ment T .A . (Warrant Officers' aod Sergeants' Mess) •..

H .Q. '\ 1;ed Forces N orthern Eprope
Ial
Re8lmCOt

3 6
4 3

29

0

0

I

JO

0

5

0

I3
I
5
3

6
0
0

2
2

0
0

0
0

12

0
2

85 IO

2nd R<g m ~nt
13th Reg mc, t
16th R egiment

25 1
19

Reg me:it

24 18

4

25

0

0

16

211t

225 Squadron
1 Armoured Brigade Squad~on

H .Q. Advanced Base B.F.P.O . 21
•.•
C.R. S .~ 1 Welfare Fund, Hon11 Koc:s
234 Squadron
235 Squadron

235 Squadron (Wives' 0ub)°.
9th Regiment
...
. ..

Various lndividuala Donations

Total Receipts

Furniture,

"62

COM

and

prams;

5

21

IJ

6
7

9

0

0

...

Beds

. ..

and

general

.. . [.627 10
. .. [.297 19

Bedding,

Export home delivery-preferential financial treatment
If you are being posted abroad or returning to England
for re-posting overseas, a new Vauxhall can be yours
free of Purchase Tax.

0

47 17 0
I9 6
4 2 2
I 17
6
I
0 6
17 0 6

0

Expmdoture during October 1965
Rent and Rates,
(Includes:

0
0

The brand new Vauxhall Viva from £436
V>uxhall Victor from £570.
Six-cylinder models from 020.

Free of P.T. to all eligible serving men.
Hire Purchase and Insurance facilities arranged.
WE WILL GLADLY SUPPLY FULL DETAILS

(E.

J.

Baker & Co. Ltd.

BIRCHETT ROAD, ALDERSHOT

s

Telephone Aldershot 24242

2

Also at: Dorking, Guildford, Reigate, Chertsey, Tonbridge,
Tunbridge Wells, East Grinstead and Staines

Lloyds Bank offers full banking services to all Majesty's Forces, or, if you like, write to M.-..
ranks of Her Majesty's Forces.
E. S. Keyworth, Lloyds Bank Limited, Cox's
When you have a bank account, you'll find and King's Branch, 6 Pall Mall, London, S.W.1.
that paying by cheque, automatically having a He is specially concerned with liaison between
record of your outgoings, never carrying un· the services and the Bank.
necessary amounts of cash on you - all help you
to have a clear view of what you're doing with
your money. Help it to go much further.
Lloyds Bank has a long tradition of service
to the army, so you '11 be welcomed at any branch.
Ask for our free booklet which explains FOR GOOD AND HELPFUL SERVICE
how Lloyds Bank can help members of Her

~

LLOYDS BANK

assistance).
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BUY AFORD OF BRITAIN CAR!

You can't beat a Ford of Britain car-they're famous all
over the world for their versati lity and reliability. They
take everything in their stride, give you mile after mile of
comfortab le, economical driving. Autobahn , dirt track,
city street, country lane- a Ford of Britain car is always
at home. And you get delivery priority of any car in the
superb Ford range if you're posted abroad.

NO BRITISH TAX TO PAY! You can enjoy your Ford
in Britain for up to six months before you leave, or you may
qualify for up to twelve months' tax-free privilege between

Ill
200

J3

overseas postings. Alternatively Fo rd will ship your car
direct to you. Hire purchase facil iti es are re adily available.

TAKE YOUR PICK FROM THE FABULOUS FORD
RANGE The comp lete range of exciting saloons, estate
cars and GT cars is yours to choose from . Automatic
transmission is available as an optional ext ra on all models
from Cortina up, and of course you get the added bonus
of world-famous Ford service and replacement parts
wherever you go. For full details of any model(s) contact
your local Ford dealer or fill in this coupon:
fNT. , , 101

161

Please send me without obligation, full details of the Ford of Britain model I have ticked below and of your personal export scheme.
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NAME ...... .. ..... ....................................... ....... ..................... ......................................................... ... ................... .. ................................................................ .

7
H

c.

FULL ADDRESS .............. .......................................... ........ .............................................................................................. ........................................... ..
I AM BEING POSTED TO ........................... .

2:

0

23
23

ANGLIA

91

v

C't " ' lhi•

0 CORTINA

······ ...... ····· ······················································································································
0·············.
CORSAIR V4
0 ZEPHYR 4
0 ZEPHYR 6
0 ZODIAC

""'°' '"' '°'' U lo Dopt.12, FORD MOTOR COMPANY LTO., LONDON SALES, 88 REGENT ST., LO NOON WI ·T"''"'"' REG.,17272 4fi!'A
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